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Letter to Instructors

Dear American Government Instructor:

We wrote American Government: Ins� titutions�  and Policies� , 16e not only to explain to students 
how the federal government works, but also to clarify how its institutions have developed over 
time and describe their effects on public policy. Within this distinguishing framework, we 
explain the history of Congress, the presidency, the judiciary, and the bureaucracy because the 
politics we see today are different from those we would have seen a few decades ago. Likewise, 
we also explain how public opinion, elections, interest groups, and the media shape and con-
tribute to policy, and how that influence has evolved over time.

American Government: Ins� titutions�  and Policies� , 16e is written around certain key ideas that 
help students understand not simply American government, but the reasons why the govern-
ment in this country is different from those in other democracies. These ideas are the U.S. 
Constitution, America’s adversarial political culture, and a commitment to freedom and limited 
government. This book is an attempt to explain and give the historical and practical reasons for 
these differences.

New to This Edition
And as always, the book is thoroughly revised to excite students’ interest about the latest in 
American politics and encourage critical thinking. Updates reflect the latest scholarship and cur-
rent events, including the 2016 election and the first months of the Trump administration, includ-
ing the confirmation of judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court; ongoing debates about the 
federal budget, immigration, taxes, and other key issues in American politics; and foreign-policy 
issues in the Middle East, Europe, and elsewhere. Reworked Learning Objectives open, organize, 
and close each chapter, serving as a road map to key concepts and helping students assess their 
comprehension. Each chapter now contains a “Constitutional Connections” box to help students 
connect the topic to the nation’s founding, “What Would You Do?” to deal with a real-life contro-
versy, and “Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box” to apply our framework for understanding 
public policy to various issues. More visual aids are included throughout, including infographic 
inside covers, new figures, and a striking new design.

MindTap: Your Course Stimulus Package
As an instructor, MindTap is here to simplify your workload, organize and immediately grade 
your students’ assignments, and allow you to customize your course as you see fit. Through 
deep-seated integration with your Learning Management System, grades are easily exported and 
analytics are pulled with just the click of a button. MindTap provides you with a platform to 
easily add in current events videos and RSS feeds from national or local news sources. Looking 
to include more currency in the course? Add in our KnowNow American Government Blog 
link for weekly updated news coverage and pedagogy.
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We hope this book helps your students grapple with the fundamental questions of American 
government, and understand who governs and to what ends. And we hope it inspires them to 
continue their engagement with the exciting and dynamic world of American politics.

Sincerely,

John J. DiIulio, Jr.

Meena Bose
Meena.Bose@hofstra.edu

Matthew S. Levendusky
mleven@sas.upenn.edu

Letter to Ins� tructors�  xi
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xii   

Letter to Students

Dear Student:

Welcome to American Government: Ins� titutions�  and Policies� , 16e ! We wrote the textbook to help 
you grapple with two of the fundamental questions of American government and politics: who 
governs and to what ends? The textbook will help you to answer these questions, and to better 
understand how the structure of American government determines the policies that we see. 
The features we include—from learning objectives, to constitutional connections, to policy 
dynamics, and what would you do—will help you to master key concepts and topics, and apply 
them from the classroom to everyday political life.

•	 Learning Objectives open and close each chapter, serving as a road map to the book’s key 
concepts and helping you to assess your understanding.

•	 Then and Now chapter-opening vignettes offer attention-grabbing looks at a particular topic 
in the past and in the present, reinforcing the historical emphasis of the text and applying these 
experiences to the world around you today.

•	 Constitutional Connections features raise analytical issues from the constitutional debates 
that remain relevant today.

•	 Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box features present policy dynamics and encourage you 
to think about where they belong within American Government’s classic politics of policymaking 
framework, which is introduced in Chapter 1.

•	 Landmark Cases provide brief descriptions of important Supreme Court cases.

•	 What Would You Do? features place you in the role of a decision maker on realistic contem-
porary policy debates.

•	 To Learn More sections close each chapter with carefully selected Web resources and clas-
sic and contemporary suggested readings to further assist you in learning about American  
politics.

The Benefits of Using MindTap as a Student
As a student, the benefits of using MindTap with this book are endless. With automatically 
graded practice quizzes and activities, an easily navigated learning path, and an interactive 
eBook, you will be able to test yourself inside and outside of the classroom with ease. The acces-
sibility of current events coupled with interactive media makes the content fun and engaging. 
On your computer, phone, or tablet, MindTap is there when you need it, giving you easy access 
to flashcards, quizzes, readings, and assignments.

We hope all of these resources help you to master the material in the course and have a 
richer understanding of American government and democracy. We also hope that this textbook 
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encourages you to continue your intellectual journey in American politics, and that understanding 
how the political process functions will inspire you to become involved in some way. How will 
you shape who governs and to what ends?

Sincerely,

John J. DiIulio, Jr.

Meena Bose
Meena.Bose@hofstra.edu

Matthew S. Levendusky
mleven@sas.upenn.edu
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Resources

Students…
Access the American Government, 16e resources 
by visiting www.cengagebrain.com/shop/
isbn/9781337613606

If you purchased MindTap access with your book, click 
on “Register a Product” and then, enter your access code. 

Instructors…
Access American Government, 16e resources via  
www. cengage.com/login. Log in using your Cengage 
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presentation, and testing. Accessible through Cengage 
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available for download: book-specific Microsoft® 
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ISBN: 9781337613514

This Instructor Companion Website is an all-in-
one multimedia online resource for class preparation, 
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The Study of American 
Government
L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

1-1 Explain how politics drives democracy.

1-2  Discuss five views of how political power is distributed in the 

United States.

1-3  Explain why “who governs?” and “to what ends?” are fundamen-

tal questions in American politics.

1-4  Summarize the key concepts for classifying the politics of differ-

ent policy issues.
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1-1 Politics and Democracy 3

Today, Americans and their elected leaders are hotly 
debating the federal government’s fiscal responsibili-
ties, for both spending and taxation.

Some things never change.

1-1 Politics and Democracy
This might seem odd. After all, it may seem that the 
government’s financial problems, including big budget 
deficits and revenue shortfalls, could be solved by simple 
arithmetic: either spend and borrow less, or tax more, or 
both. But now ask: Spend or borrow less for what, and 
raise taxes on whom, when, how, and by how much? For 
example, should we cut the defense budget but continue 
to fund health care programs, or the reverse? Or should 
we keep defense and health care funding at current lev-
els but reduce spending on environmental protection or 
homeland security? Should we perhaps increase taxes on 
the wealthy (define wealthy) and cut taxes for the middle 
class (define middle class), or . . . what?

Then, as now, the fundamental government finance 
problems were political, not mathematical. People dis-
agreed not only over how much the federal government 
should tax and spend, but also over whether it should 
involve itself at all in various endeavors. For example, 
in 2011, the federal government nearly shut down, not 
mainly over disagreements between the two parties about 
how much needed to be cut from the federal budget (in 
the end, the agreed-to cuts totaled $38.5 billion), but pri-
marily over whether any federal funding at all should go 
to certain relatively small-budget federal health, environ-
mental, and other programs.

Fights over taxes and government finances; battles over 
abortion, school prayer, and gay rights; disputes about where 
to store nuclear waste; competing plans on immigration, 
international trade, welfare reform, environmental protec-
tion, or gun control; and contention surrounding a new 
health care proposal. Some of these matters are mainly about 
money and economic interests; others are more about ideas 
and personal beliefs. Some people care a lot about at least 
some of these matters; others seem to care little or not at all.

Regardless, all such matters and countless others have 
this in common: each is an issue, defined as a conflict, 
real or apparent, between the interests, ideas, or beliefs of 
different citizens.4

An issue may be more apparent than real; for example, 
people might fight over two tax plans that, despite super-
ficial differences, would actually distribute tax burdens on 
different groups in exactly the same way. Or an issue may 

In 1786, a committee of 
Congress reported that 

since the Articles of Confederation were adopted in 
1781, the state governments had paid only about 
one-seventh of the monies requisitioned by the fed-
eral government. The federal government was broke 
and sinking deeper into debt, including debt owed 
to  foreign governments. Several states had financial 
 crises, too.

In 1788, the proposed Constitution’s chief 
architect, James Madison, argued that while the 
federal government needed its own “power of 
taxation” and “collectors of revenue,” its overall 
powers would remain “few and defined” and its 
taxing power would be used sparingly.1 In reply, 
critics of the proposed Constitution, including the 
famous patriot Patrick Henry, mocked Madison’s 
view and predicted that if the Constitution were 
ratified, there would over time be “an immense 
increase of taxes” spent by an ever-growing federal 
government.2

THEN 

The federal budget 
initially proposed for 

2017 called for spending more than $4 trillion, 
with a $500 billion deficit (i.e., spending half a 
trillion more than projected government revenues). 
An expected national debt of more than $20 
trillion, much of it borrowed from foreign nations, 
was projected to balloon to $27 trillion by 2026. 
Projected interest on the national debt in 2017 
would be more than $300 billion, and was expected 
to triple by 2026.3

The Budget Control Act of 2011 had called for 
long-term deficit reduction, but when the White House 
and Congress could not reach agreement in 2013, 
automatic spending cuts—known as “ sequestration”—
went into effect, and the federal  government 
even shut down for 16 days in October 2013. The 
two branches ultimately produced the Bipartisan 
Budget Act of 2013, but could not find common 
ground on questions about long-term  revenue and 
spending goals.

So, in the 1780s, as in the 2010s, nearly everyone 
agreed that government’s finances were a huge mess 

NOW 

and that bold action was 
required, and soon; but in 
each case, then and now, 
there was no consensus 
about what action to take, 
or when.

issue  A conflict, real or 
apparent, between the inter-
ests, ideas, or beliefs of dif-
ferent citizens.
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4 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

to such concerns, various analysts and study commissions 
have made proposals ranging from compulsory voting to 
enhanced “civic education” in high schools.9

The fact that you are reading this textbook tells us that 
you probably have some interest in American politics and 
government. Our goal in this textbook is to develop, enliven, 
and inform that interest through examining concepts, inter-
ests, and institutions in American politics from a historical 
perspective as well as through current policy debates.

Power, Authority, and Legitimacy
Politics, and the processes by which issues are normally 
agitated or settled, involves the exercise of power. By 
power we mean the ability of one person to get another 
person to act in accordance with the first person’s inten-
tions. Sometimes an exercise of power is obvious, as 
when the president tells the Air Force that it cannot 
build a new bomber, or orders soldiers into combat in a 
foreign land. Other times an exercise of power is subtle, 
as when the president’s junior speechwriters, reflect-
ing their own evolving views, adopt a new tone when 
writing about controversial issues such as education 
policy. The speechwriters may not think they are using 
power—after all, they are the president’s subordinates 
and may see their boss face-to-face infrequently. But if 
the president speaks the phrases that they craft, then 
they have used power.

Power is found in all human relationships, but we 
are concerned here only with power as it is used to affect 
who will hold government office and how government 
will behave. We limit our view here to government, and 
chiefly to the American federal government. However, 
we repeatedly pay special attention to how things once 
thought to be “private” matters become “public”—that 
is, how they manage to become objects of governmental 
action. Indeed, as we discuss more later, one of the most 
striking transformations of American politics has been the 
extent to which, in recent decades, almost every aspect of 
human life has found its way onto the political agenda.

People who exercise political power may or may not 
have the authority to do so. By authority we mean the 
right to use power. The exercise of rightful power—that is, 
of authority—is ordinarily easier than the exercise of power 
not supported by any persuasive claim of right. We accept 
decisions, often without question, if they are made by peo-
ple who we believe have the right to make them; we may 
bow to naked power because we cannot resist it, but by our 
recalcitrance or our resentment we put the users of naked 
power to greater trouble than the wielders of authority. In 
this book, we on occasion speak of “formal authority.” By 
this we mean that the right to exercise power is vested in a 

be as real as it seems to the 
conflicting parties, as, for 
example, it is in matters 
that pose clear-cut choices 
(high tariffs or no tariffs; 
abortion legal in all cases 
or illegal in all cases).

And an issue might be 
more about conflicts over 
means than over ends. For 
example, on health care 

reform or other issues, legislators who are in the same party and 
have similar ideological leanings (like a group of liberal Demo-
crats, or a group of conservative Republicans) might agree on 
objectives but still wrangle bitterly with each other over differ-
ent means of achieving their goals. Or they might agree on both 
ends and means but differ over priorities (which goals to pursue 
first), timing (when to proceed), or tactics (how to proceed).

Whatever form issues take, they are the raw materials 
of politics. By politics we mean “the activity— negotiation, 
argument, discussion, application of force,  persuasion, etc.—
by which an issue is agitated or settled.”5 Any given issue can 
be agitated (brought to attention, stimulate conflict) or set-
tled (brought to an accommodation, stimulate consensus) in 
many different ways. And government can agitate or settle, 
foster or frustrate political conflict in many different ways.

As you begin this textbook, this is a good time to ask 
yourself which issues matter to you. In general, do you care a 
lot, a little, or not at all about economic issues, social issues, 
or issues involving foreign policy or military affairs? Do you 
follow any particular, ongoing debates on issues such as tight-
ening gun control laws, expanding health care insurance, 
regulating immigration, or funding antipoverty programs?

As you will learn in Part II of this textbook, some citi-
zens are quite issue-oriented and politically active. They 
vote and try to influence others to vote likewise; they join 
political campaigns or give money to candidates; they keep 
informed about diverse issues, sign petitions, advocate for 
new laws, or communicate with elected leaders; and more.

But such politically attentive and engaged citizens are 
the exception to the rule, most especially among young 
adult citizens under age 30. According to many experts, 
ever more young Americans are closer to being “politi-
cal dropouts” than they are to being “engaged citizens” 
(a fact that is made no less troubling by similar trends 
in the United Kingdom, Canada, Scandinavia, and else-
where).6 Many high school and college students believe 
getting “involved in our democracy” means volunteer-
ing for community service, but not voting.7 Most young 
Americans do not regularly read or closely follow political 
news; and most know little about how government works 
and exhibit no “regular interest in politics.”8 In response 

politics The activity by 
which an issue is agitated or 
settled.

power The ability of one 
person to get another person 
to act in accordance with the 
first person’s intentions.

authority The right to use 
power.
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1-1 Politics and Democracy 5

The second defini-
tion of democracy is the 
principle of governance of 
most nations that are called 
democratic. It was most 
concisely stated by the 
economist Joseph Schum-
peter: “The democratic 
method is that institutional 
arrangement for arriving at 
political decisions in which 
individuals [i.e., leaders] 
acquire the power to decide 
by means of a competitive 
struggle for the people’s 
vote.”11 Sometimes this 
method is called, approvingly,  representative democracy; 
at other times it is referred to, disapprovingly, as the elitist 
theory of democracy. It is justified by one or both of two 
arguments. First, it is impractical, owing to limits of time, 
information, energy, interest, and expertise, for the public 
at large to decide on public policy, but it is not impractical 
to expect them to make reasonable choices among compet-
ing leadership groups. Second, some people (including, as 
we shall see in the next chapter, many of the Framers of 
the Constitution) believe direct democracy is likely to lead 
to bad decisions because people often decide large issues 
on the basis of fleeting passions and in response to popular 
demagogues, or leaders who appeal to emotions, not rea-
son, to gain support. This concern about direct democracy 
persists today, as evidenced by the statements of leaders who 
disagree with voter decisions. For example, voters in many 
states have rejected referenda that would have increased 
public funding for private schools. Politicians who oppose 
the defeated referenda speak approvingly of the “will of the 

governmental office. A president, a senator, and a federal 
judge have formal authority to take certain actions.

What makes power rightful varies from time to time 
and from country to country. In the United States, we 
usually say a person has political authority if his or her 
right to act in a certain way is conferred by a law or by 
a state or national constitution. But what makes a law 
or constitution a source of right? That is the question of 
legitimacy. In the United States, the Constitution today 
is widely, if not unanimously, accepted as a source of legit-
imate authority, but that was not always the case.

Defining Democracy
On one matter, virtually all Americans seem to agree: no 
exercise of political power by government at any level is 
legitimate if it is not in some sense democratic. That wasn’t 
always the prevailing view. In 1787, as the Framers drafted 
the Constitution, Alexander Hamilton worried that the 
new government he helped create might be too demo-
cratic, whereas George Mason, who refused to sign the 
Constitution, worried that it was not democratic enough. 
Today, however, almost everyone believes that democratic 
government is the only proper kind. Most people believe 
that American government is democratic; some believe that 
other institutions of public life—schools, universities, cor-
porations, trade unions, churches—also should be run 
on democratic principles if they are to be legitimate; and 
some insist that promoting democracy abroad ought to be 
a primary purpose of U.S. foreign policy.

Democracy is a word with at least two different 
meanings. First, the term democracy is used to describe 
those regimes that come as close as possible to Aristotle’s 
 definition—the “rule of the many.”10 A government is demo-
cratic if all, or most, of its citizens participate directly in either 
holding office or making policy. This often is called direct 
or  participatory democracy. In Aristotle’s time—Greece in 
the 4th century b.c.—such a government was possible. The 
Greek city-state, or polis, was quite small, and within it citi-
zenship was extended to all free adult male property holders. 
(Slaves, women, minors, and those without property were 
excluded from participation in government.) In more recent 
times, the New England town meeting approximates the 
Aristotelian ideal. In such a meeting, the adult citizens of a 
community gather once or twice a year to vote directly on 
all major issues and expenditures of the town. As towns have 
become larger and issues more complicated, many town gov-
ernments have abandoned the pure town meeting in favor 
of either the representative town meeting (in which a large 
number of elected representatives, perhaps 200–300, meet to 
vote on town affairs) or representative government (in which 
a small number of elected city councilors make decisions).

IMAGE 1-1 In the spring of 2016, demonstrators in Washington, 
D.C., called for improving democracy in the United States through 
protecting voting rights and ending corruption in politics.

legitimacy Political  authority 
conferred by law or by a state 
or national constitution.

democracy The rule of the 
many.

direct or participatory 
democracy A government 
in which all or most citizens 
participate directly.

representative 
 democracy A  government in 
which leaders make  decisions 
by winning a  competitive 
struggle for the popular vote.
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6 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

for leadership. This requires in turn that individuals 
and parties be able to run for office, that communica-
tions (through speeches or the press, in meetings, and on 
the Internet) be free, and that the voters perceive that a 
meaningful choice exists. But what, exactly, constitutes a 
“meaningful choice”? How many offices should be elec-
tive and how many appointive? How many candidates 
or parties can exist before the choices become hopelessly 
confused? Where will the money come from to finance 
electoral campaigns? Such questions have many answers. 
In some European democracies, for example, very few 
offices—often just those in the national or local legisla-
ture—are elective, and much of the money for campaign-
ing for these offices comes from the government. In the 
United States, many offices—executive and judicial as 
well as legislative—are elective, and most of the money 
the candidates use for campaigning comes from industry, 
labor unions, and private individuals.

Some people have argued that the virtues of direct or par-
ticipatory democracy can and should be reclaimed even in a 
modern, complex society. This can be done either by allow-
ing individual neighborhoods in big cities to govern them-
selves (community control) or by requiring those affected by 
some government program to participate in its formulation 
(citizen participation). In many states, a  measure of direct 
democracy exists when voters can decide on referendum 
issues—that is, policy choices that appear on the ballot. The 
proponents of direct democracy defend it as the only way to 
ensure that the “will of the people” prevails.

As we discuss in the nearby Constitutional Connec-
tions feature, and as we explore more in Chapter 2, the 
Framers of the Constitution did not think that the “will of 
the people” was synonymous with the “common interest” 
or the “public good.” They strongly favored representative 
democracy over direct democracy, and they believed that 
elected officials could best ascertain what was in the public 
interest.

1-2  Political Power in 
 America: Five Views

Scholars differ in their interpretations of the Ameri-
can political experience. Where some see a steady 
march of democracy, others see no such thing; where 
some emphasize how voting and other rights have been 
steadily expanded, others stress how they were denied to 
so many for so long, and so forth. Short of attempting to 
reconcile these competing historical interpretations, let 
us step back now for a moment to our definition of rep-
resentative democracy and five competing views about 
how political power has been distributed in America.

people,” but politicians who favor them speak disdainfully 
of “mass misunderstanding.”

Whenever we refer to that form of democracy involv-
ing the direct participation of all or most citizens, we use 
the term direct or participatory democracy. Whenever the 
word democracy is used alone in this book, it will have the 
meaning Schumpeter gave it. Schumpeter’s definition use-
fully implies basic benchmarks that enable us to judge the 
extent to which any given political system is democratic.12 A 
political system is nondemocratic to the extent that it denies 
equal voting rights to part of its society and severely limits 
(or outright prohibits) “the civil and political freedoms to 
speak, publish, assemble, and organize,”13 all of which are 
necessary to a truly “competitive struggle for the people’s 
vote.” A partial list of nondemocratic political systems 
would include absolute monarchies, empires, military dic-
tatorships, authoritarian systems, and totalitarian states.14

Scholars of comparative politics and government 
have much to teach about how different types of political 
 systems—democratic and nondemocratic—arise, persist, 
and change. For our present purposes, however, it is most 
important to understand that America itself was once far 
less democratic than it is today and that it was so not by 
accident but by design. As we discuss in the next chapter, 
the men who wrote the Constitution did not use the word 
democracy in that document. They wrote instead of a “repub-
lican form of government,” but by that they meant what 
we call “representative democracy.” And, as we emphasize 
when discussing civil liberties and civil rights (see Chapters 
5 and 6), and again when discussing political participation 
(see Chapter 8), the United States was not born as a full-
fledged representative democracy; and, for all the progress 
of the past half-century or so, the nation’s representative 
democratic character is still very much a work in progress.

For any representative democracy to work, there must, 
of course, be an opportunity for genuine competition 

IMAGE 1-2 After the 2016 presidential election, some protes-
tors criticized incoming President Donald Trump’s plans to 
restrict immigration.
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1-2 Political Power in  America: Five Views 7

from Marx, is less dogmatic 
and emphasizes the power 
of “the rich” or the leaders of 
multinational corporations.

The second view ties 
business leaders together 
with other elites whose per-
ceived power is of concern 
to the view’s adherents. 
These elites may include 
top military officials, labor 
union leaders, mass media 
executives, and the heads 
of a few special-interest 
groups. Derived from the 
work of sociologist C. 
Wright Mills, this power 
elite view argues that Amer-
ican democracy is domi-
nated by a few top leaders, 
many of them wealthy or 
privately powerful, who do 
not hold elective office.16

The third view is that 
appointed officials run 
everything despite the 
efforts of elected officials and the public to  control them. 
The bureaucratic view was first set forth by  German scholar 
Max Weber (1864–1920). He argued that the modern 
state, in order to become successful, puts its affairs  in 
the hands of appointed bureaucrats whose competence is 
essential to the management of complex affairs.17 These 

Representative democracy is defined as any system 
of government in which leaders are authorized to make 
 decisions—and thereby to wield political power—by win-
ning a competitive struggle for the popular vote. It is obvi-
ous then that very different sets of hands can control political 
power, depending on what kinds of people can become 
leaders, how the struggle for votes is carried on, how much 
freedom to act is given to those who win the struggle, and 
what other sorts of influence (besides the desire for popular 
approval) affect the leaders’ actions.

The actual distribution of political power in a repre-
sentative democracy depends on the composition of the 
political elites who are involved in the struggles for power 
and over policy. By elite we mean an identifiable group 
of persons who possess a disproportionate share of some 
valued resource—in this case, political power.

At least five views exist about how political power is 
distributed in America: (1) the class view (wealthy capi-
talists and other economic elites determine most policies), 
(2) the power elite view (a group of business, military, 
labor union, and elected officials controls most decisions), 
(3) the bureaucratic view (appointed bureaucrats ulti-
mately run everything); (4) the pluralist view (represen-
tatives of a large number of interest groups are in charge), 
and (5) the creedal passion view (morally impassioned 
elites drive political change).

The first view began with the theories of Karl Marx, 
who, in the 19th century, argued that governments were 
dominated by business owners (the “bourgeoisie”) until a 
revolution replaced them with rule by laborers (the “prole-
tariat”).15 But strict Marxism has collapsed in most coun-
tries. Today, a class view, though it may derive inspiration 

Deciding What’s Legitimate

Much of American political history has been a struggle 
over what constitutes legitimate authority. The Consti-
tutional Convention in 1787 was an effort to determine 
whether a new, more powerful federal government could 
be made legitimate; the succeeding administrations of 
George Washington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson 
were in large measure preoccupied with disputes over 
the kinds of decisions that were legitimate for the fed-
eral government to make. The Civil War was a bloody 
struggle over slavery and the legitimacy of the federal 
union; the New Deal of Franklin Roosevelt was hotly 
debated by those who disagreed over whether it was 
legitimate for the federal government to intervene deeply 

in the economy. Not uncommonly, the federal judiciary 
functions as the ultimate arbiter of what is legitimate in 
the context of deciding what is or is not constitutional 
(see Chapter 16). For instance, in 2012, amidst a conten-
tious debate over the legitimacy of the federal health care 
law that was enacted in 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court 
decided that the federal government could require indi-
viduals to purchase health insurance but could not require 
states to expand health care benefits for citizens partici-
pating in the federal–state program known as Medicaid. In 
the spring and summer of 2017, the Trump White House 
and the Republican-led Congress tried unsuccessfully to 
repeal the 2010 law.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

elite Persons who possess 
a disproportionate share 
of some valued resource, 
such as money, prestige, or 
expertise.

class view View that the 
government is dominated by 
capitalists.

power elite view View 
that the government is domi-
nated by a few top leaders, 
most of whom are outside of 
government.

bureaucratic view View 
that the government is domi-
nated by appointed officials.

pluralist view View that 
competition among all 
affected interests shapes 
public policy.

creedal passion view 
View that morally impas-
sioned elites drive important 
political changes.
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8 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

opinions they express may be correct. But they also may 
be wrong. Indeed, many of these opinions must be wrong 
because they are in conflict. When asked, “Who governs?” 
some people will say “the unions” and some will say “big 
business”; others will say “the politicians,” “the people,” or 
“the special interests.” Still others will say “Wall Street,” 
“the military,” “crackpot liberals,” “the media,” “the 
bureaucrats,” or “white males.” Not all these answers can 
be correct—at least not all of the time.

The answer to the second question is important 
because it tells us how government affects our lives. We 
want to know not only who governs, but what difference 
it makes who governs. In our day-to-day lives, we may 
not think government makes much difference at all. In 
one sense that is right because our most pressing personal 
 concerns—work, play, love, family, health— essentially 
are private matters on which government touches but 
slightly. But in a larger and longer perspective, govern-
ment makes a substantial difference. Consider that in 
1935, 96 percent of all American families paid no federal 
income tax, and for the 4 percent or so who did pay, the 
average rate was only about 4 percent of their incomes. 
Today almost all families pay federal payroll taxes, and 
the average rate is about 21 percent of their incomes. 
Or consider that in 1960, in many parts of the country, 
African Americans could ride only in the backs of buses, 
had to use washrooms and drinking fountains that were 
labeled “colored,” and could not be served in most public 
restaurants. Such restrictions have almost all been elimi-
nated, in large part because of decisions by the federal 
government.

It is important to bear in mind that we wish to answer 
two different questions, and not two versions of the same 
question. You cannot always predict what goals govern-
ment will establish by knowing only who governs, nor can 
you always tell who governs by knowing what activities 
government undertakes. Most people holding national 
political office are middle-class, middle-aged, white, Prot-
estant males, but we cannot then conclude that the gov-
ernment will adopt only policies that are to the narrow 
advantage of the middle class, the middle-aged, whites, 
Protestants, or men. If we thought that, we would be at a 
loss to explain why the rich are taxed more heavily than 
the poor, why the War on Poverty was declared, why con-
stitutional amendments giving rights to African Ameri-
cans and women passed Congress by large majorities, or 
why Catholics and Jews have been appointed to so many 
important governmental posts.

This book is chiefly devoted to answering the question, 
who governs? It is written in the belief that this question 
cannot be answered without looking at how government 
makes—or fails to make—decisions about a large variety 

officials, invisible to most people, have mastered the writ-
ten records and legislative details of the government and 
do more than just implement democratic policies; they 
actually make those policies.

The fourth view holds that political resources— 
such as money, prestige, expertise, and access to the mass 
media—have become so widely distributed that no single 
elite, no social class, no bureaucratic arrangement, can 
control them. Many 20th-century political scientists, 
among them David B. Truman, adopted a pluralist view.18 
In the United States, they argued, political resources are 
broadly shared in part because there are so many govern-
mental institutions (cities, states, school boards) and so 
many rival institutions (legislatures, executives, judges, 
bureaucrats) that no single group can dominate most, or 
even much, of the political process.

The fifth view maintains that while each of the other 
four views is correct with respect to how power is dis-
tributed on certain issues or during political periods of 
“business as usual,” each also misses how the most impor-
tant policy decisions and political changes are influenced 
by morally impassioned elites who are motivated less by 
economic self-interest than they are by an almost religious 
zeal to bring government institutions and policies into line 
with democratic ideals. Samuel P.  Huntington articulated 
this creedal passion view, offering the examples of Patrick 
Henry and the revolutionaries of the 1770s, the advocates 
of Jackson-style democracy in the 1820s, the progressive 
reformers of the early 20th century, and  the leaders of 
the civil rights and antiwar movements in the mid-20th 
century.19

1-3  Who Governs?  
To What Ends?

So, which view is correct? At one level, all are correct, at 
least in part: Economic class interests, powerful cadres 
of elites, entrenched bureaucrats, competing pressure 
groups, and morally impassioned individuals have all at 
one time or another wielded political power and played 
a part in shaping our government and its policies.

But, more fundamentally, understanding any politi-
cal system means being able to give reasonable answers to 
each of two separate but related questions about it: Who 
governs, and to what ends?

We want to know the answer to the first question 
because we believe that those who rule—their personali-
ties and beliefs, their virtues and vices—will affect what 
they do to and for us. Many people think they already 
know the answer to the question, and they are prepared 
to talk and vote on that basis. That is their right, and the 
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1-3 Who Governs? To What Ends?  9

For instance, in the 
1930s, when what became 
the Social Security program 
was first proposed, the 
debate was largely about 
whether the federal government should have any role 
whatsoever in providing financial support for older adults 
or disabled citizens. In stark contrast, today, not a single 
member of Congress denies that the federal government 
should have a major role in providing financial support 
for older adults or disabled citizens, or advocates ending 
Social Security. Instead, today’s debates about the pro-
gram are largely over competing plans to ensure its long-
term financial solvency.

Popular views regarding what belongs on the politi-
cal agenda often are changed by events. During wartime 
or after a terrorist attack on this country, many people 
expect the government to do whatever is necessary to win, 
whether or not such actions are clearly authorized by the 
Constitution. Economic depressions or deep recessions, 
such as the ones that began in 1929 and 2007, also lead 
many people to expect the government to take action. A 
coal mine disaster leads to an enlarged role for the gov-
ernment in promoting mine safety. A series of airplane 
hijackings leads to a change in public opinion so great that 
what once would have been unthinkable—requiring all 
passengers at airports to be searched before boarding their 
flights—becomes routine.

But sometimes the government enlarges the political 
agenda, often dramatically, without any crisis or widespread 
public demand. This may happen even at a time when the 
conditions at which a policy is directed are improving. For 
instance, there was no mass public demand for government 

of concrete issues. Thus, in this book we inspect govern-
ment policies to see what individuals, groups, and institu-
tions seem to exert the greatest power in the continuous 
struggle to define the purposes of government.

Expanding the Political Agenda
No matter who governs, the most important decision 
that affects policymaking is also the least noticed one: 
deciding what to make policy about, or in the lan-
guage of political science, deciding what belongs on the 
 political agenda. The political agenda consists of issues 
that people believe require governmental action. We take 
for granted that politics is about certain familiar issues 
such as taxes, energy, welfare, civil rights, and homeland 
security. We forget that there is nothing inevitable about 
having these issues—rather than some other ones—on 
the nation’s political agenda.

For example, at one time, it was unconstitutional for 
the federal government to levy income taxes; energy was 
a nonissue because everyone (or at least everyone who 
could chop down trees for firewood) had enough; welfare 
was something for cities and towns to handle; civil rights 
were supposed to be a matter of private choice rather than 
government action; “homeland security” was not in the 
political lexicon, and a huge federal cabinet department 
by that name was nowhere on the horizon.

At any given time, what is on the political agenda is 
affected by at least four things:

•	 Shared political values—for example, if people believe 
that poverty is the result of social forces rather than 
individual choices, then they have a reason to endorse 
enacting or expanding government programs to com-
bat poverty.

•	 The weight of custom and tradition—people usually will 
accept what the government customarily does, even if 
they are leery of what it proposes to do.

•	 The importance of events—wars, terrorist attacks, and 
severe or sustained economic downturns can alter our 
sense of the proper role of government.

•	 Terms of debate—the way in which political elites dis-
cuss issues influences how the public views political 
priorities.

Because many people believe that whatever the govern-
ment now does it ought to continue doing, and because 
changes in attitudes and the impact of events tend to 
increase the number of things that government does, the 
political agenda is always growing larger. Thus, today there 
are far fewer debates about the legitimacy of a proposed gov-
ernment policy than there were in the 1920s or the 1930s.

IMAGE 1-3 Seeing first responders in action in the immediate 
aftermath of 9/11, Americans felt powerfully connected to their 
fellow citizens.
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10 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

the injured worker and distrusted the good intentions of 
business in this matter. Many well-off citizens felt a con-
structive, not just a punitive, response to the urban riots 
was required and thus urged the formation of commis-
sions to study—and the passage of laws to deal with—the 
problems of inner-city life. Such changes in the values and 
beliefs of people generally—or at least of people in key 
government positions—are an essential part of any expla-
nation of why policies not demanded by public opinion 
nonetheless become part of the political agenda.

Government Institutions
Among the institutions whose influence on agenda- 
setting has become especially important are the courts, 
the bureaucracy, and the Senate.

The courts can make decisions that force the hand of 
the other branches of government. For example, when in 
1954 the Supreme Court ordered schools desegregated, 
Congress and the White House could no longer ignore 
the issue. Local resistance to implementing the order led 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower to send troops to Little 
Rock, Arkansas, despite his dislike for using force against 
local governments. Similarly, when the Supreme Court 
ruled in 1973 that the states could not ban abortions dur-
ing the first trimester of pregnancy, abortion suddenly 
became a national political issue. Right-to-life activists 
campaigned to reverse the Court’s decision or, failing that, 
to prevent federal funds from being used to pay for abor-
tions. Pro-choice activists fought to prevent the Court 
from reversing course and to get federal funding for abor-
tions. In these and many other cases, the courts act like 
trip wires: When activated, they set off a chain reaction 
of events that alters the political agenda and creates a new 
constellation of political forces.

Indeed, the courts can sometimes be more than trip 
wires. As the political agenda has expanded, the courts 
have become the favorite method for effecting change for 
which there is no popular majority. Little electoral sup-
port may exist for allowing abortion on demand, elimi-
nating school prayer, ordering school busing, or attacking 
tobacco companies, but in the courts elections do not 
matter. The courts are the preferred vehicles for the advo-
cates of unpopular causes.

The bureaucracy has acquired a new significance in 
American politics not simply because of its size or power 
but also because it is now a source of political innovation. 
At one time, the federal government reacted to events in 
society and to demands from segments of society; ordinar-
ily it did not itself propose changes and new ideas. Today, 
the bureaucracy is so large and includes within it so great 
a variety of experts and advocates, that it has become a 
source of policy proposals as well as an implementer of 

action to make automobiles safer before 1966, when a law was 
passed imposing safety standards on cars. Though the number 
of auto fatalities (per 100 million miles driven) had gone up 
slightly just before the law was passed, in the long term, high-
way deaths had been more or less steadily trending downward.

It is not easy to explain why the government adds 
new issues to its agenda and adopts new programs when 
little public demand exists and when, in fact, the condi-
tions to which the policies are addressed have improved. 
In general, the explanation may be found in the behavior 
of groups, the workings of institutions, the media, and the 
action of state governments.

Groups
Many policies are the result of small groups of people 
enlarging the scope of government by their demands. 
Sometimes these are organized interests (e.g., corpora-
tions or unions); sometimes they are intense but unor-
ganized groups (e.g., urban minorities). The organized 
groups often work quietly, behind the scenes; the intense, 
unorganized ones may take their causes to the streets.

For example, organized labor favored a tough fed-
eral safety law governing factories and other workplaces, 
not because it was unaware that factory conditions had 
been improving, but because the standards by which 
union leaders and members judged working conditions 
had risen even faster. As people became better off, condi-
tions that once were thought normal suddenly became 
intolerable.

On occasion, a group expresses in violent ways its dis-
satisfaction with what it judges to be intolerable condi-
tions. The riots in American cities during the mid-1960s 
had a variety of causes, and people participated out of a 
variety of motives. For many, rioting was a way of express-
ing pent-up anger at what they regarded as an unrespon-
sive and unfair society. A sense of relative deprivation—of 
being worse off than one thinks one ought to be—helps 
explain why so large a proportion of the rioters were not 
uneducated, unemployed recent migrants to the city, but 
rather young men and women born in the North, edu-
cated in its schools, and employed in its factories.20 Life 
under these conditions turned out to be not what they 
had come to expect or what they were prepared to tolerate.

The new demands of such groups need not result in 
an enlarged political agenda, and they often do not pro-
duce such results when society and its governing institu-
tions are confident of the rightness of the existing state 
of affairs. Unions could have been voted down on the 
occupational safety bill; rioters could have been jailed 
and ignored. At one time, this is exactly what would have 
happened. But society itself had changed: Many people 
who were not workers sympathized with the plight of 
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1-4 The Politics of Different Issues 11

adopt ideas pioneered in 
the states, as it did when 
Congress passed a “Do Not 
Call” law to reduce how 
many phone calls you will 
get from salespeople while 
you are trying to eat din-
ner. The states had taken 
the lead on this issue.

But there is another way in which state governments 
can make national policy directly without Congress ever 
voting on the matter. The attorneys general of states may 
sue a business firm and settle the suit with an agreement 
that binds the industry throughout the country. The effect 
of one suit was to raise prices for consumers and create a 
new set of regulations. This is what happened in 1998 with 
the tobacco agreement negotiated between cigarette com-
panies and some state attorneys general. The companies 
agreed to raise their prices, pay more than $240 billion 
to state governments (to use as they wished) and several 
 billion dollars to private lawyers, and comply with a mas-
sive regulatory program. A decade later, the federal gov-
ernment passed laws that reinforced the state’s regulations, 
culminating in the Family Smoking Prevention Tobacco 
Control Act of 2009.

1-4  The Politics of Different 
Issues

Once an issue is on the political agenda, its nature affects 
the kind of politicking that ensues. Some issues provoke 
intense conflict among interest groups; others allow 
one group to prevail almost unchallenged. Some issues 
involve ideological appeals to broad national constitu-
encies; others involve quiet bargaining in congressional 
offices. We all know that private groups try to influence 
government policies; we often forget that the nature of 
the issues with which government is dealing influences 
the kinds of groups that become politically active.

One way to understand why government handles 
a given issue as it does is to examine what seem to be 
the costs and benefits of the proposed policy. The cost is 
any burden, monetary or nonmonetary, that some peo-
ple must bear, or believe they must bear, if the policy is 
adopted. The costs of a government spending program are 
the taxes it entails; the cost of a foreign policy initiative 
may be the increased chance of having the nation drawn 
into war.

The benefit is any satisfaction, monetary or non-
monetary, that people believe they will enjoy if the 
policy is adopted. The benefits of a government 

those that become law. The late U.S. Senator Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan called this the “professionalization of 
reform,” by which he meant, in part, that the govern-
ment bureaucracy had begun to think up problems for 
government to solve rather than simply to respond to 
the problems identified by others.21 In the 1930s, many 
of the key elements of the New Deal—Social Security, 
unemployment compensation, public housing, old-age 
benefits—were ideas devised by nongovernment experts 
and intellectuals here and abroad and then, as the crisis of 
the depression deepened, taken up by the federal govern-
ment. In the 1960s, by contrast, most of the measures 
that became known as part of Lyndon Johnson’s “Great 
Society”—federal aid to education, manpower develop-
ment and training, Medicare and Medicaid, the War on 
Poverty, the “safe-streets” act providing federal aid to local 
law enforcement agencies—were developed, designed, 
and advocated by government officials, bureaucrats, and 
their political allies.

Chief among these political allies are U.S. senators and 
their staffs. Once the Senate was best described as a club 
that moved slowly, debated endlessly, and resisted, under the 
leadership of conservative Southern Democrats, the plans of 
liberal presidents. With the collapse of the one-party South 
and the increase in the number of liberal activist senators, 
the Senate became in the 1960s an incubator for developing 
new policies and building national constituencies.22

Media
The national press can either help place new matters on 
the agenda or publicize those matters placed there by 
others. There was a close correlation between the politi-
cal attention given in the Senate to proposals for new 
safety standards for industry, coal mines, and automo-
biles and the amount of space devoted to these questions 
in the pages of the New York Times. Newspaper interest 
in the matter, low before the issue was placed on the 
agenda, peaked at about the time the bill was passed.23

It is difficult, of course, to decide which is the cause 
and which the effect. The press may have stimulated con-
gressional interest in the matter or merely reported on 
what Congress had already decided to pursue. Nonethe-
less, the press must choose which of thousands of propos-
als it will cover. The beliefs of editors and reporters led it 
to select the safety issue.

Action by the States
National policy is increasingly being made by the 
actions of state governments. You may wonder how. 
After all, a state can only pass laws that affect its own 
people. Of course, the national government may later 

cost A burden that people 
believe they must bear if a 
policy is adopted.

benefit A satisfaction that 
people believe they will enjoy 
if a policy is adopted.
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12 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

enacted with a minimum of publicity, or proposed only 
in response to a real or apparent crisis.

Ordinarily, no president would propose a policy that 
would immediately raise the cost of fuel, even if he were 
convinced that future supplies of oil and gasoline were 
likely to be exhausted unless higher prices reduced current 
consumption. But when a crisis occurs, such as the Arab 
oil cartel’s price increases beginning in 1973, it becomes 
possible for the president to offer such proposals—as did 
Nixon, Ford, and Carter in varying ways. Even then, how-
ever, people are reluctant to bear increased costs, and thus 
many are led to dispute the president’s claim that an emer-
gency actually exists.

Four Types of Politics
These entirely human responses to the perceived costs and 
benefits of proposed policies can be organized into a sim-
ple theory of politics.24 It is based on the observation that 
the costs and benefits of a policy may be widely distributed 
(spread over many, most, or even all citizens) or narrowly 
concentrated (limited to a relatively small number of citi-
zens or to some identifiable, organized group).

For instance, a widely distributed cost would include 
an income tax, a Social Security tax, or a high rate of 
crime; a widely distributed benefit might include retire-
ment benefits for all citizens, clean air, national security, 
or low crime rates. Examples of narrowly concentrated 
costs include the expenditures by a factory to reduce its 
pollution, government regulations imposed on doctors 
and hospitals participating in the Medicare program, 
or restrictions on freedom of speech imposed on a dissi-
dent political group. Examples of narrowly concentrated 
benefits include subsidies to farmers or merchant ship 
companies, the enlarged freedom to speak and protest 
afforded a dissident group, or protection against compe-
tition given to an industry because of favorable govern-
ment regulation.

The perceived distribution of costs and benefits shapes 
the kinds of political coalitions that will form—but it does 
not necessarily determine who wins. Four types of politics 
exist, and a given popular majority, interest group, client, 
or entrepreneur may win or lose depending on its influ-
ence and the temper of the times.

Majoritarian Politics: Distributed Benefits, 
Distributed Costs
Some policies promise benefits to large numbers of people 
at a cost that large numbers of people will have to bear (see 
Figure 1.1). For example, almost everyone will sooner or 
later receive Social Security benefits, and almost everyone 
who works has to pay Social Security taxes.

spending program are the payments, subsidies, or con-
tracts received by some people; the benefits of a foreign 
policy initiative may include the enhanced security of 
the nation, the protection of a valued ally, or the vindica-
tion of some important principle such as human rights.

Two aspects of these costs and benefits should be 
borne in mind. First, it is the perception of costs and ben-
efits that affects politics. People may think the cost of 
an auto emissions control system is paid by the manu-
facturer, when it is actually passed on to the consumer 
in the form of higher prices and reduced performance. 
Political conflict over pollution control will take one 
form when people think that the polluting industries pay 
the costs and another form when they think that the con-
sumers pay.

Second, people take into account not only who ben-
efits but also whether it is legitimate for that group to 
benefit. When programs providing financial assistance to 
women with dependent children were first developed in 
the early part of the 20th century, they were relatively non-
controversial because people saw the money as going to 
widows and orphans who deserved such aid. Later, giving 
aid to mothers with dependent children became contro-
versial because some people now perceived the recipients 
not as deserving widows but as irresponsible women who 
had never married. Whatever the truth of the matter, the 
program had lost some of its legitimacy because the ben-
eficiaries were no longer seen as “deserving.” By the same 
token, groups once thought undeserving, such as men out 
of work, were later thought to be entitled to aid, and thus 
the unemployment compensation program acquired a 
legitimacy that it once lacked.

Politics is in large measure a process of raising and set-
tling disputes over who will benefit or pay for a program 
and who ought to benefit or pay. Because beliefs about the 
results of a program and the rightness of those results are 
matters of opinion, it is evident that ideas are at least as 
important as interests in shaping politics. In recent years, 
ideas have become especially important with the rise of 
issues whose consequences are largely intangible, such as 
abortion, school prayer, and gay rights.

Though perceptions about costs and benefits change, 
most people most of the time prefer government pro-
grams that provide substantial benefits to them at low 
cost. This rather obvious fact can have important implica-
tions for how politics is carried out. In a political system 
based on some measure of popular rule, public officials 
have a strong incentive to offer programs that confer—
or seem to confer—benefits on people with costs either 
small in amount, remote in time, or borne by “somebody 
else.” Policies that seem to impose high, immediate costs 
in return for small or remote benefits will be avoided, 
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1-4 The Politics of Different Issues 13

Issues of this kind tend 
to be fought out by organized 
interest groups. Each side 
will be so powerfully affected 
by the outcome that it has a 
strong incentive to mobilize: 
Union members who worry 
about layoffs will have a per-
sonal stake in favoring the 
notice bill; business leaders 
who fear government control 
of investment decisions will 
have an economic stake in 
opposing it.

Interest group politics often produces decisions about 
which the public is uninformed. For instance, bitter 
debates have occurred between television broadcasters and 
cable companies over who may send what kind of signals 
to which homes. But these debates hardly draw any public 
notice—until after a law is passed and people see their 
increased cable charges.

Though many issues of this type involve monetary 
costs and benefits, they can also involve intangible con-
siderations. If the American Nazi party wants to march 
through a predominantly Jewish neighborhood carrying 
flags with swastikas on them, the community may organize 
itself to resist out of revulsion due to the horrific treatment 
of Jews by Nazi Germany. Each side may hire lawyers to 
debate the issue before the city council and in the courts.

Client Politics: Concentrated Benefits, 
Distributed Costs
With client politics some identifiable, often small group 
will benefit, but everybody—or at least a large part of 
society—will pay the costs. Because the benefits are 
concentrated, the group to receive those benefits has 

Such majoritarian politics are usually not domi-
nated by pulling and hauling among rival interest groups; 
instead, they involve making appeals to large segments 
of voters and their representatives in hopes of finding a 
majority. The reason why interest groups are not so impor-
tant in majoritarian politics is that citizens rarely will have 
much incentive to join an interest group if the policy that 
such a group supports will benefit everybody, whether 
or not they are members of the group. This is the “free-
rider” problem. Why join the Committee to Increase (or 
Decrease) the Defense Budget when what you personally 
contribute to that committee makes little difference in the 
outcome and when you will enjoy the benefits of more 
(or less) national defense even if you stay on the sidelines?

Majoritarian politics may be controversial, but the con-
troversy is usually over matters of cost or ideology, not between 
rival interest groups. For example, intense controversy ensued 
over the health care plan that President Barack Obama signed 
into law, but the debate was not dominated by interest 
groups, and many different types of politics were at play (see 
Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box on page 17). The 
military budget went up during the early 1980s, down in the 
late 1980s, up after 2001, and down again after 2010. These 
changes reflected different views on how much we need to 
spend on our military operations abroad.

Interest Group Politics: Concentrated 
Benefits, Concentrated Costs
In interest group politics, a proposed policy will con-
fer benefits on some relatively small, identifiable group 
and impose costs on another small, equally identifiable 
group. For example, when Congress passed a bill requir-
ing companies to give 60 days’ notice of a plant clos-
ing or a large-scale layoff, labor unions (whose members 
would benefit) backed the bill, and many business firms 
(which would pay the costs) opposed it.

 FiguRe 1.1  a Way of classifying and explaining the Politics of Different Policy issues
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majoritarian politics 
A policy in which almost 
 everybody benefits and 
almost everybody pays.

interest group politics 
A policy in which one small 
group benefits and another 
small group pays.

client politics A policy in 
which one small group ben-
efits and almost everybody 
pays.
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14 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

Not all clients have economic interests. Localities can 
also benefit as clients when, for example, a city or county 
obtains a new dam, a better harbor, or an improved irriga-
tion system. Some of these projects may be worthwhile, 
others may not; by custom, however, they are referred to as 
pork-barrel projects. Usually several pieces of “pork” are put 
into one barrel—that is, several projects are approved in a 
single piece of pork-barrel legislation, such as the “rivers 
and harbors” bill that Congress passes almost every year. 
Trading votes in this way attracts the support of members 
of Congress from each affected area; with enough proj-
ects a majority coalition is formed. This process is called 
log-rolling.

Not every group that wants something from govern-
ment at little cost to the average citizen will get it. Welfare 
recipients cost the typical taxpayer a small amount each 
year, yet there was great resistance to increasing these ben-
efits. The homeless have not organized themselves to get 
benefits; indeed, most do not even vote. Yet benefits are 
being provided (albeit in modest amounts). These exam-
ples illustrate the importance of popular views concerning 
the legitimacy of client claims as a factor in determining 
the success of client demands.

By the same token, groups can lose legitimacy that 
they once had. People who grow tobacco once were sup-
ported simply because they were farmers, and were thus 
seen as both “deserving” and politically important. But 
when people began worrying about the health risks asso-
ciated with using tobacco, farmers who produce tobacco 
lost some legitimacy compared with those who produce 
corn or cotton. As a result, it became harder to get votes 
for maintaining tobacco price supports and easier to slap 
higher taxes on cigarettes.

Entrepreneurial Politics: Distributed 
Benefits, Concentrated Costs
In entrepreneurial politics, society as a whole or some 
large part of it benefits from a policy that imposes sub-
stantial costs on some small, identifiable segment of 
society. The antipollution and safety requirements for 
automobiles were proposed as ways of improving the 
health and well-being of all people at the expense (at 
least initially) of automobile manufacturers.

It is remarkable that policies of this sort are ever 
adopted, and in fact many are not. After all, the  American 
political system  creates many opportunities for checking 
and blocking the actions of others. The Founders deliber-
ately arranged things so that it would be difficult to pass 
a new law; a determined minority therefore has an excel-
lent chance of blocking a new policy. And any organized 
group that fears the loss of some privilege or the imposition 

an incentive to organize 
and work to get them. But 
because the costs are widely 
distributed, affecting many 
people only slightly, those 
who pay the costs may be 
either unaware of any costs 
or indifferent to them 
because per capita they are 
so small.

This situation gives rise 
to client politics (sometimes 
called clientele politics); the 
beneficiary of the policy is 
the “client” of the govern-
ment. For example, many 

farmers benefit substantially from agricultural price sup-
ports, but the far more numerous food consumers have 
no idea what these price supports cost them in taxes and 
higher food prices. Similarly, for some time airlines ben-
efited from the higher prices they were able to charge on 
certain routes as a result of government regulations that 
restricted competition over prices. But the average pas-
senger was either unaware that his or her costs were higher 
or did not think the higher prices were worth making a 
fuss about.

IMAGE 1-4 During the Great Depression, depositors 
besieged a bank, hoping to get their savings out.
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pork-barrel legislation 
Legislation that gives tangible 
benefits to constituents in 
several districts or states 
in the hope of winning their 
votes in return.

log-rolling A legislator sup-
ports a proposal favored by 
another in return for support 
of his or hers.

entrepreneurial  politics 
A policy in which almost 
everybody benefits and a 
small group pays.
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1-4 The Politics of Different Issues 15

Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to act speedily, 
with or without cooperation 
from industries, in identify-
ing and cleaning up any sites 
that posed a large or immi-
nent danger.

Superfund suffered a number of political and admin-
istrative problems, and only a few of the 1,300 sites ini-
tially targeted by the EPA had been cleaned up a dozen 
years after the program went into effect.25 Regardless, 
Superfund is a good illustration of entrepreneurial politics 
in action. Special taxes on once largely unregulated oil and 
chemical companies funded the program. These compa-
nies once enjoyed special tax breaks, but as the politics of 
the issue changed, they were forced to shoulder special tax 
burdens. In effect, the politics of the issue changed from 
client politics to entrepreneurial politics.

Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box
Superfund also thereby illustrates how dynamic the pol-
itics of policymaking can be. Once an issue makes its 
way on to the political agenda, the politics of the issue 
can remain stable, change a little or a lot, and change 
very slowly or quite suddenly. And policy issues can 
“migrate” from one type of politics (and one of the four 
boxes) to another.

By the same token, the policy dynamics of some issues 
are simply harder to categorize and explain than the pol-
icy dynamics of others. For instance, in the mid-2000s, 
13 states amended their state constitutions to prohibit or 
further restrict gay marriage. In 2008, California voters 
approved a ballot measure, Proposition 8, banning gay 
marriage. But virtually all of these policies were enacted 
at a time when popular support for gay rights including 
same-sex marriage was rising. In 2001, by a margin of 
57 percent to 35 percent, Americans opposed gay mar-
riage; but, by 2013, a 49 percent to 44 percent plurality 
favored gay marriage. In 2012, President Barack Obama, 
having previously ordered an end to the ban on gays in 
the U.S. military, publicly declared his support for legal-
izing same-sex marriage. Surveys indicated that the only 
groups still harboring wide majorities opposed to same-
sex marriage were evangelical Christians and adults born 
in 1945 or earlier.26 In 2013, the U.S. Supreme Court 
struck down a 1996 law that allowed the federal govern-
ment to discriminate against same-sex married couples, 
and two years later, the Court declared that same-sex mar-
riages are constitutional.

So, how best can we categorize or explain the poli-
tics of this issue? Which type of politics—majoritarian, 
client, interest group, or entrepreneurial—were most 

of some burden will become a very  determined minority 
indeed. The opponent has every incentive to work hard; 
the large group of prospective beneficiaries may be uncon-
vinced of the benefit or regard it as too small to be worth 
fighting for.

Nonetheless, policies with distributed benefits and 
concentrated costs are in fact adopted, and in recent 
decades they have been adopted with increasing fre-
quency. A key element in the adoption of such policies has 
been the work of people who act on behalf of the unorga-
nized or indifferent majority. Such people, called policy 
entrepreneurs, are those both in and out of government 
who find ways of pulling together a legislative majority 
on behalf of interests that are not well represented in the 
government. These policy entrepreneurs may or may not 
represent the interests and wishes of the public at large, 
but they do have the ability to dramatize an issue in a con-
vincing manner. Ralph Nader is perhaps the best-known 
example of a policy entrepreneur, or as he might describe 
himself, a “consumer advocate.” But there are other exam-
ples from both ends of the political spectrum, conserva-
tive as well as liberal.

Entrepreneurial politics can occur without the lead-
ership of a policy entrepreneur if voters or legislators in 
large numbers suddenly become disgruntled by the high 
cost of some benefit that a group is receiving (or become 
convinced of the urgent need for a new policy to impose 
such costs). For example, voters may not care about gov-
ernment programs that benefit the oil industry when gas-
oline costs only one dollar a gallon, but they might care 
very much when the price rises to three dollars a gallon, 
even if the government benefits had nothing to do with 
the price increase. By the same token, legislators may not 
worry much about the effects of smog in the air until a lot 
of people develop burning eyes and runny noses during an 
especially severe smog attack.

In fact, most legislators did not worry very much 
about toxic or hazardous wastes until 1977, when the 
Love Canal dump site near Buffalo, New York, spilled 
some of its toxic waste into the backyards of an adjacent 
residential neighborhood and people were forced to leave 
their homes. Five years later, anyone who had forgot-
ten about the Love Canal was reminded of it when the 
town of Times Beach, Missouri, had to be permanently 
evacuated because it had become contaminated with the 
chemical dioxin. Only then did it become widely known 
that more than 30,000 toxic waste sites nationwide posed 
public safety risks. The Superfund program was born in 
1980 of the political pressure that developed in the wake 
of these and other highly publicized tales of toxic waste 
dangers. Superfund was intended to force industries to 
clean up their own toxic waste sites. It also authorized the 

policy entrepreneurs 
Activists in or out of govern-
ment who pull together a 
political majority on behalf of 
unorganized interests.
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16 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

friendships, communal or organizational loyalties, and 
different degrees of prestige. These are hard to identify 
and almost impossible to quantify.

Nor can the distribution of political power be inferred 
simply by knowing what laws are on the books or what 
administrative actions have been taken. The enactment of 
a consumer protection law does not mean that consum-
ers are powerful, any more than the absence of such a law 
means that corporations are powerful. The passage of such 
a law could reflect an aroused public opinion, the lobby-
ing of a small group claiming to speak for consumers, the 
ambitions of a senator, or the intrigues of one business 
firm seeking to gain a competitive advantage over another. 
A close analysis of what the law entails and how it was 
passed and administered is necessary before much of any-
thing can be concluded.

This book avoids sweeping claims that we have an 
“imperial” presidency (or an impotent one), an “obstruc-
tionist” Congress (or an innovative one), or “captured” 
regulatory agencies. Such labels do an injustice to the dif-
ferent roles that presidents, members of Congress, and 
administrators play in different kinds of issues and in dif-
ferent historical periods.

The view taken in this book is that judgments about 
institutions and interests can be made only after one has 
seen how they behave on a variety of important issues or 
potential issues, such as economic policy, the regulation of 
business, social welfare, civil rights and liberties, and for-
eign and military affairs. The policies adopted or blocked, 
the groups heeded or ignored, the values embraced or 
rejected—these constitute the raw material from which 
one can fashion an answer to the central questions we 
have asked: Who governs, and to what ends?

The way in which our institutions of government 
handle social welfare, for example, differs from the way 
other democratic nations handle it, and it differs as well 

important to policymaking? Why did state laws become 
more restrictive at the very time that both mass public 
opinion and elite opinion were trending toward greater 
acceptance? Do the still-unfolding policy dynamics of 
this issue fit neatly (or fit at all) in any of our four boxes? 
Start thinking about these questions; we revisit them in 
Chapters 3 and 6.

Finally, while the politics of some issues do fit neatly 
into one box or another, the politics of other issues reflect 
several different types of politics.

For example, most major pieces of social legislation 
reflect majoritarian politics—Social Security remains a 
prime example—but health care issues often have played 
out within all four boxes—majoritarian, client, interest 
group, and entrepreneurial—at once. This was certainly 
true of the politics of the Patient Protection and Afford-
able Care Act of 2010, better known as “Obamacare.” As 
we illustrate in our first Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside 
the Box feature, the perceived costs and benefits of the 
Obama plan affected the political coalitions that formed 
around it and involved all four types of politics.

Understanding Politics
Whether pondering one’s own positions on given issues, 
attempting to generalize about the politics of different 
policy issues, or tackling questions about American gov-
ernment, institutions, and policies, an astute student 
will soon come to know what Aristotle meant when he 
wrote that it is “the mark of the educated person to look 
for precision in each class of things just so far as the 
nature of the subject admits.”27

Ideally, political scientists ought to be able to give 
clear answers, amply supported by evidence, to the 
questions we have posed about American democracy, 
starting with “who governs?” In reality they can (at best) 
give partial, contingent, and controversial answers. The 
reason is to be found in the nature of our subject. Unlike 
economists, who assume that people have more or less 
stable preferences and can compare ways of satisfying 
those preferences by looking at the relative prices of 
various goods and services, political scientists are inter-
ested in how preferences are formed, especially for those 
kinds of services, such as national defense or pollution 
control, that cannot be evaluated chiefly in terms of 
monetary costs.

Understanding preferences is vital to understanding 
power. Who did what in government is not hard to find 
out, but who wielded power—that is, who made a differ-
ence in the outcome and for what reason—is much harder 
to discover. Power is a word that conjures up images of 
deals, bribes, power plays, and arm-twisting. In fact, most 
power exists because of shared understanding, common 

IMAGE 1-5 When the Trump White House and the Republican-
led Congress tried to repeal the Affordable Care Act in 2017, 
many protestors urged legislators to keep the law intact.
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1-4 The Politics of Different Issues 17

Obamacare: All Four Boxes?

When Medicare was enacted in 1965, Democrats in the 
House and Senate voted for it by a wide margin, but 
roughly half of the Republicans in each chamber also sup-
ported it. But the 2010 health care bill was passed without 
any Republican support. In other words, the 1965 Medi-
care bill that President Lyndon Johnson signed into law 
had broad bipartisan backing, but the 2010 health care 
bill that President Obama signed into law had none. Using 
the model of the policy process explained in this chapter, 
here is a summary of how the costs and benefits of the 
Obama plan affected the political coalitions that formed 
around health care.

Majoritarian Politics: The bill was opposed by a majority 
of Americans for a variety of reasons. Many thought it too 
expensive ($940 billion over 10 years) or worried about the 
government regulations the law contained.

client Politics: Drug manufacturers looked forward to hav-
ing many new customers as more people owned health 
insurance. To get this benefit, the pharmaceutical compa-
nies agreed to pay up to $85 billion in higher taxes. Many 
hospitals thought they would be helped by having more 
patients who could pay their bills with health insurance.

interest group Politics: Labor unions wanted health care 
coverage, but business firms were upset by the higher 
taxes and fees they would have to pay. Poorer people liked 
it, but those earning $200,000 a year or more would see 
their taxes escalate. Older adults on Medicare and many 
doctors worried that the new law promised to cut pay-
ments to physicians, but the American Medical Association 
and the AARP (the largest organization representing senior 
citizens) endorsed the law.

Policy entrepreneurs: In early 2010, the winners were 
President Obama and the Democratic leaders in the House 
who got a bill passed over popular and interest group 
opposition. In the latter half of 2010, however, the winners 

were the Republicans who opposed “Obamacare” and 
used the issue on the way to sweeping GOP* victories in 
the November 2010 elections. When the 112th Congress 
was seated in 2011, Republicans in the House made good 
on a pledge to vote for the outright repeal of the new law 
(the symbolic bill died in the Senate), and several state 
attorneys general challenged the law’s constitutionality in 
the federal courts (focusing mainly on the provision man-
dating that individuals purchase health insurance). In 2012, 
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the 
law’s individual mandate, but ruled against certain other 
provisions of the law, including ones pertaining to changes 
in the federal–state program known as Medicaid, a pro-
gram that was created in 1965 alongside Medicare (see 
Chapter 17).

The Medicare law and the new health care law mobi-
lized very different coalitions, in part because, between 
1965 and 2010, Congress became a far more polarized 
institution (see Chapter 13). The Obamacare policy was 
based on a combination of majoritarian, client, interest 
group, and entrepreneurial politics. The politics of the issue 
was neither inside nor outside any one of the four boxes, 
but spread across all four.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
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*“GOP” refers to “Grand Old Party,” a widely used synonym for the 
Republican Party.

from the way our own institutions once treated it. The 
description of our institutions in Part III will therefore 
include not only an account of how they work today but 
also a brief historical background on their workings and 
a comparison with similar institutions in other countries. 
We tend to assume that how we do things today is the 
only way they could possibly be done. In fact, a govern-
ment can operate in other ways, based on some measure 
of popular rule. History, tradition, and belief weigh heav-
ily on all that we do.

Although political change is not always accompa-
nied by changes in public laws, the policy process is 
arguably one of the best barometers of changes in who 
governs. Our way of classifying and explaining the 
politics of different policy issues has been developed, 
refined, and tested over more than four decades (longer 
than most of our readers have been alive!). Our own 
students and others have valued it mainly because they 
have found it helps to answer such questions about 
who governs: How do political issues get on the public 
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18 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

to: Governor Lucy Weber
From: Professor Ili Grace Sousa
subject: Initiative repeal

You have supported several successful initiatives (life imprisonment for thrice-convicted violent felons, 
property tax limits), but you have never stated your views on the actual initiative process, and the 
repeal proposal likely will surface during tomorrow’s news briefing.

To Consider:
A report released yesterday and signed by more than 100 law and public policy pro-
fessors statewide urges that the state’s constitution be amended to ban legislation by 
initiative. The initiative allows state voters to place legislative measures directly on the 
ballot by getting enough signatures. The initiative “has led to disastrous policy deci-
sions on taxes, crime, and other issues,” the report declared.

Arguments against:
1. When elected officials fail to respond to 

 persistent public majorities favoring tougher 
crime measures, lower property taxes, and 
other popular concerns, direct democracy via 
the initiative is legitimate, and the courts can 
still review the law.

2. More Americans than ever have college degrees 
and easy access to information about public 
affairs. Studies find that most average citizens 
are able to figure out which candidates, parties, 
or advocacy groups come closest to supporting 
their own economic interests and personal values.

3. All told, the 24 states that passed laws by initia-
tive also passed thousands more laws by the 
regular legislative process (among the tens of 
thousands of bills they considered). Studies find 
that special interest groups are severely limited 
in their ability to pass new laws by initiative, 
whereas citizens’ groups with broad-based pub-
lic support are behind most initiatives that pass.

Arguments for:
1. Ours is a representative, not a direct, democracy 

in which voters elect leaders and elected leaders 
make policy decisions subject to review by the 
courts.

2. Voters often are neither rational nor respectful of 
constitutional rights. For example, many people 
demand both lower taxes and more government 
services, and polls find that most voters would 
prohibit people with certain views from speak-
ing and deprive all persons accused of a violent 
crime from getting out on bail while awaiting trial.

3. Over the past 100 years, hundreds of state-
wide ballot initiatives have been passed in 
24 states. Rather than giving power to the 
people, special interest groups have spent 
billions of dollars manipulating voters to pass 
initiatives that enrich or benefit their own 
interests, not those of the public at large.

Your decision:   Favor ban  Oppose ban

What Will You Decide? Enter Mindtap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

Will You Favor or Oppose the Ban on 
Initiatives?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?
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or fostering one’s particular policy preferences, whatever 
they might be?

Peek ahead, if you wish, but understand that the place 
to begin a search for how power is distributed in national 
politics and what purposes that power serves is with the 
founding of the federal government in 1787: the Constitu-
tional Convention and the events leading up to it. Though 
the decisions of that time were not made by philosophers 
or professors, the practical men who made them had a 
philosophic and professorial cast of mind, and thus they 
left behind a fairly explicit account of what values they 
sought to protect and what arrangements they thought 
ought to be made for the allocation of political power.

agenda in the first place? How, for example, did sexual 
harassment, which was hardly ever discussed or debated 
by Congress, burst onto the public agenda? Once on 
the agenda, how does the politics of issues like income 
security for older Americans—for example, the politics 
of Social Security, a program that has been on the fed-
eral books since 1935 (see Chapter 17)—change over 
time? And if, today, one cares about expanding civil 
liberties (see Chapter 5) or protecting civil rights (see 
Chapter 6), what political obstacles and opportunities 
will one likely face? What role will public opinion, orga-
nized interest groups, the media, the courts, political 
parties, and other institutions likely play in frustrating 

L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

1-1 explain how politics drives democracy.

Politics is the activity by which an issue is agi-
tated or settled. Politics occurs because people 
disagree and the disagreement must be man-
aged. Disagreements over many political issues, 
including disputes over government budgets and 
finances, are often at their essence disagree-
ments over what government should or should 
not do at all. Democracy can mean either that 
everyone votes on all government issues (direct 
or participatory democracy) or that the people 
elect representatives to make most of these 
decisions (representative democracy).

1-2 Discuss five views of how political power 
is distributed in the United states.

Some believe that political power in America is 
monopolized by wealthy business leaders, by 
other powerful elites, or by entrenched govern-
ment bureaucrats. Others believe that political 
resources such as money, prestige, expertise, 
organizational position, and access to the mass 
media are so widely dispersed in American soci-
ety, and the governmental institutions and offices 
in which power may be exercised so numerous 
and varied, that no single group truly has all or 
most political power. In this view, political power 
in America is distributed more or less widely. Still 
others suggest that morally impassioned lead-
ers have at times been deeply influential in our 
politics. No one, however, argues that political 
resources are distributed equally in America.

1-3 explain why “who governs?” and “to what 
ends?” are fundamental questions in 
american politics.

The political agenda consists of those issues 
that people with decision-making authority 
believe require government action. The behav-
ior of groups, the workings of institutions, the 
media, and the actions of state governments 
have all figured in the expansion of America’s 
political agenda, and understanding how those 
actors have expanded the agenda—that is, “who 
 governs?”—is necessary to understand the 
nature of American politics. Similarly, the great 
shifts in the character of American  government—
its size, scope, institutional arrangements, and 
the direction of its policies—have reflected 
complex and sometimes sudden changes in 
elite or mass beliefs about what government is 
supposed to do—that is, “to what ends?” The 
federal government now has policies on street 
crime, the environment, homeland security, and 
many other issues that were not on the federal 
agenda a half-century (or, in the case of home-
land security, just 15 years) ago.

1-4 summarize the key concepts for classify-
ing the politics of different policy issues.

One way to classify and explain the politics of 
different issues is in relation to the perceived 
costs and benefits of given policies and how 
narrowly concentrated (limited to a relatively 
small number of identifiable citizens) or widely 

Summary 19
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20 Chapter 1 The Study of American Government

and widely distributed benefits). Different types 
of coalitions are associated with each type of 
politics. Issues can sometimes “migrate” from 
one type of politics to another. Some policy 
dynamics involve more than one type of poli-
tics. And the politics of some issues is harder 
to classify and explain than the politics of 
others.

distributed (spread over many, most, or all citi-
zens) their perceived costs and benefits are. 
This approach gives us four types of politics: 
majoritarian (widely distributed costs and ben-
efits), interest group (narrowly concentrated 
costs and benefits), client (widely distributed 
costs and narrowly concentrated benefits), and 
entrepreneurial (narrowly concentrated costs 
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The Constitution
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

2-1  Explain how evolving debates about liberty led from the 

 Revolutionary War to the Constitutional Convention.

2-2  Discuss the major proposals for and compromise over 

 representation in the Constitutional Convention.

2-3  Summarize the key issues presented by Federalists and 

 Antifederalists in ratification debates for the Constitution.

2-4  Discuss continuing debates about democracy and the 

Constitution.
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22 Chapter 2 The Constitution

rather than subordinate to the king; to be free of the bur-
den of having British troops quartered in their homes; to 
engage in trade without burdensome restrictions; and, 
of course, to pay no taxes levied by a British Parliament 
in which they had no direct representation. During the 
10 years or more of agitation and argument leading up to 
the War for Independence, most colonists believed their 
liberties could be protected while they remained a part of 
the British Empire.

Slowly but surely opinion shifted. By the time war 
broke out in 1775, a large number of colonists (though 
perhaps not a majority) had reached the conclusion that 
the colonies would have to become independent of Great 
Britain if their liberties were to be assured. The colonists 
had many reasons for regarding independence as the only 
solution, but one is especially important: they no longer 
had confidence in the English constitution. This constitu-
tion was not a single document, but rather a collection 
of laws, charters, and traditional understandings that pro-
claimed the liberties of British subjects. In the eyes of the 
colonists, these liberties were violated regularly, despite 
their constitutional protection. Clearly, then, the  English 
constitution was an inadequate check on the abuses of 
political power. The revolutionary leaders sought an expla-
nation of the constitution’s insufficiency, and they found 
it in human nature.

The Colonial Mind
“A lust for domination is more or less natural to all par-
ties,” one colonist wrote.1 Men will seek power, many 
colonists believed, because they are ambitious, greedy, 
and easily corrupted. John Adams denounced the 
“luxury, effeminacy, and venality” of English politics; 
 Patrick Henry spoke scathingly of the “corrupt House 
of Commons”; and Alexander Hamilton described Eng-
land as “an old, wrinkled, withered, worn-out hag.”2  
This was in part flamboyant rhetoric designed to whip 
up enthusiasm for the conflict, but it was also deeply 
revealing of the colonial mindset. Their belief that Eng-
lish politicians—and, by implication, most politicians 
in general—tended to be corrupt was the colonists’ 
explanation of why the English constitution was not an 
adequate guarantee of the liberty of the citizens. This 
opinion was to persist and, as we shall see, profoundly 
affect the way the Americans went about designing their 
own governments.

The liberties the colonists fought to protect were, they   
thought, widely understood. They were based not on the 
generosity of the king or the language of statutes but 
on a “higher law” embodying “natural rights” that were 
ordained by God, discoverable in nature and history, and 
essential to human progress. These rights, John Dickinson 

2-1 The Problem of Liberty 
The goal of the American Revolution was liberty. It was 
not the first revolution with that object (nor was it the 
last), but it was perhaps the clearest case of a people 
violently altering the political order, simply to protect 
their liberties. Subsequent revolutions had more com-
plicated or utterly different objectives. The French 
Revolution in 1789 sought not only liberty, but “equal-
ity and fraternity.” The Russian Revolution (1917) and 
the  Chinese Revolution (culminating in 1949) chiefly 
sought equality and were scarcely concerned with liberty 
as we understand it.

In signing the Declaration of Independence in 1776, 
the American colonists sought to protect the traditional 
liberties to which they thought they were entitled as 
 British subjects. These liberties included the right to bring 
their legal cases before judges who were truly independent, 

When the Constitutional 
Convention was held in 

Philadelphia in 1787, its members were all white men. 
They were not chosen by popular election, and a 
few famous men, such as Patrick Henry of Virginia, 
refused to attend. One state, Rhode Island, sent no 
delegates at all. They assembled in secret and there 
was no press coverage. The delegates met to remedy 
the defects of the Articles of Confederation, under 
which the rebellious colonies had been governed; but 
instead of fixing the Articles, they wrote an entirely 
new constitution. Then they publicized it and said that 
it would go into effect once it had been ratified—not 
by state legislatures, but by popular conventions in at 
least nine states.

THEN 

Suppose you think we 
should have a new constitu-

tional convention to remedy what you and others think 
are defects in the present document. As you will see 
later in this chapter, opinions about how our Constitu-
tion might be improved are quite diverse. Some critics 
want the Constitution to create an American version 
of the parliamentary system of government one finds 
in the United Kingdom. Others would rather that it 
weaken the federal government—for example, by 
requiring that the budget be balanced or setting a limit 
on tax revenue each year.

Now try to imagine your answers to these ques-
tions: How would delegates be picked? How many 
would there be? Is there any way to limit what the new 
convention does? Should the meeting be covered by 
live television, and should the delegates be free to 
send emails and Twitter messages to outsiders?

NOW 
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2-1 The Problem of Liberty  23

wrote, are “born with us; exist with us; and cannot be 
taken away from us by any human power.”3 There was 
general agreement that the essential rights included life, 
liberty, and property long before Thomas Jefferson wrote 
them into the Declaration of Independence. (Jefferson 
changed “property” to “the pursuit of happiness,” but 
almost everybody else went on talking about property.)

This emphasis on property did not mean the American 
Revolution was thought up by the rich and wellborn to 
protect their interests or that there was a struggle between 
property owners and the propertyless. In late-18th-century 
America, most people (except the black slaves) had prop-
erty of some kind. The overwhelming majority of citizens 
were self-employed—as farmers or artisans—and rather 
few people benefited financially by gaining independence 
from England. Taxes were higher during and after the war 
than they were before it, trade was disrupted by the con-
flict, and debts mounted perilously as various expedients 
were invented to pay for the struggle. There were, of course, 
war profiteers and those who tried to manipulate the cur-
rency to their own advantage, but most Americans at the 
time of the war saw the conflict in terms of political rather 
than economic issues. It was a war of ideology.

We all recognize the glowing language with which Jef-
ferson set out the case for independence in the second 
paragraph of the Declaration:

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Cre-
ator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these 
are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of  Happiness.—That 
to secure these rights, Governments are instituted 

among Men, deriving their 
just powers from the con-
sent of the governed—that 
whenever any Form of 
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is 
the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and 
to institute new Government, having its foundation 
on such principles, and organizing its powers in such 
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their 
Safety and Happiness.

What almost no one recalls, but which are an essen-
tial part of the Declaration, are the next 27 paragraphs, 
in which Jefferson listed, item by item, the specific com-
plaints the colonists had against George III and his min-
isters. None of these items focused on social or economic 
conditions in the colonies; all spoke instead of specific vio-
lations of political liberties. The Declaration was in essence 
a lawyer’s brief, prefaced by a stirring philosophical claim 
that the rights being violated were  unalienable—that is, 
based on nature and Providence, and not on the whims or 
preferences of people. Jefferson, in his original draft, added 
another complaint—that the king had allowed the slave 
trade to continue and was inciting slaves to revolt against 
their masters. Congress, faced with so contradictory a 
charge, instead decided to include a muted reference to 
slave insurrections and omit all reference to the slave trade.

The Real Revolution
The Revolution was more than the War of Independence. 
It began before the war, continued after it, and involved 

IMAGE 2-1 Signing the Declaration of Independence, painted by John Trumbull.
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24 Chapter 2 The Constitution

more than driving out the British army by force. The 
real Revolution, as John Adams explained afterward in 
a letter to a friend, was the “radical change in the prin-
ciples, opinions, sentiments, and affections of the peo-
ple.”4 This radical change had to do with a new vision 
of what could make political authority legitimate and 
personal liberties secure. Government by royal preroga-
tive was rejected; instead, legitimate government would 
require the consent of the governed. Political power 
could not be exercised on the basis of tradition, but only 
as a result of a direct grant of power contained in a writ-
ten constitution. Human liberty existed before govern-
ment was organized, and government must respect that 
liberty. The legislative branch of government, in which 
the people were directly represented, should be superior 
to the executive branch.

These were indeed revolutionary ideas. No govern-
ment at the time had been organized on the basis of these 
principles. To the colonists, such notions were not empty 
words, but rules to be put into immediate practice. In 

1776, eight states adopted written constitutions. Within 
a few years, every former colony had adopted one except 
Connecticut and Rhode Island, two states that continued 
to rely on their colonial charters. Most state constitutions 
had detailed bills of rights defining personal liberties, and 
most placed the highest political power in the hands of 
elected representatives.

Written constitutions, representatives, and bills of rights 
are so familiar to us now that we don’t realize how bold and 
unprecedented those innovations were in 1776. Indeed, 
many Americans did not think they would succeed; such 
arrangements either would be so strong that they would 
threaten liberty or so weak that they would permit chaos.

The 11 years that elapsed between the Declaration 
of Independence and the signing of the Constitution in 
1787 were years of turmoil, uncertainty, and fear. George 
Washington headed a bitter, protracted war effort with-
out anything resembling a strong national government 
to support him. The supply and financing of his army 
were based on a series of hasty improvisations, most 

 Figure 2.1  North America in 1787
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administered badly and few supported adequately by 
the fiercely independent states. When peace came, many 
parts of the nation were a shambles. At least a quarter 
of New York City was in ruins, and many other com-
munities were nearly devastated. Though the British lost 
the war, they still were powerful on the North Ameri-
can continent, with an army available in Canada (where 
many Americans loyal to Britain had fled) and a large 
navy at sea. Spain claimed the Mississippi River Valley 
and occupied what are now Florida and California. Men 
who had left their farms to fight came back to discover 
themselves in debt with no money and heavy taxes. The 
paper money printed to finance the war was now virtu-
ally worthless.

Weaknesses of the 
Confederation
The 13 states had formed only a faint semblance of a 
national government with which to bring order to the 
nation. The Articles of Confederation, which went 
into effect in 1781, created little more than a “league 
of friendship” that could not levy taxes or regulate com-
merce. Each state retained its sovereignty and indepen-
dence, each state (regardless of size) had one vote in 
Congress, 9 (of 13) votes were required to pass any mea-
sure, and the delegates who cast these votes were picked 
and paid for by the state legislatures. Congress did have 
the power to make peace, and thus it was able to ratify 
a treaty with England in 1783. It could coin money, 
but there was precious little to coin; it could appoint 
key army officers, but the army was small and depended 

for support on independent 
state militias; it was allowed 
to run the post office, then, 
as now, a thankless job that 
no one else wanted.  In 1785, 
John Hancock was elected to the meaningless office of 
“president” under the Articles and never showed up to 
take the job. Several states claimed the unsettled lands 
in the West, and they occasionally pressed those claims 
with guns. Pennsylvania and Virginia went to war near 
Pittsburgh, and Vermont threatened to become part of 
Canada. There was no national judicial system to settle 
these or other claims among the states. To amend the 
Articles of Confederation, all 13 states had to agree.

 Figure 2.2  Articles of Confederation

Congressional Powers:
Congress could borrow money from the people

Congress could settle disputes between states on state petition

Congress could enter into treaties and alliances

Congress could establish and control the armed forces, declare
war, and make peace

Congress could create a postal system, admiralty courts,
create government departments, and regulate Indian affairs

Congress could regulate coinage and set standards for weights
and measures

Weaknesses:
Congress could not regulate commerce

Congress could not directly tax the people

Congress could not compel states to pay their share of
government costs

Congress lacked power to enforce its laws

Congress could not enforce foreign treaties with the states and
states entered into treaties independent of Congress

Congress could not draft soldiers

Approval of nine of thirteen states needed to enact legislation

Amendments to the Articles required the consent of all 
thirteen states

No permanent executive branch

No permanent judicial branch

Congress could not issue paper money and a single currency
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IMAGE 2-2 In 1775, British and American troops exchanged 
fire in Lexington, Massachusetts, the first battle of the War of 
Independence.
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Articles of Confedera-
tion A weak constitution that 
governed America during the 
Revolutionary War.
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Constitutional 
 Convention A meeting in 
Philadelphia in 1787 that pro-
duced a new constitution.

Many of the leaders 
of the Revolution, such 
as George Washington 
and Alexander Hamil-
ton, believed a stronger 
national government was 

essential. They lamented the disruption of commerce 
and travel caused by the quarrelsome states and deeply 
feared the possibility of foreign military intervention, 
with England or France playing one state off against 
another. A small group of men, conferring at Wash-
ington’s home at Mount Vernon in 1785, decided to 
call a meeting to discuss trade regulation. That meet-
ing, held at Annapolis, Maryland, in September 1786, 
was not well attended (no delegates arrived from New 
England), and so another meeting, this one in Phila-
delphia, was called for the following spring—in May 
1787—to consider ways of remedying the defects of the 
Confederation.

2-2  The Constitutional 
Convention 

The delegates assembled at Philadelphia at the 
 Constitutional Convention, for what was advertised 
(and authorized by Congress) as a meeting to revise the 
Articles; they adjourned four months later, having writ-
ten a wholly new constitution. When they met, they were 
keenly aware of the problems of the confederacy, but far 
from agreement as to what should be done about those 
problems. The protection of life, liberty, and property was 
their objective in 1787, as it had been in 1776, but they 
had no accepted political theory that would tell them 
what kind of national government, if any, would serve 
that goal.

The Lessons of Experience
They had read ancient and modern political history, only 
to learn that nothing seemed to work. James Madison 
spent a good part of 1786 studying books sent to him 
by Thomas Jefferson, then in Paris, in hopes of finding 
some model for a workable American republic. He took 
careful notes on various confederacies in ancient Greece 
and on the more modern confederacy of the United 
Netherlands. He reviewed the history of Switzerland 
and Poland and the ups and downs of the Roman repub-
lic. He concluded that there was no model; as he later 
put it in one of the Federalist papers, history consists 

only of beacon lights “which give warning of the course 
to be shunned, without pointing out that which ought 
to be pursued.”5 The problem seemed to be that confed-
eracies were too weak to govern and tended to collapse 
from internal dissension, whereas all stronger forms of 
government were so powerful as to trample the liberties 
of the citizens.

State Constitutions
Madison and the others did not need to consult history, 
or even the defects of the Articles of Confederation, for 
illustrations of the problem. These could be found in the 
government of the American states at the time. Pennsyl-
vania and Massachusetts exemplified two aspects of the 
problem.

The Pennsylvania constitution, adopted in 1776, 
created the most radically democratic of the new state 
regimes. All power was given to a one-house (unicameral) 
legislature, the Assembly, the members of which were 
elected annually for one-year terms. No legislator could 
serve more than four years. There was no governor or pres-
ident, only an Executive Council that had few powers. 
Thomas Paine, whose pamphlets had helped precipitate 
the break with England, thought the Pennsylvania con-
stitution was the best in America, and in France philoso-
phers hailed it as the very embodiment of the principle 
of rule by the people. Though popular in France, it was 
a good deal less popular in Philadelphia. The Assembly 
disenfranchised the Quakers, persecuted conscientious 
objectors to the war, ignored the requirement of trial by 
juries, and manipulated the judiciary.6 To Madison and 
his friends, the Pennsylvania constitution demonstrated 
how a government, though democratic, could be tyran-
nical as a result of concentrating all powers into one set 
of hands.

The Massachusetts constitution, adopted in 1780, 
was a good deal less democratic. There was a clear sepa-
ration of powers among the various branches of govern-
ment, the directly elected governor could veto acts of the 
legislature, and judges served for life. Both voters and 
elected officials had to be property owners; the gover-
nor, in fact, had to own at least £1,000 worth of prop-
erty. The principal officeholders had to swear they were 
Christians.

Shays’s Rebellion
But if the government of Pennsylvania was thought too 
strong, that of Massachusetts seemed too weak despite 
its “conservative” features. In January 1787, a group of 
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2-2 The Constitutional Convention  27

ex–Revolutionary War soldiers and officers, plagued by 
debts and high taxes and fearful of losing their prop-
erty to creditors and tax collectors, forcibly prevented 
the courts in western Massachusetts from sitting. This 
became known as Shays’s Rebellion, after one of the 
officers, Daniel Shays. The governor of Massachusetts 
asked the Continental Congress to send troops to sup-
press the rebellion, but it could not raise the money or 
the manpower. Then he turned to his own state mili-
tia, but discovered he did not have one. In desperation, 
private funds were collected to hire a volunteer army, 
which marched on Springfield and, with the firing of a 
few shots, dispersed the rebels, who fled into neighbor-
ing states.

Shays’s Rebellion, occurring between the aborted 
Annapolis and the coming Philadelphia Conventions, had 
a powerful effect on opinion. Delegates who might have 
been reluctant to attend the Philadelphia meeting, espe-
cially those from New England, were galvanized by the 
fear that state governments were about to collapse from 
internal dissension. George Washington wrote a friend 
despairingly: “For God’s sake, if they [the rebels] have 
real grievances, redress them; if they have not, employ the 
force of government against them at once.”7 Thomas Jef-
ferson, living in Paris, took a more detached view: “A little 
rebellion now and then is a good thing,” he wrote. “The 
tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with 
the blood of patriots and tyrants.”8 Though Jefferson’s 
detachment might be explained by the fact that he was in 
Paris and not in Springfield, others, like Governor George 
Clinton of New York, shared the view that no strong cen-
tral government was required. (Whether Clinton would 
have agreed about the virtues of spilled blood, especially 
his, is another matter.)

The Framers
The Philadelphia Conven-
tion attracted 55 delegates, 
of whom only about 30 
participated regularly in 
the proceedings. One state, 
Rhode Island, refused to 
send anyone. The convention met during a miserably hot 
Philadelphia summer, with the delegates pledged to keep 
their deliberations secret. The talkative and party-loving 
Benjamin Franklin was often accompanied by other del-
egates to make sure that neither wine nor his delight in 
telling stories would lead him to divulge delicate secrets.

Those who attended were for the most part young 
(Hamilton was 30; Madison, 36) but experienced. Eight 
delegates had signed the Declaration of Independence, 
7  had been governors, 34 were lawyers and reasonably 
well-to-do, a few were wealthy. They were not “intellectu-
als,” but men of practical affairs. Thirty-nine had served 
in the ineffectual Congress of the Confederation; a third 
of all delegates were veterans of the Continental Army.

Some names made famous by the Revolution were 
conspicuously absent. Thomas Jefferson and John Adams 
were serving as ministers abroad; Samuel Adams was ill; 
Patrick Henry was chosen to attend but refused, com-
menting that he “smelled a rat in Philadelphia, tending 
toward monarchy.”

The key men at the convention were an odd lot. 
George Washington was a very tall, athletic man who was 
the best horseman in Virginia and who impressed everyone 
with his dignity, despite decaying teeth and big eyes. James 
Madison was the very opposite: quite short with a frail 
body, and not much of an orator, but possessed of one of 
the best minds in the country. Benjamin Franklin, though 
old and ill, was the most famous American in the world as 
a scientist and writer, and always displayed shrewd judg-
ment, at least when sober. Alexander Hamilton, the ille-
gitimate son of a French woman and a Scottish merchant, 
had so strong a mind and so powerful a desire that he suc-
ceeded in everything he did, from being Washington’s aide 
during the Revolution to serving as a splendid secretary of 
the treasury during Washington’s presidency.

The convention produced not a revision of the Arti-
cles of Confederation, as it had been authorized to do, but 
instead a wholly new written constitution creating a true 
national government unlike any that had existed before. 
That document is today the world’s oldest written national 
constitution. Those who wrote it were neither saints nor 
schemers, and the deliberations were not always lofty or 
philosophical—much hard bargaining, more than a little 

Shays’s rebellion A 
1787 rebellion in which ex–
Revolutionary War soldiers 
attempted to prevent foreclo-
sures of farms as a result of 
high interest rates and taxes.

IMAGE 2-3 The Framers drafted the Constitution in Philadel-
phia during the summer of 1787.
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28 Chapter 2 The Constitution

confusion, and the accidents 
of personality and time 
helped shape the final prod-
uct. The delegates were split 

on many issues—what powers should be given to a central 
government, how the states should be represented, what 
was to be done about slavery, the role of the people—each 
of which was resolved through compromise. The speeches 
of the delegates (known to us from the detailed notes kept 
by Madison) did not explicitly draw on political philoso-
phy or quote from the writings of philosophers. Everyone 
present was quite familiar with the traditional arguments 
and, on the whole, well read in history. Though the lead-
ing political philosophers were only rarely mentioned, 
the debate was profoundly influenced by philosophical 
beliefs, some formed by the revolutionary experience and 
others by the 11-year attempt at self-government.

From the debates leading up to the Revolution, the 
delegates had drawn a commitment to liberty, which, 
despite the abuses sometimes committed in its name, they 
continued to share. Their defense of liberty as a natural 
right was derived from the writings of the 17th-century 
English philosopher John Locke.

Unlike his English rival, Thomas Hobbes, Locke did not 
believe that an all-powerful government was necessary or that 
democracy was impossible. Hobbes had argued that in any 
society without an absolute, supreme ruler there is bound to 
be ceaseless violent turmoil—a “war of all against all.” Locke 
disagreed. In a “state of nature,” Locke argued, all men cher-
ish and seek to protect their life, liberty, and property. But in 
a state of nature—that is, a society without a government—
the strong can use their liberty to deprive the weak of their 
own liberty. The instinct for self-preservation leads people to 
want a government that will prevent this exploitation. But if 
the government is not itself to deprive its subjects of their lib-
erty, it must be limited. The chief limitation, he said, should 
derive from the fact that it is created, and governs, by the 
consent of the governed. People will not agree to be ruled by 
a government that threatens their liberty; therefore, the gov-
ernment to which they freely choose to submit themselves 
must be a limited government designed to protect liberty.9

The Pennsylvania experience as well as the history 
of British government led the Framers to doubt whether 
popular consent alone would be a sufficient guarantor of 
liberty. A popular government may prove too weak (as 
in Massachusetts) to prevent one faction from abusing 
another, or a popular majority can be tyrannical (as in 
Pennsylvania). In fact, the tyranny of the majority can be 
an even graver threat than rule by the few. In the former 
case, the individual may have no defenses—one lone per-
son cannot count on the succor of public opinion or the 
possibility of popular revolt.

The problem, then, was a delicate one: how to devise 
a government strong enough to preserve order but not so 
strong that it would threaten liberty. The answer, the delegates 
believed, was not “democracy” as it was then understood. 
To many conservatives in the late 18th century, democracy 
meant mob rule—it meant, in short, Shays’s Rebellion (or, if 
they had been candid about it, the Boston Tea Party). On the 
other hand, aristocracy—the rule of the few—was no solution, 
since the few were likely to be self-serving. Madison, writing 
later in the Federalist papers, put the problem this way:

If men were angels, no government would be nec-
essary. If angels were to govern men, neither exter-
nal nor internal controls on government would be 
necessary. In framing a government which is to be 
administered by men over men, the great difficulty 
lies in this: you must first enable the government 
to control the governed; and in the next place 
oblige it to control itself.10

Striking this balance could not be done, Madison 
believed, simply by writing a constitution that set limits 
on what government could do. The example of British rule 
over the colonies proved that laws and customs were inad-
equate checks on political power. As he expressed it, “A 
mere demarcation on parchment of the constitutional lim-
its [of government] is not a sufficient guard against those 
encroachments which lead to a tyrannical concentration of 
all the powers of government in the same hands.”11

The Challenge
The resolution of political issues, great and small, often 
depends crucially on how the central question is phrased. 
The delegates came to Philadelphia in general agreement 
that the Articles of Confederation contained defects that 
ought to be remedied. Had they, after convening, decided to 
make their business that of listing these defects and debating 
alternative remedies for them, the document that emerged 
would in all likelihood have been very different from what 
in fact was adopted. But immediately after the conven-
tion had organized itself and chosen Washington to be its 
presiding officer, the Virginia delegation, led by Governor 
Edmund Randolph but relying heavily on the draftsman-
ship of James Madison, presented to the convention a com-
prehensive plan for a wholly new national government. The 
plan quickly became the major item of business at the meet-
ing; it, and little else, was debated for the next two weeks.

The Virginia Plan
When the convention decided to make the Virginia Plan 
its agenda, it had fundamentally altered the nature of its 
task. The business at hand was not to be the Articles and 

Virginia Plan Proposal 
to create a strong national 
government.
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2-2 The Constitutional Convention  29

their defects, but rather how one should go about designing 
a true national government. The Virginia Plan called for a 
strong national union organized into three governmental 
branches: the legislative, executive, and judicial. The legis-
lature was to comprise two houses, the first elected directly 
by the people and the second chosen by the first house 
from among the candidates nominated by state legislatures. 
The executive was to be chosen by the national legislature, 
as were members of a national judiciary. The executive and 
some members of the judiciary were to constitute a “coun-
cil of revision” that could veto acts of the legislature; that 
veto, in turn, could be overridden by the legislature. There 
were other interesting details, but the key features of the 
Virginia Plan were two: (1) a national legislature would 
have supreme powers on all matters on which the separate 
states were not competent to act, as well as the power to 
veto any and all state laws; and (2) at least one house of the 
legislature would be elected directly by the people.

The New Jersey Plan
As the debate continued, the representatives of New Jer-
sey and other small states became increasingly worried 
that the convention was going to write a constitution in 
which the states would be represented in both houses of 
Congress on the basis of population. If this happened, the 
smaller states feared they would always be outvoted by the 
larger ones, and so, with William Paterson of New Jer-
sey as their spokesman, they introduced a new plan. The 
New Jersey Plan proposed to amend, not replace, the old 
Articles of Confederation. It enhanced the power of the 
national government (though not as much as the Virginia 
Plan), but it did so in a way that left the states’ represen-
tation in Congress unchanged from the Articles—each 
state would have one vote. Thus not only would the 
interests of the small states be protected, but Congress 

itself would remain to a sub-
stantial degree the creature 
of state governments.

If the New Jersey resolu-
tions had been presented first 
and taken up as the major 
item of business, it is quite 
possible they would have 
become the framework for 
the document that finally 
emerged. But they were not. Offered after the convention 
had been discussing the Virginia Plan for two weeks, the 
resolutions encountered a reception very different from 
what they may have received if introduced earlier. The 
debate had the delegates already thinking in terms of a 
national government that was more independent of the 
states, and thus it had accustomed them to proposals that, 
under other circumstances, might have seemed quite radi-
cal. On June 19, the first decisive vote of the convention 
was taken: seven states preferred the Virginia Plan, three 
states the New Jersey Plan, and one state was split.

With the tide running in favor of a strong national 
government, the supporters of the small states had to shift 
their strategy. They now began to focus their efforts on 
ensuring that the small states could not be outvoted by the 
larger ones in Congress. One way was to have the members 
of the lower house elected by the state legislatures rather 
than the people, with each state getting the same number 
of seats rather than seats proportional to its population.

The debate was long and feelings ran high, so much 
so that Benjamin Franklin, the oldest delegate present (at 
81 years of age), suggested that each day’s meeting begin 
with a prayer. It turned out that the convention could not 
even agree on this: Hamilton is supposed to have objected 
that the convention did not need “foreign aid,” and others 
pointed out that the group had no funds with which to 
hire a minister. And so the argument continued.

The Compromise
Finally, a committee was appointed to meet during the 
Fourth of July holidays to work out a compromise, and 
the convention adjourned to await its report. Little is 
known of what went on in that committee’s session, 
though some were later to say that Franklin played a key 
role in hammering out the plan that finally emerged. 
That compromise, the most important reached at the 
convention, and later called the Great Compromise (or 
sometimes the Connecticut Compromise), was submit-
ted to the full convention on July 5 and debated for 
another week and a half. The debate might have gone 
on even longer, but suddenly the hot weather moder-
ated, and Monday, July 16, dawned cool and fresh after 

IMAGE 2-4 The Declaration of Independence and the U.S. 
Constitution were developed and signed in Independence Hall 
in Philadelphia.
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great Compromise Plan 
to have a popularly elected 
House based on state popu-
lation and a state-selected 
Senate, with two members 
for each state.

New Jersey Plan Proposal 
to create a weak national 
government.
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30 Chapter 2 The Constitution

a month of misery. On that day, the plan was adopted: 
five states were in favor, four were opposed, and two did 
not vote.* Thus, by the narrowest of margins, the struc-
ture of the national legislature was set as follows:

•	 A House of Representatives consisting initially of 65 
members apportioned among the states roughly on the 
basis of population and elected by the people.

•	 A Senate consisting of two senators from each state to 
be chosen by the state legislatures.

The Great Compromise reconciled the interests of small 
and large states by allowing the former to predominate 
in the Senate and the latter in the House. This recon-
ciliation was necessary to ensure that a strong national 
government would receive support from small as well as 

 Figure 2.3  The Virginia Plan Versus the New Jersey Plan and the Great (Connecticut) Compromise

VS.

The Virginia Plan
Favored larger states

Bicameral legislature
Proportional representation based
on population
Elected to Congress by the people
Single executive chosen by the
legislature
National judiciary chosen by the
legislature
National legislature to have
supreme powers on all matters
on which the separate states
were not competent to act and
the power to veto state laws

The New Jersey Plan
Favored smaller states

Unicameral legislature
Equal representation among
states
Elected to Congress by the states
Plural executive chosen by the
legislature
National judiciary chosen by
executive
Congress to have powers strictly
enumerated in the Articles of
Confederation, the power to
regulate commerce, and limited
power to tax

The Great Compromise

Bicameral legislature
House apportioned by population (each
slave counted as three-fifths of a free
person) and Senate apportioned equally
among the states
House elected by the people and Senate
elected by state legislatures
Single executive chosen by the
electoral college
National judiciary chosen by the
president with advice and consent of
the Senate
Broad enumerated powers; Congress
has power to tax only in proportion to
representation in the House; all
appropriations bills must originate in
the House 
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*The states in favor were Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and North Carolina. Those opposed were Georgia, Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, and Virginia. Massachusetts was split down the middle; the New York delegates had left the convention. New Hampshire 
and Rhode Island were absent.
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2-3 Ratification Debates  31

large states. It represented major concessions on the part 
of several groups. Madison, for one, was deeply opposed 
to the idea of having the states equally represented in the 
Senate. He saw in that a way for the states to hamstring 
the national government and much preferred some mea-
sure of proportional representation in both houses. Del-
egates from other states worried that representation on 
the basis of population in the House of Representatives 
would enable the large states to dominate legislative 
affairs. Although the margin by which the compromise 
was accepted was razor-thin, it held firm. In time, most 
of the delegates from the dissenting states accepted it.

After the Great Compromise, many more issues had 
to be resolved, but by now a spirit of accommodation had 
developed. When one delegate proposed having Con-
gress choose the president, another, James Wilson, pro-
posed that the president be elected directly by the people. 
When neither side of that argument prevailed, a commit-
tee invented a plan for an “electoral college” that would 
choose the president. When some delegates wanted the 
president chosen for a life term, others proposed a seven-
year term, and still others wanted the term limited to 
three years without eligibility for reelection. The conven-
tion settled on a four-year term with no bar to reelection. 
Some states wanted the Supreme Court picked by the 
Senate; others wanted it chosen by the president. They 
finally agreed to let the justices be nominated by the presi-
dent and then confirmed by the Senate.

Finally, on July 26, the proposals that were already 
accepted, together with a bundle of unresolved issues, 
were handed over to the Committee of Detail, consisting 
of five delegates. This committee included Madison and 
Gouverneur Morris, who was to be the chief draftsman of 
the document that finally emerged. The committee hardly 
contented itself with mere “details,” however. It inserted 
some new proposals and made changes in old ones, draw-
ing for inspiration on existing state constitutions and the 
members’ beliefs as to what the other delegates might 
accept. On August 6, the report—the first complete draft 
of the Constitution—was submitted to the convention. 
There it was debated item by item, revised, amended, 
and finally, on September 17, approved by all 12 states in 
attendance. (Not all delegates approved, however; three, 
including Edmund Randolph, who first submitted the 
Virginia Plan, refused to sign.)

2-3 Ratification Debates 
A debate continues to rage over whether the Constitu-
tion created, or was even intended to create, a demo-
cratic government. The answer is complex.

The Framers did not intend to create a “pure 
 democracy”—one in which the people rule directly. For 

one thing, the size of the 
country and the distances 
between settlements would 
have made that physically 
impossible. But more importantly, the Framers worried 
that a government in which all citizens directly partici-
pate, as in the New England town meeting, would be a 
government excessively subject to temporary popular pas-
sions and one in which minority rights would be insecure. 
They intended instead to create a republic, by which they 
meant a government in which a system of representation 
operates.

The Framers favored a republic over a direct democ-
racy because they believed that government should medi-
ate, not mirror, popular views and that elected officials 
should represent, not register, majority sentiments. 
They supposed that most citizens did not have the time, 
information, interest, and expertise to make reasonable 
choices among competing policy positions. They sus-
pected that even highly educated people could be manip-
ulated by demagogic leaders who played on their fears 
and prejudices. They knew that representative democracy 
often proceeds slowly and prevents sweeping changes in 
policy, but they cautioned that a government capable of 
doing great good quickly can also do great harm quickly. 
They agreed that majority opinion should figure in the 
enactment of many or most government policies, but 
they insisted that protection of civil rights and civil liber-
ties—the right to a fair trial; the freedom of speech, press, 
and religion; or the right to vote itself—ought never to 
hinge on a popular vote. Above all, they embraced rep-
resentative democracy because they saw it as a way of 
minimizing the chances that power would be abused 
either by a tyrannical popular majority or by self-serving 
officeholders.

The Framers were influenced by philosophers who 
had discussed democracy. Aristotle defined democracy as 
the rule of the many; that is, rule by ordinary people, most 
of whom would be poor. But democracy, he suggested, can 
easily decay into an oligarchy (rule of the rich) or a tyr-
anny (the rule of a despot). To prevent this, a good politi-
cal system must be a mixed regime, combining elements 
of democracy and oligarchy: most people will vote, but 
talented people will play a large role in managing affairs.

But, as we noted earlier in this chapter, the Framers 
were strongly influenced by John Locke, the 17th-century 
English writer who argued against powerful kings and 
in favor of popular dissent. In Locke’s Second Treatise of 
Civil Government (1690), he argued that people can exist 
in a state of nature—that is, without any ruler—so long 
as they can find enough food to eat and a way to protect 
themselves. But food may not be plentiful and, as a result, 
life may be poor and difficult.

republic A government in 
which elected representatives 
make the decisions.
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The human desire for 
self-preservation will lead 
people to want a govern-
ment that will enable them 
to own property and thereby 
to increase their supply of 
food. But unlike his English 

rival, Thomas Hobbes, Locke argued for a government 
with defined and limited powers. In Leviathan (1651), 
Hobbes had argued that people live in a “war of all against 
all” and so an absolute, supreme ruler was essential to 
prevent civil war. Locke disagreed: People can get along 
with one another if they can securely own their farms 
and live off what they produce. But for that to happen 
a decent government must exist with the consent of the 
governed and be managed by majority rule. To prevent a 
majority from hurting a minority, Locke wrote, the gov-
ernment should separate its powers, with different and 
competing legislative and executive branches.

Thus, in 1787 the Framers tried to create a republic 
that would protect freedom and private property, a moder-
ate regime that would simultaneously safeguard people and 
leave them alone. In designing that republic, the Framers 
chose, not without argument, to have the members of the 
House of Representatives elected directly by the people. 
Some delegates did not want to go even that far. Elbridge 
Gerry of Massachusetts, who refused to sign the Consti-
tution, argued that though “the people do not want [i.e., 
lack] virtue,” they often are the “dupes of pretended patri-
ots.” Roger Sherman of Connecticut agreed. But George 
Mason of Virginia and James Wilson of Pennsylvania car-
ried the day when they argued that “no government could 
long subsist without the confidence of the people,” and this 
required “drawing the most numerous branch of the legis-
lature directly from the people.”12 Popular elections for the 
House were approved: six states were in favor, two opposed.

But though popular rule was to be one element of the 
new government, it was not to be the only one. State legis-
latures, not the people, would choose the senators; electors, 
not the people directly, would choose the president. As we 
have seen, without these arrangements there would have 
been no Constitution at all, for the small states adamantly 
opposed any proposal that would have given undue power 
to the large ones. And direct popular election of the presi-
dent would clearly have made the populous states the dom-
inant ones. In short, the Framers wished to observe the 
principle of majority rule, but they felt that, on the most 
important questions, two kinds of majorities were essen-
tial: a majority of the voters and a majority of the states.

The power of the Supreme Court to declare an act 
of Congress unconstitutional—judicial review—is also a 
way of limiting the power of popular majorities. It is not 

clear whether the Framers intended that there be judicial 
review, but there is little doubt that in the Framers’ minds 
the fundamental law, the Constitution, had to be safe-
guarded against popular passions. They made the process 
for amending the Constitution easier than it had been 
under the Articles but still relatively difficult.

An amendment can be proposed either by a two-
thirds vote of both houses of Congress or by a national 
convention called by Congress at the request of two-thirds 
of the states.† Once proposed, an amendment must be 
ratified by three-fourths of the states, either through their 
legislatures or through special ratifying conventions in 
each state. Twenty-seven amendments have survived this 
process, all of them proposed by Congress and all but one 
(the Twenty-First Amendment) ratified by state legisla-
tures rather than state conventions.

In short, the answer to the question of whether the 
Constitution brought into being a democratic government 
is yes, if by democracy one means a system of representa-
tive government based on popular consent. The degree of 
that consent has changed since 1787, and the institutions 
embodying that consent can take different forms. One 
form, rejected in 1787, gives all political authority to one 
set of representatives, directly elected by the people. (That is 
the case, for example, in most parliamentary regimes, such 
as the United Kingdom, and in some city governments in 
the United States.) The other form of democracy is one in 
which different sets of officials, chosen directly or indirectly 
by different groups of people, share political power. (That 
is the case with the United States and a few other nations 
where the separation of powers is intended to operate.)

Key Principles
The American version of representative democracy was 
based on two major principles: the separation of powers 
and federalism. In America, political power was to be 
shared by three separate branches of government; in par-
liamentary democracies, that power was concentrated 
in a single, supreme legislature. In America, political 
authority was divided between a national government 
and several state governments—federalism—whereas in 
most European systems authority was centralized in the 
national government. Neither of these principles was 
especially controversial at Philadelphia.

The delegates began their work in broad agreement 
that separated powers and some measure of federalism were 

judicial review The power 
of the courts to declare laws 
unconstitutional.

federalism Government 
authority shared by national 
and local governments.

†Many attempts have been made to assemble a new constitu-
tional convention. In the 1960s, 33 states, one short of the required 
 number, requested a convention to consider the reapportionment 
of state legislatures. In the 1980s, efforts were made to call a 
 convention to consider amendments to ban abortions and to require 
a balanced federal budget.
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necessary, and both the Virginia and New Jersey Plans con-
tained a version of each. How much federalism should be writ-
ten into the Constitution was quite controversial, however.

Under these two principles, governmental powers 
in this country can be divided into three categories. The 
powers given to the national government exclusively are 
the delegated or enumerated powers. They include the 
authority to print money, declare war, make treaties, con-
duct foreign affairs, and regulate commerce among the 
states and with foreign nations. Those given exclusively 
to the states are reserved powers and include the power 
to issue licenses and to regulate commerce wholly within 
a state. Those shared by both the national and the state 
governments are called concurrent powers and include 
collecting taxes, building roads, borrowing money, and 
maintaining courts.

Government and Human Nature
The desirability of separating powers and leaving the 
states equipped with a broad array of rights and respon-
sibilities was not controversial at the Philadelphia 
Convention because the Framers’ experiences with Brit-
ish rule and state government under the Articles had 
shaped their view of human nature—that people would 
seek their own advantage in and out of politics, and that 
this pursuit of self-interest, unchecked, would lead 
some people to exploit others. Human nature was good 
enough to make it possible to have a decent government 
based on popular consent, but it was not good enough 
to make it inevitable.

One solution to this problem would be to improve 
human nature. Ancient political philosophers such as 
Aristotle believed that the first task of any government 
was to cultivate virtue among the governed. Many Ameri-
cans were of the same mind. To them Americans would 
first have to become good people before they could have 
a good government. Samuel Adams, a leader of the Bos-
ton Tea Party, said that the new nation must become a 
“Christian Sparta.” Others spoke of the need to cultivate 
frugality, industry, temperance, and simplicity.

But to James Madison and the other architects of the 
Constitution, the deliberate cultivation of virtue would 
require a government too strong and thus too dangerous 
to liberty, at least at the national level. Self-interest, freely 
pursued within reasonable limits, was a more practical and 
durable solution to the problem of government than any 
effort to improve the virtue of the citizenry. He wanted, 
he said, to make republican government possible “even in 
the absence of political virtue.”

Madison argued that the very self-interest that leads 
people toward factionalism and tyranny might, if properly 

harnessed by appropriate 
constitutional arrangements, 
provide a source of unity 
and a guarantee of liberty. 
This harnessing was to be 
accomplished by dividing 
the offices of the new govern-
ment among many people 
and giving to the holder of 
each office the “necessary 
means and personal motives 
to resist encroachments of 
the others.” In this way, 
“ambition must be made to 
counteract ambition” so that 
“the private interest of every 
individual may be a sentinel 
over the public rights.”13

If men were angels, 
all this would be unneces-
sary. But Madison and the 
other delegates pragmati-
cally insisted on taking human nature pretty much as it 
was, and therefore they adopted “this policy of supply-
ing, by opposite and rival interests, the defect of better 
motives.”14 The  separation of powers would work not in 
spite of the imperfections of human nature, but because 
of them, through requiring the three political institutions 
to work together.  And through checks and balances, 
each branch of government would ensure that the others 
did not exceed their constitutional powers.

So it also is with federalism. By dividing power 
between the states and the national government, one 
level of government can serve as a check on the other. 
This should provide a “double security” to the rights 
of the people: “The different governments will control 
each other, at the same time that each will be con-
trolled by itself.”15 This was especially likely to happen 
in America, Madison thought, because it was a large 
country filled with diverse interests—rich and poor, 
Protestant and Catholic, Northerner and Southerner, 
farmer and merchant, creditor and debtor. Each of 
these interests would constitute a faction that would 
seek its own advantage. One faction might come to 
dominate government, or a part of government, in one 
place, and a different and rival faction might dominate 
it in another. The pulling and hauling among these fac-
tions would prevent any single government—say, that 
of New York—from dominating all of government. The 
division of powers among several governments would 
provide virtually every faction an opportunity to gain 
some—but not full—power.

enumerated powers 
Powers given to the national 
government alone. 

reserved powers Powers 
given to the state government 
alone.

concurrent  powers 
 Powers shared by 
the national and state 
governments.

separation of  powers 
Sharing of constitutional 
authority by multiple 
branches of government.

checks and balances 
Constitutional ability of mul-
tiple branches of government 
to limit each other’s power.

faction A group with a dis-
tinct political interest.
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 Figure 2.4  Overview of the Constitution of the United States
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The Constitution 
and Liberty
A more difficult question is 
whether the Constitution cre-
ated a system of government 

that would respect personal liberties. In fact, that is the 
question that was debated in the states when the document 
was presented for ratification. The proponents of the Con-
stitution called themselves the Federalists (though they 
might more accurately have been called “nationalists”). 
The opponents came to be known as the Antifederalists 

Federalists Those who 
favor a stronger national 
government. 

Antifederalists Those 
who favor a weaker national 
government.
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The Constitution creates a system of separate institutions that share powers. Because the three branches of govern-
ment share powers, each can (partially) check the powers of the others. This is the system of checks and balances. 
The major checks possessed by each branch are listed below.

I. Congress 1. Can check the president in these ways:
 (a) By refusing to pass a bill the president wants
 (b) By passing a law over the president’s veto
 (c) By using the impeachment powers to remove the president from office
 (d) By refusing to approve a presidential appointment (Senate only)
 (e) By refusing to ratify a treaty the president has signed (Senate only)

2. Can check the federal courts in these ways:
 (a) By changing the number and jurisdiction of the lower courts
 (b) By using the impeachment powers to remove a judge from office
 (c) By refusing to approve a person nominated to be a judge (Senate only)

II. The President 1. Can check Congress by vetoing a bill it has passed

2. Can check the federal courts by nominating judges

III. The Courts 1. Can check Congress by declaring a law unconstitutional

2. Can check the president by declaring actions by him or his subordinates unconstitutional or not authorized by law

In addition to these checks specifically provided for in the Constitution, each branch has informal ways of checking the others. For example, 
the president can try to withhold information from Congress (on the grounds of “executive privilege”), and Congress can try to get informa-
tion by mounting an investigation. The exact meaning of the various checks is explained in Chapter 13 on Congress, Chapter 14 on the presidency, 
and Chapter 16 on the courts.

Checks and BalancesTABLe 2.1

 Figure 2.5  The Amendment Process

An amendment can be proposed by... An amendment can be ratified by...

Never used

Used once
(Twenty-first
Amendment)

Typical
(used for all but
one amendment)A two-thirds vote in both

houses of Congress

A vote at a national constitutional
convention called by Congress at the

request of two-thirds of state legislatures

Three-fourths of state
legislatures

Three-fourths of states at
special conventions
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(though they might more accurately have been called 
“states’ rights advocates”).‡ To be put into effect, the Con-
stitution had to be approved at ratifying conventions in at 
least nine states. This was perhaps the most democratic fea-
ture of the Constitution: It had to be accepted, not by the 
existing Congress (still limping along under the Articles of 
Confederation), nor by the state legislatures, but by special 
conventions elected by the people.

Though democratic, the process established by the 
Framers for ratifying the Constitution was technically 

illegal. The Articles of Confederation, which still gov-
erned, could be amended only with the approval of all 
13 state legislatures. The Framers wanted to bypass these 
legislatures because they feared that, for reasons of ideol-
ogy or out of a desire to retain their powers, the legislators 
would oppose the Constitution. The Framers wanted rati-
fication with less than the consent of all 13 states because 
they knew that such unanimity could not be attained. And 
indeed the conventions in North Carolina and Rhode 
Island did initially reject the Constitution.

The Antifederalist View
The great issue before the state conventions was liberty, 
not democracy. The opponents of the new Constitution, 
the Antifederalists, had a variety of objections but were in 
general united by the belief that liberty could be secure 

‡To the delegates a truly “federal” system was one, like the New Jer-
sey Plan, that allowed for very strong states and a weak national 
government. When the New Jersey Plan lost, the delegates who 
defeated it began using the word federal to describe their plan even 
though it called for a stronger national government. Thus men who 
began as “Federalists” at the convention ultimately became known 
as “Antifederalists” during the struggle over ratification.
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36 Chapter 2 The Constitution

only in a small republic in 
which the rulers were physi-
cally close to—and closely 

checked by—the ruled. Their central objection was stated 
by a group of Antifederalists at the ratifying convention in 
an essay published just after they had lost: “a very exten-
sive territory cannot be governed on the principles of free-
dom, otherwise than by a confederation of republics.”16

These dissenters argued that a strong national govern-
ment would be distant from the people and would use its 
powers to annihilate or absorb the functions that properly 
belonged to the states. Congress would tax heavily, the 
Supreme Court would overrule state courts, and the presi-
dent would come to head a large standing army. (Since all 
these things have occurred, we cannot dismiss the Anti-
federalists as cranky obstructionists who opposed without 
justification the plans of the Framers.) These critics argued 
that the nation needed, at best, a loose confederation of 
states, with most of the powers of government kept firmly 
in the hands of state legislatures and state courts.

But if a stronger national government was to be cre-
ated, the Antifederalists argued, it should be hedged about 
with many more restrictions than those in the constitu-
tion then under consideration. They proposed several such 

limitations, including narrowing the jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court, checking the president’s power by creat-
ing a council that would review his actions, leaving military 
affairs in the hands of the state militias, increasing the size of 
the House of Representatives so that it would reflect a greater 
variety of popular interests, and reducing or eliminating the 
power of Congress to levy taxes. And some of them insisted 
that a bill of rights be added to the Constitution.

James Madison gave his answer to these criticisms in 
Federalist No. 10 and No. 51 (reprinted in the Appendix 
with a reading guide). It was a bold answer, for it flew 
squarely in the face of widespread popular sentiment and 
much philosophical writing. Following the great French 
political philosopher Montesquieu, many Americans 
believed liberty was safe only in small societies governed 
either by direct democracy or by large legislatures with 
small districts and frequent turnover among members.

Madison argued quite the opposite—that liberty 
is safest in large (or as he put it, “extended”) republics. 
People in a small community, he said, will have relatively 
few differences in opinion or interest; they will tend to 
see the world in much the same way. If anyone dissents 
or pursues an individual interest, he or she will be con-
fronted by a massive majority and will have few, if any, 
allies. But a large republic will include people with many 
opinions and interests; as a result, it will be hard for a 
tyrannical majority to form or organize, and anyone with 
an unpopular view will find it easier to acquire allies. If 
Madison’s argument seems strange or abstract, ask your-
self the following question: if I have an unpopular opin-
ion, an exotic lifestyle, or an unconventional interest, will 
I find greater security living in a small town or a big city?

By favoring a large republic, Madison was not try-
ing to stifle democracy. Rather, he was attempting to 
show how democratic government really works, and what 
can make it work better. To rule, different interests must 
come together and form a coalition—that is, an alliance. 
In Federalist No. 51, he argued that the coalitions that 
formed in a large republic would be more moderate than 
those that formed in a small one because the bigger the 
republic, the greater the variety of interests, and thus the 
more a coalition of the majority would have to accommo-
date a diversity of interests and opinions if it hoped to suc-
ceed. He concluded that in a nation the size of the United 
States, with its enormous variety of interests, “a coalition 
of a majority of the whole society could seldom take place 
on any other principles than those of justice and the gen-
eral good.” Whether he was right in that prediction is a 
matter to which we return repeatedly.

The implication of Madison’s arguments was daring, 
for he was suggesting that the national government should 
be at some distance from the people and insulated from 

 Figure 2.6  Ratification of the Federal Constitution 

by State Constitutions, 1787–1790.
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coalition An alliance of 
groups.
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their momentary passions, because the people did not 
always want to do the right thing. Liberty was threatened 
as much (or even more) by public passions and popularly 
based factions as by strong governments. Now the Anti-
federalists themselves had no very lofty view of human 
nature, as is evidenced by the deep suspicion with which 
they viewed “power-seeking” officeholders. What Madison 
did was take this view to its logical conclusion, arguing that 
if people could be corrupted by office, they could also be 
corrupted by factional self-interest. Thus the government 
had to be designed to prevent both the politicians and the 
people from using it for ill-considered or unjust purposes.

To argue in 1787 against the virtues of small democ-
racies was like arguing against motherhood. Moreover, the 
Federalists’ counterargument involved many steps: repre-
sentative democracy over direct democracy; a large repub-
lic over a small republic; diversity of economic, religious, 
and other interests over homogeneity of such interests; 
and barriers, not boosts, to majority group formation and 
influence. Still, the Federalists prevailed, probably because 
many citizens were convinced that a reasonably strong 
national government was essential if the nation were to 
stand united against foreign enemies, facilitate commerce 
among the states, guard against domestic insurrections, 
and keep one faction from oppressing another. The politi-
cal realities of the moment and the recent bitter expe-
riences with the Articles probably counted for more in 
ratifying the Constitution than Madison’s arguments. His 
cause was helped by the fact that, for all their legitimate 
concerns and their uncanny instinct for what the future 
might bring, the Antifederalists could offer no agreed-
upon alternative to the new Constitution. In politics, 
then as now, you cannot beat something with nothing.

But this does not explain why the Framers failed to 
add a bill of rights to the Constitution. If they were so 
preoccupied with liberty, why didn’t they take this most 
obvious step toward protecting liberty, especially since the 
Antifederalists were demanding it? Some historians have 
suggested that this omission was evidence that liberty was 
not as important to the Framers as they claimed. In fact, 
when one delegate suggested that a bill of rights be drawn 
up, the state delegations at the convention unanimously 
voted the idea down. They did this for several reasons.

First, the Constitution, as written, did contain a num-
ber of specific guarantees of individual liberty, including 
the right of trial by jury in criminal cases and the privilege 
of the writ of habeas corpus. The following list identi-
fies some of the liberties guaranteed in the Constitution 
(before the Bill of Rights was added):

•	 Writ of habeas corpus may not be suspended (except 
during invasion or rebellion).

•	 No bill of attainder may 
be passed by Congress or 
the states.

•	 No ex post facto law may 
be passed by Congress or 
the states.

•	 Right of trial by jury 
in criminal cases is 
guaranteed.

•	 The citizens of each state 
are entitled to the privileges and immunities of the citi-
zens of every other state.

•	 No religious test or qualification for holding federal 
office is imposed.

•	 No law impairing the obligation of contracts may be 
passed by the states.

Second, most states in 1787 had bills of rights. When 
Elbridge Gerry proposed to the convention that a federal bill 
of rights be drafted, Roger Sherman rose to observe that it was 
unnecessary because the state bills of rights were sufficient.17

But third, and perhaps most important, the Framers 
thought they were creating a government with specific, 
limited powers. It could, they thought, do only what the 
Constitution gave it the power to do, and nowhere in that 
document was it given permission to infringe on freedom 
of speech or of the press or to impose cruel and unusual 
punishments. Some delegates probably feared that if any 
serious effort were made to list the rights that were guar-
anteed, later officials might assume that they had the 
power to do anything not explicitly forbidden.

Need for a Bill of Rights
Whatever their reasons, the Framers made at least a 
tactical and perhaps a fundamental mistake. It quickly 
became clear that without at least the promise of a bill of 
rights, the Constitution would not be ratified. Though 
the small states, pleased by their equal representation in 
the Senate, quickly ratified (in Delaware, New Jersey, and 
Georgia, the vote in the conventions was unanimous), 
the battle in the large states was intense and the outcome 
uncertain. In Pennsylvania, Federalist supporters dragged 
boycotting Antifederalists to the legislature in order to 
ensure a quorum was present so a convention could be 
called. There were rumors of other rough tactics.

In Massachusetts, the Constitution was approved 
by a narrow majority, but only after key leaders prom-
ised to obtain a bill of rights. In Virginia, James Madison 
fought against the fiery Patrick Henry, whose climactic 

bill of attainder A law that 
declares a person, without a 
trial, to be guilty of a crime. 

ex post facto law A law 
that makes an act criminal 
even though the act was legal 
when it was committed.

habeas corpus An order to 
produce an arrested person 
before a judge.
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38 Chapter 2 The Constitution

speech against ratification 
was dramatically punctuated 
by a noisy thunderstorm out-
side. The Federalists won by 

10 votes. In New York, Alexander Hamilton argued the 
case for six weeks against the determined opposition of 
most of the state’s key political leaders; he carried the day, 
but only by three votes, and then only after New York 
City threatened to secede from the state if it did not ratify. 
By June 21, 1788, the ninth state—New Hampshire—
had ratified, and the Constitution was law.

Many people think that the first Congress moved 
quickly to adopt a Bill of Rights—that is, the first 
10 amendments to the Constitution—in order to satisfy 
demands made in state ratifying conventions that this 
be done. Unfortunately, that is not quite right. Of the 
many criticisms of the proposed Constitution, hardly 
any referred to civil liberties. Take, for example, the Mas-
sachusetts Convention. Several critics, including John 
Hancock, said they would vote to ratify the document if 
the new members of Congress did all they could to get 
nine amendments adopted. But these amendments had 
nothing to do with free speech or a free press. Instead, 
they involved the size of the House of Representatives, 
congressional influence on local elections, the power of 
Congress to impose taxes, and the need for grand juries 
in criminal cases.18 Other speakers wanted an amendment 
that would have House members stand for election every 
year. Critics in other states made the same arguments.

Despite the bitterness of the ratification struggle, the 
new government that took office in 1789–1790, headed by 
President Washington, was greeted enthusiastically. By the 

spring of 1790, all 13 states had ratified. There remained, 
however, the task of fulfilling the promise of amending the 
document. To that end, James Madison introduced into 
the first session of the First Congress a set of proposals, 
12 of which were approved by Congress; 10 of these were 
ratified by the states and went into effect in 1791. But with 
only a few exceptions, these bore no relationship to the 
criticisms made in the state conventions. On what, then, 
did Madison base them? Probably on the Virginia Declara-
tion of Rights, written by George Mason and Madison, and 
unanimously approved by the Virginia legislature in 1776. 
These amendments, which no one called a Bill of Rights as 
late as 1792, did not limit the power of state governments 
over citizens, only the power of the federal government. 
Later, the Fourteenth Amendment, as interpreted by the 
Supreme Court, extended many of the guarantees of the 
Bill of Rights to cover state governmental action.

The Constitution and Slavery
Though slaves amounted to one-third of the population 
of the five Southern states, nowhere in the Constitution 
can one find the word slave or slavery.

To some, the failure of the Constitution to address 
the question of slavery was a great betrayal of the promise 
of the Declaration of Independence that “all men are cre-
ated equal.” For the Constitution to be silent on the sub-
ject of slavery, and thereby to allow that odious practice to 
continue, was to convert, by implication, the wording of 
the Declaration to “all white men are created equal.”

It is easy to accuse the signers of the Declaration and 
the Constitution of hypocrisy. They knew of slavery, many 

Bill of rights First 
10 amendments to the 
Constitution.

The First Ten Amendments to the Constitution Grouped by Topic and Purpose

Protections afforded citizens to 
 participate in the political process

•  Amendment 1: Freedom of religion, speech, press, and assembly; the right to petition the 
government.

Protections against arbitrary police 
and court action

•  Amendment 4: No unreasonable searches or seizures.

•  Amendment 5: Grand jury indictment required to prosecute a person for a serious crime; no 
“double jeopardy” (being tried twice for the same offense); forcing a person to testify against 
him- or herself prohibited; no loss of life, liberty, or property without due process.

•  Amendment 6: Right to speedy, public, impartial trial with defense counsel and right to cross-
examine witnesses.

•  Amendment 7: Jury trials in civil suits where value exceeds $20.

•  Amendment 8: No excessive bail or fines, no cruel and unusual punishments.

Protections of states’ rights and 
unnamed rights of people

•  Amendment 9: Unlisted rights are not necessarily denied.

•  Amendment 10: Powers not delegated to the United States or denied to states are reserved to 
the states.

Other Amendments •  Amendment 2: Right to bear arms.

•  Amendment 3: Troops may not be quartered in homes in peacetime.

The Bill of RightsTABLe 2.2
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of them owned slaves, and yet they were silent. Indeed, 
British opponents of the independence movement took 
special delight in taunting the colonists about their com-
plaints of being “enslaved” to the British Empire while 
ignoring the slavery in their very midst.

Increasingly, revolutionary leaders during this period 
spoke to this issue. Thomas Jefferson had tried to get a 
clause opposing the slave trade put into the Declaration of 
Independence. James Otis of Boston had attacked slavery 
and argued that black as well as white men should be free. 
As revolutionary fervor mounted, so did Northern criti-
cism of slavery. The Massachusetts legislature and then the 
Continental Congress voted to end the slave trade; Dela-
ware prohibited the importation of slaves; Pennsylvania 
voted to tax slavery out of existence; and Connecticut and 
Rhode Island decided that all slaves brought into those 
states would automatically become free.

Slavery continued unabated in the South, defended 
by some whites because they thought it right, by others 
because they found it useful. But even in the South there 
were opponents, though rarely conspicuous ones. George 
Mason, a Virginia slaveholder and a delegate to the con-
vention, warned prophetically that “by an inevitable chain 
of causes and effects, providence punishes national sins 
[slavery] by national calamities.”19

The blunt fact, however, was that any effort to use the 
Constitution to end slavery would have meant the end of 

the Constitution. The Southern states would never have 
signed a document that seriously interfered with slavery. 
Without the Southern states, the Articles of Confedera-
tion would have continued, which would have left each 
state entirely sovereign and thus entirely free of any pro-
spective challenge to slavery.

Thus the Framers compromised with slavery; political 
scientist Theodore Lowi calls this their Greatest Compro-
mise.20 Slavery is dealt with in three places in the Constitution, 
though never by name. In determining the representation 
each state was to have in the House, “three-fifths of all other 
persons” (i.e., of slaves) are to be added to “the whole num-
ber of free persons.”21 The South originally wanted slaves to 
count fully even though, of course, none would be elected to 
the House; they settled for counting 60 percent of them. The 
Great (or Connecticut) Compromise favored smaller states, 
which were mostly Northern, by giving each state two sena-
tors; but the three-fifths compromise even more strongly 
favored the South’s slaveholding states. For example, appor-
tioned according to its free population, the Southern states 
would have had a combined total of 33 House seats rather 
than the 47 they claimed. The three-fifths compromise is 
the primary reason why Southern-born presidents, House 
leaders, and Supreme Court justices generally dominated 
antebellum American national government.22

The convention also agreed not to allow the new 
 government—by law or even constitutional amendment—
to prohibit the importation of slaves until 1808.23 The South 
thus had 20 years in which it could acquire more slaves from 
abroad; after that, Congress was free (but not required) to 
end the importation. Finally, the Constitution guaranteed 
that if a slave were to escape his or her master and flee to a 
free state, the slave would be returned by that state to “the 
party to whom . . . service or labour may be due.”24

The unresolved issue of slavery was to prove the most 
explosive question of all. Allowing slavery to continue 
was a fateful decision, one that led to the worst social and 
political catastrophe in the nation’s history—the Civil War. 
The Framers chose to sidestep the issue in order to create a 
union that, they hoped, would eventually be strong enough 
to deal with the problem when it could no longer be post-
poned. The legacy of that choice reverberates to this day.

2-4  Democracy and the 
Constitution: Post- 
Ratification Debates 

The Framers were not saints or demigods. They were men 
with political opinions who also had economic interests 
and human failings. It would be a mistake to conclude 
that everything they did in 1787 was motivated by a 

IMAGE 2-5 Deck of a slave ship captured in 1860. Thousands 
of slaves died on such ships.
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disinterested commitment to the public good. But it 
would be an equally great mistake to think that what 
they did was nothing but an effort to line their pock-
ets by producing a government that would serve their 
own narrow interests. As in almost all human endeavors, 
the Framers acted out of a mixture of motives. What is 
truly astonishing is that economic interests played only 
a modest role in their deliberations.

Economic Interests
Some of the Framers were wealthy; some were not. Some 
owned slaves; some had none. Some were creditors (hav-
ing loaned money to the Continental Congress or to 
private parties); some were deeply in debt. For nearly a 
century, scholars have argued over just how important 
these personal interests were in shaping the provisions 
of the Constitution.

In 1913, historian Charles Beard published An 
 Economic Interpretation of the Constitution, which argued 
that the better-off urban and commercial classes, espe-
cially those members who held the IOUs issued by the 
government to pay for the Revolutionary War, favored 
the new Constitution because they stood to benefit 
from it.25 But in the 1950s, that view was challenged by 
 historians who, after looking carefully at what the Fram-
ers owned or owed, concluded that one could not explain 
the  Constitution exclusively or even largely in terms of the 
economic interests of those who wrote it.26 Some of the 
richest delegates, such as Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts 
and George Mason of Virginia, refused to sign the docu-
ment, while many of its key backers—James Madison and 
James Wilson, for example—were men of modest means 
or heavy debts.

In the 1980s, a new group of scholars, primarily econ-
omists applying more advanced statistical techniques, 
found evidence that some economic considerations influ-
enced how the Framers voted on some issues during the 
Philadelphia Convention. Interestingly, however, the eco-
nomic position of the states from which they came had a 
greater effect on their votes than did their own monetary 
condition.27

We have already seen how delegates from small states 
fought to reduce the power of large states and how those 
from slave-owning states made certain that the Consti-
tution would contain no provision that would threaten 
slavery.

But contrary to what Beard asserted, the economic 
interests of the Framers themselves did not dominate the 
convention. Some delegates owned a lot of public debt 
they had purchased for low prices. A strong national gov-
ernment of the sort envisaged by the Constitution was 
more likely than the weak Continental Congress to pay 

off this debt at face value, thus making the delegates who 
owned it much richer. Despite this, the ownership of 
public debt had no significant effect on how the Framers 
voted in Philadelphia. Nor did the big land speculators 
vote their interests. Some, such as George Washington and 
Robert Morris, favored the Constitution, whereas others, 
such as George Mason and William Blount, opposed it.28

In sum, the Framers tended to represent their states’ 
interests on important matters. Since they were picked by 
the states to do so, this is exactly what one would expect. 
If they had not met in secret, perhaps they would have 
voted even more often as their constituents wanted. With 
the grave and enormous exception of slavery, the Fram-
ers usually did not vote their own respective economic 
interests.

At the popularly elected state ratifying conventions, 
economic factors played a larger role. Delegates who were 
merchants, who lived in cities, who owned large amounts 
of western land, who held government IOUs, and who 
did not own slaves were more likely to vote to ratify the 
new Constitution than delegates who were farmers, who 
did not own public debt, and who did own slaves.29 There 
were plenty of exceptions, however. Small farmers domi-
nated the conventions in some states where the vote to 
ratify was unanimous.

Though interests made a difference, they were not 
simply elite interests. In most states, the great majority of 
adult white males could vote for delegates to the ratify-
ing conventions. This means that women and blacks were 
excluded from the debates, but by the standards of the 
time—standards that did not change for over a century—
the ratification process was remarkably democratic.

The Constitution and Equality
Ideas counted for as much as interests. At stake were two 
views of the public good. One, espoused by the Federal-
ists, was that a reasonable balance of liberty, order, and 
progress required a strong national government. The 
other, defended by the Antifederalists, was that liberty 
would not be secure in the hands of a powerful, distant 
government; freedom required decentralization.

Today that debate has a new focus. The defect of the 
Constitution, to some contemporary critics, is not that 
the government it created is too strong but that it is too 
weak. In particular, the national government is too weak 
to resist the pressures of special interests that reflect and 
perpetuate social inequality.

This criticism reveals how our understanding of the 
relationship between liberty and equality has changed 
since the Founding. To Jefferson and Madison, citizens 
naturally differed in their talents and qualities. What 
had to be guarded against was the use of governmental 
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Income Tax Rates: Majoritarian, Client, 
or Entrepreneurial Politics?

As we noted in Chapter 1, in 1788, the proposed Consti-
tution’s chief architect, James Madison, argued that the 
federal government needed its own “power of taxation,” 
whereas critics of the proposed Constitution, including 
Patrick Henry, opposed giving the federal government this 
power. Madison’s view prevailed, but it was not until 1913, 
with the passage of the Sixteenth Amendment to the Con-
stitution, that the federal government acquired “the power 
to lay and collect taxes on incomes.”

The federal income tax system is progressive, mean-
ing that tax rates rise with income levels. In 2015, there 
were seven federal “tax brackets”: 10, 15, 25, 28, 33, 35, 
and 39.6 percent. A single person would pay 10 percent in 
federal income taxes on the first $8,925 he or she earned 
that year, all the way up to 39.6 percent on every dollar 
above $400,000 that he or she earned that year. Thus, in 
2016, 39.6 percent was the “top marginal income tax rate.”

Every year Congress debates proposals to change the fed-
eral income tax system. Depending on the proposal, the poli-
tics may be viewed as majoritarian, client, or entrepreneurial.

Majoritarian Politics: Some advocates for tax reform 
say the system needs to be simplified, with fewer income 
brackets, credits, and deductions. At the same time, they 
argue that everyone needs to pay taxes because everyone 
benefits from the federal government’s activities, thereby 
presenting their case as majoritarian politics.

Client Politics: Some politicians argue for a “flat tax,” 
which would be one tax rate for everybody, with no cred-
its or deductions. Advocates say this system would be 
more efficient, with tax returns potentially being no larger 
than a postcard, and fair, as everyone would pay the same 
tax rate. From this perspective, the proposal is viewed as 
majoritarian politics, as everyone has the same tax percent-
age levied on their income. Critics, however, contend that 
a flat tax would be, in effect, client politics, as the wealthy 

would no longer be taxed on capital gains and other invest-
ments, and therefore would shoulder less of the overall tax 
burden than people who do not have such income.

Entrepreneurial Politics: Some advocates for tax reform 
say the system needs to be even more steeply progres-
sive, with wealthier people paying a higher percentage of 
income tax. After all, today’s top marginal federal income 
rate is low by historical standards. During World War I, the 
rate peaked at 77 percent. During World War II, it peaked 
at 91 percent. For most of the period from 1945 to 1985, 
it was above 50 percent. Advocates for higher tax rates 
contend that the top percent (one, two, or slightly more, 
depending on your view) of people who earn more should 
contribute more through taxes to help the vast majority 
who are not able to contribute as much, thereby arguing 
for entrepreneurial politics. (The proposal also could be 
viewed as interest-group politics, with wealthy people pay-
ing more, so people with less income may receive certain 
benefits and services, but it typically is presented as pro-
viding benefits for society at large.)

How elected officials, lobbyists, and voters discuss tax 
reform depends on how they think income tax rates need 
to be changed (if at all), and how they perceive the conse-
quences, both the costs and the benefits.
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power to create unnatural and undesirable inequalities. 
This might happen, for example, if political power was 
concentrated in the hands of a few people (who could 
use that power to give themselves special privileges) or if 
it was used in ways that allowed some private parties to 
acquire exclusive charters and monopolies. To prevent the 
inequality that might result from having too strong a gov-
ernment, its powers must be kept strictly limited.

Today, some people think of inequality quite differ-
ently. To them, it is the natural social order—the mar-
ketplace and the acquisitive talents of people operating in 
that marketplace—that leads to undesirable inequalities, 

especially in economic power. The government should be 
powerful enough to restrain these natural tendencies and 
produce, by law, a greater degree of equality than society 
allows when left alone.

To the Framers, liberty and (political) equality were 
not in conflict; to some people today, these two principles 
are deeply in conflict. To the Framers, the task was to keep 
government so limited as to prevent it from creating the 
worst inequality—political privilege. To some modern 
observers, the task is to make government strong enough 
to reduce what they believe is the worst inequality— 
differences in wealth.
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Constitutional Reform: Modern 
Views
Almost from the day it was ratified, the Constitution has 
been the object of debate over ways in which it might be 
improved. These debates have rarely involved the aver-
age citizen, who tends to revere the document even if he 
or she cannot recall all its details. Because of this deep 
and broad popular support, scholars and politicians 
have been wary of attacking the Constitution or sug-
gesting many wholesale changes. But such attacks have 
occurred. During the 1980s—the decade in which we 
celebrated the bicentennial of its adoption—we heard 
a variety of suggestions for improving the Constitution, 
ranging from particular amendments to wholesale revi-
sions. In general, today, as in the 18th century, critics 
typically align with one of two categories: those who 
think the federal government is too weak, and those 
who think it is too strong.

Reducing the Separation 
of Powers
To the first kind of critic, the chief difficulty with the 
Constitution is the separation of powers. By making every 
decision the uncertain outcome of the pulling and haul-
ing between the president and Congress, the Constitu-
tion precludes the emergence—except perhaps in times 
of crisis—of the kind of effective national leadership the 
country needs. In this view, our nation today faces a num-
ber of challenges that require prompt, decisive, and com-
prehensive action. Our problem is gridlock. Our position 
of international leadership, the dangerous and unprec-
edented proliferation of nuclear weapons among the 
nations of the globe, and the need to find ways of stimu-
lating economic growth while reducing our deficit and 
conserving our  environment—all these situations require 
the president be able to formulate and carry out policies 
free of some of the pressures and delays from interest 
groups and members of Congress tied to local interests.

Not only would this increase in presidential author-
ity make for better policies, these critics argue, it would 
also help voters hold presidents and their political par-
ties accountable for their actions. As matters now stand, 
nobody in government can be held responsible for poli-
cies: Everyone takes the credit for successes and no one is 
willing to take the blame for failures. Typically, the presi-
dent, who tends to be the major source of new programs, 
cannot get policies adopted by Congress without long 
delays and much bargaining, the result of which often is 
some watered-down compromise that neither the presi-
dent nor Congress really likes but that each must settle for 
if anything is to be done at all.

Finally, critics of the separation of powers complain 
that the government agencies responsible for implement-
ing a program are exposed to undue interference from 
legislators and special interests. In this view, the president 
is supposed to be in charge of the bureaucracy but in fact 
must share this authority with countless members of Con-
gress and congressional committees.

Not all critics of the separation of powers agree with 
all these points, nor do they all agree on what should be 
done about the problems. But they all have in common a 
fear that the separation of powers makes the president too 
weak and insufficiently accountable. Their proposals for 
reducing the separation of powers include the following:

•	 Allow the president to appoint members of Congress 
to serve in the cabinet (the Constitution forbids mem-
bers of Congress from holding any federal appointive 
office while in Congress).

•	 Allow the president to dissolve Congress and call for a 
special election (elections now can be held only on the 
schedule determined by the calendar).

•	 Allow Congress to require a president who has lost 
its confidence to face the country in a special election 
before his term would normally end.

•	 Require the presidential and congressional candidates 
to run as a team in each congressional district; thus a 
presidential candidate who carries a given district could 
be sure the congressional candidate of his party would 
also win in that district.

•	 Have the president serve a single six-year term instead 
of being eligible for up to two four-year terms; this 
would presumably free the president to lead without 
having to worry about reelection.

•	 Lengthen the terms of members of the House of Rep-
resentatives from two to four years so that the entire 
House would stand for reelection at the same time as 
the president.30 

Some of these proposals are offered by critics out of a 
desire to make the American system of government work 
more like the British parliamentary system, in which, as we 
will see in Chapters 13 and 14, the prime minister is the 
undisputed leader of the majority in the British Parliament. 
The parliamentary system is the major alternative in the 
world today to the American separation-of-powers system.

Both the diagnoses and the remedies proposed by these 
critics of the separation of powers have been challenged. 
Many defenders of our present constitutional system 
believe that nations, such as the United Kingdom, with 
a different, more unified political system have done no 
better than the United States in dealing with the problems 
of economic growth, national security, and environmental 
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protection. Moreover, they argue, close congressional 
scrutiny of presidential proposals has improved these 
policies more often than it has weakened them. Finally, 
congressional “interference” in the work of government 
agencies is a good way of ensuring that the average citizen 
can fight back against the bureaucracy; without that so-
called interference, citizens and interest groups might be 
helpless before big and powerful agencies.

Each of the specific proposals, defenders of the pres-
ent constitutional system argue, would either make mat-
ters worse or have, at best, uncertain effects. Adding a few 
members of Congress to the president’s cabinet would 
not provide much help in getting his program through 
Congress; there are 535 senators and representatives, and 
probably only about half a dozen would be in the cabinet. 
Giving either the president or Congress the power to call 
a special election in between the regular elections (every 
two or four years) would cause needless confusion and 
great expense; the country would live under the threat of 
being in a perpetual political campaign with even weaker 
political parties. Linking the fate of the president and 
congressional candidates by having them run as a team 
in each district would reduce the stabilizing and moderat-
ing effect of having them elected separately. A Republican 
presidential candidate who wins in the new system would 
have a Republican majority in the House; a Democratic 
candidate winner would have a Democratic majority. We 
might as a result expect dramatic changes in policy as the 
political pendulum swung back and forth. Giving presi-
dents a single six-year term would indeed free them from 
the need to worry about reelection, but it is precisely that 
worry that keeps presidents reasonably concerned about 
what the American people want.

Making the System Less Democratic
The second kind of critic of the Constitution thinks the 
government does too much, not too little. Though 
the  separation of powers at one time may have slowed 
the growth of government and moderated the policies it 
adopted, in the past few decades government has grown 
helter-skelter. The problem, these critics argue, is not that 
democracy is a bad idea but that democracy can produce 
bad—or at least unintended—results if the government 
caters to the special-interest claims of the citizens rather 
than to their long-term values.

To see how these unintended results might occur, 
imagine a situation in which every citizen thinks the gov-
ernment grows too big, taxes too heavily, and spends too 
much. Each citizen wants the government made smaller 
by reducing the benefits other people get—but not by 
reducing the benefits he or she gets. In fact, such citizens 
may even be willing to see their own benefits cut, provided 
everyone else’s benefits are cut as well, and by a like amount.

But the political system 
attends to individual wants, 
not general preferences. It 
gives aid to farmers, con-
tracts to industry, grants to 
professors, pensions to older adults, and loans to stu-
dents. As someone once said, the government is like an 
adding machine: During elections, candidates campaign 
by promising to do more for whatever group is dissat-
isfied with what the incumbents are doing for it. As a 
result, most elections bring to office men and women 
committed to doing more for somebody. The grand 
total of all these additions is more for everybody. Few 
politicians have an incentive to do less for anybody.

To remedy this state of affairs, these critics suggest 
various mechanisms, but principally a constitutional 
amendment that would either set a limit on the amount 
of money the government could collect in taxes each year 
or require that each year the government have a balanced 
budget (i.e., not spend more than it takes in in taxes), or 
both. In some versions of these plans, an extraordinary 
majority (say, 60 percent) of Congress could override 
these limits, and the limits would not apply in wartime.

The effect of such amendments, the proponents 
claim, would be to force Congress and the president to 
look at the big picture—the grand total of what they are 
spending—rather than just to operate the adding machine 
by pushing the “add” button over and over again. If they 
could spend only so much during a given year, they would 
have to allocate what they spend among all rival claimants. 
For example, if more money were to be spent on the poor, 
less could then be spent on the military, or vice versa.

Some critics of an overly powerful federal government 
think these amendments will not be passed or may prove 
unworkable; instead, they favor enhancing the president’s 
power to block spending by giving him a line-item veto. 
Most state governors can veto a particular part of a bill and 
approve the rest using a line-item veto. The theory is that 
such a veto would better equip the president to stop unwar-
ranted spending without vetoing the other provisions of a 
bill. In 1996, President Clinton signed the Line Item Veto 
Act, passed by the 104th Congress. But despite its name, 
the new law did not give the president full line-item veto 
power (only a change in the Constitution could confer 
that power). Instead, the law gave the president authority 
to selectively eliminate individual items in large appropria-
tions bills, expansions in certain income-transfer programs, 
and tax breaks (giving the president what budget experts 
call enhanced rescission authority). But it also left Congress 
free to craft bills in ways that would give the president 
few opportunities to veto (or rescind) favored items. For 
example, Congress could still force the president to accept 
or reject an entire appropriations bill simply by tagging 

line-item veto An execu-
tive’s ability to block a partic-
ular provision in a bill passed 
by the legislature.
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Women and the Constitution

Women were mentioned nowhere in the Constitution when 
it was written in 1787. Moreover, Article I, which set forth 
the provisions for electing members of the House of Rep-
resentatives, granted the vote to those people who were 
allowed to vote for members of the lower house of the 
legislature in the states in which they resided. In no state at 
the time could women participate in those elections. In no 
state could they vote in any elections or hold any offices. 
Furthermore, wherever the Constitution uses a pronoun, it 
uses the masculine form—he or him.

In another sense, no: Wherever the Constitution or the 
Bill of Rights defines a right that people are to have, it 
either grants that right to “persons” or “citizens,” not to 
“men,” or it makes no mention at all of people or gender. 
For example:

•  “The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all 
privileges and immunities of citizens of the several 
States.” 

[Art. I, sec. 9]

•  “No person shall be convicted of treason unless on the 
testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act, or 
on confession in open court.” 

[Art. III, sec. 3]

•  “No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be 
passed.” 

[Art. I, sec. 9]

•  “The right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall not be violated.” 

[Amend. IV]

•  “No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or 
otherwise infamous crime, unless on presentment or 
indictment of a grand jury . . . nor shall any person be 
subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeop-
ardy of life or limb; . . . nor be deprived of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law.” 

[Amend. V]

•  “In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy 
the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial 
jury.” 

[Amend. VI]

Moreover, when the qualifications for elective office are 
stated, the word person, not man, is used.

•  “No person shall be a Representative who shall not 
have attained to the age of twenty-five years.” 

[Art. I, sec. 2]

•  “No person shall be a Senator who shall not have 
attained to the age of thirty years.” 

[Art. I, sec. 3]

•  “No person except a natural born citizen . . . shall be 
eligible to the office of President; neither shall any 
person be eligible to that office who shall not have 
attained to the age of thirty-five years.” 

[Art. II, sec. 1]

In places, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights used the 
pronoun he, but always in the context of referring back to 
a person or citizen. At the time, and until quite recently, the 
male pronoun was often used in legal documents to refer 
generically to both men and women.

Thus, though the Constitution did not give women the 
right to vote until the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified 
in 1920, it did use language that extended fundamental 
rights, and access to office, to women and men equally.

Of course, what the Constitution permitted did not nec-
essarily occur. State and local laws denied women rights 
that in principle they ought to have enjoyed. Except for a 
brief period in New Jersey, no women voted in statewide 
elections until, in 1869, they were given the right to cast 
ballots in territorial elections in Wyoming.

When women were first elected to Congress, there was 
no need to change the Constitution; nothing in it restricted 
officeholding to men.

•  When women were given the right to vote by constitu-
tional amendment, it was not necessary to amend any 
existing language in the Constitution because nothing 
in the Constitution itself denied women the right to 
vote; the amendment simply added a new right: “The 
right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not 
be denied or abridged by the United States or any 
state on account of sex.”

[Amend. XIX]

Source: Adapted from Robert Goldwin, “Why Blacks, 
Women and Jews Are Not Mentioned in the Constitution,” 
Commentary (May 1987): 28–33.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

on this sentence: “Appropriations provided under this act 
(or title or section) shall not be subject to the provisions 
of the Line Item Veto Act.” In Clinton et al. v. New York et 

al. (1998), the Supreme Court struck down the 1996 law, 
holding six to three that the Constitution does not allow 
the president to cancel specific items in tax and spending 
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legislation. Clinton’s successor, President George W. Bush, 
championed the line-item veto, but to no avail; and, when 
asked about the line-item veto in February 2009, President 
Barack Obama’s press secretary, Robert Gibbs, quipped that 
the new president would “love to take that for a test drive.”

Finally, some critics of a powerful government feel 
that the real problem arises not from an excess of “adding-
machine” democracy but from the growth in the power of 
the federal courts, as described in Chapter 16. These critics 
would like to devise a set of laws or constitutional amend-
ments that would narrow the authority of federal courts.

The opponents of these suggestions argue that constitu-
tional amendments to restrict the level of taxes or to require 
a balanced budget are unworkable, even  assuming—which 
they do not—that a smaller government is desirable. There is 
no precise, agreed-upon way to measure how much the gov-
ernment spends or to predict in advance how much it will 
receive in taxes during the year; thus, defining and enforcing 
a “balanced budget” is no easy matter. Since the government 
can always borrow money, it might easily evade any spending 
limits. It has also shown great ingenuity in spending money 
in ways that never appear as part of the regular budget.

The line-item veto may or may not be a good idea. 
Unless the Constitution is amended to permit it, future 
presidents will have to do without it. The states, where 
some governors have long had the veto, are quite differ-
ent from the federal government in power and respon-
sibilities. Whether a line-item veto would work as well 
in Washington, DC, as it does in many state capitals is 
something that we may simply never know.

Finally, proposals to curtail judicial power are thinly 
veiled attacks, the opponents argue, on the ability of the 
courts to protect essential citizens’ rights. If Congress and 

the people do not like the way the Supreme Court has 
interpreted the Constitution, they can always amend the 
Constitution to change a specific ruling; there is no need to 
adopt some across-the-board limitation on court powers.

Who Is Right?
Some of the arguments of these two sets of critics of the 
Constitution may strike you as plausible or even entirely 
convincing. Whatever you may ultimately decide, make 
no decision now. One cannot make or remake a consti-
tution based entirely on abstract reasoning or unproven 
factual arguments. Even when the Constitution was first 
written in 1787, it was not an exercise in abstract philoso-
phy but rather an effort to solve pressing, practical prob-
lems in light of a theory of human nature, the lessons of 
past experience, and a close consideration of how govern-
ments in other countries and at other times had worked.

Just because the Constitution is more than 200 years 
old does not mean it is out of date. The crucial questions 
are these: How well has it worked over the long sweep of 
American history? How well has it worked compared with 
the constitutions of other democratic nations?

The only way to answer these questions is to study 
American government closely—with special attention 
to its historical evolution and to the practices of other 
nations. That is what this book is about. Of course, even 
after close study, people will still disagree about whether 
our system should be changed. People want different 
things and evaluate human experience according to dif-
ferent beliefs. But if we first understand how, in fact, the 
government works and why it has produced the policies it 
has, we can then argue more intelligently about how best 
to achieve our wants and give expression to our beliefs.

IMAGE 2-6 After Hillary Clinton 
won the popular vote and Donald 
Trump won the electoral college 
vote in the 2016 presidential race, 
some protestors called for electors 
to ratify the popular vote.
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To: Brian Arjun, Pennsylvania state senate majority leader
From: Amaia Grace, chief of staff
Subject: Proposal for a new constitutional convention

In the 1990s, several states approved term limits for their members of Congress, but the Supreme 
Court ruled in 1995 that states do not have this authority. Now term-limit advocates are pursuing a 
broader strategy, calling for states to approve legislation that would require Congress to convene a 
special convention to consider several amendment proposals. Recommendations include enacting 
term limits for members of Congress and abolishing the Electoral College to permit the direct popular 
election of the president. The Pennsylvania House of Representatives passed such a bill last week, 
and several senators in your party have declared their support.

To Consider:
Yesterday Pennsylvania’s House of Representatives approved a proposal for a con-
stitutional convention, and now the proposal goes to the State Senate. The Constitu-
tion states that Congress shall hold a convention for proposing amendments at the 
request of two-thirds of the state legislatures, but it has never happened in U.S. his-
tory. Pennsylvania could become the twenty-eighth state to endorse the proposal, and 
then only six more states would have to approve for Congress to take action.

Your decision:  Support legislation  Oppose legislation

Arguments against:
1. Limiting members of Congress to two terms 

would increase the power of lobbyists, 
congressional staffers, and administrative 
officials.

2. The Electoral College encourages a two-party 
system; a direct popular vote for the president 
would require runoff elections if no candidate 
won a majority.

3. The Constitutional Convention of 1787 was 
held in secret and involved only a few dozen 
people; today it would be heavily covered 
by the media and involve hundreds, perhaps 
thousands of people. No one knows what 
changes it might make.

Arguments for:
1. The Twenty-Second Amendment restricts 

presidents to two terms, so members of Con-
gress should face similar limits.

2. Term limits will ensure that national leaders do 
not become career politicians.

3. The public favors the direct popular election 
of the president, and a constitutional conven-
tion is the only realistic way to abolish the 
Electoral College.
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What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

46 Chapter 2 The Constitution

Should Pennsylvania Back Proposal 
for Constitutional Convention?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO? 
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

2-1 Explain how evolving debates about lib-
erty led from the Revolutionary War to the 
Constitutional Convention.

The 13 colonies declared independence from 
Great Britain to protect their liberty, that is, their 
freedom to pursue their interests without undue 
and unfair interference from the monarch. After 
the Revolutionary War, the Articles of Confed-
eration established a national government with 
limited powers in the new republic. But those 
powers did not ensure sufficient authority for 
governmental action, so the Constitutional Con-
vention was called to strengthen the national 
political system while protecting states’ rights 
and individual liberty.

2-2 Discuss the major proposals for and com-
promise over representation in the Con-
stitutional Convention.

The delegates to the Constitutional Conven-
tion debated two major plans over representa-
tion in the national legislature. The Virginia Plan 
proposed allocating seats based on population, 
whereas the New Jersey Plan proposed allocat-
ing equal seats to each state. The Connecticut 
Compromise created a bicameral legislature with 
seats allocated by population in one chamber 
(House) and two seats given to each state in the 
other chamber (Senate).

2-3 Summarize the key issues presented by 
Federalists and Antifederalists in ratifica-
tion debates for the Constitution.

The Federalists argued for a strong national 
government that would control factions, limit 
public participation in governance primarily to 
voting, and empower elected officials to decide 
which policies would be in the public interest. 
The Antifederalists were concerned about giving 
too much power to the national government and 
favored increased political participation in state 
and local governance, as well as a Bill of Rights 
to ensure that the national government did not 
encroach upon individual rights.

2-4 Discuss continuing debates about 
democracy and the Constitution.

From the time the Constitution was drafted, 
people have debated how effectively it promotes 
democratic governance. In the twenty-first cen-
tury, critics typically have two overarching, and 
opposing, perspectives: the American political 
system does too little, or the system does too 
much. Some critics argue for reducing the sepa-
ration of powers in the American political struc-
ture to make the government more efficient and 
effective. Other critics say the federal govern-
ment needs to reevaluate priorities and sharply 
reduce spending to focus only on policies that 
clearly are in the national interest.

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

To find historical and legal documents:  
http://teachingamericanhistory.org

National Constitution Center:  
https://constitutioncenter.org

Congress: www.congress.gov

To look at court cases about the Constitution: Cornell 
University: www.law.cornell.edu/supct
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Federalism
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

3-1  Discuss the historical origins of federalism, and explain how it 

has evolved over time.

3-2  Summarize the pros and cons of federalism in the United States.

3-3  Describe how funding underlies federal–state interactions and 

how this relationship has changed over time.

3-4  Discuss whether the devolution of programs to the states begin-

ning in the 1980s really constitutes a revolution in federal–state 

relations.

CHAPTER 3
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50 Chapter 3 Federalism

When the Framers drafted 
the Constitution, the Anti-

federalists opposed it primarily on the grounds that 
it gave too much power to national government. The 
Antifederalists recognized the limitations of the Arti-
cles of Confederation, but they feared that the Consti-
tution sacrificed liberty and civic responsibility with its 
expansion of the power of the national government.

THEN 

The Federalists prevailed 
over the Antifederalists with 

the ratification of the Constitution. Amended only 
27 times in more than 225 years, the Constitution is 
still the law of the land today. However, much as the 
Antifederalists predicted, the federal government has 
taken on responsibilities that traditionally were the 
province of state governments, such as social welfare 
policy, education, health care, and a minimum wage. 
States have some flexibility in implementing policies, 
but the national government sets the direction in many 
more policy areas today than it did originally; and, as 
the Antifederalists feared, we now have a large stand-
ing army and powerful federal courts.

These changes between then and now do not mean that 
the Constitution was wrong. (If we were forced to take 
sides, we would have sided with the Federalists—would 
you?) But there is no denying that the federal govern-
ment has grown far beyond anything that even the most 
ardent Federalists had envisioned. Much of that growth 
has occurred in just the past half-century or so. In the 
last few years, the federal government has spent roughly 
$4 trillion every year. Adjusted for inflation, this is more 
than five times what it spent in 1960.

But that is only about half of the story. Over the past 
half-century, state and local government spending has risen 
steeply, too. Today, state and local governments spend 
more than $3 billion per year, every year. Adjusted for 
inflation, that was more than six times what they spent 
in 1960.

No less telling, virtually all of the post-1960 growth 
in the number of government employees has been con-
centrated not in Washington, but in state capitals and city 
halls: the federal government’s full-time civilian (nonmili-
tary) workforce numbers about 2 million (about the same 
number as in 1960), whereas state and local governments 
employ a combined total of about 12 million full-time 
workers (more than double the number they employed 
in 1960).

Back when the Federalists and the Antifederalists 
debated the Constitution, neither side anticipated that 
what today we call “big government” would encompass all 
three levels of government: federal, state, and local. Then, 

NOW 

they fussed and fought over how vast the federal govern-
ment might someday become. Now the reality is that, 
apart from military affairs and international diplomacy, 
most “national” laws, policies, and programs are shaped, 
administered, or funded in whole or in part through a 
complex, and often contentious, system of federal–state 
relations.

3-1  Why Federalism 
Matters

The heated controversies that surrounded the enactment 
of the federal health reform law in 2010, and the ensuing 
legal challenge to that law, are in large part battles over 
how the federal government should relate to the states. To 
be sure, not all of the debate over Obamacare (also known 
as the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act) cen-
ters on federal–state relations: For example, a contentious 
debate ensued over the individual mandate, which requires 
everyone to have health insurance or pay a penalty. But 
much of the ongoing controversy over the law centers on 
federal–state relations. For instance, states had to expand 
Medicaid or risk losing funding for the program. (Medic-
aid assists low-income women, children, families, and the 
disabled in obtaining medical care; we discuss this program 
more in Chapter 17.)

Many federal–state conflicts have ended up before the 
U.S. Supreme Court (for a short list, see the Landmark 
Cases feature on page 59), and this one did, too. In National 
Federation of Business v. Sebelius (2012), the Court, by a 
five-to-four majority led by Chief Justice John Roberts, held 
that the individual mandate was constitutional because it 
could be construed as a “tax,” and it is clearly within the 
power of Congress to levy taxes. But the Court also held the 
law’s Medicaid expansion—which forced states to expand 
Medicaid or lose all of their Medicaid funding—was overly 
coercive and unconstitutional. Since then, some states have 
chosen to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act, 
whereas others have not.

In 2015, the Supreme Court once again took up how 
the states and federal government relate to one another 
under the Affordable Care Act. In King v. Burwell (2015), 
the court ruled on whether the federal government could 
issue subsidies only for health insurance purchased on 
state-run exchanges, or whether it could also provide them 
for the federally run exchange as well. Because all citizens 
must have health insurance because of the individual 
mandate, the federal government authorized states to set 
up exchanges where citizens could go to purchase health 
insurance. Furthermore, the federal government provides 
subsidies to individuals purchasing insurance through 
these exchanges (to make insurance more affordable for 
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3-1 Why Federalism Matters 51

matters the states are 
supreme. As we will see 
throughout the chap-
ter, that is true of the 
United States, though 
what comprises the 
spheres of federal and 
state supremacy have 
shifted over time. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows the differ-
ences between unitary, 
confederal, and federal systems.

The Founding Fathers often took confederal and  federal 
to mean much the same thing. Rather than establishing 

lower- and middle-income Americans). Fourteen states 
opted to set up their own exchanges, but for citizens in the 
other 36 states, the federal government fully or partially 
runs an exchange for them. As written, the Affordable 
Care Act only allows the government to provide subsi-
dies to those purchasing insurance through the state-level 
exchanges, and the plaintiffs in the case argued that provid-
ing the subsidies to those using the federally run exchanges 
is illegal. The Court decided that the government could 
provide subsidies to those using either type of exchange. 
Citizens using either a federal or a state exchange could 
continue to receive support from the government to pur-
chase health care.

These are just two of the most recent of a series of cases 
stretching back to the start of the republic in which the 
Court, in effect, refereed disputes relating to “federalism.” 
Federalism can be defined as a political system in which the 
national government shares power with local governments 
(state governments in the case of the United States, but 
other subnational governments in the case of federal systems 
including Australia, India, and Switzerland). Constitution-
ally, in America’s federal system, state governments have a 
specially protected existence and the authority to make final 
decisions over many governmental activities. Even today, 
despite considerable expansion of federal authority over time, 
state and local governments are not mere junior partners 
in deciding important public policy matters. The national 
government can pass laws to protect the environment, store 
nuclear waste, expand low-income housing, guarantee the 
right to an abortion, provide special services for the handi-
capped, or toughen public-school graduation standards. But 
whether and how such federal laws are followed or funded 
often involves decisions by diverse state and local government 
officials, both elected and appointed. Policy passed in Wash-
ington, dC, must be implemented in state capitals—and 
local governments—across the country.

The study of federalism involves the study of 
 sovereignty, the supreme (ultimate) political authority. A 
sovereign government is one that is legally and politically 
independent of any other government. A system can be 
either unitary, confederal, or federal. A unitary  system 
is one in which sovereignty is wholly in the hands of the 
national government, so that the states and localities are 
dependent on its will. An example of a unitary system 
would be a nation like France: The central government 
makes all formal decisions, and local decisions are effec-
tively simply enacting central government mandates. A 
confederation or confederal system is one in which the 
states are sovereign and the national government is allowed 
to do only that which the states permit. This was the case 
under the Articles of Confederation. A  federal system is 
one in which sovereignty is shared, so that in some mat-
ters the national government is supreme and in other 

federalism Government 
authority shared by national and 
local governments.

sovereignty The ultimate 
political author in a system..

unitary system A system of 
government where sovereignty 
is fully vested in the national 
government, not the states.

 Figure 3.1  Lines of Power in Three Systems of 

Government
UNITARY SYSTEM

Central government

Central government

Central government

States

State or local
government

State or local
government

Citizens

Citizens

Citizens

FEDERAL SYSTEM

CONFEDERAL SYSTEM
(or CONFEDERATION)

Power centralized.
State or regional governments derive authority from central
government. Examples: United Kingdom, France.

Power divided between central and state or local governments.
Both the government and constituent governments act directly
     upon the citizens.
Both must agree to constitutional change.
Examples: Canada, United States since adoption of Constitution.

Power held by independent states.
Central government is a creature of the constituent governments.
Example: United States under the Articles of Confederation. ©
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52 Chapter 3 Federalism

a government in which 
sovereign authority was 
clearly divided between 
the national and state 
governments, they saw 
themselves as creating a 
government that com-
bined some characteris-
tics of a unitary regime 
with some of a confed-
eral one. Or, as James 
Madison expressed the 

idea in Federalist No. 39, the Constitution “is, in strict-
ness, neither a national nor a federal Constitution, but a 
composition of both.” Where sovereignty is located in this 
system is a matter that the Founders did not clearly answer.

In this text, a federal regime is defined in the simplest 
possible terms—as one in which local units of government 
have a specially protected existence and can make some 
final decisions over some governmental activities.

Federalism or federal–state relations may seem like an 
arcane or boring subject until you realize that it is behind 
many things that matter to many people: how much you 
pay in certain taxes, whether you can drive faster than 
55 miles per hour on certain roadways, whether or where 
you can buy liquor, how strictly pollution is regulated, how 
much money gets spent on schools, whether all or most 
children have health insurance coverage, and much more. 
For instance, as summarized in the Constitutional Con-
nections feature on page 53, federalism is at the heart of 
many of the controversies surrounding the Affordable Care 

Act. By the same token, federalism affects almost every 
aspect of crime and punishment in America: Persons con-
victed of murder are subject to the death penalty in some 
states but not in others; penalties for illegal drug sales vary 
widely from state to state; and, as you can explore in the 
Policy dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box on page 71, an 
unresolved conflict exists between national law and certain 
states’ laws regarding the use of marijuana. Perhaps most 
importantly, federalism is critical to how certain civil liber-
ties (Chapter 5) and civil rights (Chapter 6) are defined and 
protected: for instance, some state constitutions mention 
God, and some state laws specifically prohibit funding for 
religious schools.

Federalism matters, but how it matters has changed 
over time. In 1908, Woodrow Wilson observed that the 
relationship between the national government and the 
states “is the cardinal question of our constitutional sys-
tem,” a question that cannot be settled by “one generation, 
because it is a question of growth, and every successive 
stage of our political and economic development gives it a 
new aspect, makes it a new question.”1

Since the adoption of the Constitution in 1787, the 
single most persistent source of political conflict has been 
the relations between the national and state governments. 
The political conflict over slavery, for example, was inten-
sified because some state governments condoned or sup-
ported slavery, while others took action to discourage it. 
The proponents and opponents of slavery were thus given 
territorial power centers from which to carry on the dis-
pute. Other issues, such as the regulation of business and 
the provision of social welfare programs, were in large part 

confederation or con-
federal system A system of 
government where state gov-
ernments are sovereign, and 
the national government can do 
only what the states permit.

federal system A system of 
government where the national 
and state governments share 
sovereignty.

IMAGE 3-1 Prison systems and 
other aspects of the criminal 
justice system vary considerably 
from state to state. This is just 
one example of how federalism 
shapes public policy.AP
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fought out, for well over a century, in terms of “national 
interests” versus “states’ rights.” While other nations, such 
as Great Britain, were debating the question of whether the 
national government ought to provide old-age pensions or 
regulate the railroads, the United States debated a different 
question—whether the national government had the right 
to do these things.

The Founding
The goal of the Founders seems clear: Federalism was 
one device whereby personal liberty was to be protected. 
(The separation of powers was another.) The Founders 
feared that placing final political authority in any one set 
of hands, even in the hands of persons popularly elected, 
would so concentrate power as to risk tyranny. But they 
had seen what happened when independent states tried 
to form a compact, as under the Articles of Confedera-
tion; what the states put together, they could also take 
apart. The alliance that existed among the states from 
1776 to 1787 was a confederation, that is, a system of 
government in which the people create state govern-
ments, which in turn create and operate a national gov-
ernment (see Figure 3.1 on page 51). Since the national 
government in a confederation derives its powers from 
the states, it is dependent on their continued cooperation 
for its survival. By 1786, that cooperation was barely 
forthcoming.

A Bold, New Plan
A federation—or a “federal republic,” as the Founders called 
it—derives its powers directly from the people, as do the 
state governments. As the Founders envisioned it, both levels 
of government, the national and the state, would have cer-
tain powers, but neither would have supreme authority over 
the other. James Madison, writing in Federalist No. 46, said 
that both the state and federal governments “are in fact but 
different agents and trustees of the people, constituted with 
different powers.” In Federalist No. 28, Alexander Hamil-
ton explained how he thought the system would work: The 
people could shift their support between state and federal 
levels of government as needed in order to keep the two in 
balance. “If their rights are invaded by either, they can make 
use of the other as the instrument of redress.”

It was an entirely new plan, for which no historical 
precedent existed. Nobody came to the Philadelphia Con-
vention with a clear idea of what a federal (as opposed to a 
unitary or a confederal) system would look like, and there 
was not much discussion at Philadelphia of how the sys-
tem would work in practice. Few delegates then used the 
word federalism in the sense in which we now use it (it was 
originally used as a synonym for confederation and only later 
came to stand for something different).2 The Constitution 
does not spell out the powers that the states are to have, and 
until the Tenth Amendment was added at the insistence of 
various states, it did not even include a clause saying (as 
did the amendment) that “the powers not delegated to the 

Obamacare, the Individual Mandate,  
and Medicaid Expansion

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) 
is one of the most fundamental transformations of American 
health care in recent decades. But it is also one of the most 
controversial policies in recent years and has generated 
several key constitutional rulings from the Supreme Court.

For example, in National Federation of Business v. 
Sebelius (2012), the Court ruled that Congress did not 
have the power to impose the individual mandate under 
the commerce clause, but did have that power under the 
Constitution’s tax and spending clause (the first clause of 
Article 1, Section 8). Because Congress has the power to 
tax under the Constitution, the Court argued, it has the 
power to force people to buy insurance or pay a tax (the 
heart of the individual mandate).

In that same decision, however, the Court ruled that 
the federal government did not have the power to force 
states to expand Medicaid. Under Obamacare, the states 
had to expand Medicaid (the federal–state joint program 

to provide health care to the poor and disabled) or lose all 
of their Medicaid funds. The Court held this was not con-
stitutional. The Court argued (based on previous decisions) 
that the same spending clause of the Constitution gives 
Congress the power to attach conditions to the receipt of 
federal funds. But it also held that such conditions must 
not be coercive, and it argued that this condition—expand 
Medicaid or lose all Medicaid funds—was coercive (and 
hence prohibited). The court did not, however, establish a 
clear standard for what constitutes coercive; it merely held 
that this law was coercive.

In King v. Burwell (2015), the Court held that citizens 
using both the state-level and the federally run exchanges 
were eligible to receive subsidies. While this ruling left the 
insurance subsidies in place, it did not settle the debate 
over the Affordable Care Act. The debate over the Act, 
and how best to provide health care, will continue into the 
future, as we discuss in later chapters.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to 
the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the 
people.” The Founders assumed from the outset that the 
federal government would have only those powers given 
to it by the Constitution; the Tenth Amendment was an 
afterthought, added to make that assumption explicit and 
allay fears that something else was intended.3

The Tenth Amendment has rarely had much practical 
significance, however. From time to time, the Supreme 
Court has tried to interpret that amendment as putting 
certain state activities beyond the reach of the federal 
government, but usually the Court has later changed its 
mind and allowed Washington to regulate such matters. 
For example, while the Court initially ruled that the fed-
eral government could not regulate the hours worked by 
employees of a city-owned mass transit system, it later 
reversed course and decided that the federal government 
could do that. The Court reasoned that running such a 
transportation system was not one of the powers “reserved 
to the states,” and hence could be regulated by the federal 
government.4 But, as we explain later in this chapter, the 
Court has recently begun to give new life to the Tenth 
Amendment and the doctrine of state sovereignty.

Elastic Language
The need to reconcile the competing interests of vari-
ous factions at the convention—large versus small states, 
southern versus northern states—was difficult enough 
without trying to spell out the exact relationship between 
the state and national governments. For example, Con-
gress was given the power to regulate commerce “among 
the several states.” The Philadelphia Convention would 
have gone on for four years rather than four months if the 
Founders had decided that it was necessary to describe, in 
clear language, how one was to tell where commerce among 
the states ended and commerce wholly within a single state 
began. The Supreme Court, as we shall see, devoted more 
than a century to that task before giving up.

Though some clauses bearing on federal–state rela-
tions were reasonably clear (see the box on page 59), other 
clauses were quite vague. The Founders realized, correctly, 
that they could not make an exact and exhaustive list of 
everything the federal government was empowered to 
do—circumstances would change, and new exigencies 
would arise. Thus they added the following elastic lan-
guage to Article I: Congress shall have the power to “make 
all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying 
into execution the foregoing powers.”

The Founders themselves carried away from Philadel-
phia different views of what federalism meant. One view 
was championed by Hamilton. Since the people had cre-
ated the national government, since the laws and treaties 

made pursuant to the Constitution were “the supreme law 
of the land” (Article VI), and since the most pressing needs 
were the development of a national economy and the con-
duct of foreign affairs, Hamilton thought that the national 
government was the superior and leading force in political 
affairs and that its powers ought to be broadly defined and 
liberally construed.

The other view, championed by Thomas Jefferson, 
was that the federal government, though important, was 
the product of an agreement among the states; and though 
“the people” were the ultimate sovereigns, the principal 
threat to their liberties was likely to come from the national 
government. (Madison, a strong supporter of national 
supremacy at the convention, later became a champion 
of states’ rights.) Thus the powers of the federal govern-
ment should be narrowly construed and strictly limited. 
As Madison put it in Federalist No. 45, in language that 
probably made Hamilton wince, “The powers delegated 
by the proposed Constitution to the federal government 
are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the 
State governments are numerous and indefinite.”

Hamilton argued for national supremacy, Jefferson for 
states’ rights. Though their differences were greater in theory 
than in practice (as we shall see in Chapter 14, Jefferson 

IMAGE 3-2 Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Livings-
ton Adams, and Roger Sherman writing the Declaration of 
Independence.
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while president sometimes acted in a positively Hamiltonian 
manner), the differing interpretations they offered of the 
Constitution continue to shape political debate even today.

The Debate on the Meaning 
of Federalism
Since Hamilton and Jefferson fought over states’ rights 
more than two centuries ago, this question of state ver-
sus federal supremacy has remained at the core of Ameri-
can politics. Indeed, the Civil War was fought, in part, 
over this question. That bloody conflict, however, only 
settled one part of the federalism question: the national 
government was supreme, its sovereignty derived directly 
from the people, and thus the states could not lawfully 
secede from the Union. Virtually every other aspect of the 
national-supremacy issue has continued to be contested 
throughout time. As we will see below, the Courts have 
generally given the federal government more power over 
time, but they have also recently begun to place some 
important restrictions on federal power as well.

The Supreme Court Speaks
As arbiter of what the Constitution means, the Supreme 
Court became the focal point of the debate over whether state 
or national power should reign supreme. In Chapter 16,  
we shall see in some detail how the Court made its deci-
sions. For now it is enough to know that during the forma-
tive years of the new Republic, the Supreme Court was led 
by a staunch and brilliant advocate of Hamilton’s position, 
Chief Justice John Marshall. In a series of decisions, he and 
the Court powerfully defended the national-supremacy 
view of the newly formed federal government.

The box on page 59 lists some landmark cases in the 
history of federal–state relations. Perhaps the most important 
decision was in a case, seemingly trivial in its origins, that 
arose when James McCulloch, the cashier of the Baltimore 
branch of the Bank of the United States—which had been 
created by Congress—refused to pay a tax levied on that bank 
by the state of Maryland. He was hauled into state court 
and convicted of failing to pay the tax. In 1819, McCulloch 
appealed all the way to the Supreme Court in a case known as 
McCulloch v. Maryland. The Court, in a unanimous opinion, 
answered two questions in ways that expanded the powers of 
Congress and confirmed the supremacy of the federal govern-
ment in the exercise of those powers.

The first question was whether Congress had the right to 
set up a bank, or any other corporation, since such a right is 
nowhere explicitly mentioned in the Constitution. Marshall 
said that, though the federal government possessed only those 
powers enumerated in the Constitution, the “extent”—that 
is, the meaning—of those powers required interpretation. 

Though the word bank 
is not in that document, 
one finds there the power 
to manage money: to lay 
and collect taxes, issue 
a currency, and borrow 
funds. To carry out these 
powers, Congress may 
reasonably decide that 
chartering a national 
bank is “necessary and proper.” Marshall’s words were care-
fully chosen to endow the  “necessary and proper” clause 
with the widest possible sweep:

Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the 
scope of the Constitution, and all means which 
are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that 
end, which are not prohibited, but consistent 
with the letter and spirit of the Constitution, are 
constitutional.5

The second question was whether a federal bank could 
lawfully be taxed by a state. To answer it, Marshall went back 
to first principles. The government of the United States was 
not established by the states, but by the people, and thus 
the federal government was supreme in the exercise of those 
powers conferred upon it. Having already concluded that 
chartering a bank was within the powers of Congress, Mar-
shall then argued that the only way for such powers to be 
supreme was for their use to be immune from state challenge 
and for the products of their use to be protected against state 
destruction. Since “the power to tax involves the power to 
destroy,” and since the power to destroy a federal agency 
would confer upon the states supremacy over the federal 
government, the states may not tax any federal instrument. 
Hence the Maryland law was unconstitutional.

McCulloch won, and so did the federal government. 
Half a century later, the Court decided that what was sauce 
for the goose was sauce for the gander. It held that just as 
state governments could not tax federal bonds, the fed-
eral government could not tax the interest people earn on 
state and municipal bonds. In 1988, the Supreme Court 
reversed course and decided that Congress was now free, if 
it wished, to tax the interest on such state and local bonds.6 
Municipal bonds, which for nearly a century were a tax-
exempt investment protected (so their holders thought) by 
the Constitution, were now protected only by politics. So 
far, Congress hasn’t tried to tax them.

Nullification
The Supreme Court can decide a case without settling the 
issue. The struggle over states’ rights versus national suprem-
acy continued to rage in Congress, during presidential 

“necessary and proper” 
clause Section of the Con-
stitution allowing Congress to 
pass all laws “necessary and 
proper” to its duties, and that 
has permitted Congress to 
exercise powers not specifically 
given to it (enumerated) by the 
Constitution.
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56 Chapter 3 Federalism

elections, and ulti-
mately on the battle-
field. The issue came to 
center on the doctrine 
of  nullification. When 
Congress passed laws (in 

1798) to punish newspaper editors who published stories 
critical of the  federal government, James Madison and 
Thomas Jefferson opposed the laws, suggesting (in state-
ments known as the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions) 
that the states had the right to “nullify” (i.e., declare null 
and void) a federal law that, in the states’ opinion, violated 
the Constitution. The laws expired before the claim of nul-
lification could be settled in the courts.

Later, John C. Calhoun of South Carolina revived 
the doctrine of nullification, first in opposition to a 

tariff enacted by the federal government and later in 
opposition to federal efforts to restrict slavery. Calhoun 
argued that if Washington attempted to ban slavery, 
the states had the right to declare such acts unconstitu-
tional and thus null and void. This time the issue was 
settled—by war. The northern victory in the Civil War 
determined once and for all that the federal union is 
indissoluble and that states cannot declare acts of Con-
gress unconstitutional, a view later confirmed by the 
Supreme Court.7

Dual to Cooperative Federalism
After the Civil War, the debate about the meaning of fed-
eralism focused on the interpretation of the commerce 
clause of the Constitution. Out of this debate emerged the 

nullification The doctrine that 
a state can declare null and void 
a federal law that, in the state’s 
opinion, violates the Constitution.

The Framers made some attempt to define the relations 
between the states and the federal government and how 
the states were to relate to one another. The following 
points were made in the original Constitution—before the 
Bill of Rights was added.

Restrictions on Powers of the States
States may not make treaties with foreign nations, coin 
money, issue paper currency, grant titles of nobility, pass 
a bill of attainder or an ex post facto law, or, without the 
consent of Congress, levy any taxes on imports or exports, 
keep troops and ships in time of peace, or enter into an 
agreement with another state or with a foreign power.

[Art. I, sec. 10]

Guarantees by the Federal Government  
to the States
The national government guarantees to every state a 
“republican form of government” and protection against 
foreign invasion and (provided the states request it) protec-
tion against domestic insurrection.

[Art. IV, sec. 4]

An existing state will not be broken up into two or more 
states or merged with all or part of another state without 
that state’s consent.

[Art. IV, sec. 3]

Congress may admit new states into the Union.

[Art. IV, sec. 3]

Taxes levied by Congress must be uniform throughout the 
United States: they may not be levied on some states but 
not others.

[Art. I, sec. 8]

The Constitution may not be amended to give states 
unequal representation in the Senate.

[Art. V]

Rules Governing How States Deal  
with Each Other
“Full faith and credit” shall be given by each state to the 
laws, records, and court decisions of other states. (For 
example, a civil case settled in the courts of one state can-
not be retried in the courts of another.)

[Art. IV, sec. 1]

The citizens of each state shall have the “privileges and 
immunities” of the citizens of every other state. (No one is 
quite sure what this is supposed to mean.)

[Art. IV, sec. 2]

If a person charged with a crime by one state flees to 
another, he or she is subjected to extradition—that is, the 
governor of the state that finds the fugitive is obliged to 
return the person to the governor of the state where he or 
she is wanted.

[Art. IV, sec. 2]

HOW 
THINGS 
WORK

The States and the Constitution
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unlike in the 19th cen-
tury, it is more difficult 
to define many areas of 
clearly national or state 
dominance. The exam-
ple of interstate com-
merce discussed above 
is one, but other areas, 
such as school policy 
and highways, also 
illustrate the point. For 
example, at one time, 
highways were the responsibility of state governments, 
but with the establishment of the interstate highway sys-
tem in the 1950s, the federal government took on a large 
role in transportation policy. Likewise, while education 
has long been considered primarily a state and local gov-
ernment concern, over time the federal government has 
become more involved through the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act, the No Child Left Behind Act, 
and former President Barack Obama’s Race to the Top 
initiative. Today, some speak of a program of  cooperative 
 federalism, where the national and state governments 
share responsibilities in most policy areas. If dual federal-
ism is a layer cake with the state and federal governments 
having separate spheres of sovereignty (hence separate 
layers), cooperative federalism is a marble cake where 
the two blend together. Table 3.1 shows areas of state 
power, areas of federal power, and areas where the states 
and federal government share powers in the contemporary 
United States.

State Sovereignty
It would be a mistake to think that the doctrine of dual 
federalism is entirely dead, however. Until recently, Con-
gress—provided that it had a good reason—could pass a law 
regulating almost any kind of economic activity anywhere 
in the country, and the Supreme Court would call it con-
stitutional. But in United States v. Lopez (1995), the Court 
held that Congress had exceeded its commerce clause power 
by prohibiting guns in a school zone. This marked the first 
in a series of decisions in which the court began to reassert a 
greater role for state (as opposed to national) power.

The Court reaffirmed the view that the commerce 
clause does not justify any federal action when, in May 
2000, it overturned the Violence Against Women Act of 
1994. This law allowed women who were the victims of 
a crime of violence motivated by gender to sue the guilty 
party in federal court. In United States v. Morrison, the 
Court, in a five-to-four decision, said that attacks against 
women are not, and do not substantially affect, interstate 
commerce, and hence Congress cannot constitutionally 

dual federalism Doctrine 
holding that the national govern-
ment is supreme in its sphere, 
the states are supreme in theirs, 
and the two spheres should be 
kept separate.

cooperative federalism 
Idea that the federal and state 
governments share power in 
many policy areas.

doctrine of dual federalism, which held that though the 
national government was supreme in its sphere, the states 
were equally supreme in theirs, and that these two spheres 
of action should and could be kept separate. Applied to 
commerce, the concept of dual federalism implied that 
there were such things as interstate commerce, which Con-
gress could regulate, and intrastate commerce, which only 
the states could regulate, and that the Court could deter-
mine which was which.

For a long period the Court tried to decide what was 
interstate commerce based on the kind of business that 
was conducted. Transporting things between states was 
obviously interstate commerce, and so subject to federal 
regulation. Thus federal laws affecting the interstate ship-
ment of lottery tickets,8 prostitutes,9 liquor,10 and harm-
ful foods and drugs11 were upheld. On the other hand, 
manufacturing,12 insurance,13 and farming14 were in the 
past considered intrastate commerce, and so only the state 
governments were allowed to regulate them.

Such product-based distinctions turned out to be hard 
to sustain. For example, if you ship a case of whiskey from 
Kentucky to Kansas, how long is it in interstate commerce 
(and thus subject to federal law), and when does it enter 
intrastate commerce and become subject only to state law? 
For a while, the Court’s answer was that the whiskey was in 
interstate commerce so long as it was in its “original pack-
age,”15 but that only precipitated long quarrels as to what 
was the original package and how one is to treat things, 
like gas and grain, which may not be shipped in packages 
at all. And how could one distinguish between manufac-
turing and transportation when one company did both 
or when a single manufacturing corporation owned facto-
ries in different states? And if an insurance company sold 
policies to customers both inside and outside a given state, 
were there to be different laws regulating identical policies 
that happened to be purchased from the same company 
by persons in different states?

In time, the effort to find some clear principles that 
distinguished interstate from intrastate commerce was 
pretty much abandoned. Commerce was like a stream 
flowing through the country, drawing to itself contribu-
tions from thousands of scattered enterprises and depos-
iting its products in millions of individual homes. The 
Court began to permit the federal government to regulate 
almost anything that affected this stream, so that by the 
1940s not only had farming and manufacturing been rede-
fined as part of interstate commerce,16 but even the janitors 
and window washers in buildings that housed companies 
engaged in interstate commerce were now said to be part 
of that stream.17

More generally, over time, the power of the fed-
eral government expanded and intruded on areas once 
thought solely to be the province of the states. Today, 
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58 Chapter 3 Federalism

pass such a law. Chief Justice William Rehnquist said that 
“the Constitution requires a distinction between what 
is truly national and what is truly local.” The states, of 
course, can pass such laws, and many have.

The Court has moved to strengthen states’ rights on 
other grounds as well. In Printz v. United States (1997), the 
Court invalidated a federal law that required local police 
to conduct background checks on all gun purchasers. 
The Court ruled that the law violated the Tenth Amend-
ment by commanding state governments to carry out a 
federal regulatory program. Writing for the five-to-four 
majority, Justice Antonin Scalia declared, “The Federal 
government may neither issue directives requiring the 
states to address particular problems, nor command the 
states’ officers, or those of their political subdivisions, to 
administer or enforce a Federal regulatory program. . . .  
Such commands are fundamentally incompatible with our 
constitutional system of dual sovereignty.”

The Court has also given new life to the Eleventh 
Amendment, which protects states from lawsuits by citizens 
of other states or foreign nations. In 1999, the Court shielded 
states from suits by copyright owners who claimed infringe-
ment of copyrights issued by state agencies, and immunized 
states from lawsuits by people who argued that state regula-
tions create unfair economic competition. In Alden v. Maine 
(1999), the Court held that state employees could not sue 
to force state compliance with federal fair-labor laws. In the 
Court’s five-to-four majority opinion, Justice Anthony M. 
Kennedy stated, “Although the Constitution grants broad 
powers to Congress, our federalism requires that Congress 
treat the states in a manner consistent with their status as 
residuary sovereigns and joint participants in the governance 
of the nation.” A few years later, in Federal Maritime Com-
mission v. South Carolina Ports Authority (2002), the Court 
further expanded states’ sovereign immunity from private 
lawsuits. Writing for the five-to-four majority, Justice Clar-
ence Thomas declared that dual sovereignty “is a defining 

feature of our nation’s constitutional blueprint,” adding that 
the states “did not consent to become mere appendages of 
the federal government” when they ratified the Constitution.

Not all Court decisions, however, support greater 
state sovereignty. In 1999 in Saenz v. Roe, for example, 
the Court ruled seven to two that state welfare programs 
may not restrict new residents to the welfare benefits they 
would have received in the states from which they moved. 
Likewise, in Gonzales v. Raich (2005), the Court ruled that 
Congress can criminalize marijuana even in states where it is 
approved for medicinal purposes. Furthermore, in 2012 in 
Arizona v. United States, the Court held that only the federal 
government— and not state governments—had the right to 
regulate immigration laws and enforcement. More generally, 
to empower states is not to disempower Congress, which, as 
it has done since the late 1930s, can still make federal laws 
regarding almost anything as long as it does not go too far 
in “commandeering” state resources or gutting states’ rights.

The Court’s recent ruling on gay marriage offers another 
illustration of federal law trumping state ones. Traditionally, 
marriage has been a state matter, not a federal one. As gays 
and lesbians began to push for greater equality, including 
the right to marry (see Chapter 6), many states responded 
by banning same-sex marriage. In 2015, the Court ruled in 
Obergefell v. Hodges that such bans were unconstitutional, 
and established a right to marriage for gay and lesbian couples 
under the Constitution. While marriage laws are generally a 
state matter, such laws cannot contravene the Constitution.

This ongoing debate about state versus national sover-
eignty calls to mind President Wilson’s quote from earlier 
in the chapter: Federalism really is at the heart of American 
politics, and cannot be resolved definitively, but rather is 
contested again and again. Over time, the spheres of activ-
ity of the state and national governments have shifted, and 
will continue to do so moving forward.

Finally, we would note that not only the Court shapes 
federalism. As we discuss in later chapters, American 

Powers of the Federal Government Powers of the State Government

Powers Exercised by Both the Federal and 

State Governments

•  Subject to Article V of the Constitution, 
deciding on the process by which amend-
ments to the Constitution are to be pro-
posed and ratified

•  Declaring war

•  Maintaining and deploying military forces

•  Making foreign policy, international trea-
ties, and trade deals

•  Printing money

•  Regulating interstate commerce

•  Maintaining postal offices and services

•  Ratifying amendments to the Constitu-
tion through state legislatures or ratifying 
conventions

•  Conducting elections for public offices, 
initiatives, and referenda

•  Establishing local governments

•  Regulating intrastate commerce

•  Licensing occupations and land uses

•  Enacting laws to promote public safety, 
health, and morals (the “police power”)

•  Taxing citizens and businesses

•  Chartering banks and corporations

•  Building and maintaining roads

•  Borrowing money and managing public 
debts

•  Administering criminal justice institutions

•  Regulating Native American gaming 
 (casino) businesses

Government Powers: Federal, State, and BothTABLe 3.1
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national institutions have recently become more character-
ized by gridlock and the inability to produce new policies. 
In response, many interest groups and activists have turned 
to state houses to press their agendas. As a result, policy 
debates that once raged in the halls of Congress—on issues 
such as abortion, gun control, environmental protection, 
and so forth—are now largely fought at the state level.18 
This ensures that federalism will remain a relevant topic 
in the years to come.

3-2 Governmental Structure
Federalism refers to a political system that comprises local 
(territorial, regional, provincial, state, or municipal) units 
of government, as well as a national government, that can 
make final decisions with respect to at least some govern-
mental activities and whose existence is specially protected. 

Almost every nation in the world has local units of govern-
ment of some kind, if for no other reason than to decen-
tralize the administrative burdens of governing. But these 
governments are not federal unless the local units exist 
independent of the preferences of the national government 
and can make decisions on at least some matters without 
regard to those preferences.

The United States, Canada, Australia, India, Germany, 
and Switzerland are federal systems, as are a few other 
nations. France, Great Britain, Italy, and Sweden are not; 
they are unitary systems because such local governments 
as they possess can be altered or even abolished by the 
national government and cannot plausibly claim to have 
final authority over any significant governmental activities.

The special protection that subnational governments 
enjoy in a federal system derives in part from the constitu-
tion of the country, but also from the habits, preferences, 

• McCulloch v. Maryland (1819): The Constitution’s 
“necessary and proper” clause permits Congress to 
take actions (in this case, to create a national bank) 
when it is essential to a power that Congress has (in 
this case, managing the currency).

• Gibbons v. Ogden (1824): The Constitution’s com-
merce clause gives the national government exclu-
sive power to regulate interstate commerce.

• Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific Railroad v. Illi-
nois (1886): The states may not regulate interstate 
commerce.

• United States v. Lopez (1995): The national gov-
ernment’s power under the commerce clause does 
not permit it to regulate matters not directly related 
to interstate commerce (in this case, banning fire-
arms in a school zone).

• Printz v. United States (1997): The national gov-
ernment’s authority to require state officials to 
administer or enforce a federal regulation is limited.

• Alden v. Maine (1999): Congress may not act to 
subject nonconsenting states to lawsuits in state 
courts.

• Reno v. Condon (2000): The national government’s 
authority to regulate interstate commerce extends 
to restrictions on how states gather, circulate, or sell 
certain information about citizens.

• United States v. Morrison (2000): The national 
government’s power to regulate interstate 

commerce does not extend to giving female victims 
of violence the right to sue perpetrators in federal 
court.

• Federal Maritime Commission v. South Carolina 
Ports Authority (2002): Expanded states’ sover-
eign immunity from private lawsuits and declared 
that the states “did not consent to become mere 
appendages of the federal government” when they 
ratified the Constitution.

• Kelo v. City of New London (2005): The Constitu-
tion allows a local government to seize property, not 
only for “public use” such as building highways, but 
also to “promote economic development” in a “dis-
tressed” community.

• National Federation of Independent Business v. 
Sebelius (2010): The national government’s author-
ity to “alter” or “amend” programs that it jointly 
funds and administers with the states is limited.

• Arizona v. United States (2012): Only the federal 
government may regulate immigration laws and 
enforcement.

• King v. Burwell (2015): Individuals using both 
the state-run and federally run health insurance 
exchanges may receive health insurance subsidies 
from the federal government.

• Obergefell v. Hodges (2015): People have a con-
stitutional right to same-sex marriage in the United 
States.

Federal–State RelationsLANDMARK 
CASES
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60 Chapter 3 Federalism

and dispositions of the citizens and the actual distribu-
tion of political power in society. The constitution of the 
former Soviet Union in theory created a federal system, 
as claimed by that country’s full name—the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics—but for most of their history, 
none of these “socialist republics” were in the slightest 
degree independent of the central government. Were the 
American Constitution the only guarantee of the inde-
pendence of the American states, they would long since 
have become mere administrative subunits of the govern-
ment in Washington. Their independence results in large 
measure from the commitment of Americans to the idea 
of local self-government and from the fact that Congress 
consists of people who are selected by and responsive to 
local constituencies.

“The basic political fact of federalism,” writes david 
B. Truman, “is that it creates separate, self sustaining cen-
ters of power, prestige, and profit.”19 Political power is 
locally acquired by people whose careers depend for the 
most part on satisfying local interests. As a result, though 
the national government has come to have vast powers, 
it exercises many of those powers through state govern-
ments. What many of us forget when we think about “the 
government in Washington” is that it spends much of its 
money and enforces most of its rules not directly on citi-
zens, but on other, local units of government. A large part 
of the welfare system, all of the interstate highway system, 
virtually every aspect of programs to improve cities, the 
largest part of the effort to supply jobs to the unemployed, 
the entire program to clean up our water, and even much 
of our military manpower (in the form of the National 
Guard) are enterprises in which the national government 
does not govern so much as it seeks, by regulation, grant, 
plan, argument, and cajolery, to get the states to govern in 
accordance with nationally (though often vaguely) defined 
goals.

Sometimes, however, confusion or controversy about 
which government is responsible for which functions sur-
faces at the worst possible moment and lingers long after 
attempts have been made to sort it all out. Sadly, in our 
day, this is largely what “federalism” has meant in practice 
to citizens from New Orleans and the Gulf Coast region 
affected by Hurricane Katrina in 2005.

Before, during, and after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita 
struck in 2005, federal, state, and local officials could be 
found fighting among themselves over everything from 
who was supposed to maintain and repair the levees to 
who should lead disaster-relief initiatives. In the weeks 
after the hurricanes hit, it was widely reported that the 
main first responders and disaster-relief workers came not 
from government, but from myriad religious and other 
charitable organizations. Not only that, but government 

agencies, such as the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), often acted in ways that made it harder, 
not easier, for these volunteers and groups to deliver help 
when and where it was most badly needed.

Federalism needs to be viewed dispassionately through 
a historical lens wide enough to encompass both its worst 
legacies (for instance, state and local laws that once legal-
ized racial discrimination against African Americans) and 
its best (for instance, African Americans winning mayors’ 
offices and seats in state legislatures when there were very 
few African Americans in Congress).

Federalism, it is fair to say, has the virtues of its vices 
and the vices of its virtues. To some, federalism means 
allowing states to block action, prevent progress, upset 
national plans, protect powerful local interests, and cater 
to the self-interest of hack politicians. Harold Laski, a Brit-
ish observer, described American states as “parasitic and 
poisonous,”20 and William H. Riker, an American political 
scientist, argued that “the main effect of federalism since 
the Civil War has been to perpetuate racism.”21 By con-
trast, another political scientist, daniel J. Elazar, argued 
that the “virtue of the federal system lies in its ability to 
develop and maintain mechanisms vital to the perpetua-
tion of the unique combination of governmental strength, 
political flexibility, and individual liberty, which has been 
the central concern of American politics.”22

So diametrically opposed are the views of Riker and 
Elazar that one wonders whether they are talking about 
the same subject. They are, of course, but they each stress 
different aspects of the same phenomenon. Whenever the 
opportunity to exercise political power is widely available 
(as among the 50 states, more than 3,000 counties, and 
many thousands of municipalities in the United States), 
it is obvious that in different places different people will 
make use of that power for different purposes. There is no 
question that allowing states and cities to make autono-
mous, binding political decisions will allow some people in 
some places to make those decisions in ways that maintain 
racial segregation, protect vested interests, and facilitate 
corruption. It is equally true, however, that this arrange-
ment also enables other people in other places to pass laws 
that attack segregation, regulate harmful economic prac-
tices, and purify politics, often long before these ideas gain 
national support or become national policy.

The existence of independent state and local govern-
ments means that different political groups pursuing dif-
ferent political purposes will come to power in different 
places. The smaller the political unit, the more likely it is 
to be dominated by a single political faction. James Madi-
son understood this fact perfectly and used it to argue (in 
Federalist No. 10) that it would be in a large (or “extended”) 
republic, such as the United States as a whole, that one 
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would find the greatest opportunity for all relevant interests 
to be heard. When William Riker condemns federalism, 
he is thinking of the fact that in some places the ruling 
factions in cities and states have opposed granting equal 
rights to African Americans. When daniel Elazar praises 
federalism, he is recalling that, in other states and cities, the 
ruling factions have taken the lead (long in advance of the 
federal government) in developing measures to protect the 
environment, extend civil rights, and improve social condi-
tions. If you live in California, whether you like federalism 
depends in part on whether you like the fact that California 
has, independent of the federal government, cut property 
taxes, strictly controlled coastal land use, heavily regulated 
electric utilities, and increased (at one time) and decreased 
(at another time) its welfare rolls.

Increased Political Activity
Federalism has many effects, but its most obvious effect 
has been to facilitate the mobilization of political activity. 
Unlike don Quixote, the average citizen does not tilt at 
windmills. He or she is more likely to become involved in 
organized political activity if he or she feels a reasonable 
chance exists of producing a practical effect. The chances 
of having such an effect are greater where there are many 
elected officials and independent governmental bodies, 
each with a relatively small constituency, than where there 
are few elected officials, most of whom have the nation as 
a whole for a constituency. In short, a federal system, by 
virtue of the decentralization of authority, lowers the cost 
of organized political activity; a unitary system, because 
of the centralization of authority, raises the cost. We may 
disagree about the purposes of organized political activity, 
but the fact of widespread organized activity can scarcely 
be doubted—or if you do doubt it, that is only because 
you have not yet read Chapters 8 and 11.

It is impossible to say whether the Founders, when 
they wrote the Constitution, planned to produce such 
widespread opportunities for political participation. 
Unfortunately, they were not very clear (at least in writ-
ing) about how the federal system was supposed to work, 
and thus most of the interesting questions about the juris-
diction and powers of our national and state governments 
had to be settled by a century and a half of protracted and 
often bitter conflict.

Different States, Different 
Policies
The states play a key role in many, if not most, policy 
areas, such as social welfare, public education, law enforce-
ment, criminal justice, health care and hospitals, roads and 

highways, and managing 
water supplies. On these 
and many other mat-
ters, state constitutions 
and laws are far more 
detailed and sometimes 
confer more rights than 
the federal one. For example, the California constitution 
includes an explicit right to privacy, says that noncitizens 
have the same property rights as citizens, and requires the 
state to use “all suitable means” to support public education.

This diversity is a benefit of federalism: that different 
states can construct different policies that better fit with 
their local needs. This is the classic idea of “laboratories 
of democracy”: States can try out different policies, and 
if they are successful, others states can copy them.23 This 
is indeed a benefit to federalism: Many successful policies 
are first adopted in one place (such as health care reforms, 
welfare reforms, and so forth), and then copied in other 
states (or even in the federal government) when they prove 
to be successful.24

But this sort of experimentation generates a cost as 
well. Because different states have different policies, dif-
ferent citizens will be treated differently depending on 
their state of residence. For example, as we explained in 

IMAGE 3-3 Federalism has permitted experimentation. 
Women were able to vote in the Wyoming Territory in 1888, long 
before they could do so in most states.
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laboratories of democracy 
Idea that different states can 
implement different policies, 
and the successful ones will 
spread.
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62 Chapter 3 Federalism

the Constitutional Con-
nections box, part of 
Obamacare called for  
states to expand Medicaid 
to provide health insur-
ance to the working poor. 
Some states have cho-
sen to expand Medicaid 
under Obamacare (such as 
California, North dakota,  
and West Virginia), whereas  

others (such as Texas, Oklahoma, and Florida) have 
not. So a low-income resident of one state would qualify 
for benefits in some states, but not others. Likewise, in 
some states, those convicted of certain crimes are subject 
to the death penalty, but not in others. The benefit of 
policy  differences means that we pay a price in terms of 
equality.

More generally, this variation in federalism highlights 
the two competing values at stake here: equality and par-
ticipation. On the one hand, federalism, by allowing states 
to design different policies for health care, education, 
criminal justice, and so forth, means that citizens in dif-
ferent jurisdictions will be treated differently (and hence 
pay a cost in terms of equality). But at the same time, 
federalism allows for participatory input: for more say 
in how schools are governed, where roads are built, how 
criminal justice policies are set, and so forth. Indeed, the 
differences in policy discussed above are largely (though 
not completely) a function of the differences in participa-
tion. So we cannot have more equality without having 
less participation, and vice versa. Having the benefit of 
 “laboratories of democracy” means that not all citizens will 
be treated equally.

Why do these various policies differ so much across 
states? The most fundamental answer is that participation 
is different: different people, with different preferences, 
participate in the decision-making process in different 
states. But they can also differ because different states 
have different institutions as well, especially in terms of 
direct democracy. As we saw in Chapter 2, the federal 
Constitution is based on a republican, not a democratic, 
principle: Laws are to be made by the representatives 
of citizens, not by the citizens directly. But many state 
constitutions open one or more of three doors to direct 
democracy. About half of the states provide for some 
form of legislation by initiative. The initiative allows 
voters to place legislative measures (and sometimes con-
stitutional amendments) directly on the ballot by getting 
enough signatures (usually between 5 and 15 percent of 
those who voted in the last election) on a petition. About 
half of the states permit the referendum, a procedure 

that enables voters to reject a measure adopted by the leg-
islature. Sometimes the state constitution specifies that 
certain kinds of legislation (e.g., tax increases) must be 
subject to a referendum whether the legislature wishes it 
or not. The recall is a procedure, in effect in more than 
20 states, whereby voters can remove an elected official 
from office. If enough signatures are gathered on a peti-
tion, the official must go before voters, who can vote 
to keep the person in office, remove the person from 
office, or remove the person and replace him or her with 
someone else. In 2003, California voters recalled then 
governor Gray davis and replaced him with Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, and in 2012, Wisconsin governor Scott 
Walker faced a recall election, but survived and remained 
in office.

The existence of the states is guaranteed by the federal 
Constitution: no state can be divided without its consent, 
each state must have two representatives in the Senate 
(the only provision of the Constitution that may not be 
amended), every state is assured of a republican form of 
government, and the powers not granted to Congress are 
reserved for the states. By contrast, cities, towns, and coun-
ties enjoy no such protection; they exist at the pleasure of 
the states. Indeed, states have frequently abolished certain 
kinds of local governments, such as independent school 
districts.

This explains why there is no debate about city sov-
ereignty comparable to the debate about state sovereignty. 
The constitutional division of power between them is set-
tled: The state is supreme. But federal–state relations can 
be complicated because the Constitution invites elected 
leaders to struggle over sovereignty. Which level of gov-
ernment has the ultimate power to decide where nuclear 
waste gets stored, how much welfare beneficiaries are paid, 
what rights prisoners enjoy, or whether supersonic jets can 
land at local airports? American federalism answers such 
questions, but on a case-by-case basis through intergovern-
mental politics and court decisions.

3-3  Federal Money, State 
Programs

As we discussed above, over time, we have moved to a 
system where both the national and state governments 
contribute to most policy areas. One key way this occurs 
is via various federal grant programs, where the federal 
government provides the money—and accompanying 
rules—for programs implemented at the state level. To 
understand contemporary federalism, we need to under-
stand how national monies help to shape policy at all levels 
of government.

initiative Process that permits 
voters to put legislative mea-
sures directly on the ballot.

referendum Procedure 
enabling voters to reject a mea-
sure passed by the legislature.

recall Procedure whereby 
voters can remove an elected 
official from office.
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Grants-In-Aid
Perhaps the oldest example of national funds being used 
at the state level is federal grants-in-aid. The first of these 
programs began even before the Constitution was adopted, 
in the form of land grants made by the national govern-
ment to the states in order to finance education. (State 
universities all over the country were built with the pro-
ceeds from the sale of these land grants; hence the name 
land-grant colleges.) Land grants were also made to support 
the building of wagon roads, canals, railroads, and flood-
control projects. These measures were hotly debated in 
Congress (President Madison thought some were uncon-
stitutional), even though the use to which the grants were 
put was left almost entirely to the states.

Cash grants-in-aid began almost as early. In 1808, 
Congress gave $200,000 to the states to pay for their mili-
tias, with the states in charge of the size, deployment, and 
command of these troops. However, grant-in-aid programs 
remained few in number and small in price until the 20th 
century, when scores of new ones came into being. Today, 
federal grants go to hundreds of programs, including such 
giant federal–state programs as Medicaid (see Table 3.2). 
Overall, in fiscal year 2015 (the most recent data avail-
able), the federal government spent $624 billion on federal 
grants-in-aid, representing 16.9 percent of federal outlays 
in that year.25

The grants-in-aid system, once under way, grew 
quickly because it helped state and local officials resolve 
a dilemma. On the one hand, they wanted access to the 
superior taxing power of the federal government. On the 
other hand, prevailing constitutional interpretation, at 
least until the late 1930s, held that the federal govern-
ment could not spend money for purposes not authorized 
by the Constitution. The solution was obviously to have 

federal money put into 
state hands: Washing-
ton would pay the bills; 
the states would run the 
programs.

To state officials, federal money seemed so attractive 
for several reasons. First, the money was there. Thanks 
to the high-tariff policies of the Republicans, Washing-
ton in the 1880s had huge budget surpluses. Second, in 
the 1920s, as those surpluses dwindled, Washington inau-
gurated the federal income tax. It automatically brought 
in more money as economic activity (and thus personal 
income) grew. Third, the federal government, unlike the 
states, managed the currency and could print more at will. 
(Technically, it borrowed this money, but it was under no 
obligation to pay it all back because, as a practical matter, 
it had borrowed from itself.) States could not do this; if 
they borrowed money (and many could not), they had to 
pay it back, in full.

These three economic reasons for the appeal of federal 
grants were probably not as important as a fourth reason: 
politics. Federal money seemed to a state official to be 
“free” money. Governors did not have to propose, collect, 
or take responsibility for federal taxes. Instead, a governor 
could denounce the federal government for being profli-
gate in its use of the people’s money. Meanwhile, he or she 
could claim credit for a new public works or other projects 
funded by Washington and, until recent decades, expect 
little or no federal supervision in the bargain.26

That every state had an incentive to ask for federal 
money to pay for local programs meant, of course, that 
it would be very difficult for one state to get money for a 
given program without every state getting it. The senator 
from Alabama who votes for the project to improve navi-
gation on the Tombigbee River will have to vote in favor of 

grants-in-aid Money given 
by the national government to 
the states.

IMAGE 3-4 Some of the nation’s top academic institutions, 
such as Penn State, began as land-grant colleges.
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The federal government spent more than $624 billion on grants 

to states in 2015.

Among the biggest items:

Health care (including Medicaid) $368 billion

Income security $101 billion

Transportation $60.8 billion

Education, training, employment, and 
social services

$60.5 billion

Community and regional development $14.4 billion

Source: Office of Management and Budget, FY2017 Budget, His-
torical Table 12.2, “Total Outlays for Grants to State and Local Gov-
ernments, by Function and Fund Group: 1940–2021.”

 Federal Grants to State and Local Govern-
ments (2015)

TABLe 3.2
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64 Chapter 3 Federalism

projects improving navigation on every other river in the 
country if the senator expects his or her Senate colleagues 
to support such a request. Federalism as practiced in the 
United States means that when Washington wants to send 
money to one state or congressional district, it must send 
money to many states and districts.

Shortly after September 11, 2001, for example, Pres-
ident George W. Bush and congressional leaders in both 
parties pledged new federal funds to increase public safety 
payrolls, purchase the latest equipment to detect bioterror 
attacks, and so on. Since then, New York City and other big 
cities have received tens of millions of federal dollars for such 
purposes, but so have scores of smaller cities and towns. The 
grants allocated by the department of Homeland Security 
were based on so-called fair-share formulas mandated by 
Congress, which are basically the same formulas the federal 
government uses to allocate certain highway and other funds 
among the states. These funding formulas not only spread 
money around but also generally skew funding toward states 
and cities with low populations. Thus, Wyoming received 
seven times as much federal homeland security funding per 
capita as New York State did, and Grand Forks County, 
North dakota (population 70,000), received $1.5 million to 
purchase biochemical suits, a semi-armored van, decontami-
nation tents, and other equipment to deal with weapons of 
mass destruction.27

Grand Forks County was not the only recipient of 
such programs: thousands of state and local police depart-
ments were as well. For example, the St. Louis Area Regional 
Response System (which administers these grants for the St. 
Louis area) has spent $9.4 million on equipment for area 
police departments since 2003, including a Bearcat armored 
truck, two helicopters, night-vision goggles, and body 
armor. Such equipment was used in the clashes between 
police and protesters in 2014 following the death of Michael 

Brown in Ferguson, Missouri (a suburb of St. Louis).28 In 
the wake of Brown’s death, such programs were put under 
the spotlight with calls for tighter regulation on the provi-
sion of military-grade equipment to local police forces. The 
White House did impose some limits, but stopped short of 
cutting off such grant programs altogether.29

Meeting National Needs
Until the 1960s, most federal grants-in-aid were conceived 
by or in cooperation with the states and were designed to 
serve essentially state purposes. Large blocs of voters and 
a variety of organized interests would press for grants to 
help farmers, build highways, or support vocational edu-
cation. during the 1960s, however, an important change 
occurred: the federal government began devising grant 
programs based less on what states were demanding and 
more on what federal officials perceived to be important 
national needs (see Figure 3.2). Federal officials, not state 
and local ones, were the principal proponents of grant pro-
grams to aid the urban poor, combat crime, reduce pollu-
tion, and deal with drug abuse.

The rise in federal activism in setting goals and the 
occasional efforts, during some periods, to bypass state 
officials by providing money directly to cities or even 
local citizen groups had at least two separate but related 
effects: one effect was to increase federal grants to state 
and local governments, and the other was to change the 
purposes to which those monies were put. Whereas fed-
eral aid amounted to less than 2 percent of state general 
revenue in 1927, by 2014 federal aid accounted for about 
one-third of state general revenue.30 Figure 3.2 on page 
65 shows the purposes of state and federal aid in 1960 vs. 
2015. In 1960, about 3 percent of federal grants to state 
and local governments were for health care. Today, how-
ever, one  federal–state health care program alone, Medic-
aid, accounts for approximately half of all federal grants 
(and overall health care accounts for nearly 60 percent of 
 federal grants to states). And whereas in 1960 more than 
40 percent of all federal grants to state and local govern-
ments went to transportation (including highways), today 
only about 10 percent are used for that purpose.

These trends have important consequences for how 
we think about the size of government. While the overall 
level of federal spending has skyrocketed (increasing about 
five times in real dollars since 1960), the size of the fed-
eral workforce has stayed roughly constant over the past 
60 years. Meanwhile, the state and local workforce has 
tripled over that same time span.31 When we think of “big 
government,” it is largely big federal money implemented 
by a big state and local government workforce. That makes 
understanding these sorts of federal grants all the more 
important.

IMAGE 3-5 Police armed with military gear clashed with pro-
testers following the death of Michael Brown in 2014. The mili-
tary gear was provided to police departments by federal grants.
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The Intergovernmental Lobby
State and local officials, both elected and appointed, began 
to form an important new lobby—the “intergovernmental 
lobby,” made up of mayors, governors, superintendents of 
schools, state directors of public health, county highway 
commissioners, local police chiefs, and others who had 
come to depend on federal funds.32 Today, federal agencies 
responsible for health care, criminal justice, environmental 
protection, and other programs have people on staff who 
specialize in providing information, technical assistance, 
and financial support to state and local organizations, 
including the “Big 7”: the U.S. Conference of Mayors, 
the National Governors Association, the National Associa-
tion of Counties, the National League of Cities, the Coun-
cil of State Governments, the International City/County 
Management Association, and the National Conference 
of State Legislatures. Reports by these groups and publica-
tions like Governing magazine are read routinely by many 
federal officials to keep a handle on issues and trends in 
state and local government.

National organizations of governors or mayors press 
for more federal money, but not for increased funding 
for any particular city or state. Thus most states, dozens 
of counties, and more than a hundred cities have their 
own offices in Washington, dC. These groups also spend 
big on lobbying the federal government: according to the 

Center for Responsive 
Politics, in 2016, ter-
ritory, state, and local 
governments collectively 
spent almost $70 mil-
lion lobbying Congress, with Los Angeles County alone 
spending almost $1 million (and many other states and 
localities spending nearly as much).33 Back home, state and 
local governments have created new positions, or redefined 
old ones, in response to new or changed federal funding 
opportunities.

The purpose of the intergovernmental lobby has been 
the same as that of any private lobby—to obtain more 
federal money with fewer strings attached. For a while, the 
cities and states did in fact get more money, but since the 
early 1980s their success in obtaining federal grants has 
been more checkered, though this has not stopped their 
lobbying efforts.

Categorical Grants
The effort to loosen the strings took the form of shifting, as 
much as possible, the federal aid from categorical grants 
to block grants. A categorical grant is one for a specific pur-
pose defined by federal law: to build an airport or a college 
dormitory, for example, or to make welfare payments to 
low-income mothers. Such grants usually require that the 
state or locality put up money to “match” some part of the 
federal grant, though the amount of matching funds can 
be quite small (sometimes only 10 percent or less). Gover-
nors and mayors complained about these categorical grants 
because their purposes were often so narrow that it was 
impossible for a state to adapt federal grants to local needs. 
A mayor seeking federal money to build parks might have 
discovered that the city could get money only if it launched 
an urban-renewal program that entailed bulldozing several 
blocks of housing or small businesses.

One response to this problem was to consolidate sev-
eral categorical or project grant programs into a single 
block grant devoted to some general purpose and with 
fewer restrictions on its use. Block grants began in the 
mid-1960s, when such a grant was created to fund health 
care programs. Though many block grants were pro-
posed between 1966 and 1980, only five were enacted. 
Of the three largest, one consolidated various categori-
cal grant programs aimed at cities (Community devel-
opment Block Grants), another created a program to aid 
local law enforcement (Law Enforcement Assistance Act), 
and a third authorized new kinds of locally managed pro-
grams for the unemployed (CETA, or the Comprehensive 
Employment and Training Act).

In theory, block grants and revenue sharing were sup-
posed to give the states and cities considerable freedom in 

 Figure 3.2  The Changing Purpose of Federal 

Grants to State and Local Governments, 1960–2015
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66 Chapter 3 Federalism

deciding how to spend the money while helping to relieve 
their tax burdens. To some extent they did. However, for 
four reasons, neither the goal of “no strings” nor the one of 
fiscal relief was really attained. First, the amount of money 
available from block grants and revenue sharing did not 
grow as fast as the states had hoped nor as quickly as did 
the money available through categorical grants.

Second, the federal government steadily increased the 
number of strings attached to the spending of this suppos-
edly “unrestricted” money.

Third, block grants grew more slowly than categorical 
grants because of the different kinds of political coalitions 
supporting each. Congress and the federal bureaucracy 
liked categorical grants for the same reason the states dis-
liked them—the specificity of these programs enhanced 
federal control over how the money was to be used. Federal 
officials, joined by liberal interest groups and organized 
labor, tended to distrust state governments. Whenever 
Congress wanted to address some national problem, its 
natural inclination was to create a categorical grant pro-
gram so that it, and not the states, would decide how the 
money would be spent.

Fourth, even though governors and mayors like 
block grants, these programs cover such a broad range 
of activities that no single interest group has a vital stake 
in pressing for their enlargement. Categorical grants, on 
the other hand, often are a matter of life and death for 
many agencies—state departments of welfare, of high-
ways, and of health, for example, are utterly dependent 
on federal aid. Accordingly, the administrators in charge 
of these programs will press strenuously for their expan-
sion. Moreover, categorical programs are supervised by 

special committees of Congress, and as we shall see in 
Chapter 13, many of these committees have an interest 
in seeing their programs grow.

Rivalry Among the States
The more important federal money becomes to the states, 
the more likely the states are to compete among them-
selves for the largest share of it. For a century or more, the 
growth of the United States—in population, business, and 
income—was concentrated in the industrial Northeast. In 
recent decades, however, that growth—at least in popula-
tion and employment, if not in income—has shifted to 
the South, Southwest, and Far West. This change has pre-
cipitated an intense debate over whether the federal gov-
ernment, by the way it distributes its funds and awards its 
contracts, is unfairly helping some regions and states at the 
expense of others. Journalists and politicians have dubbed 
the struggle as one between Snowbelt (or Frostbelt) and 
Sunbelt states.

Whether there is in fact anything worth arguing about 
is far from clear: The federal government has had great dif-
ficulty in figuring out where it ultimately spends what funds 
for what purposes. For example, a $1 billion defense con-
tract may go to a company with headquarters in California, 
but much of the money may actually be spent in Connecti-
cut or New York, as the prime contractor in California buys 
from subcontractors in the other states. It is even less clear 
whether federal funds actually affect the growth rate of the 
regions. The uncertainty about the facts has not prevented a 
debate about the issue, however. That debate focuses on the 
formulas written into federal laws by which block grants are 

IMAGE 3-6 New Jersey Gover-
nor Chris Christie greets Presi-
dent Barack Obama, who visited 
the state to see the devastation 
caused by superstorm Sandy in 
October 2012.Je
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3-3 Federal Money, State Programs 67

allocated. These formulas take into account such factors as 
a county’s or city’s population, personal income in the area, 
and housing quality. A slight change in a formula can shift 
millions of dollars in grants in ways that favor either the 
older, declining cities of the Northeast or the newer, still-
growing cities of the Southwest.

With the advent of grants based on distributional formu-
las (as opposed to grants for a particular project), the results 
of the census, taken every 10 years, assume monumental 
importance. A city or state shown to be losing population 
may, as a result, forfeit millions of dollars in federal aid. Sena-
tors and representatives now have access to computers that 
can tell them instantly the effect on their states and districts 
of even minor changes in a formula by which federal aid is 
distributed. These formulas rely on objective measures, but 
the exact measure is selected with an eye toward its political 
consequences. There is nothing wrong with this in principle, 
since any political system must provide some benefits for 
everybody if it is to stay together. Given the competition 
among states in a federal system, however, the struggle over 
allocation formulas becomes especially acute.

Federal Aid and Federal Control
So important has federal aid become for state and local 
governments that mayors and governors, along with oth-
ers, began to fear that Washington was well on its way 
to controlling other levels of government. “He who pays 
the piper calls the tune,” they muttered. In this view, the 
constitutional protection of state government to be found 
in the Tenth Amendment was in jeopardy as a result of the 
strings attached to the grants-in-aid on which the states 
were increasingly dependent.

Block grants were an effort to reverse this trend by 
allowing the states and localities freedom to spend money 
as they wished. But as we have seen, the new device did not 
in fact reverse the trend. Categorical grants—those with 
strings attached—continued to grow even faster.

Two kinds of federal controls are applied to state gov-
ernmental activities. The traditional control tells the state 
government what it must do if it wants to get some grant 
money. These strings often are called conditions of aid. A 
newer form of control tells the state government what it must 
do, period. These rules are called mandates. Most mandates 
have little or nothing to do with federal aid—they apply to all 
state governments whether or not they accept grants.

Mandates
Most mandates concern civil rights and environmental 
protection. States may not discriminate in the operation 
of their programs, no matter who pays for them. Initially 
the antidiscrimination rules applied chiefly to distinctions 
based on race, sex, age, and ethnicity, but of late they have 

broadened to include 
physical and mental 
disabilities as well. Vari-
ous pollution control 
laws require the states to 
comply with federal stan-
dards for clean air, pure 
drinking water, and sew-
age treatment.34

Stated in general 
terms, these mandates 
seem reasonable enough. 
It is hard to imagine any-
one arguing that state 
governments should be 
free to discriminate against people because of their race or 
national origin. In practice, however, some mandates create 
administrative and financial problems, especially when the 
mandates are written in vague language, thereby giving fed-
eral administrative agencies the power to decide for them-
selves what state and local governments are supposed to do.

But not all areas of public law and policy are equally 
affected by mandates. Federal–state disputes about who 
governs on such controversial matters as minors’ access to 
abortion and medical uses for banned narcotics make head-
lines. It is mandates that fuel everyday friction in  federal–
state relations, particularly those levied by  Washington 
but paid for by the states. One study concluded that “the 
number of unfunded federal mandates is high in environ-
mental policy, low in education policy, and moderate in 
health policy.”35 But why?

Some think that how much Washington spends 
in a given policy area is linked to how common federal 
mandates, funded or not, are in that same area. There is 
some evidence for that view. For instance, annual federal 
grants to state and local governments for environmental 
protection—a policy area where unfunded mandates are 
 pervasive—have been about $7 billion, whereas federal 
grants for health care—an area where unfunded mandates 
have been less pervasive—amounted to over $300 billion. 
The implication is that when Washington itself spends less 
on something it wants done, it squeezes the states to spend 
more for that purpose. Washington is more likely to grant 
state and local governments waivers in some areas than in 
others. A waiver is a decision by an administrative agency 
granting some other party permission to violate a law or 
administrative rule that would otherwise apply to it. For 
instance, in general, education waivers have been easy for 
state and local governments to get, but environmental pro-
tection waivers have proven almost impossible to acquire.36

However, caution is in order. Often, the more one knows 
about federal–state relations in any given area, the harder it 
becomes to generalize about present-day federalism’s fiscal, 

conditions of aid Terms set 
by the national government that 
states must meet if they are to 
receive certain federal funds.

mandates  Terms set by the 
national government that states 
must meet whether or not they 
accept federal grants.

waiver A decision by an 
administrative agency granting 
some other party permission to 
violate a law or rule that would 
otherwise apply to it.
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68 Chapter 3 Federalism

administrative, and regulatory character, the conditions 
under which “permissive federalism” prevails, or whether 
new laws or court decisions will considerably tighten or fur-
ther loosen Washington’s control over the states.

Mandates are not the only way in which the federal 
government imposes costs on state and local governments. 
Certain federal tax and regulatory policies make it difficult 
or expensive for state and local governments to raise rev-
enues, borrow funds, or privatize public functions. Other 
federal laws expose state and local governments to financial 
liability, and numerous federal court decisions and admin-
istrative regulations require state and local governments to 
do or not do various things, either by statute or through 
an implied constitutional obligation.37

It is clear that the federal courts have helped fuel the 
growth of mandates. As interpreted by the U.S. Supreme 
Court, the Tenth Amendment provides state and local offi-
cials no protection against the march of mandates. Indeed, 
many of the more controversial mandates result not from 
congressional action but from court decisions. For exam-
ple, many state prison systems have been, at one time or 
another, under the control of federal judges who required 
major changes in prison construction and management 
in order to meet standards the judges derived from their 
reading of the Constitution.

The Supreme Court has of late made it much easier 
for citizens to control the behavior of local officials. A fed-
eral law, passed in the 1870s to protect newly freed slaves, 
makes it possible for a citizen to sue any state or local offi-
cial who deprives that citizen of any “rights, privileges, or 
immunities secured by the Constitution and laws” of the 
United States. A century later, the Court decided that this 
law permitted a citizen to sue a local official if the official 
deprived the citizen of anything to which the citizen was 
entitled under federal law (and not just those federal laws 
protecting civil rights). For example, a citizen can now use 
the federal courts to obtain from a state welfare office a 
payment to which he or she may be entitled under federal 
law.

Conditions of Aid
By far the most important federal restrictions on state 
action are the conditions attached to the grants the 
states receive. In theory, accepting these conditions is 
 voluntary—if you don’t want the strings, don’t take the 
money. But when the typical state depends for a quarter 
or more of its budget on federal grants, many of which it 
has received for years and on which many of its citizens 
depend for their livelihoods, it is not clear exactly how 
“voluntary” such acceptance is. during the 1960s, some 
strings were added, the most important of which had to do 
with civil rights. But beginning in the 1970s, the number 

of conditions began to proliferate and has expanded in 
each subsequent decade to the present.

Some conditions are specific to particular programs, 
but most are not. For instance, if a state builds something 
with federal money, it must first conduct an environmen-
tal impact study, it must pay construction workers the 
“prevailing wage” in the area, it often must provide an 
opportunity for citizen participation in some aspects of the 
design or location of the project, and it must ensure that 
the contractors who build the project have nondiscrimina-
tory hiring policies. The states and the federal government, 
not surprisingly, disagree about the costs and benefits of 
such rules. Members of Congress and federal officials 
feel they have an obligation to develop uniform national 
policies with respect to important matters and to prevent 
states and cities from misspending federal tax dollars. State 
officials, on the other hand, feel these national rules fail 
to take into account diverse local conditions, require the 
states to do things that the states must then pay for, and 
create serious inefficiencies.

What state and local officials discovered, in short, was 
that “free” federal money was not quite free after all. In the 
1960s, federal aid seemed entirely beneficial; what mayor 
or governor would not want such money? But just as 
local officials found it attractive to do things that another 
level of government then paid for, in time federal officials 
learned the same thing. Passing laws to meet the concerns 
of national constituencies—leaving the cities and states to 
pay the bills and manage the problems—began to seem 
attractive to Congress.

Because they face different demands, federal and local 
officials find themselves in a bargaining situation in which 
each side is trying to get some benefit (solving a problem, 
satisfying a pressure group) while passing on to the other 
side most of the costs (taxes, administrative problems). The 
bargains struck in this process used to favor the local offi-
cials, because members of Congress were essentially servants 
of local interests: they were elected by local political parties, 
they were part of local political organizations, and they sup-
ported local autonomy. Beginning in the 1960s, however, 
changes in American politics that will be described in later 
chapters shifted the orientation of many in Congress toward 
favoring Washington’s needs over local needs.

3-4  A Devolution 
Revolution?

In 1981, President Ronald Reagan tried to reverse this 
trend. He asked Congress to consolidate scores of cat-
egorical grants into just six large block grants. Congress 
obliged. Soon state and local governments started getting 
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less federal money, but with fewer strings attached to 
such grants. during the 1980s and into the early 1990s, 
however, many states also started spending more of their 
own money and replacing federal rules on programs with 
state ones.

With the election of Republican majorities in the 
House and Senate in 1994, a renewed effort was led by 
Congress to cut total government spending, roll back fed-
eral regulations, and shift important functions back to the 
states. The first key issue was welfare—that is, Aid to Fam-
ilies with dependent Children (AFdC). Since 1935, there 
had been a federal guarantee of cash assistance to states 
that offered support to low-income, unmarried mothers 
and their children. In 1996, President Bill Clinton signed 
a new federal welfare law that ended any federal guarantee 
of support and, subject to certain rules, turned the man-
agement of the program entirely over to the states, aided 
by federal block grants.

These and other Republican initiatives were part of 
a new effort called devolution, which aimed to pass on 
to the states many federal functions. It is an old idea, but 
one that actually acquired new vitality because Congress, 
rather than the president, was leading the effort. Mem-
bers of Congress traditionally liked voting for federal pro-
grams and categorical grants; that way they could take 
credit for what they were doing for particular constitu-
encies. Under its new conservative leadership, Congress, 
especially the House, was looking for ways to scale back 
the size of the national government. President Clinton 

seemed to agree when, 
in his 1996 State of 
the Union address, he 
proclaimed that the era 
of big national govern-
ment was over.

But was it over? No. By 2010, the federal govern-
ment was spending about $30,000 per year per house-
hold, which, adjusted for inflation, was its highest annual 
per-household spending level since World War II.38 
Federal revenues represented almost 30 percent of gross 
domestic product, close to the late 1970s annual average, 
and inflation-adjusted federal debt totals hit new highs. 
Adjusted for inflation, total spending by state and local 
governments has also increased rapidly in recent years as 
well, reaching about $3.26 trillion in 2014, with revenues 
of approximately $3.6 trillion.39

devolution did not become a revolution. AFdC 
was ended and replaced by a block grant program called 
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). 
But far larger federal–state programs, most notably 
 Medicaid, were not turned into block grant  programs. 
Moreover, both federal and state spending on most 
programs, including the block-granted programs, 
increased after 1996. Although by no means the only 
new or significant block grant, TANF now looked like 
the big exception that proved the rule. The devolution 
revolution was curtailed by public opinion. Today, as 
in 1996, most Americans favor “shifting responsibility 
to the states,” but not if that also means cuts in gov-
ernment programs that benefit most citizens (not just 
low-income  families), uncertainty about who is eligible 
to receive benefits, or new hassles associated with receiv-
ing them.

devolution seems to have resulted in more, not fewer, 
government rules and regulations. In response to the 
federal effort to devolve responsibility to state and local 
governments, states have not only enacted new rules and 
regulations of their own, but also prompted Washington 
to issue new rules and regulations on environmental pro-
tection and other matters.40 For example, several states 
and cities successfully sued the Environmental Protection 
Agency to force it to regulate carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases as pollutants.41

Still, where devolution did occur, it has had some sig-
nificant consequences. The devolution of welfare policy 
has been associated with dramatic decreases in welfare 
rolls. Scholars disagree about how much the reductions 
were due to the changes in law and how much they were 
caused by economic conditions and other factors. Sub-
stantial debate also exists over whether new benefits are 
adequate, or whether the jobs most recipients have gotten 

devolution The transfer of 
power from the national gov-
ernment to state and local 
governments.

IMAGE 3-7 Federal, state, and local law enforcement officials 
work together to investigate the bombing of the 2013 Boston 
Marathon.
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70 Chapter 3 Federalism

through welfare-to-work programs are adequate.42 But few 
now doubt that welfare devolution has made a measurable 
difference in how many people receive benefits and for 
how long (we discuss these debates more extensively in 
Chapter 17).

Subject to state discretion, scores of local govern-
ments are now designing and administering welfare pro-
grams (job placement, child care, and others) through 
for-profit firms and a wide variety of nonprofit organiza-
tions, including local religious congregations. In some big 
cities, more than a quarter of welfare-to-work programs 
have been administered through public–private partner-
ships that have included various local community-based 
organizations as grantees.43

Funding is perhaps the main challenge states face 
today when assuming more responsibility for public pro-
grams. Today, most states have budget shortfalls and face 
mounting debts for the foreseeable future. While this was 
due in part to the 2008 financial crisis, a longer-term factor 
was the role of public sector unions, especially members’ 
pensions.44 Many such pensions are severely underfunded 
and could pose serious limits to states’ future spending lev-
els unless changes are made.45 Consequently, several states 
(most notably Wisconsin) limited collective bargaining 
rights for public employees, though it remains to be seen 
how widely such proposals will spread or how states will 
manage these challenges more generally.

As states look to reduce costs, they need to consider 
which responsibilities are theirs to shoulder and which 
ones the federal government must bear. A 2011 study by 
the Government Accountability Office found extensive 
duplication of services both across federal government 
agencies and between the federal government and the 

states.46 Areas of overlap include economic development, 
food regulation, and counterterrorism. But identifying 
bureaucratic overlap is easier than eliminating it (as we 
will see in Chapter 15), and federal public officials typi-
cally have very different views than their state counterparts 
about what qualifies as “wasteful” spending. Consequently, 
how states will address their long-term debt, and the impli-
cations for further devolution in policymaking, remains to 
be seen. And, as noted in a 2013 study by the Congres-
sional Budget Office, intergovernmental programs involve 
administrative costs at multiple levels of government; any 
major cost-cutting efforts have to be coordinated between 
Washington and the states, and that never proves easy.47

Congress and Federalism
Just as it remains to be seen whether the Supreme Court 
will continue to revive the doctrine of state sovereignty, 
so it is not yet clear whether the devolution movement 
will regain momentum, stall, or be reversed. But whatever 
the movement’s fate, the United States will not become a 
wholly centralized nation. There remains more political 
and policy diversity in America than one is likely to find 
in any other large, industrialized nation. The reason is not 
only that state and local governments have retained certain 
constitutional protections but also that members of Con-
gress continue to think of themselves as the representatives 
of localities to Washington and not as the representatives of 
Washington to the localities. As we shall see in Chapter 13, 
American politics, even at the national level, remains local 
in its orientation.

But if this is true, why do these same members of 
Congress pass laws that create so many problems for—
and stimulate so many complaints from—mayors, gov-
ernors, and other state and local officials? Members of 
Congress represent different constituencies from the same 
localities. For example, one member of Congress from Los 
Angeles may think of the city as a collection of business-
people, homeowners, and taxpayers, whereas another may 
think of it as a group of African Americans, Hispanics, 
and nature lovers. If Washington wants to simply send 
money to Los Angeles, these two representatives could 
be expected to vote together. But if Washington wants 
to impose mandates or restrictions on the city, these rep-
resentatives might very well vote on opposite sides, each 
voting as his or her constituents would most likely prefer.

When somebody tries to speak “for” a city or state in 
Washington, that person has little claim to any real author-
ity. The mayor of Philadelphia may favor one program, the 
governor of Pennsylvania may favor another, and individ-
ual local and state officials—school superintendents, the 

IMAGE 3-8 The U.S. Border Patrol works with local ranch-
ers on the U.S.–Mexico border to address issues such as drug 
smuggling and illegal immigration.
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insurance commissioner, public health administrators—
may favor still others. In bidding for federal aid, those 
parts of the state or city that are best organized often do 
the best, and increasingly these groups are not the political 
parties but rather specialized occupational groups such as 
doctors or schoolteachers. If one is to ask, therefore, why 

a member of Congress does not listen to his or her state 
anymore, the answer is, “What do you mean by the state? 
Which official, which occupational group, which party 
leader speaks for the state?”

Finally, Americans differ in the extent to which we 
prefer federal as opposed to local decisions. When people 

Marijuana Legalization: Entrepreneurial, 
Not Majoritarian, Politics

In 1996, California citizens passed Proposition 215, a bal-
lot measure permitting the “compassionate use” of mari-
juana for medicinal purposes. Since then, other states have 
allowed various forms of legalized marijuana. Eight states—
Colorado, Washington, Oregon, Alaska, California, Nevada, 
Maine, and Massachusetts—and the District of Columbia 
have legalized recreational marijuana, and another 20 have 
legalized some form of medicinal marijuana (and others 
have decriminalized the possession of small amounts of 
marijuana). Despite these steps, marijuana remains illegal 
under the federal Controlled Substances Act of 1970, set-
ting up a conflict between state and federal authorities.

On the surface, marijuana legalization seems to be an 
example of majoritarian politics—the costs and the ben-
efits are both widely distributed. By this logic, the debate 
should be over which side has the most compelling argu-
ment. For example, over time, support for marijuana legal-
ization has grown considerably, from less than 20 percent 
in 1970 to nearly 60 percent today—with 69 percent of 
millennials supporting legalization. Much of this growth in 
support likely comes from recognition that many of the 
fears of legalization opponents have not come to pass 
where medicinal and/or recreational marijuana has been 
legalized, thereby suggesting that legalization proponents 
have the stronger argument.

But this shift in popular support has not translated into 
broader action for marijuana legalization in many states 
or at the federal level. Why? It is because powerful inter-
ests oppose legalization, and hence this issue is better 
categorized as entrepreneurial politics. Police departments 
receive millions of dollars annually to fight the war on drugs, 
and some of that money would likely evaporate if mari-
juana were legalized. Prison guards—and private prison 
companies—also have a vested interest in ensuring that 
drug users are imprisoned. Furthermore, the federal gov-
ernment itself can act to complicate state-level legalization 
by, for example, forcing banks to not accept money from 
legalized marijuana (the federal government could charge 

banks under federal drug-trafficking laws), imposing stiff 
federal taxes on marijuana dispensaries, or enforcing fed-
eral laws (the Supreme Court ruled that federal authorities 
could enforce federal laws banning marijuana even where 
states have legalized it). These are significant hurdles for 
legalization supporters to overcome.

As is typically the case for entrepreneurial politics, sup-
porters need to find an entrepreneur to help them over-
come these hurdles, and finding one nationally has been 
difficult. Some liberal and libertarian politicians may well be 
sympathetic to the cause, but they have chosen to invest 
their energies on other issues they see as more pressing, 
such as bank regulation or criminal justice reform. The 
other path to broader passage would be for the issue to 
be more salient, but while the issue has majority support, 
it is a very low priority for most voters, suggesting that this 
is not likely to become a particularly salient issue absent 
some significant shift.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
THE BOX
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Sources: Abigail Geiger, “Support for Marijuana Legalization 
Continues to Rise,” Pew Research Center Fact Tank: News 
in Numbers, 12 October 2016; Kendell Benson, “Money, Not 
Morals, Drives Marijuana Prohibition Movement, OpenSe-
crets Blog, 5 August 2014; German Lopez, “How Marijuana 
Legalization Became a Majority Movement,” Vox, 1 October 
2014; “The Trouble with Marijuana Legalization: Banks,” 
Governing, 5 January 2015; Jack Healy, “Legal Marijuana 
Faces Another Federal Hurdle: Taxes,” New York Times, 9 
May 2015.
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To: Secretary of Education Lucy Sadie
From: White House Special Assistant Talya Ili
Subject: National curricular standards for elementary and secondary schools

There has been a large debate in recent years about whether states should adopt the Common Core 
Educational Standards. The Common Core standards seek to set uniform national benchmarks for 
student achievement in every grade level in English/language arts and mathematics. The goal is to 
help students be prepared for college and the workforce in the 21st century.

The president is making a push for national standards, and the major arguments for and against this 
proposal follow. Will you present the initiative and address states’ concerns at the National Governors 
Association meeting next week?

To Consider:
The president seeks a national curriculum for all kindergarten through grade 12 
schoolchildren. Supporters argue that such standards will prepare students for the 
jobs of the 21st century, but opponents argue that federally mandated standards will 
do more harm than good.

Arguments against:
1. States are better able to determine educa-

tional standards that will prepare their diverse 
populations for the workforce than the federal 
government.

2. Imposing a national curriculum will stifle state 
and local creativity in education and will be so 
basic that it will make little difference in col-
lege preparation.

3. The national government has a history of 
imposing educational mandates on states 
with insufficient funding, and governors are 
skeptical of receiving sufficient funding to 
successfully implement a national curriculum 
for students with varying needs.

Arguments for:
1. American jobs in the 21st century will require 

advanced skills in literacy, mathematics, and 
information technology that all schools must 
teach.

2. Variations in state curriculum standards leave 
students ill-prepared for high-paying jobs and 
for college.

3. If the national government does not invest 
in creating a uniform school curriculum now, 
then increased funding will be needed for 
remedial instruction later.
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Your decision:  Support bill  Oppose bill

What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

72 Chapter 3 Federalism

Should States Adopt the Common Core 
National Education Standards?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?
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are asked which level of government gives them the most 
for their money, relatively poor citizens are likely to 
mention the federal government first, whereas relatively 
well-to-do citizens are more likely to mention local gov-
ernment. If we add to income other measures of social 
diversity—race, religion, and region—there emerge even 
sharper differences of opinion about which level of govern-
ment works best. It is this social diversity—and the fact 
that it is represented not only by state and local leaders 
but also by members of Congress—that keeps federalism 
alive and makes it so important. Americans simply do not 
agree on enough things, or even on which level of govern-
ment ought to decide on those things, to make possible a 
unitary system.

IMAGE 3-9 A marijuana dispensary in Colorado. While legal in 
some states, marijuana remains illegal under federal law.
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

3-1 Discuss the historical origins of federal-
ism, and explain how it has evolved over 
time.

The Framers of the Constitution created a fed-
eral system of government for the United States 
because they wanted to balance the power of the 
central government with states that would exer-
cise independent influence over most areas of 
people’s lives, outside of national concerns such 
as defense, coining money, and so forth. Since 
the Founding, the balance of power between the 
national government and the states has shifted 
over time. Overall, the federal government’s power 
and responsibilities have increased, particularly 
with the expansion of programs in the 20th and 
21st centuries. Still, states exercise broad latitude 
in implementing policies, and they frequently pro-
vide models for the federal government to con-
sider in creating national policies.

3-2 Summarize the pros and cons of federal-
ism in the United States.

Debates over federalism come down to debates 
over equality versus participation. Federalism 
means that citizens living in different parts of 
the country will be treated differently, not only in 
spending programs, such as welfare, but also in 
legal systems that assign in different places differ-
ent penalties to similar offenses or that differentially 
enforce civil rights laws. But federalism also means 
that more opportunities exist for participation in 

making decisions—in influencing what is taught 
in schools and in deciding where highways and 
government projects are to be built. Indeed, dif-
ferences in public policy—that is, unequal treat-
ment—are in large part the result of participation in 
decision making. It is difficult, perhaps impossible, 
to have more of one of these values without having 
less of the other.

3-3 Describe how funding underlies federal–
state interactions and how this relation-
ship has changed over time. 

Funding is perhaps the key link between fed-
eral and state governments: In fiscal year 2014, 
the federal government provided approximately 
$577 billion in grants to state and local govern-
ments. Many of these grants fund programs 
designed in Washington but implemented at the 
state level. Such programs can be contentious 
because of the mandates and requirements 
imposed by the federal government on the 
states.

3-4 Discuss whether the devolution of pro-
grams to the states beginning in the 
1980s really constitutes a revolution in 
federal–state relations.

Devolution was not a revolution, but it did gener-
ate important changes in programs like welfare. 
More generally, it continued the shift toward fed-
eral programs administered by states.

Summary 73
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T O  L E A R N  M O R E

State news: www.stateline.org

Council of State Governments: www.csg.org

National Governors Association: www.nga.org

Supreme Court decisions: www.findlaw.com/ 
casecode/supreme.html

Beer, Samuel H. To Make a Nation: The Rediscovery 
of American Federalism. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1993. The definitive study of the 
philosophical bases of American federalism.

Conlan, Timothy. From New Federalism to Devolution. 
Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 1998.  
A masterful overview of the politics of federalism from 
Richard Nixon to Bill Clinton.

Daniel, Ronald, Donald F. Kettl, and Howard 
Kureuther, eds. On Risk and Disaster: Lessons from 
Hurricane Katrina. Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl-
vania Press, 2006. Several experts evaluate the gov-
ernment response.

Derthick, Martha N. Keeping the Compound Republic. 
Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 2001. A mas-
terful analysis of trends in American federalism from 
the Founding to the present.

Diamond, Martin. “The Federalist’s View of Federal-
ism.” In Essays in Federalism, edited by George C. S. 
Benson, 21–64. Claremont, Calif.: Institute for Stud-
ies in Federalism of Claremont Men’s College, 1961. 
A profound analysis of what the Founders meant by 
federalism.

Grodzins, Morton. The American System. Chicago: 
Rand McNally, 1966. Argues that American federalism 
has always involved extensive sharing of functions 
between national and state governments.

Melnick, R. Shep. Between the Lines: Interpreting Wel-
fare Rights. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 1994. 
An examination of how trends in statutory interpretation 
have affected broader policy developments, including 
the expansion of the agenda of national government, the 
persistence of divided government, and the resurgence 
and decentralization of Congress.

Riker, William H. Federalism: Origin, Operation, Signifi-
cance. Boston: Little, Brown, 1964. A classic expla-
nation and critical analysis of federalism here and 
abroad.

Teske, Paul. Regulation in the States. Washington, DC: 
Brookings Institution, 2004. States have responded to 
devolution by adding new regulations of their own.
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American Political Culture
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

4-1  Explain the concept of political culture and its key components 

in the United States.

4-2  Discuss how the political culture of the United States differs from 

that in other countries. 

4-3 Identify the key sources of political culture in the United States.

4-4  Evaluate how conflicts in American political culture affect  public 

confidence in government and tolerance of different political 

views.
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76 Chapter 4 American Political Culture

4-1 Political Culture
Constitutional differences tend to be fairly obvious and 
easy to summarize. The United States and France each have 
a written constitution, whereas the United Kingdom does 
not. The United States separates powers between three 
equal branches of its national government. By contrast, 
the United Kingdom has a parliamentary system in which 
the legislature chooses a prime minister from within its 
own ranks. And France has a semi-presidential or quasi-
parliamentary system divided into three branches: the 
president selects a prime minister from the majority party 
in the lower house of the parliament, and the prime min-
ister exercises most executive powers.

Demographic differences are also straightforward. 
America is a large land with close to 330 million citizens. 
The dominant language is English, but millions of people 
also speak Spanish. About one-sixth of its population is 
Hispanic. More than 80 percent of its adults identify them-
selves as Christians, but they are divided between Catholics 
(about a quarter) and more than a dozen different Prot-
estant denominations. By comparison, France and the 
United Kingdom are each home to about 60  million people 
and have small but growing immigrant and foreign-born 
subpopulations. Most French (more than 80 percent) are 
Catholic; most British belong to the Church of England 
(Anglican, the official state religion) or the Church of Scot-
land. But in neither country do many people go to church.

The differences among these three democracies go 
much deeper. Each country has a different  political 
 culture—a patterned and sustained way of thinking 
about how political and economic life ought to be car-
ried out. Most Americans, British, and French think that 
democracy is good, favor majority rule, and believe in 
respecting minority rights. And few in each nation would 
say that a leader who loses office in an election has any 
right to retake office by force. Even so, their political cul-
tures differ. Cross-national surveys consistently find that 
Americans are far more likely than the French or British 
to believe that everybody should be equal politically, but 
far less likely to think it important that everybody should 
be equal economically. For example, in one large survey in 
the early post–Cold War era, the French and British were 
more than twice as likely as Americans to agree that “it is 
government’s responsibility to take care of the very poor,” 
and less than a third as likely as Americans to agree that 
“government should not guarantee every citizen food and 
basic shelter.”2 

In 1835, a French politi-
cal official, Alexis de 
Tocqueville, visited the 
United States to conduct 
research on its prison 

systems. Based on two years of travel across the 
country, de Tocqueville wrote a two-volume study 
titled Democracy in America that continues to be one 
of the defining texts of American political culture. De 
Tocqueville argued that democracy endured in the 
United States because of geography, laws, and “the 
manners and customs of the people.”1 He concluded 
that the attitude of Americans about the merits of 
democracy was fundamental to its success here.

THEN 

In the 21st century, several 
issues divide Americans: 

reducing the rapidly growing national debt, combat-
ing terrorism, providing health care, determining the 
appropriate scope of responsibility and power for the 
federal government, and so forth. But the political par-
ties and interest groups (both of which we will discuss 
later in this textbook) that disagree about these issues 
share a common belief in preserving the principles of 
American constitutionalism—liberty, equality of oppor-
tunity, and so on—even if they differ over how to put 
those principles into practice. The Tea Party move-
ment that has developed in recent years, for example, 
derives its name from a historic event in American poli-
tics, and its adherents say they seek to return Ameri-
can democracy to its founding principles. People in 
the United States today may have very different views 
of what democracy means for policymaking, but they 
continue to display the same veneration for democracy 
that de Tocqueville identified more than 175 years ago.

The United States, the United Kingdom, and France are 
all western nations with well-established representative 
democracies. Millions of people in each country (maybe 
including you) have been tourists in one or both of the 
other two countries. Ask any American who has spent time 
in either country what it is like and you will probably hear 
generalizations about the “culture”—“friendly” or “cold,” 
“very different” or “surprisingly like home,” and so on.

But “culture” also counts when it comes to politics and 
government. Politically speaking, at least three major dif-
ferences exist among and between countries: constitutional, 
demographic, and cultural. Each difference is important, 
and the differences tend to feed each other. Arguably, how-
ever, the cultural differences are not only the most conse-
quential but also often the trickiest to analyze. As we will 
see, that holds true not only for cross-national differences 

NOW 

political culture A  patterned 
and sustained way of  thinking 
about how political and 
economic life ought to be 
carried out.

between America and other countries but also when it 
comes to deciphering political divides within America 
itself. And the differences usually endure over time.
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4-1 Political Culture 77

When it comes to ensuring political equality or equal-
ity before the law, Americans are more committed from an 
early age. For instance, a classic study compared how chil-
dren aged 10 to 14 in the United States, Great Britain, and 
France responded to a series of questions about democracy 
and the law. They were asked to imagine the following:

One day the President (substitute the Queen in 
 England, President of the Republic in France) was 
 driving his car to a meeting. Because he was late, 
he was driving very fast. The police stopped the 
car. Finish the story.3

The children from each country ended the story 
quite differently. French children declared that the presi-
dent would not be reprimanded. British children said the 
queen  would not be punished. But American children 
were most likely to say that the president would be fined 
or ticketed, just like any other person should be.

Cross-national differences wrought by political cul-
ture seem to be even sharper between the United States 
and such countries as Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and the 
Philippines. Why do these countries, whose constitu-
tions are very much like the American one, have so much 
trouble with corruption, military takeovers, and the rise 
of demagogues? Each of these nations has had periods 

of democratic rule, but only for a short period of time, 
despite having an elected president, a separately elected 
congress, and an independent judiciary.

Some have argued that democracy took root in the 
United States but not in other countries that copied its 
constitution because America offered more abundant land 
and greater opportunities for people. No feudal aristoc-
racy occupied the land, taxes remained low, and when one 
place after another filled up, people kept pushing west 
to find new opportunities. America became a nation of 
small, independent farmers with relatively few landless 
peasants or indentured servants.

However, as Alexis de Tocqueville, the perceptive 
French observer of American politics, noted in the 1830s, 
much of South America contains fertile land and rich 
resources, but democracy has not flourished there. The 
constitution and the physical advantages of the land can-
not by themselves explain the persistence of any nation’s 
democratic institutions. Nor can they account for the 
fact that American democracy survived a Civil War and 
thrived as wave after wave of immigrants became citizens 
and made the democracy more demographically diverse. 
What can begin to account for such differences are the 
customs of the people—what de Tocqueville called their 
“moral and intellectual characteristics,”4 and what social 
scientists today call political culture.

Japan, like the United States, is a democracy. But while 
America is an immigrant nation that has often favored 
open immigration policies, Japan remains a Japanese 
nation in which immigration policies are highly restric-
tive and foreign-born citizens are few. America, like Saudi 
Arabia, is a country in which most people profess religious 
beliefs, and many people identify themselves as orthodox 
believers. But America’s Christian majority favors religious 
pluralism and church–state separation, whereas Saudi 
Arabia’s Muslim majority supports laws that maintain 
Islam as the state religion. In Germany, courts have held 
that non-Christian religious symbols and dress, but not 
Christian ones, may be banned from schools and other 
public places. In France, the government forbids wearing 
any religious garb in schools. In the United States, such 
rulings or restrictions would be unthinkable.

The Political System
The American view of the political system contains at 
least five important elements:

•	 Liberty: Americans are preoccupied with their rights. 
They believe they should be free to do pretty much as 
they please, with some exceptions, as long as they don’t 
hurt other people.

•	 Equality: Americans believe everybody should have an 
equal vote and an equal chance to participate and succeed.

IMAGE 4-1 Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–1859) was a 
young French aristocrat who came to the United States 
to study the American prison system. He wrote the bril-
liant Democracy in America (2 volumes, 1835–1840), a 
profound analysis of our political culture.
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78 Chapter 4 American Political Culture

•	 Democracy: Americans think government officials 
should be accountable to the people.

•	 Civic duty: Americans generally feel people ought to 
take community affairs seriously and help out when 
they can.5

•	 Individual responsibility: A characteristically Ameri-
can view is that, barring some disability, individuals are 
responsible for their own actions and well-being.

By vast majorities, Americans believe that every citi-
zen should have an equal chance to influence government 
policy and to hold public office, and they oppose the idea 
of letting people have titles such as “Lord” or “Duke,” as 
in England. By somewhat smaller majorities, they believe 
people should be allowed to vote even if they can’t read or 
write or vote intelligently.6 Though Americans recognize 
that people differ in their abilities, they overwhelmingly 
agree with the statement, “Teaching children that all peo-
ple are really equal recognizes that all people are equally 
worthy and deserve equal treatment.”7

At least three questions can be raised about this politi-
cal culture. First, how do we know that the American peo-
ple share these beliefs? For most of our history there were 
no public opinion polls, and even after they became com-
monplace, they were rather crude tools for measuring the 
existence and meaning of complex, abstract ideas. There is 
in fact no way to prove that values such as those listed above 
are important to Americans. But neither is there good rea-
son for dismissing the list out of hand. One can infer, as 
have many scholars, the existence of certain values by a close 
study of the kinds of books Americans read, the speeches 
they hear, the slogans to which they respond, and the politi-
cal choices they make, as well as by noting the observations 
of insightful foreign visitors. Personality tests, as well as 

opinion polls—particularly those asking similar questions 
in different countries—also supply useful evidence, some of 
which will be reviewed in the following paragraphs.

Second, if these values are important to Americans, 
how can we explain the existence in our society of behav-
ior that is obviously inconsistent with them? For example, 
if white Americans believe in equality of opportunity, 
why did so many of them for so long deny that equality 
to African Americans? That people act contrary to their 
professed beliefs is an everyday fact of life: People believe 
in honesty, yet they steal from their employers and some-
times under-report their taxable income. In addition to 
values, self-interest and social circumstances also shape 
behavior. Gunnar Myrdal, a Swedish observer of Ameri-
can society, described race relations in this country as “an 
American dilemma” resulting from the conflict between 
the “American creed” (a belief in equality of opportunity) 
and American behavior (denying African Americans full 
citizenship).8 But the creed remains important because it 
is a source of change: as more and more people become 
aware of the inconsistency between their values and their 
behavior, that behavior slowly changes.9

Race relations in this country would take a very dif-
ferent course if instead of an abstract but widespread belief 
in equality there were an equally widespread belief that 
one race is inherently inferior to another. The late political 
scientist Samuel P. Huntington put it this way: “Critics say 
that America is a lie because its reality falls so far short of 
its ideals. America is not a lie, it is a disappointment. And 
it can be a disappointment only because it is also a hope.”10

Third, if Americans agree on certain political values, 
why has there been so much political conflict in our history? 
How could a people who agree on such fundamentals fight 
a bloody civil war, engage in violent labor–management 
disputes, take to the streets in riots and demonstrations, 
and sue each other in countless court battles? Conflict, 
even violent struggles, can occur over specific policies 
even among those who share, at some level of abstraction, 
common beliefs. Many political values may be irrelevant 
to specific controversies: No abstract value, for example, 
would settle the question of whether steelworkers ought 
to organize unions. More important, much of our conflict 
has occurred precisely because we have strong beliefs that 
happen, as each of us interprets them, to be in conflict. 
 Equality of opportunity seems an attractive idea, but some-
times it can be pursued only by curtailing another value 
that most people hold dear: personal liberty. The states 
went to war in 1861 over one aspect of that  conflict—the 
rights of slaves versus the rights of slave-owners.

Indeed, the Civil War illustrates the way certain fun-
damental beliefs about how a democratic regime ought 
to be organized have persisted despite bitter conflict over 
the policies adopted by particular governments. When the 

IMAGE 4-2 Despite differences in ethnic backgrounds, ideo-
logical views, religious beliefs, and more, Americans histori-
cally have demonstrated strong popular support for a shared 
political culture. All schoolchildren, for example, are taught to 
say the Pledge of Allegiance.
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southern states seceded from the Union, they formed not 
a wholly different government but one modeled, despite 
some important differences, on the U.S. Constitution. Even 
some of the language of the Constitution was duplicated, 
suggesting that the southern states believed not that a new 
form of government or a different political culture ought to 
be created, but rather that the South was the true repository 
of the existing constitutional and cultural order.11

Perhaps the most frequently encountered evidence that 
Americans believe themselves bound by common values and 
common hopes is the persistence of the word Americanism 
in our political vocabulary. From the 19th century onward, 
Americanism and the American dream have been familiar 
terms not only in Fourth of July speeches but also in everyday 
discourse. For many years, the House of Representatives had 
a committee called the House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee. Hardly any example of such a way of thinking can 
be found abroad: There is no “Britishism” or “Frenchism,” 
and when Britons and French people become worried about 
subversion, they call it a problem of internal security, not a 
manifestation of “un-British” or “un-French” activities.

We have ended slavery, endorsed civil rights, and 
expanded the scope of free discussion, but these gains have not 
ended political conflict. We argue about abortion, morality, 
religion, immigration, and affirmative action. Some people 
believe that core moral principles are absolute, whereas oth-
ers feel they are relative to the situation. Some people believe 
all immigrants should become like every other  American, 
whereas others argue that we should, in the name of diversity 
and multiculturalism, celebrate group differences.

The 2016 presidential campaign illustrated these divi-
sions in the sharply contrasting candidacies of Hillary 
Clinton and Donald Trump. Upon taking office after his 
surprise election victory, President Trump moved quickly 
to enact several of his campaign promises by executive 
order, such as temporarily halting immigration from cer-
tain countries, though these actions soon faced scrutiny in 
the courts. How the vast ideological differences between 
the president’s political supporters and opponents will 
affect American political culture—or whether his election 
signifies a change in that culture—is still to be determined.

Much depends on how we define a good citizen. Some 
people define a good citizen as a person who votes, pays 
his or her taxes, obeys the law, and supports the military; 
others describe a good citizen as skeptical of government 
and ready to join protest movements and boycott prod-
ucts he or she does not like. These competing opinions 
reflect differences in age and education. Older people are 
more likely to take the first view, whereas younger people 
who are college educated are more likely to take the sec-
ond.12 But these conflicts, though they affect every Ameri-
can, should not obscure the underlying level of agreement 
or the reality of a widely shared political culture.

The Economic System
Americans judge the economic system using many of 
the same standards by which they judge the political sys-
tem, albeit with some very important differences. As it 
is in American politics, liberty is important in the U.S. 
economy. Thus Americans support the idea of a free-
enterprise economic system, calling the nation’s econ-
omy “generally fair and efficient” and denying that it 
“survives by keeping the poor down.”13 However, there 
are limits to how much freedom they think should exist 
in the marketplace. People support government regu-
lation of business in order to keep some firms from 
becoming too powerful and to correct specific abuses.14

Americans are more willing to tolerate economic 
inequality than political inequality. They believe in main-
taining “equality of opportunity” in the economy but not 
“equality of results.” If everyone has an equal opportunity 
to get ahead, then it is all right for people with more ability 
to earn higher salaries and for wages to be set based on how 
hard people work rather than on their economic needs. 
Hardly anyone is upset by the fact that Bill Gates, Warren 
Buffett, and Donald Trump are rich men. Although Amer-
icans are quite willing to support education and training 
programs to help disadvantaged people get ahead, they are 
strongly opposed to anything that looks like preferential 
treatment (e.g., hiring quotas) in the workplace.15

The leaders of very liberal political groups, such as civil 
rights and feminist organizations, are more willing than the 
average American to support preferential treatment in the 
hiring and promotion of minorities and women. They do 
so because, unlike most citizens, they believe that whatever 
disadvantages minorities and women face are the result 

IMAGE 4-3 In the 1950s Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wis-
consin was the inspiration for the word McCarthyism after his 
highly publicized attacks on alleged communists working in the 
federal government.
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of failures of the economic system rather than the fault 
of individuals. Even so, these leaders strongly support the 
idea that earnings should be based on ability and oppose 
the idea of having any top limit on what people can earn.16

This popular commitment to economic individualism 
and personal responsibility may help explain how Ameri-
cans think about particular public policies, such as welfare 
and civil rights. Polls show that Americans are willing to 
help people “truly in need” (this includes older adults and 
the disabled) but not those deemed “able to take care of 
themselves” (this includes, in the public’s mind, people “on 
welfare”). Also, Americans dislike preferential hiring pro-
grams and the use of quotas to deal with racial inequality.

At the core of these policy attitudes is a widely (but 
not universally) shared commitment to economic individ-
ualism and personal responsibility. Some scholars, among 
them Donald Kinder and David Sears, interpret these 
individualistic values as “symbolic racism”—a kind of 
plausible camouflage for anti-black attitudes.17 But other 

scholars, such as Paul M. Sniderman and Michael Gray 
Hagen, argue that these views are not a smokescreen for 
bigotry or insensitivity but a genuine commitment to the 
ethic of self-reliance.18 Since many Americans fall on both 
sides of this issue, debates about welfare and civil rights 
tend to be especially intense. What is striking about the 
American political culture is that in this country the indi-
vidualist view of social policy is by far the most popular.19

Views about specific economic policies change. Ameri-
cans are now much more inclined than they once were to 
believe that the government should help the needy and reg-
ulate business. But the commitment to certain underlying 
principles has been remarkably enduring. In 1924, almost 
half of the high school students in Muncie, Indiana, said 
that “it is entirely the fault of the man himself if he cannot 
succeed” and disagreed with the view that differences in 
wealth showed that the system was unjust. More than half 
a century later, the students in this same high school were 
asked the same questions again, with the same results.20

Hispanics are the largest and fastest-growing minority 
group in America. The nation’s 54 million Hispanics rep-
resent about 17 percent of the total U.S. population. They 
comprise more than a third of the population in several 
states, including California, New Mexico, and Texas. By 
2050, about one in four U.S. residents will be Hispanic.

Some analysts have asserted that Hispanic immigrants 
to the United States, the vast majority of whom come from 
Mexico, will remain strangers to American political culture. 
But all the evidence suggests that, if anything, Hispanic 
immigrants over time are far more likely to embrace and 
emulate, rather than to reject or refashion, American politi-
cal culture.

To assist immigrants in their transition, the federal gov-
ernment began in the late 1960s to promote bilingual edu-
cation, or teaching children in their native language as well 
as in English. Proponents of bilingual education make a 
case for majoritarian politics: Everyone supports the edu-
cation system through taxes (primarily state and local), and 
everyone benefits from bilingual schooling in the long run 
because it helps immigrants to succeed professionally and 
advance American productivity.

Critics of bilingual education programs, however, say 
they benefit only the groups who participate, and that even 
those benefits are questionable, if people do not learn 
En glish quickly. In 1998, California voters approved Propo-
sition 227, which removed bilingual education from most 

public schools in the state. Nearly two decades later, though, 
voters overturned the law with Proposition 58, which ended 
English-only instruction, in 2016. Nationally, the 2002 No 
Child Left Behind law encouraged English instruction and 
testing over time. The future of bilingual education in the 
United States will depend largely on whether the programs 
are viewed as having a narrow or broad public interest.
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4-2  How We Compare: 
Comparing America 
with Other Nations

Americans’ attitudes toward politics and public life differ 
from those of people in European democracies in some 
important ways. In Figure 4.1, we see that more than 
70 percent of Americans think working hard is impor-
tant to get ahead in life, compared with 49 percent of 
Germans and 25 percent of French. A majority of people 
in Germany, Italy, and Poland think success in life is 
determined by forces outside an individual’s control; 
Americans disagree. Americans also think religion is very 
important in their lives, but fewer people in the United 
Kingdom, Germany, and Spain say the same. Follow-
ing are some examples from politics, the economy, and 
religion that further illustrate different attitudes among 
Americans versus people in other democracies.

The Political System
Sweden has a well-developed democratic government, 
with a constitution, free speech, an elected legislature, 
competing political parties, and a reasonably honest 

and nonpartisan bureaucracy. But the Swedish politi-
cal culture is significantly different from ours; it is more 
deferential than participatory. Though almost all adult 
Swedes vote in national elections, few participate in 
politics in any other way. They defer to the decisions of 
experts and specialists who work for the government, 
rarely challenge governmental decisions in court, believe 
leaders and legislators ought to decide issues on the basis 
of “what is best” more than on “what the people want,” 
and value equality as much as (or more than) liberty.21 
Whereas Americans are contentious, Swedes value 
harmony; while Americans tend to assert their rights, 
Swedes tend to observe their obligations.

The contrast in political cultures is even greater when 
one looks at a nation such as Japan, with a wholly dif-
ferent history and set of traditions. One study compared 
the values expressed by a small number of upper-status 
Japanese with those of some similarly situated Ameri-
cans. Whereas the Americans emphasized the virtues of 
individualism, competition, and equality in their politi-
cal, economic, and social relations, the Japanese attached 
greater value to maintaining good relations with col-
leagues, having decisions made by groups, preserving 
social harmony, and displaying respect for hierarchy. The 
Americans were more concerned than the Japanese with 

 FIGURE 4.1  Attitudes in the United States and Other Democracies
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rules and with treating 
others fairly but imperson-
ally, with due regard for 
their rights. The Japanese, 
on the other hand, stressed 
the importance of being 
sensitive to the personal 
needs of others, avoiding 

conflict, and reaching decisions through discussion rather 
than the application of rules.22

A classic study of political culture in five nations found 
that Americans, and to a lesser degree citizens of the United 
Kingdom, had a stronger sense of civic duty (a belief that 
one has an obligation to participate in civic and political 
affairs) and a stronger sense of civic  competence (a belief 
that one can affect government policies) than the citi-
zens of Germany, Italy, and Mexico. More than half of all 
Americans and one-third of all Britons in the early 1960s 
believed the average citizen ought to “be active in one’s 
community,” compared with only a tenth in Italy and a 
fifth in Germany.

Moreover, many more Americans and Britons than 
Germans, Italians, or Mexicans believed they could “do 
something” about an unjust national law or local regula-
tion.23 Some thirty years later, a study of citizen participa-
tion in politics found that while America lagged behind 
Austria, the Netherlands, Germany, and the United King-
dom in voter participation, when it came to campaign-
ing, attending political meetings, becoming active in the 
local community, and contacting government officials, 

Americans were as active—or substantially more active—
than citizens elsewhere.24

More recently, a 2014 study of democratic attitudes 
in countries in the Western Hemisphere found that the 
United States ranked highest among some two dozen 
nations for political tolerance, defined as “the respect by 
citizens for the political rights of others, especially those 
with whom they may disagree.”25 But at the same time, 
Americans today are somewhat skeptical of the ability of 
the federal government to solve problems. In that same 
study, the United States ranked fifteenth—below Nicara-
gua, Chile, and Mexico—in thinking that the U.S. polit-
ical system was legitimate or had strong citizen support.26 

A 2016 survey of American political culture found that 
more than 60 percent of people had little to no confidence 
that the federal government will solve problems or tell the 
truth, and believed that public officials are more interested 
in winning elections than in pursuing the common good. 
Furthermore, nearly three-quarters of those surveyed viewed 
the wealthiest Americans as benefiting from a system that is 
structured in their favor and said that political correctness 
had become a problem in keeping people from expressing 
their views.27 Whether these views indicate a fundamental 
shift in American political culture remains to be seen.

The Economic System
In American political culture, equality for most people 
refers to equality of opportunity. But not all democracies 
define equality this way. For example, the political culture 

civic duty A belief that one 
has an obligation to participate 
in civic and political affairs.

civic competence A belief 
that one can affect government 
policies.
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of Sweden is not only more deferential than ours but also 
more inclined to favor equality of results over equality 
of opportunity. Sidney Verba and Gary Orren compared 
the views of Swedish and American trade union and 
political party leaders on a variety of economic issues. 
In both countries, the leaders were chosen from either 
blue-collar unions or the major liberal political party (the 
Democrats in the United States, the Social Democrats in 
Sweden).

The results are quite striking. By margins of four or 
five to one, the Swedish leaders were more likely than 
their American counterparts to believe in giving workers 
equal pay. Moreover, by margins of at least three to one, 
the Swedes were more likely than the Americans to favor 
putting a top limit on incomes.28

Just what these differences in beliefs mean in terms of 
dollars and cents was revealed by the answers to another 
question. Each group was asked what should be the ratio 
between the income of an executive and that of a menial 
worker (a dishwasher in Sweden, an elevator operator in the 
United States). The Swedish leaders said the ratio should be 
a little over two to one. That is, if the dishwasher earned $200 
a week, the executive should earn no more than $440 to  
$480 a week. But the American leaders were ready to let 
the executive earn between $2,260 and $3,040 per week 
when the elevator operator was earning $200.

Americans, compared with people in many other 
countries, are more likely to think that freedom is more 
important than equality and less likely to think that hard 
work goes unrewarded or that the government should 
guarantee citizens a basic standard of living. These cultural 
differences make a difference in politics. In fact, there 
is less income inequality in Sweden than in the United 
States—the Swedish government sees to that.

The Civic Role of Religion
In the 1830s, de Tocqueville was amazed at how religious 
Americans were in comparison to his fellow Europeans. 
From the first days of the new Republic to the present, 
America has been among the most religious countries in 
the world. The average American is more likely than the 
average European to believe in God, to pray on a daily 
basis, and to acknowledge clear standards of right and 
wrong.29

Religious people donate more than three times as 
much money to charity as secular people, even when the 
incomes of the two groups are the same, and they volun-
teer their time twice as often. And this is true whether reli-
gious people go to a church, mosque, synagogue, temple, 
or other place of organized worship regularly. Moreover, 
religious people are more likely to give money and donate 

time to nonreligious organizations, such as the Red Cross, 
than secular people.30 It is clear that religion in America 
has a large effect on our culture.

Religion also affects our politics. The religious revival-
ist movement of the late 1730s and early 1740s (known as 
the First Great Awakening) transformed the political life 
of the American colonies. Religious ideas fueled the break 
with England, a country that had, in the words of the 
Declaration of Independence, violated “the laws of nature 
and nature’s God.” Religious leaders were central to the 
struggle over slavery in the 19th century and the temper-
ance movement of the early 20th century.

Both liberals and conservatives have used the pulpit 
to promote political change. The civil rights movement 
of the 1950s and 1960s was led mainly by black religious 
leaders, most prominently Martin Luther King, Jr. In 
the 1980s, a conservative religious group known as the 
Moral Majority advocated constitutional amendments 
that would allow prayer in public schools and ban abor-
tion. In the 1990s, another conservative religious group, 
the Christian Coalition, attracted an enormous amount of 
media attention and became a prominent force in many 
national, state, and local elections.

Candidates for national office in most contemporary 
democracies mention religion rarely, if they mention it 
at all. Not so in America. During the 2000 pres idential 
campaign, for example, both Democratic candidate Al 
Gore and Republican candidate George W. Bush gave 
major speeches extolling the virtues of religion and 
advocating the right of religious organizations that 
deliver social services to receive government funding on 
the same basis as all other nonprofit organizations. Pres-
ident Barack Obama opted to keep the White House 
“faith-based” office that Bush had established, expanded 
the office to cabinet centers at every federal cabinet 

IMAGE 4-4 Members of the House in the 115th Congress take 
the oath of office following an opening prayer.
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department, and made frequent references to religion 
in public addresses. Soon after taking office, President 
 Donald Trump signed an executive order permitting 
tax-exempt religious organizations to participate in 
some political activity, though the change from existing 
policy was limited.

The general American feeling about religion became 
apparent when a federal appeals court in 2002 tried to ban 
the Pledge of Allegiance because it contained the phrase 
“under God.” There was an overwhelming and bipartisan 
condemnation of the ruling. To a degree that would be 
almost unthinkable in many other democracies, religious 
beliefs will probably continue to shape political culture 
in America for many generations to come. The Supreme 

Court, by deciding that the man who brought the case 
was not entitled to do so, left the Pledge intact without 
deciding whether it was constitutional.

Finally, although the number has declined in the past 
decade, just over three-fourths of Americans declare a 
religious affiliation. Two-thirds of Americans born before 
the end of World War II say religion is very important in 
their lives, as do more than half of people born between 
1946 and 1980. But the number drops below 50 percent 
for people born in the 1980s, and just under 40 percent of 
people born in the early to mid-1990s say religion is very 
important to them (see Figure 4.3). How this shift in reli-
gious affiliation will affect our political culture in the years 
to come remains to be seen.

 FIGURE 4.3  Americans’ Beliefs About Religion
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4-3  Sources of Political 
Culture

That Americans bring a distinctive way of thinking 
to their political life is easier to demonstrate than to 
explain. But even a brief, and necessarily superficial, 
effort to understand the sources of our political culture 
can help make its significance clearer.

The American Revolution, as we discussed in  Chapter 2, 
was essentially a war fought over liberty: an assertion by 
the colonists of what they took to be their rights. Though 
the Constitution, produced 11 years after the Revolution, 
had to deal with other issues as well, its animating spirit 
reflected the effort to reconcile personal liberty with the 
needs of social control. These founding experiences, and 
the political disputes that followed, have given to Ameri-
can political thought and culture a preoccupation with 
the assertion and maintenance of rights. This tradition has 
imbued the daily conduct of U.S. politics with a kind of 
adversarial spirit quite foreign to the political life of coun-
tries that did not undergo a libertarian revolution or that 
were formed out of an interest in other goals, such as social 
equality, national independence, or ethnic supremacy.

The adversarial spirit of the American political culture 
reflects not only our preoccupation with rights but also our 
long-standing distrust of authority and of people wielding 
power. The colonies’ experiences with British rule were 
one source of that distrust. But another, older source was 
the religious belief of many Americans, which saw human 
nature as fundamentally depraved. To the colonists, all 
of humankind suffered from original sin, symbolized by 
Adam and Eve eating the forbidden fruit in the Garden 
of Eden. Since no one was born innocent, no one could 
be trusted with power. Thus, the Constitution had to be 

designed in such a way as to curb the darker side of human 
nature. Otherwise, everyone’s rights would be in jeopardy.

The contentiousness of a people animated by a suspi-
cion of government and devoted to individualism could 
easily have made democratic politics so tumultuous as to be 
impossible. After all, one must be willing to trust others with 
power if there is to be any kind of democratic government, 
and sometimes those others will be people not of one’s own 
choosing. The first great test case took place around 1800 in  
a battle between the Federalists, led by John Adams and 
Alexander Hamilton, and the Democratic Republicans, led 
by Thomas Jefferson and James Madison. The two factions 
deeply distrusted each other: the Federalists had passed 
laws designed to suppress Jeffersonian journalists, Jefferson 
suspected the Federalists were out to subvert the Constitu-
tion, and the Federalists believed Jefferson intended to sell 
out the country to France. But as we shall see in Chapter 9, 
the threat of civil war never materialized, and the Jefferso-
nians came to power peacefully. Within a few years, the role 
of an opposition party became legitimate, and people aban-
doned the idea of making serious efforts to suppress their 
opponents. By happy circumstance, people came to accept 
that liberty and orderly political change could coexist.

The Constitution, by creating a federal system and 
dividing political authority among competing institu-
tions, provided ample opportunity for widespread—
though hardly universal—participation in politics. 
The election of Jefferson in 1800 produced no political 
catastrophe, and those who had predicted one were, to a 
degree, discredited. But other, more fundamental features 
of American life contributed to the same end. One of the 
most important of these was religious diversity.

The absence of an established or official religion for 
the nation as a whole, reinforced by a constitutional 

“A Religious People”

Justice William O. Douglas was the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
longest-serving member, beginning his term in 1939 and 
ending it in 1975. When Douglas died in 1980, he was 
widely remembered as the Court’s most consistently lib-
eral voice, a major force in legalizing abortion rights, and 
a proponent of the “wall-of-separation” doctrine regarding 
church–state relations (see Chapter 5). In Zorach v. Clau-
son (1952), however, Douglas held that a New York City 
policy permitting public school students to be released 
during the school day to receive religious instruction off 

school grounds was not only constitutional but consistent 
with Americans’ best “traditions” as “a religious people”:

We are a religious people whose institutions pre-
suppose a Supreme Being. We guarantee the free-
dom to worship.  .  .  . We make room for a wide 
variety of beliefs. . . . When the state encourages 
religious instruction or cooperates with religious 
authorities, it follows the best of our traditions.

Source: Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306 (1952).

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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86 Chapter 4 American Political Culture

prohibition of such an 
establishment and by 
the migration to this 
country of people with 
different religious back-
grounds, meant that 
religious diversity was 
inevitable. Since there 
could be no orthodox 
or official religion, it 

became difficult for a corresponding political orthodoxy 
to emerge. Moreover, the conflict between the Puritan tra-
dition, with its emphasis on faith and hard work, and the 
Catholic Church, with its devotion to the sacraments and 
priestly authority, provided a recurrent source of cleavage 
in American public life. The differences in values between 
these two groups showed up not only in their religious 
practices but also in areas involving the regulation of man-
ners and morals, and even in people’s choice of political 
party. For more than a century, candidates for state and 
national offices were deeply divided over whether the sale 
of liquor should be prohibited, a question that ultimately 
arose out of competing religious doctrines.

Even though there was no established church, there 
was certainly a dominant religious tradition—Protestant-
ism, and especially Puritanism. The Protestant churches 
provided people with both a set of beliefs and an organi-
zational experience that had profound effects on Ameri-
can political culture. Those beliefs encouraged, or even 
required, a life of personal achievement as well as religious 
conviction: a believer had an obligation to work, save 
money, obey the secular law, and do good works. Max 
Weber explained the rise of capitalism in part by what he 
called the Protestant ethic—what we now sometimes call 
the work ethic.31 Such values had political consequences, 
as people holding them were motivated to engage in civic 
and communal action.

Churches offered ready opportunities for develop-
ing and practicing civic and political skills. Since most 
Protestant churches were organized along congregational 
lines—that is, the church was controlled by its members, 
who put up the building, hired the preacher, and super-
vised the finances—they were, in effect, miniature politi-
cal systems with leaders and committees, conflict and 
consensus. Developing a participatory political culture 
was undoubtedly made easier by the existence of a partici-
patory religious culture. Even some Catholic churches in 
early America were under a degree of lay control. Parish-
ioners owned the church property, negotiated with priests, 
and conducted church business.

All aspects of culture, including the political, are pre-
served and transmitted to new generations primarily by 

the family. Though some believe that the weakening of the 
family unit has eroded the extent to which it transmits 
anything, particularly culture, and has enlarged the power 
of other sources of values—the mass media and the world 
of friends, fashion, leisure, and entertainment—there is 
still little doubt that the ways in which we think about the 
world are largely acquired within the family. In  Chapter 7, 
we shall see that the family is the primary source of one 
kind of political attitude: identification with one or 
another political party. Even more important, the family 
shapes in subtle ways how we think and act on political 
matters. Psychologist Erik Erikson noted certain traits 
that are more characteristic of American than of European 
families—the greater freedom enjoyed by children, for 
example, and the larger measure of equality among family 
members. These familial characteristics promote a belief, 
carried through life, that every person has rights deserving 
protection and that a variety of interests have a legitimate 
claim to consideration when decisions are made.32

The combined effect of religious and ethnic diversity, 
an individualistic philosophy, fragmented political author-
ity, and the relatively egalitarian American family can be 
seen in the absence of a high degree of class-consciousness 
among Americans. Class-consciousness means thinking 
of oneself as a worker whose interests are in opposition 
to those of management, or vice versa. In this country, 
most people, whatever their jobs, think of themselves as 
“middle class.”

Though the writings of Horatio Alger are no longer 
popular, Americans still seem to believe in the message of 
those stories—that the opportunity for success is available 
to people who work hard. This may help explain why the 
United States is the only large industrial democracy with-
out a significant socialist party and why the nation has 
been slow to adopt certain welfare programs.

4-4 The Culture War
Almost all Americans share some elements of a com-
mon political culture. Why, then, is there so much 
cultural conflict in American politics? For many years, 
the most explosive political issues have included abor-
tion, gay rights, drug use, school prayer, and pornog-
raphy. Viewed from a Marxist perspective, politics in 
the United States is utterly baffling: instead of two eco-
nomic classes engaged in a bitter struggle over wealth, 
we have two cultural classes locked in a war over values.

As first formulated by sociologist James Davison 
Hunter, the idea is that there are, broadly defined, two 
cultural classes in the United States: the orthodox and the 
progressive. On the orthodox side are people who believe 
that morality is as important as, or more important than, 

class-consciousness 
A belief that one is a member 
of an economic group whose 
interests are opposed to people 
in other such groups.

orthodox A belief that  morality 
and religion ought to be of 
 decisive importance.
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4-4 The Culture War 87

self-expression and that moral rules derive from the com-
mands of God or the laws of nature—commands and 
laws that are relatively clear, unchanging, and indepen-
dent of individual preferences. On the progressive side 
are people who think that personal freedom is as impor-
tant as, or more important than, certain traditional moral 
rules and that those rules must be evaluated in light of 
the circumstances of modern life—circumstances that are 
quite complex, changeable, and dependent on individual 
preferences.33

Most conspicuous among the orthodox are funda-
mentalist Protestants and evangelical Christians, and so 
critics who dislike orthodox views often dismiss them 
as the fanatical expressions of “the Religious Right.” But 
many people who hold orthodox views are not fanatical or 
deeply religious or right-wing on most issues: they simply 
have strong views about drugs, pornography, and sexual 
morality. Similarly, the progressive side often includes 
members of liberal Protestant denominations (e.g., Epis-
copalians and Unitarians) and people with no strong reli-
gious beliefs, and so their critics often denounce them as 
immoral, anti-Christian radicals who have embraced the 
ideology of secular humanism, the belief that moral stan-
dards do not require religious justification. But few pro-
gressives are immoral or anti-Christian, and most do not 
regard secular humanism as their defining ideology.

Groups supporting and opposing the right to abor-
tion have had many angry confrontations in recent years. 
The latter have been arrested while attempting to block 
access to abortion clinics; some clinics have been fire-
bombed and at least seven physicians have been killed. 
A controversy over what schoolchildren should be taught 
about sexual orientation was responsible, in part, for the 
firing of the head of the New York City school system; 
in other states, there have been fierce arguments in state 
legislatures and before the courts over whether gay and 
lesbian couples should be allowed to marry or adopt chil-
dren. Although most Americans want to keep heroin, 
cocaine, and other drugs illegal, a significant number 
of people want to legalize (or at least decriminalize) use 
of certain substances (such as marijuana). The Supreme 
Court has ruled that there cannot be state-sponsored 
prayer in public schools, but this has not stopped many 
parents and school authorities from trying to reinstate 
school prayer, or at least prayer-like moments of silence. 
The discovery that a federal agency, the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, had given money to support exhibi-
tions and performances that many people thought were 
obscene led to a furious congressional struggle over the 
future of the agency.

The culture war differs from other political disputes 
(over such matters as taxes, business regulations, and 

foreign policy) in sev-
eral ways: money is not 
always at stake, com-
promises are almost 
impossible to arrange, 
and the conflict is more 
profound. It is animated by deep differences in people’s 
beliefs about private and public morality—that is, about 
the standards that ought to govern individual behavior 
and social arrangements. It is about what kind of country 
we ought to live in, not just about what kinds of policies 
our government ought to adopt.

Two opposing views exist about the importance of the 
culture war. One view, developed by Morris Fiorina and 
others, holds that politically, the culture war is a myth. 
While political leaders are polarized, most Americans 
occupy a middle position. Journalists write about the split 
between “blue states” (those that vote Democratic) and 
“red states” (those that vote Republican), but in fact pop-
ular views on many policy issues are similar across both 
kinds of states.34

The rival view, developed by Alan Abramowitz and 
others, holds that more and more people are choosing 
their party affiliations on the basis of the party’s posi-
tion on moral issues. Moreover, a growing percentage of 
the public is politically engaged; that is, they do more to 
express their political views than simply vote.35 Choos-
ing between these two theories (which are discussed more 
fully in Chapter 7) will take time, as we watch what hap-
pens in future elections.

Mistrust of Government
One aspect of public opinion worries many people. 
Since the late 1950s there has been a more or less steady 
decline in the proportion of Americans who say they 
trust the government in Washington to do the right 
thing. In the past, polls showed that about three- quarters 
of Americans said they trusted Washington most of the 
time or just about always. The percentage of people who 
say they trust the government has on occasion gone up 
(e.g., during the first term of the Reagan presidency, and 
again just after the 9/11 terrorist attacks), but by and 
large trust has been waning since at least the mid-1960s. 
In the past decade, trust in government has dropped 
below 30 percent (see Figure 4.4).

In interpreting this data, we should remember that 
people often are talking about government officials, not 
the system of government. Americans historically have 
been much more supportive of the country and its insti-
tutions than Europeans are of theirs. Even so, the decline 
in public confidence in our officials is striking and of 

progressive A belief that 
personal freedom and solv-
ing social problems are more 
important than religion.
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88 Chapter 4 American Political Culture

concern. There are all sorts of explanations for why it has 
happened.

In the 1960s, there was our unpopular war in Viet-
nam; in the 1970s, President Richard Nixon had to resign 
because of his involvement in the Watergate scandal; in the 
1990s, President Bill Clinton went through scandals that 
led to his impeachment by the House of Representatives 
(but he was not convicted of that charge by the Senate). 
Beginning in 2003, President George W. Bush presided 
over a divisive war in Iraq. President Barack Obama faced 

great difficulty in winning  bipartisan support for his 
policies, and in Obama’s last year in office,  Washington 
had become so polarized that the  Republican-led  Senate 
refused to consider the president’s Supreme Court 
nomination.

But there is another way of looking at the matter. 
Maybe in the 1950s we had an abnormally high level 
of confidence in government, one that could never be 
expected to last no matter what any president did. After 
all, when President Dwight Eisenhower took office in 

IMAGE 4-5 Demonstrators from 
the Occupy Wall Street move-
ment protested income inequality 
for several weeks in New York 
City in the fall of 2011, before 
New York City police cleared their 
camp area in lower Manhattan.Bl
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 FIGURE 4.4  Trust in the Federal Government, 1958–2015
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4-4 The Culture War 89

1952, we had won a war against fascism, overcome the 
Depression of the 1930s, possessed a near monopoly of 
the atom bomb, had a currency that was the envy of the 
world, and dominated international trade. Moreover, in 
those days not much was expected out of Washington. 
Hardly anybody thought there should be important fed-
eral laws about civil rights, crime, illegal drugs, the envi-
ronment, the role of women, highway safety, or almost 
anything else now on the national agenda. Since nobody 
expected much, nobody was upset that they didn’t get 
much.

The 1960s and 1970s changed all of that. Domes-
tic turmoil, urban riots, a civil rights revolution, the war 
in Vietnam, economic inflation, and a new concern for 
the environment dramatically increased what we expected 
Washington to do. And since these problems are very dif-
ficult ones to solve, many people became convinced that 
our politicians couldn’t do much.36

Those events also pushed the feelings Americans had 
about their country—that is, their patriotism—into the 
background. We liked the country, but there weren’t many 
occasions when expressing that approval seemed to make 
much sense. But on September 11, 2001, when terror-
ists crashed hijacked airliners into the World Trade Center 
in New York City and the Pentagon in Washington, all 
of that changed. There was an extraordinary outburst of 
patriotic fervor; flags were displayed everywhere, fire and 
police heroes were widely celebrated, and there was strong 
national support for our going to war in Afghanistan to 

find the key terrorist, Osama bin Laden, and destroy the 
tyrannical Taliban regime that he supported. By November 
of that year, about half of all Americans of both political 
parties said they trusted Washington officials to do what 
is right most of the time, the highest level in many years.

Those who had hoped or predicted that this new level 
of support would last, not ebb and flow, have been dis-
appointed. In October 2001, more than half of Ameri-
cans surveyed said they trusted the federal government to 
do what is right always or most of the time. But by the 
summer of 2002, only 40 percent expressed such trust 
in the federal government. In the fall of 2006, the frac-
tion that said they trusted the federal government to do 
what is right always or most of the time had fallen below 
30 percent, and as of April 2017, the figure had dropped 
to 20 percent (with an all-time low of 15 percent in the 
fall of 2011).37

Less than 20 percent of all Americans have a lot of 
confidence in Congress, but it—and the rest of the gov-
ernment—should not feel lonely. With few exceptions, 
Americans have lost confidence in many institutions. As 
Figure 4.5 shows, newspapers, public schools, television 
news, and labor unions have all suffered a big drop in 
public confidence during the past three decades. Only the 
military has gained support (73 percent of us say we have 
“a great deal” or “a lot” of confidence in it). This support 
may have implications for politics. One recent study of 
people who endorsed President Trump’s candidacy found 
that they showed authoritarian characteristics, that  is, 

 FIGURE 4.5  Confidence in American Institutions
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90 Chapter 4 American Political Culture

support for and obedi-
ence to strong leaders, as 
well as aggressive responses 

to perceived threats from outsiders.38 But another study 
finds that Trump supporters are populist, not authoritar-
ian, with strong nationalist sentiments and opposition to 
elites.39

Because Americans are less likely than they once were 
to hold their leaders in high esteem, to have confidence 
in government policies, and to believe the system will be 
responsive to popular wishes, some observers like to say 
that Americans today are more “alienated” from politics. 
Perhaps this is true, but careful studies of the subject have 
not yet been able, for example, to demonstrate any rela-
tionship between overall levels of public trust in govern-
ment or confidence in leaders, on the one hand, and the 
rates at which people come out to vote, on the other. There 
is, however, some evidence that the less voters trust politi-
cal institutions and leaders, the more likely they are to 
support candidates from the nonincumbent major party 
(in two-candidate races) and third-party candidates.40

Civil Society
Distrust of governmental and other institutions makes 
more important the role of civil society, the collection 
of private, voluntary groups that—independent of the 
government and the commercial market—make human 
cooperation easier and provide ways of holding the gov-
ernment accountable for its actions.

The individualism of the American political culture 
makes civil society especially important. As we shall see 
in Chapter 11, Americans are more likely than people in 
other democracies to join voluntary groups. These orga-
nizations teach people how to cooperate, develop com-
munity service skills, and increase social capital. This last 
phrase refers to the connections people have with each 
other through friendship, personal contact, and group 
efforts.

Several scholars, such as Robert Putnam, argue that 
the more social capital a community has, the greater the 
level of trust among its members. And the more trust that 
exists, the easier it is to achieve common goals such as 
improving a neighborhood, combating intolerance, and 
producing useful projects outside of government. Put-
nam worries that our social capital may be decreasing 
because people are less and less likely to join voluntary 
associations. In Putnam’s famous phrase, we once bowled 
in leagues; now we bowl alone. We once joined the PTA, 
the NAACP, and the Veterans of Foreign Wars; now we 
stay home and watch television or spend time on our 
computers.41

There are three qualifications to this argument. First, 
Americans still join more groups than people in most 
other democracies. Second, young Americans today are 
more likely to say volunteering is an important civic duty 
than this group was some 30 years ago.42 Third, in eth-
nically and racially diverse communities, we “hunker 
down”—that is, we don’t trust our neighbors, contrib-
ute to charities, cooperate with others, or join voluntary 
groups.43 Just where we most need social capital, we do 
not have as much as we would like.

Furthermore, in the post-9/11 world, young people 
in the United States have demonstrated increased interest 
in public affairs and civic engagement. But this height-
ened involvement seems to be most pronounced for 
people with high incomes; Putnam describes this division 
as “a growing civic and social gap in the United States 
between upper-middle-class young white people and their 
less affluent counterparts.”44 In his 2015 book Our Kids: 
The American Dream in Crisis, Putnam examines how 
children in economically well-off families are far more 
likely to experience social capital in their homes, schools, 
and activities than children whose families face severe eco-
nomic difficulties.45 Without social capital, economic and 
social mobility become daunting, not realistic, goals. A 
major societal challenge for the 9/11 generation will be to 
expand opportunities for making the American dream a 
reality and keeping public confidence in American politi-
cal culture.

Political Tolerance
Democratic politics depends crucially on citizens’ rea-
sonable tolerance of the opinions and actions of oth-
ers. If unpopular speakers were always shouted down, 
if government efforts to censor newspapers were usu-
ally met with popular support or even public indiffer-
ence, if peaceful demonstrations were regularly broken 

civil society Voluntary action 
that makes cooperation easier.

IMAGE 4-6 Many communities in the United States offer English 
language lessons, tutoring, and other services for immigrants.
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4-4 The Culture War 91

up by hostile mobs, if the losing candidates in an elec-
tion refused to allow their victorious opponents to take 
office, then the essential elements of a democratic politi-
cal culture would be missing, and democracy would fail. 
Democracy does not require perfect tolerance; if it did, 
the passions of human nature would make democracy 
forever impossible. But at a minimum, citizens must 
have a political culture that allows the discussion of 
ideas and the selection of rulers in an atmosphere rea-
sonably free of oppression.

Public opinion surveys show that the overwhelming 
majority of Americans agree with concepts such as free-
dom of speech, majority rule, and the right to circulate 
petitions—at least in the abstract. But when we get down 
to concrete cases, a good many Americans are not very 
tolerant of groups they dislike. Suppose you must decide 
which groups will be in a community public auditorium. 
Which of these groups would you say should be permitted 
to hold a meeting?

1. A religious group hosting a revival meeting
2. A parent organization that opposes mandatory 

 annual testing in schools
3. Concerned citizens protesting the building of a 

cellphone tower near their homes
4. A women’s rights organization campaigning for 

stronger legislation to punish sexual harassment in 
the workplace

5. A civil rights group that advocates for transgender 
rights

6. Atheists preaching against God
7. Students organizing a sit-in to protest school dress 

codes

One person’s civic intolerance can be another person’s 
heartfelt display of civic concern. Some Americans believe 
that serious civic problems are rooted in a breakdown 
of moral values.46 Correctly or not, some citizens worry 
that the nation is becoming too tolerant of behaviors that 
harm society, and they favor defending common moral 
standards over protecting individual rights.

Nonetheless, this majority tolerance for many causes 
should not blind us to the fact that most of us have some 
group or cause from which we are willing to withhold 
political liberties—even though we endorse those liberties 
in the abstract.

If most people dislike one or another group strongly 
enough to deny it certain political rights that we usually 
take for granted, how is it that such groups (and such 
rights) survive? The answer, in part, is that most of us 
don’t act on our beliefs. We rarely take the trouble—or 
have the chance—to block another person from making 
a speech or teaching school. Some scholars have argued 

that among people who are in a position to deny other 
people rights—officeholders and political activists, for 
 example—the level of political tolerance is somewhat 
greater than among the public at large, but that claim has 
been strongly disputed.47

But another reason may be just as important. Most of 
us are ready to deny some group its rights, but we usually 
can’t agree on which group that should be. Sometimes we 
can agree, and then the disliked group may be in for real 
trouble. There have been times (1919–1920, and again in 
the early 1950s) when socialists and communists were dis-
liked by most people in the United States. On each occasion 
the government took strong actions against them. Today, 
fewer people agree that these left-wing groups are a major 
domestic threat, and so their rights are now more secure.

Finally, the courts are sufficiently insulated from pub-
lic opinion that they can act against majority sentiments 
and enforce constitutional protections (see Chapter 16). 
Most of us are not willing to give all rights to all groups, 
but most of us are not judges.

These facts should be a sober reminder that political 
liberty cannot be taken for granted. Men and women are 
not, it would seem, born with an inclination to live and 
let live, at least politically, and many—possibly most—
never acquire that inclination. Liberty must be learned 
and protected. Happily, the United States, during much 
of its recent history, has not been consumed by revulsion 
for any one group, at least not revulsion strong enough to 
place the group’s rights in jeopardy.

Nor should any part of society pretend that it is always 
more tolerant than another. In the 1950s, for example, 
ultraconservatives outside the universities were attacking 
the rights of professors to say and teach certain things. In 
the 1960s and 1970s, ultraliberal students and professors 
inside the universities were attacking the rights of other 
students and professors to say certain things.

The American system of government is supported by 
a political culture that fosters a sense of civic duty, takes 
pride in the nation’s constitutional arrangements, and pro-
vides support for the exercise of essential civil liberties. In 
recent decades, mistrust of government officials (though 
not of the system itself ) has increased, and confidence in 
their responsiveness to popular feelings has declined.

Although Americans value liberty in both the politi-
cal system and the economy, they believe equality is 
important in the political realm. In economic affairs, they 
wish to see equality of opportunity but accept inequality 
of results.

Not only is our culture generally supportive of 
democratic rule, it also has certain distinctive features 
that make our way of governing different from what one 
finds in other democracies. Americans are preoccupied 
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To: Jae Lulu, White House Chief of Staff
From: Ella Sophia, Secretary of Education
Subject: Civics education in schools

The decline in political knowledge that Americans have about our governmental system is alarming. 
We need to work in partnership with Congress and the states to promote civic education in secondary 
schools. In her upcoming State of the Union message, the president needs to make a case for high 
school civics education and endorse the creation of a bipartisan task force to develop guidelines for 
such classes.

Your decision:  Support  Oppose
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What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision. 

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

Will You Support the Creation of Required 
Civics Courses for all U.S. High Schools?

To Consider:
A recent survey shows that only 24 percent of twelfth graders scored proficient or 
higher in civics, a statistic that does not bode well for an informed and engaged U.S. 
citizenry.

Arguments for:
1. A recent survey finds that only about 6 in 

10 Americans can name the vice president, 
and more than half believe incorrectly that 
the Supreme Court prohibits public school 
classes that compare world religions.

2. Schools have a responsibility to teach stu-
dents the principles of American constitution-
alism, such as federalism and separation of 
church and state.

3. If the federal government does not take the 
initiative in promoting civics education, then 
states will develop their own standards, which 
will weaken understanding of our shared polit-
ical principles.

Arguments against:
1. Civics education needs to be incorporated 

into existing courses, not taught separately, 
so students understand how public activ-
ity affects their education, career paths, and 
lives.

2. Individuals need to take responsibility for 
understanding the political system in which 
they live.

3. Based on their individual historical experi-
ences, states are better prepared than the 
federal government to determine how the 
underlying principles of American politics 
should be taught in their classrooms.
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with their rights, and this fact, combined with a politi-
cal system that (as we shall see) encourages the vigorous 
exercise of rights and claims, gives to our political life 
an adversarial style. Unlike Swedes or Japanese, we do 
not generally reach political decisions by consensus, and 
we often do not defer to the authority of administra-
tive agencies. American politics, more than that of many 
other nations, is shot through at every stage with pro-
tracted conflict.

But as we shall learn in the next chapter, that con-
flict is not easily described as, for example, always pitting 
liberals against conservatives. Not only do we have a lot 
of conflict, it is often messy conflict, a kind of political 
Tower of Babel. Foreign observers sometimes ask how we 
stand the confusion. The answer, of course, is that we have 
been doing it for more than 200 years. Maybe our Consti-
tution is two centuries old, not in spite of this confusion, 
but because of it. We shall see.

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

4-1 Explain the concept of political culture 
and its key components in the United 
States.

Political culture refers to long-standing patterns 
in how people view government, politics, and 
the economy. Key components of American 
political culture include liberty, equality (of oppor-
tunity), democracy, civic duty, and individual 
responsibility.

4-2 Discuss how the political culture of the 
United States differs from that in other 
countries.

The question of whether the United States is 
“exceptional” among democracies sparks much 
debate among social scientists and historians. 
While characteristics of American exceptionalism 
are difficult to identify and measure, surveys dis-
cussed in this chapter do show that Americans 
view government, politics, religion, and econom-
ics differently than citizens of other advanced 
industrialized democracies.

American political culture has imbued 
people with more tolerance and a greater 
respect for orderly procedures and personal 
rights than can be found in nations with 

constitutions like ours. Americans are willing 
to let  whoever wins an election govern without 
putting up a fuss, and the U.S. military does not 
intervene.

4-3 Identify the key sources of political 
 culture in the United States.

People learn the concepts of political culture 
from their families, schools, organizations 
(including religious groups), and interactions with 
the government—federal, state, and local.

4-4 Evaluate how conflicts in American 
 political culture affect public confidence 
in government and tolerance of different 
political views.

Compared to the 1950s, we are much less likely 
to think the government does the right thing or 
cares about what we think. But when we look at 
our system of government—the Constitution and 
our political culture—we are very pleased with it. 
Americans are much more patriotic than people 
in many other democracies. And we display a 
great deal of support for churches in large mea-
sure because we are more religious than most 
Europeans.

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

Polling organizations that frequently measure 
aspects of political culture:

www.ropercenter.cornell.edu

www.gallup.com

U.S. Census Bureau: www.census.gov

Almond, Gabriel, and Sidney Verba. The Civic Culture. 
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1963. 
Classic study of the political cultures of five nations—
the United States, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and 
 Mexico—as they were in 1959.
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Hartz Louis. The Liberal Tradition in America. New 
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1955. A stimulat-
ing interpretation of American political thought since 
the Founding, emphasizing the notion of a liberal 
consensus.

Lipset, Seymour Martin. The First New Nation. Rev. 
ed. New York: Norton, 1979. How the origins of 
American society gave rise to the partially competing 
values of equality and achievement, and the ways in 
which these values shape political institutions.

McClosky, Herbert, and John Zaller. The American 
Ethos: Public Attitudes toward Capitalism and 
Democracy. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1984. Study of the ways in which Americans 
evaluate political and economic arrangements.

Nivola, Pietro S., and David W. Brady, eds. Red and 
Blue Nation? Characteristics and Causes of America’s 
Polarized Politics. Washington, DC: Brookings 
Institution, 2006. Compares the arguments of those 
who do and do not believe that a culture war exists.

Putnam, Robert D. Bowling Alone: The Collapse and 
Revival of American Community. New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 2000. An important argument that American 
political culture has been harmed by the decline 
in membership in organizations that bring people 
together for communal activities.

Putnam, Robert D., and David E. Campbell. American 
Grace: How Religion Unites and Divides Us. New 
York: Simon & Schuster, 2010. State-of-the-art study 
of Americans’ religious identities and how they matter 
to civic life.

Tocqueville, Alexis de. Democracy in America, edited 
by Phillip Bradley. 2 vols. New York: Knopf, 1951. 
First published in 1835–1840, this was and remains 
the greatest single interpretation of American political 
culture.

Wilson, James Q., and Peter Schuck, eds. 
Understanding America: Anatomy of an Exceptional 
Nation. New York: Public Affairs, 2008. Topical essays 
on American political culture by leading experts.
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Civil Liberties
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

5-1  Discuss why the courts are so important in defining civil liberties, 

for both the national government and the states.

5-2  Describe which forms of expression are not protected by the 

Constitution, and why.

5-3 Explain how the Constitution protects religious freedom.

5-4  Evaluate how, in the 21st century, the Constitution protects civil 

liberties for people accused of a crime or designated as “enemy 

combatants.”

5-5 Summarize the evolution of civil liberties in the United States.
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96 Chapter 5 Civil Liberties

In 1803, President Thomas 
Jefferson wrote to the 
governor of Pennsylvania 
complaining about the 
“licentiousness” of news-
papers and urging him and 

other state leaders to bring about “a few prosecutions 
of the most prominent offenders.” This would, Jef-
ferson said, have a “wholesome effect in restoring the 
integrity of the presses.”1

THEN Civil liberties Rights—
chiefly, rights to be free of 
government interference—
accorded to an individual by 
the Constitution: free speech, 
free press, and so on.

Today, such a recommenda-
tion likely would spark much 

public criticism. Prosecuting publishers who had 
attacked the government would strike many people as 
outrageous.

There are two key differences between then and now. 
First, as you will see later in this chapter, the Supreme 
Court decided in 1833 that the Bill of Rights restricted 
only the federal government. The only limits on state 
governments with regard to free speech, a free press, and 
religious freedom were those found in state constitutions. 
This law changed after the ratification of the Fourteenth 
Amendment in 1868 and was (slowly) interpreted by the 
Supreme Court to mean that the states must also honor 
freedom for speech, publications, and churches.

The second change occurred in the minds of the 
American people. Gradually, but especially in the 20th 
century, they acquired a libertarian view of personal free-
dom. According to this perspective, the government at 
every level ought to leave people alone with respect to 
what they say, write, read, or worship.

If you think that civil liberties are an issue only for 
people who make inflammatory speeches, think again. 
Imagine, for a moment, that you are a high school stu-
dent. Dogs trained to sniff out drugs go down your high 
school corridors and detect marijuana in some lockers. The 
school authorities open and search your locker without 
permission or a court order. You are expelled from school 
without any hearing. Have your liberties been violated?

Angry at what you consider unfair treatment, you decide 
to wear a cloth American flag sewn to the seat of your pants, 
and your fellow students decide to wear black armbands to 
class to protest how you were treated. The police arrest you 
for wearing a flag on your seat, and the school punishes your 
classmates for wearing armbands contrary to school regula-
tions. Have your liberties, or theirs, been violated?

You file suit in federal court to find out. We cannot 
be certain how the court would decide the issues in this 
particular case, but in similar cases in the past the courts 

NOW 

have held that school authorities can use dogs to detect 
drugs in schools and that these officials can conduct a 
“reasonable” search of you and your effects if they have 
a “reasonable suspicion” that you are violating a school 
rule. But they cannot punish your classmates for wearing 
black armbands, they cannot expel you without a hearing, 
and the state cannot make it illegal to treat the flag “con-
temptuously” (by sewing it to the seat of your pants, for 
example). In 2007, however, the Supreme Court allowed 
a school principal to punish a student for displaying a flag 
saying “Bong Hits 4 Jesus” that the official felt endorsed 
drug use during a school-supervised event. So a student’s 
free-speech rights (and a school’s authority to enforce 
discipline) now lie somewhere between disgracing a flag 
(okay) and encouraging drug use (not okay).2

Your claim that these actions violated your constitu-
tional rights would have astonished the Framers of the 
Constitution. They thought they had written a document 
that stated what the federal government could do, not one 
that specified what state governments (such as school sys-
tems) could not do. And they thought they had created a 
national government of such limited powers that it was 
not even necessary to add a list—a bill of rights—stating 
what that government was forbidden from doing. It would 
be enough, for example, that the Constitution did not 
authorize the federal government to censor newspapers; an 
amendment prohibiting censorship would be superfluous.

The people who gathered in the state ratifying conven-
tions weren’t so optimistic. They suspected—rightly, as it 
turned out—that the federal government might well try to 
do things it was not authorized to do, and so they insisted 
that the Bill of Rights be added to the Constitution. But 
even they never imagined that the Bill of Rights would 
affect what state governments could do. Each state would 
decide that for itself, in its own constitution. And if by 
chance the Bill of Rights did apply to the states, surely its 
guarantees of free speech and freedom from unreasonable 
search and seizure would apply to big issues—the freedom 
to attack the government in a newspaper editorial, for 
example, or to keep the police from breaking down the 
door of your home without a warrant. The courts would 
not be deciding who could wear what kinds of armbands or 
under what circumstances a school could expel a student.

Civil liberties are the rights—chiefly, rights to be free 
of government interference—accorded to an individual 
by the Constitution: free exercise of religion, free speech, 
and so on. Civil rights, to be discussed in the next chapter, 
usually refer to protecting certain groups from discrimi-
nation based on characteristics such as their sex, sexual 
orientation, race, or ethnicity.

In practice, however, there is no clear line between 
civil liberties and civil rights. For example, is the right to 
an abortion a civil liberty or a civil right? In this chapter, 
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5-1 The Courts and  Conflicts over Civil Liberties 97

5-1  The Courts and  Conflicts 
over Civil Liberties

We often think of “civil liberties” as a set of principles that 
protect the freedoms of all of us all of the time. That is 
true—up to a point. But in fact, the Constitution and the 
Bill of Rights contain a list of competing rights and duties. 
Clashes over civil liberties often end up in the courts.

Rights in Conflict
Political struggles over civil liberties follow much the 
same pattern as interest group politics involving eco-
nomic issues, even though the claims in question are 
made by individuals. Indeed, formal, organized inter-
est groups are concerned with civil liberties. The Fra-
ternal Order of the Police complains about restrictions 
on police powers, whereas the American Civil Liberties 
Union defends and seeks to expand those restrictions. 
Catholics have pressed for public support of parochial 
schools; Protestants and Jews have argued against it. 
Sometimes the opposing groups are entirely private; 
sometimes one or both are government agencies.

Competition over civil liberties becomes obvious 
when one person asserts one constitutional right or duty 
and another person asserts a different one. For example:

•	 At the funeral of a Marine killed in Iraq, Fred Phelps 
and others from a church picketed it with signs saying 
“Thank God for Dead Soldiers” and other outrageous 
remarks. (The opening photo for this chapter shows such 
picketers outside the Supreme Court.) The Marine’s 
father sued the church, saying the picketers caused him 
suffering. Free speech versus extreme emotional distress.

•	 The U.S. government has an obligation to “provide for 
the common defense” and, in pursuit of that duty, has 
claimed the right to keep secret certain military and dip-
lomatic information. The New York Times claimed the 
right to publish such secrets as the “Pentagon Papers” 
without censorship, citing the Constitution’s guarantee 
of freedom of the press. A duty and a right in conflict.

•	 Carl Jacob Kunz delivered inflammatory anti-Jewish 
speeches on the street corners of a Jewish neighborhood 
in New York City, suggesting, among other things, that 
Jews be “burned in incinerators.” The Jewish people 
living in that area were outraged. The New York City 
police commissioner revoked Kunz’s license to hold 
public meetings on the streets. When he continued to 
air his views on the public streets, Kunz was arrested for 

speaking without a permit. Freedom of speech versus 
the preservation of public order.

Even a disruptive high school student’s right not to 
be a victim of arbitrary or unjustifiable expulsion is in 
partial conflict with the school’s obligation to maintain 
an orderly environment in which learning can take place. 
To address these conflicts, courts must weigh which con-
stitutional protection merits higher protection, and those 
judgments may change over time. (When the Supreme 
Court decided the cases given earlier, Phelps, the New 
York Times, and Kunz all won.3)

War has usually been the crisis that has restricted the 
liberty of some minority. For example:

•	 The Sedition Act of 1798, declared that to write, utter, 
or publish “any false, scandalous, and malicious writ-
ing” with the intention of defaming the president, 
Congress, or the government, or of exciting against the 
government “the hatred of the people” was a crime. The 
occasion was a kind of half-war between the United 
States and France, stimulated by fear in this country of 
the violence following the French Revolution of 1789. 
The policy entrepreneurs were Federalist politicians 
who believed that Thomas Jefferson and his followers 
were supporters of the French Revolution and would, 
if they came to power, encourage here the kind of anar-
chy that seemed to be occurring in France.

•	 The Espionage and Sedition Acts of 1917–1918 made 
crimes of uttering false statements that would interfere 
with the American military; sending through the mail 
material “advocating or urging treason, insurrection, or 
forcible resistance to any law of the United States”; or 
uttering or writing any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, 
or abusive language intended to incite resistance to the 
United States or to curtail war production. The occa-
sion was World War I, and the impetus was the fear that 
Germans in this country were spies and also that radi-
cals were seeking to overthrow the government. Under 
these laws, more than 2,000 persons were prosecuted 
(about half were convicted), and thousands of aliens 
were rounded up and deported. The policy entrepre-
neur leading this massive crackdown (the so-called Red 
Scare) was Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer.

•	 The Smith Act was passed in 1940, the Internal Secu-
rity Act in 1950, and the Communist Control Act in 
1954. These laws made it illegal to advocate the over-
throw of the U.S. government by force or violence 
(Smith Act), required members of the Communist 
Party to register with the government (Internal Secu-
rity Act), and declared the Communist Party to be part 
of a conspiracy to overthrow the government (Com-
munist Control Act). The occasion was World War II 
and the Korean War, which, like earlier wars, inspired 

we take a look at free speech, free press, religious freedom, 
and the rights of the accused. In the next chapter, we look 
at discrimination and abortion.
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fears that foreign agents (Nazi and Soviet) were trying 
to subvert the government. For the latter two laws, 
the policy entrepreneur was Senator Joseph McCar-
thy, who attracted a great deal of attention with his 
repeated (and sometimes inaccurate) claims that Soviet 
agents were working inside the U.S. government.

These laws had in common an effort to protect the 
nation from threats, real and imagined, posed by people 
who claimed to be exercising their freedom to speak, pub-
lish, organize, and assemble. In each case, a real threat (a 
war) led the government to narrow the limits of permis-
sible speech and activity. Almost every time such restric-
tions were imposed, the Supreme Court was called upon 
to decide whether Congress (or sometimes state legisla-
tures) had drawn those limits properly. In most instances, 
the Court tended to uphold the legislatures. But as time 
passed and the war or crisis ended, popular passions 
abated and many of the laws proved unimportant.

Though uncommon, some use is still made of the 
sedition laws. In the 1980s, various white supremacists 
and Puerto Rican nationalists were charged with sedition. 
In each case, the government alleged that the accused had 
not only spoken in favor of overthrowing the government 
but had actually engaged in violent actions such as bomb-
ings. Later in this chapter, we shall see how the Court 
has increasingly restricted the power of Congress and state 
legislatures to outlaw political speech; to be found guilty 
of sedition now, it usually is necessary to do something 
more serious than just talk about it.

Cultural Conflicts
In the main, the United States was originally the cre-
ation of white European Protestants. Blacks were, in 
most cases, slaves, and American Indians were not cit-
izens. Catholics and Jews in the colonies composed a 
small minority, often a persecuted one. The early schools 
tended to be religious—that is, Protestant—ones, many 
of which received state aid. It is not surprising that 
under these circumstances a view of America arose that 
equated “Americanism” with the values and habits of 
white Anglo-Saxon Protestants.

But immigration to this country brought a flood 
of new settlers, many of whom came from very different 
backgrounds (see Figure 5.1). In the mid-19th century, the 
potato famine led millions of Irish Catholics to migrate here. 
At the turn of the century, religious persecution and eco-
nomic disadvantage brought more millions of people, many 
Catholic or Jewish, from southern and eastern Europe.

In recent decades, political conflict and economic 
want have led Hispanics (mostly from Mexico but increas-
ingly from all parts of Latin America), Caribbeans, Afri-
cans, Middle Easterners, Southeast Asians, and Asians to 
come to the United States—most legally, but some illegally. 
Among them have been Buddhists, Catholics, Muslims, 
and members of many other religious and cultural groups.

Ethnic, religious, and cultural differences have given 
rise to different views as to the meaning and scope of cer-
tain constitutionally protected freedoms. For example:

•	 Many Jewish groups find it offensive for a crèche (i.e., 
a scene depicting the birth of Christ in a manger) to 
be displayed in front of a government building such 
as city hall at Christmastime, whereas many Catholics 
and Protestants regard such displays as an important 
part of our cultural heritage. Does a religious display on 
public property violate the First Amendment require-
ment that the government pass no law “respecting an 
establishment of religion”?

•	 Many English-speaking people believe that the public 
schools ought to teach all students to speak and write 
English because the language is part of our nation’s 
cultural heritage. Some Hispanic groups argue that 
schools should teach pupils in both English and Span-
ish, since Spanish is part of the Hispanic cultural heri-
tage. Is bilingual education constitutionally required?

•	 The Boy Scouts of America once refused to allow gay 
men to become scout leaders even though several states 
and localities prohibit discrimination based on sexual 
orientation. Many civil libertarians challenged this pol-
icy as discriminatory, while the Boy Scouts defended it 
because their organization was a private association free 
to make its own rules. When are private organizations 
subject to public laws? In this case, in 2000 the Supreme 

IMAGE 5-1 A Hispanic girl studies both 
 English and Spanish in a bilingual classroom.
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Court upheld the Boy Scouts’ defense on the grounds 
of their right to associate freely, but in 2015, the orga-
nization announced that it would lift the ban. And in 
2017, the Scouts announced that children would be 
permitted to join troops based on their gender identity, 
thus opening the organization to transgender boys.

Even within a given cultural tradition there are impor-
tant differences of opinion as to the balance between com-
munity sensitivities and personal self-expression. To some 
people, the sight of a store carrying pornographic books 
or a theater showing a pornographic movie is deeply 
offensive; to others, pornography is offensive but such 
establishments ought to be tolerated to ensure that laws 
restricting them do not also restrict politically or artisti-
cally important forms of speech; to still others, pornog-
raphy itself is not especially offensive. What forms of 
expression are entitled to constitutional protection?

Applying the Bill of Rights  
to the States
For many years after the Constitution was signed and 
the Bill of Rights was added to it as amendments, the 
liberties these documents detailed applied only to the 
federal government. The Supreme Court made this 

clear in a case decided 
in 1833.4 Except for 
Article  I, which, among 
other things, banned ex 
post facto laws and guar-
anteed the right of habeas 
corpus, the Constitution 
was silent on what the 
states could not do to 
their residents.

This began to change 
after the Civil War, when new amendments were ratified 
in order to ban slavery and protect newly freed slaves. The 
Fourteenth Amendment, ratified in 1868, was the most 
important addition. It said that no state shall “deprive any 
person of life, liberty, or property without due process of 
law” (a phrase now known as the “due process clause”) 
and that no state shall “deny to any person within its juris-
diction the equal protection of the laws” (a phrase now 
known as the “equal protection clause”).

Beginning in 1897, the Supreme Court started to use 
these two phrases as a way of applying certain rights to state 
governments. It first said that no state could take private 
property without paying just compensation, and then in 
1925 held, in the Gitlow case, that the federal guarantees 
of free speech and free press also applied to the states. In 

 FIGURE 5.1  People Granted Permanent Resident Status in the United States, 1850–2015
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yearbook/2015/table1.

due process of law 
Denies the government the 
right, without due process, to 
deprive people of life, liberty, 
and property.

equal protection of the 
laws A standard of equal 
treatment that must be 
observed by the government.
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100 Chapter 5 Civil Liberties

1937, it went much fur-
ther and said in Palko v. 
Connecticut that certain 
rights should be applied to 
the states because, in the 
Court’s words, they “repre-
sented the very essence of a 
scheme of ordered liberty” 
and were “principles of 
justice so rooted in the tra-
ditions and conscience of 
our people as to be ranked 
fundamental.”5

The Supreme Court began the process of selective 
incorporation by which most, but not all, federal rights also 
applied to the states. But which rights are so “fundamental” 
that they ought to govern the states? There is no entirely 
clear answer to this question, but in general the entire Bill of 
Rights is now applied to the states except for the following:

•	 The right not to have soldiers forcibly quartered in pri-
vate homes (Third Amendment)

•	 The right to be indicted by a grand jury before being 
tried for a serious crime (Fifth Amendment)

•	 The right to a jury trial in civil cases (Seventh 
Amendment)

•	 The ban on excessive bail and fines (Eighth Amendment)

The Second Amendment that protects “the right of the 
people to keep and bear arms” may or may not apply to the 
states. In 2008, the Supreme Court in District of Columbia 
v. Heller held for the first time that this amendment did not 
allow the federal government to ban the private possession 
of firearms. But the case arose in the District of Columbia, 
which is governed by federal law. The decision raised two 
questions. First, will this ruling be incorporated so that it 
also applies to state governments? In 2010, the Supreme 
Court said in McDonald v. Chicago that the decision in the 
Heller case also applied to the states.6 Second, will it still be 
possible to regulate gun purchases and gun use even if the 
government cannot ban guns? Based on other court cases, 
the answer seems to be yes.

5-2  The First  Amendment 
and Freedom of 
Expression

The First Amendment contains the language that has been 
at issue in most of the cases to which we have thus far 
referred. It has roughly two parts: one protecting freedom 
of expression (“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging 

the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of 
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the govern-
ment for a redress of grievances”) and the other protect-
ing  freedom of religion (“Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion; or abridging the 
free exercise thereof”).

Speech and National Security
The traditional view of free speech and a free press was 
expressed by William Blackstone, the great English 
jurist, in his Commentaries, published in 1765. A free 
press is essential to a free state, he wrote, but the free-
dom that the press should enjoy is the freedom from 
prior restraint—that is, freedom from censorship, or 
rules telling a newspaper in advance what it can publish. 
Once a newspaper has published an article or a person 
has delivered a speech, that paper or speaker has to take 
the consequences if what was written or said proves to 
be “improper, mischievous, or illegal.”7

The U.S. Sedition Act of 1798 was in keeping with 
traditional English law. Like it, the act imposed no prior 
restraint on publishers; it did, however, make them liable 
to punishment after the fact. The act was an improve-
ment over the English law, however, because unlike the 
British model, it entrusted the decision to a jury, not a 
judge, and allowed the defendant to be acquitted if he or 
she could prove the truth of what had been published. 
Although several newspaper publishers were convicted 
under the act, none of these cases reached the Supreme 
Court. When Jefferson became president in 1801, he 
pardoned the people who had been imprisoned under 
the Sedition Act. Though Jeffersonians objected vehe-
mently to the law, their principal objection was not to 
the idea of holding newspapers accountable for what 
they published but to letting the federal government do 
this. Jefferson was perfectly prepared to have the states 
punish what he called the “overwhelming torrent of slan-
der” by means of “a few prosecutions of the most promi-
nent offenders.”8

It would be another century before the federal gov-
ernment would attempt to define the limits of free speech 
and writing. Perhaps recalling the widespread opposition 
to the sweep of the 1798 act, Congress in 1917–1918 
placed restrictions not on publications that were criti-
cal of the government but only on those that advocated 
“ treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance” to federal 
laws or attempted to foment disloyalty or mutiny in the 
armed services.

In 1919, this new law was examined by the Supreme 
Court when it heard the case of Charles T. Schenck, 
who had been convicted of violating the Espionage Act 

freedom of expression 
Right of people to speak, 
publish, and assemble.

freedom of religion 
 People shall be free to 
 exercise their religion, 
and government may not 
 establish a religion.

prior restraint  Censorship 
of a publication.
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5-2 The First  Amendment and Freedom of Expression 101

because he had mailed circulars to men eligible for the 
draft, urging them to resist. At issue was the constitution-
ality of the Espionage Act and, more broadly, the scope of 
Congress’s power to control speech. One view held that 
the First Amendment prevented Congress from passing 
any law restricting speech; the other held that Congress 

could punish dangerous 
speech. For a unanimous 
Supreme Court, Justice 
Oliver Wendell Holmes 
announced a rule by 
which to settle the matter. 

selective incorpora-
tion process The process 
whereby the Court has 
applied most, but not all, 
parts of the Bill of Rights to 
the states.

Selective Incorporation

The selective incorporation process—the process by 
which the Supreme Court has applied most, but not all, 
parts of the Bill of Rights to the states—began in earnest 
in 1925 and has continued ever since, most recently with 
the Supreme Court’s decision in the Second Amendment 
case of McDonald v. Chicago.

The selective incorporation process has never been 
straightforward or simple. For instance, in Palko v. Con-
necticut (1937), the Supreme Court held that states must 
observe all “fundamental” rights, but declared that the Fifth 
Amendment’s protection against “double jeopardy” (being 
tried, found innocent, and then tried again for the same 
crime), which was the issue at hand in the case, was not 
among those rights. It was only about three decades later, 
in its decision in Benton v. Maryland (1969), that the Court 
partially incorporated the double jeopardy provision of the 
Fifth Amendment. Still, to this day no provision of the Fifth 
Amendment has been fully incorporated, and the provision 
regarding the right to be indicted by a grand jury has not 
been incorporated at all.

Similarly, in Powell v. Alabama (1932), the Supreme 
Court incorporated the right to counsel bestowed by the 
Sixth Amendment, but only in capital punishment cases. 
In Gideon v. Wainwright (1962), the Court extended that 
right to all felony defendants that might, if convicted, go 
to prison for years or for life. In the decade thereafter, the 
Court issued six more Sixth Amendment selective incorpo-
ration decisions. In the last of these, Argersinger v. Ham-
lin (1972), the Court extended the right to legal counsel 
to any defendant facing a sentence that might result in 
incarceration.

The Third Amendment, which establishes the right not 
to have soldiers forcibly “quartered in any home with-
out the consent” of the homeowner, and the Seventh 
Amendment, which establishes the right to a trial in civil 
cases, each remains wholly unincorporated. The Eighth 
Amendment’s prohibition against “cruel and unusual 
punishment” is partially incorporated, whereas its pro-
vision forbidding excessive bail or fines remains wholly 
unincorporated.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

Year Amendment Provision Case

1925 First Free speech Gitlow v. New York

1931 First Free press Near v. Minnesota

1932 Sixth Legal counsel Powell v. Alabama

1937 First Free assembly De Jonge v. Oregon

1937 Fifth Double jeopardy Palko v. 
Connecticut

1947 First No religious 
establishment

Everson v. Board of 
Education 

1948 Sixth Public trial In re Oliver

1949 Fourth Unreasonable 
searches and 
seizures

Wolf v. Colorado

1958 First Free association NAACP v. Alabama

1961 Fourth Warrantless 
searches and 
seizures

Mapp v. Ohio

1963 First Free petition NAACP v. Button

1963 Sixth Legal counsel Gideon v. 
Wainwright

1965 Sixth Confront 
witnesses

Pointer v. Texas

1966 Sixth Impartial jury Parker v. Gladden

1967 Sixth Speedy trial Klopfer v. North 
Carolina

1967 Sixth Compel 
witnesses

Washington v. Texas

1968 Sixth Jury trial Duncan v. Louisiana

1972 Sixth Legal counsel Argersinger v. 
Hamlin

2010 Second Keep and bear 
arms

McDonald v. 
Chicago
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102 Chapter 5 Civil Liberties

It soon became known 
as  the clear-and-present-
danger test:

The question in every 
case is whether the 
words used are used 
in such circumstances 

and are of such a nature as to create a clear and 
present danger that they will bring about the sub-
stantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent.9

The Court held that Schenck’s leaflets did create such a 
danger, and so his conviction was upheld. In explaining 
why, Holmes said that not even the Constitution pro-
tects a person who has been “falsely shouting fire in a 
theatre and causing a panic.” In this case, things that 
might safely be said in peacetime may be punished in 
wartime.

The clear-and-present-danger test may have clarified 
the law, but it kept no one out of jail. Schenck went, and 
so did the defendants in five other cases in the period 
1919–1927, even though during this time Holmes, the 
author of the test, shifted his position and began writing 
dissenting opinions in which he urged that the test had 
not been met and so the defendant should go free.

In 1925, Benjamin Gitlow was convicted of violat-
ing New York’s sedition law—a law similar to the federal 
Sedition Act of 1918—by passing out some leaflets, one 
of which advocated the violent overthrow of our govern-
ment. The Supreme Court upheld his conviction but 
added, as we have seen, a statement that changed consti-
tutional history: Freedom of speech and of the press were 
now among the “fundamental personal rights” protected 
by the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 
from infringements by state action.10 Thereafter, state laws 
involving speech, the press, and peaceful assembly were 
struck down by the Supreme Court for being in viola-
tion of the freedom-of-expression guarantees of the First 
Amendment, made applicable to the states by the Four-
teenth Amendment.11

The clear-and-present-danger test was a way of bal-
ancing the competing demands of free expression and 
national security. As the memory of World War I and the 
ensuing Red Scare evaporated, the Court began to develop 
other tests, ones that shifted the balance more toward free 
expression. Some of these tests are listed in Table 5.1 on 
page 105.

But when a crisis reappears, as it did in World War II 
and the Korean War, the Court has tended to defer, up to 
a point, to legislative judgments about the need to protect 
national security. For example, it upheld the conviction of 
11 leaders of the Communist Party for having advocated 
the violent overthrow of the U.S. government, a violation 
of the Smith Act of 1940.

This conviction once again raised the hard question 
of the circumstances under which words can be pun-
ished. Hardly anybody would deny that actually trying 
to overthrow the government is a crime; the question is 
whether advocating its overthrow is a crime. In the case 
of the 11  communist leaders, the Court said that the 

•	Gitlow v. New York (1925): Supreme Court says the 
First Amendment applies to states.

•	Palko v. Connecticut (1937): Supreme Court says 
that states must observe all “fundamental” liberties.

•	McDonald v. Chicago (2010): The Second Amend-
ment that allows the people to keep and bear arms 
applies to state governments as well as the federal 
government.

IncorporationLANDMARK 
CASES

IMAGE 5-2 Women picketed in front of the White House, 
urging President Warren Harding to release political radicals 
arrested during his administration.

clear-and-present-
danger test Law should 
not punish speech unless 
there was a clear and present 
danger of producing harmful 
actions.
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5-2 The First  Amendment and Freedom of Expression 103

government did not have to wait to protect itself until 
“the putsch [rebellion] is about to be executed, the plans 
have been laid and the signal is awaited.” Even if the com-
munists were not likely to be successful in their effort, the 
Court held that specifically advocating violent overthrow 
could be punished. “In each case,” the opinion read, the 
courts “must ask whether the gravity of the ‘evil,’ dis-
counted by its improbability, justifies such invasion of free 
speech as is necessary to avoid the danger.”12

But as the popular worries about communists began 
to subside and the membership of the Supreme Court 
changed, the Court began to tip the balance even further 
toward free expression. By 1957, the Court made it clear 
that for advocacy to be punished, the government would 
have to show not just that a person believed in the over-
throw of the government but also that he or she was using 
words “calculated to incite” that overthrow.13

By 1969, the pendulum had swung to the point where 
the speech would have to be judged likely to incite “immi-
nent” unlawful action. When Clarence Brandenburg, a 
Ku Klux Klan leader in Ohio, made a speech before Klan 
members in which he called for “revengeance [sic]” against 
blacks and Jews (described with racial slurs) and called for 
a march on Washington, he was arrested and convicted 
for “advocating” violence. The Supreme Court reversed 
the conviction, holding that the First Amendment pro-
tects speech that abstractly advocates violence unless that 
speech will incite or produce “imminent lawless action.”14 
And while the Supreme Court ruled in 1942 that “fighting 
words” did not have constitutional protection, it narrowed 
the definition of that concept significantly in subsequent 
cases, though it has not overturned the ruling to date.15

This means that no matter how offensive or provoca-
tive some forms of expression may be, they nevertheless 
have powerful constitutional protections. In 1977, a 
group of American Nazis wanted to parade through the 
streets of Skokie, Illinois, a community with a large Jew-
ish population. The residents, outraged, sought to ban the 
march. Many feared violence if it occurred. But the lower 
courts, under prodding from the Supreme Court, held 
that, noxious and provocative as the anti-Semitic slogans 
of the Nazis may be, the Nazi party had a constitutional 
right to speak and parade peacefully.16

Similar reasoning led the Supreme Court in 1992 to 
overturn a Minnesota statute that made it a crime to dis-
play symbols or objects, such as a Nazi swastika or a burn-
ing cross, that are likely to cause alarm or resentment 
among an ethnic or racial group, such as Jews or African 
Americans.17 On the other hand, if you are convicted of 
actually hurting someone, you may be given a tougher 
sentence if it can be shown that you were motivated to 
assault them by racial or ethnic hatred.18 To be punished 

for such a hate crime, your 
bigotry must result in 
some direct and physical 
harm, and not just the dis-
play of an odious symbol.

What Is Speech?
If most political speaking or writing is permissible, 
save that which actually incites someone to take illegal 
actions, what kinds of speaking and writing qualify for 
this broad protection? Though the Constitution says 
that the legislature may make “no law” abridging free-
dom of speech or the press, and although some justices 
have argued that this means literally no law, the Court 
has held that at least four forms of speaking and writing 
are not automatically granted full constitutional protec-
tion: libel, obscenity, symbolic speech, and commercial 
and youthful speech.

Libel
A libel is a written statement that defames the character 
of another person. (If the statement is spoken, it is called 
a slander.) The libel or slander must harm the person 
being attacked. In some countries, such as the United 
Kingdom, it is easy to sue another person for libel and 
to collect. In this country, it is much harder. For one 
thing, you must show that the libelous statement was 
false. If it was true, you cannot collect no matter how 
badly it harmed you.

A beauty contest winner was awarded $14 million 
(later reduced on appeal) when she proved that Penthouse 
magazine had libeled her. Actress Carol Burnett collected 
a large sum from a libel suit brought against a gossip 
newspaper. But when Theodore Roosevelt sued a news-
paper for falsely claiming that he was a drunk, the jury 
awarded him damages of only six cents.19

If you are a public figure, it is much harder to win 
a libel suit. A public figure such as an elected official, a 
candidate for office, an army general, or a well-known 
celebrity must prove not only that the publication was 
false and damaging but also that the words were published 
with “actual malice”—that is, with reckless disregard for 
their truth or falsity or with knowledge that they were 
false.20 Israeli General Ariel Sharon was able to prove that 
the statements made about him by Time magazine were 
false and damaging but not that they were the result of 
“actual malice.”

For a while, people who felt they had been libeled 
would bring suit in the United Kingdom against an Amer-
ican author. One Saudi leader sued an American author 
who had accused him of financing terrorism, even though 

libel Writing that falsely 
injures another person.
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104 Chapter 5 Civil Liberties

she had not sold her book in the United Kingdom (but 
word about it had been on the Internet). This strategy, 
called “libel tourism,” was ended in 2010 when Congress 
unanimously passed and the president signed a bill that 
bars enforcement in U.S. courts of libel actions against 
Americans if what they published would not be libelous 
under American law.

Obscenity
Obscenity is not protected by the First Amendment. The 
Court has always held that obscene materials, because 
they have no redeeming social value and are calculated 
chiefly to appeal to one’s sexual rather than political or 
literary interests, can be regulated by the state. The prob-
lem, of course, arises with the meaning of obscene. In the 
period from 1957 to 1968, the Court decided 13 major 
cases involving the definition of obscenity, which resulted 
in 55 separate opinions.21 Some justices, such as Hugo 
Black, believed that the First Amendment protected all 
publications, even wholly obscene ones. Others believed 
that obscenity deserved no protection and struggled 
heroically to define the term. Still others shared the view 
of former Justice Potter Stewart, who objected to “hard-
core pornography” but admitted that the best definition 
he could offer was “I know it when I see it.”22

It is unnecessary to review in detail the many attempts 
by the Court to define obscenity. The justices have made 
it clear that nudity and sex are not, by definition, obscene 
and that they will provide First Amendment protection to 
anything that has political, literary, or artistic merit, allow-
ing the government to punish only the distribution of 
“hardcore pornography.” Their most recent definition of 
this is as follows: to be obscene, the work, taken as a whole, 

must be judged by “the average person applying contem-
porary community standards” to appeal to the “prurient 
interest” or to depict “in a patently offensive way, sexual 
conduct specifically defined by applicable state law” and to 
lack “serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.”23

After Albany, Georgia decided that the movie Carnal 
Knowledge was obscene by contemporary local standards, 
the Supreme Court overturned the distributor’s convic-
tion on the grounds that the authorities in Albany failed 
to show that the film depicted “patently offensive hard-
core sexual conduct.”24

It is easy to make sport of the problems the Court has 
faced in trying to decide obscenity cases (one conjures up 
images of black-robed justices leafing through the pages of 
Hustler magazine, taking notes), but these problems reveal, 
as do other civil liberties cases, the continuing problem of 
balancing competing claims. One part of the community 
wants to read or see whatever it wishes; another part wants 
to protect private acts from public degradation. The first 
part cherishes liberty above all; the second values decency 
above liberty. The former fears that any restriction on lit-
erature will lead to pervasive restrictions; the latter believes 
that reasonable people can distinguish (or reasonable laws 
can require them to distinguish) between patently offen-
sive and artistically serious work.

Anyone strolling today through an “adult” bookstore 
must suppose that no restrictions at all exist on the distri-
bution of pornographic works. This condition does not 
arise simply from the doctrines of the Court. Other fac-
tors operate as well, including the priorities of local law 
enforcement officials, the political climate of the com-
munity, the procedures that must be followed to bring a 
viable court case, the clarity and workability of state and 
local laws on the subject, and the difficulty of changing 
the behavior of many people by prosecuting one person. 
The current view of the Court is that localities can decide 
for themselves whether to tolerate hard-core pornogra-
phy; but if they choose not to, they must meet some fairly 
strict constitutional tests.

The protections given by the Court to expressions of 
sexual or erotic interest have not been limited to books, 
magazines, and films. Almost any form of visual or audi-
tory communication can be considered “speech” and thus 
protected by the First Amendment. In one case, even 
nude dancing was given protection as a form of “speech,”25 
although in 1991 the Court held that nude dancing was 
only “marginally” within the purview of First Amend-
ment protections, and so it upheld an Indiana statute that 
banned totally nude dancing.26

Some feminist organizations have attacked por-
nography on the grounds that it exploits and degrades 
women. They persuaded Indianapolis, Indiana, to pass 
an ordinance that defined pornography as portrayals of 

IMAGE 5-3 A Ku Klux Klan member used their  constitutional 
right to free speech to utter “white power” chants in Skokie, 
Illinois.
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5-2 The First  Amendment and Freedom of Expression 105

the “graphic, sexually explicit subordination of women” 
and allowed people to sue the producers of such mate-
rial. Sexually explicit portrayals of women in positions 
of equality were not defined as pornography. The Court 
disagreed. In 1986, it affirmed a lower-court ruling that 
such an ordinance was a violation of the First Amend-
ment because it represented a legislative preference for one 
form of expression (women in positions of equality) over 
another (women in positions of subordination).27

One constitutionally permissible way to limit the 
spread of pornographic materials has been to establish 
rules governing where in a city they can be sold. When 
one city adopted a zoning ordinance prohibiting an 
“adult” movie theater from locating within 1,000 feet of 
any church, school, park, or residential area, the Court 
upheld the ordinance, noting that the purpose of the law 
was not to regulate speech but to regulate the use of land. 
And in any case, the adult theater still had much of the 
city’s land area in which to find a location.28

With the advent of the Internet, it has become more 
difficult for the government to regulate obscenity. The 
Internet spans the globe. It offers an amazing variety of 
materials—some educational, some entertaining, some 
sexually explicit. But it is difficult to apply the Supreme 
Court’s standard for judging whether sexual material is 
obscene—the “average person” applying “contemporary 
community standards”—to the Internet because there is 
no easy way to tell what “the community” is. Is it the place 
where the recipient lives or the place where the material 
originates? And since no one is in charge of the Internet, 
who can be held responsible for controlling offensive 
material? Since anybody can send anything to anybody 

else without knowing 
the age or location of the 
recipient, how can the 
Internet protect children?

When Congress tried to ban obscene, indecent, 
or “patently offensive” materials from the Internet, the 
Supreme Court struck down the law as unconstitutional. 
The Court went even further with child pornography. 
Though it has long held that child pornography is ille-
gal even if it is not obscene because of the government’s 
interest in protecting children, it would not let Congress 
ban pornography involving computer-designed children. 
Under the 1996 law, it would be illegal to display com-
puter simulations of children engaged in sex even if no real 
children were involved. The Court said “no.” It held that 
Congress could not ban “virtual” child pornography with-
out violating the First Amendment because, in its view, the 
law might bar even harmless depictions of children and sex 
(e.g., in a book on child psychology).29

Symbolic Speech
Ordinarily, you cannot claim that an illegal act should be 
protected because that action is meant to convey a politi-
cal message. For example, if you burn your draft card in 
protest against the foreign policy of the United States, you 
can be punished for the illegal act (burning the card), even 
if your intent was to communicate your beliefs. The Court 
reasoned that giving such symbolic speech the same pro-
tection as real speech would open the door to permitting 
all manner of illegal actions—murder, arson, rape—if the 
perpetrator meant thereby to send a message.30

symbolic speech An 
act that conveys a political 
message.

The Supreme Court has used various standards and tests to decide whether a restriction on freedom of expression is 

constitutionally permissible.

1. Preferred position The right of free expression, though not absolute, occupies a higher, or more preferred, position than many other 
constitutional rights, such as property rights. This is still a controversial rule; nonetheless, the Court always approaches a restriction 
on expression skeptically.

2. Prior restraint With scarcely any exceptions, the Court will not tolerate a prior restraint on expression, such as censorship, even 
when it will allow subsequent punishment of improper expressions (such as libel).

3. Imminent danger Punishment for uttering inflammatory sentiments will be allowed only if there is an imminent danger that the utter-
ances will incite an unlawful act.

4. Neutrality Any restriction on speech, such as a requirement that parades or demonstrations not disrupt other people in the exercise 
of their rights, must be neutral—that is, it must not favor one group more than another.

5. Clarity If you must obtain a permit to hold a parade, the law must set forth clear (as well as neutral) standards to guide administrators 
in issuing that permit. Similarly, a law punishing obscenity must contain a clear definition of obscenity.

6. Least-restrictive means If it is necessary to restrict the exercise of one right to protect the exercise of another, the restriction should use 
the least-restrictive means to achieve its end. For example, if press coverage threatens a person’s right to a fair trial, the judge may only do 
what is minimally necessary to achieve that end, such as transferring the case to another town rather than issuing a “gag order.”

Cases cited, by item: (1) United States v. Carolene Products, 304 U.S. 144 (1938); (2) Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697 (1931); (3) Branden-
burg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969); (4) Kunz v. New York, 340 U.S. 290 (1951); (5) Hynes v. Mayor and Council of Oradell, 425 U.S. 610 (1976); 
(6) Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539 (1976).

TABLE 5.1 Testing Restrictions on Expression
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On the other hand, a statute that makes it illegal to 
burn the American flag is an unconstitutional infringe-
ment of free speech.31 Why is there a difference between a 
draft card and the flag? The Court argues that the govern-
ment has a right to run a military draft and so can protect 
draft cards, even if this incidentally restricts speech. But 
the only motive that the government has in banning flag-
burning is to restrict this form of speech, and that would 
make such a restriction improper.

The American people were outraged by the flag- 
burning decision, and in response the House and Senate 
passed by huge majorities (380 to 38 and 91 to 9) a law 
making it a federal crime to burn the flag. But the Court 
struck this law down as unconstitutional.32 Now that it was 
clear that only a constitutional amendment could make 
flag-burning illegal, Congress was asked to propose one. 
But it would not. Earlier members of the House and Sen-
ate had supported a law banning flag-burning with more 
than 90 percent of their votes, but when asked to make 
that law a constitutional amendment, they could not mus-
ter the necessary two-thirds majorities. The reason is that 
Congress is much more reluctant to amend the Constitu-
tion than to pass new laws. Several members decided that 
flag-burning was wrong, but not so wrong or so common 
as to justify an amendment.

Commercial and Youthful 
Speech
If people have a right to speak and publish, do corpora-
tions, interest groups, and children have the same right? 
By and large the answer is yes, though there are some 
exceptions.

When the attorney general of Massachusetts tried to 
prevent the First National Bank of Boston from spending 
money to influence votes in a local election, the Court 
stepped in and blocked him. The Court held that a corpo-
ration, like a person, has certain First Amendment rights. 
Similarly, when the federal government tried to limit the 
spending of a group called Massachusetts Citizens for 
Life (an antiabortion organization), the Court held that 
such organizations have First Amendment rights.33 The 
Court has also told states that they cannot forbid liquor 
stores from advertising their prices and informed federal 
authorities that they cannot prohibit casinos from plug-
ging gambling.34

When the California Public Utility Commission 
tried to compel one of the utilities it regulates (the Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company) to enclose in its customers’ 
monthly bills statements written by groups attacking 
the utility, the Supreme Court blocked the agency and 
said that forcing it to disseminate political statements 

violated the firm’s free-speech rights. “The identity of the 
speaker is not decisive in determining whether speech 
is protected,” the Court said. “Corporations and other 
associations, like individuals, contribute to the discus-
sion, debate, and the dissemination of information and 
ideas that the First Amendment seeks to foster.” In this 
case, the right to speak includes the choice of what not 
to say.35

Even though corporations have some First Amend-
ment rights, the government can place more limits on 
commercial than on noncommercial speech. The legisla-
ture can place restrictions on advertisements for cigarettes, 
liquor, and gambling; it can even regulate advertising for 
some less harmful products provided that the regulations 
are narrowly tailored and serve a substantial public inter-
est.36 If the regulations are too broad or do not serve a 
clear interest, then ads are entitled to some constitutional 
protection. For example, the states cannot bar lawyers 
from advertising or accountants from personally soliciting 
clients.37

A big exception to the free-speech rights of corpo-
rations and labor unions groups was imposed by the 
McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform law passed 
in 2002. Many groups, ranging from the American Civil 
Liberties Union and the AFL-CIO to the National Rifle 
Association and the Chamber of Commerce, felt that the 
law banned legitimate speech. Under its terms, organi-
zations could not pay for “electioneering communica-
tions” on radio or television that “refer” to candidates 
for federal office within 60 days before the election. But 
the Supreme Court temporarily struck down these argu-
ments, upholding the law in McConnell v. Federal Elec-
tion Commission. The Court said ads that only mentioned 
but did not “expressly advocate” a candidate were ways 
of influencing the election. Some dissenting opinion 
complained that a Court that had once given free-speech 
protection to nude dancing ought to give it to political 
speech.38 But seven years later, the Court, in Citizens 
United v. Federal Election Commission, decided that the 
part of the McCain-Feingold law that denied corpora-
tions and labor unions the right to run ads (indepen-
dent of a political party’s or candidate’s campaign) about 
the election violated their rights to free speech under the 
Constitution.

Under certain circumstances, young people may 
have less freedom of expression than adults. In 1988, the 
Supreme Court held that the principal of  Hazelwood 
High School could censor articles appearing in the 
 student-edited newspaper. The newspaper was published 
using school funds and was part of a journalism class. The 
principal ordered the deletion of stories dealing with stu-
dent pregnancies and the impact of parental divorce on 
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IMAGE 5-4 “Symbolic speech.” 
When young men burned their 
draft cards during the 1960s to 
protest the Vietnam War, the 
Supreme Court ruled that it was 
an illegal act for which they could 
be punished. Ro
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•	Schenck v. United States (1919): Speech may be 
punished if it creates a clear and present danger of 
illegal acts.

•	Chaplinksy v. New Hampshire (1942): “Fighting 
words” are not protected by the First Amendment.

•	New York Times v. Sullivan (1964): To libel a public 
figure, there must be “actual malice.”

•	Tinker v. Des Moines (1969): Public school stu-
dents may wear armbands to class protesting 
against America’s war in Vietnam when such display 
does not disrupt classes.

•	Miller v. California (1973): Obscenity defined as 
appealing to prurient interests of an average person 
with materials that lack literary, artistic, political, or 
scientific value.

•	Texas v. Johnson (1989): There may not be a law to 
ban flag-burning.

•	Reno v. ACLU (1997): A law that bans sending 
“indecent” material to minors over the Internet is 
unconstitutional because “indecent” is too vague 
and broad a term.

•	FEC v. Wisconsin Right to Life (2007): Prohibits 
campaign finance reform law from banning political 
advocacy.

•	Citizens United v. FEC (2010): The part of the 
McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform law that 
prevents corporations and labor unions from spend-
ing money on advertisements (independent of politi-
cal candidates or parties) in political campaigns is 
unconstitutional.

Free Speech and Free PressLANDMARK 
CASES

students. The student editors sued, claiming their First 
Amendment rights had been violated. The Court agreed 
that students do not “shed their constitutional rights to 
freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate” 
and that they cannot be punished for expressing on cam-
pus their personal views. But students do not have exactly 
the same rights as adults if the exercise of those rights 

impedes the educational mission of the school. Students 
may lawfully say things on campus, as individuals, that 
they cannot say if they are part of school-sponsored activi-
ties (such as plays or school-run newspapers) that are part 
of the curriculum. School-sponsored activities can be con-
trolled so long as the controls are “reasonably related to 
legitimate pedagogical concerns.”39
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108 Chapter 5 Civil Liberties

5-3 The First 
 Amendment 
and  Freedom 
of Religion
Everybody knows, cor-
rectly, the language of the 
First Amendment that 

protects freedom of speech and the press, though most 
people are not aware of how complex the legal interpre-
tations of these provisions have become. But many peo-
ple also believe, wrongly, that the language of the First 
Amendment clearly requires the “separation of church 
and state.” It does not.

What that amendment actually says is quite differ-
ent and maddeningly unclear. It has two parts. The first, 
often referred to as the free-exercise clause, states that 
Congress shall make no law prohibiting the “free exercise” 
of religion. The second, which is called the establishment 
clause, states that Congress shall make no law “respecting 
an establishment of religion.”

The Free-Exercise Clause
The free-exercise clause is the clearer of the two, though 
by no means is it lacking in ambiguity. It obviously means 
that Congress cannot pass a law prohibiting Catholics 
from celebrating Mass, requiring Baptists to become Epis-
copalians, or preventing Jews from holding a bar mitzvah. 
Since the First Amendment has been applied to the states 
via the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, 
it means that state governments cannot pass such laws 
either. In general, the courts have treated religion like 
speech: You can pretty much do or say what you want 
so long as it does not cause some serious harm to others.

Even some laws that do not seem on their face to apply 
to churches may be unconstitutional if their enforcement 
imposes particular burdens on churches or greater bur-
dens on some churches than others. For example, a state 
cannot apply a license fee on door-to-door solicitors when 
the solicitor is a Jehovah’s Witness selling religious tracts.40 
By the same token, the courts ruled that the city of Hia-
leah, Florida, cannot ban animal sacrifices by members of 
an Afro-Caribbean religion called Santeria. Since killing 
animals generally is not illegal (if it were, there could be 
no hamburgers or chicken sandwiches served in Hialeah’s 
restaurants, and rat traps would be unlawful), the ban in 
this case was clearly directed against a specific religion and 
hence was unconstitutional.41

Having the right to exercise your religion freely 
does not, however, mean that you are exempt from laws 

binding other citizens, even when the law goes against 
your religious beliefs. A man cannot have more than 
one wife, even if (as once was the case with Mormons) 
polygamy is thought desirable on religious grounds.42 For 
religious reasons, you may oppose being vaccinated or 
having blood transfusions, but if the state passes a com-
pulsory vaccination law or orders that a blood transfusion 
be given to a sick child, the courts will not block it on 
grounds of religious liberty.43 Similarly, if you belong to 
an Indian tribe that uses a drug, such as peyote, in reli-
gious ceremonies, you cannot claim that your freedom 
was abridged if the state decides to ban the use of that 
drug, provided the law applies equally to all.44 Since air-
ports have a legitimate need for tight security measures, 
begging can be outlawed in them even if some of the peo-
ple doing the begging are part of a religious group (in this 
case, the Hare Krishnas).45

In 1993, Congress passed the Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act, which stated that a law that attempted 
to be religiously neutral might still violate the free exer-
cise clause if it interfered with a religious practice. (The 
law was passed in response to the ruling about the use of 
peyote by Indian tribes, as many religious groups opposed 
the decision.) Four years later, the Supreme Court ruled 
that the act did not apply to state and local laws, leading 
several states to pass their own comparable legislation.46

In 2014, the Supreme Court applied the federal law 
to find that some companies may be exempt from the 
Affordable Care Act’s “contraceptive mandate,” which 
had required health insurance provided by companies to 
include birth-control coverage for female employees.47 
The Obama administration, which had spearheaded 
health-care reform, subsequently stated that health insur-
ance for companies that objected to the mandate would 
provide contraceptive coverage without additional cost 
either for employers or employees.48 In 2017, the Trump 
White House issued an executive order instructing fed-
eral agencies to limit the regulatory burden on nonprofit 
organizations seeking exemption from the contraceptive 
mandate.

Many conflicts between religious belief and pub-
lic policy are difficult to settle definitively. What if you 
believe on religious grounds that war is immoral? The 
draft laws have always exempted a conscientious objec-
tor from military duty, and the Court has upheld such 
exemptions. But the Court has gone further: It has said 
that people cannot be drafted even if they do not believe 
in a Supreme Being or belong to any religious tradition, so 
long as their “consciences, spurred by deeply held moral, 
ethical, or religious beliefs, would give them no rest or 
peace if they allowed themselves to become part of an 
instrument of war.”49 Do exemptions on such grounds 

free-exercise clause 
First Amendment require-
ment that law cannot prevent 
free exercise of religion.

establishment clause 
First Amendment ban on laws 
“respecting an establishment 
of religion.”
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create an opportunity for some people to evade the draft 
because of their political preferences? In trying to answer 
such questions, the courts often have had to try to define 
religion—no easy task.

And even when there is no question about your mem-
bership in a bona fide religion, the circumstances under 
which you may claim exemption from laws that apply to 
everybody else are unclear. What if you, a member of the 
Seventh-Day Adventists, are fired by your employer for 
refusing on religious grounds to work on Saturday, and 
then it turns out that you cannot collect unemployment 
insurance because you refuse to take an available job—one 
that also requires you to work on Saturday? Or what if you 
are a member of the Amish sect, which refuses, contrary 
to state law, to send its children to public schools past 
the eighth grade? The Court has ruled that the state must 
pay you unemployment compensation and cannot require 
you to send your children to public schools beyond the 
eighth grade.50

These decisions show that even the “simple” principle 
of freedom of religion gets complicated in practice and 
can lead to the courts giving, in effect, preference to mem-
bers of one church over members of another.

The Establishment Clause
What in the world did the members of the First Con-
gress mean when they wrote into the First Amend-
ment language prohibiting Congress from making a 
law “respecting” an “establishment” of religion? The 
Supreme Court has more or less consistently interpreted 
this vague phrase to mean that the Constitution erects a 
“wall of separation” between church and state.

That phrase, so often quoted, is not in the Bill 
of Rights nor in the debates of the First Congress that 

drafted the Bill of Rights; 
it comes from the pen of 
Thomas Jefferson, who 
was opposed to having the 
Church of England as the 
established church of his native Virginia. (At the time of 
the Revolutionary War, there were established churches—
that is, official, state-supported churches—in at least 8 of 
the 13 former colonies.) But it is not clear that Jefferson’s 
view was the majority view.

During much of the debate in Congress, the wording 
of this part of the First Amendment was quite different 
and much plainer than what finally emerged. Up to the 
last minute, the clause was intended to read “no religion 
shall be established by law” or “no national religion shall 
be established.” The meaning of those words seems quite 
clear: Whatever the states may do, the federal government 
cannot create an official, national religion or give support 
to one religion in preference to another.51

But Congress instead adopted an ambiguous phrase, 
and so the Supreme Court had to decide what it meant. 
It has declared that these words do not simply mean 
“no national religion” but mean as well no government 
involvement with religion at all, even on a nonpreferential 
basis. They mean, in short, erecting a “wall of separation” 
between church and state.52 Though the interpretation of 
the establishment clause remains a topic of great contro-
versy among judges and scholars, the Supreme Court has 
more or less consistently adopted this wall-of-separation 
principle.

Its first statement of this interpretation was in 1947. 
The case involved a New Jersey town that reimbursed par-
ents for the costs of transporting their children to school, 
including parochial (in this case Catholic) schools. The 
Court decided that this reimbursement was constitu-
tional, but it made it clear that the establishment clause 
of the First Amendment applied (via the Fourteenth 
Amendment) to the states and that it meant, among other 
things, that the government cannot require a person to 
profess a belief or disbelief in any religion; it cannot aid 
one religion, some religions, or all religions; and it cannot 
spend any tax money, however small the amount might 
be, in support of any religious activities or institutions.53 
The reader may wonder, in view of the Court’s reason-
ing, why it allowed the town to pay for busing children 
to Catholic schools. The answer it gave is that busing is 
a religiously neutral activity, akin to providing fire and 
police protection to Catholic schools. Busing, available to 
public and private schoolchildren alike, does not breach 
the wall of separation.

Since 1947, the Court has applied the wall-of- 
separation theory to strike down as unconstitutional most 

IMAGE 5-5 Public schools cannot organize prayers, but 
 private ones can.
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wall of separation Court 
ruling that government can-
not be involved with religion.
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efforts to have any officially conducted or sponsored prayer 
in public schools, even if it is nonsectarian,54 voluntary,55 
or limited to reading a passage of the Bible.56 Since 1992, 
it has been unconstitutional for a public school to ask a 
rabbi or minister to offer a prayer—an invocation or a 
benediction—at the school’s graduation ceremony. Since 
2000, it has been unconstitutional for a student to lead a 
prayer at a public high school football game because it was 
done “over the school’s public address system, by a speaker 
representing the student body, under the supervision of 
the school faculty, and pursuant to school policy.”57 The 
Court made clear, however, that public school students 
could pray voluntarily during school provided that the 
school or the government did not sponsor that prayer. But 
in 2012, a federal district court ruled that a prayer ban-
ner that had hung in a public high school auditorium for 
nearly 50 years had to be removed because its presence in 
that setting was unconstitutional.58

Moreover, the Court has held that laws prohibit-
ing teaching the theory of evolution or requiring giving 
equal time to “creationism” (the biblical doctrine that 
God created humankind) are religiously inspired and 
thus unconstitutional.59 A public school may not allow its 
pupils to take time out from their regular classes for reli-
gious instruction if this occurs within the schools, though 
“released-time” instruction is all right if it is done outside 
the public school building.60 The school prayer decisions 
in particular have provoked a storm of controversy, but 
efforts to get Congress to propose to the states a constitu-
tional amendment authorizing such prayers have failed.

Almost as controversial have been Court-imposed 
restrictions on public aid to parochial schools, though here 
the wall-of-separation principle has not been used to for-
bid any and all forms of aid. For example, it is permissible 
for the federal government to provide aid for constructing 
buildings on denominational (as well as nondenomina-
tional) college campuses61 and for state governments to 
loan free textbooks to parochial school pupils,62 grant 
tax-exempt status to parochial schools,63 allow parents of 
parochial schoolchildren to deduct their tuition payments 
on a state’s income tax returns,64 and pay for computers 
and deaf children’s sign language interpreters at private 
and religious schools.65 But the government cannot pay a 
salary supplement to teachers who teach secular subjects 
in parochial schools,66 reimburse parents for the cost of 
parochial school tuition,67 supply parochial schools with 
services such as counseling,68 give money with which to 
purchase instructional materials, require that “creation-
ism” be taught in public schools, or create a special school 
district for Hasidic Jews.69

The Court sometimes changes its mind on these mat-
ters. In 1985, it said the states could not send teachers 

into parochial schools to teach remedial courses for needy 
children, but 12 years later it decided they could. “We no 
longer presume,” the Court wrote, “that public employees 
will inculcate religion simply because they happen to be in 
a sectarian environment.”70

Perhaps the most important establishment-clause 
decision in recent times was the Court ruling that vouch-
ers can be used to pay for children being educated at 
religious and other private schools. The case began in 
Cleveland, Ohio, where the state offered money to any 
family (especially poor ones) whose children attended a 
school that had done so badly that it was under a fed-
eral court order requiring it to be managed directly by the 
state superintendent of schools. The money, a voucher, 
could be used to send a child to any other public or pri-
vate school, including one run by a religious group. The 
Court held that this plan did not violate the establishment 
clause because the aid went not to the school, but to the 
families who were to choose a school.71

If you find the twists and turns of Court policy in this 
area confusing, you are not alone. The wall-of- separation 
principle has not been easy to apply, and in the past 
50-plus years, the Court has faced numerous questions 
about church–state matters. The Court has tried to sort 
out the confusion by developing a three-pronged test to 
decide under what circumstances government involve-
ment in religious activities is improper72:

1. It has a strictly secular purpose.
2. Its primary effect neither advances nor inhibits 

religion.
3. It does not foster an excessive government entangle-

ment with religion.

No sooner had the test been developed than the 
Court decided that it was all right for the government of 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island, to erect a Nativity scene as part 
of a Christmas display in a local park.73 But five years later, 
it said Pittsburgh could not put a Nativity scene in front 
of the courthouse, but could display a menorah (a Jewish 
symbol of Chanukah) next to a Christmas tree and a sign 
extolling liberty. The Court ruled that the crèche had to go 
(because, being too close to the courthouse, a government 
endorsement was implied) but the menorah could stay 
(because, being next to a Christmas tree, it would not lead 
people to think that Pittsburgh was endorsing Judaism).

When the Ten Commandments are displayed in or 
near a public building, a deeply divided Court has made 
some complicated distinctions. It held that two Kentucky 
counties putting up the Ten Commandments in their 
courthouses was unconstitutional because the purpose 
was religious. Even though one Kentucky courthouse sur-
rounded the Ten Commandments with displays of the 
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Declaration of Independence and the Star Spangled Ban-
ner so as to make the Commandments part of America’s 
political heritage, the Court said it was still a religious 
effort. (The Court did note that there was a frieze con-
taining Moses in the Supreme Court’s own building, but 
said this was not religious.) But when the Ten Command-
ments were put up outside the Texas state capitol, this was 
upheld. Justice Stephen Breyer, who forbid the Kentucky 
display but allowed the Texas one, wrote that in Texas 
the Commandments now revealed a secular message, and, 
besides, no one had sued to end this display until 40 years 
after it was erected.74

Though the Court has struck down prayer in public 
schools, it has upheld prayer in Congress. (Since 1789, 
the House and Senate have opened each session with a 
prayer).75 In 2014, the Court ruled that beginning a town 
legislative session with a prayer does not violate the Consti-
tution’s establishment clause.76 Furthermore, while a pub-
lic school cannot have a chaplain, the armed services can. 
The Court has said that the government cannot “advance” 
religion, but it has not objected to the printing of the 
phrase “In God We Trust” on the back of every dollar bill.

These distinctions show that the Court tends to use 
the wall-of-separation test for public schools but that it 
tries to strike a reasonable balance for Congress or state 
office buildings, perhaps because schools have a young 
and captive population, whereas public forums have adult 
and voluntary membership.

It is obvious that despite its efforts to set forth 
clear rules governing church–state relations, the Court’s 
actual decisions are hard to summarize. It is deeply 

divided—some would say deeply confused—on these 
matters, and so the efforts to define the “wall of separa-
tion” will continue to prove to be as difficult as the Court’s 
earlier efforts to decide what is interstate and what is local 
commerce (see Chapter 3).

5-4 Crime and Due Process
Whereas the central problem in interpreting the religion 
clauses of the First Amendment has been to decide what 
they mean, the central problem in interpreting those 
parts of the Bill of Rights that affect people accused of 
a crime has been to decide not only what they mean 
but also how to put them into effect. It is not obvious 
what constitutes an “unreasonable search,” but even if 
we settle that question, we still must decide how best to 
protect people against such searches in ways that do not 
unduly hinder criminal investigations.

That protection can be provided in at least two ways. 
One is to let the police introduce in court evidence rel-
evant to the guilt or innocence of a person, no matter how 
it was obtained, and then, after the case is settled, punish 
the police officer (or his or her superiors) if the evidence 
was gathered improperly (e.g., by an unreasonable search). 
The other way is to exclude improperly gathered evidence 
from the trial in the first place, even if it is relevant to 
determining the guilt or innocence of the accused.

Most democratic nations, including the United King-
dom, use the first method; the United States uses the sec-
ond. Because of this, many of the landmark cases decided 

•	Pierce v. Society of Sisters (1925): Though states 
may require public education, they may not require 
that students attend only public schools.

•	Everson v. Board of Education (1947): The wall-
of-separation principle is announced.

•	Zorach v. Clauson (1952): States may allow stu-
dents to be released from public schools to attend 
religious instruction.

•	Engel v. Vitale (1962): There may not be a prayer, 
even a nondenominational one, in public schools.

•	Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971): Three tests are 
described for deciding whether the government is 
improperly involved with religion.

•	Lee v. Weisman (1992): Public schools may not 
have clergy lead prayers at graduation ceremonies.

•	Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe 
(2000): Students may not lead prayers before the 
start of a football game at a public school.

•	Zelman v. Simmons-Harris (2002): Voucher plan to 
pay school bills is upheld.

•	Town of Greece v. Galloway (2014): Local legisla-
tive session may begin with a prayer.

•	Burwell v. Hobby Lobby (2014): Certain companies 
may be exempt from providing contraceptive cover-
age in health insurance if that violates their owners’ 
religious beliefs.

Religious FreedomLANDMARK 
CASES
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by the Supreme Court 
have been bitterly contro-
versial. Opponents of these 
decisions have argued that 
a guilty person should 
not go free just because 

the police officer blundered, especially if the mistake was 
minor. Supporters rejoin that there is no way to punish 
errant police officers effectively other than by excluding 
tainted evidence; moreover, nobody should be convicted 
of a crime except by evidence that is above reproach.77

The Exclusionary Rule
The American method relies on what is called the 
 exclusionary rule. That rule holds that evidence gath-
ered in violation of the Constitution cannot be used in a 
trial. The rule has been used to implement two provisions 
of the Bill of Rights: the right to be free from unreason-
able searches and seizures (Fourth Amendment) and the 

right not to be compelled to give evidence against one-
self (Fifth Amendment).*

Not until 1949 did the Supreme Court consider 
whether to apply the exclusionary rule to the states. In 
a case decided that year, the Court made it clear that the 
Fourth Amendment prohibited the police from carry-
ing out unreasonable searches and obtaining improper 
confessions, but held that it was not necessary to use the 
exclusionary rule to enforce those prohibitions. It noted 
that other nations did not require that evidence improp-
erly gathered had to be excluded from a criminal trial. 
The Court said that the local police should not improp-
erly gather and use evidence, but if they did, the remedy 
was to sue the police department or punish the officer.78

*We shall consider here only two constitutional limits—those 
bearing on searches and confessions. Thus we omit many other 
important constitutional provisions affecting criminal cases, such 
as rules governing wiretapping, prisoner rights, the right to bail 
and to a jury trial, the bar on ex post facto laws, the right to be 
represented by a lawyer in court, the ban on “cruel and unusual” 
punishment, and the rule against double jeopardy.

exclusionary rule Improp-
erly gathered evidence may 
not be introduced in a crimi-
nal trial.

Creating the White House Office of 
Faith-Based and Community Initiatives: 
Majoritarian or Interest-Group Politics?

After taking office in 2001, President George W. Bush created 
the Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives by exec-
utive order. The office was responsible for linking religious 
groups and social services; as originally enacted in the 1996 
welfare reform law, religious organizations would be eligible 
for public funds to provide nonreligious programs, such as 
after-school activities, mentoring programs, and other social 
services. Such programs would be well within constitutional 
boundaries for religion and public life. As John J. DiIulio Jr., 
the first director of the office, later wrote, “Faith-friendly fed-
eral neutrality unto religious pluralism—neither a Christian 
nation nor a secular state—is precisely what [James] Madi-
son and most of the other framers wanted for America.”79

Advocates for these initiatives presented them as 
majoritarian politics—everyone pays for government 
funding through taxes, and American society at large 
benefits from the success of people who participate 
in the programs, all without encroaching on the First 
Amendment’s protections for religious freedom. A case 
also could be made for client politics, with everyone pay-
ing and only program participants directly benefiting. The 
legitimacy of such initiatives was not in question, though, 
given strong support at the time for having the federal 
government  facilitate participation in nonreligious social 
programs run by organizations with religious affiliations.

Implementation of these goals raised several challenges 
that illustrate interest-group politics at work. Some religious 
organizations proposed program requirements that posed 
potential conflicts with state laws, such as prohibitions on 
employer discrimination based on sexual orientation. Crit-
ics, in turn, declared that such requirements intruded upon 
the separation of church and state guaranteed in the First 
Amendment. With both sides passionately arguing their 
case, and limited broad public attention to the debate, 
interest-group concerns dominated the discussion. Presi-
dent Barack Obama renamed the office in 2009, calling it 
the Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships, 
to emphasize the community-service component of the 
program over religious affiliations of participating groups. 
As of the summer of 2017, the Trump White House had not 
appointed a director for the office.80
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search warrant A judge’s 
order authorizing a search.

probable cause Reason-
able cause for issuing a 
search warrant or making 
an arrest; more than mere 
suspicion.

But in 1961, the Supreme Court changed its mind 
about the use of the exclusionary rule. It all began when 
the Cleveland police broke into the home of Dollree 
Mapp in search of a suspect in a bombing case. Not find-
ing him, they instead arrested her for possessing some 
obscene pictures found there. The Court held that this 
was an unreasonable search and seizure because the police 
had not obtained a search warrant, though they had had 
ample time to do so. Furthermore, such illegally gath-
ered evidence could not be used in the trial of Mapp.81 
Beginning with this case—Mapp v. Ohio—the Supreme 
Court required the use of the exclusionary rule as a way of 
enforcing a variety of constitutional guarantees.

Search and Seizure
After the Court decided to exclude improperly gathered 
evidence, the next problem was to decide what evidence 
was improperly gathered. What happened to Dollree 
Mapp was an easy case; hardly anybody argued that it was 
reasonable for the police to break into someone’s home 
without a warrant, ransack their belongings, and take 
whatever they could find that might be incriminating. But 
that left a lot of hard choices still to be made.

When can the police search you without it being 
unreasonable? Under two circumstances: when they have 
a search warrant or when they have lawfully arrested you. 
A search warrant is an order from a judge authorizing the 
search of a place; the order must describe what is to be 
searched and seized, and the judge can issue it only if he or 
she is persuaded by the police that good reason (probable 
cause) exists to believe that a crime has been committed 
and that the evidence bearing on that crime will be found 
at a certain location. (The police can also search a building 
if the occupant gives them permission.)

In addition, you can be searched if the search occurs 
when you are lawfully arrested. When can you be arrested? 
You can be arrested if a judge has issued an arrest warrant 
for you, if you commit a crime in the presence of a police 
officer, or if the officer has probable cause to believe you 
have committed a serious crime (usually a felony). If you 
are arrested and no search warrant has been issued, the 
police—not a judge—decide what they can search. What 
rules should they follow?

In trying to answer that question, the courts have 
elaborated a set of rules that are complex, subject to fre-
quent change, and quite controversial. In general, the 
police, after arresting you, can search you, things in plain 
view, and things or places under your immediate control. 
As a practical matter, things “in plain view” or “under 
your immediate control” mean the room in which you are 
arrested but not other rooms of the house.82 If the police 

want to search the rest of 
your house or a car parked 
in your driveway, they will 
first have to go to a judge 
to obtain a search warrant. 
But if the police arrest a 
college student on campus 
for underage drinking and 
then accompany that stu-
dent back to his or her dormitory room so that the stu-
dent can get proof that he or she was old enough to drink, 
the police can seize drugs in plain view in that room.83 
And if marijuana is growing in plain view in an open field, 
the police can enter and search that field even though it is 
fenced off with a locked gate and a “No Trespassing” sign.84

What if you are arrested while driving your car—how 
much of it can the police search? The answer to that ques-
tion has changed almost yearly. In 1979, the Court ruled 
that the police could not search a suitcase taken from a 
car of an arrested person, and in 1981 it extended this 
protection to any “closed, opaque container” found in 
the car.85 But the following year, the Court decided that 
all parts of a car, closed or open, could be searched if 
the officers had probable cause to believe they contained 
contraband (i.e., goods illegally possessed). And the rules 
governing car searches have recently been relaxed even 
further. Officers who have probable cause to search a car 
can also search the things passengers are carrying in the 
car. And if the car is stopped for a traffic infraction, the 
car can be searched if the officer develops a “reasonable, 
articulable suspicion” that the car is involved in other ille-
gal activity.86

In this confusing area of the law, the Court is attempt-
ing to protect those places in which a person has a “reason-
able expectation of privacy.” Your body is one such place, 
and so the Court has held that the police cannot compel 
you to undergo surgery to remove a bullet that might be 
evidence of your guilt or innocence in a crime.87 But the 
police can require you to take a Breathalyzer test to deter-
mine whether you have been drinking while driving.88 
Your home is another place where you have an expecta-
tion of privacy, but a barn next to your home is not, nor is 
your backyard viewed from an airplane, nor is your home 
if it is a motor home that can be driven away, and so the 
police need not have a warrant to look into these places.89

If you work for the government, you have an expecta-
tion that your desk and files will be private; nonetheless, 
your supervisor may search the desk and files without a war-
rant, provided that he or she is looking for something related 
to your work.90 But bear in mind that the Constitution pro-
tects you only from the government; a private employer has a 
great deal of freedom to search your desk and files.
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To: Nicole Maxwell, Supreme Court justice
From: Benjamin Andrew, law clerk
Subject: Patriot Act and libraries 

The Patriot Act allows the FBI to seek the records of possible terrorists from banks, businesses, and 
libraries. Many libraries claim this will harm the constitutional rights of Americans. You support these 
rights, but are also aware of the need to protect national security.

Your decision:  Uphold this provision  Overturn this provision

Arguments against:
1. Freedom of speech and expression are funda-

mental constitutional guarantees that should 
not be infringed.

2. The law might harm groups engaged in 
peaceful protests.

3. The law allows the government to delay noti-
fying people that their borrowing habits are 
being investigated.
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What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

Arguments for:
1. The Patriot Act does not target individuals 

who have not violated a criminal law and who 
do not threaten human life.

2. For the FBI to collect information about bor-
rowers, it must first obtain permission from a 
federal judge.

3. Terrorists may use libraries to study and plan 
activities that threaten national security.

To Consider:
Two public libraries have asked the Supreme Court to strike down provisions of the 
Patriot Act that allow the Federal Bureau of Investigation to see the borrowing records 
of persons who are under investigation.

Will You Support the Patriot Act Provision 
on Library Records?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?
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Confessions 
and Self-
Incrimination
The constitutional ban 
on being forced to give 
evidence against oneself 
was originally intended to 
prevent the use of torture 
or “third-degree” police 
tactics to extract confes-
sions. But it has since 
been extended to cover 
many kinds of statements 
uttered not out of fear of 

torture but from a lack of awareness of one’s rights, espe-
cially the right to remain silent, whether in the court-
room or in the police station.

For many decades, the Supreme Court had held that 
involuntary confessions could not be used in federal crim-
inal trials but had not ruled that they were barred from 
state trials. But in the early 1960s, it changed its mind in 
two landmark cases: Escobedo and Miranda.91 The story of 
the latter and of the controversy that it provoked is worth 
telling.

Ernesto A. Miranda was convicted in Arizona of the 
rape and kidnapping of a young woman. The conviction 
was based on a written confession that Miranda signed 
after two hours of police questioning. (The victim also 
identified him.) Two years earlier, the Court had decided 
that the rule against self-incrimination applied to state 
courts.92 Now the question arose of what constitutes an 
“involuntary” confession. The Court decided that a con-
fession should be presumed involuntary unless the person 
in custody had been fully and clearly informed of his or 
her right to be silent, to have an attorney present during 
any questioning, and to have an attorney provided free of 
charge if he or she could not afford one. The accused could 
waive these rights and offer to talk, but the waiver must be 
truly voluntary. Since Miranda did not have a lawyer pres-
ent when he was questioned and had not knowingly waived 
his right to a lawyer, the confession was excluded from evi-
dence in the trial and his conviction was overturned.93

Miranda was tried and convicted again, this time on 
the basis of evidence supplied by his girlfriend, who testi-
fied that he had admitted to her that he was guilty. Nine 
years later, he was released from prison; four years after 
that, he was killed in a barroom fight. When the Phoe-
nix police arrested the prime suspect in Ernesto Miranda’s 
murder, they read him his rights from a “Miranda card.”

Everyone who watches cops-and-robbers shows on 
television probably knows the “Miranda warning” by 

heart. The police now read it routinely to people whom 
they arrest. It is not clear whether it has much impact on 
who does or does not confess or what effect, if any, it may 
have on the crime rate.

In time, the Miranda rule was extended to mean that 
you have a right to a lawyer when you appear in a police 
lineup94 and when you are questioned by a psychiatrist 
to determine whether you are competent to stand trial.95 
The Court threw out the conviction of a man who had 
killed a child because the accused, without being given the 
right to have a lawyer present and having undergone harsh 
questioning, had led the police to the victim’s body.96 You 
do not have a right to a Miranda warning, however, if 
while in jail you confess a crime to another inmate who 
turns out to be an undercover police officer.97

Some police departments have tried to get around the 
need for a Miranda warning by training their officers to 
question suspects before giving them a Miranda warning 
and then, if the suspect confesses, giving the warning and 
asking the same questions over again. But the Supreme 
Court has not allowed this and has struck the practice 
down.98

Relaxing the Exclusionary Rule
Cases such as Miranda were highly controversial and led 
to congressional efforts, mostly unsuccessful, to modify 
or overrule the decisions by statute. But as the rules 
governing police conduct became increasingly more 
complex, pressure mounted to find an alternative. Some 
thought that any evidence should be admissible, with 
the question of police conduct left to lawsuits or other 
ways of punishing official misbehavior. Others said the 
exclusionary rule served a useful purpose but had sim-
ply become too technical to be an effective deterrent to 
police misconduct (the police cannot obey rules that 
they cannot understand). And still others maintained 
that the exclusionary rule was a vital safeguard to essen-
tial liberties and should be kept intact. The Court has 
refused to let Congress abolish Miranda because it is a 
constitutional rule.99

The courts began to decide some cases in ways that 
modified—but retained—the exclusionary rule. The 
police were given greater freedom to question juveniles.100 
If the police got a warrant they thought was valid but the 
judge had used the wrong form, they could use it under 
the good faith exception.101 The Supreme Court has 
allowed the police to question a suspect without first issu-
ing a Miranda warning if the questions were motivated 
by overriding considerations of public safety, referred to 
as a public safety exception.102 And the Court changed 
its mind about the killer who led the police to the victim’s 
body. Under the inevitable discovery rule, the Court 

good faith exception An 
error in gathering evidence 
sufficiently minor that it may 
be used in a trial.

public safety exception 
The police can question a 
non-Mirandized suspect if 
there is an urgent concern for 
public safety.

inevitable discovery The 
police can use evidence if it 
would inevitably have been 
discovered.
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decided that if a victim 
will be discovered anyway, 
the evidence will not be 
excluded.103

A related issue to con-
fessions and self-incrim-
ination that has gained 
increased public atten-

tion in recent years is civil  forfeiture, or the practice of 
law-enforcement officers taking assets (such as money 
or property) from people suspected of involvement with 
legal activity, but not charged with a crime. In modern 
American politics, civil forfeiture developed in the 1980s 
as a tool in the war on drugs, as it allowed governments 
to collect funds quickly from suspected criminals and 
use that money for fighting crime or providing restitu-
tion to victims. More recently, though, people who have 
been pulled over for traffic stops have been asked to turn 
over cash in their cars (sometimes thousands of dollars, 
often for alleged purposes such as buying a used car) or 
face arrest. Others who have family members who have 
drug problems or legal infractions sometimes have been 
ordered to turn over their cars or even their homes. The 
courts may weigh in on this highly controversial issue in 
the near future.104

Terrorism and Civil Liberties
The horrific terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, 
raised important questions about how far the govern-
ment can go in investigating and prosecuting indi-
viduals. Americans have hotly debated civil liberties 
questions about both information gathering and pros-
ecuting suspected terrorists.

Information Gathering  
and Surveillance
A little more than one month after the attacks, Con-
gress passed a new law, the USA Patriot Act, designed 
to increase federal powers to investigate terrorists.† Its 
main provisions are as follows:

•	 Telephone taps. The government may, if it has a court 
order, tap any telephone a suspect uses instead of hav-
ing to get a separate order for each telephone.

•	 Internet taps. The government may, if it has a court 
order, tap Internet communications.

•	 Voice mail. The government may, with a court order, 
seize voice mail.

•	 Grand jury information. Investigators can now share 
with other government officials things learned in secret 
grand jury hearings.

•	 Immigration. The attorney general may hold any non-
citizen who is thought to be a national security risk for 
up to seven days. If the alien cannot be charged with a 
crime or deported within that time, he or she may still 
be detained if he or she is certified to be a security risk.

•	 Money laundering. The government gets new powers to 
track the movement of money across U.S. borders and 
among banks.

•	 Crime. This provision eliminates the statute of limita-
tion on terrorist crimes and increases the penalties.

When it was first passed in October 2001, the Patriot 
Act made certain provisions temporary to allay concerns 
of civil libertarians. The law was renewed in March 2006 
and again in May 2011, after extensive debate each time, 
but ultimately with only a few changes. Controversial 
parts of the law included the use of secret “national secu-
rity letters” by the Federal Bureau of Investigation to 
gain access to records from banks, libraries, and tele-
phone companies. One of the most heavily scrutinized 
parts of the law was Section 215, which allowed the 
National Security Agency (NSA)—the U.S. intelligence 
agency responsible for code-breaking and electronic 
surveillance—to conduct domestic surveillance through 
bulk collection of telephone metadata.105

The Patriot Act had some historical precedent. For 
much of the 20th century, presidents of both parties autho-
rized telephone taps without warrants when they believed 
the person being tapped was a foreign spy. Some presidents 
also did so to collect information about their political 
enemies. In 1978, Congress decided to bring this practice 
under legislative control. It passed the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act (FISA), which required the president to 
go before a special court, comprising seven judges selected 
by the chief justice, to obtain approval for electronic eaves-
dropping on persons who were thought to be foreign spies. 
The FISA court would impose a standard lower than that 
which governs the issuance of warrants against criminals. 
For criminals, a warrant must be based on showing “prob-
able cause” that the person is engaged in a crime; for FISA 
warrants, the government need show only that the person 
is likely to be working for a foreign government.

In late 2005, the New York Times revealed that the 
NSA had a secret program to intercept telephone calls and 
email messages, without seeking a warrant, between cer-
tain people abroad and Americans in the United States. 
(The Times had known about the program for a year, but 

civil forfeiture A 
procedure in which law- 
enforcement officers take 
assets from people who are 
suspected of illegal activity, 
but have not been charged 
with a crime.

†The name of the law is an acronym derived from the official title 
of the bill, drawn from the first letters of the following capitalized 
words: Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appro-
priate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA 
Patriot).
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waited to collect additional information before publish-
ing, in part because administration officials expressed 
concern that making the program public would hinder 
national security.) The Bush administration, which had 
secretly authorized the program in 2002, argued that the 
intercepts were designed not to identify criminals or for-
eign spies, but to alert the country to potential terrorist 
threats. It could not rely on FISA because its procedures 
took too long and its standards of proof were too high.106

In 2002, the court that hears appeals from the FISA 
court had noted that the president, as commander in 
chief, has the “inherent authority” to conduct warrantless 
searches to obtain foreign intelligence information. When 
the NSA’s secret program became public in 2005, critics 
said it imperiled Americans’ civil liberties by conducting 
domestic surveillance without court approval. The Bush 
administration argued that after 9/11, Congress’s autho-
rization for the president to exercise “all necessary and 
appropriate” uses of military force included warrantless 
intercepts of terrorist communications.107

Public debate about the domestic surveillance pro-
gram spurred Congress to pass a bill in 2008 that allowed 
the government to intercept foreign communications 
with people in the United States, provided the FISA court 
had approved the surveillance methods. But the adminis-
tration could begin the surveillance before a FISA ruling 
was issued if it declared the need to be urgent. However, if 
Americans living overseas were the target of surveillance, 
then there must first be a FISA warrant. In addition, pri-
vate telephone and Internet companies that aided in the 
surveillance were exempt from lawsuits so long as they 
had received “substantial evidence” that the program was 
authorized by the president.108

In 2013, controversy erupted again when news orga-
nizations revealed that nine U.S. Internet companies 
had collaborated with the NSA and British intelligence 
agencies on a secret and extensive surveillance program. 
This information became public through the unauthor-
ized release of thousands of classified government docu-
ments by NSA contractor Edward Snowden, who asserted 
that leaking files to journalists was necessary to make 
the American people aware of the agency’s alleged con-
stitutional violations. Under risk of arrest in the United 
States for spying, Snowden eventually was granted tem-
porary asylum in Russia, while an intense public debate 
weighed whether his actions had harmed national secu-
rity or provided much-needed scrutiny of government 
surveillance.109

In the aftermath of the Snowden controversy and 
continuing questions about NSA surveillance, certain 
provisions of the Patriot Act expired on June 1, 2015. 
Many members of Congress—both Democrats and 

Republicans—objected to the mass collection of tele-
phone records that the law had permitted. On June 2, 
2015, President Obama signed into law the USA Freedom 
Act, which addressed congressional concerns by requiring 
the federal government to get special judicial approval (by 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court) to receive 
data collections from telephone companies.110

Prosecuting Suspected 
Terrorists
Another significant legal issue for the United States as 
it has waged war and captured suspected terrorists is 
whether those suspects may be detained without access 
to the courts. The traditional view, first announced 
during World War II, was that spies sent to this coun-
try by the Nazis could be tried by a military tribunal 
instead of by a civilian court. They were neither citizens 
nor soldiers, but “unlawful combatants.”111 The Bush 
administration relied on this view when it authorized 
the detention at the U.S. military base in Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba, of people captured by American forces in 
Afghanistan.

In November 2001, President Bush issued an execu-
tive order stating that any noncitizen believed to be a ter-
rorist or to have harbored a terrorist would be tried by a 
military, rather than a civilian, court. But the detainees 
at Guantanamo Bay included American citizens, who 
demanded access to U.S. courts. In 2004, the Supreme 
Court issued two rulings that said that suspected terrorists, 
both Americans and noncitizens, had the right to chal-
lenge their detention before a neutral decision maker.112 
The Bush administration subsequently created military 
tribunals to review the status of the alleged “enemy com-
batants” at Guantanamo Bay, but the Supreme Court 
ruled in 2006 that the executive branch could not create 
military commissions unilaterally—that is, without con-
gressional approval.113 Congress then passed the Military 
Commissions Act of 2006, which authorized the use of 
military commissions to try alien enemy combatants.

The Military Commissions Act of 2006 stated that 
each commission must comprise at least five military offi-
cers and must allow the defendant certain fundamental 
rights (such as to see evidence and to testify). Decisions 
could be appealed to the U.S. Court of Military Com-
mission Review, whose members are selected by the sec-
retary of defense, in Washington, DC. Further appeals 
could be made to the federal appeals court for the Dis-
trict of Columbia and the Supreme Court.114 The law had 
prohibited defendants from challenging their detention 
in federal court, but the Supreme Court ruled in 2008 
that the constitutional writ of habeas corpus applies to 
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detainees.115 Subsequent reforms were incorporated into 
the law in 2009.116

Of the nearly 800 individuals who have been held 
at the Guantanamo Bay detention camp, more than 
half were released during the Bush administration, and 
another quarter were released during the Obama admin-
istration. Upon taking office in 2009, President Obama 
issued an executive order to close the Guantanamo 

prison within one year. The administration subse-
quently announced that some detainees would be tried 
in the United States, but strong congressional and pub-
lic opposition stymied this plan. When Obama left 
office in 2017, 41 detainees remained in the prison.117 
The Trump White House expressed interest in keeping 
Guantanamo Bay open and detaining more suspected 
terrorists there.

IMAGE 5-6 Inside a cell at the 
terrorist prison in Guantanamo, 
where Muslim inmates received 
a copy of the Koran, a chess set, 
and an arrow pointing toward 
Mecca.M
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•	Mapp v. Ohio (1961): Evidence illegally gathered by 
the police may not be used in a criminal trial.

•	Gideon v. Wainwright (1964): Persons charged 
with a crime have a right to an attorney even if they 
cannot afford one.

•	Miranda v. Arizona (1966): Court describes warn-
ing that police must give to arrested persons.

•	United States v. Leon (1984): Illegally obtained 
evidence may be used in a trial if it was gathered 
in good faith without violating the principles of the 
Mapp decision.

•	Dickerson v. United States (2000): The Mapp deci-
sion is based on the Constitution and cannot be 
altered by Congress passing a law.

•	Rasul v. Bush and Hamdi v. Rumsfeld (2004): 
 Terrorist detainees must have access to a neutral 
court to decide whether they are legally held.

•	Hamdan v. Rumsfeld (2006): The executive branch 
cannot unilaterally set up military commissions to 
try suspected terrorists; Congress must authorize 
their creation.

•	Boumedine v. Bush (2008): Congress may not 
 suspend the writ of habeas corpus for suspected 
terrorists held at Guantanamo Bay.

Criminal ChargesLANDMARK 
CASES
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5-5 Civil Liberties and  American Democracy 119

5-5  Civil Liberties and 
 American Democracy

In some ways, civil liberties questions are both like and 
unlike ordinary policy debates. Like most issues, civil 
liberties problems often involve competing interests—
in this case, conflicting rights or conflicting rights and 
duties—and so we have groups mobilized on both sides 
of issues involving free speech and crime control. Like 
some other issues, civil liberties problems also can arise 
from the successful appeals of a policy entrepreneur, and 
so we have periodic reductions in liberty resulting from 
popular fears, usually aroused during or just after a war.

But civil liberties are unlike many other issues in at 
least one regard: More than struggles over welfare spend-
ing or defense or economic policy, debates about civil lib-
erties reach down into our fundamental political beliefs 
and political culture, challenging us to define what we 
mean by religion, Americanism, and decency. The most 
important of these challenges focuses on the meaning of 
the First Amendment: What is “speech”? How much of it 
should be free? How far can the state go in aiding religion? 
How do we strike a balance between national security and 
personal expression? The zigzag course followed by the 
courts in judging these matters has, on balance, tended to 
enlarge freedom of expression.

Almost as important has been the struggle to strike a 
balance between the right of society to be protected from 
criminals and terrorists, and the right of people (including 
criminals and terrorists) to have constitutional guarantees 
of due process. As with free speech cases, the courts gen-
erally have broadened the rights of individuals at some 
expense to the power of the police. But in recent years, 
the Supreme Court has pulled back from some of its more 
sweeping applications of the exclusionary rule.

The resolution of these issues by the courts is political 
in the sense that differing opinions about what is right 
or desirable compete, with one side or another prevail-
ing (often by a small majority). In this competition of 

ideas, federal judges, though not elected, often are sensi-
tive to strong currents of popular opinion. When politics 
has produced new action against apparently threatening 
minorities, judges are inclined, at least for a while, to 
give serious consideration to popular fears and legislative 
majorities. And when no strong national mood is discern-
ible, the opinions of elites influence judicial thinking (as 
described in Chapter 16).

At the same time, courts resolve political conflicts 
in a manner that differs in important respects from the 
resolution of conflicts by legislatures or executives. First, 
the very existence of the courts, and the relative ease with 
which one may enter them to advance a claim, facilitates 
challenges to accepted values. An unpopular political or 
religious group may have little or no access to a legislature, 
but it will have substantial access to the courts.

Second, judges often settle controversies about rights 
not simply by deciding the case at hand, but rather by 
formulating a general rule to cover like cases elsewhere. 
This has an advantage (the law tends to become more con-
sistent and better known) but a disadvantage as well: a 
rule suitable for one case may be unworkable in another. 
Judges reason by analogy and sometimes assume two cases 
are similar when in fact important differences exist. For 
example, a definition of “obscenity” or “fighting words” 
may suit one situation but be inadequate in another.

Third, judges interpret the Constitution, whereas 
legislatures often consult popular preferences or personal 
convictions. However much their own beliefs influence 
what judges read into the Constitution, almost all of them 
are constrained by its language.

Taken together, the desire to find and announce rules, 
the language of the Constitution, and the personal beliefs 
of judges have led to a general expansion of civil liberties. 
As a result, even allowing for temporary reversals and fre-
quent redefinitions, any value thought to hinder freedom 
of expression and the rights of the accused has generally 
lost ground to the claims of the First, Fourth, Fifth, and 
Sixth Amendments.

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

5-1 Discuss why the courts are so important 
in defining civil liberties, for both the 
national government and the states.

The courts are independent of the executive and 
legislative branches, both of which respond to 
public pressures. In wartime or in other crisis 

periods, people want “something done.” The 
president and members of Congress know this. 
The courts usually are a brake on the people’s 
demands. Of course, the courts can make mis-
takes or get things confused, as many people 
believe they have with the establishment clause 
and the rights of criminal defendants. Still, when 
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120 Chapter 5 Civil Liberties

it comes to government respecting civil liberties 
like the freedom to express unpopular beliefs, the 
courts are often citizens’ last best hope.

After the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted 
in 1868, the Supreme Court began the slow but 
steady process of “incorporation” by which fed-
eral rights deemed “fundamental” also applied to 
the states. Today, the entire Bill of Rights is now 
applied to the states except the Third Amend-
ment right not to have soldiers forcibly quartered 
in private homes, the Fifth Amendment right to be 
indicted by a grand jury before being tried for a 
serious crime, the Seventh Amendment right to a 
jury trial in civil cases, and the Eighth Amendment 
ban on excessive bail and fines. Although states 
still may regulate gun purchases and gun use, the 
latest incorporated right is the Second Amend-
ment right to own and “bear arms,” which the 
Court applied to the states in a 2010 decision.

5-2 Describe which forms of expression are 
not protected by the Constitution, and why.

Forms of expression not protected by the Con-
stitution include: threats of “imminent, lawless 
action” (speech that incites others to commit 
illegal acts or that directly and immediately pro-
vokes another person to violent behavior); libel 
(injurious written statements about another per-
son); obscenity (writing or pictures that the aver-
age person, applying the standards of his or her 
community, believes appeal to the prurient inter-
est and lack literary, artistic, political, or scientific 
value); and certain types of symbolic (actions 
that convey a political message) or commercial 
and youthful (expression by corporations, inter-
est groups, and children) speech.

5-3 Explain how the Constitution protects 
religious freedom.

The First Amendment bans the federal gov-
ernment, but not the states, from having an 

“established,” tax-supported church. Some 
states had tax-funded churches well into the 
19th century, but the Supreme Court has long 
since outlawed state-sponsored churches. The 
First Amendment also prohibits the federal 
government from interfering with people’s reli-
gious activities.

5-4 Evaluate how, in the 21st century, the 
Constitution protects civil liberties for 
people accused of a crime or designated 
as “enemy combatants.”

The Constitution includes several due-process 
protections for people accused of committing 
a crime: the exclusionary rule (evidence gath-
ered in violation of the Constitution cannot be 
used in a trial), the need for a search warrant 
(an order from a judge authorizing the search 
of a place), the Miranda rules (warnings that 
police must give to a person being arrested 
regarding the rights of the accused), and oth-
ers. The Supreme Court has ruled that terrorist 
detainees and enemy combatants (persons 
who are neither citizens nor prisoners of war) 
have constitutionally guaranteed due-process 
protections.

5-5 Summarize the evolution of civil liberties 
in the United States.

The Bill of Rights guarantees to the people 
certain freedoms upon which the national 
government may not infringe, and the courts 
have extended many of those protections at 
the state level as well. While freedoms from 
government must be balanced against public 
interests, such as national security, the courts 
over time generally have ruled in favor of broad 
interpretations of civil liberties, requiring the 
government to meet a high standard to justify 
restrictions.
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Civil Rights
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

6-1  Explain how Supreme Court rulings and federal legislation have 

attempted to end racial discrimination in the United States.

6-2  Explain how Supreme Court rulings and federal legislation have 

attempted to advance women’s rights in the United States.

6-3  Discuss the evolution of affirmative action programs after the 

Supreme Court and Congress ended racial segregation.

6-4  Discuss how Court doctrine and public opinion on gay rights 

have changed in the 21st century.

6-5  Summarize how American political institutions and public opinion 

have expanded civil rights.
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Chapter 6 Civil Rights 123

In 1830, Congress passed 
a law requiring all  Indians 

(they were so called in the law) east of the  Mississippi 
River to move to the Indian Territory west of the 
river, and the army set about implementing it. In the 
1850s, a major political fight broke out in  Boston over 
whether the police department should be obliged to 
hire an Irish officer. Until 1920, women could not vote 
in most elections. In the 1930s, the Cornell University 
Medical School had a strict quota limiting the number 
of Jewish students who could enroll. In the 1940s, 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered that all 
Japanese Americans be removed from their homes 
in California and placed in relocation centers far from 
the coast. Until 1954, public schools in many states 
were required by law to be segregated by race. Until 
1967, 16 states outlawed marriages between whites 
and nonwhites. Until 2003, 14 states outlawed con-
sensual sexual relations between same-sex partners. 

THEN 

Now it would be inconceiv-
able that the army would 

forcibly relocate Native Americans. No one can be 
denied entry into a police department by reason of 
race, ethnicity, or religion. Women not only have long 
had the right to vote, but actually now vote at higher 
rates than men do. Unlike during World War II, today 
no group of people can be forcibly relocated or held 
against their will en masse, and even suspected ter-
rorists and “enemy combatants” cannot be detained 
indefinitely without having their day in court. The 
quotas that once limited Jews’ access to colleges 

NOW 

and universities are history. 
State laws requiring segre-
gated public schools and 
banning interracial mar-
riage are history, too. And, 
within just the past decade, 
state laws forbidding consensual sexual relations 
between same-sex partners have been eliminated, as 
have restrictions on same-sex marriage.

Still, then, as now, if the government passes a law that 
treats different groups of people differently, that law is 
not necessarily unconstitutional.

Civil rights refer to cases in which some group, usu-
ally defined along racial or ethnic lines, is denied access 
to facilities, opportunities, or services that are available 
to other groups. The pertinent question regarding civil 
rights is not whether the government has the authority to 
treat different people differently; it is whether such differ-
ences in treatment are reasonable. Many laws and policies 
make distinctions among people—for example, the tax 
laws require people with higher incomes to pay taxes at 
a higher rate than those with lower incomes—but not all 
such distinctions are defensible. The courts have long held 
that classifying people on the basis of their income and 
taxing them at different rates is quite permissible because 
such classifications are not arbitrary or unreasonable and 
are related to a legitimate public need (i.e., raising rev-
enue). Increasingly, however, the courts have said that 
classifying people on the basis of their race or ethnicity is 
unreasonable.1 The tests the courts use are summarized in 
Table 6.3 on page 137.

civil rights The rights of 
people to be treated without 
unreasonable or unconstitu-
tional differences.

IMAGE 6-1 Reverend Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and other civil 
rights leaders participated in the 
March on Washington for Jobs 
and Freedom, popularly known 
as the March on Washington, on 
August 28, 1963 .Ro
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124 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

6-1 Race and Civil Rights
In July 2013, the National Urban League (NUL), led by 
its president, Marc H. Morial, the former mayor of New 
Orleans, came to Philadelphia for its annual conference. 
With the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP), the NUL is among the 
nation’s most historic and important civil rights orga-
nizations. Its 2013 conference theme was “Redeem the 
Dream.” Fifty years earlier, in 1963,  Reverend Dr.  Martin 
Luther King, Jr. delivered his historic “I Have a Dream” 
speech in Washington, DC. In its 2013 State of Black 
America report, the NUL credited civil rights laws (see 
Table 6.1 on  page 126) for the progress made over the 
past half-century or so in closing white–black gaps in 
education and standards of living:

•	 The white–black high school completion rate gap has 
closed by 57 points; whereas only 25 percent of blacks 
graduated from high school in 1963, by 2013 the frac-
tion had risen to 85 percent, and there had been a three-
fold increase in the number of blacks enrolled in college.

•	 The white–black poverty rate gap fell by 23 points; 
whereas 48 percent of blacks lived in poverty in 1963, 
by 2013 the fraction had fallen to 28 percent.

•	 The number of black homeowners increased by 
14 percent.

But the same report also documented numerous 
racial gaps and disparities in housing, education, health 
care, employment, and overall economic opportunity:

•	 In 2013, as in 1963, the black–white unemployment 
ratio was still 2 to 1, regardless of education, gender, 
region, or income level.

•	 In 2013, as in 1963, more than a third of all black chil-
dren (38 percent) still lived in poverty.

•	 In 2013, as in 1963, blacks employed in the public 
sector earned less than whites in the same jobs, and a 
still-wider black–white wage disparity persisted in the 
private sector.

Citing the history surrounding Reverend Dr. King’s “I 
Have a Dream” speech, Morial and other leaders called on 
all citizens to come together to eliminate these and other 
racial gaps and disparities in housing, education, employ-
ment, and other areas. As late as the mid-20th century, 
African Americans in many parts of the country could not 
vote, attend integrated schools, ride in the front seats of 
buses, or buy homes in white neighborhoods. Conditions 
were especially oppressive in those parts of the country, 
notably the Deep South, where blacks were often in the 
majority. There, the politically dominant white minor-
ity felt keenly the potential competition for jobs, land, 
public services, and living space posed by large numbers 
of people of another race. But even in the North, black 
gains often seemed to be at the expense of lower-income 
whites who lived or worked near them, not at the expense 
of upper-status whites who lived in suburbs.

African Americans were not allowed to vote at all in 
many areas; they could vote only with great difficulty in 
others; and even in those places where voting was easy, 
they often lacked the material and institutional support 
for effective political organization. If your opponent feels 
deeply threatened by your demands and can deny you 
access to the political system that will decide the fate of 
those demands, you are, to put it mildly, at a disadvan-
tage. Yet from the end of Reconstruction to the 1960s—
for nearly a century—many blacks in the South found 
themselves in just such a position.

To the dismay of those who prefer to explain political 
action in terms of economic motives, people often attach 
greater importance to the intangible costs and benefits of 
policies than to the tangible ones. Thus, even though the 
average black represented no threat to the average white, 
antiblack attitudes—racism—produced some appalling 
actions. Between 1882 and 1946, 4,715 people, about 
three-fourths of them African Americans, were lynched 
in the United States.2 Some of these brutalities were per-
petrated by small groups of vigilantes acting with much 
ceremony, but others were the actions of frenzied mobs. 

IMAGE 6-2 Former South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley 
was appointed U.S. Permanent Representative to the United 
Nations in the Trump administration.

To explain the victimization of certain groups and 
the methods by which they have begun to overcome 
it, we start with racial classifications and the case of 
 African   Americans. The strategies used by or on behalf 
of  African Americans have typically set the pattern for the 
strategies used by other groups. At the end of this chapter, 
we look at the issues of women’s rights and gay rights.
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6-1 Race and Civil Rights 125

In the summer of 1911, a black man charged with mur-
dering a white man in Livermore, Kentucky, was dragged 
by a mob to the local theater, where he was hanged. The 
audience, which had been charged admission, was invited 
to shoot the swaying body (those in the orchestra seats 
could empty their revolvers; those in the balcony were 
limited to a single shot).3

Though the public in other parts of the country was 
shocked by such events, little was done because lynching 
was a local, not a federal, crime. It obviously would not 
require many such horrific killings for African Americans 
in these localities to decide it would be foolhardy to try to 
vote or enroll in a white school. And even in those states 
where black Americans did vote, popular attitudes were 
not conducive to blacks buying homes or taking jobs on 
an equal basis with whites.

Even among those professing to support equal rights, 
a substantial portion opposed African Americans’ efforts 
to obtain them and federal action to secure them. In 1942, 
a national poll showed that only 30 percent of white peo-
ple thought black and white children should attend the 
same schools; in 1956, the proportion had risen, but only 
to 49 percent, still less than a majority. (In the South, 
white support for school integration was even lower— 
14 percent favored it in 1956, about 31 percent in 1963.) 
As late as 1956, a majority of Southern whites were opposed 
to integrated public transportation facilities. Even among 
whites who generally favored integration, there was in 
1963 (before the inner-city riots that occurred later in the 
decade) considerable opposition to the black civil rights 
movement: nearly half of the whites classified in a survey 
as moderate integrationists thought demonstrations hurt 
the black cause, nearly two-thirds disapproved of actions 
taken by the civil rights movement, and more than a third 
felt civil rights should be left to the states.4

In short, the political position in which African 
Americans found themselves until the 1960s made it dif-
ficult for them to advance their interests through a fea-
sible legislative strategy; their opponents were aroused, 
organized, and powerful. Thus, if black interests were to 
be championed in Congress or state legislatures, blacks 
would have to have white allies. Though some such allies 
could be found, they were too few to make a difference 
in a political system that gives a substantial advantage 
to strongly motivated opponents of any new policy. For 
that to change, one or both of two things would have 
to happen: additional allies would have to be recruited 
(a delicate problem, given that many white integration-
ists disapproved of aspects of the civil rights movement), 
or the struggle would have to be shifted to a policymak-
ing arena in which the opposition enjoyed less of an 
advantage.

Partly by plan, and partly by accident, black lead-
ers followed both of these strategies simultaneously. By 
publicizing their grievances and organizing a civil rights 
movement that (at least in its early stages) concentrated 
on dramatizing the denial to blacks of essential and widely 
accepted liberties, African Americans were able to broaden 
their base of support both among political elites and 
among the general public, thereby elevating the impor-
tance of civil rights issues on the political agenda. By 
waging a patient, prolonged, but carefully planned legal 
struggle, black leaders shifted decision-making power on 
key civil rights issues from Congress, where they had been 
stymied for generations, to the federal courts.

After this strategy had achieved some substantial suc-
cesses—once blacks had become enfranchised and legal 
barriers to equal participation in political and economic 
affairs had been lowered—the politics of civil rights 
became more conventional. African Americans were able 
to assert their demands directly in the legislative and exec-
utive branches of government with reasonable (though 
scarcely certain) prospects of success. Civil rights became 
less a matter of gaining entry into the political system and 
more one of waging interest-group politics within that 
system. (See Table 6.1 for a summary of major civil-rights 
laws.)

At the same time, the goals of civil rights politics 
broadened. The struggle to gain entry into the system 
had focused on the denial of fundamental rights (to vote, 
to organize, to obtain equal access to schools and public 
facilities); since then, dominant issues have included eco-
nomic progress, professional advancement, and improve-
ment of housing and neighborhoods. But these battles can 
reveal denial of fundamental legal rights as well.

With housing, for example, both government agen-
cies, such as the Federal Housing Authority, and private 
lenders have pursued strategies to make home ownership 

IMAGE 6-3 Segregated water fountain in Oklahoma 
City (1939).
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126 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

more difficult for black Americans, such as “redlining” 
neighborhoods, that is, either denying loans or making 
them more expensive. After the horrific, fatal injuries 
that Baltimore resident Freddie Gray, a 25-year-old Afri-
can American man, received in police custody in 2015, 
riots ensued in the city. Its long-standing problems of 
segregation and poverty commanded national attention, 
particularly their roots, at least partly, in purposely dis-
criminatory public policy.5

The Campaign in the Courts
The Fourteenth Amendment was both an opportunity 
and a problem for black activists. Adopted in 1868, 
it seemed to guarantee equal rights for all: “No state 
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the 
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; 
nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any 
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the 
laws.”

The key phrase was “equal protection of the laws.” 
Read broadly, it might mean that the Constitution should 
be regarded as color-blind: No state law could have the 
effect of treating whites and blacks differently. Thus, a 
law segregating blacks and whites into separate schools 
or neighborhoods would be unconstitutional. Read nar-
rowly, “equal protection” might mean only that blacks 
and whites had certain fundamental legal rights in com-
mon (such as the right to sign contracts, to serve on juries, 
or to buy and sell property), but otherwise they could be 
treated differently.

In a series of decisions beginning in the 1870s, the 
Supreme Court took the narrow view, albeit often by narrow 
majorities. Adopted in 1870, the Fourteenth Amendment 
had been proposed as a means to reinforce the Civil Rights 
Act of 1866. That Act was intended by Congress to ensure 
that former slaves’ citizenship rights would be respected not 
only by the federal government but also by the state govern-
ments, both North and South. But in its 5-to-4  majority 
decision in the Slaughter-House Cases (1873), the Court 
ruled that the “privileges and immunities” clause of the 

1957 Voting Made it a federal crime to try to prevent a person from voting in a federal election. Created the 
Civil Rights Commission.

1960 Voting Authorized the attorney general to appoint federal referees to gather evidence and make find-
ings about allegations that African Americans were deprived of their right to vote. Made it a 
federal crime to use interstate commerce to threaten or carry out a bombing.

1964 Voting Made it more difficult to use devices such as literacy tests to bar African Americans from voting.

Public accommodations Barred discrimination on grounds of race, color, religion, or national origin in restaurants, hotels, 
lunch counters, gasoline stations, movie theaters, stadiums, arenas, and lodging houses with 
more than five rooms.

Schools Authorized the attorney general to bring suit to force the desegregation of public schools on 
behalf of citizens.

Employment Outlawed discrimination in hiring, firing, or paying employees on grounds of race, color, religion, 
national origin, or sex.

Federal funds Barred discrimination in any activity receiving federal assistance.

1965 Voter registration Authorized appointment by the Civil Service Commission of voting examiners who would 
require registration of all eligible voters in federal, state, and local elections, general or primary, 
in areas where discrimination was found to be practiced or where less than 50 percent of 
 voting-age residents were registered to vote in the 1964 election.

Literacy tests Suspended use of literacy tests or other devices to prevent African Americans from voting.

1968 Housing Banned, by stages, discrimination in sale or rental of most housing (excluding private owners 
who sell or rent their homes without the services of a real-estate broker).

Riots Made it a federal crime to use interstate commerce to organize or incite a riot.

1972 Education Prohibited sex discrimination in education programs receiving federal aid.

Discrimination If any part of an organization receives federal aid, no part of that organization may discriminate 
on the basis of race, sex, age, or physical disability.

1991 Discrimination Made it easier to sue over job discrimination and collect damages; overturned certain Supreme 
Court decisions. Made it illegal for the government to adjust, or “norm,” test scores by race.

Key Provisions of Major Civil Rights LawsTABLE 6.1
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Fourteenth Amendment did not protect citizens from dis-
criminatory actions by state governments.

Though in 1880 it declared unconstitutional a West 
Virginia law requiring juries to comprise only white men,6 
the Court decided in 1883 that it was unconstitutional 
for Congress to prohibit racial discrimination in public 
accommodations such as hotels.7 The difference between 
the two cases seemed, in the eyes of the Court, to be this: 
Serving on a jury was an essential right of citizenship that 
the state could not deny to any person on racial grounds 
without violating the Fourteenth Amendment, but reg-
istering at a hotel was a convenience controlled by a pri-
vate person (the hotel owner) who could treat blacks and 
whites differently if he or she wished.

The major decision that determined the legal status of 
the Fourteenth Amendment for more than half a century 
was Plessy v. Ferguson. Louisiana had passed a law requir-
ing blacks and whites to occupy separate cars on railroad 
trains operating in that state. When Adolph Plessy, who 
was seven-eighths white and one-eighth black, refused to 
obey the law, he was arrested. He appealed his conviction 
to the Supreme Court, claiming that the law violated the 
Fourteenth Amendment. In 1896, the Court rejected his 
claim, holding that the law treated both races equally even 
though it required them to be separate. The equal protection 
clause guaranteed political and legal but not social equality. 
“Separate-but-equal” facilities were constitutional because if 
“one race be inferior to the other socially, the Constitution 
of the United States cannot put them on the same plane.”8

“Separate but Equal”
Thus began the separate-but-equal doctrine. Three years 
later, the Court applied it to schools as well, declaring in 
Cumming v. Richmond County Board of Education that a 
decision in a Georgia community to close the black high 
school while keeping open the white high school was 
not a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment because 
blacks could always go to private schools. Here the 
Court seemed to be saying that not only could schools 
be separate, they could even be unequal.9

What the Court has made, the Court can unmake. 
But to get it to change its mind requires a long, costly, and 
uncertain legal battle. The NAACP was the main orga-
nization that waged that battle against the precedent of 
Plessy v. Ferguson. Formed in 1909 by a group of whites 
and blacks in the aftermath of a race riot, the NAACP 
did many things, including lobbying in Washington and 
publicizing black grievances (especially in the pages of The 
Crisis, a magazine edited by W. E. B. Du Bois). But its 
most influential role was played in the courtroom.

It was a rational strategy. Fighting legal battles does 
not require forming broad political alliances or changing 

public opinion, tasks that 
would have been very 
difficult for a small and 
unpopular organization. A 
court-based approach also 
enabled the organization 
to remain nonpartisan. But 
it was a slow and difficult 
strategy. The Court had adopted a narrow interpreta-
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment. To get the Court 
to change its mind would require the NAACP to bring 
before it cases involving the strongest possible claims that 
a black had been unfairly treated—and under circum-
stances sufficiently different from those of earlier cases, 
so that the Court could find some grounds for changing 
its mind.

The steps in that strategy were these: First, persuade 
the Court to declare unconstitutional laws creating 
schools that were separate but obviously unequal. Second, 
persuade it to declare unconstitutional laws supporting 
schools that were separate but unequal in not-so-obvious 
ways. Third, persuade it to rule that racially separate schools 
were inherently unequal and hence unconstitutional.

Can Separate Schools Be Equal?
The first step was accomplished in a series of court cases 
stretching from 1938 to 1948. In 1938, the Court held 
that Lloyd Gaines had to be admitted to an all-white law 
school in Missouri because no black law school of equal 
quality existed in that state.10 In 1948, the Court ordered 
the all-white University of Oklahoma Law School to 
admit Ada Lois Sipuel, a black woman, even though 
the state planned to build a black law school later. For 
education to be equal, it had to be equally available.11 It 
still could be separate, however: The university admitted 
Ms. Sipuel but required her to attend classes in a section 
of the state capitol, roped off from other students, where 
she could meet with her law professors.

The second step was taken in two cases decided in 
1950. Heman Sweatt, an African American man, was 
treated by the University of Texas Law School much as 
Ada Sipuel had been treated in Oklahoma: “admitted” to 
the all-white school but relegated to a separate building. 
Another African American man, George McLaurin, was 
allowed to study for his Ph.D. in a “colored section” of 
the all-white University of Oklahoma. The Supreme Court 
unanimously decided that these arrangements were uncon-
stitutional because, by imposing racially based barriers on 
the black students’ access to professors, libraries, and other 
students, they created unequal educational opportunities.12

The third step, the climax of the entire drama, began 
in Topeka, Kansas, where Linda Brown wanted to enroll 

separate-but-equal 
 doctrine The doctrine 
established in Plessy v. 
 Ferguson (1896) that African 
Americans could constitu-
tionally be kept in separate 
but equal facilities.
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in her neighborhood school but could not because she was 
black and the school was by law reserved exclusively for 
whites. When the NAACP took her case to the federal dis-
trict court in Kansas, the judge decided the black school 
Linda could attend was substantially equal in quality to the 
white school she could not attend and, therefore, denying 
her access to the white school was constitutional. To change 
that, the lawyers would have to persuade the Supreme 
Court to overrule the district judge on the grounds that 
racially separate schools were unconstitutional even if they 
were equal. In other words, the separate-but-equal doc-
trine would have to be overturned by the Court.

It was a risky and controversial step to take. Many 
states, Kansas among them, were trying to make their all-
black schools equal to those of whites by launching expen-
sive building programs. If the NAACP succeeded in getting 
separate schools declared unconstitutional, the Court might 
well put a stop to the building of these new schools. Blacks 
could win a moral and legal victory but suffer a practical 
defeat—the loss of these new facilities. Despite these risks, 
the NAACP decided to go ahead with the appeal.

Brown v. Board of Education
On May 17, 1954, a unanimous Supreme Court, speak-
ing through an opinion written and delivered by Chief 
Justice Earl Warren, found that “in the field of public 

education the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no 
place” because “separate educational facilities are inher-
ently unequal.”13 Plessy v. Ferguson was overruled, and 
“separate but equal” was dead.

The ruling was a landmark decision, but the rea-
sons for it and the means chosen to implement it were as 
important and as controversial as the decision itself. There 
were at least three issues. First, how would the decision 
be implemented? Second, on what grounds were racially 
separate schools unconstitutional? Third, what test would 
a school system have to meet in order to be in conformity 
with the Constitution?

Implementation The Brown case involved a class-action 
suit; that is, it applied not only to Linda Brown but to all 
others similarly situated. This meant that black  children 
everywhere now had the right to attend formerly all-
white schools. This change would be one of the most 
far- reaching and conflict-provoking events in modern 
American history. It could not be effected overnight or by 
the stroke of a pen. In 1955, the Supreme Court decided 
it would let local federal district courts oversee the end of 
segregation by giving them the power to approve or disap-
prove local desegregation plans. This was to be done “with 
all deliberate speed.”14

In the South, “all deliberate speed” turned out to be 
a snail’s pace. Massive resistance to desegregation broke 

IMAGE 6-4 Dorothy Counts, the first black student to attend Harding High School in Charlotte, North Carolina, 
 maintained her poise as she was taunted by shouting, gesticulating white students in September 1957.
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out in many states. Some communities simply defied the 
Court; some sought to evade its edict by closing their pub-
lic schools. In 1956, more than 100 Southern members of 
Congress signed a “Southern Manifesto” that condemned 
the Brown decision as an “abuse of judicial power” and 
pledged to “use all lawful means to bring about a reversal 
of the decision.”

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the National Guard 
and regular army paratroopers were used to escort black 
students into formerly all-white schools and universi-
ties. It was not until the 1970s that resistance collapsed 
and most Southern schools were integrated. The use of 
armed force convinced people that resistance was futile, 
the disruption of the politics and economy of the South 
convinced leaders that it was imprudent, and the voting 
power of blacks convinced politicians that it was suicidal. 
In addition, federal laws began providing financial aid to 
integrated schools and withholding it from segregated 
ones. By 1970, only 14 percent of Southern black school-
children still attended all-black schools.15

The Rationale As the struggle to implement the Brown 
decision continued, the importance of the rationale for 
that decision became apparent. The case was decided in a 
way that surprised many legal scholars.

The Court could have said that the equal protection 
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment makes the Consti-
tution, and thus state laws, color-blind. Or it could have 
said that the authors of the Fourteenth Amendment meant 
to ban segregated schools. It did neither. Instead, it said 
segregated education is bad because it “has a detrimental 
effect upon the colored children” by generating “a feeling 
of inferiority as to their status in the community” that may 
“affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be 
undone.”16 This conclusion was supported by a footnote 

reference to social science 
studies of the apparent 
impact of segregation on 
black children.

Why did the Court 
rely on social science as 
much as or more than the 
Constitution in support-
ing its decision? Appar-
ently for two reasons. One 
was the justices’ realization 
that the authors of the Fourteenth Amendment may not 
have intended to outlaw segregated schools. The schools 
in Washington, DC, were segregated when the amend-
ment was proposed, and when this fact was mentioned 
during the debate, it seems to have been made clear that 
the amendment was not designed to abolish this segrega-
tion. When Congress debated a civil rights act a few years 
later, it voted down provisions that would have ended seg-
regation in schools.17 The Court could not easily base its 
decision on a constitutional provision that had, at best, an 
uncertain application to schools. The other reason grew 
out of the first. On so important a matter, the chief jus-
tice wanted to speak for a unanimous court. Some justices 
did not agree that the Fourteenth Amendment made the 
Constitution color-blind. In the interests of harmony, the 
Court found an ambiguous rationale for its decision.

Desegregation Versus Integration That ambiguity led 
to the third issue. If separate schools were inherently 
unequal, what would “unseparate” schools look like? Since 
the Court had not said race was irrelevant, an “unsepa-
rate” school could be either one that blacks and whites 
were free to attend if they chose or one that blacks and 
whites in fact attended whether they wanted to or not. 
The first might be called a desegregated school, and the 
latter an integrated school. Think of the Topeka case. Was 
it enough that there was now no barrier to Linda Brown’s 
attending the white school in her neighborhood? Or was 
it necessary that there be black children (if not Linda, 
then some others) actually going to that school together 
with white children?

As long as the main impact of the Brown decision 
lay in the South, where laws had prevented blacks from 
attending white schools, this question did not seem 
important. Segregation by law (de jure segregation) was 
now clearly unconstitutional. But in the North, laws had 
not kept blacks and whites apart; instead, all-black and 
all-white schools were the result of residential segrega-
tion, preferred living patterns, informal social forces, and 
administrative practices (such as drawing school district 
lines so as to produce single-race schools). This often was 
called segregation in fact (de facto segregation).

de jure segregation 
Racial segregation that is 
required by law.

IMAGE 6-5 In 1963, Governor George Wallace of Alabama 
stood in the doorway of the University of Alabama to block the 
entry of black students. Facing him was U.S. Deputy Attorney 
General Nicholas Katzenbach.
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de facto segregation 
Racial segregation that 
occurs in schools, not as 
a result of the law, but as a 
result of patterns of residen-
tial settlement.
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Should Affirmative Action Programs in Higher 
Education Continue to Be Supported?

To: Justice Roberta Wilson
From: Robert Gilbert, law clerk
Subject: Affirmative action in higher education

Affirmative-action programs in higher education in the 21st century face strong political scrutiny. In the 
1970s, the Supreme Court said such programs could be instituted as a means of overcoming institu-
tional problems of past discrimination, but the Court has wrestled with the specifics of doing so. For 
example, it has said that diversity goals are permissible, but not quotas. In recent years, the Court has 
questioned whether the need for affirmative-action programs still exists. The Court needs to decide 
whether affirmative-action programs are constitutional, so schools operate uniformly, and constitution-
ally, in making decisions about admissions.

To Consider:
The Supreme Court has announced that it will decide whether affirmative-action pro-
grams in colleges and universities are necessary in the 21st century as a means of 
redress for past discrimination against racial minorities and women.

Arguments against:
1. Colleges and universities focus on higher 

learning and should seek intellectual, not indi-
vidual, diversity.

2. Race is a suspect classification, and no state 
program that chiefly serves one race can be 
allowed.

3. Institutions of higher education should make 
admissions decisions on merit criteria, not on 
other considerations.

Arguments for:
1. Diversity is an important goal in higher educa-

tion, as numerous schools, including military 
academies, have said in briefs for earlier 
cases.

2. The effects of segregation and  discrimination 
continue in American politics today, and 
 affirmative-action programs provide a neces-
sary means of countering those problems.

3. Institutions of higher education grant pref-
erence to applicants for several reasons, 
including family ties to the school. Taking 
race, ethnicity, or gender into account has the 
same goal of incorporating a range of inter-
ests and perspectives into an entering class.

WHAT 
WOuld 
YOu dO?

130 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

Your decision:   Continue affirmative-action programs in higher education  

 Ban affirmative-action programs in higher education

What Will You decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.
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In 1968, the Supreme Court settled the matter. In 
New Kent County, Virginia, the school board had created a 
“ freedom-of-choice” plan under which every pupil would be 
allowed without legal restriction to attend the school of his 
or her choice. As it turned out, all the white children chose 
to remain in the all-white school, and 85 percent of the 
black children remained in the all-black school. The Court 
rejected this plan as unconstitutional because it did not pro-
duce the “ultimate end,” which was a “unitary, nonracial 
system of education.”18 In the opinion written by Justice 
William Brennan, the Court seemed to be saying that the 
Constitution required actual racial mixing in the schools, 
not just the repeal of laws requiring racial separation.

This impression was confirmed three years later when 
the Court considered a plan in North Carolina under 
which pupils in Mecklenburg County (which includes 
Charlotte) were assigned to the nearest neighborhood 
school without regard to race. As a result, about half the 
black children now attended formerly all-white schools, 
with the other half attending all-black schools. The federal 
district court held that this was inadequate and ordered 
some children to be bused into more distant schools 
in order to achieve a greater degree of integration. The 
Supreme Court, now led by Chief Justice Warren Burger, 
upheld the district judge on the grounds that the court 
plan was necessary to achieve a “unitary school system.”19

This case—Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of 
Education—pretty much set the guidelines for all sub-
sequent cases involving school segregation. The essential 
features of those guidelines are as follows:
•	 To violate the Constitution, a school system, by law, 

practice, or regulation, must have engaged in discrimi-
nation. Put another way, a plaintiff must show intent 
to discriminate on the part of the public schools.

•	 The existence of all-white or all-black schools in a dis-
trict with a history of segregation creates a presumption 
of intent to discriminate.

•	 The remedy for past 
discrimination will not 
be limited to freedom 
of choice, or what the 
Court called “the walk-in 
school.” Remedies may 
include racial quotas in 
the assignment of teach-
ers and pupils, redrawn 
district lines, and court-
ordered busing.

•	 Not every school must 
reflect the social compo-
sition of the school sys-
tem as a whole.

Relying on Swann, district courts supervised redis-
tricting and busing plans in localities all over the nation, 
often in the face of bitter opposition from the com-
munity. In Boston, the control of the city schools by a 
federal judge, W. Arthur Garrity, lasted for more than 
a decade and involved him in every aspect of school 
administration. One major issue not settled by Swann 
was whether busing and other remedies should cut across 
city and county lines. In some places, the central-city 
schools had become virtually all black. Racial integration 
could be achieved only by bringing black pupils to white 
suburban schools or moving white pupils into central-
city schools.

In a series of split-vote decisions, the Court ruled that 
court-ordered intercity busing could be authorized only if 
it could be demonstrated that the suburban areas as well 
as the central city had in fact practiced school segrega-
tion. Where that could not be shown, such intercity bus-
ing would not be required. The Court was not persuaded 
that intent had been proved in Atlanta, Detroit, Denver, 
Indianapolis, and Richmond, but it was persuaded that 
intent had been proved in Louisville and Wilmington.20

Suspect Classifications

Beginning with the Brown case, virtually every form of 
racial segregation imposed by law has been struck down 
as unconstitutional. Race has become a suspect classifi-
cation such that any law making racial distinctions is now 
subject to strict scrutiny. To be upheld as constitutional, 
a suspect classification must be related to a “compelling 
government interest,” be “narrowly tailored” to achieve that 
interest, and use the “least restrictive means” available. 
But the Court has also determined that though race is a 

suspect classification, the Constitution is not “color-blind,” 
and so the government may make racial distinctions for 
the purpose of remedying past racial discrimination. Later 
in this chapter we discuss affirmative action—the laws 
or administrative regulations that require a business firm, 
government agency, labor union, school, college, or other 
organization to take positive steps to increase the num-
ber of African Americans, other minorities, or women in its 
membership.

CONSTITuTIONAl 
CONNECTIONS

suspect classification 
Classifications of people 
based on their race or ethnic-
ity; laws so classifying people 
are subject to “strict scrutiny.”

strict scrutiny The stan-
dard by which “suspect clas-
sifications” are judged. To be 
upheld, such a classification 
must be related to a “compel-
ling government interest,” be 
“narrowly tailored” to achieve 
that interest, and use the “least 
restrictive means” available.
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The importance the Court attaches to intent means 
that if a school system that was once integrated devel-
ops a majority population of black students as a result of 
white residents moving to the suburbs, the Court will not 
require that district lines constantly be redrawn or new 
busing plans be adopted to adjust to the changing dis-
tribution of the population.21 This in turn means that as 
long as black people and white people live in different 
neighborhoods for whatever reason, there is a good chance 
that some schools in both areas will be heavily of one race.

If mandatory busing plans or other integration mea-
sures cause whites to move out of a city at a faster rate 
than they otherwise would (a process often called “white 
flight”), then efforts to integrate the schools may in time 
create more single-race schools. Ultimately, integrated 
schools will exist only in integrated neighborhoods or 
where the quality of education is so high that both black 
and white students will enroll in the school, even at some 
cost for travel and inconvenience.

Mandatory busing to achieve racial integration has 
been a deeply controversial program and has generated 
considerable public opposition. Surveys show that a 
majority of people oppose it.22 A 1992 poll showed that 
48 percent of whites in the Northeast and 53 percent of 
Southern whites felt it was “not the business” of the fed-
eral government to ensure “that black and white children 
go to the same schools.”23 Presidents Richard Nixon, Ger-
ald Ford, and Ronald Reagan opposed busing; all three 
supported legislation to prevent or reduce it, and Reagan 
petitioned the courts to reconsider busing plans. The 
courts refused to reconsider, and Congress has passed only 
minor restrictions on busing.

The reason why Congress has not followed pub-
lic opinion on this matter is complex. It has been torn 
between the desire to support civil rights and uphold the 

courts and the desire to represent the views of its constitu-
ents. Because it faces a dilemma, Congress has taken both 
sides of the issue simultaneously. By the late 1980s, busing 
was a dying issue in Congress, in part because no mean-
ingful legislation seemed possible and in part because 
popular passion over busing had somewhat abated.

Then, in 1992, the Supreme Court made it easier for 
local school systems to reclaim control over their schools 
from the courts. In DeKalb County, Georgia (a suburb 
of Atlanta), the schools had been operating under court-
ordered desegregation plans for many years. Despite this 
effort, full integration had not been achieved, largely 
because the county’s neighborhoods had increasingly 
become either all black or all white. The Court held that 
local schools could not be held responsible for segregation 
caused solely by segregated living patterns and so the courts 
would have to relinquish their control over the schools. In 
2007, the Court said race could not be the decisive factor 
in assigning students to schools that had either never been 
segregated (as in Seattle) or where legal segregation had 
long since ended (as in Jefferson County, Kentucky).24

The Campaign in Congress
The campaign in the courts for desegregated schools, 
though slow and costly, was a carefully managed effort 
to alter the interpretation of a constitutional provision. 
But to get new civil rights laws out of Congress required 
a far more difficult and decentralized strategy, one that 
was aimed at mobilizing public opinion and overcoming 
the many congressional barriers to action.

The first problem was to get civil rights on the politi-
cal agenda by convincing people that something had to be 
done. This could be achieved by dramatizing the problem 
in ways that tugged at the conscience of whites who were 
not racist but were ordinarily indifferent to black prob-
lems. Brutal lynching of blacks had shocked these whites, 
but the practice of lynching was on the wane in the 1950s.

Civil rights leaders could, however, arrange for dra-
matic confrontations between blacks claiming some obvi-
ous right and the whites who denied it to them. Beginning 
in the late 1950s, these confrontations began to occur in 
the form of sit-ins at segregated lunch counters and “free-
dom rides” on segregated bus lines. At about the same 
time, efforts were made to get blacks registered to vote in 
counties where whites had used intimidation and harass-
ment to prevent it.

The best-known campaign occurred in  1955–1956 in 
Montgomery, Alabama, where blacks, led by a young min-
ister named Martin Luther King, Jr., boycotted the local 
bus system after it had a black woman, Rosa Parks, 
arrested because she refused to surrender her seat on a bus 
to a white man. These early demonstrations were based 

IMAGE 6-6 In the 1970s, antibusing protestors picketed 
against sending children out of neighborhoods to desegregate 
schools.
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civil disobedience 
Opposing a law one consid-
ers unjust by peacefully dis-
obeying it and accepting the 
resultant punishment.

on the philosophy of civil disobedience—that is, peace-
fully violating a law, such as one requiring blacks to ride 
in a segregated section of a bus, and allowing oneself to be 
arrested as a result.

But the momentum of protest, once unleashed, could 
not be centrally directed or confined to nonviolent action. 
A rising tide of anger, especially among younger blacks, 
resulted in the formation of more militant organizations 
and the spontaneous eruption of violent demonstrations 
and riots in dozens of cities across the country. From 1964 
to 1968, there were in the North as well as the South sev-
eral “long, hot summers” of racial violence.

The demonstrations and rioting succeeded in getting 
civil rights on the national political agenda, but at a cost: 
many whites, opposed to the demonstrations or appalled 
by the riots, dug in their heels and fought against mak-
ing any concessions to “lawbreakers,” “troublemakers,” 
and “rioters.” In 1964 and again in 1968, more than two-
thirds of the whites interviewed in opinion polls said the 
civil rights movement was pushing too fast, had hurt the 
black cause, and was too violent.25

In short, a conflict existed between the agenda-setting 
and coalition-building aspects of the civil rights move-
ment. This was especially a problem since conservative 
Southern legislators still controlled many key congressio-
nal committees that had for years been the graveyard of 
civil rights legislation. The Senate Judiciary Committee 
was dominated by a coalition of Southern Democrats and 
conservative Republicans, and the House Rules Com-
mittee was under the control of a chairman hostile to 
civil rights bills, Howard Smith of Virginia. Any bill that 
passed the House faced an almost certain filibuster in the 
Senate. Finally, President John F. Kennedy was reluctant 
to submit strong civil rights bills to Congress.

Several developments made it possible to break the 
deadlock. First, public opinion was changing. From the 

mid-1950s to the mid-
1990s, surveys found that 
the proportion of whites 
who were willing to have 
their children attend a 
school that was half black 
increased sharply (though 
the proportion of whites willing to have their children 
attend a school that was predominantly black increased 
by much less). About the same change could be found 
in white attitudes toward allowing blacks equal access to 
hotels and buses.26 Of course, support in principle for 
these civil rights measures was not necessarily the same as 
support in practice; nonetheless, clearly a major shift was 
occurring in popular approval of at least the principles of 
civil rights. At the leading edge of this change were young, 
college-educated people.27

Second, certain violent reactions by white segrega-
tionists to black demonstrators were vividly portrayed by 
the media (especially television) in ways that gave the civil 
rights cause a powerful moral force. In May 1963, the 
head of the Birmingham police, Eugene “Bull” Connor, 
ordered his men to use attack dogs and high-pressure fire 
hoses to repulse a peaceful march by African Americans 
demanding desegregated public facilities and increased 
job opportunities. The pictures of that confrontation 
(such as the one on page 135) created a national sensation 
and contributed greatly to the massive participation—by 
whites and blacks alike—in the “March on Washington” 
that summer. About a quarter of a million people gathered 
in front of the Lincoln Memorial to hear the Reverend 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. deliver the aforementioned “I 
Have a Dream” speech, which is now widely regarded as 
one of the most significant public addresses in American 
history, and which today is read, studied, or memorized in 
whole or in part by millions of schoolchildren each year.

•	Dred Scott case, Scott v. Sanford (1857): Con-
gress had no authority to ban slavery in a territory. 
A slave was considered a piece of property.

•	Plessy v. Ferguson (1896): Upheld separate-
but-equal facilities for white and black people on 
 railroad cars.

•	Brown v. Board of Education (1954): Said 
 separate public schools are inherently unequal, 
thus starting racial desegregation. 

•	Green v. County School Board of New Kent 
County (1968): Banned a freedom-of-choice plan 
for integrating schools, suggesting blacks and 
whites must actually attend racially mixed schools.

•	Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of 
 Education (1971): Approved busing and redrawing 
district lines as ways of integrating public schools.
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134 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

The following summer in Neshoba County, Missis-
sippi, three young civil rights workers (two white and one 
black) were brutally murdered by Klansmen aided by the 
local sheriff. When the FBI identified the murderers, the 
effect on national public opinion was galvanic; no white 
Southern leader could any longer offer persuasive opposi-
tion to federal laws protecting voting rights when white 
law enforcement officers had killed students working to 
protect those rights. And the next year, a white woman, 
Viola Liuzzo, was shot and killed while driving a car used 
to transport civil rights workers. Her death was the sub-
ject of a presidential address.

Third, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in 
Dallas, Texas, in November 1963. Many people originally 
(and wrongly) thought he had been killed by a right-wing 
conspiracy. Even after the assassin had been caught and 
shown to have left-wing associations, the shock of the 
president’s murder—in a Southern city—helped build 
support for efforts by the new president, Lyndon B. John-
son (a Texan), to obtain passage of a strong civil rights bill 
as a memorial to the slain president.

Fourth, the 1964 elections not only returned John-
son to office with a landslide victory but also sent a huge 
Democratic majority to the House and retained the large 
Democratic margin in the Senate. This made it possible 
for Northern Democrats to outvote or outmaneuver 
Southerners in the House.

The cumulative effect of these forces, as well as other 
significant events, led to the enactment of five civil rights 
laws between 1957 and 1968. Three (1957, 1960, and 
1965) were chiefly directed at protecting the right to 
vote; one (1968) was aimed at preventing discrimination 
in housing; and one (1964), the most far-reaching of all, 
dealt with voting, employment, schooling, and public 
accommodations.

The passage of the 1964 act was the high point of the 
legislative struggle. Liberals in the House had drafted a 
bipartisan bill, but it was now in the House Rules Com-
mittee, where such proposals had often disappeared with-
out a trace. In the wake of Kennedy’s murder, a discharge 
petition was filed—with President Johnson’s support—to 
take the bill out of committee and bring it to the floor 
of the House. But the Rules Committee, without wait-
ing for a vote on the petition (which it probably realized 
it would lose), sent the bill to the floor, where it passed 
overwhelmingly. In the Senate, an agreement between 
Republican minority leader Everett Dirksen and Presi-
dent Johnson smoothed the way for passage in several 
important respects. The House bill was sent directly to the 
Senate floor, thereby bypassing the Southern-dominated 
Judiciary Committee. Nineteen Southern senators began 
an eight-week filibuster against the bill. On June  10, 
1964, by a vote of 71 to 29, cloture (the Senate rule to 
end a filibuste—see Chapter 13) was invoked to end the 
 filibuster—the first time in history this happened for a 
filibuster aimed at blocking civil rights legislation.

Since the 1960s, congressional support for civil rights 
legislation has grown. Indeed, while once calling a bill a 
civil rights measure would have been the kiss of death, 
today that is no longer the case. For example, in 1984 the 
Supreme Court decided the federal ban on discrimination 
in education applied only to the “program or activity” 
receiving federal aid and not to the entire school or uni-
versity.28 In 1988, Congress passed a bill to overturn this 
decision by making it clear that antidiscrimination rules 
applied to the entire educational institution and not just 
to that part (say, the physics lab) receiving federal money.

When President Reagan vetoed the bill (because, in his 
view, it would diminish the freedom of church- affiliated 
schools), Congress overrode the veto. In the override vote, 

IMAGES 6-7 and 6-8 In 1960, black students from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College staged the first “sit-in” when 
they were refused service at a lunch counter in Greensboro (left). Twenty years later, graduates of the college returned to the same 
lunch counter (right). Though prices had risen, the service had improved.
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6-1 Race and Civil Rights 135

every Southern Democrat in the Senate and almost 90 per-
cent of those in the House voted for the bill. This was a 
dramatic change from 1964, when more than 80 percent 
of the Southern Democrats in Congress voted against the 
civil rights act (see Figure 6.1). This change partly reflected 
the growing political strength of Southern blacks. In 1960, 
less than one-third of voting-age blacks in the South were 
registered to vote; by 1971 more than half were, and by 
1984 two-thirds were.

In 2008, Barack Obama was elected president and 
became the first African American to hold the nation’s 
highest elected office. That monumental historic moment, 
which included Obama winning two Southern states, was 
preceded by four decades of growth in the number of 
black elected officials at all levels of government. Between 
1970 and 2010, the total number of black elected offi-
cials rose from fewer than 1,500 to more than 9,500 (see 
Table 6.2). In the presidential elections of 2008 and 2012, 
voter turnout rates among African Americans equaled or 
exceeded that of whites. Such parity in voter turnout rates 
and the aforementioned increase in the number of black 
elected officials could not have happened without civil 
rights laws like the Voting Rights Act (VRA) of 1965.

In 2006, following more than 20 public hearings, and 
with support from then President George W. Bush, Con-
gress reauthorized the VRA’s key provisions for another 
quarter-century, including the section (Section 4) des-
ignating the “preclearance” formula used to determine 
which state or local jurisdictions must have any major 
changes to their voting laws or procedures approved in 
advance by the U.S. Department of Justice or by a federal 
court. Along with the need to remain vigilant in checking 
any recurrence of old methods of discrimination, the bill’s 
bipartisan backers also cited concerns about “racial ger-
rymandering,” the proliferation of “voter identification” 
laws, and other measures that could adversely and dispro-
portionately affect minority participation in the electoral 
process.

But, in 2013, in the case of Shelby County v. Holder, 
the Supreme Court struck down the VRA’s preclearance 
formula as unconstitutional. Writing for the Court’s five-
to-four majority, Chief Justice John Roberts declared that 

IMAGE 6-9 This picture of a police dog lunging at a 
black man during a racial demonstration in Birmingham, 
Alabama, in May 1963 was one of the most influential 
photographs ever published. It was widely reprinted 
throughout the world and was frequently referred to in 
congressional debates on the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
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136 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

“things have changed dramatically” in the South since 
1965; he also issued a statement from the bench indicating 
that Congress “may draft another formula based on cur-
rent conditions.”29 Writing for the four dissenting justices, 
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg declared that the majority 
had “failed to grasp why the VRA has proven effective.” 
Issuing a summary of her dissent from the bench—a 
move that indicated the deep division in the Court on 
this ruling—Ginsburg noted that Congress had approved 
an extension of the VRA in 2006 because it found that 
“40 years has not been a sufficient amount of time to elim-
inate the vestiges of discrimination following 100 years of 
disregard for the dictates of the 15th amendment.”30

In response to the ruling, President Obama issued a 
statement in which he observed that the decision “upsets 
decades of well-established practices that help to make 
sure voting is fair, especially in places where voting dis-
crimination has been historically prevalent.”31 He also 
called on Congress to pass voting rights legislation with a 
new formula for determining which jurisdictions required 
federal preclearance for changes in voting procedures.

While Congress has not acted, several states have 
passed legislation to enact changes such as online voter 
registration, voter-identification requirements, and restric-
tions on early voting and the number of places where vot-
ers may cast ballots. In 2016, federal courts overturned 
such laws in Kansas, North Carolina, North Dakota, 
Texas, and Wisconsin, declaring that they disproportion-
ately affected racial minorities and thus were racially dis-
criminatory. (In overturning the North Carolina law, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit stated that 
the state legislature acted for partisan reasons, namely, to 
restrict voting for people who likely would oppose the 
majority party. Nevertheless, “even if done for partisan 
ends, that constituted racial discrimination.”)32 In 2017, 

the Supreme Court declined to hear appeals to reinstate 
voter-identification laws in North Carolina and Texas. 
(See Chapter 8, page 170, for further discussion of voter-
identification laws.)

6-2  Women and Equal 
Rights

The political and legal efforts to secure civil rights 
for African Americans were accompanied by efforts 
to expand the rights of women. There was an impor-
tant difference between the two movements, however: 
whereas African Americans were arguing against a legal 
tradition that explicitly aimed to keep them in a subser-
vient status, women had to argue against a tradition that 
claimed to be protecting them. For example, in 1908 
the Supreme Court upheld an Oregon law that limited 
female laundry workers to a 10-hour workday against 
the claim that it violated the Fourteenth Amendment. 
The Court justified its decision with this language:

The two sexes differ in structure of body, in the 
functions to be performed by each, in the amount of 
physical strength, in the capacity for long-continued 
labor, particularly when done standing . . . the self-
reliance which enables one to assert full rights, and in 
the capacity to maintain the struggle for subsistence. 
This difference justifies a difference in legislation and 
upholds that which is designed to compensate for 
some of the burdens which rest upon her.33

The origin of the movement to give more rights to 
women was probably the Seneca Falls Convention held 
in 1848. Its leaders began to demand the right to vote for 
women. Though this was slowly granted by several states, 
especially in the West, it was not until 1920 that the Nine-
teenth Amendment made it clear that no state may deny 
the right to vote on the basis of sex. The great change in the 
status of women, however, took place during World War II 
when the demand for workers in our defense plants led to 
the employment of millions of women, such as “Rosie the 
Riveter,” in jobs they had rarely held before. After the war, 
the feminist movement took flight with the publication in 
1963 of The Feminine Mystique by Betty Friedan.

Congress responded by passing laws that required 
equal pay for equal work, prohibited discrimination on 
the basis of sex in employment and among students in any 
school or university receiving federal funds, and banned 
discrimination against pregnant women on the job.34

At the same time, the Supreme Court was altering 
the way it interpreted the Constitution. The key passage 
was the Fourteenth Amendment, which prohibits any 
state from denying to “any person” the “equal protection 

IMAGE 6-10 Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his 
historic “I Have a Dream” speech on the Washington, DC, mall 
on August 28, 1963.
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6-2 Women and Equal Rights 137

of the laws.” For a long time the traditional standard, as 
we saw in the 1908 case, was a kind of protective paternal-
ism. By the early 1970s, however, the Court had changed 
its mind. In deciding whether the Constitution bars all, 
some, or no sexual discrimination, the Court had a choice 
among three standards. (See Table 6.3 for a summary and 
examples of the three standards.)

The first standard is the rational basis standard. This 
says that when the government treats some classes of peo-
ple differently from others—for example, applying statu-
tory rape laws to men but not to women—the different 
treatment must be reasonable and not arbitrary.

The second standard is intermediate scrutiny. When 
women complained that some laws treated them unfairly, 
the Court adopted a standard somewhere between the 
reasonableness and strict scrutiny tests. Thus, a law that 
treats men and women differently must be more than 
merely reasonable, but the allowable differences need not 
meet the strict scrutiny test.

And so, in 1971, the Court held that an Idaho statute 
was unconstitutional because it required that males be pre-
ferred over females when choosing people to administer 
the estates of deceased children. To satisfy the Constitu-
tion, a law treating men and women differently “must be 
reasonable, not arbitrary, and must rest on some ground 
of difference having a fair and substantial relation to the 
object of legislation so that all persons similarly circum-
stanced shall be treated alike.”35

The third standard is strict scrutiny. This says that 
some instances of drawing distinctions between differ-
ent groups of people—for example, by treating white and 
black people differently—are inherently suspect; thus, 
the Court will subject them to strict scrutiny to ensure 

they are clearly necessary to attain a legitimate state goal. 
Over time, some members of the Court have wanted to 
make classifications based on sex inherently suspect and 
subject to the strict scrutiny test, but no majority has yet 
embraced this position.36

Federal legislation also has addressed sex discrimi-
nation. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits sex dis-
crimination in the hiring, firing, and compensation of 
employees. Legislation passed in 1972, popularly known 
as Title IX (which is part of the Education Amendments 
of 1972), bans sex discrimination in local education pro-
grams receiving federal aid. These laws apply to private, 
and not just government, actions. The Lilly Ledbetter 
Fair Pay Act of 2009 extends the time period for work-
ers to file a lawsuit against their employer alleging pay 
discrimination.37

In 2016, the Obama administration announced that 
Title IX applied to protections for transgender students 
in schools, specifically that schools should recognize a 
student’s gender identity. The issue sparked controversy 
when North Carolina passed legislation requiring people 
to use public bathrooms that match the gender on their 
birth certificate. After several states filed suit against the 
new federal guidelines, a federal court issued a nationwide 
injunction, which the Obama administration appealed. In 
early 2017, the Trump administration said it would drop 
the appeal, and then rescinded the Title IX guidelines 
for transgender students, saying the federal government 
should not decide the issue for states. In March 2017, the 
Supreme Court declined to hear a Virginia lawsuit about 
whether a transgender student may choose which bath-
room to use, sending the case back to a lower court for 
reconsideration after the White House decision.38

The Supreme Court has produced three different tests to decide whether a government policy produces unconstitutional discrimination. 
Don’t be surprised if you find it a bit hard to tell them apart.

Test Description Examples

Rational basis If the policy uses reasonable means to 
achieve a legitimate government goal, it is 
constitutional.

If the government says you can’t buy a drink until you are age 21, 
this meets the rational basis test: the government wants to pre-
vent children from drinking, and age 21 is a reasonable means to 
define when a person is an adult. And a state can ban advertising 
on trucks unless the ad is about the truck owner’s own business.

Intermediate scrutiny If the policy “serves an important government 
interest” and is “substantially related” to 
serving that interest, it is constitutional.

Men can be punished for statutory rape even if women are not 
punished because men and women are not “similarly situated.” 
And men can be barred from entering hospital delivery rooms 
even though (obviously) women are admitted.

Strict scrutiny To be constitutional, the discrimination must 
serve a “compelling government interest,” 
it must be “narrowly tailored” to attain that 
interest, and it must use the “least restrictive 
means” to attain it.

Distinctions based on race, ethnicity, religion, or voting must 
pass the strict scrutiny test. You cannot bar black children from a 
public school or black adults from voting, and you cannot prevent 
one religious group from knocking on your door to promote its 
views.

How the Court Decides Whether You DiscriminateTABLE 6.3
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138 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

Women’s Rights and the 
Supreme Court
Over the years, the Court has decided many cases involv-
ing sexual classification. The following lists provide sev-
eral examples of illegal sexual discrimination (violating 
either the Constitution or a civil rights act) and legal 
sexual distinctions (violating neither).

Illegal Discrimination
•	 A state cannot set different ages at which men and 

women legally become adults.39

•	 A state cannot set different ages at which men and 
women are allowed to buy beer.40

•	 Women cannot be barred from jobs by arbitrary height 
and weight requirements.41

•	 Employers cannot require women to take mandatory 
pregnancy leaves.42

•	 Girls cannot be barred from Little League baseball 
teams.43

•	 Business and service clubs, such as the Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce and Rotary Club, cannot exclude 
women from membership.44

•	 Though women as a group live longer than men, an 
employer must pay them monthly retirement benefits 
equal to those received by men.45

•	 High schools must pay the coaches of girls’ sports the 
same as they pay the coaches of boys’ sports.46

Decisions Allowing Differences  
Based on Sex
•	 A law that punishes males but not females for statutory 

rape is permissible; men and women are not “similarly 
situated” with respect to sexual relations.47

•	 All-boy and all-girl public schools are permitted if 
enrollment is voluntary and quality is equal.48

•	 States can give widows a property-tax exemption not 
given to widowers.49

•	 The navy may allow women to remain officers longer 
than men without being promoted.50

The lower federal courts have been especially busy in 
the area of sexual distinctions. They have said that public 
taverns may not cater to men only and that girls may not 
be prevented from competing against boys in noncontact 
high school sports; on the other hand, hospitals may bar 
fathers from the delivery room. Women may continue to 
use their maiden names after marriage.51

In 1996, the Supreme Court ruled that women must 
be admitted to the Virginia Military Institute, until then 
an all-male state-supported college that had for many 
decades supplied what it called an “adversative method” of 
training to instill physical and mental discipline in cadets. 
In practical terms, this meant the school was very tough 
on students. The Court said that for a state to justify 
spending tax money on a single-sex school, it must supply 
an “exceedingly persuasive justification” for excluding the 
other gender. Virginia countered by offering to support 
an all-female training course at another college, but this 
was not enough.52 This decision came close to imposing 
the strict scrutiny test, and so it has raised important ques-
tions about what could happen to all-female or tradition-
ally black colleges that accept state money.

Perhaps the most far-reaching cases defining the rights 
of women have involved the draft and abortion. In 1981, 
the Court held in Rostker v. Goldberg that Congress may 
require men but not women to register for the draft with-
out violating the due-process clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment.53 In the area of national defense, the Court will give 
great deference to congressional policy. For many years, 
women could be pilots and sailors but not on combat air-
craft or combat ships. The issue played a role in prevent-
ing the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment to the 
Constitution because of fears that it would reverse Rostker v. 
Goldberg. But in 1993, the secretary of defense opened air 
and sea combat positions to all persons regardless of gen-
der; only ground-troop combat positions were still reserved 
for men. Two decades later the ban on women serving in 

•	Reed v. Reed (1971): Gender discrimination vio-
lates the equal protection clause of the Constitution.

•	Craig v. Boren (1976): Gender discrimination can 
be justified only if it serves “important governmental 
objectives” and is “substantially related to those 
objectives.”

•	Rostker v. Goldberg (1981): Congress can draft 
men without drafting women.

•	United States v. Virginia (1996): State may not 
finance an all-male military school.
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6-2 Women and Equal Rights 139

combat was lifted as well, and in the summer of 2015, for 
the first time, two women graduated from Ranger School, 
the Army’s elite combat training and leadership course.

Sexual Harassment
When Paula Corbin Jones accused President Bill Clin-
ton of sexual harassment, the judge threw the case out 
of court because she had not submitted enough evidence 
such that, if the jury believed her story, she would have 
made a legally adequate argument that she had been 
sexually harassed.

What, then, is sexual harassment? Drawing on rulings 
by the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, 
the Supreme Court has held that harassment can take one 
of two forms. First, it is illegal for someone to request 
sexual favors as a condition of employment or promo-
tion. This is the “quid pro quo” rule. If a person does this, 
the employer is “strictly liable.” Strict liability means the 
employer can be found at fault even if he or she did not 
know a subordinate was requesting sex in exchange for 
hiring or promotion.

Second, it is illegal for an employee to experience a 
work environment that has been made hostile or intimi-
dating by a steady pattern of offensive sexual teasing, 
jokes, or obscenity. But employers are not strictly liable 
in this case; they can be found at fault only if they were 
“negligent”—that is, they knew about the hostile environ-
ment but did nothing about it.

In 1998, the Supreme Court decided three cases that 
made these rules either better or worse, depending on your 
point of view. In one, it determined that a school system was 
not liable for the conduct of a teacher who seduced a female 
student because the student never reported the actions. In 
a second, it held that a city was liable for a sexually hos-
tile work environment confronting a female lifeguard even 
though she did not report this to her superiors. In the third, 
it decided that a female employee who was not promoted 
after having rejected the sexual advances of her boss could 
recover financial damages from the firm. But, it added, the 
firm could have avoided paying this bill if it had put in place 
an “affirmative defense” against sexual exploitation, although 
the Court never said what such a policy might be.54

Sexual harassment is a serious matter, but because few 
federal laws govern it, we are left with somewhat vague 
and often inconsistent court and bureaucratic rules to 
guide us.

Privacy and Sex
Regulating sexual matters has traditionally been left 
up to the states, which do so by exercising their police 
 powers. These powers include more than the authority 

to create police depart-
ments; they include all 
laws designed to promote 
public order and secure 
the safety and morals of 
the citizens. Some have argued that the Tenth Amend-
ment to the Constitution, by reserving to the states all 
powers not delegated to the federal government, meant 
that states could do anything not explicitly prohib-
ited by the Constitution. But that changed when the 
Supreme Court began expanding the power of Congress 
over business and when it started to view sexual matters 
under the newly discovered right to privacy.

Until that point, it had been left up to the states to 
decide whether and under what circumstances a woman 
could obtain an abortion. For example, New York allowed 
abortions during the first 24 weeks of pregnancy, whereas 
Texas banned it except when the mother’s life was threat-
ened. That began to change in 1965 when the Supreme 
Court held that the states could not prevent the sale of 
contraceptives because by so doing it would invade a “zone 
of privacy.” Privacy is nowhere mentioned in the Con-
stitution, but the Court argued that it could be inferred 
from “penumbras” (literally, shadows) cast off by various 
provisions of the Bill of Rights.55

Eight years later the Court, in its famous Roe v. Wade 
decision, held that a “right to privacy” is “broad enough 
to encompass a woman’s decision whether or not to ter-
minate a pregnancy.”56 The case, which began in Texas, 
produced this view: During the first three months (or tri-
mester) of pregnancy, a woman has an unfettered right 
to an abortion. During the second trimester, states may 
regulate abortions but only to protect the mother’s health. 
In the third trimester, states might ban abortions.

In reaching this decision, the Court denied that it was 
trying to decide when human life began—at the moment 
of conception, at the moment of birth, or somewhere in 
between. But that is not how critics of the decision saw 
things. To them, life begins at conception, and so the 
human fetus is a “person” entitled to the equal protection 
of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. 
People having this view began to use the slogans “right to 
life” and “pro-life.” Supporters of the Court’s action saw 
matters differently. In their view, no one can say for cer-
tain when human life begins; what one can say, however, is 
that a woman is entitled to choose whether or not to have 
a baby. These people took the slogans “right to choose” 
and “pro-choice.”

Almost immediately, the congressional allies of pro-
life groups introduced constitutional amendments to 
overturn Roe v. Wade, but none passed Congress. Never-
theless, abortion foes did persuade Congress, beginning in 
1976, to bar the use of federal funds to pay for abortions 

police powers State power 
to effect laws promoting 
health, safety, and morals.
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except when the life of the mother is at stake. The chief 
effect of the provision, known as the Hyde Amendment 
(after its sponsor, former U.S. Representative Henry 
Hyde), has been to deny the use of Medicaid funds to pay 
for abortions for low-income women.

Despite pro-life opposition, the Supreme Court for 
16 years steadfastly reaffirmed and even broadened its 
decision in Roe v. Wade. It struck down laws requiring, 
before an abortion could be performed, a woman to have 
the consent of her husband, an “emancipated” but under-
age girl to have the consent of her parents, and a woman to 
be advised by her doctor as to the facts about abortion.57

But in 1989, under the influence of justices appointed 
by President Reagan, the Court began in the Webster case 
to uphold some state restrictions on abortions. When that 
happened, many people predicted that in time Roe v. Wade 
would be overturned, especially if President George H. W. 
Bush was able to appoint more justices. He appointed two 
(Souter and Thomas), but Roe survived. The key votes 
were cast by Justices O’Connor, Souter, and Kennedy. In 
1992, in its Casey decision, the Court by a vote of five-
to-four explicitly refused to overturn Roe, declaring that 
there was a right to abortion. 

At the same time, however, it upheld a variety of 
restrictions imposed by the state of Pennsylvania on 
women seeking abortions. These included a mandatory 
24-hour waiting period between the request for an abor-
tion and the performance of it, the requirement that 
teenagers obtain the consent of one parent (or, in special 
circumstances, of a judge), and a requirement that women 
contemplating an abortion be given pamphlets about 
alternatives to it. Similar restrictions had been enacted in 
many other states, all of which looked to the Pennsylvania 
case for guidance as to whether they could be enforced. In 
allowing these restrictions, the Court overruled some of 
its own earlier decisions.58 On the other hand, the Court 

did strike down a state law that would have required 
married women to obtain the consent of their husbands 
before having an abortion.

After a long political and legal struggle, the Court 
in 2007 upheld a federal law that bans certain kinds of 
 partial-birth abortions. The law does not allow an abor-
tion in which the fetus, still alive, is withdrawn until its 
head is outside the mother and then it is killed. But the 
law does not ban a late-term abortion if it is necessary to 
protect the physical health of the mother or if it is per-
formed on an already dead fetus, even if the doctor has 
already killed it.59

The debate over abortion continues today, especially 
at the state level, as we mentioned in Chapter 3. Between 
2011 and 2013, 205 new abortion laws were passed, 
many of them seeking to restrict access to abortion (in 
contrast, between 2001 and 2010, only 189 new laws 
were passed).60 Many of these laws put restrictions on the 
facilities where abortions can be performed, though oth-
ers restrict how and when doctors and other health care 
providers can perform abortions. 

In 2016, an eight-member Supreme Court (following 
the death of Justice Antonin Scalia) decided five to three 
to overturn a Texas law that had required abortion clin-
ics to provide hospital-standard low-risk surgical facilities, 
and to give doctors hospital admitting privileges within 
30 miles of the clinic. The law had led to the closing of the 
majority of clinics in the state, and the Court ruled that 
the restrictions created an “undue burden” (a test created 
in the 1992 Casey case) for women seeking to have an 
abortion. The Court also voted unanimously not to issue 
a ruling over whether religious nonprofit organizations 
and hospitals should have to follow the “contraceptive 
mandate” in the Affordable Care Act. Instead, the Court 
returned to appeals courts seven cases that had issued con-
flicting decisions (eight in favor of the mandate and one 

•	Griswold v. Connecticut (1965): Found a “right 
to privacy” in the Constitution that would ban any 
state law against selling contraceptives.

•	Roe v. Wade (1973): State laws prohibiting abortion 
were unconstitutional.

•	Webster v. Reproductive Health Services (1989): 
Allowed states to ban abortions from public hos-
pitals and permitted doctors to test to determine 
whether fetuses were viable.

•	Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992): Reaffirmed 
Roe v. Wade but upheld certain limits on its use.

•	Gonzales v. Carhart (2007): Federal law may ban 
certain forms of partial-birth abortion.

•	Whole Women’s Health v. Hellerstedt (2016): 
Overturned Texas law requiring hospital standards 
at abortion clinics and admitting privileges for clinic 
doctors at nearby hospitals, for creating an “undue 
burden” upon women seeking the procedure.

Privacy and AbortionlANdMARK 
CASES
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opposed; not all of the rulings were appealed) to work 
out a compromise, with no taxes or penalties imposed on 
groups opposing the provision in the meantime.

There is one irony in all of this: “Jane Roe,” the pseud-
onym for the woman who started the suit that became 
Roe v. Wade, never had an abortion and was not active 
in the lawsuit. Many years later, using her real name, 
Norma McCorvey, she became an evangelical Christian 
and participated in antiabortion demonstrations. Testi-
fying before the U.S. Senate in 1998, she declared her 
commitment to “undoing the law that bears my name.”61 
McCorvey died in 2017.

6-3 Affirmative Action
A common thread running through the politics of civil 
rights is the argument between equality of results and 
equality of opportunity. These concepts are central to 
the debate over affirmative action as a means of attaining 
equal rights for Americans regardless of race or gender. 
They also apply to civil-rights battles for people with 
disabilities, as discussed in Table 6.4 below. 

Equality 
of Results
One view, expressed by 
some civil rights and 
feminist organizations, is 
that the burdens of rac-
ism and sexism can be 
overcome only by taking 
race or sex into account 
in designing remedies. It 
is not enough that people 
be given rights; they also 
must be given benefits. If 
life is a race, everybody 
must be brought up to 
the same starting line (or 
possibly even to the same 
finish line). This means that the Constitution is not and 
should not be color-blind or sex-neutral. 

In education, this implies that the races must actu-
ally be mixed in the schools, by busing if necessary. In 
hiring, it means that affirmative action must be used in 

equality of results 
Making certain that people 
achieve the same result.

equality of  opportunity 
Giving people an equal 
chance to succeed.

In 1990, the federal government passed the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), a sweeping law that extended many of the protections 
enjoyed by women and racial minorities to disabled persons.

Who Is a Disabled Person? Anyone who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more 
major life activities (e.g., holding a job), anyone who has a record of such impairment, or 
anyone who is regarded as having such an impairment is considered disabled.

What Rights Do Disabled Persons Have?

Employment Disabled persons may not be denied employment or promotion if, with “reasonable 
accommodation,” they can perform the duties of that job. (Excluded from this protection 
are people who currently use illegal drugs, gamble compulsively, or are homosexual or 
bisexual.) Reasonable accommodation need not be made if this would cause “undue 
hardship” on the employer.

Government Programs and Transportation Disabled persons may not be denied access to government programs or benefits. New 
buses, taxis, and trains must be accessible to disabled persons, including those in 
wheelchairs.

Public Accommodations Disabled persons must enjoy “full and equal” access to hotels, restaurants, stores, 
schools, parks, museums, auditoriums, and the like. To achieve equal access,  owners 
of existing facilities must alter them “to the maximum extent feasible”; builders of new 
facilities must ensure they are readily accessible to disabled persons, unless this is 
 structurally impossible.

Telephones The ADA directs the Federal Communications Commission to issue regulations to ensure 
telecommunications devices for hearing- and speech-impaired people are available “to 
the extent possible and in the most efficient manner.”

Congress The rights under this law apply to employees of Congress.

Rights Compared The ADA does not enforce the rights of disabled persons in the same way as the Civil 
Rights Act enforces the rights of African Americans and women. Racial or gender dis-
crimination must end regardless of cost; denial of access to disabled persons must end 
unless “undue hardship” or excessive costs would result.

The Rights of the DisabledTABLE 6.4

affirmative action Laws 
or administrative regulations 
that require a business firm, 
government agency, labor 
union, school, college, or 
other organization to take 
positive steps to increase the 
number of African Americans, 
other minorities, or women in 
its membership.
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142 Chapter 6 Civil Rights

the hiring process. Affir-
mative action refers to 
laws or administrative 
regulations that require 
a business firm, govern-
ment agency, labor union, 

school, college, or other organization to take positive 
steps to increase the number of African Americans, other 
minorities, or women in its membership. It means that it 
is not enough that women should simply be free to enter 
the labor force; they should be given the material neces-
sities (e.g., free daycare) that will help them enter it. On 
payday, workers’ checks should reflect not just the results 
of competition in the marketplace, but the results of plans 
designed to ensure that people earn comparable amounts 
for comparable jobs. Of late, affirmative action has been 
defended in the name of diversity or multiculturalism—
the view that every institution (firm, school, or agency) 
and every college curriculum should reflect the cultural 
(i.e., ethnic) diversity of the nation.

Equality of Opportunity
The second view holds that if it is wrong to discriminate 
against African Americans and women, it is equally wrong 
to give them preferential treatment over other groups. To 
do so constitutes reverse discrimination. The Constitu-
tion and laws should be color-blind and sex-neutral.62

In this view, allowing children to attend the school of 
their choice is sufficient; busing them to attain a certain 
racial mixture is wrong. Eliminating barriers to job opportu-
nities is right; using numerical “targets” and “goals” to place 
minorities and women in specific jobs is wrong. If people 
wish to compete in the market, they should be satisfied with 
the market verdict concerning the worth of their work.

Each of these views is intertwined with other deep 
philosophical differences. Supporters of equality of 
opportunity tend to have orthodox beliefs; they favor let-
ting private groups behave the way that they want (and so 
may defend the right of a men’s club to exclude women). 
Supporters of the opposite view are likely to be progressive 
in their beliefs and insist that private clubs meet the same 
standards as schools or business firms. Adherents to the 
equality-of-opportunity view often attach great impor-
tance to traditional models of the family and so are skep-
tical of subsidized daycare and federally funded abortions. 
Adherents to the equality-of-results view prefer greater 
freedom of choice in lifestyle questions and so take the 
opposite position on daycare and abortion.

Of course, the debate is more complex than this 
simple contrast suggests. Take, for example, the question 
of affirmative action. Both the advocates of equality of 
opportunity and those of equality of results might agree 

that there is something odd about a factory or university 
that hires no African Americans or women, and both 
might press it to prove that its hiring policy is fair. Affir-
mative action in this case can mean either looking hard for 
qualified women and minorities and giving them a fair 
shot at jobs or setting a numerical goal for the number 
of women and minorities that should be hired and insist-
ing that that goal be met. Persons who defend the second 
course of action call these goals “targets”; persons who 
criticize that course call them “quotas.”

The issue has largely been fought in the courts. 
Between 1978 and 1990, about a dozen major cases 
involving affirmative-action policies were decided by the 
Supreme Court; in about half the policies were upheld, 
and in the other half they were overturned. The different 
outcomes reflect two things: the differences in the facts 
of the cases and the arrival on the Court of three justices 
(Kennedy, O’Connor, and Scalia) appointed by a presi-
dent, Ronald Reagan, who was opposed to (at least) the 
broader interpretation of affirmative action. As a result 
of these decisions, the law governing affirmative action is 
now complex and confusing.

Consider one issue: Should the government be 
allowed to use a quota system to select workers, enroll 
students, award contracts, or grant licenses? In the Bakke 
decision in 1978, the Court said the medical school of the 
University of California at Davis could not use an explicit 
numerical quota in admitting minority students but could 
“take race into account.”63 So no numerical quotas, right? 

Wrong. Two years later, the Court upheld a federal 
rule that set aside 10 percent of all federal construction 
contracts for minority-owned firms.64 All right, maybe 
quotas can’t be used in medical schools, but they can be 
used in the construction industry? 

Not exactly. In 1989, the Court overturned a 
 Richmond, Virginia, law that set aside 30 percent of its con-
struction contracts for minority-owned firms.65 Well, maybe 
the Court just changed its mind between 1980 and 1989. 

No. One year later it upheld a federal rule that gave 
preference to minority-owned firms in the awarding of 
broadcast licenses.66 Then in 1993, it upheld the right of 
white contractors to challenge minority set-aside laws in 
Jacksonville, Florida.67

Making sense of these twists and turns is challeng-
ing because a deeply divided Court is still wrestling with 
the issues, and Congress (as with the Civil Rights Act of 
1991) is modifying or superseding earlier Court decisions. 
But a few general standards seem to be emerging. In sim-
plified form, they are as follows:

•	 The courts will subject any quota system created by 
state or local governments to “strict scrutiny” and will 
look for a “compelling” justification for it.

reverse  discrimination 
Using race or sex to give 
preferential treatment to 
some people.
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•	 Quotas or preference systems cannot be used by state 
or local governments without first showing that such 
rules are needed to correct an actual past or present 
pattern of discrimination.68

•	 In proving there has been discrimination, it is not 
enough to show that African Americans (or other 
minorities) are statistically underrepresented among 
employees, contractors, or union members; the actual 
practices that have had this discriminatory impact 
must be identified.69

•	 Quotas or preference systems created by federal law will 
be given greater deference, in part because Section 5 of 
the Fourteenth Amendment gives to Congress powers 
not given to the states to correct the effects of racial 
discrimination.70

•	 It may be easier to justify in court a voluntary prefer-
ence system (e.g., one agreed to in a labor– management 
contract) than one that is required by law.71

•	 Even when you can justify special preferences in hir-
ing workers, the Supreme Court is not likely to allow 
racial preferences to govern who gets laid off. A worker 
laid off to make room for a minority worker loses more 
than a worker not hired in preference to a minority 
applicant.72

Complex as they are, these rulings still generate a 
great deal of passion. Supporters of the decisions barring 
certain affirmative action plans hail these decisions as steps 
back from an emerging pattern of reverse discrimination. 
In contrast, civil rights organizations have denounced 
those decisions that have overturned affirmative action 
programs.

In thinking about these matters, most Americans dis-
tinguish between compensatory action and preferential 
treatment. They define compensatory action as “helping 
disadvantaged people catch up, usually by giving them 
extra education, training, or services.” A majority of the 
public supports this. They define preferential treatment as 
“giving minorities preference in hiring, promotions, col-
lege admissions, and contracts.” Large majorities oppose 
this.73 These views reflect an enduring element in Ameri-
can political culture—a strong commitment to individu-
alism (“nobody should get something without deserving 
it”) coupled with support for help for the disadvantaged 
(“somebody who is suffering through no fault of his or her 
own deserves a helping hand”).

Where does affirmative action fit into this culture? 
Polls suggest that if affirmative action is defined as “help-
ing,” people will support it, but if it is defined as “using 
quotas,” they will oppose it. On this matter, blacks and 
whites sometimes see things differently. Blacks think they 
should receive preferences in employment to create a more 
diverse workforce and to make up for past discrimination; 

whites oppose using goals to create diversity or to remedy 
past ills. In sum, the controversy over affirmative action 
depends in part on what you mean by it and on your 
racial identity.74

A small construction company named Adarand tried 
to get a contract to build guardrails along a highway in 
Colorado. Though it was the low bidder, it lost the con-
tract because of a federal government program that favored 
small businesses owned by “socially and economically 
disadvantaged individuals”—that is, by racial and ethnic 
minorities. Adarand filed suit against the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation, saying the program violated con-
stitutional guarantees of due process and equal protection 
of the laws. In a five-to-four decision, the Court agreed 
with Adarand and sent the case back to Colorado for a 
new trial.

The essence of the Court’s decision was that any 
discrimination based on race must be subject to strict 
scrutiny, even if its purpose is to help, not hurt, a racial 
minority. Strict scrutiny means two things:

•	 Any racial preference must serve a “compelling govern-
ment interest.”

•	 The preference must be “narrowly tailored” to serve 
that interest.75 

To serve a compelling governmental interest, it is 
likely that any racial preference will have to remedy a clear 
pattern of past discrimination. No such pattern had been 
shown in Colorado.

This decision prompted a good deal of political 
debate about affirmative action. In California, an initia-
tive was put on the 1996 ballot to prevent state authorities 
from using “race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin 
as a criterion for either discriminating against, or grant-
ing preferential treatment to, any individual or group” in 
public employment, public education, or public contract-
ing. When the votes were counted, it passed. Michigan, 
Nebraska, and Washington have adopted similar mea-
sures, and other states may do so.

But the Adarand case and the passage of the Califor-
nia initiative did not mean affirmative action was dead. 
Though the federal Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit 
had rejected the affirmative action program of the Uni-
versity of Texas Law School,76 the Supreme Court did not 
take up that case. It waited for several more years to rule 
on a similar matter arising from the University of Michi-
gan. In 2003, the Supreme Court overturned the admis-
sions policy of the University of Michigan that had given 
to every African American, Hispanic, and Native Ameri-
can applicant a bonus of 20 points out of the 100 needed 
to guarantee admission to the University’s undergradu-
ate program.77 This policy was not “narrowly tailored.” 
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In rejecting the bonus system, the Court reaffirmed its 
decision in the 1978 Bakke case in which it had rejected 
a university using a “fixed quota” or an exact numerical 
advantage to the exclusion of “individual” considerations.

But that same day, the Court upheld the policy of the 
University of Michigan Law School that used race as a 
“plus factor” but not as a numerical quota.78 It did so even 
though using race as a plus factor increased by threefold 
the proportion of minority applicants who were admit-
ted. In short, admitting more minorities serves a “compel-
ling state interest,” and doing so by using race as a plus 
factor is “narrowly tailored” to achieve that goal. But, in 
2006, Michigan voters approved a ballot measure ban-
ning the use of race as a consideration in academic admis-
sions, public employment, and government contracting. 
In 2012, a U.S. Circuit Court struck down the ban, but 
only in relation to academic admissions; two years later, 
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ban for academic 
admissions.79

In Fisher v. University of Texas (2013), the Court, in 
a seven-to-one decision, sent another affirmative action 
case involving college admissions back to the Fifth Circuit 
Court of Appeals for reconsideration. Invoking the Bakke 
(1978) and Grutter (2003) decisions (see the Landmark 
Cases box above), the majority declared that the lower 
court had failed to apply the strict scrutiny test. But in 
2016, the Supreme Court upheld the University of Texas’s 
admissions program (by a four-to-three vote, because of 

one vacancy and one recusal on the Court), ruling that 
consideration of race as one of several factors to ensure 
diversity among students was constitutionally permissible.

6-4 Gay Rights
At first, the Supreme Court was willing to let states decide 
how many rights gay individuals should have. Georgia, 
for example, passed a law banning sodomy (i.e., any sex-
ual contact involving the sex organs of one person and 
the mouth or anus of another). In  Bowers v. Hardwick 
(1986), the Supreme Court decided, by a five-to-four 
majority, that the Constitution indicated no reason to 
prevent a state from having such a law. There was a right 
to privacy, but it was designed simply to protect “family, 
marriage, or procreation.”80

But 10 years later, the Court seemed to take a differ-
ent position. The voters in Colorado had adopted a state 
constitutional amendment that made it illegal to pass any 
law to protect persons based on their “homosexual, les-
bian, or bisexual orientation.” The law did not penalize 
gays and lesbians; instead, it said they could not become 
the object of specific legal protection of the sort that 
had traditionally been given to racial or ethnic minori-
ties. (Ordinances to give specific protection to homo-
sexuals had been adopted in some Colorado cities.) The 
Supreme Court struck down the Colorado constitutional 

•	Regents of the University of California v. Bakke 
(1978): In a confused set of rival opinions, the 
 decisive vote was cast by Justice Powell, who said 
that a quota-like ban on Bakke’s admission was 
unconstitutional but that “diversity” was a legiti-
mate goal that could be pursued by taking race 
into account.

•	United Steelworkers v. Weber (1979): Despite the 
ban on racial classifications in the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act, this case upheld the use of race in an employ-
ment agreement between the steelworkers union 
and a steel plant.

•	Richmond v. Croson (1989): Affirmative action 
plans must be judged by the strict scrutiny 
 standard that requires any race-conscious plan 
to be narrowly tailored to serve a compelling 
interest.

•	Grutter v. Bollinger and Gratz v. Bollinger (2003): 
Numerical benefits cannot be used to admit minori-
ties into college, but race can be a “plus factor” in 
making those decisions.

•	Parents v. Seattle School District (2007): Race 
cannot be used to decide which students may attend 
especially popular high schools because this was not 
“narrowly tailored” to achieve a “compelling” goal.

•	Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative 
Action (2014): Public institutions of higher educa-
tion may not give preference in admission based on 
race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin.

•	Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin et al 
(2016): A university may consider race as one of 
many factions in admissions decisions to create a 
diverse group of students.

Affirmative ActionlANdMARK 
CASES
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amendment because it violated the equal protection clause 
of the federal Constitution.81

Now we faced a puzzle: a state can pass a law banning 
homosexual sex, as Georgia did, but a state cannot adopt 
a rule preventing cities from protecting homosexuals, as 
Colorado did. The matter was finally put to rest in 2003. 
In Lawrence v. Texas, the Court, again by a five-to-four 
vote, overturned a Texas law that banned sexual contact 
between persons of the same sex. The Court repeated the 
language it had used earlier in cases involving contracep-
tion and abortion. If “the right to privacy means anything, 
it is the right of the individual, married or single, to be 
free from unwanted governmental intrusion” into sexual 
matters. The right of privacy means the “right to define 
one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the uni-
verse, and of the mystery of human life.” It specifically 
overruled Bowers v. Hardwick.82

In 2003, the same year as the Lawrence decision, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court decided, by a four-
to-three vote, that gays and lesbians must be allowed to be 
married in the state.83 In response, the Massachusetts leg-
islature passed a bill that would amend that state’s consti-
tution to ban gay marriage. But that amendment required 
another ratification vote, which took place in 2007, and 
the amendment was defeated. In the mid-2000s, while 
Massachusetts legalized same-sex marriage and officials in 
other states considered doing the same, 13 states amended 
their state constitutions to prohibit or further restrict it. 
State by state, a complicated set of political and legal 
actions and counteractions had begun. 

For instance, in California, the mayor of San Fran-
cisco began issuing marriage licenses to hundreds of gay 
couples. In 2004, the California Supreme Court over-
turned the mayor’s decisions. The next year, the state 
legislature voted to make same-sex marriages legal, but 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed the bill. In 
2008, the state’s voters approved a ballot measure, Propo-
sition 8, banning gay marriage. But, in 2010, a federal 
district judge overturned that vote. After a federal appeals 

court put the lower federal court’s decision on hold, a case 
concerning Proposition 8 made its way before the U.S. 
Supreme Court.

In March 2013, the Court heard oral arguments in 
each of two same-sex marriage cases. In Hollingsworth v. 
Perry, the central issue was the constitutionality of Cali-
fornia’s Proposition 8: Does the Proposition 8 ban on 
same-sex marriage violate the Constitution’s “equal pro-
tection” or other provisions? In United States v. Windsor, 
the central issue was the constitutionality of the Defense 
of Marriage Act (DOMA), a 1996 federal law that bars 
the federal government from recognizing same-sex mar-
riage couples in relation to health, tax, and other benefits 
that it affords to heterosexual married couples: Does the 
DOMA violate the Constitution by depriving all persons 
who are legally married under the laws of their respective 
states the same recognition, benefits, and rights, and is 
same-sex marriage a fundamental right that all states must 
respect?

In June 2013, the Court issued opinions that in each 
case were widely understood as victories for same-sex mar-
riage proponents, but that also in each case left the central 
constitutional questions for another day. In the Proposi-
tion 8 case, the Court held, by a five-to-four majority, 
that the private parties who brought the suit did not have 
standing to defend the law in federal court after California 
state officials had declined to do so. The practical effect 
was to let stand the lower federal court’s decision striking 
down Proposition 8 as unconstitutional and thereby over-
turn the ban on same-sex marriage in California without, 
however, affecting laws in other states that prohibit same-
sex marriage. In the more significant DOMA case, the 
Court held, by a five-to-four majority, that the 1996 law 
was unconstitutional because it deprived gay couples mar-
ried in states where same-sex marriage is legal of the same 
federal health, tax, and other benefits that heterosexual 
married couples receive. But the Court stopped far short 
of declaring that same-sex marriage is a fundamental right 
that all states must respect. Still, in the months following 

•	Boy Scouts of America v. Dale (2000): 
A  private organization may ban gays from its 
membership.

•	Lawrence v. Texas (2003): State law may 
not ban sexual relations between same-sex 
partners.

•	United States v. Windsor (2013): Gay couples 
married in states where same-sex marriage is legal 
must receive the same federal health, tax, and other 
benefits that heterosexual married couples receive.

•	Obergefell v. Hodges (2015): Same-sex couples 
have a constitutional right to marry.

Gay RightslANdMARK 
CASES
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the Court’s decisions on Proposition 8 and the DOMA, 
new legal challenges to laws banning same-sex marriage 
were launched in a half-dozen states. In 2015, the Court 
ruled, five to four, in Obergefell v. Hodges that gay mar-
riage is constitutional.

Thus far, the Court has continued to treat sexual ori-
entation cases involving private groups differently from 
the way that it has treated such cases involving govern-
ment agencies or benefits. The Court has maintained that 
private groups are free to exclude homosexuals from their 
membership. For example, in 2000 the Court decided, by 
a five-to-four vote, that the Boy Scouts of America could 
exclude gay men and boys because that group had a right 
to determine its own membership.84 In May 2013, follow-
ing more than a decade of controversy over the decision 
and the policy, the Boy Scouts of America announced that 
it would admit openly gay boys but continue to exclude 
openly gay men from leadership and membership in the 
organization. Two years later, the organization lifted this 
ban, and in 2017, it announced that transgender boys 
may participate in Scout programs.

Overall, such changes reflect not only an evolving 
understanding of the Constitution and other laws but also 
broad shifts in social norms and mores. A generation ago, 
the American Psychological Association classified homo-
sexuality as a mental disorder (that practice was ended in 
1973), and openly gay individuals were extremely rare in 
most parts of the country. Today, not only are many lead-
ing Americans openly gay, but society has become far more 
accepting of gays and lesbians in nearly all walks of life. 
As we discuss in Chapter 7, there has been a sea change 
in public opinion on gay rights, and now many rights for 

gays and lesbians—including the right to marry—have 
majority support among the U.S. public. (See the Policy 
Dynamics box in this chapter on page 147.) While the 
Supreme Court does not always respond to public opin-
ion, it does reflect these sorts of broad social shifts in 
norms and attitudes.

6-5  Looking Back— 
and Ahead

The civil rights movement in the courts and in Con-
gress profoundly changed the nature of African Ameri-
can participation in politics by bringing Southern blacks 
into the political system so they could become an effec-
tive interest group. The decisive move was to enlist 
Northern opinion in this cause, a job made easier by the 
Northern perception that civil rights involved simply an 
unfair contest between two minorities: Southern whites 
and Southern blacks. That perception changed when it 
became evident the court rulings and legislative deci-
sions would apply to the North as well as the South, 
leading to the emergence of Northern opposition to 
court-ordered busing and affirmative action programs.

By the time this reaction developed, the legal and 
political system had been changed sufficiently to make it 
difficult—if not impossible—to limit the application of 
civil rights laws to the special circumstances of the South 
or to alter by legislative means the decisions of federal 
courts. Though the courts can accomplish little when 
they have no political allies (as revealed by the massive 
resistance to early school-desegregation decisions), they 

IMAGE 6-11 Proposition 8 
opponents celebrated a ruling 
to overturn the initiative, which 
had denied same-sex couples 
the right to marry in the state of 
California.Ju
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Support for Gay Rights: On the Way 
to Majoritarian?

Some ideas about public policy grab media attention, gar-
ner political support, and go on to become public laws; 
other ideas never even make it on to the “public agenda.” 
Political scientists have many different theories, taxono-
mies, and models about the policy process. In  Chapter 1, 
we outlined our way of classifying and explaining the 
politics of different issues: majoritarian politics, client poli-
tics, interest group politics, and entrepreneurial politics 
(see Chapter 1, pages 12–15). First, take a moment now 
to reflect on what you have learned so far in this chapter 
about the policy dynamics surrounding the civil rights laws 
that have affected all Americans, most especially African 
Americans, other minorities, and women. How might you 
begin to characterize the politics of the changes in law and 
policy that expanded civil rights for each group?

Next, how might you explain the still-unfolding politics 
of gay rights? This much seems clear: the politics of the 
issue have changed in recent years. For example, when 
President Clinton tried lifting the ban on gays in the mili-
tary in 1993, the political reaction among both the public 
at large and leaders in both parties caused him in the first 
instance to back off the plan, and in the next instance to 
support not only the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” (DADT) pol-
icy for the military but also the Defense of Marriage Act 
(DOMA) of 1996. When he came to office in 2009, Presi-
dent Obama supported both DADT and DOMA. But by 
2013 he had lifted the ban on gays in the military and sup-
ported the repeal of DOMA. In June 2013, the Supreme 
Court declared that DOMA was unconstitutional, and in 
June 2015, it declared that gay marriage was legal (see 
pages 145–146). 

In the past 20 years, public opinion has flipped com-
pletely on this issue. In 1996, 27 percent of the public sup-
ported gay marriage and 68 percent were opposed. Today, 
61 percent support gay marriage and 37 percent oppose. 
As we will discuss in Chapter 7, support for gay marriage is 
strongly predicted by age, with younger voters being more 
supportive. But today all age groups show majority sup-
port for this policy. Even among those ages 65 and older, 
53 percent support same-sex marriage. In 2012, Tammy 
Baldwin (D-WI), a seven-term member of the U.S. House 
of Representatives, became the first openly gay politician 
elected to the U.S. Senate.

Public opinion data on other gay rights issues shows a 
similar, but less marked, shift over time. Are these issues 
now becoming less like “culture war” issues featuring bat-
tles between diametrically opposed interest groups and 
more like majoritarian issues such as Social Security or 
Medicare? What role will the public, the mass media, and 
policy entrepreneurs play in the fight to end DADT, DOMA, 
and other issues? How will these factors shape this issue 
in the years to come? 

POlICY dYNAMICS: 
INSIdE/OuTSIdE 
THE BOX

IMAGE 6-12 U.S. Senator Tammy Baldwin from Wisconsin 
is the first openly gay person to win election to Congress (in 
both chambers—she was elected to two terms in the U.S. 
House of Representatives before running successfully for 
the Senate in 2012).
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Sources: Emanuella Grinberg, “Wisconsin’s Tammy Baldwin 
Is First Openly Gay Person Elected to Senate,” CNN.com, 
November 7, 2012; Gallup, “Support for Same-Sex Marriage 
Remains High at 61%,” 19 May, 2016. http://www.gallup 
.com/poll/191645/americans-support-gay-marriage-remains-
high.aspx.

can accomplish a great deal, even in the face of adverse 
public opinion, when they have some organized allies. 
The feminist movement has paralleled in organization 
and tactics many aspects of the black civil rights move-
ment, but with important differences. Women sought to 

repeal or reverse laws and court rulings that in many cases 
were ostensibly designed to protect rather than subjugate 
them. The conflict between protection and liberation was 
sufficiently intense to defeat the effort to ratify the Equal 
Rights Amendment.
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Among the most divisive civil rights issues in Ameri-
can politics are abortion and affirmative action. From 
1973 to 1989, the Supreme Court seemed committed to 
giving constitutional protection to all abortions within 
the first trimester; since 1989, it has approved various 
state restrictions on the circumstances under which abor-
tions can be obtained.

There has been a similar shift in the Court’s view 
of affirmative action. Though it will still approve some 
quota plans, it now insists they pass strict scrutiny to 
ensure they are used only to correct a proven history of 

discrimination, they place the burden of proof on the 
party alleging discrimination, and they are limited to hir-
ing and not extended to layoffs. Congress has modified 
some of these rulings with new civil rights legislation.

Finally, while it remains to be seen whether both court 
doctrines and legislative initiatives on gay rights will follow 
patterns like those that expanded civil rights protections for 
African Americans, other minorities, and women, it is clear 
that the policy dynamics surrounding same-sex marriage are 
quite different from what they were only a dozen years ago 
(see Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box, page 147).

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

6-1 Explain how Supreme Court rulings and 
federal legislation have attempted to end 
racial discrimination in the United States.

After the Supreme Court ruled that school seg-
regation was unconstitutional, Congress and 
the executive branch debated over how they 
would implement the decision. But in time, these 
institutions began spending federal money and 
using federal troops and law enforcement offi-
cials in ways that greatly increased the rate of 
integration.

6-2 Explain how Supreme Court rulings and 
federal legislation have attempted to 
advance women’s rights in the United 
States.

While court rulings and laws state that treating 
men and women differently in several areas, such 
as pay and membership in professional organiza-
tions, is discrimination, the Supreme Court also 
says a difference in treatment can be justified 
constitutionally if the difference is fair, reasonable, 
and not arbitrary. Sex differences need not meet 
the “strict scrutiny” test. It is permissible to punish 
men for statutory rape, to create single-sex public 
schools (so long as they meet certain require-
ments), and to draft men without drafting women.

6-3 Discuss the evolution of affirmative action 
programs after the Supreme Court and 
Congress ended racial segregation.

To overcome the effects of past discrimination, 
many institutions, including businesses, schools, 
and the federal government, have created pro-
grams that specifically aim to increase the num-
ber of minorities or women in their organization. 

In some cases, the Supreme Court has upheld 
affirmative action programs, but more recent 
Court rulings have overturned such programs 
or said they may not be necessary in the near 
future.

6-4 Discuss how Court doctrine and public 
opinion on gay rights have changed in 
the 21st century.

As late as 1986, the Supreme Court upheld a 
state law forbidding certain homosexual acts. 
But in 2003 the Court struck down state laws 
banning consensual sexual relations between 
same-sex partners. In the 2000s, while some 
states legalized same-sex marriage and other 
states outlawed it, public opinion shifted in favor 
of allowing gays and lesbians to marry, rising 
from 35 percent, a minority, in favor in 2001 to 
47 percent, a plurality, in favor in 2012.

In 2013, the Court struck down as uncon-
stitutional the federal Defense of Marriage Act, 
declaring that the federal government must 
provide gay couples married in states where 
same-sex marriage is legal with the same health, 
tax, and other benefits that heterosexual mar-
ried couples receive. In 2015, the Supreme Court 
ruled that same-sex marriage is constitutional.

6-5 Summarize how American political 
 institutions and public opinion have 
expanded civil rights.

American civil rights have expanded through the 
joint efforts of political institutions and public 
opinion. In some areas, public opinion has mobi-
lized the national government to act, whereas 
in other areas, court rulings and legislation have 
spurred public reaction.
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PART 2

Opinions, Interests, 
and Organizations

7 Public Opinion 152

8 Political Participation 170

9 Political Parties 188

10 Elections and Campaigns 211

11 Interest Groups 240

12 The Media 263

The latent causes of faction are thus sown in the nature of man; and we 
see them everywhere brought into different degrees of activity, according 
to the different circumstances of civil society.

— FEDERALIST NO. 10
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Public Opinion
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

7-1 Discuss what “public opinion” is and how we measure it.

7-2 Outline the major factors that shape public opinion.

7-3  Summarize the arguments for and against the claim that low 

 levels of political knowledge among ordinary voters affect 

 American democracy.

7-4  Discuss the relationship between public opinion and public 

policy.

CHAPTER 7
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Chapter 7 Public Opinion 153

Defined simply, public opinion refers to how people 
think or feel about particular things. In this chapter, 
we take a close look at what “public opinion” is, 
how it is formed, and how public opinion influences 
government policy. In later chapters, we examine 
the workings of political parties, interest groups, and 
government institutions and consider what effect they 
have on whether public opinion affects government 
policy. Let’s begin this journey by recognizing how 
perspectives on the role public opinion is supposed to 
play in the country’s representative democracy have 
changed since the nation was founded.

The Founding Fathers 
believed that most average 

citizens lacked the time, information, energy, inter-
est, and experience to decide on public policy. The 
Constitution’s chief architect, James Madison, argued 
that direct popular participation in the decisions of 
government was a recipe for disaster, and that “it is 
the reason, alone, of the public that ought to control 
and regulate the government.”1 Madison and the other 
Framers looked to “the representatives of the people,” 
most particularly the U.S. Senators who were not 
directly elected until 1913, “as a defense to the people 
against their own temporary errors and delusions.”2

THEN 

Try imagining any candidate 
for the U.S. Senate or, for 

that matter, for any federal, state, or local office, win-
ning election or reelection, or maintaining high public 
approval ratings after he or she had questioned “rule 
by the people” or doubted the majority’s opinions the 
way that the Framers routinely, matter-of-factly, and 
publicly did.

Ironically, today, about the only circumstances under which 
elected leaders can get away with sounding the least bit 
that way is when public opinion polls get the public talk-
ing about how little most people know about government 
or civics. For example, in 2016, a study from the Annen-
berg Public Policy Center at the University of Pennsylva-
nia found that only 26 percent of Americans could name 
the 3 branches of government, and nearly 40 percent did 
not know which branch had the constitutional authority to 
declare war. While almost 9 in 10 Americans could identify 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton as the 2016 presidential 
nominees, fewer than 40 percent could identify Mike Pence 
and Tim Kaine as the vice-presidential nominees.3 This 
study is only the latest to show that most Americans know 
little about the basic functions and figures of American 
democracy. Later in the chapter, we’ll consider whether this 

NOW 

lack of information matters 
for politics and policy.

In the Gettysburg 
Address, Abraham Lincoln 
said the United States has 
a government “of the people, by the people, and for the 
people.” That suggests the government should do what 
the people want. If that is the case, it is puzzling that:

•	 Today, the federal government is running budget defi-
cits of over a trillion dollars a year, but most people 
want a balanced budget.

•	 Large majorities called for stricter gun control legisla-
tion in the wake of the 2012 Sandy Hook school shoot-
ing, yet no such national reforms passed.

•	 Most people want to limit the role of money in poli-
tics, but each election cycle, more and more is spent on 
campaigns.

As we will see later in the chapter, public policy 
typically follows public opinion, but not always, as these 
examples attest. Some people, reflecting on these gaps 
between what the government does and what the people 
want, may become cynical and think our system is demo-
cratic in name only. That would be a mistake. Govern-
ment policy often seems to be at odds with public opinion 
for several very good reasons.

First, it bears repeating that the Framers of the Con-
stitution did not try to create a government that would do 
from day to day “what the people want.” They created a 
government for the purpose of achieving certain substantive 
goals. The Preamble to the Constitution lists six of these: “to 
form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, ensure domes-
tic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote 
the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty.”

IMAGE 7-1 Exit polls are conducted on Election Day to 
 collect data on what voters think about candidates, issues, 
and other related topics.
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public opinion How 
people think or feel about 
particular things.
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One means of achiev-
ing these goals was popu-
lar rule, as provided for by 
the right of the people to 
vote for members of the 
House of Representatives 
(and later for senators and 
presidential electors). But 
other means were pro-

vided as well: representative government, federalism, the 
separation of powers, a Bill of Rights, and an independent 
judiciary. These were all intended to be checks on public 
opinion. In addition, the Framers knew that in a nation 
as large and diverse as the United States, any such thing 
as “public opinion” would be rare; rather, there would be 
many “publics” (i.e., factions) holding many opinions. The 
Framers hoped the struggle among these many publics 
would protect liberty (no one “public” would dominate) 
while at the same time permit the adoption of reasonable 
policies that commanded the support of many factions.

Second, it is not easy to know what the public thinks. 
These days we are so inundated with public opinion polls 
that we may imagine that they tell us what the public 
believes. That may be true on a few rather simple, clear-
cut, and widely discussed issues, but it is not true with 
respect to most matters on which the government must 
act. The best pollsters know the limits of their methods, 
and citizens should know them as well.

7-1 What Is Public Opinion?
Some years ago, researchers at the University of Cincin-
nati asked 1,200 local residents whether they favored 
passage of the Monetary Control Bill. About 21 percent 
said they favored the bill, 25 percent said they opposed 
it, and the rest said they hadn’t thought much about the 
matter or didn’t know. But there was no such thing as 
the Monetary Control Bill. The researchers made it up. 
About 26 percent of the people questioned in a national 
survey also expressed opinions on the same nonexistent 
piece of legislation.4 In many surveys, large majorities 
favor expanding most government programs and paying 
less in taxes (see the discussion in Chapter 18). On some 
issues, the majority in favor one month gives way to the 
majority opposed the next, often with no obvious basis 
for the shift. This raises an important question: How 
much confidence should we place in surveys that pre-
sumably tell us “what the American people think” about 
legislation and other issues?

The first major academic studies of public opinion 
and voting, published in the 1940s, painted a distressing 
picture of American democracy. The studies found that, 

while a small group of citizens knew a lot about govern-
ment and had definite ideas on many issues, the vast 
majority knew next to nothing about government and 
had only vague notions of even much-publicized public 
policy matters that affected them directly.5 In the ensuing 
decades, however, other studies painted a somewhat more 
reassuring picture. These studies suggested that, while 
most citizens are poorly informed about government and 
care little about most public policy issues, they are none-
theless pretty good at using limited information (or cues) 
to figure out what policies, parties, or candidates most 
nearly reflect their values or favor their interests, and then 
acting (or voting) accordingly.6

The more closely scholars have studied public opin-
ion on particular issues, the less uniformed, indifferent, or 
fickle it has seemed to be. For example, a study by political 
scientist Terry M. Moe analyzed public opinion concern-
ing whether the government should provide parents with 
publicly funded grants, or vouchers, that they can apply 
toward tuition at private schools. He found that although 
most people are unfamiliar with the voucher issue, “they do 
a much better job of formulating their opinions than skep-
tics would lead us to expect.” When supplied with basic 
information, average citizens adopt “their positions for 
good substantive reasons, just as the informed do.”7 As this 
example suggests, and as we will see in this chapter, while 
there are important limits to what public opinion can tell 
us, it is less fickle and transient than it seems at first glance.

How Do We Measure Public 
Opinion?
If properly conducted, a survey of public opinion—
popularly called a poll—can capture the opinions of 
300 million citizens by interviewing as few as 1,500 of 
them. To draw valid conclusions from such a poll, two 
particular ingredients are needed: a properly drawn sam-
ple and carefully worded questions.

No poll, whatever it asks and however it is worded, 
can provide us with a reasonably accurate measure of how 
people think or feel unless the persons polled are selected 
via random sampling, a process through which any given 
voter or adult has an equal chance of being interviewed. 
Through a process called stratified or multistage area sam-
pling, the pollster makes a list of all the geographical units in 
the country—say, all the counties—and groups (or “strati-
fies”) them by the size of their population. The pollster 
then selects at random units from each group or stratum 
in proportion to its total population. Within each selected 
county, smaller and smaller geographical units (down to 
particular blocks or streets) are chosen, and then, within 
the smallest unit, individuals are selected at random (by, 

poll A survey of public 
opinion.

random sampling Method 
of selecting from a population 
in which each person has 
an equal probability of being 
selected.
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for example, choosing the oldest occupant of every fifth 
house). These methods were initially developed to conduct 
in-person polls. Such polls are extremely expensive and 
time- intensive to conduct, so pollsters gradually shifted to 
interviewing respondents by (landline) telephone. Today, 
with the decline of landlines and the rise of cell phones, 
leading polling firms still do some interviews via landlines, 
but also do many via cell phones as well, though the basic 
idea of random sampling remains the same.

If this process is repeated using equally randomized 
methods, the pollster might get slightly different results. 
The difference between the results of two surveys or sam-
ples is called sampling error. For example, if one random 
sample shows that 70 percent of all Americans approve 
of the way the president is handling the job, and another 
random sample taken at the same time shows that 65 per-
cent do, the sampling error is 5 percent.

When properly conducted, polls are quite accurate, 
though certainly not infallible. Since 1952, most major 
polls have in fact picked the winner of the presidential elec-
tion. In 2016, nearly all of the polls predicted that Hillary 
Clinton would win the popular vote—as she did by almost 
2.9 million votes—though they did not foresee that she 
would lose the election by not winning 270 electoral votes 
(we will return to this point in Chapter 10). Likewise, exit 
polls—interviews with randomly selected voters conducted 
at polling places on election day in a representative sample 
of voting districts—have proven to be quite accurate. While 
errors in prediction occasionally occur, especially in close 
elections, in general, polling is typically accurate.

For any population over 500,000, pollsters need to 
make about 15,000 telephone calls to reach a number 

of respondents (tech-
nically, the number 
computes to 1,065) suf-
ficient to ensure that the 
opinions of the sample 
differ only slightly (by 
plus or minus 3 per-
cent) from what the 
results would have been 
had they interviewed 
the entire population 
from which the sample 
was drawn. That can be 
very expensive to do. As 
a result, firms have begun to investigate other methods 
of conducting polls, such as recruiting volunteers online. 
Such methods have worked well in some instances, but 
not in others. Whether such techniques can be shown to 
be as high quality as standard random sampling remains 
to be seen.8

How Do We Ask Questions?
The first step to obtaining quality information from a 
poll is to draw the sample correctly. The second is to ask 
the questions correctly. Pollsters aim to write their ques-
tions clearly and plainly, so as to avoid ambiguity and 
loaded language. They do so because how they ask the 
questions determines the answers they get.

Survey researchers spend considerable time worry-
ing about question wording: the specific phrases used 
to describe policies in survey questions. For example, in 

Majority Opinion and Public Policy

For the most part, the Framers of the Constitution thought 
that public opinion should play only a limited and indirect 
role in making public policy (see Chapters 1 and 2). They 
favored representative democracy over direct democracy. 
They doubted that most people would have the time, 
energy, interest, information, or expertise to deliberate and 
decide well on policy matters. They worried that majority 
opinion would often be fickle, factious, and overly influ-
enced by short-term thinking. Thus, in Federalist No. 63, 
James Madison reflected on the need to defend “the peo-
ple against their own temporary errors and delusions” and 
the “tyranny of their own passions.” On the other hand, 
however, the Framers believed that while the opinions held 

by a temporary or “transient” majority should carry little 
weight with elected policymakers, the opinions expressed 
by a persistent majority—for example, a majority that per-
sists over the staggered terms of House and Senate and 
over more than a single presidential term—should be heard 
and, in many (though not in all) cases heeded. When it 
came to civil liberties and civil rights, Madison and the 
other Framers were not willing to empower even persistent 
majorities or subject fundamental freedoms to a popular 
vote. Still, they believed that, on most public policy issues, 
a truly representative democratic government would and 
should enact the policies persistently favored by most 
people.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

sampling error The differ-
ence between the results of 
random samples taken at the 
same time.

question wording The way 
in which survey questions are 
phrased, which influences how 
respondents answer them.

exit polls Polls based on 
interviews conducted on elec-
tion day with randomly selected 
voters.
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one canonical study, researchers conducted an experi-
ment. Half of the respondents were asked how much 
they supported government welfare programs, and half 
were asked how much they supported government aid to 
the poor. Researchers expected the two items to give very 
similar results, as welfare programs are the government’s 
efforts to aid the poor. However, when they conducted 
the study, the two items gave very different results, with 
many more respondents supporting aid to the poor.9 
When researchers did a follow-up study to investigate 
this discrepancy, they found a surprising result: while 
researchers saw welfare and aid to the poor as the same 
thing, respondents did not. For respondents, government 
welfare programs meant policies such as food stamps or 
public housing. But aid to the poor included not only 
those items, but also other policies such as homeless shel-
ters, soup kitchens, and food banks. Respondents viewed 
these latter programs more positively, and hence were 
more supportive of aid to the poor.10 By equating welfare 
and aid to the poor, researchers had set up a misleading 
comparison.

The debate over abortion rights provides another 
example of how question wording can yield flawed conclu-
sions. Imagine that we wanted to answer a seemingly basic 
question about abortion attitudes: Are more Americans 
pro-life or pro-choice? Many surveys purport to answer 
this question. In a recent one, 68 percent of Americans 
said the phrase “pro-choice” described them “very well” or 
“somewhat well.” In that same survey, just a few questions 
later, 71 percent said the same thing about the phrase “pro-
life.”11 As these numbers make clear, many respondents 
consider themselves both pro-life and pro-choice. Ordinary 
Americans’ views on abortion are complex and not eas-
ily captured by these sorts of simplistic terms: Americans 
generally support the principles of choice, but want abor-
tion to be limited to particular circumstances.12 They are 
both pro-choice and pro-life, and do not fit neatly into 
one category or the other. To actually understand where 
the public stands on this issue—or any other one—we 
need to avoid asking questions that oversimplify difficult 
policy issues.

Not only can the wording of a question  influence 
the results, but so can the order in which we ask 
the  items. For example, in one study, researchers 
wanted to  understand public support for gay rights, and 
asked about both gay marriage and civil unions. If they 
asked about civil unions before gay marriage, 49  percent 
supported civil unions. But if they asked about gay 
marriage first, support for civil unions increased to 
56 percent.13 Why the shift? Some respondents seem 
to be uneasy with full gay  marriage, but could support 
civil unions as a middle ground. By asking about gay 

marriage first, and then asking about civil unions, it 
allowed respondents to see civil unions as a compro-
mise position. But when civil unions were asked first, 
respondents lacked this contrast effect, and hence sup-
port for them was lower. Asking the questions in a dif-
ferent order affected the results.

You might be thinking at this point that we can never 
trust public opinion data, but that fear is unwarranted. 
Public opinion data can offer us very valuable insights 
into what the public wants from its leaders and its gov-
ernment, but to do that, a survey needs to be conducted 
with care. When you see a poll reported in the news, 
carefully scrutinize the questions and look for particu-
lar wordings or order effects that could affect the results. 
Look for other high-quality polls conducted around the 
same time, and see whether they offer similar results. 
If you find multiple polls using different, well-worded 
questions that yield similar results, then you have found 
something you can trust. In contrast, if just one poll with 
an oddly worded question shows support for a particular 
policy, then you should be more skeptical of that result.

7-2 What Drives Opinion?
To understand public opinion and how it shapes govern-
ment policy, we need to understand why it differs across 
individuals. What factors make people hold different 
attitudes and beliefs? A complete answer to that question 
is beyond the scope of this book (and is not really even 
knowable), but political scientists focus on three main 
factors that shape attitudes: political socialization and the 
family, demographic factors, and individuals’ partisanship 
and ideology. While these are not the only factors that 
explain why people believe what they do (e.g., the mass 
media also matters, as we discuss in Chapter 12), they are 
among the most important.

Political Socialization 
and the Family
For a long time, scholars have known that people acquire 
their political views from their families. The great major-
ity of high school students know the party affiliation of 
their parents, and only a tiny minority of children sup-
ports a party opposite that of their parents.14 Likewise, 
children’s views on the issues tend to be broadly similar 
to those of their parents. Children do not automatically 
adopt the views of their parents, but rather, just as parents 
influence a child’s religion or general outlook on life, they 
influence a child’s political views as well. We refer to this 
process as political socialization. A child’s first experience 
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with politics is in the home, and so it should not be sur-
prising that the parents’ views shape the child’s views.

This happens via two mechanisms. First, some evi-
dence shows that some political attitudes can be passed 
genetically from parents to child, just like height or eye 
color.15 We should note that while some political scien-
tists accept this evidence, others dispute it.16 The fairest 
thing to say is that there is suggestive evidence for the 
genetic transmission of political traits, but more work is 
needed to definitively establish it. Second, and much less 
controversially, scholars argue that children learn from 
the political cues provided by their parents. If the parents 
sit around the dinner table—or the evening television—
and discuss politics and global affairs, the children learn 
where their parents stand on the issues of the day (and 
where the children think they themselves should stand). 
Such effects are especially pronounced in highly politi-
cized families where politics is a more frequent topic of 
conversation.17

Of course, to say that parents and the family greatly 
shape one’s political outlook is not to say that they deter-
mine it completely. The political environment in which 
they come of age also heavily influences children’s atti-
tudes. Political scientists call this the impressionable years 
hypothesis: Young people’s political attitudes are very 
strongly influenced by what happens during their formative 
years (roughly their mid-teens through their mid-20s, when 
they are in high school and college).18 For most people, this 
period is the first time they really notice politics, and these 
initial events shape how they see the political world. Those 
who came of age in the 1960s, during the Civil Rights 
movement, the protests against the Vietnam War, and stu-
dent unrest, saw the political world fundamentally differ-
ently from their parents, who came of age during the years 

immediately after World 
War II. Likewise, today’s 
students, who do not 
remember a world before 
9/11, see the political 
world differently from 
their parents (who came 
of age during the end 
of the Cold War). Early 
experiences shape politi-
cal attitudes and persist 
throughout the life cycle.

We can examine political attitudes over the life cycle 
to see this. Americans who were born in 1941, and who 
would be 77 in 2018, came of age during the presidency 
of Dwight Eisenhower, a popular Republican. As a result, 
these voters are consistently more Republican than Dem-
ocratic, even today. However, those born 11 years later in 
1952 (and would be age 66 in 2018) are somewhat more 
Democratic, having grown up during the Great Society 
with President Lyndon Johnson. Likewise, young voters 
today, who first experienced politics during the Obama 
years, are more Democratic. But those who came of age 
during the Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush years 
(the parents of today’s young adults) are more Republi-
can.19 The early experiences during our formative years 
powerfully shape our political views.

This helps us understand that it is not the case that 
young people are more liberal and older people are more 
conservative. Compared with older Americans, for exam-
ple, citizens aged 18 to 29 are more likely to favor gay mar-
riage and to support a stronger safety net (the liberal view), 
but also more likely to favor letting people invest some of 
their Social Security contribution in the stock market (the 
conservative view). Furthermore, on other salient issues, 
such as abortion and gun control, differences are nonexis-
tent to very slight. As we see in  Figure 7.1, the reality of age 
differences in opinion is more complex than many suppose.

The largest gaps between younger and older voters 
come from their different attitudes toward government’s 
regulation of appropriate behavior. Such differences 
stem from broad changes in society. For example, when 
today’s senior citizens were growing up, family structures 
were more traditional: there were two parents, the man 
worked, and the woman stayed home. Different arrange-
ments—single parents, divorce, and so forth—were stig-
matized. As a result, these older voters are more likely 
to favor traditional gender roles and family structures.20 
Even more strikingly, a generation ago, homosexuality was 
criminalized and seen as a mental disorder. But today, it is 
broadly accepted and part of society. It should not be ter-
ribly surprising, then, to learn that support for gay rights, 

IMAGE 7-2 A family watches a speech by former Senator 
Rick Santorum (R-PA) during the 2012 South Carolina primary. 
Exposure to politics as a young person has a strong effect on 
one’s political attitudes.
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impressionable years 
hypothesis Argument that 
political experiences  during the 
teens and early 20s  powerfully 
shape attitudes for the rest of 
the life cycle.
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especially same-sex mar-
riage, is markedly higher 
among younger voters 
(see  Figure 7.1). Both of 
these examples highlight 

the importance of the impressionable years and social-
ization: Because today’s teens and seniors grew up in 
vastly different environments, they have vastly different 
attitudes.

This same pattern of higher youth support holds true 
even in subgroups opposed to gay marriage. For example, 
overall, white evangelical Protestants are sharply opposed to 
same-sex marriage (only 27 percent support same-sex mar-
riage). But even among this group, younger voters are much 
more supportive: Millennial white evangelicals are twice as 
likely to support same-sex marriage as senior citizen white 
evangelicals (43 versus 19 percent).21 As younger voters con-
tinue to replace older voters in the electorate, attitudes on 
same-sex marriage and similar issues will continue to evolve.

Demographic Factors
The family, however, is not the only factor that shapes 
why we believe what we believe. Our demographic 
traits—our race and ethnicity, gender, age, social class/

income, religion, and so forth—also powerfully shape 
and influence our political attitudes. While many dif-
ferent demographic factors shape political attitudes, we 
consider only a few of the most salient ones here in 
the interest of space: gender, race and ethnicity, reli-
gion, and social class/income. Together, these demo-
graphic factors highlight how who we are shapes what 
we believe.

The Gender Gap
Journalists often point out that women have “deserted” 
Republican candidates to favor Democratic ones. In 
some cases, this is true. But it would be equally correct 
to say that men have “deserted” Democratic candidates 
for Republican ones. The gender gap is the difference 
in political views between men and women. As we see 
in Chapters 9 and 10, women are more likely than men 
to identify as Democrats and to vote for Democratic 
candidates.

Behind the gender gap in partisan self-identification 
and voting are differences between men and women over 
prominent political issues and which issues matter most. 
Many initially assumed that abortion drove the gen-
der gap, but this turns out to be incorrect. On average, 

gender gap Difference in 
political views between men 
and women.

 FiguRe 7.1  Opinion Gaps Between Young Adults and Senior Citizens

Favor allowing gay and lesbian
couples to marry* 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

One parent can bring up a child
as well as two parents

Favor smaller government

Believe immigrants strengthen society

Support investing social security
in the stock market

Abortion should be legal

Support marijuana legalization**

Senior citizens Young adults

Source: Pew Research Center, “The Generation Gap and the 2012 Election,” November 2011; *From Pew 
Research Center, “Support for Same-Sex Marriage at Record High, but Key Segments Remain Opposed,” 
June 2015; **From Pew Research Center, “Support for Marijuana Legalization Continues to Rise,”  October 
2016.
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there have consistently been only very modest differences 
between men and women on abortion over time. Instead, 
two other factors drive the gender gap: women hold more 
liberal social welfare and foreign policy attitudes than 
men, and they are more likely to see social welfare issues 
as more important.22 Women are more likely than men 
to favor activist government, universal health care, envi-
ronmental protection regulations, antipoverty programs, 
and laws supporting same-sex marriage, and are less likely 
than men to favor cutting taxes at the expense of social 
services or to support military interventions. Figure 7.2 
shows these trends graphically.

Race and Ethnicity
Perhaps the most striking political difference between 
African Americans and whites is that African Americans 
are overwhelmingly Democratic, and have been so since 
the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s23; we return to 
this point more in Chapters 9 and 10.

Blacks and whites hold many similar political atti-
tudes. Both blacks and whites want our courts to be 
tougher in handling criminals, oppose the idea of making 
abortion legal in all cases, agree that government is typi-
cally wasteful, and think that everyone has it in his or her 
own power to succeed.24 Similarly, African Americans and 
whites both strongly agree that blacks and whites can get 
along in America.25

There are, however, sharp differences between white 
and black attitudes on other public policy questions, as 
we see in Figure 7.3. For example, blacks are much more 
likely than whites to support affirmative action and to 
oppose the use of military force. African Americans are 

also, in general, more supportive of efforts to help the 
poor and disadvantaged. But perhaps the largest black-
white opinion gap concerns attitudes toward the criminal 
justice system. African Americans are much more likely 
to think that the criminal justice system is unfair and is 
biased against minorities.

Why are African Americans so much more negative 
toward the criminal justice system? Much of the answer 
stems from their differential experiences with it. African 
Americans are more likely to have had negative interac-
tions with the criminal justice system, as have their Afri-
can American friends and family.26

The fact that numerous African Americans have been 
killed by police or died in police custody in recent years—
such as Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Freddie Gray, Tamir 

 FiguRe 7.2  The Gender Gap in Public Opinion

Abortion should be legal
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Government is not doing enough to
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Peace is best achieved through diplomacy
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Source: Pew Research Center, “The Gender Gap: Three Decades Old, As Wide As Ever,” March 2012.
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IMAGE 7-3 The Black Lives Matter movement has highlighted 
issues of racial equality in recent years.
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Rice, Sandra Bland, Walter Scott, and numerous others—
has brought this issue to the forefront of national discus-
sions. These deaths helped to spark the Black Lives Matter 
movement and have led to numerous calls for reforms 
to policing and the criminal justice system. Partially as a 
result of this increased attention to issues of race, a larger 
number of white respondents today say that racism is a 
big problem in American society. It is true that African 
Americans are much more likely to identify racism as a 
serious problem than whites are (73 versus 44 percent). 
But the percentage of whites saying racism is a big prob-
lem in American society has increased 17 percentage 
points since 2010.27 This underlines an important truth 
about public opinion: it is dynamic, and it changes in 
response to changes in society.

But contemporary America is not simply limited 
to African Americans and whites; the country contains 
a multitude of ethnic groups from around the world. 
Most notably, Latinos are now the largest minority 
group in America, numbering more than 50 million 
people. While research on Latino public opinion is still 
in its infancy, today a growing body of research explores 
how Latinos differ—and how they do not—from other 
Americans.

We note that it is difficult to speak of “Latino” public 
opinion. With 50 million Latinos coming from a diverse 
array of countries throughout Central and South America, 
one cannot say that all Latinos share a particular point of 
view. That said, some broad patterns do emerge. On issues 

that most directly speak to the concerns and experiences 
of Latinos—issues such as immigration reform or bilin-
gual education—Latinos’ attitudes are markedly different 
from those of other Americans. They are also more likely 
to support efforts to help the less well off, such as raising 
the minimum wage. But on a wide range of other issues, 
such as jobs, education, and foreign policy, Latinos’ views 
look very similar to those of other Americans, as we see in 
Figure 7.4. Important generational differences also exist, 
with second and third generation Latinos, who were born 
in the United States, being more similar to other Ameri-
cans than first generation Latino immigrants, who came 
here from other nations.28

 FiguRe 7.3  Public Opinion in Black and White

Government is almost always wasteful
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Government should guarantee
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Support affirmative action

Very little confidence in police to
treat blacks/whites equally*

Think minorities are treated equally in
the criminal justice system**

Whites African Americans

Source: Pew Research Center, “The Black and White of Public Opinion,” October 2005. *From Pew Research 
Center, “Ferguson Highlights Deep Divisions Between Blacks and Whites in America,” November 2014. 
**From Dan Balz and Scott Clement, “On Racial Issues, America Is Divided Both Black and White and Red 
and Blue,” Washington Post, December, 2014.
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IMAGE 7-4 Marco Rubio, the Hispanic son of exiles from Cuba, 
is a Republican elected by Florida to the U.S. Senate in 2010.
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 FiguRe 7.4  Latino Public Opinion

Favor legalizing marijuana
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Favor increasing the minimum
wage to $10.10

Favor a path to citizenship
for immigrants*

All Americans Latinos
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Source: Pew Research Center, “Latino Voters and the 2014 Midterm Elections: Geography, Close 
Races and Views of Social Issues,” October 2014. *From Latino Decisions, “Latino Voter Attitudes 
Towards Immigration Reform Policy,” January 2013. **From Pew Research Center, “Modern Immigra-
tion Wave Brings 59 Million to the U.S.,” September 2015.

Religion
As we discussed in Chapter 4, Americans are a reli-
gious people, especially compared with the more secu-
lar nations of Western Europe. Given this religiosity, 
it is perhaps not surprising that religion shapes public 
 opinion on many political issues. While we typically 
think that religious people are all on the conservative end 
of the spectrum, that is not in fact the case. As we will 
see, the relationship between religion and public opinion 
is more nuanced than this stereotype would suggest.

Fifty years ago, discussions of religion and politics 
focused more on differences between denominations, 
which at that time largely meant Protestants, Catholics, 
and Jews. Such divisions remain useful: In general, Jewish 
Americans, as well as African American Protestants, tend to 
remain on the left, evangelical (or born-again) Protestants 
are more on the right, and Catholics and mainline Protes-
tants fall more in the middle of the ideological spectrum.

But in recent years, scholars have noticed another 
important division: the divide between those who are 
more religious and those who are less so. Those who 
are more religious are more conservative—often consid-
erably more conservative—on issues of sex and the fam-
ily, such as abortion and gay marriage.29  For example, 
among Christians who attend church weekly (and hence 
are more religious), 39 percent support banning abortion 
in all circumstances, but among those who seldom or 
never attend worship services, that figure is only 11 per-
cent.30  As we saw above, evangelicals (most of whom take 

a conservative view on social issues) are strongly opposed 
to gay marriage. Such links are not terribly surprising: 
Many religious traditions, especially Christian traditions, 
take a conservative position on issues of reproduction and 
the family, so it is not surprising that religious individuals 
adopt them. Indeed, when asked, those who are highly 
religious say that their faith drives their position on these 
types of issues.31 This suggests that the stereotype that 
highly religious people are more conservative is true at 
least some of the time.

Yet on other issues, we see a quite different pattern. 
How religious one is has no effect on attitudes toward 
immigration (controlling for other relevant demograph-
ics). And on the death penalty and support for environ-
mental spending, those who are more religious are more 
liberal (i.e., more opposed to the death penalty and more 
supportive of environmental spending).32  This stands in 
sharp contrast to the stereotype that religious individuals 
are always more conservative. But such findings should 
not surprise us: Many of these same faith traditions speak 
out against the death penalty and support greater envi-
ronmental stewardship. For example, in 2010, the South-
ern Baptist Convention—the largest evangelical Christian 
denomination—denounced the government’s handling 
of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and called for greater 
efforts at environmental stewardship and conservation.33 
Likewise, some evangelical pastors have also begun pro-
mulgating a message more focused on helping the poor 
and feeding the sick than on abortion, gay marriage, and 
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school prayer.34 Such efforts suggest that the relationship 
between religion and public opinion will continue to 
evolve in the 21st century.

Social Class and Income
Americans speak of “social class” with embarrassment. 
The norm of equality tugs at our consciences, urg-
ing us to judge people as individuals, not as parts of 
some social group (such as “the lower class”). Social 
scientists speak of “class” with confusion. They know 
it exists but quarrel constantly about how to define it: 
by income? occupation? wealth? schooling? prestige? 
personality?

Let’s face up to the embarrassment and skip over the 
confusion. Truck drivers and investment bankers look 
differently, talk differently, and vote differently. There is 
nothing wrong with saying that the first group consists 

of “working-class” (or “blue-collar”) people and the lat-
ter of “upper-class” (or “white-collar”) people. Moreover, 
though different definitions of class produce slightly dif-
ferent groupings of people, most definitions overlap to 
such an extent that it does not matter too much which 
we use.

However defined, public opinion and voting have 
been less determined by class in the United States than 
in Europe, and these cleavages have weakened everywhere 
in recent years. In the 1950s, V. O. Key found that dif-
ferences in political opinion were closely associated with 
occupation. He noted that people holding managerial or 
professional jobs had distinctly more conservative views 
on social welfare policy and more internationalist views 
on foreign policy than manual workers.35 During the next 
decade, this pattern changed greatly. Opinion surveys 
done in the late 1960s showed that business and profes-
sional people had views quite similar to those of manual 

Immigration Reform: Client 
or  Majoritarian Politics?

Immigration reform was one of the hot-button issues of 
the 2016 election, with Clinton and Trump taking vastly 
different positions on the issue—Trump promised to build 
a wall on the Mexican border and crack down on illegal 
immigrants, whereas Clinton pushed to give a pathway to 
citizenship for undocumented immigrants. But this divide 
is only the latest incarnation of an issue that stretches back 
many years, with similar debates occurring under Presi-
dents Obama and Bush as well. Why is immigration reform 
such a politically charged topic?

While immigration reform is a complex and multifac-
eted issue, basically some want tougher immigration law 
enforcement and more focus on border security, and oth-
ers want a path to citizenship for undocumented immi-
grants. The former are typically Republicans and the latter 
typically Democrats, though not always. Those who favor 
tougher immigration laws contend that people who entered 
the U.S. illegally should not be permitted to stay here. They 
say the federal government should focus on border protec-
tion and law enforcement, not a reward for law-breakers. 
Immigration reform, in their view, is client politics—the 
American public at large pays for illegal immigrants through 
providing them education and emergency medical services 
(pursuant to Supreme Court decisions). Providing a path to 
citizenship also means that people lose confidence that the 
federal government will uphold the law, so the long-term 
health of American democracy suffers to benefit a few.

Supporters of a “path to citizenship” present it as 
majoritarian politics—everyone, including undocumented 
immigrants, pays for this opportunity through hard work 
and taxes, and everyone benefits by ensuring an economi-
cally productive, just, and humane society. They also make 
a client politics case that the children of illegal immigrants 
should not suffer for their parents’ mistakes and should 
have a path to citizenship; but these groups also make the 
majoritarian politics argument that the United States as a 
whole benefits from comprehensive immigration reform.

If an issue is perceived as client politics, then the group 
that benefits needs to be viewed as deserving of those 
benefits in order for legislation to pass. If an issue is viewed 
as majoritarian politics, then the legislation must be seen 
as being in the general public interest. Is immigration 
reform an example of client or majoritarian politics? How 
is it perceived by different groups and why? What will hap-
pen under the Trump administration remains to be seen.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
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workers on matters such as the poverty program, health 
insurance, American policy in Vietnam, and government 
efforts to create jobs.36

Similar patterns have continued to hold over time: 
differences between social classes and incomes are rela-
tively modest on a wide variety of public policy ques-
tions.37 There are, however, some important differences on 
certain economic issues, especially between the very rich 
(the “1 percent” or the “0.1 percent”) and everyone else. 
In general, the very wealthy are (relative to the general 
public) less supportive of the social safety net, government 
health insurance, government regulation, and redistribu-
tion (especially via taxes).38 As we will see, these differ-
ences can have important consequences for public policy.

The Limits of Demographics
As we have seen throughout this section, various groups 
in America hold different opinions—blacks differ from 
whites, women from men, and so forth. But such pat-
terns are, at best, averages, and do not describe every-
one. Plumbers and professors may have similar incomes, 
but they rarely have similar views, and businesspeople in 
New York City often take a very different view of gov-
ernment than businesspeople in Houston or Birming-
ham. Your best friend may be a conservative African 
American Republican, or your wealthy neighbor may be 
far to the left on economic issues. In short, knowing 
someone’s demographics gives us a good guess as to their 
views on the issues, but it is just that: a good guess. To 
really understand their views, we need to know more 
than just their demographic attributes.

Political Partisanship 
and Ideology
After familial socialization, the largest influence on what 
citizens believe is their political partisanship and their 
ideological beliefs. When we talk about partisanship or 
partisan identity, we mean people’s attachment to their 
political party: Do they think of themselves as a Demo-
crat or a Republican? We address partisanship in more 
detail in Chapter 9, but here, we consider its influence 
on citizens’ attitudes.

Simply put, partisanship has a powerful, even fun-
damental, influence on citizens’ attitudes. On issue after 
issue—taxes, spending on social programs, gun control, 
and many others—Democrats and Republicans have 
different opinions. Identifying with a party powerfully 
shapes an individual’s beliefs.39

Such differences between ordinary Democrats and 
Republicans are driven by differences among elected officials. 
Ordinary Democrats and Republicans look to Democratic 

and Republican officials 
to know where to stand 
on the issues.40 When 
people watch a media 
report about a political 
issue, the media typi-
cally use elected officials 
from the parties to rep-
resent the various posi-
tions,41 meaning that the 
political parties define 
the competing perspec-
tives on the issues for most people. Because Democratic 
and Republican elected officials diverge on these issues, so 
do ordinary voters (though the differences between ordi-
nary voters are much more muted, as we will see).

This is not just blind obedience. Rather, it reflects the 
fact that people identify with a party because it shares their 
values, and as a result, they will follow the lead of their 
 party’s officials. So, if you are a Democrat, you might 
look to, say, Elizabeth Warren or Bernie Sanders to see 
where they stand on the issue, and follow suit. Likewise, 
a Republican might do the same with Donald Trump 
or Paul Ryan. The attitudes of ordinary Democrats and 
Republicans reflect the opinions of elite  Democrats  
and Republicans.

If ordinary Americans’ attitudes reflect the attitudes 
of political elites, then this raises an important question: 
Are ordinary voters now polarized? Over the past 50 years 
or so, elected Democrats and Republicans (especially in 
Congress) have become much more sharply divided.42 As 
we see in Chapter 13, Democratic members of Congress 
are essentially all on the left, and elected Republicans are 
essentially all on the right. Is the same thing true of ordi-
nary Democrats and Republicans? The answer is no. The 
most careful analysis of the attitudes of ordinary Demo-
crats and Republicans indicates that they are relatively 
moderate on most issues.43 Elites may be polarized, but 
ordinary voters are not.

But how can this be: If ordinary Americans’ attitudes 
reflect those of elites, and elites are polarized, how is the mass 
public not? The answer is that ordinary voters have sorted, 
but they have not polarized.44 Party sorting is the process of 
aligning issue positions and party. So today, unlike 40 years 
ago, ordinary Democrats tend to take the liberal position on 
the issues, and ordinary Republicans, the conservative one. 
For example, according to data from the Pew Research Cen-
ter, in 1994, only 30 percent of Democrats took positions 
that were (on average) liberal, but by 2014, that had jumped 
to 56 percent (the corresponding figures for Republicans are 
45 percent and 53 percent).45 Over time, voters’ views on 
the issues have become more consistent with their partisan-
ship, as we see in Figure 7.5.

partisanship An individual’s 
identification with a party; 
whether they consider them-
selves a Democrat, Republican, 
or Independent.

party sorting The alignment 
of partisanship and issue posi-
tions so that Democrats tend to 
take more liberal positions and 
Republicans tend to take more 
conservative ones.
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While Americans 
have sorted, they have 
not gone all the way to 
the ideological poles. 
As the numbers from 
Pew make clear, there is 

still a great deal of heterogeneity among the mass public: 
Nearly half of each party takes positions that are centrist 
or on the opposite ideological side from their party. Like-
wise, in that same study, 39   percent of Americans take 
views that are best described as centrist. Sorted, rather 
than polarized, best describes ordinary Americans.

But one might logically ask: If sorting continues, 
will ordinary Americans come to be deeply polarized? It 
certainly is possible. If everyone sorted, then the country 
would certainly be more polarized. However, such a situ-
ation is unlikely. While people now take more consistent 
positions on the issues (i.e., Democrats are on the left, 
Republicans are on the right), they are largely just to the 
left or right of the center. They are “slightly liberal” or 
“slightly conservative” more than “very liberal” or “very 
conservative.”46 Furthermore, as we see below, most 
Americans are not terribly well informed about politics, 
nor are they especially interested in it. Given this, they 
are unlikely to adopt the sort of extreme positions that 
would be required to generate extensive mass polariza-
tion. Sorting does increase mass polarization, but only 
very slightly. We can say the electorate has become quite 
a bit better sorted, but not really very polarized.

While ordinary voters have not polarized, the same is 
not true for those who are most active in politics. Among 
those who are politically active and participate in cam-
paigns, polarization is a more accurate description of what 
has happened.47 They have moved to the extremes, and as 
we see in later chapters, this has important consequences 
for elected officials.

Political Ideology
Partisanship is not the only core fundamental iden-
tity that shapes public opinion: so does one’s ideol-
ogy, whether one is a liberal or a conservative. Up to 
now  the words liberal and conservative have been used 
as though everyone agrees on what they mean and as if 
they accurately describe general sets of political beliefs 
held by large segments of the population. Neither of 
these assumptions is correct. Like many useful words— 
love, justice, happiness—they are as vague as they are 
indispensable.

When we refer to people as liberals, conservatives, 
socialists, or radicals, we are implying that they have a 
patterned set of beliefs about how government and other 
important institutions in fact operate and how they ought 
to operate, and in particular about what kinds of poli-
cies government ought to pursue. These groups are said 
to display to some degree a political ideology—that is, a 
more or less consistent set of beliefs about what policies 
government ought to pursue.

Political scientists measure the extent to which peo-
ple have a political ideology in two ways. The first is by 
determining how frequently people use broad political 
categories (such as “liberal,” “conservative,” “radical”) to 
describe their own views, which is sometimes referred to 
as symbolic ideology. The second method involves a sim-
ple mathematical procedure: measuring how accurately 
one can predict a person’s view on a subject at one time 
based on his or her view on that subject at an earlier time, 
or measuring how accurately one can predict a person’s 
view on one issue based on his or her view on a different 
issue. The higher the accuracy of such predictions (or cor-
relations), the more we say a person’s political opinions 
display “constraint” or ideology.

Looking at the first method (can Americans identify 
themselves as liberal, moderate, or conservative), it seems 
as though many Americans can select an ideological ori-
entation for themselves. For example, in 2012, 22 percent 
identified as liberals, 36 percent identified as conserva-
tives, and 37 percent identified as moderates, and those 
patterns have been roughly stable for over a decade.48 Yet 
that simple question belies a host of complexity. When 
we dig slightly deeper, we find that many people adopt 
those labels without having much of an understanding 

 FiguRe 7.5  Growing Ideological Consistency, 
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Source: Pew Research Center, “Political Polarization in the American 
Public,” June 2014.
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political ideology A more 
or less consistent set of beliefs 
about what policies government 
ought to pursue.
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of what they mean. When given an option to say they 
“don’t know” which label best describes them, many 
Americans choose that option—indeed, it is often the 
plurality response. Furthermore, many people’s views on 
the issues (what they think of taxes and spending, gun 
control, abortion, and so forth) are only weakly correlated 
with the label (liberal, conservative, or moderate) they 
use to describe themselves.49 Ordinary Americans know 
where they stand on the issues, but they do not necessarily 
deeply comprehend the ideological labels used in politics. 
Except when asked by pollsters, most Americans do not 
actually use the words liberal, conservative, or moderate in 
explaining or justifying their preferences for parties, can-
didates, or policies, and not many more than half can give 
plausible definitions of these terms.

What about the second method of measuring ideol-
ogy? Here, the evidence is—as it has been for 50 years—
that most Americans are not deeply ideological. Most 
people’s views are not tightly aligned into neat liberal or 
conservative bundles, unlike elites. The vast majority of 
Americans simply do not think about politics in an ideo-
logical or very coherent manner. Partly in recognition of 
these and related limitations, pollsters have increasingly 
taken a fresh approach to documenting and analyzing 
average Americans’ ideological cast and character. Essen-
tially, rather than asking people to identify themselves as 
“liberal,” “conservative,” or “moderate,” they ask people 
multiple questions about politics and government, and 
then use the answers to sort them into a half-dozen or 
more different groups.

One prominent example, conducted by the Pew 
Research Center, began in 1987 and has been updated 
several times since, most recently in 2014. To see where 
you fit, you can take the survey at typology.people-press 
.org/typology. Americans, it finds, are divided into eight 
different groups, each defined by certain key character-
istics (see Table 7.1). By this measure, approximately 
one-third of Americans (and 40 percent of registered 
voters) are ideologically consistent (i.e., largely liberal or 
conservative on the issues). But perhaps not surprisingly, 
a majority of Americans are somewhere in the middle, 
taking conservative positions on some issues but liberal 
positions on others. And fully 10 percent of Ameri-
cans are bystanders, largely removed from the political 
process.

Dig deeper into the data on these groups (also avail-
able via the same website cited above), such as the related 
survey findings regarding each group’s socioeconomic sta-
tus and views on religion and other matters that affect 
politics, and you will see that the old three-way (liberal-
conservative-moderate) self-identification surveys prob-
ably obscured more than they revealed regarding most 
Americans’ opinions about many different political issues. 
This underlines what we said above about polarization. 
The politically active and engaged—the steadfast liber-
als and conservatives—are divided and ideological. But 
most Americans, even if they have sorted and now take 
the party’s views on some issues, are moderate, centrist, 
and less ideological. Ideology is more for elites than for 
ordinary voters.

General Public 
(%)

Registered 
 Voters (%)

Politically 
Engaged (%)

Partisan Anchors 36 43 57

•  Steadfast conservatives (socially conservative populists) 12 15 19

•  Business conservatives (pro-Wall Street, pro-immigrant) 10 12 17

•  Solid liberals (liberal across the board) 15 17 21

Less Partisan, Less Predictable 54 57 43

•  Young outsiders (conservative views on government, not social issues) 14 15 11

•  Hard-pressed skeptics (financially stressed and pessimistic) 13 13 9

•  Next-generation left (young, liberal on social issues, less so on social safety net) 12 13 11

•  Faith and family left (racially diverse and religious) 15 16 12

•  Bystanders (young, diverse, on the sidelines of politics) 10 0 0

100 100 100

N 10,013 7,999 4,767

Note: 2014 Political Typology. Figures may not add to 100 percent because of rounding. The politically engaged are registered to vote, 
closely follow public affairs, and say they always or nearly always vote.

Source: Pew Research Center, “Beyond Red vs. Blue: The Political Typology,” June 2014.

Ideology Typology: Eight TypesTABLe 7.1
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Liberal and 
Conservative 
Elites
Although the terms lib-
eral and conservative do 
not adequately describe 
the political views held 

by most average Americans, they do capture the views held 
by many, perhaps most, people who are in the country’s 
political elite. As we discussed in Chapter 1, every society 
has an elite because in every society government officials 
have more power than the general public, some people 
make more money than others, and some people are more 
popular than others. The former Soviet Union even had 
an official name for the political elite—the nomenklatura.

In America, we often refer to political elites more 
casually as “activists”—people who hold office, run for 
office, work in campaigns or on newspapers, lead interest 
groups and social movements, and speak out on public 
issues. Being an activist is not an all-or-nothing propo-
sition: People display differing degrees of activism, from 
full-time politicians to persons who occasionally get 
involved in a campaign (see Chapter 8). But the more a 
person is an activist, the more likely it is that he or she 
will display ideological consistency on the conventional 
liberal-conservative spectrum.

The reasons for this greater consistency seem to be 
information and peers. First, we consider information. In 
general, the better informed people are about politics and 
the more interest they take in politics, the more likely they 
are to have consistently liberal or conservative views.50 This 
higher level of information and interest may lead them to 
find relationships among issues that others don’t see and 
to learn from the media and elsewhere what are the “right” 
things to believe. This does not mean no differences exist 
among liberal elites (or among conservative ones), only 
that the differences occur within a liberal (or conservative) 
consensus that is more well defined, more consistent, and 
more important to those who share it than would be the 
case among ordinary citizens.

Second is the matter of peers. Politics does not make 
strange bedfellows. On the contrary, politics is a process of 
like attracting like. The more active you are in politics, the 
more you will associate with people who agree with you 
on some issues; the more time you spend with those peo-
ple, the more your other views will shift to match theirs.

The greater ideological consistency of political elites 
can be seen in Congress. As we note in Chapter 13, Demo-
cratic members of Congress tend to be consistently liberal, 
and Republican members of Congress tend to be consis-
tently conservative—far more consistently than Demo-
cratic voters and Republican voters. By the same token, 

the delegates to presidential nominating conventions are 
far more ideological (liberal in the Democratic conven-
tion, conservative in the Republican one) than is true of 
voters who identify with the Democratic or Republican 
parties. For elites and activists, ideology is more central to 
their political world view than for ordinary voters.

7-3  Political Information 
and Public Opinion

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, consid-
erable evidence shows that Americans don’t know much 
about politics. For example, according to one recent 
study, more than one in three Americans could not name 
a single branch of government, and only a quarter knows 
that a two-thirds vote of the House and Senate is needed 
to override a presidential veto.51 Similar studies show that 
Americans are no better informed about basic current 
events types of questions that ask, for example, the iden-
tity of the Speaker of the House, the party in control of the 
House or Senate, and so forth.52 Such results are nothing 
new: Dating back to the dawn of modern survey research, 
political scientists have shown that Americans know little 
about politics. By any measure, most Americans are woe-
fully ignorant of the details of American political life, and 
have been for some time.

Many scholars and political reformers are troubled 
by this lack of knowledge about the basic dimensions of 
American government and politics. They argue that if 
Americans do not know much about politics, they will 
be hard-pressed to guide politicians and select good rep-
resentatives at the ballot box. The opinions we discussed 
previously will be based on ephemera and will not reflect 
a real understanding of the underlying issues. This con-
cern is nothing new in American politics—it goes all the 
way back to the Founding Fathers. The Founders were 
suspicious of too much popular control, and they conse-
quently set up a system in which many of the decisions 
of government were removed from direct popular control 
(recall that only the House of Representatives was directly 
elected before the 20th century).

But is this in fact the case? While there is no disput-
ing that Americans are ill informed, does this information 
deficit harm American democracy? Some scholars say no: 
Americans may not know much about the specific details 
of politics and public life, but that does not mean they can-
not make reasonable decisions. After all, what does know-
ing the identity of the chief justice of the Supreme Court 
have to do with casting a ballot for president or Congress? 
These skeptics argue that citizens can use information 
shortcuts, or heuristics, to make well-informed decisions.

political elites Persons with 
a disproportionate share of 
political power.

heuristics Informational 
shortcuts used by voters to 
make a decision.
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Such heuristics seem to work well in at least some 
cases. In the late 1980s, California voters were asked to 
vote on a series of ballot propositions that would have 
changed the rates for automobile insurance. Surveys 
showed that many voters did not understand the details 
of the various proposals, yet many still voted in ways that 
were consistent with their underlying interests. How? 
They knew (largely from advertising) where key groups, 
such as the insurance industry and trial lawyers, stood on 
the measures. They used those group endorsements to fig-
ure out how they should vote.53 Likewise, an analysis of 
voters in recent presidential elections suggests that many 
(though not all) voters vote the way they would vote if 
they were fully informed (i.e., knew where the candidates 
stood in great detail on every issue).54 While these exam-
ples concern voting in elections, the same logic would 
apply equally well to forming opinions on particular poli-
cies: Even if a citizen did not understand the intricacies 
of, say, tax policy, she could reasonably deduce what her 
position “should” be by knowing where relevant political 
actors stand on it.55

Before we become too sanguine, however, it is 
important to note that other scholarship suggests there 
are important limits to heuristics, and they can some-
times lead voters astray and result in making worse 
decisions, not better ones.56 For example, voters assume 
that politicians from working-class backgrounds will be 
more hospitable to working-class interests (using a heu-
ristic that the politician’s class background will be an 
indicator of their behavior), but this is not the case.57 
Furthermore, when voters lack information, this affects 
their political attitudes. Some argue that at least some 
of the public support for the Bush tax cuts was due to 
low (or incorrect) information on the part of many vot-
ers.58 Perhaps even more tellingly, when given additional 
information about various policies, citizens’ preferences 
changed, sometimes quite dramatically, even among 
those who were generally well informed about politics.59 
It seems that information about policies can have a large 
and consequential impact on people’s political attitudes. 
Heuristics and shortcuts are a partial substitute, but just 
that: a partial one. At least in some circumstances, a lack 
of information about politics can be detrimental to the 
political process.

7-4  Public Opinion 
and  Public Policy

So far, we have spent the chapter delving into the origins 
and measurement of public opinion. But we have not 
said anything about the consequences of public opinion: 

Does public opinion matter? In particular, does public 
opinion shape public policy?

Happily, the answer to that question is yes, at least most 
of the time. An encyclopedic study looked at every law for 
which there were relevant public opinion polls over sev-
eral decades. It found that when public opinion changed, 
policy change usually followed. Furthermore, such changes 
were almost always congruent: When opinion became 
more liberal (conservative), the policy itself moved to the 
left (right). This was especially true for more salient poli-
cies, or for particularly large shifts in opinion.60 This seems 
to be a “good” outcome for democratic theory: Govern-
ment decisions do, in fact, reflect the will of the people.

But as we suggested at the outset of the chapter, poli-
cies do not always follow the majority’s will. Sometimes, 
to understand why, we need to understand the role of par-
ties, interest groups, the media, and political institutions, 
as we will see in later chapters. But sometimes policy does 
not reflect majority will because the minority is more 
politically powerful.

This typically occurs because the minority is more 
politically engaged and active, and pressures politicians 
accordingly. Gun control is perhaps the best-known 
example of this situation. Surveys consistently show 
that a majority of Americans favors gun control. How-
ever, among the minority who oppose action, the issue 
is a much higher priority. For example, gun-control 
opponents weigh the issue more heavily when choosing 
a candidate and were more likely to have given money 
to relevant interest groups.61 A study of the members of 
the leading anti-gun-control organization (the National 
Rifle Association) found that they were more politically 
engaged and active than other Americans (and more so 
than gun-control proponents).62 In this setting, politi-
cians will respond to the better-organized minority rather 
than the apathetic majority.

Another example—and a deeply troubling one—is 
that several studies have shown that government policy 
is often more responsive to the preferences of the eco-
nomic elite than to the views of other citizens.63 Those 
at the top of the economic ladder are more likely to 
participate in politics64 and, as a result, these studies 
suggest, politicians heed their views more fully. Given 
that the economic elite have divergent preferences on 
some issues (notably, issues of regulation, taxes, and 
so forth; see our discussion of social class earlier in the 
chapter), this inequality in responsiveness has real con-
sequences. Put more directly, both examples highlight 
that government policy responds to those who par-
ticipate in  politics. To understand policy, we need to 
understand who participates. We turn to that task in the 
next chapter.
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168 Chapter 7 Public Opinion

To: Senator Matthew Joseph
From: Rachel N. James, legislative assistant
Subject: Vote on “path-to-citizenship” immigration bill

Your state has only a small illegal immigration problem, but voters have concerns about both main-
taining law and order, and providing economic opportunities and a “path to citizenship” for people 
who have resided in this country for many years. While there have been many proposals to address 
this issue in recent years, none have been enacted into law, and hence the need for a new bill. As 
you contemplate both your vote on the bill and your possible presidential bid as a Republican, note 
that public opinion on the subject is divided by party, race and ethnicity, and age. For example, a 
September 2014 Pew Research Center poll asked about priorities in dealing with illegal immigration: 
53 percent of Republicans and 43 percent of those over the age of 65 favor tougher border security, 
whereas 41 percent of Hispanics and 33 percent of Democrats placed more importance on creating a 
path to citizenship. You might also consider whether the issue better fits into majoritarian or client poli-
tics (see the “Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside the Box ” feature on page 162).

Arguments against:
1. Your party leaders oppose comprehensive 

immigration reform, saying that enhanced 
border security must be a higher priority.

2. Some argue that illegal immigrants take jobs 
away from native-born Americans and cost 
more in public services, such as education 
and emergency health care, than they con-
tribute to the economy.

3. People who entered the country illegally must not 
be rewarded for breaking the law, and enforce-
ment can be effective with sufficient resources.

Source: Pew Research Center, “More Prioritize 
Border Security in Immigration Debate,” 2014.

Arguments for:
1. Your state contains a small but slowly growing 

proportion of first-generation Americans who 
favor a “path to citizenship” for immigrants 
who have lived in this country for years, 
regardless of their legal status.

2. Some argue that illegal immigrants often take 
menial jobs that nobody else wants, and they 
contribute to the U.S. economy by paying 
taxes and buying goods and services.

3. A path to citizenship, with fines and other penal-
ties for being in the country illegally, is the most 
realistic option for individuals who have family and 
other long-term ties in the United States.
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Your decision:  Vote for bill  Vote against bill

What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

Should You Support the Comprehensive 
Immigration Reform Bill?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
The U.S. House of Representatives is weighing a bill that would result in the most 
comprehensive immigration reform in more than a decade. Proponents say it will both 
improve border security and provide opportunities for legal residency for more than 
11 million illegal immigrants in the United States. The bill received a mixed recep-
tion, however, as critics denounced the provisions for illegal immigrants, saying they 
amount to “amnesty” for law breakers.
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Summary 169

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

7-1 Discuss what “public opinion” is and how 
we measure it.

Public opinion refers to how people think or feel 
about particular things, including but not limited 
to politics and government. Today, it is com-
monly measured by means of scientific survey 
research or polls based on random samples 
of given populations and carefully worded 
questions.

7-2 Outline the major factors that shape 
 public opinion.

Many different factors shape public 
 opinion, but three key ones are political 
 socialization and the family,  demographics, 
and partisanship and political  ideology. 
 Political socialization refers to the  influence 
of one’s family on one’s political views. 
 Demographics refer to our underlying 
 characteristics (race, gender, age, etc.) that 
shape our political beliefs. Finally, political 
partisanship and ideology are core values 
that shape and guide what people want from 
 government, and hence influence their views 
on the issues.

7-3 Summarize the arguments for and against 
the claim that low levels of political 
knowledge among ordinary voters affect 
American democracy.

In general, Americans don’t know much about 
politics and government. Some argue that this 
is not a terrible limitation, as citizens can use 
heuristics (information shortcuts) to substitute 
for low levels of knowledge. However, shortcuts 
are not a perfect substitute for information, and 
when citizens have more information about a pol-
icy, their preferences can change. This suggests 
that a lack of information does affect American 
democracy in at least some settings.

7-4 Discuss the relationship between public 
opinion and public policy.

Generally speaking, public opinion drives policy: 
When opinion changes, so does policy, espe-
cially on salient issues or when the opinion 
change is especially large. But when a minority 
group is particularly politically consequential (typ-
ically because they are more politically engaged 
on the issue), government policy follows the 
minority view, rather than the majority one.
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Political Participation
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

8-1  Discuss how American voter turnout compares to other 

advanced industrialized democracies.

8-2  Describe the historical expansion of suffrage in America and how 

this affected voter participation.

8-3 Outline what factors explain who participates in politics.
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8-1 A Close Look at Nonvoting 171

Defined simply, political participation refers to the 
many different ways that people take part in politics 
and government: voting or trying to influence others 
to vote, joining a political party or giving money to a 
candidate for office, keeping informed about govern-
ment or debating political issues with others, signing 
a petition, protesting a policy, advocating for a new 
law, or just writing a letter to an elected leader. Some 
scholars of the subject argue that, in addition to these 
activities, almost any form of civic engagement, such 
as helping out at a local homeless shelter or attending 
a school board meeting, should also count as politi-
cal participation. And some believe that the rise of 
the Internet, political blogs, and social media make 
traditional ideas about what constitutes political par-
ticipation obsolete (we will have more to say about 
how the Internet and social media have, and have not, 
changed politics in Chapter 12).

But no matter how they define it, most academics 
who study political participation pay close attention 
to voting and begin with a puzzle: Despite successive 
legal and other changes that might be expected to 
increase electoral participation, voter turnout rates in 
America today are lower than they were for previous 
generations, and scores of millions of Americans now 
sit out each presidential and midterm national election.

political participation 
The many different ways that 
people take part in politics and 
government.

In most states, well into the 
19th century, only property-

owning white men could vote. After the Civil War and 
into the mid-20th century, many states used all man-
ner of stratagems to keep blacks from voting. Women 
did not receive the right to vote until 1920, when the 
Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution was ratified. 
Before 1961, residents of the District of Columbia could 
not vote in presidential elections; the Twenty-Third 
Amendment to the Constitution gave them that right. 
Into the 1960s, most whites had only limited formal 
education; women and many minority groups faced 
legal, social, and other barriers or disincentives to vot-
ing; and there was nothing resembling today’s steady 
stream of political news via multiple media outlets.

THEN 

National laws extend voter 
eligibility to all persons age 

18 or older (courtesy of the Twenty-sixth Amendment 
to the Constitution, ratified in 1971). No state may 
restrict voting based on discriminatory tests, taxes, 
or residency requirements. In areas where many non–
English speakers live, election authorities must supply 
ballots written in the appropriate native languages. 
People in all 50 states can register to vote when 
applying for a driver’s license, and most states now 
allow voters to vote by absentee ballot before Election 

NOW 

Day, even if they are 
not residing outside 
their home state. 
Many states also per-
mit people to register 
on the same day that 
they vote, and some 
states now conduct 
their elections entirely 
through the mail. Over 
the past half-century, formal education levels have 
risen among all groups, and news, information, and 
opinions about politics and government are just about 
everywhere one turns (or clicks).

And yet, between 1860 and 1900, the percentage of 
eligible voters participating in presidential elections 
ranged between 65 and 80 percent. By comparison, over 
the past several decades, the percentage of eligible voters 
participating in presidential elections has dipped as low 
as 50 percent: half of eligible voters do not vote. Over 
the same period, voter turnout in midterm national 
elections has averaged well below 50 percent. In 2006, 
the Democrats took majority control of the U.S. House 
of Representatives, and then in 2010, the Republicans 
won the House majority back from the Democrats; but 
in each of these two recent, power-shifting midterm 
national elections, about 80 million U.S. residents age 
18 or older did not vote. In the 2014 midterm elections, 
participation was at its lowest level in 70 years.1 Young 
voters, despite averaging more years of formal educa-
tion, facing fewer legal barriers, and enjoying more 
access to information than any previous generation 
could have imagined, are nonetheless mostly nonvoters; 
for example, in the five midterm national elections since 
1998, barely one in five 18- to 24-year-olds cast a ballot.

What explains nonvoting? Are voter turnout rates in 
America today really as bad as they seem, either in histori-
cal terms or relative to rates in other modern democracies? 
And what about other forms of political participation in 
America today?

8-1  A Close Look 
at Nonvoting

Start with the fact that voter turnout can be measured in 
at least two different ways, and they give different answers 
about the prevalence of nonvoting.2 All U.S. residents 
age 18 or older constitute the voting-age  population 
(VAP). But many residents of the United States who 
are of voting age (18 or older) are not, in fact, eligible 
to vote. Two such groups are noncitizens who reside in 

voting-age population 
(VAP) Citizens who are eligible 
to vote after reaching the mini-
mum age requirement.
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172 Chapter 8 Political Participation

America and con-
victed felons who in 
most states are dis-
enfranchised by state 
laws. Unlike the VAP, 
the voting-eligible 
population (VEP) 

measure excludes from the calculation U.S. residents 
age 18 or older who are not legally permitted to cast a 
ballot. For example, in 2016 the VAP numbered approx-
imately 251 million, but that included about 20 million 
noncitizens, prisoners, and disenfranchised felons. Mea-
sured by the VAP, the national voter turnout rate was 
54.7 percent in 2016, but measured by the VEP it was 
59.3 percent; and since 1948, as the percentage of the 
population age 18 and older that consists of noncitizens 
and disenfranchised convicted felons has increased, the 
gap between the VAP and the VEP measures of voter 
turnout has also grown (see Figure 8.1).

Another important nuance about nonvoting con-
cerns registered versus unregistered voters. Take a look 
at Table 8.1. Column A compares democratic nations in 
terms of the percentage of their VAP who went to the polls 
in their most recent national elections. The United States 
ranks dead last, with 53.6 percent voter turnout (that was 
the VAP turnout in 2012). From this perspective, U.S. 
turnout looks not like other developed nations like France 
or Italy, but rather like former communist countries such 
as Estonia, Poland, or Slovenia. 

Now, however, look at Column B. It compares the same 
nations in terms of percentage of registered voters (those eli-
gible voters who have completed a registration form by a set 
date) who went to the polls in the same elections. The United 
States looks much better, landing in the middle of the pack, 
with 84.3 percent of registered voters having voted in 2012. 
Here, our voter turnout appears much more like the voter 
turnout in other advanced, industrialized democracies.

Although we vote at lower rates in the United States 
than people do abroad, the meaning of our voting is dif-
ferent. For one thing, we elect far more public officials 
than the citizens of any other nation do. There are more 
than a half million elective offices in the United States, 
and just about every other week of the year there is an 
election going on somewhere in this country.

A citizen of Massachusetts, for example, votes not 
only for the U.S. president but also for two senators, the 
state governor, the member of the House of Representa-
tives for his or her district, a state representative, a state 
senator, the state attorney general, the state auditor, the 
state treasurer, the secretary of state, a county commis-
sioner, a sheriff, and clerks of various courts, as well as (in 
the cities) for the mayor, the city councilor, and school 
committee members and (in towns) for selectmen, town-
meeting members, a town moderator, library trustees, 
health board members, assessors, water commissioners, 
the town clerk, housing authority members, the tree war-
den, and the commissioner of the public burial ground. 
(We have probably forgotten others.)

 Figure 8.1  Two Methods of Calculating Turnout in Presidential Elections, 1948–2016
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Source: Data until 2000 from Michael P. McDonald and Samuel L. Popkin, “The Myth of the Vanishing Voter,” American Political Science 
Review 95 (December 2001): 966. Data from 2004 forward are from Michael McDonald, United States Election Project, Voter Turnout Data, 
www.electproject.org.

voting-eligible population 
(VeP) Citizens who have reached 
the minimum age to be eligible to 
vote, excluding those who are not 
legally permitted to cast a ballot.
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8-1 A Close Look at Nonvoting 173

In many European nations, by contrast, voters get to 
make just one choice once every four or five years: they 
can vote for or against a member of parliament. When 
only one election for one office occurs every several years, 
that election is bound to assume more importance to 
voters than many elections for scores of offices. But one 
election for one office probably has less effect on how the 
nation is governed than many elections for thousands of 
offices. Americans may not vote at high rates, but voting 
affects a far greater part of the political system here than 
abroad.

This suggests that the number of elections might 
explain why Americans turn out at lower levels than in 
other nations. But there are other structural reasons as 
well. Many Americans cannot vote because they have not 
registered: According to the U.S. Census Bureau, only 
70  percent of eligible citizens are actually registered to 
vote.3 Registration is the simplest barrier to voting, but 
also the most profound: No matter one’s interest in poli-
tics, if you are not registered, you cannot vote.

Still, simply getting more people registered to vote is 
not a cure-all for nonvoting, for in each national election 
since 2006, about half of all nonvoters were registered. 

When registered nonvoters were asked why they did not 
vote, several of the most common answers were that they 
had scheduling conflicts (such as work or school), were 
uninterested in voting, had an illness or disability that 
prevented them from voting, or did not like the candi-
dates who were running.4

In response to a common reason why registered voters 
fail to vote (school, work, or other scheduling conflicts), 
some have proposed making Election Day a national 
holiday or holding national elections on weekends. Such 
proposals, though popular, remain only proposals. States 
have taken steps, however, to make voting easier for citi-
zens. As of 2016, 27 states and the District of Columbia 
afforded voters the option of “no-fault” absentee voting, 
meaning that voters can vote absentee without having to 
demonstrate they are residing outside their home state or 
giving any other explanation. Three states— Washington, 
Oregon, and Colorado—conduct their elections entirely 
via mail (see the Constitutional Connections box on 
page  176  for more information). While reformers had 
hoped that such reforms would dramatically increase 
voter turnout, the evidence suggests that their effect is very 
modest, on the order of a few percentage points at most.5

If voter turnout rates are to increase substantially in 
the United States, then ever greater numbers of nonregis-
tered voters must become registered to vote. In addition 
to the roughly 40 million registered nonvoters, another 
40 million or so voting-age citizens were not registered to 
vote in each of several recent national elections.

In most European nations, registration is done for 
you, automatically, by the government. By contrast, in 
America, the entire burden of registering to vote falls on 
the individual voters: they must learn how and when and 
where to register; they must take the time and trouble to 
go somewhere and fill out a registration form; and they 
must re-register if they move. It takes more effort to regis-
ter to vote in this country than it does to register in other 
democracies, so it should not be surprising that fewer 
people are registered here than abroad. 

But would making it less burdensome to register nec-
essarily result in higher percentages of Americans becom-
ing registered voters and voting? In 1993, Congress passed 
a law designed to make it easier to register to vote. Known 
as the motor-voter law, the law allows people in all 50 states 
to register to vote when applying for driver’s licenses. The 
law also requires states to provide mail-based registration, 
and to offer registration at some state offices, such as those 
that serve the disabled or low-income families.

As with early, mail-in, and absentee balloting (see the 
Constitutional Connections feature on page 176), the 
evidence regarding the impact of the motor-voter law on 
voter participation remains hard to interpret definitively. 

A B

Turnout as 

Percentage 

of Voting- 

Age 

Population

Turnout as 

Percentage 

of  

Registered 

Voters

Belgium 87.2 Luxembourg 91.1

Turkey 84.3 Belgium 89.4

Sweden 82.6 Denmark 85.9

Denmark 80.3 Sweden 85.8

Iceland 80.0 Turkey 85.2

Norway 77.9 United States 84.3

France 71.2 Iceland 81.4

The Netherlands 71.0 France 80.4

Italy 68.5 Norway 78.2

Germany 66 Italy 75.2

Canada 62.1 The Netherlands 74.6

United Kingdom 61.1 Germany 71.5

Luxembourg 55.1 Canada 68.3

United States 53.6 United Kingdom 66.9

Source: Drew DeSilver, “U.S. Voter Turnout Trails Most Developed 
Countries,” Pew Research Center Fact Tank, 2 August 2016. 

Two Ways of Calculating Voting Turnout, Here 
and Abroad

TABLe 8.1
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174 Chapter 8 Political Participation

Millions of citizens have registered to vote via state motor 
vehicle bureaus or other state offices, but a study found 
“that those who register when the process is costless are 
less likely to vote.”6 In recent years, including 2016, 
motor-voter law–related means of registration were the 
single most widely used method (see Figure 8.2). While 
the motor-voter law has certainly increased registration, 
there is little evidence it has led to a substantial increase 
in voter participation. Other studies of efforts to facilitate 
registration have come to similar conclusions: increasing 
registration increases turnout only modestly.7

Recently, however, several states have begun to adopt 
a reform that might have a larger effect on voter turnout: 
automatically registering all eligible citizens to vote unless 
they explicitly opt out of doing so (typically, using driver’s 
license and state ID records). So far, nine states have adopted 
this reform: Oregon, California, West Virginia, Vermont, 
 Connecticut, Colorado, Illinois, Rhode Island and Alaska, 
and similar legislation has been introduced in several other 
states.  Oregon—the first to adopt such a law in 2015—found 
that in 2016, they automatically registered more than 225,000 
residents based on interactions with the state’s department of 
motor vehicles. Of those, nearly 100,000 individuals voted 
in the November presidential election, a turnout rate of 
43  percent. Scholars consider this an impressive rate for those 
automatically registered,8 though what will happen in the 
future—and in other states—remains to be seen.

Campaigns have recently begun to invest more heav-
ily in old-fashioned get-out-the-vote (GOTV) drives to 
boost voter turnout. Many careful studies have found that 
such efforts do increase participation, though the exact 
amount depends on many different factors, including the 
type of message used, how the campaign makes contact 
with the voter (e.g., through a mailer, a phone call, or an 
in-person visit from a canvasser), the salience of the elec-
tion, and so forth.9

Arguably the most effective GOTV message is the 
“social pressure” message. In this message, subjects are told 
before the election that whether they vote in the election 
is a matter of public record (as it is in nearly all states), and 
after the election, the campaign will inform their neigh-
bors whether or not they voted (they send a mailer indi-
cating who voted on the block, and who did not). This 
message is powerful: People do not want their nonvoting 
revealed to their neighbors! Those who received this mes-
sage were more than 8 percent more likely to turn out 
and vote.10 This may not sound like much in the abstract, 
but in a close election, it could well make the difference 
between who wins and who loses. 

Such efforts, replicated on a large scale, can help to 
reshape the electorate. For example, in 2008 and 2012, 
the Obama campaign conducted a massive GOTV effort. 

The Obama campaign organized 2.2 million volunteers 
to have 24 million conversations with Americans and reg-
ister 1.8 million additional voters.11 While Republican 
operations were not quite as large, they, too, were impres-
sive. One estimate suggests that the 2012 Romney and 
Obama campaigns together generated over 400 million 
voter contacts (obviously contacting many voters multiple 
times), with a net increase of almost 2.6 million voters 
as a result.12 Perhaps even more importantly, these stud-
ies found that being involved in such activities helps to 
bring many new people into the political process, inte-
grating them into their communities more fully, illustrat-
ing that the effects of GOTV efforts extend beyond the 
ballot box.13

But such efforts are not a panacea. While Obama’s 
effort was especially successful, it is unclear whether future 
efforts will achieve such considerable success. Indeed, 
some argue that Hillary Clinton’s lack of an Obama-style 
campaign hurt her during the 2016 election.14 Further-
more, more generally, political scientists have shown that 
GOTV efforts often heighten participatory inequalities 
by targeting those who are already most likely to vote, 
rather than those who are more marginal.15 While particu-
lar efforts have targeted more marginal voters to increase 
their participation,16 such efforts are relatively rare. This 
suggests that while GOTV drives can help to reshape 
the electorate, they are not likely to expand significantly 
U.S. voter turnout.

Of course, voting is only one way of participating in 
politics. It is important—we could hardly be considered a 
democracy if nobody voted—but it is not all-important. 
Joining civic associations, supporting social movements, 
writing to legislators, fighting city hall—all these and 
other activities are ways of participating in politics. It is 
possible that, through these measures, Americans partici-
pate in politics more than most Europeans—or anybody 
else, for that matter. Moreover, low rates of registration 
may indicate that people are reasonably well satisfied with 
how the country is governed. If 100 percent of all adult 
Americans registered and voted (especially under a system 
that makes registering relatively difficult), it could mean 
that people were deeply upset about how things were run. 
In short, it is not at all clear whether low voter turnout is 
a symptom of political disease or a sign of political good 
health.

The important question about participation is not 
how much participation there is but how different kinds 
of participation affect the kind of government we get. This 
question cannot be answered just by looking at voter turn-
out, the subject of this chapter; it also requires us to look 
at the composition and activities of political parties, inter-
est groups, and the media (the subjects of later chapters).
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Nonetheless, voting is important. To understand why 
participation in American elections takes the form that it 
does, we must first understand how laws have determined 
who shall vote and under what circumstances.

8-2  The Rise of the 
 American Electorate

It is ironic that relatively few citizens vote in American 
elections, since it was in this country that the mass of 
people first became eligible to vote. At the time the Con-
stitution was ratified, the vote was limited to property 
owners or taxpayers, but by the administration of Andrew 
Jackson (1829–1837) it had been broadened to include 
virtually all white male adults. Only in a few states did 
property restrictions persist: they were not abolished in 
New Jersey until 1844 or in North Carolina until 1856. 
And, of course, African American males could not vote in 
many states, in the North as well as in the South, even if 
they were not slaves. Women could not vote in most states 
until the 20th century; Chinese Americans were widely 
denied the vote; and being in prison is grounds for losing 
the franchise in many states even today. Aliens, on the 
other hand, often were allowed to vote if they had at least 
begun the process of becoming citizens. By 1880, only 
an estimated 14 percent of all adult men in the United 
States could not vote; in England in the same period, 
about 40 percent of adult men were disenfranchised.17

From State to Federal Control
Initially, it was left entirely to the states to decide who 
could vote and for what offices. The Constitution gave 
Congress the right to pick the day on which presiden-
tial electors would gather and to alter state regulations 
regarding congressional elections. The only provision of 
the Constitution requiring a popular election was the 
clause in Article I stating that members of the House of 
Representatives be chosen by the “people of the several 
states.”

Because of this permissiveness, early federal elections 
varied greatly. Several states picked their members of the 
House at large (that is, statewide) rather than by district; 
others used districts but elected more than one representa-
tive from each. Some had their elections in odd- numbered 
years, and some even required that a congressional candi-
date win a majority, rather than simply a plurality, of votes 
to be elected (when that requirement was in effect, runoff 
elections—in one case, as many as 12—were necessary). 
Furthermore, presidential electors and senators were at 
first picked by state legislatures rather than by the voters 
directly.

Congress, by law and constitutional amendment, 
has  steadily reduced state prerogatives in these mat-
ters. In  1842, a federal law required that all members 
of the House be elected by districts; other laws over the 
years required that all federal elections be held in even- 
numbered years on the Tuesday following the first Monday  
in November.

 Figure 8.2  Method of Voter Registration, 2016

Public
assistance
agency (1.1%)

Using the
Internet (6.3%)

School, hospital,
or campus (5.1%)

Department of
motor vehicles (25.5%)

Mailed form to
election office
(12.2%)County or

government
registration

office (17.1%)
Registration

booth (3.9%)

At polls on
Election Day (5.8%)

Other place/
way (3.8%)

Don’t know/
refused (19.1%)

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, “Voting and Registration In the Election of 2016,” May 2017. 
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State Voting Laws and Procedures

“The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for 
Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each 
State by the Legislature thereof . . .” Thus begins Article I, 
Section 4, of the Constitution. The United States is unique 
among modern democracies in the extent to which the 
laws and procedures under which its citizens vote vary 
according to where in the nation they reside. As discussed 
elsewhere in this chapter, the states are no longer as free 
as they once were to decide who could vote for what 
office, but the shift to federal control has not eliminated 
differences in state voting laws and procedures. With few 
exceptions, the federal courts, including the U.S. Supreme 
Court, have let present-day differences in states’ voting 
laws and procedures stand. 

Currently, in addition to the traditional Election Day trek 
to a polling place or “voting booth” in one’s home vot-
ing district, voting-age Americans can cast ballots in three 
other ways.

•	 Early Voting: 37 states and the District of Columbia 
permit people to cast in-person ballots before Election 
Day, and without requiring that they furnish any excuse 
for doing so. The early voting periods ranged from the 
Friday before Election Day to 45 days before Election 
Day. The average early voting period was about 20 days 
in 2016.

•	 Absentee Voting: All states permit absentee voting 
by mail for military personnel, their voting-age depen-
dents, and U.S. citizens living overseas. All states 
also mail absentee ballots to certain other voters; but 
in 27 states and the District of Columbia, no excuse 
for absentee voting is required, whereas in 20 other 
states, an excuse is required. (As noted earlier, voting 

in Washington, Oregon, and Colorado is all done by 
mail, so absentee ballots are not required.) In seven 
states, certain citizens receive “permanent absentee 
ballot” privileges; in most, the citizens granted this sta-
tus must give evidence of a chronic illness or disability. 
In Alaska, this status is also afforded to citizens who 
live in remote parts of the state.

•	 Mail Voting: A ballot is automatically mailed to every 
eligible citizen, no request required. While there are no 
traditional Election-Day precincts, states do provide 
locations for voters to turn in ballots on Election Day 
and to vote in person. Three states—Oregon, Washing-
ton, and Colorado—conduct their elections this way.

It happens that the 15 states with the most restric-
tive voting laws and procedures—no early voting, and an 
excuse required for absentee voting—are all located in the 
eastern half of the country, with the highest concentra-
tion in the Northeast. Constitutionally, states have also 
been permitted to decide whether to deny voting rights 
to voting-age citizens who have been convicted of felony 
crimes. There continue to be wide state-by-state dispari-
ties in felon disenfranchisement laws and procedures. For 
instance, as of 2015, some states allow currently incarcer-
ated prisoners to vote, others permit convicted felons to 
vote once they have served their prison sentence, whereas 
yet others permanently disenfranchise convicted felons. 
The Sentencing Project estimates that nearly 6 million 
Americans cannot vote because of a felony conviction.

Source: National Conference of State Legislatures, “Absen-
tee and Early Voting,” October 2016; Jean Chung, “Felony 
Disenfranchisement: A Primer,” The Sentencing Project, May 
2016.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

The most important 
changes in elections have 
been those that extended 
suffrage to women, African 
Americans, and 18-year-
olds, and made manda-
tory the direct popular 
 election of U.S. senators. 

The Fifteenth Amendment, adopted in 1870, said that the 
“right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be 
denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on 
account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” 
Reading those words today, one would assume they gave 
African Americans the right to vote. That is not what the 

Supreme Court of the 1870s thought they meant. By a 
series of decisions, it held that the Fifteenth Amendment 
did not necessarily confer the right to vote on anybody; 
it merely asserted that if someone was denied that right, 
the denial could not be explicitly on the grounds of race. 
And the burden of proving that it was race that led to the 
denial fell on the black citizen who was turned away at 
the polls.18

This interpretation opened the door to three espe-
cially notorious but then-legal devices to keep blacks from 
voting. One was a literacy test (a large proportion of for-
mer slaves were illiterate); another was a requirement that 
a poll tax be paid (most former slaves were poor); and the 
third was the practice of keeping blacks from voting in 

literacy test A requirement 
that citizens show that they can 
read before registering to vote.

poll tax A requirement that 
citizens pay a tax in order to 
register to vote.
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primary elections (in the one-party South, the only mean-
ingful election was the Democratic primary). To allow 
whites who were illiterate or poor to vote, a grandfather 
clause was added to the law, saying that a person could 
vote, even if he did not meet the legal requirements, if 
he or his ancestors voted before 1867 (blacks, of course, 
could not vote before 1867). When all else failed, blacks 
were intimidated, threatened, or harassed if they showed 
up at the polls.

There began a long, slow legal process of challenging 
in court each of these restrictions in turn. One by one, the 
Supreme Court set most of them aside. The grandfather 
clause was declared unconstitutional in 1915,19 and the 
white primary finally fell in 1944.20 Some of the more bla-
tantly discriminatory literacy tests also were overturned.21 
The practical result of these rulings was slight: only a small 
proportion of voting-age blacks were able to register and 
vote in the South, and they were found mostly in the larger 
cities. A dramatic change did not begin until 1965, with 
the passage of the Voting Rights Act. This act suspended 
the use of literacy tests and authorized the appointment 
of federal examiners who could order the registration of 
blacks in states and counties (mostly in the South) where 
fewer than 50 percent of the voting-age population were 

registered or had voted 
in the last presidential 
election. It also pro-
vided criminal penalties 
for interfering with the 
right to vote.

Though implemen-
tation in some places 
was slow, the number 
of African Americans 
voting rose sharply 
throughout the South. 
For example, in Missis-
sippi the proportion of voting-age blacks who registered 
rose from 5 percent to over 70 percent from 1960 to 1970. 
These changes had a profound effect on the behavior 
of many white southern politicians: Alabama Governor 
George Wallace stopped making pro-segregation speeches 
and began courting the black vote.

Women were kept from the polls by law more than 
by intimidation, and when the laws changed, women 
almost immediately began to vote in large numbers. By 
1915, several states, mostly in the West, had begun to per-
mit women to vote. But it was not until the Nineteenth 

Expanding Voting: Majoritarian Politics

As we discussed in the text, in recent decades, a number 
of states have expanded access to the ballot. A few states 
now allow all-mail balloting, whereas others allow no-
excuse absentee balloting or early voting before Election 
Day (see the Constitutional Connections box on page 176 
for more information). Such efforts to broaden access to 
the ballot are best thought of as majoritarian politics. Ben-
efits are dispersed to all citizens from expanded access 
to the ballot, since it makes it easier for everyone to take 
part in elections. Citizens no longer need to go to a polling 
place on Election Day and stand in line to cast a ballot; 
rather, they can vote in a more convenient manner. How-
ever, as we noted in the body of the chapter, such reforms 
have done little to boost turnout.

At the same time, costs are dispersed among all voters 
as well. Voters who vote early may vote differently than 
voters who cast their ballot on Election Day. Those who 
vote early necessarily miss some of the campaign, and 
hence may have voted differently if important information 
comes out after they have cast their ballot. Furthermore, 
some have raised concerns about the security of vote by 
mail in particular (for both all-mail and absentee ballots). 

When voting in person, safeguards are in place to protect 
the integrity of the ballot, but many of them are gone when 
voting by mail, leading to the potential for abuse.

As is typically the case with majoritarian politics, the 
ultimate debate has come down to which side has the 
more compelling argument (since the costs and benefits 
are so widely dispersed). In the end, in most places, the 
arguments about increasing the ease of voting have carried 
the day. To respond to criticisms, some states have put in 
place systems to try and reduce fraud, though it is unclear 
how serious a problem it is or how to best stop it.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
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grandfather clause A 
clause in registration laws allow-
ing people who do not meet 
registration requirements to 
vote if they or their ancestors 
had voted before 1867.

white primary The practice 
of keeping blacks from voting 
in the southern states’ prima-
ries through arbitrary use of 
registration requirements and 
intimidation.

Source: Adam Liptak, “Error and Fraud at Issue as Absentee 
Voting Rises,” New York Times, 7 October, 2012.
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Amendment to the Constitution was ratified in 1920, 
after a struggle lasting many decades, that women gener-
ally were allowed to vote. At one stroke, the size of the 
eligible voting population almost doubled. Contrary to 
the hopes of some and the fears of others, no dramatic 
changes occurred in the conduct of elections, the identity 
of the winners, or the substance of public policy. Initially, 
at least, women voted more or less in the same manner as 
men, though not quite as frequently.

The political impact of the youth vote was also less than 
expected. The Voting Rights Act of 1970 gave 18-year-olds 
the right to vote in federal elections beginning January 1, 
1971. It also contained a provision lowering the voting age 
to 18 in state elections, but the Supreme Court declared 
this unconstitutional. As a result, a constitutional amend-
ment, the twenty-sixth, was proposed by Congress and 
ratified by the states in 1971. The 1972 elections became 
the first in which all people between the ages of 18 and 
21 could cast ballots (before then, four states had allowed 
those under 21 to vote). About 25 million people suddenly 
became eligible to participate in elections, but their turnout 
(42 percent) was lower than for the population as a whole, 
and they did not flock to any particular party or candidate.

Every presidential election year since 1972 has been 
accompanied by predictions that the “youth vote” is likely 
to surge. Such predictions were especially prevalent in 
2008, when 23 million citizens under age 30, representing 
52 percent of the 18- to 29-year-old voting population, 
voted. That was a higher fraction than in 1996 (37  percent), 
2000 (41 percent), and 2004 (48 percent), but lower than 
1972 (55 percent) and the same as 1992 (52 percent). 
In 2012, that figure dropped back to 45 percent, but it 
returned to 50 percent in 2016.22 We return to the ques-
tions of why young people in particular do not vote, and 
the consequences of that, later in the chapter.

IMAGE 8-2  After Reconstruction ended in 1876, black voting 
shrank under the attacks of white supremacists.
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IMAGE 8-1 After the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, 
blacks and whites voted together in a small Alabama town.
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Voter Turnout
The proportion of the voting-age population that has 
gone to the polls in presidential elections has remained 
about the same—between 50 and 63 percent of those 
eligible—at least since 1928, and appears today to 
be much smaller than it was in the latter part of the 
19th  century (see Figure 8.3). In every presidential 
election between 1860 and 1900, at least 70 percent 
of the eligible population apparently went to the polls, 
and in some years (1860 and 1876) almost 80 percent 
seem to have voted. Since 1900, in not a single presi-
dential election has turnout reached 70 percent, and 
on two occasions (1920 and 1924), it did not even 
reach 50   percent.23 Even outside the South, where 
efforts to disenfranchise African Americans make data 
on voter turnout especially hard to interpret, turnout 
seems to have declined: Over 85 percent of the voting-
age population participated in presidential elections in 
non- Southern states between 1884 and 1900, but only 
68  percent participated between 1936 and 1960, and 
even fewer have done so since then.24

Scholars have vigorously debated the meaning of 
these figures. One view is that this decline in turnout, 
even allowing for the shaky data on which the estimates 
are based, has been real and is the result of a decline of 
popular interest in elections and a weakening of the com-
petitiveness of the two major parties. During the 19th 
century, according to this theory, the parties fought hard, 
worked strenuously to get as many voters as possible to the 
polls, afforded the mass of voters a chance to participate in 
party politics through caucuses and conventions, kept the 
legal barriers to participation (such as complex registra-
tion procedures) low, and looked forward to close, exciting 

elections. After 1896, by 
which time the South 
had become a one-party 
Democratic region and  
the North heavily 
Republican, both parties 
became more conserva-
tive, national elections 
usually resulted in lop-
sided victories for the Republicans, and citizens began to 
lose interest in politics because it no longer seemed rel-
evant to their needs. The parties ceased functioning as 
organizations to mobilize the mass of voters and fell under 
the control of leaders, mostly conservative, who resisted 
mass participation.25

There is another view, however. It argues that the 
decline in voter turnout has been more apparent than 
real. Though elections were certainly more of a popular 
sport in the 19th century than they are today, the parties 
were no more democratic then than now, and voters then 
may have been more easily manipulated. Until around the 
beginning of the 20th century, voting fraud was common-
place because it was easy to pull off. The political par-
ties, not the government, printed the ballots; they often 
were cast in public, not private, voting booths; few serious 
efforts were made to decide who was eligible to vote, and 
the rules that did operate were easily evaded.

Under these circumstances, it was easy for a person to 
vote more than once, and the party machines made heavy 
use of these repeat voters, or “floaters.” “Vote early and 
often” was not a joke; it was a fact. The parties often con-
trolled the counting of votes, padding the totals whenever 
they feared losing. As a result of these machinations, the 
number of votes counted was often larger than the num-
ber cast, and often the number cast was in turn larger than 
the number of individuals eligible to vote.

Around 1890, the states began adopting the 
 Australian ballot. This was a government-printed ballot 
of uniform size and shape that was cast in secret, created 
to replace the old party-printed ballots cast in public. By 
1910, only three states were without the Australian ballot. 
Its use cut back on (but certainly did not eliminate) vote 
buying and fraudulent vote counts.

In short, if votes had been legally cast and honestly 
counted in the 19th century, the statistics on election turn-
out might well be much lower than the inflated figures we 
now have.26 To the extent that this is true, voter participa-
tion may not have declined as much as some have suggested. 
Nevertheless, most scholars believe that turnout probably 
did actually decline somewhat after the 1890s. One rea-
son was that voter registration regulations became more 
burdensome: there were longer residency requirements; 

IMAGE 8-3 The campaign to win the vote for women nation-
wide succeeded with the adoption of the Nineteenth Amend-
ment in 1920.
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Australian ballot 
A  government-printed ballot of 
uniform dimensions to be cast in 
secret that many states adopted 
around 1890 to reduce voting 
fraud associated with party-
printed ballots cast in public.
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aliens who had begun 
but not completed the 
process of becoming 
citizens could no lon-
ger vote in most states; 
it became harder for 

African Americans to vote; educational qualifications for 
voting were adopted by several states; and voters had to 
register long in advance of the elections. These changes, 
designed to “purify” the electoral process, were aspects of 
the progressive reform impulse (described in Chapter 9) 
and served to cut back on the number of people who could 
participate in elections.

Strict voter registration procedures, like most reforms 
in American politics, had unintended as well as intended 
consequences. These changes not only reduced fraudu-
lent voting but also reduced voting in general because 
they made it more difficult for certain groups of perfectly 
honest voters—those with little education, for example, 
or those who had recently moved—to register and vote. 

This was not the first time, and it will not be the last, that 
a reform designed to cure one problem created another.

Following the controversy over Florida’s vote count in 
the 2000 presidential election, many proposals were made 
to overhaul the nation’s voting system. In 2002, Con-
gress passed a measure that for the first time requires each 
state to have in place a system for counting the disputed 
ballots of voters whose names were left off official regis-
tration lists. In addition, the law provides federal funds 
for upgrading voting equipment and procedures and for 
training election officials. But it stops short of creating 
a uniform national voting system. Paper ballots, lever 
machines, and punch-card voting systems will still be used 
in some places, while optical scan and direct recording 
electronic equipment will be used in others. Since then, 
however, there have been fewer such calls to reform voting 
technology.

In the past decade, the major legal challenge to 
voter laws has been the rise of voter identification laws. 
Thirty-four states have passed laws that require voters to 
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 Figure 8.3  Voter Participation in Presidential Elections, 1860–2016

Note: Several southern states did not participate in the 1864 and 1868 elections.

Sources: For 1860–1928: Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970, part 2, 1071; 1932–1944: 
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1992, 517; for 1948–2000: Michael P. McDonald and Samuel L. Popkin, “The Myth of the Vanishing 
Voter,” American Political Science Review 95 (December 2001): 966; for 2004–2012: American National Election Studies (ANES); for 2016: 
onward U.S. Election Project.

voter identification laws 
Laws requiring citizens to show 
a government-issued photo ID 
in order to vote.
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show a government-issued photo identification to vote, 
and 32  such laws were in place for the 2016 election.27 
Proponents claim such laws are needed to prevent voter 
fraud (having someone pretend to be someone else at the 
polling place). However, numerous careful studies and 
government reports have found that such in-person voter 
fraud is extremely rare.28 Indeed, despite claims of voter 
fraud in 2016, there was little to no evidence of it, accord-
ing to elections officials.29

Critics of such laws argue that many citizens lack 
photo identification and hence cannot vote: Several stud-
ies suggest that approximately 10 percent of the popula-
tion does not have valid photo identification. While nearly 
all laws include a provision for voters to obtain such iden-
tification, many of those without identification also lack 
the paperwork needed to get them. Furthermore, those 
without proper identification are overwhelmingly poor 
and/or racial minorities.30 Several studies also suggest 
that these voter ID laws may not be enforced uniformly: 
Minority voters are more likely to be asked to show an 
ID, even after relevant demographic factors are taken into 
account.31

Given this, many such laws have been challenged in 
court. While the Supreme Court ruled in 2008 that such 
laws are not necessarily unconstitutional,32 subsequent 
court challenges have struck down some laws, while leav-
ing others intact, depending on the specifics of the law. 
There is no doubt there will continue to be legal chal-
lenges to these laws into the future. Regardless of their 
legal status, however, such laws do not seem to have much 
impact on overall turnout. The best evidence shows that if 
these laws affect aggregate turnout at all, they reduce it by 
at most a few percentage points.33

Even after all the legal changes are taken into account, 
citizen participation in elections seems to have declined. 
Between 1960 and 1980, the proportion of voting-age 

people casting a ballot in presidential elections fell by about 
10 percentage points, a drop that cannot be explained 
by how ballots were printed, how registration rules were 
rewritten, nor the other changes reviewed above. Nor 
can these factors explain why 1996 witnessed not only 
the lowest level of turnout (49 percent) in a presidential 
election since 1924 but also the single steepest four-year 
decline (from 55 percent in 1992) since 1920. No matter 
what election we use, turnout today is lower than it was 
early in the 20th century.

Actual trends in turnout aside, what if they held an 
election and everyone came? Would universal turnout 
change national election outcomes and the content of 
public policy? It has long been argued that because the 
poor, less educated, and minorities are overrepresented 
among nonvoters, universal turnout would strongly ben-
efit Democratic candidates and liberal causes. But care-
ful studies of this question have found that the “party of 
nonvoters” largely mirrors the demographically diverse 
and ideologically divided population that goes to the 
polls, and that even if everyone voted, the outcome would 
change by only a very small amount—not enough to actu-
ally change the balance of an election or many policies.34

8-3  Who Participates 
in Politics?

To understand better why voter turnout declined and 
what, if anything, that decline may mean, we must first 
determine who participates in politics.

Forms of Participation
While voting is perhaps the quintessential form of polit-
ical participation, citizens can be involved in the politi-
cal process in many other ways. For example, people can 
be involved in a campaign: they can volunteer to staff a 
phone bank or participate in a get-out-the-vote drive, or 
they can write a check to a candidate or a party. They 
can also participate by attending community meetings; 
contacting public officials to direct their attention to a 
particular problem; working through an interest group; 
participating in a protest, demonstration, or social 
movement; and so forth. When political scientists think 
of participation, we think of any method that citizens 
engage in to try to influence politics.

As we saw above approximately 50–60 percent of the 
public has voted in recent presidential elections. Other 
types of political participation are less common. For 
example, in most election years, approximately 20 percent 
display a yard sign, bumper sticker, or button; 15 percent 
give money to a candidate or party; 10 percent attend 

IMAGE 8-4 Supporters of both major nominees gather outside 
the second 2016 presidential debate in St. Louis, MO.
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a political meeting or 
rally; and only 5–6 per-
cent volunteer for a 

campaign or party. Such patterns have been quite con-
sistent for more than 50 years, suggesting that it is not 
simply that today’s citizens participate less than those of 
yesteryear.35

Such numbers perhaps should not surprise us: After 
all, political participation is a costly activity, requiring 
resources (time, money, and so forth) as well as interest 
in politics. That said, however, we should not conclude 
that Americans are not interested in their communities, 
as studies have found that Americans frequently partici-
pate in apolitical ways, for example, by volunteering with 
a religious or charitable organization. Furthermore, rela-
tive to citizens from other nations, Americans are more 
involved in politics and community affairs (even though 
fewer of us turn out to vote, as we saw in Table 8.1).36

In one study, scholars analyzed the ways in which 
people participate in politics and came up with six forms 
of participation that are characteristic of six different 
kinds of U.S. citizens. About one-fifth (22 percent) of the 
population is completely inactive: they rarely vote, they 
do not get involved in organizations, and they probably do 
not even talk about politics very much. These inactive citi-
zens typically have little education and low incomes and 
are relatively young. Many are African American. At the 
opposite extreme are the complete activists, constituting 
about one-ninth of the population (11 percent). These 
people are highly educated, have high incomes, and tend 
to be middle-aged rather than young or old. They tend to 
participate in all forms of politics.

Between these extremes are four categories of limited 
forms of participation. The voting specialists are people 
who vote but do little else; they tend not to have much 
schooling or income and to be substantially older than 
the average person. Campaigners not only vote but also 
like to get involved in campaign activities. They are bet-
ter educated than the average voter, but what seems to 
distinguish them most is their interest in the conflicts, 
passions, and struggles of politics; their clear identifica-
tion with a political party; and their willingness to take 
strong positions. Communalists have a social background 
much like that of campaigners but have a very different 
temperament: They do not like the conflict and tension of 
partisan campaigns. They tend to reserve their energy for 
community activities of a more nonpartisan nature, form-
ing and joining organizations to deal with local prob-
lems and contacting local officials about these problems. 
Finally, there are parochial participants, who do not vote 
and stay out of election campaigns and civic associations 
but are willing to contact local officials about specific, 
often personal, problems.37

What Drives Participation?
But who participates in politics? The characterizations 
above suggest that some people are deeply involved, 
whereas others are content to sit on the political side-
lines. What groups actually participate most in elec-
tions? Figure 8.4 shows what percentages of various 
demographic groups voted in several recent presidential 
elections.

Several interesting patterns immediately jump out. 
First, education has an enormous effect on voter turnout: 
Those who have more education are much more likely 
to participate in politics, and the same is true of those 
who are employed. Likewise, while there are effectively no 
black–white differences in turnout, we find large effects 
for Hispanics, who are more than 20 percent less likely to 
vote. Why do these differences occur? Political scientists 
have identified many factors that increase political partici-
pation; here we focus on several of the most important.

First, and perhaps most importantly, citizens need 
the resources necessary to participate in politics, which 
include factors such as time, money, and civic skills. 
Time is an obvious prerequisite to participating in 
politics: If you do not have the free time to be politi-
cally active, you cannot participate. Likewise, if you are 
going to donate to a campaign, you need the financial 
resources to make the contribution. With more money, 
you can also afford to have a stable residence and avoid 
the need to reregister because you changed your address. 
Finally, civic skills are the communication and organi-
zation abilities that help people participate in politics. 
These include factors such as comfort with public speak-
ing, experience organizing meetings, the ability to speak 
and understand English (and American politics/culture), 
and so forth. So if you are a strong public speaker, can 
write well, and frequently organize people into meetings 
(setting the agenda, running the meeting, etc.), then you 

activists People who tend to 
participate in all forms of politics.

IMAGE 8-5 After Hurricane Sandy in 2012, volunteers help to 
rebuild homes destroyed in Far Rockaway, New York.
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8-3 Who Participates in Politics? 183

may find it easier to do these tasks in politics as well.38 
Resources are, in effect, the “raw ingredients” of political 
participation; without these background characteristics, 
it is difficult to participate.

Differences in resources help to explain differ-
ences across these groups, especially with factors such as 
employment and education. Those with more education 
(or who are employed) have more of the resources nec-
essary to participate in politics. For example, those with 
more education have higher levels of civic skills, and they 
typically have higher incomes as well. Likewise, those who 
are employed have the opportunity to develop civic skills 
(running meetings, being organized, etc.) through their 
jobs. As a result, these groups participate more.

Differences in resources also help to explain why 
voting-eligible Hispanics participate at lower levels than 
voting-eligible whites or blacks. Scholars have found 
that once they adjust for relevant resource-related factors 
(such as age, education, residential mobility, income, and 
employment), the gaps become smaller.39 For example, 
some Hispanics have limited English proficiency, which is 
often a barrier to participating in politics. Likewise, those 
who are second- or third-generation Latinos—those who 
grew up in America and hence are more familiar with 

American culture and politics, and who have family mem-
bers who have voted in America—are more likely to par-
ticipate. Put slightly differently, Hispanic citizens tend to 
have fewer political resources than other Americans, but 
conditional on that, their participation is similar to that 
of other groups.40

But resources alone do not explain who partici-
pates in politics. After all, some people with advanced 
degrees always vote, while others never come to the polls. 

 Figure 8.4  Voter Turnout in Presidential Elections by Schooling, Employment, and Race, 2004–2016
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IMAGE 8-6 Young people attend a rally in support of Senator 
Bernie Sanders during the 2016 Democratic Primary.
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Resources are only a start in fully understanding partici-
pation. Engagement with politics also matters. To partici-
pate, you must believe your voice matters in the political 
process, and you have to be interested in politics. Absent 
these, you are unlikely to participate, no matter what your 
level of resources.41

This interest in politics can come from many places, 
but schools are a particularly important source. Education 
helps to foster civic norms in students, and helps them 
to realize that their participation in government matters. 
Such effects are especially strong among those who take 
government and/or civics classes, where they are instilled 
with the importance of political participation. As a result, 
these individuals participate more later in life.42 Thus edu-
cation increases participation in two ways: by providing 
civic skills and by increasing political interest. Given this, 
education is one of the most important pathways to par-
ticipation in America.

Third, for many people, being mobilized is a key 
step to participation: When asked why they participated, 
many politically active citizens said they did so because 
they were asked.43 We saw above that political parties and 
campaigns (via get-out-the-vote efforts) are key mobiliz-
ing factors in contemporary elections. But so too are other 
organizations. For example, it has long been noted that 
more religious citizens are more likely to participate in 
politics. Scholars have found that the reason why is that 
churches foster social networks that encourage partici-
pation. Many people at a place of worship are involved 
in their community more broadly, and they encour-
age their friends there to participate politically as well. 
As a result, more religious people participate more not 
because of resources, but because of mobilization.44 Like-
wise, churches have provided a valuable mechanism for 
bringing Latino voters into the political system.45 Such 
mobilization also takes place through the Kiwanis Club, a 
bowling league, or even just among friends.

Mobilization becomes even more important when we 
realize that participation is habit-forming. Those who are 
mobilized by a get-out-the-vote message in one election 
are more likely to vote in future elections, even without 
receiving another get-out-the-vote message.46 Likewise, 
young voters who participate in one election are more 
likely to participate in future elections,47 and, more gener-
ally, for most citizens, voting is a habit: Once they begin 
to vote, they are likely to continue, as with any habit.48 
Being mobilized in one election can have important spill-
over consequences for future elections as well.

Fourth, some people become politically active 
because they care deeply about a particular issue. For 
example, they may be upset at drug dealers using a corner 
park in their neighborhood and organize a local neigh-
borhood watch, partnering with the police to drive the 
drug dealers out. In so doing, they learn valuable skills 
about how to organize their neighbors, how to work with 
local officials, and so forth. These skills are directly trans-
ferable to other types of political participation. Indeed, 
many who first become involved with politics or commu-
nity life because of a particular issue often then become 
more broadly politically involved.49 Such pathways to 
participation are especially important for those who lack 
the types of political resources discussed above. Lacking 
resources, passion and motivation can inspire some voters 
to participate.

Finally, experiences with government programs can 
also shape political participation. For example, before the 
creation of the Social Security program, senior citizens par-
ticipated far less than other Americans, but today, seniors 
are among the most politically involved Americans. Why 
did Social Security increase participation among the aged? 
The program gave seniors income security and meant that 
many of them no longer had to work. This gave them 
free time to become politically engaged, and they focused 
much of their attention on the program most directly rel-
evant to their lives: Social Security. Seniors, in the wake of 
the program’s passage, became more involved in politics 
and argued on behalf of the program, thereby strengthen-
ing it. Thus citizens create programs (by participating in 
government), but programs also create citizens by giving 
them valuable political skills.50

Political Participation Among 
Young People
Above, we saw how some groups participate more, while 
others participate less. One of the most striking inequal-
ities in participation occurs with respect to age. Older 
voters are more likely to be registered to vote and are 
more likely to actually show up to the polls on Election 
Day. For example, in midterm and presidential elections 
alike, Americans ages 18 to 24 register at much lower 
rates and also fail to vote at much higher rates than do 
Americans age 65 and older, as we see in Figure 8.5.

Yet while young people participate much less in 
politics, they are no less engaged with their communities 
than older voters. What explains this disconnect? Why 
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8-3 Who Participates in Politics? 185

do young people eschew politics but not community and 
civic life more generally? These younger voters think com-
munity service is important, but they do not feel the same 
way about politics. They are more cynical about politics, 
and many think that political participation does not 
matter.51

Does this lower youth political participation matter? 
Some argue that it does not. They say that younger voters 
traditionally have voted at lower levels and, over time, as 
these voters mature, they will participate more, as their 
parents and grandparents did. But even if this is true, 
there is still an important reason to be concerned with 
low levels of youth turnout and participation. Quite sim-
ply, politicians respond to those who vote far more than 
those who do not. Above, we saw the example that Social 
Security helped senior citizens become more involved 

with politics by providing them with political skills and 
resources. And as seniors became more involved, the gov-
ernment strengthened Social Security. But it is critical to 
note this second step: Government responded because 
seniors were politically involved. Governments are gener-
ally responsive to public opinion (as we saw in Chapter 7), 
but they are particularly responsive to those who partici-
pate more. So, to the extent that younger people do not 
vote or participate in politics, politicians have less incen-
tive to respond to their concerns. Therefore programs that 
largely benefit young people—things like expanded Pell 
grants and student loan debt relief—receive less attention 
from policymakers than they likely would if young people 
voted at the same level as senior citizens. If you want gov-
ernment to respond to your demands, you must take part 
in the political process.

 Figure 8.5  Voter Registration and Turnout by Age
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To: Senator Mia Lily Jae
From: L. Luke Brian, legislative analyst
Subject: Voting reform legislation

In recent years, only 6 in 10 Americans voted in presidential elections, and only a third or so cast 
ballots for congressional elections. In a few recent presidential primaries and statewide special elec-
tions, turnout has run 10 percent or less. Studies show that often citizens miss the opportunity to vote 
because of complications with work or child care. To address this problem, legislators from both par-
ties support celebrating Veterans Day on Election Day, which would create a national holiday for vot-
ing. Eligible voters who do not go to the polls would be fined.

Arguments against:
1. Just as veterans volunteer their service, so 

too should citizens volunteer to exercise their 
democratic responsibilities.

2. Voting is a right, but citizens have a civic 
duty to exercise that right, and the gov-
ernment should not, in effect, exercise 
that duty on their behalf. Moreover, peo-
ple can vote by absentee ballot at their 
convenience.

3. Compulsory voting does not guarantee 
informed voting. It is both unwise and undem-
ocratic to legally oblige people to vote.

186 Chapter 8 Political Participation

Arguments for:
1. This proposal honors veterans by recognizing 

their service with the fundamental require-
ment of representative democracy, rule by the 
people through voting.

2. A voting holiday ensures that people who 
cannot take time off from work to vote or 
have other responsibilities have the opportu-
nity to exercise their democratic right.

3. Imposing a fine for nonvoting sends a moral 
message that voting is a civic duty in a democ-
racy. More citizens will feel morally obliged to 
vote if all citizens are legally obliged to do so.

Will You Make Election Day a Holiday?
WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
With bipartisan concern about maximizing voter turnout for upcoming elections, both 
the House and the Senate are considering bills to combine Veterans Day with Election 
Day and/or impose fines on nonvoters. Members of Congress declare that increasing 
turnout is vital to the continued health of American democracy.

Your decision:  Vote for bill  Vote against bill

What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

8-1 Discuss how American voter turnout 
compares to other advanced industrial-
ized democracies.

American voter turnout is generally lower than in 
other advanced industrialized democracies. But 
it is important to note that American elections 
differ from their European counterparts across 
many dimensions. Americans elect far more 
officials, have far more frequent elections, and 
are required to register to vote (rather than being 
automatically enrolled). Efforts to increase regis-
tration, such as the motor-voter law, have gotten 
more names onto the voting rolls, but often these 
new additions do not vote as frequently as other 
registered voters. Most states now permit people 
to vote early, as an absentee, and by mail, but 
neither these measures, nor various “get-out-the-
vote” tactics, have yet been shown to increase 
voter turnout in ways that result in most eligible 
citizens voting in most elections.

8-2 Describe the historical expansion of suf-
frage in America and how this affected 
voter participation.

Initially, only white male property holders could 
vote, but over time, those barriers were lifted. 
Today, nearly all citizens can vote, though there 
have been heated debates in recent years about 
voter identification laws.

8-3 Outline what factors explain who partici-
pates in politics.

Many factors determine participation, but we 
identified several key ones: having the resources 
(such as time, income, and civic skills), being 
psychologically engaged with politics, being 
mobilized, being motivated, and having experi-
ences with government programs.

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

Information for voters:

Congress.org: www.congress.org

League of Women Voters: www.lwv.org

Voter Information Services: www.vis.org

Voting Guide: www.vote411.org

National Mail Voter Registration Form: www.fec.gov/
votregis/vr.shtml

Voter turnout statistics: www.electproject.org

Burnham Walter Dean. Critical Elections and the 
 Mainsprings of American Politics. New York: Norton, 
1970. A classic argument about the decline of voter 
participation, linking it to changes in the economic 
system. 

Eisner, Jane. Taking Back the Vote: Getting  American 
Youth Involved in Our Democracy. Boston:  Beacon 
Press, 2004. Highly readable account of why 
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for getting young people more interested in politics. 
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2010. Essays on voting and related topics that sum-
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offer competing perspectives on what the data show. 
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Facing the Challenge of Democracy: Explorations in 
the Analysis of Public Opinion and Political Participa-
tion. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2011. 
Essays on political participation and related topics 
that highlight new and unresolved research questions 
and, in many cases, update classic studies. 
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ticipation and Political Equality. Cambridge, England: 
Cambridge University Press, 1978. Classic compara-
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Political Parties
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

9-1  Describe the roles of American political parties and how they 

differ from parties in other democracies.

9-2  Summarize the historical evolution of the party system in 

America.

9-3  Explain the major functions of political parties.

9-4 Explain how parties are organized in America.

9-5  Define partisan identification, and explain how it shapes the 

political behavior of ordinary Americans.

9-6  Summarize the arguments for why America has a two-party 

system.
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9-1 What Is a Party? 189

9-1 What Is a Party?
A political party is a group that seeks to elect candi-
dates to public office by supplying them with a label—
a “party identification”—by which they are known to 
the electorate.3 This definition is purposefully broad 
so that it includes both familiar parties (Democratic, 
Republican) and unfamiliar ones (Whig, Libertarian, 
Socialist  Workers) and covers periods in which a party 
is very strong (having an elaborate and well-disciplined 
organization that provides money and workers to its 

In recent years, partisan control of the elected 
branches of government has flipped between the 
 parties several times. In 2006, Democrats had rea-
son to smile. They won control of the House and 
the Senate that year, and then they achieved a 
unified  government after Barack Obama won the 
2008  presidential election. Democrats were less 
happy in 2010 when Republicans won back control of 
the House; Republicans would later win back control 
of the Senate in 2014. In 2016, it was Republicans 
who were smiling, when Donald Trump’s surprise 
 victory in the presidential election gave  Republicans 
unified control of government for the first time since 
the George W. Bush administration. In this one 
decade we went from divided government, to unified 
Democratic government, back to divided government, 
to unified  Republican government!

With all of these shifts in party control, you might 
think that voters’ underlying party loyalties also shifted 
a great deal, but you would be wrong. Over this 
period, party loyalty among voters stayed basically the 
same. For instance, at the time of the 2016  election, 
Gallup polls found that about 28 percent of voters 
self- identified as Republicans, 40 percent as Indepen-
dents, and 29  percent as Democrats. This is basically 
the same breakdown that existed 12 years earlier 
under the Bush administration.1 As we will see later 
in the chapter, partisan identities remain quite stable 
over time, even if the party in control of the presidency 
or Congress changes more frequently.

Today, parties are central to the way we think 
about politics in the United States. But this is far from 
inevitable: the very existence and endurance of politi-
cal parties in the United States is significant, given 
how the Framers of the Constitution opposed them.

The Founders disliked 
 parties, thinking of them 

as “factions” motivated by ambition and self-interest. 
George Washington, dismayed by the quarreling 
between Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson 
in his cabinet, devoted much of his farewell address 
to condemning parties. Indeed, in that address, 
Washington remarked: “the common and continual 
mischiefs of the spirit of party are sufficient to make it 
the interest and duty of a wise people to discourage 
and restrain it. It serves always to distract the public 
councils and enfeeble the public administration. It 
agitates the community with ill-founded jealousies and 
false alarms, kindles the animosity of one part against 
another, foments occasionally riot and insurrection.”2 
Clearly, Washington viewed parties with a deep and 
abiding disdain. 

THEN 

American political parties 
are the oldest in the world, 

dating back to the first decade of the republic. Thirty 
years ago many claimed they were in decline, but 
today they have resurged in many ways. New par-
ties and affiliated movements (like the Green Party 
launched in 2000 by consumer advocate Ralph Nader, 
or the Tea Party movement that developed after the 
2008 presidential election) may come and go, but two 
parties, the Democratic and Republican, still domi-
nate the country’s campaigns and elections. Nor have 
party leaders been replaced by media consultants, 
pollsters, or others whose profession is raising money 
or devising strategies for whichever candidates bid 
highest for their services. What distinguishes political 
parties from other groups, and why are they a fun-
damental feature of American politics? This chapter 
aims to explain what parties are, what they do, and 
why they have remained such an important part of 
 American politics for over 200 years.

NOW 

political party A group that 
seeks to elect candidates to 
public office.

This hostility 
toward parties was 
understandable: the 
legitimacy and success 
of the newly created 
federal government were still very much in doubt. When 
Jefferson organized his followers to oppose Hamilton’s 
policies, it seemed to Hamilton and his followers that 
Jefferson was opposing not just a policy or a leader 
but also the very concept of a national government. 
 Jefferson, for his part, thought Hamilton was not simply 
pursuing bad policies but was subverting the Constitu-
tion itself. Before political parties could become legiti-
mate, it was necessary for people to separate in their 
minds quarrels over policies and elections from dis-
putes over the legitimacy of the new government itself. 
The ability to make that distinction was slow in coming; 
thus, parties were objects of profound suspicion, at first 
defended only as temporary expedients.
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candidates) as well as periods in which it is quite weak 
(supplying nothing but the label to candidates).

Political scientists think of parties as having three 
parts. A party exists as an organization that recruits and 
campaigns for candidates, as a label in the minds of voters, 
and as a set of leaders who try to organize and control the 
legislative and executive branches of government.4 Parties 
help candidates get elected (by nominating and recruiting 
candidates, and then giving signals to voters about which 
candidates to support), and then organize and run gov-
ernment once they are in office.

First, parties recruit and support candidates in elec-
tions. Party leaders work to find potential candidates and 
recruit them to run for office, and then help them win the 
party’s nomination. They then help these candidates raise 
money, conduct polls and focus groups, and develop adver-
tisements to successfully win the general election as well.

Second, parties exist in the heads of voters. When 
Americans walk into a polling place, many of them iden-
tify as either a Democrat or a Republican. As we will 
see later in the chapter, this label—whether voters con-
sider themselves Democrats or Republicans—powerfully 
shapes how they evaluate political leaders and how they 
vote in elections.

Third, parties coordinate behavior among elite poli-
ticians in office. As we see in Chapter 13, the majority 
party in the House and the Senate has the responsibility 
of organizing the chamber. Furthermore, congressional 
parties also work with the president to try to implement 
his legislative agenda. Sometimes, the president and con-
gressional parties are in near-complete agreement on an 
issue, as when nearly all House Democrats supported—
and all House Republicans opposed—final passage of the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, better known 
as Obamacare.5 But at other times, the president and the 
party diverge greatly on what they want. For example, 
while former President Obama worked to expand free 
trade during his presidency, many Democrats in Congress 
opposed these deals.6 Whether congressional Republicans 
will diverge from President Trump on salient issues such 
as free trade, taxes, or immigration remains to be seen.

In this chapter, we discuss the first two dimensions of 
party politics: how parties help elect candidates and how 
they shape the behavior of ordinary voters. We defer the 
third aspect of parties—parties as coordination devices 
among elected politicians—to later chapters (see espe-
cially Chapter 13 on Congress and Chapter 14 on the 
presidency).

What makes a party powerful? A powerful party is 
one whose label has a strong appeal for voters, whose 
organization can decide who will be candidates and how 
their campaigns will be managed, and whose leaders can 

dominate one or all branches of government. In the late 
19th century, political parties in America reached their 
zenith in all three areas: voters were very loyal to their 
parties (largely because of patronage and other factors), 
party leaders dominated the Congress, and party bosses 
controlled who ran for office. In the 20th century, parties 
weakened considerably along all three dimensions. But in 
more recent decades, parties have regained some of their 
strength, though they are not as powerful as they were in 
the 19th century. As we will see throughout this chap-
ter, the reasons for the decay and resurgence of parties are 
deeply rooted in political factors.

Political Parties at Home 
and Abroad
While American parties have been weaker or stronger 
over time, in general, they have been weaker than par-
ties in many other advanced industrialized democracies, 
especially parliamentary democracies. Several important 
reasons account for this disparity in power.

First, in many other systems, parties control access to 
the ballot. In the great majority of American states, the 
party leaders do not select people to run for office; by law, 
those people are chosen by the voters in primary elections. 
Though sometimes the party can influence who will win a 
primary contest, it is ultimately up to the voters to decide. 
In Europe, by contrast, there is no such thing as a primary 
election—the only way to become a candidate for office is 
to persuade party leaders to put your name on the ballot. 
This obviously gives party leaders much more sway over 
their members: if ordinary members get out of line, the 
party can threaten to remove their name from the ballot 
in the next election.

Second, in a parliamentary system, the legislative and 
executive branches are unified, rather than divided as they 
are in America. If an American political party wins control 
of Congress, it does not—as in most European nations 
with a parliamentary system of government—also win the 
right to select the chief executive of the government. The 
American president, as we have seen, is independently 
elected; this means that the president will choose his or 
her principal subordinates not from among members of 
Congress but from among persons outside of Congress. 
Should the president pick a representative or senator for 
his or her cabinet, the Constitution requires that person 
to resign from Congress in order to accept the job. Thus, 
an opportunity to be a cabinet secretary is not an impor-
tant reward for members of Congress, and so the presi-
dent cannot use the prospect of that reward as a way of 
controlling congressional action, as the prime minister 
could in a parliamentary system.
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Third, the federal system of government in the United 
States decentralizes political authority and thus decentral-
izes political party organizations. For nearly two centuries, 
most important governmental decisions were made at the 
state and local levels—decisions regarding education, land 
use, business regulation, and public welfare—and thus it 
was at the state and local levels that the important struggles 
over power and policy occurred. Moreover, most people 
with political jobs—either elective or appointive—worked 
for state and local governments, and thus a party’s inter-
est in obtaining these jobs for its followers meant it had 
to focus attention on who controlled city hall, the county 
courthouse, and the state capitol. While power has increas-
ingly been concentrated in Washington, DC, many impor-
tant decisions are still made at the state and local levels. 

Federalism, in short, meant American political parties 
would acquire jobs and money from local sources and fight 
local contests. This, in turn, meant the national political 
parties would be coalitions of local parties, and though these 
coalitions would have a keen interest in capturing the presi-
dency (with it, after all, came control of large numbers of 
federal jobs), the national party leaders rarely had as much 
power as the local ones. The Republican leader of Cuyahoga 
County, Ohio, for example, could often ignore the deci-
sions of the Republican national chair and even the Ohio 
state chair. All of these factors help to explain why American 
parties are (generally) weaker than parties in other nations.

9-2  The Rise and Decline 
of the Political Party

Our nation began without parties and, over time, their 
power has waxed and waned. Today, while parties are 
powerful in some respects, they are weaker in others. We 
can see this process in five broad periods of party history: 
(1) when political parties were created (roughly from the 
Founding to the 1820s); (2) when the more or less stable 

two-party system emerged (roughly from the time of Pres-
ident Andrew Jackson to the Civil War); (3) when parties 
developed a comprehensive organizational form and appeal 
(roughly from the Civil War to the 1930s); (4) when party 
“reform” began to alter the party system (beginning in the 
early 1900s but taking effect chiefly from the New Deal 
until the late 1960s); and (5) the period of polarization 
and resurgence (from the late 1960s through to today).

The Founding
The first organized political party in American history was 
made up of the followers of Thomas Jefferson, who, begin-
ning in the 1790s, called themselves Republicans (hoping 
to suggest thereby that their opponents were secret mon-
archists).* The followers of Alexander Hamilton kept the 
label Federalist, which once referred to all supporters of the 
new Constitution (hoping to imply that their opponents 
were “Antifederalists,” or enemies of the Constitution).

These early parties were loose caucuses of political 
notables in various localities, with New England strongly 
Federalist and much of the South passionately Republican. 
Jefferson and his ally James Madison thought their Repub-
lican Party was a temporary arrangement designed to defeat 
John Adams, a Federalist, in his bid to succeed Washington 
in 1796. (Adams narrowly defeated Jefferson, who, under 
the system then in effect, became vice president because 
he had the second most electoral votes.) In 1800, Adams’s 
bid to succeed himself intensified party activity even more, 
but this time Jefferson won and the Republicans assumed 
office. The Federalists feared that Jefferson would dis-
mantle the Constitution, but Jefferson adopted a concilia-
tory posture, saying in his inaugural address that “we are 
all Republicans, we are all Federalists.”7 It was not true, of 
course: the Federalists detested Jefferson, and some were 
planning to have New England secede from the Union. 
But it was good politics, expressive of the need that every 
president has to persuade the public that, despite partisan 
politics, the presidency exists to serve all the people.

So successful were the Republicans that the Federalists 
virtually ceased to exist as a party. Jefferson was reelected in 
1804 with almost no opposition; Madison easily won two 
terms; James Monroe carried 16 of 19 states in 1816 and 
was reelected without opposition in 1820. Political parties 
had seemingly disappeared, just as Jefferson had hoped. 
The parties that existed in these early years were essen-
tially small groups of local notables. Political participation 
was limited, and nominations for most local offices were 
arranged rather casually.

IMAGE 9-1 11 candidates competed in the first round of the 
2017 French presidential election. France, like many  European 
countries, has a multi-party system, rather than a 2-party 
 system like the United States.

*The Jeffersonian Republicans were not the party that today we 
call Republican. In fact, present-day Democrats consider Jefferson 
to be the founder of their party.
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held by the Anti-Masonic Party in 1831; the first con-
vention of a major political party was held by the anti-
Jackson Republicans later that year (it nominated Henry 
Clay for president). The Democrats held a convention 
in 1832 that ratified Jackson’s nomination for reelection 
and picked Martin Van Buren as his running mate. The 
first convention to select a man who would be elected 
president and who was not already the incumbent presi-
dent was held by the Democrats in 1836; they chose Van 
Buren.

The Civil War and Sectionalism
Though the party system created in the Jacksonian period 
was the first truly national system, with Democrats (fol-
lowers of Jackson) and Whigs (opponents of Jackson) 
fairly evenly balanced in most regions, it could not with-
stand the deep split in opinion created by the agitation 
over slavery. Both parties tried, naturally, to straddle the 
issue, since neither wanted to divide its followers and thus 
lose the election to its rival. But slavery and sectionalism 
were issues that could not be straddled. The old parties 
divided and new ones emerged. The modern Republi-
can Party (not the old Democratic-Republican Party of 
Thomas Jefferson) began as a third party. As a result of the 
Civil War, it became a major party (the only third party 
ever to gain major-party status) and dominated national 
politics, with only occasional interruptions, for three-
quarters of a century.

Republican control of the White House, and to a 
lesser extent Congress, was in large measure the result of 
two events that gave to Republicans a marked advantage 
in the competition for the loyalties of voters. The first of 
these was the Civil War. This bitter, searing crisis deeply 
polarized popular attitudes. Those who supported the 

The Jacksonians
What often is called the second party system emerged 
around 1824 with Andrew Jackson’s first run for the presi-
dency and lasted until the Civil War became inevitable. Its 
distinctive feature was that political participation became 
a mass phenomenon. For one thing, the number of vot-
ers to be reached had become quite large. Only about 
365,000 popular votes were cast in 1824. But as a result 
of laws that enlarged the number of people eligible to vote 
and an increase in the population, by 1828 well over a 
million votes were tallied. By 1840, the figure was well 
over 2 million. (In England at this time, there were only 
650,000 eligible voters.) In addition, by 1832 presidential 
electors were selected by popular vote in virtually every 
state. (As late as 1816, electors were chosen by the state 
legislatures, rather than by the people, in about half the 
states.) Presidential politics had become a truly national, 
genuinely popular activity; in many communities, elec-
tion campaigns had become the principal public spectacle.

The party system of the Jacksonian era was built from 
the bottom up rather than from the top down, as it had been 
since the Founding. No change better illustrates this trans-
formation than the abandonment of the system of having 
caucuses comprising members of Congress nominate presi-
dential candidates. The caucus system was an effort to unite 
the legislative and executive branches by giving the former 
some degree of control over who would have a chance to cap-
ture the latter. The caucus system became unpopular when 
the caucus candidate for president in 1824 ran third in a field 
of four in the general election. It was completely discredited 
that same year when Congress denied the presidency to Jack-
son, the candidate with the greatest share of the popular vote.

To replace the caucus, the party convention was 
invented. The first convention in American history was 

“The Spirit of Party”

Noted historian Richard Hofstadter wrote about the Consti-
tution as “A Constitution against Parties.” That was the title 
Hofstadter gave to the second chapter of his 1969 book, 
The Idea of a Party System: The Rise of Legitimate Oppo-
sition in the United States, 1780–1840. For the republic’s 
first half-century, most national leaders did not accept the 
idea that parties were a necessary and desirable feature 
of American government. For example, near the end of 
his second term as president, George Washington wrote a 
letter that later became known as his “Farewell Address.” 
It reads in part:

Let me now take a more comprehensive view, 
and warn you in the most solemn manner against 
the baneful effects of the spirit of party generally. 
This Spirit, unfortunately, is inseparable from our 
nature, having its root in the strongest passions 
of the human mind. . . . The alternate domination 
of one faction over another, sharpened by the 
spirit of revenge natural to party dissension . . . 
is itself a frightful despotism. . . . [The] common 
and continual mischiefs of the spirit of party are 
sufficient to make it the interest and the duty of a 
wise people to discourage and restrain it.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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IMAGE 9-2 When Andrew Jackson ran for president in 1828, 
more than a million votes were cast for the first time in  American 
history. This poster, from the 1832 election, was part of the 
 emergence of truly mass political participation.
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Union became Republicans for generations; those who 
supported the Confederacy, or who had opposed the war, 
became Democrats.

As it turned out, this partisan division was nearly 
even for a while: Though the Republicans usually won 
the presidency and the Senate, they often lost control 
of the House. There were many northern Democrats. In 
1896, however, another event—the presidential candi-
dacy of William Jennings Bryan—further strengthened 
the Republican Party. Bryan, a Democrat, alienated many 
voters in the populous northeastern states while attracting 
voters in the South and Midwest. The result was to con-
firm and deepen the split in the country, especially North 
versus South, begun by the Civil War. From 1896 to the 
1930s, with rare exceptions, northern states were solidly 
Republican, southern ones solidly Democratic.

This split had a profound effect on the organization 
of political parties, for it meant that most states were now 
one-party states. As a result, competition for office at the 
state level had to go on within a single dominant party 
(the Republican Party in Massachusetts, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Wisconsin, and elsewhere; the Democratic Party 
in Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and elsewhere). 

Consequently, there 
emerged two major fac-
tions within each party, 
but especially within the 
Republican Party. One 
comprised the party 
regulars—the profes-
sional politicians, the “stalwarts,” the Old Guard. They 
were preoccupied with building up the party machinery, 
developing party loyalty, and acquiring and dispensing 
patronage—jobs and other favors—for themselves and 
their faithful followers. Their great skills were in organi-
zation, negotiation, bargaining, and compromise; their 
great interest was in winning.

The other faction, variously called mugwumps or 
progressives (or “reformers”), was opposed to the heavy 
emphasis on patronage; disliked the party machinery 
because it permitted only bland candidates to rise to the 
top; was fearful of the heavy influx of immigrants into 
American cities and of the ability of the party regulars 
to organize them into “machines”; and wanted to see the 
party take unpopular positions on certain issues (such as 
free trade). Their great skills lay in the areas of advocacy 
and articulation; their great interest was in principle.

At first the mugwumps tried to play a balance-of-
power role, sometimes siding with the Republican Party 
(of which they were members), at other times defecting to 
the Democrats (as when they bolted from the Republican 
Party to support Grover Cleveland, the Democratic nomi-
nee, in 1884). But later, as the Republican strength grew 
throughout the nation, progressives within that party 
became increasingly less able to play a balance-of-power 
role, especially at the state level. If the progressives were to 
have any power, they came to believe, it would require an 
attack on the very concept of partisanship itself.

The Era of Reform
Progressives began to espouse measures to curtail or 
even abolish political parties. They favored primary elec-
tions to replace nominating conventions because the lat-
ter were viewed as manipulated by party bosses; they 
favored nonpartisan elections at the city level and in 
some cases at the state level as well; they argued against 
corrupt alliances between parties and businesses. They 
wanted strict voter registration requirements that would 
reduce voting fraud (but would also, as it turned out, 
keep ordinary citizens who found the requirements 
cumbersome from voting); they pressed for civil service 
reform to eliminate patronage; and they made heavy 
use of the mass media as a way of attacking the abuses 
of partisanship and of promoting their own ideas and 
candidacies.

mugwumps or  
progressives Republican 
Party faction of the 1890s to the 
1910s, comprising reformers 
who opposed patronage.
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The progressives were more successful in some places 
than in others. In California, for example, progressives led 
by Governor Hiram Johnson in 1910–1911 were able to 
institute the direct primary and to adopt procedures—
called the initiative and the referendum—so citizens could 
vote directly on proposed legislation, thereby bypassing 
the state legislature. Governor Robert La Follette brought 
about similar changes in Wisconsin.

The effect of these changes was to reduce substantially 
the worst forms of political corruption and ultimately 
to make boss rule in politics difficult if not impossible. 
But they also had the effect of making political parties, 
whether led by bosses or by statesmen, weaker, less able to 
hold officeholders accountable, and less able to assemble 
the power necessary for governing the fragmented politi-
cal institutions created by the Constitution. In Congress, 
party lines began to grow fainter, as did the power of 
congressional leadership. Above all, the progressives did 
not have an answer to the problem first faced by Jeffer-
son: If there is not a strong political party, by what other 
means will candidates for office be found, recruited, and 
supported?

Polarization and Resurgence
By the mid- to late-20th century, political parties reached 
their nadir in America. In Congress, levels of party vot-
ing were quite low, and congressional Democrats were 
divided into Northern and Southern wings, which dis-
agreed vociferously on segregation and civil rights for 
African Americans. Parties as organizations were weak-
ened by the progressive-era reforms discussed previously, 
and voters’ attachments to their parties weakened as well 
(see Figure 9.2 later in the chapter). Elections came to be 
much more about the candidate than the party, with the 
candidate responsible for his or her own fate (in sharp 
contrast to earlier eras of strong parties). Many scholars 
argued that parties were in a state of decline.8

But slowly, this situation began to change. In the 
aftermath of major civil rights fights in Congress, segre-
gation was outlawed, and the parties began to gradually 
take their modern positions on race, with Democrats 
more supportive of government efforts to address racial 
inequalities, and Republicans less so. This helped to trans-
form the South—which had been solidly Democratic 
since the Civil War 100 years earlier—into a competi-
tive, two-party region (and today, one that more strongly 
favors Republicans).9

At the same time, the parties began to diverge not just 
on race, but on a whole host of issues, taking more distinct 
stands on taxes, abortion, women’s rights, and so forth. 
As we discuss later, this change was due in part to the 
increasing importance of activists: as the party machines 

 Figure 9.1  Cleavages and Continuity in the  

Two-Party System
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died, they were replaced with issue activists motivated 
by positions on particular issues. This helped to drive 
apart the parties on the major issues of the day and make 
ideology—rather than patronage—the glue that holds 
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the parties together. Today, at the elite level, the parties 
are fairly characterized as polarized, with Democrats on 
the left and Republicans on the right. We will see this 
in Chapter 13 when we examine congressional roll-call 
voting—congressional elites today are nearly as divided 

as they were in the late 19th century. We also see this in 
the 2016 party platforms in Table 9.1: The parties sharply 
diverge on many key issues, such as climate change, abor-
tion, health care reform, immigration, financial regula-
tion, and same-sex marriage.

Policy Democratic Position Republican Position

Climate 
Change

Climate change is an urgent threat and a defining challenge of 
our time. . . . While Donald Trump has called climate change a 
“hoax,” 2016 is on track to break global temperature records. . . .  
The best science tells us that without ambitious, immediate 
action across our economy to cut carbon pollution and other 
greenhouse gases, all of these impacts will be far worse in  
the future. 

The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change is a political mechanism, not an unbiased sci-
entific institution. Its unreliability is reflected in its intoler-
ance toward scientists and others who dissent from its 
 orthodoxy. . . . We reject the agendas of both the Kyoto 
Protocol and the Paris Agreement.

Abortion Democrats are committed to protecting and advancing repro-
ductive health, rights, and justice. We believe unequivocally, 
like the majority of Americans, that every woman should have 
access to quality reproductive health care services, including 
safe and legal abortion—regardless of where she lives, how 
much money she makes, or how she is insured.

We assert the sanctity of human life and affirm that the 
unborn child has a fundamental right to life which cannot 
be infringed. We support a human life amendment to the 
Constitution and legislation to make clear that the Four-
teenth Amendment’s protections apply to children before 
birth.

Health Care 
Reform

Democrats believe that health care is a right, not a privilege, 
and our health care system should put people before profits. 
Thanks to the hard work of President Obama and Demo-
crats in Congress, we took a critically important step toward 
the goal of universal health care by passing the Affordable 
Care Act, which has covered 20 million more Americans and 
ensured millions more will never be denied coverage because 
of a preexisting condition. Democrats will never falter in our 
generations-long fight to guarantee health care as a funda-
mental right for every American.

It [The Affordable Care Act] must be removed and 
replaced with an approach based on genuine competition, 
patient choice, excellent care, wellness, and timely access 
to treatment. To that end, a Republican president, on the 
first day in office, will use legitimate waiver authority under 
the law to halt its advance and then, with the unanimous 
support of Congressional Republicans, will sign its repeal.

Immigration And while we continue to fight for comprehensive immigra-
tion reform, we will defend and implement President Obama’s 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals and Deferred Action 
for Parents of Americans executive actions to help DREAM-
ers, parents of citizens, and lawful permanent residents avoid 
deportation. We will build on these actions to provide relief for 
others, such as parents of DREAMers.

The executive amnesties of 2012 and 2014 [about immi-
gration] are a direct violation of federal law and usurp the 
powers of Congress as outlined in Article I of the Con-
stitution. These unlawful amnesties must be immediately 
rescinded by a Republican president. . . . We support 
building a wall along our southern border and protecting 
all ports of entry. The border wall must cover the entirety 
of the southern border and must be sufficient to stop both 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Financial 
Reform 
Regulation

We will also vigorously implement, enforce, and build on 
President Obama’s landmark Dodd-Frank financial reform law, 
and we will stop dead in its tracks every Republican effort to 
weaken it. We will stop Republican efforts to hamstring our 
regulators through budget cuts, and we will ensure they have 
the resources and independence to fully enforce the law and 
hold both individuals and corporations accountable when they 
break the rules.

The consequences [of the Dodd-Frank law] have been 
bad for everyone except federal regulators. . . . Predict-
ably, central planning of our financial sector has not cre-
ated jobs, it has killed them. It has not limited risks, it has 
created more. It has not encouraged economic growth, it 
has shackled it.

Same-Sex 
Marriage

Democrats applaud last year’s [2015] decision by the 
Supreme Court that recognized that LGBT people—like 
other Americans—have the right to marry the person they 
love. . . . Democrats will fight for the continued development 
of sex discrimination law to cover LGBT people. We will also 
fight for comprehensive federal nondiscrimination protec-
tions for all LGBT Americans, to guarantee equal rights in 
areas such as housing, employment, public accommodations, 
credit, jury service, education, and federal funding.

We condemn the Supreme Court’s ruling in United States 
v. Windsor, which wrongly removed the ability of Congress 
to define marriage policy in federal law. We also con-
demn the Supreme Court’s lawless ruling in Obergefell v. 
Hodges. . . . In Obergefell, five unelected lawyers robbed 
320 million Americans of their legitimate constitutional 
authority to define marriage as the union of one man and 
one woman.

Source: 2016 Democratic and Republican Party Platforms, archived at the American Presidency Project, www.presidency.ucsb.edu.

TABLe 9.1 Party Platform Differences, 2016
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We also can see 
today’s stronger parties 
reflected in the resur-
gent strength of parties 
as nominating bod-
ies. In the era of party 

bosses, the party itself selected the nominee, but as we 
discussed above, the progressives dismantled this sys-
tem and replaced it with a system of primary elections. 
The weakened state and local parties that followed from 
progressive reforms meant that members of Congress 
needed to develop their own personal organizations to 
win reelection. At the presidential level, a series of reforms 
(described below) similarly weakened the power of party 
bosses to select the nominee in the 1970s. But in the ensu-
ing decades, parties have returned to become more impor-
tant. Parties now help to shape the field of candidates and 
influence who wins.10 To be clear, party bosses can no lon-
ger pick candidates, and the elite cannot simply choose 
the candidate they like—take Hillary Clinton in 2008 or 
Donald Trump in 2016, for example. But party leaders 
have reasserted themselves in the candidate selection pro-
cess, as we will see below.

The rise of such polarized parties has led some to 
bemoan this development and call for a weakening of par-
ties. However, it is important to remember that stronger 
parties come with some benefits as well. In 1950, a com-
mittee of political scientists published a famous report 
arguing that we needed stronger parties to give voters clear 
and distinct policy alternatives.11 Today, we arguably have 
parties that can do this for voters, and as a result, it is eas-
ier for them to make such choices.12 But at the same time, 
such divided parties can generate gridlock and division. 
Polarized parties generate benefits, but they also come at 
a real cost as well.

Party Realignments
The strength of the major parties has clearly experienced 
important turning points, when we have had an alterna-
tion of dominance by one party and then the other. To help 
explain these major shifts in the tides of politics, schol-
ars have developed the theory of critical or  realignment 
periods. During such periods a sharp, lasting shift occurs 
in the popular coalition supporting one or both parties. 
The issues that separate the two parties change, and so the 
kinds of voters supporting each party change. This shift 
may occur at the time of an election or just after, as the 
new administration draws in new supporters.13

There seem to have been five major realignments in 
American politics: 1800, when the Jeffersonian Repub-
licans defeated the Federalists; 1828, when the Jackso-
nian Democrats came to power; 1860, when the Whig 

Party collapsed and the Republicans under Lincoln came 
to power; 1896, when the Republicans defeated William 
Jennings Bryan; and 1932, when the Democrats under 
Roosevelt came into office.

At least two kinds of realignment occur: one in which 
a major party is so badly defeated that it disappears and a 
new party emerges to take its place (this happened to the 
Federalists in 1800 and to the Whigs in 1856–1860), and 
another in which the two existing parties continue but 
voters shift their support from one to the other (this hap-
pened in 1896 and 1932).

The year 1860 offers a clear case of realignment. By 
1860, the existing parties could no longer straddle the 
fence on the slavery issue. The Republican Party was 
formed in 1856 on the basis of clear-cut opposition 
to slavery; the Democratic Party split in half in 1860, 
with one part (led by Stephen A. Douglas and based in 
the North) trying to waffle on the issue and the other 
(led by John C. Breckinridge and drawing its support 
from the South) categorically denying that any govern-
ment had any right to outlaw slavery. The remnants 
of the Whig Party, renamed the Constitutional Union 
Party, tried to unite the nation by writing no platform 
at all, thus remaining silent on slavery. Lincoln and the 
antislavery Republicans won in 1860; Breckinridge and 
the proslavery Southern Democrats came in second. 
From that moment on, the two major political parties 
acquired different sources of support and stood (at least 
for a decade) for different principles. The parties that had 
tried to straddle the fence were eliminated. The Civil War 
fixed these new party loyalties deep in the popular mind, 
and the structure of party competition was set for nearly 
40 years.

While such examples are still quite useful histori-
cally (and help to demarcate the different party systems 
in American politics), many scholars question the idea 
of realignment today.14 They note that while parties have 
changed dramatically in recent decades, there is no sin-
gle realigning election. Instead, the process has occurred 
gradually.15 Furthermore, it is not that one issue replaced 
another, but rather that the parties have been divided on 
multiple salient issues: abortion, gay rights, the size of the 
economy, and so on.16 While it is clear that parties will 
continue to change and evolve over time, the exact process 
of that change is less clear.

9-3  The Functions 
of  Political Parties

Previously, we saw that parties exist primarily to help elect 
particular candidates to office. To actually achieve this 
goal, parties need to recruit candidates to run for office, 

critical or realignment 
periods A period when a 
major, lasting shift occurs in the 
popular coalition supporting 
one or both parties.
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nominate them, and then work to help them get elected 
in the general election by appealing to voters. All three 
activities are vital for parties to actually hold power.

Recruiting Candidates
The first step to electing candidates to office is convinc-
ing them to run. In the last chapter, we saw that most 
people do not get involved in politics on their own: they 
need to be asked. Political candidates are no different: 
many of them did not think about running until some-
one asked them to consider doing so. Party leaders are 
typically the people doing the asking.17 Recruiting the 
right candidates is crucial to winning elections.

Party leaders often work tirelessly to recruit candi-
dates. Before the 2006 election, Rahm Emanuel (then the 
chair of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Com-
mittee) worked for months to recruit good candidates to 
run for Congress. He held meetings with many members 
of Congress to enlist their help in identifying good poten-
tial candidates, and then asked them to make appeals to 
convince these candidates to run.18

Party leaders expend this effort to recruit candidates 
because the right candidates greatly increase the chances 
that their party will win close elections. Having the right 
candidate is not the only factor, but it is certainly an 
important one. For example, some of those targeted by 
Emanuel in 2006 were military veterans who had served 
in Iraq. Given the lingering unhappiness with the War 
in Iraq, Democrats selected several Iraq War veterans to 
run as candidates, as these individuals could very credibly 
critique the president’s military policy and help overcome 
Republicans’ traditional advantage on foreign policy 
and national security issues.19 In 2010, many observers 
thought Republicans could have captured the Senate, but 
the party ran several poor-quality candidates that led to 
Democratic victories in races that initially favored Repub-
licans. Remembering this, Republicans in 2014 worked 
hard to recruit much higher-quality candidates, and par-
tially as a result, took back the Senate.20

While state and local parties run many of these efforts, 
the national parties are also increasingly involved in this 
process, as the example of Rahm Emanuel illustrates. In 
the late 1960s and early 1970s, Republicans began to con-
vert their national party into a well-financed, highly staffed 
organization devoted to finding and electing Republican 
candidates, especially to Congress. Money went to recruit 
and train Republican candidates, give them legal and 
financial advice, study issues and analyze voting trends, 
and conduct national advertising campaigns on behalf of 
the party as a whole. Shortly thereafter, Democrats fol-
lowed suit, and also began having the national party work 
to recruit and train candidates.

Which candidates 
the parties recruit matters 
not just to who wins, but 
what happens to policy 
afterward. For example, 
Nebraska had a long tra-
dition of centrism and a 
lack of polarization in its 
state legislature; indeed, 
the legislature is offi-
cially nonpartisan. But in 
recent years, the cham-
ber has polarized quickly, 
as party leaders have 
recruited quite extreme candidates to run.21 So party leaders’ 
recruitment decisions shape policy in important ways.

Nominating Candidates
Once a party has recruited candidates, it needs to decide 
which candidates will run under the party’s label in the 
general election. Historically, parties did this via party 
caucuses and conventions (see the discussion above). 
But since the progressive era, most such nominations 
have occurred via primary elections.

Two main types of primary elections exist: closed 
primaries and open primaries. In a closed primary, 
only registered members of a political party may vote to 
select the nominee. Before the primary, voters must reg-
ister with either the Democratic or the Republican Party. 
When they go to the polls to vote in the primary, they 
are given the ballot only for their party. The primary is 
closed to those outside the party. In this sort of primary 
system, Independent voters (those who are not registered 
with either major party) typically do not get to vote in the 
primary election.

In contrast, in an open primary, voters do not need 
to declare their party affiliation before going to the polls 
(indeed, in some states with open primaries, voters do not 
declare a party affiliation when they register). Citizens can 
vote in the primary of either party, but they can only vote 
in one party’s primary (i.e., you can vote in the Demo-
cratic or the Republican primary, but not the Democratic 
and the Republican primary). One concern with open 
primaries is that there can be crossover voting: Voters 
from one party can vote in the other party’s primary, and 
this may affect the outcome. While such crossover voting 
does occur, however, it typically does not decide the elec-
tion outcomes.22

Both open and closed primaries are used widely 
throughout the United States. Somewhat more states 
use open primary systems, but closed primaries are by 
no means uncommon. To find out exactly what type 

primary elections An elec-
tion held to determine the nomi-
nee from a particular party.

closed primary A primary 
election where only registered 
party members may vote for the 
party’s nominee.

open primary A primary elec-
tion where all voters (regardless 
of party membership) may vote 
for the party’s nominee.
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Will You Support a Closed 
or Open Primary?

To: Brian Cal, state senator
From: Leo Jacob, legislative assistant
Subject: Open vs. Closed Primary Elections

Some in your state have proposed changing the primary election from a closed primary (where only 
those registered with the party can vote in the primary) to an open primary (where all registered voters, 
regardless of party, could vote in the primary).

To Consider:
State legislators are currently debating a measure to change the state’s electoral sys-
tem from a closed primary (where only registered party members can vote) to an open 
primary (where any registered voter can vote). Supporters claim this allows more vot-
ers a voice in the process and supports moderate candidates, but opponents claim 
this is unfair to party members, who should decide their party’s nominee, and opens 
the possibility for mischief from party “raiding.”

Your decision:  Keep closed primary  Support open primary

Arguments against:
1. The party members themselves should decide 

who runs under the party’s label in the gen-
eral election.

2. Members of the other party can “raid” a 
party’s primary to support the least appealing 
candidate, unfairly helping their own party.

Arguments for:
1. An open primary lets all voters—not just party 

members—decide which candidates run in 
the general election.

2. By appealing to all voters, not just voters 
from one party, open primaries might produce 
more moderate candidates.
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What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?
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of primary system your state uses, you can consult the 
National Conference of State Legislators, which records 
(among many other things) the type of primary system 
used in each state (see www.ncsl.org).

Some states have also recently experimented with 
the “top-two” primary election system. In these types of 
systems, all candidates compete on one primary election 
ballot, and the top two candidates—regardless of party—
advance to the general election. Thus in this type of pri-
mary, a voter could vote for a Democrat for one office 
but a Republican for another, giving voters even more 
freedom than in an open primary. This system is used in 
California and Washington, as well as for the Nebraska 
state legislature. A similar procedure is used in Louisiana: 
All candidates appear on the same primary ballot, and if a 
candidate receives 50 percent of the vote, they are directly 
elected to the office. If not, a runoff election chooses 
between the top two finishers.

Scholars of primary systems argue that two conse-
quences flow from a state’s choice of primary system. First, 
states with closed primaries tend to have stronger parties. 
The primary system is probably both a cause and an effect 
of the strength of the parties. Having strong parties means 
that the parties can mobilize in the state to prevent open-
ing the primary process. A closed primary is also benefi-
cial to party leaders: Because voters register with a party, 
party leaders know which voters will be most receptive to 
their political messages. Unsurprisingly, many party lead-
ers favor closed primaries for just this reason.

Second, many reformers argue that open or top-two 
primaries favor moderate candidates. They claim that 
because all voters—rather than just members of one 
party—vote in these primaries, candidates will adopt 
more centrist positions. While intuitively appealing, 
there is little empirical support for this claim. It seems 
that the types of voters who actually vote in open (or 
top-two) primaries is not much different than in closed 
primaries, so the candidates they produce are not very 
different.23 Hence, the type of primary system (open 
vs. closed vs. top two) does not really affect candidate 
polarization.

Nominations via Convention
As we discussed above, in most places, nominations 
occur through primary elections (though a few places, 
such as Utah, do make some use of conventions). But 
there is one major election where the nomination occurs 
via a convention: the national conventions to nominate 
candidates for president.

The national committee selects the time and place of 
the next national convention and issues a “call” for the 
convention that sets forth the number of delegates each 

state and territory is 
to have and the rules 
under which delegates 
must be chosen. These 
delegates then select the 
party’s nominee at the 
convention.

There are two main types of delegates. First, there are 
the so-called pledged delegates. These are the delegates 
awarded through the presidential primaries and caucuses, 
with the understanding that they will support a particular 
candidate at the convention. So, when you vote in a presi-
dential primary or a caucus, you are actually voting for 
delegates pledged to one candidate or another. Each party 
has a formula for awarding delegates based on the results 
of the election: Democrats award delegates proportion-
ately, Republicans use a mix of proportional representa-
tion and winner-take-all systems.

Each party has a given number of pledged delegates 
and uses complex formulas to determine how many come 
from each state (and territory). For the Democrats, this 
takes into account the vote each state cast for Democratic 
candidates in past elections and the number of electoral 
votes of each state; for the Republicans, this takes into 
account the number of representatives in Congress and 
whether the state in past elections cast its electoral votes 
for the Republican presidential candidate and elected 
Republicans to the Senate, the House, and the governor-
ship. Thus, the Democrats give extra delegates to large 
states, whereas the Republicans give extra ones to loyal 
states.

But pledged delegates are not the only type of del-
egates. Second, there are unpledged delegates, who are 
party leaders and elected officials; they are often called 
“super-delegates.” These super-delegates typically are not 
bound to vote for one candidate or another (as pledged 
delegates are), but can choose which candidate to sup-
port. To win the nomination, a candidate must have sup-
port from both pledged delegates and super-delegates, 
though super-delegates typically follow the lead of the 
pledged delegates. Super-delegates can be crucial, how-
ever, if the pledged delegate count is very close, as it was 
in 2008 between Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, or 
as it was in 2016 between Hillary Clinton and Bernie 
Sanders. In both cases, the eventual nominee—Obama 
in 2008  and Clinton in 2016—needed super-delegate 
 support to clinch the nomination.

Reformers designed this system to weaken the power 
of party bosses. If delegates chosen through primaries and 
caucuses largely elect the candidate, party bosses implic-
itly have less power. Previously, party leaders chose the 
nominees in the proverbial smoke-filled rooms. Adlai 
 Stevenson in 1952 and Hubert Humphrey in 1968 won 

super-delegates Party lead-
ers and elected officials who 
become delegates to the national 
convention without having to run 
in primaries or caucuses.
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the Democratic presi-
dential nominations 
without even entering 
a single primary—party 
bosses chose them. 

Reformers wanted to weaken the power of the party 
bosses, so both parties designed reforms to reshape how 
delegates were chosen in the 1970s and 1980s. These 
reforms were designed to give power to the people, rather 
than to party elites.

While these reforms did make the nomination pro-
cess more democratic, they had an unintended conse-
quence: they empowered activists. Candidates choose the 
people who will serve as their pledged delegates at the 
convention, and they often choose people who are active 
in local politics and will be loyal to them. Many of these 
people are activists who are deeply involved with particu-
lar issues. Their views are not like the views of ordinary 
voters. Since 1972, scholars have done extensive surveys 
of convention delegates, and they have uncovered a con-
sistent pattern of results: Democratic delegates are more 
liberal than Democratic voters, and Republican delegates 
are more conservative than Republican voters. Activists, 
unlike ordinary voters, are deeply divided.

The fact that these activists are more polarized pushes 
candidates to take more polarized positions to win and 
maintain their support.24 By moving away from party 
bosses (who prioritize winning) to activists (who prioritize 
purity), the current system pushes candidates away from 
the center. While activists want to nominate a candidate 
who is electable, they also want someone who takes the 
“right” position on the issues.

This creates a tension for party leaders: They too want 
a candidate who will excite activists, but they also want a 
candidate who can win in November. To avoid nominating 

a candidate outside the  mainstream, party leaders have 
worked to reassert themselves in the process. One way 
is by using super-delegates, which give party leaders and 
elected officials some say at the convention. Another is 
through the so-called invisible primary. Candidates who 
hope to win elected office, especially the presidency, must 
survive the invisible primary, the process of attracting 
key party and interest group figures to your camp.25 The 
idea is that key party elites—elected party officials, state 
and local party chairpersons, key interest group leaders, 
party fundraisers, senior staffers, and so forth—are try-
ing to settle on which candidate they think will be the 
best nominee. They then tilt resources toward that person 
so they have an advantage in the actual primaries and 
caucuses. Those resources certainly include money, but 
they are also the best fundraisers and staffers, key inter-
est group leaders who will help supply volunteers, and 
so forth.

Of course, we should be careful not to push this argu-
ment too far: Elites play an important role in winnowing 
down the list of candidates, but what elites want is not 
always what happens. For instance, Hillary Clinton—the 
clear choice of many party insiders headed into 2008—
was not the eventual nominee that year. And in 2016, 
few—if any—Republican elites wanted Donald Trump 
to be the party’s nominee before the primaries began in 
2016. Party leaders certainly try to influence the process, 
but the voters ultimately decide.

Helping Candidates Win 
Elections
Finally, once candidates have been recruited to run, and 
they have been nominated, the party has to help them win 
in the general election. First, parties help their candidates 
by giving them a party label. As we will discuss, voters 
overwhelmingly vote for the candidate who shares their 
party label: In recent years, more than 90% of Demo-
cratic (Republican) voters have supported the Democratic 
(Republican) nominee for president. This means that can-
didates typically can count on their party’s supporters to 
vote for them if they show up to the polls.

But not all of a party’s supporters get to the polls, 
however. The second way parties help candidates win 
elections is to engage in get-out-the-vote campaigns. In 
Chapter 8, we discussed the Obama campaign’s ground-
breaking efforts to mobilize volunteers to register and 
then turn out voters for President Obama. While other 
campaigns have not been as large or as sophisticated, con-
ducting get-out-the-vote campaigns has become a key role 
played by parties and affiliated groups in recent years.

IMAGE 9-3 Hillary Clinton addresses the 2016 Democratic 
National Convention.

invisible primary  Process by 
which candidates try to attract 
the support of key party leaders 
before an election begins.
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IMAGE 9-4 Volunteers help to register new voters before the 
2016 election.

Third, parties also provide a variety of services to their 
candidates. One important service is the get-out-the-vote 
drives discussed above, but they also gather additional 
resources to share with candidates: lists of supporters (say, 
from the lists of those who declare a party affiliation in 
order to vote in a closed primary), polling and other pub-
lic opinion data, campaign staffers, and so forth. Parties 
are in service to their candidates.

Given the escalating cost of campaigns, perhaps the 
most important resource campaigns can provide can-
didates is money. While rules limit how much money 
a party can contribute directly to candidates (in federal 
elections, the national parties may donate only $5,000 per 
candidate per election), these donations have value 
beyond the amount given. When a party gives a dona-
tion to a candidate, they are signaling to other donors—
individuals, interest groups, political action committees 
(see  Chapter 10), and so forth—that this is a high-quality 
candidate whom they should support. A donation from a 
party, while not much in dollar amounts, can be a power-
ful signal to other donors.26

9-4 Parties as Organizations
Because political parties exist at the national, state, and 
local levels, you might suppose they are arranged like 
a big corporation, with a national board of directors 
giving orders to state managers who in turn direct the 
activities of rank-and-file workers at the county and city 
levels. For better or for worse, that is not the case. The 
various levels are independent of one another, and while 
they do coordinate for some activities, as we have seen, 
there is nothing like a top-down, hierarchical system in 
place.

The national Demo-
cratic and Republican Par-
ties are structured quite 
similarly. In both parties, 
ultimate authority is in 
the hands of the national 
 convention that meets 
every four years to nomi-
nate a presidential can-
didate. Between these 
conventions, party affairs 
are managed by a national 
committee made up of 
delegates from each state 
and territory. In Con-
gress, each party has a 
 congressional  campaign 
committee that helps 
members of Congress running for reelection or would-be 
members running for an open seat or challenging a can-
didate from the opposition party. The day-to-day work of 
the party is managed by a full-time, paid national chair 
elected by the committee.

Beneath them are the state parties, and then the local 
parties. In every state, a Democratic and a Republican state 
party is organized under state law. Each typically consists 
of a state central committee, below which are county com-
mittees and sometimes city, town, or even precinct com-
mittees. The members of these committees are chosen in 
a variety of ways—sometimes in primary elections, some-
times by conventions, sometimes by a building-block pro-
cess whereby people elected to serve on precinct or town 
committees choose the members of county committees, 
who in turn choose state committee members.

The National Parties
The main responsibility for national parties is to call the 
national party convention, which we have discussed in 
detail. Apart from the convention, the national party pri-
marily serves to represent the party in the media and to 
raise money. As mentioned, the party’s fundraising appa-
ratus is an important component of candidate success. 
And given changes in the political environment, parties 
now raise large sums of money. During the 2016 election 
cycle, the presidential candidates raised $1.54  billion, 
but the parties raised $1.63 billion.27 Some of this party 
money is transferred to specific candidates, but other 
parts are distributed to state and local parties as well.

The resurgent strength of the national party has also 
strengthened state and local parties, a point we return to 
below.28

national convention 
A meeting of party delegates 
held every four years, which 
nominates the party’s candidate 
for president.

national committee 
 Delegates who run party affairs 
between national conventions.

congressional campaign 
committee A party committee 
in Congress that provides funds 
to members and would-be 
members.

national chair Day-to-day 
party manager elected by the 
national committee.
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State and 
Local Parties
One of the difficulties 
in writing about state 

and local parties is that there is not just one state party but 
100 (one for each party in each of the 50 states), and there 
are literally thousands of local parties, and no two are exactly 
alike. Some states and locales have strong parties, whereas 
others are weak and more a party in name than anything else.

But regardless of the exact form of state and local 
parties, they have all undergone a fundamental change 
from earlier generations. Before, state and local parties 
were often political machines (see the earlier discussion 
of the historical evolution of the party system). Political 
machines are party organizations that recruit their mem-
bers by using tangible incentives—money, political jobs, 
an opportunity to get favors from government—and are 
characterized by a high degree of leadership control over 
member activity. At one time, many local party organi-
zations were machines, and the struggle over political 
jobs—patronage—was their chief concern.

Such machines were long a core component of Ameri-
can party politics, especially in the 19th century. For exam-
ple, the famous Tammany Hall machine in New York City 
wielded patronage as a powerful tool: During the 1870s, it 
was estimated that one of every eight voters in New York 
City had a federal, state, or city job.29 The federal bureau-
cracy was one important source of those jobs. The New 
York Custom House alone employed thousands of people, 
virtually all of whom were replaced if their party lost the 
presidential election. The postal system was another source, 
and it was frankly recognized as such. When James N. Tyner 
became postmaster general in 1876, he was “appointed not 
to see that the mails were carried, but to see that Indiana 
was carried.”30 Elections and conventions were so frequent 
and the intensity of party competition so great that being 
a party worker was for many a full-time paid occupation.

Well before the arrival of vast numbers of poor 
immigrants from Ireland, Italy, and elsewhere, old-stock 
Americans had perfected the machine, run up the cost 
of government, and systematized voting fraud. Kickbacks 
on contracts, payments extracted from officeholders, and 
funds raised from businesspeople made some politicians 
rich but also paid the huge bills of the elaborate party 
organization. When immigrants began flooding the east-
ern cities, the party machines were there to provide them 
with all manner of services in exchange for their support 
at the polls: the machines were a vast welfare organization 
operating before the creation of the welfare state.

The abuses of the machine were well known and 
gradually curtailed. Stricter voter registration laws 
reduced fraud, civil service reforms cut down the number 

of patronage jobs, and competitive bidding laws made it 
harder to award overpriced contracts to favored businesses. 
The Hatch Act (passed by Congress in 1939) made it ille-
gal for federal civil service employees to take an active part 
in political management or political campaigns by serving 
as party officers, soliciting campaign funds, running for 
partisan office, working in a partisan campaign, endorsing 
partisan candidates, taking voters to the polls, counting 
ballots, circulating nominating petitions, or being dele-
gates to a party convention. (They may still vote and make 
campaign contributions.)

These restrictions gradually took federal employ-
ees out of machine politics, but they did not end the 
machines. Many cities—Chicago, Philadelphia, and 
Albany—found ways to maintain the machines even 
though city employees were technically under the civil 
service. Far more important than the various progressive 
reforms that weakened the machines were changes among 
voters. As voters grew in education, income, and sophis-
tication, they depended less and less on the advice and 
leadership of local party officials. And as the federal gov-
ernment created a bureaucratic welfare system, the parties’ 
welfare systems declined in value.

It is easy either to scorn the political party machine 
as a venal and self-serving organization or to roman-
ticize it as an informal welfare system. In truth, it was 
a little of both. Above all, it was a frank recognition of 
the fact that politics requires organization; the machine 
was the supreme expression of the value of organization. 
Even allowing for voting fraud, in elections where party 
machines were active, voter turnout was huge: More 
people participated in politics when mobilized by a party 
machine than when appealed to via television or good-
government associations.31

IMAGE 9-5 Former Senator George Washington Plunkitt of 
Tammany Hall explains machine politics from atop the boot-
black stand in front of the New York County Courthouse  
around 1905.
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political machines A party 
organization that recruits mem-
bers by dispensing patronage.
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By the mid-1980s, the traditional party organization 
(one based on machine-style politics with strong, hier-
archical organization) existed in only a few places.32 In 
the intervening years, even those have largely died out, 
though vestiges survive in a few places, such as the Demo-
cratic machine in Cook County, Illinois (Chicago), or the 
Republican machine in Nassau County, New York.

Today, most state and local parties take a far differ-
ent form. Without the staffing of the machines, they have 
come to be dominated by intense policy advocates, par-
ticularly those from social movements such as civil rights, 
peace, feminism, environmentalism, libertarianism, abor-
tion, and so forth. The result is that in many places the 
party has become a collection of people drawn from vari-
ous social movements.33 For a candidate to win the party’s 
support, he or she often has to satisfy the “litmus test” 
demands of the ideological activists in the party. Former 
Democratic Senator Barbara Mikulski noted that social 
movements have become an important source of candi-
dates for the parties, effectively become their modern-day 
farm clubs. People who feel intensely about particular 
issues have replaced machines in most places.

In the years following the decline of the machine par-
ties, many argued that state and local parties were effec-
tively dead, and could exert little influence. Yet more 
recent research suggests that today’s parties are actually 
quite effective and powerful, albeit not to the same extent 
as political machines of the previous era. This is largely 
due to the influence of money. As the national parties have 
become more adept at fundraising, they (and their donors) 
have channeled money to help boost state parties, and 
state parties themselves have become more adept fund-
raisers (and as we discuss in the next chapter, recent cam-
paign finance rule changes have helped to make this shift 
possible).34 State and local parties have used this increased 
money to build stronger infrastructures and provide more 
services to candidates.35 As a result, today’s state and local 
parties have become important political players.

9-5  Parties in the Electorate: 
Partisanship

Above, we saw how parties are organized, how they recruit 
candidates, and so forth. Our three-part categorization 
of parties from the beginning of the chapter described 
parties as organizations. But parties also exist as power-
ful symbols in the minds of voters. Voters have a partisan 
 identification: a stable, long-term attachment to a political 
party (this is sometimes also called a voter’s partisanship).

As we discussed in Chapter 7, two major factors help 
explain who is a Democrat and who is a Republican: 

parents’ partisanship 
and the political envi-
ronment as one comes 
of age politically (refer 
back to the discus-
sion of socialization 
in  Chapter  7). First, a 
voter’s partisanship is 
heavily influenced by her parents’ partisanship: Parents 
who are Republicans (typically) have children who are 
Republicans.36 Second, the political environment as one 
comes of age politically also powerfully shapes one’s par-
tisanship: Voters who came of age under Ronald Rea-
gan and George H. W. Bush are more Republican than 
those who first experienced politics under Bill Clinton. 
Such partisanship is remarkably stable: Voters who were 
Democratic at age 18 tend to be Democratic at age 75, 
despite all that happened in between.37 Partisanship is 
akin to being part of a like-minded group or political 
team.38

Of course, to say that partisanship is stable is not to 
say that it never changes. Partisanship is a stable iden-
tity, but in response to major events, it can—and does—
change.39 In response to the economic boom of the 1990s, 
voters moved toward the Democratic Party. In response to 
the 9/11 attacks and the ensuing focus on terrorism and 
national security—two issues where voters think Repub-
licans are more competent than Democrats—more voters 
identified as Republicans.40

If we look at the distribution of partisanship in the 
electorate over time, we see this same pattern: underly-
ing stability with changes in response to major events. 
 Figure 9.2 shows the rise and fall of partisan identification 
from the 1950s to today.

Several patterns stand out. First, in the 1950s, the 
Democrats had a substantial partisan advantage over 
Republicans: While almost 60 percent of the population 
identified as Democrats, only about 40 percent identified 
as Republicans. Over time, as the party coalitions shifted, 
that edge has declined sharply. Today, that gap in identi-
fication is only a few percentage points, much less than 
what it was some 60 years ago. There are many reasons 
for this shift, but perhaps the most important one is the 
decline of the solid South. In the 1950s, nearly all white 
Southerners would have identified as Democrats (as they’d 
done since the Civil War, see the historical discussion 
above). As the parties moved apart on the issues, most 
notably civil rights, white Southerners gradually became 
Republicans.41

Second, and more striking, is the relatively modest 
number of Independents. In the popular press, we hear 
reports of how Independents are the largest group in the 

partisan identification 
A voter’s long-term, stable 
attachment to one of the politi-
cal parties.

partisanship Another name 
for partisan identity.
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204 Chapter 9 Political Parties

The Auto Industry Bailout: Party-Based 
Client Politics?

Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors are known as the “Big 
Three” American auto companies. When the Big Three ran 
into big financial trouble in 2008, they asked the federal 
government for billions of dollars in loans. Most Americans 
opposed the bailout, but the majorities against helping the 
auto industry were not as wide as those against bailing 
out the “too big to fail” banks, insurance companies, and 
investment firms.

Reactions to various auto industry bailout bills broke 
down along party lines. Most Big Three blue-collar employ-
ees have been represented by the United Auto Workers, 
a labor union that has favored Democrats. Many Republi-
can leaders, and most self-identified GOP voters, opposed 
any auto industry bailout by Washington. Instead, they 
favored having the Big Three enter bankruptcy proceed-
ings. By contrast, many Democratic leaders, and most 
self- identified Democratic voters, favored the federal gov-
ernment loaning money to the Big Three to tide them over, 
provided that executive bonuses were curtailed and that 
taxpayers, functioning as shareholders, were paid back 
fully once the economy recovered and car sales improved.

But the pro-bailout policy had one supremely important 
Republican ally: President George W. Bush. Several top 
Republicans in Congress insisted that any bailout would 
cost taxpayers billions and benefit “the unions” without 
either saving the industry or benefitting most consum-
ers. Rejecting such claims, in 2008 Bush directed that 

$17.4 billion from the antirecession Troubled Asset Relief 
Program go to bail out Chrysler and General Motors; and, 
in December 2008, he supported various bills in Congress 
that succeeded his own initial plan.

In 2009, President Barack Obama, a Democrat, made 
$60 billion more available to the companies. In the end, the 
companies ended up repaying much of what the govern-
ment loaned them, though the bailout did cost the pub-
lic about $12.3 billion. Public opinion toward the bailout 
remained starkly different by party: While 63% of Demo-
crats approved of the bailout, only 25% of Republicans did.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
THE BOx

Sources: ProPublica, “Failed Bailout Investments,” http://
projects.propublica.org/bailout/list/losses, accessed February 
2015; Gallup, “Republicans, Democrats Differ Over U.S. Auto-
maker Bailout,” February 2012.
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 Figure 9.2  Voter Partisanship, 1952–2016
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electorate, making up sometimes as much as 40 percent 
of Americans.42 However, Figure 9.2 shows considerably 
fewer Independents, and their numbers have declined 
from their high of approximately 20 percent in the early 
1970s (they have stabilized in recent years at around 
10 percent of the public).

What explains this difference? Here, we have grouped 
so-called Independent “leaners” in with the parties. When 
political scientists (and most major polling firms) ask 
someone about their partisanship, they first ask them 
whether they are a Democrat, a Republican, or an Inde-
pendent. If they identify as an Independent, they are asked 
whether they lean toward the Democratic or Republican 
parties. It turns out that almost all Independents lean 
toward one party or the other. In the 2012 American 
National Election Study, 44 percent of  Americans initially 
identified as Independents. But when asked the follow-
up leaner item, 16 percent leaned toward the Demo-
crats, 18  percent leaned toward the Republicans, and the 
remaining 10 leaned toward neither party. Most Indepen-
dents actually are closer to one party or the other.

Why do we group such leaners with partisans? When 
political scientists study their behavior, these Independent 
leaners look a great deal like partisans in attitudes and vote 
choice.43 If they look and act so much like partisans, why 
do Independent leaners call themselves Independent? For 
many, calling oneself an “Independent” seems to signal 
that they are moderate and not beholden to a particu-
lar party (even if they consistently vote for one party or 
the other). It reflects the positive valence of the word 
“Independent” as much as anything about their political 

beliefs.44 It turns out that most Independents aren’t really 
that Independent, so here we treat them as partisans.

If this partisanship was only a label that voters applied 
to themselves but did not affect their behavior, we would 
not need to worry ourselves with it. But as political scien-
tists have shown, a voter’s partisanship powerfully shapes 
their attitudes and behavior. As we saw in Chapter 7, 
partisanship has a powerful effect on one’s opinions. This 
same power extends to vote choice as well. In Figure 9.3, 
we see that in recent years partisanship has become an 
extremely powerful predictor of vote choice for president. 
For simplicity, we include only the presidential vote here, 
but other votes—for Congress, governor, state legislator, 
and so on—would follow very similar patterns as well.

Until the 1990s, Republican voters were more loyal 
than Democratic ones, sometimes considerably so. But 
since the 1990s, both parties have been (roughly) equally 
loyal to their party’s presidential nominee, and today, party 
voting hovers around 90 percent; that is, about 90 per-
cent of Democrats support the Democratic nominee, and 
about 90 percent of Republicans support the Republican 
nominee for president (again, party loyalty levels for other 
offices would be similar). As we will see in Chapter 10, 
other factors (such as the economy and issues) also shape 
vote choice, but partisanship is the dominant factor.45

Partisanship also colors how partisans evaluate the 
political world. On the eve of the 2016 election, with 
President Obama still in power, Republicans were quite 
pessimistic about the economy: only 16 percent thought 
the economy was getting better, but 81 percent thought it 
was getting worse. But in the days after Trump’s upset 

 Figure 9.3  Party Voting in Presidential Elections, 1952–2016
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victory in 2016, their 
attitudes shifted dramati-
cally: 49  percent now 
said it was getting bet-
ter, and only 44  percent 
said it was getting worse 
(Democrats became more 
pessimistic after the elec-
tion, though to a smaller 
degree).46 While the fun-
damentals of the econ-
omy did not shift in this 

brief interval, the party of the incoming president did, 
which makes all the difference.47 Similarly, in 2006, dur-
ing the bird flu scare, Republicans were much more confi-
dent than Democrats that the government could respond 
appropriately to the issue. But in 2014 during the Ebola 
scare, it was Democrats who had greater confidence in the 
government to respond appropriately.48 The difference 
between 2006 and 2014 was the party of the president: 
Republicans trusted the government with a Republican 
in the oval office, and Democrats did the same when their 
party was in power. The same is true of trust in govern-
ment more generally: We trust the government to do 
what is right when “our” party is in power, but not when 
the opposing party is in power.49 Partisans see the world 
through partisan-colored lenses.

This partisan slant in interpreting the political world 
is most obvious in how Democrats and Republicans eval-
uate objective facts. In 1988, at the end of the Reagan 
presidency, researchers asked voters whether the unem-
ployment rate and the inflation rate had gotten better, 
gotten worse, or stayed about the same while Reagan was 
in office. During Reagan’s tenure, unemployment had 
gone from a high of 9.7 percent in 1982 to 5.5 percent in 
1988,50 and inflation fell from 13.5 in 1980 to 4 percent 
in 1988.51 Clearly, both inflation and unemployment got 
better during Reagan’s tenure in office. While only about 
25% of strong Democrats said inflation had gotten “much 
better” or “somewhat better,” about 70% of Republicans 
said that was the case (with similar results on unemploy-
ment). Almost as many strong Democrats said inflation 
got “much worse” as said it got “much better” or “some-
what better,” despite the clear improvement in the actual 
inflation rate. In 2000, at the end of the Clinton presi-
dency, researchers repeated a similar exercise, asking about 
the budget deficit and crime rate (both of which had fallen 
sharply since Clinton took office). Here, we see the same 
pattern of partisan bias, but in the opposite direction: 
Democrats were accurate, Republicans were not.52 Some 
interpret these sorts of patterns to mean that ordinary vot-
ers are stupid, but this is not correct. Instead, it is cor-
rect to say that such patterns reflect partisans’ engagement 

with the political world: They see important differences 
between the parties and are engaged in the process. They 
cheer when their side wins, and weep when it loses. Parties 
powerfully shape how ordinary Americans interpret the 
political world.

9-6 The Two-Party System
So far, we have seen how the U.S. political parties func-
tion, and how they differ from political parties elsewhere. 
But we have not really touched on the most striking dif-
ference between the United States and the rest of the 
world: America has a two-party system, whereas most 
other democracies have multiple parties. In the world at 
large a two-party system is a rarity; by one estimate fewer 
than 30 nations have one.53 Most European democra-
cies are multiparty systems. We have only two parties 
with any chance of winning nationally, and these parties 
have, over time, been rather evenly  balanced—between 
1888 and 2016, the Republicans won 18 presidential 
elections and the Democrats 15. Furthermore, whenever 
one party has achieved a temporary ascendancy and its 
rival has been pronounced dead (as were the Democrats 
in the first third of the 20th century and the Republicans 
during the 1930s and the 1960s), the “dead” party has 
displayed remarkable powers of recuperation, coming 
back to win important victories.

At the state and congressional district levels, how-
ever, the parties are not evenly balanced. For a long time, 
the South was so heavily Democratic at all levels of gov-
ernment as to be a one-party area, whereas upper New 
England and the Dakotas were strongly Republican. All 
regions are more competitive today than once was the 
case, though important divisions exist between the par-
ties at smaller levels (i.e., with Democrats doing better 
in major cities, and Republicans doing better in rural 
areas).54

Scholars do not entirely agree on why the two-party 
system should be so permanent a feature of American 
political life, but two explanations are of major impor-
tance. The first has to do with the system of elections, the 
second with the distribution of public opinion.

Elections at every level of government are based 
on the plurality, winner-take-all method. The plurality 
 system means that in all elections for representative, sena-
tor, governor, or president, and in almost all elections for 
state legislator, mayor, or city councilor, the winner gets 
the most votes, even if he or she does not get a majority of 
all votes cast. We are so familiar with this system that we 
sometimes forget there are other ways of running an elec-
tion. For example, one could require that the winner get 
a majority of the votes, thus producing runoff elections if 
nobody got a majority on the first try. France does this in 

two-party system An elec-
toral system with two dominant 
parties that compete in national 
elections.

plurality system An electoral 
system in which the winner is 
the person who gets the most 
votes, even if he or she does 
not receive a majority; used in 
almost all American elections.
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choosing its national legislature. In the first election, can-
didates for parliament who win an absolute majority of 
the votes cast are declared elected. A week later, remaining 
candidates who received at least one-eighth, but less than 
one-half, of the vote go into a runoff election; those who 
then win an absolute majority are also declared elected.

The French method encourages many political parties 
to form, each hoping to win at least one-eighth of the vote 
in the first election and then to enter into an alliance with 
its ideologically nearest rival in order to win the runoff. 
In the United States, the plurality system means that a 
party must make all the alliances it can before the first 
 election—there is no second chance. Hence, every party 
must be as broadly based as possible; a narrow, minor 
party has no hope of winning.

The winner-take-all feature of American elections has 
the same effect. Only one member of Congress is elected 
from each district. In many European countries, the elec-
tions are based on proportional representation. Each 
party submits a list of candidates for parliament, ranked 
in order of preference by the party leaders, and then the 
nation votes. A party winning 37 percent of the vote gets 
37 percent of the seats in parliament; a party winning 
2 percent of the vote gets 2 percent of the seats. Since even 
the smallest parties have a chance of winning something, 
minor parties have an incentive to organize.

The most dramatic example of the winner-take-
all principle is the electoral college (see Chapter 14). In 
every state but Maine and Nebraska, the candidate who 
wins the most popular votes in a state wins all of that 
state’s electoral votes. In 2016, Donald Trump won Utah’s 
six electoral college votes by winning only 45 percent 
of the votes cast in that state; the remaining votes were 
divided primarily between Hillary Clinton and Indepen-
dent candidate Evan McMullin. Even prominent minor 
party  candidates—like Ross Perot in 1992, Ralph Nader 
in 2000, and McMullin, Gary Johnson, or Jill Stein in 
2016—have been unable to win electoral college votes. 
Voters often are reluctant to “waste” their votes on a 
minor-party candidate who cannot win.

The presidency is the great prize of American politics; 
to win it, you must form a party with as broad appeal 
as possible. As a practical matter, this means there will 
be, in most cases, only two serious parties—one made 
up of those who support the party already in power, and 
the other made up of everybody else. Only one third 
party ever won the presidency—the Republican Party in 
1860—and it had by then pretty much supplanted the 
Whig Party. No third party is likely to win, or even come 
close to winning, the presidency anytime soon.

The second explanation for the persistence of the 
two-party system is found in the opinions of the voters. 
National surveys have found that most Americans see 

“a difference in what Democratic and Republican par-
ties stand for.” This percentage has increased in recent 
years as the parties have moved apart ideologically.55 The 
public sees the two parties as having different platforms 
and issues, with different policy specialties. For the most 
part, the majority has deemed Democrats better at han-
dling such issues as poverty, the environment, and health 
care and the Republicans better at handling such issues 
as national defense, foreign trade, and crime; but voters 
generally have split on which party is best at handling the 
economy and taxes.56

As we learned in Chapter 7, however, public opinion 
is often dynamic, not static. Mass perceptions concern-
ing the parties are no exception. As voters see the par-
ties handle the issues, they change their opinion about 
which party would do a better job with those issues. For 
instance, by 2004, a few years after President George W. 
Bush passed his No Child Left Behind education plan, 
Republicans cut into the Democrats’ traditional edge con-
cerning which party does better on public schools. After 
2004, as the war in Iraq became unpopular, Republicans 
lost ground to Democrats on national defense. And on 
certain complicated or controversial issues, such as immi-
gration policy, opinions can shift quickly in response to 
real or perceived changes in policy by those the public 
views as each party’s respective leaders or spokespersons.

While there have been periods of division in Ameri-
can politics, citizens still come together under the 
umbrella of the two major parties. There has not been a 
massive and persistent body of opinion that has rejected 
the prevailing economic system (and thus we have not 
had a Marxist party with mass appeal); there has not been 
in our history an aristocracy or monarchy (and thus no 
party has sought to restore aristocrats or monarchs to 
power). Churches and religion have almost always been 
regarded as matters of private choice that lie outside poli-
tics (and thus no party has sought to create or abolish 
special government privileges for one church or another). 
In some European nations, the organization of the econ-
omy, the prerogatives of the monarchy, and the role of 
the church have been major issues with long and bloody 
histories. In these countries, these issues have been so 
divisive that they have helped prevent the formation of 
broad coalition parties.

But Americans have had other deep divisions—
between white and black, for example, and between 
North and South—and yet the two-party system has 
endured. This suggests that our electoral procedures are 
of great importance—the winner-take-all, plurality elec-
tion rules have made it useless for anyone to attempt to 
create an all-white or an all-black national party except 
as an act of momentary defiance or in the hope of taking 
enough votes away from the two major parties to force the 
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presidential election into the House of Representatives. 
(That may have been George Wallace’s strategy in 1968.)

For many years, there was an additional reason for 
the two-party system: The laws of many states made it 
difficult, if not impossible, for third parties to get on the 
ballot. In 1968, for example, the American Independent 
Party of George Wallace found that it would have to col-
lect 433,000 signatures (15 percent of the votes cast in the 
last statewide election) in order to get on the presiden-
tial ballot in Ohio. Wallace took the issue to the Supreme 
Court, which ruled, six to three, that such a restriction 
was an unconstitutional violation of the equal protection 
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.57 Wallace got on 
the ballot. In 1980, John Anderson, running as an Inde-
pendent, was able to get on the ballot in all 50 states; in 
1992, Ross Perot did the same. But for the reasons already 
indicated, the two-party system will probably persist even 
without the aid of legal restrictions.

Minor Parties
The electoral system may prevent minor parties from win-
ning, but it does not prevent them from forming. Minor 
parties—usually called, erroneously, “third parties”—have 
been a permanent feature of American political life.

Broadly speaking, four types of minor parties exist. 
Most notable are the ideological parties, ones that have a 
comprehensive view of American society and government 
that is radically different from that of the mainstream par-
ties. Many of these, though not all, have been left-wing 
parties, such as the Socialist Party (1901 to the 1960s), 
Socialist Labor Party (1888 to 2009), and the Commu-
nist Party (1920s to the present). They usually are not 
interested in immediate electoral success and thus persist 
despite their poor showing at the polls. One such party, 
however, the Socialist Party of Eugene Debs, won nearly 
6  percent of the popular vote in the 1912 presidential 
election. During its heyday, 1,200 candidates were elected 
to local offices, including 79 mayors. Part of the Socialist 
appeal arose from its opposition to municipal corruption, 
its opposition to American entry into World War I, and its 
critique of American society. No ideological party has ever 
carried a state in a presidential election.

The other three types of minor parties have focused 
more on short-term issues or divisions in the electorate. 
For example, single-issue parties focus their energies pri-
marily on one issue. The most notable examples include 
the Free Soil Party, which opposed the spread of slavery 
(1848–1852), the American (“Know Nothing”) Party, 
which opposed immigrants and Catholics (1856), and 
the Woman’s Party, which fought for the right to vote for 
women (1913–1920). Third, economic protest parties 

typically focus on the economic grievances of a particu-
lar group, such as farmers; the Greenback Party (1876–
1884) and the Populist Party (1892–1908) are the most 
prominent examples. Finally, the factional parties have 
split from a major party over some difference with them. 
Famous examples include the “Bull Moose” Progressive 
Party, which split from the Republican Party in 1912, and 
the States’ Rights (“Dixiecrat”) Party, which split from the 
Democratic Party in 1948.

None of these minor parties, however, has had much 
electoral success. Apart from the Republicans, who quickly 
became a major party, the only minor parties to carry states 
and thus win electoral votes were one party of economic 
protest (the Populists, who carried five states in 1892) and 
several factional parties (most recently, the States’ Rights 
Democrats in 1948 and the American Independent Party 
of George Wallace in 1968). Though factional parties 
may hope to cause the defeat of the party from which 
they split, they have not always been able to achieve this. 
Harry Truman was elected in 1948 despite the defections 
of both the leftist progressives, led by Henry Wallace, and 
the right-wing Dixiecrats, led by J. Strom Thurmond. It 
seems likely that Hubert Humphrey would have lost in 
1968 even if George Wallace had not been in the race 
(Wallace voters would probably have switched to Nixon 
rather than to Humphrey, though of course one cannot 
be certain). It is quite possible, on the other hand, that a 
Republican might have beaten Woodrow Wilson in 1912 if  
the Republican Party had not split in two (the regulars 
supporting William Howard Taft, the progressives sup-
porting Theodore Roosevelt).

What is striking is not that we have had so many minor 
parties but that we have not had more. Several major politi-
cal movements did not produce a significant third party: 
the Civil Rights movement of the 1960s, the antiwar move-
ment of the same decade, and, most important, the labor 
movement of the 20th century. African Americans were 
part of the Republican Party after the Civil War and part 
of the Democratic Party after the New Deal (even though 
the southern wing of that party for a long time kept them 
from voting). The antiwar movement found candidates with 
whom it could identify within the Democratic Party (Eugene 
McCarthy, Robert F. Kennedy, George  McGovern), even 
though a Democratic president, Lyndon B.  Johnson, was 
chiefly responsible for the U.S. commitment in  Vietnam. 
After Johnson only narrowly won the 1968 New  Hampshire 
primary, he withdrew from the race. Unions have not tried 
to create a labor party—indeed, they were for a long time 
opposed to almost any kind of national political activity. 
Since labor became a major political force in the 1930s, the 
largest industrial unions have been content to operate as a 
part (a very large part) of the Democratic Party.
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One reason some potential sources of minor parties 
never formed such parties, in addition to the dim chance 
of success, is that the direct primary and the national con-
vention made it possible for dissident elements of a major 
party—unless they become completely  disaffected—to 
remain in the party and influence the choice of candidates 
and policies. The antiwar movement had a profound effect 
on the Democratic Conventions of 1968 and 1972; Afri-
can Americans have played a growing role in the Demo-
cratic Party, especially with the candidacy of Jesse Jackson 
in 1984 and 1988 and Barack Obama in 2008 and 2012; 
only in 1972 did the unions feel that the Democrats nom-
inated a presidential candidate (McGovern) unacceptable 
to them.

The impact of minor parties on American politics is 
hard to judge. One bit of conventional wisdom holds that 
minor parties develop ideas that the major parties later 
come to adopt. The Socialist Party, for example, suppos-
edly called for major social and economic policies that the 
Democrats under Roosevelt later embraced and termed 
the New Deal. It is possible the Democrats did steal the 
thunder of the Socialists, but it hardly seems likely that 
they did it because the Socialists had proposed these things 
or proved them popular. (In 1932, the Socialists received 
only 2 percent of the vote and in 1936 less than one-half 
of 1 percent.) Roosevelt probably adopted the policies in 
part because he thought them correct and in part because 
dissident elements within his own party—leaders such as 
Huey Long of Louisiana—were threatening to bolt the 
Democratic Party if it did not move to the left. Even 
Prohibition was adopted more as a result of the efforts of 
interest groups such as the Anti-Saloon League than as the 
consequence of its endorsement by the Prohibition Party.

The minor parties that have probably had the greatest 
influence on public policy have been the factional par-
ties. Mugwumps and liberal Republicans, by bolting the 
regular party, may have made that party more sensitive 
to the issue of civil service reform; the Bull Moose and 

La Follette Progressive Parties probably helped encourage 
the major parties to pay more attention to issues of busi-
ness regulation and party reform; the Dixiecrat and Wal-
lace movements probably strengthened the hands of those 
who wished to go slow on desegregation. The threat of a 
factional split is a risk that both major parties must face, 
and it is in the efforts that each makes to avoid such splits 
that one finds the greatest impact of minor parties—or at 
least that was the case in the 20th century.

The Tea Party movement that has recently evolved 
is not a single national party, but it shares characteris-
tics with minor parties. Tea Party activists have been 
active in recent elections and have helped to defeat some 
long-standing Republican elected officials—such as for-
mer House majority leader Eric Cantor, who lost in a 
2014 primary election. While the movement is diverse, 
many of its members share a set of core values focused 
on reducing taxes, government spending, and the federal 
debt. Whether the Tea Party will continue to influence the 
Republican Party into the future remains to be seen.

IMAGE 9-6 Tea Party members at a rally. The Tea Party is not 
truly a minor party, but has influenced the Republican Party in 
recent years.
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

9-1 Describe the roles of American political 
parties and how they differ from parties in 
other democracies.

A political party is an organization that works 
to elect candidates to public office and iden-
tifies candidates by a clear name or label. 
American parties tend to be somewhat weaker 
than their counterparts elsewhere for several 
structural reasons (control of access to the 

ballot, divided legislative/executive power, and 
federalism).

9-2 Summarize the historical evolution of the 
party system in America.

Initially, there were no parties in America: George 
Washington called parties “factions.” But as 
soon as it was time to select his replacement, 
the republic’s first leaders realized they had to 
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organize their followers to win the election, and 
parties were born. They gradually strengthened 
during the 19th century, before progressive 
reforms weakened their power in the early to 
mid-20th century. More recently, however, the 
parties have become both stronger and more 
polarized.

9-3 Explain the major functions of political 
parties.

Parties help candidates win office, and then 
coordinate their behavior once in office. To win 
office, they recruit candidates, nominate them 
(either via primaries or conventions), and then 
help them win the general election.

9-4 Explain how parties are organized in 
America.

The parties have a federalized structure: there is 
a national party, and state and local parties orga-
nized beneath them. While the different levels 
operate independently of one another, there are 
important areas of collaboration between them.

9-5 Define partisan identification, and explain 
how it shapes the political behavior of 
ordinary Americans.

Partisan identification refers to Americans’ 
attachment to a political party. For most people, 
it is like belonging to a political team. Party 
identification powerfully shapes vote choice in 
elections: more than 90 percent of partisans 
supported their party’s candidate in recent elec-
tions. It also influences their evaluation of politi-
cal leaders and institutions, with partisans more 
trusting of the government when their party is in 
control.

9-6 Summarize the arguments for why 
 America has a two-party system.

The United States has a two-party political 
system because of two structural features in 
American politics: single-member districts and 
winner-take-all elections. Both features encour-
age the existence of two major parties, as smaller 
parties face great difficulty in winning elective 
office.
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CHAPTER 10

Elections and Campaigns
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

10-1 Describe the factors that influence the presidential primaries.

10-2  Explain how campaigns shape the outcome of presidential 

elections.

10-3 Summarize how voters learn about the candidates in elections.

10-4  Explain which social groups have been most loyal to the parties 

over time.

10-5  Describe the key differences between presidential and congres-

sional elections.

10-6  Summarize the history of campaign finance reform efforts, and 

explain the current state of campaign finance regulation.

10-7 Describe how elections shape public policy.
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212 Chapter 10 Elections and Campaigns

In 1968, Vice President 
Hubert Humphrey won the 

Democratic presidential nomination without compet-
ing in a single state primary. His party’s bosses pretty 
much delivered the nomination to him. He competed 
in a three-way race for president without having to 
raise nearly as much money as candidates routinely 
do today. (He lost in a close race to Republican 
 Richard M. Nixon.)

THEN 

In 2016, President Barack 
Obama could not run for 

reelection, as he was completing his second term in 
office. Early accounts suggested former Secretary 
of State Hillary Clinton—whom Obama narrowly 
beat for the Democratic nomination in 2008—would 
easily emerge as the party’s nominee. She was 
eventually nominated, but only after a lengthy pri-
mary fight with Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders. 
The Republican race was wide open, with more than 
16 candidates running to be the party’s nominee. 
While most pundits, politicians, and political scien-
tists initially regarded Donald Trump as little more 
than an amusing distraction, he quickly emerged 
as the frontrunner for the nomination. While some 
Republicans tried to stop his candidacy, he had 
enough support from voters to eventually become 
the party’s nominee.

In both the primary and general election, Hillary  Clinton, 
Donald Trump, and their various primary opponents all 
raised money at a feverish pace. By the end of the cam-
paign, the presidential candidates had raised and spent 
more than $1.5 billion, which does not include the bil-
lions raised and spent by the parties or outside groups 
(let alone the money spent on other races).

NOW 

National elections in the United States in the 21st cen-
tury would be virtually unrecognizable to politicians 
from the early republic. As we saw in Chapter 9, politi-
cal parties once determined, or powerfully influenced, 
who got nominated. In the 19th century, the members 
of Congress from a given caucus would meet to pick 
their presidential candidate. After the caucuses were 
replaced by the national nominating conventions, the 
real power was wielded by local party leaders, who 
came together (sometimes in the legendary “smoke-
filled rooms”) to choose the candidate, whom the rest 
of the delegates would then endorse. Congressional 
candidates were also often hand-picked by local party 
bosses. Most people voted a straight party ticket. This 
system endured until well into the 20th century.

Within the lifetimes of many living national politi-
cal leaders, campaigns and elections have changed rather 
dramatically: parties went from being important to 
unimportant and (partially) back again, mass media— 
especially television and the Internet—have become more 
important, polling has become ubiquitous, and money—
and the nonstop fundraising that keeps it coming—now 
matters more than ever.

Perhaps the most striking finding about contempo-
rary elections is the amounts of money that candidates 
raise and spend during them. As Figure 10.1 shows, in 
the 2014 elections, all candidates for national office raised 
and spent more than $1.7 billion: more than $1 billion 
in House races, and about $637 million in Senate races. 
In the 2016 election, candidates for president raised 
$1.5  billion, candidates for Congress raised $1.6 billion, 
the party committees raised $1.6 billion, and political 
action committees (PACs) raised $4 billion, for a com-
bined total of approximately $8.7 billion.

Thus, we have entered the era of the $8 billion presi-
dential election cycle. The climb there has been steep but 
steady. For instance, in 1980, all presidential candidates 
raised about $162 million. Adjusted for inflation, the 
2016 total is over three times the 1980 total. Even in the 
last decade and a half, the amount of money raised in pres-
idential elections has increased sharply. In 2000, all presi-
dential candidates raised about $578  million; adjusted for 
inflation, the 2016 figure is 1.8 times as much; congressio-
nal fundraising tells much the same tale. Whether we will 
witness the $9 billion, or more national election cycles in 
the future remains to be seen, but the amounts of money 
that candidates, parties, and PACs collect seem to increase 
exponentially.

Many people lament the fact that so much money 
is spent on elections, arguing that the consultants, media 
ads, and modern campaign techniques end up emphasiz-
ing ephemera and avoiding the real issues. While it is true 
that media reports of elections leave much to be desired 
(as we discuss in Chapter 12), campaigns do stress the 
issues, and voters respond to their messages in reasonable 
ways. While they are far from perfect, campaigns are ulti-
mately the most important pathway linking voters’ prefer-
ences to government policy. In this chapter we show what 
campaigns do, how voters respond, and what this tells us 
about the link between voters and government.

Here and Abroad
Unlike elections in many other democratic nations, elec-
tions in America have not one but two crucial phases: 
getting nominated and getting elected. Getting nomi-
nated means getting your name on the ballot. In the 
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10-1 Presidential Elections: Winning the Nomination 213

great majority of states, winning your party’s nomina-
tion for either the presidency or Congress requires effort 
on your part. As we discussed in the previous chapter, 
the party may help to recruit you (and may even provide 
other services), but the candidates themselves need to 
staff and run their own campaigns. By contrast, in most 
European parliamentary democracies, winning a party’s 
nomination for parliament involves an organizational 
decision—the party looks you over, the party decides 
whether to allow you to run, and the party puts your 
name on its list of candidates.

American political parties do play a role in determin-
ing the outcome of the final election, but both the candi-
dates themselves and the party matter. By contrast, many 
other democratic nations conduct campaigns almost 
entirely as a contest between parties. In Israel and the 
Netherlands, the names of the candidates for the legis-
lature do not even appear on the ballot; only the party 
names are listed there. And even where candidate names 
are listed, as in Great Britain, voters tend to vote “Con-
servative” or “Labour” more than they vote for Smith or 
Jones. European nations (except France) do not have a 
directly elected president; instead, the party that has won 
the most seats in parliament selects the head of the gov-
ernment, termed the prime minister. As we saw in the last 
chapter, American parties are quite different from their 
European counterparts, and these differences spill over 
into their elections as well.

 Figure 10.1  Campaign Receipts, 2000–2016
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10-1  Presidential Elections: 
Winning the Nomination

No office in American politics is more important than 
the presidency, and the first step to winning it is to sur-
vive the primary process. We discussed in Chapter 9 the 
invisible primary, the process party elites use to narrow 
down the field to the candidates that they find acceptable. 
But even after a candidate survives the invisible primary, 
they have to survive the actual presidential primaries and 

IMAGE 10-1  After working in the Obama administration to 
create the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Elizabeth 
Warren won election to the U.S. Senate from Massachusetts 
in 2012.
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caucuses (they are then 
actually nominated at 
their party’s conven-
tion, as we discussed in 
Chapter 9).

While political sci-
entists and journalists call 
this the “primary” pro-
cess, perhaps we should 
call it the “primary and 
caucus” process, since 

some states hold causes in addition to or in place of prima-
ries. A primary election operates as described in Chapter 9. 
In contrast, a caucus is a meeting of party followers, often 
lasting for hours and sometimes held in the dead of winter, 
in which party delegates are picked. Only the most dedi-
cated partisans attend, and those attending caucuses do tend 
to be more ideological than those who vote in primaries.1 To 
win the nomination, a candidate needs to succeed in both 
primaries and caucuses.

For most candidates, the biggest challenge in the pri-
mary is that they are largely unknown to the public, so 
voters’ attitudes about them are quite malleable. When 
an incumbent president runs for reelection—as President 
Obama did in 2012—voters have a relatively fixed opin-
ion of him or her, since that person has been president for 
four years. But many voters will never even have heard 
of most other candidates. For example, many Ameri-
cans had no idea who Rick Perry was before he became a 
presidential candidate in 2012, and the same was true of 
Ted Cruz, Ben Carson, and Bernie Sanders before their 
2016  candidacies. While many Americans knew Donald 
Trump as a reality TV star, they did not know him as a 
political candidate before his presidential run. Voters’ atti-
tudes toward these candidates changed rapidly over the 
course of the campaign.

Indeed, in primaries, candidates frequently go from 
obscurity to popularity and then fade away again.2 Initially, 
the candidate does something to attract media attention. 
This gives the candidate exposure, which in turn increases 
his or her name recognition and favorability.3 This 
increased attention leads reporters—and opponents—to 
investigate the candidate’s record more carefully. Invari-
ably, this scrutiny turns up negative aspects of the person’s 
past, causing voters to turn away from the candidate once 
they know both sides of the story.

For example, during the 2012 Republican primary, 
many considered Texas governor Rick Perry an attrac-
tive candidate, and at one point in the summer of 2011, 
shortly after he entered the race, he was a front-runner 
for the nomination. But soon after, Perry’s previous state-
ments on Social Security came to light—he’d called it a 
Ponzi scheme. Other Republican candidates criticized 
him, his numbers dipped sharply, and he exited the race.4 
The same dynamic was at play in 2016. Ben Carson surged 
into first place in the crowded Republican primary field in 
the fall of 2015. But after the terror attack in Paris that 
November, voters became more concerned about national 
security, an issue where Carson was weak. After that, Car-
son’s numbers dropped and never recovered.5

This pattern highlights the crucial role of media in cam-
paigns. One core finding (as we will discuss in Chapter 12) 
is that media influence is greatest when people have the least 
knowledge about an issue.6 In a primary election, when vot-
ers are just getting to know a candidate, the media have 
a large effect. For example, one of several factors explain-
ing Donald Trump’s success in the 2016 primary season 
is that he received nearly $2 billion in free media coverage 
during the winter and spring months.7 Trump was nearly 
always in the news while other candidates struggled to get 
airtime, giving him an advantage. By the time of the gen-
eral  election, when voters have a stronger impression of the 
candidates, the media’s effect is less significant, though still 
very important.

But media coverage is not the only factor that matters 
in a primary election. Another key factor is  momentum 
or the bandwagon effect. A candidate’s win, especially 
in an upset victory, generates favorable press coverage, 
which increases name recognition and approval of the 
candidate. Winning once convinces voters that you can 
do it again, which changes the dynamics of an election.8 
Obama’s 2008 campaign offers a striking example of this 
phenomenon. Before the 2008 campaign began, pundits 
and politicians alike assumed Hillary Clinton would eas-
ily walk away with the Democratic nomination. But then, 
early in the year, Barack Obama won a surprising upset 
victory in the Iowa Caucuses, and the momentum swung 
his way. Though Clinton won the next primary in New 
Hampshire, and the primary process went on for months, 

IMAGE 10-2 Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) shakes hands with a 
supporter after announcing his candidacy for the presidency in 
March 2015.
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caucus A meeting of party 
 followers in which party 
 delegates are selected.

momentum When a 
 candidate wins (especially an 
upset win), she or he tends 
to do better than expected in 
future contests. Sometimes also 
called the bandwagon effect.
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Obama’s victory in Iowa convinced voters that he was elect-
able. Similarly, in 2016, when Bernie Sanders narrowly lost 
to Hillary  Clinton in Iowa but then defeated her in New 
Hampshire, it was clear his campaign would mount a real 
challenge for the Democratic nomination. While Clinton 
was ultimately the party’s nominee, Sanders’s early success 
helped to propel his candidacy throughout the spring.

Any discussion of momentum points to another con-
cern about the primary process: the front-loading of the 
primary calendar. Every state wants their primary to “mat-
ter,” and state leaders all think the way to make that hap-
pen is to move their state’s primary to the beginning of 
the calendar. Over time, this has greatly compressed the 
length of the primary season. In 1968, it took 12 weeks 
for the parties to award 50 percent of the delegates in the 
party’s national conventions, but by 2004, it took only 
five weeks (for Republicans) and six weeks (for Demo-
crats) to award 50 percent of the delegates.9

Concerned about the shortened length of the cam-
paign, the parties have pushed back somewhat on front-
loading in the last few election cycles, issuing rules about 
when parties can hold primaries. As a result of these 
changes, in 2012, it took closer to 10 weeks for 50 percent 
of the delegates to be awarded.10

Some Republicans concluded that the lengthy 
2012  pri mary hurt Mitt Romney, the party’s nominee. 
Therefore they voted to change the rules for 2016 to again 
frontload the process and make it easier for a candidate to 
capture the nomination early on.11 Indeed, they put nearly 
half of the delegates required to win the nomination up for 
grabs on a single day (March 1, Super Tuesday). While Don-
ald Trump did not clinch the nomination until late in the 
process, more than half of the delegates had been awarded 
by mid-March, six weeks after the primary season began in 
Iowa. While many Republicans had hoped that these rules 
would allow an establishment favorite to capture the nomi-
nation early—someone like, say, Jeb Bush—they actually 
helped Donald Trump.12 As is often the case in politics, 

reforms have  unintended 
consequences.

Such front-loading 
may benefit state par-
ties, but it harms vot-
ers: they have less time 
to learn about the can-
didates. Furthermore, because so much of the campaign 
happens early in the season, fewer voters get to participate 
in the process: If the key events are the first few prima-
ries, then those in the later states have effectively no say 
in the nominees.13 That said, because states want greater 
say in the process, front-loading is unlikely to reverse 
 completely—though the rules issued by the parties should 
limit its growth somewhat.

10-2  How Does the 
 Campaign Matter?

Once the candidates secure their party’s nomination via 
the primary process, the general election begins. The 
modern general election campaign takes place roughly 
from Labor Day (or the conventions, if they come first) 
to Election Day.

While we like to think that the president is elected 
on Election Day in November, according to the Constitu-
tion, the Electoral College actually selects the president 
when it meets in December. Indeed, although Hillary 
Clinton received more popular votes than Donald Trump 
did—almost 3 million more—Trump became president 
by winning more electoral votes. We discuss the Electoral 
College in more detail in Chapter 14; for now, we note 
that it has enormous implications for campaign strategy. 
With the exception of Maine and Nebraska, states award 
their electoral votes in a winner-take-all format, so that 
even if one candidate receives barely more voters than 
the other, that candidate wins all of the state’s electoral 
votes. For example, in 2016, Donald Trump beat Hillary 
Clinton in Michigan by just over 10,000 votes of nearly 
5 million ballots cast, a margin of victory of 0.2 percent. 
Despite this razor thin margin, Trump won all 16  electoral 
votes for the state.

Given this winner-take-all allocation rule, campaigns 
have a large incentive to focus on the most competitive 
states—the so-called swing or battleground states—where 
either candidate can win the state (and hence its electoral 
votes). For example, although California has more elec-
toral votes than any other state (55), few candidates spend 
much time there because it is so heavily Democratic. 
Instead, most candidates spend their time in more competi-
tive states. In recent election cycles, those have been states 
such as  Pennsylvania, Florida, Ohio, and North Carolina, 

battleground states The 
most competitive states in the 
presidential election that either 
candidate could win; also called 
swing states.

IMAGE 10-3 Candidates for the 2016 Republican presidential 
nomination compete in a primary election debate.
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though they can change 
from election to  election. 
The candidates and their 
surrogates blanket these 
states with campaign ads 
and appearances, and as 
a result, voters in these 
states are better informed 

about the issues and the candidates.14 This highlights a point 
to which we will return below: campaigns do help to inform 
and educate voters!

It is a truism to say that “campaigns matter.” But how 
do they matter? How do campaigns convince voters to 
select a particular candidate? We argue that campaigns do 
this primarily through three related forces: by assigning 
credit or blame for the state of the nation, by activating 
latent partisanship, and by allowing voters to judge the 
qualities of the candidates’ character. We take up each one 
below in turn.

Assigning Credit or Blame 
for the State of the Nation
The first thing campaigns do is help voters assign credit 
or blame for the state of the nation. Voters hold the 
president responsible for the overall state of the country: 
Is the economy doing well? Are we at war? Americans 
may have hazy, even erroneous, views about monetary 
policy, business regulation, and defense policy, but they 
likely have a very good idea about whether unemploy-
ment is up or down, prices at the supermarket are stable 
or rising, or Americans are dying in a foreign war. In 
short, the voters know whether the country is (in gen-
eral) headed on the right track or the wrong track.

If things are going well, the incumbent candidate 
(or if the incumbent is not running, the candidate from 
the incumbent’s party) tries to claim credit for the peace 
and prosperity the country is experiencing. In contrast, if 
the country is doing poorly, the challenger tries to pin the 
blame for the poor state of affairs on the incumbent. Cam-
paigns help voters connect the state of the nation with the 
party in power—reelect me (or my party) because we have 
been good stewards, or vote out the incumbent because he 
has not been one.15 This is why incumbent Ronald Reagan 
spoke of “Morning in America” in 1984 when the econ-
omy was doing well, but challenger Bill Clinton spoke of 
“It’s the Economy, Stupid!” during a recession in 1992.

This idea—that elections are decided based on punish-
ment or reward for the health of the nation—is known as 
retrospective voting. It is retrospective because voters look 
back on the previous administration and make a judgment 
about whether or not they deserve another term in office.16 
In contrast, other voters vote prospectively. Prospective 

means “forward-looking”—we vote prospectively when we 
examine the rival candidates’ views on the issues of the day 
and then cast our ballots for the person we think has the 
best ideas for handling these matters. Prospective voting 
requires a lot of information about issues and candidates, 
and most who do it are political junkies who are deeply 
engaged in politics. As a result, prospective voting is a rela-
tively minor factor in most elections, whereas retrospective 
voting is much more common.

The quintessential summary of retrospective voting 
came from Ronald Reagan during the 1980 election: “Are 
you better off than you were four years ago?” The economy 
had soured under Carter, and things seemed to be getting 
worse overseas. In that election, voters decided that they 
were no better off in 1980 than they were in 1976, and 
they voted Carter out of office. In contrast, making that 
same comparison in 2012, voters decided they were better 
off in 2012 than they were in 2008, and they reelected 
President Obama.

These same contrasts played out in 2016 as well. 
Looking back, voters recognized some improvements 
(though relatively modest ones) in the economy between 
2012 and 2016. But perhaps more importantly, they also 
recognized that those gains had been distributed quite 
unevenly, and many people were angry that economic 
elites—rather than ordinary Americans—had benefit-
ted the most.17 Reflecting this, more than 70 percent of 
Americans were dissatisfied with the nation’s direction in 
2015 and early 2016.18 This allowed Donald Trump to 
play the classic role of the opposition party, and he argued 
that Clinton—as the successor to President Obama—
would continue policies that did little to help ordinary 
Americans, and would instead benefit only the wealthy 
and well-connected. Trump capitalized on voters’ anger, 
and argued that he would enact policies, including poli-
cies on trade and immigration, that would benefit more 
middle- and working-class Americans. Ultimately, voters 
found that argument—among many others—persuasive.

This retrospective effect is so strong that political 
scientists can use the fundamentals to predict election 
outcomes reasonably well in advance of the campaign. 
Figure 10.2 shows the relationship between the health of 
the economy in the election year (measured by the change 
in GDP) to the incumbent’s vote share.

Each dot in Figure 10.2 represents a presidential elec-
tion (18 in all, from 1948 to 2016), and the solid line 
shows the relationship between the two (this is the so-
called regression line). Note that the two are strongly 
related: the incumbent (or his party) does much better 
when the economy is doing better. Voters reward incum-
bents for a good economy and punish them for a bad one.

We should not interpret Figure 10.2 to mean that no 
other issues matter to the campaign beyond the economy. 

retrospective  voting Voting 
for a candidate because you like 
his or her past actions in office.

prospective voting 
Voting for a candidate because 
you favor his or her ideas for 
handling issues.
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Other issues matter a great deal: crime, foreign policy, 
education, and many others are hotly debated in elec-
tions. Foreign policy and terrorism in particular have long 
been central to many election campaigns: how the candi-
date would handle the threat of communism was a staple 
of nearly every election during the Cold War, and since 
9/11, how the president would handle the threat of ter-
rorism has been an issue in every election (especially in 
2004, shortly after the United States’ decision to invade 
Iraq). In 2016, the candidates sparred not only over the 
economy but also on issues of race relations, health care, 
trade, immigration, and responses to terrorist groups such 
as ISIS. The issues matter in campaigns.

But in most years, for most voters, the economy is 
the central issue. For many years, the Gallup organization 
has been asking respondents to identify the most impor-
tant problem facing the nation. When asked during an 
election year, Americans typically say the economy is the 
most important problem, often by a substantial margin.19 
Just before the 2012 election, for example, 72 percent said 
the economy (including the economy broadly, unemploy-
ment, the budget deficit, and so on) was the most impor-
tant problem; similarly, 69 percent named the economy 
in 2008.20 In the cases where the economy is not the 
major issue, it is either typically because the economy is 
booming (as it was in 2000) or because we face a major 
foreign policy challenge (going back to the Cold War). 
Because the economy is so central to people’s lives, and 

the president is seen as the primary economic steward of 
the nation, the economy is the core issue in almost every 
presidential campaign.

In 2016, the economy was, as usual, seen as the most 
important issue in the election. But then, only 31 percent 
named it as the most important problem; the remainder 
were split among a wide variety of issues (race relations, 
dissatisfaction with government, health care, etc.).21 As 
we discussed above, economic considerations were an 
important issue in the campaign, but as we discuss below 
(see our “How Things Work: The 2016  Election” box 
on page 220), other factors also played a key role in this 
election.

The power of retrospective voting highlights an essen-
tial truth about elections: the fundamentals matter a great 
deal. A simple indicator of the health of the economy 
allows us to predict, with reasonable accuracy, the out-
come of the election before the main part of the general 
election campaign even begins. The underlying health 
of the nation—the economy, whether we are at war or 
peace, the popularity of the incumbent (which is tied to 
the economy)—is really what drives the election.22

But do not interpret this to mean that campaigns do 
not matter. If campaigns were irrelevant, all of the points 
in  Figure 10.2 would lie along the solid line (the regression 
line), and this chapter would be much shorter. Instead, 
we see that in some years, the points are quite close to the 
line, whereas in others, they are farther away, suggesting 
the outcomes diverged from the predictions based on the 
fundamentals. Just as the fundamentals matter, so does 
the campaign. After all, the campaign is what helps voters 
know how to assign credit or blame for the fundamentals. 
Furthermore, a well-run campaign, especially in a close 
election, can make the difference between winning and 
losing.23 The fundamentals get us in the ballpark of the 
final outcome, but we need to understand the campaigns 
to know the eventual outcome.

IMAGE 10-4 Hillary Clinton greets voters during a campaign 
event shortly before the 2016 election. 
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valence issue An issue on 
which everyone agrees, but the 
question is whether the can-
didate embraces the same view.

Activating 
Latent 
Partisanship
Campaigns do more 

than help voters assign credit and blame for the state of the 
nation. They also activate voters’ latent partisanship. As we 
saw in Chapter 9, in recent presidential elections, more 
than 90% of voters supported their party’s nominee. This 
is not just blind obedience. Rather, it reflects a process of 
the campaign helping voters understand why they should 
support their party’s nominee. As Professor James Camp-
bell put it, “campaigns remind Democrats why they are 
Democrats rather than Republicans and remind Republi-
cans why they are Republicans rather than Democrats.”24

Campaigns do this through a variety of methods, such 
as campaign appearances, advertisements, debates, and 
so forth; we discuss these methods later in the chapter.25 
Through all of these methods, however, candidates stress the 
issues that appeal to, and activate, their partisans. These are 
typically the issues for which the public sees them as being 
more competent than the other party. As we discussed in 
Chapter 9, for Democrats, these are social welfare issues, 
and for Republicans, national security issues. While both 
parties discuss the economy (as seen above), beyond that, 
they typically emphasize these types of issues.26 This helps 
cue voters why they belong to one party or the other and 
makes them more likely to support their party’s candidate.

Of course, we should not conclude from this discussion 
that voters never support the opposing party’s candidate—
clearly, they do. Even in 2016, approximately 10 percent of 
partisans supported the other party’s nominee for president 
(see Chapter 9). Why do we see these defections? There are 
two main reasons. First, voters may be out of step with their 
party on an issue and therefore defect to the other party. 
For example, in 2004, some Republican voters were dis-
pleased that President George W. Bush put in place a ban 
on embryonic stem cell research, and hence supported Sen-
ator John Kerry.27 Second, as we discussed above, if voters 
are unhappy with their party’s stewardship of the nation, 
they are likely to vote for the other party. In both cases, 
defection, rather than party loyalty, is the likely result.

Understanding how campaigns activate partisanship 
also helps to clarify two other dynamics of electoral cam-
paigns. First, the number of undecided voters declines 
over the course of a campaign. Much of this decline comes 
from partisans returning home to their party: Watching 
the campaign, they are reminded of why they are a Demo-
crat or a Republican, and they move to support their can-
didate.28 Many who are undecided early in the campaign 
just have not had their latent partisanship activated.

Second, this also reminds us that some voters do not 
identify with a party—they are Independents. As we saw 

in Chapter 9, in contemporary American presidential 
elections, both parties will win approximately 90 percent 
of their party’s supporters. But we also saw that neither 
party has enough supporters to win by just appealing to 
its own base. Both parties also need to court Independent 
voters if they want to win elections.

Judging the Candidates’ 
Character
A third major component of a campaign is helping voters 
judge the character of the candidates. Voters care about 
the issues, but they also care about a candidate’s character. 
Voters not only want a candidate who takes the right posi-
tions on the issues; they also want someone who has the 
right traits as well—someone who provides strong lead-
ership, has integrity and honesty, and displays empathy 
(i.e., cares about people like them).29 Voters rely on these 
sorts of judgments because they provide clues as to how a 
president will behave in office. No one can know all the 
issues that a new president will face once in office. But if 
a candidate has these broad traits, then he or she will be 
more likely to be up to the challenge.

Contemporary campaigns often invoke these traits. 
Indeed, in 2016, much of the campaign focused on the 
candidates’ character, both in the news media and in the 
advertisements and messages from the candidates them-
selves. For example, nearly 75 percent of Secretary Clinton’s 
television ads, and nearly one-half of President Trump’s, 
were about the candidates’ character (and as we will see in 
Chapter 12, the media were similarly focused on charac-
ter, rather than the issues).30 Secretary Clinton’s ads argued 
that Mr. Trump lacked the temperament to be president, 
and 63 percent of voters agreed with her that he did not. 
Among this group, Clinton won 79  percent to 19 percent. 
Similarly, many of President Trump’s messages stressed 
that  Secretary Clinton was dishonest; he often called her 
“crooked  Hillary” in his speeches. Around 61  percent 
of voters sailed that  Hillary Clinton was not honest or 
trustworthy, and Trump won these voters 72   percent to 
20  percent.31 Campaign messages emphasizing the candi-
dates’ character (and especially their character flaws) had a 
strong effect on voters in 2016. Even controlling for other 
factors (such as the health of the economy, issues, and par-
tisanship), assessments of a candidate’s character matter.32

These sorts of character evaluations are an example 
of a valence issue.33 A valence issue is one where every-
one agrees; the question is whether or not the candidate 
embraces that view. For example, everyone wants the pres-
ident to be a strong leader, to have integrity, and to display 
empathy; the question is whether a particular candidate 
has those qualities. Likewise, everyone wants a robust 
economy and a strong national defense, the question 
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is whether a particular candidate’s plan will help us get 
there. In contrast, there are also positional issues—ones 
in which the rival candidates have opposing views on a 
question that also divides the voters. Many of the issues we 
think about are positional issues: gun control, abortion, 
gay marriage, and tax cuts, to name a few. As this section 
has made clear, both types of issues matter in elections.

Which Factors Matter Most?
Throughout this section, we explained how campaigns do 
three important things: help assign credit or blame for the 
state of the nation, activate voters’ latent partisanship, and 
allow voters to judge the character of the candidates. But 
which of these are most important? Obviously, all three are 
important, but ultimately partisanship probably takes the 
most important ranking, with the health of the nation sec-
ond and character third. Partisanship is arguably the most 
central factor, and it anchors most voters to a party election 
after election. The health of the nation is almost equally 
important: voters, except for the strongest partisans, are 

unlikely to support their 
party’s candidate if he 
or she has performed 
poorly in office. And 
for voters with weaker 
ties, or Independent vot-
ers, the health of the nation is paramount. These are the 
“fundamentals” we discussed earlier that primarily drive 
elections. Finally, character evaluations also matter, but less 
so than these other two factors. Ultimately, however, it is 
important to remember that all of these factors matter.

10-3  How Do Voters Learn 
About the Candidates?

We just reviewed what campaigns do for voters. But 
how do campaigns actually convey this information to 
voters? How do voters learn which candidate should 
be credited for a booming economy, or which one they 
don’t like because he or she lacks integrity? They do so 

The “Natural Born” Presidents Clause

Article II, section 1, clause 5 of the Constitution states that 
“no person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the 
United States, at the time of the Adoption of this Constitu-
tion, shall be eligible to the Office of the President.” During 
the Constitutional Convention, there was little debate on 
this clause. In Federalist No. 3, John Jay wrote of possible 
“dangers from foreign arms and influence” (emphasis in the 
original), but he did not specifically mention the Constitu-
tion’s “natural born” presidents clause.

Eight of the 55 delegates to the Constitutional Con-
vention were themselves foreign-born. Among them was 
Alexander Hamilton, born in the West Indies. In Federalist 
No. 67, the first of Hamilton’s essays on the “constitution of 
the executive department,” he answers critics who he says 
have depicted future presidents as “seated on a throne . . . 
giving audience to the envoys of foreign potentates,” and 
have associated the office with “images of Asiatic despo-
tism and voluptuousness.” But Hamilton, like Jay, makes 
no specific mention of the clause requiring that all save 
those foreign-born citizens alive when the Constitution is 
ratified must be born on American soil to be eligible to serve 
as president. However, in the 19th century, persons asso-
ciated with anti-immigrant, anti-Catholic “Nativist” groups 
sometimes invoked the natural born presidents clause.

The clause has come to wide public attention twice 
more recently. In 2003, Arnold Schwarzenegger, the 

Austrian-born action-movie star and former champion 
bodybuilder, was elected as California’s governor. In 
2004, persons supporting Schwarzenegger for a pos-
sible run for the presidency launched websites and ral-
lied to repeal the clause. But the “Amend for Arnold” 
movement (advocating repeal of the clause through a 
new constitutional amendment) was short-lived. Sec-
ond, Barack Obama, during his 2008 and 2012 cam-
paigns, was subject to claims by various “birther” groups 
asserting that he was not born in Hawaii but in Kenya, 
or that he once held citizenship in Indonesia. There was 
no evidence in support of the argument, but that did 
not stop it from spreading. Donald Trump was among 
those questioning the president’s Hawaiian birth in 2011, 
though the debate seemingly was settled when Presi-
dent Obama released a copy of his birth certificate that 
year. The issue resurfaced during the 2016 campaign, 
where Hillary Clinton used it to attack Trump’s character. 
In the exchange, Trump falsely accused Hillary Clinton’s 
2008 campaign of starting the birther rumor, but he did 
admit that President Obama had been born in the United 
States. Afterward, the issue—and the clause—faded 
from public view.

Source: Thomas Beaumont, “AP Fact Check: Trump’s 
Bogus Birtherism Claim about Clinton,” PBS News Hour: The 
Rundown Blog, 21 September, 2016.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

positional issues Issues 
in which rival candidates have 
opposing views and that also 
divide voters.
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The 2016 presidential race was full of surprises from start 
to finish. No one predicted the rise of Donald Trump, no 
one predicted he would beat out 16 other candidates in the 
Republican primary, and no one—not even his own campaign 
team—predicted he would win the presidential election. 
Indeed, on the day of the election, most poll-based fore-
casts put the odds of Secretary Clinton winning at more than 
90 percent. Interestingly, forecasting models based on the 
state of the economy (discussed earlier in this chapter; see 
 Figure 10.2) predicted a narrow Republican win, but everyone 
assumed that 2016 would be an aberration and trusted the 
poll-based forecasts. That turned out to be a mistake.

Below, we discuss several different factors that partially 
help to explain Trump’s surprising victory. But it is worth 
noting that we should avoid reading too much into any 
particular theory, as the election was basically a coin flip: 
it really came down to fewer than 78,000 votes spread 
across Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and Michigan—well 
under 1 percent of the votes in those states. Had Clinton 
done just slightly better in those three states, then she—
not Trump—would have become the 45th president.

Trump’s surprise win also brings up the question of poll-
ing accuracy. Overall, the national polls were reasonably 
accurate: polling averages had Clinton ahead by approxi-
mately 3 percent, and her final margin in the popular vote 
was about 2.1 percent. While national polls were accurate, 
polls in several key swing states—most notably Wisconsin, 
Pennsylvania, and Michigan—were not (polls had Clinton 
ahead of Trump by several points in all three states). Poll-
sters and academics are still actively debating this miss in 
the polls, and there is not yet any clear answer.

What factors are the most important in explaining the 
outcome? Using the exit poll data, Figure 10.3 shows sev-
eral important trends in voter support for Clinton and Trump 
in 2016. A few factors stand out. First, partisan loyalty is cru-
cial. Clinton and Trump both received nearly 90 percent of 
the votes from those voters who identified with their respec-
tive parties, just slightly less than the support  Romney and 
Obama received from their fellow partisans in 2012.

Late-deciding voters also played a crucial role in 2016. 
An unusually high number of undecided and third-party 
voters headed into Election Day. While this number had 
declined over the course of the campaign, it remained his-
torically high as Election Day approached; some estimates 
suggest nearly twice as many voters were undecided in 
2016 as in 2012. Those voters also broke for Trump—he 
benefitted heavily from late-deciding voters.34 Unfortu-
nately, we cannot say why these people decided to vote 
for Trump at the last minute. Many people suggest FBI 
director James Comey’s letter reopening the investigation 
into Hillary Clinton’s email server was a key reason, but no 
definitive evidence supports that claim.

Second, both candidates were remarkably disliked: 
30 percent of voters said that they thought both Trump 
and Clinton were dishonest, and 15 percent thought that 
neither one was qualified to serve as president. More 
than 20 percent of those who supported President Trump 
thought that he lacked the qualifications to be president, 
and a similar number thought he was untrustworthy, yet 
they voted for him anyway. It seems that although they did 
not like him, they disliked Clinton even more.

Third, the Obama coalition from 2008 and 2012 did not 
support Clinton to the same extent that they supported 
President Obama. Clinton did worse with African Americans, 
Latinos, Asian Americans, and young people than President 
Obama did in 2012, in some cases by double digits. While 
many people argued that Trump’s margin among white vot-
ers was decisive, it was not: white voters favored him by  
21 percent, nearly identical to the 20-percent advantage 
Mitt Romney held with them in 2012. And while there was 
a large gender gap, Clinton’s advantage with women was 
nearly identical to President Obama’s in 2012: Obama won 
the votes of 53 percent of women in 2012, and Clinton won  
54 percent in 2016. But Mr. Trump won the votes of 53  percent 
of men, a five-point gain relative to Romney in 2012.

Fourth, 2016 highlighted an enormous “education gap,” 
especially among white voters. Traditionally, college-educated 
white voters have strongly favored the Republican Party, but 
in 2016 they swung toward the Democrats by 10 percent-
age points. But whites without a college degree swung even 
more sharply toward the Republicans in this election, moving  
14 percentage points toward that party. Whether this educa-
tion gap will persist into the future remains to be seen.

But perhaps even more than any of these other fac-
tors was that Donald Trump embodied change for many 
voters. When asked about the candidate quality that mat-
tered most, a plurality of voters (39 percent) said that they 
wanted a candidate who could bring change; Trump car-
ried 82 percent of these voters. His message that he could 
make America great again resonated with many.

Finally, 2016 marked only the fifth time in American 
 history—and the second time since 2000—that a candi-
date won the electoral college but lost the popular vote. 
Trump beat Clinton in the Electoral College, but she beat 
him by over 2.8 million votes in the national popular vote. 
In the wake of the election, some have called, yet again, to 
do away with the Electoral College and move to a national 
popular vote. While the Electoral College is unpopular, it is 
unlikely to be removed any time soon.

Scholars, the media, and politicians will continue to dis-
sect these issues and debates for years to come. Based 
on these results, and what you have read elsewhere in the 
textbook, what would you recommend that the parties do 
to prepare for 2018, 2020, and beyond?

HOW 
THINGS 
WORK

The 2016 Election
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 Figure 10.3  2016 Presidential Election Results

Source: 2016 Exit Polls, as reported by the New York Times and CNN.

Note: Because of third-party candidates, in some categories neither Clinton nor Trump got a majority of voters.

through campaign communication. This can take many 
forms, but we can think of them as usefully falling into 
two broad classes: campaign-created communications 

(e.g., advertisements, speeches) and campaign events 
(e.g., debates and conventions). They both help inform 
voters, but in somewhat different ways.
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Campaign Communications
As we learned at the outset of the chapter, presidential 
campaigns now cost in the billions of dollars—several 
times what they cost even a few decades ago. In every 
recent election, advertising has typically been the single 
biggest expense for both candidates. Most notably, this 
would be television advertisements, though it would 
also include other methods such as direct mail, social 
media platforms, and so forth.

In every recent presidential election, both campaigns 
have spent lavishly on television advertisements, especially 
in key battleground states. In 2016, Clinton and Trump 
advertised heavily in states such as Florida, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Colorado. For example, in 
Florida alone, Clinton and Trump spent over $110 million 
on television advertising in 2016.35 Indeed, in many areas, 
one cannot watch TV during an election year without 
being bombarded by television advertisements. To see the 
ads that were aired in 2016 and previous elections, visit the 
Living Room Candidate (www.livingroomcandidate.org).

Anyone who has seen campaign advertisements on 
television knows that many of them, if not most, share two 
features: they appeal to emotions, and they make nega-
tive attacks. Emotional appeals have become ubiquitous. 
A comprehensive study carefully analyzed thousands of 
political ads.36 A plurality, it found, was purposely designed 
(everything from the images used to the music playing in 
the background) to appeal mainly to voters’ fears (impend-
ing war, losing a job, etc.). A smaller but significant fraction 
was more focused on stirring positive emotions (patrio-
tism and community pride). Interestingly, such ads do not 
simply work on the uninformed. Instead, they have larger 
effects on those who are the most informed and engaged 
with politics, suggesting that even the most “sophisticated” 
among us can fall prey to such ads.37

Second, most political ads are negative. Simply 
put, a negative advertisement is an advertisement that 
directs viewers’ attention to the downsides of a candi-
date (rather than their beneficial qualities); such ads are 
sometimes called attack ads. In 2016, negative ads from 
Secretary Clinton questioned President Trump’s fitness 
for the office by attacking his character, often by repeat-
ing some of his more inflammatory comments. Negative 
ads from the Trump campaign suggested that Clinton 
was an out-of-touch elitist, one who looked down on 
hard- working, ordinary voters. Such ads dominated the 
airwaves: nearly 80 percent of ads aired in 2016 were 
negative. While this was down very slightly from 2012, 
the level in 2016 was much higher than in earlier elec-
tions like 2000 or 2004.38

Are such advertisements harmful? Many implicitly 
assume so. But this is perhaps premature because it con-
flates a negative ad—one that highlights a candidate’s 

shortcomings on the issues—with a deceptive or dirty ad 
that distorts the truth or engages in personal attacks on 
a candidate. Just because an ad is negative does not mean 
it is dirty or deceptive: one can critique and be truthful.39 
While some negative advertisements devolve into per-
sonal attacks and falsehoods, many are ads that critique 
an opponent’s stance on the issues or record in office.40 
While mudslinging is not helpful, ads that portray where 
the candidates stand on the issues are.

As a result, negative advertisements (at least those that 
focus on issues) are typically more informative than posi-
tive advertisements. Positive advertisements tend to traffic 
in happy platitudes with little substantive detail, whereas 
negative ads tend to offer actual critiques on the issues.41 
Negative advertisements can be a valuable tool for learn-
ing about the issues.

But whether an ad appeals to our emotions, and 
whether it is positive or negative, the real question is, Do 
advertisements work? In particular, we can ask three ques-
tions: Do advertisements change who turns out to vote? 
Do they inform voters? Do they change voters’ assess-
ments of the candidates?

First, advertisements do not seem to increase turnout 
very much.42 As we discussed in Chapter 8, many other 
factors determine whether someone turns out to vote, and 
political advertising contributes little beyond these fac-
tors. Second, as we saw above, ads, especially when they 
discuss substantive issues, can inform voters and help 
them learn where the candidates stand on the issues of 
the day.43 Finally, advertisements also shape how voters 
think about the candidates. Advertisements shape people’s 
assessments of the candidates’ traits (factors such as strong 
leadership, integrity, and empathy, discussed earlier), and 
they also seem to affect a candidate’s overall likability.44 It 
is fair to say that advertising works.

IMAGE 10-5 Many blame negative campaign ads for voters’ 
unhappiness with campaigns, but the scholarly evidence sug-
gests they can help voters learn about the candidates.
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But it is important to point out, however, that adver-
tising does not determine election outcomes. This is true 
for two reasons. First, these effects are modest, not mas-
sive. The studies cited above find that advertisements 
change the outcome by a few percent at most, and these 
effects decay very quickly. Scholars can detect the effects of 
an ad for a day or two after it airs, but it fades away after 
that.45 Even ads that are repeated again and again have 
relatively small effects in the end. Simply running more 
advertisements will not fundamentally reshape an elec-
tion. Second, at the presidential level, because the cam-
paigns are relatively evenly matched, the effects from one 
campaign’s advertisements cancel out the effects from the 
other campaign’s advertisements.46 Candidates spend so 
many millions of dollars on ads partly because they need 
to match their opponent’s ads. This quickly escalates the 
cost without necessarily changing the outcome very much, 
as the ads cancel each other out. Neither side can back 
down, however, because that would give their opponent 
an edge (ads from one side that are not answered by the 
other side could have a larger effect). The end result is a 
great deal of spending without much of an effect on the 
overall outcome.

Campaign Events
Beyond advertisements and other forms of communi-
cation from the campaigns, voters also learn about the 
candidates from the campaign events themselves. In par-
ticular, two campaign events are particularly important 
to voters: the parties’ nominating conventions and the 

presidential debates. These events matter because they 
are the way in which most people actually encounter the 
candidates in their own words, beyond 30-second televi-
sion ads. For many voters, these events are their longest 
sustained interactions with the candidates.

As we reviewed in Chapter 9, a party’s convention 
is the formal mechanism used to nominate that party’s 
candidate for president (though the decision effectively is 
made by the voters months earlier in the primaries). The 
convention is the party’s chance to make its case to the 
voters for why their nominee should win the election.  
The convention culminates with the nominee giving his 
or her acceptance speech, but in the days leading up to it, 
other party luminaries and rising stars also make the case 
for the nominee and the party. Such events are especially 
valuable for the party because they get to speak directly to 
voters, without any rebuttal from the other side. Further-
more, not only does the party get to broadcast its message, 
it typically also gets highly favorable press coverage dur-
ing the event, which also moves voters toward the party’s 
nominee in the days and weeks following the convention.47

As a result of this sustained one-sided and favorable 
coverage, candidates traditionally got a sustained “bump” 
from the convention: their poll numbers went up follow-
ing the convention (though this boost quickly dissipated 
in most years). Figure 10.4 shows that convention bump 
over time.

As we can see in Figure 10.4, in some years, there 
have been truly large convention bumps of 10 and even 
15 points. Interestingly, however, the average size of the 
convention bump has decreased over time. This could 

 Figure 10.4  Historical Convention Bounces, 1964–2016

Source: 1964–2012, data from various Gallup Polls; 2016: data from Alan Rappeport, “New 
Poll Reflects a Post- Convention Bounce for Hillary Clinton,” New York Times, 1 August, 2016.
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be due to many factors, but one likely factor is the tim-
ing of the convention. The conventions were at one time 
held almost a month apart. But starting in 2000, they 
have occurred much closer together, and since 2008, the 
conventions occurred in back-to-back weeks. When 
the  conventions were a month apart, each party’s message 
had time to sink in and be absorbed by voters. But today, 
the conventions occurring in such rapid succession limits 
their potential effectiveness.48

The debates also serve as an important source of voter 
information about the candidates. They typically are 
viewed by the largest audience a candidate reaches dur-
ing the campaign: in 2016, over 80 million Americans 
watched the first presidential debate—more than double 
the audience for either candidate’s acceptance speech. The 
debates also give the candidates an opportunity to show 
how they function under pressure, as they have to tackle 
questions from the moderator and audience and still get 
their message across.

Much like the conventions, the media’s coverage of 
the event strongly colors how people respond to it. While 
millions do tune in to watch the debate itself, they also 
see pundits discuss it in the hours, days, and weeks that 
follow. Indeed, the post-debate commentary can often be 
just as influential for voters as the actual debate itself.49 
The media typically declares one candidate the winner, 
and then that candidate receives a boost in his or her 
standing in the polls.

This bump to the winner’s poll numbers is typically 
quite modest, however—only a few points at most. Why 
do debates move opinion less than the conventions? The 
debates take place much later in the election season (usu-
ally in October), and by that point most viewers have 
made a decision and are unlikely to be swayed. Indeed, 
for many Americans who have picked a candidate, debates 
are mostly an opportunity to cheer for him or her.50

That does not mean, however, that debates do not 
matter. The evidence suggests that debates can matter for 
any remaining undecided voters and for wavering parti-
sans (those who are not currently supporting their party’s 
nominee).51 For example, in the first debate in 2012, Mitt 
 Romney had a stronger than expected performance and was 
the consensus winner according to the post-debate com-
mentary. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, Romney’s standing 
in the polls jumped by about four points after the debate. 
But much of this shift was due to undecided Republicans 
coming back to Romney.52 This debate, like many other 
campaign events, activated latent partisanship and helped 
to bring wavering partisans back into the fold; it no doubt 
also helped undecided voters make up their minds as well.

Beyond the debates and conventions, journal-
ists always try to claim that various events are “game 

changers”: this rally or that speech will be the one that 
fundamentally alters the dynamics of an election. One 
study of a recent election found that over the course of 
the campaign, journalists called 68 different events “game 
changers,” when most were anything but.53 In the end, 
most campaign events do not really change the dynamics 
of the race because the dynamics are driven by the under-
lying fundamentals. Campaigns—and campaign events— 
certainly matter, but they matter more at the margins.

10-4  Building a Winning 
Coalition

Earlier in the chapter, we argued that campaigns primar-
ily focus on three factors to persuade voters: assigning 
credit and blame for the state of the nation, activating 
voters’ latent partisanship, and helping voters judge the 
candidates’ character. As a result, these factors largely 
shape a voter’s decision in the ballot box. If we want to 
understand how voters will cast their ballot, these are 
the factors to understand.

While valuable, however, this sort of analysis does 
not tell us how the parties each construct a winning coali-
tion. Which groups are the base of support for each party? 
Which groups divide their support more evenly between 
them? Women? Young voters? Someone else? To answer 
these sorts of questions, we need to examine the level of 
support for the parties from different demographic groups 
over time. Figure 10.5 shows how various salient social 
groups have voted over the previous 60 years.

African Americans are the most loyal voters in the 
Democratic coalition. In every election but one since 
1952, two-thirds or more of all African Americans voted 
Democratic; since 1964, more than four-fifths have gone 
Democratic. Usually, Jewish voters are almost as solidly 

IMAGE 10-6 Vice-presidential nominees Tim Kaine (left) and 
Mike Pence square off in the 2016 vice-presidential debate.
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10-4 Building a Winning Coalition 225

 Figure 10.5  Group Support for the Democratic Nominee, 1952–2016
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incumbent The person already 
holding an elective office.

Democratic, although their support for President Obama 
fell somewhat in 2012. Most Latinos have been Demo-
crats, though differences exist among Cuban Americans 
(who often vote Republican) and Mexican Americans and 
Puerto Ricans (who are strongly Democratic). In recent 
elections, turnout rates among Latino voters have begun 
to rise. Latino support for Democrats fell in 2016; it is 
unclear what will happen in future elections.

Over time, women and young people have become 
more important Democratic constituencies as well. Since 
the 1980s, women have been trending toward the Demo-
cratic Party, and in recent years they have tended to favor 
Democrats by a several-point margin, whereas men are 
increasingly Republican. Young people used to split their 
votes more evenly between the parties, but since the 1990s 
they have favored Democratic candidates (by substantial 
margins in recent years, though their support for the 
Democratic nominee dropped somewhat in 2016, partly 
reflecting the appeal of third-party candidates for younger 
voters). At the same time, older voters have begun to favor 
Republicans, suggesting an emerging age gap.

The parties also divide along income lines. Those 
in the bottom third of the income distribution tend to 
favor Democrats, whereas those in the top third favor 
Republicans (those in between have swung between the 
parties). This same general pattern held in 2016, though 
lower-income voters were somewhat less supportive of the 
Democratic nominee than in previous years. Interestingly, 
some have argued that low-income whites have come to 
heavily favor Republicans because of the party’s stance on 
social issues such as abortion and gay marriage. The evi-
dence, however, suggests that it is not the case, and low-
income whites remain predominantly Democratic.54

Catholics once heavily favored Democrats, but over 
time they have become more of an electoral bellwether, 
splitting their support between the parties much more 

evenly. In 1960, Catho-
lics heavily supported 
John F.  Kennedy (a 
Democrat and fellow 
Catholic), but they also voted for Nixon and Reagan—
both Republicans. Since the 1990s, Catholics have split 
their vote just about equally between the parties. The 
same is true of Protestants: Sixty years ago they were sol-
idly Republican, but today they support Democrats and 
Republicans at similar levels.

In contemporary elections, perhaps even more relevant 
than your religious denomination (Protestant, Catholic, 
Jewish, or other) is your commitment to that faith. Those 
who more frequently attend church (of any denomina-
tion) tend to favor Republicans, and likewise, those who 
do not attend church (or profess no religious affiliation) 
have moved more strongly toward the Democratic Party.

Looking across these various divides, however, what 
becomes clear is that few demographic groups overwhelm-
ingly favor one party or the other. Yes, African Americans 
and Jews heavily favor the Democrats in most elections, 
but most other groups favor one party or the other by a 
relatively modest amount, often less than five percentage 
points. This suggests that neither party can afford to write 
off any demographic group, and that either party’s can-
didate needs a broad coalition to capture the presidency.

10-5  Congressional 
Elections

So far in the chapter, we have focused almost exclusively 
on the presidential election. But this is not the only elec-
tion in American politics: We also go to the polls to elect 
members of the House and Senate (not to mention doz-
ens of state and local officials). Congressional elections 
are very similar to presidential elections in many ways, 
and many of the factors we reviewed earlier—the health 
of the economy, partisanship, and judgments about the 
candidates’ character—matter a great deal here as well. 
But a number of important differences also exist. Here 
we focus on three particularly key ones that give con-
gressional elections their own unique dynamics.

The Incumbency Advantage
In presidential elections, the incumbent (i.e., the sitting 
president) typically receives 50–55 percent of the vote—
most presidential elections are close, hard-fought contests, 
as we mentioned above. In contrast, in congressional elec-
tions, many incumbents win with an overwhelming share 
(often more than 60 percent) of the vote. In most election 

IMAGE 10-7 Senator Bernie Sanders greets supporters during 
his run for the 2016 Democratic presidential nomination.
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years, the vast majority of incumbents—often more than 
90 percent—are reelected to Congress. In 2014, the 
House reelection rate was 95 percent, and in the Senate, 
“only” 82 percent of incumbents were reelected; recall that 
several Democratic senators went down to defeat, such as 
Kay Hagan in North Carolina, Mark Pryor in Arkansas, 
and Mark Begich in Alaska. But in 2016, these figures 
were both at their historical levels: 97 percent of House 
incumbents were reelected, and 90 percent of incumbent 
senators were reelected (Republicans Mark Kirk of Illi-
nois and Kelly Ayotte of New Hampshire both lost their 
seats). Since the mid-1960s, the incumbent reelection 
rate has never dropped below 80 percent in the House or  
60 percent in the Senate (see Figure 13.2 in Chapter 13 for 
a depiction of the incumbent reelection rate over time). 
Not only are incumbents more likely to be reelected, they 
do better than an otherwise similar challenger would. 
Scholars estimate that House candidates today get several 
percent more of the vote than would a challenger who is 
otherwise similar (with Senate candidates getting a simi-
lar, albeit smaller, boost).55 Clearly, incumbents do quite 
well in legislative elections.

Political scientists have studied this phenomenon 
extensively and argue that this incumbency advantage 
reflects a number of factors that favor incumbents over 
challengers in congressional elections. We discuss these 
factors in more detail in Chapter 13 on Congress, but 
several of the main factors are briefly reviewed here. One 
important factor is the members’ ability to serve their con-
stituency. Members of Congress—unlike the president—
are very likely to actively provide services to those whom 
they represent. Members can help a constituent track 
down a lost Social Security check, help apply for a small 
business loan, or, more generally, intervene on a constitu-
ent’s behalf with a federal agency. Indeed, almost every 
member of Congress has a section on his or her website 
to encourage constituents to reach out and contact them 
if they need help with some aspect of the federal govern-
ment. Members of Congress want to be of service to those 
they represent.

Second, members of Congress also are able to claim 
credit for every bridge, road, and project in their district. 
They can point to their ability to help secure funds for 
the district as a reason to reelect them year after year. In 
both cases, this helps members build a reservoir of support 
that is not tied to partisanship, but rather to the members 
themselves. If a Democratic member helps a Republican 
constituent apply for a government program, then that 
constituent is more likely to vote for that member of Con-
gress despite their partisan differences.56

Members of Congress also have an important name 
recognition advantage: they are much better known than 

most challengers. After 
all, the incumbent con-
gressperson has already 
been elected once, and 
can more easily com-
mand media attention. 
Furthermore, they can 
use the franking privi-
lege (the ability of mem-
bers of Congress to send 
mail to constituents) to 
communicate their accomplishments in office to their 
constituents. Such efforts boost the name recognition and 
standing of incumbent members of Congress.

Finally, members enjoy an enormous fundraising 
advantage over challengers. Sitting members of Congress 
have the ability to raise funds throughout their term, and 
often have much more cash than their potential oppo-
nents (who typically struggle to raise money). Despite 
efforts to limit the influence of money in politics (dis-
cussed below), members of Congress almost always out-
spend their challengers. All of these reasons—and many 
more—help to explain why members of Congress are so 
frequently reelected.

Redistricting and Gerrymandering
Since 1911, the size of the House has been fixed at 435 mem-
bers, except for a brief period when it had 437 mem bers 
owing to the admission of Alaska and Hawaii to the 
Union in 1959. Once the size was decided, it was neces-
sary to find a formula for performing the painful task of 
apportioning seats among the states as they gained and 
lost population. The Constitution requires such reappor-
tionment every 10 years (a process also known as redis-
tricting). A more or less automatic method was selected 
in 1929 based on a complex statistical system that has 
withstood decades of political and scientific testing. Since 
1990, under this system 18 states have lost representation 
in the House and 11 have gained it. Florida and Califor-
nia posted the biggest gains, while New York, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania suffered the largest losses.

When such reapportionment and redistricting takes 
place, many complain there has been gerrymandering, 
which means drawing a district boundary in some bizarre 
or unusual shape to make it easy for the candidate of one 
party to win election in that district. This would seem to 
make it much easier for incumbents to win reelection: 
One district can be made heavily Democratic by pack-
ing many Democratic voters into it, thereby making it 
easier for a Democrat to win reelection in that district. 
There is some truth to this claim, but only some, as many 

gerrymandering Drawing 
the boundaries of legislative 
districts in bizarre or unusual 
shapes to favor one party.

incumbency advantage 
The tendency of incumbents to 
do better than otherwise similar 
challengers, especially in con-
gressional elections.
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surge and decline  Tendency 
for the president’s party to 
do better in presidential years 
when he is at the top of the 
ticket (the surge), but to do 
worse when he is not because 
many voters are less enthusias-
tic and stay home (the decline).

coattails The alleged ten-
dency of candidates to win 
more votes in an election 
because of the presence 
at the top of the ticket of a 
 better-known candidate, such 
as the president.

competing pressures are 
put on drawing districts. 
Many states (and the 
courts) mandate that 
districts be of roughly 
equal population, fol-
low natural political 
boundaries (like towns), 
be contiguous (i.e., be 
able to travel from any 
point in the district to 
any other), and so forth. 
This puts significant 
constraints on what 
districts can be drawn. 
So while gerrymander-

ing affects congressional elections, the effects are less than 
many claim.57

On-Year and Off-Year Elections
The U.S. holds presidential elections every four years, 
but congressional elections every two years. In general, 
the president’s party loses seats in the midterm election. 
As we can see in Figure 10.6, the president’s party has 
lost seats in every midterm election since 1938, except 
for 1998 and 2002.

What explains this striking pattern? Political scientists 
call this pattern surge and decline. In a presidential elec-
tion year, the president’s supporters show up at the polls to 

vote for the president. They also vote for other candidates 
from the president’s party (such as members of Congress), 
a phenomenon known as coattails.58 This generates a surge 
in support for the president’s fellow partisans. As a result, 
when a new president is elected, typically he brings in to 
Congress more members of his own party. For example, 
after the 2008 elections, 21 more Democrats joined the 
House, and after 2012, the Democrats gained 8 more seats.

But in the subsequent midterm election, without the 
appeal of the president at the top of the ticket, many 
of those voters stay home, and support for the party’s 
candidates declines. With the president at the top of 
the ticket, his partisans flock to the polls, and his party 
does better with Independents. But in the midterm elec-
tions, without the president running, his partisans stay 
home, especially those who are more marginal voters.59 
The surge in the on-year election means that the presi-
dent’s party picks up seats normally held by the other 
party, but in the off-year election, without the president 
at the top of the ticket, those seats are more difficult to 
hold. So while Obama helped bring more Democrats 
into office in 2008 and 2012, in the two midterm elec-
tions of 2010  and 2014, his party’s fortunes declined: 
Democrats lost 63 seats in the House of Representatives 
in 2010 and 13 seats in 2014. Relative to the 2008 and 
2012 electorates, those in 2010 and 2014 were more 
conservative and Republican, older, whiter, and more 
male.60 As we discussed earlier, these groups tend to favor 
Republicans somewhat (see Figure 10.5), so Republicans 
did a bit better in Obama’s two midterm elections. In the 

 Figure 10.6  House Seats Won or Lost by the President’s Party in Midterm Elections, 1946–2014
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2006 midterm elections, with Bush in the White House, 
the electorate was more pro- Democratic, and so Demo-
crats did better (gaining 31 seats and control of Con-
gress). Because of this  pattern of surge and decline, the 
party controlling the White House typically loses seats in 
the midterm election.

10-6  Campaign Finance: 
Regulating the Flow 
of  Political Money

We opened the chapter by noting the vast sums of 
money that now flow through presidential and congres-
sional elections, and throughout the chapter we have 
explained what this money buys and how that matters 
to election outcomes. But that still leaves several impor-
tant questions about the effects of money on elections. 
Here we try to answer three questions: Where does cam-
paign money come from? What rules govern how it is 
raised and spent? What has been the effect of campaign 
finance reform?

Sources of Campaign Money
Presidential candidates get part of their money from 
private donors and part from the federal government; 
congressional candidates get all of their money from pri-
vate sources. The federal government provides match-
ing funds, dollar for dollar, for all monies raised from 
individual donors who contribute no more than $250. 
(To prove they are serious candidates, they must first 
raise $5,000 from such small contributors in each of 
20 states.) The government previously gave a lump-
sum grant to each political party to help pay the costs 
of its nominating convention, though President Obama 
signed legislation ending that program in 2014. In the 
general election, the government pays all the costs (up to 
a legal limit) of major-party candidates and part of the 
costs of minor-party candidates (those winning between 
5 and 25 percent of the vote).

This system of public funding of presidential elections 
was put in place starting with the 1976 election as a response 
to the Watergate scandal (see below). In recent elections, 
however, more and more candidates have opted out of the 
public funding program (by opting out, candidates are 
free to spend as much money as they like;  candidates who 
accept the public funds must abide by spending limits). In 
2000, George W. Bush became the first candidate to opt 
out of public funding in the primaries (but not the general 
election); in 2008, Obama became the first candidate to 
opt out of public funding during the general election; and 
in 2012, both major party nominees turned down public 

funding for the general 
election. In 2016, only 
one candidate accepted 
public financing: for-
mer Maryland Governor 
Martin O’Malley, who 
ran for the Democratic 
nomination. Every other 
candidate—including Clinton and Trump in both the 
primary and general election—rejected public financing. 
What happens with this system in the future remains to 
be seen.

Congressional candidates get no government funds; 
all their money must come out of their own pockets or 
be raised from individuals, interest groups (PACs), or the 
political parties. Contrary to what many people think, 
most of that money comes from—and has always come 
from—individual donors. Because the rules sharply limit 
how much any individual can give directly to candidates, 
most donations are relatively modest amounts ($100 or 
$200) given by ordinary people, rather than a few rich 
plutocrats.61

Campaign Finance Rules
During the 1972 presidential election, men hired by 
President Nixon’s campaign staff broke into the head-
quarters of the Democratic National Committee in the 
Watergate office building. They were caught by an alert 
security guard. The subsequent investigation disclosed 
that Nixon’s people had engaged in dubious or illegal 
money-raising schemes, including taking large sums from 
wealthy contributors in exchange for appointing them 
to ambassadorships. Many individuals and corporations 
were indicted for making illegal donations (since 1925, it 
had been against the law for corporations or labor unions 
to contribute money to candidates, but the law had been 
unenforceable). Some of the accused had given money to 
Democratic candidates as well as to Nixon.

When the break-in was discovered, the Watergate 
scandal unfolded. It had two political results: President 
Nixon was forced to resign, and a new campaign finance 
law was passed.

Under the new law, individuals could not contribute 
more than $1,000 to a candidate during any single elec-
tion. Corporations and labor unions had for many decades 
been prohibited from spending money on campaigns, 
but the new law created a substitute: political action 
 committees (PACs). A PAC must have at least 50 mem-
bers (all of whom enroll voluntarily), give to at least five 
federal candidates, and must not give more than $5,000 to 
any candidate in any election or more than $15,000 per 
year to any given national party committee. In addition, 

political action 
 committees (PACs) 
 Committees set up by a 
 corporation, labor union, or 
interest group that raise and 
spend campaign money from 
voluntary donations.
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the law made federal 
tax money available to 
help pay for presiden-
tial primary campaigns, 
for all of the campaign 
costs of a major-party 
candidate, and for a 
fraction of the costs of 
a minor-party candidate 
in a presidential general 
election (though as we 
saw above, candidates 
have recently begun to 
opt out of this system). 

The new law helped increase the amount of money 
spent on elections and, in time, changed the way that 
money was spent. As Figure 10.7 shows, since the 1970s, 
different types of PACs have proliferated or dropped off. In 
each election since 2002, PACs have given over $250 mil-
lion to congressional candidates. In its April 2017 report 
on the 2015–2016 federal election cycle, the Federal Elec-
tion Commission reported that 8,666 federal PACs had 
total receipts of nearly $4 billion and spent approximately 
$4 billion on that cycle’s elections. This included signifi-
cant spending from corporate PACs ($385 million), labor 
PACs ($331 million), and so-called super PACs, which 
are formally known as “Independent Expenditure Only 
Political Committees,” which spent $1.8 billion. We dis-
cuss these super PACs in more detail below. 

The 1973 campaign finance law produced two prob-
lems. The first was independent expenditures. A PAC, 
a corporation, or a labor union could spend whatever it 

wanted supporting or opposing a candidate, so long as 
this spending was “independent,” that is, not coordinated 
with or made at the direction of the candidate’s wishes. 
Simply put, independent expenditures are ordinary adver-
tising directed at or against candidates.

The second was soft money. Under the law, individu-
als, corporations, labor unions, and other groups could 
give unlimited amounts of money to political parties 
provided the money was not used to back candidates by 
name. But the money could be used in ways that helped 
candidates, for example, by financing voter registration 
and get-out-the-vote drives. Many, however, saw such 
activities as de facto spending on candidates (for example, 
by showing people a photo of a candidate, encouraging 
people to vote for that candidate’s party, but not naming 
that candidate, the ad could be paid for with soft money). 
Such activities therefore became controversial.

A Second Campaign Finance Law
Reform is a tricky word. We like to think it means fix-
ing something gone wrong. But some reforms can make 
matters worse. For example, the campaign finance 
reforms enacted in the early 1970s helped matters in 
some ways by ensuring that all campaign contributors 
would be identified by name. But they made things 
worse in other ways, for example, by requiring can-
didates to raise small sums from many donors. This 
made it harder for challengers to run (incumbents are 
much better known and raise more money) and easier 
for wealthy candidates to run because, under the law as 
interpreted by the Supreme Court, candidates can spend 
as much of their own money as they want.

independent expenditures  
Spending by political action 
committees, corporations, or 
labor unions to help a party 
or candidate but done inde-
pendent from the party or 
candidate.

soft money Funds obtained 
by political parties that are 
spent on party activities, such 
as get-out-the-vote drives, 
but not on behalf of a specific 
candidate.

 Figure 10.7  Growth of PACs, 1976–2016
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After the 2000 campaign, a strong movement devel-
oped in Congress to reform the reforms of the 1970s. 
The result was the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 
2002, which passed easily in the House and Senate and 
was signed by President Bush. After the 1970s laws were 
passed, the Supreme Court, in Buckley v. Valeo (424 U.S. 
1, 1976), upheld federal limits on campaign contribu-
tions even as it ruled that spending money to influence 
elections is a form of constitutionally protected free 
speech (hence candidates were free to give unlimited 
amounts of money to their own campaigns). That prec-
edent had pretty much held, but the new law made three 
important changes. First, it banned soft-money contribu-
tions to national political parties from corporations and 
unions. After the federal elections in 2002, no national 
party or party committee could accept soft money. Any 
money the national parties get must come from “hard 
money”—that is, individual donations or PAC contribu-
tions as limited by federal law. Many feared this would 
substantially weaken parties, as they had become depen-
dent on soft-money donations to fund their operations. 
But, as we discussed in Chapter 9, the parties changed 
their tactics and are raising more money today than ever 
before.

Second, the limit on individual contributions was raised 
from $1,000 per candidate per election to $2,000  (and 
indexed in order to rise with inflation; the limit for the 
2017–2018 election cycle is $2,700).

Third, independent expenditures by corpora-
tions, labor unions, trade associations, and (under cer-
tain circumstances) nonprofit organizations are sharply 
restricted. Now none of these organizations can use their 
own money to refer to a clearly identified federal candi-
date in any advertisement during the 60 days preceding a 
general election or the 30 days preceding a primary con-
test. (PACs can still refer to candidates in their ads, but 
of course PACs are restricted to hard money—that is, the 
amount they can spend under federal law.)

Immediately after the law was signed, critics filed 
suit in federal court, claiming it was unconstitutional. 
The suit brought together a number of organizations that 
rarely work together, such as the American Civil Liber-
ties Union and the National Right to Life Committee. 
The suit claimed that the ban on independent spending 
that “refers to” clearly identified candidates 60 days before 
an election is unconstitutional because it is an abridge-
ment of the right of free speech. Under the law, an orga-
nization need not even endorse or oppose a candidate; it 
is enough that it mention a politician. This means that 
60 days before an election, an organization cannot say, for 
example, that it “supports (or opposes) a bill proposed by 
Congresswoman Pelosi.”

Newspapers, magazines, and radio and television sta-
tions are not affected by the law, so they can say whatever 
they want for or against a candidate. One way of evaluat-
ing the law is to observe that it shifts influence away from 
businesses and unions and toward the media.

In McConnell v. Federal Election Commission (2002), 
the Supreme Court decided to uphold almost all of the 
law. As we saw in Chapter 5, it rejected the argument 
of those who claimed that speech requires money and 
decided it was no violation of the free speech provisions 
of the First Amendment to eliminate the ability of cor-
porations and labor unions (and the organizations that 
use their money) to even mention a candidate for federal 
office for 60 days before the national election. In 2007, 
however, the Court backed away from this view. An ad 
by a right-to-life group urged people to write to Sena-
tor Russell Feingold to convince him to vote for certain 
judicial nominees, but it did not tell people how to vote. 
The Court decided this was “issue advocacy” protected 
by the First Amendment and so could not be banned by 
the McCain-Feingold law (Federal Election Commission v. 
 Wisconsin Right to Life).

Two more recent decisions have further relaxed cam-
paign finance rules. In the 2010 Citizens United decision 
(Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission), the Court 
narrowly decided, in a five-to-four decision, to overturn 
the ban on corporate and union funding of campaign ads. 
The decision kept in place the limits on donations to can-
didates, but allows corporations, unions, and other groups 
to spend unlimited funds calling for the support or defeat 
of particular candidates (and also helped to give rise to so-
called super PACs, as we explain below).

In 2014, in McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commis-
sion, the Court overturned the aggregate biennial limits 
on contributions to national parties and candidates. By 
law, individuals were limited in how much they can give 
in total to candidates, parties, and other political commit-
tees. So, before the McCutcheon ruling, individuals could 
give no more than $48,600 in total to all candidates, and 
could give no more than $2,600 to any candidate—any 
individual could give the federal limit to only 18 candi-
dates. McCutcheon kept the limits on how much anyone 
could give to a particular candidate, but overturned the 
limit on the aggregate rules. So now an individual may 
give the federal limit ($2,700 in 2017–2018) to as many 
candidates as he or she likes. (The decision made a parallel 
set of rulings with respect to parties.)

If the past is any guide, neither recent changes nor 
the existing legal maze will do much to keep individu-
als, PACs, party leaders, and others from funding the can-
didates they favor. Nor should we be surprised if groups 
continue to steer contributions much as one might expect.
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For instance, PACs 
dedicated to a party, 
a policy position, or a 
cause (e.g., pro-choice 
PACs that favor Demo-
crats and pro-life PACs 
that favor Republicans) 
generally do not change 
how they give to candi-
dates depending on who 
is in power. By contrast, 
trade and corporate PAC 
money tends to follow 

power: when Democrats control Congress, they give to 
Democrats, but switch to Republicans when Republicans 
are in control. In the 2009–2010 cycle, when Democrats 
were in control of Congress, the National Association 
of Realtors gave 55 percent of its funds to Democrats. 
But Republicans retook control of the House in 2010, 
and in 2011–2012 they gave 55 percent to Republicans. 
Similarly, the National Beer Wholesalers Association 
gave 53 percent to Democrats in 2009–2010, but then 
gave 59 percent to Republicans in 2011–2012—and so 
it went for numerous other trade or corporate PACs (see 
Table 10.1 for a list of the top 20 PAC contributors in 
2015–2016). As we discuss in the next chapter, for most 
PACs, their goal is to gain access to politicians and make 
friends, not to support a particular ideology; hence they 
give more to whichever party is in power.

New Sources of Money
If money is, indeed, the mother’s milk of politics, efforts 
to make the money go away are not likely to work. 
The Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, once enforced, 
immediately stimulated people to find other ways to 
spend political money.

The most common were 527 organizations. These 
groups, named after a provision of the Internal Revenue 
Code, are designed to permit the kind of soft-money 
expenditures once made by political parties. In 2004, 
the Democrats created the Media Fund, America Com-
ing Together, America Votes, and many other groups. 
George Soros, a wealthy businessman, gave more than 
$23 million to organizations pledged to defeat George W. 
Bush. The Republicans responded by creating Progress for 
America, the Leadership Forum, America for Job Security, 
and other groups. Under the law as it is now interpreted, 
527 organizations can spend their money on politics so 
long as they do not coordinate with a candidate or lobby 
directly for that person. As early as the 2004 elections, 
527 organizations raised and spent over one-third of a bil-
lion dollars.

Two other outside groups have joined 527 organiza-
tions in recent years. First are the “super PACs” (techni-
cally known as “independent expenditure-only political 
committees”). These super PACs were born after the Citi-
zens United decision and several other related decisions and 
rule changes. Super PACs can raise and spend unlimited 
amounts of money from corporations, labor unions, indi-
viduals, and other groups, whereas traditional PACs have 
strict limits on how much they can accept from any individ-
ual. Super PACs must operate independently of campaigns 
and candidates; they may not be “in concert or cooperation 
with” the candidate, his or her campaign organization, or a 
political party. So, for example, a super PAC’s television ad 
for a given candidate must be funded and fashioned with-
out that candidate, his or her campaign managers, or the 
candidate’s party leaders being involved in any way.

Super PACs have become major sources of cam-
paign dollars in recent elections. According to the Cen-
ter for Responsive Politics, 1,322 super PACs raised over 
$695  million and spent about $348 million in 2014.62 

•	Buckley v. Valeo (1976): Held that a law limiting 
contributions to political campaigns was constitu-
tional but that one restricting a candidate’s expendi-
tures of his or her own money was not.

•	McConnell v. Federal Election Commission 
(2002): Upheld 2002 Bipartisan Campaign Reform 
Act (popularly known as the McCain-Feingold law) 
prohibiting corporations and labor unions from run-
ning ads that mention candidates and their posi-
tions for 60 days before a federal general election.

•	Federal Election Commission v. Wisconsin Right 
to Life, Inc. (2007): Held that issue ads may not be 
prohibited before a primary or general election.

•	Citizens United v. Federal Election  Commission 
(2010): Overturned part of a 2002 law that 
had  prohibited corporate and union funding of 
campaign ads.

•	McCutcheon et al. v. Federal Election Commis-
sion (2014): Overturned aggregate limits on individ-
ual contributions to candidates and national parties.

Financing ElectionsLANDMARK 
CASES

527 organizations Orga-
nizations under section 527 
of the Internal Revenue Code 
that raise and spend money to 
advance political causes.

super PAC A group that raises 
and spends unlimited amounts 
of money from corporations, 
unions, and individuals but can-
not coordinate its activities with 
campaigns in any way.
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501(c)4 group A social 
welfare organization that can 
devote no more than 50  percent 
of its funds to politics. Some-
times referred to as “dark 
money” groups because they 
do not have to disclose their 
donors.

To put these 2014 numbers in perspective, in that same 
election, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Com-
mittee and the National Republican Congressional Com-
mittee together spent only $134 million, or less than 
40  percent of the spending from super PACs. In the 
2015–2016 election cycle, the FEC reported that 2,722 
super PACs raised and spent $1.8 billion, more than pres-
idential candidates or parties raised in that election year.

Second, 501(c)4 groups (also called social welfare 
organizations) have also emerged as important politi-
cal funders. 501(c)4 Groups, named after the section of 
the tax code that created them, and are groups that are 
dedicated to promoting social welfare and have existed 
for many years. Many community and civic groups fall 
into this category, such as civic leagues and many local 
volunteer fire departments, not to mention groups like the 
Sierra Club, the AARP, and the National Rifle Associa-
tion. Such groups are allowed to engage in politics so long 
as politics is not their focus: No more than 50 percent of 
their money can be spent on politics. Such groups have 
an attractive feature that super PACs do not. Super PACs 

(like regular PACs) must 
disclose their donors, 
but a 501(c)4 group 
does not. Such groups 
are therefore sometimes 
called “dark money” 
groups, since the iden-
tity of the donors is not 
known. Political spend-
ing by these groups is on 
the rise: According to the Center for Responsive Politics, 
spending by these groups grew from only about 5 million 
in 2006 to more than 300 million in 2012.63 The ultimate 
impact of this money, however, remains to be seen.

Money and Winning
But does all of this money matter? Does money change who 
is elected president? At the presidential level, the answer is 
not really. In the primary process, it does not change the 
winner; after all, Sheldon Adelson spent millions in the 

PAC Name Total Amount To Democrats To Republicans

National Association of Realtors $3,960,700 42% 58%

National Beer Wholesalers Association $3,353,200 43% 57%

AT&T Inc. $2,942,750 39% 61%

Honeywell International $2,852,364 40% 60%

National Auto Dealers Association $2,659,250 28% 72%

Blue Cross/Blue Shield $2,567,398 36% 64%

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers $2,558,150 96% 4%

Lockheed Martin $2,534,750 38% 62%

American Bankers Association $2,432,007 21% 79%

Credit Union National Association $2,372,850 47% 53%

Operating Engineers Union $2,240,143 74% 26%

Comcast Corp. $2,232,700 36% 64%

National Association of Home Builders $2,185,625 17% 83%

Boeing Co. $2,154,000 43% 57%

Northrop Grumman $2,135,500 39% 61%

Majority Committee PAC $2,086,513 0% 100%

National Association of Insurance & Financial Advisors $2,086,450 33% 67%

American Crystal Sugar $2,083,000 51% 49%

United Parcel Service $2,022,256 32% 68%

Machinists/Aerospace Workers Union $2,003,500 94% 6%

Source: Center for Responsive Politics, “PACS: Top PACs, 2015–2016” www.opensecrets.org/pacs/toppacs.php. Accessed June 2017.

TABLe 10.1 Top 20 PAC Contributors to Candidates, 2015–2016
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To: Senator Brian Paul
From: Nicoletta Luciana, legislative analyst
Subject: Vote on bill to eliminate super PACs

In the wake of the 2010 Citizens United and several other decisions, super PACs (independent 
expenditure-only committees) have become a major source of campaign financing in recent years, 
spending almost $350 million in the 2014 election—more than the Democratic and Republican Parties’ 
campaign committees combined. Concerns over this record spending have led your colleagues to 
introduce a bill to ban such super PACs.

Your decision:  Vote to ban super PACs  Vote not to ban super PACs

Arguments against:
1. Political spending is a form of political speech 

and is protected by the First Amendment. 
This includes spending by super PACs.

2. By sponsoring political ads, super PACs can 
inform voters and provide them with informa-
tion they need to make a choice between 
candidates.

Arguments for:
1. These groups allow the wealthy (and corpora-

tions and unions) to have too much say in the 
political process. They can outspend other 
groups and shape the messages voters hear 
in the election.

2. There is no evidence that super PACs cause 
corruption, but they produce the appearance 
of corruption or a quid pro quo. This weakens 
citizens’ trust in our government.

What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

To Consider: 
Given record levels of spending by super PACs in recent elections, some in Congress 
are calling for a ban on super PACs. Some argue that banning these organizations 
would reduce public concerns about corruption and lessen the role of the wealthy in 
the political process, but critics charge that such restrictions would violate the First 
Amendment and harm voters.

Would Banning Super PACs Enhance 
Democracy?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?
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2012 Republican Primary to support Newt Gingrich, to 
no avail (and other wealthy donors spent lavishly to sup-
port Santorum and other losing candidates). The ability of 
wealthy donors to keep a campaign afloat, however, could 
change the dynamics of a race in the future.

In the general election for president, money is typi-
cally not an issue: Both candidates are usually relatively 
evenly matched, and their spending tends to track one 
another. For example, the single largest campaign expen-
diture for presidents is television advertisements and, as 
we discussed earlier, one party’s advertisements largely 
cancel out the other’s (generating a small, but important, 
net effect). As we have seen, three main factors typically 
shape presidential elections: political party affiliation, the 
state of the economy, and the character of the candidates. 
While the candidate who spends more money typically 
wins, that need not be the case. In 2016, Clinton spent 
more than twice as much as Trump but still lost the 
election.

At the congressional level, however, money matters a 
great deal more. In many congressional elections, spend-
ing is highly uneven. As we discussed above, incumbents 
can raise money much more easily than challengers can, 
and this sets up an asymmetry. And of course there’s an 
irony here: Challengers, not incumbents, need money 
if they are to be competitive. Challengers are not well 
known and need to spend money to spread their mes-
sage to the voters. While there is some debate about how 
much incumbent spending helps the incumbent, the lit-
erature is clear that challenger spending greatly benefits 
challengers.64 If challengers are to win, they need access 
to money.

Given these concerns about funding, some states 
have passed laws to have public financing of state legisla-
tive elections. The idea is that the state provides funding 

for elections, which means that potential candidates do 
not need to raise money on their own to be competi-
tive candidates (and in some states, candidates are pro-
hibited from raising private funds if they take the public 
money).65 According to the National Conference of State 
Legislatures, 14 states offer at least some public monies, 
and several states such as Connecticut and Arizona offer 
public funding to candidates for all statewide offices and 
the state legislature. Studies of these systems suggest they 
have some important benefits; in particular, legislators 
and others freed from the need to raise money spend more 
time interacting with constituents and otherwise doing 
their jobs.66 This suggests there may be upsides to  public 
financing, though such a system is very unlikely to be 
implemented at the federal level.

10-7  Effects of Elections 
on Policy

To the candidates, and perhaps to the voters, the only 
interesting outcome of an election is who wins. To a 
political scientist, the interesting outcomes are the broad 
trends in winning and losing and what they imply about 
the attitudes of voters, the operation of the electoral sys-
tem, the fate of political parties, and the direction of pub-
lic policy.

Figure 10.8 shows the trend in the popular vote for 
president since before the Civil War. From 1876 to 1896, 
the Democrats and Republicans were hotly competitive. 
The Republicans won three times, the Democrats twice 
in close contests. Beginning in 1896, the Republicans 
became the dominant party, and except for 1912 and 
1916, when Woodrow Wilson, a Democrat, was able to 
win owing to a split in the Republican Party, the Repub-
licans carried every presidential election until 1932. Then 
Franklin Roosevelt put together what has since become 
known as the “New Deal coalition,” and the Democrats 
became the dominant party. They won every election 
until 1952, when Eisenhower, a Republican and a popular 
military hero, was elected for the first of his two terms. In 
the presidential elections since 1952, power has frequently 
switched hands between the parties.

Still, cynics complain that elections are meaning-
less: No matter who wins, crooks, incompetents, or self- 
serving politicians still hold office. The more charitable 
argue that elected officials usually are decent enough, but 
that public policy remains more or less the same no matter 
which official or party is in office.

This cynical view is, in our opinion, wrong. American 
public policy does change in response to the pressure of 
elections.

IMAGE 10-8 President Trump meets with political donor and 
businessman Carl Icahn during the 2016 election.
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In a parliamentary system with strong parties, such 
as that in the United Kingdom, an election often can 
have a major effect on public policy. When the Labour 
Party won office in 1945, it put several major industries 
under public ownership and launched a comprehensive 
set of social services, including a nationalized health-care 
plan. Its ambitious and controversial campaign platform 
was converted, almost item by item, into law. When the 
Conservative Party returned to power in 1951, it accepted 
some of these changes but rejected others (e.g., it dena-
tionalized the steel industry).

American elections, unless accompanied by a national 
crisis such as a war or a depression, rarely produce changes 
of the magnitude of those that occurred in Britain in 
1945. The constitutional system within which our elec-
tions take place was designed to moderate the pace of 
change—to make it neither easy nor impossible to adopt 
radical proposals. Elections do produce changes in pol-
icy, though they are often quite modest ones in normal 
circumstances.

Yet with dramatic elections, even the American sys-
tem can produce dramatic changes. The election of 
1860  brought to national power a party committed to 
opposing the extension of slavery and Southern  secession; 
it took a bloody war to vindicate that policy. The election 
of 1896 led to the dominance of a party committed to 
high tariffs, a strong currency, urban growth, and busi-
ness prosperity—a commitment that was not significantly 
altered until 1932. The election of that year led to the 

New Deal, which produced the greatest single enlarge-
ment of federal authority since 1860. The election of 
1964 gave the Democrats such a large majority in Con-
gress (as well as control of the presidency) that there began 
to issue forth an extraordinary number of new policies 
of sweeping significance—Medicare and Medicaid, fed-
eral aid to education and to local law enforcement, two 
dozen environmental and consumer protection laws, the 
Voting Rights Act of 1965, a revision of the immigration 
laws, and a new cabinet-level Department of Housing and 
Urban Development.

In view of all these developments, it is hard to argue 
that the pace of change in our government is always slow 
or that elections never make a difference. Studies by schol-
ars confirm that elections generate significant shifts in 
public policy. Many promises from campaigns are actually 
put into action, both at the presidential and congressional 
levels.67 While many think that politicians do not keep 
their promises, this is partially a function of the fact that 
the media tends to focus on cases where candidates do 
not implement their promises (and often does not report 
when they do; we return to this point in Chapter 12).68 
Even in “ordinary” times, elections shape the policies pro-
duced by the government.

Another study examined the party platforms of the 
Democrats and Republicans from 1844 to 1968 and all 
the laws passed by Congress between 1789 and 1968. 
Through use of a complex statistical method, the author 
of the study was able to show that during certain periods 

 Figure 10.8  Partisan Division of the Presidential Vote in the Nation, 1856–2016
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the differences between the platforms of the two par-
ties were especially large (1856, 1880, 1896, and 1932) 
and that there was at about the same time a high rate of 
change in the kinds of laws being passed.69 This study 
supports the general impression conveyed by history 
that elections often can be central to important policy 
changes.

Why then do we so often think elections make little 
difference? It is because public opinion and the politi-
cal parties enter a phase of consolidation and continuity 
between periods of rapid change. During this phase, the 
changes are digested, and party leaders adjust to the new 
popular consensus, which may (or may not) evolve around 
the merits of these changes. During the 1870s and 1880s, 
Democratic politicians had to come to terms with the fail-
ure of the Southern secessionist movement and the aboli-
tion of slavery; during the 1900s, the Democrats had to 
adjust again, this time to the fact that national economic 

policy was going to support industrialization and urban-
ization, not farming; during the 1940s and 1950s, the 
Republicans had to learn to accept the popularity of the 
New Deal.

Elections in ordinary times are not “critical”—they 
do not produce any major party realignment, they are 
not fought out over a dominant issue, and they provide 
the winners with no clear mandate. In most cases, an 
election is little more than a retrospective judgment on 
the record of the incumbent president and the existing 
congressional majority. If times are good, incumbents 
win easily; if times are bad, incumbents may lose—even 
though their opponents may have no clear plans for 
change. But even a “normal” election can produce dra-
matic results if the winner is a person such as Ronald 
Reagan, who helped give his party a distinctive political 
philosophy, or Barack Obama, the nation’s first African 
American president.

Campaign Finance Reform: 
 Entrepreneurial Politics

In recent years, the role of money in politics has once again 
come to the fore, especially in light of the record-breaking 
spending of super PACs and other groups in recent elec-
tions. Some reformers have called for legislation to either 
outlaw or more tightly regulate such groups (and to regu-
late the flow of money in politics more generally). One such 
proposed reform was Senator Tom Udall’s constitutional 
amendment that would have allowed Congress to issue 
more regulations on money in politics. The legislation (S.J. 
Res 19) was debated in September 2014 but fell short of 
the 60 votes needed to invoke cloture and advance to a 
final floor vote (the motion failed 54 to 42 to 4; see Senate 
Vote 261 from 2014).

Such efforts are examples of entrepreneurial politics. 
Reforming the system imposes concentrated costs on 
those who are large contributors in the status quo, since 
their activity is what would be most strongly limited. Fur-
thermore, such efforts would also impose costs on political 
parties. As we discussed in Chapter 9, the parties have 
broken fundraising records in recent years in part by rely-
ing on the donations of wealthy individuals who contribute 
large sums. Both of these groups are well positioned to 
oppose reform.

In contrast, the primary benefit of reform would be to all 
Americans, who would benefit from a decreased percep-
tion of corruption and a greater sense of fairness. As we 

discuss in Chapter 11, there is little evidence that money 
in politics directly leads to corruption, but many Americans 
think it does, which threatens their trust in the government. 
However, as we discussed in Chapter 1, reforming this area 
would take a policy entrepreneur to mobilize the public, 
which has not yet happened.

The other way (as we discussed in Chapter 1) for entre-
preneurial politics to succeed is for the salience of the 
issue to change. While many Americans report they are 
dissatisfied with the current system and think there is too 
much money in politics, few want Congress to make it 
a top priority. This suggests that unless opinion changes 
significantly, or an entrepreneur appears, the status quo is 
likely to remain in place.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
THE BOX
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

10-1  Describe the factors that influence 
the presidential primaries.

In primaries, candidates are much less well 
known, and many briefly surge in the polls and 
then fade away just as quickly. Because voters 
do not know much about the candidates yet, 
media coverage plays a large role. Momentum 
also matters a great deal: Candidates who win 
early in the process often (but not always) have 
an advantage in later contests.

10-2  Explain how campaigns shape the 
 outcome of presidential elections.

Campaigns shape outcomes by focusing on 
three key factors for voters: assigning credit or 
blame for the state of the nation (especially the 
state of the national economy), activating vot-
ers’ latent partisanship, and allowing voters to 
judge the character of the candidates. These 
three factors—the state of the nation, the vot-
ers’ partisanship, and the candidates’ charac-
ter—are three of the most important elements in 
shaping a voter’s decision at the ballot box.

10-3  Summarize how voters learn about 
the candidates in elections.

Much of what voters learn about candidates 
comes through the media, especially through 
campaign advertisements (which are the single 
largest expense for most national campaigns). 
Such advertisements affect what voters know 
and feel about the candidates. In most elections, 
because advertisements are roughly equally 
balanced, the net effect is rather small. Citizens 
also learn from various campaign events, in par-
ticular, party conventions and debates.

10-4  Explain which social groups have 
been most loyal to the parties over time.

Since the mid-1960s, African Americans have 
been especially loyal to Democrats and, more 
recently, so have younger voters, lower-income 

voters, less religious voters, and women. In 
contrast, more religious, older, and wealthier 
voters have become more Republican. Because 
most of these differences are rather modest, 
however, neither party can afford to write off 
any group.

10-5  Describe the key differences between 
presidential and congressional elections.

Congressional elections have three key differ-
ences from presidential elections. First, there’s 
the incumbency advantage: congressional 
incumbents typically do better because of the 
perks of their office. Second, because House 
districts are redrawn every decade, district 
boundaries can change, with implications for 
how members behave (though with fewer impli-
cations than many believe). Finally, because 
of the surge and decline in voter turnout, the 
president’s party almost always does worse in 
midterm elections.

10-6  Summarize the history of campaign 
finance reform efforts, and explain 
the current state of campaign finance 
regulation.

The modern campaign finance system dates 
to the aftermath of the Watergate era and put 
in place strict limits on donations. Numerous 
reform efforts have been proposed and passed, 
but none have significantly altered the role of 
money in politics. Today, much of the concern 
centers around outside groups (such as super 
PACs) and their role in the process.

10-7  Describe how elections shape public 
policy.

When a dramatic shift occurs as a result of an 
election (such as 1860, 1932, or 1964), policy 
can change dramatically as a result. But even 
in more normal times, who wins elections has 
important implications for the policies they enact.

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

Federal Election Commission: www.fec.gov

Project Vote Smart: www.votesmart.org

Election history: http://clerk.house.gov

Electoral College: www.archives.gov/
federal-register/electoral-college/

Campaign finance: www.opensecrets.org
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Interest Groups
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

11-1  Explain what an interest group is, and identify the main factors 

that led to their rise in America.

11-2  Detail the various types of interest groups in America, and 

explain the types of people who join interest groups.

11-3  Summarize the ways interest groups relate to social 

movements.

11-4  Explain the various ways interest groups try to influence the 

policymaking process.

11-5  Describe the ways in which interest groups’ political activity 

is limited.
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Chapter 11 Interest Groups 241

as those sponsored 
by consumer activ-
ist Ralph Nader. In the 
1970s, new campaign 
finance laws allowed 
the formation of politi-
cal action committees 
(PACs), providing a way 
for businesses, labor 
unions, trade groups, and ideological groups to legally 
contribute to political candidates (see our discussion 
in Chapter 10). When most people talk about the influ-
ence of groups in Washington, they focus on the dona-
tions from such PACs. But in actuality, far more is spent 
on lobbying and lobbyists: in 2016, according to the 
Center for Responsive Politics, approximately $3.12 bil-
lion was spent on lobbying, far more than the approxi-
mately $1 billion dispersed by traditional PACs during 
the 2015–2016 election cycle, according to the FEC. A 
 lobbyist is someone who lobbies; that is, someone who 
tries to influence legislation on behalf of a client, often 
an interest group. When most Americans think of lob-
bying, they think of ideological groups like the National 
Rifle Association or the Sierra Club. But businesses 
actually conduct the majority of lobbying. For instance, 
between 1981 and 2005, the number of full-time and 
part-time lobbyists in Washington representing just the 
S&P 500 corporations increased from 1,475 to 2,765.1 
As we will see later in the chapter, while business 
groups tend to dominate lobbying, they are not the only 
important interest groups. Many citizen movements—
from the Tea Party to Black Lives Matter to the Wom-
en’s March on Washington and other groups opposing 
policies of the Trump administration—have come to 
shape our politics in recent years.

Why are associations in general and political inter-
est groups in particular created more rapidly in some 
periods than in others? After all, there have always been 
farmers in this country, but there were no national farm 
organizations until the latter part of the 19th century. 
African Americans were victimized by various white-
supremacy policies from the end of the Civil War on, 
but the NAACP did not emerge until 1910. Men and 
women worked in factories for decades before indus-
trial unions were formed. Every political era featured 
activists who believed strongly in liberal or conservative 
ideology, but only in recent decades have ideological 
groups become so pervasive. Organized business inter-
ests have battled organized labor interests over public 
policy for more than a hundred years, but only recently 
has the big-business lobbying presence in Washington 
expanded so dramatically both in absolute terms and 
relative to big labor.

You probably do not think of yourself or of people 
you know as belonging to an “interest group.” But 
are you or your friends part of an effort to improve 
the environment? Do you have family or friends who 
build houses, teach school, or practice law? If the 
answer to any of these questions is yes, then you 
likely know someone who belongs to the Sierra Club 
or the Audubon Society, a labor union, the American 
Federation of Teachers, or the American Bar Asso-
ciation. In short, if you examine your own activities 
and affiliations and those of at least some people 
you know well, chances are that you or they belong 
to one or more interest groups.

An interest group is an organization of people 
sharing a common interest or goal that seeks to influ-
ence public policy. The size and diversity of our coun-
try, the decentralizing effects of our Constitution, and 
the vast number of nonprofit organizations make it 
certain that interest groups will be an important way 
for people to have their voices heard. But while inter-
est groups are as old as the republic itself, the number 
of interest groups has grown rapidly since 1960, and 
the number of interest groups that have lobbyists 
working full time in Washington has reached new 
highs in just the past few decades.

interest group An organiza-
tion of people sharing a com-
mon interest or goal that seeks 
to influence public policy.

During the 1770s, many 
groups arose to agitate 

for American independence; during the 1830s and 
1840s, the number of religious associations increased 
sharply, and the antislavery movement began. In the 
1860s, craft-based trade unions emerged in signifi-
cant numbers, farmers formed the Grange, and vari-
ous fraternal organizations were born. In the 1880s 
and 1890s, business associations proliferated.

The great era of organization-building, however, 
was in the first two decades of the 20th century. 
Within this 20-year period, many of the best-known 
and largest associations with an interest in national 
politics were formed: the Chamber of Commerce, the 
National Association of Manufacturers, the American 
Medical Association, the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the Urban 
League, the American Farm Bureau Federation, the 
Farmers’ Union, the National Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence, the American Jewish Committee, and the Anti-
Defamation League.

THEN 

lobbyist A person who tries to 
influence legislation on behalf of 
an interest group.

NOW The wave of interest group 
formation that occurred in 

the 1960s led to the emergence of environmental, 
consumer, and political reform organizations such 
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242 Chapter 11 Interest Groups

11-1  The Rise of Interest 
Groups

At least four factors help explain the rise of interest groups. 
The first consists of broad economic developments that 
create new interests and redefine old ones. Farmers had 
little reason to become organized for political activity so 
long as most of them consumed what they produced. The 
importance of regular political activity became evident 
only after most farmers began to produce cash crops for 
sale in markets that were unstable or affected by forces 
(the weather, the railroads, foreign competition) that 
those farmers could not control. Similarly, for many 
decades most workers were craftspeople working alone or 
in small groups. Such unions as existed were little more 
than craft guilds interested in protecting members’ jobs 
and in training apprentices. The impetus for large, mass-
membership unions did not exist until there arose mass-
production industry operated by large corporations.

Second, government policy itself helps to create inter-
est groups. Wars create veterans, who in turn demand 
pensions and other benefits. The first large veterans’ orga-
nization, the Grand Army of the Republic, was made up 
of Union veterans of the Civil War. By the 1920s, these 
men were receiving about a quarter of a billion dollars 
a year from the government, and naturally they created 
organizations to watch over the distribution of this money. 
The federal government encouraged the formation of the 
American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) by paying 
for county agents who would serve the needs of farmers 
under the supervision of local farm organizations; these 
county bureaus eventually came together as the AFBF. 
The Chamber of Commerce was launched at a conference 
attended by President William Howard Taft. Professional 
societies, such as those made up of lawyers and doctors, 
became important in part because state governments gave 
to such groups the authority to decide who was qualified 
to become a lawyer or a doctor.

Workers had a difficult time organizing as long as 
the government, by the use of injunctions enforced by 
the police and the army, prevented strikes. Unions, espe-
cially those in mass-production industries, began to flour-
ish after Congress passed laws in the 1930s prohibiting 
the use of injunctions in private labor disputes, requiring 
employers to bargain with unions, and allowing a union 
representing a majority of the workers in a plant to require 
all workers to join it.2

Third, political organizations do not emerge auto-
matically, even when government policy permits them 
and social circumstances seem to require them. Some-
body must exercise leadership, often at substantial per-
sonal cost. These organizational entrepreneurs are found 
in greater numbers at certain times than at others. Often 
they are young, caught up in a social movement, drawn 
to the need for change, and inspired by some political or 
religious doctrine.

Antislavery organizations were created in the 1830s 
and 1840s by enthusiastic young people influenced by a 
religious revival sweeping the country. The period from 
1890 to 1920, when so many national organizations 
were created, was a time when the college-educated mid-
dle class was growing rapidly: The number of men and 
women who received college degrees each year tripled 
between 1890 and 1920.3 During this era, natural science 
and fundamentalist Christianity were locked in a bitter 
contest, with the Gospels and Darwinism offering com-
peting ideas about personal salvation and social progress. 
The 1960s, when many new organizations were born, was 
a decade in which the civil rights and antiwar movements 
powerfully influenced young people and college enroll-
ments more than doubled.

Finally, the more government does, the more interest 
groups will arise or expand and try to influence public 
policy. Most Washington offices representing corpora-
tions, labor unions, and trade and professional associa-
tions were established before 1960—in some cases many 
decades before—because it was during the 1930s or even 
earlier that the government began making policies impor-
tant to business and labor. The great majority of “public-
interest” lobbies (those concerned with the environment 
or consumer protection), social welfare associations, and 

Four factors have helped shape how and when given 
interest groups arose in America. We now turn to a con-
sideration of them.

IMAGE 11-1 Tea Party activists protest in 2013 in Washington, 
DC, against the Internal Revenue Service’s extra scrutiny of 
their organizations.
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organizations concerned with civil rights, older adults, 
and people with disabilities established offices in Wash-
ington after major new federal laws in these respective 
areas were enacted.

A particularly dramatic example is what happened 
in the post-9/11 years, after the USA Patriot Act was 
enacted in 2001 and the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) was created in 2002. By 2010, with bil-
lions of dollars a year in federal funding for the purpose 
flowing, more than 500 new private companies special-
izing in work related to security and counterterrorism 
had come into being, and most of another 1,400  or 
so private companies that existed and did related work 
before 2001 had expanded.4 New lobbies quickly 
formed to represent those firms and keep their home-
land security grants and contracts coming; for example, 
the “full-body scanner” lobby represents firms that sell 
body-scanning equipment used in airports to a DHS 
subunit, the Transportation Security Administration.5 
Moreover, many local governments, from big cities to 
small towns, have hired lobbyists to work on getting or 
sustaining their fair share of federal homeland security 
money (recall the discussion of these grant programs in 
Chapter 3).

11-2 Kinds of Organizations
When we think of an organization, we usually think of 
something like the Boy Scouts or the League of Women 
Voters—a group consisting of individual members. In 
Washington, however, many organizations do not have 
individual members at all but are offices— corporations, 
law firms, public relations firms, or “letterhead” orga-
nizations that get most of their money from other 

organizations or from the government—out of which a 
staff operates. It is important to understand the differ-
ences between the two kinds of interest groups: institu-
tional and membership.6

Institutional Interests
Institutional interests are individuals or organizations 
representing other organizations. For example, long 
before the government bailed it out in 2008, General 
Motors had representatives in Washington, and it is now 
not uncommon for even midsized corporations to have 
one or more full-time representatives plus part-time 
lawyers or public relations consultants working for them 
in Washington. Another kind of institutional interest 
is the trade or governmental association, such as the 
National Independent Retail Jewelers and the National 
Association of Counties.

Individuals or organizations that represent other orga-
nizations tend to be interested in bread-and-butter issues of 
vital concern to their clients. Some of the people who spe-
cialize in this work can earn very large fees. Top public rela-
tions experts and Washington lawyers can charge $500 an  
hour or more for their time. Since they earn a lot, they are 
expected to deliver a lot.

Just what they are expected to deliver, however, var-
ies with the diversity of the groups making up the orga-
nization. The Manufactured Housing Institute represents 
those who make prefabricated (modular) homes. This 
group has a relatively narrow and cohesive agenda: they 
want to ensure policies that encourage homebuilding, 
especially modular homebuilding. It should come as no 
surprise, then, that the group has an active lobbying pres-
ence in Washington, DC, and spent $763,200 on lob-
bying in 2016, according to the Center for Responsive 

A “Faction” or “Special Interest”?

While the Constitution does not explicitly discuss interest 
groups (though the First Amendment does guarantee their 
rights of assembly and speech), the Framers were very 
concerned about “factions” undermining the new republic. 
James Madison warned in Federalist No. 10 of the dangers 
of factions, arguing that republican (i.e., representative) 
democracy would control the effects of factions through 
elected officials and a large republic, in which groups 
would compete to influence policy, forcing compromise 
and preventing the domination of any single group. But 
what is a faction? Madison said any individual or group, 

whether a minority or majority of the whole, is a faction if 
it has interests that are opposed to the “permanent and 
aggregate interests of the community.” Who defines those 
interests? The Framers thought our elected officials had 
the knowledge and expertise to do so, and those officials 
depend on interest groups for many resources, including 
information, campaign funds, and votes. A “faction” for 
one person may be a “special interest” for another. Madi-
son’s point about the need to limit the influence of factions 
remains true, but those groups also play an integral part in 
American democracy.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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Politics. Sometimes the institute is successful, sometimes 
not, but it is never hard to explain what it is doing.

By contrast, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce rep-
resents thousands of different businesses in hundreds of 
different communities. The Chamber has led all interest 
groups in annual lobbying expenditures for many years. 
All told, from 1998 to 2016, it spent approximately 
$1.3 billion on lobbying (see Figure 11.1), a figure much 
larger than what was spent by any other organization over 
the same period, including corporate giants such as Exxon 
Mobil and membership giants such as AARP. Indeed, in 
2016 alone, the Chamber spent $104 million on lobbying, 
roughly the total spending on lobbying by the next three 
largest spenders (the National Association of Realtors, Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield, and the American Hospital Associa-
tion, respectively).7 Its membership is so large and diverse 
that the Chamber in Washington can speak out clearly and 
forcefully on only those relatively few matters in which all, 
or most, businesses take the same position. Since all busi-
nesses would like lower taxes, the Chamber favors that. On 
the other hand, since some businesses (those that import 
goods) want lower tariffs and other businesses (those that 
face competition from imported goods) want higher  tariffs, 
the Chamber says little or nothing about tariffs.

Institutional interests do not just represent business 
firms; they also represent governments, foundations, and 
universities. For example, the American Council on Edu-
cation speaks for most institutions of higher education, 
the American Public Transit Association represents local 
mass-transit systems, and the National Association of 
Counties argues on behalf of county governments.

Membership Interests
It often is said that America is a nation of joiners, and 
so we take for granted the many organizations around 
us supported by the activities and contributions of indi-
vidual citizens. But we should not take this multiplicity 
of organizations for granted; in fact, their existence is 
something of a puzzle.

Americans join only certain kinds of organizations 
more frequently than citizens of other democratic coun-
tries. We are no more likely than the British, for example, 
to join social, business, professional, veterans’, or chari-
table organizations, and we are less likely to join labor 
unions. Our reputation as a nation of joiners arises chiefly 
out of our unusually high tendency to join religious and 
civic or political associations.

 Figure 11.1  What the Top Lobby Spent, 1998–2016
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This proclivity of Americans to get together with other 
citizens to engage in civic or political action apparently 
reflects a greater sense of political efficacy and a stronger 
sense of civic duty than that found in some nations. In 
a classic study, Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba asked 
citizens of five nations what they would do to protest an 
unjust local regulation; 56  percent of the  Americans—
but only 34 percent of the British and 13 percent of the 
 Germans—said they would try to organize their neigh-
bors to write letters, sign petitions, or otherwise act in 
concert.8 Americans are also more likely than Europeans 
to think organized activity is an effective way to influence 
the national government, remote as that institution may 
seem. While Americans’ tendency to join religious, cul-
tural, and civic organizations has declined somewhat in 
recent years, they still outpace other democratic people at 
joining these groups.9

But explaining the American willingness to join polit-
ically active groups by saying that they feel a “sense of 
political efficacy” is not much of an explanation; we might 
as well say people vote because they think their vote makes 
a difference. One vote clearly makes no difference at all in 
almost any election; similarly, one member, more or less, 
in the Sierra Club, the National Rifle Association, or the 
NAACP clearly will make no difference in the success of 
those organizations.

And most people who are sympathetic to the aims 
of a mass-membership interest group do not join it. The 
NAACP, for example, enrolls as members only a tiny frac-
tion of all African Americans. This is not because peo-
ple are selfish or apathetic but because they are rational 
and numerous. A single African American, for example, 
knows that he or she can make no difference in the success 
of the NAACP, just as a single nature enthusiast knows 
that he or she cannot enhance the power of the Sierra 
Club. Moreover, if the NAACP or the Sierra Club suc-
ceeds, African Americans and nature lovers will benefit 
even if they are not members. This tendency is known as 
the free rider  problem.10 The free rider problem arises 
because these groups are pursuing a public good: some-
thing valuable for which one person’s consumption does 

not affect another per-
son’s consumption. For 
example, if the Sierra 
Club gets passed by the 
legislature a law improv-
ing drinking water, 
everyone benefits, not 
just Sierra Club mem-
bers (hence, we say that 
nonmembers free ride 
on the group’s efforts). 
Likewise, if the NAACP 
strengthens civil rights 
laws, then all minorities 
benefit, not just those 
who join that group. 
Therefore, rational peo-
ple who value their time and money would no more join 
such organizations than they would attempt to empty a 
lake with a cup—unless they got something out of joining.

Incentives to Join
Every interest group faces a free rider problem. To 
overcome this, interest groups must offer people some 
 incentive to get people to join them. Three kinds of 
incentives exist.

Solidary incentives are the sense of pleasure, status, 
or companionship that arises out of meeting together in 
small groups. Such rewards are extremely important, but 
because they tend to be available only from face-to-face 
contact, national interest groups offering them often have 
to organize themselves as coalitions of small local units. For 
example, the League of Women Voters, the Parent Teacher 
Association (PTA), the NAACP, the Rotary Club, and the 
American Legion all consist of small local chapters that 

free rider problem The 
tendency of individuals to avoid 
contributing to public goods.

public good Something of 
value that all individuals share, 
whether or not they contribute 
to it (such as clean air or water).

incentive Something of value 
one cannot get without joining 
an organization.

solidary incentives The 
social rewards (sense of plea-
sure, status, or companionship) 
that lead people to join political 
organizations.

•	United States v. Harriss (1954): The Constitution 
protects the lobbying of Congress, but the govern-
ment may require information from groups that try 
to influence legislation.

Lobbying 
Congress

LANDMARK 
CASES

IMAGE 11-2 Young people participate in a pro-life rally in 
Washington, DC.
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support a national staff. 
It is the task of the local 
chapters to lure mem-
bers and obtain funds 
from them; the state or 
national staff can then 
use these funds to pur-
sue political objectives.

Forming organiza-
tions made up of small 
local chapters is prob-
ably easier in the United 
States than in Europe 
because of the great 
importance of local gov-
ernment in our federal 
system. There is plenty 

for a PTA, an NAACP, or a League of Women Voters to 
do in its own community, and so its members can be kept 
busy with local affairs while the national staff pursues 
larger goals.

A second kind of incentive consists of material 
 incentives—that is, money, or things and services read-
ily valued in monetary terms. Farm organizations have 
recruited many members by offering a wide range of ser-
vices. The Illinois Farm Bureau, for example, offers to its 
members—and only to its members—a chance to buy 
farm supplies at discount prices, market their products 
through cooperatives, and purchase low-cost insurance. 
These material incentives help explain why the Illinois 
Farm Bureau has been able to enroll nearly every farmer 
in the state as well as many nonfarmers who also value 
these rewards.

Similarly, the AARP has recruited tens of millions of 
members by supplying them with everything from low-
cost life insurance and mail-order discount drugs to tax 

advice and group travel plans. Almost half of the nation’s 
population aged 50 and older—one of every four reg-
istered voters—belongs to the AARP. With an annual 
operating budget of about $800 million and a yearly cash 
flow of several billion dollars, the AARP seeks to influ-
ence public policy in many areas, from health and housing 
to taxes and transportation. To gain additional benefits 
for members, interest groups like the AARP also seek to 
influence how public laws are administered and who gets 
government grants.

The third—and most difficult—kind of incentive is the 
purpose of the organization. Many associations rely chiefly 
on this  purposive  incentive—the appeal of their stated 
goals—to recruit members. If the attainment of those goals 
will also benefit people who do not join, individuals who 
do join will have to be those who feel passionately about 
the goal, who have a strong sense of duty (or who cannot 
say no to a friend who asks them to join), or for whom the 
cost of joining is so small that they are indifferent to joining 
or not. Organizations that attract members by appealing 
to their interest in a coherent set of (usually) controver-
sial principles are sometimes called ideological interest 
groups.

When the purpose of the organization, if attained, 
will principally benefit nonmembers, it is customary to 
call the group a public-interest lobby. (Whether the 
public at large will really benefit is, of course, a matter of 
opinion, but at least the group members think they are 
working selflessly for the common good.)

One common type of public-interest lobby is an 
organization that advances its cause by bringing lawsuits 
to challenge existing practices or proposed regulations. 
Such a public-interest law firm will act in one of two 
ways. First, it will find someone who has been harmed by 
some public or private policy and bring suit on his or her 
behalf. Second, it will file a brief with a court support-
ing somebody else’s lawsuit (this is called an amicus curiae 
brief; it is explained in Chapter 16). While some of these 
groups are more liberal—such as the American Civil Lib-
erties Union, National Resources Defense Council, and 
the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund—others 
are more conservative, such as the Center for Individual 
Rights, the American Center for Law & Justice, and the 
Atlantic Legal Foundation.

Though some public-interest lobbies may pursue rela-
tively noncontroversial goals (e.g., persuading people to 
vote or raising money to house orphans), the most visible 
of these organizations are highly controversial. It is pre-
cisely the controversy that attracts the members, or at least 
those members who support one side of the issue. Many 
of these groups can be described as having a markedly lib-
eral or decidedly conservative outlook.

material incentives Money 
or things valued in monetary 
terms.

purposive incentive A ben-
efit that comes from serving a 
cause or principle.

IMAGE 11-3 Union members hold a rally in Michigan to 
 protest against right-to-work legislation.
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ideological interest 
groups Political organiza-
tions that attract members by 
appealing to their political con-
victions or principles.

public-interest lobby 
A political organization whose 
goals will principally benefit 
nonmembers.
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Such ideological groups tend to be the dominant exam-
ples of purposive interest groups. For example, groups like 
NARAL Pro-Choice America (which supports abortion 
rights) and Operation Rescue (which opposes them) are 
good examples: The members work for these goals because 
they believe in them and the organization’s mission. Like-
wise, many other ideological groups can best be character-
ized this way, including broad, umbrella ideological groups 
like the Public Interest Research Group on the left, and the 
American Conservative Union on the right.

Think Tanks—public-interest organizations that do 
research on policy questions and disseminate their findings 
in books, articles, conferences, op-ed essays for newspa-
pers, and (occasionally) testimony before Congress—are 
another such example. While some are nonpartisan and 
strive for neutrality, many—including some of the most 
important ones—are more partisan and ideological. For 
example, organizations like the Center for American 
Progress or the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities try 
to advance liberal and Democratic causes, whereas groups 
like the Heritage Foundation and the Cato Institute advo-
cate for conservative and Republican causes.

Membership organizations that rely on purposive 
incentives, especially appeals to deeply controversial pur-
poses, tend to be shaped by the mood of the times. When 
an issue is hot—in the media or with the public—such 
organizations can grow quickly. When the spotlight fades, 
the organization may lose support. Thus, such organiza-
tions have a powerful motive to stay in the public eye. 
To remain visible, public-interest lobbies devote a lot of 
attention to generating publicity by developing good con-
tacts with the media and issuing dramatic press releases 
about crises and scandals.

Because of their need to take advantage of a crisis 
atmosphere, public-interest lobbies often do best when 
the government is in the hands of an administration that 
is hostile, not sympathetic, to their views. For example, 
conservative interest groups were able to raise more 
money with the liberals Barack Obama or Bill Clinton 
in the White House than with the conservatives Ronald 
Reagan or George W. Bush there (and vice versa for lib-
eral groups). For example, in just the first few days after 
President Trump’s executive order temporarily banning 
people from seven majority-Muslim nations from enter-
ing the United States, the American Civil Liberties Union 
raised $24 million in donations and gained more than 
150,000 new members (it had 400,000 members when 
Trump won the presidency in 2016, so this was nearly a 
40 percent increase).11 These groups actively cultivate the 
sense that their preferred policy outcome is under threat 
in order to motivate their members to join and contribute 
to the group.12

The Influence of the Staff
We often make the mistake of assuming that, politically, 
an interest group simply exerts influence on behalf of 
its members. That is indeed the case when all the mem-
bers have a clear and similar stake in an issue. But many 
issues affect different members differently. In fact, if the 
members joined to obtain solidary or material benefits, 
they may not care at all about many of the issues with 
which the organization gets involved. In such cases, 
what the interest group does may reflect more what the 
staff wants than what the members believe.

For example, a survey of the white members of a large 
labor union showed that one-third of them believed the 
desegregation of schools, housing, and job opportuni-
ties had gone too fast; only one-fifth thought it had gone 
too slowly. But among the staff members of the union, 
none thought desegregation had gone too fast, and over 
two-thirds thought it had gone too slowly.13 As a result, 
the union staff aggressively lobbied Congress for the pas-
sage of tougher civil rights laws, even though most of 
the union’s members did not feel they were needed. The 
members stayed in the union for reasons unrelated to civil 
rights, giving the staff the freedom to pursue its own goals.

Upper-Class Bias?
Observers often believe that interest groups active in 
Washington reflect an upper-class bias. There are two 
reasons for this belief: first, well-off people are more 
likely than poor people to join and be active in inter-
est groups; second, interest groups representing business 
and the professions are much more numerous and bet-
ter financed than organizations representing minorities, 
consumers, or the disadvantaged.

Many scholars have shown that people with higher 
incomes, those whose schooling went through college or 
beyond, and those in professional or technical jobs are 
much more likely to belong to a voluntary association than 
people with the opposite characteristics. Just as we would 
expect, higher-income people can afford more organiza-
tional memberships than lower-income ones; people in 
business and the professions find it easier to attend meet-
ings (they have more control over their own work sched-
ules) and attach more importance to doing so than people 
in blue-collar jobs; and people with college degrees often 
have a wider range of interests than those without.

One study found that between 1981 and 2006, the 
ratio of business lobbyists to union plus public-interest 
lobbyists prone to oppose business interests rose from 
about 12 to 1 to nearly 16 to 1.14 Some now argue that 
the nation’s 2007–2010 economic crises were due in part 
to the disproportionate political influence wielded during 
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the preceding decade by 
rich Wall Street execu-
tives and related busi-
ness interests. There is 
some truth to this view. 
In 1999, corporate law-

yers and lobbyists won a long legislative battle to repeal 
the Banking Act of 1933, better known as the Glass- 
Steagall Act, which strictly separated investment from 
commercial banking and imposed many other restrictions 
on financial companies. The repeal permitted the home 
mortgage business to change in ways that made it easier to 
offer risky loans to people with poor credit histories, and 
it gave birth to new financial products and services that 
were weakly regulated by government and incomprehen-
sible to most consumers.

But note that the 1933 law, albeit with certain changes 
made in subsequent decades, remained on the books for 
more than 60 years before it was repealed. And, strongly 
opposed though it was by myriad powerful business inter-
ests, today the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protec-
tion Act of 2010 is law. Better known as Dodd-Frank, this 
law did not restore the Glass-Steagall Act’s strict separation 
between depository banking and financial trading, but it 
did tighten regulations on virtually all financial compa-
nies and broaden consumer protections for all, including 
first-time mortgage-seekers and small investors.

As this example suggests, even if it is true that finan-
cial moguls, big-business executives, and other wealthy 
people typically have more (high-priced) lobbyists look-
ing out for their interests than other citizens do, the ques-
tion of an upper-class bias is by no means entirely settled. 
Business may operate from a privileged position of wealth 
and power, but they only sometimes—not always—get 
what they want.15

In the first place, lobbyists represent certain inputs 
into the political system; what matters are the outputs—
that is, who wins and who loses on particular issues. For 
instance, even if scores and scores of groups inside the 
Capital Beltway are pushing to protect the oil industry 
and those who benefit financially from it the most, this is 
important only if the oil industry in fact gets protected. 
Sometimes it does; sometimes it does not. At one time, 
when oil prices were low, oil companies were able to get 
Congress to pass a law that sharply restricted the importa-
tion of foreign oil. A few years later, after oil prices had 
risen and people were worried about energy issues, these 
restrictions were ended.

In the second place, business-oriented interest groups 
often are divided among themselves. Take one kind of 
business: farming. Once, farm organizations seemed so 
powerful in Washington that scholars spoke of an irre-
sistible “farm bloc” in Congress that could get its way on 
almost anything. Today, dozens of agricultural organiza-
tions operate in the capital, with some (such as the Farm 
Bureau) attempting to speak for all farmers and others 
(such as the Tobacco Institute and Mid-America Dairy-
men) representing particular commodities and regions.

Whenever American politics is described as having an 
upper-class bias, it is important to ask exactly what this 
bias is. Most major conflicts in American politics—over 
foreign policy, economic affairs, environmental protec-
tion, and equal rights for women—are conflicts within 
the upper class; that is, they are conflicts among politically 
active elites. As we saw in earlier chapters, profound cleav-
ages of opinion exist among these elites. Interest-group 
activity reflects these cleavages.

It would be a mistake to ignore the overrepresentation 
of business in Washington. A student of politics should 
always take differences in the availability of political 
resources as an important clue to possible differences in 
the outcomes of political conflicts. Nonetheless, the dif-
ferences are only clues, not conclusions, and in any given 
case, we need to consider many other factors to under-
stand what happens.

11-3  Interest Groups and 
Social Movements

Because it is difficult to attract people with purposive 
incentives, interest groups using them tend to arise out 
of social movements. A social movement is a widely 
shared demand for change in some aspect of the social 
or political order. The Civil Rights movement of the 
1960s was such an event, as was the environmentalist 
movement of the 1970s.

IMAGE 11-4 After the horrific school shooting in Newtown, 
Connecticut, in December 2012, thousands of people partici-
pated in the March on Washington for Gun Control.
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social movement A widely 
shared demand for change in 
some aspect of the social or 
political order.
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A social movement need not have liberal goals. In the 
19th century, for example, various nativist movements 
sought to reduce immigration to this country or to keep 
Catholics or Masons out of public office. Broad-based 
religious revivals are social movements. In recent years, 
the conservative Tea Party movement, which has taken 
hold around issues like restraining government growth, 
has played a role in both local and national elections.16

No one is quite certain why social movements arise. 
At one moment, people are largely indifferent to some 
issue; at another moment, many of these same people care 
passionately about religion, civil rights, immigration, or 
conservation. A social movement may be triggered by a 
disaster (an oil spill on the Santa Barbara beaches helped 
launch the environmental movement), the dramatic and 
widely publicized activities of a few leaders (lunch counter 
sit-ins helped stimulate the Civil Rights movement), or 
the coming of age of a new generation that takes up a cause 
advocated by eloquent writers, teachers, or evangelists.

Whatever its origin, the effect of a social movement 
is to increase the value some people attach to purposive 
incentives. As a consequence, new interest groups are 
formed that rely on these incentives.

The Environmental Movement
The environmental movement provides a good example 
of how a social movement gives rise to interest groups 
formed from reliance on purposive incentives. In the 
1890s, as a result of the emergence of conservation as 
a major issue, the Sierra Club was organized. In the 
1930s, conservation once again became popular, and 
the Wilderness Society and the National Wildlife Fed-
eration were created. In the 1960s and 1970s, environ-
mental issues again had high public interest, and we saw 
the emergence of the Environmental Defense Fund and 
Environmental Action.

The smallest of these organizations (Environmental 
Action and the Environmental Defense Fund) tend to 
have the most liberal members. This often is the case with 
organizations that arise from social movements. A move-
ment will spawn many organizations. The most passion-
ately aroused people will be the fewest in number, and 
they will gravitate toward the organizations that take the 
most extreme positions; as a result, these organizations are 
small but vociferous. The more numerous and less pas-
sionate people will gravitate toward more moderate, less 
vociferous organizations, which tend to be larger.

As happens over the years to most politically success-
ful movements, the environmental movement has become 
more fragmented than it was in the 1970s. Different 
leading voices and organizations within it have begun to 

advocate somewhat different policy approaches to achiev-
ing the same basic (in this case, environmental protection 
and sustainability) goals.17

Environmental activists have recently been particu-
larly active in two areas: climate change and domestic 
oil and gas production, particularly with respect to new 
pipelines. We discuss the politics of climate change in 
Chapter 17, but it is important to know that many envi-
ronmental interest groups are active on this issue, pressing 
for action at the federal and state levels, and trying to raise 
public awareness on the issue. Environmentalists have also 
been active in debates over increased oil and natural gas 
production, particularly with respect to proposed pipe-
lines to transport this oil and natural gas.

The Dakota Access Pipeline project, which would 
transport oil from North Dakota to other states, has 
proved to be especially controversial, as it would cross lands 
considered sacred by the Standing Rock Indian Tribe. In 
2016, tribe members and environmental activists staged a 
lengthy protest to try to block the pipeline’s construction. 
In December 2016, shortly before leaving office, President 
Obama blocked completion of the pipeline, seemingly 
giving a win to the protestors. Shortly after his inaugura-
tion, however, President Trump issued an executive order 
that permitted the project to be completed, though the 
battle over the pipeline continues in court.

The Feminist Movement
Several feminist social movements have occurred in this 
country’s history—in the 1830s, the 1890s, the 1920s, 
and the 1960s. Each period brought about new organi-
zations, some of which have endured to the present. For 
example, the League of Women Voters was founded in 
1920 to educate and organize women for the purpose 
of effectively using their newly won right to vote. As we 

IMAGE 11-5 Opponents of the Dakota Access Pipeline protest 
its construction.
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discussed in Chapter 5 on civil rights, many women’s 
rights groups have been important through American 
history for pressing for gender equality.

Though a strong sense of purpose may lead to the 
creation of organizations, each will strive to find some 
incentive that will sustain it over the long haul. These 
permanent incentives affect how the organization partici-
pates in politics.

At least three kinds of feminist organizations exist. 
First, there are those that rely chiefly on solidary incen-
tives, primarily enroll upper-/middle-class women with 
relatively high levels of schooling, and tend to support 
those causes that command the widest support among 
women generally. The League of Women Voters and 
the Federation of Business and Professional Women are 
examples. Both supported the campaign to ratify the 
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), but as Jane Mansbridge 
observed in her history of the ERA, they were uneasy 
with the kind of intense, partisan fighting displayed by 
some other  women’s organizations and with the tendency 
of more militant groups to link the ERA to other issues, 
such as abortion. The reason for their uneasiness is clear: 
to the extent they relied on solidary incentives, they had a 
stake in avoiding issues and tactics that would divide their 
membership or reduce the extent to which membership 
provided camaraderie and professional contacts.18

Second, some women’s organizations attract members 
with purposive incentives. The National Organization for 
Women (NOW) and NARAL Pro-Choice America are 
two of the largest such groups, though many smaller ones 
exist. Because they rely on purposes, these organizations 
must take strong positions, tackle divisive issues, and use 
militant tactics. Anything less would turn off the commit-
ted feminists who make up the rank and file and contrib-
ute the funds. But because these groups take controversial 
stands, they are constantly embroiled in internal quarrels 
between those who think they have gone too far and those 
who think they have not gone far enough. Moreover, 
purposive organizations often cannot make their deci-
sions stick at the local level (local chapters will do pretty 
much as they please, despite the directives of the central 
organization).19

The third kind of women’s organization is groups 
that take on issues that have material benefits for women. 
For example, many professional associations of women, 
such as the U.S. Women’s Chamber of Commerce, aim to 
provide networking and career advancement for women, 
but also advocate on various political issues important to 
women. Likewise, legal advocacy groups such as Legal 
Momentum (formerly the NOW Legal Defense Fund) 
work through the political system to press for outcomes 
that will help women politically and economically.

Still other groups work to try to elect women to polit-
ical office, providing a combination of multiple types of 
incentives. For example, the National Women’s Political 
Caucus, the National Federation of Republican Women, 
and EMILY’s List all work to elect more women to gov-
ernment. These groups provide solidary incentives, in 
that members could work together on an issue of interest 
(electing women to office), as well as purposive incentives 
(working for the goal of electing more women legislators). 
Like many groups, these groups offer members multiple 
rationales to join.

The day after President Trump’s inauguration, there 
was a Women’s March on Washington, responding to the 
rhetoric of the 2016 election and some of the proposed 
policies of the new administration. Several hundred thou-
sand people joined the march in Washington, and hun-
dreds of marches took place around the nation and the 
world, with an estimated 2.6 million people participat-
ing.20 The effects of this march—and its consequences for 
the feminist movement more broadly—remain to be seen.

The Union Movement
When social movements run out of steam, they leave 
behind organizations that continue the fight. But with the 
movement dead or dormant, the organizations often must 
struggle to stay alive. This has happened to labor unions.

The major union movement in this country occurred 
in the 1930s when the Great Depression, popular sup-
port, and a sympathetic administration in Washington led 
to a rapid growth in union membership. In 1945, union 
membership peaked; at that time, nearly 36 percent of all 
non–farm workers were union members.

Since then, union membership has declined more or 
less steadily. Today, unions cover only about 11 percent 

IMAGE 11-6 The Women’s March on Washington brought 
hundreds of thousands of protesters to the nation’s capital in 
January 2017.
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of all workers. Between 1983 and 2016, the number of 
union members fell by almost 3 million (from 17.7 mil-
lion to 14.6 million). This decline was caused by several 
factors. The nation’s economic life has shifted away from 
industrial production (where unions have traditionally 
been concentrated) and toward service delivery (where 
unions have usually been weak). But accompanying this 
decline, and perhaps contributing to it, has been a decline 
in popular approval of unions. Approval has moved down 
side by side with a decline in membership and declines in 
union victories in elections held to see whether workers in 
a plant want to join a union. The social movement that 
supported unionism has faded.

But unions will persist because most can rely on 
incentives other than purposive ones to keep them going. 
In many states, unions can require workers to join if they 
wish to keep their jobs; in other places, workers believe 
they get sufficient benefits from the union to make even 
voluntary membership worthwhile. And in a few indus-
tries, such as teaching and government, membership has 
grown as some white-collar workers have turned to unions 
to advance their interests.

While private-sector unions have declined, public-
sector unions—unions of government employees—have 
not. Indeed, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, in 2016, the union membership rate for public-sector 
workers (34.4 percent) was more than five times that for 
private-sector workers (6.4 percent).21 Some states—most 
notably Wisconsin—have passed legislation to limit 
public-sector unions, though the future of such efforts 
remains uncertain.

Still, public-sector unions, led by groups like the 
American Federation of State County and Municipal 
Employees and the American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT), remain robust, relatively well funded, and signifi-
cant sources of campaign contributions. For example, in 
the 2013–2014 election cycle, the AFT gave over $2 mil-
lion to candidates, making it among the largest PAC con-
tributors to candidates in that election cycle.

Unions can more or less reliably raise at least a portion 
of the funds they need by charging their members dues, 
but many interest groups struggle with raising money; 
some cannot easily predict what their budget will be from 
one quarter to the next. This is especially true for mem-
bership organizations that rely on appeals to purpose—to 
accomplishing stated goals. As a result, the Washington 
office of a public-interest lobbying group is likely to be 
small, stark, and crowded, whereas that of an institutional 
lobby, such as the AFL-CIO or the American Council on 
Education, will be rather lavish.

To make ends meet and maintain such influence as 
they each may have, diverse interest groups attempt to 

fund themselves through some combination of private 
foundation grants, government grants, direct-mail solici-
tation, and online appeals and donations (some tied in 
to the group leaders’ blogs or social media sites). After 
the 2007 recession began, each of those funding sources 
became more precarious, but so far, fundraising challenges 
have not led to any easily observable changes in the land-
scape of America’s organized interest groups.

11-4  The Activities 
of  Interest Groups

Size and wealth are no longer accurate measures of an 
interest group’s influence—if indeed they ever were. 
Depending on the issue, the key to political influence 
may be the ability to generate a dramatic newspaper 
headline, mobilize a big letter-writing campaign, stage 
a protest demonstration, file a suit in federal court to 
block (or compel) some government action, or supply 
information to key legislators. All of these things require 
organization, but few of them require big or expensive 
organizations.

Lobbying and Providing 
Information
Of all these tactics, the single most important one—in 
the eyes of virtually every lobbyist and every academic 
student of lobbying—is supplying credible information. 
Indeed, if one were to ask what is the core of lobby-
ing and interest-group influence, it would be providing 
information. Information is so valuable because to busy 
legislators and bureaucrats, information is in short sup-
ply. Legislators in particular must take positions on a 
staggering number of issues about which they cannot 
possibly become experts.

Much of the information lobbyists and their affiliated 
interest groups provide is about the consequences of a par-
ticular piece of legislation, either the policy consequences 
(How will this bill affect health-care policy?) or the politi-
cal consequences (How will this bill affect my next reelec-
tion campaign?).22 Because legislators want to craft good 
policy and win reelection (see Chapter 13), both types of 
information are highly valuable.

The kind of information lobbyists provide is not 
easily accessible online or by other means (if it was, lob-
bying would not be necessary). Instead, it is highly spe-
cialized, often quite technical information, which only 
someone with a strong stake in an issue would gather.23 
Lobbyists, for the most part, are not flamboyant, 
 party-giving arm-twisters; they are specialists who gather 
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information (favorable 
to their clients, natu-
rally) and present it in 
as organized, persua-
sive, and factual a man-
ner as possible.

All lobbyists no 
doubt exaggerate, but few can afford to misrepresent the 
facts or mislead a legislator, and for a very simple reason: 
Almost every lobbyist must develop and maintain the 
confidence of a legislator over the long term, with an eye 
on tomorrow’s issues as well as today’s.24 Because lobby-
ists want to develop long-term relationships with legisla-
tors, they have a strong incentive to be at least mostly 
truthful.

Lobbying has become ubiquitous in American poli-
tics. A vast panoply of groups lobby: interest groups rang-
ing from the National Rifle Association to the American 
Automobile Association, as well as unions, businesses, and 
other branches of government (recall our discussion of the 
intergovernmental lobby in Chapter 3). It may even sur-
prise you to learn that universities—from major private 
universities such as Harvard and Yale, to state universities 
like the University of Texas and the University of Califor-
nia, to for-profit colleges—also lobby the federal govern-
ment. These schools lobby about regulations governing 
student financial aid, education policy, and for funds for 
research projects.

While all of these groups lobby, the dominant players 
in the lobbying market are business organizations. One 
study found that business groups and trade associations 
account for approximately three-quarters of all lobbying 
activity.25 Why? Businesses dominate lobbying primarily 
because they are seeking private goods. If the Sierra Club 
is lobbying for a particular policy, it is most likely a public 
good, like cleaner drinking water or tighter air pollution 

rules. In contrast, much of what firms lobby for are pri-
vate goods: they want a particular tax break, or a policy 
that will benefit their industry. If they do not lobby, they 
will not receive that benefit, so they have the strongest 
incentive to lobby (and hence are over- represented in the 
lobbying community).

When most people think of lobbying, they think of 
lobbying on highly salient issues, such as Obamacare, 
immigration reform, gun control, or the Keystone XL 
pipeline. Lobbying certainly happens on these sorts 
of highly visible issues, but it is not the norm. A care-
ful study of lobbying efforts found that lobbying was 
extremely skewed: Hundreds of lobbyists were active on 
a handful of significant bills, but on most issues, only 
one or two lobbyists were active.26 So we often equate 
lobbying with lobbying on major legislation, but this is 
not what  most lobbying looks like. The typical exam-
ple of lobbying is a small, niche effort to change some 
small area of government policy that is only relevant to 
a few actors.

Furthermore, these two types of lobbying look very 
different. On highly salient bills with lobbyists on both 
sides of the issue, lobbying is unlikely to affect the out-
come very much. Advocates for both sides make their 
case to legislators, and their lobbying is only one of many 
inputs to how a legislator decides. Lobbyists can of course 
affect the outcome, but they are constrained by these 
other factors. On these salient issues, other elements—
most notably, a member’s own ideology and what his or 
her constituents want—are likely to be decisive.

However, on more narrow niche bills, far from the 
spotlight, lobbyists may be more influential. Typically 
only one side lobbies on these narrow issues, and this will 
be the side with more resources and advantages. Many of 
these issues are examples of client politics, such as when 
a firm tries to obtain a particularistic exemption from a 
regulation or tariff (recall from Chapter 1 that client poli-
tics involves a group seeking concentrated benefits at the 
expense of a diffuse majority). No one lobbies for those 
bearing the dispersed costs in these cases, but there are 
lobbyists for the concentrated benefits. We cannot know 
that lobbyists have undue influence here, but it certainly 
suggests that lobbyists are likely more powerful on these 
narrow issues.

Beyond lobbying, groups can also provide another 
type of valuable information: political cues. A political 
cue is a signal telling the official what values are at stake 
in an issue—who is for, who is against a proposal—and 
how that issue fits into his or her own set of political 
beliefs. Some legislators feel comfortable when they are 
on the liberal side of an issue, and others feel comfort-
able when they are on the conservative side, especially 

IMAGE 11-7 Vice-President Joe Biden chats with  Senator 
John Kerry at a dinner in Washington, DC. Such events are 
often opportunities for lobbyists or donors to meet with 
politicians.

political cue A signal telling 
a legislator what values are at 
stake in a vote, and how the 
issue fits into his or her own 
political views on party agenda.
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when they are not familiar with the details of the issue. A 
liberal legislator will look to see whether the AFL-CIO, 
the NAACP, the Americans for Democratic Action, the 
Farmers’ Union, and various consumer organizations 
favor a proposal; if so, that is often all he or she has to 
know. If these liberal groups are split, then the legisla-
tor will worry about the matter and try to look into it 
more closely. Similarly, a conservative legislator will feel 
comfortable taking a stand on an issue if the Chamber of 
Commerce, the National Rifle Association, the American 
Medical Association, various business associations, and 
Americans for Constitutional Action are in agreement 
about it; he or she may feel less comfortable if such con-
servative groups are divided. As a result of this process, 
lobbyists often work together in informal coalitions based 
on general political ideology.

One important way in which these cues are made 
known is by ratings that interest groups make of legis-
lators. These are regularly compiled by dozens of inter-
est groups; some of the most prominent ones include the 
AFL-CIO (on who is pro-labor), by the Americans for 
Democratic Action (on who is liberal), by the Americans 
for Constitutional Action (on who is conservative), by 
the Consumer Federation of America (on who is pro-
consumer), and by the League of Conservation Voters 
(on who is pro-environment). These ratings are designed 
to generate public support for (or opposition to) various 
legislators. They can be helpful sources of information to 
both legislators and their constituents.

Earmarks
Information can be linked to influence. Lobbyists not 
only tell members of Congress facts, they also learn 
from these members what Washington is doing and then 
look for ways to sell that information to their clients. 
What often results is an earmark, that is, a provision in 
a law that provides a direct benefit to a client without 
the benefit having been reviewed on the merits by all of 
Congress.

Earmarks have always existed, but they became much 
more common in the 1970s and later. There are two rea-
sons for this. First, the federal government was doing 
much more and thus affecting more parts of society. 
Second, lobbying organizations figured out that clients 
would pay for information about how to convert some bit 
of federal activity to their benefit.

One study showed how a new kind of lobbying firm 
was born. Cassidy and Associates prospered by helping cli-
ents get earmarks. The firm charged a flat fee ($10,000 or 
more per month) and devoted its energy to studying 
congressional laws in order to find opportunities for its 

clients.27 Its first big cli-
ent was a university that 
wanted federal money 
to pay for a nutri-
tion center it hoped to 
build. The Cassidy firm 
discovered that Con-
gress had authorized 
a “national” nutrition 
center and then set 
about persuading key 
congressional leaders that such a center should be located 
at the university that was paying Cassidy a fee. Soon many 
more universities pushed for earmarks for their pet ideas 
(a foreign-service school, defense software institutes, and 
computer centers). Not long after that, business firms 
joined the hunt.

In 2008, the Office of Management and Budget esti-
mated that Congress had approved more than 11,000 ear-
marks at a cost of more than $16 billion. Many see 
earmarks as a classic example of wasteful spending, and 
they focus on the most flagrant abuses, such as the famous 
“Bridge to Nowhere” in Alaska. But not all earmarks are 
really wasteful spending, however: many earmarks sup-
port programs important to a particular community, such 
as a nutrition center, a job-training program, a program 
to hire additional police officers, or a program to pave 
new roads.

In 2011, amid criticism of the earmarks process, 
Congress agreed to ban earmarks. The desire of groups—
and legislators—to direct funding to particular projects, 
however, was great, and they developed a way to at least 
partially side-step this ban. Since the earmark ban, some 
spending bills have contained special funds not attached 
to a particular program. It is up to the government agen-
cies to decide where and how to spend these funds. While 
the agencies make these decisions, members of Congress 
try to influence them: members send letters and make 
telephone calls to push for projects in their own districts 
(hence these funds are often called “lettermarking” or 
“phonemarking”).28 The requests from members are not 
binding on the agency (unlike earmarks), but agencies are 
usually eager to avoid antagonizing powerful members of 
Congress.

Public Support: Rise of the New 
Politics
Once upon a time, when the government was small, Con-
gress was less individualistic, and television was nonexis-
tent, lobbyists mainly used an insider strategy: they worked 
closely with a few key members of Congress, meeting them 

ratings Assessments of a rep-
resentative’s voting record on 
issues important to an interest 
group.

earmark A provision in a law 
that provides a direct benefit to 
a client without the benefit hav-
ing been reviewed on the merits 
by all of Congress.
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254 Chapter 11 Interest Groups

privately to exchange 
information and (some-
times) favors. Matters of 
mutual interest could be 
discussed at a leisurely 
pace, over dinner or 
while playing golf. Pub-

lic opinion was important on some highly visible issues, 
but there were not many of these.

Following an insider strategy is still valuable, but 
interest groups have increasingly turned to an outsider 
strategy. The newly individualistic nature of Congress has 
made this tactic useful, and modern technology has made 
it possible. Radio, fax machines, and the Internet can now 
get news out almost immediately. Satellite television can 
be used to link interested citizens in various locations 
across the country. Toll-free phone numbers can be publi-
cized, enabling voters to call the offices of their members 
of Congress without charge. Public opinion polls can be 
done by telephone, virtually overnight, to measure (and 
help generate) support for or opposition to proposed 
legislation. Mail can be directed by computers to people 
already known to have an interest in a particular matter.

This kind of grassroots lobbying is central to the 
outsider strategy. It is designed to generate public pressure 
directly on government officials. The “public” that exerts 
this pressure is not every voter or even most voters; it is 
that part of the public (sometimes called an issue public) 
directly affected by or deeply concerned with a govern-
ment policy. What modern technology has made possible 
is the overnight mobilization of specific issue publics.

Not every issue lends itself to an outsider strategy. It 
is hard to get many people excited about, for example, 
complex tax legislation affecting only a few firms. But 
as the government does more and more, and as its poli-
cies affect more and more people, many more will join in 
grassroots lobbying efforts over matters such as abortion, 
Medicare, Social Security, environmental protection, gay 
marriage, and affirmative action. Grassroots lobbying is 
most common on these sorts of highly salient issues that 
have the potential to mobilize and appeal to a broad swath 
of the public.29 For example, in 2010, both sides of the 
debate over Obamacare made extensive use of grassroots 
lobbying.30

Money and PACS
Contrary to popular suspicions, money is probably one 
of the less effective ways by which interest groups advance 
their causes. That was not always the case. Only a few 
decades ago, powerful interests used their bulging wallets 
to buy influence in Congress. The passage of campaign 

finance legislation in the early 1970s changed that. The 
laws had two effects. First, they sharply restricted the 
amount any interest group could give to a candidate for 
federal office. Second, they made legal the creation by 
organizations of political action committees (PACs) that 
could make political contributions (we discussed these 
points in some detail in  Chapter 10).

Once PACs became legal, their numbers grew rap-
idly. Today more than 6,000 PACs exist, up from just 
over 4,000 in 2004 (a 50 percent increase in little more 
than a decade; see Figure 10.7).31 Much of this growth 
comes from the expansion of leadership PACs and super 
PACs, which have received considerable media attention 
in recent years. The former type of PAC is headed by a 
member of Congress who raises money for other candi-
dates, whereas the latter type of PAC is an “independent 
expenditure-only committee” that is not allowed to coor-
dinate with candidates or political party leaders (see the 
discussion in Chapter 10). Among the best-known lead-
ership PACs is the one formed by former House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi to help fund Democratic candidates (Team 
Majority). Among the best-known super PACs is the one 
launched by Karl Rove, a former White House aide to 
President George W. Bush, to assist Republican candi-
dates (American Crossroads).

These leadership PACs are so-called nonconnected 
PACs. Most PACs are connected to a particular corpo-
ration, labor union, trade association, or membership 
organization, and can only solicit funds from individuals 
associated with said organization (and such contributions 
must be voluntary). In contrast, nonconnected PACs (like 
leadership PACs) are instead organized around particular 
ideological views or a particular personality (like a promi-
nent member of Congress). Unlike other PACs, noncon-
nected PACs can solicit contributions from the general 
public (though all PACs are subject to certain rules, as 
we explained in Chapter 10). That said, while leadership 
PACs and others have attracted more attention in recent 
years, most PACs remain the traditional connected PACs, 
most of which represent business interests (another exam-
ple of the power of business).

Some people worry that the existence of all this politi-
cal money has resulted in our having, as the late Senator 
Edward Kennedy put it, “the finest Congress that money 
can buy.” More likely, the increase in the number of PACs 
has had just the opposite effect. The reason is simple: With 
PACs so numerous and so easy to form, it is now probable 
that money will be available on every side of almost every 
conceivable issue. As a result, members of Congress can 
take money and still decide for themselves how to vote. 
As we shall see, there is not much scholarly evidence that 
money buys votes in Congress.

grassroots lobbying Using 
the general public (rather than 
lobbyists) to contact govern-
ment officials about a public 
policy.
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Indeed, some members of Congress tell PACs what 
to do rather than take orders from them. Members will 
frequently inform PACs that they “expect” money from 
them; grumbling PAC officials feel they have no choice 
but to contribute for fear of alienating the members. This 
is especially true in the age of leadership PACs. When 
Charles Rangel, a congressman from New York, was hop-
ing to be elected whip of the Democratic Party in the 
House, he set up a leadership PAC and solicited many 
contributions from various lobbyists and PACs. He then 
gave funds to other members in the hope of winning 
their support. Setting up such a PAC is now practically 
required to rise up in the congressional leadership hierar-
chy in either party.32 An ironic consequence of this is that 
groups might end up unintentionally donating money to 
individual politicians they dislike. For example, a conser-
vative organization might give money to a conservative 
Republican’s leadership PAC, which can then turn around 
and give it to a more moderate Republican colleague the 
group would never voluntarily support.

In the 2015–2016 election cycle, connected PACs 
gave slightly more than $1 billion to candidates running 
for the House and Senate. While this figure is large, it 
needs to be put into the proper perspective. First, individ-
uals give more money in total than PACs do, so PACs are 
not the dominant figure in campaign finance that many 
imagine them to be.33 Second, the average PAC contribu-
tion to a candidate is rather small, on the order of a few 
hundred dollars—the popular image of rich PACs stuffing 
huge sums into political campaigns and thereby buying 
the attention and possibly the favors of the grateful candi-
dates is an exaggeration.

The typical PAC tries to support a large number of 
candidates with relatively modest donations. They are 
more likely to support incumbents than challengers, and 
they also typically give slightly more money to the majority 

party (though labor unions give almost exclusively to 
Democrats, and a few business PACs give predominantly 
to Republicans). This pattern reflects the fact that most 
PAC contributions are a means of gaining access to mem-
bers.34 Members have busy schedules and receive far more 
requests for meetings than they could ever possibly grant. 
A PAC contribution is a way that the organization can get 
its foot in the door: when they call, the member will be 
more likely to take their call and meet with them if they 
have given him or her money.35

While considerable evidence shows that contributions 
provide access, there is little evidence that PAC donations 
(or other types of political money) affect how legisla-
tors vote.36 On most issues, a legislator’s vote is primarily 
explained by their general party and ideology, as well as 
their constituents’ preferences; factors like the amount of 
PAC money received are very minor considerations. This 
also reflects the fact that PACs tend to donate more to their 
friends than to fence-sitters or their opponents—PAC con-
tributions are a form of subsidy to friendly legislators.37 The 
PAC contribution is a way to help reelect a member with 
whom the organization has a good relationship. For exam-
ple, many defense contractors give their largest contribu-
tions to members of Congress who have factories located in 
their districts. If we see that those members supported a bill 
to award that firm a contract for a new weapons system, it 
was likely not the PAC donation that drove their vote, but 
rather the prospect of new jobs in their district. In the end, 
a PAC donation is almost certainly not enough to sway a 
member of Congress’s vote one way or the other.

In any event, if interest-group money makes a dif-
ference at all, it probably affects certain kinds of issues 
more than others. Much as with lobbying, interest-group 
money probably matters most on narrow issues that are 
best characterized as client politics (concentrated benefits 
but dispersed costs). While PAC contributions do not 
seem to matter much in the aggregate, they may well mat-
ter more on these sorts of narrow policies.38

The “Revolving Door”
Every year, hundreds of people leave important jobs 
in the federal government to take more lucrative posi-
tions in private industry. Some go to work as lobbyists, 
others as consultants to businesses, still others as key 
executives in corporations, foundations, and universi-
ties. Many people worry that this “revolving door” may 
give private interests a way of improperly influencing 
government decisions. If a federal official uses his or 
her government position to do something for a corpo-
ration in exchange for a cushy job after leaving govern-
ment, or if a person who has left government uses his 

IMAGE 11-8 Citizens meet with members of Congress to pro-
mote particular programs, an example of grassroots lobbying.
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or her personal contacts in Washington to get favors 
for private parties, then the public interest may suffer.

From time to time, certain incidents stir these fears. 
For instance, as the Washington Post reported, following 
the attempted bombing of a U.S. airliner on Christmas 
Day 2009, Michael Chertoff, the former secretary of the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), “gave dozens 
of media interviews touting the need for the federal gov-
ernment to buy more full body-scanners for airports”; but 
in that media blitz Chertoff did not always make clear 
what his security consulting firm, the Chertoff Group, 
had disclosed in a statement issued before he made the 

media rounds, namely, that the former DHS chief rep-
resented a client that manufactured the machines and 
sold them to a DHS subunit, the Transportation Safety 
Administration.39

Over the years, more than a few scandals have 
emerged concerning corrupt dealings between federal 
department officials and industry executives. Many have 
involved contractors or their consultants bribing procure-
ment officials. Far more common, however, have been 
major breakdowns in the procurement process itself. For 
example, in 2006, DHS revealed the results from an inter-
nal audit.40 In the previous year, the department had spent 

Gun Control: Contentious 
 Entrepreneurial Politics

In December 2012, Adam Lanza fatally shot 20 children 
and 6 adult staff members at Sandy Hook Elementary 
School in Newtown, Connecticut. The incident ranked 
as one of the deadliest mass shootings in U.S. history, 
and afterward, numerous politicians, including President 
Barack Obama, called for tougher gun control legislation. 
Large majorities of Americans supported specific reforms, 
such as tougher background checks, in the aftermath of 
the attack. Legislation was introduced in Congress, but it 
did not pass. Other subsequent mass shootings similarly 
did not lead to tougher gun laws. If the public and many 
political elites support tougher gun control measures, why 
are they so difficult to enact?

The answer lies (in part) in the nature of the policy. Gun 
control is best characterized as entrepreneurial politics. If 
gun control measures are enacted, then all of society will 
benefit from increased safety (though it is important to note 
that some gun control opponents doubt this claim). But 
gun owners will pay the costs because it will be more dif-
ficult and expensive to own a gun. This means there are 
dispersed benefits but concentrated costs, which gener-
ates entrepreneurial politics.

Those opposed to gun control are well organized in 
interest groups, most notably, the National Rifle Associa-
tion, which has been strongly opposed to gun control in 
recent years. Furthermore, as we discussed in Chapter 7, 
gun control opponents are also highly politically active on 
this issue, making them a potent constituency for mem-
bers of Congress.

Consistent with our expectations of entrepreneurial poli-
tics, gun control supporters, by contrast, have not been as 
well organized. Gun control advocates have struggled to 
build effective organizations and have not found effective 
policy entrepreneurs, a struggle Kristin Goss documents in 

her book Disarmed. As we discussed in Chapter 1, a change 
in the salience of an issue can bring about change even in 
the absence of an entrepreneur. While Newtown did make 
gun control more salient, and it did increase public support 
for gun control, such support was temporary. By May 2013, 
gun control opinion had returned to its pre-Newtown levels.

While there has been little legislative or policy change 
nationally, gun control advocates have been far more 
successful at the state level. Since Sandy Hook, eight 
states increased background check requirements, and 
in 2016 several states, including California, Nevada, and 
Washington, all passed new gun control measures. Advo-
cates have also begun to try to promulgate studies show-
ing a link between tougher gun control measures and lower 
rates of gun violence. This reinforces a point we made in 
 Chapter 3: one consequence of a federal system is that 
different actors may have more success in pressing their 
case with different government bodies.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
THE BOX

Sources: Caroll Doherty, “Did Newtown Really Change 
 Public Opinion About Gun Control?” CNN.com, 6 December, 
2013; Kristen Goss, Disarmed: The Missing Movement for 
Gun Control in America. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 2006; Eric Lichtblau, “Gun-Control Groups Push 
Growing Evidence that Laws Reduce Violence,” New York 
Times, 11 October, 2016. 
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$17.5 billion on contracts for airport security, radiation 
detectors, and other goods and services. But records for 
nearly three dozen contracts were completely missing, and 
records for many other contracts lacked evidence that the 
department had followed federal rules in negotiating best 
prices. (The internal audit itself was performed by private 
consultants, presumably in compliance with all relevant 
rules.) However, while there are various examples like 
these, we lack full and systematic data on the problem 
more broadly, so it is difficult to draw firm conclusions 
about it more generally.

Agencies differ in their vulnerability to outside influ-
ences. If the Food and Drug Administration is not vigi-
lant, people in that agency who help decide whether a new 
drug should be placed on the market may have their judg-
ment affected by the possibility that, if they approve the 
drug, the pharmaceutical company that makes it will later 
offer them a lucrative position. On the other hand, lawyers 
in the Federal Trade Commission who prosecute businesses 
that violate the antitrust laws may decide that their chances 
for getting a good job with a private law firm later on will 
increase if they are particularly vigorous and effective pros-
ecutors. The firm, after all, wants to hire competent people, 
and winning a case is a good test of competence.41

In response to concerns of undue influence, recent 
administrations have put new limits on the ability of for-
mer executive branch officials to work as lobbyists. Both 
Presidents Obama and Trump have put certain restric-
tions in place, including blocking former officials from 
serving as lobbyists for several years after leaving office.42 
Whether they will be effective at limiting such concerns 
remains to be seen.

Civil Disobedience
Public displays and disruptive tactics—protest marches, 
sit-ins, picketing, and violence—have always been a 
part of American politics. Indeed, they were among the 
favorite tactics of the American colonists seeking inde-
pendence in 1776.

Both ends of the political spectrum have used display, 
disruption, and violence. On the left feminists, gay rights 
supporters, antislavery agitators, coal miners, auto work-
ers, welfare mothers, African Americans, antinuclear power 
groups, public housing tenants, the American Indian 
Movement, the Students for a Democratic Society, and 
the Weather Underground have created “trouble” rang-
ing from peaceful sit-ins at segregated lunch counters to 
bombings and shootings. On the right, the Ku Klux Klan 
has used terror, intimidation, and murder; parents opposed 
to forced busing of schoolchildren have demonstrated; 
business firms have used strong-arm squads against work-
ers; right-to-life groups have blockaded abortion clinics; 

and an endless array of “anti-” groups (anti-Catholics, 
anti-Masons, anti-Jews, anti-immigrants, anti-saloons,  
anti-blacks, anti-protesters, and probably even anti-antis) 
have taken their disruptive turns on stage. The Tea Party 
and affiliated groups have most recently used protests and 
rallies to help spread their message. These various activities 
are not morally the same—a sit-in demonstration is quite 
different from a lynching—but politically they constitute 
a similar problem for a government official.

An explanation of why and under what circumstances 
disruption occurs is beyond the scope of this book. To under-
stand interest-group politics, however, it is important to 
remember that making trouble has, since the 1960s, become 
a quite conventional political resource and is no longer sim-
ply the last resort of extremist groups. Making trouble is 
now an accepted political tactic of ordinary  middle-class 
citizens as well as the disadvantaged or disreputable.

Of course, the use of disruptive methods by “proper” 
people has a long history. For example, in a movement 
that began in England at the turn of the 20th century and 
then spread to America, feminists would chain themselves 
to lampposts or engage in what we now call “sit-ins” as 
part of a campaign to win the vote for women. The object 
then was much the same as the object of similar tactics 
today: to disrupt the working of some institution so that 
it is forced to negotiate with you; or, failing that, to enlist 
the sympathies of third parties (the media, other interest 
groups) who will come to your aid and press your target to 
negotiate with you; or, failing that, to goad the police into 
making attacks and arrests so that martyrs are created.

The civil rights and antiwar movements of the 1960s 
gave experience in these methods to thousands of young 
people and persuaded others of the effectiveness of such 
methods under certain conditions. Though these move-
ments have abated or disappeared, their veterans and 
emulators have put such tactics to new uses—trying to 

IMAGE 11-9 Same-sex marriage supporters celebrate after 
the Supreme Court ruled in their favor in 2015.
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block the construction of a nuclear power plant, for exam-
ple, or occupying the office of a cabinet secretary to obtain 
concessions for a particular group. As a result, today such 
techniques are common on both the left and the right. 
They can sometimes affect policy,43 which helps to explain 
their use by groups across the political spectrum.

Which Groups and Strategies 
Are Most Effective?
Reviewing the various strategies interest groups use to 
influence the policy process, one might naturally ask 
two questions about interest-group power. First, which 
strategies are most effective? And second, which interest 
groups are most influential? Consider the question of 
strategy first. Unfortunately, this kind of question does 
not have an easy answer. The best strategy depends on 
the group and the issue in question. For some issues—
especially highly salient ones that would generate sig-
nificant public support—a grassroots lobbying strategy 
and a media campaign would be most effective. For 
other issues, especially more niche client politics issues, 
an insider lobbying campaign of key legislators would 
be the most efficacious strategy. Furthermore, on many 
issues, the best strategy isn’t any one choice, it’s a multi-
tude of choices: it is not grassroots or insider lobbying, 
it is both.44 For example, the Civil Rights movement not 
only used protests and civil disobedience, they also used 
a strategic series of lawsuits, as well as both insider and 
grassroots lobbying. Most groups use many of the tactics 
described in this section.

Can we say, then, which groups are most effective? 
Such a question is, at its core, effectively impossible to 
answer, as different groups will be influential for differ-
ent reasons. However, one common thread connecting 
many of these groups is that they have the power to dem-
onstrate clear electoral consequences to opposing their 
policies. For example, the Dodd-Frank reform bill put in 
place the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
to regulate lenders (among other tasks). But one group 
of lenders was initially largely unregulated by the CFPB: 
automobile lenders, especially automobile dealerships 
(while automobile dealers do not typically make loans 
themselves, they often serve as the middleman, connect-
ing buyers with financing). Why did this group get this 
exemption? They got it because they engaged in a vigorous 
grassroots lobbying campaign. Theirs was a particularly 
potent grassroots campaign because there are approxi-
mately 18,000 automobile dealerships across the country 
that employ close to 1 million Americans.45 Hence every 
congressional district in America has a number of people 
employed in connection with automobile dealerships and 

loans, and they could make a powerful case to legislators: 
regulating us would harm the economy. While the CFPB 
has issued some regulations about these lenders, even 
these have faced significant pushback from opponents.46 
Similarly, one reason why the National Rifle Association 
(NRA) has long been seen as a powerhouse interest group 
is that NRA members are highly politically engaged and 
will vote against—and campaign against—members who 
oppose their policy positions (see the Policy Dynamics: 
Inside/Outside the Box feature on page 256 in this chap-
ter).47 It is this activism—more than their PAC contribu-
tions—that makes them a potent force in Washington. 
The AARP is also widely seen as powerful because its 
core demographic—senior citizens—is highly politically 
engaged (see the discussion in Chapter 8). We can say 
these groups are “important” because they represent large, 
geographically dispersed constituencies who can impose 
electoral costs on members of Congress. In short, one key 
part of “importance” or “influence” is being able to gener-
ate electoral reward or punishment for members.

Furthermore, as we have discussed throughout the 
chapter, the political context also matters. Interest groups 
are most effective when they pursue issues best character-
ized as client politics. Groups that advocate for change 
on broad-based entrepreneurial or majoritarian politics 
(things like regulating the environment) face a more 
uphill battle because of the nature of the issue.

This highlights an important truth about American 
politics. Many assume that money determines policy out-
comes, but the logic above shows that this is not really 
correct: organization, political consequences, and politi-
cal context matter just as much, if not more. Studies find 
that the side with the most money (or that spends the 
most money) is only weakly correlated with policy suc-
cess, and a majority of lobbying efforts—even those from 
well- connected, high-profile groups—fail.48 If all it took to 
change the status quo was money, then neither tobacco nor 
oil drilling would be regulated at all (instead, both are heav-
ily regulated). As we discussed earlier in the chapter, busi-
ness often, but not always, gets what it wants in a pluralistic 
system like ours. To ultimately understand interest-group 
success and failure, we need to consider organizations and 
the political context in which groups operate.

11-5  Regulating Interest 
Groups

Interest-group activity is a form of political speech pro-
tected by the First Amendment to the Constitution: it can-
not lawfully be abolished or even much curtailed. In 1946, 
Congress passed the Federal Regulation of Lobbying Act, 
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which requires groups and individuals seeking to influ-
ence legislation to register with the secretary of the Senate 
and the clerk of the House and to file quarterly financial 
reports. The Supreme Court upheld the law but restricted 
its application to lobbying efforts involving direct con-
tacts with members of Congress.49 More general “grass-
roots” interest-group activity may not be restricted by the 
government. The 1946 law had little practical effect. Not 
all lobbyists took the trouble to register, and there was 
no guarantee that the financial statements were accurate. 
There was no staff in charge of enforcing the law.

After years of growing popular dissatisfaction with 
Congress, prompted in large measure by the (exaggerated) 
view that legislators were the pawns of powerful special 
interests, Congress unanimously passed in late 1995 a bill 
that tightened up the registration and disclosure require-
ments. Signed by the president, the law restated the obli-
gation of lobbyists to register with the House and Senate, 
but it broadened the definition of a lobbyist to include 
the following:

•	 People who spend at least 20 percent of their time 
lobbying

•	 People who are paid at least $5,000 in any six-month 
period to lobby

•	 Corporations and other groups that spend more than 
$20,000 in any six-month period on their own lobby-
ing staffs

The law covered people and groups who lobbied 
the executive branch and congressional staffers as well as 
elected members of Congress, and it included law firms 
that represent clients before the government. Twice a year, 
all registered lobbyists were required to report the names 
of their clients, their income and expenditures, and the 
issues on which they worked.

The registration and reporting requirements did not, 
however, extend to grassroots lobbying. Nor was any new 
enforcement organization created, although congressional 
officials could refer violations to the Justice Department 
for investigation. Fines for breaking the law could amount 
to $50,000. In addition, the law barred tax-exempt, non-
profit advocacy groups that lobby from getting federal 
grants.

Just as the Republicans moved expeditiously to pass 
new regulations on interest groups and lobbying when 
they regained majorities in Congress in the November 
1994 elections, the Democrats’ first order of business after 
retaking Congress in the November 2006 elections was to 
adopt sweeping reforms. Beginning March 1, 2007, many 
new regulations took effect, including the following:

•	 No gifts of any value may be accepted from registered 
lobbyists or firms that employ lobbyists

•	 Travel costs may not be reimbursed by registered lob-
byists or firms that employ lobbyists

•	 Travel costs may not be reimbursed, no mat-
ter the source, if the trip is in any part organized or 
requested by a registered lobbyist or firm that employs  
lobbyists

Strictly speaking, these and related new rules mean 
that a House member cannot go on a “fact-finding” trip 
to a local site or a foreign country and have anyone associ-
ated with lobbying arrange to pay for it. Even people who 
are not themselves registered lobbyists, but who work for 
a lobbying firm, are not permitted to take members of 
Congress to lunch or give them any other “thing of value,” 
no matter how small.

But if past experience is any guide, “strictly speak-
ing” is not how the rules will be followed or enforced. 
For instance, buried in the fine print of the new rules are 
provisions that permit members of Congress to accept 
reimbursement for travel from lobbyists if the travel is for 
“one-day trips,” so long as the lobbyists themselves do not 
initiate the trip, make the reservations, or pick up inciden-
tal expenses unrelated to the visit. Moreover, these rules 
have not yet been adopted in precisely the same form by 
the Senate; and neither chamber has yet clarified language 
or closed loopholes related to lobbying registration and 
reporting.

Do not suppose, however, that such remaining gaps 
in lobbying laws render the system wide open to abuses 
or evasions. For one thing, the lobbying laws, loopholes 
and all, are now tighter than ever. For another, the most 
significant legal constraints on interest groups come 
not from the current federal lobbying law (though that 
may change) but from the tax code and the campaign 
finance laws. Nonprofit organizations—which include 
not only charitable groups but also almost all volun-
tary associations that have an interest in politics—need 
not pay income taxes, and financial contributions to 
it can be deducted on the donor’s income tax return, 
provided that the organization does not devote a “sub-
stantial part” of its activities to “attempting to influence 
legislation.”50

Many tax-exempt organizations do take public posi-
tions on political questions and testify before congres-
sional committees. If the organization does any serious 
lobbying, however, it will lose its tax-exempt status (and 
thus find it harder to solicit donations and more expensive 
to operate). This happened to the Sierra Club in 1968, 
when the Internal Revenue Service revoked its tax-exempt 
status because of its extensive lobbying activities. Some 
voluntary associations try to deal with this problem by 
setting up separate organizations to collect tax-exempt 
money—for example, the NAACP lobbies and must 
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To: Chandra Enakshi, Senate majority leader
From: Brian Luce, chief of staff
Subject: Full federal financing of presidential campaigns

In recent years, more and more candidates have opted out of the public funding system, with only one 
candidate participating in 2016. Elections have also become vastly more expensive, with presidential 
candidates alone raising over $1.5 billion in 2016 (not counting party committees, PACs, or outside 
groups). Congress needs to decide whether elections are a public investment or a political free market 
for citizens and candidates. We support a bill that would fully fund all major-party presidential candidates.

Arguments against:
1. Constitutional precedent for requiring political 

candidates to accept public funds is weak. In 
Buckley v. Valeo (1976), the Supreme Court 
upheld limits on campaign contributions for 
candidates who accept public money, but it also 
defined spending money for political purposes 
as expression protected by the First Amend-
ment, thereby giving individuals the right to 
raise and spend as much of their own money 
as they choose, if they forego federal funds.

2. Campaign spending would soon spiral once 
again. The federal government may not 
restrict spending by individuals or organiza-
tions working independently from the political 
parties, and federal funds would merely sup-
plement, not supplant, private fundraising.

3. Less than 10 percent of taxpayers currently 
support public financing through voluntary 
federal income tax check-offs, and voters 
likely would view bankrolling elections as 
serving politicians, not the people.
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260 Chapter 11 Interest Groups

Your decision:  Support legislation  Oppose legislation

What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

Will You Support or Oppose Full Federal 
Financing of Presidential Campaigns?

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
A bipartisan group of senators has proposed that Congress control campaign expenses by 
fully funding and setting an upper limit on financing for presidential campaigns. Presidential 
contenders so far have refrained from taking a position on the legislation.

Arguments for:
1. Legal precedents are promising. Matching 

federal funds already go to presidential pri-
mary candidates who have raised at least 
$5,000, in contributions of $250 or less, in 
each of 20 states. For the general election, 
each major-party nominee already is eligible 
for federal funding if he or she agrees to 
spend no more than that amount.

2. The funding required would be small. Even if it 
cost $1 billion, that is hardly a fiscal drain in a 
nearly $3.8 trillion annual budget.

3. The effects would be pervasive. Candidates 
and party leaders would stop covertly court-
ing big donors with phone calls, lunches, and 
personal visits, and would focus instead on 
the needs of average citizens.
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pay taxes, but the NAACP Legal Defense and Education 
Fund, which does not lobby, is tax-exempt.

Finally, the campaign finance laws, described in detail 
in Chapter 10, limit to $5,000 the amount any politi-
cal action committee can spend on a given candidate in 
a given election. These laws have sharply curtailed the 
extent to which any single group can give money, though 
they have increased the total amount that different groups 
can provide.

Beyond making bribery or other manifestly corrupt 
forms of behavior illegal and restricting the sums that 

campaign contributors can donate, there is probably no 
system for controlling interest groups that would both 
make a useful difference and leave important constitu-
tional and political rights unimpaired. Ultimately, the 
only remedy for imbalances or inadequacies in interest-
group representation is to devise and sustain a political 
system that gives all affected parties a reasonable chance 
to be heard on matters of public policy. That, of course, 
is exactly what the Founders thought they were doing. 
Whether they succeeded or not is a question to which we 
shall return at the end of this book.

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

11-1  Explain what an interest group is, and 
identify the main factors that led to their 
rise in America.

An interest group is an organization of people 
sharing a common interest or goal that seeks to 
influence public policy. Several factors help to 
explain the rise of these groups, including the 
growth of the market economy in America, gov-
ernment policy itself (by creating constituencies 
that receive benefits from the government), 
political movements that create political entre-
preneurs, and the growing scope of govern-
ment policy.

11-2  Detail the various types of interest 
groups in America, and explain the types 
of people who join interest groups.

Two kinds of interest groups exist: institutional 
and membership. Institutional groups repre-
sent other organizations (like lobbying firms 
that represent corporations or trade groups in 
Washington), whereas membership groups rep-
resent their own members and their members’ 
policy preferences and beliefs (like the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, a historic civil rights membership orga-
nization). People join groups for the same basic 
reasons that they join any organization. There 
are three kinds of incentives: solidary, material, 
and purposive.

11-3  Summarize the ways interest groups 
relate to social movements.

Social movements are mass movements that 
push for a particular type of policy change. 

Groups that use purposive benefits are 
especially likely to be linked to broad social 
movements.

11-4  Explain the various ways interest 
groups try to influence the policymaking 
process.

Groups use a variety of strategies, includ-
ing lobbying (and more generally providing 
information), earmarking (though it is currently 
banned, there are some ways around it), dona-
tions to legislators, and civil disobedience. The 
most effective strategies in any given instance 
depend on the type of group and its goals. 
Whether a group is successful is determined at 
least in part by its organization and the political 
environment.

11-5  Describe the ways in which interest 
groups’ political activity is limited.

Interest groups’ activities are restricted by 
literally scores of laws. For example, Wash-
ington lobbyists must register with the House 
or Senate. All registered lobbyists must pub-
licly divulge their client list and expenditures. 
There are legal limits on PAC contributions. 
Every new wave of campaign finance laws 
(see Chapter 10) has resulted in more rules 
regulating interest groups. The Internal Revenue 
Service has tightly restricted political activity 
by religious groups, private schools, and other 
organizations as a condition for their exemp-
tion from federal income tax. Finally, states and 
cities have their own laws regulating interest 
groups, and some places are more restrictive 
than others.

Summary 261
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T O  L E A R N  M O R E

Conservative interest groups:

American Conservative Union: www.conservative.org

Christian Coalition: www.cc.org

Liberal interest groups:

American Civil Liberties Union: www.aclu.org

Americans for Democratic Action: www.adaction.org

Environmental groups:

Environmental Defense Fund: www.edf.org

National Resources Defense Council: www.nrdc.org

Civil rights groups:

NAACP: www.naacp.org

Center for Equal Opportunity: www.ceousa.org
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The Media
L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

12-1  Trace the evolution of the press in America, and explain how 

media coverage of politics has changed over time.

12-2  Summarize the most important sources of news for contempo-

rary Americans, and discuss the consequences of consuming 

different news sources.

12-3  Explain the main political functions of the media in America, 

and discuss how the media both enhance and detract from 

American democracy.

12-4  Discuss the reasons behind lower levels of media trust today, 

and summarize the arguments for and against media bias.

12-5 Explain how government controls and regulates the media.
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264 Chapter 12 The Media

12-1 The Media and Politics
The Internet is an important new venue for politics, but it 
presents similar challenges for politicians as earlier techno-
logical advances in communication. From the beginning 
of the Republic, public officials have tried to get the media 
on their side while knowing that, because the media love 
controversy, they are as likely to attack as to praise. The 
Internet may strike some politicians as the solution to this 
problem: They think that if they put their own Web pages 
out there, they can reach the voters directly. They can, but 
so can rival politicians with their own Web pages.

All of this takes place in a country so committed to a 
free press that the government can do little to control the 
process. As we shall see, efforts have been made to control 
radio and television via the government’s right to license 
broadcasters, but most of these attempts have evaporated.

Even strongly democratic nations restrict the press 
more than the United States. For example, the laws gov-
erning libel are much stricter in the United Kingdom than 
in the United States. As a result, it is easier in the United 
Kingdom for politicians to sue newspapers for publishing 
articles that defame or ridicule them. In this country, the 
libel laws make it almost impossible to prevent press criti-
cisms of public figures. Moreover, England has an Official 
Secrets Act that can be used to punish any past or present 
public officials who leak information to the press.5 In this 
country, information is leaked all the time, and our Free-
dom of Information Act makes it relatively easy for the 
press to extract documents from the government.

European governments can be much tougher on peo-
ple who make controversial statements than the American 
political system. In 2006, an Austrian court sentenced a 
man to three years in prison for denying that the Nazi 
death camp at Auschwitz killed its inmates. A French court 
convicted a distinguished American historian for telling a 
French newspaper that the slaughter of Armenians may 
not have been the result of planned effort. An Italian jour-
nalist stood trial for writing things “offensive to Islam.” 
In the United States, however, such statements would be 

Suppose you want to influence how other people 
think about health, politics, sports, or celebrities. What 
would you do? At one time, you might write a book 
or publish an essay in a newspaper or magazine. But 
unless you were very lucky, the book or article would 
reach only a few people. Today, you will have a much 
bigger impact if you can get on television or post your 
findings on a popular news website or blog. Vastly 
more people watch Dancing with the Stars than read 
newspaper editorials; many more get opinions from 
blogs—such as the Daily Kos on the left or Power Line 
on the right—than read essays in magazines.

Television and the Internet are key parts of the 
New Media; newspapers and magazines are part of 
the Old Media. And while both still matter, new media 
have become more important in recent years, and will 
be stronger still in the years to come.

In 1972–1974, the Nixon 
administration’s efforts to 

cover up the burglary of Democratic National Com-
mittee headquarters at the Watergate Hotel in Wash-
ington, DC, were revealed through a series of articles 
published in the Washington Post, which gained 
national fame for its riveting news coverage by jour-
nalists Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein.1 In the 
summer of 1987, Congress held live, televised hear-
ings about the Iran-Contra scandal, which captivated 
viewers.

THEN 

Television is still an impor-
tant source of news, but the 

Internet and social media are rapidly transforming 
the media landscape. In 2011, reports that the United 
States had captured and killed Osama bin Laden first 
appeared on Twitter. By 2016, 66 percent of Facebook 
users—representing nearly 44 percent of Americans—
got at least some of their news through that social 
media platform.2 That statistic generated a lot of con-
troversy when it was revealed that many fake news 
stories spread on Facebook and other social media 
sites during the 2016 presidential election. For exam-
ple, a story on Facebook about Pope Francis endors-
ing Donald Trump for president was shared, liked, or 
commented on more than 960,000 times in 2016, and 
a story about Hillary Clinton selling weapons to ISIS 
generated nearly as many likes, shares, and com-
ments.3 Obviously, neither story was true, but these 
fake news stories may have influenced some voters.

The 2016 examples are not an aberration: social 
media is now a major source of news, rivaling even 
television. Nearly twice as many adults get their news 

NOW 

online than read a print newspaper.4 And for online 
news, desktops and laptops are being replaced by 
mobile phones and tablets, which will spur even more 
changes in the future. The media landscape is shifting 
dramatically every year.

As we will learn throughout this chapter, the mass 
media play a vital role in politics, but many people 
misunderstand their role and have a variety of miscon-
ceptions about what the media can—and cannot—do 
in politics. In this chapter, we hope to help you better 
understand the powers and the limits of the media.
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IMAGEs 12-1 and 12-2 Blogs, both conservative and liberal, have 
become an important form of political communication.
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266 Chapter 12 The Media

protected by the Constitution even if, as with the man 
who denied the existence of the Holocaust, they were pro-
foundly wrong.6

America has a long tradition of privately owned media. 
By contrast, private ownership of television has come only 
recently to other nations, such as France. And the Internet 
is not owned by anybody: Here and in many nations, peo-
ple can say or read whatever they want on their computers. 
Newspapers in this country require no government per-
mission to operate, but radio and television stations need 
licenses granted by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC). These licenses must be renewed periodically. 
On occasion, the White House has made efforts to use 
license renewals as a way of influencing station owners who 
were out of political favor, but of late, the level of FCC 
control over what is broadcast has lessened.

Two potential issues limit the freedom of privately owned 
newspapers and broadcast stations. First, they must make a 
profit. Some critics believe the need for profit will lead media 
outlets to distort the news in order to satisfy advertisers or to 
build an audience. Though there is some truth to this argu-
ment, it is too simple. Every media outlet must satisfy a vari-
ety of people—advertisers, subscribers, listeners, reporters, 
and editors—and balancing those demands is complicated 
and will be done differently by different owners.

The second problem is media bias. If most reporters 
and editors have similar views about politics, and if they 
act on those views, then the media would give us only one 
side of many stories. Later in this chapter, we take a close 
look at whether the media are actually biased.

Journalism in American Political 
History
Important changes in the nature of American politics have 
gone hand in hand with major changes in the organization 
and technology of the press. It is the nature of politics, 
essentially a form of communication, to respond to changes 
in how communications are carried on. This can be seen by 
considering five important periods in journalistic history.

The Party Press
In the early years of American democracy, politicians 
of various factions and parties created, sponsored, and 
controlled newspapers to further their interests. This 
was possible because circulation was of necessity small 
(newspapers could not easily be distributed to large audi-
ences, owing to poor transportation) and newspapers 
were expensive (the type was set by hand and the presses 
printed copies slowly). Furthermore, few large advertis-
ers existed to pay the bills. These newspapers circulated 
chiefly among the political and commercial elites who 

could afford the high subscription prices. Even with high 
prices, the newspapers often required subsidies that fre-
quently came from the government or a political party.

During the Washington administration, the  Federalists, 
led by Alexander Hamilton, created the Gazette of the United 
States. The Republicans, led by Thomas Jefferson, retaliated 
by creating the National Gazette and made its  editor, Philip 
Freneau, “clerk for foreign languages” in the State Depart-
ment at $250 a year (more than $6,000 in today’s dollars) 
to help support him. After Jefferson became president, he 
introduced another publisher, Samuel  Harrison Smith, to 
start the National Intelligencer, subsidizing him by giving 
him a contract to print government documents. Andrew 
Jackson, when he became president, aided in the creation 
of the Washington Globe. By some estimates, more than 
50 journalists were on the government payroll during this 
era. Naturally, these newspapers were relentlessly partisan 
in their views. Citizens could choose among different party 
papers, but only rarely could they find a paper that pre-
sented both sides of an issue.

The Popular Press
Changes in society and technology made possible the 
rise of a self-supporting daily newspaper with a mass 
readership. The development of the high-speed rotary 
press enabled publishers to print thousands of copies of 
a newspaper cheaply and quickly. The invention of the 
telegraph in the 1840s meant that news from Washing-
ton could be flashed almost immediately to New York, 
Boston, Philadelphia, and Charleston, thus providing 
local papers with access to information that once only the 
Washington papers enjoyed. The creation in 1846 of the 
Associated Press (AP) allowed telegraphic and systematic 
dissemination of information to newspaper editors. Since 
the AP provided stories that had to be brief and that went 
to newspapers of every political hue, it could not afford 
to be partisan or biased; to attract as many subscribers as 
possible, it had to present the facts objectively.

Meanwhile, the nation was becoming more urban-
ized, with large numbers of people brought together in 
densely settled areas. These people could support a daily 
newspaper by paying only a penny per copy and by patron-
izing merchants who advertised in its pages. Newspapers 
no longer needed political patronage to prosper, and soon 
such subsidies began to dry up. In 1860, the Government 
Printing Office was established, thereby putting an end to 
most of the printing contracts that Washington newspa-
pers had once enjoyed.

The mass-readership newspaper was scarcely non-
partisan, but the partisanship it displayed arose from the 
convictions of its publishers and editors rather than from 
the influence of its party sponsors. And these convictions 
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blended political beliefs with economic interests. The way 
to attract a large readership was with sensationalism: vio-
lence, romance, and patriotism, coupled with exposés of 
government, politics, business, and society. As practiced 
by Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst, found-
ers of large newspaper empires, this editorial policy had 
great appeal for the average citizen and especially for the 
immigrants flooding into the large cities.

Strong-willed publishers could often become powerful 
political forces. Hearst used his papers to agitate for war 
with Spain when Cubans rebelled against Spanish rule. 
Conservative Republican political leaders were opposed to 
the war, but a steady diet of newspaper stories about real and 
imagined Spanish brutalities whipped up public opinion in 
favor of intervention. At one point, Hearst sent noted art-
ist Frederic Remington to Cuba to supply paintings of the 
conflict. Remington cabled back: “Everything is quiet. . . . 
There will be no war.” Hearst supposedly replied: “Please 
remain. You furnish the pictures and I’ll furnish the war.”7 
When the battleship USS Maine blew up in Havana  Harbor, 
President William McKinley felt helpless to resist popular 
pressure, and the United States declared war in 1898.

For all their excesses, mass-readership newspapers 
began to create a common national culture, to establish 
the feasibility of a press free of government control or 
subsidy, and to demonstrate how exciting (and profitable) 
the criticism of public policy and the revelation of public 
scandal could be.

Magazines of Opinion
The growing middle class often was repelled by what it 
called “yellow journalism” and around the turn of the cen-
tury developed a taste for political reform and a belief in the 
doctrines of the progressive movement. To satisfy this mar-
ket, a variety of national magazines appeared that—unlike 

those devoted to manners and literature—discussed issues 
of public policy. Among the first of these were The Nation, 
the Atlantic Monthly, and Harper’s, founded in the 1850s 
and 1860s; later came the more broadly based mass- 
circulation magazines such as McClure’s, Scribner’s, and 
Cosmopolitan. They provided the means for developing a 
national constituency for certain issues such as regulating 
business (or, in the language of the times, “trust-busting”), 
purifying municipal politics, and reforming the civil service 
system. Lincoln Steffens and other so-called muckrakers 
were frequent contributors to the magazines, setting a pat-
tern for what we now call “investigative reporting.”

The national magazines of opinion provided an oppor-
tunity for individual writers to gain a nationwide follow-
ing. The popular press, though initially under the heavy 
influence of founder-publishers, made certain reporters 
and columnists household names. In time, the great circu-
lation wars between the big-city daily newspapers started 
to wane as the more successful papers bought up or other-
wise eliminated their competition. This reduced the need 
for the more extreme forms of sensationalism, a change 
reinforced by the growing sophistication and education of 
America’s readers. And the founding publishers gradually 
were replaced by less flamboyant managers. All of these 
changes—in circulation needs, audience interests, mana-
gerial style, and the emergence of nationally known writ-
ers—helped increase the power of editors and reporters.

Though writers may have been identified with social 
causes during the muckraking era, they became less identi-
fied with political parties. During the late 19th and early 
20th centuries, overt partisanship in journalism largely 
faded away, as journalists and editors sought to be objec-
tive and neutral in their coverage of politics (we discuss 
later in the chapter whether they actually live up to that 
ideal). The partisan press gradually was replaced by a more 
mainstream nonpartisan press.8

IMAGEs 12-3 and 12-4 News used to come by radio, but today many people read news on iPads and other electronic devices.
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268 Chapter 12 The Media

Electronic 
Journalism
Radio came on the national 
scene in the 1920s, televi-
sion in the late 1940s. 
They represented a major 
change in the way news 

was gathered and disseminated, though few politicians at 
first understood the importance of this change. A broad-
cast permits public officials to speak directly to audiences 
without their remarks being filtered through editors and 
reporters. This was obviously an advantage to politicians, 
provided they were skilled enough to use it; they could in 
theory reach the voters directly on a national scale without 
the services of political parties, interest groups, or friendly 
editors.

But there was an offsetting disadvantage—people 
could easily ignore a speech broadcast on a radio or televi-
sion station, either by not listening at all or by tuning to 
a different station. By contrast, the views of at least some 
public figures would receive prominent and often unavoid-
able display in newspapers, and a growing number of cities 
had only one daily paper. Moreover, space in a newspaper 
is cheap compared to time on a television broadcast.

Adding one more story, or one more name to an exist-
ing story, costs a newspaper little. By contrast, less news 
can be carried on radio or television, and each news seg-
ment must be quite brief to avoid boring the audience. 
As a result, the number of political personalities that can 
be covered by radio and television news is much smaller 
than is the case with newspapers, and the cost (to the sta-
tion) of making a news item or broadcast longer often is 
prohibitively large.

Thus, to obtain the advantages of electronic media 
coverage, public officials must do something sufficiently 
bold or colorful to gain free access to radio and television 
news—or they must find the money to purchase radio 
and television time. The president of the United States, of 
course, is routinely covered by radio and television and can 
ordinarily get free time to speak to the nation on matters 
of importance. All other officials must struggle for media 
attention by making controversial statements, acquiring a 
national reputation, or purchasing expensive time.

Until the 1990s, the “big three” television networks 
(ABC, CBS, and NBC) together claimed 80 percent or 
more of all viewers. Their evening newscasts dominated 
electronic media coverage of politics and government 
affairs. When it came to presidential campaigns, for exam-
ple, the three networks were the only television games in 
town—they reported on the primaries, broadcast the party 
conventions, and covered the general election campaigns, 
including any presidential debates.

But over the past few decades, the networks’ evening 
newscasts have changed in ways that complicate how can-
didates traditionally have used them to convey messages 
to the public. For instance, the average sound bite—an 
audio or video clip of a presidential contender  speaking—
dropped from about 42 seconds in 1968 to less than 
8 seconds by 2004.9 Furthermore, the audience for these 
broadcasts has shrunk dramatically in recent decades: 
Since 1980, the audience for these programs has declined 
by more than half (from more than 50 million to just over 
22.5 million viewers).10

Today, politicians have sources other than the network 
news for sustained and personalized television exposure. 
Politicians routinely appear on news magazines, Sunday 
talk shows, early morning television programs, late-night 
comedy programs, and cable news stations such as Fox 
News, MSNBC, and CNN. This does not even cover the 
vast variety of online venues where politicians can also seek 
to gain exposure to air their points of view. We discuss 
below what effect this might have on viewers and Ameri-
can government more broadly.

The Internet and Social Media
The Internet has transformed how Americans get their 
news and information. Nearly 4 in 10 American adults 
often get news from the Internet, both from websites and 
from social media. As we will see later in the chapter, in 
the not-too-distant future the Internet will overtake tele-
vision as the most important source of news and infor-
mation for adults (indeed, it is already the main source 
among the young).

The Internet is the ultimate free market in political 
news: No one can ban, control, or regulate it, and no one 
can keep facts, opinions, or nonsense off of it.The political 
news found online ranges from summaries of stories pub-
lished elsewhere to original reporting to political rumors 
and hot gossip. For example, viewers may scan political 
ideas posted on a blog; many political blogs specialize in 
offering liberal, conservative, or libertarian perspectives. 
For example, in Images 12-1 and 12-2 we see examples 
of a liberal-leaning blog (Daily Kos), and a conservative-
leaning blog (Power Line). As you can see in these images, 
both blogs discuss the debate over health care reform. 
But their focus in reporting that story  differs. Daily Kos 
focuses on Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and 
his “misdirection” on the Republicans’ efforts to repeal 
and replace the Affordable Care Act. Power Line, by 
contrast, focuses on California’s debate over single-payer 
health care. This is typical of blogs: they present one side 
of the story, the side that agrees with their partisan point 
of view. We consider the consequences of this later in the 
chapter.

sound bite A radio or video 
clip of someone speaking.

blog A series, or log, of 
 discussion items on a page of 
the World Wide Web.
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The rise of the Internet has completed a remarkable 
transformation in American journalism. In the days of 
the party press, only a few people read newspapers. When 
mass-circulation newspapers arose, mass politics also arose. 
When magazines of opinion developed, interest groups 
also developed. When radio and television became domi-
nant, politicians could build their own bridges to voters 
without party or interest-group influence. And now, with 
the Internet, voters and political activists can talk to each 
other. This is true in democracies like the United States, 
but also in authoritarian regimes as well. For example, 
the ability of activists to communicate through sites like 
Twitter and Facebook was an important factor fueling the 
Arab Spring revolutions in 2011. It is becoming much 
harder for a powerful leader to control what other people 
can learn.

Of course, today it is not enough to just talk about 
“the Internet” as an undifferentiated collection of web-
sites. Not only can voters read the news online or go to a 
campaign’s website, they can also follow politics via social 
media and on their smartphones. While Facebook (for 
now) is the main social media site, especially for news, 
Americans also receive news from other social media sites 
such as Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram.11 Politicians, 
recognizing that this is an important way of reaching out 
to voters, now work to carefully craft their social media 
presence. For example, former President Obama had a 
team of people who used social media outlets to promote 
his policies,12 and President Donald Trump is a prolific 
Twitter user. Politics, like most other activities in the 21st 
century, has entered the digital age.

But how do the Internet, Facebook, Twitter, and the 
like affect public awareness and knowledge of politics, 
and participation in the political process? The evidence 
is somewhat more mixed than you might think. First, 
many had hoped that the Internet would let people get 
access to a wider range of political information than 
ever before. At some level, this is no doubt true: If you 
can write it down, you can post it online (a search of 
comment sections on many online articles will convince 
you that people can believe the most seemingly implau-
sible theories). However, this democratizing impact has 
been quite muted in practice. Most people find political 
news online through major search engines or by visiting 
leading news sites (like Yahoo! News, Google News, or 
the websites of major news organizations like the New 
York Times). Many of the links shared on Facebook and 
other social media outlets are also to these dominant 
sites. While people can search out different or alter-
native voices online, most do not. As a result, online 
news largely looks like offline news, just in a different 
format.13

More troubling, 
however, was the spread 
of fake news stories, 
especially during the 
2016 election (broadly 
speaking, fake news is 
news that is made up, typically to support a particular can-
didate or point of view). As noted at the beginning of this 
chapter, many such stories were posted online during the 
2016 campaign, for example, alleging that Pope Francis 
endorsed Donald Trump, that Hillary Clinton sold weap-
ons to ISIS, or that Mike Pence called Michelle Obama 
vulgar (obviously, none of these are even the least bit true). 
Such stories spread rapidly: one report showed that in the 
final three months of the campaign, the top 20 fake news 
stories on Facebook were liked, shared, and commented 
on more times than the top 20 genuine news stories from 
outlets like the New York Times or the Washington Post.14 
It is hard to know how many voters were influenced by 
such stories, though at least one analysis claims fake news 
is unlikely to have changed the election outcome.15 Nev-
ertheless, such stories are deeply troubling, as they sug-
gest that voters may be subject to misinformation online: 
indeed, many Americans report being confused by fake 
news.16

In the wake of the election, Facebook and other online 
companies have announced a variety of steps to combat 
fake news, but readers should still critically assess any such 
story they see online.17 They should investigate the source, 
determine whether it is credible, and check that the infor-
mation can be verified with another source, such as a third-
party fact-checking website or a major news source. They 
should look at the language and consider whether it’s being 
balanced, or if it’s favoring one side or the other. As with 
so many things in life, if something seems too good to be 
true, it probably is.

Second, many had hoped that the Internet would 
transform how much people know about politics, espe-
cially young people. But as you might suspect given what 
we said above, the effect has again been relatively mod-
est. The Internet makes a world of political information 
available to you: If you love politics, then you have never 
had access to more information about politics and public 
affairs than you do now. However, it has also never been 
easier to avoid politics if you want to, by searching for 
sports, entertainment news, or funny cat videos. After all, 
political Web traffic makes up just a tiny slice of Inter-
net traffic: About 3 percent of Web traffic goes to news 
sites, and about 0.12 percent (that’s 12 one-hundredths of 
1 percent) goes to political sites.18 As a result, the Internet 
has not led most people to become much better informed 
about politics.19

fake news manufactured 
 stories typically designed to 
support a particular point of 
view or candidate.
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Third, many also had 
hoped that the Internet 
and social media cam-
paigns would change 
political organization. 
Here, there is stronger evi-

dence that the Internet has changed politics in the way 
people had hoped. For example, grassroots organizing 
for many groups, especially on the political left, has been 
greatly aided by the Internet.20 The most classic group is 
MoveOn.org, which since its founding in 1998 has used 
online tools to organize for political causes, often generat-
ing significant offline activism. Other groups have used 
similar online techniques to facilitate organizing and 
mobilizing voters.

This electronic mobilization has also helped to 
increase voter participation and engagement, especially 
among young people. For example, in Chapter 8 we dis-
cussed how get-out-the-vote operations—especially in-
person operations—can effectively boost turnout. But 
some groups are especially hard to reach through such in-
person visits, especially young people, who are more likely 
to live in apartment buildings (where canvassers cannot 
gain entry) or have evening plans or jobs and so are not at 
home when canvassers knock on the door. Sending these 
voters text messages, however, can increase their turnout.21

Similarly, many groups are turning to online tools 
to mobilize young people politically, often with positive 
success.22 For example, the phrase Black Lives Matter first 
emerged in a Facebook post, then spread to Twitter, and 
eventually became a broad-based social movement.23 In 
short, the Internet may not have transformed what people 
know about politics, but it has changed political activism 
and activity.

Covering Politicians
Over time, as the media environment has changed—
from a partisan press to circulation-driven papers to elec-
tronic outlets to the Internet—so has how political actors 
interacted with the media. No office illustrates this more 
than the presidency. Initially, the president was rather 
remote and removed from the public eye, but no longer. 
Theodore Roosevelt was the first president to raise the 
systematic cultivation of the press to an art form. From 
the day he took office, he made it clear that he would 
give inside stories to friendly reporters and withhold 
them from hostile ones. He made sure that scarcely a 
day passed without his doing something newsworthy.

In 1902, Roosevelt built the West Wing of the White 
House and included in it, for the first time, a special room 

for reporters near his office; he invited the press to view, and 
become fascinated by, the antics of his children. In return, 
the reporters adored him. Teddy’s nephew Franklin Roos-
evelt institutionalized this system by making his press secre-
tary (a job created by Herbert Hoover) a major instrument 
for cultivating and managing, as well as informing, the press.

Today, the press secretary heads a large staff that meets 
with reporters, briefs the president on questions he is likely 
to be asked, attempts to control the flow of news from 
cabinet departments to the press, and arranges briefings 
for out-of-town editors (to bypass what many presidents 
think are the biases of the White House press corps). All 
this effort is directed primarily at the White House press 
corps, journalists who have dedicated space in the White 
House where they wait for a story to break, attend the 
daily press briefing, or take advantage of a “photo op”—
an opportunity to photograph the president with some 
newsworthy person.

No other nation in the world has brought the press 
into such close physical proximity to the head of its gov-
ernment. The result is that the actions of our government 
are personalized to a degree not found in most other 
democracies. Whether the president rides a horse, comes 
down with a cold, greets a school group, or takes a trip, the 
press is there. While every president has a unique relation-
ship with the White House press corps, President Trump’s 
stands out. While in many ways Trump is quite accessible 
to the press, he has also attacked it for spreading what he 
believes are mistruths. How this relationship will evolve 
over his term remains to be seen.

Of course, the president and his advisors are not 
fools—they give this access because they understand there 
are political benefits to doing so. By giving reporters access 
to the president, he gets his name in the press and gets 
to push his agenda. For example, the president or other 
officials may strategically leak a policy to the media to 
see how it plays with the public; this is called floating a 
trial balloon. If the policy is a success, the president rolls 
it out officially, if not, it dies a quiet death. More gener-
ally, as we will see in Chapter 14, the president can use the 
media strategically to appeal to public opinion to try and 
win support for policies.

Other political actors in Washington, DC, have 
learned the same lesson: cultivating the press can allow 
them to promulgate their messages. In every agency and 
cabinet department, in every House and Senate office, 
staff are trained to deal with the media. Even the Supreme 
Court—which famously bans cameras in its courtroom 
and works to present an image of itself as above politics—
has a press office that works with the media to disseminate 
information about its rulings.

trial balloon Information 
leaked to the media to test 
public reaction to a possible 
policy.
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Members of Congress are classic exemplars of how 
to use the media to promulgate a message and increase 
one’s visibility. The power of the media to help members 
of Congress was first shown in 1950. Estes Kefauver was 
a little-known senator from Tennessee. Then he chaired 
a Senate committee investigating organized crime. When 
these dramatic hearings were televised, Kefauver became 
a household name. In 1952, he ran for the Democratic 
nomination for president and won a lot of primary votes 
before losing to Adlai Stevenson.

Since then, members of Congress have realized that 
appearing in the media—especially on TV—can help 
them further their careers. While television cameras were 
not permitted on the House and Senate floors until the 
late 1970s, today C-SPAN provides extensive coverage of 
both chambers. Even more importantly, members of Con-
gress—especially those with presidential ambitions—seek 
to appear on the panoply of television news programs to 
increase their name recognition and profile.

The Internet further allows politicians to appeal to 
the public. Through social media, politicians seek to reach 
out to their constituents (as well as journalists) with their 
policy proposals. Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign was an 
excellent example of how a candidate can use social media, 
especially Twitter, to drive media coverage, which helped 
to fuel Trump’s campaign.24 And of course, politicians try 
to carefully craft and control their images in the media 
without the interference of journalists. As we will see 
below, there is a tension between what politicians pre sent 
to the press and what the press wants to cover. In short, 
politicians are not simply passive figures being covered by 
the media; they actively try to shape their media image.

12-2  Where Do Americans 
Get Their News? Does 
This Matter?

Above, we suggested that more Americans are turning 
online to find political news. But more broadly, where 
do Americans get their news and information about poli-
tics? Do they surf the Web, watch TV, read newspapers, 
or listen to the radio? And how has this changed over 
time?

The best over-time data on this question come from 
the Pew Research Center. Over the past 25 years, television 
has been the dominant source of news for most Americans: 
In every year, at least two-thirds of Americans report that 
TV is one of their most important sources of news. Most 
Americans turn to television (which would include local, 
network, and cable TV news) to learn about politics. How-
ever, the number doing so has fallen somewhat from the 
1990s, when more than 80 percent of Americans primarily 
relied on television.

What has taken the place of television? The Internet. 
Before 2000, the Internet was not a viable option for most 
Americans. But with the large-scale expansion of broad-
band connections (and the end of slow and unreliable 
dial-up modems), the Internet has increasingly become a 
key news source. Indeed, looking at the long-term trends, 
it seems plausible that one day the Internet will overtake 
television as the main source of political news.

Newspapers, which once trailed only television as a 
news source, are becoming a less important source of infor-
mation for many Americans (though, as we explain below, 

IMAGEs 12-5 and 12-6 In 1939, White House press conferences were informal affairs, as when reporters gathered around Franklin 
Roosevelt’s desk in the Oval Office. Today, they are huge gatherings held in a special conference room, as shown on the right.
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272 Chapter 12 The Media

they still have a critical role to play as journalistic watch-
dogs). As circulations and advertising revenues decline, 
and more newspapers close, this trend is likely to continue. 
The other sources of news—radio and magazines—were 
never very popular in this time period and have not really 
changed much over time.

These trends tell us what has happened to all Ameri-
cans over time, but how do these patterns differ by age? 
Figure 12.2 takes similar data from 2016 and breaks it 
down by age cohort. This data asks respondents where they 
often get their news, whereas the data used in Figure 12.1 
asked respondents for their main source of news, so the 
two Figures are not perfectly comparable. Nevertheless, 
this 2016 data allows us an important look at how age 
shapes the types of news individuals consume.

These data show a strong difference by age: for older 
voters (50+), strong majorities rely mostly on television for 
their news. But for younger voters, especially the youngest 
cohort (18–29), the Internet is the dominant news source. 
Moving forward, in the coming decades the Internet will 
almost certainly be the dominant news source for all 
Americans, not just the young. 

The age profile also helps us to understand the sharp 
decline of newspapers. The only group still reading news-
papers at a substantial level are those ages 65 and older, 
suggesting an even more dire picture of their health than 
the one given in Figure 12.1.

These figures illustrate that people get the news from a 
variety of different sources: television, the Internet, news-
papers, and so forth. And within each one of those sources, 
there are now more choices than ever. Rather than just 

three main broadcast networks that dominated political 
coverage for much of the 20th century (ABC, CBS, and 
NBC), today hundreds of channels broadcast on cable, 
many of which cover news at least part of the time, and 
some of which (like Fox News, CNN, and MSNBC) 
cover it all of the time. Today, more information than 
ever is available, and people can choose which outlets they 
listen to.

This increased choice raises three important questions. 
First, how has this changed how much Americans know 
about politics? Second, are people wrapped in informa-
tional “echo chambers” where they only hear one side of 
the issues? Third, can people get local political informa-
tion? We take up these important questions in turn.

Media Choice and Political 
Knowledge
First, consider how much people know about politics. As 
we discussed in Chapter 7, most people have relatively 
low levels of political knowledge. And as we discussed 
above, the Internet has not led most people to become 
more politically informed. But the Internet, along with 
cable TV, has had an important stratifying effect on 
the electorate. If you like politics, you have access to 
more political information today than ever before. But 
if you want to avoid politics, it has never been easier. 
As a result, some people know more about politics, but 
many now know less. This, it turns out, shapes who par-
ticipates in politics.25

 Figure 12.1  Over-time trends in news sources
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12-2 Where Do Americans Get Their News? Does This Matter? 273

A generation ago, most Americans were incidentally 
exposed to political news and information. There were 
a limited number of TV channels, and if you wanted to 
watch television in the early evening hours, you had to 
watch the news (because every channel broadcast the news 
then). Similarly, when the president came on television 
to give a prime-time address, you had to watch it if you 
wanted to watch TV—every network would have cov-
ered it.26 This meant that most Americans got some news 
about politics. As a result, they were likely to participate 
in politics.

But today, far fewer Americans receive such incidental 
exposure. If you do not want to watch the news, you can 
flip to a cable channel and catch a rerun of Modern Family, 
a basketball game, a cooking show, a travel show, enter-
tainment news, or any of the hundreds of other options 
available (or you can watch programming saved on your 
DVR or log in to Netflix). The same is true of presidential 
speeches, the State of the Union address, or even presiden-
tial debates. Those who do not like politics are less likely 
to be informed about it because so many other options are 
available to them. Because they don’t know the candidates 
and the issues, they are less likely to show up to the polls.27 
So, increased media choice reduces some people’s propen-
sity to participate in politics.

Ironically, then, by giving people more choice, the 
Internet and cable TV have helped to lead some people 
to be less politically informed and engaged. There is no 
easy solution to this, as it is a by-product of modern tech-
nology. While we generally think of our array of modern 
entertainment choices to be a good thing, it can have some 
unintended negative consequences for politics.

Do People Hear All Sides  
of the Issues?
A generation ago, when most Americans got their news 
from either newspapers or broadcast television, it was 
clear they would get multiple perspectives on political 
news. Most journalists strived to be objective and politi-
cally neutral (at least in theory), and they worked to 
present both sides of the story. Those same tendencies 
are true today for journalists working at mainstream 
media outlets like ABC News, National Public Radio, 
or USA Today.

But today, not all news comes from journalists dedi-
cated to these norms of objectivity and balance. For exam-
ple, many online bloggers, who are not journalists, feel no 
need to be fair and balanced. Instead, they present only 
one side of the issue: the side with which they agree. Many 

 Figure 12.2  americans’ Main sources for news, by age
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bloggers consciously 
identify with one party 
or the other and present 
the news from a par-
ticular political point 
of view. Similarly, some 

cable news networks also slant the news in favor of one 
side or the other. Various studies have shown that Fox 
News generally leans right and favors Republicans, whereas 
MSNBC generally leans left and favors Democrats.28 Sim-
ilarly, many talk radio hosts like Rush Limbaugh, Sean 
Hannity, and Randi Rhodes favor one side or the other.

With the return of such partisan outlets, there is a con-
cern about selective exposure, where citizens can choose 
to hear only one side of the issue—their side. Do people 
consciously avoid opposing points of view? If so, this has 
important consequences for American politics. Hearing 
both sides of the issue is an important part of being a well-
informed citizen, and of knowing—and respecting—other 
people’s beliefs and values.

There is evidence that people do engage in some selec-
tive exposure. For example, of those who watch MSNBC, 
48 percent call themselves liberals and only 18 percent call 
themselves conservatives. For Fox News, the figures are 
reversed (18 percent call themselves liberals and 46 percent 
call themselves conservatives).29 Similarly, blog readership 
tends to be highly segmented: those who read left-wing 
blogs don’t read right-wing blogs (and vice versa), and 
what blogs you read is related to your ideology.30 This 
suggests that people do select particular media outlets that 
match their general political beliefs.

But at the same time, it is important to note that there 
are real, and significant, limits to selective exposure. Yes, it 
exists, but most Americans do not get most of their news 
from these sources. Instead, most Americans—both online 
and offline—tend to get most of their news from centrist, 
mainstream sources.31 The audience for most blogs is tiny, 
and even the most popular programs on Fox News and 
MSNBC attract only a few million viewers per night in a 
nation of over 300 million Americans. Even if people watch 
Fox News, or read partisan blogs, they get news from other 
sources as well. Even looking at social media sites, the evi-
dence suggests that most Americans are exposed to balanced 
information from both sides of the political aisle.32 In short, 
while most people have the option to select themselves into 
narrow “echo chambers,” the reality is that they do not.

Can People Get Local News?
A generation ago, newspapers would have been second 
only to TV as a source of political information, whereas 
today they trail both television and the Internet by a 
large amount (see Figure 12.1). This has particular 

importance for how citizens learn about state and local 
politics. The vast variety of sources on television and the 
Internet ensures that citizens can—if they seek out that 
information—learn a great deal about national politics. 
Television, however, rarely gives much attention to state 
and local politics except when it is particularly salacious. 
Given its national scope, there simply is not enough time 
to cover politics in all 50 states, let alone the thousands 
of municipalities in the United States.

Even during election season, few gubernatorial or 
Senate races (and almost no House races) receive national 
TV attention, and very little attention from major online 
sources. Local TV news gives little coverage to state and 
local politics, and even during election season, their cov-
erage is largely superficial (reporting on poll results rather 
than substantive issues).33 If you want to learn about state 
and local politics and campaigns, you largely need to do 
so through a newspaper.

Unfortunately, local newspapers are in decline, both 
because of declining circulation (see Figure 12.1) and 
declining advertising revenue. The number of newspa-
pers in the United States has shrunk by almost 20  percent 
in the past 25 years, and almost half of that loss has 
occurred since 2007.34 A number of large cities—such 
as New Orleans and Birmingham—no longer have a 
daily print newspaper (and many other notable papers 
have also closed). Even where newspapers have remained 
in business, layoffs have been plentiful and journalis-
tic budgets have shrunk. For example, the number of 
reporters devoted to covering state politics has declined 
by 35  percent since 2004.35 While some have suggested 
using online sources to replace local newspapers, so far, 
this has not worked.36

As we explore later, the decline of local news sources 
has implications for the press’s role as a political watch-
dog. But it also has other consequences as well. Local 

selective exposure 
Consuming only those news 
stories with which one already 
agrees.

IMAGE 12-7 While newspapers have long been an important 
source for news, fewer Americans read them today than in 
the past.
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newspapers are vital to promoting political engagement, 
especially in state and local politics. In places where a local 
paper has closed, citizens know less about the issues and 
are less politically active.37 This suggests that the substitu-
tion of the Internet for newspapers demonstrated in Figure 
12.1 does matter politically. So far, Internet news sources 
have not provided the same depth of coverage, especially 
of subnational politics, as newspapers, and, as a result, 
changes how citizens participate. Whether this pattern will 
change in the future remains to be seen.

12-3 Media Effects
So far, we have learned how the media developed over 
time in American politics and how Americans consume 
news (and some of the consequences of that consump-
tion). But what, exactly, does the media do in politics? 
How do the media affect politics? At the broadest level, 
the media serves to inform the public about politics and 
public affairs. While this entails many components, three 
in particular are noteworthy. First, the mass media helps 
to set the political agenda—that is, it shapes what people 
think about. Second, it frames political issues and influ-
ences how people understand them. Finally, it helps serve 
as a watchdog to guard against corruption and to hold 
politicians accountable.

Setting the Public Agenda
One vital role of the media is to help set the agenda. 
In any given day, far more happens than any particular 
paper or news outlet could report. Part of the job of 
journalists is to decide what stories are important enough 
to report. This process is known as agenda-setting or 
gatekeeping. By covering some issues but not others, the 
mass media shapes the issues that are being discussed at 
any given point in time.38

How do journalists decide which stories to cover? That 
is not easy to answer, as journalists use a variety of different 
criteria to select them. But many of the stories they report 
on include familiar people, focus on conflict or scandal, 
and are timely.39 This helps to explain why political stories 
often attract a great deal of attention, as they feature all of 
those characteristics.

Some people argue that the mass media can manipu-
late the agenda and cause individuals to care about prob-
lems that are not especially important. This can happen, 
but it is relatively uncommon. More typically, the mass 
media’s attention to problems is largely dictated by impor-
tant real-world events. For example, when the government 
foils a terrorist plot, there are many stories about it in the 
news, and people become more concerned about terror-
ism. Likewise, as California entered a record drought in 

recent years, the story 
received more coverage 
in the news, and vot-
ers viewed it as a more 
important problem. 
The media do set the 
agenda, but that agenda 
is heavily influenced by 
what is happening in 
the real world.

Some people read 
about theories like 
agenda-setting and assume that scholars think ordi-
nary people are just the pawns of a powerful media: If 
the media tells people that issue X is important, then 
they think it’s important. This somewhat cynical view, 
however, is too simplistic. Rather, ordinary people are 
making a more subtle judgment. They assume that if 
the mass media is talking about a story, then it must 
be important (otherwise, the media would talk about 
something else).40 People use the media’s discussion of 
a topic as a cue that said topic is important. Agenda-
setting reflects engagement with the news more than 
blind obedience to the media.

Not only does the media help to set the political 
agenda, they also influence which issues the public uses 
to assess its political leaders. This process is known as 
 priming. The basic logic of priming is an extension of 
agenda-setting. When the mass media covers an issue, 
viewers assume it is important. As a result, they rely on 
that issue more heavily when evaluating political elites.41 
For example, imagine you are trying to decide whether you 
approve of the job President Trump is doing in office. To 
do that, you would think about how well the president has 
handled all of the various issues he faces. But what issues 
will you consider and weigh most heavily? You will be most 
likely to consider the issues that have been covered in the 

agenda-setting 
(gatekeeping) The ability of 
the news media, by printing 
stories about some topics and 
not others, to shape the public 
agenda.

priming The ability of the news 
media to influence the factors 
individuals use to evaluate politi-
cal elites.

IMAGE 12-8 News stories about terrorist groups such as ISIS 
have increased the salience of terrorism in recent years. This is 
an example of agenda setting.
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news. For example, if the 
economy has been doing 
poorly and there have 
been more stories on the 
economy lately, you may 
weigh Trump’s handling 

of the economy more heavily. Likewise, if more stories 
about terrorism are in the news lately, then you’ll probably 
focus more on his performance in that area. That is the 
idea of priming: By the media covering a story, citizens use 
that issue to judge politicians.

We saw a potent example of priming during the 
George W. Bush presidency. Before 9/11, approval of 
President Bush was closely tied to perceptions of how 
well he was handling the economy: those who approved 
(disapproved) of Bush’s handling of the economy tended 
to approve (disapprove) of him overall. But after the 
9/11 attacks—and the ensuing spike in media attention 
to terrorism—evaluations of how well Bush handled ter-
rorism became much more important. Similarly, after the 
2008 financial crisis, evaluations of the president were 
much more closely tied to evaluations of his management 
of the economy.42

Much as with agenda-setting, the point of priming 
is not to suggest that voters are fools led by the media. 
Rather, viewers use the media’s coverage of an issue to 
infer that it is important (and hence should be the basis 
of political judgments). In fact, it is the more informed 
viewers who are most susceptible to priming effects.43 
More informed viewers are the ones who understand how 
to take what they learned in media reports and apply it 
to evaluate a particular politician. Priming is not a con-
sequence of voter ignorance; rather, it comes from voter 
knowledge.

Framing
Framing refers to the way in which the media presents 
a particular story. By presenting some aspects of an issue 
and ignoring others, the media influences how people 
think about that issue.44 For example, suppose you are 
undecided about whether the United States should 
expand domestic production of oil and natural gas. If 
you watched one news report that emphasized the large 
number of high-paying jobs that would be created, you 
might be more likely to support more oil and gas produc-
tion. In contrast, if you instead saw a report suggesting 
more drilling for oil and gas would seriously damage the 
environment, you might be more strongly opposed to it. 
The way in which the media frames the issue—as one 
of job creation versus environmental damage—shapes 
your opinion.

This makes framing a particularly important type 
of media effect—by influencing the way people under-
stand an issue, framing shapes their attitudes. Framing is 
a key way the media works to change attitudes. But in 
most cases, framing effects are more modest than massive. 
Why? Because typically, media outlets present both sides 
of the story (remember the journalistic norms of balance 
discussed earlier). So, in our example of oil drilling, they 
would present both the increased jobs and the risk to the 
environment at the same time. As a result, the frames par-
tially cancel each other out, and the overall effect is rather 
modest. Most people end up close to where they would be 
without the frame.45

But framing need not be so innocuous. In particu-
lar, some cases where the media presents a lopsided frame 
that favors one side of the issue, and here, larger, and more 
pernicious, effects can occur. For example, few issues have 
received more media coverage since 9/11 than the fight 
against terrorism, particularly how to balance the need for 
security with American civil liberties. This tension became 
especially acute in 2013, after Edward Snowden leaked clas-
sified documents detailing extensive domestic surveillance 
programs conducted by the National Security Agency.

A large-scale analysis of media coverage of this issue 
finds that the frames used lead to greater support for gov-
ernment surveillance. Many stories about these programs 
stress the successes of the programs and indicate that they 
have helped to keep Americans safe. Fewer stories offer a 
more critical take and focus more on the cases where civil 
liberties have been harmed. As a result, Americans tend to 
support expansive government surveillance more than they 
otherwise might.46

That said, of course, this argument has limits. In 
response to Snowden’s revelations, and the ensuing public 
debate, Congress passed the USA Freedom Act in 2015, 
which did curtail the collection of phone and other records 
(see the discussion in Chapter 5). And public opinion has 
shifted on this issue over time, demonstrating that the 
media is merely one input into what people believe. Fram-
ing is a real effect, but as we have seen throughout the 
chapter, the media is not all-powerful.

Similarly, media frames for public assistance programs 
also weaken support for them. Media reports on these pro-
grams discuss waste and fraud in the system, and focus on 
individuals who abuse such programs. Such abuses are less 
common, however, than one would suspect from many 
media reports. But because the media report on the abuses 
in these programs (consistent with its watchdog role), peo-
ple suspect waste, fraud, and abuse are more widespread 
than they are in reality.47

The point of these examples is not to suggest that there 
are no legitimate security threats that justify surveillance, 

Framing The way in which 
the news media, by focusing 
on some aspects of an issue, 
shapes how people view that 
issue.
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or that there is no abuse of public assistance programs. 
Obviously, there needs to be some surveillance to protect 
against terrorism, and there is fraud in public assistance 
programs. But the problem in both cases is that the media 
is only giving us part of the story—they are privileging 
one frame over another. We need to hear both sides of the 
story to make an informed decision. We wanted to hear 
about both the economic gains and the environmental risk 
of more drilling to make an informed decision, and these 
other cases are no different. When you hear news stories 
discussing particular issues, think carefully about what is 
being presented and, equally important, what is not.

The Media as Watchdog: 
 Political Accountability
Another core function for the media is to serve as a 
watchdog to guard against fraud and abuse, and to 
hold politicians to account for their campaign promises. 
Americans see this as a vital role for the media. While 
they are critical of the media in many respects (espe-
cially with respect to question of bias), three-quarters 
of Americans think the media keeps leaders from doing 
things that should not be done.48 As we discussed above, 
the idea of the journalist as watchdog has a long history 
in American politics, and it continues to be important 
today.

One of the most critical parts of this task is to fight 
against corruption in government. As we discussed in 
Chapter 11, there is not much evidence that interest 
groups “buy” policy through campaign donations. How-
ever, there is always a concern that politicians will be 
tempted to enter into corrupt deals, trading their political 
power for personal financial gain. For example, in 2014, 
former Virginia governor Bob McDonnell was convicted 
of corruption, as was former Illinois governor Rod Blago-
jevich in 2011. One study of corruption found that cor-
ruption was the least likely in states and localities with a 
vigorous press, especially investigative journalism.49 The 
rationale is relatively straightforward: With more (and bet-
ter) investigative journalists, politicians are more likely to 
be caught when they engage in misconduct. While the 
press presence is obviously not the only factor, it does sug-
gest that the press serves as a critical watchdog.

The press also helps to ensure that politicians respond 
to public opinion. Several studies have found that when 
newspapers report more frequently on their local mem-
bers of Congress, members are more likely to follow their 
constituent’s wishes on legislative votes.50 When the media 
reports on what politicians are doing in office, voters have 
more information about politicians’ decisions. This makes 
it easier for voters to hold politicians accountable for their 

decisions, and hence 
politicians respond 
accordingly. Press cov-
erage of politics helps 
to promote political 
accountability.

Of course, the 
challenge to this find-
ing is that local news-
papers are in decline. 
Local television news 
gives scant attention to 
members of Congress, 
and national papers and television do not have the space 
or time to cover individual members, so it is unclear 
whether online venues will have the resources to investi-
gate members’ records in this way. Whether this impor-
tant watchdog function will continue into the future is 
unclear.

Can the Media Lead Us Astray?
The functions of the mass media we discussed above—
setting the public agenda, framing issues, and serving as 
a watchdog—suggest a (relatively) positive role for the 
media. But the ways in which the media covers some 
issues can also sometimes lead us astray. In this section, 
we discuss several different ways in which media cover-
age can mislead and distort the truth. We do this to 
help readers become more informed consumers of the 
news media.

Political Campaigns as a Political Game
In Chapter 10, we explained how the media contrib-
utes to helping inform citizens about the candidates and 
issues in elections. To the extent that the media report 
on the substantive issues of the day, the public becomes 
better informed. And generally speaking, as a result of 
such coverage, the public does learn about the issues of 
the day through the media. But one dimension of cam-
paign reporting is more harmful than helpful: a focus 
on elections as a political game. This “game frame” for 
political reporting has two elements. First, there is a 
focus on where the candidates stand in the polls: who 
is up, and who is down? This type of poll-based cover-
age is known as horse-race (or scorekeeper) journalism. 
Second, there’s a focus on tactics and strategy rather than 
substance: why did candidate X say Y? What does the 
trailing candidate need to do to get ahead? Together, 
they suggest to voters that style and strategy—not sub-
stance—decide elections.

watchdog The press’s role 
as an overseer of government 
officials to ensure they act in the 
public interest.

game frame The tendency of 
media to focus on political polls 
and strategy rather than on the 
issues.

horse-race (scorekeeper) 
journalism News coverage 
that focuses on who is ahead 
rather than on the issues.
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Coverage of polls in elections is nothing new; it even 
predates the birth of modern public opinion polling. But 
over time, especially in the past few decades, stories about 
polls—and politicians’ efforts to get ahead in the polls—
have become strikingly more common. Over time, there 
has been less reporting on the substantive issues in elec-
tions.51 In its place, journalists have substituted reports on 
the horse-race and candidate strategy.52

Such stories dominated coverage of the 2016 election. 
According to data gathered by Harvard University’s Sho-
renstein Center, coverage of both the primaries and the 
general election focused largely on horse-race coverage. In 
the primary period, 56 percent of stories focused on poli-
tics as a game, versus only 11 percent that focused directly 
on the substantive issues of the campaign.53 Looking at the 
general election, the figures improve slightly, but not by 
much: “only” 42 percent of stories focused on the horse 
race, and just 10 percent focused on the candidates’ policy 
positions.54 We see one such example of 2016 horse race 
coverage in Image 12-9, where CBS News reported on a 
poll showing Clinton ahead of Trump in the battleground 
state of Virginia 45 percent to 37 percent among likely 
voters. Even “elite” media outlets are not immune to these 
trends. An analysis of the New York Times’ coverage of the 
campaign found that in one several-week stretch, a full 
three-quarters of the stories they published focused on the 
horse race.55 Similar analyses of 2012, 2008, and other 
elections show the same pattern: most election coverage 
focuses on the horse race.

Why do journalists devote so much time and attention 
to these types of stories? They do so for three main rea-
sons. First, readers like them. Reading about strategy and 
such is exciting, and suggests to readers that they’re getting 
the “real scoop” behind the campaigns. Why understand 
what a candidate said when you can understand why he 
or she said it? Furthermore, most readers find substantive 

reporting rather dull. If you doubt this, sit down and read 
the candidates’ position papers on various issues (you’ll 
likely find it rather soporific). Unsurprisingly, given the 
choice, most voters opt for the horse-race and strategy cov-
erage over detailed issue-focused coverage.56

Second, reporting on strategy—especially polling—is 
relatively easy, so it simplifies journalists’ task in an era 
of shrinking resources. A poll result has a clear message 
and does not require in-depth reporting the way a detailed 
piece on candidates’ substantive positions would.57

Finally, this sort of coverage reflects the press’s desire 
to be seen as independent of political elites. Because politi-
cians carefully control their substantive message, reporters 
do not want to simply report on that, as it would make 
them seem like patsies being duped by politicians. Instead, 
they want to uncover the “real” story about why a candi-
date does what he does, so they write stories about candi-
dates’ strategies and motives.58

Such coverage matters because it tends to make ordi-
nary citizens more cynical about the political process.59 
It’s not hard to see why: by promoting the idea that elec-
tions (and politics more generally) is all about strategy 
and tactics—and not substance—the media make politics 
out to be just another game. This focus makes ordinary 
people think elections are not about the major issues. As 
we discussed in Chapter 10, major issues—especially the 
health of the economy—are really the driver of the elec-
tion, even if that message does not always come through 
in the media.

Luckily, there is a simple solution to combat these 
sorts of effects. When you see the media discussing strategy 
and tactics, just ignore it. When you see the media obsess-
ing over polling data, remember the lesson from Chapter 
10 that the daily fluctuation in the polls reflects noise more 
than true movement. Instead, seek out substantive cover-
age and focus there. It might be less entertaining, but it is 
far more helpful for casting an informed ballot.

Sensationalism and Negativity
The media also tends to focus on the negative in stories, 
rather than on the positive. This fits with the media’s 
understanding of itself as a “watchdog,” and the ensuing 
belief that they should be on the lookout for corrup-
tion and scandal. Furthermore, such stories attract more 
attention: finding evidence of fraud and abuse is more 
newsworthy than finding that government programs 
function effectively.

Such patterns are true of the media generally,60 but 
this tendency has become especially pronounced in report-
ing on recent elections. In 2016, more than 70 percent of 
stories about Clinton and Trump were negative. Trump’s 

IMAGE 12-9 News media coverage of elections frequently 
centers around polls such as this one, rather than discussion of 
substantive campaign issues.
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coverage was slightly more negative, but not by much: 
77  percent of his stories were negative, versus “only” 
64  percent for Clinton. These figures were even more lop-
sided when it came to stories about Trump and Clinton’s 
fitness for office, where nearly 90 percent were negative.61 
Much like the example of horse-race coverage above, 2016 is  
the continuation of a long-term trend. In every election 
since 1988, negative coverage outpaced positive coverage, 
and that trend shows no sign of reversing any time soon.62

Another example of this bias toward negativity is how 
journalists report on campaign promises. Overall, politi-
cians, once in office, generally do try to enact their campaign 
promises. Indeed, they often enact the vast majority of 
them, at least in part.63 For example, during his eight years 
in office, President Obama fully or partially implemented 
approximately three-quarters of his campaign promises.64 
Why then do most voters think that politicians frequently 
break their promises? Part of the explanation is that the 
media—in keeping with its watchdog role—focuses on the 
cases where politicians break them.

More generally, focusing on waste, fraud, and 
abuse—and any area where government is not performing 
 effectively—helps to expose corruption and abuse (as we 
saw above), but it also makes citizens more negative and 
cynical about government.65 If citizens hear stories suggest-
ing that government is not functioning effectively, they take 
those stories to heart. While trying to root out waste, fraud, 
and abuse is generally a good thing, too much focus here can 
turn off voters and make them cynical about the process.

Similarly, sensationalistic stories—ones that focus 
on salacious topics such as sex, drugs, or public health 
scares—also are overreported in the mass media. The level 
of coverage of these stories is grossly out of proportion to 
their importance to the general public. For example, in 
2003, the media published more than 100,000 news arti-
cles discussing SARS and bioterrorism, though both com-
bined killed fewer than 12 people. In contrast, smoking 
and physical inactivity—which killed millions—received 
little attention.66 Similarly, the media went into a frenzy in 
the fall of 2014 discussing the threat of Ebola, though the 
risk to most Americans was extremely small. Stories about 
politicians’ sex lives are similarly frequently discussed ad 
nauseam—see, for example, Anthony Weiner, Larry Craig, 
and, most famous of all, Bill Clinton.

The media focus on such stories because they attract 
viewers and readers.67 The fact that there are so many more 
news outlets now only increases the pressure to publish 
salacious stories. No longer do just the three major broad-
cast networks (NBC, CBS, and ABC) broadcast politics, 
now so do several cable news channels, dozens of talk radio 
stations, and thousands of websites. Given this intense 
competition for viewers, each program has a big incentive 

to air salacious stories to attract viewers. While voters like 
these stories, they do little to inform the public. When 
you see the media covering a sensationalistic or salacious 
topic, ask yourself how relevant it actually is to becoming 
a better-informed citizen.

After reading this section on the ways in which media 
can lead one astray, you might think that you can never 
trust the media, but that is not correct. We wrote this sec-
tion not to make you cynical about the media, but rather 
to help point out some ways in which the media can dis-
tort your understanding of politics. Become a skeptical 
news consumer, but not a cynical one.

Are There Limits to Media Power?
After reading this section, you might think the media are 
quite powerful: they can shape the agenda, frame issues 
to influence opinions, and make viewers cynical with 
their focus on strategy and negativity. All of these effects 
are real, but it is important to understand that there is 
a very important limit to the media’s effect on attitudes: 
people’s experiences in everyday life.

In general, the media is most powerful when people 
know the least about an issue. As people know more and more 
about an issue, the media’s effect gets smaller and smaller.68 
We discussed this phenomenon in Chapter 10. Early in the 
primary season, when voters do not know the candidates, the 
media’s portrayal of them has a big effect. After all, the pub-
lic is just being introduced to the candidates, so the media’s 
depiction of them matters a great deal. But over the course 
of the campaign, as voters learn more about the candidates, 
how the media depicts them matters less because there is less 
room for the media to influence voters’ attitudes.

IMAGE 12-10 Extensive media coverage of the Ebola out-
break in the United States in 2014 is an example of sensation-
alism, as relatively few people were affected and there was 
little danger for most Americans.
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The same pattern is true of issues more generally. For 
example, the media typically have less ability to move peo-
ple on issues where they have more personal experience, 
such as the economy. If you see many of your neighbors 
lose their jobs—or if you lose your own—you do not need 
the media to tell you that the economy is struggling. By 
contrast, most people have less direct experience with ISIS, 
Ebola, or America’s role in Afghanistan. On these sorts of 
issues more removed from voters’ everyday lives, the media 
have a larger effect on attitudes.

Furthermore, in many situations, the media are con-
strained by elites. This might seem odd—we have just 
discussed ways, such as serving as a watchdog, that the 
media can act as a check on elites and prevent them from 
abusing power. This is certainly true. But in many cases, 
the media are also dependent on information from elites. 
For example, on foreign policy and terrorism, the media 
often cannot gather information on its own. Because of 
issues of national security, the government restricts what 
reporters can know, and information is leaked—typically 
strategically, as we will see below—by people who are try-
ing to advance a particular political position.

Likewise, on technical or complex scientific issues 
such as Internet security, nuclear power, or global warm-
ing, the media typically depends on elites to explain and 
clarify the issues at hand. As a result, much of the time, 
media reports reflect the elite debate—that is, elites set 
the terms of the debate, and the media just pass along 
that debate to the mass public.69 In short, while the media 
are powerful, they are often constrained in their ability to 
shape public opinion and public policy.

12-4  Is the Media  Trustworthy 
and Unbiased?

Do Americans have confidence in the press? Do they think 
they can reliably depend on the press to get the informa-
tion they need to be informed about politics and public 
affairs? Since the early 1970s, political  scientists have been 
asking survey questions to gauge how much confidence 
individual citizens have in the press. We   present these 
data in Figure 12.3.

The data are clear: Over time, Americans have become 
less confident in the press. In 1973 (the first year this ques-
tion was asked), 23 percent of respondents had a great deal 
of confidence in the press, 62 percent had some confidence 
in the press, and 15 percent had hardly any confidence in 
the press. In 2016 (the most recent data available), respon-
dents were far less confident in the press. Now only 8 per-
cent have a great deal of confidence, 42 percent have some 
confidence, and 50 percent have hardly any confidence. 

Since the 1970s, the number of people with a great deal 
of confidence in the press has declined sharply, and the 
number with no confidence has risen sharply (and there 
has been a similar, albeit less steep, decline in those with 
some confidence in the press). Americans trust the press 
less today than they did 40 years ago.

While the data in Figure 12.3 provide the best infor-
mation available over time, other data show the same pat-
tern of declining confidence in trust in the media. For 
example, the Gallup Organization has been asking about 
trust in the media since the 1970s as well, and finds that 
media trust has fallen to an all-time low in recent years.70 
Likewise, recent data from the Pew Research Center finds 
that 39 percent of Americans think they cannot trust the 
information they get from national news organizations.71 
No matter what data you use, it seems that Americans do 
not trust the press very much.

But why do Americans distrust the media? Part of the 
reason is undoubtedly the sorts of issues we discussed in 
the previous section: the emphasis on strategy and polls in 
election coverage, negativity, and so forth. But politicians 
are also partly to blame for the decline in news media trust. 
Democratic and Republican politicians alike criticize the 
press and attack it as biased and unfair. In 2016, both 
sides issued charges that the media was being unfair to it, 
and this has become standard practice in many campaigns. 
When politicians do that, it makes ordinary voters think 
that the press is biased and unfair, and hence Americans 
trust the media less.72 This helps to explain why trust levels 
have fallen so much in the past 40 years. 

We get to whether the media is actually biased next, 
but this suggests that by labeling the media as biased, 
politicians decrease trust in the media. There is, however, 
another lesson here in how to be an informed consumer 
of the news. Remember that whenever politicians accuse 
the media of bias, or of spreading fake news, they typi-
cally have an incentive to do so. Taking that into account 
is important as you decide for yourself whether media are 
actually biased in a particular instance.

Are the Media Biased?
Above, we saw that Americans do not trust the media. Is 
this because the media are actually biased? Most Ameri-
cans certainly think so. In a recent study from the Pew 
Research Center, only 26 percent of Americans thought 
the press gets its facts straight and only 20 percent 
thought it was pretty independent.73 In another study, 
fully three-quarters of Americans said the press tends to 
favor one side rather than treating both sides fairly.74 But 
are Americans’ beliefs accurate? The answer, as we will 
see in this section, is subtler and less obvious than you 
probably think.
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In any discussion of media bias, one of the first facts 
that most people mention is that journalists tend to be over-
whelmingly liberal and Democratic. Many studies, dating 
back to the early 1980s, have concluded that members of 
the national press are more liberal than the average citizen.75

The public certainly believes that members of the 
media are liberals and that they favor Democratic candi-
dates. A Gallup Poll done in 2014 found that 44 percent of 
Americans believe the media are “too liberal,” versus only 
19 percent who thought they were “too conservative.”76 In 
a poll taken in 2016 by Suffolk University and USA Today, 
nearly 8 in 10 respondents thought that the media favored 
Hillary Clinton over Donald Trump.77

While most journalists are liberals, not all are, especially 
in recent years with the rise of conservative hosts on talk radio 
(like Rush Limbaugh or Sean Hannity), on Fox News, and 
in newspapers like the Washington Times. That said, by all 
accounts, it seems like most journalists do favor Democrats.

The liberal and Democratic bent of journalists, how-
ever, is not in and of itself enough evidence to conclude that 
the media are biased. While journalists are typically liberal, 
they are also committed to journalistic norms of objectivity 
and balance, which will counteract their personal biases.78

The best way to study media bias is to look at detailed 
content analyses of the media’s coverage of politicians to 
determine whether any bias exists in favor of one party or 
another. Some studies have found evidence of a liberal, pro-
Democratic bias in the media. The best of these is the work by 
Professor Tim Groseclose, who does identify examples of pro-
Democratic media slant on some issues.79 However, many 
more studies have been conducted that find that overall, 
media coverage is not biased in favor of one party or another.

Scholars have come to this conclusion studying patterns 
of coverage in campaigns,80 as well as coverage of politicians 
outside of campaigns.81 Studies find that, if anything, media 

outlets tend to favor incumbents, regardless of party. News 
outlets (especially newspapers) that endorse candidates are 
much more likely to endorse the incumbent,82 and endorsed 
candidates receive more positive coverage in those outlets 
(and in turn are better liked by voters).83 In general, then, 
there does not seem to be much overall evidence indicating 
the media slants in favor of one party or the other.

This overall lack of clear bias stems not just from jour-
nalistic norms of balance and objectivity but also from 
economics. Media outlets need to attract viewers and 
advertisers to stay in business. If media outlets are too 
biased or slanted, they will lose audience share.84 Given 
that most Americans are relatively centrist (see Chapter 7), 
mainstream outlets want to cater to the typical American. 
If these outlets lose viewers, they will be less attractive to 
advertisers, who want to reach as many people as possi-
ble.85 Given this, it makes economic sense for most outlets 
to be relatively politically balanced.

 Figure 12.3  confidence in the Press, 1973–2016
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IMAGE 12-11 Many claim that the media have a liberal bias. 
For example, some claim that the media were more critical of 
Trump than of Clinton during the 2016 election.
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12-5  Government  Regulation 
of the Media

Ironically, the least competitive media outlets—news-
papers—are almost entirely free from government regu-
lation, whereas the most competitive ones—radio and 
television stations—must have a government license 
to operate and must adhere to a variety of government 
regulations. And the Internet has effectively no content 
regulations at all.

Newspapers and magazines need no license to publish, 
their freedom to publish may not be restrained in advance, 
and they are liable for punishment for what they do pub-
lish only under certain highly restricted circumstances. The 
First Amendment has been interpreted as meaning that no 
government, federal or state, can place “prior restraints” 
(i.e., censorship) on the press except under very narrowly 
defined circumstances.86 When the federal government 
sought to prevent the New York Times from publishing 
the Pentagon Papers, a set of secret government documents 

stolen by an antiwar activist, the Supreme Court held that 
the paper was free to publish them.87

Once something is published, a newspaper or maga-
zine may be sued or prosecuted if the material is libelous or 
obscene, or if it incites someone to commit an illegal act. 
But these usually are not very serious restrictions because 
the courts have defined libelous, obscene, and incitement 
so narrowly as to make it more difficult here than in any 
other nation to find the press guilty of such conduct. For 
example, for a paper to be found guilty of libeling a public 
official or other prominent person, the person must not 
only show that what was printed was wrong and damaging 
but also must show, with “clear and convincing evidence,” 
that it was printed maliciously—that is, with “reckless dis-
regard” for its truth or falsity.88 When in 1984 Israeli Gen-
eral Ariel Sharon sued Time magazine for libel, the jury 
decided the story Time printed was false and defamatory 
but that Time had not published it as the result of malice, 
and so Sharon did not collect any damages. (See Chapter 
5 for more discussion of freedom of the press.)

Global Warming: Majoritarian Politics 
and the Media

There is a growing scientific consensus that human activ-
ity is contributing to global climate change (see, e.g., the 
report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). 
Humans produce greenhouse gases, predominantly car-
bon dioxide, that alter the Earth’s atmosphere and gener-
ate climate change. As a result, there has been a debate 
in the United States, as in many other countries, about 
policies to reduce or reverse such emissions.

Efforts to address limiting greenhouse gas emissions 
are best seen as majoritarian politics. The benefits of 
reduced emissions—a cleaner environment—are widely 
dispersed to all Americans (and indeed, all citizens all over 
the globe). Similarly, the costs would be borne by all Ameri-
cans as well: According to the Environmental Protection 
Agency, more than two-thirds of carbon dioxide emissions 
come from electricity generation and transportation, which 
all Americans use.

A large part of the debate in the United States, however, 
has centered on whether the scientific consensus about 
global warming is correct. The majoritarian debate has not 
been over what policy to pursue, but whether any policy 
at all is needed. There are many reasons why this debate 
takes this form in the United States, but one reason is how 
the mass media cover the issue of climate change.

While climate scientists almost all agree that human 
activity contributes to global warming (via greenhouse 
gases), the mass media portray this as a debate, rather 
than an area of scientific consensus. As a result, Ameri-
cans are less likely to understand the degree of scientific 
consensus on this issue. Americans believe that the issue 
has two sides because it is framed that way, though nearly 
all climate scientists see this as a settled issue. So the 
media coverage of global warming (among other factors) 
contributes to the unique politics of this issue.

POLICY DYNAMICs: 
INsIDE/OUTsIDE 
THE BOX

Source: Ariel Malka et al., “Featuring Skeptics in News Media 
Stories about Global Warming Reduces Public Beliefs in the Seri-
ousness of Global Warming” (unpublished manuscript, Stanford 
University, June 2009); Maxwell Boykoff and Jules Boykoff, “Bal-
ance as Bias: Global Warming and the U.S. Prestige Press,” Global 
Environmental Change 14, no. 2 (2004): 125–136.
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There are also laws intended to protect the privacy of 
citizens, but they do not really inhibit newspapers. In gen-
eral, your name and picture can be printed without your 
consent if they are part of a news story of some conceiv-
able public interest. And if a paper attacks you in print, it 
has no legal obligation to give you space for a reply.89 It is 
illegal to use printed words to advocate the violent over-
throw of the government if by your advocacy you incite 
others to action, but this rule has only rarely been applied 
to newspapers.90

Confidentiality of Sources
Reporters believe they should have the right to keep con-
fidential the sources of their stories. Some states agree 
and have passed laws to that effect. Most states and the 
federal government do not agree, so the courts must 
decide in each case whether the need of a journalist to 
protect confidential sources does or does not outweigh 
the interest of the government in gathering evidence in 
a criminal investigation. In general, the Supreme Court 
has upheld the right of the government to compel 
reporters to divulge information as part of a properly 
conducted criminal investigation, if it bears on the com-
mission of a crime.91

This conflict arises not only between reporters and law 
enforcement agencies but also between reporters and per-
sons accused of committing a crime. In the 1970s, Myron 
Farber, a New York Times reporter, wrote a series of sto-
ries that led to the indictment and trial of a physician on 
charges he had murdered five patients. The judge ordered 
Farber to show him his notes to determine whether they 
should be given to the defense lawyers. Farber refused, 
arguing that revealing his notes would infringe upon the 
confidentiality he had promised to his sources. Farber was 
sent to jail for contempt of court. On appeal, the New Jer-
sey Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court decided 
against Farber, holding that the accused person’s right to 
a fair trial includes the right to compel the production of 
evidence, even from reporters.

In another case, the Supreme Court upheld the right 
of the police to search newspaper offices, so long as they 
have a warrant. But Congress then passed a law forbidding 
such searches (except in special cases), requiring instead 
that the police subpoena the desired documents.92

In 2005, two reporters were sentenced to jail when 
they refused to give prosecutors information about who 
in the Bush administration had told them that a woman 
was in fact a CIA officer. A federal court decided they 
were not entitled to any protection for their sources in a 
criminal trial. New York Times reporter Judith Miller spent 
85 days in jail; she was released after a government official 
authorized her to talk about their conversation. There is 

no federal shield law that protects journalists, though such 
laws exist in 34 states.

In recent years, discussions of source confidentiality 
and shield laws have once again come back into the news, 
particularly in the context of the War on Terror. Several 
major stories about the fight against terrorism—from Abu 
Ghirab, to CIA black site prisons, to the NSA domestic 
surveillance programs—have been broken by whistleblow-
ers from inside the government. In rare cases, the person 
has been willing to come forward—most notably Edward 
Snowden—but more have wanted to remain anonymous 
(such individuals have often been subject to prosecution). 
This highlights a fundamental tension in a democratic 
society between freedom of the press (and freedom to 
investigate government abuses) and the protection of gov-
ernment secrets. We consider this issue more in the What 
Would You Do? box on page 284.

Why Do We Have So Many News Leaks?
This tension over source confidentiality and shield laws 
raises an important question: why are there so many 
leaks in American government? Why do so many insid-
ers go to the press with their story to try to generate 
change? The answer lies in the Constitution. Because we 
have separate institutions that must share power, each 
branch of government competes with the others to get 
power. One way to compete is to try to use the press to 
advance your pet projects and to make the other side 
look bad. For example, one argument for why there were 
so many leaks in the early days of the Trump administra-
tion is that bureaucrats (and even some officials within 
the Trump administration) were unhappy with certain 
policies, so they strategically leaked things to the press 
to help press their case.93

IMAGE 12-12 Activists urge Congress to pass a law shielding 
reporters from being required to testify about their sources.
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Will You Support or Oppose a Shield 
Law Bill?

to: Senator Brian Dillon
From: Lucy Rae, political communication strategist
subject: Protecting Journalists

The Supreme Court has held that forcing a reporter to testify does not violate the First Amendment to 
the Constitution. But Congress could pass a law, similar to that in many states, banning such testi-
mony if it reveals a confidential source.

To Consider:
Efforts by the White House to find out who is the “high-ranking official” cited in recent 
news stories about possible ethics violations have renewed calls by media groups for 
a “shield law” for journalists. Congress may hold hearings later this week.

Arguments against:
1. Every person accused in a criminal trial has a 

right to know all of the evidence against him 
or her and to confront witnesses. A shield law 
would deprive people of this right.

2. A shield law would allow any government offi-
cial to leak secret information with no fear of 
being detected.

3. The Supreme Court already has imposed a high 
barrier to forcing reporters to reveal confiden-
tial information, but that barrier should not be 
absolute, as situations can and do arise where 
a reporter is the only person who has the infor-
mation necessary to investigate alleged criminal 
activity that threatens national security.
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Arguments for:
1. Thirty-four states now have shield laws similar 

to the one proposed by Congress.

2. Effective journalism requires protecting 
sources from being identified; without protec-
tion, many important stories would not be 
written.

3. The government should be able to collect suf-
ficient information to prosecute cases without 
relying on journalists to do this work for them.

Your decision:  support bill  Oppose bill

What Will You Decide? Enter Mindtap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.
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Far fewer leaks occur 
in other democratic 
nations in part because 
power is centralized in 
the hands of a prime 
minister, who does not 

need to leak in order to get the upper hand over the leg-
islature, and because the legislature has too little informa-
tion to be a good source of leaks. In addition, we have no 
Official Secrets Act of the kind that exists in the United 
Kingdom; except for a few matters, it is not against the 
law for the press to receive and print government secrets.

Even if the press and the politicians loved each other, 
the competition between the various branches of govern-
ment would guarantee plenty of news leaks. But since the 
Vietnam War, the Watergate scandal, and the Iran-Contra 
Affair, the press and the politicians have come to distrust 
one another. As a result, journalists today are far less will-
ing to accept at face value the statements of elected officials 
and are far more likely to try to find somebody who will 
leak “the real story.” We have, in short, come to have an 
adversarial press—that is, one that (at least at the national 
level) is suspicious of officialdom and eager to break an 
embarrassing story that will win for its author honor, pres-
tige, and (in some cases) a lot of money.

This cynicism and distrust of government and elected 
officials have led to an era of attack journalism—seizing 
on any bit of information or rumor that might call into 
question the qualifications or character of a public official. 
Media coverage of gaffes—misspoken words, misstated 
ideas, clumsy moves—has become a staple of political 
journalism. At one time, such “events” as President Ford 
slipping down some stairs, Governor Dukakis dropping 
the ball while playing catch with a Boston Red Sox player, 
or Vice President Quayle misspelling the word potato 
would have been ignored, but now they are hot news 
items. Attacking public figures has become a professional 
norm, where once it was a professional taboo, reinforcing 
the norm of negativity we discussed earlier in the chapter.

Regulating Broadcasting 
and Ownership
Although newspapers and magazines by and large are not 
regulated, broadcasting is regulated by the government. 
No one may operate a radio or television station without 
a license from the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, renewable every seven years for radio and every 
five for television stations. An application for renewal 
is rarely refused, but until recently the FCC required 
the broadcaster to submit detailed information about its 
programming and how it planned to serve “community 

needs” in order to get a renewal. Based on this informa-
tion or on the complaints of some group, the FCC could 
use its powers of renewal to influence what the station 
put on the air. For example, it could induce stations to 
reduce the amount of violence shown, increase the pro-
portion of “public service” programs on the air, or alter 
the way it portrayed various ethnic groups.

Of late a movement has arisen to deregulate broadcast-
ing, on the grounds that so many stations are now on the 
air that competition should be allowed to determine how 
each station defines and serves community needs. In this 
view, citizens can choose what they want to hear or see 
without the government shaping the content of each sta-
tion’s programming. For example, since the early 1980s, 
a station can simply submit a postcard requesting that its 
license be renewed, a request automatically granted unless 
some group formally opposes the renewal. In that case, the 
FCC holds a hearing. As a result, some of the old rules—for 
instance, that each hour on TV could contain only 16 min-
utes of commercials—are no longer rigidly enforced.

Radio broadcasting has been deregulated the most. 
Before 1992, one company could own one AM and one 
FM station in each market. In 1992, this number was dou-
bled. And in 1996, the Telecommunications Act allowed 
one company to own as many as eight stations in large 
markets (five in smaller ones) and as many as it wished 
nationally. This trend has had two results. First, a few large 
companies now own most of the big-market radio stations. 
Second, the looser editorial restrictions that accompanied 
deregulation mean that a greater variety of opinions and 
shows can be found on the radio. There are many more 
radio talk shows now than would have been heard when 
content was more tightly controlled.

More generally, over time, the federal government has 
loosened rules on ownership, so that large corporations 
now control a larger share of media outlets (for the current 

adversarial press The 
tendency of the national media 
to be suspicious of officials 
and eager to reveal unflattering 
stories about them.

IMAGE 12-13 Fox News and similar outlets arose after the 
end of the fairness doctrine.
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rules, visit the FCC’s 
website).94 Indeed, 
media ownership has 
become strikingly con-
centrated. In the 1980s, 
more than 50  companies 

controlled the majority of American media outlets. Today, 
only six companies control more than 90 percent of media 
outlets.95 So while there are hundreds of television stations 
and thousands of newspapers and radio stations, they are 
owned by a relatively small set of actors.

This raises concerns about owners biasing the con-
tent that their stations broadcast. While studies have found 
that owners do not bias content in favor of one party or 
the other,96 owners can bias reporting in other ways. For 
example, studies have found that when media outlet own-
ers stand to benefit from a policy, that shifts the outlet’s 
coverage in favor of that policy.97 This sort of finding raises 
concerns that ownership concentration affects what gets 
reported, though more research is needed on this topic.

Deregulation changes not only the ownership structure 
of media but also government regulation of what media 
say. At one time, for example, a “fairness doctrine” required 
broadcasters that air one side of a story to give time to 
opposing points of view. But there are now so many radio 
and television stations that the FCC relies on competition 
to manage differences of opinion. The abandonment of the 
fairness doctrine permitted the rise of controversial talk radio 
shows and partisan cable TV news. If the doctrine had stayed 
in place, there would be no programs from Rush Limbaugh 
or Michael Savage, no MSNBC or Fox News.98 The FCC 
decided that competition among news outlets protected 
people by giving them many different sources of news.

There still exists an equal time rule that obliges sta-
tions that sell advertising time to one political candidate 
to sell equal time to that person’s opponents. When can-
didates wish to campaign on radio or television, the equal 
time rule applies.

Regulating Campaigning
During campaigns, a broadcaster must provide equal access 
to candidates for office and charge them rates no higher 
than the cheapest rate applicable to commercial advertisers 
for comparable time. At one time, this rule meant that a 
station or network could not broadcast a debate between 
the Democratic and Republican candidates for an office 
without inviting all other candidates as well—Libertarian, 
Prohibitionist, or whatever. Thus, a presidential debate in 
1980 could be limited to the major candidates, Reagan and 
Carter (or  Reagan and Anderson), only by having the League 
of Women Voters sponsor it and then allowing radio and 
TV to cover it as a “news event.” Now stations and networks 
can themselves sponsor debates limited to major candidates.

Though laws guarantee that candidates can buy time 
at favorable rates on television, not all candidates take 
advantage of this. The reason is that television is not 
always an efficient way to reach voters. A television mes-
sage is literally “broad cast”—spread out to a mass audi-
ence without regard to the boundaries of the district in 
which a candidate is running. Presidential candidates, of 
course, always use television because their constituency is 
the whole nation. Candidates for senator or representative, 
however, may or may not use television, depending on 
whether the boundaries of their state or district conform 
well to the boundaries of a television market.

A market is an area easily reached by a television signal; 
there are about 200 such markets in the country. If you 
are a member of Congress from South Bend, Indiana, you 
come from a television market based there. You can buy 
ads on the TV stations in South Bend at a reasonable fee. 
But if you are a member of Congress from northern New 
Jersey, the only television stations are in nearby New York 
City. In that market, the costs of a TV ad are very high 
because they reach a lot of people, most of whom are not 
in your district and so cannot vote for you. Buying a TV ad 
would be a waste of money. As a result, a much higher per-
centage of Senate than House candidates use television ads.

equal time rule An FCC rule 
that if a broadcaster sells time 
to one candidate, it must sell 
equal time to other candidates.

•	Near v. Minnesota (1931): Freedom of the press 
applies to state governments, so that they cannot 
impose prior restraint on newspapers.

•	New York Times v. Sullivan (1964): Public officials 
may not win a libel suit unless they can prove that 
the statement was made knowing it to be false or 
with reckless disregard of its truth.

•	Miami Herald v. Tornillo (1974): A newspaper can-
not be required to give someone a right to reply to 
one of its stories.

The Rights of the MediaLANDMARK 
CAsEs
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L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

12-1  trace the evolution of the press in 
 america, and explain how media cover-
age of politics has changed over time.

Over time, the press evolved from a partisan 
mouthpiece to an independent political actor. 
Today, through the Internet and television, poli-
ticians have more opportunity than ever before 
to shape their political images.

12-2  summarize the most important sources 
of news for contemporary americans, 
and discuss the consequences of con-
suming different news sources.

Today, most Americans get their news from 
television, though the Internet is increasingly 
important as well, especially for younger vot-
ers. With more media choice, however, some 
voters have become less informed and hence 
less likely to participate. Furthermore, with the 
decline in local newspapers, there is concern 
that citizens may not be getting the local infor-
mation they need to participate effectively.

12-3  explain the main political functions of 
the media in america, and discuss how 
the media both enhance and detract 
from american democracy.

The mass media serves to help educate the 
public in a democracy. Two particular ways 
this happens are by setting the public agenda 
and by serving as a watchdog to maintain 
political accountability. The media can also 
lead viewers astray, through framing, covering 
campaigns as a game, or relying too much on 
sensationalism and negativity. Viewers should 
be on guard to protect themselves from these 
tendencies.

12-4  Discuss the reasons behind lower lev-
els of media trust today, and summarize 
the arguments for and against media 
bias.

Overall levels of trust in the media have 
declined sharply in recent years, both in gen-
eral and for nearly all specific media outlets. 

Journalism, Secrecy, and Politics

The role of the media in American politics was not a high 
priority in drafting the Constitution. The First Amendment 
(added as part of the Bill of Rights in 1897) guaranteed 
freedom of the press, and the Framers appreciated the 
need for independent journalism in a democracy, but they 
did not pay significant attention to how journalists would 
affect governance. Yet the very ratification of the Constitu-
tion depended partly on cooperation from journalists, first 
in the secrecy surrounding the constitutional convention 
debates in Philadelphia in the summer of 1787, and second 
in the publication in New York newspapers of the Federalist 
Papers endorsing ratification of the Constitution (though 
newspapers at the time were party presses rather than 
independent organizations).

With the 24-hour news cycle, politicians today have 
fewer opportunities to engage in policymaking without 
media scrutiny. While media coverage provides an essen-
tial check on elected officials, it also can hinder prospects 
for decision making and compromise.

Nevertheless, a free press is crucial to a well- 
functioning democracy. Thomas Jefferson famously 
remarked that “were it left to me to decide whether we 
should have a government without newspapers, or news-
papers without a government, I should not hesitate a 
moment to prefer the latter.”99 Both the public and politi-
cal scientists agree: as we learned above, the public views 
journalists as a vital watchdog on government, and a 
recent survey of political scientists found that nearly all 
see a free press as essential to a democracy.100 Most politi-
cians, in general, agree, though they also often critique the 
press as well. Perhaps no contemporary figure exempli-
fies this more than President Trump, who courts the press 
while also saying he is at “war” with it. While others in the 
Trump White House—including the vice president—have 
tried to walk back some of Trump’s critique of the press, 
how this relationship will evolve throughout Trump’s term 
remains to be seen.101

CONsTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONs

Summary 287
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288 Chapter 12 The Media

t O  L e a r n  M O r e

To search many news sources: www.ipl.org

Analyses of the press:

Nonpartisan view: www.cmpa.com

Liberal view: www.fair.org

Conservative view: www.mrc.org

Public opinion about the press:

Pew Research Center: www.people-press.org

National media:

New York Times: www.nytimes.com

Wall Street Journal: www.wsj.com

Washington Post: www.washingtonpost.com

Compilation of major daily news sources: www 
.realclearpolitics.com 

Graber, Doris A. Mass Media and American Politics, 
8th ed., Washington, DC: Congressional Quarterly 
Press, 2010. A good summary of what we know about 
the press and politics.

Groseclose, Tim. Left Turn: How Liberal Media Bias 
Distorts the American Mind. New York: St. Martin’s 
Press, 2011. The best evidence documenting several 
examples of pro-liberal/Democratic media bias.

Iyengar, Shanto, and Donald R. Kinder. News That 
Matters. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987. 
A report of experiments testing the effect of television 
news on public perceptions of politics.

Ladd, Jonathan. Why Americans Hate the News and 
How It Matters. Princeton, NJ:  Princeton University 
Press, 2012. An exploration of growing public distrust 
of the mass media.

Lichter, S. Robert, Stanley Rothman, and Linda S. 
Lichter. The Media Elite. Bethesda, MD: Adler and 
Adler, 1986. A study of the political beliefs of elite 
journalists and how those beliefs influence what we 
read and hear.

Patterson, Thomas E. Out of Order. New York: Alfred 
Knopf, 1993. A study of the decline of substantive cov-
erage of campaigns, and the rise of the game frame.

Prior, Markus. Post-Broadcast Democracy. New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006. An explanation of 
how media choice decreases knowledge of and par-
ticipation in politics.

Stroud, Natalie Jomini. Niche News: The  Politics 
of News Choice. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011. Extensive empirical analysis of how 
political partisanship shapes the news sources that 
people use.

Part of the reason is that politicians from both 
parties attack the media as biased, leading 
ordinary citizens to think the media is biased 
(and hence less trustworthy). Overall, the evi-
dence suggests that there is not much system-
atic bias in favor of one party or the other in the 
media.

12-5  explain how government controls and 
regulates the media.

Government regulations control both media 
ownership and media content, though the First 
Amendment prohibits many stricter sorts of 
interference.
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PART 3

Institutions of Government

But the great security against a gradual concentration of the several 
powers in the same department consists in giving to those who administer 
each department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives 
to resist encroachments of the others.

— FEDERALIST NO. 51

13 Congress 290

14 The Presidency 324

15 The Bureaucracy 364

16 The Judiciary 391
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Congress
L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

13-1 Contrast congressional and parliamentary systems.

13-2 Trace the evolution of Congress in American politics.

13-3 Discuss who serves in Congress and what influences their votes.

13-4 Summarize the organization of Congress.

13-5 Explain how a bill becomes a law.

13-6 Discuss possibilities for congressional reform.
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If you are like most Americans, you trust the Supreme 
Court, respect the presidency—whether or not you 
like the president—and dislike Congress, even if you 
like your own representative and senators. Congress 
is the most unpopular branch of government, but it is 
also the most important one: you cannot understand 
the national government without first understanding 
Congress. Glance at the Constitution and you will see 
why Congress is so important: the first four and a half 
pages are about Congress, while the presidency gets 
only a page and a half and the Supreme Court about 
three-quarters of a page.

To the Framers of the Constitution, the bicameral 
(two-chamber) Congress was “the first branch.” They 
expected Congress to wield most of the national gov-
ernment’s powers, including its most important ones 
like the “power of the purse” (encompassing taxation 
and spending decisions) and the ultimate authority to 
declare war. They understood Congress as essential 
to sustaining federalism (guaranteeing two sena-
tors to each state without regard to state population) 
and maintaining the separation of powers (ensuring 
that no lawmaker would be allowed to serve in either 
of the other two branches while in Congress). They 
also viewed Congress as the linchpin of the system 
of checks and balances, constitutionally empowered 
as it was both to override presidential vetoes and to 
determine the structure and the jurisdiction of the 
federal judiciary, including the Supreme Court. We 
delineate the constitutional powers of Congress in 
Table 13.1, and spell out the requirements to serve in 
Congress in Table 13.2.

Most contemporary Americans and many experts, 
however, think of Congress not as the first branch 
but as “the broken branch,” unable to address the 
nation’s most pressing domestic, economic, and inter-
national problems in an effective way; unduly respon-
sive to powerful organized special interests; awash 
in nonstop campaign fundraising and other activities 
that many believe border on political corruption; and 
unlikely to fix itself through real reforms.1

Consistent with this “broken branch” view, in 
recent decades, less than one-third of Americans typi-
cally have approved of Congress. In the late 1990s 
and early 2000s, ratings in the 30s and 40s were 
the norm. In the past decade, however, ratings have 
typically been one-half that earlier level (less than 
20 percent), and have sometimes even tipped below 
10 percent, as they did in 2013 after the government 
shutdown.2

Many academic analysts and veteran Washington 
journalists echo the popular discontent with Congress 
as the broken branch, but the experts focus on two 
more things, the first a paradox and the second a 

puzzle. The paradox is 
that most Americans 
consistently disap-
prove of Congress 
yet routinely reelect 
their own members to 
serve in it. In political 
scientist Richard F. Fenno’s famous phrase, if “Con-
gress is the broken branch then how come we love 
our congressmen so much more than our Congress?”3 
Despite public approval ratings that are frequently 
dismal, almost all congressional incumbents who have 
sought reelection have won it, most by comfortable 
margins.

Even in elections in which “anti-incumbent” public 
sentiment seems rife and voters effect a change in 
party control of one or both chambers of Congress, 
incumbents prevail and dominate the institution. For 
example, in the 2010 midterm elections, Democrats 
suffered historic losses in the House, but even in that 
election year, 85 percent of House members who 
sought reelection won it (senators seeking reelection 
won at very similar levels). Likewise, in 2014, 2016, 
and every other election year, the vast majority of 
incumbents—typically more than 90 percent—win 
reelection. Americans may dislike Congress, but they 
rarely vote out their member of Congress. Later in the 
chapter, we will explore several different answers to 
the paradox, although none of them fully resolve it.

The puzzle is why the post-1970 Congress has 
become even more polarized by partisanship and 
divided by ideology, and whether this development 
reflects ever-widening political cleavages among aver-
age Americans or instead constitutes a disconnect 
between the people and their representatives on Capi-
tol Hill.

During 1890–1910, about 
two-thirds of all votes 

in Congress evoked a party split, and in several ses-
sions more than half the roll calls found about 90 
percent of each party’s members opposing the other 
party.4 But such polarization faded over the first few 
decades of the 20th century, and by the 1970s, such 
partisan polarization in Congress was very much the 
exception to the rule. Well into the 1960s, Congress 
commonly passed major legislation on most issues on 
a bipartisan basis, and liberal members and conserva-
tive members held leadership positions in both parties 
and in both chambers.

Such liberal and conservative voting blocs as 
existed typically crossed party lines, like the mid-20th-
century conservative bloc featuring Republicans and 
Southern Democrats. Leaders in Congress in each 

 THEN 
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partisan polarization A 
vote in which a majority of 
Democratic legislators opposes 
a majority of Republican 
legislators.
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292 Chapter 13 Congress

party were usually veteran politicians interested mainly 
in winning elections, dispensing patronage, obtain-
ing tangible benefits for their own districts or states 
and constituents, and keeping institutional power and 
perks. Even members with substantial seniority did 
not get the most coveted committee chairmanships 
unless they were disposed to practice legislative poli-
tics as the art of the possible and the art of the deal. 
This meant forging interparty coalitions and approach-
ing interbranch (legislative–executive) relations in ways 
calculated to result ultimately in bipartisan bargains 
and compromises, and doing so even on controversial 
issues and even when congressional leaders and the 
president were not all in the same party.

When the 91st Congress 
ended in 1970, the more 

liberal half of the House had 29 Republicans and the 
more conservative half of the House had 59 Demo-
crats.5 By the time the 105th Congress ended in 1998, 
the more liberal half of the House had only 10 Repub-
licans while the more conservative half of the House 
had zero Democrats.6 (Zero!) In recent years, liberal 
Republicans and conservative Democrats became vir-
tually extinct in both the House and the Senate—even 
the most liberal Republican is now to the right of the 
most conservative Democrat. As a result, party-line 

NOW 

votes are increasingly common. For example, in 2010, 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (better 
known as Obamacare) proposed by Democrats passed 
in Congress without a single Republican voting for it.

Obamacare is not the only example of this sort of deep 
partisan division in Congress. In 2011, Congress hit an 
all-time high: Republicans in the House voted with their 
party’s caucus 91 percent of the time, which was a new 
record for party unity. Sadly, the record was short-lived: 
in 2013, that figure crept up to 92 percent. Democrats 
are no less united: 94 percent of Democrats in the Sen-
ate voted with their party’s caucus in 2013,7 and party 
unity for both political parties has remained high since 
then. All of this makes it clear that members of Congress 
are deeply polarized. While we saw in Chapter 7 that the 
mass public has sorted but not polarized, the same can-
not be said for our elected officials.

We will explore the reasons for this congressional 
polarization later in the chapter. But three things are clear. 
First, Congress has never perfectly embodied the Found-
ers’ fondest hopes for the first branch—not when the First 
Congress met in 1789–1791 (and wrangled endlessly over 
the Bill of Rights); not during the decades before, during, 
and just after the Civil War; not during the late 19th cen-
tury through 1970; and certainly not since.

•  To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises

•  To borrow money

•  To regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the states

•  To establish rules for naturalization (i.e., becoming a citizen) and bankruptcy

•  To coin money, set its value, and punish counterfeiting

•  To fix the standard of weights and measures

•  To establish a post office and post roads

•  To issue patents and copyrights to inventors and authors

•  To create courts inferior to (below) the Supreme Court

•  To define and punish piracies, felonies on the high seas, and crimes against the law of nations

•  To declare war

•  To raise and support an army and navy and make rules for their governance

•  To provide for a militia (reserving to the states the right to appoint militia officers and to train the militia under congressional rules)

•  To exercise exclusive legislative powers over the seat of government (the District of Columbia) and other places purchased to be federal 
facilities (forts, arsenals, dockyards, and “other needful buildings”)

•  To “make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by 
this Constitution in the government of the United States.” (Note: This “necessary and proper,” or “elastic,” clause has been generously 
interpreted by the Supreme Court, as explained in Chapter 16.)

The Powers of Congress (Article 1, Section 8)TABLE 13.1
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James Madison envisioned members of Congress as 
“proper guardians of the public weal”—public-spirited 
representatives of the people who would govern by intel-
ligently mediating and dispassionately resolving conflicts 
among the nation’s competing financial, religious, and 
other interests.8 Representatives or senators who might 
instead fan partisan passions and refuse to compromise 
were disparaged by Madison as selfish, unenlightened, or 
“theoretic politicians” (what today we might call “extrem-
ists,” “hyper-partisans,” or “ideologues”).9 At least if 
judged by the Founders’ highest aspirations for the first 
branch and its members, Congress has always been some-
thing of a broken branch.

Second, Congress is now home to ideologically dis-
tinct political parties that seem more unified than ever with 
respect to how their respective members vote, but the body 
still does not come close to matching the near-total party 
unity that has been typical in the national legislatures of the 
United Kingdom and other parliamentary democracies.

Third, Madison and the other Framers expressly 
rejected a parliamentary system like Great Britain’s in 
favor of a system featuring both a separation of powers 
and checks and balances. They understood the fundamen-
tal differences between a “congress” and a “parliament,” 
and so must every present-day student who hopes to really 
understand the U.S. Congress.

Representative •  Must be 25 years of age (when seated, not when elected)

•  Must have been a citizen of the United States for seven years

•  Must be an inhabitant of the state from which elected (Note: Custom, but not the Constitution, requires that a 
representative live in the district that he or she represents.)

Senator •  Must be 30 years of age (when seated, not when elected)

•  Must have been a citizen of the United States for nine years

•  Must be an inhabitant of the state from which elected

Judging Qualifications •  Each house is the judge of the “elections, returns, and qualifications” of its members. Thus, Congress 
alone can decide disputed congressional elections. On occasion, it has excluded a person from taking a 
seat on the grounds that the election was improper. Either house can punish a member—by reprimand, for 
 example—or, by a two-thirds vote, expel a member.

Privileges •  Members of Congress have certain privileges, the most important of which, conferred by the Constitution, is 
that “for any speech or debate in either house they shall not be questioned in any other place.” This doctrine 
of “ privileged speech” has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to mean that members of Congress can-
not be sued or prosecuted for anything that they say or write in connection with their legislative duties.

•  When Senator Mike Gravel read the Pentagon Papers— some then-secret government documents about the 
Vietnam War—into the Congressional Record in defiance of a court order restraining their publication, the 
Court held that this was “privileged speech” and beyond challenge (Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606, 
1972). But when Senator William Proxmire issued a press release critical of a scientist doing research on 
monkeys, the Court decided the scientist could sue him for libel because a press release was not part of the 
legislative process (Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111, 1979).

Qualifications for Entering Congress and Privileges of Serving in CongressTABLE 13.2

13-1  Congress Versus 
Parliament

The United States (along with many Latin American 
nations) has a congress; the United Kingdom (along 
with most Western European nations) has a parliament. 
A hint as to the difference between the two kinds of 
legislatures can be found in the original meanings of the 
words. Congress derives from a Latin term that means “a 
coming together,” a meeting, as of representatives from 
various places. Parliament comes from a French word, 
parler, which means “to talk.”

There is of course plenty of talking—some critics say 
there is nothing but talking—in the U.S. Congress, and 
certainly members of a parliament represent to a degree 
their local districts. But the differences implied by the 
names of the lawmaking groups are real ones, with pro-
found significance for how laws are made and how the 
government is run. These differences affect two important 
aspects of lawmaking bodies: how one becomes a member 
and what one does as a member.

Ordinarily, a person becomes a member of a parlia-
ment (such as the British House of Commons) by persuad-
ing a political party to put his or her name on the ballot. 
Though usually a local party committee selects a person to 
be its candidate, that committee often takes suggestions 
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from national party headquarters. The local group selects 
as its candidate someone willing to support the national 
party program and leadership. In the election, voters in 
the district choose not between two  or  three personali-
ties running for office, but between two or three national 
parties.

By contrast, a person becomes a candidate for repre-
sentative or senator in the U.S. Congress by running in 
a primary election. As we discussed in Chapter 9, parties 
may try to influence the outcome of primary elections, 
but they cannot determine them.

As a result of these different systems, a parliament 
tends to be made up of people loyal to the national party 
leadership who meet to debate and vote on party issues. 
A congress, on the other hand, tends to be made up of 
people who think of themselves as independent represen-
tatives of their districts or states and who, while willing 
to support their party on many matters, expect to vote as 
their (or their constituents’) beliefs and interests require.

Once they are in the legislature, members of a par-
liament discover they can make only one important 
 decision—whether or not to support the government. 
The government in a parliamentary system such as that 
of the United Kingdom consists of a prime minister and 
various cabinet officers selected from the party that has 
the most seats in parliament. As long as the members of 
that party vote together, that government will remain in 
power. Should members of a party in power in parliament 
decide to vote against their leaders, the leaders lose office, 
and a new government must be formed. With so much at 
stake, the leaders of a party in parliament have a powerful 
incentive to keep their followers in line. They insist that 
all members of the party vote together on almost all issues. 
If someone refuses, the penalty is often drastic: The party 
does not renominate the offending member in the next 
election.

Members of the U.S. Congress do not select the head 
of the executive branch of government—that is done by 
the voters when they choose a president. Far from mak-
ing members of Congress less powerful, this makes them 
more powerful. Representatives and senators can vote on 
proposed laws without worrying that their votes will cause 
the government to collapse and without fearing that a fail-
ure to support their party will lead to their removal from 
the ballot in the next election.

Indeed, despite record levels of party unity in recent 
years, members of both parties have rebuked their lead-
ers and yet remained in office. For example, conserva-
tive Republicans effectively forced Republican John 
Boehner to resign as Speaker of the House in 2015. While 
Boehner—and his successor as Speaker, Paul Ryan—may 
have been unhappy with this behavior, they could not 

remove these Republicans from office (or really do all that 
much to punish them).

Congress has independent powers, defined by the 
Constitution, that it can exercise without regard to 
presidential preferences. Political parties do not control 
nominations for office, and thus they cannot discipline 
members of Congress who fail to support the party lead-
ership. Because Congress is constitutionally independent 
of the president, and because party discipline is highly 
imperfect, individual members of Congress are free to 
express their views and vote as they wish. They are also 
free to become involved in the most minute details of 
law-making, budget making, and supervising the admin-
istration of laws. They do this through an elaborate set of 
committees and subcommittees.

A real parliament, such as that in Britain, is an assem-
bly of party representatives who choose a government and 
discuss major national issues. The principal daily work 
of a parliament is debate. A congress, such as that in the 
United States, is a meeting place of the representatives 
of local constituencies—districts and states. Members of 
the U.S. Congress can initiate, modify, approve, or reject 
laws, and they share with the president supervision of the 
administrative agencies of the government. The principal 
work of a congress is representation and action, most of 
which takes place in committees.

What this means in practical terms to the typical 
legislator is easy to see. Because members of the British 
House of Commons have little independent power, they 
get rather little in return. They are provided a modest sal-
ary, have a small staff, are allowed only limited sums to 
buy stationery, and can make a few free local telephone 
calls. Each is given a desk, a filing cabinet, and a tele-
phone, but not always in the same place.

By contrast, a member of the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives, even a junior one, has power and is rewarded 
accordingly. For example, in 2017, each member earned 
a substantial base salary ($174,000) plus generous health 
care and retirement benefits, and was entitled to a large 
office (or “clerk-hire”) allowance, to pay for about two 
dozen staffers. (Each chamber’s majority and minority 
leaders earned $193,400 a year, and the Speaker of the 
House earned $223,500.) Each member also received 
individual allowances for travel, computer services, and 
the like. In addition, each member could mail newsletters 
and certain other documents to constituents for free using 
the “franking privilege.” Senators, and representatives 
with seniority, received even larger benefits. Each sena-
tor is entitled to a generous office budget and legislative 
assistance allowance and is free to hire as many staff mem-
bers as he or she wishes with the money. These examples 
are not given to suggest that members of Congress are 
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over-rewarded, but only that their importance as indi-
viduals in our political system can be inferred from the 
resources they command.

Because the United States has a congress made up of 
people chosen to represent their states and districts, rather 
than a parliament that represents competing political par-
ties, no one should be surprised to learn that members 
of the U.S. Congress are more concerned with their own 
constituencies and careers than with the interests of any 
organized party or program of action. And because Con-
gress does not choose the president, members of Congress 
know that worrying about the voters they represent is 
much more important than worrying about whether the 
president succeeds with his programs. These two factors 
taken together mean that Congress tends to be a decen-
tralized institution, with each member more interested in 
his or her own views and those of his or her voters than 
with the programs proposed by the president.

Indeed, the Founders designed Congress in ways that 
almost inevitably make it unpopular with voters. Ameri-
cans want government to take action and follow a clear 
course of action. Americans dislike political arguments, 
the activities of special-interest groups, and the endless 
pulling and hauling that often precede any congressio-
nal decision. But the people who feel this way are deeply 
divided about what government should do: Be liberal? Be 
conservative? Spend money? Cut taxes? Support abortions? 
Stop abortions? Because they are divided, and because 
members of Congress must worry about how voters feel, 

it is inevitable that on controversial issues Congress will 
engage in endless arguments, worry about what interest 
groups (who represent different groups of voters) think, 
and work out compromise decisions. When it does those 
things, however, many people feel let down and say they 
have a low opinion of Congress.

Of course, a member of Congress might explain all 
these constitutional facts to the people, but not many 
members are eager to tell their voters that they do not 
really understand how Congress was created and orga-
nized. Instead, they run for reelection by promising 
voters they will go back to Washington and “clean up 
that mess.”

13-2  The Evolution 
of Congress

The Framers chose to place legislative powers in the hands 
of a congress rather than a parliament for philosophi-
cal and practical reasons. They did not want to have all 
powers concentrated in a single governmental institu-
tion, even one that was popularly elected, because they 
feared such a concentration could lead to rule by an 
oppressive or impassioned majority. At the same time, 
they knew the states were jealous of their independence 
and would never consent to a national constitution if it 
did not protect their interests and strike a reasonable bal-
ance between large and small states. Hence, they created a 

IMAGEs 13-1, 13-2, and 13-3 Three powerful Speakers of the House: Thomas B. Reed (1889–1891, 1895–1899) (left), Joseph G. 
 Cannon (1903–1911) (center), and Sam Rayburn (1941–1947, 1949–1953, 1955–1961) (right). Reed put an end to a filibuster in the 
House by refusing to allow dilatory motions and by counting as “present”—for purposes of a quorum—members in the House even 
though they were not voting. Cannon further enlarged the Speaker’s power by refusing to recognize members who wished to speak 
without Cannon’s approval and by increasing the power of the Rules Committee, over which he presided. Cannon was stripped of 
much of his power in 1910. Rayburn’s influence rested more on his ability to persuade than on his formal powers.
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 bicameral (two- chamber) 
 legislature—with a House 
of Representatives, whose 
members are elected 
directly by the people, and 

a Senate, consisting of two members from each state who 
are chosen by the legislatures of each state. Though “all 
legislative powers” were vested in Congress, those powers 
would be shared with the president (who could veto acts 
of Congress), limited to powers explicitly conferred on 
the federal government, and, as it turned out, subject to 
the power of the Supreme Court to declare acts of Con-
gress unconstitutional.

For decades, critics of Congress complained that the 
body cannot plan or act quickly. They are right, but two 
competing values are at stake: centralization versus decen-
tralization. If Congress acted quickly and decisively as a 
body, then there would have to be strong central leader-
ship, restrictions on debate, few opportunities for stall-
ing tactics, and minimal committee interference. If, on 
the other hand, the interests of individual members—and 
the constituencies they represent—were protected or 
enhanced, then there would have to be weak leadership, 
rules allowing for delay and discussion, and many oppor-
tunities for committee activity.

Though there have been periods of strong central 
leadership in Congress, the general trend for much of the 
20th century was toward decentralizing decision mak-
ing and enhancing the power of the individual member 
at the expense of the congressional leadership. That said, 
the recent rise in polarization has somewhat reversed that 
trend, though leaders today are less powerful than those of 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries (the apogee of the 
speaker’s power).

This decentralization may not have been inevitable. 
Most American states have constitutional systems quite 
similar to the federal one, yet in many state legislatures, 
such as those in New York, Massachusetts, and Indiana, 
the leadership is quite powerful. In part, the position of 
these strong state legislative leaders may be the result of 
the greater strength of political parties in some states than 
in the nation as a whole. In large measure, however, it 
is a consequence of permitting state legislative leaders to 
decide who shall chair what committee and who shall 
receive what favors.

The House of Representatives, though always power-
ful, often has changed the way in which it is organized and 
led. In some periods, it has given its leader, the Speaker, a 
lot of power. In other periods, it has given much of that 
power to the chairs of the House committees. In still other 
periods, it has allowed individual members to acquire 
great influence. To simplify a complicated story, the How 

Things Work box starting on page 298 outlines six differ-
ent periods in the history of the House.

The House faces fundamental problems: it wants 
to be big (it has 435 members) and powerful, and its 
members want to be powerful as individuals and as a 
group. But being big makes it hard for the House to be 
powerful unless some small group is given the author-
ity to run it. If a group runs the place, however, the 
individual members lack much power. Individuals can 
gain power, but only at the price of making the House 
harder to run and thus reducing its collective power 
in government. There is no lasting solution to these 
dilemmas, and so the House will always be undergoing 
changes.

The Senate does not face any of these problems (we 
review important House/Senate differences in Table 13.3). 
It is small enough (100 members) that it can be run with-
out giving much authority to any small group of lead-
ers. In addition, it has escaped some of the problems the 
House once faced. During the period leading up to the 
Civil War, it was carefully balanced so that the number 
of senators from slave-owning states exactly equaled the 
number from free states. Hence, fights over slavery rarely 
arose in the Senate.

From the first, the Senate was small enough that no 
time limits had to be placed on how long a senator could 
speak. This meant there never was anything like a Rules 
Committee that controlled the amount of debate.

Finally, senators were not elected by the voters until 
the 20th century. Before that, they were picked instead 
by state legislatures. Thus senators often were the leaders 
of local party organizations, with an interest in funneling 
jobs back to their states.

The big changes in the Senate came not from any 
fight about how to run it (nobody ever really ran it), but 
from a dispute over how its members should be chosen. 
For more than a century after the Founding, members 
of the Senate were chosen by state legislatures. Though 
often these legislatures picked popular local figures to be 
senators, just as often there was intense political maneu-
vering among the leaders of various factions, each strug-
gling to win (and sometimes buy) the votes necessary to 
become senator. By the end of the 19th century, the Sen-
ate was known as the Millionaires’ Club because of the 
number of wealthy party leaders and businessmen in it. 
There arose a demand for the direct, popular election of 
senators.

Naturally the Senate resisted, and without its approval 
the necessary constitutional amendment could not pass 
Congress. When some states threatened to demand a new 
constitutional convention, the Senate feared that such a 
convention would change more than just the way in which 

bicameral legislature A 
lawmaking body made up of 
two chambers or parts.
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House senate

•  At least 25 years of age (when seated, not 
elected)

•  Citizen of the United States for at least 
seven years

•  Inhabit the state from which elected (it is 
customary but not required by the Con-
stitution, that a representative live in the 
district he or she represents)

← Qualifications →

•  At least 30 years of age (when seated, not elected)

•  Citizen of the United States for at least nine years

•  Inhabit the state from which elected

435 ← Number of Members → 100

2 Years ← Length of Terms → 6 Years

•  Legislative authority

•  Impeach

•  Power of the purse

•  Elect the president in the case of a tie in 
the Electoral College

•  Approve appointments to the vice 
presidency

•  Approve treaties that involve foreign trade

•  Investigation and oversight

•  Declare war

← Special Powers →

•  Legislative authority

•  Conduct impeachment trials

•  Review and approve presidential nominees

•  Approve treaties made by the president (by a two-thirds 
vote) and amend treaties

•  Investigation and oversight

•  Declare war

•  Elect the vice president in case of a tie in the electoral 
college

•  Many rules, more formal

•  May expel members of the House with a 
two-thirds vote

•  May censure members of the House

•  Decide disputed House elections

← Procedures →

•  Few rules, less formal

•  May expel members of the Senate with a two-thirds vote

•  May censure members of the Senate

•  Filibuster and cloture

•  Decide disputed Senate elections

•  “Privileged speech”—members of Con-
gress cannot be sued or prosecuted for 
anything they say or write in connection 
with their legislative duties

← Privileges →

•  “Privileged speech”—members of Congress cannot 
be sued or prosecuted for anything they say or write in 
 connection with their legislative duties

Comparing the House of Representatives and the SenateTABLE 13.3

From Convention to Congress

Article I of the Constitution (on Congress) is several times 
longer than Article II (on the presidency and executive 
branch) and Article III (on the federal judiciary) combined. 
The Framers treated Congress as “the first branch” of Amer-
ican national government. As evidenced by the records of 
the debates among the 55 men who convened the Consti-
tutional Convention, the Framers had good philosophical 
reasons for treating the new republic’s new legislature with 
special care. Besides, most of the delegates were them-
selves former legislators: 41 of the 55 had served, or at the 
time of the Convention were still serving, as members of 
the Continental Congress. Moreover, 28 of the 55 delegates 

would go on to serve in the new Congress created by Arti-
cle I: four served in both the House and the Senate; nine 
served in the House only; and 15 served in the Senate only. 
Among those who went on to serve in the House was the 
Constitution’s chief intellectual architect, James Madison. 
Madison would also go on to serve as secretary of state 
(under President Thomas Jefferson) and, of course, as the 
nation’s fourth president (succeeding Jefferson).

Source: Adapted from the U.S. National Archives and 
Records Administration, “The Founding Fathers: A Brief 
Overview,” 2013.

CONsTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONs
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Phase One: the Powerful House
During the first three administrations—of George Wash-
ington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson—leadership 
in Congress often was supplied by the president or his 
cabinet officers. Rather quickly, however, Congress began 
to assert its independence. The House of Representatives 
was the preeminent institution, overshadowing the Senate.

Phase two: the Divided House
In the late 1820s, the preeminence of the House began to 
wane. Andrew Jackson asserted the power of the presi-
dency by vetoing legislation he did not like. The party 
unity necessary for a Speaker, or any leader, to control the 
House was shattered by the issue of slavery. Of course, 
representatives from the South did not attend during the 
Civil War, and their seats remained vacant for several 
years after it ended. A group called the Radical Repub-
licans, led by men such as Thaddeus Stevens of Penn-
sylvania, produced strong majorities for measures aimed 
at punishing the defeated South. But as time passed, the 
hot passions generated by the war began to cool, and it 
became clear that the leadership of the House remained 
weak.

Phase three: the speaker rules
Toward the end of the 19th century, the Speaker of the 
House gained power. When Thomas B. Reed of Maine 
became Speaker in 1889, he obtained by vote of the 
Republican majority more authority than any of his prede-
cessors, including the right to select the chairs and mem-
bers of all committees. He chaired the Rules Committee 
and decided what business would come up for a vote, any 
limitations on debate, and who would be allowed to speak 
and who would not. In 1903, Joseph G. Cannon of Illinois 
became Speaker. He tried to maintain Reed’s tradition, but 
he had many enemies within his Republican ranks.

Phase Four: the House revolts
In 1910–1911, the House revolted against “Czar” Cannon, 
voting to strip the Speaker of his right to appoint commit-
tee chairs and to remove him from the Rules Committee. 
The powers lost by the Speaker flowed to the party cau-
cus, the Rules Committee, and the chairs of the stand-
ing committees. It was not, however, until the 1960s and 
1970s that House members struck out against all forms 
of leadership.

Phase Five: the Members rule
Newly elected Democrats could not get the House to vote 
on a meaningful civil rights bill until 1964 because powerful 

committee chairs, most of them from the South, kept such 
legislation bottled up. In response, Democrats changed 
the rules so that chairpersons lost much of their authority. 
Beginning in the 1970s, committee chairs would no longer 
be selected simply on the basis of seniority: they had to 
be elected by the members of the majority party. Chair-
persons could no longer refuse to call committee meet-
ings, and most meetings had to be public. Committees 
without subcommittees had to create them and allow their 
members to choose subcommittee chairs. Individual mem-
bers’ staffs were greatly enlarged, and half of all majority-
party members were chairs of at least one committee or 
subcommittee.

Phase six: the Leadership returns
Because every member had power, it was harder for the 
House to get anything done. By slow steps, culminating 
in some sweeping changes made in 1995, there were 
efforts to restore some of the power the Speaker had 
once had. The number of committees and subcommit-
tees was reduced. Republican Speaker Newt Gingrich 
dominated the choice of committee chairs, often pass-
ing over more senior members for more agreeable junior 
ones. But Gingrich’s demise was as quick as his rise. 

HOW 
THINGs 
WORK

House History: Six Phases

IMAGE 13-4 One of the most powerful Speakers of the 
House, Henry Clay, is shown here addressing the U.S. 
Senate around 1850.
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senators were chosen. A protracted struggle ensued, dur-
ing which many state legislatures devised ways to ensure 
that the senators they picked would already have won a 
popular election. The Senate finally agreed to a constitu-
tional amendment that required the popular election of 
its members, and in 1913 the Seventeenth Amendment 
was approved by the necessary three-fourths of the states. 
Ironically, given the intensity of the struggle over this 
question, no great change in the composition of the Sen-
ate resulted; most of those members who had first been 
chosen by state legislatures managed to win reelection by 
popular vote.

The other major issue in the development of the 
Senate was the filibuster. A filibuster is a prolonged 
speech, or series of speeches, made to delay action in 
a legislative assembly. It had become a common—and 
unpopular—feature of Senate life by the end of the 
19th century. It was used by liberals and conservatives 
alike and for lofty as well as self-serving purposes. The 
first serious effort to restrict the filibuster came in 1917, 
after an important foreign policy measure submitted by 

President Wilson had 
been talked to death 
by, as Wilson put it, 
“eleven willful men.” 
Rule 22 was adopted 
by a Senate fearful 
of tying a president’s 
hands during a wartime crisis. The rule provided that 
debate could be cut off if two-thirds of the senators 
present and voting agreed to a “cloture” motion (it 
has since been revised to allow 60 senators to cut off 
debate). Two years later, it was first invoked successfully 
when the Senate voted cloture to end, after 55 days, the 
debate over the Treaty of Versailles.

Despite the existence of Rule 22, the tradition of 
unlimited debate remains strong in the Senate, and exam-
ples of famous filibusters abound. One—by former South 
Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond—lasted for more 
than 24 hours (Thurmond was filibustering a proposed 
Civil Rights Act). We discuss the contemporary effects of 
the filibuster later in the chapter.

13-3 Who Is in Congress?
With power so decentralized in Congress, the kind of per-
son elected to it is especially important. Since each mem-
ber exercises some influence, the beliefs and interests of 
each individual affect policy. Viewed simplistically, most 
members of Congress seem the same: the typical represen-
tative or senator is a middle-aged white Protestant male 
lawyer. If all such persons usually thought and voted alike, 
that would be an interesting fact, but they do not, and 
so it is necessary to explore the great diversity of views 
among seemingly similar people.

filibuster An attempt to 
defeat a bill in the Senate by 
talking indefinitely, thus pre-
venting the Senate from taking 
action on the bill.

His decision not to pass some appropriations bills forced 
many government offices to close for a short period, he 
had to pay a fine for using tax-exempt funds for political 
purposes, and then the Republicans lost a number of 
seats in the 1998 election. Gingrich resigned as Speaker 
and as a member of the House and was replaced by a 
more moderate Speaker, Republican Dennis Hastert 
of Illinois, who had a penchant for accommodating his 
colleagues.

When the 110th Congress began in 2007, Demo-
crat Nancy Pelosi of California held the Speaker’s gavel. 
Pelosi was the 60th Speaker in House history and the 

first woman to lead the House. She presided over many 
battles with the House’s GOP leaders, but her most mem-
orable role as Speaker occurred in 2010 when she struck 
assorted (and some critics claimed sordid) deals with 
members of her own party to garner their votes for the 
president’s sweeping health care overhaul plan. Following 
heavy Democratic losses in the 2010 midterm elections, 
in January 2011 Pelosi was succeeded as Speaker by 
Republican John Boehner of Ohio. Following unrest in 
his caucus, largely from conservatives, Boehner stepped 
down as Speaker in 2015, and was replaced by Paul Ryan 
of Wisconsin.

IMAGE 13-5 Several Senate Democrats led a filibuster in 
June 2016 to call for stronger gun control measures.
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Gender and Race
Congress has gradually become less male and less white. 
Between 1950 and 2017, the number of women in the 
House increased from 9 to 83 (plus 4 delegates, who 
represent U.S. territories or Washington, DC, as well as 
the resident commissioner of Puerto Rico) and the num-
ber of African Americans increased from 2 to 47 (plus 
2  delegates). There are also 38 Latino  members (plus 
1 delegate and the Resident Commissioner of Puerto 
Rico), and 2 Native American members.10

Until recently, the Senate changed much more slowly 
(see Figure 13.1). Before the 1992 election, there were no 
African Americans and only two women in the Senate. 
But in 1992, four more women, including one African 
American woman, Carol Mosely Braun of Illinois, were 
elected. These numbers have gradually increased over time, 
and today in the 115th Congress, 21 women, 3  African 
 Americans, and 5 Latinos serve in the U.S. Senate.

Part of the increase in African American and Latino 
members of Congress comes from the creation of 

 FiguRE 13.1  blacks, Hispanics, and Women in congress, 1971–2019
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majority-minority districts. In such districts, a majority 
of residents are racial or ethnic minorities. These districts 
are designed to allow said minorities to elect candidates of 
choice, and were created as a result of litigation surround-
ing the Voting Rights Act. Most often, the candidate of 
choice is someone from their racial or ethnic group: for 
example, districts with a majority of African American 
voters typically, though not always, elect an African Amer-
ican candidate. Such districts have played a key role in 
bringing more racial and ethnic minorities into Congress. 
As a result, such districts certainly increase descriptive 
representation, when a minority officeholder represents 
minority constituents. Such descriptive representation 
is valuable because someone from a minority group will 
typically be best positioned to understand and represent 
the needs of that group.11

Yet some scholars claim that such districts may inad-
vertently harm minority interests. To create majority-
minority districts, many racial and ethnic minorities need 
to be packed into a single district, and as a result, sur-
rounding districts typically have fewer racial and ethnic 
minorities. This has two consequences. First, members in 
surrounding districts, because they have fewer minority 
constituents, have less incentive to respond to the needs 
of minority voters.12 Second, these surrounding districts 
become less likely to elect Democrats to office.13 This fol-
lows because these districts have fewer racial and ethnic 
minorities, who typically strongly support Democratic 
candidates.

For example, evidence shows that the creation of new 
majority-minority districts following the 1990 census 
helped to elect more Republicans to Congress.14 Because 
Democrats often, but not always, support policies that are 
more in line with the preferences of most racial and ethnic 
minorities, a Congress with fewer Democrats is less likely 
to pass legislation favored by racial and ethnic minorities 
(for example, on policies such as affirmative action). This 
suggests that while such districts increase symbolic rep-
resentation, they might decrease substantive representa-
tion: the ability of voters (in this case, minority voters) 
to elect officials who will enact policies in line with their 
preferences.

In the end, then, which is preferable? Is it better 
to elect more racial and ethnic minorities to Congress, 
even if it means also passing fewer policies supported by 
racial and ethnic minorities? Or instead should we aim 
to elect fewer racial and ethnic minorities to Congress, 
but disperse minority voters across more districts to elect 
members who (on average) are more supportive of policies 
favored by minorities? The answer is unclear, and depends 
on how one views the relative importance of descriptive 
and substantive representation. 

However one feels 
about descriptive versus 
substantive representa-
tion, majority-minority 
districts have increased 
the power of African 
American and Latino 
members in another 
way. Because such dis-
tricts are typically quite 
electorally safe, their 
members often become 
senior leaders in Con-
gress, especially on com-
mittees. For example, in 
1994, African Ameri-
cans chaired four House committees and Latinos chaired 
three. When the Democrats retook control of Congress 
in 2007, African Americans chaired five committees and 
Latinos chaired two more. Some of the committee chair-
persons—such as Charles Rangel and John Conyers—
have become very powerful members of Congress.

Similarly, the first woman to become Speaker (Nancy 
Pelosi in 2007) was a Democrat, and the increase of 
women in Congress after 1970 has been led by Demo-
crats: in the 115th Congress that began in 2017, 16 of the 
21 women in the Senate, and 62 of the 83 women in the 
House, were Democrats (plus three delegates). Among 
the most notable members first elected in 2016 is Senator 
Tammy Duckworth of Illinois, a disabled Iraq War Vet-
eran who is one of two Asian American women elected in 
2016 (the other is Senator Kamala Harris of California; 
three Asian American women, all Democrats, now serve 
in the U.S. Senate). The year 2016 also saw the election 
of the first Latina Senator, Democrat Catherine Cortez 
Mastro of Nevada.

Middle-aged white men with law degrees are still 
prevalent in Congress, but as Table 13.4 shows, compared 
with the makeup of the 102nd Congress that began in 
1991, the 115th Congress that began in 2017 had not 
only more women, blacks, and Latinos, but also fewer 
lawyers, fewer persons who had served in the armed 
forces, more businesspeople, more people over the age of 
55, and more members (about one in six overall) serving 
their first term.

Incumbency
The recent spike in first-termers in Congress is interest-
ing, but the most important change that has occurred in 
the composition of Congress has been so gradual that 
most people have not noticed it. In the 19th century, 

substantive 
 representation Ability of 
citizens to elect officials who will 
enact into law policies that the 
citizens favor.

descriptive 
 representation When 
 citizens are represented by 
elected officials from their same 
racial/ethnic background.

majority-minority  districts 
Congressional  district where a 
majority of  voters are racial/eth-
nic minorities.
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a large fraction—often a majority—of congressmen 
served only one term. In 1869, for example, more than 
half the members of the House were serving their first 
term in Congress. Being a congressman in those days 
was not regarded as a career. This was in part because 
the federal government was not very important (most 
of the interesting political decisions were made by the 
states); in part because travel to Washington, DC, was 
difficult and the city was not a pleasant place in which 
to live; and in part because being a congressman did 
not pay well. Furthermore, many congressional districts 
were highly competitive, with the two political parties 
fairly evenly balanced in each.

By the 1950s, however, serving in Congress had 
become a career. Between 1863 and 1969, the propor-
tion of first-termers in the House fell from 58 percent to 
8 percent.15 As the public took note of this shift, people 
began to complain about “professional politicians” being 
“out of touch with the people,” and some pushed for 
term limits. The issue had a brief burst of popularity in 
the mid-1990s, and numerous states passed laws to  limits 
the terms of members of Congress. In 1995, however, 
the Supreme Court ruled that any such term limits on 
federal legislators could only be imposed by a constitu-
tional amendment,16 and efforts to pass one in Congress 
failed (some states do have term limits for state legislators, 
however). The issue largely vanished from popular discus-
sion until Donald Trump resurrected the issue during the 
2016 election. After Trump’s win, several legislators intro-
duced constitutional amendments to impose term limits, 
but the issue faces a long and uphill battle.17

Term limits remain popular with the public: a 2013 Gal-
lup poll found that 75 percent of the public would impose 
term limits if given the chance.18 Scholars who have studied 
state legislative term limits have found that they have little 
effect on who gets elected to office (i.e., they do not increase 
citizen legislators).19 Second, if anything, they find that term 
limits decrease politicians’ responsiveness to public opinion 
(since term-limited legislators know they cannot run for 
reelection) and tend to shift power to the executive branch 
and the bureaucracy.20 As in many areas, reforms designed to 
solve one problem can create others!

In more recent years, political forces did what leg-
islation could not—they brought new faces to the capi-
tal. In 1994, Republicans retook the House majority 
from the Democrats, who had held it since 1952. In so 
doing, they brought many new members to power who 
had not previously held elected office. Recent  elections 
have continued this pattern. The November 2012 elec-
tions brought 75 first-term members to the House,  
58 new House members won election in November 
2014, and 59 new members won in 2016. In the 115th 
Congress (2017–2019), 50 percent of members had less 
than 8 years of experience.21

But these periodic power shifts accompanied by the 
arrival of scores of new faces in Congress should not 
obscure an important fact that was documented decades 
ago by political scientists and is still true today: Even in 
elections that result in the out party regaining power, most 
incumbent House members who seek reelection not only 
win, but win big, in their districts.22 And while Senators 
have been somewhat less secure than House members, 
most Senate incumbents who have sought reelection have 
won it by a comfortable margin.

102nd congress 

(1991–1992)

115th congress 

(2017–2018)

average age

House 53 58

Senate 57 62

Occupation

Law 244 218

Business 189 208

Had served in the military 277 102

serving a first term 44 59

Source: 102nd Congress data adapted from chart based on Con-
gressional Research Service and Military Officers Association data 
in John Harwood, “For New Congress, Data Shows Why Polariza-
tion Abounds,” New York Times, 6 March, 2011. 115th Congress 
data from Congressional Research Service, “Membership of the 
115th Congress: A Profile,” 17 February, 2017.

Who’s in Congress, 1991–1992 versus 
2017–2018

TABLE 13.4

IMAGE 13-6 Senator Tim Scott (R-SC) is one of three  African 
Americans currently serving in the Senate. He is the first  African 
American to be elected to both the House and the Senate.
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Figure 13.2 shows the 1964–2016 reelection rates 
for incumbent House and Senate members who sought 
reelection. Over that span of more than two dozen elec-
tions, the average reelection rate for House incumbents 
was 93 percent and the average reelection rate for Senate 
incumbents was 82 percent. As Figure 13.2 demonstrates, 
reelection rates have been consistently high through-
out this period. Even in years characterized by an anti- 
incumbent mood, the vast majority of House and Senate 
incumbents were typically reelected.

In the 2010 midterm election, despite polls show-
ing mass disaffection with Congress and a strong “anti- 
incumbent” mood, 85 percent of House incumbents who 
sought reelection won it (53 House incumbents who 
sought reelection lost), and 84 percent of Senate incum-
bents who sought reelection won it (4 Senate incumbents 
who sought reelection lost, 2 in primary elections and 2 in 
the general election). And 2014 was another year character-
ized by anti-incumbent sentiments. The largest-ever num-
ber of voters told pollsters that their own member did not 
deserve reelection (35 percent), which many took to mean 
a deeply dissatisfied electorate would vote many members 
out of office.23 While some highly notable incumbents 
were defeated, such as Senator Kay Hagan in North Caro-
lina, 95 percent of House members who sought reelection 
won, as did more than 80 percent of Senators. In 2016, 
97 percent of House incumbents, and 87 percent of Senate 
incumbents, who sought reelection won. Year in and year 
out, most members of Congress are reelected.

House incumbents who seek reelection normally beat 
their opponents by 10 points or more. Political scientists 

call districts that have 
close elections (when 
the winner gets less than 
55   percent of the vote) 
marginal  districts and 
districts where incum-
bents win by wide mar-
gins (55 percent or more) 
safe districts. By this 
standard, in the 2014 
election, only 11 percent of House seats were marginal.24 
But perhaps we should use a stricter definition of safety: 
winning with 60 percent or more of the vote. Even here, 
the majority of incumbents would be considered safe. Since 
the 1970s, more than 60 percent of House members—in 
some years as high as 80 percent—have been reelected with 
at least 60 percent of the major-party vote.25 By contrast, 
over the same period, less than half of all Senate incum-
bents who won reelection did so by such a wide margin. 
Safe states are far less common than safe districts.

Why congressional seats have become less marginal—
that is, safer—is not entirely clear, and a number of fac-
tors have been proposed. Some of the most prominent 
ones focus on the resources of incumbents. Incumbents, 
as we explained in Chapter 10, have a large fundraising 
advantage over challengers. Further, incumbents are sim-
ply much better known than challengers, so they have a 
built-in advantage in terms of name recognition. Incum-
bents also do much to deluge the voters with free mail-
ings, they can travel frequently (and at public expense) 
to meet constituents, and they can get their names in the 

marginal districts Districts 
in which candidates elected to 
the House of Representatives 
win in close elections (typically, 
less than 55 percent of the 
vote).

safe districts Districts in 
which incumbents win by a 
comfortable margin.

 FiguRE 13.2  reelection rates for House and senate incumbents, 1964–2016
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headlines by sponsor-
ing bills or conducting 
investigations. Simply 
having a familiar name 
is important in getting 

elected, and incumbents find it easier than challengers to 
make their names known.

Further, incumbents can use their power to get pro-
grams passed or funds spent to benefit their districts—and 
thereby to benefit themselves.26 They can help keep an 
army base open, support the building of a new highway 
(or block the building of an unpopular one), take credit 
for federal grants to local schools and hospitals, make cer-
tain a particular industry or labor union is protected by 
tariffs against foreign competition, and so on.

They can also provide individual services to their con-
stituents, helping them locate a lost Social Security check 
or provide help with a federal agency, such as the IRS or 
the Department of Veterans Affairs. If a member helps out 
a voter this way, then that voter is more likely to support 
the member in his or her next election.27

Finally, incumbents over time have learned to behave 
as if they are at risk even when they are not.28 No one 
thought Eric Cantor, then House Majority Leader, would 
lose his primary to a virtually unknown economics profes-
sor in 2014, but he did. While losses like Cantor’s are rela-
tively rare, close elections are not—many members have 
had an uncomfortably narrow election win, and even if 
they have not, they know someone who has. These sorts of 
unexpected losses and near-losses lead members to always 
be wary, and to act as if they are not safe, even if they 
are. So members work hard to raise money, increase their 
name recognition, and provide services to their constitu-
ents, which increases their safety.

Probably all of these factors make some difference and 
help to explain why districts are so safe today. This has two 
important implications. First, as we discussed in Chapter 
10, there is an incumbency advantage, whereby incum-
bents do better than challengers (for all of the reasons we 
discussed above). Second, this incumbent advantage means 
that in ordinary times no one should expect any dramatic 
changes in the composition of Congress. Even when elec-
tions effect a change in party control in one or both cham-
bers, even when new leaders are in charge and new members 
abound, many old hands will still be on hand in Congress.

Party
Forty-three Congresses convened between 1933 and 
2017 (a new Congress convenes every two years). The 
Democrats controlled both houses in 27 of these Con-
gresses and at least one house in 31 of them, and they 

controlled the House continuously from 1952 to 1994. 
Few scholars predicted the 1994 Republican victory, and 
many at the time thought that Democrats would con-
trol the House well into the future. Since 1994, Repub-
licans have been in power more often than Democrats: 
Democrats controlled the House from 2006 to 2010, 
but otherwise it has been in Republican hands. What 
explains these patterns of control? In particular, why did 
Democrats control the House for so long, and why has 
the House become more competitive in recent years?

A key part of the reason that the Democrats con-
trolled the House for so long is that the Democratic Party, 
throughout much of the 20th century, was really two 
separate parties operating under a common name: a more 
liberal Northern wing and a more conservative Southern 
wing. While they did not agree on many policies, they did 
share a common party label and hence formed a large par-
tisan bloc, which allowed them to be the majority party in 
the House for many decades.

While Northern and Southern Democrats aligned 
to maintain majority control of the chamber (and with 
it, control of congressional committees and the legisla-
tive process), they typically parted ways when it came to 
policy. Southern Democrats often would vote with the 
Republicans in the House or Senate, thereby forming 
what came to be called the conservative coalition. Dur-
ing the 1960s and 1970s, that coalition came together in 
about one-fifth of all roll-call votes. When it did, it usually 
won, defeating Northern Democrats. But since the 1980s, 
and especially since the watershed election of 1994, the 
conservative coalition has become much less important. 
The reason is simple: Many Southern Democrats in Con-
gress have been replaced by Southern Republicans, and 
the Southern Democrats who remain (many of them Afri-
can Americans) are as liberal as Northern Democrats. This 
change was an important contributor to the growing lev-
els of polarization we observe in Congress today.

But this factor alone does not explain why the Demo-
crats controlled the House for so long, or why the process 
is now more competitive. One popular theory among the 
public, though not really among scholars, is that gerry-
mandering is to blame. As we discussed in Chapter 10, 
gerrymandering is the process of drawing districts to favor 
one party or the other. Those who favor this explanation 
suggest that when Democrats are in power, they tend to 
draw districts favoring Democrats and vice versa when 
Republicans are in power. As we discussed in Chapter 10, 
gerrymandering does influence congressional elections, 
and it has contributed to electoral safety. But its effect 
is modest rather than massive. Several studies of recent 
elections, such as 2006 and 2012, note that redistrict-
ing affected the outcome, but only to a modest degree.29 

conservative coalition An 
alliance between Republicans 
and conservative Democrats.
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Summing up much of the scholarly literature, one study 
found that “Virtually all the political science evidence to 
date indicates that the electoral system has little or no par-
tisan bias, and that the net gains nationally from redis-
tricting for one party over another are very small.”30

Further, gerrymandering’s effects have several practi-
cal limits as well. First, drawing congressional districts is 
the duty of the states, most typically, of the state legislature 
(though some states use some sort of commission). So for 
one party to really stack the deck in its favor, it needs to 
control the state legislature of many states, which is diffi-
cult to do. Many commissions are nonpartisan, or receive 
input from the governor. Because of the political sensi-
tivity of congressional districts, many district boundaries 
are ultimately decided by the courts, which adds another 
layer of complexity to the process. Many different actors 
contribute to drawing congressional boundaries, making 
it hard for one party to really gain an advantage solely due 
to redistricting.

The effects of gerrymandering are also constrained by 
relevant state and federal laws. Federal law requires that 
districts have equal population, and the courts have inter-
preted this rather strictly, rejecting even modest deviations 
in population across congressional districts.31 Further, as we 
discussed above, the Voting Rights Act established major-
ity-minority districts, which requires many states to have 
districts predominantly comprising racial/ethnic minori-
ties. Many states also have relevant state laws that require 
districts to be contiguous and geographically compact, as 
well as to respect political boundaries and communities 
of interest. Even when legislators want to engage in ger-
rymandering, their ability to do so is constrained by other 
factors. Even if there were no gerrymandering, many mem-
bers of Congress would easily be reelected to Congress.

While redistricting alone typically does not give an 
advantage to one party or the other, the Republicans do 
have a small but persistent advantage in contemporary 
House elections that stems from geography. Simply put, 
Republican voters are more evenly spread across districts, 
whereas Democratic voters are more heavily concentrated 
in certain districts. Democrats win a large share of vot-
ers from racial and ethnic minorities, young people, and 
liberals, who tend to be clustered in cities. As a result, 
Democrats tend to carry overwhelmingly districts located 
in urban areas. While Republicans currently do better in 
mostly rural districts, those districts are not as skewed 
toward Republicans because even rural areas tend to have 
pockets of Democrats (in, say, a college town or a former 
industrial city).

For example, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (the 
nation’s fifth-largest city), contains two congressional dis-
tricts (PA-1 and PA-2), both of which the Democratic 

incumbents won with more than 80 percent of the vote 
in 2016. But even in the most rural parts of the state, 
Republicans do not win so overwhelmingly. Democrats 
have more votes that are “wasted” by being packed into 
overwhelmingly Democratic urban districts. As a result, 
Democrats must win a larger share of the vote to win the 
same number of seats as Republicans.32 While this is a 
boost to Republicans in contemporary elections, Demo-
crats certainly can overcome it, as they did when they 
recaptured the House in 2006. Today, unlike in earlier 
generations, there is strong competition between the par-
ties for control of Congress.

Representation and Polarization
In a decentralized, individualistic institution such as 
Congress, it is not obvious how its members will behave. 
They could be devoted to doing whatever their constitu-
ents want or, because most voters are not aware of what 
their representatives do, act in accordance with their own 
beliefs, the demands of interest groups, or the expecta-
tions of congressional leaders. You may think it would 
be easy to figure out whether members are devoted to 
their constituents by analyzing how they vote, but that 
is not quite right. Members can influence legislation 
in many ways other than by voting: they can conduct 
hearings, help mark up bills in committee meetings, 
and offer amendments to the bills proposed by others. A 
member’s final vote on a bill may conceal as much as it 
reveals; some members may vote for a bill that contains 
many things they dislike because it also contains a few 
things they value.

There are at least three theories about how members 
of Congress behave: representational, organizational, 
and attitudinal. The representational explanation is based 
on the reasonable assumption that members want to get 
reelected, and therefore they vote to please their con-
stituents. The organizational explanation is based on the 
equally reasonable assumption that because most con-
stituents do not know how their legislator has voted, it 
is not essential to please them. But it is important to 
please fellow members of Congress, whose goodwill is 
valuable in getting things done and in acquiring status 
and power in Congress. The attitudinal explanation is 
based on the assumption that the many conflicting pres-
sures on members of Congress cancel one another out, 
leaving the members virtually free to vote on the basis 
of their own beliefs. Political scientists have studied, 
tested, and argued about these (and other) explanations 
for decades, and nothing like a consensus has emerged. 
Some facts have been established, however, in regard to 
these three views.
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Representational View
The representational view has some merit under cer-
tain circumstances—namely, when constituents have a 
clear view on some issue and a legislator’s vote on that 
issue is likely to attract their attention. Such is often 
the case for civil rights laws: representatives of districts 
with significant numbers of black voters are not likely 
to oppose civil rights bills; representatives of districts 
with few African Americans are comparatively free to 
oppose such bills. Until the late 1960s, many Southern 
representatives were able to oppose civil rights measures 
because the African Americans in their districts were 
prevented from voting. On the other hand, many rep-
resentatives without black constituents have supported 
civil rights bills, partly out of personal belief and partly 
perhaps because certain white groups in their districts—
organized liberals, for example—have insisted on such 
support.

From time to time, an issue arouses deep passions 
among voters, and legislators cannot escape the need 
either to vote as their constituents want, whatever their 
personal views, or to anguish at length about which side of 
a divided constituency to support. Gun control has been 
one such question and the use of federal money to pay for 
abortions has been another. Some fortunate members of 
Congress get unambiguous cues from their constituents 
on these matters, and no hard decision is necessary. Oth-
ers get conflicting views, and they know that whichever 
way they vote, it may cost them dearly in the next elec-
tion. Occasionally, members of Congress in this fix will 
try to be out of town when the matter comes up for a vote.

You might think that members of Congress who won 
a close race in the last election—who come from a “mar-
ginal” district—would be especially eager to vote the way 
their constituents want. Research so far has shown that is 
not generally the case. There seem to be about as many 
independent-minded members of Congress from mar-
ginal as from safe districts.33 Perhaps it is because opinion 
is so divided in a marginal seat that one cannot please 
everybody; as a result, the representative votes on other 
grounds.

The limit to the representative explanation is that 
public opinion is not strong and clear on most measures 
on which Congress must vote. Many representatives 
and senators face constituencies that are divided on key 
issues. Some constituents go to special pains to make 
their views known (these interest groups were discussed 
in  Chapter 11). But as we indicated, the power of interest 
groups to affect congressional votes depends, among other 
things, on whether a legislator sees them as united and 
powerful or as disorganized and marginal.

But when public opinion is strong and clear, mem-
bers do respond to it. A recent study nicely illustrates this 
point. The researchers gave some legislators—but not oth-
ers—information about public opinion in their districts 
toward a proposed spending bill. Those who received the 
information were much more likely to support the posi-
tion favored by their constituents.34 This fits with broader 
studies that show that legislators are highly attuned to 
public sentiment in their districts, and try to vote in ways 
that reflect their constituents’ views.35

Why does constituent opinion exert such a strong 
effect on member behavior? Because voting counter to the 
wishes of your constituents put members at grave risk of 
being voted out of office. If a member is repeatedly out of 
step with public opinion in his or her district, then chal-
lengers will leap on this pattern of votes in the next elec-
tion. While most voters do not know how their member 
of Congress voted on various pieces of legislation, chal-
lengers will pounce and exploit votes taken by a member 
that many constituents would oppose. If a member is too 
liberal or conservative for their district, they will typically 
be defeated.36 Indeed, even one vote against the constitu-
ency’s wishes can be fatal, especially if it is on a highly 
salient piece of legislation such as Obamacare.37 Those 
members who vote against the district’s wishes typically 
find themselves out of a job.

Organizational View
When voting on matters where constituency interests or 
opinions are not vitally at stake, members of Congress 
respond primarily to cues provided by their colleagues. 

IMAGE 13-7 U.S. Representative 
Tulsi Gabbard is the first American 
Samoan, first Hindu, and one of 
the first female combat veterans 
to serve in Congress. She won 
election in 2012 from Hawaii.
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This is the organizational explanation of their votes. The 
principal cue is party—no other factor explains as much 
of a member’s behavior in office. Even when a Demo-
crat and a Republican represent the same district, with 
the exact same voters, they will often vote differently 
(note the parallel to the power of party in shaping vot-
ers’ views, as we discussed in Chapter 7).

But do not think that members blindly adopt their 
party’s position on the issues with little or no thought—
far from it. Nor does the power of party simply reflect 
the power of party leaders to whip members into adopt-
ing the party line. While leaders do have some powers to 
reward and punish members,38 those powers are relatively 
constrained.39 Rather, the effect of party reflects differ-
ent values of Democratic and Republican members. A 
member’s party reflects his or her beliefs about how the 
government should be run—in today’s Congress, those 
who want to see a more active role for government are 
by and large Democrats, and those who want to see the 
government do less are typically Republicans. Further, 
Democratic (Republican) members of Congress have 
similar constituencies to other Democratic (Republican) 
members, and similar interest groups support them. It 
is the power of these other influences—the constituents, 
supporting interest groups, and political values—that 
lead Democrats and Republicans to vote differently in 
Congress.

Another influence—closely related to party—could 
be the view of an important ideological group within the 
House. A number of groups on both sides of the aisle 
represent various points of view in the various ideologi-
cal debates in Congress. On the left are groups like the 
Congressional Progressive Caucus, and on the right, the 
House Freedom Caucus.

But party and other organizations do not have clear 
positions on all matters. For the scores of votes that do not 
involve the “big questions,” a representative or senator is 
especially likely to be influenced by the members of his 
or her party on the sponsoring committee. It is easy to 
understand why. Suppose you are a Democratic represen-
tative from Michigan who is summoned to the floor of the 
House to vote on a bill to authorize a new weapons sys-
tem. You may well not understand the bill in any detail, 
since you are not a member of the authorizing committee. 
There is no obvious liberal or conservative position on this 
matter. How do you vote? Simple. You take your cue from 
several Democrats on the House Armed Services Com-
mittee that handled the bill. Some are liberal; others are 
more moderate. If both liberals and moderates support 
the bill, you vote for it unhesitatingly. If they disagree, you 
vote with whichever Democrat is generally closest to your 
own political ideology. If the matter is one that affects 

your state, you can take your cue from members of your 
state’s delegation to Congress.

Attitudinal View
Finally, members’ own ideologies influence their behav-
ior. This should hardly be surprising. As we saw in 
Chapter 7, political elites think more ideologically than 
the public. And as we saw above, it is a member’s per-
sonal views—their ideology and values—that shapes 
why party is such a powerful influence. But, as we sug-
gested at the start of this chapter, Congress has become 
an increasingly ideological organization, that is, its 
members are more sharply divided by political ideology 
than they once were. Today, all of Congress’s most lib-
eral members are Democrats, and all of its most conser-
vative ones are Republicans.

Why attitudes have hardened along ideological and 
partisan lines in Congress is a topic of much scholarly 
debate. Many different factors have contributed to Con-
gress becoming more polarized, and we lack the space to 
discuss all of them. We discussed a crucial factor above—
conservative Southern Democrats gradually became con-
servative Southern Republicans over the second half of 
the 20th century. Another factor is that those who are the 
most involved in politics (the activists) tend to be those 
with the strongest views, as we discussed in Chapter 7. 
Most Americans, unlike members of Congress, remain 
relatively moderate and nonideological. But among those 
who participate the most, there tends to be more division 
and ideological thinking.

This division in the electorate supports congressional 
polarization. As we discussed in earlier chapters, members 
of Congress respond to those who participate. If those 
who vote, donate money, and volunteer for campaigns 
are more extreme, this influences the positions taken by 
members of Congress. Further, while most voters prefer 
compromise and bipartisanship, these activists do not; 
they instead want their members to stand firm for his 
or her ideological principles,40 adding further fuel to the 
polarization fire.

This stands in stark contrast to most ordinary Ameri-
cans, who are moderate, are largely nonideological, and 
like compromise and consensus. Unfortunately, most ordi-
nary Americans are also not terribly politically interested, 
and are less likely to turn out and vote or to participate in 
politics in other ways. For example, one study found that, 
of political moderates, only about 20 percent are politi-
cally attentive, while the rest are largely disengaged from 
politics.41 Given this, members of Congress tend to pay 
these voters less heed, unless someone organizes them to 
make their voice heard. While overall district sentiment 
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matters (as we discussed 
above), those who vote 
end up being the most 
influential—politicians 
respond to those who 
make their voices heard.

This helps us to 
understand the puzzle 
from the beginning of 
the chapter. We see that 
congressional polariza-
tion reflects both deep 
divisions in the public 
and a disconnect from 
ordinary Americans. 
The deep divisions are 
among political activ-
ists; the disconnect is 
from the rest of the elec-
torate.42 How this situa-

tion will change—if at all—in the years to come remains 
to be seen.

13-4  The Organization of 
Congress: Parties 
and Interests

Congress is not a single organization; it is a vast and 
complex collection of organizations by which the busi-
ness of Congress is carried on and through which mem-
bers of Congress form alliances. Unlike the British 
Parliament, in which the political parties are the only 
important kind of organization, parties are only one of 
many important units in Congress (though they are one 
of the most important).

Party Organizations
The Democrats and Republicans in the House and the 
Senate are organized by party leaders, who in turn are 
elected by the full party membership within the House 
and Senate.

The Senate
The majority party chooses one of its members—usually 
the person with the greatest seniority—to be president 
pro tempore of the Senate. This is usually an honorific 
position, required by the Constitution so that the Sen-
ate will have a presiding officer when the vice president 
of the United States (according to the Constitution, 
the president of the Senate) is absent. In fact, both the 

president pro tem and the vice president usually assign 
the tedious chore of presiding to a junior senator.

The real leadership is in the hands of the majority 
and minority leaders. The principal task of the majority 
leader is to schedule the business of the Senate, usually in 
consultation with the minority leader. A majority leader 
who has a strong personality and is skilled at political bar-
gaining (such as Lyndon Johnson, the Democrats’ leader 
in the 1950s) may also acquire much influence over the 
substance of Senate business.

A whip, chosen by each party, helps party leaders stay 
informed about what the party members are thinking, 
rounds up members when important votes are taken, and 
attempts to keep a count of how voting on a controversial 
issue is likely to go. Several senators assist each party whip.

Each party also chooses a policy committee com-
prising a dozen or so senators who help the party leader 
schedule Senate business, choosing what bills will be given 
major attention and in what order.

For individual senators, however, the key party orga-
nization is the group that assigns senators to the Senate’s 
standing committees: for the Democrats, the Steering and 
Outreach Committee; for the Republicans, the Committee 
on Committees. For newly elected senators, their political 
careers, opportunities for favorable publicity, and chances 
for helping their states and constituents depend in great part 
on the committees to which they are assigned. Achieving 
ideological and regional balance is a crucial—and delicate—
aspect of selecting party leaders, making up important com-
mittees, and assigning freshmen senators to committees.

The House of Representatives
The party structure is essentially the same in the House 
as in the Senate, though the titles of various posts are 
different. But leadership carries more power in the 
House than in the Senate because of the House rules. 
Being so large (435 members), the House must restrict 
debate and schedule its business with great care; thus 
leaders who manage scheduling and determine how the 
rules shall be applied usually have substantial influence.

The Speaker, who presides over the House, is the 
most important person in that body and is elected by 
whichever party has a majority. Unlike the president pro 
tem of the Senate, this position is anything but honorific, 
for the Speaker is also the principal leader of the majority 
party. Though Speakers as presiders are expected to be fair, 
Speakers as party leaders are expected to use their powers 
to help pass legislation favored by their party.

In helping his or her party, the Speaker has some 
important formal powers. He or she decides who shall 
be recognized to speak on the floor of the House, rules 
whether a motion is relevant and germane to the business 

majority leader The legisla-
tive leader elected by party 
members holding the majority 
of seats in the House or the 
Senate.

minority leader The legisla-
tive leader elected by party 
members holding a minority 
of seats in the House or the 
Senate.

whip A senator or representa-
tive who helps the party leader 
stay informed about what party 
members are thinking.

Speaker The presiding officer 
of the House of Representa-
tives and the leader of his or her 
party in the House.
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at hand, and decides (subject to certain rules) the commit-
tees to which new bills shall be assigned. He or she influ-
ences what bills are brought up for a vote and appoints the 
members of special and select committees. Since 1975, 
the Speaker has been able to select the majority-party 
members of the Rules Committee, which plays an impor-
tant role in the consideration of bills. The Speaker also has 
some informal powers. He or she controls some patronage 
jobs in the Capitol building and the assignment of extra 
office space. Though now far less powerful than some of 
his or her predecessors, the Speaker is still an important 
person to have on one’s side.

In the House, as in the Senate, the majority party 
elects a floor leader, called the majority leader. The other 
party chooses the minority leader. Traditionally, the 
majority leader becomes Speaker when the person in that 
position dies or retires—provided, of course, that his or 

her party is still in the 
majority. Each party 
also has a whip, with 
several assistant whips 
in charge of rounding 
up votes. For the Dem-
ocrats, committee assignments are made and the sched-
uling of legislation is discussed in a Steering and Policy 
Committee chaired by the Speaker (or minority leader, 
depending on which party is in the majority on the com-
mittee). The Republicans have divided responsibility for 
committee assignments and policy discussion between 
two committees. Each party also has a congressional cam-
paign committee to provide funds and other assistance to 
party members running for election or reelection to the 
House.

Party Voting
The effect of this elaborate party machinery can be 
crudely measured by the extent to which party mem-
bers vote together in the House and the Senate. A party 
vote can be defined in various ways; naturally, the more 
stringent the definition, the less party voting will occur.

Figure 13.3 shows party voting in the House of Repre-
sentatives since the end of World War II. Most scholars say 
a party vote occurs when at least 50 percent of the Demo-
crats vote together against 50 percent of the Republicans; 
this is the definition we use in Figure 13.3 (though some 
insist on a stricter definition, when 90 percent of Demo-
crats vote against 90 percent of Republicans; by this defi-
nition, there are obviously fewer party votes). Figure 13.3 
shows a striking trend: since the 1970s, there have been 

IMAGE 13-8 Paul Ryan was first elected as Speaker of the 
House in 2015.

party vote A vote where most 
Democrats are on one side of 
the bill, and most Republicans 
are on the other.

 FiguRE 13.3  Party Unity votes in House and senate, 80th to 113th congresses (1947–2014)
Percentage of votes in which a majority of voting Democrats opposed a majority of voting Republicans.
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more and more party 
unity votes as a fraction 
of all votes cast. That is, 
more votes (today, nearly 
7 in 10 votes) are party 
unity votes.

Given that political 
parties as organizations 
do not tightly control a 
legislator’s ability to get 
elected, this high level of 
party voting is surprising. 
Congressional members 
of one party sometimes 
do vote together against 
a majority of the other 

party, for several reasons. First, members of Congress do not 
randomly decide to be Democrats or Republicans; at least 
for most members, these choices reflect some broad policy 
agreements. By tabulating the ratings that several interest 
groups give members of Congress for voting on important 
issues, it is possible to rank each member of Congress from 
most to least liberal in many policy areas, including eco-
nomic affairs, social issues, and foreign and military affairs. 
Democrats in the House and Senate are much more liberal 
than Republicans across nearly all issues. This has been true 
for many years, and as we discussed elsewhere in the chap-
ter, the gap between Democrats and Republicans on the 
issues has been increasing.

In addition to their personal views, members of Con-
gress have other reasons for supporting their party’s position 
at least some of the time. On many matters that come up 
for vote, members of Congress often have little informa-
tion and no opinions. It is only natural that they look to 
fellow party members for advice. Furthermore, supporting 
the party position can work to the long-term advantage 
of a member interested in gaining status and influence in 
Congress. Though party leaders are weaker today than in 
the past, they are hardly powerless. Sam Rayburn reputedly 
told freshman members of Congress that “if you want to 
get along, go along.” That is less true today, but still good 
advice.

In short, party does make a difference—though not as 
much as it did at the turn of the 20th century and not 
as much as it does in a parliamentary system. Party affilia-
tion is still the single most important thing to know about a 
member of Congress. Because party affiliation in the House 
today embodies strong ideological preferences, the mood of 
the House is often testy and strident. Members no longer 
get along with each other as well as they did 40 years ago. 
Many liberals and conservatives dislike each other intensely, 
despite their routine use of complimentary phrases.

Caucuses
Congressional caucuses are another set of important orga-
nizations in Congress. A caucus is an association of mem-
bers of Congress created to advocate a political ideology 
or to advance a regional, ethnic, or economic interest. In 
1959, only four such caucuses existed; by the early 1980s, 
there were more than 70. There are several types of cau-
cuses in Congress. First, there are the ideological caucuses 
that unite members around a set of beliefs; examples of 
these include the Congressional Progressive Caucus on 
the left and the House Freedom Caucus on the right. Sec-
ond, there are regional caucuses, which bring together 
members from a common geographic region to work 
together on issues of concern to that area. One exam-
ple is the Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition, 
which brings members from 18 Northeastern and Mid-
western states from both parties to discuss areas of com-
mon concern to their districts. Third, there are caucuses 
devoted to particular issues, such as the Congressional 
Diabetes Caucus, which seeks to address diabetes-related 
issues. Finally, there are caucuses that advocate for those 
from particular racial or ethnic groups; the most famous 
of these is the Congressional Black Caucus. The activity 
level of these caucuses varies widely, with some being very 
active and pressing an agenda on many issues, whereas 
others remain more behind the scenes.

The Organization of 
Congressional Committees
The most important organizational feature of Congress 
beyond the parties is the set of legislative committees of 
the House and Senate. Most of the power of Congress 
is found in the chairmanship of these committees, and 
their subcommittees. The number and jurisdiction of 
these committees are of the greatest interest to members 
of Congress because decisions on these subjects deter-
mine what groups of legislators with what political views 
will pass on legislative proposals, oversee the workings of 
agencies in the executive branch, and conduct investiga-
tions. A typical Congress has, in each house, about two 
dozen committees and well over 100 subcommittees.

Periodically, efforts have been made to cut the num-
ber of committees in order to give each a broader juris-
diction and to reduce conflict between committees over a 
single bill. But as the number of committees declined, the 
number of subcommittees rose, leaving matters much as 
they had been.

Three kinds of committees exist: standing 
 committees (more or less permanent bodies with specific 
legislative responsibilities), select committees (groups 
appointed for a limited purpose, which do not introduce 

caucus An association of 
 congressional members  created 
to advance a political ideology 
or a regional, ethnic, or eco-
nomic interest.

standing committees 
 Permanently established 
 legislative committees that 
consider and are responsible 
for legislation within a certain 
subject area.

select committees 
Congressional committees 
appointed for a limited time and 
purpose.
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legislation and which exist for only a few years), and joint 
 committees (on which both representatives and senators 
serve). An especially important kind of joint committee 
is the  conference committee, made up of representatives 
and senators appointed to resolve differences in the Senate 
and House versions of a bill before final passage. Though 
members of the majority party could in theory occupy 
all the seats on all the committees, in practice they take 
the majority of the seats, name the chairperson, and allow 
the minority party to have the remainder of the seats. The 
number of seats varies from about 6 to more than 50.

Usually the ratio of Democrats to Republicans on a com-
mittee roughly corresponds to their ratio in the House or Sen-
ate. Standing committees are more important because, with 

a few exceptions, they 
are the only committees 
that can propose legisla-
tion by reporting a bill 
out to the full House or 
Senate. Each member of 
the House usually serves 
on two standing commit-
tees, but members of the 
Appropriations, Rules, 
Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, or Financial Ser-
vices Committees are limited to one committee. Each senator 
may serve on two major committees and one minor commit-
tee (see Table 13.5), but this rule is not strictly enforced.

joint committees Commit-
tees on which both senators 
and representatives serve.

conference committee 
Joint committees appointed to 
resolve differences in the Sen-
ate and House versions of the 
same bill.

House senate

exclusive committees: Members may not serve  
on any other  committee except for Budget.

Major committees: No senator serves on more than two, though 
this rule may be ignored.

Appropriations Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry

Rules Appropriations

Ways and Means Armed Services

Energy and Commerce* Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

Financial Services** Budget

Major committees: Members may serve on only one major committee. Commerce, Science, and Transportation

Agriculture Energy and Natural Resources

Armed Services Environment and Public Works Finance

Education and Labor Foreign Relations

Foreign Affairs Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions

Homeland Security Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs

Judiciary Judiciary

Transportation and Infrastructure Minor committees: No senator is supposed to serve on more than one.

nonmajor committees: Members may serve on one major and two 
nonmajor committees.

Rules and Administration

Small Business and Entrepreneurship

Budget Veterans’ Affairs

House Administration select committees

Natural Resources Aging

Oversight and Government Reform Indian Affairs

Science and Technology Intelligence

Small Business Ethics

Standards and Official Conduct (Ethics) joint committees

Veterans’ Affairs Printing

select committees Taxation

Intelligence Library

Benghazi Economic

*For Democrats, the Energy and Commerce Committee is an exclusive committee for those who first served on the committee in the 104th 
House or later.

**For Democrats, the Financial Services Committee is an exclusive committee for those who first served on the committee in the 109th 
 Congress or later.

Standing Committees of the House and SenateTABLE 13.5
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In the past, when party leaders were stronger, com-
mittee chairs were picked on the basis of loyalty to the 
leader. When this leadership weakened, seniority on the 
committee came to govern the selection of chairpersons. 
While the seniority system still largely governs which 
members become committee chairs, seniority is no lon-
ger sacrosanct. In 1971, House Democrats decided in 
their caucus to elect committee chairs by secret ballot; 
four years later, they used that procedure to remove three 
committee chairs who held their positions by seniority. 
Between 1971 and 1992, the Democrats replaced a total 
of seven senior Democrats with more junior ones as com-
mittee chairs. When Republicans took control of the 
House in 1995, Speaker Newt Gingrich ignored senior-
ity in selecting several committee chairs, picking instead 
members who he felt would do a better job. In this and 
other ways, Gingrich enhanced the speaker’s power to a 
degree not seen since 1910.

Throughout most of the 20th century, commit-
tee chairs dominated the work of Congress. In the early 
1970s, their power came under attack, mostly from lib-
eral Democrats upset at the opposition by conservative 
Southern Democratic chairs to civil rights legislation. The 
liberals succeeded in getting the House to adopt rules that 
weakened the chairs and empowered individual members. 
Some of the key changes included electing committee 
chairs by secret ballot within the majority party, banning 
committee chairs from blocking legislation by refusing to 
refer it to a subcommittee, requiring public meetings in 
all committees and subcommittees (unless the commit-
tee has voted to close them), and electing subcommittee 
chairs by a vote of committee members.

When the Republicans took control of the House 
in 1995, they made further changes. They eliminated 
some committees, and they also changed the powers of 

committee chairs. Some of these reforms strengthened the 
power of the committee chairs—for example, chairs were 
allowed to hire subcommittee staff—while others limited 
chairs in other significant ways, such as imposing term 
limits on committee and subcommittee chairs (three con-
secutive terms, or six years), and banning proxy voting 
(i.e., allowing the chair to cast an absent member’s vote 
by proxy).

The Senate has seen fewer such changes, in large part 
because individual senators have always had more power 
than their counterparts in the House. That said, in 1995, 
senators also imposed six-year term limits on their com-
mittee chairs and voted to elect chairpersons by secret bal-
lot of the committee members.

Despite these new rules, the committees remain the 
place where the real work of Congress is done. These com-
mittees tend to attract different kinds of members. Some, 
such as the committees that draft tax legislation (the Sen-
ate Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means 
Committee) or that oversee foreign affairs (the Senate and 
House Foreign Relations Committees), have been attrac-
tive to members who want to shape public policy, become 
experts on important issues, and have influence with their 
colleagues. Others, such as the House and Senate com-
mittees dealing with public lands, small business, and vet-
erans’ affairs, are attractive to members who want to serve 
particular constituency groups.43

For example, a member from a district with a great 
deal of agricultural land might want to serve on the House 
Committee on Agriculture, or a member from a district 
with a large military base might want to serve on the 
House Armed Services Committee. Doing so will allow 
those members to gain expertise on policy areas relevant 
to their districts, as well as to provide benefits to their 
constituents. Such knowledge and benefits in turn further 
a member’s reelection chances.44 Indeed, many members 
choose to serve on committees that are relevant to their 
districts’ economic interests.

The Organization of Congress: 
Staffs and Specialized Offices
In 1900, representatives had no personal staff, and 
senators averaged fewer than one staff member each. 
By 1979, the average representative had 16 assistants 
and the average senator had 36; the total number of 
individuals employed by Congress as staff persons was 
nearly 27,000 (that number includes member’s personal 
staffs, plus committee staffs, the staff for support agen-
cies, and other miscellaneous staff). Today, despite the 
world, and the federal government, growing more com-
plex, Congress has reduced its overall staff to around 

IMAGE 13-9 Deputy Attroney General Sally Yates and FBI 
Director James Comey testify before Congress.
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19,600, a decline of more than one-quarter.45 Starting 
in the mid-1990s, Congress began to reduce its staff as 
a cost-cutting measure. Later in the chapter, we will see 
that some have argued that was a penny wise but pound 
foolish decision.

Regardless of the number of staff, they perform a 
variety of important tasks. Some staff persons work in a 
member’s home district, meeting with constituents and 
fulfilling requests for assistance with the government (this 
is a component of the incumbency advantage we dis-
cussed earlier in the chapter). The legislative function of 
congressional staff members is also important. With each 
senator serving on an average of more than two commit-
tees and seven subcommittees, it is virtually impossible for 
members of Congress to become familiar with the details 
of all the proposals that come before them or to write all 
the bills that they feel ought to be introduced.46 The role 
of staff members has expanded in proportion to the tre-
mendous growth in Congress’s workload.

The orientation of committee staff members differs. 
Some think of themselves as—and to a substantial degree 
they are—politically neutral professionals whose job it is 
to assist members of a committee, whether Democrats or 
Republicans, in holding hearings or revising bills. Others 
see themselves as partisan advocates, interested in promot-
ing Democratic or Republican causes, depending on who 
hired them.

Those who work for individual members of Congress, 
as opposed to committees, see themselves entirely as advo-
cates for their bosses. They often assume an entrepreneur-
ial function, taking the initiative in finding and selling 
a policy to their boss—a representative or senator—who 
can take credit for it. Lobbyists and reporters understand 
this completely and therefore spend a lot of time cultivat-
ing congressional staffers.

The increased reliance on staff has changed Congress, 
mainly because the staff has altered the environment 
within which Congress does its work. In addition to their 
role as entrepreneurs promoting new policies, staffers act 
as negotiators: Members of Congress today are more likely 
to deal with one another through staff intermediaries than 
through personal contact. Congress has thereby become 
less collegial, more individualistic, and less of a delibera-
tive body.47

In addition to increasing the number of staff mem-
bers, Congress also has created a set of staff agencies that 
work for Congress as a whole. These have come into 
being in large part to give Congress specialized knowl-
edge equivalent to what the president has by virtue of his 
or her position as chief of the executive branch. One of 
these, the Congressional Research Service (CRS), is part of 
the Library of Congress and employs about 600 people; it 

is politically neutral, responding to requests by members 
of Congress for information and giving both sides of argu-
ments. The Government Accountability Office (GAO), once 
merely an auditing agency, now has about 3,000 employ-
ees and investigates policies and makes recommendations 
on almost every aspect of government; its head, though 
appointed by the president for a 15-year term, is very 
much the servant of Congress rather than the president. 
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO), created in 1974, 
advises Congress on the likely impact of different spend-
ing programs and attempts to estimate future economic 
trends.

13-5  How a Bill Becomes 
a Law

Some bills zip through Congress; others make their way 
painfully and slowly, sometimes emerging in a form 
very different from their original one. Congress is like a 
crowd, moving either sluggishly or, when excited, with 
great speed. While reading the following account of how 
a bill becomes law (see Figure 13.4), keep in mind that 
the complexity of congressional procedures ordinarily 
gives powerful advantages to the opponents of any new 
policy. Action can be blocked at many points. This does 
not mean that nothing gets done, but that to get some-
thing done, a member of Congress must either slowly 
and painstakingly assemble a majority coalition or take 
advantage of enthusiasm for some new cause that sweeps 
away the normal obstacles to change.

Introducing a Bill
Any member of Congress may introduce a bill—in the 
House by handing it to a clerk or dropping it in a box; in 
the Senate by being recognized by the presiding officer 
and announcing the bill’s introduction. Bills are then 
numbered and printed. If a bill is not passed within one 
session of Congress, it is dead and must be reintroduced 
during the next Congress.

We often hear that legislation is initiated by the 
president and enacted by Congress. The reality is more 
complicated. Congress often initiates legislation (e.g., 
most consumer and environmental laws passed since 
1966 originated in Congress), and even laws recom-
mended by the president often have been incubated 
in Congress. Even as the principal author of a bill, a 
prudent president will submit only after careful consul-
tation with key congressional leaders. In any case, the 
president cannot introduce legislation; only a member 
of Congress may do so.
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In addition to 
bills, Congress can also 
pass resolutions. Either 
house can use a simple 
 resolution for such mat-
ters as establishing oper-
ating rules. A concurrent 
resolution is used to 
settle housekeeping and 
procedural matters that 
affect both houses. Sim-
ple and concurrent reso-
lutions are not signed by 
the president and do not 
have the force of law. A 
joint resolution requires 
approval by both houses 
and a presidential signa-

ture; it is essentially the same as a law. A joint resolution is 
also used to propose a constitutional amendment, in which 
case it must be approved by a two-thirds vote in each house, 
but does not require the signature of the president.

Study by Committees
A bill is referred to a committee for consideration by 
either the Speaker of the House or the Senate’s presid-
ing officer. If a chairperson or committee is known to be 
hostile to a bill, assignment can be a crucial matter. Rules 
govern which committee will get which bill, but some-
times a choice is possible. In the House, the Speaker’s 
right to make such a choice (subject to appeal to the full 
House) is an important source of his or her power.

The Constitution requires that “all bills for raising 
revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives.” 
The Senate can and does amend such bills, but only after 
the House has acted first. Bills that are not for raising 
revenue—that is, that do not alter tax laws—can origi-
nate in either chamber. In practice, the House also origi-
nates appropriations bills (bills that direct the spending of 
money). Because of the House’s special position on reve-
nue legislation, the committee that handles tax bills—the 
Ways and Means Committee—is particularly powerful.

Most bills die in committee. They are often intro-
duced only to get publicity for various members of Con-
gress or to enable them to say to a constituent or pressure 

simple resolution An 
expression of opinion either in 
the House or Senate to settle 
procedural matters in either 
body.

concurrent resolution An 
expression of opinion without 
the force of law that requires the 
approval of both the House and 
the Senate, but not the president.

joint resolution A formal 
expression of congressional 
opinion that must be approved 
by both houses of Congress 
and by the president; constitu-
tional amendments need not be 
signed by the president.
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group that they “did something” on some matter. Bills of 
general interest—many of them drafted in the executive 
branch though introduced by members of Congress—are 
assigned to a subcommittee for a hearing where witnesses 
appear, evidence is taken, and questions are asked. These 
hearings are used to inform members of Congress, to per-
mit interest groups to speak out (whether or not they have 
anything helpful to say), and to build public support for a 
measure favored by the majority on the committee.

Though committee hearings are necessary and valu-
able, they also fragment the process of considering bills 
dealing with complex matters. Both power and informa-
tion are dispersed in Congress, and thus it is difficult to 
take a comprehensive view of matters cutting across com-
mittee boundaries. This has made it harder to pass com-
plex legislation. For example, President George W. Bush’s 
proposals to expand government support for religious 
groups that supply social services were dissected into small 
sections for the consideration of the various committees 
that had jurisdiction; after three years, no laws emerged. 
But strong White House leadership and supportive public 
opinion can push through controversial measures without 
great delay, as in the cases of Bush’s tax cuts in 2001 and 
homeland security plans in 2002.

After the hearings, the committee or subcommittee 
makes revisions and additions (sometimes extensive) to 
the bill, but these changes do not become part of the bill 
unless they are approved by the entire house. If a major-
ity of the committee votes to report a bill favorably to 
the House or Senate, it goes forward, accompanied by an 
explanation of why the committee favors it and why it 
wishes to see its amendments, if any, added; committee 
members who oppose the bill may include their dissent-
ing opinions.

If the committee does not report the bill out to the 
House favorably, that ordinarily kills it, though there are 
complex procedures whereby the full House can get a bill 
that is stalled in committee out and onto the floor. The 
process involves getting a majority of all House members 
to sign a discharge petition. If 218 members sign, then 
the petition can be voted on; if it passes, then the stalled 
bill goes directly to the floor for a vote. These procedures 
are rarely attempted and even more rarely succeed—one 
study suggests that only about 2 percent of bills where 
a discharge petition is filed eventually become law.48 
That said, discharge petitions have been used on several 
important pieces of legislation that became law, such as 
the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, and the 
2015  Reauthorization of the Export-Import Bank of 
the  United States. Further, even a threat of a discharge 
petition can bring legislation to the floor, as in the case of 
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

For a bill to come 
before either house, 
it must first be placed 
on a calendar. There 
are five of these in the 
House and two in the 
Senate. Though the 
bill goes onto a calen-
dar, it is not necessarily 
considered in chrono-
logical order or even 
considered at all. In the 
House, the powerful 
Rules Committee—an 
arm of the party lead-
ership, especially of the 
speaker—reviews most 
bills and sets the rule, 
that is, the procedures, 
under which they will 
be considered by the 
House. A restrictive 
or closed rule sets strict limits on debate and confines 
amendments to those proposed by the committee; an 
open rule permits amendments from the floor. The 
Rules Committee is no longer as mighty as it once was, 
but it can still block any House consideration of a mea-
sure and can bargain with the legislative committee by 
offering a helpful rule in exchange for alterations in the 
substance of a bill. In the 1980s, closed rules became 
more common.

The House needs the Rules Committee to serve as 
a traffic cop; without some limitations on debate and 
amendment, nothing would ever get done. The House 
can bypass the Rules Committee in a number of ways, 
but it rarely does so unless the committee departs too far 
from the sentiments of the House.

No such barriers to floor consideration exist in the 
Senate, where bills may be considered in any order at any 
time whenever a majority of the Senate chooses. In prac-
tice, bills are scheduled by the majority leader in consulta-
tion with the minority leader.

Floor Debate
Once on the floor, the bills are debated. In the House all 
revenue and most other bills are discussed by the Com-
mittee of the Whole—that is, whoever happens to be on 
the floor at the time, so long as at least 100 members 
are present. The Committee of the Whole can debate, 
amend, and generally decide the final shape of a bill 
but technically cannot pass it—that must be done by 

discharge petition A device 
by which any member of the 
House, after a committee has 
had the bill for 30 days, may 
petition to have it brought to the 
floor.

restrictive rule An order 
from the House Rules Commit-
tee that permits certain kinds of 
amendments but not others to 
be made to a bill on the floor.

closed rule An order from the 
House Rules Committee that 
sets a time limit on debate; for-
bids a bill from being amended 
on the floor.

open rule An order from the 
House Rules Committee that 
permits a bill to be amended on 
the floor.
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the House itself, for 
which the quorum is 
half the membership 
(218 representatives). 
The sponsoring com-
mittee guides the dis-
cussion, and normally 
its version of the bill is 
the version that the full 
House passes.

Procedures are a 
good deal more casual 
in the Senate. Mea-
sures that have already 
passed the House can 
be placed on the Senate 
calendar without a com-
mittee hearing. There is 
no Committee of the 
Whole and no rule (as 
in the House) limit-
ing debate, so filibus-
ters (lengthy speeches 
given to prevent votes 
from being taken) and 
irrelevant amendments, 
called riders, are pos-
sible. Filibusters can be 
broken if three-fifths of 
all senators resolve to 
invoke the cloture rule.

The sharp increase 
in Senate filibusters 
has been made easier 
by a new process called 
 double tracking. When 

a senator filibusters against a bill, it is temporarily put aside 
so the Senate can move on to other business. Because of 
double tracking, senators no longer have to speak around 
the clock to block a bill. Once they talk long enough, the 
bill is shelved. Indeed, some have argued that this practice 
is a key reason that filibusters have increased dramatically 
since the middle of the 20th century: if senators have to 
speak around the clock, filibustering is extremely costly 
and will be rare. If it requires much less effort, it will 
become more common.49 

We can see the rise in filibustering by looking at the 
number of cloture votes cast in Congress: in the middle of 
the 20th century, only a handful occurred in each Congress, 
typically no more than three or four. Starting in the 1970s, 
it begins to increase rapidly, and in recent Congresses there 
have often been over a hundred; the record was 218 such 

votes in the 113th Congress (2013–2015).50 Indeed, because 
of the threat of a filibuster, for all practical purposes, nearly 
all legislation in the Senate now requires 60 votes to pass.

The Senate has made an effort to end filibusters 
aimed at blocking the nomination of federal judges. In 
2005, seven Democrats and seven Republicans agreed 
not to filibuster a nomination except in “exceptional cir-
cumstances.” A few nominees whose appointments had 
been blocked managed to get confirmed by this arrange-
ment. While this truce held for several years, it did not 
last forever. In 2013, Democrats under Majority Leader 
Harry Reid used a parliamentary tactic to block filibusters 
of nominations, except for the Supreme Court and cer-
tain other offices. Even this compromise failed in 2017, 
when Republicans eliminated the filibuster for Supreme 
Court nominees to allow for a confirmation vote on Neil 
 Gorsuch. While the filibuster is gone for nominations, it 
still exists on legislation, at least for now.51

One rule was once common to both houses: cour-
tesy, often of the most exquisite nature, was required. 
Members always referred to each other as “distinguished” 
even if they were mortal political enemies. Personal or 
ad hominem criticism was frowned upon, but of late it 
has become more common. In recent years, members of 
Congress—especially of the House—have become more 
personal in their criticisms of one another, and human 
relationships have deteriorated.

Methods of Voting
There are several methods of voting in Congress, which 
can be applied to amendments to a bill as well as to 
the question of final passage. Some observers of Con-
gress make the mistake of deciding who was for and 
who against a bill based on the final vote. This can be 
misleading. Often, a member of Congress will vote for 
final passage of a bill after having supported amend-
ments that, if they had passed, would have made the 
bill totally different. To keep track of someone’s voting 
record, therefore, it is often more important to know 
how that person voted on key amendments than how he 
or she voted on the bill itself.

Finding that out is not always easy, though it has 
become simpler in recent years. The House has three pro-
cedures for voting. A voice vote consists of the members 
shouting “yea” or “nay”; a division vote (or standing vote) 
involves the members standing and being counted. In nei-
ther case are the names recorded of who voted which way. 
This is done only with a roll-call vote. Since 1973, an 
electronic voting system has been in use that greatly speeds 
up roll-call votes, and the number of recorded votes has 
thus increased sharply. To ensure a roll-call vote, one-fifth 

roll-call vote A congressional 
voting procedure that consists 
of members answering “yea” or 
“nay” to their names.

cloture rule A rule used 
by the Senate to end or limit 
debate.

double tracking A proce-
dure to keep the Senate going 
during a filibuster in which the 
disputed bill is shelved tempo-
rarily so that the Senate can get 
on with other business.

voice vote A congressional 
voting procedure in which 
members shout “yea” in 
approval or “nay” in disapproval, 
permitting members to vote 
quickly or anonymously on bills.

division vote A congres-
sional voting procedure in 
which members stand and are 
counted.

quorum The minimum  number 
of members who must be 
present for business to be con-
ducted in Congress.

riders Amendments on mat-
ters unrelated to a bill that are 
added to an important bill so 
that they will “ride” to passage 
through the Congress. When a 
bill has many riders, it is called a 
Christmas-tree bill.
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of House members present must request it. Voting in the 
Senate is simpler; it votes by voice or by roll call; they do 
not use a teller vote or electronic counters.

If a bill passes the House and Senate in different 
forms, the differences must be reconciled if the bill is to 
become law. If they are minor, the last house to act may 
simply refer the bill back to the other house, which then 
accepts the alterations. Major differences must be ironed 
out in a conference committee, though only a minority of 
bills requires a conference. Each house must vote to form 
such a committee. The members are picked by the chairs 
of the standing committees that have been handling the 
legislation; the minority as well as the majority party is 
represented. No decision can be made unless approved by 
a majority of each delegation. Bargaining is long and hard; 
in the past it was also secret, but some sessions are now 
public. Often—as with Carter’s energy bill—the legisla-
tion is substantially rewritten in conference. Theoretically 
nothing already agreed upon by both the House and Sen-
ate is to be changed, but in the inevitable give-and-take, 
even those matters already approved may be modified.

Conference reports on spending bills usually split the 
difference between the House and Senate versions. Overall, 
the Senate tends to do slightly better than the House.52 But 
whoever wins, conferees report their agreement back to their 
respective houses, which usually consider the report imme-
diately. The report can be accepted or rejected; it cannot be 
amended. In the great majority of cases, it is accepted—the 
alternative is to have no bill at all, at least for that Congress.

The bill, now in final form, goes to the president for 
signature or veto. A vetoed bill returns to the house of 
origin, where an effort can be made to override the veto. 
Two-thirds of those present (provided there is a quorum) 
must vote, by roll call, to override. If both houses override, 
the bill becomes law without the president’s approval.

Legislative 
Productivity
In recent years, politi-
cal scientists have 
studied how produc-
tive Congress has been 
and whether the post-
9/11 Congress has per-
formed especially well 
or especially poorly. 
The first issue concerns 
how best to measure 
the body’s major and 
minor “legislative pro-
ductivity.” It is clear 
that Congress passed 
and funded an enor-
mous number of bills 
in response to the Great 
Depression in the 1930s and in the mid-1960s, mainly 
in conjunction with that era’s “war on poverty.” And 
most scholars agree that in recent decades the body’s leg-
islative output has often slowed or declined.53 Indeed, 
the 112th (2011–2013) and 113th (2013–2015) passed 
the fewest bills of any Congress in the post–World War 
II era, making them the least productive Congresses of 
that period.54 While productivity increased slightly in 
the 114th Congress, it still remained below historical 
levels.

Some argue that divided government (one party in 
control of the presidency and the other in charge of one or 
both chambers of Congress) decreases legislative produc-
tivity. Although there are some exceptions, most studies of 
the subject suggest that divided party government reduces 
the passage of only the most far-reaching and costly leg-
islation.55 As we discuss in Chapter 14, divided party 
government does not lead inevitably to “policy gridlock” 
any more than having unified government (a single party 
in power in the White House and in both chambers of 
Congress) makes enacting ever more sweeping laws easy 
or inevitable.

Second, there is the issue of whether Congress, by 
cutting its staff, has hampered its ability to legislate and 
to oversee various agencies (indeed, this may be one of 
many factors related to the decline in legislative produc-
tivity in recent years).56 As we noted earlier in the chapter, 
Congress has dramatically cut back on its staff in recent 
years, yet the federal government has grown ever-more 
complex, with a nearly $4 trillion budget and hundreds of 
agencies. As a result, some say that Congress has become 
too reliant on special interests and bureaucrats, and needs 

IMAGE 13-10 President Trump signs a measure into law in 
March 2017. The law overturned regulations passed by the 
Obama administration.

teller vote A congressional 
voting procedure in which 
members pass between two 
tellers, the “yeas” first and the 
“nays” second.

veto Literally, “I forbid”; it refers 
to the power of a president to 
disapprove a bill, and may be 
overridden by a two-thirds vote 
of each house of Congress.

unified government The 
same party controls the White 
House and both houses of 
Congress.

divided government One 
party controls the White House 
and another party controls one 
or both houses of Congress.
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National Service: A Bridge to 
 Entrepreneurial Politics?

As you are learning in this chapter, the process by which a 
bill becomes law can be quite complicated. Most bills, in 
fact, never do become law. And even bills that are broadly 
popular often go nowhere unless there is at least one 
wise, well-positioned, and energetic policy entrepreneur, 
whether inside or outside the government, to get the idea 
on the policy agenda, sustain interest in it, and navigate 
the legislative process.

John M. Bridgeland, known widely in Washington, DC, 
as “Bridge,” has been the policy entrepreneur behind suc-
cessive recent federal national service initiatives. Before 
serving in the early 2000s as a senior White House assis-
tant, Bridgeland, a Harvard-educated, moderate Republi-
can from Ohio with a law degree, had spent a half-decade 
as a top legislative aide on Capitol Hill.

Working both within the West Wing and inside the 
halls of Congress, in 2002, Bridge got President George 
W. Bush, congressional leaders in both parties, diverse 
business and nonprofit leaders, and others to support 
an effort to expand existing national service programs 
including AmeriCorps, Senior Corps, and Peace Corps; 
encourage each American to commit at least two years 
(4,000 hours) to volunteer service over his or her lifetime; 
and boost federal support for myriad other volunteer and 
community service projects. He created what became 
officially known as USA Freedom Corps and served as 
its founding director. Although he functioned as a classic 
policy entrepreneur, his case for the plan was steadfastly 
majoritarian in character: everybody contributes, every-
body benefits.

After leaving the White House, Bridgeland founded 
a policy research and development organization and 
continued to develop national service proposals. For 
instance, in 2008, he co-led the “Service Nation” sum-
mit that brought together then–presidential candidates 
Barack Obama and John McCain. In 2009, with the 
summit’s network behind it, a broadly bipartisan coali-
tion of more than 100 organizations supported the 
Edward M.  Kennedy Serve America Act. The bill passed 
with 79 votes in the Senate, and was signed into law by 
President Obama in April 2009.

The 2009 law authorized, and in some cases revitalized, 
many of the USA Freedom Corps initiatives that Bridgeland 
had crafted in 2002; and, in 2013, he was still at it. Through 
the Aspen Institute’s “Franklin Project,” he led in develop-
ing a proposal for a million, full-time, year-round national 
service slots for the nation’s 18- to 28-year-olds, including 
recently returned military veterans.

POLICY DYNAMICs: 
INsIDE/OUTsIDE 
THE BOX

IMAGE 13-11 John Bridgeland

Source: John M. Bridgeland, Heart of the Nation: Volunteering and 
America’s Civic Spirit. Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2013.
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to strengthen itself to re-assert its power.57 While scholars 
and activists have floated various reform proposals along 
these lines, they have not been enacted into law.

Finally, there is how the post-9/11 Congress has leg-
islated on matters directly relevant to homeland security, 
especially its own. The Framers crafted Congress as an 

institution that favors deliberation over dispatch; to act 
boldly only when backed by a persistent popular majority 
or a broad consensus among its leaders, or both; and to be 
slow to change its time-honored procedures and structures.

But intelligence officials believe that a fourth plane 
involved in the 9/11 terrorist attacks was headed for the 
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Capitol. In its June 2003 report, the bipartisan Conti-
nuity of Government Commission concluded that “the 
greatest hole in our constitutional system is the possibility 
of a terrorist attack that would kill or injure many mem-
bers of Congress.”58

This “hole” is relatively small with respect to the Sen-
ate. The Seventeenth Amendment allows the emergency 
replacement of senators by the governors of their states 
provided the state legislature allows it; otherwise, the 
governors must call for new elections. But the problem 
is greater for the House, where vacancies can be filled 
only by special elections, a process that can take many 
months.

Congress has enacted some, but by no means all, of 
the 9/11 Commission’s recommendations.59 But, as of 
2017, more than a decade and a half after the 9/11 attacks 
on the United States, it had failed to enact comprehensive 
legislation or proposals for constitutional amendments to 
ensure that “the first branch” can continue to function 
should a terrorist attack kill or incapacitate many or most 
of its members.

13-6 Reforming Congress
While most citizens are only vaguely familiar with the 
rules and procedures under which Congress operates, they 
do care whether Congress as an institution serves the pub-
lic interest and fulfills its mission as a democratic body. 
Over the past several decades, many proposals have been 
made to reform and improve Congress—term limitations, 
new ethics and campaign finance laws, and organizational 
changes intended to reduce the power and perks of mem-
bers while making it easier for Congress to pass needed 
legislation in a timely fashion (the proposal to rehire more 
Congressional staff discussed above would be another such 
proposal). Some of these proposals—for example, cam-
paign finance reforms (see Chapter 10)—have recently 
become law, though most remain just proposals.

Many would-be reformers share the view that Con-
gress is self-indulgent. It is, they complain, quick to 
impose new laws on states, cities, businesses, and average 
citizens but slow to apply those same laws to itself and its 
members. It is quick to pass pork-barrel  legislation—
bills that give tangible benefits (highways, dams, post 
offices) to constituents in the hope of winning their votes 
in return—but slow to tackle complex and controversial 
questions of national policy. The reformers’ image of Con-
gress is unflattering, but is it wholly unwarranted?

No perk is more treasured by members of Congress 
than the frank. Members of Congress are allowed by 
law to send material through the mail free of charge by 

substituting their fac-
simile signature (frank) 
for postage. But rather 
than using this franking 
privilege to keep their 
constituents informed 
about the government, 
most members use 
franked newsletters and 
questionnaires as cam-
paign literature. That 
is why use of the frank 
soars in the months 
before an election. Thus, the frank amounts to a taxpayer 
subsidy of members’ campaigns, a perk that bolsters the 
electoral fortunes of incumbents. While Congress has not 
removed the frank altogether, it has put limits on franking 
in recent years that have dramatically reduced the cost and 
extent of such mailings over time.60

For years, Congress routinely exempted itself from 
many of the laws it passed. In defense of this practice, 
members said that if members of Congress were subject 
to, for example, the minimum-wage laws, the executive 
branch, charged with enforcing these laws, would acquire 
excessive power over Congress. This would violate the 
separation of powers. But as public criticism of Congress 
grew and confidence in government declined, more and 
more people demanded that Congress subject itself to the 
laws that applied to everybody else. In 1995, the 104th 
Congress did this by passing a bill that obliges Congress 
to obey 11 important laws governing things such as civil 
rights, occupational safety, fair labor standards, and fam-
ily leave.

The bipartisan Congressional Accountability Act of 
1995 had to solve a key problem: under the constitutional 
doctrine of separated powers, it would have been unwise 
and perhaps unconstitutional for the executive branch to 
enforce congressional compliance with executive-branch 
regulations. So Congress created the independent Office 
of Compliance and an employee grievance procedure 
to deal with implementation. Now Congress, too, must 
obey laws such as the Civil Rights Act, the Equal Pay Act, 
the Age Discrimination Act, and the Family and Medical 
Care Leave Act. Further, in response to concerns about 
ethical lapses around campaign finance, Congress has also 
subjected itself to various ethics laws (see the discussion in 
Chapter 10).

As already mentioned, bills containing money for 
local dams, bridges, roads, and monuments are referred to 
disparagingly as pork-barrel legislation. Reformers com-
plain that when members act to “bring home the bacon,” 
Congress misallocates tax dollars by supporting projects 

pork-barrel legislation 
Legislation that gives tangible 
benefits to constituents in sev-
eral districts or states in the 
hope of winning their votes in 
return.

franking privilege The abil-
ity of members to mail letters to 
their constituents free of charge 
by substituting their facsimile 
signature for postage.
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with trivial social benefits in order to bolster their reelec-
tion prospects.

No one can doubt the value of trimming unnecessary 
spending, but pork is not necessarily the villain it is made 
out to be. For example, the main cause of the budget defi-
cit was the increase in spending on entitlement programs 
(such as health care programs like Medicaid or Medicare) 
without a corresponding increase in taxes. Spending on 
pork is a small fraction of total annual federal spending 
(about 2.5 percent, on average, from 1993 to 2005).61 By 
2015, what most observers would count as pork spending 
was below 1 percent of total federal spending. Of course, 
one person’s pork is another person’s necessity. No doubt 
some congressional districts get an unnecessary bridge 
or highway, but others get bridges and highways that 
are long overdue. The notion that every bridge or road a 
member of Congress gets for his or her district is wasteful 
pork is tantamount to saying that no member attaches 
any importance to merit.

Even if all pork were bad, it would still be necessary. 
Congress is an independent branch of government, and 
each member is, by constitutional design, the advocate 
of his or her district or state. No member’s vote can be 
won by coercion, and few can be had by mere appeals to 
party loyalty or presidential needs. Pork is a way of obtain-
ing consent. The only alternative is bribery, but bribery, 
besides being wrong, would benefit only the member, 
whereas pork usually benefits voters in the member’s dis-
trict. If you want to eliminate pork, you must eliminate 
Congress, by converting it into a parliament under the 
control of a powerful party leader or prime minister. In 
a tightly controlled parliament, no votes need be bought; 
they can be commanded. But members of such a parlia-
ment can do little to help their constituents cope with 
government or to defend them against bureaucratic 
abuses, nor can they investigate the conduct of the execu-
tive branch. The price of a citizen-oriented Congress is a 
pork-oriented Congress.

For more than 200 years, Congress has tried to find a polit-
ically painless way to raise its own pay. It has managed to 
vote itself a pay increase 23 times in those two centuries, 
but usually at the price of a hostile public reaction. Twice 
during the 19th century, a pay raise led to a massacre of 
incumbents in the next election.

Knowing this, Congress has invented various ways to 
get a raise without actually appearing to vote for it. For 
example, members have voted for a tax deduction for 
expenses incurred as a result of living in Washington, or 
linking increases in pay to decreases in speaking fees 
and other honoraria. Another proposal would have cre-
ated a citizens’ commission that could recommend a pay 
increase that would take effect automatically, provided 
Congress did not vote against it.

In 1989, a commission recommended a congressional 
pay raise of over 50 percent (from $89,500 to $135,000) and 
a ban on honoraria. The House planned to let it take effect 
automatically. But the public wouldn’t have it, demanding 
that Congress vote on the raise—and vote it down. It did.

Embarrassed by its maneuvering, Congress retreated. 
At the end of 1989, it voted itself (as well as most top exec-
utive and judicial branch members) a small pay increase 
(7.9 percent for representatives, 9.9 percent for senators) 
that also provided for automatic cost-of-living adjustments 
(up to 5 percent a year) in the future. Congress, however, has 
often rejected those automatic increases, typically because 
of fear of citizen reprisal. Congress last raised its pay in 
2009, when it went from $169,300 to $174,000, where it 
stands today. The Twenty-Seventh Amendment—first pro-
posed by James Madison in 1789 but not finally ratified by 
the necessary three-fourths of states until 1992—ensures 
that any pay change for members of Congress not take 
effect until the start of the following congressional term. 
The amendment had languished in obscurity for nearly two 
centuries, and might have remained there indefinitely, had 
it not been rediscovered by undergraduate Gregory Watson 
in 1982 while researching a class term paper. Watson began 
a campaign to ratify the amendment, and a decade later, it 
became the most recent amendment to the constitution.62

HOW 
THINGs 
WORK

How Congress Raises Its Pay
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Will You Support an Increase in Size  
of the House of Representatives?

to: U.S. Representative Hope Shelly
From: Jacki Julie, legislative aide
subject: The size of the House of Representatives

The House can decide how big it wishes to be. When it was created, there was one representative for 
every 30,000 people; now each House member typically represents almost 700,000 people. In most 
other democracies, each member of parliament represents far fewer people. Doubling the size of the 
House may be a way of avoiding term limits.

Arguments against:
1. A bigger House would be twice as hard to 

manage, and it would take even longer to 
pass legislation.

2. Campaigns in districts of 350,000 people 
would cost as much as ones in districts with 
700,000 people.

3. Interest groups do a better job of representing 
public opinion than would a House with more 
members.

Arguments for:
1. Doubling the size of the House would reduce 

the huge demand for constituent services 
each member now faces.

2. A bigger House would represent more shades 
of opinion more fairly.

3. Each member could raise less campaign 
money because his or her campaign would 
be smaller.
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Your decision:  Increase size of House  Do not increase size of House

What Will You Decide? Enter Mindtap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
A powerful citizens’ organization has demanded that the House of Representatives be 
made larger so that voters can feel closer to their members. Each representative now 
speaks for more than 700,000 Americans—far too many, the group argues, to make it 
possible for all points of view to be heard.
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322 Chapter 13 Congress

L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

13-1  contrast congressional and parliamen-
tary systems.

A congress differs from a parliament in two 
basic ways: how one becomes a member and 
what one does as a member. To run for a seat 
in a parliament like the United Kingdom’s, you 
first need a political party to put your name on a 
ballot, but to become a candidate for represen-
tative or senator in Congress, you first need to 
enter a primary election (political parties exer-
cise relatively little control over who runs). In a 
parliament, the head of the executive branch 
(the prime minister) is selected by the major-
ity party from among its members, and once 
in office a member of parliament has only one 
important decision to make—whether or not to 
support the government. By contrast, the vot-
ers, not the Congress, pick the president, and 
once elected, a member of Congress has pow-
ers that he or she can exercise without regard 
to presidential preferences.

13-2  trace the evolution of congress in amer-
ican politics.

The Framers of the Constitution created a 
bicameral legislature—the House and  Senate—
to ensure that power would be shared in the 
national government. Because of its larger size, 
the House has always been more centralized 
than the Senate, but since the 1950s, more 
power has devolved to individual  members. 
The most significant change in the  evolution 
of the Senate has been the change, with the 
 Seventeenth Amendment in 1913, in  election 
from state legislatures to voters. The rise 
of the filibuster, the tradition of unlimited 
debate in the Senate, also is an important 
 development in the institution.

13-3  Discuss who serves in congress and 
what influences their votes.

Demographically, members of Congress share 
few similarities with the American public. Most 
Americans, unlike most members of Con-
gress, are not middle-aged white men with 
law degrees or past political careers. Some 
groups (e.g., women, African Americans, and 
Latinos) are much less prevalent in Congress 
than they are in the nation as a whole, whereas 
other groups (e.g., Catholics) constitute about 

the same fraction of Congress as they do of 
the American people. Ideologically, Republican 
members of Congress are more conservative 
than average Americans, and Democratic mem-
bers of Congress are more liberal than average 
Americans. But many factors influence how 
legislators vote, including their constituents’ 
interests, political party priorities, and their own 
political beliefs.

13-4  summarize the organization of 
congress.

Congress comprises numerous committees in 
each chamber, including standing committees, 
select committees, joint committees, and con-
ference committees. Members of Congress also 
have their own staffs, as do congressional com-
mittees. Congress also has specialized agen-
cies, such as the Congressional Budget Office 
and the Government Accountability Office, to 
assist in its operations.

13-5 explain how a bill becomes a law.

A bill must undergo a lengthy policymaking pro-
cess and overcome many hurdles to become 
a law. Briefly, a bill must be introduced in the 
House or Senate (all revenue-raising bills must 
originate in the House), be approved by each 
chamber—usually after undergoing extensive 
committee and subcommittee review—be 
reviewed by a conference committee and then 
approved again by both chambers, and then 
signed by the president. If a bill is not passed in a 
congressional session (which lasts for two years), 
then it must be reintroduced in the next Con-
gress and go through the entire process again.

13-6  Discuss possibilities for congressional 
reform.

The Framers of the Constitution knew that 
Congress would normally proceed slowly and 
err in favor of deliberative, not decisive, action. 
Congress was intended to check and bal-
ance strong leaders in the executive branch, 
not automatically cede its authority to them, 
not even during a war or other national crisis. 
Today, the increased ideological and partisan 
polarization among members has arguably 
made Congress even less capable than it tra-
ditionally has been of planning ahead or swiftly 
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adopting coherent changes in national poli-
cies. Some people say Congress should func-
tion more like a parliamentary system, where 
the majority party selects the executive, and 
the political structure encourages executive– 
legislative cooperation. Others propose longer 

terms for members of the House and Senate, 
to permit more time for policymaking. Other 
democracies have such political systems, but 
they would fundamentally change the system 
of Madisonian democracy that has endured for 
more than 225 years.

t O  L e a r n  M O r e

House of Representatives: www.house.gov

Senate: www.senate.gov

Library of Congress: www.loc.gov

For news about Congress:

Roll Call magazine: www.rollcall.com

C-SPAN: www.c-span.org

Arnold, R. Douglas. The Logic of Congressional 
Action. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1990. 
Masterful analysis of how Congress sometimes 
passes bills that serve the general public, not just 
special interests.

Fenno, Richard F., Jr. Congressmen in Committees. 
Boston: Little Brown 1973. Classic study of the styles 
of 12 standing committees.

Fiorina, Morris P. Congress: Keystone of the Wash-
ington Establishment. 2nd ed. New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1989. Argues that congressional 
behavior is aimed at guaranteeing the members’ 
chances for reelection.

Kaiser, Robert. Act of Congress: How America’s 
Essential Institution Works, and How It Doesn’t. New 
York: Vintage Books, 2014. An account of the passage 
of the 2008 Dodd-Frank Financial Reform bill.

Jacobson, Gary. The Politics of Congressio-
nal  Elections. 8th ed. New York: Pearson, 2012. 
 Authoritative study of how members of Congress are 
elected.

Mann, Thomas E., and Norman J. Ornstein, The 
Broken Branch: How Congress Is Failing America 
and How to Get It Back on Track. 2nd ed. New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2008. Critically compares 
the post–1994 Congress to its predecessors and 
 suggests several major reforms.

Poole, Keith T., and Howard Rosenthal. Congress: A 
Political-Economic History of Roll Call Voting. New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1997. Sophisticated 
study of why members of Congress vote as they do 
and how relatively stable congressional voting pat-
terns have been throughout American history.

Sundquist, James L. The Decline and Resurgence 
of Congress. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 
1981. A history of the fall and, after 1973, the rise of 
congressional power vis-à-vis the president.

Taylor, Andrew J. Congress: A Performance Appraisal. 
Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2013. Offers evidence 
and arguments to suggest that the present-day Con-
gress is not the dysfunctional body that the mass 
public and many scholars believe it to be.
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The Presidency
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

14-1  Explain how presidents differ from prime ministers and discuss 

the evolution of divided government in the United States.

14-2  Summarize how the constitutional and political powers of the 

presidency have evolved from the founding of the United States 

to the present.

14-3  Discuss how modern presidents influence policymaking.

14-4  Explain why presidential character and organization matter for 

policymaking.

14-5  Describe presidential transitions and their consequences for 

executive power.

14-6 Evaluate how powerful U.S. presidents are today.
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Chapter 14 The Presidency 325

When the Framers 
wrote the Constitution 

in the summer of 1787, they did not have a ready 
consensus on how to select the chief executive or 
define the powers of the office. James Wilson of 
Pennsylvania wanted the president to be elected by 
the people, Roger Sherman of Connecticut wanted 
him elected by Congress. Wilson’s view got almost 
no support because the size of the United States 
(in 1787 it was as large as England, Ireland, France, 
Germany, and Italy combined) made it unlikely that 
anybody save George Washington could obtain a 
popular majority. Sherman’s view got a lot of sup-
port, but many delegates worried that the presi-
dent would become nothing more than a tool of 
Congress.

The Committee on Postponed Matters, a small 
subset of the group, suggested creating an electoral 
college to choose the president. The Framers approved 
the plan, but as they thought candidates would have 
difficulty winning a majority in the electoral college, 
they expected that the U.S. House of Representatives 
ultimately would decide most elections.

 THEN 

More than 200 years 
later, the electoral college 

endures, and the House has not chosen a president 
since 1824. The stability of this institution is surpris-
ing, given that the Framers settled on it as a last-
minute compromise, and because twice in the 21st 
century, 2000 and 2016, the presidential candidate 
who won the election lost the popular vote (until 2000, 
this had not happened since 1888). Nevertheless, the 
electoral college is the only part of the presidential 
campaign process that the Framers would recognize 
in the 21st century.

The lengthy road to the nomination, the exten-
sive fundraising required (the two major-party 
candidates, their political parties, and super PACs 
raised approximately $2.5 billion for the 2016 presi-
dential race),1 and 24-hour media coverage are all 
standard features of modern presidential selection. 
Furthermore, the weighty demands of winning the 
White House affect how the victorious candidate 
governs as president.

As you read this chapter, think about which fea-
tures of the American presidency make sense today 
and which might merit change, keeping in mind 
that the Framers were not necessarily wedded to all 
aspects of the institution they created, nor could they 
have anticipated how technology and other factors 
would change it.

 NOW 

Professor Jones speaks to his political science class:

The president of the United States occupies 
one of the most powerful offices in the world. 
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson sent American 
troops to Vietnam, President George H. W. Bush 
sent them to Saudi Arabia, and President Clinton 
sent them to Kosovo, all without war being 
declared by Congress. In fact, Clinton continued 
the air attacks in Kosovo even after the House of 
Representatives rejected, in a mostly party-line 
vote, a resolution to authorize the bombing.

President Nixon imposed wage and price controls 
on the country. Presidents Clinton, George W. 
Bush, and Obama selected most of the federal 
judges now on the bench, thus shaping the courts 
with their political philosophies. President Bush cre-
ated military tribunals to try captured terrorists and 
persuaded Congress to toughen counterterrorism 
laws. President Obama, within just months of taking 
office, got Congress to go along with his plans for 
giving the executive branch new and sweeping pow-
ers to regulate financial markets. In his first months 
in office, President Trump issued numerous execu-
tive orders, including a highly controversial ban on 
immigration from some countries. No wonder peo-
ple talk about our having an “imperial presidency.”

A few doors down the hall, Professor Smith speaks to 
her class:

The president, compared with the prime ministers 
of other democratic nations, is one of the weakest 
chief executives anywhere. President Carter signed 
an arms-limitation treaty with the Soviets, but the 
Senate wouldn’t ratify it. President Reagan was not 
allowed even to test antisatellite weapons, and in 
1986 Congress rejected his budget before the ink 
was dry. President Clinton’s health care plan was 
ignored, and the House voted to impeach him. The 
federal courts struck down several parts of President 
George W. Bush’s counterterrorism policies.

Even with his party in control of both chambers of 
Congress, President Obama’s first budget propos-
als were nixed on Capitol Hill, and his first health 
care reform plan was quickly recast by congres-
sional committee chairpersons. President Trump 
has made several decisions via executive order, but 
has had more difficulty enacting legislation with 
Congress. Subordinates who are supposed to be 
loyal to the president regularly leak White House 
views to the press and undercut programs before 
Congress. No wonder people call the U.S. presi-
dent a “pitiful, helpless giant.”
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326 Chapter 14 The Presidency

Can Professors Jones and Smith be talking about the 
same office? Who is correct? In fact, they both are. The 
American presidency is a unique office, with elements of 
great strength and profound weakness built into it by its 
constitutional origins.

14-1  Presidents and Prime 
Ministers

The popularly elected president is an American inven-
tion. Of the roughly five dozen countries in which there is 
some degree of party competition and thus, presumably, 
some measure of free choice for the voters, only 16 have 
a directly elected president, and 13 of these are nations of 
North and South America. The democratic alternative is 
for the chief executive to be a prime minister, chosen by 
and responsible to the parliament. This system prevails 
in most Western European countries as well as in Israel 
and Japan. No nation in Europe has a purely presidential 
political system; France, for example, combines a directly 
elected president with a prime minister and parliament.2

In a parliamentary system, the prime minister is the 
chief executive. The prime minister is chosen not by the 
voters but by the legislature, and the prime minister in turn 
selects ministers for national departments from members 
of parliament. If the parliament has only two major par-
ties, the ministers usually will be chosen from the majority 
party; if there are many parties (as in Israel), several parties 
may participate in a coalition cabinet. 

Prime ministers remain in power as long as their party 
has a majority of seats in the legislature or as long as the 
coalition they have assembled holds together. The voters 
choose who is to be a member of parliament—usually by 
voting for one or another party—but cannot choose who 
is to be the chief executive officer. Whether a nation has 
a presidential or a parliamentary system makes a big dif-
ference in the identity and powers of the chief executive.

U.S. Presidents Are Often 
Outsiders
People become president by winning elections, and 
sometimes winning is easier if you can show the voters 
that you are not part of “the mess in Washington.” Prime 
ministers are selected from among people already in par-
liament, and so they are always insiders.

Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, Bill Clinton, George 
W. Bush, and Donald Trump did not hold national office 
before becoming president. Franklin D. Roosevelt had been 
assistant secretary of the navy, but his real political experi-
ence was as governor of New York. Dwight Eisenhower 

was a general, not a politician. John F. Kennedy, Lyndon 
Johnson, Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, George H. W. 
Bush, and Barack Obama had served in Congress, and 
four of them served as vice president as well (Johnson, 
Nixon, Ford, and Bush).

In addition to his elected offices, George H. W. Bush had 
a great deal of executive experience in Washington—including 
U.S. representative to China, U.S. Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations, and director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency—whereas Bill Clinton and George W. Bush both 
served as governors. Barack Obama was the third president to 
be elected directly from the U.S. Senate to the White House; 
the other two were Warren G. Harding and John F. Kennedy. 
Donald Trump was elected to political office for the first time 
when he won the 2016 presidential race.

Presidents Choose Cabinet 
Members from Outside Congress
Under the Constitution, no sitting member of Congress 
can hold office in the executive branch. The persons cho-
sen by a prime minister to be in the cabinet are almost 
always members of parliament.

IMAGE 14-1 The first cabinet: left to right, Secretary of War 
Henry Knox, Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, Attorney 
General Edmund Randolph, Secretary of the Treasury Alexander 
Hamilton, and President George Washington.
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14-1 Presidents and Prime Ministers 327

Of the 15 heads of cabinet-level departments in the 
first George W. Bush administration, only 4 had been 
members of Congress. The rest, as is customary with most 
presidents, were close personal friends or campaign aides, 
representatives of important constituencies (e.g., farmers, 
African Americans, or women), experts on various policy 
issues, or some combination of all three. The prime min-
ister of the United Kingdom, by contrast, picks all cabinet 
ministers from members of Parliament. This is one way in 
which the prime minister exercises control over the leg-
islature. If you are an ambitious member of Parliament, 
eager to become prime minister yourself someday, and if 
you know your main chance of realizing that ambition is 
to be appointed to a series of ever more important cabinet 
posts, then you likely will not antagonize the person doing 
the appointing.

Presidents Have No Guaranteed 
Majority in the Legislature
A prime minister’s party (or coalition) always has a major-
ity in parliament; if it did not, somebody else would 
be prime minister. A president’s party often does not 
have a congressional majority; instead, Congress can be 
controlled by the opposite party, creating a divided gov-
ernment. Divided government means that cooperation 
between the two branches, hard to achieve under the best 
of circumstances, is often further reduced by partisan 
bickering. Even when one party controls both the White 
House and Congress, the two branches often work at 
cross-purposes. The U.S. Constitution created a system 
of separate branches sharing powers. The authors of the 
document expected there would be conflict between the 
branches, and they have not been disappointed.

When Kennedy was president, his party, the 
Democrats, held a large majority in the House and the 
Senate. Yet Kennedy was frustrated by his inability to get 
Congress to approve proposals to enlarge civil rights, sup-
ply federal aid for school construction, create a depart-
ment of urban affairs and housing, or establish a program 
of subsidized medical care for older adults. Carter did not 
fare much better; even though the Democrats controlled 
Congress, many of his most important proposals were 
defeated or greatly modified. Only Franklin Roosevelt 
(1933–1945) and Lyndon Johnson (1963–1969) had 
even brief success in leading Congress, and for Roosevelt, 
most of that success was confined to his first term or to 
wartime.

These differences in political position are illustrated 
by how George W. Bush and Tony Blair managed the 
war in Iraq. Once Bush decided to fight, he had to cajole 
Congress, even though it was controlled by his own party, 

to support him. Once 
Blair decided to fight, 
there could not be any 
meaningful political 
resistance in Parliament. 
When public opinion 
turned against Bush, 
he continued the fight 
because he could not 
be removed from office. 
When public opinion 
turned against Blair, he announced he would resign from 
office and turn over the job of prime minister to another 
member of his party.

The guaranteed majority that prime ministers have in 
their legislature may exist for American presidents, but it 
has become much less common since the mid-20th cen-
tury. From 1952 through 2016 there were 34 congres-
sional elections and 17 presidential elections. Twenty of 
the 34 produced divided government—a government 
in which one party controls the White House and a dif-
ferent party controls one or both chambers of Congress. 
When Donald Trump became president in 2017, he was 
only the fifth president in almost 50 years to have party 
control of both chambers of Congress, creating a unified 
government.

Before the Trump presidency, the 2001 inaugura-
tion of President George W. Bush marked the first time 
since 1953 that the Republicans were fully in charge of 
both branches of government (they controlled the White 
House and the Senate from 1981 to 1987). But not long 
after the Senate convened, one Republican, James Jeffords 
of Vermont, announced that he was an independent and 
voted with the Democrats. Divided government returned 
until an additional Republican was elected to the Senate 
in 2002. But the Democrats retook control in 2007 and 
increased their majorities in both chambers two years later, 
even gaining the 60 votes necessary to halt filibusters in the 
Senate following a contested Minnesota race that ended 
with Democrat Al Franken being declared the winner and 
seated. 

The Democrats lost their filibuster-proof majority 
in 2010, when Republican Scott Brown won a surprise 
victory to fill the seat of recently deceased Senator Ted 
Kennedy of Massachusetts. And President Obama faced 
a partially divided government after two years in office, 
with a Republican-led House and a narrowly Democratic 
Senate, a division of power that continued even after 
Obama won reelection in 2012. In 2014, Republicans 
increased their majority in the House and won control of 
the Senate as well, resulting in a fully divided government 
for the last two years of the Obama presidency.

divided government One 
political party controls the 
White House and another politi
cal party controls one or both 
chambers of Congress.

unified government The 
same political party controls the 
White House and both cham
bers of Congress.
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328 Chapter 14 The Presidency

Americans say they 
don’t like divided gov-
ernment. They, or at 
least the pundits who 
claim to speak for them, 
think divided govern-

ment produces partisan bickering, political paralysis, and 
policy gridlock. During the 1990 budget battle between 
President Bush and a Democratic Congress, one maga-
zine compared it to a movie featuring the Keystone Kops, 
characters from silent movies who wildly chased each other 
around while accomplishing nothing.3 In the 1992 cam-
paign, Bush, Clinton, and Ross Perot bemoaned the “stale-
mate” that had developed in Washington. When Clinton 
was sworn in as president, many commentators spoke 
approvingly of the “end of gridlock.”

There are two things wrong with these complaints. First, 
it is not clear that divided government produces a gridlock 
that is any worse than that which exists with unified govern-
ment. Second, it is not clear that, even if gridlock does exist, 
it is always, or even usually, a bad thing for the country.

Does Gridlock Matter?
Despite the well-publicized stories about presidential 
budget proposals being ignored by Congress (Democrats 
used to describe Reagan’s and Bush’s budgets as being 
“dead on arrival”), it is not easy to tell whether divided 
governments produce fewer or worse policies than uni-
fied ones. The scholars who have looked closely at the 
matter have, in general, concluded that divided govern-
ments do about as well as unified ones in passing impor-
tant laws, conducting important investigations, and 
ratifying significant treaties.4 Political scientist David 
Mayhew studied 267 important laws that were enacted 
between 1946 and 1990. These laws were as likely to 
be passed when different parties controlled the White 
House and Congress as when the same party controlled 
both branches.5 For example, divided governments 

produced the 1948 Marshall Plan to rebuild war-torn 
Europe and the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Table 14.1 lists 
six examples of divided government in action.

Why do divided governments produce about as much 
important legislation as unified ones? The main reason is that 
“unified government” is something of a myth. Just because 
the Republicans control both the presidency and Congress 
does not mean that the Republican president and the 
Republican senators and representatives will see things the 
same way. For one thing, Republicans themselves are divided 
between conservatives (mainly from the South) and more 
moderate members (largely from the Midwest and West). 
They disagree about policy almost as much as Republicans 
and Democrats disagree. For another thing, the Constitution 
ensures that the president and Congress will be rivals for 
power and thus rivals in policymaking. That’s what the sepa-
ration of powers and checks and balances are all about.

As a result, periods of unified government often 
turn out not to be so unified. Democratic president 
Lyndon Johnson could not get many Democratic mem-
bers of Congress to support his war policy in Vietnam. 
Democratic president Jimmy Carter could not get the 
Democratic-controlled Senate to ratify his strategic arms-
limitation treaty. Democratic president Bill Clinton could 
not get the Democratic Congress to go along with his 
policy on gays in the military or his health proposals; and 
when the heavily revised Clinton budget did pass in 1993, 
it was by just one vote.

The only time there really is a unified government is 
when not just the same party but the same ideological wing 
of that party is in effective control of both branches of gov-
ernment. This was true in 1933 when Franklin Roosevelt 
was president and change-oriented Democrats controlled 
Congress, and it was true again in 1965 when Lyndon 
Johnson and liberal Democrats dominated Congress. Both 
were periods when many major policy initiatives became 
law: Social Security, business regulations, Medicare, and 
civil rights legislation. But these periods of ideologically 
unified government are very rare.

gridlock The inability of the 
government to act because rival 
parties control different parts of 
the government.

President George W. Bush and the partly Democrat-controlled Congress (Senate) passed legislation to institute assessment requirements 
in primary and secondary education.

President Bill Clinton and the Republican-controlled Congress overhauled the nation’s welfare system and balanced the federal budget.

President George H. W. Bush and the Democrat-controlled Congress enacted historic legislation to aid disabled persons.

President Ronald Reagan and the partly Democrat-controlled Congress (House) reformed the federal tax system.

President Richard Nixon and the Democrat-controlled Congress created many new federal environmental policies and programs.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower and the Democrat-controlled Congress established the interstate highway system.

Source: Eisenhower to Clinton examples adapted from Associated Press, “Major Laws Passed in Divided Government,” 9 November, 2006.

TABLE 14.1 Divided Government at Work: Six Examples
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Is Policy Gridlock Bad?
An American president has less ability to decide what 
laws get passed than does a British prime minister. If 
you think the job of a president is to “lead the country,” 
that weakness may worry you. The only cure for that 
weakness is either to change the Constitution so that our 
government resembles the parliamentary system in effect 
in the United Kingdom, or always to vote into office 
members of Congress who not only are of the same party 
as the president but also agree with him on policy issues.

We suspect that even Americans who dislike gridlock 
and want more leadership are not ready to make sweeping 
constitutional changes or to stop voting for presidents and 
members of Congress from different parties. This unwill-
ingness suggests they like the idea of national political 
institutions being able to block a policy if it lacks strong 
public support. Since all of us don’t like something, we all 
have an interest in some degree of gridlock.

And we seem to protect that interest. In a typical presi-
dential election, about one-fourth of all voters will vote for 
one party’s candidate for president and the other party’s 
candidate for Congress. As a result, about one-fourth of 
all congressional districts will be represented in the House 
by a person who does not belong to the party of the presi-
dent who carried that district. Some scholars believe that 
voters split tickets deliberately in order to create divided 
government and thus magnify the effects of the checks and 
balances built into our system, but the evidence support-
ing this belief is not conclusive.

Gridlock, to the extent that it exists, is a necessary 
consequence of a system of representative democracy. 
Such a system causes delays, intensifies deliberations, 
forces compromises, and requires the creation of broad-
based coalitions to support most policies. This system is 
the opposite of direct democracy. If you believe in direct 
democracy, you believe that what the people want on some 
issue should become law with as little fuss and bother as 
possible.

Political gridlocks are like traffic gridlocks—people get 
overheated, things boil over, nothing moves, and nobody 
wins except journalists who write about the mess and lob-
byists who charge big fees to steer their clients around the 
tie-up. In a direct democracy, the president would be a 
traffic cop with broad powers to decide in what direction 
the traffic should move and to make sure that it moves 
that way.

But if unified governments are not really unified—if 
in fact they are split by ideological differences within each 
party and by the institutional rivalries between the presi-
dent and Congress—then this change is less important 
than it may seem. What is important is the relative power 
of the president and Congress. That has changed greatly.

14-2  The Powers of the 
President

Though presidents, unlike prime ministers, cannot com-
mand an automatic majority in the legislature, they do 
have some formidable, albeit vaguely defined, powers. The 
Framers of the Constitution designed the executive office 
with limited powers, but over time, the presidency has 
evolved to assume increasing political responsibilities and 
to face heightened public expectations, even as the institu-
tion’s constitutional powers have remained largely the same.

Constitutional Powers
The president’s official powers are mostly set forth 
in Article II of the Constitution and are of two sorts: 
those the president can exercise without formal legisla-
tive approval, and those that require the consent of the 
Senate or of Congress as a whole. 

Powers of the President Alone

•	 Serve as commander-in-chief of the armed forces
•	 Commission officers of the armed forces
•	 Grant reprieves and pardons for federal offenses (except 

impeachment)
•	 Convene Congress in special sessions
•	 Receive ambassadors
•	 Take care that the laws be faithfully executed
•	 Wield the “executive power”
•	 Appoint officials to lesser offices

Powers the President Shares  
with the Senate

•	 Make treaties
•	 Appoint ambassadors, judges, and high officials

Powers the President Shares with Congress 
as a Whole

•	 Approve legislation

Taken alone and interpreted narrowly, this list of 
powers is not very impressive. Obviously, the president’s 
authority as commander-in-chief is important, but literally 
construed, most of the other constitutional grants seem to 
provide for little more than a president who is chief clerk 
of the country. A hundred years after the Founding, that 
is about how matters appeared to even the most astute 
observers. In 1884, Woodrow Wilson wrote a book about 
American politics titled Congressional Government, in 
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which he described the business of the president as “usu-
ally not much above routine,” mostly “mere administra-
tion.” The president might as well be an officer of the civil 
service. Success required simply obeying Congress and 
staying alive.6

But even as Wilson wrote, he was overlooking some 
examples of enormously powerful presidents, such as 
Abraham Lincoln, and he was not sufficiently attentive 
to the potential for presidential power to be found in the 
more ambiguous clauses of the Constitution as well as 
in the political realities of American life. The president’s 
authority as commander-in-chief has grown—especially, 
but not only, in wartime—to encompass not simply the 
direction of the military forces, but also the management of 
the economy and the direction of foreign affairs as well. A 
quietly dramatic reminder of the awesome implications of 
the president’s military powers occurs at the precise instant 
that a new president assumes office. A military officer car-
rying a locked briefcase moves from the side of the outgo-
ing president to the side of the new one. In the briefcase 
are the secret codes and orders that permit the president to 
authorize the launch of American nuclear weapons.

The president’s duty to “take care that the laws be 
faithfully executed” has become one of the most elastic 
phrases in the Constitution. By interpreting this broadly, 
Grover Cleveland was able to use federal troops to break a 
labor strike in the 1890s, and Dwight Eisenhower was able 
to send troops to help integrate a public school in Little 
Rock, Arkansas, in 1957.

The greatest source of presidential power, however, is 
not found in the Constitution at all but in politics and public 
opinion. Increasingly since the 1930s, Congress has passed 
laws that confer on the executive branch broad grants of 
authority to achieve some general goals, leaving it up to the 
president and his deputies to define the regulations and pro-
grams that will actually be put into effect. In Chapter 15, we 
see how this delegation of legislative power to the president 
has contributed to the growth of the bureaucracy. Moreover, 
the American people—always in times of crisis, but increas-
ingly as an everyday matter—look to presidents for lead-
ership and hold them responsible for a large and growing 
portion of our national affairs. The public thinks, wrongly, 
of the presidency as the “first branch” of government.

The Evolution of the Presidency
Not surprisingly, given the preeminence of the presi-
dency in American politics today, few issues inspired as 
much debate or concern among the Framers in 1787 as 
the problem of defining the chief executive. The del-
egates feared anarchy and monarchy in about equal 
measure. When the Constitutional Convention met, the 
existing state constitutions gave most, if not all, power 
to the legislatures. In 8 states, the governor actually was 
chosen by the legislature, and in 10 states, the governor 
could not serve more than one year. Only in New York, 
Massachusetts, and Connecticut did governors have 
much power or serve for any length of time.

IMAGE 14-2 A military aide to the president carries a leather briefcase containing the classified 
nuclear war plan, popularly known as the “football,” to Marine One.
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Some of the Framers proposed a plural national 
executive (i.e., several people would each hold the execu-
tive power in different areas, or they would exercise the 
power as a committee). Others wanted the executive 
power checked, as it was in Massachusetts, by a council 
that would have to approve many of the chief executive’s 
actions. Alexander Hamilton strongly urged the exact 
opposite: in a five-hour speech, he called for something 
very much like an elective monarchy, patterned in some 
respects after the British kind. No one paid much attention 
to this plan or even, at first, to the more modest (and ulti-
mately successful) suggestion of James Wilson for a single, 
elected president.

In time, those who won out believed that the gov-
erning of a large nation, especially one threatened by for-
eign enemies, required a single president with significant 
powers. Their cause was aided, no doubt, by the fact that 
everybody assumed George Washington would be the 
first president, and confidence in him—and in his sense 
of self-restraint—was widely shared. Even so, several del-
egates feared the presidency would become, in the words of 
Edmund Randolph of Virginia, “the foetus of monarchy.”

Concerns of the Founders
The delegates in Philadelphia, and later the critics of the 
new Constitution during the debate over its ratification, 
worried about aspects of the presidency that were quite 
different from those that concern us today. In 1787–1789, 
some Americans suspected that the president, by being 
able to command the state militia, would use the militia 
to overpower state governments. Others were worried 
that if presidents were allowed to share treaty-making 

power with the Senate, they would be “directed by min-
ions and favorites” and become a “tool of the Senate.”

But the most frequent concern was over the possibil-
ity of presidential reelection: Americans in the late 18th 
century were sufficiently suspicious of human nature and 
sufficiently experienced in the arts of mischievous gov-
ernment to believe that a president, once elected, would 
arrange to stay in office in perpetuity by resorting to brib-
ery, intrigue, and force. This might happen, for example, 
every time the presidential election was thrown into 
the House of Representatives because no candidate had 
received a majority of the votes in the electoral college, a 
situation that most people expected to happen frequently.

In retrospect, these concerns seem misplaced, even fool-
ish. The power over the militia has had little significance, 
the election has gone to the House only twice (1800 and 
1824), and though the Senate dominated the presidency off 
and on during the second half of the 19th century, it has 
not done so recently. The real sources of the expansion of 
presidential power—the president’s role in foreign affairs, 
ability to shape public opinion, position as head of the exec-
utive branch, and claims to have certain “inherent” powers 
by virtue of the office—were hardly predictable in 1787.

There was nowhere in the world at that time, nor 
had there been at any time in history, an example of an 
American-style presidency. It was a unique and unprec-
edented institution, and the Framers and their critics 
can easily be forgiven for not predicting accurately how 
it would evolve. At a more general level, however, they 
understood the issue quite clearly. Gouverneur Morris of 
Pennsylvania put the problem of the presidency this way: 
“Make him too weak: the Legislature will usurp his powers. 
Make him too strong: he will usurp on the Legislature.”7

Qualifications
•	 A natural-born citizen (can be born abroad to parents 

who are American citizens)

•	 35 years of age

•	 A resident of the United States for at least 14 years 
(but not necessarily the 14 years just preceding the 
election)

Benefits
•	 A nice house

•	 A salary of $400,000 per year (taxable)

•	 An expense account of $50,000 per year (tax-free)

•	 Travel expenses of $100,000 per year (tax-free)

•	 A pension, upon retirement, equal to the pay of a cabi-
net member (taxable)

•	 Staff support and lifetime Secret Service protection 
after leaving the presidency

•	 A White House staff of approximately 400–500

•	 A country residence at Camp David

•	 A personal airplane, Air Force One

•	A fine chef

HOW 
THINGS 
WORK

The President: Qualifications and Benefits
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The Framers knew 
very well that the rela-
tions between the presi-
dent and Congress and 
the manner in which the 
president is elected were 
of profound impor-
tance, and they debated 
both at great length. 
The first plan was for 

Congress to elect the president—in short, for the system 
to be quasi-parliamentary. But if that were done, some 
delegates pointed out, Congress could dominate an honest 
or lazy president, whereas a corrupt or scheming president 
might dominate Congress.

After much discussion, it was decided that the president 
should be chosen directly by voters. But which voters? The 
emerging nation was large and diverse. It seemed unlikely 
that every citizen would be familiar enough with the can-
didates to cast an informed vote for a president directly. 
Worse, a direct popular election would give inordinate 
weight to the large, populous states, and no plan with that 
outcome had any chance of adoption by the smaller states.

The Electoral College
Thus the electoral college was invented, whereby each 
of the states would select electors in whatever manner it 
wished. The electors would then meet in each state capital 
and vote for president and vice president. Many Framers 
expected that this procedure would lead to each state’s 
electors voting for a favorite son, and thus no candidate 
would win a majority of the popular vote. In this event, 
it was decided, the House of Representatives should make 
the choice, with each state delegation casting one vote.

The plan seemed to meet every test: large states 
would have their say, but small states would be protected 

by having a minimum of three electoral votes no mat-
ter how tiny their population. The small states together 
could wield considerable influence in the House, where 
it was widely expected most presidential elections would 
ultimately be decided. Of course, it did not work out quite 
this way: The Framers did not foresee the role that political 
parties would play in producing nationwide support for a 
slate of national candidates.

Once the manner of electing the president was settled, 
the question of powers was much easier to decide. After 
all, if you believe the procedures are fair and balanced, 
then you are more confident in assigning larger powers to 
the president within this system. Accordingly, the right to 
make treaties and the right to appoint lesser officials, origi-
nally reserved for the Senate, were given to the president 
“with the advice and consent of the Senate.”

The President’s Term of Office
Another issue was put to rest soon thereafter. George 
Washington, the unanimous choice of the electoral col-
lege to be the first president, firmly limited himself to 
two terms in office (1789–1797), and no president until 
Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933–1945) dared to run for more 
(though Ulysses S. Grant tried). In 1951, the Twenty-
second Amendment to the Constitution was ratified, 
formally limiting all subsequent presidents to two terms.

The remaining issues concerning the nature of the 
presidency, and especially the relations between the presi-
dent and Congress, have been the subject of continu-
ing dispute. The pattern of relationships we see today is 
the result of an evolutionary process that has extended 
over more than two centuries. The first problem was to 
establish the legitimacy of the presidency itself, that is, 
to ensure, if possible, public acceptance of the office, its 
incumbent, and its powers, and to establish an orderly 
transfer of power from one incumbent to the next.

Executive Checks and Balances

In Federalist No. 70, Alexander Hamilton famously wrote of 
the need for “energy in the Executive,” which he defined as 
“unity” (a single president), “duration” (a term of office long 
enough for the executive to be effective), “adequate provi-
sion for its support” (a reasonable salary), and “compe-
tent powers” (the ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the 
office). Addressing fears that Article II of the Constitution 
made the executive too powerful, Hamilton said the pres-
ident would be checked by “a due dependence on the 

people” (elections) and “a due responsibility” (commitment 
to the public good). Do these checks suffice to keep the 
Framers’ system of separation of powers/checks and bal-
ances intact, and the president accountable, in the 21st 
century?

Source: Alexander Hamilton, The Federalist No. 70: The 
Executive Department Further Considered, March 15, 1788. 
Available online through the Avalon Project: Documents in 
Law, History and Diplomacy, Yale Law School.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

electoral college The people 
chosen to cast each state’s 
votes in a presidential election. 
Each state can cast one elec
toral vote for each senator and 
representative it has. The District 
of Columbia has three electoral 
votes, even though it cannot 
elect a representative or senator.
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Today, we take this for granted. After Donald Trump 
was inaugurated on January 20, 2017, becoming the 45th 
U.S. president, Barack Obama, the 44th, quietly left the 
capital. In the world today, such an uneventful succession 
is unusual. In many nations, a new chief executive comes 
to power with the aid of military force or as a result of 
political intrigue, and a predecessor often leaves office dis-
graced, exiled, or dead.

At the time the Constitution was written, the Founders 
could only hope that an orderly transfer of power from one 
president to the next would occur. France had just under-
gone a bloody revolution; England in the not-too-distant 
past had beheaded a king; and in Poland the ruler was elected 
by a process so manifestly corrupt and so open to intrigue 
that Thomas Jefferson, in what may be the first example of 
ethnic humor in American politics, referred to the proposed 
American presidency as a “bad edition of a Polish king.”

Yet by the time Abraham Lincoln found himself at the 
helm of a nation plunged into a bitter, bloody civil war, 
15 presidents had been elected, served their time, and left 
office without a hint of force being used to facilitate the 
process and with the people accepting the process—if not 
admiring all the presidents. This orderly transfer of author-
ity occurred despite passionate opposition and deeply 
divisive elections (such as that which brought Jefferson to 
power). And it did not happen by accident.

The First Presidents
Those who first served as president were among the most 
prominent men in the new nation, all active either in the 
movement for independence or in the Founding, or in 
both. Of the first five presidents, four (all but John Adams) 

served two full terms. Washington and Monroe were not 
even opposed. The first administration had at the highest 
levels the leading spokesmen for all of the major viewpoints: 
Alexander Hamilton was Washington’s secretary of the trea-
sury (and was sympathetic to urban commercial interests), 
and Thomas Jefferson was secretary of state (and more 
inclined toward rural, small-town, and farming views).

Washington spoke out strongly against political par-
ties, and though parties soon emerged, there was a stigma 
attached to them: Many people believed that it was wrong 
to take advantage of divisions in the country, to organize 
deliberately to acquire political office, or to make legisla-
tion depend on party advantage. As it turned out, this 
hostility to party (or “faction,” as it was more commonly 
called) was unrealistic; parties are as natural to democracy 
as churches are to religion.

Establishing the legitimacy of the presidency in the 
early years was made easier by the fact that the national 
government had relatively little to do. It had, of course, to 
establish a sound currency and to settle the debt accrued 
during the Revolutionary War. The Treasury Department 
inevitably became the principal federal office, especially 
under the strong leadership of Hamilton. Relations with 
England and France were important—and difficult—but 
otherwise government took little time and few resources.

In appointing people to federal office, a general rule 
of “fitness” emerged: Those appointed should have some 
standing in their communities and be well thought of 
by their neighbors. Appointments based on partisanship 
soon arose, but community stature could not be neglected. 
The presidency was kept modest. Washington clearly had 
not sought the office and did not relish the exercise of its 
then modest powers. He traveled widely so that as many 

IMAGES 14-3 and 14-4  America witnessed peaceful transfers of power not only between leaders of different parties (such as 
Woodrow Wilson and William Howard Taft in 1913), but also after a popular leader was assassinated (Lyndon Johnson is sworn in 
after John F. Kennedy’s death).
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people as possible could see their new president. His efforts 
to establish a semi-regal court etiquette were quickly 
rebuffed; the presidency was to be kept simple. Congress 
decided that not until after a president was dead might 
his likeness appear on a coin or on currency; no president 
until Eisenhower was given a pension upon his retirement.

The president’s relations with Congress were correct 
but not close. Washington appeared before the Senate to ask 
its advice on a proposed treaty with some Indian tribes. He 
got none and instead was politely told that the Senate would 
like to consider the matter in private. He declared that he 
would be “damned if he ever went there again,” and he never 
did. Thus ended the responsibility of the Senate to “advise” 
the president. Vetoes were sometimes cast by the president, 
but sparingly, and only when the president believed the law 
was not simply unwise but unconstitutional. Washington 
cast only two vetoes; Jefferson and Adams cast none.

The Jacksonians
At a time roughly corresponding to the presidency of 
Andrew Jackson (1829–1837), broad changes began to 
occur in American politics. These changes, together with 
the personality of Jackson himself, altered the relations 
between the president and Congress and the nature of 
presidential leadership. As so often happens, few peo-
ple at the time Jackson took office had much sense of 
what his presidency would be like. Though he had been 
a member of the House of Representatives and of the 
Senate, he was elected as a military hero—and an appar-
ently doddering one at that. Sixty-one years old and 
seemingly frail, he nonetheless used the powers of his 
office as no one before him had.

Jackson vetoed 12 acts of Congress, more than all his 
predecessors combined and more than any subsequent 
president until Andrew Johnson 30 years later. His vetoes 
were not simply on constitutional grounds but on policy 
ones: As the only official elected by the entire voting citi-
zenry, he saw himself as the “Tribune of the People.” None 
of his vetoes were overridden. He did not initiate many 
new policies, but he struck out against the ones he did not 
like. He did so at a time when the size of the electorate was 
increasing rapidly, and new states, especially in the West, 
had entered the Union. (There were then 24 states in the 
Union, nearly twice the original number.)

Jackson demonstrated what could be done by a popular 
president. He did not shrink from conflict with Congress, 
and the tension between the two branches of government 
that was intended by the Framers became intensified by 
the personalities of those in government: Jackson in the 
White House, and Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and John 
Calhoun in Congress. These powerful figures walked the 
political stage at a time when bitter sectional conflicts—
over slavery and commercial policies—were beginning to 

split the country. Jackson, though he was opposed to a large 
and powerful federal government and wished to return 
somehow to the agrarian simplicities of Jefferson’s time, was 
nonetheless a believer in a strong and independent presi-
dency. This view, though obscured by nearly a century of 
subsequent congressional dominance of national politics, 
was ultimately to triumph—for better or for worse.

The Reemergence of Congress
With the end of Jackson’s second term, Congress quickly rees-
tablished its power, and except for the wartime presidency of 
Lincoln and brief flashes of presidential power under James 
Polk (1845–1849) and Grover Cleveland (1885–1889, 
1893–1897), the presidency for a hundred years was the 
subordinate branch of the national government. Of the 
eight presidents who succeeded Jackson, two (William H. 
Harrison and Zachary Taylor) died in office, and none of the 
others served more than one term. Schoolchildren, trying to 
memorize the list of American presidents, always stumble in 
this era of the “no-name” presidents. This is hardly a coin-
cidence: Congress was the leading institution, struggling 
unsuccessfully with slavery and sectionalism.

It was also an intensely partisan era, a legacy of 
Jackson that lasted well into the 20th century. Public 
opinion was closely divided. In 9 of the 17 presidential 
elections between the end of Jackson’s term in 1837 and 
Theodore Roosevelt’s election in 1904, the winning can-
didate received less than half the popular vote. Only two 
candidates (Lincoln in 1864 and Ulysses S. Grant in 1872) 
received more than 55 percent of the popular vote.

During this long period of congressional—and usu-
ally senatorial—dominance of national government, 
only Lincoln broke new ground for presidential power. 

IMAGE 14-5 President Andrew Jackson thought of himself as 
the “Tribune of the People,” and he symbolized this by throw-
ing a White House party that anyone could attend. Hundreds 
of people showed up and ate or carried away most of a 1,400-
pound block of cheese.
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Lincoln’s expansive use of that power, like Jackson’s, was 
totally unexpected. He was first elected in 1860 as a 
minority president, receiving less than 40 percent of the 
popular vote among a field of four candidates. Though a 
member of the new Republican Party, he had been a mem-
ber of the Whig Party, a group that had stood for limiting 
presidential power. He had opposed America’s entry into 
the Mexican War and had been critical of Jackson’s use of 
executive authority.

But as president during the Civil War, Lincoln 
made unprecedented use of the vague powers in Article 
II of the Constitution, especially those that he felt were 
“implied” or “inherent” in the phrase “take care that the 
laws be faithfully executed” and in the express authoriza-
tion for him to act as commander-in-chief. Lincoln raised 
an army, spent money, blockaded Southern ports, tem-
porarily suspended the writ of habeas corpus, and issued 
the Emancipation Proclamation to free the slaves—all 

Until November 2000, it was almost impossible to get 
a student interested in the electoral college. But in the 
2000 presidential election, Florida’s electoral vote hung 
in the balance for weeks, with Bush finally winning it and 
(though he had fewer popular votes than Al Gore) the presi-
dency. As this electoral college–popular vote discrepancy 
had not happened since 1888, many people said 2000 was  
a historical anomaly—until it happened again in 2016, 
when Donald Trump won the presidential election with 
304 electoral college votes, but Hillary Clinton won nearly 
3 million more popular votes.

Here are the essential facts: each state gets electoral 
votes equal to the number of its senators and representa-
tives (the District of Columbia also gets three, even though it 
has no representatives in Congress). There are 538 electoral 
votes. To win, a candidate must receive at least half, or 270.

In all but two states, the candidate who wins the most 
popular votes wins all of the state’s electoral votes. Maine 
and Nebraska have a different system. They allow electoral 
votes to be split by awarding some votes on the basis of a 
candidate’s statewide total and some on the basis of how 
the candidate did in each congressional district. In 2016, 
three of Maine’s electoral votes went to Clinton; one went 
to Trump, who also won all five available in Nebraska.

Electoral Votes per State
The distribution of electoral college votes per state is for 
the 2016 presidential election, based on the 2010 cen-
sus. The colors indicate which states voted Democratic 
and Republican in 2016.

The winning slates of electors assemble in their state 
capitals about six weeks after the election to cast their bal-
lots. Ordinarily this is a pure formality. Occasionally, how-
ever, an elector will vote for a presidential candidate other 
than the one who carried the state. Such “faithless elec-
tors” have appeared in several elections since 1796. The 
2016 presidential election had seven faithless  electors—
two pledged for Donald Trump and five pledged for Hillary 
Clinton—more than any other presidential election in 
nearly 200 years (apart from ones in which a presidential 

or vice-presidential candidate died before electoral college 
votes were cast, and electors then voted for another candi-
date). The state electoral ballots are opened and counted 
before a joint session of Congress during the first week of 
January. The candidate with a majority is declared elected.

If no candidate wins a majority, the House of 
Representatives chooses the president from among the three 
leading candidates, with each state casting one vote. By 
House rules, each state’s vote is allotted to the candidate pre-
ferred by a majority of the state’s House delegation. If there 
is a tie within a delegation, that state’s vote is not counted.

The House has had to decide two presidential contests. 
In 1800, Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr tied in the elec-
toral college because of a defect in the language of the 
Constitution—each state cast two electoral votes, without 
indicating which was for president and which for vice presi-
dent. (Burr was supposed to be vice president and, after 
much maneuvering, he was.) This problem was corrected 
by the Twelfth Amendment, ratified in 1804. The only House 
decision under the modern system was in 1824, when it 
chose John Quincy Adams over Andrew Jackson and 
William H. Crawford, even though Jackson had more elec-
toral votes (and probably more popular votes) than his rivals.

Today the winner-takes-all system in effect in 48 states 
makes it possible for a candidate to win at least 270 electoral 
votes without winning a majority of the popular votes. This 
happened in 2016, 2000, 1888, and 1876, and almost hap-
pened in 1960 and 1884. Today, a candidate who carries the 
10 largest states wins 256 electoral votes, only 14 short of 
a presidential victory.

This means candidates have a strong incentive to cam-
paign extensively in big states they have a chance of win-
ning. In 2016, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump worked 
hard in key swing states such as Florida, Pennsylvania, 
North Carolina, and Virginia, but they spent less time in 
states where their respective political party has a strong 
majority (such as California for the Democrats and Texas for 
the Republicans). But the electoral college also gives power 
to small states. South Dakota, for example, has three elec-
toral votes (about 0.5 percent of the total), even though it 

HOW 
THINGS 
WORK

The Electoral College
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casts only about 0.3 percent of the popular vote. South 
Dakota and other small states are thus overrepresented 
in the electoral college. In 2016, Clinton and Trump made 
multiple trips to highly competitive states such as New 
Hampshire and Nevada, which have four and six electoral 
college votes, respectively, because the race was so close.

Sometimes states can have surprising results: In 
2016, Hillary Clinton was expected to win Michigan and 
Wisconsin (her campaign’s confidence in the latter was 
so high that she did not campaign there between the pri-
mary and general election). But Trump won both states 
and their combined 26 electoral college votes, which, 
along with Pennsylvania’s 20 electoral college votes, were 
key to his victory. (See the How Things Work box titled 
“2016 Election” in Chapter 10 for a discussion of the 2016 
presidential election results.)

Most Americans would like to abolish the electoral 
college. But doing away with it entirely would have some 
unforeseen effects. If we relied just on the popular vote, 
there might have to be a runoff election among the two 
leading candidates if neither gets a majority because 

third-party candidates won a lot of votes. This would 
encourage the formation of third parties (we might have 
a Jesse Jackson Party, a Pat Buchanan Party, a Pat 
Robertson Party, and a Ralph Nader Party). Each third 
party would then be in a position to negotiate with one 
of the two major parties between the first election and 
the runoff about favors it wanted in return for its support. 
American presidential politics might come to look like the 
multiparty systems in France and Italy.

Other changes could be made. One is for each state 
to allocate its electoral votes proportional to the popu-
lar vote the candidates receive in that state. Voters in 
Colorado acted on that measure in November 2004, 
but that proposal failed. If every state did that, several 
past elections would have been decided in the House of 
Representatives because no candidate got a majority of 
the popular vote.

The electoral college also serves another purpose: it 
makes candidates think about carrying states as well as 
popular votes, and so heightens the influence of states in 
national politics.
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(The other seven electors – 2 slated for Trump and 5 slated for Clinton – cast ballots for other candidates.)
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without prior congressional approval. He justified this, as 
most Americans probably would have, by the emergency 
conditions created by civil war. In this he acted little differ-
ently from Thomas Jefferson, who while president waged 
undeclared war against various North African pirates.

After Lincoln, Congress reasserted its power and 
became, during Reconstruction and for many decades 
thereafter, the principal federal institution. But it had 
become abundantly clear that a national emergency could 
equip the president with great powers and that a popular 
and strong-willed president could expand his powers even 
without an emergency.

Rise of the Modern Presidency
Except for the administrations of Theodore Roosevelt 
(1901–1909) and Woodrow Wilson (1913–1921), the 
president was, until the New Deal, at best a negative 
force—a source of opposition to Congress, not a source 
of initiative and leadership for it. Grover Cleveland was 
a strong personality, but for all his efforts he was able to 
do little more than veto bills that he did not like. He cast 
414 vetoes—more than any other president until Franklin 
Roosevelt. Frequent targets of his vetoes were bills to con-
fer special pensions on Civil War veterans.

Today we are accustomed to thinking that the presi-
dent formulates a legislative program to which Congress 
then responds, but until the 1930s the opposite was more 
the case. Congress ignored the initiatives of such presi-
dents as Grover Cleveland, Rutherford Hayes, Chester 
Arthur, and Calvin Coolidge. Woodrow Wilson in 
1913 was the first president since John Adams to deliver 
personally the State of the Union address, and he was one 
of the first to develop and argue for a presidential legisla-
tive program.

Our popular conception of the president as the cen-
tral figure of national government, devising a legislative 
program and commanding a large staff of advisers, is very 
much a product of the modern era and of the enlarged role 
of government. In the past, the presidency became pow-
erful only during a national crisis (the Civil War, World 
War I) or because of an extraordinary personality (Andrew 
Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson). Since 
the 1930s, however, the presidency has been powerful no 
matter who occupied the office and whether or not there 
was a crisis. 

Until the 1930s, Congress largely directed policymak-
ing, particularly for domestic issues, though some presi-
dents were active in promoting or rejecting legislation. But 
beginning with the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
the executive office acquired more political power, result-
ing in what presidency scholar Fred I. Greenstein has 
called the “modern presidency.”8

Four features distinguish the modern presidency 
from previous chief executives: greater formal and infor-
mal power; primary responsibility for agenda-setting; 
increased staff and advisory resources; and heightened vis-
ibility. Increased power creates heightened expectations for 
leadership, which presidents cannot always meet. Even so, 
presidents today exercise far more initiative in setting the 
policy agenda and promoting legislation than the Framers 
envisioned.

Because government now plays such an active role in 
our national life, the president is the natural focus of atten-
tion and the titular head of a huge federal administrative 
system (whether the president is the real boss is another 
matter). But the popular conception of the president as 
the central figure of national government belies the reali-
ties of present-day legislative–executive relations. Even in 
the modern presidency, Congress still takes the lead in 
some areas to set the legislative agenda.9 For example, the 
1990 Clean Air Act, like the 1970 Clean Air Act before it, 
was born and bred mainly by congressional, not presiden-
tial, action. Administration officials played almost no role 
in the legislative process that culminated in these laws.10

When President George H. W. Bush signed the 
1990  Clean Air Act or President Clinton signed the 
1996 Welfare Reform Act, each took credit for it, but in 
fact both bills were designed by members of Congress, not 
by the president.11 Likewise, although presidents domi-
nated budget policymaking from the 1920s into the early 
1970s, they no longer do. Instead, the “imperatives of the 
budgetary process have pushed congressional leaders to 
center stage.”12 Thus, as often as not, Congress proposes, 
the president disposes, and legislative–executive relations 
involve hard bargaining and struggle between these two 
branches of government.

14-3  How Modern 
Presidents Influence 
Policymaking

The sketchy constitutional powers given to presidents, 
combined with the lack of an assured legislative major-
ity, mean that they must rely heavily on persuasion to 
accomplish much. Here, the Constitution gives some 
advantages; the president and the vice president are the 
only officials elected by the whole nation, and the presi-
dent is the ceremonial head of state as well as the chief 
executive of the government.

Presidents can use their national constituency and cer-
emonial duties to enlarge their political power, but they 
must do so quickly: The second half of their first term in 
office will be devoted to running for reelection, especially 
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if they face opposition 
for their own party’s 
nomination (as was the 
case with Carter and 
Ford).

The Three Audiences
The president’s persuasive powers are aimed at three 
audiences. The first, and often the most important, is 
the Washington, DC, audience of fellow politicians and 
leaders. As Richard Neustadt points out in his book 
Presidential Power and the Modern Presidents, a president’s 
reputation among Washington colleagues is of great 
importance in affecting how much deference the chief 
executive’s views receive and thus how much power the 
White House may wield.13 If a president is thought to be 
“smart,” “sure,” “cool,” “on top of things,” or “shrewd,” 
and thus “effective,” then the president likely will be 
effective. Franklin Roosevelt had that reputation, and 
so did Lyndon Johnson, at least for his first few years in 
office. Truman, Ford, and Carter often did not have that 
reputation, and they lost ground accordingly. Power, like 
beauty, exists largely in the eye of the beholder.

A second audience comprises party activists and 
officeholders outside Washington—the partisan grass-
roots. These persons want the president to exemplify their 
principles, trumpet their slogans, appeal to their fears and 
hopes, and help them get reelected. As we explained in 
Chapter 9, partisan activists increasingly have an ideologi-
cal orientation toward national politics. Therefore, they 
will expect “their” president to make fire-and-brimstone 
speeches that confirm in them a shared sense of purpose 
and, incidentally, help them raise money from contribu-
tors to state and local campaigns.

The third audience is “the public.” But of course that 
audience is really many publics, each with a different view 
or set of interests. A president on the campaign trail speaks 
boldly of what will be accomplished; a president in office 
speaks quietly of problems that must be overcome. Citizens 
often are irritated at the apparent tendency of officehold-
ers, including the president, to sound mealy-mouthed and 
equivocal. But it is easy to criticize the cooking when you 
haven’t been the cook. A president learns quickly that every 
utterance will be scrutinized closely by the media and by 
organized groups here and abroad, and errors of fact, judg-
ment, timing, or even inflection will be immediately and 
forcefully pointed out. Given the risks of saying too much, 
it is a wonder that presidents say anything at all.

Presidents have made fewer and fewer impromptu 
remarks in the years since Franklin Roosevelt held office; 
they instead rely more and more on prepared speeches 

from which political errors can be removed in advance. 
Hoover and Roosevelt held, on average, one or more press 
conferences per week, but no president since then has 
come close to that frequency (though the White House 
press secretary does meet daily with the media in formal 
briefings and informally as well).14 Instead, modern presi-
dents make formal speeches, or they communicate directly 
with the public through events or, more recently, social 
media. A president’s use of public speeches is called the 
bully pulpit, a phrase that means taking advantage of the 
prestige and visibility of the presidency to try to guide or 
mobilize the American people.

Presidential public communication has become more 
important since the early 20th century. Woodrow Wilson 
resumed the custom started by the first two presidents 
of delivering state of the union messages in person to 
Congress. Presidential scholar Richard E. Neustadt wrote 
in 1960 of the need for presidents to appeal to multiple 
constituencies, and he emphasized the importance of 
“public prestige,” for which a president must be “effective 
as a teacher to the public.”15

Political scientists and communication scholars have 
identified the use of public rhetoric as a political strategy 
by presidents in modern American politics. Samuel Kernell 
shows how modern presidents routinely use a practice of 
“going public” to build popular support for their policies, 
and Jeffrey K. Tulis examines the development of the “rhe-
torical presidency,” in which presidents use public speeches 
to exercise popular leadership. Mary E. Stuckey finds that 
advances in media technology shape what presidents say 
and how they say it, whereas Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and 
Kathleen Hall Jamieson evaluate how presidents use rhe-
torical opportunities to exercise political influence with the 
other institutions of government.16

Despite all the time and energy that presidents invest 
in their public communication, their efforts may not yield 
the results they seek. Based on extensive analysis of public 
opinion polls, George C. Edwards III argues that presiden-
tial speeches serve to bolster existing public views rather 
than to change them—the “bully pulpit,” he says, falls “on 
deaf ears.” Jeffrey E. Cohen examines media coverage of 
the presidency and finds that presidents can influence seg-
ments of the public through local news coverage, but that 
national strategies of “going public” are less successful.17

Popularity and Influence
Despite the limits of the bully pulpit, presidents com-
municate with the public to attempt to convert personal 
popularity into congressional support for the president’s 
legislative programs (and to improve chances for reelec-
tion). It is not obvious, of course, why Congress should 

bully pulpit The president’s 
use of prestige and visibility to 
guide or mobilize the American 
public.
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care about a president’s popularity. After all, as we saw 
in Chapter 13, most members of Congress are secure in 
their seats, and few need fear any “party bosses” who might 
deny them renomination. Moreover, the president cannot 
ordinarily provide credible electoral rewards or penalties to 
members of Congress. By working for their defeat in the 
1938 congressional election, President Franklin Roosevelt 
attempted to “purge” members of Congress who opposed 
his program, but he failed. Nor does presidential sup-
port help a particular member of Congress: Most repre-
sentatives win reelection anyway, and the few who are in 
trouble are rarely saved by presidential intervention. When 
President Reagan campaigned hard for Republican senato-
rial candidates in 1986, he, too, failed to have much effect.

That said, as we discussed in Chapter 10, congres-
sional candidates do benefit from the president’s coattails; 
when a popular president is at the top of the ticket, more 
of that party’s candidates win their races for Congress. It 
is true, as can be seen from Figure 14.1, that a winning 
president will often find that party strength in Congress 
increases. Of course, as we also discussed in Chapter 10, 
other factors affect legislative elections as well, so presi-
dential coattails are just one of several factors that matter 
there. While coattails exist, they are more modest than 
earlier studies suggested.

In midterm election years, when the president is not 
running for office, the president’s party typically fares less 
well than in presidential election years. The decay in the 

reputation of the president and party midterm is evident 
in Figure 14.2. Since 1934, in every off-year election but 
three, the president’s party has lost seats in one or both 
chambers of Congress (see also the discussion in Chapter 
10 of the surge-and-decline phenomenon). In 1934, dur-
ing the Great Depression and Franklin D. Roosevelt’s first 
term as president, the Democrats gained nine seats in 
the House and nine seats in the Senate. In 1998, during 
President Bill Clinton’s second term in office and in the 
midst of a contentious and volatile inquiry into the presi-
dent’s affair with a White House intern (see page 358), 
the Democrats won five seats in the House and lost none 
in the Senate. In 2002, during the first term of President 
George W. Bush and just over a year after the devastating 
9/11 terror attacks, the Republicans gained eight House 
seats and two in the Senate. Outside of crises, the ability of 
the president to persuade is important but limited.

Nonetheless, a president’s personal popularity may 
have a significant effect on how many White House ini-
tiatives are enacted into law, even if those initiatives do 
not affect reelection chances for members of Congress. 
Though they do not fear a president who threatens to 
campaign against them (or cherish one who promises to 
support them), members of Congress do have a sense that 
it is risky to oppose too adamantly the policies of a popu-
lar president. Politicians share a sense of a common fate: 
they tend to rise or fall together. Statistically, a president’s 
popularity, as measured by a Gallup poll (see Figure 14.3), 

 FIGURE 14.1  Partisan Gains or Losses in Congress in Presidential Election Years
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 FIGURE 14.2  Partisan Gains or Losses in Congress in Off-Year Elections
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 FIGURE 14.3  Presidential Popularity
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is associated with the proportion of presidential legislative 
proposals approved by Congress (see Figure 14.4). Other 
things equal, the more popular the president, the higher 
the proportion of presidential bills that Congress will pass.

But use these figures with caution. How successful a 
president is with Congress depends not just on the numbers 
reported here, but on many other factors as well. First, the 
president can be “successful” on a big bill or on a trivial 
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one. If the president is successful on a lot of small matters 
and never on a big one, the measure of presidential victories 
does not tell us much. Second, a president can keep the vic-
tory score high by not taking a position on any controversial 
measure. (President Carter made his views known on only 
22 percent of House votes, whereas President Eisenhower 
made his views known on 56 percent of those votes.) Third, 
a president can seem to be successful if a few executive initia-
tives are passed, but most of the legislative program is bottled 
up in Congress and never comes to a vote. Given these prob-
lems, “presidential victories” are hard to measure accurately.

A fourth general caution: presidential popularity 
is hard to predict and can be greatly influenced by fac-
tors over which nobody, including the president, has 
much control. For example, when he took office in 2001, 
President George W. Bush’s approval rating was 57 percent, 
nearly identical to what President Bill Clinton received in 
his  initial rating (58 percent) in 1993. But Bush also had 
an initial disapproval rating of 25 percent, which undoubt-
edly was due partly to the Florida vote-count controversy 
(see Chapter 10). (Bush’s initial disapproval rating had 
been the highest of any president since polling began, 
but President Donald Trump’s initial disapproval rating 
of 45 percent in January 2017 was considerably higher.)

Bush’s approval ratings through his first six months 
were fairly typical for presidents since 1960. But from the 
terrorist attack on the United States on September 11, 
2001, through mid-2002, his approval ratings never dipped 
below 70 percent, and the approval ratings he received 
shortly after the attack (hovering around 90  percent) were 
the highest ever recorded.

President Barack Obama’s approval rating averaged 
63 percent in his first six months in office, but as unem-
ployment neared 10 percent, his popularity decreased, fall-
ing below 45 percent by the 2010 midterm elections. In 
2011 and 2012, Obama’s approval ratings typically aver-
aged between 45 and 50 percent, and they were above 
50 percent when he won reelection. In his second term, 
Obama’s approval ratings dropped to the low 40s, but they 
moved just above 50 percent before he left office. President 
Trump took office in 2017 with an historically low initial 
public approval rating of 45 percent (the same percentage 
as his initial disapproval rating).  By June 2017, his disap-
proval rating had reached 60 percent, a higher number 
than nine of his 13 predecessors ever received throughout 
their presidencies.

The Decline in Popularity
Though presidential popularity is an asset, its value 
tends inexorably to decline. As can be seen from Figure 
14.3, every president except Eisenhower, Reagan, and 
Clinton lost popular support between inauguration and 
the time that he left office, except when his reelection 
gave him a brief burst of renewed popularity. Truman 
was hurt by improprieties among his subordinates and 
by the protracted Korean War; Johnson was crippled by 
the increasing unpopularity of the Vietnam War; Nixon 
was severely damaged by the Watergate scandal; Ford 
was hurt by pardoning Nixon for his part in Watergate; 
Carter was weakened by continuing inflation, staff 
irregularities, and the Iranian kidnapping of American 
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hostages; George H. W. 
Bush was harmed by 
an economic recession, 
as was Barack Obama. 
George W. Bush suf-
fered from public criti-
cism of the war in Iraq.

Because a presi-
dent’s popularity tends 
to be highest right 
after an election, politi-
cal commentators like 
to speak of a “honey-
moon,” during which, 
presumably, the presi-
dent’s love affair with 
the people and with 

Congress can be consummated. Certainly, Roosevelt 
enjoyed such a honeymoon. In the legendary “first hun-
dred days” of his presidency, from March to June 1933, 
FDR obtained from a willing Congress a vast array of new 
laws creating new agencies and authorizing new powers. 
But those were extraordinary times; the most serious eco-
nomic depression of that century had put millions out of 
work, closed banks, impoverished farmers, and ruined the 
stock market. It would have been politically irresponsible 
for Congress to have blocked, or even delayed, action on 
measures that seemed to be designed to help the nation 
out of the crisis.

Other presidents, serving in more normal times, have 
not enjoyed such a honeymoon. Truman had little suc-
cess with what he proposed; Eisenhower proposed little. 
Kennedy, Nixon, Ford, and Carter had some victories 
in their first year in office, but nothing that could be 
called a honeymoon. Only Lyndon Johnson enjoyed a 
highly productive relationship with Congress; until the 
Vietnam War sapped his strength, he rarely lost. Reagan 
began his administration with important victories in his 
effort to cut expenditures and taxes, but he then faced 
more challenges in his second year (though he recovered 
to win reelection resoundingly in 1984). Nevertheless, 
presidents do have other ways besides persuasion to influ-
ence policymaking.

Other Ways for Presidents to 
Influence Policymaking
The Constitution gives the president the power to veto 
legislation. In addition, most presidents have asserted 
the right of “executive privilege,” or the right to with-
hold information that Congress may want to obtain 

from the president or subordinates, and some presidents 
have tried to impound funds appropriated by Congress. 
Presidents also may use their “executive power,” as enu-
merated in Article II of the Constitution, to make policy 
pronouncements through executive orders and signing 
statements. These efforts by the president to say no are 
not only a way of blocking action but also a way of forc-
ing Congress to bargain with the White House over the 
substance of policies.

Veto Power
If a president disapproves of a bill passed by both houses 
of Congress, then a veto is possible in one of two ways. 
One is by a veto message. This is a statement that the 
president sends to Congress accompanying the bill, 
within 10 days (not counting Sundays) after the bill has 
been passed. In it the president sets forth reasons for not 
signing the bill. The other is the pocket veto. If the presi-
dent does not sign the bill within 10 days and Congress 
has adjourned within that time, then the bill will not 
become law.

Obviously, a pocket veto can be used only during a 
certain time of the year—just before Congress adjourns at 
the end of its second session. At times, however, presidents 
have pocket-vetoed a bill just before Congress recessed for 
a summer vacation or to permit its members to campaign 
during an off-year election. In 1972, Senator Edward 
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts protested that this was 
unconstitutional, since a recess is not the same thing as an 
adjournment. In a case brought to federal court, Kennedy 
was upheld, and it is now understood that the pocket veto 
can be used only just before the life of a given Congress 
expires.

A bill not signed or vetoed within 10 days while 
Congress is still in session becomes law automatically, with-
out the president’s approval. A bill returned to Congress 
with a veto message can be passed over the president’s 
objections if at least two-thirds of each house votes to over-
ride the veto. A bill that has received a pocket veto cannot 
be brought back to life by Congress (since Congress has 
adjourned), nor does such a bill carry over to the next ses-
sion of Congress. If Congress wants to press the matter, it 
will have to start all over again by passing the bill anew in 
its next session, and then hope the president will sign it or, 
if not, that they can override a veto.

The president must either accept or reject the entire 
bill. Presidents do not have the power, possessed by most 
governors, to exercise a line-item veto, with which the 
chief executive can approve some provisions of a bill and 
disapprove others. Congress could take advantage of this 
by putting items the president did not like into a bill 

line-item veto An execu
tive’s ability to block a particular 
provision in a bill passed by the 
legislature.

veto message A message 
from the president to Congress 
stating that that a bill passed 
in both chambers will not be 
signed. Must be produced 
within 10 days of the bill’s 
passage.

pocket veto A bill fails to 
become law because the presi
dent did not sign it within 10 days 
before Congress adjourns.
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14-3 How Modern Presidents Influence Policymaking 343

otherwise favored, forcing the president to approve those 
provisions along with the rest of the bill or reject the entire 
legislation.

In 1996, Congress passed a bill, which the presi-
dent signed into law, giving the president the power of 
“enhanced rescission.” This means the president could 
cancel parts of a spending bill passed by Congress with-
out vetoing the entire bill. The president had five days 
after signing a bill to send a message to Congress rescind-
ing some parts of what had been signed. These rescissions 
would take effect unless Congress, by a two-thirds vote, 
overturned them. Congress could choose which parts of 
the president’s cancellations it wanted to overturn. But the 
Supreme Court has decided that this law is unconstitu-
tional. The Constitution gives the president no such power 
to carve up a bill: the president must sign the whole bill, 
veto the whole bill, or allow it to become law without a 
presidential signature.18

Nevertheless, the veto power is a substantial one, 
because Congress rarely has the votes to override it. 
From George Washington to Barack Obama, more than 
2,500 presidential vetoes were cast; of these, about 4 per-
cent were overridden (see Figure 14.5). Cleveland, Franklin 
Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower made the most 

extensive use of vetoes, accounting for 65 percent of all 
vetoes ever cast.

George W. Bush did not veto a single bill in his first 
term, though he issued 12 vetoes in his second term, of 
which 4 were overridden. In his first term in office, Barack 
Obama vetoed just two bills. Often the vetoed legislation 
is revised by Congress and passed in a form suitable to the 
president. There is no tally of how often this happens, but 
it is frequent enough so that both branches of government 
recognize that the veto, or even the threat of it, is part of 
an elaborate process of political negotiation in which the 
president has substantial powers.

Executive Privilege
The Constitution says nothing about whether the presi-
dent is obliged to divulge private communications with 
principal advisers, but presidents have acted as if they do 
have that privilege of confidentiality. The presidential 
claim is based on two grounds. First, the doctrine of the 
separation of powers means that one branch of govern-
ment does not have the right to inquire into the internal 
workings of another branch headed by constitutionally 
named officers. Second, the principles of statecraft and 

 FIGURE 14.5  Presidential Vetoes, 1789–2017
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executive order A presi
dential directive that calls for 
action within the executive 
branch.

of prudent administra-
tion require that the 
president have the right 
to obtain confidential 
and candid advice from 

subordinates; such advice could not be obtained if it 
quickly would be exposed to public scrutiny.

For almost 200 years, the claim of presidential con-
fidentiality was not seriously challenged. The Supreme 
Court did not require the disclosure of confidential com-
munications to or from the president.19 Congress was never 
happy with this claim but until 1973 did not seriously 
dispute it. Indeed, in 1962, a Senate committee explicitly 
accepted a claim by President Kennedy that his secretary of 
defense, Robert S. McNamara, was not obliged to divulge 
the identity of Defense Department officials who had cen-
sored certain speeches by generals and admirals.

In 1974, the Supreme Court for the first time met 
the issue directly. A federal special prosecutor sought 
tape recordings of White House conversations between 
President Nixon and his advisers as part of his investiga-
tion of the Watergate scandal. In the case of United States 
v. Nixon, the Supreme Court, by a vote of eight to zero, 
held that while there may be a sound basis for the claim 
of executive privilege, especially where sensitive military 
or diplomatic matters are involved, there is no “absolute 
unqualified Presidential privilege of immunity from judi-
cial process under all circumstances.”20 To admit otherwise 
would be to block the constitutionally defined function of 
the federal courts to decide criminal cases.

Thus, Nixon was ordered to hand over the disputed 
tapes and papers to a federal judge so that the judge 
could decide which were relevant to the case at hand and 
allow those to be introduced into evidence. In the future, 
another president may well persuade the Court that a dif-
ferent set of records or papers is so sensitive as to require 
protection, especially if there is no allegation of criminal 
misconduct requiring the production of evidence in court. 
As a practical matter, it seems likely that presidential advis-
ers will be able, except in unusual cases such as Watergate, 
to continue to give private advice to the president.

In 1997 and 1998, President Clinton was sued while 
in office by a private person, Paula Jones, who claimed 
he had solicited sex from her in ways that hurt her repu-
tation. In defending himself against that and other mat-
ters, his lawyers attempted to claim executive privilege for 
Secret Service officers and government-paid lawyers who 
worked with him, but federal courts held that not only 
could a president be sued, but these other officials could 
not claim executive privilege.21 One unhappy consequence 
of this episode is that the courts have greatly weakened the 
number of officials with whom the president can speak 

in confidence. It is not easy to run an organization when 
the courts can later compel your associates to testify about 
everything you said.

Impoundment of Funds
From time to time, presidents have refused to spend 
money appropriated by Congress. Truman did not spend 
all that Congress wanted spent on the armed forces, and 
Johnson did not spend all that Congress made available for 
highway construction. Kennedy refused to spend money 
appropriated for new weapons systems that he did not like. 
Indeed, the precedent for impounding funds goes back at 
least to the administration of Thomas Jefferson.

But what has precedent is not thereby constitutional. 
The Constitution is silent on whether the president must 
spend the money that Congress appropriates; all it says 
is that the president cannot spend money that Congress 
has not appropriated. The major test of presidential power 
in this respect occurred during the Nixon administration. 
Nixon wished to reduce federal spending. He proposed 
in 1972 that Congress give him the power to reduce fed-
eral spending so that it would not exceed $250 billion 
for the coming year. Congress, under Democratic control, 
refused. Nixon responded by pocket-vetoing 12 spending 
bills and then impounding funds appropriated under other 
laws that he had not vetoed.

Congress in turn responded by passing the Budget 
Reform Act of 1974, which, among other things, requires 
the president to spend all appropriated funds unless 
Congress is told what funds should not be spent, and then 
Congress agrees, within 45 days, to delete the items. If 
the president wishes simply to delay spending the money, 
then Congress need only be informed, but Congress then 
can refuse the delay by passing a resolution requiring the 
immediate release of the money. Federal courts have upheld 
the rule that the president must spend, without delay for 
policy reasons, money that Congress has appropriated.

Executive Orders
Article II of the Constitution states that “The executive 
Power shall be vested in a President of the United States 
of America.” Executive power to sign or veto laws passed 
by Congress is clearly explained in the Constitution; 
but presidents historically have interpreted executive 
power more broadly in order to make decisions and take 
action  unilaterally—that is, without seeking congres-
sional approval. In so doing, presidents sometimes have 
issued executive orders, which are presidential directives 
that call for action within the executive branch. As one 
scholar wrote, “presidents have used executive orders to 
make momentous policy choices, creating and abolishing 
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executive agencies, reorganizing administrative and regu-
latory processes, determining how legislation is imple-
mented, and taking whatever action is permitted within the 
boundaries of their constitutional or statutory authority.”22

Virtually every president has issued executive orders, 
though their number, type, and substance have varied 
considerably over time. George Washington’s Neutrality 
Proclamation to keep the United States out of con-
flicts in Europe, Thomas Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase, 
Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, Franklin 
D. Roosevelt’s relocation of Japanese Americans to intern-
ment camps during World War II, Harry S. Truman’s 
desegregation of the armed forces and seizure of steel 
mills during the Korean War, and Dwight D. Eisenhower’s 
decision to call the Arkansas National Guard into service 
to enforce a school desegregation in Little Rock all were 
actions taken by executive order.23 Since the 1930s, most 
executive orders are numbered and published in the Federal 
Register.24 Presidents also may issue proclamations, memo-
randa, and other executive actions that are comparable to 
executive orders but do not have the same requirements 
for numbering and publication.25

All of these executive statements have the force of 
law, but they remain in effect only as long as the presi-
dent allows or the courts permit. For example, in 2012, 
Barack Obama unilaterally created the Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which allowed peo-
ple who entered the United States illegally as children to 
receive two-year work permits (which could be renewed), 
and have temporary relief from deportation procedures.26 
Obama did so because the White House and Congress 
could not come close to an agreement on comprehensive 
immigration reform. Two years later, Obama announced 
the Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful 
Permanent Residents (DAPA) program, which extended 
similar protections to illegal immigrants whose children 
are U.S. citizens. But when a federal court issued an 
injunction on the program in response to a lawsuit filed by 
several states, DAPA was halted, and the U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration Services agency announced that it would 
not extend the DACA program either.27 

In his first seven weeks in office, President Trump 
issued some two dozen executive orders or comparable 
unilateral actions. Some were information-oriented, 
such as the creation of task forces to combat crime or 
to review military readiness or the 2010 Dodd-Frank 
financial regulations. Some were organizational, such as 
restructuring the National Security Council or moving the 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities offices back 
from the Department of Education to the White House. 
And some were highly controversial policy changes, most 
significantly a revised executive order that temporarily 

suspended the U.S. refu-
gee program and banned 
immigration from six 
countries with majority 
Muslim populations, 
citing national security 
concerns about poten-
tial terrorist attacks. But federal courts blocked both the 
original order, issued one week after Trump took office, 
and the revised one.28 The Supreme Court agreed to review 
the travel ban in the fall of 2017, and permitted a limited 
version (which excluded close relatives of people legally 
residing in the United States, as well as individuals with 
valid visas, from the ban) to be implemented until then. 

Signing Statements
Since at least the presidency of James Monroe, the White 
House has issued statements at the time the president 
signs a bill that has been passed by Congress. These state-
ments have had several purposes: to express presidential 
attitudes about the law, to tell the executive branch how to 
implement it, or to declare that the president thinks some 
part of the law is unconstitutional. President Andrew 
Jackson, for example, issued a statement in 1830 say-
ing that a law designed to build a road from Chicago to 
Detroit should not cross the Michigan boundary (and so 
not get to Chicago). Congress complained, but Jackson’s 
view prevailed and the road did not get to Chicago.

In the 20th century, these statements became com-
mon. President Reagan issued 71, President George H. W. 
Bush signed 141, and President Clinton inked 105. By 
the late 1980s, they were published in legal documents 
as part of the legislative history of a bill.29 During his two 
terms, President George W. Bush signed more than 150, 
and in so doing he challenged more than 1,200 sections 
of legislation, about double the number challenged by all 
of his predecessors. President Obama, who campaigned 
against the use of signing statements, signed more than 
three dozen.30

Naturally, members of Congress are upset by this 
practice. To them, a signing statement often blocks the 
enforcement of a law Congress has passed and is therefore 
equivalent to an unconstitutional line-item veto. But presi-
dential advisers have defended these documents, arguing 
(as did an assistant attorney general in the Clinton admin-
istration) that they not only clarify how the law should be 
implemented but also allow the president to declare what 
part of the law is in his view unconstitutional and thus 
ought not to be enforced at all.31

While the Supreme Court has allowed signing state-
ments to clarify the unclear legislative intent of a law, it 

signing statement A presi
dential document that reveals 
what the president thinks of a 
new law and how it ought to be 
enforced.
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has never given a clear verdict about the constitutional 
significance of such documents.32 In 2007, the Democratic 
Congress considered a challenge to the practice, and 
President Obama issued a memo less than three months 
after taking office, stating that he would use signing state-
ments only to protest unconstitutional provisions on legis-
lation, not for policy disagreements. But even with unified 
government, Obama issued signing statements during his 
first year in office, and members of Congress criticized 
him for doing so. The struggle over signing statements 
is another illustration of what one scholar has called the 
“invitation to struggle” that the Constitution has created 
between the president and Congress.33

14-4  Presidential Character, 
Organization, and 
Policymaking

Although all presidents share certain constitutional and 
political powers, every president brings to the White House 
a distinctive personality; the way the White House is orga-
nized and run will reflect that personality. Moreover, the 
public will judge the president not only in terms of accom-
plishments but also in terms of perception of character. 
Thus, personality plays a more important role in explain-
ing the presidency than it does in explaining Congress, as 
the selected examples of modern presidential leadership 
below illustrate.

Presidential Personality  
and Leadership Style
Dwight Eisenhower brought an orderly, military style 
to the White House. He was accustomed to delegating 
authority and to having careful and complete staff work 

done for him by trained specialists. Though critics often 
accused him of having a bumbling, incoherent manner 
of speaking, in fact much of that was a public disguise—
a strategy for avoiding being pinned down in public on 
matters where he wished to retain freedom of action. His 
private papers reveal a very different Eisenhower—sharp, 
precise, deliberate.34

John F. Kennedy brought a very different style to the 
presidency. He projected the image of a bold, articulate, 
and amusing leader who liked to surround himself with 
talented amateurs. Instead of clear, hierarchical lines of 
authority, there was a pattern of personal rule and an 
atmosphere of improvisation. Kennedy did not hesitate to 
call very junior subordinates directly and tell them what 
to do, bypassing the chain of command.35

Lyndon Johnson was a master legislative strategist 
who had risen to be majority leader of the Senate on the 
strength of his ability to persuade other politicians in face-
to-face encounters. He was a consummate deal maker who, 
having been in Washington for 30 years before becoming 
president, knew everybody and everything. As a result, he 
tried to make every decision himself. But the style that 
served him well in political negotiations did not serve him 
well in speaking to the country at large, especially when 
trying to retain public support for the war in Vietnam.36

Richard Nixon was a highly intelligent man with a 
deep knowledge of and interest in foreign policy, coupled 
with a deep suspicion of the media, his political rivals, 
and the federal bureaucracy. In contrast to Johnson, he 
disliked personal confrontations and tended to shield 
himself behind an elaborate staff system. Distrustful of 
the cabinet agencies, he tried first to centralize power in 
the White House and then to put into key cabinet posts 
former White House aides loyal to him. Like Johnson, 
his personality made it difficult for him to mobilize pop-
ular support. Eventually, he was forced to resign under 
the threat of impeachment arising out of his role in the 
Watergate scandal.37

Gerald Ford, before being appointed vice president, 
had spent his political life in Congress and was at home 
with the give-and-take, discussion-oriented procedures 
of that body. He was also a genial man who liked talk-
ing to people and encouraged an open system of White 
House organization. But this meant that many decisions 
were made in a disorganized fashion in which key peo-
ple—and sometimes key problems—were not reviewed 
systematically.38

Jimmy Carter was an outsider to Washington and 
boasted of it. A former Georgia governor, he was deter-
mined not to be “captured” by Washington insiders. He 
also was a voracious reader with a wide range of interests 
and an appetite for detail. These dispositions led him to try 

•	United States v. Nixon (1974): A president is 
entitled to receive confidential advice but can be 
required to reveal material related to a criminal 
prosecution.

•	Nixon v. Fitzgerald (1982): The president may not 
be sued while in office.

•	Clinton v. Jones (1997): The president may be 
sued for actions taken before becoming president.

Powers of the  
President

LANDMARK 
CASES
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to do many things and to do them personally. Like Ford, 
he began with an open system; unlike Ford, he based his 
decisions on reading countless memos and asking detailed 
questions. His advisers finally decided that he was trying to 
do too much in too great detail, and later in his presidency, 
he shifted toward a more structured advisory process.39

Ronald Reagan was also an outsider, a former gover-
nor of California. But unlike Carter, he wanted to set the 
broad directions of his administration and leave the details 
to others. He gave wide latitude to subordinates and to 
cabinet officers, within the framework of an emphasis on 
lower taxes, less domestic spending, a military buildup, 
and a tough line with the Soviet Union. He was a superb 
leader of public opinion, earning the nickname “The 
Great Communicator.”40

George H. W. Bush lacked Reagan’s speaking skills 
and was much more of a hands-on manager. Drawing on 
his extensive experience in the federal government (he had 
been vice president, director of the CIA, ambassador to the 
United Nations, representative to China, and a member of 
the House), Bush made decisions on the basis of personal 
contacts with key foreign leaders and Washington officials.41

Bill Clinton, like Carter, brought gubernatorial expe-
rience to the White House, paid a lot of attention to pub-
lic policy, and preferred informal, ad hoc arrangements 
for running his office. Unlike Carter, he was an effective 
speaker who could make almost any idea sound plausible. 
Consistent with his governing philosophy in his home 
state of Arkansas, he was elected president as a centrist 
Democrat but immediately pursued liberal policies such 
as comprehensive health insurance. When those failed 
and the Republicans won control of Congress in 1994, 
Clinton became a centrist again. His sexual affairs became 
the object of major investigations, and he was impeached 
by the House but acquitted by the Senate.42

George W. Bush, the 43rd president, entered office as 
an outsider from Texas, but he was an outsider with a dif-
ference: his father had served as the 41st president of the 
United States, his late paternal grandfather had served as a 
U.S. senator from Connecticut, and he won the presidency 
only after the U.S. Supreme Court halted a recount of bal-
lots in Florida, where his brother was governor. Bush, who 
had earned an advanced degree in business administration 
from Harvard, ran a very tight White House ship, insist-
ing that meetings run on time and that press contacts be 
strictly controlled. He turned back public doubts about 
his intellect through self-deprecating humor. Following 
the terrorist attack on America on September 11, 2001, 
his agenda shifted almost entirely to foreign and military 
affairs, the war on terror, and homeland security.43

Barack Obama succeeded Bush in 2009. He was the 
first African American to win a major party’s presidential 

nomination and only the third person elected to the presi-
dency while a sitting U.S. Senator. In the 2008 presiden-
tial race, Obama campaigned as the candidate of change 
and hope (“Yes we can!” was his most popular mantra). 
He came to office in January 2009 amid a global eco-
nomic crisis that included devastating losses in America’s 
real-estate sector and financial markets. In his first term 
in office, he passed the largest budget in U.S. history and 
enacted legislation for comprehensive health insurance. 
Obama won reelection in 2012 but faced severe policy-
making challenges in his second term, including a govern-
ment shutdown in 2013 and a refusal by a Republican-led 
Senate to consider his Supreme Court nominee in 2016. 
While Obama’s public popularity was above 50 percent 
when he left the White House, criticism of his leadership 
style included perceptions of aloofness and a dislike of the 
ongoing engagement and communication with political 
opponents required for policymaking.44

Donald Trump’s unexpected victory in the 2016 presi-
dential race was surprising for several reasons. A business-
man who never mounted a full-fledged political campaign 
before the 2016 election, Trump did not follow the tradi-
tional path of fundraising, endorsements from party elites, 
and campaign staff with extensive expertise in presidential 
politics. He relied on social media, particularly Twitter, to 
convey ideas and attack political opponents, and he con-
tinued to rely on this tool as a means of governance from 
the White House. In his early months in office, President 
Trump took several measures via executive order to fol-
low through on campaign promises, such as a temporary 
ban on immigration from certain countries (which was 
blocked in federal court) and a decision to withdraw from 
the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade agreement. How his 
leadership style will affect his ability to enact legislation 
with Congress remains to be seen.

The Office of the President
It was not until 1857 that the president was allowed 
to have a private secretary paid for with public funds, 
and it was not until after the assassination of President 
McKinley in 1901 that the president was given a Secret 
Service bodyguard. The president was not able to submit 
a single presidential budget until after 1921, when the 
Budget and Accounting Act was passed and the Bureau 
of the Budget (now called the Office of Management 
and Budget) was created. Grover Cleveland personally 
answered the White House telephone, and Abraham 
Lincoln often answered his own mail.

Today, of course, the president has hundreds of people 
who can assist, and the trappings of power— helicopters, 
guards, limousines—are plainly visible. The  White 
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House  staff has grown 
enormously. (Just how 
big the staff is, no one 
knows. Presidents like 
to pretend that the 
White House is not the 
large bureaucracy that 
it in fact has become.) 
Add to this the oppor-
tunities for presidential 
appointments to the 
cabinet, the courts, and 
various agencies, and the 
resources at the disposal 
of the president would 

appear to be awesome. That conclusion is partly true and 
partly false, or at least misleading, and for a simple reason. 
If presidents were once helpless for lack of assistance, they 
now confront an army of assistants so large that it consti-
tutes a bureaucracy that can be difficult to control.

The ability of a presidential assistant to affect the pres-
ident is governed by the rule of propinquity: in general, 
power is wielded by people in the room when a decision is 
made. Presidential appointments can thus be classified in 
terms of their proximity, physical and political, to the pres-
ident. There are three degrees of propinquity: the White 
House Office, the Executive Office, and the cabinet.

The White House Office
The president’s closest assistants have offices in the White 
House, usually in the West Wing of the building. Their 
titles often do not reveal the functions that they actually 
perform: “counsel,” “counselor,” “assistant to the presi-
dent,” “special assistant,” “special consultant,” and so forth. 
The actual titles vary from one administration to another, 
but in general the men and women who hold them oversee 
the political and policy interests of the president. As part 
of the president’s personal staff, these aides do not have 
to be confirmed by the Senate; the president can hire and 
fire them at will. The White House staff today typically 
includes about 400–500 people.45

Essentially, a president can organize personal staff 
in three ways—through the “pyramid,” “circular,” and 
“ad hoc” methods. In a pyramid structure, used by 
Eisenhower, Nixon, Reagan, both Presidents Bush, and 
(after a while) Clinton, most assistants report through a 
hierarchy to a chief of staff, who then deals directly with 
the president. In a circular structure, used by Carter, cabi-
net secretaries and assistants report directly to the presi-
dent. In an ad hoc structure, used for a while by President 
Clinton, task forces, committees, and informal groups of 

pyramid structure A presi
dent’s subordinates report to 
him through a clear chain of 
command headed by a chief of 
staff.

circular structure Several of 
the president’s assistants report 
directly to him.

ad hoc structure Several 
subordinates, cabinet officers, 
and committees report directly 
to the president on different 
matters.

friends and advisers deal directly with the president. For 
example, the Clinton administration’s health-care policy 
planning was spearheaded not by the Health and Human 
Services secretary Donna E. Shalala, but by First Lady 
Hillary Rodham Clinton and a White House adviser, Ira 
Magaziner. Likewise, its initiative to reform the federal 
bureaucracy (the National Performance Review) was led 
not by the Office of Management and Budget director 
Leon E. Panetta, but by an adviser to Vice President Gore, 
Elaine Kamarck.46

It is common for presidents to mix methods. For 
example, Franklin Roosevelt alternated between the cir-
cular and ad hoc methods in the conduct of his domestic 
policy and sometimes used a pyramid structure when deal-
ing with foreign affairs and military policy.

Taken individually, each method of organization has 
advantages and disadvantages. A pyramid structure pro-
vides for an orderly flow of information and decisions, 
but does so at the risk of isolating or misinforming the 
president. The circular method has the virtue of giving 
the president a great deal of information, but at the price 
of confusion and conflict among cabinet secretaries and 
assistants. An ad hoc structure allows great flexibility, 
minimizes bureaucratic inertia, and generates ideas and 
information from disparate channels, but it risks cutting 
the president off from the government officials who are 
ultimately responsible for translating presidential decisions 
into policy proposals and administrative action.

All presidents claim they are open to many sources of 
advice, and some presidents try to guarantee that open-
ness by using the circular method of staff organization. 
President Carter liked to describe his office as a wheel, 
with himself as the hub and his several assistants as spokes. 
But most presidents discover, as did Carter, that the dif-
ficulty of managing the large White House bureaucracy 
and of conserving their own limited supply of time and 
energy makes it necessary for them to rely heavily on one 
or two key subordinates. Carter, in July 1979, dramatically 
altered the White House staff organization by elevating 
Hamilton Jordan to the post of chief of staff, with the job 
of coordinating the work of the other staff assistants.

At first, President Reagan adopted a compromise 
between the circle and the pyramid, putting the White 
House under the direction of three key aides. At the begin-
ning of his second term in 1985, however, the president 
shifted to a pyramid, placing all his assistants under a sin-
gle chief of staff. Clinton began with an ad hoc system and 
then changed to one more like a pyramid. Each assistant 
has, of course, others working for him or her, sometimes 
a large number. At a slightly lower level of status, “special 
assistants to the president” serve various purposes. (Being 
“special” means, paradoxically, being less important.)
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Typically, senior White House staff members are 
drawn from the ranks of the president’s campaign staff—
longtime associates in whom he has confidence. A few 
members, however, will be experts brought in after the 
campaign; such was the case, for example, with Henry 
Kissinger, a former Harvard professor who became 
President Nixon’s assistant for national security affairs. The 
offices these men and women occupy often are small and 
crowded (Kissinger’s was not much bigger than the one 
he had while a professor at Harvard), but their occupants 
willingly put up with any discomfort in exchange for the 
privilege (and the power) of being in the White House. 
The arrangement of offices—their size, and especially their 
proximity to the president’s Oval Office—is a good mea-
sure of the relative influence of the people in them.

To an outsider, the amount of jockeying among the 
top staff for access to the president may seem comical or 
even perverse. The staff attaches enormous significance to 
whose office is closest to the president’s, who can see the 
president on a daily as opposed to a weekly basis, who can 
get an appointment with the president and who cannot, 
and who has a right to see documents and memoranda 
just before they go to the Oval Office. To be sure, there 

is ample grist here for Washington political novels. But 
there is also something important at stake: it is not simply 
a question of power plays and ego trips. Who can see the 
president and who sees and “signs off ” on memoranda 
going to the president affect in important ways who influ-
ences policy and thus whose goals and beliefs become 
embedded in policy.

The Executive Office of the President
Agencies in the Executive Office of the President (EOP) 
report directly to the president and perform staff ser-
vices, but are not located in the White House itself. Their 
members may or may not enjoy intimate contact with 
the president; some agencies are rather large bureaucra-
cies. The top positions in these organizations are filled by 
presidential appointment, but unlike the White House 
staff positions, these appointments typically require 
Senate confirmation. Principal agencies in the EOP 
include the Council of Economic Advisers, Director of 
National Intelligence, National Security Council, Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB), Office of the U.S. 
Trade Representative, and Office of the Vice President.

The Myth
The White House Office was created in the 1930s following 
recommendations made by the President’s Commission 
on Administrative Management. The principles under-
lying those recommendations have been endorsed by 
almost every presidential chief of staff since then. The key 
ones are:

1. Small is beautiful. The presidential staff should be 
small. At first, there were only six assistants.

2. A passion for anonymity. The president’s personal 
assistants should stay out of the limelight.

3. Honest brokers. The presidential staff should not 
make decisions for the president; it should only 
 coordinate the flow of information to the president.

The Reality
Increasingly, the operations of the White House Office  
seem to reflect almost the exact opposite of these 
principles.

1. Big is better. The White House staff has grown enor-
mously in size. Hundreds now work there.

2. Get out front. Key White House staffers have become 
household words—Henry Kissinger (under Nixon and 
Ford), H. R. Haldeman (under Nixon), Hamilton Jordan 
(under Carter), Howard Baker (under Reagan), George 
Stephanopoulos (under Clinton), Karl Rove (under 
G. W. Bush), and David Axelrod (under Obama).

3. Be in charge. Cabinet officers regularly complain that 
White House staffers are shutting them out and mak-
ing all the important decisions. Congressional investi-
gations have revealed the power of such White House 
aides as Haldeman, John Poindexter, and Lieutenant 
Colonel Oliver North.

Why the Gap Between Myth and Reality?
The answer is—the people and the government. The peo-
ple expect much more from presidents today; no president 
can afford to say, “We’re too busy here to worry about 
that.” The government is much more complex, and so 
leadership requires more resources. Even conservatives 
such as Ronald Reagan have been activist presidents.

Source: Adapted from Samuel Kernell and Samuel L. 
Popkin, editors, Chief of Staff. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1986, pp. 193–232.

HOW 
THINGS 
WORK

The Myth and Reality of the White House Office
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Of all the EOP 
agencies, perhaps the 
most important in terms 
of the president’s need 
for assistance in admin-

istering the federal government is the OMB. First called 
the Bureau of the Budget when it was created in 1921, it 
became OMB in 1970 to reflect its broader responsibilities. 
Today it does considerably more than assemble and analyze 
the figures that go each year into the national budget the 
president submits to Congress. It also studies the organiza-
tion and operations of the executive branch, devises plans 
for reorganizing various departments and agencies, devel-
ops ways of getting better information about government 
programs, and reviews proposals that cabinet departments 
want included in the president’s legislative program.

The OMB has a staff of more than 500 people, almost 
all career civil servants, many of high professional skill 
and substantial experience. Traditionally, OMB has been 
a nonpartisan agency—experts serving all presidents, with-
out regard to party or ideology. Starting with the Reagan 
administration, however, OMB has played a major role 
in advocating policies rather than merely analyzing them. 
David Stockman, President Reagan’s OMB director, was 
the primary architect of the 1981 and 1985 budget cuts 
proposed by the president and enacted by Congress. 
Stockman’s proposals often were adopted over the objec-
tions of the affected department heads. In 2001, President 
George W. Bush’s OMB director, Mitch Daniels, also par-
ticipated fully in West Wing political strategy sessions; he 
later was elected governor of Indiana.

President Obama’s first OMB director, Peter Orzag, was 
highly active in the administration’s health care reform initia-
tive. In President Obama’s second term, he appointed Sylvia 
Mathews Burwell, a former executive in the Gates Foundation 
and former OMB staffer under President Clinton, to head 
OMB. Burwell also was active in promoting the president’s 
policy agenda, and she became the administration’s main 
official for implementing the Affordable Care Act upon her 
appointment as secretary of Health and Human Services in 
2014. In 2017, South Carolina Congressman John Michael 
(“Mick”) Mulvaney was appointed OMB Director in the 
Trump administration.  A founding member of the Tea Party 
movement and the House Freedom Caucus (until he left 
Congress to take the OMB post), Mulvaney demonstrated 
clear determination to pursue major cuts in federal spending.

The Cabinet
The cabinet is a product of tradition and hope. At one 
time, the heads of the federal departments met regularly 
with the president to discuss matters, and some people, 

cabinet The heads of the 15 
executive branch departments 
of the federal government.

especially those critical of strong presidents, would 
like to see this kind of collegial decision making rees-
tablished. But in fact this role of the cabinet is largely 
fiction. Indeed, the Constitution does not even men-
tion the cabinet (though the Twenty-fifth Amendment 
implicitly defines it as consisting of “the principal offices 
of the executive departments”).

When Washington tried to get his cabinet to work 
together, its two strongest members—Alexander Hamilton 
and Thomas Jefferson—spent most of their time feuding. 
The cabinet, as a presidential committee, did not work any 
better for John Adams or Abraham Lincoln, for Franklin 
Roosevelt or John Kennedy. Dwight Eisenhower is almost 
the only modern president who came close to making the 
cabinet a truly deliberative body; he gave it a large staff, 
held regular meetings, and listened to opinions expressed 
there. But even under Eisenhower, the cabinet did not 
have much influence over presidential decisions, nor did 
it help him gain more power over the government.

By custom, cabinet officers are the heads of the 
15  major executive departments. These departments, 
together with the dates of their creation and the approxi-
mate number of their employees, are given in Table 14.2. 
The order of their creation is unimportant except in terms 
of protocol: where one sits at cabinet meetings is deter-
mined by the age of the department that one heads. Thus, 
the secretary of state sits next to the president on one side 
and the secretary of the treasury sits next to him on the 
other. Down at the foot of the table are the heads of the 
newer departments.

The president appoints or directly controls vastly 
more members of cabinet departments than does the 
British prime minister. The reason is simple: the president 
must struggle with Congress for control of these agen-
cies, whereas the prime minister has no rival branch of 
government that seeks this power. Presidents get more 
appointments than prime ministers to make up for what 
the separation of powers denies them.

This abundance of political appointments, however, 
does not give the president ample power over the depart-
ments. The secretary of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) reports to the president and has a few hundred 
political appointees to assist him or her in responding to 
the president’s wishes. But the secretary of HHS heads an 
agency with nearly 80,000 employees, 11 operating divi-
sions, hundreds of grant-making programs, and a budget of 
more than $1 trillion (of which approximately 85 percent 
is for spending on Medicare and Medicaid).47 Likewise, 
the secretary of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
spends the most time on departmental business and vastly 
less on talking to the president. It is hardly surprising 
that the secretary is largely a representative of HUD to 
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the president, rather than the president’s representative to 
HUD. And no one should be surprised that the secretary 
of HUD rarely finds much to talk about with the secretary 
of defense at cabinet meetings.

Having the power to make these appointments does 
give the president one great advantage, namely, a lot of 
opportunities to reward friends and political supporters. 
In the Education Department, for example, President 
Clinton found jobs for one-time mayors, senators, state 
legislators, and campaign aides.

Independent Agencies, Commissions, and 
Judgeships
The president also appoints people to four dozen or 
so agencies and commissions that are not considered 
part of the cabinet and that by law often have a quasi- 
independent status. The difference between an “execu-
tive” and an “independent” agency is not precise. In 

general, it means the heads of executive agencies serve at 
the pleasure of the president and can be removed at the 
president’s discretion. On the other hand, the heads of 
many independent agencies serve for fixed terms of office 
and can be removed only “for cause.”

The president can also appoint federal judges, subject 
to the consent of the Senate. Judges serve for life unless they 
are removed by impeachment and conviction. The reason 
for the special barriers to the removal of judges is that they 
represent an independent branch of government as defined 
by the Constitution, and limits on presidential removal 
powers are necessary to preserve that independence.

Who Gets Appointed
As we have seen, a president can make a lot of appoint-
ments but rarely knows more than a few of the appoin-
tees. Unlike cabinet members in a parliamentary system, 
the president’s cabinet officers and their principal depu-
ties usually have not served with the chief executive in 
the legislature. Instead, they come from private business, 
universities, think tanks, foundations, law firms, labor 
unions, and the ranks of former and present members 
of Congress as well as past state and local government 
officials. A president is fortunate to have agreement 
from most cabinet members on major policy questions. 
President Reagan made a special effort to ensure that his 
cabinet members were ideologically in tune with him, 
but even so, Secretary of State Alexander Haig soon 
got into a series of quarrels with senior members of the 
White House staff and had to resign.

The men and women appointed to the cabinet and 
to the subcabinet usually will have had some prior fed-
eral experience. One study of more than a thousand such 
appointments made by five presidents (Franklin Roosevelt 
through Lyndon Johnson) found that about 85 percent of 
the cabinet, subcabinet, and independent-agency appoin-
tees had some prior federal experience. In fact, most 
were in government service (at the federal, state, or local 
level) just before they received their cabinet or subcabinet 
appointment.48 Clearly, the executive branch is not, in gen-
eral, run by novices.

Many of these appointees are what Richard Neustadt 
has called “in-and-outers”: people who alternate between 
jobs in the federal government and ones in the private 
sector, especially in law firms and in universities. Donald 
Rumsfeld, before becoming secretary of defense to 
President George W. Bush, had been secretary of defense 
and chief of staff under President Ford and before that a 
member of Congress. Between his Ford and Bush services, 
he was an executive in a large pharmaceutical company. 
This pattern is quite different from that of parliamentary 

Department Year Created
Approximate 

Employees (2015)

State 1789 10,000 (2014)

Treasury 1789 84,000

Defense* 1947 89,500

Justice 1789 111,000

Interior 1849 48,800

Agriculture† 1889 73,700

Commerce 1913 35,200

Labor 1913 15,100

Health and Human 
Services‡

1953 63,300

Housing and Urban 
Development

1965 8,100

Transportation 1966 53,800

Energy 1977 14,400

Education 1979 3,900

Veterans Affairs 1989 324,600

Homeland Security 2002 167,000

*Formerly the War Department, created in 1789. Figures are for 
civilians only.
†Agriculture Department was created in 1862; was made part of the 
cabinet in 1889.
‡Originally Health, Education and Welfare; reorganized in 1979.

Source: U.S. Office of Personnel Management, Sizing Up the 
Executive Branch: Fiscal Year 2015, Table 3: Federal Executive 
Branch Employment by Cabinet Level Agency.

TABLE 14.2 The Cabinet Departments
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systems, where all the cabinet officers come from the leg-
islature and typically are full-time career politicians.

At one time, the cabinet had in it many people with 
strong political followings of their own—former senators 
and governors and powerful local party leaders. Under 
Franklin Roosevelt, Truman, and Kennedy, the postmas-
ter general was the president’s campaign manager. George 
Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and other presidents had 
to contend with cabinet members who were powerful fig-
ures in their own right: Alexander Hamilton and Thomas 
Jefferson worked with Washington; Simon Cameron (a 
Pennsylvania political boss) and Salmon P. Chase (formerly 
governor of Ohio) worked for—and against—Lincoln. 
Before 1824, the post of secretary of state was regarded as 
a stepping-stone to the presidency; and after that at least 
10 persons ran for president who had been either secretary 
of state or ambassador to a foreign country.49

Of late, however, a tendency has developed for presi-
dents to place in their cabinets people known for their 
expertise or administrative experience rather than for their 
political following. This is in part because party leaders 
can no longer demand a place in the cabinet and in part 
because presidents want (or think they want) “experts.” A 
remarkable illustration of this is the number of people with 
PhDs who have entered the cabinet. President Nixon, who 
supposedly did not like Harvard professors, appointed 
two—Henry Kissinger and Daniel Patrick Moynihan—to 
important posts. President Clinton appointed Georgetown 

professor Madeleine Albright to serve as the U.S. per-
manent representative to the United Nations and then 
secretary of state; President George W. Bush appointed 
Stanford professor Condoleezza Rice to serve as national 
security adviser and then secretary of state.

Additionally, presidents have become more attentive 
to recognizing politically important groups, regions, and 
organizations in their executive appointments. Robert 
Weaver became the first African American to serve in 
the cabinet when he served as secretary of HUD under 
President Johnson. The secretary of labor must be accept-
able to the AFL-CIO, the secretary of agriculture to at 
least some organized farmers. Each of the last three presi-
dents (Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama) 
appointed several women and minorities to his cabinet.

Because political considerations must be addressed in 
making cabinet and agency appointments, and because 
any head of a large organization will tend to adopt the 
perspective of that organization, there is an inevitable 
tension—even a rivalry—between the White House staff 
and the department heads. Staff members see themselves 
as extensions of the president’s personality and policies; 
department heads see themselves as repositories of expert 
knowledge (often knowledge of why something will not 
work as the president hopes).

White House staffers, many of them young men and 
women in their 20s or early 30s with little executive expe-
rience, will call department heads, often persons in their 

IMAGES 14-6 and 14-7 Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins (left), appointed by President Franklin 
Roosevelt, was the first woman cabinet member. When Condoleezza Rice was selected by President 
George W. Bush to be National Security Advisor, she became the first woman to hold that position 
(and later the first African American woman to be Secretary of State).
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50s with substantial executive experience, and tell them 
“the president wants” this or that or “the president asked 
me to tell you” one thing or another. Department heads 
try to conceal their irritation and then maneuver for some 
delay so they may develop counterproposals. On the other 
hand, when department heads call a White House staff 
person and ask to see the president, unless they are one 
of the privileged few in whom the president has special 
confidence, they often are told that “the president can’t be 
bothered with that” or “the president doesn’t have time to 
see you.”

The President’s Program
Imagine you have just spent three or four years running 
for president, during which time you have given essen-
tially the same speech over and over again. You have had 
no time to study the issues in any depth. To reach a large 
television audience, you have couched your ideas largely 
in rather simple—if not simple-minded—slogans. Your 
principal advisers are political aides, not legislative 
specialists.

You win. You are inaugurated. Now you must be a 
president instead of just talking about it. You must fill hun-
dreds of appointive posts, but you know personally only a 
handful of the candidates. You are expected to deliver an 
address to a joint session to Congress only two or three 
weeks after you are sworn in. It is quite possible you have 
never read, much less written, such a message before. You 
must submit a new budget; the old one is hundreds of 
pages long, much of it comprehensible only to experts. 
Foreign governments, as well as the stock market, hang 
on your every word, interpreting many of your remarks in 
ways that totally surprise you. What will you do?

The Constitution is not much help. It directs you to 
report on the state of the union and to recommend “such 
measures” as you shall judge “necessary and expedient.” 
Beyond that, you are charged to “take care that the laws 
be faithfully executed.”

At one time, of course, the demands placed on a newly 
elected president were not very great because the president 
was not expected to do very much. The president, upon 
assuming office, might speak of the tariff, or relations with 
England, or the value of veterans’ pensions, or the need 
for civil service reform. The president was not expected 
to have something to say (and offer) to everybody, but is 
expected to do so today.

Putting Together a Program
A president can develop a program in essentially two 
ways. One, exemplified by Presidents Carter and 
Clinton, is to have a policy on almost everything. To do 

this, they worked endless hours and studied countless 
documents, trying to learn something about and then 
state their positions on a large number of issues. The 
other method, illustrated by President Reagan, is to con-
centrate on three or four major initiatives or themes and 
leave everything else to subordinates.

But even when a president has a governing philoso-
phy, as did Reagan, plunging ahead independently is risky. 
The president must judge public and congressional reac-
tion to the proposed program before committing fully to 
it. Therefore, the president often will allow parts of the 
program to be “leaked” to the press, or “floated” as a trial 
balloon. Reagan’s commitment to a 30 percent tax cut 
and larger military expenditures was so well known that 
it required no leaking, but he did have to float his ideas 
on Social Security and certain budget cuts to test popular 
reaction. His opponents in the bureaucracy did exactly the 
same thing, hoping for the opposite effect. They leaked 
controversial parts of the program in an effort to discredit 
the whole policy. This process of testing the winds by a 
president and his critics helps explain why so many news 
stories coming from Washington mention no person by 
name but only an anonymous “highly placed source.”

In addition to the risks of adverse reaction, the presi-
dent faces three other constraints on planning a program. 
One is the sheer limits of time and attention span. Every 
president works harder than ever before. A 90-hour week is 
typical. Even so, the president has great difficulty keeping 
up with everything to know and make decisions about. For 
example, Congress during an average year passes several 
hundred bills, each of which the president must sign, veto, 
or allow to take effect without a presidential signature. 
Scores of people wish to see the president. Hundreds of 
phone calls must be made to members of Congress and 
others in order to ask for help, to smooth ruffled feathers, 
or to get information. The president must receive all newly 
appointed ambassadors and visiting heads of state and in 
addition have pictures taken with countless people, from 
a Nobel Prize winner to a child whose likeness will appear 
on the Easter Seal.

The second constraint is the unexpected crisis. 
Franklin Roosevelt obviously had to respond to a depres-
sion and to the mounting risks of world war.50 But most 
presidents get their crises when they least expect them. 
Kennedy faced the failure of the Bay of Pigs invasion 
in Cuba just three months after taking office, and then 
successfully resolved the Cuban missile crisis 18 months 
later.51 Johnson wanted to focus on domestic policy, but 
his incremental escalation of U.S. involvement in the 
Vietnam War ultimately dominated his presidency.52 
Nixon had to contend with the Vietnam War, increasing 
oil prices, and the Watergate burglary and cover-up, which 
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forced his resignation.53 George H. W. Bush managed the 
U.S. response to the ending of the Cold War and the dis-
solving of the Soviet Union into independent republics, 
and then developed a multilateral coalition to repel Iraq’s 
invasion of Kuwait.54 George W. Bush led the nation after 
the devastating 9/11 terrorist attacks, waging war in both 
Afghanistan and Iraq.55

The third constraint is that the federal government and 
most federal programs, as well as the federal budget, can be 
changed only marginally, except in special circumstances. 
The vast bulk of federal expenditures are beyond control in 
any given year; the money must be spent whether the presi-
dent likes it or not. Many federal programs have such strong 
congressional or public support that they must be left intact 
or modified only slightly. And this means that most federal 
employees can count on being secure in their jobs, whatever 
a president’s views on reducing the bureaucracy.

The result of these constraints is that the president, 
at least in ordinary times, has to be selective about priori-
ties. The president can be thought of as having a stock of 
influence and prestige comparable to a supply of money. 
To get the most “return” on resources, the president must 
“invest” that influence and prestige carefully in enterprises 
that promise substantial gains—in public benefits and 
political support—at reasonable costs.

Each president tends to speak in terms of changing 
everything at once, using overarching concepts such as a 
“New Deal,” a “New Frontier,” a “Great Society,” the “New 
Federalism,” or “Make America Great Again.” But beneath 

the rhetoric, the president must identify a few specific pro-
posals to pursue while remaining mindful of the need to 
leave a substantial stock of resources in reserve to handle the 
inevitable crises and emergencies. What a president man-
ages to do beyond this will depend on personal views and 
a sense of what the nation, as well as reelection, requires.

And it will depend on one other thing: opinion polls. 
The last president who never used polls was Herbert 
Hoover. Franklin Roosevelt began making heavy use of 
them, and every president since has relied on them. Bill 
Clinton had voters polled about almost everything—
where he should go on vacation (the West) and how to 
deal with Bosnia (no ground troops). Once, when polls 
did not exist, politicians often believed they should do 
what they thought the public interest required. Now that 
polls are commonplace, some politicians act on the basis 
of what their constituents want. Scholars call the first view 
the trustee approach: do what the public good requires, 
even if the voters are skeptical. The second view is the 
delegate model: do what your constituents want you to do.

But there is another way of looking at polls. They may 
be a device not for picking a policy, but for deciding what 
language to use in explaining that policy. Choose a policy 
that helps you get reelected or that satisfies an interest 
group, but then explain it with poll-tested words. President 
Clinton wanted to keep affirmative action (described in 
Chapter 6), but knew that most voters disliked it. So he 
used a poll-tested phrase—“mend it but don’t end it”—
and then did nothing to mend it.

IMAGE 14-8 During the Great Depression, the federal government created the Civilian 
Conservation Corps to provide employment through public works projects.
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Finally, a president’s program can be radically altered 
by a dramatic event or prolonged crisis. George W. Bush 
ran as a candidate interested in domestic issues and with 
little background in foreign affairs, but the terrorist attack 
of September 11, 2001, on the World Trade Center and 
the Pentagon dramatically changed his presidency into 
one preoccupied with foreign and military policy. Barack 
Obama campaigned against the war in Iraq but spent the 
first months of his presidency focused mainly on the coun-
try’s sagging economy.

Attempts to Reorganize
One item on the presidential agenda has been the same 
for almost every president since Herbert Hoover: reorga-
nizing the executive branch of government. In the wake 
of the terrorist attack on the United States on September 
11, 2001, the president, by executive order, created a 
new White House Office of Homeland Security, headed 
by his friend and former Pennsylvania governor, Tom 
Ridge. In the months that followed, it became clear to 
all, including the president, that he had given Ridge an 
impossible job. For one thing, despite its obvious impor-
tance, Ridge’s office, like most units with the Executive 
Office of the President, had only a dozen or so full-time 
staff, little budgetary authority, and virtually no ability 
to make and enforce decisions regarding how cabinet 
agencies operated. Nobody could meaningfully coor-
dinate the literally dozens of administrative units that 
the administration’s new homeland security blueprint 
required Ridge’s office to somehow manage.

To address this problem, President Bush called 
for a reorganization that would create the third-largest 
cabinet department: encompassing 22 federal  agencies, 
nearly 180,000 employees, and an annual budget of 
close to $40 billion. Among the federal agencies placed 
under the new Department of Homeland Security are 
the Coast Guard, the Customs Service, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, and the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service. A law authorizing the new 
Department of Homeland Security was enacted in 
November 2002, but it has taken years and much effort 
for the new agency to become fully operational.

Important as it is, the ongoing attempt to reorga-
nize the federal government around homeland security 
goals is neither the first, nor even the largest, reorganiza-
tion effort made by a sitting president. With few excep-
tions, every president since 1928 has tried to change the 
structure of the staff, departments, and agencies that are 
theoretically subordinate to the White House. Every presi-
dent has been appalled by the number of federal agen-
cies and by the apparently helter-skelter manner in which 

they have grown. But this is only one—and often not the 
most important—reason for wanting to reorganize. If a 
president wants to get something done, put new people in 
charge of a program, or recapture political support for a 
policy, it often is easier to do so by creating a new agency 
or reorganizing an old one than by abolishing a program, 
firing a subordinate, or passing a new law. Reorganization 
serves many objectives and thus is a recurring theme.

Legally, the president can reorganize the personal 
White House staff anytime. To reorganize in any impor-
tant way the larger Executive Office of the President or 
any of the executive departments or agencies, however, 
Congress must first be consulted. For more than 40 years, 
this consultation usually took the form of submitting to 
Congress a reorganization plan that would take effect 
provided that neither the House nor the Senate passed, 
within 60 days, a concurrent resolution disapproving the 
plan (such a resolution was called a legislative veto [dis-
cussed in Chapter 15]). This procedure, first authorized by 
the Reorganization Act of 1939, could be used to change, 
but not create or abolish, an executive agency. In 1981, 
authority under that act expired, and Congress did not 
renew it. Two years later, the Supreme Court declared all 
legislative vetoes unconstitutional (see Chapter 15), and 
so today any presidential reorganization plan would have 
to take the form of a regular law, passed by Congress and 
signed by the president.

What has been said so far may well give you the 
impression that the president is virtually helpless. That is 
not the case. The actual power of the president can only be 
measured in terms of what he can accomplish. What this 
chapter has described so far is the office as the president 
finds it—the burdens, restraints, demands, complexities, 
and resources that he encounters upon entering the Oval 
Office for the first time. Every president since Truman has 
remarked on how limited the powers of the president seem 
from the inside compared to what they appear to be from 
the outside. Franklin Roosevelt compared his struggles 
with the bureaucracy to punching a feather bed; Truman 
wrote that the power of the president was chiefly the power 
to persuade people to do what they ought to do anyway. 
After in office a year or so, Kennedy spoke to interviewers 
about how much more complex the world appeared than 
he had first supposed. Johnson and Nixon were broken by 
the office and the events that happened there.

Yet Franklin Roosevelt helped create the modern presi-
dency, with its vast organizational reach, and directed a 
massive war effort. Truman ordered two atomic bombs 
dropped on Japanese cities. Eisenhower sent American 
troops to Lebanon; Kennedy supported an effort to invade 
Cuba. Johnson sent troops to the Dominican Republic 
and to Vietnam; Nixon ordered an invasion of Cambodia; 
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Reagan launched an invasion of Grenada and sponsored 
an antigovernment insurgent group in Nicaragua; Bush 
invaded Panama and sent troops to the Persian Gulf to 
fight Iraq; Clinton sent troops to Haiti and Bosnia; George 
W. Bush ordered U.S. military operations in Afghanistan 
and Iraq; Obama approved air strikes in Libya. Obviously 
Europeans, Russians, Vietnamese, Panamanians, Iraqis, and 
others do not think the American president is “helpless.”

14-5 Presidential Transition
No president but Franklin Roosevelt has ever served 
more than two terms, and since the ratification of the 
Twenty-second Amendment in 1951, no president 
will ever again have the chance. But more than tradi-
tion or the Constitution escorts presidents from office. 
Only about one-third of the presidents since George 
Washington have been elected to a second term. Of the 
27 not reelected, four died in office during their first 
term. But the remainder either did not seek or (more 
usually) could not obtain reelection.

Of the eight presidents who died in office, four were 
assassinated: Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and Kennedy. 
At least six other presidents were the objects of unsuccess-
ful assassination attempts: Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt, 
Franklin Roosevelt, Truman, Ford, and Reagan. (There 
may have been attempts on other presidents that never 
came to public notice; the attempts mentioned here 
involved public efforts to fire weapons at presidents.)

The presidents who served two or more terms fall 
into certain periods, such as the Founding (Washington, 

Jefferson, Madison, Monroe), wartime or economic crisis 
(Lincoln, Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt, George W. Bush, 
Obama), relatively tranquil times (Monroe, McKinley, 
Eisenhower, Clinton), or some combination of the above. 
When the country was deeply divided, as during the 
years just before the Civil War and during the period of 
Reconstruction afterward, it was the rare president who 
was reelected.

The Vice President
Eight times a vice president has become president because 
of the death of his predecessor. It first happened to John 
Tyler, who became president in 1841 when William 
Henry Harrison died peacefully after only one month 
in office. The question for Tyler and for the country was 
substantial: Was Tyler simply to be the acting president 
and a kind of caretaker until a new president was elected, 
or was he to be president in every sense of the word? 
Despite criticism and despite what might have been the 
contrary intention of the Framers of the Constitution, 
Tyler decided on the latter course and was confirmed 
in that opinion by a decision of Congress. Ever since, 
the vice president has automatically become president, 
in title and in powers, when the occupant of the White 
House has died or resigned.

But if vice presidents frequently acquire office because 
of death, they rarely acquire it by election. Since the ear-
liest period of the Founding, when John Adams and 
Thomas Jefferson were each elected president after hav-
ing first served as vice president under their predecessors, 
there have been only three occasions when a vice president 
was later able to win the presidency without the president 
having died in office. One was in 1836, when Martin Van 
Buren was elected president after having served as Andrew 
Jackson’s vice president. The second was in 1968, when 
Richard Nixon became president after having served as 
Dwight Eisenhower’s vice president from 1953 to 1961. 
The third was in 1988, when George Bush succeeded 
Ronald Reagan. Many vice presidents who entered the 
Oval Office because their predecessors died were subse-
quently elected to terms in their own right—Theodore 
Roosevelt, Calvin Coolidge, Harry Truman, and Lyndon 
Johnson. But no one who wishes to become president 
should assume that to become vice president first is the 
best way to get there.

The vice-presidency is just what so many vice presi-
dents have complained about its being: a rather empty 
job. John Adams described it as “the most insignificant 
office that ever the invention of man contrived or his 
imagination conceived,” and most of his successors would 
have agreed. Thomas Jefferson, almost alone, had a good 

IMAGE 14-9 President Reagan waved to onlookers moments 
before he was shot on March 30, 1981, by a would-be assas-
sin. The Twenty-fifth Amendment addresses the issue of presi-
dential disability by providing for an orderly transfer of power 
to the vice president.
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word to say for it: “The second office of the government 
is honorable and easy, the first is but a splendid misery.”56 
Daniel Webster rejected a vice-presidential nomination 
in 1848 with the phrase, “I do not choose to be buried 
until I am really dead.”57 (Had he taken the job, he would 
have become president after Zachary Taylor died in office, 
thereby achieving a remarkable secular resurrection.) For 
all the good and bad jokes about the vice-presidency, how-
ever, candidates still struggle mightily for it. John Nance 
Garner gave up the speakership of the House to become 
Franklin Roosevelt’s vice president (a job he later cut-
tingly valued as “not worth a pitcher of warm spit”*), and 
Lyndon Johnson gave up the majority leadership of the 
Senate to become Kennedy’s. Truman, Nixon, Humphrey, 
Mondale, and Gore all left reasonably secure Senate seats 
for the vice-presidency.

The only official task of the vice president is to pre-
side over the Senate and to vote in case of a tie. (Vice 
President Mike Pence did this in early 2017 for Secretary 
of Education Betsy DeVos’s confirmation vote.) Even this 
is scarcely time-consuming, as the Senate chooses from 
among its members a president pro tempore, as required 
by the Constitution, who (along with others) presides 
in the absence of the vice president. The vice president’s 
leadership powers in the Senate are weak, especially when 
the vice president is of a different party from the majority 
of the senators. But on occasion the vice president can 
become very important. Right after the terrorists attacked 
the United States in 2001, President Bush was in his air-
plane while his advisers worried that he might be attacked 
next. Vice President Cheney was quickly hidden away in 
a secret, secure location so he could run the government 
if anything happened to President Bush. And for many 
months thereafter, Cheney stayed in this location in case 
he suddenly became president. But absent a crisis, the vice 
president is, at best, only an adviser to the president.

Problems of Succession
If the president should die in office, the right of the vice 
president to assume that office has been clear since the 
time of John Tyler. But two questions remain: What if 
the president falls seriously ill, but does not die? And if 
the vice president steps up, who then becomes the new 
vice president?

The first problem has arisen on a number of occa-
sions. After President James A. Garfield was shot in 1881, 
he lingered through the summer before he died. President 
Woodrow Wilson collapsed from a stroke in 1919, became 

*The word he actually used was a good deal stronger than spit, but 
historians are decorous.

a virtual recluse for several months, and then sharply cur-
tailed activity for the rest of his term. Eisenhower had three 
serious illnesses while in office; Reagan was shot during his 
first term and hospitalized during his second.

The second problem has arisen on eight occasions 
when the vice president became president owing to the 
death of the incumbent. In these cases, no elected person 
was available to succeed the new president, should he die 
in office. For many decades, the problem was handled by 
law. The Succession Act of 1886, for example, designated 
the secretary of state as next in line for the presidency 
should the vice president die, followed by the other cabi-
net officers in order of seniority. But this meant that a vice 
president who became president could pick his own suc-
cessor by choosing his own secretary of state. In 1947, the 
law was changed to make the Speaker of the House and 
then the president pro tempore of the Senate next in line 
for the presidency. But that created still other problems: a 
Speaker or a president pro tempore is likely to be chosen 
because of seniority, not executive skill, and in any event 
might well be of the party opposite to that occupying the 
White House.

Both problems were addressed in 1967 by the Twenty-
fifth Amendment to the Constitution. It deals with the 
disability problem by allowing the vice president to serve 
as “acting president” whenever the president declares an 
inability to discharge the powers and duties of the office, 
or whenever the vice president and a majority of the cabi-
net declare that the president is incapacitated. If the presi-
dent disagrees with the opinion of the vice president and a 
majority of the cabinet, then Congress decides the issue. A 
two-thirds majority is necessary to confirm that the presi-
dent is unable to serve.

The amendment deals with the succession problem 
by requiring a vice president who assumes the presidency 
(after a vacancy is created by death or resignation) to nom-
inate a new vice president. This person takes office if the 
nomination is confirmed by a majority vote of both houses 
of Congress. When there is no vice president, then the 
1947 law governs: next in line are the Speaker, the Senate 
president, and the 15 cabinet officers, beginning with the 
secretary of state.

The disability problem has not arisen since the adop-
tion of the amendment, but the succession problem has. 
In 1973, Vice President Spiro Agnew resigned, having 
pleaded no contest to criminal charges. President Nixon 
nominated Gerald Ford as vice president, and after exten-
sive hearings he was confirmed by both chambers of 
Congress and sworn in. Then on August 9, 1974, Nixon 
resigned the presidency—the only president to do so—and 
Ford became president. He nominated as his vice president 
Nelson Rockefeller, who was confirmed by both houses of 
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impeachment Charges 
against a president approved 
by a majority of the House of 
Representatives.

Congress—again, after 
extensive hearings—
and was sworn in on 
December 19, 1974. For 
the first time in history, 
the two principal execu-

tive officers of the nation had not been elected to either 
the presidency or the vice-presidency. It is a measure of 
the legitimacy of the Constitution that this arrangement 
caused no crisis in public opinion.

Impeachment
A president can leave office early one other way—besides 
death, disability, or resignation—and that is by impeach-
ment. Not only the president and vice president but also 
all “civil officers of the United States” can be removed 
by being impeached and convicted. As a practical mat-
ter civil officers—cabinet secretaries, bureau chiefs, and 
the like—are not subject to impeachment because the 
president can remove them at any time and usually will 
if their behavior makes them a serious political liability. 
Federal judges, who serve during “good behavior”† and 
who are constitutionally independent of the president 
and Congress, have been the most frequent objects of 
impeachment.

An impeachment is like an indictment in a criminal 
trial: a set of charges against somebody, voted by (in this 
case) the House of Representatives. To be removed from 
office, the impeached officer must be convicted by a two-
thirds vote of the Senate, which sits as a court, is presided 
over by the Chief Justice, hears the evidence, and makes its 
decision under whatever rules it wishes to adopt. Nineteen 
persons have been impeached by the House, and eight 
have been convicted by the Senate. The last conviction was 
in 2010, when a federal judge was removed from office.

Only two presidents have ever been impeached—
Andrew Johnson in 1868 and Bill Clinton in 1998. 
(Richard Nixon would surely have been impeached 
in 1974, had he not resigned after the House Judiciary 
Committee voted to recommend impeachment.) The 
Senate did not convict either Johnson or Clinton by 
the necessary two-thirds vote. The case against Johnson 
was entirely political—radical Republicans, who wished 
to punish the South after the Civil War, were angry at 
Johnson, a Southerner, who had a soft policy toward the 
South. The argument against him was flimsy.

The case against Clinton was more serious. The House 
Judiciary Committee, relying on the report of independent 

†“Good behavior” means a judge can stay in office until he retires or 
dies, unless he or she is impeached and convicted.

counsel Kenneth Starr, charged Clinton with perjury 
(lying under oath about his sexual affair with White House 
intern Monica Lewinsky), obstruction of justice (trying to 
block the Starr investigation), and abuse of power (making 
false written statements to the Judiciary Committee). The 
vote to impeach was passed by the House along party lines. 
The Senate vote fell far short of the two-thirds required 
for conviction.

Why did Clinton survive? There were many factors. 
The public disliked his private behavior, but did not think 
it amounted to an impeachable offense. (In fact, right after 
the affair became public, Clinton’s standing in opinion 
polls went up.) The economy was strong and the nation 
was at peace. Clinton was a centrist Democrat whose pri-
vate behavior may have offended voters, but whose public 
policies still had broad support.

The one casualty of the entire episode was the death 
of the law creating the office of the Independent Counsel. 
Passed in 1978 by a Congress that was upset by the 
Watergate crisis, the law directed the attorney general to 
ask a three-judge panel to appoint an independent coun-
sel whenever a high official is charged with serious mis-
conduct. (In 1993, when the 1978 law expired, President 
Clinton asked that it be passed again. It was.) Eighteen 
people were investigated by various independent counsels 
from 1978 to 1999. In about half the cases, no charges 
were brought to court.

For a long time, Republicans disliked the law because 
the counsels were investigating them. After Clinton came 
to office, the counsels started investigating him and his 
associates, and so the Democrats began to oppose it. In 
1999, when the law expired, it was not renewed. The U.S. 
attorney general may still appoint an independent coun-
sel to lead a criminal investigation if having the Justice 
Department investigate presents a conflict of interest. A 
problem remains, however. How will any high official, 
including the president, be investigated when the attor-
ney general, who does most investigations, is part of the 
president’s team? One answer is to let Congress do it, but 
Congress may be controlled by the president’s party. No 
one has yet solved this puzzle.

For example, the news that several advisers to the 
Trump campaign had met with the Russian ambassador 
to the United States during the 2016 presidential cam-
paign and transition period sparked controversy because of 
U.S. intelligence reports that Russia had tried to influence 
the presidential election. Attorney General Jeff Sessions 
announced in March 2017 that he would recuse him-
self from any investigation because he had met with the 
Russian ambassador during the campaign, when Sessions 
was a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee 
and a supporter of Trump’s candidacy. A few weeks 
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later, President Trump dismissed his Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) Director James B. Comey, prompt-
ing allegations that the president was trying to halt any 
investigation of possible connections between the Trump 
campaign and Russian officials. The Justice Department 
then appointed former FBI Director Robert S. Mueller to 
serve as special counsel to investigate possible campaign 
ties, but prospects for resolving or moving past the con-
troversy were uncertain at best.

Some Founders may have thought that impeachment 
would be used frequently against presidents, but as a prac-
tical matter it is so complex and serious an undertaking 
that we can probably expect it to be reserved in the future 
only for the gravest forms of presidential misconduct. 
No one quite knows what a high crime or misdemeanor 
is, but most scholars agree that the charge must involve 
something illegal or unconstitutional, not just unpopular. 
Unless a president or vice president is first impeached and 
convicted, many experts believe those individuals are not 
liable to prosecution while in office. (No one is certain, 
because the question has never arisen.) President Ford’s 
pardon of Richard Nixon meant that he could not be pros-
ecuted under federal law after leaving the White House for 
alleged actions while in office.

Students may find the occasions of misconduct or dis-
ability remote and the details of succession or impeach-
ment tedious. But the problem is not remote—succession 
has occurred nine times and disability at least twice—
and what may seem tedious goes, in fact, to the heart of 
the presidency. The first and fundamental problem is to 
make the office legitimate. That was the great task George 
Washington set himself, and that was the substantial 
accomplishment of his successors.

Despite bitter and sometimes violent partisan and 
sectional strife, beginning almost immediately after 
Washington stepped down, U.S. presidential succession 
has always occurred peacefully, without a military coup or a 
political plot. For centuries, in the bygone times of kings as 
well as in the present times of dictators and juntas, peace-
ful succession has been a rare event among the nations of 
the world. Many of the critics of the Constitution believed 
in 1787 that peaceful succession would not happen in 
the United States either: somehow the president would 
connive to hold office for life or to handpick a succes-
sor. Their predictions were wrong, though their fears are 
understandable.

How Powerful Is the President 
Today?
Just as members of Congress bemoan their loss of power, 
so presidents bemoan theirs. Can both be right?

In fact, they can. If Congress is less able to control 
events than it once was, that does not mean the president is 
thereby more able to exercise control. The federal govern-
ment as a whole has become more constrained, so it is less 
able to act decisively. The chief source of this constraint is 
the greater complexity of the issues that Washington must 
address.

It was one thing to pass the Social Security Act in 
1935; it is quite another thing to keep the Social Security 
system adequately funded. It was one thing for the nation 
to defend itself when attacked in 1941; it is quite another 
to maintain a constant military preparedness while 
simultaneously exploring possibilities for arms control. 
It was not hard to give pensions to veterans; it seems 
almost impossible today to determine how to address 
such highly controversial issues as illegal immigration 
and reducing annual budget deficits and the ballooning 
national debt.

In the face of modern problems, all branches of gov-
ernment, including the presidency, seem both big and 
ineffectual. Furthermore, increased participation in poli-
tics by organized interests, as discussed in Chapter 11, 
raises additional issues for elected officials to contend 
with in policymaking. Add to this continuous, and often 
highly critical, media coverage (see Chapter 12), and it 
is small wonder that both presidents and members of 
Congress view their offices today as less powerful than 
in the past.

To address this problem for the presidency, some 
scholars recommend changing the institution in funda-
mental ways. One proposal is to give the president “fast-
track” authority to propose legislation to Congress, which 
would have to approve or reject initiatives without amend-
ments and within a fixed timetable.58 Another proposal is 
to create a constitutional provision for special elections, 
for the president and Congress, if the public demonstrates 
a lack of confidence in both institutions. (This would be 
comparable to a no-confidence vote in parliamentary sys-
tems for the prime minister, though finding an acceptable 
measure for public confidence in the United States would 
be difficult.) Special elections could further test prospects 
for presidential influence, but they also could give the pres-
ident a mandate to govern in a time of crisis.59 Apart from 
the substantive debates, though, prospects for either pro-
posal to be enacted are slim, as they likely would require a 
constitutional amendment.

Nevertheless, despite institutional constraints, 
presidents do have significant constitutional and politi-
cal powers that enable them to set the direction of the 
country in domestic, economic, and foreign policy. 
(See Chapters 17, 18, 19 for a discussion of each policy 
area.) The rise of the modern presidency, as discussed 
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on pages 337, means that presidents are expected to lead 
the country and direct the national policy agenda, even 
if their ability to do so is constrained by other institu-
tions and political actors. Consequently, presidents have 
come to acquire certain rules of thumb for addressing 
political expectations and challenges. Among them are 
these:

•	 Move it or lose it. A president who wants to get some-
thing done should do it early in his term, before politi-
cal influence erodes.

•	 Avoid details. President Carter’s lieutenants regret hav-
ing tried to do too much. Better to have three or four 
top priorities and forget the rest.

•	 Cabinets don’t get much accomplished; people do. Find 
capable White House subordinates and give them well-
defined responsibility; then watch them closely.60

These informal guides to action illustrate well how presi-
dents must operate quickly once in office to achieve as 
many of their goals as possible within a fixed time period 
of four or eight years.61

The Sequester: Entrepreneurial 
or Majoritarian Politics?

In the spring of 2013, federal spending cuts took effect 
because the White House and Congress did not reach 
a budget agreement. The cuts, known as the “seques-
ter,” were part of the 2011 agreement to increase the 
debt ceiling, which stated that if the federal government 
did not enact a plan to cut $1.5 trillion in spending over 
10 years, then automatic spending reductions, divided 
evenly between domestic and defense spending, would 
be enacted.

Republican leaders in Congress presented the seques-
ter as entrepreneurial politics. Those directly affected by 
the spending cuts—furloughed government employees, 
participants in public tours of the White House (which were 
halted after the sequester began)—would pay, but the pub-
lic as a whole would benefit from trimming the budget defi-
cit and achieving more moderate and sustainable federal 
spending of public dollars over the next decade.

The Obama White House criticized the spending cuts 
as draconian efforts to limit short-term government spend-
ing at the expense of our long-term economic health. The 
president’s economic advisers defined budgetary battles 
as majoritarian politics: everyone would pay for deficit 
spending now, which would lead to greater and more sus-
tained economic productivity, lower unemployment, and 
reduced budget deficits in the future. The sequester did not 
cut wasteful government spending, according to the White 
House, but cut preschool and after-school educational 

opportunities in the Head Start program, halted meals 
for senior citizens, and reduced funds for first responders 
nationwide. Those who most needed assistance from the 
federal government were harmed most by the sequester, 
with significant consequences for curtailing their educa-
tional and economic opportunities in the future.

How do you think the White House and Congress 
should decide on immediate and long-term spending pri-
orities? What does the United States need to do in the 
coming years to reduce budget deficits and the national 
debt? And how should proposals be presented to maxi-
mize public support?

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
THE BOX

Sources: Dylan Matthews, “The Sequester: Absolutely 
Everything You Could Possibly Need to Know,” Washington 
Post, 1 March, 2013; White House, “What You Need to Know 
About the Sequester,” https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/
issues/sequester.
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Will You Support the Budget Plan Proposed 
by Congress?

To: President Lucy Barr
From: Talya Potter, Director, Office of Legislative Affairs
Subject: Passing budget bills under divided government

With the opposition party in control of Congress, media pundits and other commentators are calling 
for the president to accept the other party’s agenda for the next round of budget bills.

Arguments against:
1. American politics is guided too often by cam-

paigns, and the president will build support 
for reelection by acting presidential—that is, 
by setting the agenda for the budget and not 
backing down.

2. The president can build public support 
through speeches and other forms of com-
munication, and this support can be used as 
political capital to negotiate with Congress.

3. The president is the only nationally elected 
official in American politics (other than the 
vice president), and therefore is responsible 
for identifying and promoting public priori-
ties, even if this means legislative battles with 
Congress.

Arguments for:
1. With a reelection battle around the corner, the 

president cannot afford to get caught up in a 
budget battle with Congress.

2. The president’s ability to gain public support 
for her agenda is limited, and even increased 
public support will not improve leverage with 
Congress.

3. The president should defer to Congress as 
the primary representative of the people in 
American politics.
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YOU DO?

To Consider:
In the latest budget battle between the White House and Congress, the pressure on 
the president to accept a compromise with his political opponents is great, given 
the looming threat of not only a government shutdown but also a debt default by the 
United States for the first time in the history of the American republic.

14-5 Presidential Transition 361

Your decision:  Favor plan  Oppose plan

What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

14-1  Explain how presidents differ from prime 
ministers and discuss the evolution of 
divided government in the United States.

Unlike prime ministers, American presidents are 
elected independently of Congress, which gives 
them both more independence in governing 
and more challenges in building political coali-
tions. Divided government has become much 
more common in the United States since the 
mid-20th century, with mixed consequences for 
policymaking.

14-2  Summarize how the constitutional and 
political powers of the presidency have 
evolved from the founding of the United 
States to the present.

The Framers developed the Constitution with 
the expectation that Congress would be the 
most important institution in the national gov-
ernment. And it was, with a few exceptions, 
until the 20th century. Today, presidential power 
has grown significantly from its constitutional 
origins. Since the 1930s, the president has 
become the central figure in American politics, 
even though the president’s ability to achieve 
political success remains highly dependent on 
other individuals and institutions.

14-3  Discuss how modern presidents influ-
ence policymaking.

To make policy, a president must work closely 
with advisers and Congress while being atten-
tive to political party and public expectations. A 
president needs to show why policy proposals 
are in their interest in order to win the support of 
advisers, political party members, Congress, and 
the public. Presidents additionally may influence 
policymaking in other ways, including through 
vetoes, executive privilege, impoundment of 
funds, executive orders, and signing statements.

14-4  Explain why presidential character and 
organization matter for policymaking.

A president’s personality influences how White 
House advisors convey and evaluate informa-
tion as well as how executive offices are orga-
nized. Many offices, within the White House 
as well as cabinet departments and execu-
tive agencies, influence the president’s policy 
program.

14-5  Describe presidential transitions and 
their consequences for executive power.

The Constitution provides limited guidance 
on presidential transitions, creating four-year 
terms as well as the office of vice president and 
establishing the procedure of impeachment. 
Subsequently, Congress has passed legislation 
on executive succession, and constitutional 
amendments have limited a president to two 
terms of office and addressed the possibility 
of presidential disability. All of these provisions 
affect a president’s ability to develop and enact 
a policy agenda.

14-6  Evaluate how powerful U.S. presidents 
are today.

The increasing complexity of policy challenges 
today make U.S. national political institutions 
seem ill-equipped to address public needs. 
Proposals to change the U.S. presidency, 
such as fast-track authority for legislation, or 
a provision for special elections (that would 
apply to Congress as well) are unlikely to be 
enacted because they would require a constitu-
tional amendment. Still, the rise of the modern 
presidency does give the chief executive clear 
opportunities to govern, provided that the presi-
dent is willing to take quick, decisive action in a 
limited time period.

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

Official White House blog: www.whitehouse.gov

Studies of presidents:

Miller Center of Public Affairs, University of Virginia: 
https://millercenter.org/president

The American Presidency Project, University of 
California at Santa Barbara: www.presidency 
.ucsb.edu

Cohen, Jeffrey E. Going Local: Presidential Leadership 
in the Post-Broadcast Age. New York: Cambridge 
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University Press, 2010. Study of party polarization and 
an increasingly decentralized media have led presi-
dents to target their public communications to local 
audiences over the national arena.

Corwin, Edward S. The President: Office and Powers. 
5th ed. New York: New York University Press, 1985. 
Constitutional, historical, and legal development of the 
office.

Cronin, Thomas E., Michael A. Genovese, and Meena 
Bose. The Paradoxes of the American Presidency. 5th 
ed. New York: Oxford University Press, 2018. Concise 
study of contradictory expectations for presidential 
leadership in American politics.

Edwards, George C. III. On Deaf Ears: The Limits of 
the Bully Pulpit. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2006. Analysis of the limits of presidential speeches 
for influencing public opinion polls.

Greenstein, Fred I. The Presidential Difference: 
Leadership Style from FDR to Barack Obama. 3rd 
ed. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009. 
Assessment of how, independent of other influences, 
modern presidents’ leadership styles account for con-
sequential changes in policymaking.

Howell, William G. Power Without Persuasion: The 
Politics of Direct Presidential Action. Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2003. Model of how 
presidents may use tools such as executive orders to 
enact policy initiatives independent of other political 
institutions.

Kernell, Samuel. Going Public: New Strategies of 
Presidential Leadership. 4th ed. New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2007. Analysis of how modern presi-
dents develop policies with a focus on how to com-
municate with multiple public audiences.

Mayer, Kenneth. With the Stroke of a Pen: Executive 
Orders and Presidential Power. Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2002. Study of unilateral 
presidential policymaking through executive orders.

Neustadt, Richard E. Presidential Power and the 
Modern Presidents: The Politics of Leadership from 
Roosevelt to Reagan. New York: The Free Press, 1990 
(original edition published in 1960). Study of how 
presidents try to acquire and hold political power in 
the competitive world of official Washington, by a man 
who was both a scholar and an insider.

Peterson, Mark A. Legislating Together: The White 
House and Congress from Eisenhower to Reagan. 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990. 
Analysis of bargaining and cooperation between 
Congress and the executive branch.

Polsby, Nelson W., and Aaron Wildavsky. Presidential 
Elections. 14th ed. New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 
2015. Systematic overview of how U.S. presidents win 
election.

Skowronek, Stephen. Presidential Leadership in 
Political Time: Reprise and Reappraisal. 2nd ed. rev. 
and exp. Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2011. 
Examination of how a president’s political environment 
affects prospects for leadership and action.

Tulis, Jeffrey K. The Rhetorical Presidency. Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987. Study of how 
once-powerful constitutional customs that proscribed 
presidents rallying the public for political support on a 
routine basis changed in the early 20th century.

Wayne, Stephen J. The Road to the White House 2016. 
10th ed. Boston: Cengage, 2016. Comprehensive 
study of the evolution of U.S. presidential selection 
and the modern process from nomination to election.
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CHAPTER 15

The Bureaucracy
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

15-1  Discuss the unique features of the American federal 

bureaucracy.

15-2 Explain the evolution of the federal bureaucracy.

15-3 Summarize how the federal bureaucracy functions today.

15-4  Discuss checks on and problems with the federal bureaucracy, 

and possibilities for reform.
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There is probably not a man or woman in the United 
States who has not, at some time or other, com-
plained about “the bureaucracy.” Your letter was slow 
in getting to Aunt Minnie? The Internal Revenue Ser-
vice took months to send you your tax refund? The 
Defense Department paid $400 for a hammer? The 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration told 
you that you installed the wrong kind of portable toilet 
for your farm workers? The “bureaucracy” is to blame.

For most people and politicians, bureaucracy is a 
pejorative word implying waste, confusion, red tape, 
and rigidity. But for scholars—and for bureaucrats 
themselves—bureaucracy is a word with a neutral, 
technical meaning. A bureaucracy is a large, complex 
organization composed of appointed officials. By 
complex, we mean that authority is divided among 
several managers; no one person is able to make all 
the decisions. A large corporation is a bureaucracy; 
so also are a big university and a government agency. 
With its sizable staff, even Congress has become, to 
some degree, a bureaucracy.

What is it about complex organizations in general, 
and government agencies in particular, that leads so 
many people to complain about them? In part, the 
answer is to be found in their very size and complex-
ity. But in large measure the answer is to be found in 
the political context within which such agencies must 
operate. If we examine that context carefully, we will dis-
cover that many of the problems that we blame on “the 
bureaucracy” are in fact the result of what Congress, 
the courts, and the president do. And, if we dig just a bit 
deeper, we will also discover that behind just about every 
government bureaucracy is some set of new or old pub-
lic demands. Consider, for example, Washington bureau-
cracies’ roles with respect to keeping us safe from street 
criminals, cleaning up toxic waste sites, and making sure 
that all children have nutritious school lunches.

bureaucracy A large, com-
plex organization composed of 
appointed officials.

The U.S. Department of 
Justice (USDOJ—this is 

bureaucracy, so enjoy all the alphabet soup) was 
established in 1789, but until a series of federal “crime 
bills” was enacted beginning in the 1960s, it had only 
an incidental role in crime control. For the most part, it 
neither funded nor worked at all closely with state and 
local criminal justice agencies. A USDOJ subunit, the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBOP), was a tiny agency 
that held fewer inmates than many small state prison 
systems did.

THEN 

With public support for suc-
cessive federal “wars on 

crime” and “wars on drugs,” the USDOJ and other 
NOW 

federal agencies now 
spend billions of dol-
lars each year to 
fund federal, state, 
and local agencies 
engaged in combating street crime, and the FBOP 
now runs one of the largest prison systems in the 
world.

The media stories and pub-
lic outcries that accompa-

nied the discovery of lethal toxic waste sites in and 
around New York’s Love Canal area led in 1978 to 
the creation of the so-called Superfund program. To 
administer Superfund, in 1980 the EPA expanded, and 
there has been an expansion in federal environmental 
protection efforts, and in federally directed state and 
local efforts as well, in most years ever since. In 2017, 
though, the Trump administration proposed significant 
budget cuts in EPA funding, particularly for programs 
seeking to reduce effects of climate change, making 
the agency’s future uncertain.

NOW 

Before the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) 

was launched in 1970, the federal government’s 
environmental protection activities were virtually 
nonexistent.

THEN 

The first federal law provid-
ing for subsidized school 

lunches was passed in 1946, but it was not until the 
1960s that Washington began expanding its programs 
in this area to include ever-greater numbers of children 
eligible for both free (or reduced-price) breakfasts and 
lunches.

THEN 

It was only in 2010 that the 
U.S. Department of Agri-

culture (USDA)—created in 1862, made into a cabi-
net department in 1889, and long concerned mainly 
with the nation’s farms and agri-businesses—was 
mandated by law to work with local school districts 
and other organizations to make nutritious meals 
(breakfasts, lunches, and snacks) available to children 
in low-income households year-round, including in 
the summer months when school is out. The Trump 
administration’s proposed budget early 2017 kept the 
school lunch program intact, but it proposed cuts in 
federal funding for after-school programs, many of 
which include snacks and meals.

NOW 
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366 Chapter 15 The Bureaucracy

15-1  Distinctiveness of the 
American Bureaucracy

As you might expect, much the same can be said for 
the growth of bureaucracy in other democratic nations. 
Indeed, bureaucratic government has become an obvious 
feature of all modern societies, democratic and nondemo-
cratic alike.

American Constitutionalism 
and the Federal Bureaucracy
In the United States, however, three aspects of our consti-
tutional system and political traditions give to the bureau-
cracy a distinctive character. First, political authority over 
the bureaucracy is not in one set of hands but is shared 
among several institutions. In a parliamentary regime, 
such as in the United Kingdom, the appointed officials 
of the national government work for the cabinet minis-
ters, who are in turn dominated by the prime minister. 
In theory, and to a considerable extent in practice, British 
bureaucrats report to and take orders from the ministers 
in charge of their departments, do not deal directly with 
Parliament, and rarely give interviews to the press. In the 
United States, the Constitution permits both the president 
and Congress to exercise authority over the bureaucracy. 
Every senior appointed official has at least two masters: 
one in the executive branch and the other in the legislative 
branch. Often there are many more than two: Congress, 
after all, is not a single organization but a collection of 
committees, subcommittees, and individuals. This divided 
authority encourages bureaucrats to play one branch of 
government against the other and to make heavy use of 
the media.

Second, most of the agencies of the federal govern-
ment share their functions with related agencies in state 
and local governments. Though some federal agencies deal 
directly with American citizens—the Internal Revenue 
Service collects taxes from them, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation looks into crimes for them, the Postal Service 
delivers mail to them—many agencies work with other 
organizations at other levels of government. For example, 
the Department of Education gives money to local school 
systems; the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
in the Department of Health and Human Services reim-
burse states for money spent on health care for the poor 
through Medicaid and other programs; the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development gives grants to cit-
ies for community development; and the Employment 
and Training Administration in the Department of Labor 
supplies funds to local governments so that they can run 
job-training programs. In France, by contrast, government 
programs dealing with education, health, housing, and 
employment are centrally run, with little or no control 
exercised by local governments.

Third, the institutions and traditions of American life 
have contributed to the growth of what some writers have 
described as an “adversary culture,” in which the definition 
and expansion of personal rights, and the defense of rights 
and claims through lawsuits as well as political action, are 
given central importance. A government agency in this 
country operates under closer public scrutiny and with a 
greater prospect of court challenges to its authority than in 
almost any other nation. Virtually every important deci-
sion of the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion or of the Environmental Protection Agency is likely 
to be challenged in the courts or attacked by an affected 
party; in Sweden the decisions of similar agencies go 
largely uncontested.

The scope as well as the style of bureaucratic gov-
ernment differ. In many Western European nations, 
national governments owned and operated large parts of 
the economy, including banks, cigarettes, railways, and 
telecommunications, for much of the twentieth century. 
In the 1970s, for example, publicly operated enterprises 
accounted for about 12 percent of all employment in 
France but less than 3 percent in the United States.1 In 
the twenty-first century, advanced industrialized coun-
tries have shifted away from state ownership of compa-
nies, though governments still play a large part in many 
industries. In the United States, the federal government 
regulates privately owned enterprises to a degree not 
found in many other countries. Why we should prefer 
regulation to ownership or management as the proper 
government role is an interesting question to which we 
return.

Whatever else it may be, bureaucracy is an 
outgrowth of representative democracy. If people 
demanded that government do less or do nothing, in 
due course public laws would change and the agen-
cies that exist to translate those laws into admin-
istrative action would dissolve. But that has rarely 
happened in the United States. Instead, 6 of the 
federal government’s 15 cabinet agencies were cre-
ated after 1964. This includes the second and third 
largest agencies: the Department of Veterans Affairs, 
created in 1989, and the Department of Home-
land Security, created in 2002. (The largest federal 
agency, the Department of Defense, dates back to 
1947 and was predated by the Department of War, 
which was one of the original cabinet departments 
created in 1789.)
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15-2 Evolution of the  Federal Bureaucracy 367

Proxy Government
Much of our federal bureaucracy operates on the principle 
of government by proxy.2 In every representative govern-
ment, the voters elect legislators who make the laws, but 
in this country the bureaucrats often pay other people to 
do the work. These “other people” include state and local 
governments, business firms, and nonprofit organizations.

Among the programs run this way are Social Security, 
Medicare, much environmental protection, and the col-
lection of income taxes by withholding money from your 
paycheck. Even many military duties are contracted out.3 
In the first Gulf War in 1991, American soldiers outnum-
bered private contractors in the region by 60 to 1. But in 
2006, there were nearly as many private workers as soldiers 
in Iraq. One company was paid $7.2 billion to get food 
and supplies to U.S. troops there.4

When Hurricanes Katrina and Rita hit our Gulf 
Coast, the nation’s response was managed by a small 
and weak group, the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA). When the levees broke, it had only 
2,600 employees; most of the help it was to provide came 
through “partners,” such as state and local agencies, and 
some of these were not very competent (see our discussion 
of this disaster in Chapter 3).

Critics of our government-by-proxy system argue that 
it does not keep track of how the money we send to public 
and private agencies is used. Congress, of course, could 
change matters around, but it has an interest in setting pol-
icies and defining goals, not in managing the bureaucracy 
or levying taxes. Moreover, the president and Congress like 
to keep the size of the federal bureaucracy small by giving 
jobs to people not on the federal payroll.5

Defenders of government by proxy claim that the sys-
tem produces more flexibility, takes advantage of private 
and nonprofit skills, and defends the principle of federalism 

embodied in our Con-
stitution. The defenders 
make fair points, but 
the system does produce 
certain everyday oddi-
ties, such as the fact that 
many average citizens 
receive costly federal government services over long periods 
of time without ever directly interacting with civil servants. 
Donald F. Kettl, a political scientist and professor at the 
University of Maryland, dubbed this the “Mildred Paradox”: 
In her last several years of life, his aged and ill mother-in-
law, Mildred, applied successfully for multiple federal health 
insurance programs and received several years’ worth of dif-
ferent types of expensive institutional care and top-quality 
medical treatment—all at government expense—but with-
out ever actually encountering a single government worker.6 

Or look a bit closer at what we noted above regard-
ing the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). As a 
result of federal law (the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act 
of 2010), the USDA is required to expand and improve 
its “food security” programs by, among other measures, 
seeing to it that all eligible low-income children have 
daily access to free meals (breakfast or lunch plus a snack) 
during the summer months when school is out. The law, 
however, did not even begin to specify just how the USDA 
and its scores and scores of state and local government 
proxy agencies (not to mention their tens of thousands 
of administrative partners) are to accomplish that objec-
tive. For example, after the law passed in 2010, Philadel-
phia developed one of the largest USDA-funded summer 
food programs in the country (almost 4 million meals 
served each summer through more than 1,000 local “sites” 
including churches, recreation centers, and private homes 
on streets closed off for the purpose by local police). But 
the city’s summer participation rate among eligible chil-
dren was about 50 percent. Given this complex web of 
administration, perhaps it is a surprise that the program 
works as well as it does.

15-2  Evolution of the 
 Federal Bureaucracy

The Constitution made scarcely any provision for an 
administrative system other than to allow the president 
to appoint, with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
“ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, judges 
of the Supreme Court, and all other officers of the United 
States whose appointments are not herein otherwise pro-
vided for, and which shall be established by law.”7 Depart-
ments and bureaus were not mentioned.

government by proxy 
Washington pays state and 
local governments and private 
groups to staff and administer 
federal programs.

IMAGE 15-1 Many people were taken by boat away from their 
New Orleans homes that were struck by Hurricane Katrina in 
2005.
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In the first Congress in 1789, James Madison intro-
duced a bill to create a Department of State to assist the 
new secretary of state, Thomas Jefferson, in carrying out 
his duties. People appointed to this department were to be 
nominated by the president and approved by the Senate, 
but they were “to be removable by the president” alone. 
These six words, which would confer the right to fire 
government officials, occasioned six days of debate in the 
House. At stake was the locus of power over what was to 
become the bureaucracy. Madison’s opponents argued that 
the Senate should consent to the removal of officials as well 
as their appointment. Madison responded that, without the 
unfettered right of removal, the president would not be able 
to control his subordinates, and without this control he 
would not be able to discharge his constitutional obligation 
to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.”8 Madison 
won, 29 votes to 22. When the issue went to the Senate, 
another debate resulted in a tie vote, broken in favor of the 
president by Vice President John Adams. The Department 
of State, and all cabinet departments subsequently created, 
would be run by people removable only by the president.

That decision did not resolve the question of who 
would really control the bureaucracy, however. Congress 
retained the right to appropriate money, to investigate the 
administration, and to shape the laws that would be exe-
cuted by that administration—more than ample power to 
challenge any president who claimed to have sole authority 
over his subordinates. And many members of Congress 
expected the cabinet departments, even though headed by 
people removable by the president, to report to Congress.

The government in Washington was at first minuscule. 
The State Department started with only nine employees; 
the War Department did not have 80 civilian employees 
until 1801. Only the Treasury Department, concerned 
with collecting taxes and finding ways to pay the public 
debt, had much power, and only the Post Office Depart-
ment provided any significant service.

Appointment of Officials
Small as the bureaucracy was, people struggled, often bit-
terly, over who would be appointed to it. From George 
Washington’s day to modern times, presidents have found 
appointment to be one of their most important and dif-
ficult tasks. The officials they select affect how the laws are 
interpreted (thus the political ideology of the job holders is 
important), what tone the administration will display (thus 
personal character is important), how effectively the public 
business is discharged (thus competence is important), and 
how strong the political party or faction in power will be 
(thus party affiliation is important). Presidents trying to 
balance the competing needs of ideology, character, fitness, 

and partisanship have rarely pleased most people. As John 
Adams remarked, every appointment creates one ingrate 
and 10 enemies.

Because Congress, during most of the 19th and 20th 
centuries, was the dominant branch of government, con-
gressional preferences often controlled the appointment of 
officials. And because Congress was, in turn, a collection 
of people who represented local interests, appointments 
were made with an eye toward rewarding the local sup-
porters of members of Congress or building up local party 
organizations. These appointments made on the basis of 
political considerations—patronage—would later become 
a major issue. They galvanized various reform efforts that 
sought to purify politics and to raise the level of compe-
tence of the public service. Many of the abuses the reform-
ers complained about were real enough, but patronage 
served some useful purposes as well. It gave the president 
a way to ensure that his subordinates were reasonably sup-
portive of his policies, it provided a reward the president 
could use to induce recalcitrant members of Congress to 
vote for his programs, and it enabled party organizations to 
be built up to perform the necessary functions of nominat-
ing candidates and getting out the vote.

Though at first there were not many jobs to fight over, 
by the middle of the 19th century, there were a lot. From 
1816 to 1861, the number of federal employees increased 
eightfold. This expansion was not, however, the result of the 
government taking on new functions, but simply a result 
of the increased demands on its traditional functions. The 
Post Office alone accounted for 86 percent of this growth.9

The Civil War was a great watershed in bureaucratic 
development. Fighting the war led, naturally, to hiring 
many new officials and creating many new offices. Just 
as important, the Civil War revealed the administrative 
weakness of the federal government and led to demands 
by the civil service reform movement for an improvement 
in the quality and organization of federal employees. And 
finally, the war was followed by a period of rapid industri-
alization and the emergence of a national economy. The 
effects of these developments could no longer be managed 
by state governments acting alone. With the creation of 
a nationwide network of railroads, commerce among the 
states became increasingly important. The constitutional 
powers of the federal government to regulate interstate 
commerce, long dormant for want of much commerce to 
regulate, now became an important source of controversy.

A Service Role
From 1861 to 1901, new agencies were created, many to 
deal with particular sectors of society and the economy. 
More than 200,000 new federal employees were added, 
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with only about half of this increase in the Post Office. 
The rapidly growing Pension Office began paying benefits 
to Civil War veterans; the Department of Agriculture was 
created in 1862 to help farmers; the Department of Labor 
was founded in 1882 to serve workers; and the Depart-
ment of Commerce was organized in 1903 to assist busi-
nesspeople. Many more specialized agencies, such as the 
National Bureau of Standards, also came into being.

These agencies had one thing in common: Their role 
was primarily to serve, not to regulate. Most did research, 
gathered statistics, dispensed federal lands, or passed out 
benefits. Not until the Interstate Commerce Commission 
(ICC) was created in 1887 did the federal government 
begin to regulate the economy (other than by managing 
the currency) in any meaningful way. Even the ICC had, 
at first, relatively few powers.

Federal officials primarily performed a service role for 
several reasons. The values that had shaped the Constitu-
tion were still strong; these included a belief in limited 
government, the importance of states’ rights, and the fear 
of concentrated discretionary power. The proper role of 
government in the economy was to promote, not to regu-
late, and a commitment to laissez-faire—a freely com-
petitive economy—was strong. But just as important, 
the Constitution said nothing about giving any regula-
tory powers to bureaucrats. It gave to Congress the power 
to regulate commerce among the states. Now, obviously, 
Congress could not make the necessary day-to-day deci-
sions to regulate, for example, the rates that interstate rail-
roads charged to farmers and other shippers. Some agency 
or commission comprising appointed officials and experts 
would have to be created to do that. For a long time, how-
ever, the prevailing interpretation of the Constitution was 
that no such agency could exercise such regulatory powers 
unless Congress first set down clear standards that would 
govern the agency’s decisions. As late as 1935, the Supreme 
Court held that a regulatory agency could not make rules 
on its own; it could only apply the standards enacted by 
Congress.10 The Court’s view was that the legislature may 
not delegate its powers to the president or to an adminis-
trative agency.11

These restrictions on what administrators could 
do were set aside in wartime. During World War I, for 
example, President Woodrow Wilson was authorized by 
Congress to fix prices, operate the railroads, manage the 
communications system, and even control the distribution 
of food.12 This kind of extraordinary grant of power usu-
ally ended with the war.

Some changes in the bureaucracy did not end with the 
war. During the Civil War, World War I, World War II, the 
Korean War, and the war in Vietnam, the number of civil-
ian (as well as military) employees of the government rose 

sharply. These increases 
were not simply in the 
number of civilians 
needed to help serve the 
war effort; many of the 
additional people were 
hired by agencies, such as the Treasury Department, not 
obviously connected with the war. Furthermore, the num-
ber of federal officials did not return to prewar levels after 
each war. Though there was some reduction, each war left 
the number of federal employees larger than before.13

It is not hard to understand how this happens. Dur-
ing wartime, almost every government agency argues that 
its activities have some relation to the war effort, and few 
legislators want to be caught voting against something that 
may help that effort. Hence in 1944, the Reindeer Service 
in Alaska, an agency of the Interior Department, asked 
for more employees because reindeer are “a valued asset in 
military planning.”

A Change in Role
Today’s bureaucracy is largely a product of two events: 
the Great Depression of the 1930s (and the concomitant 
New Deal program of President Franklin Roosevelt) and 
World War II. Though many agencies have been added 
since then, the basic features of the bureaucracy were set 
mainly as a result of changes in public attitudes and in 
constitutional interpretation that occurred during these 
periods. The government was now expected to play an 
active role in dealing with economic and social prob-
lems. In the late 1930s, the Supreme Court reversed its 
earlier decisions (see Chapter 16) on the question of del-
egating legislative powers to administrative agencies and 
upheld laws by which Congress merely instructs agen-
cies to make decisions that serve “the public interest” 
in some area.14 As a result, it was possible for President 
Nixon to set up in 1971 a system of price and wage 
controls based on a statute that simply authorized the 
president “to issue such orders and regulations as he may 
deem appropriate to stabilize prices, rents, wages, and 
salaries.”15 The Cost of Living Council and other agen-
cies that Nixon established to carry out this order were 
run by appointed officials who had the legal authority 
to make sweeping decisions based on general statutory 
language.

World War II was the first occasion during which the gov-
ernment made heavy use of federal income taxes—on indi-
viduals and corporations—to finance its  activities. Between 
1940 and 1945, total federal tax  collections increased from 
about $5 billion to nearly $44 billion. The end of the war 
brought no substantial tax reduction: The country believed 

laissez-faire An economic 
theory that government should 
not regulate or interfere with 
commerce.
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Beyond Checks and Balances?

The Framers of the Constitution did not envision anything 
akin to today’s federal bureaucracy, with its several million 
full-time employees and its millions more part-time employ-
ees. But far more surprising to the Framers than the sheer 
size of today’s federal bureaucracy (after all, the country 
and its population have grown, too) would be its scope: 
cabinet departments, bureaus, independent agencies, gov-
ernment corporations, and regulatory commissions touch-
ing virtually every facet of the nation’s economic, social, 
and civic life—trade, banking, labor, environmental protec-
tion, broadcasting, transportation, human services, health, 
housing, education, energy, space exploration, national 
parks, homeland security, and more. Beyond the contem-
porary federal bureaucracy’s size and scope, the Fram-
ers might be mystified by the “proxy government” system 
described earlier in the chapter, and by how so many “fed-
eral” programs are actually jointly funded and administered 
by federal, state, and local governments in conjunction with 
for-profit firms and nonprofit organizations.

But would the Framers, in turn, view today’s federal 
bureaucracy not only as a “fourth branch” of American 
national government but one that operates outside their 
system of separated powers and checks and balances, 
and that has transformed federalism (see  Chapter 3) into 
 Washington-controlled “intergovernmental administration”?

Some think so. They argue that federal agencies, 
including the Internal Revenue Service, the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency, and many others, routinely exercise 
not only executive powers but also lawmaking and judicial 
powers as well, and that state governments are required 
to fund or co-fund and administer many federal programs 
including large ones such as Medicaid. Moreover, they 
claim, Congress now commonly passes long and compli-
cated laws and leaves it almost entirely to the discretion of 
federal bureaucrats to decide what the laws mean, how to 
apply them, and even in some cases how much to spend 
on them.

Others, however, think not. They argue that through 
federal laws that set boundaries on administrators’ author-
ity (like the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946), routine 
oversight of federal agencies by congressional committees 
and subcommittees, and federal court decisions limiting 
how far Washington can go in requiring state governments 
to fund or administer its programs, the federal bureaucra-
cy’s powers and the discretion exercised by Washington’s 
appointed officials normally remain duly limited. We share 
this view: the “fourth branch” is far bigger and broader than 
the Framers could ever have envisioned, but most federal 
government agencies most of the time are checked and 
balanced by Congress and by other means.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

that a high level of military preparedness continued to be 
necessary and that various social programs begun before the 
war should enjoy the heavy funding made possible by war-
time taxes. Tax receipts continued, by and large, to grow. 
Before 1913, when the Sixteenth Amendment to the Consti-
tution was passed, the federal government could not collect 
income taxes at all (it financed itself largely from customs 
duties and excise taxes). From 1913 to 1940, income taxes 
were small (in 1940, the average American paid only $7 in 
federal income taxes). World War II created the first great 
financial boom for the government, permitting the sustained 
expansion of a wide variety of programs and thus entrench-
ing a large number of administrators in Washington.16

A third event—the September 11, 2001, terrorist 
attacks on the United States—may have affected bureau-
cracy as profoundly as the depression of the 1930s and 
World War II. A law creating a massive new cabinet 
agency, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), 
was passed in late 2002. Within two years of its creation, 
the DHS had consolidated under its authority 22 smaller 

federal agencies with nearly 180,000 federal employees 
(third behind the Departments of Defense and Veterans 
Affairs) and over $40 billion in budgets (fourth behind 
the Departments of Defense, Health and Human Services, 
and Education). In addition, dozens of intergovernmen-
tal grant-making programs came under the authority of 
the DHS.

In late 2004, Congress passed another law that 
promised, over time, to centralize under a single direc-
tor of national intelligence the work of the more than 
70 federal agencies authorized to spend money on coun-
terterrorist activities. But even after related reforms in 
2006, dozens of different agencies were still authorized 
to spend money on counterterrorism activities. In 2013, 
the DHS faced sharp questioning from the House Sub-
committee on Oversight and Management Efficiency, 
and the Government Accountability Office once again 
ranked the DHS, which by then employed more than 
220,000 employees, among those agencies with serious 
management problems.17
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15-3  The Federal 
 Bureaucracy Today

Presidents do not want to admit that they have increased 
the size of the bureaucracy. They can avoid saying this 
by pointing out that the number of civilians working for 
the federal government, excluding postal workers, has 
not increased significantly in recent years and is about 
the same today (2 million persons) as it was in 1960, 
and less than it was during World War II. This explana-
tion is true but misleading, for it neglects the roughly 
13 million people who work indirectly for Washington as 
employees of private firms and state or local agencies that 
are largely, if not entirely, supported by federal funds. 
Nearly three persons earn their living indirectly from the 
federal government for every one who earns it directly. 
While federal employment has remained quite stable, 
employment among federal contractors and consultants 
and in state and local governments has mushroomed. 
Indeed, most federal bureaucrats, like most other people 
who work for the federal government, live outside Wash-
ington, DC.

As Figure 15.1 shows, from 1990 to 2015, several 
federal executive departments reduced their workforce. 
The Department of Defense cut its civilian employees by 
almost one-third. Other departments, including Agricul-
ture and Treasury, also have fewer employees. The Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs expanded after 2007 as veterans 
from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan began to return 

home. High growth also 
was evident in the U.S. 
Department of Justice 
(DOJ). This growth is 
explained mainly by the 
growth in just one DOJ 
unit—and one of the 
few federal agencies anywhere in the bureaucracy that was 
slow to join the trend toward what we described earlier in 
this chapter as government by proxy—the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons (BOP). The BOP administers nearly 200 facili-
ties, from maximum-security prisons to community cor-
rections centers, all across the country. Between 1990 and 
2013, its staff doubled to nearly 39,000, while the prisoner 
populations these federal workers supervised more than 
doubled to about 276,000.18

The power of the federal bureaucracy cannot be mea-
sured by the number of employees, however. A bureau-
cracy of 5 million persons would have little power if each 
employee did nothing but type letters or file documents, 
whereas a bureaucracy of only 100 persons would have 
awesome power if each member were able to make arbi-
trary life-and-death decisions affecting the rest of us. The 
power of the bureaucracy depends on the extent to which 
appointed officials have discretionary authority—that is, 
the ability to choose courses of action and to make policies 
not spelled out in advance by laws. As Figure 15.2 shows, 
the volume of regulations issued has increased much faster 
than the rate of government spending (relative to gross 

discretionary authority 
The extent to which appointed 
bureaucrats can choose 
courses of action and make pol-
icies not spelled out in advance 
by laws.

 Figure 15.1  Federal Civilian Employment, 1990–2015
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domestic product) and the number of federal employees 
who write the regulations and spend the money (federal 
employees who, as we have explained, often work mainly 
through state and local government employees and other 
administrative proxies).

By this test, the power of the federal bureaucracy has 
grown enormously. Congress has delegated substantial 

authority to administrative agencies in three areas: (1)  paying 
subsidies to particular groups and organizations in society 
(farmers, veterans, scientists, schools, universities, hospitals); 
(2) transferring money from the federal government to state 
and local governments (the grant-in-aid programs described 
in Chapter 3); and (3) devising and enforcing regulations 
for various sectors of society and the economy. Some of 

 Figure 15.2  The Growth of the Federal Government in Money, People, and Rules, 1940–2015
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these administrative functions, such as grants-in-aid to 
states, are closely monitored by Congress; others, such as the 
regulatory programs, usually operate with a greater degree 
of independence. These delegations of power, especially in 
the areas of paying subsidies and regulating the economy, 
did not become commonplace until the 1930s, and then 
only after the Supreme Court decided that such delega-
tions were constitutional. Today, by contrast, appointed 
officials can decide, within rather broad limits, who shall 
own a television station, what safety features automobiles 
shall have, what kinds of scientific research shall be specially 
encouraged, what drugs shall appear on the market, which 
dissident groups shall be investigated, what fumes an indus-
trial smokestack may emit, which corporate mergers shall 
be allowed, what use shall be made of national forests, and 
what prices crop and dairy farmers shall receive for their 
products.

If appointed officials have this kind of power, then 
how they use it is of paramount importance in understand-
ing modern government. Broadly, four factors may explain 
the behavior of these officials:

1. The manner in which they are recruited and 
rewarded

2. Their personal attributes, such as their socioeco-
nomic backgrounds and their political attitudes

3. The nature of their jobs
4. The constraints that outside forces—political 

superiors, legislators, interest groups, journalists—
impose on their agencies 

Recruitment and Retention
The federal civil service system was designed to recruit 
qualified people on the basis of merit, not political 
patronage, and to retain and promote employees on the 
basis of performance, not political favoritism. Many 
appointed federal officials belong to the competitive 
service. This means they are appointed only after they 
have passed a written examination administered by the 
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) or met certain 
selection criteria (such as training, educational attain-
ment, or prior experience) devised by the hiring agency 
and approved by the OPM. Where competition for a 
job exists and candidates can be ranked by their scores 
or records, the agency must usually appoint one of the 
three top-ranking candidates.

In recent years, the competitive service system has 
become decentralized, so that each agency now hires its 
own people without an OPM referral, and examinations 
have become less common. In 1952, more than 86 percent 
of all federal employees were civil servants hired by the 
competitive service; by 1996, that figure had fallen to less 

than 54 percent. This 
decentralization and 
the greater use of ways 
other than exams to hire 
employees were caused 
by three things. First, 
the old OPM system 
was cumbersome and 
often not relevant to the complex needs of departments. 
Second, these agencies had a need for more profession-
ally trained employees—lawyers, biologists, engineers, and 
computer specialists—who could not be ranked on the 
basis of some standard exam. And third, civil rights groups 
pressed Washington to make the racial composition of the 
federal bureaucracy look more like the racial composition 
of the nation.

Moreover, the kinds of workers being recruited into 
the federal civil service have changed. For example, blue-
collar employment has fallen while the federal government’s 
white-collar workforce has become more diverse occupa-
tionally. As one expert on civil service reform has noted, the 
“need to recruit and retain physicists, biologists, oceanogra-
phers, nurses, statisticians, botanists, and epidemiologists, 
as well as large numbers of engineers, lawyers, and accoun-
tants, now preoccupies federal personnel managers.”19

Employees hired outside the competitive service are 
part of the excepted service. They now make up almost 
half of all workers. Though not hired by the OPM, they 
still are typically hired in a nonpartisan fashion. Some 
are hired by agencies—such as the CIA, the FBI, and the 
Postal Service—that have their own selection procedures.

About 3 percent of the excepted employees are 
appointed on grounds other than or in addition to merit. 
These legal exceptions exist to permit presidents to select, 
for policymaking and politically sensitive posts, peo-
ple who are in agreement with their policy views. Such 
appointments are generally of three kinds:

1. Presidential appointments authorized by statute 
(cabinet and subcabinet officers, judges, U.S. mar-
shals and U.S. attorneys, ambassadors, and mem-
bers of various boards and commissions).

2. “Schedule C” appointments to jobs described as 
having a “confidential or policy-determining char-
acter” below the level of cabinet or subcabinet posts 
(including executive assistants, special aides, and 
confidential secretaries).

3. Noncareer executive assignments given to high-
ranking members of the regular competitive civil 
service or to persons brought into the civil service at 
these high levels. These people are deeply involved 
in the advocacy of presidential programs or partici-
pate in policymaking.

competitive service The 
government offices to which 
people are appointed on the 
basis of merit, as ascertained 
by a written exam or by applying 
certain selection criteria.
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These three groups 
of excepted appoint-
ments constitute the 
patronage available 
to a president and his 

administration. When President Kennedy took office in 
1961, he had 451 political jobs to fill. When President 
Trump took office in 2017, he had more than four times 
that number, including nearly double the number of top 
cabinet posts (and had filled fewer spots one month into 
his term than his recent predecessors).20 Scholars disagree 
over whether this proliferation of political appointees has 
improved or worsened Washington’s performance, but one 
thing is clear: widespread presidential patronage is hardly 
unprecedented. In the 19th century, practically every fed-
eral job was a patronage job. For example, when Grover 
Cleveland, a Democrat, became president in 1885, he 
replaced some 40,000 Republican postal employees with 
Democrats.

Ironically, two years earlier, in 1883, the passage of 
the Pendleton Act had begun a slow but steady transfer 
of federal jobs from the patronage to the merit system. 
It may seem strange that a political party in power (the 
Republicans) would be willing to relinquish its patron-
age in favor of a merit-based appointment system. Two 
factors made it possible for the Republicans to pass the 
Pendleton Act: (1) public outrage over the abuses of the 
spoils system, highlighted by the assassination of President 
James Garfield by a man always described in the history 
books as a “disappointed office seeker” (lunatic would be a 
more accurate term); and (2) the fear that if the Democrats 
came to power on a wave of antispoils sentiment, existing 
Republican officeholders would be fired. (The Democrats 
won anyway.)

The merit system spread to encompass most of the 
federal bureaucracy, generally with presidential support. 
Though presidents may have liked in theory the idea of 
hiring and firing subordinates at will, most felt that the 
demands for patronage were impossible either to satisfy 
or to ignore. Furthermore, by increasing the coverage of 
the merit system, a president could “blanket in” patronage 
appointees already holding office, thus making it difficult 
or impossible for the next administration to fire them.

The Buddy System
The actual recruitment of civil servants, especially in 
mid- and upper-level jobs, is somewhat more compli-
cated, and slightly more political, than the laws and rules 
might suggest. Though many people enter the federal 
bureaucracy by learning of a job, filling out an applica-
tion, perhaps taking a test, and being hired, many also 
enter on a “name-request” basis. A name-request job is 
one that is filled by a person whom an agency has already 
identified. In this respect, the federal government is not 
so different from private business. A person learns of a 
job from somebody who already has one, or the head of 
a bureau decides in advance whom he or she wishes to 
hire. The agency must still send a form describing the 
job to the OPM, but it also names the person whom 
the agency wants to appoint. Sometimes the job is even 
described in such a way that the person named is  the 
only one who can qualify for it. Occasionally, this 
 tailor-made name-request job is offered to a person at the 
insistence of a member of Congress who wants a political 
supporter taken care of; more often it is made available 
because the bureaucracy itself knows whom it wishes to 
hire and wants to circumvent an elaborate search. This 
is the “buddy system.”

The buddy system does not necessarily produce poor 
employees. Indeed, it is frequently a way of hiring people 
known to the agency as capable of handling the position. 
It also opens up the possibility of hiring people whose 
policy views are congenial to those already in office. Such 
networking is based on shared policy views, not (as once 
was the case) on narrow partisan affiliations. For example, 
bureaucrats in consumer protection agencies recruit new 
staff from private groups with an interest in consumer pro-
tection, such as the various organizations associated with 
Ralph Nader, or from academics who have a pro-consumer 
inclination.

There has always been an informal “old boys’ network” 
among those who move in and out of high-level govern-
ment posts; with the increasing appointment of women to 
these jobs, there has begun to emerge an old girls’ network 
as well.21 In a later section, we consider whether, or in what 
ways, these recruitment patterns make a difference.

name-request job A job 
filled by a person whom an 
agency has already identified.

IMAGE 15-2 In 2010, fire erupted from an offshore oil rig oper-
ated by BP in the Gulf of Mexico near American land, creating 
an environmental disaster and requiring a federal investigation 
and response.
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Firing a Bureaucrat
The great majority of bureaucrats who are part of the civil 
service and who do not hold presidential appointments 
have jobs that are, for all practical purposes, beyond 
reach. An executive must go through elaborate steps to 
fire, demote, or suspend a civil servant. (See Table 15.1.) 
Realistically, this means no one is fired or demoted unless 
his or her superior is prepared to invest a great deal of time 
and effort in the attempt. In 1987, about 2,600 employees 
who had completed their probationary period were fired 
for misconduct or poor performance. That is about one-
tenth of 1 percent of all federal employees. It is hard 
to believe that a large private company would fire only 
one-tenth of 1 percent of its workers in a given year. 
It’s also impossible to believe that, as is often the case 
in Washington, it would take a year to fire anyone. To 
cope with this problem, federal executives have devised 
a number of strategies for bypassing or forcing out civil 
servants with whom they cannot work—denying them 
promotions, transferring them to undesirable locations, 
or assigning them to meaningless work.

With the passage of the Civil Service Reform Act of 
1978, Congress recognized that many high-level positions 
in the civil service have important policymaking respon-
sibilities and that the president and his cabinet officers 
ought to have more flexibility in recruiting, assigning, and 
paying such people. Accordingly, the act created the Senior 
Executive Service (SES), about 8,000 top federal manag-
ers who can (in theory) be hired, fired, and transferred 
more easily than ordinary civil servants. Moreover, the act 
stipulated that members of the SES would be eligible for 
substantial cash bonuses if they performed their duties 
well. (To protect the rights of SES members, anyone who 
is removed from the SES is guaranteed a job elsewhere in 
government.)

Things did not work out quite as the sponsors of the 
SES had hoped. Though most eligible civil servants joined 
it, the proportion of higher-ranking positions increased 
only modestly in agencies that were filled by transfer from 
another agency; the cash bonuses did not prove to be an 

important incentive (perhaps because the base salaries of 
top bureaucrats did not keep up with inflation); and hardly 
any member of the SES was actually fired. Two years after 
the SES was created, less than one-half of 1 percent of its 
members had received an unsatisfactory rating, and none 
had been fired. Nor does the SES give the president a large 
opportunity to make political appointments: only 10 per-
cent of the SES can be selected from outside the exist-
ing civil service. And no SES member can be transferred 
involuntarily.

The Agency’s Point of View
When one realizes that most agencies are staffed by peo-
ple recruited by those agencies, sometimes on a name-
request basis, and are virtually immune from dismissal, it 
becomes clear that the recruitment and retention policies 
of the civil service work to ensure that most bureau-
crats will have an “agency” point of view. Even with the 
encouragement for transfers created by the SES, most 
government agencies are dominated by people who have 
not served in any other agency and who have been in 
government service most of their lives. This fact has 
some advantages: It means that most top-tier bureau-
crats are experts in the procedures and policies of their 
agencies and that there will be a substantial degree of 
continuity in agency behavior no matter which political 
party happens to be in power.

But the agency point of view has its costs as well. A 
political executive entering an agency with responsibility 
for shaping its direction will discover that he or she must 
carefully win the support of career subordinates. A subor-
dinate has an infinite capacity for discreet sabotage and 
can make life miserable for a political superior by delaying 
action, withholding information, following the rule book 
with literal exactness, or making an “end run” around a 
superior to mobilize members of Congress sympathetic 
to the bureaucrat’s point of view. For instance, when one 
political executive wanted to downgrade a bureau in his 
department, he found, naturally, that the bureau chief was 
opposed. The bureau chief spoke to some friendly lobbyists 

To fire or demote a member of the competitive civil service, these procedures must be followed:
1. The employee must be given written notice at least 30 days in advance that he or she is to be fired or demoted for incompetence or 

misconduct.
2. The written notice must contain a statement of reasons, including specific examples of unacceptable performance.
3. The employee has the right to an attorney and to reply, orally or in writing, to the charges.
4. The employee has the right to appeal any adverse action to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB), a three-person, bipartisan 

body appointed by the president with the consent of the Senate.
5. The MSPB must grant the employee a hearing, at which the employee has the right to have an attorney present.
6. The employee has the right to appeal the MSPB decision to a U.S. court of appeals, which can hold new hearings.

TABLe 15.1 Firing a Bureaucrat
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IMAGE 15-3 Amtrak passenger trains bring long-distance 
travel to many small towns in the United States. Amtrak service 
costs the federal government much more than the trains earn in 
fares.

and a key member of Congress. When the political execu-
tive asked the congressman whether he had any problem 
with the contemplated reorganization, the congressman 
replied, “No, you have the problem, because if you touch 
that bureau, I’ll cut your job out of the budget.”22

Personal Attributes
Another factor that may shape the way a bureaucrat 
uses power is personal attributes. These include social 
class, education, and personal political beliefs. The fed-
eral civil service as a whole looks very much like a cross 
section of American society in the education, sex, race, 
and social origins of its members (see Figure 15.3). But 
as with many other employers, African Americans and 
other minorities are most likely heavily represented in 
the lowest grade levels and tend to be underrepresented 
at the executive level. At the higher-ranking levels, where 
the most power is found—say, in the supergrade ranks 
of GS 16 through GS 18—the typical civil servant is 
a middle-aged white man with a college degree whose 
father was somewhat more advantaged than the average 
citizen. In the great majority of cases, this individual is 
in fact very different from the typical American in both 
background and personal beliefs.

Because political appointees and career bureaucrats are 
not representative of the average American, and because of 
their supposed occupational self-interest, some critics have 

speculated that the people holding these jobs think about 
politics and government in ways very different from the 
public at large. Some surveys do find that career bureau-
crats are more likely than other people to hold liberal 
views, to trust government, and to vote for Democrats.23

It is important, however, not to overgeneralize from 
such differences. For example, whereas Obama appointees 
(virtually all of them strong Democrats) were more liberal 
than average citizens, George W. Bush appointees (virtu-
ally all of them loyal Republicans) were undoubtedly more 

 Figure 15.3  Characteristics of Federal Civilian Employees, 1960 and 2015
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conservative than average citizens; likely the same is true of 
those appointed by President Trump. Likewise, career civil 
servants are more pro-government than the public at large, 
but on most specific policy questions, federal bureaucrats 
do not have extreme positions. Still, those employed in 
“activist” agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission, 
Environmental Protection Agency, and Food and Drug 
Administration tend to have more liberal views than those 
who work for the more “traditional” agencies such as the 
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and the Treasury. 
Even when the bureaucrats come from roughly the same 
social backgrounds, their policy views seem to reflect the 
type of government work that they do. For example, stud-
ies dating back decades have found that Democrats and 
people with liberal views tend to be overrepresented in 
social service agencies, whereas Republicans and people 
with conservative views tend to be overrepresented in 
defense agencies.24 But it is not clear whether such dif-
ferences in attitudes are produced by the jobs that people 
hold or whether certain jobs attract people with certain 
beliefs. Probably both forces are at work.

Do Bureaucrats Sabotage Their 
Political Bosses?
Because it is so hard to fire career bureaucrats, it is often 
said that these people will sabotage any actions by their 
political superiors with whom they disagree. And since 
civil servants tend to have liberal views, it has been con-
servative presidents and cabinet secretaries who have 
usually expressed this worry.

Some bureaucrats will no doubt drag their heels if they 
don’t like their bosses, and a few will block actions they 
oppose. However, most bureaucrats try to carry out the 
policies of their superiors even when they personally dis-
agree with them. When David Stockman was director of 
the OMB, he set out to make sharp cuts in government 

spending programs in accordance with the wishes of his 
boss, President Ronald Reagan. He later published a book 
complaining about all the people in the White House and 
Congress who worked against him.25 But nowhere in the 
book is there any major criticism of the civil servants at the 
OMB. It seems that whatever these people thought about 
Stockman and Reagan, they loyally tried to carry out Stock-
man’s policies.

Bureaucrats tend to be loyal to political superiors 
who deal with them cooperatively and constructively. An 
agency head who tries to ignore or discredit them can be 
in for a tough time, however. The powers of obstruction 
available to aggrieved bureaucrats are formidable. Such 
people can leak embarrassing stories to Congress or to the 
media, help interest groups mobilize against the agency 
head, and discover a thousand procedural reasons why a 
new course of action won’t work.

The exercise of some of those bureaucratic powers is 
protected by the Whistle Blower Protection Act. Passed 
in 1989, the law created the Office of Special Counsel, 
charged with investigating complaints from bureaucrats 
that they were punished after reporting to Congress about 
waste, fraud, or abuse in their agencies.

It may seem odd that bureaucrats, who have great job 
security, would not always act in accordance with their 
personal beliefs instead of in accordance with the wishes 
of their bosses. Bureaucratic sabotage, in this view, ought 
to be very common. But bureaucratic cooperation with 
superiors is not odd, once you take into account the nature 
of a bureaucrat’s job.

If you are a voter at the polls, your beliefs will clearly 
affect how you vote (see Chapters 7 and 10). But if you are 
the second baseman for the Boston Red Sox, your political 
beliefs, social background, and education will have noth-
ing to do with how you field ground balls. Sociologists 
like to call the different things that people do in their lives 
“roles” and to distinguish between roles that are loosely 
structured (such as the role of voter) and those that are 
highly structured (such as that of second baseman). Per-
sonal attitudes greatly affect loosely structured roles and 
only slightly affect highly structured ones. Applied to 
the federal bureaucracy, this suggests that civil servants 
performing tasks that are routinized (such as filling out 
forms), tasks that are closely defined by laws and rules 
(such as issuing welfare checks), or tasks that are closely 
monitored by others (supervisors, special-interest groups, 
the media) will probably perform them in ways that can 
be explained only partially, if at all, by their personal atti-
tudes. Civil servants performing complex, loosely defined 
tasks that are not closely monitored may carry out their 
work in ways powerfully influenced by their attitudes.

Among the loosely defined tasks are those performed 
by professionals, and so the values of these people may 

IMAGE 15-4 In addition to mail delivery, the U.S. Postal  Service 
performs other functions, such as assistance with  passport 
applications.
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influence how they behave. An increasing number of law-
yers, economists, engineers, and physicians are hired to work 
in federal agencies. These men and women have received 
extensive training that produces not only a set of skills, 
but also a set of attitudes as to what is important and valu-
able. For example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 
charged with preventing unfair methods of competition 
among businesses, employs two kinds of professionals: law-
yers, organized into a Bureau of Competition, and econo-
mists, organized into a Bureau of Economics. Lawyers are 
trained to draw up briefs and argue cases in court and are 
taught the legal standards by which they will know whether 
they have a chance of winning a case. Economists are trained 
to analyze how a competitive economy works and what costs 
consumers must bear if the goods and services are produced 
by a monopoly (one firm controlling the market) or an oli-
gopoly (a small number of firms dominating the market).

Because of their training and attitudes, lawyers in the 
FTC prefer to bring cases against a business firm that has 
done something clearly illegal, such as attending secret meet-
ings with competitors to rig the prices that will be charged 
to a purchaser. These cases appeal to lawyers because there is 
usually a victim (the purchaser or a rival company) who com-
plains to the government, the illegal behavior can be proved in 
a court of law, and the case can be completed rather quickly.

Economists, on the other hand, are trained to measure 
the value of a case not by how quickly it can be proved in 
court, but by whether the illegal practice imposes large or 
small costs on the consumer. FTC economists often dislike 
the cases that appeal to lawyers. The economists feel that 
the amount of money that such cases save the consumer 
is often small and that the cases are a distraction from 
the major issues—such as whether IBM or Apple unfairly 
dominates the computer business, or whether General 
Motors is too large to be efficient. Lawyers, in turn, are 
leery of big cases, because the facts are hard to prove and 
they may take forever to decide (one blockbuster case can 
drag through the courts for 10 years). In many federal 
agencies, divergent professional values such as these help 
explain how power is used.

Culture and Careers
Unlike the lawyers and economists working in the FTC, 
the government bureaucrats in a typical agency don’t have 
a lot of freedom to choose a course of action. Their jobs 
are spelled out not only by the laws, rules, and routines 
of their agency, but also by the informal understandings 
among fellow employees as to how they are supposed to 
act. These understandings are the culture of the agency.26

If you belong to the air force, you can do a lot of 
things, but only one thing really counts: flying airplanes, 
especially advanced jet fighters and bombers. The cul-
ture of the air force is a pilots’ culture. If you belong to 

the navy, you have more choices: fly jet aircraft or oper-
ate nuclear submarines. Both jobs provide status and a 
chance for promotion to the highest ranks. By contrast, 
sailing minesweepers or transport ships (or worse, having 
a desk job and not sailing anything at all) may not be a 
very rewarding job. The culture of the CIA emphasizes 
working overseas as a clandestine agent; staying in Wash-
ington as a report writer is not as good for your career. The 
culture of the State Department rewards skill in political 
negotiations; being an expert on international economics 
or embassy security is much less rewarding.

You can usually tell what kind of culture an agency 
has by asking an employee, “If you want to get ahead here, 
what sort of jobs should you take?” The jobs that are career 
enhancing are part of the culture; the jobs that are not career 
enhancing (“NCE,” in bureaucratic lingo) are not part of it.

Being part of a strong culture is good—to a point. 
It motivates employees to work hard in order to win the 
respect of their coworkers and the approval of their bosses. 
But a strong culture also makes it hard to change an agency. 
FBI agents for many years resisted getting involved in civil 
rights or organized crime cases, and diplomats in the State 
Department didn’t pay much attention to embassy secu-
rity. These important jobs were not a career-enhancing 
part of the culture.

Constraints
The biggest difference between a government agency 
and a private organization is the vastly greater number 
of constraints on the agency. Unlike a business firm, the 
typical government bureau cannot hire, fire, build, or sell 
without going through procedures set down in laws. How 
much money it pays its members is determined by statute, 
not by the market. Not only the goals of an agency, but 
often its exact procedures, are spelled out by Congress.

At one time, the Soil Conservation Service was required 
by law to employ at least 14,177 full-time workers. The State 
Department has been forbidden by law from opening a dip-
lomatic post in Antigua and Barbuda but forbidden from 
closing a post anywhere else. The Agency for International 
Development (which administers our foreign-aid program) 
has been given by Congress 33 objectives and 75 priorities 
and must send to Congress 288 reports each year. When it 
buys military supplies, the Department of Defense must give 
a “fair proportion” of its contracts to small businesses, espe-
cially those operated by “socially and economically disadvan-
taged individuals,” and must buy from American firms even 
if, in some cases, buying abroad would be cheaper. Some of 
the more general constraints include the following:

•	 Administrative Procedure Act (1946). Before adopting a 
new rule or policy, an agency must give notice, solicit 
comments, and (often) hold hearings.
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•	 Freedom of Information Act (1966). Citizens have the 
right to inspect all government records except those 
containing military, intelligence, or trade secrets or 
those revealing private personnel actions.

•	 National Environmental Policy Act (1969). Before under-
taking any major action affecting the environment, an 
agency must issue an environmental impact statement.

•	 Privacy Act (1974). Government files about individuals, 
such as Social Security and tax records, must be kept 
confidential.

•	 Open Meeting Law (1976). Every part of every agency 
meeting must be open to the public unless certain 
matters (e.g., military or trade secrets) are being  
discussed. 

Postal Service Reform: Client Politics?

Article I, section 8 of the Constitution authorized the Con-
gress to “establish Post Offices.” Today’s United States 
Postal Service (USPS) is the second largest employer in 
the nation (behind Walmart). It is not taxpayer-funded and 
generates more than $60 billion a year in revenue from its 
services. It has more than 500,000 career employees. It 
has mail routes that cover every square mile of the nation. 
It delivers mail to more than 100 million addresses each 
week. It handles about 160 billion pieces of mail each year. 
It has more office buildings than the number of McDon-
ald’s, Starbucks, and Walmart stores combined. Millions 
of people (especially older people) and many businesses 
(not only “junk mail” purveyors) continue to rely heavily on 
“snail mail.” And certain legal documents still normally get 
sent in paper envelopes via “regular mail.”

But the USPS is in trouble. Since 2001, the volume of 
mail delivered by the USPS has declined by about a quar-
ter, and its workforce has fallen by more than 300,000. In 
the 2012 fiscal year, the USPS ran a deficit that totaled 
about $16 billion. Facebook, email, texting, and other 
means of electronic communications have increasingly 
displaced both routine and episodic communications that 
once started with dropping paper into the old metal mail-
box on the street corner. Meanwhile, for-profit shipping 
businesses like United Parcel Service (UPS) and Federal 
Express have expanded. They carry substantial portions 
of all “door-to-door” mail, including express or “overnight” 
envelopes, packages, and boxes.

In recent years, Congress has considered numerous pro-
posals to “save” or “streamline” the USPS. For instance, in 
2012, Postmaster General Patrick Donahoe proposed reduc-
ing mail delivery to five days a week (eliminating most Sat-
urday deliveries), restructuring payments for postal worker 
retiree health benefits, consolidating mail processing centers, 
and reducing “window hours” in about half of the roughly 
26,000 post offices around the country. The USPS receives 
no taxpayer funding. In 2012, the Senate passed a bill that 
would have pumped billions of tax dollars into the USPS, 
but the House rejected the measure. In 2013, the USPS 
announced that it would end most Saturday deliveries effec-
tive August of that year, but Congress refused to let it do so.

Some have characterized the battles over USPS reform 
bills as, in effect, instances of client politics. Supposedly, the 
issue pits the labor union representing most postal workers 
(the American Postal Workers Union of the AFL-CIO) against 
a broad, bipartisan coalition, backed by majority public opin-
ion, that favors closing more postal offices and accelerat-
ing workforce reductions. But that view is at odds with at 
least two facts: First, some key GOP leaders in Congress 
have opposed sweeping reforms to the USPS and, second, 
as revealed in a major survey commissioned by the USPS 
Office of the Inspector General in early 2013, most Ameri-
cans, including young Americans, oppose such reforms, too:

•	 Although three-quarters of people erroneously assume 
that the USPS is taxpayer-funded, four-fifths still say 
they want the USPS to serve all citizens in all locations 
even if it means that the USPS loses money.

•	 Three-quarters are opposed to reducing postal service 
hours, and three-quarters also oppose plans for three-
day delivery schedules.

•	 Even 95 percent of young adults, a population that 
relies largely on online communications, say they would 
be adversely affected if the USPS went out of business 
anytime soon.
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One of the biggest constraints on bureaucratic action is 
that Congress rarely gives any job to a single agency. Stop-
ping drug trafficking is the task of the Customs Service, the 
FBI, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Border 
Patrol, and the Defense Department (among others). Dis-
posing of the assets of failed savings-and-loan associations 
was the job of the Resolution Funding Corporation, Reso-
lution Trust Corporation, Federal Housing Finance Board, 
Office of Thrift Supervision in the Treasury Department, 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Reserve 
Board, and Justice Department (among others). Similarly, 
in the aftermath of the 2007 financial crisis, many different 
agencies were involved in the Troubled Asset Relief Pro-
gram, the bailouts, and the programs to help homeowners 
who could no longer afford their homes.

The effects of these constraints on agency behavior 
are not surprising.

•	 The government will often act slowly. (The more con-
straints that must be satisfied, the longer it will take to 
get anything done.)

•	 The government will sometimes act inconsistently. 
(What is done to meet one constraint—for example, 
freedom of information—may endanger another con-
straint—for example, privacy.)

•	 It will be easier to block action than to take action. (The 
constraints ensure that lots of voices will be heard; the more 
voices heard, the more they may cancel each other out.)

•	 Lower-ranking employees will be reluctant to make 
decisions on their own. (Having many constraints 
means having many ways to get into trouble; to avoid 
trouble, let your boss make the decision.)

•	 Citizens will complain of red tape. (The more con-
straints to serve, the more forms to fill out.)

These constraints do not mean government bureaucracy 
is powerless, only that, however great its power, it tends 
to be clumsy. That clumsiness arises not from the fact 

that the people who work for agencies are dull or incom-
petent, but from the complicated political environment 
in which that work must be done.

The moral of the story: the next time you get mad 
at a bureaucrat, ask yourself, why would a rational, intel-
ligent person behave that way? Chances are you will dis-
cover good reasons for that action. You would probably 
behave the same way if you were working for the same 
organization.

15-4  Checks, Problems, and 
Possibilities for Reform

Government agencies behave as they do in large part 
because of the many different goals they must pursue 
and the complex rules they must follow. Where does all 
this red tape come from?

From us. From us, the people.

Checks
Every goal, every constraint, every bit of red tape, was put 
in place by Congress, the courts, the White House, or the 
agency itself responding to the demands of some influential 
faction. Civil rights groups want every agency to hire and 
buy from women and minorities. Environmental groups 
want every agency to file environmental impact statements. 
Industries being regulated want every new agency policy to 
be formulated only after a lengthy public hearing with lots 
of lawyers present. Labor unions also want those hearings so 
that they can argue against industry lawyers. Everybody who 
sells something to the government wants a “fair chance” to 
make the sale, and so everybody insists that government 
contracts be awarded only after complex procedures are fol-
lowed. A lot of people don’t trust the government, and so 
they insist that everything it does be done in the sunshine—
no secrets, no closed meetings, no hidden files.

If we wanted agencies to pursue their main goal with 
more vigor and less encumbering red tape, we would have 
to ask Congress, the courts, or the White House to repeal 
some of these constraints. In other words, we would have 
to be willing to give up something we want in order to 
get something else we want even more. But politics does 
not encourage people to make these trade-offs; instead, 
it encourages us to expect to get everything—efficiency, 
fairness, help for minorities—all at once.

Agency Allies
Despite these constraints, government bureaucracies are 
not powerless. In fact, some of them actively seek certain 
constraints. They do so because it is a way of cementing 

IMAGE 15-5 A U.S. Air Force squadron views an F-15E Strike 
Eagle dual-role fighter aircraft.
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15-4 Checks, Problems, and Possibilities for Reform 381

a useful relationship with a congressional committee or 
an interest group.

At one time scholars described the relationship 
between an agency, a committee, and an interest group 
as an iron triangle (see Figure 15.4). For example, the 
Department of Veterans Affairs, the House and Senate 
committees on veterans’ affairs, and veterans’ organizations 
(such as the American Legion) would form a tight, mutu-
ally advantageous alliance. The department would do what 
the committees wanted and in return get political sup-
port and budget appropriations; the committee members 
would do what the veterans’ groups wanted and in return 
get votes and campaign contributions. Iron triangles are 
examples of what are called client politics (see our discus-
sion of client politics in Chapter 1 for more details).

Many agencies still have important allies in Congress 
and the private sector, especially those bureaus that serve 
the needs of specific sectors of the economy or regions of 
the country. The Department of Agriculture works closely 
with farm organizations, the Department of the Interior 
with groups interested in obtaining low-cost irrigation or 
grazing rights, and the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development with mayors and real-estate developers.

Sometimes these allies are so strong that they can 
defeat a popular president. For years, President Reagan 
tried to abolish the Small Business Administration (SBA), 
arguing that its program of loans to small firms was waste-
ful and ridden with favoritism. But Congress, reacting to 
pressures from small-business groups, rallied to the SBA’s 
defense. As a result, Reagan had to oversee an agency that 
he didn’t want.

But iron triangles 
are much less common 
today than once was the 
case. Politics of late has 
become far more com-
plicated. For one thing, 
the number and variety of interest groups have increased so 
much in recent years that scarcely any agency is not subject 
to pressures from several competing interests instead of 
from only one powerful interest. For another, the growth 
of subcommittees in Congress has meant most agencies 
are subject to control by many different legislative groups, 
often with very different concerns. Finally, the courts have 
made it much easier for all kinds of individuals and inter-
ests to intervene in agency affairs.

As a result, nowadays government agencies face a 
bewildering variety of competing groups and legisla-
tive subcommittees that constitute not a loyal group of 
allies, but a fiercely contentious collection of critics. The 
Environmental Protection Agency is caught between 
the demands of environmentalists and those of indus-
try organizations, the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration between the pressures of labor and those 
of business, and the Federal Communications Commis-
sion between the desires of broadcasters and those of cable 
television companies. Even the Department of Agriculture 
faces not a unified group of farmers, but many different 
farmers split into rival groups, depending on the crops 
they raise, the regions in which they live, and the attitudes 
they have toward the relative merits of farm subsidies or 
free markets.

iron triangle A close rela-
tionship between an agency, a 
congressional committee, and 
an interest group.

 Figure 15.4  Iron Triangle
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382 Chapter 15 The Bureaucracy

Polit ical  scien-
tist Hugh Heclo has 
described the typical 
government agency 
today as being embed-
ded not in an iron tri-
angle, but in an issue 
network.27 These issue 
networks consist of peo-
ple in Washington-based 
interest groups, on con-
gressional staffs, in uni-
versities and think tanks, 
and in the mass media 
who regularly debate 
government policy on a 

certain subject—say, health care or auto safety. The net-
works are contentious, split along political, ideological, 
and economic lines. When a president takes office, he 
often recruits key agency officials from those members of 
the issue network who are most sympathetic to his views.

When Jimmy Carter, a Democrat, became president, 
he appointed to key posts in consumer agencies people who 
were from that part of the consumer issue network asso-
ciated with Ralph Nader. Ronald Reagan, a conservative 
Republican, filled these same jobs with people who were 
from that part of the issue network holding free- market or 
antiregulation views. When George Bush the elder, a more 
centrist Republican, took office, he filled these posts with 
more centrist members of the issue network. Bill  Clinton 
brought back the consumer activists. George W. Bush 
reversed Clinton, and Barack Obama reversed Bush, and 
(not surprisingly) Trump reversed Obama.

Congressional Oversight
The main reason why some interest groups are important 
to agencies is that they are important to Congress. Not 
every interest group in the country has substantial access 
to Congress, but those that do and that are taken seri-
ously by the relevant committees or subcommittees must 
also be taken seriously by the agency. Furthermore, even 
apart from interest groups, members of Congress have 
constitutional powers over agencies and policy interests 
in how agencies function.

Congressional supervision of the bureaucracy takes 
several forms. First, no agency may exist (except for a few 
presidential offices and commissions) without congressio-
nal approval. Congress influences—and sometimes deter-
mines precisely—agency behavior by the statutes it enacts.

Second, no money may be spent unless it has first 
been authorized by Congress. Authorization legislation 

originates in a legislative committee (such as Agriculture, 
Education and Labor, or Public Works) and states the 
maximum amount of money that an agency may spend 
on a given program. This authorization may be perma-
nent, it may be for a fixed number of years, or it may be 
annual (i.e., it must be renewed each year, or the program 
or agency goes out of business).

Third, even funds that have been authorized by Con-
gress cannot be spent unless (in most cases) they are also 
appropriated. Appropriations usually are made annually, 
and they originate not with the legislative committees but 
with the House Appropriations Committee and its vari-
ous (and influential) subcommittees. An  appropriation 
(money formally set aside for a specific use) may be, 
and often is, for less than the amount authorized. The 
Appropriations Committee’s action thus tends to have a 
budget-cutting effect. Some funds can be spent without 
an appropriation, but in virtually every part of the bureau-
cracy, each agency is keenly sensitive to congressional con-
cerns at the time that the annual appropriations process is 
going on.

But is fidelity to the constitutional principle of separa-
tion of powers (see Chapter 2) called into question when 
Congress engages in oversight of agencies that are in the 
executive branch? Members of Congress themselves once 
debated that issue, but the aforementioned Administrative 
Procedure Act of 1946 and a dozen subsequent laws that 
built on it (the latest being the Data Quality Act of 2000, 
and all upheld when challenged in the courts) are predi-
cated on the idea that agencies are “adjuncts for legislative 
functions. . . . Congress lacks the capacity to legislate on 
all matters it touches and perforce must delegate a great 
deal of legislative authority to the agencies.”28

This idea was challenged during the George W. Bush 
presidency by administration officials and others who 
argued, especially but not exclusively with respect to mili-
tary, national, and homeland security issues, that agencies 
were bound to act in accordance with the president’s direc-
tives whenever they conflicted with directives from Con-
gress. While Bush’s executive-centered approach sparked 
many controversies, most scholars seem to think that it 
effected no major or lasting changes, and some suggest that 
it stirred Congress to pursue even more comprehensive 
(and aggressive) oversight policies and practices.29

The Appropriations Committee and Legislative Com-
mittees The fact that an agency budget must be both 
authorized and appropriated means that each agency 
serves not one congressional master but several, and that 
these masters may be in conflict. The real power over an 
agency’s budget is exercised by the Appropriations Com-
mittee; the legislative committees are especially important 

authorization legislation 
Legislative permission to begin 
or continue a government pro-
gram or agency.

issue network A network 
of people in Washington, DC–
based interest groups, on con-
gressional staffs, in universities 
and think tanks, and in the mass 
media, who regularly discuss 
and advocate public policies.

appropriation A legislative 
grant of money to finance a 
government program or agency.
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when a substantive law is first passed or an agency is first 
created, or when an agency is subject to annual authoriza-
tion. In the past, the power of the Appropriations Com-
mittee was rarely challenged; from 1947 through 1962, 
fully 90 percent of the House Appropriations Committee’s 
recommendations on expenditures were approved by the 
full House without change.30 Furthermore, the Appropria-
tions Committee tends to recommend less money than 
an agency requests (though some specially favored agen-
cies, such as the FBI, the Soil Conservation Service, and 
the Forest Service, have tended to get almost everything 
that they have asked for). Finally, the process of “mark-
ing up” (revising, amending, and approving) an agency’s 
budget request gives to the Appropriations Committee, or 
one of its subcommittees, substantial influence over the 
policies that the agency follows. Of late, the appropria-
tions committees have lost some of their great power over 
government agencies. This has happened in three ways. 
First, Congress has created trust funds to pay for the ben-
efits many people receive. The Social Security trust fund 
is the largest of these. In 2012, it took in $729 billion in 
Social Security taxes and paid out $635 billion in old-age 
benefits. Several other trust funds also exist. Trust funds 
operate outside the regular government budget, and the 
appropriations committees have no control over these 
expenditures. They are automatic.

Second, Congress has changed the authorization of 
many programs from permanent or multiyear to annual 
authorizations. This means that every year the legislative 
committees, as part of the reauthorization process, get to 
set limits on what these agencies can spend. This limits the 
ability of the appropriations committees to determine the 
spending limits. Before 1959, most authorizations were 
permanent or multiyear. Now a long list of agencies must 
be reauthorized every year—the State Department, NASA, 
military procurement programs of the Defense Depart-
ment, the Justice Department, the Energy Department, 
and parts or all of many other agencies. 

Third, the existence of huge budget deficits during the 
1980s and the 2000s has meant that much of Congress’s 
time has been taken up with trying (usually not very suc-
cessfully) to keep spending down. As a result, there has rarely 
been much time to discuss the merits of various programs or 
how much ought to be spent on them; instead, attention has 
been focused on meeting a target spending limit. In 1981, 
the budget resolution passed by Congress mandated cuts 
in several programs before the appropriations committees 
had even completed their work.31 In addition to the power 
of the purse, Congress can control the bureaucracy through 
informal ways. An individual member of Congress can call 
an agency head on behalf of a constituent. Most such calls 
merely seek information, but some result in, or attempt to 

obtain, special privileges 
for particular people. 
Congressional commit-
tees may also obtain the 
right to pass on certain 
agency decisions. This 
is called committee 
clearance, and though 
it usually is not legally 
binding on the agency, 
few agency heads will 
ignore the expressed wish 
of a committee chair that 
he or she be consulted 
before certain actions 
(such as transferring 
funds) are taken.

The Legislative Veto For many decades, Congress made 
frequent use of the legislative veto to control bureaucratic 
or presidential actions. A legislative veto is a requirement 
that an executive decision must lie before Congress for 
a specified period (usually 30 or 90 days) before it takes 
effect. Congress could then veto the decision if a resolution 
of disapproval was passed by either house (a “one-house 
veto”) or both houses (a “two-house veto”). Unlike laws, 
such resolutions were not signed by the president. Between 
1932 and 1980, about 200 laws were passed providing 
for a legislative veto, many of them involving presidential 
proposals to sell arms abroad.

But in June 1983, the Supreme Court declared the 
legislative veto to be unconstitutional. In the Chadha case, 
the Court held that the Article I of the Constitution clearly 
requires that “every order, resolution, or vote to which the 
concurrence of the Senate and House of Representatives 
may be necessary” (with certain minor exceptions) “shall 
be presented to the President of the United States,” who 
must either approve it or return it with his veto attached. 
In short, Congress cannot take any action that has the force 
of law unless the president concurs in that action.32 With 
a stroke of the pen, parts of 200 laws suddenly became 
invalid. At least that happened in theory. In fact, since the 
Chadha decision, Congress has passed a number of laws 
that contain legislative vetoes, despite the Supreme Court 
having ruled against them! (Someone will have to go to 
court to test the constitutionality of these new provisions.)

Opponents of the legislative veto hope future Con-
gresses will have to pass laws that state much more clearly 
than before what an agency may or may not do. But it is 
just as likely that Congress will continue to pass laws stated 
in general terms and require that agencies implementing 
those laws report their plans to Congress, so that it will 

trust funds Funds for govern-
ment programs collected and 
spent outside the regular gov-
ernment budget.

committee clearance The 
ability of a congressional com-
mittee to review and approve 
certain agency decisions in 
advance and without passing 
a law.

legislative veto The author-
ity of Congress to block a presi-
dential action after it has taken 
place. The Supreme Court has 
held that Congress does not 
have this power.
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red tape Complex bureau-
cratic rules and procedures that 
must be followed to get some-
thing done.

have a chance to enact 
and send to the presi-
dent a regular bill dis-
approving the proposed 
action. Or Congress 
may rely on informal 

(but scarcely weak) means of persuasion, including threats 
to reduce the appropriations of an agency that does not 
abide by congressional preferences.

Congressional Investigations Perhaps the most visible 
and dramatic form of congressional supervision of an 
agency is the investigation. Since 1792, when Congress 
investigated an army defeat by a Native American tribe, 
congressional investigations of the bureaucracy have been 
a regular feature—sometimes constructive, sometimes 
destructive—of legislative–executive relations. The inves-
tigative power is not mentioned in the Constitution, but it 
has been inferred from the power to legislate. The Supreme 
Court has consistently upheld this interpretation, though 
it has also said that such investigations should not be solely 
for the purpose of exposing the purely personal affairs of 
private individuals and must not operate to deprive citi-
zens of their basic rights.33 Congress may compel a person 
to attend an investigation by issuing a subpoena; anyone 
who ignores the subpoena may be punished for contempt. 
Congress can vote to send the person to jail or can refer 
the matter to a court for further action. As explained in 
Chapter 14, the president and his principal subordinates 
have refused to answer certain congressional inquiries on 
grounds of “executive privilege.”

Although many areas of congressional oversight—
budgetary review, personnel controls, investigations—are 
designed to control the exercise of bureaucratic discre-
tion, other areas are intended to ensure the freedom of 
certain agencies from effective control, especially by the 
president. In dozens of cases, Congress has authorized 
department heads and bureau chiefs to operate indepen-
dent of presidential preferences. Congress has resisted, 
for example, presidential efforts to ensure that policies to 
regulate pollution do not impose excessive costs on the 
economy, and interest groups have brought suit to prevent 
presidential coordination of various regulatory agencies. 
If the bureaucracy sometimes works at cross-purposes, it 
usually is because Congress—or competing committees in 
Congress—wants it that way.

Bureaucratic “Pathologies”
Everyone complains about bureaucracy in general 
(though rarely about bureaucratic agencies that everyone 
believes are desirable). This chapter should persuade you 

that it is difficult to say anything about bureaucracy “in 
general”; there are too many different kinds of agencies, 
kinds of bureaucrats, and kinds of programs to label the 
entire enterprise with a single adjective. Nevertheless, 
many people who recognize the enormous variety among 
government agencies still believe they all have some gen-
eral features in common and suffer from certain shared 
problems or pathologies.

This is true enough, but the reasons for it—and the 
solutions, if any—are often not understood. Bureaucracies 
experience five major (or at least frequently mentioned) 
problems: red tape, conflict, duplication, imperialism, and 
waste. Red tape refers to the complex rules and proce-
dures that must be followed to get something done. (As 
early as the 7th century, legal and government documents 
in England were bound together with a tape of pinkish-
red color. Since then red tape has come to mean “bureau-
cratic delay or confusion,” especially that accompanied by 
unnecessary paperwork.34) Conflict exists because some 
agencies seem to be working at cross-purposes with other 
agencies. (For example, the Agricultural Research Service 
tells farmers how to grow crops more efficiently, while the 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service pays 
farmers to grow fewer crops or to produce less.) Duplica-
tion (usually called “wasteful duplication”) occurs when 
two government agencies seem to be doing the same thing, 
as when the Customs Service and the Drug Enforcement 
Administration both attempt to intercept illegal drugs 
being smuggled into the country. Imperialism refers to the 
tendency of agencies to grow without regard to the benefits 
that their programs confer or the costs that they entail. 
Waste means spending more than is necessary to buy some 
product or service.

These problems all exist, but they do not  necessarily 
exist because bureaucrats are incompetent or power- hungry. 
Most exist because of the very nature of  government itself. 
Take red tape: We encounter  cumbersome rules and 
 procedures in part because any large organization, gov-
ernmental or not, must have some way of ensuring that 
one part of the organization does not operate out of step 
with another. Business corporations have red tape also; it 
is to a certain extent a consequence of bigness. But a great 
amount of governmental red tape is also the result of the 
need to satisfy legal and political requirements. Govern-
ment agencies must hire on the basis of “merit,” must 
observe strict accounting rules, must supply Congress 
with detailed information on their programs, and must 
allow for citizen access in countless ways. Meeting each 
need requires rules; enforcing the rules requires forms. 
As described by political scientist Herbert Kaufman, 
“One person’s ‘red tape’ may be another’s treasured  
safeguard.”35
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Or take conflict and duplication: They do not occur 
because bureaucrats enjoy conflict or duplication. (Quite 
the contrary!) They exist because Congress, in as a quote 
setting up agencies and programs, often wants to achieve 
a number of different, partially inconsistent goals or finds 
that it cannot decide which goal it values the most. Con-
gress has 535 members and little strong leadership; it 
should not be surprising that 535 people will want dif-
ferent things and will sometimes succeed in getting them.

Imperialism results in large measure from government 
agencies seeking goals so vague and so difficult to measure 
that it is hard to tell when they have been attained. When 
Congress is unclear as to exactly what an agency is sup-
posed to do, the agency will often convert that legislative 
vagueness into bureaucratic imperialism by taking the larg-
est possible view of its powers. It may do this on its own; 
more often it does so because interest groups and judges 
rush in to fill the vacuum left by Congress. As we saw in 
Chapter 3, the 1973 Rehabilitation Act was passed with a 
provision barring discrimination against people with dis-
abilities in any program receiving federal aid. Under pres-
sure from people with disabilities, that lofty but vague goal 
was converted by the Department of Transportation into a 
requirement that virtually every big-city bus have a device 
installed to lift people in wheelchairs onboard.

Waste is probably the biggest criticism that people 
have of the bureaucracy. Everybody has heard stories of the 
Pentagon’s paying $91 for screws that cost 3 cents in the 
hardware store. President Reagan’s “Private Sector Survey 
on Cost Control,” generally known as the Grace Commis-
sion (after its chairman, J. Peter Grace), publicized these 
and other tales in a 1984 report. No doubt there is waste 
in government. After all, unlike a business firm worried 

about maximizing profits, in a government agency there 
are only weak incentives to keep costs down. If a business 
employee cuts costs, he or she often receives a bonus or 
raise, and the firm gets to add the savings to its profits. 
If a government official cuts costs, he or she receives no 
reward, and the agency cannot keep the savings—they go 
back to the Treasury.

But many of the horror stories are either exaggera-
tions or unusual occurrences.36 Most of the screws, ham-
mers, and light bulbs purchased by the government are 
obtained at low cost by means of competitive bidding 
among several suppliers. When the government does 
pay outlandish amounts, the reason typically is that it is 
purchasing a new or one-of-a-kind item not available at 
your neighborhood hardware store—for example, a new 
bomber or missile.

Even when the government is not overcharged, it still 
may spend more money than a private firm in buying what 
it needs. The reason is red tape—the rules and procedures 
designed to ensure that when the government buys some-
thing, it will do so in a way that serves the interests of 
many groups. For example, it often must buy from Ameri-
can rather than foreign suppliers, even if the latter charge 
a lower price; it must make use of contractors that employ 
minorities; it must hire only union laborers and pay them 
the “prevailing” (i.e., the highest) wage; it must allow 
public inspection of its records; it frequently is required 
to choose contractors favored by influential members of 
Congress; and so on. Private firms do not have to comply 
with all these rules and thus can buy for less.

From this discussion, it should be easy to see why these 
five basic bureaucratic problems are so hard to correct. 
To end conflicts and duplication, Congress would have 
to make some policy choices and set some clear priorities, 
but with all the competing demands that it faces, Congress 
finds it difficult to do that. You make more friends by 
helping people than by hurting them, and so Congress is 
more inclined to add new programs than to cut old ones, 
whether or not the new programs conflict with existing 
ones. To check imperialism, some way would have to be 
found to measure the benefits of government, but that is 
often impossible; government exists in part to achieve pre-
cisely those goals—such as national defense—that are least 
measurable. Furthermore, what might be done to rem-
edy some problems would make other problems worse. If 
you simplify rules and procedures to cut red tape, you are 
also likely to reduce the coordination among agencies and 
thus to increase the extent to which duplication or conflict 
occurs. If you want to reduce waste, you will have to have 
more rules and inspectors—in short, more red tape. The 
problem of bureaucracy is inseparable from the problem 
of government generally.

IMAGE 15-6 At the world’s busiest border crossing, cars line 
up to enter the United States in Tijuana, Mexico, where passen-
gers must first meet strict immigration requirements overseen 
by the U.S. Border Patrol.
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386 Chapter 15 The Bureaucracy

Just as people are likely to say they dislike Congress 
but like their own member of Congress, they are inclined 
to express hostility toward “the bureaucracy” but good-
will for that part of the bureaucracy with which they 
have dealt personally. While most Americans have unfa-
vorable impressions of government agencies and officials 
in general, they have quite favorable impressions about 
government agencies and officials with whom they have 
had direct contact or about which they claim to know 
something specific.

For example, Figure 15.5 shows that wide majori-
ties have very or somewhat favorable impressions of 
diverse federal government agencies. Surveys dating back 
decades suggest that, despite persistent public complaints 
about “the bureaucracy,” most Americans have judged, 
and continue to judge, each federal agency to be fair and 
useful.37

This finding helps explain why government agencies 
are rarely reduced in size or budget: whatever the popu-
lar feelings about the bureaucracy, any given agency tends 

 Figure 15.5  How the Public Views Particular Federal Agencies
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to have many friends. Even the much-criticized FEMA, 
viewed unfavorably by half the public, was able to fend off 
budget cuts in the several years following its failed response 
to Hurricane Katrina.

Reforming the Bureaucracy
The history of American bureaucracy has been punctu-
ated with countless efforts to make it work better and 
cost less. There were 11 major attempts in the 20th 
century alone. The latest was the National Performance 
Review (NPR)—popularly called the plan to “reinvent 
government”—led by Vice President Al Gore.

The NPR differed from many of the preceding reform 
efforts in one important way. Most of the earlier ones sug-
gested ways of increasing central (i.e., presidential) con-
trol of government agencies: the Brownlow Commission 
(1936–1937) recommended giving the president more 
assistants, the First Hoover Commission (1947–1949) 
suggested ways of improving top-level management, and 
the Ash Council (1969–1971) called for consolidating 
existing agencies into a few big “super departments.” The 
intent was to make it easier for the president and his cabi-
net secretaries to run the bureaucracy. The key ideas were 
efficiency, accountability, and consistent policies.

The NPR, by contrast, emphasized customer satisfac-
tion (the “customers” in this case being the citizens who 
come into contact with federal agencies). To the authors of 
the NPR report, the main problem with the bureaucracy 
was that it had become too centralized, too rule-bound, 
too little concerned with making programs work, and too 
much concerned with avoiding scandal. The NPR report 
contained many horror stories about useless red tape, 
excessive regulations, and cumbersome procurement sys-
tems that make it next to impossible for agencies to do 
what they were created to do. (For example, when smok-
ing was permitted in federal office buildings, the Gen-
eral Services Administration issued a nine-page document 
that described an ashtray and specified how many pieces it 
must break into, should it be hit with a hammer.)38

To solve these problems, the NPR called for less cen-
tralized management and more employee initiative, fewer 
detailed rules and more emphasis on customer satisfaction. 
It sought to create a new kind of organizational culture in 
government agencies, one more like that found in innova-
tive, quality-conscious American corporations. The NPR 
was reinforced legislatively by the Government Perfor-
mance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993, which required 

agencies “to set goals, measure performance, and report 
on the results.”

President George W. Bush built on the Clinton–Gore 
NPR efforts and the GPRA using the Performance Assess-
ment Rating Tool (PART). The main goal of the PART was 
to link management reform to the budget process. Dur-
ing the 2008 presidential campaign, Barack Obama har-
kened back to the Clinton–Gore NPR but also pledged to 
keep but improve Bush’s PART. By Obama’s second term, 
however, administrative reform was not widely mentioned 
among main priorities or accomplishments in office.

Reforming the bureaucracy is easier said than done. 
Most of the rules and red tape that make it hard for agency 
heads to do a good job are the result either of the struggle 
between the White House and Congress for control over 
the agencies or of the agencies’ desire to avoid irritat-
ing influential voters. Silly as the rules for ashtrays may 
sound, they were written so that the government could 
say it had an “objective” standard for buying ashtrays. 
If it simply had bought ashtrays at a department store 
the way ordinary people do, it would have risked being 
accused by Ashtray Company One of buying trays from 
its competitor, Ashtray Company Two, because of politi-
cal favoritism.

The rivalry between the president and Congress for 
control of the bureaucracy makes bureaucrats nervous 
about irritating either branch, and so they issue rules 
designed to avoid trouble, even if these rules make it 
hard to do their job. Matters become even worse during 
periods of divided government, when different parties 
control the White House and Congress. As we saw in 
Chapter 14, divided government may not have much 
effect on making policy, but it can have a big effect on 
implementing it. Presidents of one party have tried to 
increase political control over the bureaucracy (“executive 
micromanagement”), and Congresses of another party 
have responded by increasing the number of investiga-
tions and detailed rule-making (“legislative microman-
agement”). Divided government intensifies the cross fire 
between the executive and legislative branches, making 
bureaucrats dig into even deeper layers of red tape to 
avoid getting hurt.

This does not mean that reform is impossible, only 
that it is very difficult. For example, despite a lack of 
clear-cut successes in other areas, the NPR’s procure-
ment reforms stuck: government agencies can now buy 
things costing as much as $100,000 without following any 
complex regulations. Still, the main effect of the NPR, 
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Will You Become the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense? 

To: Dr. Leah Raina Titanium, president of Cybersystems Engineering
From: Colin Rob Scott, secretary of defense
Subject: Becoming an assistant secretary of defense 

As both secretary and a dear old college buddy of yours, I write again to express my hope that you 
will accept the president’s call to service. We all desperately want you aboard. Yes, conflict-of-interest 
laws will require you to sell your stock in your present company and drop out of its generous pension 
plan. No, the government won’t even pay moving costs. And once you leave office, you will be barred 
for life from lobbying the executive branch on matters in which you were directly involved while in 
office, and you will be barred for two years from lobbying on matters that were under your general offi-
cial authority. Your other concerns have teeth, too, but let me help you weigh your options. 

To Consider:
Four months into the new administration, hundreds of assistant secretary and deputy 
assistant secretary positions remain unfilled. In 1960 the total number of presidential 
political appointees was just 450. Today the total is closer to 3,000, but sheer growth 
is not the whole story. Rather, say experts on federal bureaucracy, plum public service 
posts go unfilled because the jobs have become so unrewarding, even punishing.

Your decision:  Accept position  Reject position

Arguments against:
1. Since you will have to be confirmed by the 

Senate, your life will be put under a micro-
scope, and everything (even some of our old 
college mischief together) will be fair game for 
congressional staffers and reporters.

2. You will face hundreds of rules telling you 
what you can’t do and scores of members of 
Congress and their staffs telling you what you 
should do. Longtime friends will get mad at 
you for not doing them favors. The president 
will demand loyalty. The press will pounce on 
your every mistake, real or imagined.

3. Given the federal limits on whom in the gov-
ernment you can deal with after you leave 
office, your job at Cybersystems may well 
suffer.

Arguments for:
1. I hate to preach, but it is one’s duty to serve 

one’s country when called. Your sacrifice 
would honor your family and benefit your fel-
low Americans for years to come.

2. As an accomplished professional and the 
head of a company that has done business 
with the government, you could help the pres-
ident succeed in reforming the department so 
that it works better and costs less.

3. Despite the restrictions, you could resume 
your career once your public service was 
complete.
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What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.
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the GPRA, and the PART was to get federal agencies to 
collect far more information than in the past concerning 
what they do, without, however, using the information to 
improve the way they do it.39

It might be easier to make desirable changes if the 
bureaucracy were accountable to only one master—say, the 
president—instead of to several. But that situation, which 
exists in many parliamentary democracies, creates its own 
problems. When the bureaucracy has but one master, it 
often ends up having none; it becomes so powerful that it 
controls the prime minister and no longer listens to citizen 
complaints. A weak, divided bureaucracy, such as exists in 
the United States, may strike us as inefficient, but that very 
inefficiency may help protect our liberties.

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

15-1  Discuss the unique features of the Amer-
ican federal bureaucracy.

A bureaucracy is a large, complex organiza-
tion composed of appointed officials. American 
bureaucracy is distinctive in three ways: politi-
cal authority over the bureaucracy is shared by 
several institutions; most national government 
agencies share their functions with state and 
local government agencies; and government 
agencies are closely scrutinized and frequently 
challenged by both individuals and nongovern-
mental groups.

15-2  Explain the evolution of the federal 
bureaucracy.

The Constitution made no provision for an 
administrative system other than to allow the 
president to appoint, with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, ambassadors, Supreme 
Court judges, and “all other officers . . . which 
shall be provided by law.” By the early 20th 
century, however, Washington’s role in making, 
administering, and funding public policies had 
already grown far beyond what the Framers had 
contemplated. Two world wars, the New Deal, 
and the Great Society each left the government 
with expanded powers and requiring new batter-
ies of administrative agencies to exercise them.

Still, the president, cabinet secretaries, and 
thousands of political appointees are ultimately 
their bosses. Congress and the courts have 
ample, if imperfect, means of checking and bal-
ancing even the biggest bureaucracy, old or new.

15-3  Summarize how the federal bureaucracy 
functions today.

Today, the federal bureaucracy is as vast as most 
people’s expectations about Washington’s respon-
sibility for every public concern one can name. It is 
the appointed officials—the bureaucrats—not the 
elected officials or policymakers, who command 
the troops, deliver the mail, audit the tax returns, 
run the federal prisons, decide who qualifies for 
public assistance, and do countless other tasks. 
Unavoidably, many bureaucrats exercise discre-
tion in deciding what public laws and regulations 
mean and how to apply them.

Discretionary authority refers to the extent to 
which appointed bureaucrats can choose courses 
of action and make policies not spelled out in 
advance by laws. It is impossible for Congress to 
specify every detail about how a law will be imple-
mented. Many laws are administered by persons 
with special information and expertise, and many 
private citizens administer public laws by working 
as government contractors or grantees.

15-4  Discuss checks on and problems with 
the federal bureaucracy, and possibili-
ties for reform.

Congress exerts control over the bureaucracy 
in many different ways. It decides whether an 
agency may exist and how much money an 
agency spends. It can hold oversight hearings 
and launch investigations into just about any 
aspect of agency decision making or opera-
tions it chooses. And it traditionally has enjoyed 

IMAGE 15-7 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
screens passengers and their luggage at U.S. airports.
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wide latitude from the president in exercising its 
oversight functions.

Numerous efforts have tried to make the 
bureaucracy work better and cost less, includ-
ing 11 presidential or other major commissions 
in the 20th century. Among the latest was the 
National Performance Review (NPR), popularly 
called the plan to “reinvent government.” Vice 
President Gore led the NPR during the two 
terms of the Clinton administration. The NPR 
was predicated on the view that bureaucracy 
had become too centralized, too rule-bound, 
too little concerned with program results, and 
too much concerned with avoiding scandal.

In the end, the NPR produced certain 
money-saving changes in the federal procure-
ment process (how government purchases 
goods and services from private contractors), 
and it also streamlined parts of the federal 

personnel process (how Washington hires 
career employees). Most experts, however, 
gave the NPR mixed grades. The Bush admin-
istration abolished the NPR but began the 
Performance Assessment Rating Tool (PART). 
Most experts judged the PART to be only mildly 
successful.

All large organizations, including business 
firms, have some complex rules and proce-
dures, or red tape. Some red tape in government 
agencies is silly and wasteful (or worse), but try 
imagining government without any red tape at 
all. Imagine no rules about hiring on the basis of 
merit, no strict financial accounting procedures, 
and no regulations concerning citizen access 
to information or public record-keeping. As Yale 
political scientist Herbert Kaufman once quipped, 
one citizen’s “red tape” often is another’s “trea-
sured safeguard.”

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

For addresses and reports of various cabinet depart-
ments: www.whitehouse.gov

Office of Personnel Management: www.opm.gov

National Partnership for Reinventing Government: 
govinfo.library.unt.edu/npr/index.htm

A few specific websites of federal agencies:

Department of Defense: www.defense.gov

Department of Education: www.ed.gov

Department of Health and Human Services:  
www.hhs.gov

Department of State: www.state.gov

Federal Bureau of Investigation: www.fbi.gov

Department of Labor: www.dol.gov 
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The Judiciary
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

16-1  Explain the concept of judicial review.

16-2 Summarize the development of the federal courts.

16-3  Discuss the structure, jurisdiction, and operation of the federal 

courts.

16-4  Explain how the federal courts exercise power and the checks 

on judicial power.
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When the states were 
debating the  ratification 

of the Constitution, Alexander Hamilton wrote in 
 Federalist No. 78 that the new system of federal 
courts would be “the least dangerous” branch of gov-
ernment because, unlike the president, it would not 
command the sword and, unlike Congress, it would 
not control the purse strings. The courts, he argued, 
could take “no active resolution whatever.” Nowhere 
in the Constitution was the Supreme Court given the 
right to declare laws of Congress or decisions of the 
president to be unconstitutional, though Hamilton 
argued that such a power was necessary. That docu-
ment was our fundamental law and expressed the will 
of the people, and so it ought to be preferred to a law 
passed by Congress if there were an “irreconcilable 
variance between the two.”

THEN 

Within a few years after the 
Constitution was ratified, the 

Supreme Court took Hamilton’s position by asserting 
that the Court could decide whether a law was uncon-
stitutional. A dozen years later, the same Court said 
that Congress could not only pass laws on the basis of 
powers explicitly given it by the Constitution, but also 
do things that were “necessary and proper” in order 
to implement those powers. By the middle of the 19th 
century, the Supreme Court had begun to declare many 
federal and scores of state laws to be unconstitutional.

As a result of its newfound powers, justices began serv-
ing on the Supreme Court for much longer periods. The 
11 justices nominated by President George Washing-
ton served, on average, 7 years, while the 5 nominated 
40 years later by President Andrew Jackson served on 
average 20 years. The Court had become not the least 
dangerous branch, but a powerful one.

In time, the identity of the justices became an impor-
tant political issue. Until recently, most justices were con-
firmed by the Senate, and from 1947 to 1985, almost all 
persons nominated to be a federal appeals court judge were 
approved. But of late, these nominations have had a less 
certain reception in the Senate. When President Ronald 
Reagan nominated Antonin Scalia for the Supreme Court, 
he was confirmed by the Senate in 1986 by a vote of 98 to 
0. But one year later, when President Reagan nominated 
Robert Bork, he was rejected by the Senate. Four years 
after that, Clarence Thomas barely survived a confirma-
tion vote (52 to 48). In 2006, President George W. Bush’s 
nominee Samuel Alito won confirmation by a vote of 
58 to 42 after Senate Democrats tried to block the vote by 
means of a filibuster.

NOW 

Both of President Barack Obama’s nominees were 
confirmed—Sonia Sotomayor’s nomination was approved 
in 2009 by a vote of 68 to 31, and Elena Kagan’s nomina-
tion was approved in 2010 by a vote of 63 to 37—but in 
each case, many Republicans voted against the nominee. 
And after Justice Scalia’s death in early 2016, Republi-
can Majority Leader Mitch McConnell declared that the 
Senate would not hold hearings for the Obama admin-
istration’s nominee, U.S. Appeals Court Judge Merrick 
Garland, but instead would wait for the next president to 
make a nomination. After taking office, President Donald 
Trump nominated U.S. Appeals Court Judge Neil Gor-
such for the Supreme Court, and the Senate confirmed 
Gorsuch by a 54-45 vote in April 2017.

Beyond the Supreme Court, there has been a sharp drop 
in the percentage of nominees to federal appeals and district 
courts who are confirmed. From 1945 until 1970, almost 
every appeals court nominee was confirmed, but by 1995 only  
about half got through the Senate, and by 2000 it was 
less than 40 percent. Figure 16.1 shows a decline in the con-
firmation rate for federal appeals and district courts nomina-
tions in the last two years of a presidency, from 70 percent 
in the Reagan administration to 29 percent in the Obama 
administration.

Nominees to the federal district court typically are 
much less controversial than nominees to the federal 
appeals courts because the president rarely nominates 
for a federal district court someone who is not known to 
and supported by the nominee’s two home state senators. 
Still, in his last two years in office, President Obama had 
a confirmation rate of 27 percent for federal district court 
nominees, which was well below the confirmation rate of 
63 percent for his predecessor in the same time period.1 
Also, as  Figure 16.2 shows, over the past three presidencies, 
the average number of days between a nominee’s Senate 
hearings and his or her confirmation has increased steeply 
for both federal appeals court nominees and for federal 
district court nominees.

Why the changes? One reason is that the federal judi-
ciary has played an increasingly important role in making 
public policy. It, and not Congress, decided that abortions 
should be legal, settled the closely contested 2000 presi-
dential election, and allowed private homes to be seized 
in order to build a residential hotel and other private 
structures aimed at affluent clientele. In these and many 
other cases, the federal courts have become major political 
actors; as a result, Congress has become concerned about 
who will be federal judges. Especially during certain peri-
ods of divided government (see Chapter 14), the increased 
partisan polarization in Congress (see Chapter 13) has 
made its mark on the Senate’s confirmation process. For 
example, during President Bill Clinton’s first two years in 
office, a period of unified government, 86 percent of his 
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judicial review The power 
of courts to declare laws 
unconstitutional.

 Figure 16.1  Judicial District and Circuit Court 
Confirmation Rates, January of Seventh Year of 
Presidency to End of Eighth Year Summer Recess
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nominees for the U.S. Court of Appeals were confirmed; 
however, during his second two years in office, a period 
of divided government, the confirmation rate dropped to 
55 percent.2

As federal judges 
make more policy deci-
sions, and as partisan 
rancor over those deci-
sions rises, the process 
by which the Senate considers nominees for the federal 
bench has become longer, more ideologically charged, and 
less certain to result in confirmations. By long-standing 
tradition, senators from the home state of an appeals court 
nominee are allowed to file a private objection—what is 
called registering a negative “blue slip” complaint. If filed 
by a Judiciary Committee member, this will prevent a 
hearing on the nominee from being held. Sometimes these 
blue slips indicate that a senator doesn’t like the nominee’s 
political views, but other times it can mean that the sena-
tor is blocking a judicial appointment as a way of inducing 
the president to do something he or she wants on a totally 
unrelated matter. But, over the past three presidencies, that 
tradition has been used ever more as just another tool of 
partisan politics.

16-1 Judicial Review
One aspect of the power of the federal courts is judicial 
review—the right of the federal courts to declare laws 
of Congress and acts of the executive branch void and 
unenforceable if they are judged to be in conflict with 
the Constitution. Since 1789, the Supreme Court has 
declared more than 160 federal laws to be unconstitu-
tional. In Britain, by contrast, Parliament is supreme. 
The UK Supreme Court, established quite recently by 
the Constitutional Reform Act of 2005, started work in 
2009 and is much more limited in its powers of judicial 
review. It cannot overturn primary legislation made by 
Parliament. As the second earl of Pembroke supposedly 
said, “A parliament can do anything but make a man a 
woman and a woman a man.” All that prevents Parlia-
ment from acting contrary to the (unwritten) constitu-
tion of Britain are the consciences of its members and 
the opinions of the citizens.

About 60 nations do have something resembling judi-
cial review, but in only a few cases does this power mean 
much in practice. Where it means something—in Austra-
lia, Canada, Germany, India, and some other nations—
one finds a stable, federal system of government with a 
strong tradition of an independent judiciary.3 Some other 
nations—France, for example—have special councils, 
rather than courts, that can under certain circumstances 
decide that a law is not authorized by the constitution.

Judicial review is the federal courts’ chief weapon in 
the system of checks and balances on which the American 
government is based. Today, few people would deny to the 
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394 Chapter 16 The Judiciary

courts the right to decide 
that a legislative or execu-
tive act is unconstitutional, 
though once that right 
was controversial. What 
remains controversial is 
the method by which such 
review is conducted.

Two competing views 
exist, each ardently pressed 
during the fight to con-
firm Clarence Thomas. 
The first holds that judges 
should only judge—that 

is, they should confine themselves to applying those rules 
stated in or clearly implied by the language of the Constitu-
tion. This often is called the judicial restraint approach. 
The other argues that judges should discover the general 
principles underlying the Constitution and its often vague 
language, amplify those principles on the basis of some 
moral or economic philosophy, and apply them to cases. 
This is sometimes called the activist approach.

Note that the difference between activist and strict 
constructionist judges is not necessarily the same as the 

difference between liberals and conservatives. Judges can 
be political liberals and still believe they are bound by 
the language of the Constitution. A liberal justice, Hugo 
Black, once voted to uphold a state law banning birth con-
trol because nothing in the Constitution prohibited such 
a law. Or judges can be conservative and still think they 
have a duty to use their best judgment in deciding what 
is good public policy. Rufus Peckham, one such conserva-
tive, voted to overturn a state law setting maximum hours 
of work because he believed the Fourteenth Amendment 
guaranteed something called “freedom of contract,” even 
though those words are not in the amendment. Seventy 
years ago, judicial activists tended to be conservatives and 
strict constructionist judges tended to be liberals; today the 
opposite is more often the case.

16-2  Development of the 
Federal Courts

Most of the Founders probably expected the Supreme 
Court to have the power of judicial review (though they 
did not say that in so many words in the Constitution), 
but they did not expect federal courts to play so large a 
role in making public policy. The traditional view of civil 
courts was that they judged disputes between people who 
had direct dealings with each other—they had entered 
into a contract, for example, or one had dropped a load 
of bricks on the other’s toe—and decided which of the 
two parties was right. The court then supplied relief to 
the wronged party, usually by requiring the other person 
to pay him or her money (“damages”).

This traditional understanding was based on the belief 
that judges would find and apply existing law. The purpose 
of a court case was not to learn what the judge believes but 
what the law requires. The later rise of judicial activism 
occurred when judges questioned this traditional view and 
argued instead that judges do not merely find the law, they 
make the law.

The view that judges interpret the law, not make pol-
icy, made it easy for the Founders to justify the power of 
judicial review. It also led them to predict that the courts 
would play a relatively neutral, even passive, role in public 
affairs. Alexander Hamilton, writing in Federalist No. 78, 
described the judiciary as the branch “least dangerous” 
to political rights. The president is commander-in-chief 
and thus holds the “sword of the community”; Congress 
appropriates money and thus “commands the purse” as 
well as decides what laws shall govern. But the judiciary 
“has no influence over either the sword or the purse” and 
“can take no active resolution whatever.” It has “neither 

judicial restraint 
approach The view that 
judges should decide cases 
strictly on the basis of the 
language of the laws and the 
Constitution.

activist approach The view 
that judges should discern the 
general principles underly-
ing laws or the Constitution 
and apply them to modern 
circumstances.

Chief Justice Appointed by Years of Service

John Jay Washington 1789–1795

Oliver Ellsworth Washington 1796–1800

John Marshall Adams 1801–1835

Roger B. Taney Jackson 1836–1864

Salmon P. Chase Lincoln 1864–1873

Morrison R. Waite Grant 1874–1888

Melville W. Fuller Cleveland 1888–1910

Edward D. White Taft 1910–1921

William Howard Taft Harding 1921–1930

Charles Evans Hughes Hoover 1930–1941

Harlan Fiske Stone F. Roosevelt 1941–1946

Fred M. Vinson Truman 1946–1953

Earl Warren Eisenhower 1953–1969

Warren E. Burger Nixon 1969–1986

William H. Rehnquist Reagan 1986–2005

John G. Roberts, Jr. Bush 2005–present

Note: Omitted is John Rutledge, who served for only a few months 
in 1795 and who was not confirmed by the Senate.

TABLe 16.1 Chief Justices of the United States
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force nor will but merely judgment,” and thus is “beyond 
comparison the weakest of the three departments of 
power.” As a result, “liberty can have nothing to fear from 
the judiciary alone.” Hamilton went on to state clearly 
that the Constitution intended to give to the courts the 
right to decide whether a law is contrary to the Constitu-
tion. But this authority, he explained, was designed not 
to enlarge the power of the courts but to confine that of 
the legislature.

Obviously, things have changed since Hamilton’s time. 
The evolution of the federal courts, especially the Supreme 
Court, toward the present level of activism and influence 
has been shaped by the political, economic, and ideological 
forces of three historical eras. From 1787 to 1865, nation-
building, the legitimacy of the federal government, and 
slavery were the great issues; from 1865 to 1937, the great 
issue was the relationship between the government and 
the economy; from 1938 to the present, the major issues 
confronting the Court have involved personal liberty and 
social equality, and the potential conflict between the two. 
In the first period, the Court asserted the supremacy of 
the federal government; in the second, it placed important 
restrictions on the powers of that government; and in the 
third, it enlarged the scope of personal freedom and nar-
rowed that of economic freedom.

National Supremacy and Slavery
“From 1789 until the Civil War, the dominant inter-
est of the Supreme Court was in that greatest of all the 
questions left unresolved by the Founders—the nation–
state relationship.”4 The answer the Court gave, under 
the leadership of Chief Justice John Marshall, was that 
national law was in all instances the dominant law, with 
state law having to give way, and that the Supreme Court 
had the power to decide what the Constitution meant. In 
two cases of enormous importance—Marbury v. Madi-
son in 1803 and McCulloch v. Maryland in 1819—the 
Court, in decisions written by Marshall, held that the 
Supreme Court could declare an act of Congress uncon-
stitutional; that the power granted by the Constitution 
to the federal government flows from the people and 
thus should be generously construed (and thus any fed-
eral laws that are “necessary and proper” to the attain-
ment of constitutional ends are permissible); and that 
federal law is supreme over state law, even to the point 
that a state may not tax an enterprise (such as a bank) 
created by the federal government.5

The supremacy of the federal government was reaf-
firmed by other decisions as well. In 1816, the Supreme 
Court rejected the claim of the Virginia courts that the 

Supreme Court could not review the decisions of state 
courts. The Virginia courts were ready to acknowledge 
the supremacy of the U.S. Constitution but believed they 
had as much right as the U.S. Supreme Court to decide 
what the Constitution meant. The Supreme Court felt 
otherwise, and in this case and another like it, the Court 
asserted its own broad powers to review any state court 
decision if that decision seemed to violate federal law or 
the federal Constitution.6

The power of the federal government to regulate com-
merce among the states was also established. When New 
York gave to Robert Fulton, the inventor of the steam-
boat, the monopoly right to operate his steamboats on 
the rivers of that state, the Marshall Court overturned the 
license because the rivers connected New York and New 
Jersey and thus trade on those rivers would involve inter-
state commerce, and federal law in that area was supreme. 
Because there was a conflicting federal law on the books, 
the state law was void.7

All of this may sound rather obvious to us today, when 
the supremacy of the federal government is largely unques-
tioned. In the early 19th century, however, these were 
almost revolutionary decisions. The Jeffersonian Republi-
cans were in power and had become increasingly devoted 
to states’ rights; they were aghast at the Marshall decisions. 
President Andrew Jackson attacked the Court bitterly for 
defending the right of the federal government to create a 
national bank and for siding with the Cherokee Indians 
in a dispute with Georgia. In speaking of the latter case, 
Jackson is supposed to have remarked, “John Marshall has 
made his decision; now let him enforce it!”8

Though Marshall seemed to have secured the suprem-
acy of the federal government over the state governments, 
another even more divisive issue had arisen; that, of course, 
was slavery. Roger B. Taney succeeded Marshall as chief 
justice in 1836. He was deliberately chosen by President 
Jackson because he was an advocate of states’ rights, and 
he began to chip away at federal supremacy, upholding 
state claims that Marshall would have set aside. But the 
decision for which he is famous—or infamous—came in 
1857 when, in the Dred Scott case, he wrote perhaps the 
most disastrous judicial opinion ever issued. A slave, Dred 
Scott, had been taken by his owner to a territory (near 
what is now St. Paul, Minnesota) where slavery was illegal 
under federal law. Scott claimed that since he had resided 
in a free territory, he was now a free man. Taney held that 
Negroes were not citizens of the United States and could 
not become so, and that the federal law—the Missouri 
Compromise—prohibiting slavery in Northern territories 
was unconstitutional.9 The public outcry against this view 
was enormous, and the Court and Taney were discredited, 
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396 Chapter 16 The Judiciary

at least in the North. The Civil War was ultimately fought 
over what the Court mistakenly had assumed was a purely 
legal question.

Government and the Economy
The supremacy of the federal government may have 
been established by John Marshall and the Civil War, 
but the scope of the powers of that government or even 
of the state governments was still to be defined. During 
the period from the end of the Civil War to the early 
years of the New Deal, the dominant issue the Supreme 
Court faced was deciding when the economy would be 
regulated by the states and when by the nation.

The Court revealed a strong though not inflexible 
attachment to private property. In fact, that attachment 
had always been there: the Founders thought political and 
property rights were inextricably linked, and Marshall 
certainly supported the sanctity of contracts. But now, 
with the muting of the federal supremacy issue and the 
rise of a national economy with important unanticipated 
effects, the property question became the dominant one. 
In general, the Court developed the view that the Four-
teenth Amendment, adopted in 1868 primarily to protect 
African American claims to citizenship from hostile state 
action, also protected private property and corporations 
from unreasonable state action. The crucial phrase was 
this: no state shall “deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law.” Once it became 
clear that a “person” could be a firm or a corporation 
as well as an individual, business and industry began to 
flood the courts with cases challenging various govern-
ment regulations.

The Court quickly found itself in a thicket: it began 
ruling on the constitutionality of virtually every effort by 
any government to regulate any aspect of business or labor, 
and its workload increased sharply. Judicial activism was 
born in the 1880s and 1890s as the Court set itself up as 
the arbiter of what kind of regulation was permissible. In 
the first 75 years of this country’s history, only two federal 
laws were held to be unconstitutional; in the next 75 years, 
71 were.10 Of the roughly 1,300 state laws held to be in 
conflict with the federal Constitution since 1789, about 
1,200 were overturned after 1870. In one decade alone—
the 1880s—5 federal and 48 state laws were declared 
unconstitutional.

Many of these decisions provided clear evidence of 
the Court’s desire to protect private property: it upheld 
the use of injunctions to prevent labor strikes,11 struck 
down the federal income tax,12 sharply limited the reach 
of the antitrust law,13 restricted the powers of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission to set railroad rates,14 prohibited 
the federal government from eliminating child labor,15 

and prevented the states from setting maximum hours of 
work.16 In 184 cases between 1899 and 1937, the Supreme 
Court struck down state laws for violating the Fourteenth 
Amendment, usually by economic regulation.17

But the Court also rendered decisions that authorized 
various kinds of regulation. It allowed states to regulate 
businesses “affected with a public interest,”18 changed its 
mind about the Interstate Commerce Commission and 
allowed it to regulate railroad rates,19 upheld rules requir-
ing railroads to improve their safety,20 approved state anti-
liquor laws,21 approved state mine safety laws,22 supported 
state workers’ compensation laws,23 allowed states to regu-
late fire-insurance rates,24 and in time upheld a number 
of state laws regulating wages and hours. Indeed, between 
1887 and 1910, in 558 cases involving the Fourteenth 
Amendment, the Supreme Court upheld state regulations 
over 80 percent of the time.25

To characterize the Court as pro-business or anti-
regulation is both simplistic and inexact. More accurate, 
perhaps, is to characterize it as supportive of the rights of 
private property but unsure how to draw the lines that 
distinguish “reasonable” from “unreasonable” regulation. 
Nothing in the Constitution clearly differentiates reason-
able from unreasonable regulation, and the Court has been 
able to invent no consistent principle of its own to make 
this determination. For example, what kinds of businesses 
are “affected with a public interest”? Grain elevators and 
railroads are, but are bakeries? Sugar refineries? Saloons? 
And how much of commerce is “interstate”—anything 
that moves? Or only something that actually crosses a state 
line (recall our discussion of this point in Chapter 3)? The 
Court found itself trying to make detailed judgments that 
it was not always competent to make and to invent legal 
rules where no clear legal rules were possible.

In one area, however, the Supreme Court’s judgments 
were clear: the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments 
were construed so narrowly as to give African Americans 
only the most limited benefits of their provisions. In a 
long series of decisions, the Court upheld segregation in 
schools and on railroad cars and permitted black people to 
be excluded from voting in many states.

Government and Political 
Liberty
After 1936, the Supreme Court stopped imposing any seri-
ous restrictions on state or federal power to regulate the 
economy, leaving such matters in the hands of the legis-
latures. From 1937 to 1974, the Supreme Court did not 
overturn a single federal law designed to regulate business 
but did overturn 36 congressional enactments that violated 
personal political liberties. It voided as unconstitutional 
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16-2 Development of the Federal Courts 397

laws that restricted freedom of speech,26 denied passports 
to communists,27 permitted the government to revoke 
a person’s citizenship,28 withheld a person’s mail,29 or 
restricted the availability of government benefits.30

This new direction began when one justice changed 
his mind, and it continued as the composition of the Court 
changed. At the outset of the New Deal, the Court was by 
a narrow margin dominated by justices who opposed the 

welfare state and federal regulation based on broad grants 
of discretionary authority to administrative agencies. Presi-
dent Franklin Roosevelt, who was determined to get just 
such legislation implemented, found himself powerless to 
alter the composition of the Court during his first term 
(1933–1937); because no justice died or retired, he had no 
vacancies to fill. After his overwhelming reelection in 1936, 
he moved to remedy this problem by “packing” the Court.

The story of Marbury v. Madison is often told, but it 
deserves another telling because it illustrates so many 
features of the role of the Supreme Court—how appar-
ently small cases can have large results, how the power 
of the Court depends not simply on its constitutional 
authority but also on its acting in ways that avoid a 
clear confrontation with other branches of government, 
and how the climate of opinion affects how the Court 
goes about its task.

When President John Adams lost his bid for reelection 
to Thomas Jefferson in 1800, he—and all members of 
his party, the Federalists—feared that Jefferson and the 
Republicans would weaken the federal government and 
turn its powers to what the Federalists believed were 
wrong ends (states’ rights, an alliance with the French, 
hostility toward business). As his hours in office came 
to an end, Adams worked feverishly to pack the judi-
ciary with 59 loyal Federalists by giving them so-called 
midnight appointments before Jefferson took office.

John Marshall, as Adams’s secretary of state, had the 
task of certifying and delivering these new judicial com-
missions. In the press of business, he delivered all but 
17; these he left on his desk for the incoming secretary 
of state, James Madison, to send out. Jefferson and 
Madison, however, were furious at Adams’s behavior 
and refused to deliver the 17. William Marbury and three 
other Federalists who had been promised these com-
missions hired a lawyer and brought suit against Madi-
son to force him to produce the documents. The suit 
requested the Supreme Court to issue a writ of manda-
mus (from the Latin, “we command”) ordering Madison 
to do his duty. The right to issue such writs had been 
given to the Court by the Judiciary Act of 1789. 

Marshall, the man who had failed to deliver the com-
missions to Marbury and his friends in the first place, 
had become the chief justice and was now in a posi-
tion to decide the case. These days, a justice who had 
been involved in an issue before it came to the Court 
would probably disqualify him- or herself, but Marshall 

had no intention of letting others decide this question. 
He faced, however, not simply a partisan dispute over 
jobs but what was nearly a constitutional crisis. If he 
ordered the commission delivered, Madison might still 
refuse, and the Court had no way—if Madison was 
determined to resist—to compel him. The Court had 
no police force, whereas Madison had the support of 
the president of the United States. And if the order 
were given, whether or not Madison complied, the 
Jeffersonian Republicans in Congress would probably 
try to impeach Marshall. On the other hand, if Marshall 
allowed Madison to do as he wished, the power of the 
Supreme Court would be seriously reduced.

Marshall’s solution was ingenious. Speaking for a unan-
imous Court, he announced that Madison was wrong to 
withhold the commissions, that courts could issue writs 
to compel public officials to do their prescribed duty—
but that the Supreme Court had no power to issue such 
writs in this case because the law (the Judiciary Act 
of 1789) giving it that power was unconstitutional. The 
law said the Supreme Court could issue such writs as 
part of its “original jurisdiction”—that is, persons seek-
ing such writs could go directly to the Supreme Court 
with their request (rather than go first to a lower federal 
court and then, if dissatisfied, appeal to the Supreme 
Court). Article III of the Constitution, Marshall pointed 
out, spelled out precisely the Supreme Court’s original 
jurisdiction; it did not mention issuing writs of this sort 
and plainly indicated that on all matters not mentioned 
in the Constitution, the Court would have only appel-
late jurisdiction. Congress may not change what the 
Constitution says; hence, the part of the Judiciary Act 
attempting to do this was null and void. 

The result was that a showdown with the Jeffersonians 
was avoided—Madison was not ordered to deliver the 
commissions—but the power of the Supreme Court 
was unmistakably clarified and enlarged. As Marshall 
wrote, “It is emphatically the province and duty of the 
judicial department to say what the law is.” Further-
more, “a law repugnant to the Constitution is void.”

Marbury v. MadisonLANDMARK 
CASES
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Roosevelt proposed a bill that would have allowed 
him to appoint one new justice for each one over the 
age of 70 who refused to retire, up to a total member-
ship of 15. Since six men in this category were then on 
the Supreme Court, he would have been able to appoint 
six new justices, enough to ensure a comfortable major-
ity supportive of his economic policies. A bitter contro-
versy ensued, but before the bill could be voted on, the 
Supreme Court, perhaps reacting to Roosevelt’s big win in 
the 1936 election, changed its mind. Whereas it had been 
striking down several New Deal measures by votes of five 
to four, now it started approving them by the same vote. 
One justice, Owen Roberts, had switched his position. 
This was called the “switch in time that saved nine,” but 
in fact Roberts had changed his mind before FDR’s plan 
was announced.

The “Court-packing” bill was not passed, but it was no 
longer necessary. Justice Roberts had yielded to public opin-
ion in a way that Chief Justice Taney a century earlier had 
not, thus forestalling an assault on the Court by the other 
branches of government. Shortly thereafter, several justices 
stepped down, and Roosevelt was able to make his own 
appointments (he filled seven seats during his four terms 
in office). From then on, the Court turned its attention 
to new issues—political liberties and, in time, civil rights.

With the arrival in office of Chief Justice Earl War-
ren in 1953, the Court began its most active period yet. 
Activism now arose to redefine the relationship of citizens 

The “Exceptions” Clause

Article III, Section II of the Constitution provides that “the 
Supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, both as 
to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such 
Regulations as the Congress shall make.” In the 1868 case 
of Ex Parte McCardle, the Court unanimously agreed that 
the “Exceptions” clause gives Congress the power to 
restrict the Court’s appellate jurisdiction. Since then, many 
noted jurists and scholars have taken serious issue with 
that interpretation, but the prevailing view is that, at least 
on an issue-by-issue basis, the exceptions clause gives 
Congress broad, if not unlimited, power to prohibit the fed-
eral courts, including the Supreme Court, from exercising 
judicial review.

Over the past several decades, each session of Con-
gress has witnessed proposals to deny the federal courts 
appellate jurisdiction. There have been such proposals on 
abortion rights, busing to achieve racial balance in schools, 
school prayer, prisoners’ rights, same-sex marriage, and 

many other issues. Some exception clause proposals have 
become bills and made it into federal law; for example, 
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibil-
ity Act of 1996 prohibited the federal courts from hearing 
appeals regarding certain decisions by the U.S. Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service.

Typically, however, even exception clause–related bills 
that come to a vote never make it into law. For example, in 
each of several sessions after 2000, the House approved 
a bill prohibiting federal courts from exercising appellate 
jurisdiction in cases involving the invocation of “under 
God” in the Pledge of Allegiance. But none of these bills 
made it through the Senate. Likewise, in 2011, Rep. Ron 
Paul (R-TX) sponsored the Sanctity of Life Act, which 
would have stripped the federal courts of the authority to 
hear abortion cases; but that was just the latest in a series 
of such exception clause bills on abortion that were much 
debated but never enacted.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

•	Marbury v. Madison (1803): Upheld judicial 
review of congressional acts.

•	Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee (1816): The 
Supreme Court can review the decisions of the 
highest state courts if they involve a federal law 
or the federal Constitution.

•	McCulloch v. Maryland (1819): Ruled that cre-
ating a federal bank, though not mentioned in 
the Constitution, was a “necessary and proper” 
exercise of the government’s right to borrow 
money.

•	Ex parte McCardle (1869): Allowed Congress 
to change the appellate jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court.

Power of the  
Supreme 
Court

LANDMARK 
CASES

to the government and especially to protect the rights and 
liberties of citizens from governmental trespass. Although 
the Court has always seen itself as protecting citizens from 
arbitrary government, before 1937 that protection was of 
a sort that conservatives preferred; after 1937, it was of a 
kind that liberals preferred.
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The Revival of State Sovereignty
For many decades, the Supreme Court allowed Congress 
to pass almost any law authorized by the Constitution, no 
matter how it affected the states. As we saw in Chapter 3, the 
Court had long held that Congress could regulate almost any 
activity if it affected interstate commerce, and in the Court’s 
opinion virtually every activity did affect it. The states were 
left with few rights to challenge federal power. But since 
around 1992, the Court has backed away from this view. By 
narrow majorities, it has begun to restore the view that states 
have the right to resist some forms of federal action.

When Congress passed a bill that forbade anyone 
from carrying a gun near a school, the Court held that car-
rying guns did not affect interstate commerce, and so the 
law was invalid.31 One year later, it struck down a law that 
allowed Indian tribes to sue the states in federal courts, 
arguing that Congress lacks the power to ignore the “sov-
ereign immunity” of states—that is, the right, protected by 
the Eleventh Amendment, not to be sued in federal court. 
(It has since upheld that view in two more cases.) And the 
next year, it held that the Brady gun control law could 
not be used to require local law enforcement officers to 
do background checks on people trying to buy weapons.32 
These cases are all hints that the supremacy of the federal 
government has some real limits created by the existence 
and powers of the several states.

After the enactment of President Obama’s health care 
plan in 2010, several states argued that its requirement that 
everyone purchase health insurance was unconstitutional. 

Some district courts agreed with the claims and others dis-
agreed. The issue was whether Congress’s authority to levy 
taxes or to regulate interstate commerce gave it the right to 
require citizens to purchase a product. In addition, some state 
officials questioned the constitutionality of provisions requir-
ing state governments to expand health care coverage for low-
income citizens via the federal–state Medicaid program or 
risk losing all existing federal funding for that program.

In National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius 
(2012), the Supreme Court decided these issues. It upheld 
the law’s “individual mandate” to purchase “minimum 
essential” health insurance, ruling that the monetary “pen-
alty” to be levied by the Internal Revenue Service on anyone 
that does not purchase insurance as required by the law is 
tantamount to a constitutionally permissible federal “tax.”

But, in the same decision, the Court struck down the 
law’s mandate that state governments expand Medicaid cov-
erage by 2014, ruling that the provision “violates the Con-
stitution” by impermissibly “threatening States with the loss 
of their existing” federal funding for the program. This part 
of the decision had important consequences for the law’s 
implementation, and it could in time have far-reaching 
implications for how the federal courts handle cases con-
cerning intergovernmental programs (see Chapter 3):

Congress has no authority to order the States to 
regulate according to its instructions. Congress may 
offer the States grants and require the States to com-
ply with accompanying conditions, but the States 
must have a genuine choice whether to comply.

 Figure 16.3  Economics and Civil Liberties Laws Overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court, by Decade, 1900–2014
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 mAp 16.1 U.S. District and Appellate Courts
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Debate over the fed-
eral government’s appro-
priate role in health care 
continues. In 2015, the 
Supreme Court ruled 
six to three in King v. 
Burwell that the Afford-
able Care Act permits 
the federal government 
to provide subsidies for 
people to buy health 
insurance through the 
federal exchange if their 
state does not have its 

own exchange for comparing and purchasing health-care 
plans. Opponents had insisted the law allowed subsidies 
only for plans purchased through state exchanges; if that 
view had prevailed, then more than 6 million Americans 
in 34 states likely would no longer be able to afford health 
insurance. By upholding subsidies for the federal exchange, 
the Court ensured the viability of the health-care law for 
the foreseeable future, barring legislative or executive 
action to modify it.33

16-3  The Structure, Juris-
diction, and Operation 
of the Federal Courts

The only federal court the Constitution requires is the 
Supreme Court, as specified in Article III. All other fed-
eral courts and their jurisdictions are creations of Con-
gress. Nor does the Constitution indicate how many 
justices shall be on the Supreme Court (there were 
originally six, now there are nine) or what its appellate 
jurisdiction shall be.

Congress has created two kinds of lower federal 
courts to handle cases that need not be decided by the 
Supreme Court: constitutional and legislative courts. A 
 constitutional court is one exercising the judicial pow-
ers found in Article III of the Constitution, and there-
fore its judges are given constitutional protection: They 
may not be fired (they serve during “good behavior”), 
nor may their salaries be reduced while they are in office. 
The most important of the constitutional courts are the 
district courts (a total of 94, with at least one in each 
state, the District of Columbia, and the commonwealth 

constitutional court A fed-
eral court, authorized by Article 
III of the Constitution, that keeps 
judges in office during good 
behavior and prevents their sal-
aries from being reduced. They 
are the Supreme Court (created 
by the Constitution) and appel-
late and district courts created 
by Congress.

district courts The lowest 
federal courts; federal trials can 
be held only here.
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of Puerto Rico) and the courts of appeals (one in each of 
11 regions, plus one in the District of Columbia and one 
federal circuit). Various specialized constitutional courts 
also exist, such as the Court of International Trade.

Legislative courts are those set up by Congress for 
some specialized purpose and staffed with people who have 
fixed terms of office and can be removed or have their 
salaries reduced. Legislative courts include the Court of 
Military Appeals and the territorial courts.

Selecting Judges
Party background makes a difference in how judges 
behave. Researchers have analyzed more than 80 studies 
of the link between party and either liberalism or conser-
vatism among state and federal judges in cases involving 
civil liberties, criminal justice, and economic regulation. 
It shows that judges who are Democrats are more likely 
to make liberal decisions and Republican judges are more 
likely to make conservative ones.* The party effect is 

*A “liberal” decision is one that favors a civil right, a criminal defen-
dant, or an economic regulation; a “conservative” one opposes the 
right or the regulation, or supports the criminal prosecutor.

not small.34 We should 
not be surprised by this, 
since we have already 
seen that among politi-
cal elites (and judges are 
certainly elites), party 
identification influ-
ences personal ideology.

But ideology does 
not entirely determine 
behavior. So many other things shape court decisions—
the facts of the case, prior rulings by other courts, the 
arguments presented by lawyers—that there is no reliable 
way of predicting how judges will behave in all matters. 
Presidents sometimes make the mistake of thinking they 
know how their appointees will behave, only to be sur-
prised by the facts. Theodore Roosevelt appointed Oliver 
Wendell Holmes to the Supreme Court, only to remark 
later, after Holmes had voted in a way that Roosevelt did 
not like, that “I could carve out of a banana a judge with 
more backbone than that!” Holmes, who had plenty of 
backbone, said he did not “give a damn” what Roosevelt 
thought. Richard Nixon, an ardent foe of court-ordered 
school busing, appointed Warren Burger chief justice. 
Burger promptly sat down and wrote the opinion uphold-
ing busing. Another Nixon appointee, Harry Blackmun, 
wrote the opinion declaring the right to an abortion to be 
constitutionally protected.

Federal judges tend to be white, male, and Protestant, 
and increasingly have been judges on some other court. 
There has been a decline in the proportion of Supreme 
Court justices who come directly from private law prac-
tice; almost all have been promoted from a lower- ranking 
judgeship. For example, of the 9 justices chosen by Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt, only 2 had been judges, 
whereas of the 12 nominated by Presidents Ronald Rea-
gan, George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, 
and Barack Obama, 10 had been judges. Sex, race, and 
ethnicity also have become important factors in selecting 
judges. As is evident in Figure 16.4, Democratic presidents 
since President Lyndon Johnson have appointed higher 
percentages of women, blacks, and Hispanics than Repub-
lican presidents have, including a record-shattering frac-
tion of female appointees during the Obama presidency.

Senatorial Courtesy
In theory, the president nominates a “qualified” person 
to be a judge, and the Senate approves or rejects the 
nomination based on those “qualifications.” In fact, the 
tradition of senatorial courtesy gives heavy weight to the 
preferences of the senators from the state where a federal 
district judge is to serve. Ordinarily, the Senate will not 

courts of appeals Federal 
courts that hear appeals from 
district courts; no trials.

legislative courts Courts 
created by Congress for spe-
cialized purposes, whose judges 
do not enjoy the protections of 
Article III of the Constitution.

IMAGE 16-1 Louis Brandeis, creator of the “Brandeis Brief” 
that developed court cases based on economic and social 
more than legal arguments, became the first Jewish Supreme 
Court justice. He served on the Court from 1916 until 1939.
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 Figure 16.4   Female and Minority Federal Judicial Appointments, 1963–2016
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litmus test An examination of 
the political ideology of a nomi-
nated judge.

confirm a district court judge if the senior senator from 
the state where the district is located objects (if he is 
of the president’s party). The senator can exercise this 
veto power by means of the “blue slip”—a blue piece 
of paper on which the senator is asked to record his or 
her views on the nominee. A negative opinion, or even 
failure to return the blue slip, usually kills the nomina-
tion. This means that as a practical matter the president 
nominates only persons recommended by that key sena-
tor. With respect to district judges, the constitutional 
process appears to be reversed. To reflect reality, Article 
II, section 2, might be more accurate if written as fol-
lows: “The senators shall nominate, and by and with the 
consent of the President, shall appoint” federal judges.

The “Litmus Test”
Of late, presidents have tried to exercise more influence 
on the selection of federal district and appellate court 
judges by getting the Justice Department to find candi-
dates who not only are supported by their party’s sena-
tors, but also reflect the political and judicial philosophy 
of the president. Presidents Carter, Clinton, and Obama 
sought out liberal, activist judges; Presidents Reagan, 
George H. W. Bush, and George W. Bush sought out 
conservative, strict-constructionist ones. The party 
membership of federal judges makes a difference in how 
they vote.35

Because different courts of appeals have different com-
binations of judges, some will be more liberal than oth-
ers. For example, more liberal judges are in the court of 
appeals for the ninth circuit (which includes most of the 
far western states) and more conservative ones are in the 
fifth circuit (Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi). The ninth 
circuit takes liberal positions, the fifth more conservative 
ones. Because the Supreme Court does not have time to 
settle every disagreement among appeals courts, different 
interpretations of the law may exist in different circuits. In 
the fifth, for instance, it was for a while unconstitutional 
for state universities to have affirmative action programs, 
but in the ninth circuit that was permitted.

These differences make some people worry about the 
use of a political litmus test—a test of ideological purity—
in selecting judges. When conservatives are out of power, 
they complain about how liberal presidents use such a test; 
when liberals are out of power, they complain about how 
conservative presidents use it. Many people would like to 
see judges picked on the basis of professional qualifica-
tions, without reference to ideology, but the courts are 
now so deeply involved in political issues that it is hard to 
imagine what an ideologically neutral set of professional 
qualifications might be.

A judicial nominee’s 
view on abortion is the 
chief motive for using 
the litmus test. Because 
it is easy to mount a fili-
buster and it takes 60 votes to end one, the nominee usu-
ally must be assured of 60 Senate votes to be confirmed. In 
theory, the Senate could adopt a rule preventing filibusters 
of nominations, and it has recently moved in that direc-
tion. In 2005, a group of 14 senators, half from each party, 
agreed they would vote to block a filibuster on court nomi-
nees unless there were “extraordinary circumstances.” This 
group—called the Gang of Fourteen—made it possible for 
several nominees (including Samuel Alito) to be confirmed 
even though they had fewer than 60 votes (but still, of 
course, more than 50). But this truce did not endure.

In 2013, Senate Democrats, led by Majority Leader 
Harry Reid, changed chamber rules to permit major-
ity votes for some judicial nominations, though not for 
the Supreme Court (see Chapter 13, “Floor Debate,” 
page  315). Republicans unanimously opposed the 
change, as did a few Senate Democrats.36 Then, in 2016, 
after the unexpected death of Justice Antonin Scalia, the 
Republican-controlled Senate refused to consider Presi-
dent Obama’s Supreme Court nominee (as discussed at 
the beginning of this chapter). In 2017, President Donald 
Trump nominated federal appellate judge Neil Gorsuch to 
the Supreme Court, but with a Republican Senate major-
ity of 52 votes, a Democratic filibuster could have derailed 
the nomination. Instead, the Senate voted on party lines 
to change its rules to permit filibusters of Supreme Court 
nominees to end with a majority vote instead of 60 votes. 
The Senate subsequently confirmed Gorsuch with 51 of 
52 Republican votes (one senator was absent due to a med-
ical matter) and 3 of 48 Democratic votes (including two 
Independents who caucus with the Democrats).

The litmus test issue is of greatest importance in 
selecting Supreme Court justices. Here, no tradition of 
senatorial courtesy exists. The president takes a keen per-
sonal interest in the choices and, of late, has sought to find 
nominees who share his philosophy. In the Reagan admin-
istration, there were bruising fights in the Senate over the 
nomination of William Rehnquist to be chief justice (he 
won) and Robert Bork to be an associate justice (he lost), 
with liberals pitted against conservatives. When President 
George H. W. Bush nominated David Souter, there were 
lengthy hearings as liberal senators tried to pin down 
Souter’s views on issues such as abortion. Souter refused 
to discuss matters on which he might later have to judge, 
however. Clarence Thomas, another Bush nominee, also 
tried to avoid the litmus test by saying he had not formed 
an opinion on prominent abortion cases. In his case, 
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however, the litmus test 
issue was overshadowed 
by sensational allega-
tions from a former 
employee, Anita Hill, 
that Thomas had sexu-
ally harassed her.

Of the 160 Supreme 
Court nominees pre-

sented to it, the Senate failed to confirm 36 of them. 
From the presidency of Harry Truman through the first 
term of President Barack Obama, 29 of 34 nominees have 
been confirmed. Of the five who were not confirmed, 
three (two nominated by President Richard Nixon and 
one nominated by President Ronald Reagan) were voted 
on and rejected by a Senate majority, and two (one nomi-
nated by President Lyndon Johnson and one nominated 
by President George W. Bush) withdrew before any Sen-
ate vote on the nomination. The reasons for rejecting a 
Supreme Court nominee are complex—each senator may 
have a different reason—but have involved such matters as 
the nominee’s alleged hostility to civil rights, questionable 
personal financial dealings, a poor record as a lower-court 
judge, and Senate opposition to the nominee’s political or 
legal philosophy. As we indicated earlier, nominations of 
district court judges are rarely defeated because typically 
no nomination is made unless the key senators approve 
in advance.

Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts
We have a dual court system—one state, one federal—
and this complicates enormously the task of describing 
what kinds of cases federal courts may hear and how 
cases beginning in the state courts may end up before the 
Supreme Court. The Constitution lists the kinds of cases 

over which federal courts have jurisdiction (in Article 
III and the Eleventh Amendment) by implication; all 
other matters are left to state courts. Federal courts (see 
Figure 16.5) can hear all cases “arising under the Consti-
tution, the laws of the United States, and treaties” (these 
are federal-question cases), and cases involving citizens 
of different states (called diversity cases).

Some kinds of cases can be heard in either federal 
or state courts. For example, if citizens of different states 
wish to sue one another and the matter involves more than 
$75,000, they can do so in either a federal or a state court. 
Similarly, if someone robs a federally insured bank, he or 
she has broken both state and federal law and thus can 
be prosecuted in state or federal courts, or both. Lawyers 
have become quite sophisticated in deciding whether, in a 
given civil case, their clients will get better treatment in a 
state or federal court. Prosecutors often send a person who 
has broken both federal and state law to whichever court 
system is likelier to give the toughest penalty.

Sometimes defendants may be tried in both state and 
federal courts for the same offense. In 1992, four Los 
Angeles police officers accused of beating Rodney King 
were tried in a California state court and acquitted of 
assault charges. They were then prosecuted in federal court 
for violating King’s civil rights. This time, two of the four 
were convicted. Under the dual sovereignty doctrine, state 
and federal authorities can prosecute the same person for 
the same conduct. The Supreme Court has upheld this 
doctrine on two grounds. First, each level of government 
has the right to enact laws serving its own purposes.37 As a 
result, federal civil rights charges could have been brought 
against the officers even if they had already been convicted 
of assault in state court (though as a practical matter this 
would have been unlikely). Second, neither level of gov-
ernment wants the other to be able to block prosecution 
of an accused person who has the sympathy of the authori-
ties at one level. For example, when certain Southern state 
courts were in sympathy with whites who had lynched 
blacks, the absence of the dual sovereignty doctrine would 
have meant that a trumped-up acquittal in state court 
would have barred federal prosecution.

Furthermore, a matter that is exclusively within the 
province of a state court—for example, a criminal case in 
which the defendant is charged with violating only a state 
law—can be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court under 
certain circumstances (described below). Thus federal 
judges can overturn state court rulings even when they had 
no jurisdiction over the original matter. Under what cir-
cumstances this should occur has been the subject of long-
standing controversy between the state and federal courts.

Some matters, however, are exclusively under the juris-
diction of federal courts. When a federal criminal law is 

federal-question cases 
Cases concerning the Constitu-
tion, federal laws, or treaties.

diversity cases Cases 
involving citizens of different 
states who can bring suit in fed-
eral courts.

IMAGE 16-2 In 2009, Sonia Sotomayor answered questions 
in Senate confirmation hearings to become a Supreme Court 
justice.
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broken—but not a state one—the case is heard in federal 
district court. If you wish to appeal the decision of a fed-
eral regulatory agency, such as the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, you can do so only before a federal 
court of appeals. And if you wish to declare bankruptcy, 
you do so in federal court. If there is a controversy between 
two state governments—say, California and Arizona sue 
each other over which state is to use how much water from 
the Colorado River—the case can be heard only by the 
Supreme Court.

The vast majority of all cases heard by federal courts 
begin in the district courts. The volume of business there 
is huge. In 2009, the 667 district court judges received 
276,397 cases (more than 400 per judge). Most of the 
cases heard in federal courts involve rather straightforward 
applications of law; few lead to the making of new public 
policy. Cases that do affect how the law or the Constitution 

is interpreted can begin 
with seemingly minor 
events. For example, a 
major broadening of 
the Bill of Rights— 
requiring for the first 
time that all accused persons in state as well as federal 
criminal trials be supplied with a lawyer, free if  necessary—
began when impoverished Clarence Earl Gideon, impris-
oned in Florida, wrote an appeal in pencil on prison 
stationery and sent it to the Supreme Court.38

The Supreme Court does not have to hear any appeal 
it does not want to hear. At one time, it was required to 
listen to certain appeals, but Congress has changed the law 
so that now the Court can pick the cases it wants to con-
sider. It does this by issuing a writ of certiorari. Certiorari 
is a Latin word meaning, roughly, “made more certain”; 

 Figure 16.5  The Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts

Supreme Court of the United States
(1 court with 9 justices)

Original jurisdiction
Cases begin in the Supreme Court
over controversies involving:

1. Two or more states
2. The United States and a state
3. Foreign ambassadors and other
    diplomats
4. A state and a citizen of a different 
    state (if begun by the state)

Appellate jurisdiction
Cases begin in another, lower court.
Hears appeals, at its discretion, from:

State Supreme Courts
(if federal questions are raised)

United States Courts of Appeals
(1 in each of 11 “circuits” or regions

plus 1 in the District of Columbia
and 1 Federal Circuit Court)

Hear appeals only from:

United States District Courts
(1 in each of 94 districts)

Have only original jurisdiction,
over cases involving:
1. Federal crimes
2. Civil suits under federal law
3. Civil suits between citizens of
    different states where the amount
    exceeds $75,000
4. Admiralty and maritime disputes
5. Bankruptcy
6. Review of actions of certain
    federal administrative agencies
7. Other matters assigned to them
    by Congress

U.S. Regulatory Commissions

Court of Military Appeals

Claims Court
Tax Court
Court of International Trade
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writ of certiorari An order 
by a higher court directing a 
lower court to send up a case 
for review.
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lawyers and judges have abbreviated it to cert. It works this 
way: The Court considers all the petitions it receives to 
review lower-court decisions; if four justices agree to hear 
a case, cert is issued and the case is scheduled for a hearing.

In deciding whether to grant certiorari, the Court 
tries to reserve its time for cases decided by lower federal 
courts or by the highest state courts in which a signifi-
cant federal or constitutional question has been raised. For 
example, the Court often will grant certiorari when one or 
both of the following is true:

•	 Two or more federal circuit courts of appeals have 
decided the same issue in different ways.

•	 The highest court in a state has held a federal or state 
law to be in violation of the Constitution or has upheld 
a state law against the claim that it is in violation of the 
Constitution.

In a typical year, the Court may consider more than 
7,000 petitions asking it to review decisions of lower or 
state courts. It rarely accepts more than about 100 of them 
for full review.

In exercising its discretion in granting certiorari, the 
Supreme Court is on the horns of a dilemma. If it grants 
it frequently, it will be inundated with cases. As it is, the 
Court’s workload has quintupled in the past 50 years. If, 
on the other hand, the Court grants certiorari only rarely, 
then the federal courts of appeals have the last word on the 
interpretation of the Constitution and federal laws, and 
since there are 12 of these, staffed by about 167 judges, 
they may well be in disagreement. In fact, this has already 
happened: Because the Supreme Court reviews only about 
1 or 2 percent of appeals court cases, applicable federal 
law may be different in different parts of the country.39 
One proposal to deal with this dilemma is to devote the 
Supreme Court’s time entirely to major questions of con-
stitutional interpretation and to create a national court 
of appeals that would ensure that the 12 circuit courts of 
appeals are producing uniform decisions.40

Because the Supreme Court has a heavy workload, 
the influence wielded by law clerks has grown. These 
clerks—recent graduates of law schools who are hired by 
the justices—play a big role in deciding which cases should 
be heard under a writ of certiorari. Indeed, some of the 
opinions written by the justices are drafted by the clerks. 
Because the reasons for a decision may be as important 
as the decision itself, and because these reasons are some-
times created by the clerks, the power of the clerks can be 
significant.

Getting to Court
In theory, the courts are the great equalizer in the fed-
eral government. To use the courts to settle a question, 
or even to fundamentally alter the accepted interpreta-
tion of the Constitution, one need not be elected to any 
office, have access to the mass media, be a member of an 
interest group, or be otherwise powerful or rich. Once 
the contending parties are before the courts, they are 
legally equal.

It is too easy to believe this theory uncritically or to 
dismiss it cynically. In fact, it is hard to get before the 
Supreme Court: It rejects over 96 percent of the applica-
tions for certiorari that it receives. And the costs involved 
in getting to the Court can be high. To apply for certiorari 
costs only $300 (plus 40 copies of the petition), but if 
certiorari is granted and the case is heard, the costs—for 
lawyers and for copies of the lower-court records in the 
case—can be very high. And by then one has already paid 
for the cost of the first hearing in the district court and 
probably one appeal to the circuit court of appeals. Fur-
thermore, the time it takes to settle a matter in federal 
court can be quite long.

But there are ways to make these costs lower. If you are 
indigent—without funds—you can file and be heard as a 

IMAGE 16-3  Clarence Earl Gideon studied law books while in 
prison so that he could write an appeal to the Supreme Court. 
His handwritten letter asked that his conviction be set aside 
because he had not been provided with an attorney. His appeal 
was granted.
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pauper for nothing; about half the petitions arriving before 
the Supreme Court are in forma pauperis (such as the 
one from Gideon, described earlier). If your case began as 
a criminal trial in the district courts and you are poor, the 
government will supply you with a lawyer at no charge. If 
the matter is not a criminal case and you cannot afford to 
hire a lawyer, interest groups representing a wide spectrum 
of opinions sometimes are willing to take up the cause 
if the issue in the case seems sufficiently important. The 
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), a liberal group, 
represents some people who believe their freedom of speech 
has been abridged or their constitutional rights in criminal 
proceedings have been violated. The Center for Individual 
Rights, a conservative group, represents some people who 
feel that they have been victimized by racial quotas.

But interest groups do much more than just help 
people pay their bills. Many of the most important cases 
decided by the Court got there because an interest group 
organized the case, found the plaintiffs, chose the legal 
strategy, and mobilized legal allies. The NAACP has 
brought many key civil rights cases on behalf of individu-
als. Although in the past most such cases were brought by 
liberal interest groups, in the past few decades, conservative 
interest groups have entered the courtroom on behalf of 
individuals. One helped sue CBS for televising a program 
that allegedly libeled General William Westmoreland, once 
the American commander in Vietnam. (Westmoreland lost 
the case.) Other conservative groups have supported chal-
lenging affirmative action programs in colleges and univer-
sities (some of which have survived, some of which have 
not; see Chapter 6). And many important issues are raised 
by attorneys representing state and local governments. Sev-
eral price-fixing cases have been won by state attorneys 
general on behalf of consumers in their states.

Fee Shifting
Unlike what happens in most of Europe, each party 
to a lawsuit in this country must pay its own way. (In 
England, by contrast, if you sue someone and lose, you 
pay the winner’s costs as well as your own.) But various 
laws have made it easier to get someone else to pay. Fee 
shifting enables the plaintiff (the party that initiates the 
suit) to collect its costs from the defendant if the defen-
dant loses, at least in certain kinds of cases. For example, 
if a corporation is found to have violated the antitrust 
laws, it must pay the legal fees of the winner. If an envi-
ronmentalist group sues the Environmental Protection 
Agency and wins, it can get the EPA to pay the group’s 
legal costs. Even more important to individuals, Section 
1983 of Chapter 42 of the United States Code allows 
a citizen to sue a state or local government official—
say, a police officer or a school superintendent—who 

has deprived the citizen 
of some constitutional 
right or withheld some 
benefit to which the 
citizen is entitled. If the 
citizen wins, he or she 
can collect money dam-
ages and lawyers’ fees 
from the government. 
Citizens, more aware 
of their legal rights, 
have become more liti-
gious, and a flood of 
such “Section 1983” 
suits has burdened the 
courts. The Supreme Court has restricted fee shifting to 
cases authorized by statute,41 but it is clear that the drift 
of policy has made it cheaper to go to court—at least for 
some cases.

Standing
There is, in addition, a nonfinancial restriction on get-
ting into federal court. To sue, one must have standing, 
a legal concept that refers to who is entitled to bring a 
case. It is especially important in determining who can 
challenge the laws or actions of the government itself. 
A complex and changing set of rules governs standings; 
some of the more important ones are these:

•	 An actual controversy must exist between real adversar-
ies. (You cannot bring a “friendly” suit against someone, 
hoping to lose in order to prove your friend right. You 
cannot ask a federal court for an opinion on a hypo-
thetical or imaginary case or ask it to render an advisory 
opinion.)

•	 You must show that you have been harmed by the law 
or practice about which you are complaining. (It is not 
enough to dislike what the government or a corporation 
or a labor union does; you must show that you were 
actually harmed by that action.)

•	 Merely being a taxpayer does not ordinarily entitle you 
to challenge the constitutionality of a federal govern-
mental action. (You may not want your tax money to 
be spent in certain ways, but your remedy is to vote 
against the politicians doing the spending; the federal 
courts will generally require that you show some other 
personal harm before you can sue.)

Congress and the courts have recently made it easier 
to acquire standing. It has always been the rule that a citi-
zen could ask the courts to order federal officials to carry 
out some act that they were under a legal obligation to 
perform or to refrain from some action that was contrary 

in forma pauperis A method 
whereby a poor person can 
have his or her case heard in 
federal court without charge.

Fee shifting A rule that 
allows a plaintiff to recover 
costs from the defendant if the 
plaintiff wins.

plaintiff The party that initi-
ates a lawsuit.

standing A legal rule stating 
who is authorized to start a 
lawsuit.
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to law. A citizen can also 
sue a government offi-
cial personally to collect 
damages if the official 
acted contrary to law. 
For example, it was long 
the case that if an FBI 
agent broke into your 
office without a search 
warrant, you could sue 

the agent and, if you won, collect money. However, you 
cannot sue the government itself without its consent. This 
is the doctrine of sovereign immunity. For instance, if 
the army accidentally kills your cow while testing a new 
cannon, you cannot sue the government to recover the 
cost of the cow unless the government agrees to be sued. 
(Since testing cannons is legal, you cannot sue the army 
officer who fired the cannon.) By statute, Congress has 
given its consent for the government to be sued in many 
cases involving a dispute over a contract or damage done as 
a result of negligence (e.g., the dead cow). Over the years, 
these statutes have made it easier to take the government 
into court as a defendant.

Even some of the oldest rules defining standing have 
been liberalized. The rule that merely being a taxpayer 
does not entitle you to challenge in court a government 
decision has been relaxed where the citizen claims that a 
right guaranteed under the First Amendment is being vio-
lated. The Supreme Court allowed a taxpayer to challenge 
a federal law that would have given financial aid to paro-
chial (or church-related) schools on the grounds that this 
aid violated the constitutional requirement of separation 
between church and state. On the other hand, another 
taxpayer suit to force the CIA to make public its budget 
failed because the Court decided that the taxpayer did not 
have standing in matters of this sort.42

Class-Action Suits
Under certain circumstances, a citizen can benefit 
directly from a court decision, even though the citizen 
himself or herself has not gone into court. This can hap-
pen by means of a class-action suit, a case brought into 
court by a person on behalf not only of him- or herself, 
but of all other persons in similar circumstances. Among 
the most famous of these was the 1954 case in which 
the Supreme Court found that Linda Brown, a black 
girl attending the fifth grade in a Topeka, Kansas, pub-
lic school, was denied the equal protection of the laws 
(guaranteed under the Fourteenth Amendment) because 
the schools in Topeka were segregated. The Court did 
not limit its decision to Linda Brown’s right to attend an 
unsegregated school but extended it—as Brown’s lawyers 

from the NAACP had asked—to cover all “others simi-
larly situated.”43 It was not easy to design a court order 
that would eliminate segregation in the schools, but the 
principle was clearly established in this class action.

Since the Brown case, many other groups have been 
quick to take advantage of the opportunity created by 
class-action suits. By this means, the courts could be used 
to give relief not simply to a particular person but to all 
those represented in the suit. A landmark class-action 
case challenged the malapportionment of state legislative 
districts (see Chapter 13).44 There are thousands of class-
action suits in the federal courts involving civil rights, the 
rights of prisoners, antitrust suits against corporations, and 
other matters. These suits became more common partly 
because people were beginning to have new concerns that 
were not being met by Congress and partly because some 
class-action suits became quite profitable. The NAACP got 
no money from Linda Brown or from the Topeka Board 
of Education in compensation for its long and expen-
sive labors, but, beginning in the 1960s, court rules were 
changed to make it financially attractive for lawyers to 
bring certain kinds of class-action suits.

Suppose, for example, you think your telephone com-
pany overcharged you by $75. You could try to hire a law-
yer to get a refund, but not many lawyers would take the 
case because there would be no money in it. Even if you 
were to win, the lawyer would stand to earn no more than 
perhaps one-third of the settlement, or $25. Now suppose 

class-action suit A case 
brought by someone to help 
both him- or herself and all oth-
ers who are similarly situated.

sovereign immunity The 
rule that a citizen cannot sue 
the government without the 
government’s consent.

IMAGE 16-4 Linda Brown was refused admission to a white 
elementary school in Topeka, Kansas. On her behalf, the 
NAACP brought a class-action suit that resulted in the 1954 
landmark Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education.
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you bring a class action against the company on behalf of 
everybody who was overcharged. Millions of dollars might 
be at stake; lawyers would line up eagerly to take the case 
because their share of the settlement, if they won, would be 
huge. The opportunity to win profitable class-action suits, 
combined with the possibility of having the loser pay the 
attorneys’ fees, led to a proliferation of such cases.

In response to the increase in its workload, the 
Supreme Court decided in 1974 to drastically tighten 
the rules governing these suits. It held that it would no 
longer hear (except in certain cases defined by Congress, 
such as civil rights matters) class-action suits seeking mon-
etary damages unless each and every ascertainable member 
of the class was individually notified of the case. To do this 
often is prohibitively expensive (imagine trying to find and 
send a letter to every customer who may have been over-
charged by the telephone company!), and so the number 
of such cases declined and the number of lawyers seeking 
them out dropped.45

But it remains easy to bring a class-action suit in 
most state courts. State Farm automobile insurance com-
pany was told by a state judge in a small Illinois town 
that it must pay over $1 billion in damages on behalf of a 
“national” class, even though no one in this class had been 
notified. Big class-action suits powerfully affect how courts 
make public policy. Such suits have forced into bankruptcy 
companies making asbestos and silicone breast implants 
and have threatened to put out of business tobacco com-
panies and gun manufacturers. (Ironically, in some of these 
cases, such as the one involving breast implants, there was 
no scientific evidence showing that the product was harm-
ful.) Some class-action suits, such as the one ending school 
segregation, are good, but others are frivolous efforts to 
get companies to pay large fees to the lawyers who file 
the suits.

In sum, getting into court depends on having stand-
ing and having resources. The rules governing standing 
are complex and changing, but generally they have been 
broadened to make it easier to enter the federal courts, 
especially for the purpose of challenging the actions of the 
government. Obtaining the resources is not easy, but it has 
become easier because in some cases laws now provide for 
fee shifting, private interest groups are willing to finance 
cases, and it is sometimes possible to bring a class-action 
suit that lawyers find lucrative.

16-4  The Supreme Court 
in Action

If your case should find its way to the Supreme Court—
and of course the odds are that it will not—you will 
be able to participate in one of the more impressive, 

sometimes dramatic 
ceremonies of Ameri-
can public life. The 
Court is in session in 
its white marble build-
ing for 36 weeks of 
each year, from early 
October until the end 
of June. The nine justices read briefs in their individual 
offices, hear oral arguments in the stately courtroom, 
and discuss their decisions with one another in a confer-
ence room where no outsider is ever allowed.

Most cases, as we have seen, come to the Court on 
a writ of certiorari. The lawyers for each side may then 
submit their briefs. A brief is a document that sets forth 
the facts of the case, summarizes the lower-court decision, 
gives the arguments for the side represented by the lawyer 
who wrote the brief, and discusses the other cases that 
the Court has decided bear on the issue. Then the law-
yers are allowed to present their oral arguments in open 
court. They usually summarize their briefs or emphasize 
particular points in them, and they are strictly limited in 
time—usually to no more than a half hour. (The lawyer 
speaks from a lectern that has two lights on it. When the 
white light goes on, the attorney has five minutes remain-
ing; when the red flashes, he or she must stop—instantly.) 
The oral arguments give the justices a chance to question 
the lawyers, sometimes searchingly.

Since the federal government is a party—as either 
plaintiff or defendant—to about half the cases that the 
Supreme Court hears, the government’s top trial law-
yer, the solicitor general of the United States, appears 
frequently before the Court. The solicitor general is the 
third-ranking officer of the Department of Justice, right 
after the attorney general and deputy attorney general. 
The solicitor general decides what cases the government 
will appeal from lower courts and personally approves 
every case the government presents to the Supreme 
Court. In recent years, the solicitor general often has 
been selected from the ranks of distinguished law school 
professors.

In addition to the arguments made by lawyers for the 
two sides in a case, written briefs and even oral arguments 
may also be offered by a “friend of the court,” or amicus 
curiae. An amicus brief is from an interested party not 
directly involved in the suit. For example, when Allan 
Bakke complained that he had been the victim of “reverse 
discrimination” when he was denied admission to a Uni-
versity of California medical school, 58 amicus briefs were 
filed supporting or opposing his position. Before such briefs 
can be filed, both parties must agree or the Court must 
grant permission. Though these briefs sometimes offer 
new arguments, they are really a kind of polite lobbying 

brief A written statement by 
an attorney that summarizes a 
case and the laws and rulings 
that support it.

amicus curiae A brief sub-
mitted by a “friend of the court.”
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of the Court that declare 
which interest groups 
are on which side. The 
ACLU, the NAACP, the 
AFL-CIO, and the U.S. 
government itself have 
been among the leading 
sources of such briefs.

These briefs are not 
the only source of influ-
ence on the justices’ 
views. Legal periodicals 
such as the Harvard Law 
Review and the Yale Law 
Journal are frequently 
consulted, and citations 

to them often appear in the Court’s decisions. Thus the out-
side world of lawyers and law professors can help shape, or 
at least supply arguments for, the conclusions of the justices.

The justices retire every Friday to their conference room, 
where in complete secrecy they debate the cases they have 
heard. The chief justice speaks first, followed by the other 
justices in order of seniority. After the  arguments they vote, 
traditionally in reverse order of seniority: the newest justice 
votes first, the chief justice last. By this process an able chief 
justice can exercise considerable  influence—in guiding or 
limiting debate, in setting forth the issues, and in handling 
sometimes temperamental personalities. In deciding a case, 
a majority of the justices must be in agreement: If there is a 
tie, the lower-court decision is left standing. (There can be 
a tie among nine justices if one is ill or disqualifies him- or 
herself because of prior involvement in the case.)

Though the vote is what counts, by tradition the 
Court usually issues a written opinion explaining its deci-
sion. Sometimes the opinion is brief and unsigned (called 
a per curiam opinion); sometimes it is quite long and 
signed by the justices agreeing with it. If the chief justice 

is in the majority, he will either write the opinion or assign 
the task to a justice who agrees with him. If he is in the 
minority, the senior justice on the winning side will decide 
who writes the Court’s opinion. There are three kinds of 
opinions—an opinion of the Court (reflecting the major-
ity’s view), a concurring opinion (an opinion by one or 
more justices who agree with the majority’s conclusion 
but for different reasons that they wish to express), and 
a  dissenting opinion (the opinion of the justices on the 
losing side). Justices each have three or four law clerks to 
help them review the many petitions the Court receives, 
study cases, and write opinions.

Many Supreme Court decisions, perhaps two-fifths of 
them, are decided unanimously. In these cases, the law is 
clear and no difficult questions of interpretation exist. But 
for the remaining ones, there seem to be two main blocs 
and one swing vote on today’s Court (Justice Gorsuch is 
not included because he joined the Court late in its 2016–
2017 term; where he will be listed remains to be seen):

•	 A conservative bloc of Samuel Alito, John Roberts, and 
Clarence Thomas.

•	 A liberal bloc of Stephen Breyer, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 
Elena Kagan, and Sonia Sotomayor.

•	 A swing vote of Anthony Kennedy. He often votes with 
the conservatives on criminal law but on some other 
cases (abortion, gay rights, and foreign combatants 
detained at Guantanamo Bay) votes with the liberals.

The Power of the Federal Courts
The great majority of the cases heard in the federal courts 
have little or nothing to do with changes in public pol-
icy: people accused of bank robbery are tried, disputes 
over contracts are settled, personal-injury cases are heard, 
and patent law is applied. In most instances, the courts 
are simply applying a relatively settled body of law to a 
specific controversy.

per curiam opinion A brief, 
unsigned court opinion.

opinion of the Court A 
signed opinion of a majority of 
the Supreme Court.

concurring opinion A 
signed opinion in which one or 
more members agree with the 
majority view but for different 
reasons.

dissenting opinion A signed 
opinion in which one or more 
justices disagree with the 
majority view.

Name (Birth Date) Home State Prior Experience Appointed by (Year)

John G. Roberts, Jr., Chief Justice (1955) Maryland Federal judge G. W. Bush (2005)

Anthony Kennedy (1936) California Federal judge Reagan (1988)

Clarence Thomas (1948) Georgia Federal judge G. H. W. Bush (1991)

Ruth Bader Ginsburg (1933) New York Federal judge Clinton (1993)

Stephen Breyer (1938) Massachusetts Federal judge Clinton (1994)

Samuel Alito, Jr. (1950) New Jersey Federal judge G. W. Bush (2006)

Sonia Sotomayor (1954) New York Federal judge Obama (2009)

Elena Kagan (1960) New York Law school dean Obama (2010)

Neil Gorsuch (1967) Colorado Federal judge Trump (2017)

TABLe 16.2 Supreme Court Justices in Order of Seniority
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The Power to Make Policy
The courts make policy whenever they reinterpret the 
law or the Constitution in significant ways, extend the 
reach of existing laws to cover matters not previously 
thought to be covered by them, or design remedies for 
problems that involve the judges’ acting in administra-
tive or legislative ways. By any of these tests the courts 
have become exceptionally powerful.

One measure of that power is the fact that more than 
160 federal laws have been declared unconstitutional. And 
as we shall see, on matters where Congress feels strongly, 
it can often get its way by passing slightly revised versions 
of a voided law.

Another measure, and perhaps a more revealing one, 
is the frequency with which the Supreme Court changes 
its mind. An informal rule of judicial decision making 
has been stare decisis, meaning “let the decision stand.” 
It is the principle of precedent: A court case today should 
be settled in accordance with prior decisions on similar 
cases. (What constitutes a similar case is not always clear; 
lawyers are especially gifted at finding ways of showing 
that two cases are different in some relevant way.) Prec-
edent is important for two reasons. The practical reason 
should be obvious: If the meaning of the law continu-
ally changes, if the decisions of judges become wholly 
unpredictable, then human affairs affected by those laws 
and decisions become chaotic. A contract signed today 
might be invalid tomorrow. The other reason is at least 
as important: If the principle of equal justice means 
anything, it means that similar cases should be decided 
in a similar manner. On the other hand, times change, 

and the Court can 
make mistakes. As Jus-
tice Felix Frankfurter 
once said, “Wisdom 
too often never comes, 
and so one ought not to 
reject it merely because 
it comes late.”46

However compel-
ling the arguments for 
flexibility, the pace of 
change can become diz-
zying. By one count, the Court has overruled its own pre-
vious decisions in more than 260 cases since 1810.47 In 
fact, it may have done it more often, because sometimes 
the Court does not say that it is abandoning a precedent, 
claiming instead that it is merely distinguishing the present 
case from a previous one.

A third measure of judicial power is the degree to 
which courts are willing to handle matters once left to the 
legislature. For example, the Court refused for a long time 
to hear a case about the size of congressional districts, no 
matter how unequal their populations.48 The determina-
tion of congressional district boundaries was regarded as 
a political question—that is, as a matter that the Consti-
tution left entirely to another branch of government (in 
this case, Congress) to decide for itself. Then, in 1962, the 
Court decided that it was competent after all to handle this 
matter, and the notion of a “political question” became a 
much less important (but by no means absent) barrier to 
judicial power.49

political question An issue 
the Supreme Court will allow 
the executive and legislative 
branches to decide.

remedy A judicial order 
enforcing a right or redressing 
a wrong.

stare decisis “Let the deci-
sion stand”; allowing prior rul-
ings to control a current case.

IMAGE 16-5 The nine members 
of the U.S. Supreme Court are: 
Front row—Justices Ruth Bader 
Ginsberg and Anthony Kennedy, 
Chief Justice John Roberts, 
Justices Clarence Thomas and 
Stephen Breyer; second row—
Justices Elena Kagan, Samuel 
Alito Jr., Sonia Sotomayor, and 
Neil Gorsuch.AP
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By all odds the most powerful indicator of judicial 
power can be found in the kinds of remedies that the 
courts will impose. A remedy is a judicial order setting 
forth what must be done to correct a situation that a judge 
believes to be wrong. In ordinary cases, such as when one 
person sues another, the remedy is straightforward: The 
loser must pay the winner for some injury that he or she 
has caused, the loser must agree to abide by the terms of a 
contract he or she has broken, or the loser must promise 
not to do some unpleasant thing (such as dumping garbage 
on a neighbor’s lawn).

Today, however, judges design remedies that go far 
beyond what is required to do justice to the individual 
parties who actually appear in court. The remedies now 
imposed often apply to large groups and affect the circum-
stances under which thousands or even millions of people 
work, study, or live. For example, when a federal district 
judge in Alabama heard a case brought by a prison inmate 
in that state, he issued an order not simply to improve the 
lot of that prisoner but to revamp the administration of 
the entire prison system. The result was an improvement 
in the living conditions of many prisoners, at a cost to 
the state of an estimated $40 million a year. Similarly, a 
person who feels entitled to welfare payments that have 
been denied him or her may sue in court to get the money, 
and the court order will in all likelihood affect all welfare 
recipients. In one case certain court orders made an addi-
tional 100,000 people eligible for welfare.50

The basis for sweeping court orders can sometimes be 
found in the Constitution; the Alabama prison decision, 
for example, was based on the judge’s interpretation of the 
Eighth Amendment, which prohibits “cruel and unusual 
punishments.”51 Others are based on court interpreta-
tions of federal laws. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids 

discrimination on grounds of “race, color, or national ori-
gin” in any program receiving federal financial assistance. 
The Supreme Court interpreted that as meaning the San 
Francisco school system was obliged to teach English to 
Chinese students unable to speak it.52 Since a Supreme 
Court decision is the law of the land, the impact of that 
ruling was not limited to San Francisco. Local courts and 
legislatures elsewhere decided that that decision meant that 
classes must be taught in Spanish for Hispanic children. 
What Congress meant by the Civil Rights Act is not clear; 
it may or may not have believed that teaching Hispanic 
children in English rather than Spanish was a form of dis-
crimination. What is important is that it was the Court, 
not Congress, that decided what Congress meant.

Views of Judicial Activism
Judicial activism has, of course, been controversial. Those 
who support it argue that the federal courts must correct 
injustices when the other branches of the federal govern-
ment, or the states, refuse to do so. The courts are the 
institution of last resort for those without the votes or the 
influence to obtain new laws, and especially for the poor 
and powerless. After all, Congress and the state legisla-
tures tolerated segregated public schools for decades. If the 
Supreme Court had not declared segregation unconstitu-
tional in 1954, it might still be law today.

Those who criticize judicial activism rejoin that 
judges usually have no special expertise in matters of 
school administration, prison management, environ-
mental protection, and so on; they are lawyers, expert 
in defining rights and duties but not in designing and 
managing complex institutions. Furthermore, however 
desirable court-declared rights and principles may be, 

IMAGE 16-6 When the Supreme 
Court heard arguments about 
the constitutionality of same-sex 
marriage in 2015, demonstrators 
expressed their views outside the 
building.PA
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implementing those principles means balancing the 
conflicting needs of various interest groups, raising and 
spending tax monies, and assessing the costs and benefits 
of complicated alternatives. Finally, federal judges are not 
elected; they are appointed and are thus immune to pop-
ular control. As a result, if they depart from their tradi-
tional role of making careful and cautious interpretations 
of what a law or the Constitution means and instead 
begin formulating wholly new policies, they become 
unelected legislators.

Some people think we have activist courts because 
we have so many lawyers. The more we take matters to 
courts for resolution, the more likely it is that the courts 
will become powerful. It is true that we have more lawyers 
in proportion to our population than most other nations. 
There is one  lawyer for every 325 Americans, but only one 
for every 970 Britons, every 1,220 Germans, and every 8,333 
 Japanese.53 But that may well be a symptom, not a cause, 
of court activity. As we suggested in Chapter 4, we have an 
adversary culture based on an emphasis on individual rights 
and an implicit antagonism between the people and the 
 government. In general, lawyers do not create cases; contend-
ing interests do, thereby generating a demand for lawyers.54 
 Furthermore, we had more lawyers in relation to our popula-
tion in 1900 than in 1970, yet the courts at the turn of the 
20th century were far less active in public affairs. In fact, in 
1932 there were more court cases per 100,000 people than 
there were in 1972.

A more plausible reason for activist courts is the devel-
opments discussed earlier in this chapter that have made 
it easier for people to get standing in the courts, to pay for 
the costs of litigation, and to bring class-action suits. The 
courts and Congress have gone a long way toward allow-
ing private citizens to become “private attorneys general.” 
Making it easier to get into court increases the number of 
cases being heard. For example, in 1961, civil rights cases, 
prisoners’ rights cases, and cases under the Social Security 
laws were relatively uncommon in federal court. Between 
1961 and 1990, the increase in the number of such mat-
ters was phenomenal: the number of civil rights cases rose 
more than 60-fold and prisoners’ petitions increased more 
than 40-fold. Such matters are the fastest-growing portion 
of the courts’ civil workload.

Legislation and the Courts
An increase in cases by itself will not lead to sweeping 
remedies. For that to occur, the law must be sufficiently 
vague to permit judges wide latitude in interpreting it, 
and the judges must want to exercise that opportunity 
fully. The Constitution is filled with words of seem-
ingly ambiguous meaning—“due process of law,” “equal 
protection of the laws,” the “privileges or immunities 

of citizens.” Such phrases may have been clear to the 
Framers, but to the Supreme Court they have become 
equivocal or elastic. How the Court has chosen to inter-
pret such phrases has changed greatly over the past two 
centuries in ways that can be explained in part by the 
personal political beliefs of the justices.

Increasingly, Congress has passed laws that also con-
tain vague language, thereby adding immeasurably to the 
courts’ opportunities for designing remedies. Various civil 
rights acts outlaw discrimination but do not say how one 
is to know whether discrimination has occurred or what 
should be done to correct it if it does occur. That is left 
to the courts and the bureaucracy. Various regulatory laws 
empower administrative agencies to do what the “public 
interest” requires but say little about how the public inter-
est is to be defined. Laws intended to alleviate poverty 
or rebuild neighborhoods speak of “citizen participation” 
or “maximum feasible participation” but do not explain 
who the citizens are that should participate, or how much 
power they should have.

In addition to laws that require interpretation, other 
laws induce litigation. Almost every agency that regulates 
business will make decisions that cause the agency to be 
challenged in court—by business firms if the regulations 
go too far, by consumer or labor organizations if they do 
not go far enough.

One study showed that the federal courts of appeals 
heard more than 3,000 cases in which they had to 
review the decision of a regulatory agency. In two-thirds 
of them, the agency’s position was supported; in the other 
third, the agency was overruled.55 Perhaps one-fifth of 
these cases arose out of agencies or programs that did not 
even exist in 1960. The federal government today is much 
more likely to be on the defensive in court than it was 20 or 
30 years ago.

Finally, the attitudes of the judges powerfully affect 
what they will do, especially when the law gives them 
wide latitude. Their decisions and opinions have been 
extensively analyzed—well enough, at least, to know 
that different judges often decide the same case in dif-
ferent ways. Conservative Southern federal judges in the 
1950s, for example, often resisted plans to desegregate 
public schools, while judges with a different background 
authorized bold plans.56 Some of the greatest disparities 
in judicial behavior can be found in the area of sentencing 
criminals.57

Checks on Judicial Power
No institution of government, including the courts, 
operates without restraint. The fact that judges are not 
elected does not make them immune to public opinion 
or to the views of the other branches of government. 
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How important these restraints are varies from case to 
case, but in the broad course of history they have been 
significant.

One restraint exists because of the very nature of 
courts. A judge has no police force or army; decisions that 
he or she makes can sometimes be resisted or ignored, if the 
person or organization resisting is not highly visible and is 
willing to run the risk of being caught and charged with 
contempt of court. For example, long after the Supreme 
Court’s controversial decisions that school-organized prayer 
and Bible reading could not take place in public educa-
tion,58 schools all over the country still allowed prayers and 
Bible reading.59 Years after the Court declared segregated 
schools to be unconstitutional, scores of school systems 
remained segregated. On the other hand, when a failure 
to comply is easily detected and punished, the courts’ 
power is usually unchallenged. When the Supreme Court 
declared the income tax to be unconstitutional in 1895, 
income tax collections promptly ceased. When the Court 
in 1952 declared illegal President Harry Truman’s effort to 

seize steel mills in order to stop a strike, the management of 
the mills was immediately returned to their owners.

Congress and the Courts
Congress has a number of ways of checking the  judiciary. 
It can gradually alter the composition of the judiciary by 
the kinds of appointments the Senate is willing to con-
firm, or it can impeach judges it does not like. Fifteen 
federal judges have been the object of impeachment pro-
ceedings in our history, and nine others have resigned 
when such proceedings seemed likely. Of the 15 who 
were impeached, 8 were convicted by the Senate, 4 were 
acquitted, and 3 resigned before trial. In 2009, Sam-
uel Kent resigned from the U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of Texas, and in 2010, Thomas Por-
teous was convicted by the Senate and removed from 
office.60 In practice, however, confirmation and impeach-
ment proceedings do not make much of an impact on 
the federal courts because simple policy disagreements 

Telecommunications and “Decency”: 
Interest-Group Politics

In the more than six decades that separated the Commu-
nications Act of 1934 from the Telecommunications Act of 
1996, radio, television, and the Internet became everyday 
features of American life. The 1996 overhaul of the 1934 law 
was a clear-cut case of interest-group politics. The politically 
pitched battles over the bills that preceded the 1996 act 
were fought out mainly among and between economically 
self-interested groups. For instance, television broadcast-
ers fought cable companies over who may send what kinds 
of signals to which homes. Telephone companies fought 
firms in other industries as well as each other.

As is often the case with interest-group politics, the 
telecommunications policy debates involved issues that 
most average citizens did not understand (in this case, 
“spectrum allotment,” “intramodal competition,” and oth-
ers) but which interest-group members lived and breathed. 
When the interest-group politics dust settled, the complex 
law deregulated the industry and fostered competition, but 
it also made possible cross-media mega-corporations like 
those that now dominate cable broadcasting and telecom-
munications services in many regions. 

In the mid-1990s, the general public and the media 
focused less on how an overhaul of the 1934 law might 
affect most people as consumers and more on Title 
V of the 1996 bill, which sought to restrict Internet and 

cable television pornography. The bill’s “communications 
decency” provisions made it into law; but, a year later, in 
Reno v. ACLU (1997), the Supreme Court declared that the 
provisions were unconstitutional. 

In 2008, the Federal Communications Commission 
launched investigations into the pricing policies of cable 
television companies. The effort resulted in few changes 
to industry practices. In 2012, an interfaith coalition of reli-
gious leaders publicly petitioned five leading national hotel 
chains to stop offering on-demand “adult” cable service. 
None complied. During the 2011–2012 national election 
cycle, telecommunications companies contributed mil-
lions of dollars to candidates of both parties; they also 
maintained a huge lobbying presence on Capitol Hill and 
skirmished with each other over proposed tweaks to this 
or that provision of the 1996 law.
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are not generally regarded as adequate grounds for voting 
against a judicial nominee or for starting an impeach-
ment effort.

Congress can alter the number of judges, though, and 
by increasing the number sharply, it can give a president a 
chance to appoint judges to his liking. As described above, 
a “Court-packing” plan was proposed (unsuccessfully) by 
Franklin Roosevelt in 1937 specifically to change the polit-
ical persuasion of the Supreme Court. In 1978, Congress 
passed a bill creating 152 new federal district and appellate 
judges to help ease the workload of the federal judiciary. 
This bill gave President Carter a chance to appoint over 
40 percent of the federal bench. In 1984, an additional 
84 judgeships were created; by 1988, President Reagan 
had appointed about half of all federal judges. In 1990, 
an additional 72 judges were authorized. During and after 
the Civil War, Congress may have been trying to influence 
Supreme Court decisions when it changed the size of the 
Court three times in six years (raising it from 9 to 10 in 
1863, lowering it again from 10 to 7 in 1866, and raising 
it again from 7 to 9 in 1869).

Congress and the states can also undo a Supreme 
Court decision interpreting the Constitution by amend-
ing that document. This happens, but rarely: The Elev-
enth Amendment was ratified to prevent a citizen from 
suing a state in federal court; the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, 
and Fifteenth were ratified to undo the Dred Scott deci-
sion regarding slavery; the Sixteenth was added to make it 
constitutional for Congress to pass an income tax; and the 
Twenty-sixth was added to give the vote to 18-year-olds 
in state elections.

On more than 30 occasions, Congress has merely 
repassed a law that the Court has declared unconstitu-
tional. In one case, a bill to aid farmers, voided in 1936, 
was accepted by the Court in slightly revised form three 
years later.61 (In the meantime, of course, the Court had 
changed its collective mind about the New Deal.)

One of the most powerful potential sources of con-
trol over the federal courts, however, is the authority of 
Congress, given by the Constitution, to decide what the 
entire jurisdiction of the lower courts and the appellate 
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court shall be. In theory, 
Congress could prevent matters on which it did not want 
federal courts to act from ever coming before the courts. 
This happened in 1868. A Mississippi newspaper editor 
named McCardle was jailed by federal military authori-
ties who occupied the defeated South. McCardle asked 
the federal district court for a writ of habeas corpus to 
get him out of custody; when the district court rejected 
his plea, he appealed to the Supreme Court. Congress at 
that time was fearful that the Court might find the laws 
on which its Reconstruction policy was based (and under 

which McCardle was in jail) unconstitutional. To prevent 
that from happening, it passed a bill withdrawing from the 
Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction in cases of this sort. 
The Court conceded that Congress could do this and thus 
dismissed the case because it no longer had jurisdiction.62

Congress has threatened to withdraw jurisdiction 
on other occasions, and the mere existence of the threat 
may have influenced the nature of Court decisions. In the 
1950s, for example, congressional opinion was hostile to 
Court decisions in the field of civil liberties and civil rights, 
and legislation was proposed that would have curtailed 
the Court’s jurisdiction in these areas. It did not pass, but 
the Court may have allowed the threat to temper its deci-
sions.63 On the other hand, as congressional resistance to 
the Roosevelt Court-packing plan shows, the Supreme 
Court enjoys a good deal of prestige in the nation, even 
among people who disagree with some of its decisions, and 
so passing laws that would frontally attack it would not be 
easy except perhaps in times of national crisis.

Furthermore, laws narrowing jurisdiction or restrict-
ing the kinds of remedies that a court can impose often 
are blunt instruments that might not achieve the purposes 
of their proponents. Suppose that you, as a member of 
Congress, would like to prevent the federal courts from 
ordering schoolchildren to be bused for the purpose of 
achieving racial balance in the schools. If you denied the 
Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction in this matter, you 
would leave the lower federal courts and all state courts 
free to do as they wished, and many of them would go on 
ordering busing. If you wanted to attack that problem, you 
could propose a law that would deny to all federal courts 
the right to order busing as a remedy for racial imbalance. 
But the courts would still be free to order busing (and of 
course a lot of busing goes on even without court orders), 
provided that they did not say that it was for the purpose 
of achieving racial balance. (It could be for the purpose of 
“facilitating desegregation” or making possible “redistrict-
ing.”) Naturally, you could always make it illegal for chil-
dren to enter a school bus for any reason, but then many 
children would not be able to get to school at all. Finally, 
the Supreme Court might well decide that if busing were 
essential to achieve a constitutional right, then any congres-
sional law prohibiting such busing would itself be uncon-
stitutional. Trying to think through how that dilemma 
would be resolved is like trying to visualize two kangaroos 
simultaneously jumping into each other’s pouches.

Public Opinion and the Courts
Though they are not elected, judges read the same news-
papers as members of Congress, and thus they, too, 
are aware of public opinion, especially elite opinion. 
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Though it may be going too far to say the Supreme 
Court follows the election returns, it is nonetheless true 
that the Court is sensitive to certain bodies of opinion, 
especially of those elites—liberal or conservative—to 
whom its members happen to be attuned. The justices 
will keep in mind historical cases in which their prede-
cessors, by blatantly disregarding public opinion, very 
nearly destroyed the legitimacy of the Court itself. This 
was the case with the Dred Scott decision, which infuri-
ated the North and was widely disobeyed. No such crisis 
exists today, but it is altogether possible that changing 
political moods affect the kinds of remedies that judges 
will think appropriate.

Opinion not only restrains the courts; it may also 
energize them. The most activist periods in Supreme 
Court history have coincided with times when the politi-
cal system was undergoing profound and lasting changes. 
The assertion by the Supreme Court, under John Mar-
shall’s leadership, of the principles of national supremacy 
and judicial review occurred at the time when the Jef-
fersonian Republicans were coming to power and their 
opponents, the Federalists, were collapsing as an orga-
nized party. The pro-slavery decisions of the Taney Court 
came when the nation was so divided along sectional 
and ideological lines as to make almost any Court deci-
sion on this matter unpopular. Supreme Court review of 
economic regulation in the 1890s and 1900s came at a 
time when the political parties were realigning and the 
Republicans were acquiring dominance that would last 
for several decades. The Court decisions of the 1930s 
corresponded to another period of partisan realignment. 
(The meaning of a realignment period was discussed in 
Chapter 10.)

Pollsters have measured changes in public perceptions 
of how well the Supreme Court is handling its job. The 
results are shown in Figure 16.6. The percentage of people 
who say that they approve of how the Court is handling 
its job has fluctuated in recent years. In the 21st century, 
public approval of the Court’s performance has been as 
low as 42 percent (in 2005) and as high as 61 percent 
(in 2009). These movements do not reflect any obvious 
swings in how the public perceives the Court’s ideological 
tilt. Gallup polls and other opinion surveys indicate that, 
for most of the past decade, about half to four-fifths of 
the public thought the Court was neither too liberal nor 
too conservative, about a third thought the Court was too 
liberal, and about a fifth thought it was too conservative. 
Rather, the shifts in opinion seem to reflect the public’s 
reaction not only to what the Court does but also to what 
the government as a whole is doing. An upturn in public 
approval of the Supreme Court in the early 1970s was 
probably caused by the Watergate scandal, an episode that 
simultaneously discredited the presidency and boosted 
the stock of those institutions (such as the courts) that 
seemed to be checking the abuses of the White House. 
And a gradual upturn in the 1980s may have reflected a 
general restoration of public confidence in government 
during that decade.64

Though popular support for the Court sometimes 
declines, these drops have so far not resulted in any 
legal checks placed on it. As explained in this chapter’s 
Constitutional Connections feature (see page 398), each 
Congress witnesses many proposals that restrict the juris-
diction of federal courts and prohibit them from exercis-
ing judicial review in relation to given issues, but these 
proposals almost never become bills that make their way 

 Figure 16.6  Public Approval of the Supreme Court’s Performance, 2000–2017
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Will You Support the Data 
Surveillance Program?

Your decision:  Support the program  Oppose the program

Arguments against:
1. Data collection will not substitute for human 

intelligence gathering, and this program 
diverts much-needed resources from the 
latter.

2. Congress has deferred too much to the 
executive branch in combating terrorism and 
needs to scrutinize surveillance programs 
much more carefully.

3. While civil liberties are not absolute, espe-
cially when national security is at stake, this 
program is unnecessarily broad in scope and 
allows the federal government to collect data 
without sufficient justification for intruding 
upon constitutionally guaranteed protections.

Arguments for:
1. Broad data collection is necessary to fight 

terrorists, who rely almost exclusively on elec-
tronic communications.

2. Although the program was secret, some 
members of Congress were aware of, and 
approved, the surveillance for national 
security.

3. In the interest of national security, some civil 
liberties must be curtailed to keep the United 
States safe.
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What Will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
Congress is discussing whether to continue a secret surveillance program that gathers 
data from Internet companies as part of the federal government’s counter-terrorism 
strategy.
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To: Senator Sally Caitlin
From: David M. Reid, chief of staff
Subject: Internet surveillance

In 2007, the National Security Agency (NSA) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) created a 
secret surveillance program, code-named PRISM, that—in conjunction with British intelligence agen-
cies—gathered, tracked, and analyzed massive amounts of “private” data (audio and video chats, 
emails, and more) by directly searching the central servers of Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, Facebook, 
PalTalk, AOL, Skype, YouTube, and Apple. NSA contractor Edward Snowden leaked classified infor-
mation about the program to journalists in 2013, and some people questioned whether it intruded 
upon American civil liberties.65 Should the program be continued?
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into law. The changes that have occurred in the Court 
have been caused by changes in its personnel. Presidents 
Nixon and Reagan attempted to produce a less activist 
Court by appointing justices who were more inclined 
to be strict constructionists and conservatives. To some 
extent, they succeeded: Justices Kennedy, O’Connor, 
Rehnquist, and Scalia were certainly less inclined than 
Justice Thurgood Marshall to find new rights in the Con-
stitution or to overturn the decisions of state legislatures. 
But as of yet, there has been no wholesale retreat from the 
positions staked out by the Warren Court. As noted above, 
a Nixon appointee, Justice Blackmun, wrote the decision 
making antiabortion laws unconstitutional; and another 
Nixon appointee, Chief Justice Burger, wrote the opinion 
upholding court-ordered school busing to achieve racial 
integration. A Reagan appointee, Justice O’Connor, voted 
to uphold a right to an abortion. The Supreme Court 
has become somewhat less willing to impose restraints 
on police practices, and it has not blocked the use of the 
death penalty.

But in general, the major features of Court activism 
and liberalism during the Warren years—school integra-
tion, sharper limits on police practice, greater freedom of 
expression—have remained intact, as has the Court’s def-
erence to Congress and the presidency when they have 
established new agencies or expanded federal programs. 
The Warren E. Burger Court (1969–1986) was succeeded 
by courts with conservative Chief Justices, namely Wil-
liam H. Rehnquist (1986–2005) and John G. Roberts 
(2005–present). The aforementioned 2012 Court decision 
upholding the constitutionality of all (save the Medicaid 
expansion provision) of the 2010 health care reform law 
was written by Chief Justice Roberts.

The reasons for the growth in court activism are clear. 
One is the sheer increase in the size and scope of the 
government as a whole. The courts have come to play a 
larger role in our lives because Congress, the bureaucracy, 
and the president have come to play larger ones as well. 
In 1890, hardly anybody would have thought of asking 
Congress—much less the courts—to make rules govern-
ing the participation of women in college sports or the 
district boundaries of state legislatures. Today such rules 
are commonplace, and the courts are inevitably drawn 
into interpreting them. And when the Court decided 
how the vote in Florida would be counted during the 
2000 presidential election, it created an opportunity in 
the future for scores of new lawsuits challenging election 
results.

The other reason for increased activism is the accep-
tance by a large number of judges, conservative as well as 
liberal, of the activist view of the function of the courts. 
If courts once existed solely to “settle disputes,” today 

IMAGE 16-7 Thurgood Marshall was the first black Supreme 
Court justice. As chief counsel for the NAACP, Marshall argued 
the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education case in front of the 
Supreme Court. He was appointed to the Court in 1967 and 
served until 1991.

they also exist in the eyes of their members to “solve  
problems.”

Though the Supreme Court is the pinnacle of the 
federal judiciary, most decisions, including many impor-
tant ones, are made by the several courts of appeals and 
the 94 district courts. The Supreme Court can control 
its own workload by deciding when to grant certiorari. It 
has become easier for citizens and groups to gain access to 
the federal courts (through class-action suits, by amicus 
curiae briefs, by laws that require government agencies 
to pay legal fees). At the same time, the courts have wid-
ened the reach of their decisions by issuing orders that 
cover whole classes of citizens or affect the management of 
major public and private institutions. However, the courts 
can overstep the bounds of their authority and bring upon 
themselves a counterattack from both the public and Con-
gress. Congress has the right to control much of the courts’ 
jurisdiction, but it rarely does so. As a result, the abil-
ity of judges to make law is only infrequently challenged 
directly.
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

16-1 Explain the concept of judicial review.

Nowhere in the Constitution does it say that the 
Supreme Court has the power of judicial review. 
The Constitution is silent on this matter, but the 
Court has asserted, and almost every scholar 
has agreed, that our system of separated 
powers means that the Court must be able to 
defend the Constitution. Otherwise, Congress 
and the president would be free to ignore it.

16-2  Summarize the development of the 
 federal courts.

The federal courts have focused on differ-
ent issues in American history depending on 
major political debates at the time. From the 
founding through the Civil War, the courts 
made significant decisions on nation-building, 
the legitimacy of the federal government, and 
slavery. From the end of the Civil War to the 
1930s, the courts decided key cases on how 
government may be involved in the economy. 
Since the 1930s, the courts have concentrated 
on issues of personal liberty and social equal-
ity, and potential conflicts between the two 
concepts.

16-3  Discuss the structure, jurisdiction, 
and operation of the federal courts.

Article III of the Constitution guarantees fed-
eral judges that they can serve during good 
behavior. The Supreme Court, courts of appeal, 
and all district courts are all Article III courts. 
Original jurisdiction refers to a trial held before a 
court; appellate jurisdiction refers to an appeal 
a court hears from a trial in another court. Even 
the Supreme Court has original jurisdiction. For 
example, it will hear a trial involving ambassadors 
or a controversy between two or more states.

Strictly speaking, federal judges serve dur-
ing “good behavior,” but that means they would 

have to be impeached and convicted in order 
to be removed. The reason for this protection 
is clear: The judiciary cannot be independent of 
the other two branches of government if judges 
could be removed easily by the president or 
Congress, and this independence ensures that 
they are a separate branch of government.

16-4  Explain how the federal courts exercise 
power and the checks on judicial power.

Though the Constitution does not explic-
itly give federal courts the power of judicial 
review, they have acquired it on the reason-
able assumption that the Constitution would 
become meaningless if the president and 
Congress could ignore its provisions. The 
Constitution, after all, states that it shall be the 
“supreme law of the land.”

The federal courts rarely think their deci-
sions create entirely new laws, but in fact their 
interpretations sometimes come close to just 
that. One reason is that many provisions of the 
Constitution are vague. What does the Consti-
tution mean by “respecting an establishment 
of religion,” the “equal protection of the law,” 
or a “cruel and unusual punishment”? The 
courts must give concrete meaning to these 
phrases. But another reason is the personal 
ideology of judges. Some think a free press 
is more important than laws governing cam-
paign finance, while others think a free press 
must give way to such laws. Some believe the 
courts ought to use federal law to strike down 
discrimination, but judges disagree about what 
types of affirmative action programs must be 
put in place. Congress can check the courts 
through nominations and the size of the judi-
ciary, and public opinion also serves as a 
check on the courts over time. Still, the judicial 
power is highly significant for policymaking in 
American politics.

T O  L E A R N  M O R E

Federal Judicial Center: www.fjc.gov

Federal courts: www.uscourts.gov

Supreme Court decisions: www.law.cornell.edu

Finding laws and reports: www.findlaw.com
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PART 4

Public Policy and 
 American Democracy

In the extended republic of the United States, and among the great variety 
of interests, parties, and sects, which it embraces, a coalition of a majority 
of the whole society could seldom take place on any other principles than 
those of justice and the general good.

—FEDERALIST NO. 51 
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CHAPTER 17

Domestic Policy
L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

17-1  Explain how America’s social welfare policies differ from those 

of many other modern democracies, and why some programs 

are politically protected while others are politically imperiled.

17-2  Discuss how government regulations on certain big businesses 

have been imposed over the objections of those industries.

17-3  Explain why environmental policies are designed and enforced 

differently in America than in other industrialized nations, and 

describe the politics that drive environmental programs.

17-4  Discuss the difficulty with changing policies—domestic, 

 economic, and foreign—or developing new programs in the 

United States today.
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As we explained in Chapter 1, understanding any 
political system means being able to give reasonable 
answers to each of two separate but related questions 
about it: Who governs, and to what ends? The pre-
ceding chapters should be especially helpful to you 
in discovering “who governs,” while this chapter and 
the next three chapters should be especially helpful to 
you in discerning “to what ends.”

The primary puzzles about public policy in 
 America concern the nation’s political agenda (see 
pages 9–11). How do people come to believe that 
certain issues require governmental action? What 
explains why some issues are on the political agenda 
while others are not? Why are some issues more 
prominent on today’s political agenda than they were 
either in previous historical periods or just a few years 
ago, and why are other issues less prominent than 
they once were? Why do elected officials sometimes 
suddenly shift attention away from some issues and 
toward others? What explains the timing and char-
acter of government action (or inaction) on any given 
issue?

The causes, contours, and consequences of gov-
ernment action or inaction on any given issue or any 
class of issues (domestic policy, economic policy, 
or foreign policy) are not easily explained. What at 
first glance may appear to be simple and stable poli-
cymaking patterns often, upon closer inspection, 
turn out to be more complex and dynamic than they 
seemed. For instance, consider what has happened in 
each of three domestic policy domains: social welfare 
policy, business regulation policy, and environmental 
protection policy.

social Welfare Policy
Before the 1960s, neither 
most Washington law-

makers nor most citizens believed that the federal 
government should ensure that all retirees, whatever 
their work history, have enough money to live on; 
that all veterans of foreign wars are given grants for 
college and subsidized medical care for life; that all 
poor children are guaranteed free or reduced-price 
meals in schools and during summers; that all physi-
cally, mentally, or developmentally disabled people, 
like all people with life-threatening medical maladies, 
are insured for hospital stays and treatment, includ-
ing long-term nursing care; that all low-wage work-
ers receive tax credits that effectively boost their 
wages; that all citizens who may need it have access 
to affordable housing; that all low-income children 
are able to attend preschools; that all special needs 
children receive special education; and that all full-
time workers who lose their jobs receive unemploy-
ment benefits and (in many cases) job training. If 

THEN 

they existed at all, national laws touching on these 
social welfare matters were few and narrow, and fed-
eral departments, bureaus, or programs to fund or 
administer such social welfare benefits were virtually 
nonexistent.

Big oil companies were 
once able to persuade the 

government to sharply restrict the amount of foreign 
oil imported into the United States, to give them pref-
erential tax treatment, and to permit them to drill for 
new oil just about anywhere they liked. Automobile 
manufacturers once faced virtually no federal con-
trols on the products they manufactured. Well into the 
1990s, communications and broadcasting companies 
were regulated under a 1934 federal law that was 
debated and developed at a time when most Ameri-
cans neither owned radios nor had ever even heard of 
television. Certain telephone companies were free to 
function as monopolies.

THEN 

Washington sets, funds, and 
implements policies on all 

these social welfare matters. Today, nearly half of the 
federal budget goes to two broad classes of social 
welfare spending: social security and health care 
spending (encompassing Medicare, Medicaid, the 
State Children’s Health Insurance Program, and the 
health exchange subsidies provided by the Affordable 
Care Act). And other social welfare programs exist, 
many of them either established or expanded after 
1965. The U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 
are two of the main bureaucracies responsible for 
federal social welfare policies and programs, but ben-
efits also emanate from several other federal depart-
ments. For instance, the U.S. Department of Justice 
has supported myriad programs for “at-risk youth,” 
including ones that provide mentors to the children of 
prisoners and “second-chance” job training to young 
adult ex-prisoners. But, in recent years, as policy-
makers have struggled with big annual budget defi-
cits and a growing public debt (see Chapter 18), the 
future of many social welfare policies and programs, 
including the largest entitlement programs such as 
Social Security and Medicare, has for the first time in 
more than a generation been placed in some serious 
doubt.

business regulation Policy

NOW 

Today, the restrictions on 
foreign oil imports have 

ended, the tax breaks the oil companies enjoyed 
have been reduced considerably (though they still 

NOW 
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424 Chapter 17 Domestic Policy

exist), and the freedom of oil companies to drill in 
certain places, particularly offshore locations, has 
been restricted. Auto companies are heavily regulated 
regarding the safety of the vehicles they make, and 
two of them (GM and Chrysler) were briefly partially 
owned by the federal government following the 2008 
financial crisis. A new federal communications act 
took effect in 1996, and the industry now features not 
only more broadcasting companies, stricter rules gov-
erning what cable service providers can charge, and 
no telephone company monopolies, but also fewer 
regulations to keep corporate conglomerates from 
dominating certain rapidly changing “telecommunica-
tions” markets.

environmental Policy

Environmental policies in 
the United States gained 

widespread public attention in the 1960s and 1970s, 
when reports of water and air pollution, pesticide use, 
and other threats to natural resources prompted the 
passage of legislation to control such activity. The 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was created in 
1970 to set standards for environmental safety, track 
violations, and enforce compliance. Since then, the 
field has expanded to encompass concerns about 
broader national and international environmental 
issues such as global warming. 

THEN 

President Obama enacted 
several new policies to pro-

tect the environment. While little such legislation was 
passed during his tenure, policies were put in place 
via executive or agency actions. For example, during 
Obama’s tenure, the EPA issued new rules on power 
plant emissions, wetlands protection, and hydrau-
lic fracturing (better known as “fracking”). In 2015, 

NOW 

President Obama signed the historic Paris Agree-
ment on climate change, a plan among the world’s 
nations to reduce greenhouse gases and fight climate 
change. President Trump, however, has vowed to 
undo many of these rules, and began to do so early in 
his tenure.1

The shift between Presidents Obama and Trump also 
reflects the divide between the mass parties on environ-
mental issues. Overall, while Democrats and Republicans 
both support efforts to help the environment, a large 
gap exists—and is growing—between the parties, with 
Democrats being far more likely to support such policies. 
In a 2016 study by the Pew Research Center, 90 percent 
of Democrats—but only 52 percent of Republicans— 
supported doing “whatever it takes to protect the envi-
ronment.”2 As we will see later in the chapter, Democrats 
are also much more likely to express concern about climate 
change and to support efforts to address it. 

To begin to understand policy dynamics, in order to 
help explain both short-term shifts and long-term trends 
in what issues are on the political agenda and how gov-
ernment acts on these issues (or doesn’t), we need some 
theory of policymaking. After defining key terms ranging 
from politics to representative democracy (see pages 4 and 5, 
respectively) and explaining five different views of “power 
in America” (see pages 6–8), the first chapter of this book 
outlined a theory of policymaking involving four different 
types of politics: majoritarian, client, interest group, and 
entrepreneurial (see pages 12–15, as well as Figure 17.1 
below). Each chapter also includes a Policy Dynamics fea-
ture that applies the theory and its key terms to a current 
policy debate.

This chapter elaborates and applies the theory of 
policymaking outlined in Chapter 1 to domestic policy 
dynamics on issues in social welfare policy, business reg-
ulation policy, and environmental policy. Each area of 

 FiguRe 17.1  a Way of classifying and explaining the Politics of Different Policy issues
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17-1 Social Welfare Policy  425

17-1 Social Welfare Policy 
Among the reasons given in the Preamble to the U.S. 
Constitution for establishing the national government is 
a desire to “promote the general Welfare.” Article I, sec-
tion 8 of the Constitution states the power of Congress 
to “provide for the . . . general Welfare.”

From the first, however, the Constitution’s defenders 
disagreed about what the phrase was supposed to mean. 
Some, like James Madison, argued that it was meant to 
restrict Congress to taxing and spending only for things 
that the Constitution specifically empowered Congress to do 
(like regulating interstate commerce or maintaining the mili-
tary). Others, like Alexander Hamilton, argued for a broader 
meaning that would allow Congress to tax and spend for 
things that it was not specifically empowered by the Con-
stitution to do, but which might reasonably be expected to 
meet national needs and benefit some or all citizens.

In the 1930s, asserting a constitutional authority to 
advance the “general welfare,” Congress enacted a host of new 
national policies and programs in response to the economic 

hardships wrought by the Great Depression. The biggest was 
the Social Security Act of 1935. Among other provisions, the 
law created a national system of old-age pensions and, to pay 
for it, imposed an income tax on workers that was deducted 
from their wages and paid by their employers. 

In 1937, in the case of Helvering v. Davis, the U.S. 
Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of that provi-
sion, ruling that Congress has broad discretion to tax and 
spend “in aid of the ‘general welfare,’” including policies and 
programs designed to ease the “plight of men and women” 
who lose their jobs and to provide for others who are 
either temporarily or permanently “needy and dependent.” 
Nobody, however, foresaw just how far Congress would go 
in exercising that power, or where doing so would lead.

From the New Deal to the New 
Health Care Law
The first major steps toward today’s social welfare poli-
cies and programs were taken after the election of 1932. 
Hardly any state had a systematic program for support-
ing the unemployed, though many states provided some 
kind of help if it was clear that a person was out of work 
through no fault of his or her own. 

When the economy suddenly ground to a near stand-
still and the unemployment rate rose to include one-fourth 
of the workforce, private charities and city relief programs 
nearly went bankrupt. Americans sang the 1931 song 
“Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?” But, with families, 
neighbors, local churches, charities, and city agencies all 
unable to meet the economic crisis despite their best efforts, 

domestic policy has issues and policy dynamics all its own. 
But in social welfare, business regulation, and environmen-
tal policy, as in education, housing, homeland security, 
transportation, and other domestic policy domains, each 
of the four types of policymaking politics can be found. 
In Chapter 18, we will explore the politics of economic 
policy, and in Chapter 19 we will examine the politics of 
foreign and military policy.

The State of the Union and Presidential 
Agenda-Setting

The Framers of the Constitution drafted Article I about 
Congress because they expected that the legislature 
would be the primary branch of government. Congress 
would introduce, consider, and vote on legislation, which 
the president would sign or veto. Article II of the Constitu-
tion discusses the executive branch and says the president 
“shall from time to time” report to Congress on the state of 
union, but does not provide more specifics on the presi-
dent’s role in policymaking.

Over time, this requirement evolved into the modern 
State of the Union Address. While George Washington and 
John Adams delivered their addresses in person, Thomas 
Jefferson decided in 1801 that addressing Congress in per-
son seemed too monarchical, and instead he submitted a 
written text. Throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries, 

presidents continued to submit written remarks to Con-
gress. Woodrow Wilson revived the practice of delivering 
an in-person address in 1913, and subsequent presidents 
have followed suit. 

Especially in more recent decades, the address has 
become an important mechanism for the president to pre-
sent a policy agenda to Congress and the public. Schol-
ars have shown that the topics the president discusses in 
the speech influence the political debate in the days and 
weeks following the address.3 Somewhere between one-
quarter and one-half of policy proposals in the address are 
at least partially enacted, and presidents have used the 
address to expound on some of the most significant policy 
proposals, such as when President Johnson launched his 
“war on poverty” in his 1964 address.4

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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426 Chapter 17 Domestic Policy

on the eve of the 1932 
presidential election, 
ever more citizens had 
come to feel that it was 
time for Uncle Sam to 
lend a hand.

That election pro-
duced an overwhelming 
congressional major-
ity for the Democrats 
and placed Franklin D. 
Roosevelt in the White 

House. Almost immediately, Washington enacted a num-
ber of emergency measures to cope with the depression 
by supplying federal cash to bail out state and local relief 
agencies and by creating public works jobs under federal 
auspices. These measures were recognized as temporary 
expedients, however, and were unsatisfactory to those 

who believed the federal government had a permanent and 
major responsibility for welfare.

Roosevelt created the Cabinet Committee on Eco-
nomic Security to consider long-term policies. The com-
mittee drew heavily on the experience of European nations 
and on the ideas of various American scholars and social 
workers, but it understood that it would have to adapt 
these proposals to the realities of American politics. Chief 
among these was the widespread belief that any direct fed-
eral welfare program might be unconstitutional. The Con-
stitution nowhere explicitly gave to Congress the authority 
to set up an unemployment compensation or old-age 
retirement program. And even if a welfare program were 
constitutional, many believed it would be wrong because 
it violated the individualistic creed that people should help 
themselves unless they were physically unable to do so.

But failure by the Roosevelt administration to produce 
a comprehensive social security program, his supporters 
felt, might make the president vulnerable in the 1936 elec-
tion to the leaders of various radical social movements. 
Huey Long of Louisiana was proposing a “Share Our 
Wealth” plan; Upton Sinclair was running for governor 
of California on a platform calling for programs to “End 
Poverty in California”; and Dr. Francis E. Townsend was 
leading an organization of hundreds of thousands of older 
adults on whose behalf he demanded government pensions 
of $200 a month (or slightly more than $3,400 in today’s 
dollars).

The plan that emerged from the cabinet committee 
was carefully designed to meet popular demands within 
the framework of constitutional understandings. It called 
for two kinds of programs: (1) an insurance program 
for the unemployed and elderly, to which workers would 
contribute and from which they would benefit when they 
became unemployed or retired; and (2) an assistance 
 program for blind people, dependent children, and the 

insurance program A self-
financing government program 
based on contributions that 
provide benefits to unemployed 
or retired persons.

assistance program A gov-
ernment program financed by 
general income taxes that pro-
vides benefits to poor citizens 
without requiring contributions 
from them.

IMAGE 17-1 In 1932, unemployed workers line up at a soup 
kitchen during the Great Depression.
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•	United States v. Butler (1936): Found particular 
federal regulations on agricultural production to be 
unconstitutional, but proclaimed that Congress has 
wide power to tax and spend for whatever it deems 
to be for the “general welfare.”

•	Helvering v. Davis (1937): Upheld key provisions of 
the Social Security Act of 1935, and declared that 
Congress has broad discretion to tax and spend “in 
aid of the ‘general welfare.’”

•	South Dakota v. Dole (1987): Ruled that Washing-
ton could condition the receipt of federal highway 
funds on a state’s compliance with a 21-year-old 
drinking age, and declared that Congress’s power 
to define the “general welfare” and to spend in pur-
suit of it is virtually unlimited.

Federal Laws About “General Welfare”LANDMARK 
CASES
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aged. (Giving assistance as well as providing “insurance” 
for the aged was necessary because for the first few years 
the insurance program would not pay out any benefits.) 

The federal government would use its power to tax 
in order to provide the funds, but all of the programs 
(except for old-age insurance) would be administered by 
the states. Everybody, rich or poor, would be eligible for 
the insurance programs. Only the poor, as defined by a 
means test (a measure to determine that incomes are below 
a certain level), would be eligible for the assistance pro-
grams. Though bitterly opposed by some, the resulting 
Social Security Act passed swiftly and virtually unchanged 
through Congress. It was introduced in January 1935 and 
signed by President Roosevelt in August of that year.

The Social Security Act became a cornerstone of Roo-
sevelt’s New Deal. But many of the act’s supporters also 
wanted Washington to guarantee all citizens, including the 
elderly and the poor, a certain minimum level of health 
care. The idea of having the government pay the medical 
and hospital bills of the elderly and the poor had been 
discussed in Washington since the drafting of the Social 
Security Act. President Roosevelt and his Committee on 
Economic Security sensed that medical care would be very 
controversial, and so health programs were left out of the 
1935 bill in order not to jeopardize its chances of passage.5

The proponents of the idea did not abandon it, how-
ever. Working mostly within the executive branch, they 
continued to press—sometimes publicly, sometimes 

behind the scenes—for a national health care plan. Demo-
cratic presidents, including Truman, Kennedy, and John-
son, favored it; Republican President Eisenhower opposed 
it; Congress was deeply divided on it. The American Medi-
cal Association attacked it as “socialized medicine.” For 
30 years, key policy entrepreneurs, such as the former 
Social Security director Wilbur Cohen, worked to find a 
formula that would produce a congressional majority.

The first and highest hurdle to overcome, however, was 
not Congress as a whole but the House Ways and Means 
Committee, especially its powerful chairman from 1958 to 
1975, Wilbur Mills of Arkansas. A majority of the commit-
tee members opposed a national health care program. Some 
members believed it wrong in principle; others feared that 
adding a costly health component to the Social Security 
system would jeopardize the financial solvency and admin-
istrative integrity of one of the most popular government 
programs. By the early 1960s, a majority of  the House 
favored a health care plan, but without the approval of 
Ways and Means it would never reach the floor.

The 1964 elections changed all that. The John-
son landslide produced such large Democratic majori-
ties in Congress that the composition of the committees 
changed. In particular, the membership of the Ways and 
Means Committee was altered. Whereas before it had 
three Democrats for every two Republicans, after 1964 it 
had two Democrats for every one Republican. The House 
leadership saw to it that the new Democrats on the com-
mittee were strongly committed to a health care program. 
Suddenly, the committee had a majority favorable to such 
a plan, and Mills, realizing that a bill would pass and 
wanting to help shape its form, changed his position and 
became a supporter of what was to become Medicare.

Medicare became a cornerstone of Johnson’s Great 
Society. The policy entrepreneurs in and out of the gov-
ernment who drafted the Medicare plan attempted to 
anticipate the major objections to it. First, the bill would 
apply only to the aged—those eligible for Social Security 
retirement benefits. This would reassure legislators wor-
ried about the cost of providing tax-supported health care 
for everybody. Second, the plan would cover only hospital 
expenses, not doctors’ bills. Since doctors were not to be 
paid by the government, they would not be regulated by it; 
thus, presumably, the opposition of the American Medical 
Association would be blunted.

Unexpectedly, however, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee broadened the coverage of the plan beyond what 
the administration had thought was politically feasible. It 
added sections providing medical assistance, called Med-
icaid, for the poor (defined as those already getting public 
assistance payments) and payment of doctors’ bills for the 
aged (a new part of Medicare). The new, much-enlarged 

IMAGE 17-2 In 1934, Huey Long, the popular governor of 
Louisiana, claimed that Roosevelt was not doing enough to 
help the common man. But before he could become a serious 
threat to Roosevelt in the 1936 election, Long was assassinated 
in 1935.
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bill passed both houses of Congress with ease. The key 
votes pitted a majority of the Democrats against a majority 
of the Republicans.

Johnson’s Great Society programs and “war on poverty” 
went far beyond Roosevelt’s New Deal programs. But neither 
the chief political architects of Social Security in 1935 nor 
the main political movers behind Medicare and Medicaid 
in 1965 ever envisioned scores of millions of Americans, 
including middle- and upper-income  Americans, receiving 
food, money, medicine, and other benefits through pro-
grams funded largely by the federal government. But that 
day arrived long ago. By 2015, fifty years after the program’s 
creation, more than 55 million Americans were enrolled 
in Medicare, and more than 71 million Americans were 
enrolled in Medicaid (or the Children’s Health Insurance 
Program; this number has increased sharply in recent years 
as a result of the expansion of Medicaid under the Afford-
able Care Act).6 Similarly, approximately 60 million Ameri-
cans today receive benefits from Social Security.

The two largest federal social welfare programs, Social 
Security and Medicare, are bound for big increases in 
beneficiaries over the next several decades as the primary 
beneficiary population each program serves, persons aged 
65 and older, continues to grow. And Medicaid, for several 
decades now the largest program co-funded by the federal 
government and the states, is now being further expanded 
in some states in accordance with the Affordable Care Act 
(see the discussion in Chapter 3).

As discussed in several previous chapters, one of the 
most heated political controversies of recent years con-
cerned social welfare policy, namely, the passage of the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. 
Dubbed by certain of its critics (and eventually called 
by President Obama himself ) “Obamacare,” the bill was 
passed by the House and Senate without a single Repub-
lican vote. 34 Democrats in the House and three in the 
Senate voted against it.7

Obamacare made several important changes to health 
insurance in America. It required all Americans to have 
health care or to pay a penalty (the individual mandate), 
but it also expanded Medicaid, created health insurance 
exchanges to serve as marketplaces where people could 
buy coverage, and offered subsidies to many Americans 
to help them purchase insurance policies. It also set new 
rules for health insurance plans, requiring that children 
be allowed to remain on their parents’ plans until the age 
of 26, removed bans on denying insurance to individu-
als because of preexisting conditions, and required insur-
ance plans to cover a variety of preventive screenings and 
procedures. 

The effects of Obamacare have been mixed. The 
uninsured rate has dropped dramatically: before Obam-
acare, about 18.5 percent of the population did not have 
health insurance, and that figure dropped to 10.5 percent 
in 2015; such changes have been especially large for low-
income Americans. That said, premiums increased under 
Obamacare, and one of the main reasons people remain 
uninsured is that they cannot afford an insurance plan, 
even with government subsidies.8

Since its passage, public opinion has been deeply 
divided on Obamacare. A majority of Americans have 
opposed the act in most surveys, though this is sharply 
divided by party, with nearly all Republicans opposed to 
the bill and many Democrats supporting it. That said, 
while overall support for the law remains divided by party, 
both Democrats and Republicans alike support many of the 
specific policies enacted by the law (for example, allowing 
young adults to remain on their parents’ health insurance 
until age 26).9

President Trump and congressional Republicans 
 campaigned on a promise to repeal and replace Obam-
acare, and they began to lay the groundwork to do so 
shortly after President Trump’s inauguration in 2017. First 
the House, then the Senate, took up bills designed to repeal 

IMAGE 17-4 President Barack Obama signs the Affordable 
Health Care for America Act in 2010.
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IMAGE 17-3 President Lyndon Johnson signs the Medicare 
Act in 1965.
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and replace the Affordable Care Act. Much of the debate 
centered around how exactly to do that: which parts of the 
2010 law should be left in place, and which parts should 
be repealed and replaced with something else (recall that 
many parts of the law are popular with voters from both 
parties). Paralleling 2009, when citizens packed town halls 
to protest the enactment of Obamacare, in 2017, citizens 
packed town halls to protest its repeal, especially the parts 
they favored. While the House passed legislation that 
would have repealed and replaced much of the Affordable 
Care Act, efforts in the Senate failed in July 2017 when 
3 Republicans joined Democrats in voting down the bill. 
Republican leaders discussed other options for reforming 
Obamacare, but, in the summer of 2017, their prospects 
for passage appeared uncertain.

Two Kinds of Social Welfare 
Programs
Today, some eight decades after Social Security was first 
debated, two kinds of social welfare programs exist in 
this country: those that benefit most or all of the people 
and those that help only a small number of them. In the 
first category are Social Security and Medicare, programs 
that provide retirement benefits or medical assistance to 
almost every citizen who has reached a certain age. In 
the second are programs such as Temporary Assistance to 
Needy Children (TANF) and the Supplemental Nutri-
tion Assistance Program (SNAP, which encompasses food 
stamps) that offer help only to people with low incomes. 
In Table 17.1 we outline several different types of social 

insurance, or “contributory,” Programs assistance, or “noncontributory,” Programs

Old age, survivors, and Disability insurance (OasDi)

•	 Monthly payments to retired or disabled people and to surviving 
members of their families.

•	 This program, popularly called Social Security, is paid for by a 
payroll tax on employers and employees. No means test.

Unemployment insurance (Ui)

•	 Weekly payments to workers who have been laid off and cannot 
find work.

•	 Benefits and requirements determined by states.

•	 Paid for by taxes on employers.

•	 No means test.

Medicare

•	 Federal government pays for part of the cost of medical care for 
retired or disabled people covered by Social Security.

•	 Paid for by payroll taxes on employees and employers. No means 
test.

temporary assistance for needy Families (tanF)

•	 Payments to needy families with children.

•	 Replaced the old AFDC program.

•	 Partially paid for by block grants from the federal government to 
the states.

•	 Means test.

supplemental security income (ssi)

•	 Cash payments to aged, blind, or disabled people whose income 
is below a certain amount.

•	 Paid for from general federal revenues.

•	 Means test.

Food stamps (now part of the supplemental nutrition assistance 
Program [snaP]) 

•	 Vouchers, given to people whose income is below a certain level, 
that can be used to buy food at grocery stores.

•	 Paid for out of general federal revenues.

•	 Means test.

Medicaid

•	 Pays medical expenses of certain low-income persons.

•	 Means test.

earned income tax credit

•	 Pays cash or tax credit to poor working families.

•	 Means test.

TABLe 17.1 Major Social Welfare Programs
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430 Chapter 17 Domestic Policy

welfare programs, dif-
ferentiating them using 
this classification. 

Legally, the differ-
ence between the two 
kinds of social welfare 
programs is that the first 

have no means test (they are available to everyone with-
out regard to income) while the second are means tested 
(you must fall below a certain income level to enjoy them). 
Politically, the programs differ in how they get money from 
the government. The first kind of welfare program repre-
sents majoritarian politics: nearly everyone benefits, nearly 
everyone pays. The second kind represents client politics: 
a (relatively) small number of people benefit, but almost 
everyone pays (for more discussion of majoritarian and cli-
ent politics generally, see Chapter 1). The biggest problem 
facing majoritarian welfare programs is their cost: who will 
pay, and how much will they pay? The biggest problem 
facing client-oriented programs is their legitimacy: who 
should benefit, and how should they be served?

This political difference between these programs has 
a huge impact on how the government acts in regard to 
them. Social Security and Medicare are sacrosanct. The 
thought of making any changes that might reduce the ben-
efits these programs pay is so politically risky that most 
politicians never even discuss them. As we discuss in the 
next section, because of growing senior citizen popula-
tions, increasing expenses, and rising demands for more 
benefits, Medicare is in deep financial trouble today, and 
Social Security will face high financial hurdles in a few 
decades. Federal policymakers are scrambling to find ways 
of maintaining benefits while hiding the rising costs or 
postponing dealing with them. No politician wants to raise 
taxes or cut benefits, so they adopt a variety of halfhearted 
measures (like slowly increasing the age at which people 
can get these benefits) designed to postpone the tough 
decisions until they are out of office.

Client-based welfare programs—those that are means 
tested—are a very different matter. Like many other client-
based programs, their political appeal changes as popular 
opinion about them changes. Take the old Aid to Fami-
lies with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. When 
it was started in 1935, people thought of it as a way of 
helping poor women whose husbands had been killed in 
war or had died in mining accidents. The goal was to help 
these women support their children, who had been made 
fatherless by death or disaster. Most people thought of 
these women as the innocent victims of a tragedy. No one 
thought that they would take AFDC for very long. It was 
a program to help smooth things over for them until they 
could remarry.

 About 30 years later, however, the public’s opinion 
of AFDC had begun to change. People started to think 
AFDC was paying money to women who had never mar-
ried and had no intention of marrying. The government, 
according to this view, was subsidizing single-parent fami-
lies, encouraging out-of-wedlock births, and creating social 
dependency. From the mid-1960s through the mid-1990s, 
these views became stronger. AFDC had lost the legiti-
macy it needed, as a client program, to survive politically. 
As we discuss in more detail later in this chapter, even 
though it never accounted for as much as 1 percent of total 
federal spending, in 1996, AFDC suffered a fate that few 
decades-old federal programs of any type ever do, and that 
far more costly majoritarian social welfare programs never 
do: it was abolished.

Now, however, let’s take a closer look at Washington’s 
two biggest social welfare programs, Social Security and 
Medicare, and how the majoritarian politics surrounding 
each program helps to explain what federal policymakers 
are (or, more to the point, are not) doing as each program 
faces severe financial stresses.

Social Security and Medicare: 
Majoritarian Politics
When Social Security began in 1935 and Medicare in 
1965, many people benefited and the cost was small. In the 
late 1930s, an old-age check for a retired person receiving 
Social Security was paid for by taxes levied on 42 workers; 
today, only about 3 workers pay for each retired program 
beneficiary, and that figure is expected to fall to 2.3 work-
ers per beneficiary by 2030.10 The current Social Security 
tax is 12.4 percent of a person’s earnings (half of this is paid 
by the employer). This money is used to make payments 
to current retirees, and the leftover funds are invested in 
government bonds owned by the Treasury Department.

But that system is breaking down as millions more 
Americans retire and depend on Social Security for some or 
all of their income. By 2030, nearly one in five Americans 
will be age 65 or older; each day, about 10,000 baby boom-
ers (Americans born between 1946 and 1964) turn 65. 
In 2015, Social Security provided payments of $897 bil-
lion in benefits to approximately 60 million individuals. 
The Social Security Administration estimates suggest that 
its trust fund will be depleted in 2034, at which point 
it will only be able to pay 79 percent of promised ben-
efits.11 Some claim, however, that even this forecast is too 
 optimistic, and the program may have to reduce benefits 
before then.12

Still, the program’s prospects for remaining solvent are 
pretty good for at least three reasons. First, Social Secu-
rity is well run, costing less than 1 percent of total annual 

means test An income 
qualification program that deter-
mines whether one is eligible 
for benefits under government 
programs reserved for lower-
income groups.
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expenditures to administer. Second, the program remains 
highly popular with the public, and most people are aware 
that it faces a solvency problem. Third, and most impor-
tant, Congress, as it has done in the past when the pro-
gram’s finances were faltering, will almost certainly act well 
before 2034 to increase future funding so that all sched-
uled benefits get paid.

Like Social Security, Medicare is a widely popular 
program. Medicare, however, poses a more formidable 
financial challenge than Social Security does. In 1965, 
supporters of Medicare said it would not cost more 
than $8 billion a year. Today, Medicare costs more than 
$640  billion a year. Even when adjusted for inflation (a 
dollar in 1965 bought what about $7.71 did in 2016), that 
is almost 90 times what the program cost when it started. 
Medicare now has more than 55 million beneficiaries, and 
that number is expected to grow dramatically in the near 
term as the baby boomers qualify for the program. 

As presently structured, Medicare allows beneficiaries 
to visit the doctor or go to the hospital pretty much when-
ever they feel they need to do so. The doctor or hospital 
is paid a fee for each visit. This creates three problems: 
some people use medical services when they don’t really 
need them; some doctors and hospitals overcharge the 
government for their services; and doctors and hospitals 
are paid on the basis of a government-approved payment 
plan that can change whenever the government wants to 
save money. Various laws—including Obamacare—have 
included provisions to make Medicare most cost-efficient. 

That said, while there have been some successes, fully con-
straining the growth of these programs has been difficult. 

Federal policymakers at both ends of Pennsylvania 
Avenue and in both parties have struggled to solve each 
major social welfare program’s problems. For example, 
President George W. Bush proposed partially privatizing 
Social Security, allowing individuals to invest part of their 
payroll taxes in private accounts, but the proposal never 
gained traction with the public or Congress. Republican 
House member Paul Ryan and Democratic Senator Ron 
Wyden introduced a Medicare reform bill in 2011 that fea-
tured a “premium support” (voucher-type) option under 
which beneficiaries could choose either a traditional Medi-
care plan or a Medicare-approved private plan. Despite 
generating a lot of debate, the plan did not become law. 

As we learned in Chapter 7 (see pages 156–158), there 
are several significant intergenerational gaps in public 
opinion. Americans of the “Millennial generation” (those 
ages 18–29) differ from senior citizens on issues ranging 
from same-sex marriage to immigration. A similar age gap 
in opinion exists on what to do about Social Security and 
Medicare. Unlike older Americans, most voters under age 
30 favor putting Social Security taxes into private accounts 
and using Medicare benefits to purchase private health 
insurance (see Figure 17.2).

But, as we learned in Chapter 8, older Americans vote 
at much higher rates than young Americans do, most espe-
cially in midterm congressional elections. Besides, even 
after years of serious to dire public warnings by present and 

 FiguRe 17.2  Opinion on Medicare and social security Proposals, by generation
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Source: Adapted from Andrew Kohut, “Debt and Deficit: A Public Opinion Dilemma,” Pew Research Center, 14 June, 2012,  
www.people-press.org/2012/06/14/debt-and-deficit-a-public-opinion-dilemma/.
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former lawmakers and blue-ribbon bodies of experts, in 
2011, only 8 percent of the public was willing to entertain 
“major reductions in benefits” for either program, only 
a quarter (Social Security) and a third (Medicare) were 
willing to consider “minor reductions in benefits,” and a 
majority in each case opposed increasing taxes to pay for 
benefits (see Figure 17.3).

It may be tempting to see the politics of Social Security 
and Medicare as a species of client politics in which older 
citizens benefit and young and middle-aged citizens pay. 
But resist that temptation. It is true that older citizens vote 
at higher rates than young ones do. It is also true that inter-
est groups like AARP that advocate or lobby for older adults 
and retirees have great influence in Washington. But most 
citizens, young and old alike, support the programs; and 
most oppose trimming benefits and tinkering too much 
with how the programs presently work. Each program is 
widely perceived as one into which all people pay and from 
which all people can and should benefit. The fact that many 
people receive more in benefits than they ever pay in, like 
the fact that the programs’ massive unfunded liabilities do 
not fall equally on people of all ages (and will also be borne 
by citizens yet to be born), would seem to have little bearing 
on popular attitudes toward these highly popular programs.

Apparently, most federal policymakers also feel that 
way about the programs; regardless, even those who may 
feel differently know that they would court real reelection 

troubles if they publicly prescribed deep cuts in benefits 
or steep tax increases for either program. For instance, the 
first lines of the aforementioned Wyden-Ryan Medicare 
reform plan read like a majoritarian politics rhapsody: the 
goal was to “strengthen Medicare and health security for 
all,” with “no changes for those in or near retirement,” 
and guaranteeing that Americans age 56 and older “would 
see no changes to the structure of their benefits” save any 
changes they might voluntarily opt to make.

Social Welfare Policy in America: 
Four  Distinctive Features
But not all social welfare policies and programs are 
so supported by majoritarian politics. Here is a little 
thought experiment: Try imagining federal policymakers 
in both parties, as they head into a presidential election 
season, fighting with each other for recognition by vot-
ers as having led the charge to “end Social Security as we 
know it” or “end Medicare as we know it.” That’s impos-
sible to imagine. Yet, with respect to claiming credit for 
“ending welfare as we know it”—specifically, ending the 
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) pro-
gram, which provided cash assistance and other benefits 
to eligible low-income families with children—that is 
what happened during the 1996 elections. Republi-
cans led by House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-GA), and 

 FiguRe 17.3  Public Opinion on changing Medicare and social security
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Democrats led by President Bill Clinton (who coined the 
phrase), each claimed credit for eliminating the program 
and replacing it with a “work-based welfare” program, 
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF).

Before describing the particular client politics that 
led to AFDC’s demise and TANF’s rise, it is first neces-
sary to understand that social welfare policy in the United 
States, most especially as it relates to antipoverty programs 
designed primarily to benefit low-income children and 
families, is shaped by four factors that make it different 
from what exists in many other nations. 

The first distinctive feature of the American welfare 
state involves who benefits. The way most Americans have 
seen it, who benefits has been a question of who deserves to 
benefit. Americans usually have insisted that public support 
be given only to those who cannot help themselves. Social 
welfare policy since the 1930s has been fundamentally 
shaped by how Americans and their elected leaders have 
separated the “deserving” from the “undeserving” poor. 

But which poor people deserve government assistance? 
The answer has changed somewhat over time, but sur-
vey data suggest that several groups are currently seen as 
deserving: the elderly, the blind/disabled, veterans, and 
children. In contrast, working-age adults, even if they have 
young children, are not seen as deserving of assistance—
Americans consistently believe they should support them-
selves through hard work.13 While Americans support 
doing more to help the poor, they want that support to 
be directed to those who are most deserving of it—if indi-
viduals are seen as deserving, Americans typically support 
welfare benefits for those individuals.14 Over time, Ameri-
can welfare policy has directed a larger and larger share of 
funds toward those groups seen as most deserving, and a 
shrinking share to those considered less so.15 

Thus Americans base antipoverty policy on the con-
cept of “help for the deserving poor” rather than “redistri-
bution to produce fair shares.”16 This reflects the distinctive 
American political culture we discussed in Chapter 4, 
which emphasizes values like self-reliance and hard work. 
Further, consistent with this view, Americans typically 
favor noncash welfare benefits, even to the deserving poor. 
Rather than giving people cash assistance, Americans pre-
fer that people be given services like education, job train-
ing, or health care. 

That most Americans have thought this way may make 
us forget there are other ways of thinking about govern-
ment assistance. The major alternative view is to ask not 
who deserves help but what each person’s “fair share” of the 
national income is. Seen this way, the role of government is 
to take money from those who have a lot and give it to those 
who have only a little, until each person has, if not the same 
amount, then at least a fair share. In some nations—Sweden 

is an example—government policy is aimed at redistrib-
uting income from better-off to not-so-well-off persons, 
without regard to who “deserves” the money.

If Americans believed success at work was a matter 
of luck rather than effort or was dictated by forces over 
which they had no control, they might support a differ-
ent approach, one closer to that followed in many Euro-
pean democracies. The very title of the 1996 federal law 
that abolished AFDC reflects Americans’ rejection of this 
redistributionist approach, however. It was named “The 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconcili-
ation Act,” reflecting instead our belief in hard work and 
individual responsibility.

The second striking fact about American social wel-
fare policy is how late in our history it arrived (at least 
at the national level) compared with other nations. By 
1935, when Congress passed the Social Security Act, at 
least 22 European nations already had similar programs, as 
did Australia and Japan.17 Germany was the first to create 
a nationwide social security program when it developed 
sickness and maternity insurance in 1883. Six years later, 
it added old-age insurance and in 1927 unemployment 
insurance.

The United Kingdom offers perhaps the clearest con-
trast with the United States. In 1908, a national system of 
old-age pensions was set up, followed three years later by 
a plan for nationwide health and unemployment insur-
ance.18 The United Kingdom had a parliamentary regime 
in which a political party with liberal sentiments and a 
large majority had come to power. With authority concen-
trated in the hands of the prime minister and his cabinet, 
there was virtually no obstacle to instituting measures, such 
as welfare programs, that commended themselves to party 
leaders on grounds of either principle or party advantage. 
Furthermore, the British Labour party was then begin-
ning to emerge. Though the party was still small (it had 
only 30 seats in Parliament in 1908), its leaders included 
people who had been influential in formulating social 
welfare programs that the leaders of the dominant Liberal 
party backed. And once these programs were approved, 
they were in almost all cases nationally run: there were no 
state governments to which authority had to be delegated 
or whose different experiences had to be accommodated.

Moreover, the British in 1908 were beginning to think 
in terms of social classes, to accept the notion of an activ-
ist government, and to make welfare the central political 
issue. Americans at that time also had an activist leader, 
Theodore Roosevelt; there was a progressive movement; 
and labor was well along in its organizing drives. But the 
issues were defined differently in the United States. Pro-
gressives, or at least most of them, emphasized the reform 
of the political process—by eliminating corruption, by 
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weakening the par-
ties, and by improving 
the civil service—and 
attacked bigness by 
breaking up industrial 
trusts.

Though some pro-
gressives favored the cre-
ation of a welfare state, 
they were a distinct 

minority. They had few allies in organized labor (which 
was skeptical of public welfare programs) and could not 
overcome the general distrust of big government and the 
strong preference for leaving matters of welfare in state 
hands. In sum, what ordinary politics brought to England 
in 1908–1911, only the crisis politics of 1935 would bring 
to the United States. But once started, the programs grew. 
By 1983, almost one-third of all Americans received ben-
efits from one or more social welfare programs, and today 
some argue that the fraction is even larger.

The third factor involves the degree to which federal-
ism has shaped national social welfare policy. Since the 
Constitution was silent on whether Congress had the 
power to spend money on welfare and since powers not 
delegated to Congress were reserved to the states, it was 
not until the constitutional reinterpretation of the 1930s 
(see Chapter 16) that it became clear that the federal gov-
ernment could do anything in the area of social policy. 
At the same time, federalism meant that any state so 
inclined could experiment with welfare programs. Between 
1923 and 1933, 30 states enacted some form of an old-
age pension. By 1935 all but two states had adopted a 
“ mother’s pension”—a program whereby a widow with 
children was given financial assistance, provided that she 
was a “fit mother” who ran a “suitable home.” The poor 
were given small doles by local governments, helped by 
private charities, or placed in almshouses. Only one state, 
Wisconsin, had an unemployment insurance program.

Politically the state programs had a double-edged 
effect: they provided opponents of a federal welfare sys-
tem with an argument (the states were already providing 
welfare assistance), but they also supplied a lobby for fed-
eral financial assistance (state authorities would campaign 
for national legislation to help them out). Some were later 
to say that the states were the laboratories for experimen-
tation in welfare policy. When the federal government 
entered the field in 1935, it did so in part by spending 
money through the states, thereby encouraging the forma-
tion in the states of a strong welfare bureaucracy whose 
later claims would be difficult to ignore.

A fourth distinctive feature of social welfare policy in 
the United States is that much of it is administered via 
grants and contracts to nongovernmental institutions, both 

for-profit firms and nonprofit organizations. For example, 
many large national nonprofit organizations—such as Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of America, Youth Build, the Jewish 
Federation, and Catholic Charities—have received large 
federal grants and long participated in the administration 
of federal social welfare programs. 

The 1996 law that abolished the AFDC program con-
tained a provision (Section 104) directing that religious 
nonprofit organizations, including small community-
based groups, be permitted to compete for government 
grants with which to administer federal welfare-to-work 
and related policies. The provision, known as charitable 
choice, enjoyed bipartisan support. The provision prohib-
ited religious organizations from using any public funds 
for proselytizing, religious instruction, or worship services, 
but it also prohibited the government from requiring them 
to remove religious art or iconography from buildings 
where social service delivery programs funded in whole or 
in part by Washington might be administered.

In 2001, President Bush created a White House “faith-
based” office with centers in five cabinet agencies. In 2009, 
President Obama renamed but retained that White House 
office and expanded its centers to all federal cabinet agen-
cies as well as the Corporation for National and Com-
munity Services (the agency responsible for most national 
service programs funded by Washington). 

From AFDC to TANF: Client Politics
All four distinctive features of social welfare policy in the 
United States are evident in the story of what came to be 
called Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). 
The program began as part of the Social Security Act of 
1935. It was scarcely noticed at the time. In response to 
the Great Depression, the federal government promised to 
provide aid to states that in many cases were already run-
ning programs to help poor children who lacked a father.

Because AFDC involved giving federal aid to exist-
ing state programs, it allowed the states to define what 
constituted “need,” to set benefit levels, and to administer 
the program. Washington did, however, set (and, over the 
years, continued to increase) a number of rules govern-
ing how the program would work. Washington told the 
states how to calculate applicants’ incomes and, after 1965, 
required the states to give Medicaid to AFDC recipients 
(a fact that we return to in the next section when we parse 
Medicaid’s policy dynamics). The states had to establish 
mandatory job-training programs for many AFDC recipi-
ents and to provide child care programs for working par-
ents receiving aid under AFDC. Washington also required 
that women on AFDC identify their children’s fathers. In 
addition to the growing list of requirements, Washington 
created new programs for which AFDC recipients were 

charitable choice Name 
given to four federal laws 
passed in the late 1990s 
specifying the conditions under 
which nonprofit religious orga-
nizations could compete to 
administer certain social service 
delivery and welfare programs.
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eligible, such as food stamps, the Earned Income Tax 
Credit (a cash grant to poor parents who work), free school 
meals, various forms of housing assistance, and certain 
other benefits. But while all this was happening, public 
opinion moved against the AFDC program.

By the time abolishing AFDC was being debated in 
Congress, opinion surveys found more than 70 percent of 
the public agreed that people “abuse the system by stay-
ing on too long,” more than 60 percent agreed that the 
system “gives people benefits without requiring them to 
do work” and also permits people “to cheat and commit 
fraud to get welfare benefits,” and about 60 percent agreed 
that the program encourages out-of-wedlock births.19 The 
combination of souring public opinion, increasing federal 
regulations, and a growing roster of benefits produced a 
program that lost many who at one time supported it.

The states disliked having to conform to a growing 
list of federal regulations. The public disliked the program 
because over time it came to be viewed as weakening the 
family by encouraging out-of-wedlock births (since AFDC 
recipients received additional benefits for each new child). 
The public worried that AFDC recipients were working 
covertly on the side; the data proved that this was true of 
at least half of them in several large cities. AFDC recipi-
ents saw that the actual (inflation-adjusted) value of their 
AFDC checks was going down. Critics countered that if 
you added together all the benefits they were receiving 
(Food Stamps, Medicaid, housing assistance, etc.), benefit 
levels were actually going up. Politicians complained that 
healthy parents were living off AFDC instead of working. 

The AFDC law was revised many times, including in 
1988 (just eight years before AFDC was abolished). But 

the program was never revised in a way that satisfied all, 
or even most, of its critics. Though AFDC recipients were 
only a small fraction of all Americans, they had become a 
large political problem.

What made the political problem worse was that the 
composition of the people in the program had changed. 
In 1970, about half of the mothers on AFDC were there 
because their husbands had died or divorced them; only 
a quarter had never been married. By 1994, the situation 
had changed dramatically: Only about a quarter of moth-
ers on AFDC were widowed or divorced, and over half 
had never been married at all. And though most women 
on AFDC for the first time got off it after just a few years, 
almost two-thirds of the women on AFDC at any given 
moment had been on it for eight years or more.

These facts, combined with the increased proportion 
of out-of-wedlock births in the country as a whole, made 
it virtually impossible to sustain political support for what 
had begun as a noncontroversial client program. AFDC 
was abolished in 1996. It was replaced by Temporary Assis-
tance for Needy Families (TANF), a block grant program 
that set strict federal requirements about work and limited 
how long families can receive federally funded benefits. 

Now, more than 20 years later, what are the effects of 
welfare reform? First, on the positive side, welfare rolls have 
decreased dramatically, from about 12.5 million in 1996 to 
about 4 million people in 2015.20 Childhood poverty has 
experienced an especially sharp decline: 13.1 percent of chil-
dren were living in poverty in 1996, but that figure fell to 
7.8 percent by 2014. This happened because policymakers 
made a special effort to reduce childhood poverty rates, even 
beyond welfare reform, by creating programs for children’s 

IMAGE 17-5 People rally against 
funding cuts for the Supplemen-
tal Nutrition Assistance Program.Ke
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436 Chapter 17 Domestic Policy

health insurance and strengthening free and reduced-price 
school lunch programs. Further, there was also some suc-
cess at helping never-married single mothers enter the work-
force, though some of those gains have evaporated in recent 
years.21

Welfare reform had more mixed effects on other areas. 
While childhood poverty has declined sharply, overall pov-
erty may or may not have declined; the debate largely cen-
ters on the correct measure of poverty, and how to calculate 
the value of different types of aid.22 And welfare reform 
has at least one notable failure: its inability to fight deep 
poverty. One study suggests that the number of families 
living in deep poverty, defined as living on less than $2 per 
day, nearly doubled from 1996 to 2011.23 Scholars con-
tinue to debate overall whether the program was a success; 
your answer to that question depends on how you view 
the weight one should attach to these different outcomes. 

Medicaid: Client and Majoritarian
At first glance, Medicaid may seem closer to the old 
AFDC program and the present TANF program than it 
does to Social Security and Medicare. As explained ear-
lier in this chapter, in 1965, Medicaid was enacted into 
law in the 11th hour of Medicare’s approval so that at 
least some low-income persons who were not Medicare-
eligible senior citizens might receive some health care 
coverage. Today, Medicaid is still a means-tested pro-
gram that pays the medical expenses of persons receiv-
ing TANF payments, mainly TANF-eligible low-income 
adults and their dependent children.

But now look closer. Medicaid also pays medical 
expenses of persons receiving Social Security benefits, 
including senior citizens that have spent down their life 
savings and require long-term medical care, people with 
permanent or total disabilities, and others, including cer-
tain Medicare enrollees. It is true that about two-thirds 
of all Medicaid beneficiaries are low-income children plus 
nondisabled low-income adults; the other third are non-
elderly disabled adults plus low-income or disabled senior 
citizens. But it is also true that about two-thirds of Med-
icaid dollars are spent on the one-third of the Medicaid 
beneficiaries who are elderly or disabled. The other third 
or so of Medicaid dollars are spent on the roughly two-
thirds of the Medicaid beneficiaries who are TANF-eligible 
nondisabled, low-income adults or low-income children. 
The average annual per capita Medicaid expenditure for 
disabled and elderly beneficiaries has been more than four 
times the average annual per capita Medicaid expenditure 
for nondisabled adult or low-income child beneficiaries.

In the mid-1990s, when AFDC was being dismantled, 
more than five times as much public money was being 

spent on Medicaid as was being spent on AFDC, and a 
majority of Medicaid beneficiaries were also AFDC ben-
eficiaries. But Medicaid has had, and continues to have, a 
beneficiary population that AFDC did not, namely, senior 
citizens and disabled persons. Today, just as it was some 
two decades ago when Congress was about the business of 
ending AFDC, Medicaid is the main source of public fund-
ing for long-term care, accounting for more than half of all 
government spending on nursing homes, intermediate-care 
facilities, and medical home-care services. In Congress as 
well as in state legislatures, Medicaid has had political sup-
port from interest groups beyond those advocating directly 
for its various beneficiaries, namely, the for-profit firms 
and nonprofit organizations that receive billions of dollars 
each year to supply nursing-home care and other services.

Thus it is that the policy dynamics surrounding Med-
icaid mix client politics with majoritarian politics. Over 
the past two decades, most proposals to “cut Medicaid” 
have actually been proposals to trim program benefits for 
the program’s TANF-eligible nondisabled adult popula-
tions. Almost nobody thinks of poor senior citizens, poor 
children, or disabled persons as “undeserving.” Since the 
late 1990s, while Medicaid benefits for TANF-eligible 
adults have remained flat or been reduced in some states, 
Medicaid benefits for the program’s youngest and oldest 
beneficiaries, as well for its disabled beneficiaries, have 
remained stable or grown just about everywhere, includ-
ing through related policies and programs such as the State 
Children’s Health Insurance Program, known as SCHIP.

In sum, because of its client politics components, 
Medicaid is not as politically sacrosanct as either Social 
Security or Medicare; but, because of its majoritarian poli-
tics components, Medicaid, unlike AFDC, has survived 
every major push for program-wide cuts while preserving 
most benefits for TANF-eligible nondisabled adults and 
expanding benefits for low-income children. And there is 
not now nor has there ever been any politically significant 
constituency for “ending Medicaid as we know it.” Still, it 
is too soon to know how Medicaid’s politics might change 
in the future given concerns about the growing costs of the 
program (now roughly $500 billion per year).

17-2  Business Regulation 
Policy

Efforts by government to regulate business not only illus-
trate the four kinds of policymaking politics but also 
shed light on a facet of political life that many people 
think is fundamental to understanding who governs and 
to what ends—namely, the relationship between wealth 
and power.
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To some observers, the very existence of large corpora-
tions is a threat to popular rule. Economic power will dom-
inate political power, they believe, for one or more of three 
reasons: first, because wealth can be used to buy influence; 
second, because politicians and business leaders have simi-
lar class backgrounds and thus similar beliefs about public 
policy; and third, because elected officials must defer to the 
preferences of business so as to induce corporations to keep 
the economy healthy and growing. Karl Marx, of course, 
proposed the most sweeping version of the view that eco-
nomics controls politics; for him, the state in a capitalist 
society was nothing more than the executive committee of 
the propertied classes.24 But there are other non-Marxist or 
neo-Marxist versions of the same concern.25

To other observers, politics, far from being subordi-
nate to economic power, is a threat to the very existence 
of a market economy and the values—economic growth, 
private property, personal freedom—that they believe such 
an economy protects. In this view, politicians will find it 
in their interest, in their struggle for votes, to take the side 
of the nonbusiness majority against that of the business 
minority. The heads of large corporations, few in number 
but great in wealth, fear that they will be portrayed as a 
sinister elite on whom politicians can blame war, infla-
tion, unemployment, and pollution. Defenders of business 
worry that corporations will be taxed excessively to pay 
for social programs that in turn will produce more votes 
for politicians. Just as bad, in this view, is the tendency of 
universities (on which corporations must rely for technical 
experts) to inculcate antibusiness values in their students.26

As the theory of the policymaking process presented 
in this book should suggest, neither of these two extreme 
views of business–government relations is entirely correct. 
These relations depend on many things, including the kind 
of business regulation policy proposed. Instead of clenching 
our fists and shouting pro-business or antibusiness slogans 
at each other, we should be able, after applying this theory 
to the available facts, to make more careful and exact state-
ments of the following sort: “If certain conditions exist, 
then business regulation policy will take certain forms.”

Antitrust Laws: Majoritarian 
Politics
Not all efforts to regulate business pit one group against 
another. From time to time, laws are passed that reflect 
the views of a majority of voters and that neither impose 
its will on a hostile business community nor accede to 
the desires of a privileged industry.

Much of the antitrust legislation passed in this coun-
try—including the Sherman Act (1890), parts of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act (1914), and the Clayton 

Act (1914)—has been the result of majoritarian politics. 
Toward the end of the 19th century there arose a broadly 
based criticism of business monopolies (then called trusts) 
and, to a lesser extent, of large corporations, whether or 
not they monopolized trade. The Grange, an organization 
of farmers, was especially outspoken in its criticism, and 
popular opinion generally—insofar as we can know it in 
an era without pollsters—seems to have been indignant 
about trusts and in favor of “trust-busting.” Newspaper 
editorials and magazine articles frequently dwelt on the 
problem.27

But though antitrust feeling was strong, it was also rel-
atively unfocused: No single industry was the special target 
of this criticism (the oil industry, and especially the Stan-
dard Oil Company, came as close as any), and no specific 
regulation was proposed. In fact, no general agreement 
existed about how to define the problem: for some it was 
monopoly, for others sheer bigness, and for still others the 
legal basis of the modern corporation. The bill proposed 
by Senator John Sherman did not clarify matters much: 
While it made it a crime to “restrain” or “monopolize” 
trade, it did not define these terms, nor did it create any 
new regulatory agency charged with enforcing the law.28

No doubt some large corporations worried about what 
all this would mean for them, but few felt sufficiently 
threatened to try very hard to defeat the bill. It passed the 
Senate by a voice vote and the House by a vote of 242 to 0.

Laws do not execute themselves, and vague laws are 
especially likely to lie dormant unless political leaders work 
hard at bringing them to life. For the first decade or so 
after 1890, only one or two antitrust cases a year were 
filed in the courts. In 1904, President Theodore Roosevelt 
persuaded Congress to provide enough money to hire five 
full-time lawyers, and soon the number of prosecutions 
increased to about seven a year. Then, in 1938, President 
Franklin Roosevelt appointed as head of the Antitrust 
Division of the Justice Department a vigorous lawyer 
named Thurman Arnold, who began bringing an average 
of 50 cases a year.29 Today, more than 400 lawyers in the 
division sift through complaints alleging monopolistic or 
other unfair business practices. Though controversy exists 
over the kinds of cases that should be brought, neither 
politicians nor business leaders make any serious effort to 
abandon the commitment to a firm antitrust policy, the 
strongest such policy found in any industrial nation.

The antitrust laws were strengthened in 1914 by bills 
that created the Federal Trade Commission and made (via 
the Clayton Act) certain specific practices, such as price 
discrimination, illegal. As with the earlier Sherman Act, 
the advocates of these measures had a variety of motives. 
Some proponents favored these laws because they would 
presumably help consumers (by preventing unfair business 
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practices); other proponents supported them because they 
might help business (by protecting firms against certain 
tactics that competitors might use).

President Woodrow Wilson endorsed both of these 
bills and helped create a broad coalition on behalf of the 
legislation; the Federal Trade Commission Act and the 
Clayton Act passed Congress by lopsided majorities.30

As with the Sherman Act, controversy has continued 
about how these laws should be administered. But this 
controversy, like the debate over the initial passage of the 
laws, has not been dominated by interest groups.31 The 
reason for the relative absence of interest-group activity is 
that these laws do not divide society into permanent and 
identifiable blocs of proponents and opponents. Any given 
business firm can be either helped or hurt by the enforce-
ment of the antitrust laws. One year, the XYZ Widget 
Company might be sued by the government to prevent 
it from unfairly advertising its widgets, and the next year 
the same XYZ Company might ask the government to 
prosecute its competitor for trying to drive XYZ out of 
business by selling widgets at prices below cost.

The amount of money the federal government devotes 
to antitrust enforcement and the direction those enforce-
ment efforts take are determined more by the political 
ideology and personal convictions of the administration 
in power than by interest-group pressures. For example, 
the Reagan administration chose not to break up IBM, 
but it did break up American Telephone and Telegraph 
(AT&T), making the local phone companies indepen-
dent of AT&T and forcing AT&T to compete with other 
long-distance service providers. More recently, President 
Obama stepped up antitrust enforcement, blocking pro-
posed mergers between Comcast and Time Warner, as well 
as between Pfizer and Allegran.32 What President Trump 
will do remains to be seen.

Labor and Occupational Health 
and Safety: Interest-Group Politics
Organized interest groups are very powerful, however, 
when the regulatory policies confer benefits on a particu-
lar group and costs on another, equally distinct group.

In 1935, labor unions sought government protection 
for their right to organize, to bargain collectively with 
industry, and to compel workers in unionized industries 
to join the unions. Business firms opposed these plans. 
The struggle was fought out in Congress, where the 
unions won. The Wagner Act, passed that year, created 
the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to regulate 
the conduct of union-organizing drives and to hear com-
plaints of unfair labor practices brought by workers against 
management.

But the struggle was far from over. In 1947, manage-
ment sought to reverse some of the gains won by unions by 
pressing for a law (the Taft-Hartley Act) that would make 
illegal certain union practices (such as the closed shop and 
secondary boycotts) and would authorize the president to 
obtain a court order blocking for up to 80 days any strike 
that imperiled “national health or safety.” Business won.

Business and labor fought round three in 1959 over 
a bill (the Landrum-Griffin Act) intended to prevent cor-
ruption in unions, to change the way in which organizing 
drives were carried out, and to prohibit certain kinds of 
strikes and picketing. Business won.

In each of these cases, the struggle was highly pub-
licized. The winners and losers were determined by the 
partisan composition of Congress (Republicans and 
Southern Democrats tended to support business, North-
ern Democrats to support labor) and by the existence of 
economic conditions (a depression in 1935, revelations of 
labor racketeering in 1959) that affected public opinion 
on the issue.

But the interest-group struggle did not end with the 
passage of the laws; it continued throughout their admin-
istration. The NLRB, comprising five members appointed 
by the president, had to adjudicate countless disputes 
between labor and management over the interpretation of 
these laws. The losing party often appealed the NLRB deci-
sion to the courts, where the issue was fought out again. 
Moreover, each president has sought to tilt the NLRB in 
one direction or another by means of whom he appoints 
to it. Democratic presidents favor labor and thus tend to 
appoint pro-union board members; Republican presidents 
favor business and thus tend to appoint pro-management 
members. Because NLRB members serve five-year terms, 
a new president cannot immediately appoint all of the 
board’s members; thus the board is often split between 
two factions. 

But one vote can make a difference. When President 
Obama appointed a Democrat to the NLRB, it acquired 
a Democratic majority. The Board then issued an order 
that would prevent Boeing from building its 787 aircraft 
in South Carolina, a state with a “right to work” law that 
prevents workers from being required to join a union. 
The issue was, of course, appealed. In December 2011, 
the NLRB rescinded the order after the Machinists Union 
ratified a new contract with Boeing. 

A similar pattern of interest-group influence is revealed 
by the history of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, 
passed in 1970. Labor unions wanted a strict bill with 
tough standards set by a single administrator; business 
organizations wanted a more flexible bill with standards 
set by a commission that would include some business rep-
resentatives. After a long struggle, labor prevailed, and the 
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Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), 
headed by a single administrator, was set up inside the 
Department of Labor.

As with the NLRB, conflict did not end with the 
passage of the law, and OSHA decisions were frequently 
appealed to the courts. The politics swirling about OSHA 
were all the more contentious because of the vast man-
date of the agency; it is supposed to determine the safe 
limits for worker exposure to hundreds of chemicals and 
to inspect tens of thousands of workplaces to see whether 
they should be cited for violating any standards.

Agriculture Subsidies: 
Client Politics
Many people suppose that when government sets out to 
regulate business, the firms that are supposed to be regu-
lated will in fact “capture” the agency that is supposed 
to do the regulating. But as we have already seen, certain 
kinds of policies—those that give rise to majoritarian and 
interest-group politics—do not usually lead to capture 
because the agency either faces no well-organized, endur-
ing opponent (as with majoritarian politics) or is caught 
in a crossfire of competing forces (as with interest-group 
politics).

But when a policy confers a benefit on one group at 
the expense of many other people, client politics arises, 
and so agency “capture” is likely. More precisely, noth-
ing needs to be captured at all, since the agency will have 
been created from the outset to serve the interests of the 
favored group. We sometimes think regulations are always 
resisted. But a regulation need not be a burden; it can be 
a great benefit.

How this works can be seen close to home. State and 
city laws regulate the practice of law and medicine as 
well as a host of other occupations—barbers, beauticians, 

plumbers, dry cleaners, taxi drivers, and undertakers. These 
regulations are sometimes designed and always defended 
as ways of preventing fraud, malpractice, and safety haz-
ards. But they also have the effect of restricting entry into 
the regulated occupation, thereby enabling its members 
to charge higher prices than they otherwise might.33 Ordi-
narily, citizens do not object to this, in part because they 
believe, rightly or wrongly, that the regulations in fact pro-
tect them, and in part because the higher prices are spread 
over so many customers as to be unnoticed.

Much the same thing can be found at the national 
level. In the early 1930s, the American dairy industry 
was suffering from rapidly declining prices for milk. As 
the farmers’ incomes fell, many could no longer pay their 
bills and were forced out of business. Congress responded 
with the Agricultural Adjustment Act, which authorized 
an agency of the Department of Agriculture to regulate 
the milk industry. This agency, the Dairy Division of 
the Agricultural Marketing Service, would issue “market 
orders” that had the effect of preventing price competition 
among dairy farmers and thus kept the price of milk up. If 
this guaranteed minimum price leads to the production of 
more milk than people want to drink, then another part 
of the Agriculture Department—the Commodity Credit 
Corporation—stands ready to buy up the surplus with tax 
dollars.34 

Consumers wind up paying more for milk than they 
otherwise would, but they have no way of knowing the 
difference between the regulated and unregulated prices 
of milk.35 The same is true of other agricultural goods 
that have similar programs behind them. Such programs 
are very costly—by one estimate, all farm subsidies (not 
just those for milk) cost nearly $20 billion per year.36 But 
because the cost is spread across so many consumers, no 
one has much incentive to organize against them. 

From time to time, various officials attempt to change 
the regulations that benefit a client group. But they must 
confront some sobering political facts. Farmers are found 
scattered through scores of congressional districts, and they 
play key roles in many states crucial to presidential elec-
tions, such as Iowa, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. 
While Congress has reformed these programs over time, 
they have not been completely repealed. 

Client politics has become harder to practice in this 
country unless a group is widely thought to be a “deserv-
ing” client. Dairy farmers, sugar producers, and tobacco 
growers struggle (sometimes successfully, sometimes 
unsuccessfully) to keep their benefits, but the struggle relies 
on “insider politics”—that is, on dealing with key Wash-
ington decision makers and not on building widespread 
public support. By contrast, when a devastating flood, 
tornado, earthquake, or hurricane strikes a community, 

IMAGE 17-6 Construction workers and laborers rally for safer 
workplace conditions in New York City in early 2017. 
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the victims are thought to be eminently deserving of help. 
After all, people say, it was not their fault that their homes 
were destroyed. (In some cases, it was because they built 
homes in areas they knew were at high risk for hurricanes 
or floods.) They receive client benefits.

Although client politics for “special interests” seems 
to be on the decline, that is true mostly for programs that 
actually send certain groups money. Pietro Nivola reminds 
us of a different form of client politics: using regulations 
instead of cash to help groups. For example, regulations 
encourage the use of ethanol (a kind of alcohol made from 
corn) in gasoline, which benefits corn farmers and ethanol 
manufacturers. Clients that might not be thought legiti-
mate increasingly get their way by means of regulations 
rather than subsidies.37

But regulation that starts out by trying to serve a cli-
ent can end up hurting it. Radio broadcasters supported 
the creation of the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC), which would, broadcasters and telephone com-
panies thought, bring order and stability to their indus-
tries. It did. But then it started doing a bit more than 
the industries had hoped for. It began reviewing efforts by 
companies to merge. When one telephone company tried 
to merge with another, the FCC said it would have to 
review the consolidation even though the law did not give 
it the power to do so. After long (and secret) negotiations, 
it extracted concessions from the companies as a condition 
of their merger. Because no law required such concessions, 
the firms accepted them “voluntarily.” But if they had not 
agreed, they would have been in deep trouble with the 
FCC in the future.

Regulatory agencies created to help clients can become 
burdens to those clients when the laws the agencies enforce 
are sufficiently vague so as to provide freedom of action by 
the people who run them. For a long time, most of these 
laws were hopelessly vague. The FCC, for example, was 
told to award licenses as “the public interest, convenience, 

and necessity” required. In time, such language can give an 
agency powers that are wide and undefined.

Consumer and Environmental  
Protection: Entrepreneurial 
Politics
During the 1960s and 1970s some two dozen consumer 
and environmental protection laws were passed, includ-
ing laws that regulated the automobile industry, oil 
companies, toy manufacturers, poultry producers, the 
chemical industry, and pharmaceutical companies.38

When measures such as these become law, it is often 
because a policy entrepreneur has dramatized an issue, gal-
vanized public opinion, and mobilized congressional sup-
port. Sometimes that entrepreneur is in the government 
(a senator or an outspoken bureaucrat); sometimes that 
entrepreneur is a private person (the best known, of course, 
is Ralph Nader). The motives of such entrepreneurs can 
be either self-serving or public-spirited; the policies they 
embrace may be either good or bad. (Just because some-
one succeeds in regulating business does not mean that 
the public will necessarily benefit; by the same token, just 
because business claims that a new regulation will be exces-
sively costly does not mean that business will in fact have 
to pay those costs.)

An early example of a policy entrepreneur inside 
the government was Dr. Harvey Wiley, a chemist in the 
Department of Agriculture, who actively campaigned 
for what was to become the Pure Food and Drug Act of 
1906. Later, Senator Estes Kefauver held hearings that 
built support for the 1962 drug laws (and incidentally for 
his presidential bid), and Senator Edmund Muskie called 
attention to the need for air and water pollution control 
legislation (and incidentally to his own 1972 presidential 
aspirations).

When a policy entrepreneur is outside the govern-
ment, he or she will need a sympathetic ear within it. 
Occasionally, the policy needs of the entrepreneur and the 
political needs of an elected official coincide. When Ralph 
Nader was walking the corridors of the Capitol looking for 
someone interested in auto safety, he found Senators Abra-
ham Ribicoff and Warren Magnuson, who themselves were 
looking for an issue with which they could be identified.

The task of the policy entrepreneur is made easier 
when a crisis or scandal focuses public attention on a 
problem. Upton Sinclair’s book The Jungle39 drama-
tized the frightful conditions in meat-packing plants at 
the turn of the century and helped pave the way for the 
Meat Inspection Act of 1906. The stock market collapse 
of 1929 helped develop support for the Securities and 
Exchange Act. When some people who had taken a patent 
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IMAGE 17-7 Dairy farmers get government subsidies for their 
milk production.
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medicine (elixir of sulfanilamide) died as a result, the pas-
sage of the 1938 drug laws became easier. Oil spilled on 
the beaches of Santa Barbara, California, drew attention 
to problems addressed by the Water Quality Improvement 
Act of 1970.

The dramatic event need not be an actual crisis; in 
some cases, a political scandal will do. Highway fatalities 
were not a matter of great concern to most citizens when 
Congress began considering an auto safety act in 1965–
1966, but support for the bill grew when it was revealed 
that General Motors had hired a private detective who 
made a clumsy effort to collect (or manufacture) gossip 
harmful to Ralph Nader, whose 1965 book, Unsafe at Any 
Speed: The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automo-
bile,40 had criticized the safety of certain GM cars.

In some cases, no dramatic event at all is required 
for entrepreneurial politics to succeed. Most of the air 
and water pollution control bills were passed despite the 
absence of any environmental catastrophe.41 Support for 
such measures was developed by holding carefully planned 
committee hearings that were closely followed by the 
media. For example, by drawing attention to the profits of 
the pharmaceutical companies, Senator Kefauver was able 
to convince many people that these firms were insensitive 

to public needs. By drawing on information made avail-
able to him by environmentalists, Senator Muskie was able 
to capitalize on and help further a growing perception in 
the country during the early 1970s that nature was in 
danger.

Because political resistance must be overcome with-
out the aid of a powerful economic interest group, pol-
icy entrepreneurs seeking to regulate an industry often 
adopt a moralistic tone, portraying their opponents as 
devils, viewing their allies with suspicion, and fiercely 
resisting compromises. When Senator Muskie was draft-
ing an air pollution bill, Ralph Nader issued a highly 
publicized report attacking Muskie, his nominal ally, for 
not being tough enough. This strategy forced Muskie—
who wanted acclaim, not criticism, for his efforts—to 
revise the bill so that it imposed even more stringent 
standards.42 Other allies of Nader, such as Dr. William 
Haddon, Jr., and Joan Claybrook, got the same treat-
ment when they later became administrators of the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. They 
came under attack not only from the auto industry, for 
designing rules that the companies thought were too 
strict, but also from Nader, for devising rules that he 
thought were not strict enough.

The Dakota Access and Keystone XL Pipe-
lines: Majoritarian or Entrepreneurial Politics?

There has recently been considerable debate over the Key-
stone XL and Dakota Access Pipelines, which would carry 
oil from Canada to the United States. While the Obama 
administration had blocked the pipelines— President 
Obama used his veto pen for only the third time to block 
construction of the Keystone XL Pipeline—the Trump 
administration signed an executive order authorizing their 
completion in January 2017. While the debate has largely 
occurred along party lines (most Democrats have opposed 
the pipelines, and most Republicans have supported them), 
it also reflects entrepreneurial and majoritarian politics. 

Supporters of the pipelines argue that they would create 
jobs, lower oil prices, and provide a long-term energy sup-
ply, which would boost economic productivity. Critics said 
the pipeline would pollute waterways, contribute to climate 
change through carbon emissions, and benefit the oil indus-
try at great cost to the environment and the public at large.

Supporters framed this as majoritarian politics: every-
one would benefit from lower oil prices and more produc-
tion, and everyone would pay the (potential) environmental 
costs. Opponents saw this as an example of entrepreneur-
ial politics. For example, the Dakota Access Pipeline goes 

through the Standing Rock Sioux reservation in South 
Dakota, crossing the tribe’s sacred sites and potentially 
threatening their drinking water. They argued they would 
pay the concentrated costs, and they organized a large 
protest at the proposed site of the pipeline, blocking its 
construction for several months. In February 2017, the 
government cleared the protest site, but the issue is far 
from settled, as the tribe sued the federal government in 
court to block the pipeline’s construction. Resolution of 
the debate will depend largely on whether people are more 
persuaded by broadly distributed benefits or costs of the 
pipeline.
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Once a policy entrepreneur manages to defeat an 
industry that is resisting regulation, he or she creates—at 
least for a while—a strong impetus for additional legisla-
tion of the same kind. A successful innovator produces 
imitators, in politics as in rock music. After the auto safety 
law was passed in 1966, it became easier to pass a coal 
mine safety bill in 1969 and an occupational safety and 
health bill in 1970.

The great risk faced by policy entrepreneurs is not that 
their hard-won legislative victories will later be reversed, 
but that the agency created to do the regulating will be 
captured by the industry it is supposed to regulate. The 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which regulates 
the pharmaceutical industry, has during much of its history 
fallen victim to precisely this kind of capture. Once the 
enthusiasm of its founders had waned and public attention 
had turned elsewhere, the FDA seemed to develop a cozy 
and rather uncritical attitude toward the drug companies. 
(In 1958, the head of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ 
Association received an award from the FDA.)43 In the 
mid-1960s, under the spur of renewed congressional and 
White House attention, the agency was revitalized. During 
the Reagan administration, environmentalists worried that 
the leadership of the Environmental Protection Agency 
had been turned over to persons who were unduly sympa-
thetic to polluters.

The consumer and environmental protection agencies 
may not, however, be as vulnerable to capture as some crit-
ics contend, for at least five reasons. First, these agencies 
often enforce laws that impose specific standards in accor-
dance with strict timetables, and so they have relatively 
little discretion. (The Environmental Protection Agency, 
for example, is required by law to reduce certain pollutants 
by a fixed percentage within a stated number of years.) 

Second, the newer agencies, unlike the FDA, usually regu-
late many different industries and so do not confront a 
single, unified opponent. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration, for example, deals with virtually 
every industry. Third, the very existence of these agencies 
has helped strengthen the hand of the “public-interest” 
lobbies that initially demanded their creation. Fourth, 
these lobbies can now call upon many sympathetic allies 
in the media who will attack agencies thought to have a 
pro-business bias.

Finally, as explained in Chapter 16, it has become 
easier for groups to use the federal courts to put pres-
sure on regulatory agencies. These groups do not have to 
be large or broadly representative of the public; all they 
need are the services of one or two able lawyers. If the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issues a rule 
disliked by a chemical company, the company would 
probably promptly sue the EPA; if it issues a ruling that 
pleases the company, the Environmental Defense Fund 
may sue.

17-3 Environmental Policy 
Since 1963, more than three dozen major federal envi-
ronmental laws have been enacted. When an offshore well 
spewed thousands of gallons of oil onto the beaches of 
Santa Barbara, California, at the very time (January 1969) 
when protest politics was in the air, it became difficult or 
impossible for the government or business firms to resist 
the demand that threats to our natural surroundings be 
curtailed. The emerging environmental movement created 
an occasion—Earth Day, first celebrated April 22, 1970—
to commemorate its beginning.

The movement was hugely successful. In 1970, Presi-
dent Nixon created the EPA and Congress toughened 
the existing Clean Air Act and passed the Water Quality 
Improvement Act. Two years later, it passed laws designed 
to clean up the water; three years later, it adopted the 
Endangered Species Act. New laws were passed right into 
the 1990s. Existing environmental organizations grew in 
size, and new ones were formed. Public opinion rallied 
around environmental issues. 

The Politics of Global Warming
Of course, as on virtually all other issues, public senti-
ments on environmental policy are not perfectly stable, 
and they have fluctuated over time. Still, overall, most 
Americans are now environmentalists first, including on 
the single most interesting and important environmental 
policy issue of our time: global warming (which some 
call climate change). 

IMAGES 17-8 and 17-9 Entrepreneurial politics: Upton Sinclair’s 
book The Jungle, published in 1906, shocked readers with its 
description of conditions in the meat-packing industry and helped 
bring about passage of the Meat Inspection Act of 1906.
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Will You Support Private Accounts for 
Social Security? 

to: President Brian Barr
From: Paul Anthony, Legislative Liaison
subject: Replacing Social Security

You face a difficult decision. Despite past reforms, the program can no longer be funded without large 
tax increases. Here are the arguments for and against allowing workers to invest their taxes in private 
investment accounts.

Your decision:  Approve  Oppose

Arguments against:
1. Workers will have no guarantee that the 

mutual funds in which they put their tax 
money will earn them enough.

2. We should raise taxes on higher-income 
workers to fully fund Social Security benefits. 

3. Social Security is more important than 
national defense.

Arguments for:
1. Workers pay more than 12 percent of their 

salary to Social Security (employers pay half 
of that amount), with no guarantee that they 
will get their money back when they retire.

2. There are only 2 workers for every retired 
person (in the 1930s, there were 16 for every 
retiree). People must be encouraged to invest 
in their own retirement.

3. The federal government spends a quarter of 
its budget on Social Security, far more than it 
devotes to national defense.
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What Will You Decide? Enter Mindtap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
The president will make a major announcement about Social Security in his 2021 
State of the Union message next week. The program, while popular, is running out 
of money.  
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Global warming occurs when gases, such as carbon 
dioxide, produced by people when they burn fossil fuels—
wood, oil, or coal—get trapped in the atmosphere and 
cause the earth’s temperature to rise. When the tempera-
ture goes up, bad things happen—floods on coastal areas 
as the polar ice caps melt, wilder weather as more storms 
are created, and tropical diseases spread throughout the 
world. Scientists are nearly unanimous that global warm-
ing is real, is caused by human activity, and poses signifi-
cant risks to the planet and to mankind.44 

In most countries around the world, there is broad 
agreement with this scientific consensus, but the United 
States is an exception. Here, we find sharp differences by 
party and ideology, as we see in Figure 17.4. Democrats, 
especially liberal Democrats, tend to believe climate change 
is occurring as a result of human activity, that climate sci-
entist agree with this assessment and are trustworthy, and 
that climate change will have negative effects on the planet 
in the years to come. Republicans—especially conservative 
Republicans—are much less likely to believe this.

What explains this sharp polarization? Democrats 
often suggest that this is because Democrats are smarter 
than Republicans, and that Democrats have a better 
understanding of science. This is wrong. Studies have 
shown that Democrats have no more scientific knowledge 
(either generally, or about climate change specifically) than 

Republicans do.45 For example, Democrats and Republi-
cans are just about equally likely to know that greenhouse 
gases increase global temperatures.46 This difference cannot 
be explained by how much the two parties know. 

Instead, two other factors drive this effect. First, as we 
discussed in Chapter 12, the mass media reports on this 
issue in a way that downplays the scientific consensus on 
this topic. By wanting to include both the consensus sci-
entific view and the opposing viewpoint, they make both 
seem equally likely, when in fact the consensus viewpoint 
is much more widely shared in the scientific community.47 
But even more important is the behavior of political elites. 
As we discussed in Chapter 7, when party leaders divide on 
an issue, so do their rank-and-file members.

Many Republican politicians have questioned global 
warming, while few prominent Democrats have, and the 
issue therefore has become politicized. For example, Okla-
homa Republican Senator James Inhofe authored a book 
on global warming called The Greatest Hoax, and in a 
2012 tweet President Trump called global warming a hoax 
invented by the Chinese.48 By contrast, many Democratic 
elites have been strong supporters of climate change. For 
example, during the 2016 election, both Senator Sand-
ers and Secretary Clinton made regular appeals about the 
importance of addressing climate change. As a result of these 
elite divisions, we see similar divides among the public.49

 FiguRe 17.4  Partisan/ideological Divides on global Warming

Climate change is due to human activity
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Despite the partisan divide, a bipartisan group in Con-
gress did try to pass legislation on this issue. For example, 
in 2009 the House of Representatives passed the American 
Clean Energy and Security Act, though the bill failed in 
the Senate. The bill represented perhaps the most ambi-
tious legislative attempt to curb greenhouse gas emissions 
to date. It featured a “cap-and-trade” provision that would 
set maximum emissions of carbon dioxide for most large 
firms. The emissions allowed by these caps would decline as 
the years passed. If a firm produced less than the maximum 
emissions, it could sell part of its permit to another firm. 
The theory was that firms would take the least costly way 
to meet the standards: either reducing their emissions or, if 
that was too expensive, buying an additional permit from 
another firm. A similar system was used to cap emissions 
from sulfur dioxide that were linked to acid rain. 

Despite the efforts of a small bipartisan group of sena-
tors, the bill did not come to a vote in their chamber. The 
White House was focused on passing health care reform, 
and the president’s advisers were divided over how much 
the president should engage in the legislative negotiations 
about the environmental bill. Then the Senate majority 
leader, Democrat Harry Reid of Nevada, declared that 
immigration reform needed to pass before environmen-
tal reform—an effort to win support from immigration 
activists in his home state, where he faced a tough though 
ultimately successful reelection campaign. Finally, the 
disastrous oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico doomed any 
prospects of passing legislation that had promised, with 
White House support, an expansion of offshore oil drilling 
in return for capping carbon emissions.50

After his failure to make headway on one of his signa-
ture campaign issues, President Obama pursued environ-
mental reforms through regulation instead of legislation. 
For example, the EPA tightened regulations on coal power 
plants, which produce large amounts of greenhouse gases. 
President Trump, however, overturned these Obama-era 
rules with an executive order in March 2017. 

U.S. leaders—including President Obama and Sec-
retary of State John Kerry—also pushed for new global 
agreements, including the landmark 2015 Paris Climate 
Accords, which pledge nations around the world to slow 
the growth of greenhouse gas emissions. In November 
2016, enough nations signed on to the Paris Climate 
Accords that the agreement went into effect. In 2017, 
however, President Trump announced that he would with-
draw the United States from this agreement.

Over the past four decades, the United States has con-
structed the most comprehensive and complicated body of 
environmental laws and regulations in the world. On such 
issues as endangered species (entrepreneurial), auto pollu-
tion (majoritarian), acid rain (interest group), and agri-
cultural pesticides (client), environmental policies arose, 

persisted, and changed through one or more of the four 
types of politics we have been discussing; we outline some 
major environmental laws in Table 17.2 (see page 446).

Environmental Policy in America: 
Three Distinctive Features
First, environmental policymaking in the United States 
is much more adversarial than it is in most European 
nations. In this country, bitter and lasting conflicts have 
ensued over the contents of the Clean Air Act. Minimum 
auto emissions standards are uniform across the nation, 
regardless of local conditions (states can set higher stan-
dards if they wish). Many rules for improving air and 
water quality have strict deadlines and require expensive 
technology. Hundreds of inspectors enforce these rules, 
and hundreds of lawyers bring countless lawsuits to sup-
port or challenge this enforcement. Government and 
business leaders have frequently denounced each other 
for being unreasonable or insensitive. So antagonistic 
are the interests involved in environmental policy that it 
took 13 years, from 1977 to 1990, to agree on a congres-
sional revision of the Clean Air Act.

In the United Kingdom, by contrast, rules designed 
to reduce air pollution were written by government and 
business leaders acting cooperatively. The rules are neither 
rigid nor nationally uniform; they are flexible and allow 
plenty of exceptions to deal with local variations in busi-
ness needs. Compliance with the rules depends mostly on 
voluntary action, not formal enforcement. Lawsuits are rare. 
You might think all this sweetness and light were the result 
of having meaningless rules, but not so. As David Vogel 
has shown, by the early 1980s the British government had 
implemented an impressive and effective array of regulations 
intended to improve the nation’s air and water quality.51 

Second, environmental policy here, as in so many 
other policy areas, depends heavily on the states. Though 

IMAGE 17-10 U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry addresses 
world leaders while negotiating the Paris Climate Accords.
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Smog Clean Air Act (passed in 1970; amended in 1977 and 1990)

Stationary sources EPA sets national air quality standards; states must develop plans to attain them. If the state plan is inadequate, 
EPA sets a federal plan. Local sources that emit more than a certain amount of pollutants must install pollution-
control equipment.

Gasoline-powered 

vehicles

Between 1970 and 1990, pollution from cars was cut by between 60 and 80 percent. Between 1991 and 1998 
another 30 percent reduction occurred. All states must have an auto pollution inspection system.

Cities Classifies cities in terms of how severe their smog problem is and sets deadlines for meeting federal standards.

Water Clean water acts of various years state that there is to be no discharge of wastewater into lakes and streams 
without a federal permit; to get a permit, cities and factories must meet federal discharge standards.

Toxic wastes EPA is to clean up abandoned dump sites with money raised by a tax on the chemical and petroleum industries 
and from general revenues. (Many thousands of such sites exist.)

Environmental impact 

statements

Since 1969, any federal agency planning a project that would significantly affect the human environment must 
prepare in advance an environmental impact statement.

Acid rain The Clean Air Act of 1990 requires a reduction of 10 million tons of sulfur dioxide (mostly from electric- 
generating plants that burn coal) by 1995. The biggest sources must acquire government allowances (which 
can be traded among firms) setting emission limits.

Major Environmental Laws

uniform national air quality standards exist, how those 
standards are achieved is left to the states (subject to certain 
federal controls). Though sewage treatment plants are in 
large measure paid for by Washington, they are designed, 
built, and operated by state and local governments.

Though the federal government decrees that radioac-
tive waste must be properly disposed of somewhere, the 
states have a big voice in where that is. Federalism rein-
forces adversarial politics: one of the reasons environmen-
tal issues are so contentious in this country is that cities 
and states fight over what standards should apply where.

Third, the separation of powers guarantees that almost 
anybody who wants to wield influence over environmental 
policy will have an opportunity to do so. In the United 
Kingdom and in most European nations, the central-
ized, parliamentary form of government means that the 

opponents of a policy have less leverage. Here, environ-
mental pressures are brought by interest groups; in Europe, 
where such groups have less influence, environmentalists 
form political parties, such as the Green party, so as to be 
represented in the legislature.

The distinctive features of environmental policy in 
America are evident in the policy dynamics history of each 
of four different issues: endangered species, pollution from 
automobiles, acid rain, and agricultural pesticides.

Endangered Species: Entrepreneurial Politics
Passed in 1973, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) forbids 
buying or selling a bird, fish, animal, or plant the govern-
ment regards as “endangered”—that is, likely to become 
extinct unless it receives special protection—or engaging 
in any economic activity (such as building a dam or run-
ning a farm) that would harm an endangered species. More 
than 600 species have been on the protected list; about 
half are plants. The regulations forbid not only killing a 
protected species but also adversely affecting its habitat.

The ESA is run by the Fish and Wildlife Service and 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
They can add species to the endangered or threatened list 
on their own accord or in response to a private petition. 
Trafficking in an endangered species can lead to criminal 
penalties; fines may be imposed for managing private land 
in ways that might harm a species. Several species (such as 
bald eagles, grizzly bears, gray wolves, and sea otters) have 
increased in number since being listed and a few (such as 
bald eagles and gray wolves) have been taken off the list.

Firms and government agencies that wish to build 
a dam, bridge, factory, or farm in an area where an 

TABLe 17.2

IMAGE 17-11 An EPA environmental scientist surveys a 
Superfund site in Houston, Texas, where bacteria are used to 
clean up toxic industrial waste.
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endangered species lives must comply with federal regula-
tions. The complaints of such clients about these regula-
tions are outweighed by the public support for the law. 
Sometimes the law preserves a creature, such as the bald 
eagle, that almost everyone admires; sometimes it protects 
a creature, such as the snail darter, that almost no one has 
ever heard of.

Wood product companies and loggers want access 
to forests under the control of the U.S. Forest Service. 
Though only a small fraction of all cut timber comes 
from these forests and most of the U.S. forest system is 
already off-limits to logging, environmentalists want fur-
ther restrictions, especially to prevent clear-cutting (cut-
ting down all the trees in a given area) and to prevent 
harvesting trees from the old-growth forests of Oregon 
and Washington. But Congress has generally supported 
the timber industry, ordering the Forest Service to sell har-
vesting rights at below-market prices, in effect subsidizing 
the industry. Some activists have worked to convert this 
client politics into entrepreneurial politics by demanding 
that clear-cutting in certain forests be stopped in order to 
protect endangered species, such as the spotted owl.

Pollution from Automobiles: Majoritarian 
Politics
The Clean Air Act of 1970 imposed tough restrictions 
on the amount of pollutants that could come out of 
automobile tailpipes. Indeed, most of the debate over 
that bill centered on this issue.

Initially, the auto emissions control rules followed the 
pattern of entrepreneurial politics: an aroused public with 
media support demanded that automobile companies be 
required to make their cars less polluting. It seemed to be 
“the public” against “the interests,” and the public won: 
By 1975, new cars would have to produce 90 percent less 
of two pollutants (hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide), 
and by 1976 achieve a 90 percent reduction in another 
(nitrous oxides). This was a tall order. There was no time 
to redesign automobile engines or to find an alternative 
to the internal combustion engine; it would be necessary 
to install devices (called catalytic converters) on exhaust 
pipes that would transform pollutants into harmless gases.

But a little-noticed provision in the 1970 law soon 
shoved the battle over automobile pollution into the arena 
of majoritarian politics. That provision required states to 
develop land-use and transportation rules to help attain air 
quality standards. What that meant in practice was that in 
any area where smog was still a problem, even after emis-
sion controls had been placed on new cars, there would 
have to be rules restricting the public’s use of cars. There 
was no way for cities such as Denver, Los Angeles, and 
New York to get rid of smog just by requiring people to buy 

less-polluting cars—the 
increase in the number 
of cars or in the num-
ber of miles driven in 
those places outweighed 
the gain from mak-
ing the average car less 
polluting. That meant 
the government would have to impose such unpopular 
measures as bans on downtown parking, mandatory use 
of buses and carpools, and even gasoline rationing. But 
efforts to do this failed. Popular opposition to such rules 
was too great, and the few such rules put into place didn’t 
work. Congress reacted by postponing the deadlines by 
which air quality standards in cities would have to be met; 
the EPA reacted by abandoning any serious effort to tell 
people when and where they could drive.52

Even the effort to clean up the exhausts of new cars 
ran into opposition. Some people didn’t like the higher 
cost of cars with catalytic converters; others didn’t like the 
loss in horsepower these converters caused (many people 
disconnected them). The United Auto Workers union 
began to worry that antismog rules would hurt the U.S. 
auto industry and cost them their jobs. Congress took note 
of these complaints and decided that despite a lot of effort, 
new cars could not meet the 90 percent emission reduction 
standard by 1975–1976, and so in 1977 it amended the 
Clean Air Act to extend these deadlines by up to six years.

The Clean Air Act, when revised again in 1990, set 
new, tougher auto emission control standards—but it 
pushed back the deadline for compliance. It reiterated the 
need to get rid of smog in the smoggiest cities and pro-
posed a number of ways to do it—but it set the deadline 
for compliance in the worst area (Los Angeles) at 20 years 
in the future. That said, over time, these laws have dramati-
cally reduced emissions from vehicles, improving overall air 
quality and public health. 

Most clean-air laws passed since 1990 have targeted 
particular industries. For example, in 2004 the Bush 
administration approved a new measure to dramatically 
reduce emissions from heavy-use diesel engines used in con-
struction, agricultural, and other industrial machinery. The 
public will support such tough environmental laws when 
somebody else pays or when the costs are hidden (as in the 
price of a car); it will not give as much support when it 
believes it is paying, especially when the payment takes the 
form of changing how and when it uses the family car. Here 
are more examples of each kind of majoritarian politics.

Majoritarian Politics When People Believe the Costs 
Are Low The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 
passed in 1969, contained a provision requiring that an 
environmental impact statement (EIS) be written before 

environmental impact 
statement (eiS) A report 
required by federal law that 
assesses the possible effect of 
a project on the environment 
if the project is subsidized in 
whole or part by federal funds.
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any federal agency undertakes an activity that will “sig-
nificantly” affect the quality of the human environment. 
(Similar laws have been passed in many states, affecting not 
only what government does but also what private develop-
ers do.) Because it required only a “statement” rather than 
some specific action and because it was a pro-environment 
law, NEPA passed by overwhelming majorities.

As it turned out, the EIS provision was hardly innocu-
ous. Opponents of virtually any government-sponsored 
project have used the EIS as a way of blocking, changing, 
or delaying the project. Hundreds of lawsuits have been 
filed to challenge this or that provision of an EIS or to 
claim that a project was not supported by a satisfactory 
EIS. In this way, environmental activists have challenged 
the Alaska pipeline, a Florida canal, and several nuclear 
power plants, as well as countless dams, bridges, highways, 
and office buildings. Usually the agency’s plan is upheld, 
but this does not mean the EIS is unimportant: an EIS 
induces the agency to think through what it is doing, and 
it gives critics a chance to examine, and often to negotiate, 
the content of those plans.

Despite the grumbling of many people adversely 
affected by fights over an EIS (someone once complained 
that Moses would never have been able to part the Red Sea 
if he had had to file an EIS first), popular support for it 
remains strong because the public at large does not believe 
it is paying a high price and does believe it is gaining a 
significant benefit.

Majoritarian Politics When People Believe the Costs 
Are High From time to time, someone proposes that gaso-
line taxes be raised sharply. Such taxes would discourage 
driving, and this not only would conserve fuel but also 
would reduce smog. Indeed, many economists argue that 
higher gas taxes should be how the U.S. fights smog and 
other pollutants. Almost everyone would pay, but almost 
everyone would benefit. However, it is only with great dif-
ficulty that the public can be persuaded to support such 

taxes. The reason is that the people pay the tax first, and 
the benefit, if any, comes later, and may be a general, rather 
than individual, result. Unlike Social Security, where the 
taxes we pay now support cash benefits we get later, gaso-
line taxes support noncash benefits (cleaner air, less con-
gestion) that many people doubt will ever appear or, if they 
do, may not be meaningful to them.53

When gasoline taxes have been raised, it has usually 
been because the politicians did not push the tax hike as 
an environmental measure. Instead, they promised that 
in return for paying higher taxes the public would receive 
some concrete benefits—more highways, more buses, or a 
reduction in the federal deficit (as happened with the gas 
tax hike of 1990 and again in 1993).

Since it cannot easily cut gasoline use by raising taxes, 
the government has turned to other approaches. One is 
to provide tax breaks and other incentives to companies 
that seek to develop alternative energy sources. Another is 
to offer incentives to car manufacturers to build vehicles 
that consume less fuel by relying in whole or in part on 
electricity. 

Acid Rain: Interest-Group Politics
Sometimes the rain, snow, or dust particles that fall onto 
the land are acidic. This is called acid rain. In the 1970s, 
policymakers began to debate policies to deal with it. As 
everyone acknowledged, one source of acid precipitation 
is burning fuel such as certain types of coal that contain 
a lot of sulfur. Some of the sulfur (along with nitro-
gen) will turn into sulfuric (or nitric) acid as it comes 
to earth. Steel mills and electric power plants that burn 
high- sulfur coal are concentrated in the Midwest and 
Great Lakes regions of the United States. The prevail-
ing winds tend to carry those sulfurous fumes eastward, 
where some fall to the ground.

That much was certain. Everything else about the 
issue, however, was surrounded by controversy. Many lakes 

•	Union Electric Co. v. Environmental Protection 
Agency (1976): EPA rules must be observed with-
out regard to their cost or technological feasibility.

•	Chevron v. National Resources Defense Council 
(1984): States should comply with EPA decisions, 
even if not explicitly authorized by statute, provided 
they are reasonable efforts to attain the goal of the law.

•	Whitman v. American Trucking Associations 
(2001): Allows Congress to delegate broad authority 
to regulatory agencies.

•	Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection 
Agency (2007): The EPA must hear a petition 
 asking it to regulate greenhouse gases.

Government and the EnvironmentLANDMARK 
CASES
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and rivers in the eastern United States and in Canada had 
become more acidic, and some forests in these areas had 
died back. Some part of this was the result of acid rain 
caused by industrial smokestacks, but some part of it was 
also the result of naturally occurring acids in the soils and 
rainfall. How much of the acidification is man-made and 
how much is a result of the actions of Mother Nature was 
a matter of dispute. Some lakes were not affected by acid 
rain; some were. Why were some affected more than oth-
ers? Each side in the debate mustered its favorite experts. 
They provided some support for each side in what became 
a fierce interest-group battle. Residents of Canada and 
New England have complained bitterly of the loss of for-
ests and the acidification of lakes, blaming it on Midwest-
ern smokestacks. Midwestern businesses, labor unions, and 
politicians denied that their smokestacks were the major 
cause of the problem (if, indeed, there was a problem) and 
argued that, even if they were the cause, they shouldn’t 
have to pay the cost of cleaning up the problem.

An attempt to deal with the issue in 1977 reflected the 
kind of bizarre compromises that sometimes result when 
politically opposed forces have to be reconciled. There 
were essentially two alternatives. One was to require power 
plants to burn low-sulfur coal. This would undoubtedly 
cut back on sulfur emissions, but it would cost money 
because low-sulfur coal is mined mostly in the West, hun-
dreds of miles away from the Midwestern coal-burning 
industries. The other way would be to require power 
plants to install scrubbers—complicated and very expen-
sive devices that would take sulfurous fumes out of the gas 
before it came out of the smokestack. In addition to their 
cost, the trouble with scrubbers was that they didn’t always 
work and that they generated a lot of unpleasant sludge 
that would have to be hauled away and buried somewhere. 
Their great advantage, however, was that they would allow 
Midwestern utilities to continue their practice of using 
cheap, high-sulfur coal.

Congress voted for the scrubbers for all new coal-
burning plants, even if they burned low-sulfur coal. In the 
opinion of most economists, this was the wrong decision,54 
but it had four great political advantages. First, the jobs of 
miners in high-sulfur coal mines would be protected. They 
had powerful allies in Congress. Second, environmentalists 
liked scrubbers, which they seemed to regard as a defini-
tive, technological “solution” to the problem, an approach 
far preferable to relying on incentives to induce power 
plants to buy low-sulfur coal. Third, scrubber manufac-
turers liked the idea, for obvious reasons. Finally, some 
eastern governors liked scrubbers because if all new plants 
had to have them, it would be more costly, and thus less 
likely, for existing factories in their states to close down 
and move to the West.

The 1977 law in effect required scrubbers on all new 
coal-burning plants—even ones located right next to 
mines where they could get low-sulfur coal. As two schol-
ars later described the law, it seemed to produce “clean 
coal and dirty air.”55 The 1977 bill did not solve much. 
Many of the scrubbers, as predicted, didn’t work very well. 
Eventually, President George H. W. Bush worked out a 
compromise that gradually reduced sulfur emissions in 
several steps; a key component was the creation of a sys-
tem of sulfur dioxide allowances that could be bought and 
sold was established. This compromise became part of the 
Clean Air Act of 1990.

Over time, this system has been shown to be a suc-
cess: while the issue has not been completely resolved, lon-
gitudinal data from the national program that monitors 
the composition of precipitation showed that significant 
progress has been made. The data indicate that, between 
1994 and 2010, acid rain falling in the parts of the country 
where the problem had been most severe had dramatically 
decreased, and that decrease was achieved largely without 
the adverse economic and other impacts that the critics 
had been predicting since the 1977 law took effect.56 

Agricultural Pesticides: Client Politics
Some client groups have so far escaped this momentum. 
One such group is organized farmers, who have more 
or less successfully resisted efforts to restrict the use of 
pesticides or to control the runoff of pesticides from 
farmlands.

For a while, it seemed as though farmers would also 
fall before the assaults of policy entrepreneurs. When 
Rachel Carson published Silent Spring in 1962,57 she set 
off a public outcry about the harm to wildlife caused by 
the indiscriminate use of DDT, a common pesticide. In 
1972, the EPA banned the use of DDT.

That same year, Congress directed the EPA to evaluate 
the safety of all pesticides (herbicides, insecticides, fun-
gicides, and others) on the market; unsafe ones were to 
be removed. However, that was easier said than done. By 
the late 1970s, more than 50,000 pesticides were in use, 
with 5,000 new ones introduced every year.58 Testing all 
of these chemicals proved to be a huge, vastly expensive, 
and very time-consuming job, especially since any health 
effects on people could not be observed for several years. 
Pesticides have many beneficial uses; therefore, the EPA 
had to balance the gains and the risks of using a given 
pesticide and compare the relative gains and risks of two 
similar pesticides.

In 2004, Congress directed the EPA to expand and 
improve its pesticides regulation. Again, that would be a 
tall order. As summarized in a 2011 EPA report, today 
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in America there are some 112 pesticides producers and 
about 13,000 pesticides distributors; and about $12 billion 
a year is spent on pesticides by about 78 million house-
holds and 1.2 million farms.59

The client politics of the issue makes the EPA’s huge 
regulatory task even harder. American farmers are the 
most productive in the world, and most of them believe 
they cannot achieve that output (and thus their present 
incomes) without using pesticides. These farmers are well 
organized to express their interests and well represented 
in Congress (especially on the House and Senate Agricul-
tural Committees). Complicating matters is the fact that 
the subsidies the taxpayers give to farmers often encourage 
them to produce more food than they can sell and thus to 
use more pesticides than they really need. Though many of 
these chemicals do not remain in the crops harvested, large 
amounts sink into the soil, contaminating water supplies. 
But these problems are largely invisible to the public and 
are much harder to dramatize than the discovery of a toxic 
waste dump like that at Love Canal, New York.

Though opposed by environmental organizations, 
farm groups have been generally successful at practicing 
client politics. Even with the aforementioned 2004 man-
date to expand and improve pesticides regulation, now, as 
when the effort began, the EPA’s budget for reviewing pes-
ticides has been kept small. Very few pesticides have been 
taken off the market, and those that have been removed 
have tended to be ones that, because they were involved 
in some incident receiving heavy media coverage (such as 
the effect of DDT on birds), were decided through entre-
preneurial politics.

17-4  Beyond Domestic 
Policy 

Challenge yourself to learn more about some or all of the 
various domestic issues, policies, and programs discussed 
in this chapter. In each case, ask yourself how, if at all, 
what you have learned tells you about the type (or types) 
of policymaking politics that is (or was) most important 
to whether, when, and how government acted (or failed 
to act). Once a policy is in place, political support for 
keeping it typically can mobilize more forcefully than 
proposals to change or replace it.

The next chapter explores economic policy and exam-
ines which type of politics has mattered most on such 
issues as what to do about budget deficits and the public 
debt. Economic policy is sometimes discussed as if it were 
all about political battles among and between compet-
ing, economically self-interested groups, suggesting it is 
dominated by interest-group politics. Chapter 19 explores 
foreign and military policy and examines which type of 
politics has mattered most on such issues as international 
trade and decisions to commit troops abroad. Foreign and 
military policy is sometimes discussed as if it were all about 
majoritarian politics that “stops at the water’s edge.” But, 
as we shall see, economic policy is hardly all about interest-
group politics, foreign and military policy is far from uni-
formly majoritarian, and both “who governs” and “to what 
ends” vary a lot from issue to issue. And, as with domestic 
policy, existing programs are easier to keep than to change 
or replace with new policies.

L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

17-1  explain how america’s social welfare 
policies differ from those of many other 
modern democracies, and why some 
programs are politically protected while 
others are politically imperiled.

America’s social welfare programs differ in four 
main ways. First, Americans have taken a more 
restrictive view of who is entitled to or “deserves” 
to benefit from government assistance. Second, 
America was slower to embrace the need for the 
“welfare state” and, in turn, slower to adopt and 
enact relevant policies and programs.

Third, state governments have played a 
large role in administering or co-funding many 
“national” social welfare measures (e.g., Med-
icaid). Fourth, nongovernmental organizations, 

both for-profit firms and nonprofit groups (secu-
lar as well as religious), have played a large role 
in administering Washington’s social welfare 
initiatives. Political support for social welfare 
programs depends primarily on who benefits 
directly, or who is perceived to benefit directly.

For example, Social Security and Medicare 
benefit almost all people who have reached a 
certain age, whereas the Food Stamps pro-
gram—like the old AFDC program’s successor, 
TANF—benefits only people with low incomes. 
The first type of social welfare program has no 
means test (they are available to everyone with-
out regard to income), whereas the second type 
is means tested (only people who fall below a 
certain income level are eligible). The first type 
represents majoritarian politics and is almost 
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always politically protected; the second type 
represents client politics and is often politically 
imperiled. Medicaid, the federal–state health 
program, is means tested, but it has as benefi-
ciaries not only low-income persons but also 
the aged and the disabled. It mixes majoritarian 
and client politics, making it less politically sac-
rosanct than Social Security or Medicare, but 
more so than the Food Stamps program, TANF, 
and other means-tested programs.

17-2  Discuss how government regulations on 
certain big businesses have been imposed 
over the objections of those industries.

Several reasons explain the passage of govern-
ment regulations on industries, but the most 
important ones have to do with entrepreneurial 
politics. Starting in the 20th century, consumer 
advocates and environmental activists began to 
challenge big oil companies, auto manufacturing 
companies, drug companies, pesticides produc-
ers, and other corporations that once had, or 
were perceived to have, cozy relationships with 
government. Policy entrepreneurs outside gov-
ernment, like Ralph Nader and Rachel Carson, 
dramatized how existing public policies and 
programs helped the companies to profit but 
hurt most people in the pocketbook, jeopardized 
public health and safety, or both.

By the 1970s and 1980s, policy entrepre-
neurs inside government, like those at the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (founded in 1970), 
began regulating businesses even more closely 
than they had in the past. Although business 
regulation policy still generates much contro-
versy and many debates over its cost-effective-
ness, most people now favor diverse regulations 
on big oil companies and other large-scale 
businesses.

17-3  explain why environmental policies 
are designed and enforced differently 
in america than in other industrialized 
nations, and describe the politics that 
drive environmental programs.

The adversarial nature of American politics, as 
well as the system of federalism, complicates 
policymaking in America, as illustrated by efforts 
to pass and enforce legislation on automobile 
emissions, clean air and water, and other envi-
ronmental issues. While entrepreneurial poli-
tics figure prominently in environmental policy 
dynamics, including on an issue like protecting 
endangered species, environmental issues are 
included in each “box,” like pollution from auto-
mobiles (majoritarian politics), acid rain (interest-
group politics), and agricultural pesticides (client 
politics). The same can be said for social welfare, 
business regulation, and other domestic policies 
and programs.

17-4  Discuss the difficulty with changing 
policies—domestic, economic, and 
 foreign—or developing new programs 
in the United states today.

The fundamental challenge with changing exist-
ing policies is the persistent public majority 
opposed to making either major or minor cuts 
to a program. Even the ostensibly far-reaching, 
bipartisan plans offered in recent sessions of 
Congress have been predicated on preserving (or 
expanding) all extant benefits to all present-day 
and near-term beneficiaries without raising taxes 
and without reducing services. For good or for 
ill, their majoritarian politics forbid any truly far-
reaching reforms, and consequently leave scarce 
resources for developing new programs.
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18-1  Summarize how politics and public opinion shape 

economic policy.

18-2 Summarize four main theories of economic policymaking.

18-3  Describe how American institutions work to set 

economic policy.

18-4  Explain the budget process and discuss why cutting spending 

or increasing taxes is difficult.
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454 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

Like most Americans, 
you probably think 
about the way the 
government spends 
its money the same 
way you think about 
how you ought to 
spend yours. If you 
spend more than you 

earn, you will have to borrow money and pay it back 
to the bank. If you want to buy a car or a house, you 
will have to get a loan and make monthly payments 
on it. If you run up so many charges that you max out 
your credit card, you won’t be able to charge anything 
more. If you keep spending more than you earn, you 
may have to declare bankruptcy. Surely, the govern-
ment ought to work the same way: spend no more 
than it earns and pay back its loans.

But it doesn’t. With just a few exceptions, the 
government has spent more money than it takes in 
every year since at least 1960. The amount it spends 
in excess of what it takes in each year is called the 
deficit (see Figure 18.1). It is financed by selling gov-
ernment bonds, issued by the Treasury Department, 
to Americans and foreigners. The total amount of all 
deficits is the national debt. In 2015, the national debt 
rose to over $18 trillion.

For the past four decades, the government in 
Washington has gotten away with routine deficit spend-
ing and nonstop increases in the national debt. But 
over the past several years, for both economic and 
political reasons, this may have begun to change. 

deficit The result of the gov-
ernment in one year spending 
more money than it takes in 
from taxes.

national debt The total deficit 
from the first presidency to the 
present.

Deficits that result in debt 
are important economically 

only insofar as the government cannot make the pay-
ments on its bonds in a currency that people regard as 
stable and valuable. Happily, almost everybody around 
the world has regarded the American dollar as stable 
and valuable. As a result, people have lined up to buy 
U.S. Treasury bonds whenever they are sold. But to 
keep our currency stable, people must believe that the 
dollar will always be valuable and that the government 
is not borrowing more than it can pay back. Before 
1980, annual deficit spending was relatively minor and 
large deficits occurred only during wartime. Washington 
began its deficit spending and debt accumulation spree 
in the mid-1970s, interrupted only by several years 
during the 1990s when the government ran surpluses. 
Despite the huge deficits and mounting debt, most 
people, including most major domestic and foreign 
investors and public finance experts, nonetheless con-
sidered America to be a good credit risk. In particular, 
concerns about “too much debt” were often dismissed 
as unduly alarmist, and presidents and congressio-
nal leaders in both parties quietly and consistently 
increased the national debt ceiling so that Washington 
could keep right on spending and borrowing.

THEN 

In April 2011, Standard 
& Poor’s, a credit rating 

agency that has been grading U.S. Treasury bonds 
since the 1930s, issued a first-ever warning about 
America’s national debt, downgrading it from “stable” 

NOW  

 Figure 18.1   Federal budget Deficit or surplus, Fiscal Years (FY) 1940–2020, in billions of constant 
FY2009 Dollars
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gross domestic product 
The total of all goods and ser-
vices produced in an economy 
during a given year.

liberals, is raising taxes. 
But since the people do 
not want less spending 
on programs they favor 
and certainly don’t want 
higher taxes, these contradictory political strategies are 
hard to reconcile, maybe now more than ever. National 
polls find that while Americans think budget deficits are 
problematic, and while they support smaller government 
in theory, they oppose cuts to nearly all programs, as we 
explain below. Many Americans simultaneously want 
lower taxes and more spending, which is not sustainable in 
the long term. Thus, any truly far-reaching fiscal reforms 
will require politicians in both parties to win back public 
trust while telling the people what few care to hear.

18-1  The Economy 
and Elections

In more normal economic times, however, economic pol-
icy is not nearly so hard for politicians to fashion without 
fighting big legislative battles or risking public ire. The 
health of the American economy creates majoritarian pol-
itics. Hardly anyone wants inflation or unemployment; 
everyone wants rapid increases in income and wealth. But 
this fact is a bit puzzling. You might think that people 
would care about their own jobs and worry only about 
avoiding their own unemployment. If that were the case, 
they would vote for politicians who promise to award con-
tracts to firms that would hire them or who would create 
programs that would benefit them, regardless of how well 
other people were getting along. In fact, though, people 
see connections between their own well-being and that of 
the nation, and they tend to hold politicians responsible 
for the state of the country.

As we discussed in Chapter 10, the health of the 
overall economy strongly shapes presidential elections. 
But when people evaluate “the economy,” what do they 
consider? Do they look at their own economic fortunes, 
labeled “pocketbook voting”? Or do they instead look to 
the health of the nation’s economy as a whole, labeled 
“sociotropic (other-regarding) voting”?

People do, to some degree, look to their own economic 
circumstances. Those who think their own economic cir-
cumstances have deteriorated are more likely to vote against 
the incumbent party.1 For example, in the 2008 election, 
which took place amid the start of a protracted recession, 
42 percent of Americans thought their family’s financial 
situation was worse then than it was four years earlier, and 
24 percent thought it was better. Those who thought their 
family’s financial situation had gotten worse were much 

to “negative,” and forecasting a one-third chance 
that the country would lose its “triple-A” credit rating 
before 2014. It did not take that long. In August 2011, 
Standard & Poor’s itself downgraded the United States 
to “double-A” status. The annual federal deficit topped 
a trillion dollars for the first time in 2009, and in 2010 
another trillion-dollar deficit was recorded. In December 
2010, members of a bipartisan presidential commis-
sion, the National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility 
and Reform, proclaimed that dire, long-term economic 
consequences would follow unless Washington acted at 
once to rein in deficit spending and slow debt accumula-
tion. For example, the total value of all the goods and 
services the nation produces each year is called gross 
domestic product, or GDP. The Commission warned that 
the national debt would soon exceed the nation’s annual 
GDP, and that annual interest payments on the national 
debt could rise to almost 4 percent of GDP (from about 
2.3 percent of GDP in 2012) over the next decade, 
crowding out other types of spending.

In 2011, as part of the deal to raise the debt ceiling 
(the federal government’s borrowing limit established 
by Congress), Congress passed the Budget Control Act 
of 2011, which included the Congressional Joint Select 
Committee on Deficit Reduction (better known as the 
“super committee”). This committee was charged with 
finding $1.5 trillion dollars in additional debt reduction; 
if they did not (or if Congress rejected their plan), then 
across-the-board spending cuts would go into effect. They 
failed to agree on a plan, but members of Congress used 
various measures to block the “automatic” cuts. Since then, 
the debt limit has continued to be a political football, as 
we explain later in the chapter.

The core reason why ongoing debates over economic 
policy are so divisive is that people disagree, often funda-
mentally, not so much over the sheer size of our national 
debt, but over what we buy with all this borrowed money. 
Most families borrow to buy long-lasting items, such as a 
home, a new car, or a college education. We don’t really 
know what the federal debt is used for. It would be nice 
if we knew that we borrowed only to pay for long-lasting 
things that enhance security and economic growth, such 
as schools, aircraft carriers, and basic health care research. 
But our government borrows whenever it needs money, 
without much regard for what it buys.

It should not be surprising that politicians typically 
avoid seriously debating, let alone making, hard choices 
on economic policy. Because they know the public is 
opposed to the government going into debt, politicians 
will also oppose the debt, but they offer two contrasting 
ways to combat it. One, advanced mainly by conserva-
tives, is by cutting spending; the other, offered mainly by 
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456 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

more likely to vote for Obama: 71 percent of those voters 
supported Obama, versus only 37 percent of those who 
thought their financial situation had gotten better.2

But people do not simply vote with their own pocket-
books. Instead, they look more at the overall health of the 
economy when casting a ballot for president. When assess-
ing “the economy,” they consider the national economy: 
Did unemployment go up or down? Did inflation increase 
or decrease? They use these national-level indicators to 
assess the economy, and they reward the incumbent presi-
dent (and his or her party) accordingly.3 In presidential 
elections, those who think national economic trends are 
bad are much more likely to vote against the incumbent, 
even when their own personal finances have not worsened.4

In technical language, voting behavior and economic 
conditions are strongly correlated at the national level but 
not at the individual level, and this is true both in the 
United States and in Europe.5 Such voters are behaving 
in an “other-regarding” or “sociotropic” way. In ordinary 
language, voters seem to respond more to the condition of 
the national economy than to their own personal finances.

It is not hard to understand why this might be true. A 
big part of the explanation is that people understand what 
government can and cannot be held accountable for. If you 
lose your job at an aircraft manufacturing plant because 
the government has not renewed the plant’s contract, you 
will be more likely to hold the government responsible 
than if you lose your job because you were always showing 
up drunk or because the plant moved out of town.6

Another part of the explanation is that people see 
general economic conditions as having indirect effects on 
them even when they are still doing pretty well. They may 
not be unemployed, but they may have friends who are, 
and they may worry that if unemployment grows worse, 
they will be the next to lose their jobs.

What Politicians Try to Do
Elected officials, who have to run for reelection every few 
years, are strongly tempted to take a short-run view of 
the economy and to adopt those policies that will best 
satisfy the self-regarding voter. They would dearly love 
to produce low unemployment rates and rising family 
incomes just before an election. Some think that they 
do just this.

Since the 19th century, the government has used 
money to affect elections. At first this mostly took the 
form of patronage passed out to the party faithful and 
money benefits given to important blocs of voters. The 
massive system of Civil War pensions for Union army vet-
erans was run in a way that did no harm to the political 
fortunes of the Republican Party. After the Social Security 
system was established, Congress voted to increase the 

benefits in virtually every year in which there was an 
 election until such adjustments were made automatic in 
1975 (see Chapter 17).

But it is by no means clear that the federal govern-
ment can or will do whatever is necessary to reduce unem-
ployment, cut inflation, lower interest rates, and increase 
incomes just to win an election. For one thing, the gov-
ernment does not know how to produce all of these desir-
able outcomes. Moreover, doing one of these things often 
may be possible only at the cost of not doing another. For 
example, reducing inflation can, in many cases, require the 
government to raise interest rates, and this in turn can slow 
the economy by making it harder to sell houses, automo-
biles, and other things purchased with borrowed money.

If it were easy to stimulate the economy just before an 
election, practically every president would serve two full 
terms. But because of the uncertainties and complexities of 
the economy, presidents can lose elections over economic 
issues they do not manage to the satisfaction of voters. 
Ford lost in 1976, as did Carter in 1980, and George H. 
W. Bush in 1992. In all cases, economic conditions played 
a major role.

All this means that politicians must make choices 
about economic policy—choices affected by uncertainty 
and ignorance. No one knows how perfectly to balance 
unemployment and inflation, how to set the ideal tax rate, 
and so forth. Thus, the political debate on these policies 
continues.

Public Opinion and Government 
Spending
Of course, presidents and other actors do not operate in 
a vacuum. The policies they pursue are constrained and 
shaped by what the public wants. People want prosper-
ity, but they also want no tax increases, no government 
deficit, and continued (or higher) government spending 
on the things they like, such as education, medical care, 
the environment, and retirement benefits. Politicians 
confront two inconsistent kinds of majoritarian politics: 
everybody wants general prosperity, and large majorities 
want more government spending on popular programs. 
But the more the government spends on popular pro-
grams, the more money it requires, and the more it takes 
in, the less that is left over for private investment that 
produces  prosperity. In short, public opinion supports 
a conundrum: Americans want more spending without 
more taxes or bigger government.7

Figure 18.2 illustrates this general tendency: Americans 
claim to not like big government in principle, but they 
certainly seem to like it in practice. The figure shows the 
percentage of Americans, Republicans, and Tea Party sup-
porters who support cuts to spending across various federal 
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programs. In all cases, there is very little public support 
for spending cuts, especially in areas like Social Security, 
Medicare, public education, and aid to the needy. While 
Republicans and especially Tea Partiers are more supportive 
of spending cuts, even here, a minority supports cutting 
spending in these areas. Indeed, the overall survey asked 
about 18 different types of spending (we do not include 
them all here in the interest of space). In 17 of 18 areas, 
there was minority support for cutting spending. In only 
one area did a majority of Americans want to cut spending: 
foreign aid. Unfortunately, foreign aid is such a small part of 
the federal budget—less than 1 percent—that cutting for-
eign aid would generate no real savings. The major govern-
ment expenses—programs such as Social Security, Medicare, 
defense spending, and so forth (see Figure 18.4)—are popu-
lar, and the public opposes cuts in these areas.

Such opposition to spending cuts is not problematic 
if the public is also willing to support increased taxes. 
Unfortunately, they are not. Figure 18.3 shows the support 
for various tax increases. In general, the American public is 
very hostile toward creating new taxes, such as a national 
sales tax, or increasing existing taxes, like the gasoline tax. 
Furthermore, they are also strongly opposed to eliminating 
popular tax deductions, such as the deduction for home 
mortgage interest, or increasing fees for government pro-
grams, such as the premiums seniors pay for Medicare. 
The Gallup polling firm has since the late 1950s been 
asking Americans whether they think the amount they 

pay in taxes is too high. Every time the question has been 
asked, a majority or near majority (at least 46  percent) say 
their taxes are too high.8 Not all Americans agree with the 
Tea Party, but many agree with their slogan: they think 
Americans are Taxed Enough Already.

Americans support increasing taxes in one area, how-
ever: when someone else pays the taxes. In Figure 18.3, 
we can see majority support for only one tax increase: 
those paid by millionaires (more generally, taxing the rich, 
defined in various ways, is typically popular).

Not only the rich are the object of such targeted 
tax increases. For example, the State Children’s Health 
Insurance Program (SCHIP) is partially funded through 
cigarette taxes.9 The SCHIP subsidizes health insurance 
for low-income children and has remained popular since 
its inception in the 1990s. Using cigarette taxes is a way 
of keeping such a program popular, as smokers represent a 
minority, whereas nearly everyone supports health insur-
ance for children. In short, if you want to raise taxes, it 
would behoove you to paint it as a tax increase on some 
unpopular group.

Most voters would like to have lower taxes, less debt, 
and new (or expanded) programs. Unfortunately, this is 
logically impossible. We cannot have lower taxes, no debt, 
and higher spending on politically popular programs such 
as health care, education, the environment, and retirement 
benefits. If we have more spending, we have to pay for it, 
either with higher taxes or with more borrowing.

 Figure 18.2  support for spending cuts
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458 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

Given public opinion on taxes and spending, there-
fore, the solution is that American politicians deficit-spend. 
Americans support increased spending on a wide variety of 
programs, but not a commensurate increase in taxes (or 
really any increase in taxes, except for someone else). The 
end result is that politicians grow the size of the deficit over 
time. This delays the difficult decision—cutting spending 
or raising taxes—until some point in the future.

18-2  Economic Theories 
and Political Needs

Four main theories exist about how to improve the econ-
omy, and many of the economists picked by presidents 
represent one or more of these theories. In general, conser-
vative economists tend to support monetarism and supply-
side economics, whereas liberal economists are more likely 

 Figure 18.3  support for tax increases
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IMAGE 18-1 Tea Party activists protest in Washington after a government audit reveals that 
the Internal Revenue Service targeted for special scrutiny applications by politically conserva-
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to embrace Keynesianism and planning. Here, we give a 
highly simplified account of these theories and what each 
implies about ending a recession.

Monetarism
A monetarist, such as the late economist Milton Friedman, 
believes that inflation occurs when too much money chases 
too few goods. The federal government has the power to 
create money; according to monetarists, inflation occurs 
when it prints too much money. When inflation becomes 
rampant and government tries to do something, it often 
cuts back sharply on the amount of money in circulation. 
Then a recession will occur, with slowed economic growth 
and an increased unemployment. Because the government 
does not understand that economic problems result from 
its own start-and-stop habit of issuing new money, it tries 
to cure some of these problems with policies that make 
matters worse—such as having an unbalanced budget or 
creating new welfare programs. Monetarism suggests that 
the proper thing for government to do is to have a steady, 
predictable increase in the money supply at a rate about 
equal to the growth in the economy’s productivity. When 
the economy goes into a recession, however, many mon-
etarists think the Federal Reserve Bank should cut interest 
rates to make it easier for people and businesses to borrow 
money. That is what the Fed did during 2008.

Keynesianism
John Maynard Keynes, an English economist who died 
in 1946, believed that a market will not automatically 
operate at a full-employment, low-inflation level. Its 
health depends on the fraction of people’s incomes being 
saved or spent. If people save too much, demand will be 
too low, production will decline, and unemployment will 
rise. If they spend too much, demand will rise too fast, 
prices will go up, and shortages will develop. According 
to Keynesianism, the key is to create the right level of 
demand. This is the task of government. When demand 
is too low, the government should pump more money 
into the economy (by spending more than it collects in 
taxes and by creating public-works programs). When 
demand is too great, the government should take money 
out of the economy (by increasing taxes or cutting fed-
eral expenditures). The government’s budget does not 
need to be balanced on a year-to-year basis; what counts 
is the performance of the economy.

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 (more commonly known as the stimulus bill) is an 
example of Keynesian thinking. The bill spent approxi-
mately $800 billion of federal money to help jump-
start the economy by giving tax breaks to individuals, 

providing aid to state 
and local governments, 
and spending money 
on public-works proj-
ects, such as infrastruc-
ture. The idea behind 
the bill was that federal 
government spending 
would both prevent 
further cuts from state 
and local governments, 
and help spur addi-
tional economic spend-
ing by giving people tax 
breaks and creating jobs 
through investments in 
infrastructure.

Planning
Some economists have too little faith in the workings of 
the free market to be pure Keynesians, much less monetar-
ists. They believe the government should plan, in varying 
ways, some part of the country’s economic activity. One 
form of economic planning is price and wage controls, as 
advocated by John Kenneth Galbraith and others. In this 
view, big corporations can raise prices because the forces 
of competition are too weak to restrain them, and labor 
unions can force up wages because management finds it 
easy to pass the increases along to consumers in the form 
of higher prices. Thus, during periods of inflation, the gov-
ernment should regulate the maximum prices that can be 
charged and wages that can be paid, at least in the larger 
industries.

Planning has never been popular in America, but 
when the Troubled Asset Relief Program began investing 
in banks, some people began to suggest that perhaps the 
government should own the banks. That way, they said, 
the government might get back some of the money it had 
spent on them. The government was already the largest 
single stockholder in Bank of America and Citigroup 
(though in each case it owned less than half the avail-
able stock). Such plans were never put into place, and the 
government has largely ended its stake in the banks (as 
expected).

Supply-Side Economics
Exactly the opposite remedy for declining American 
productivity is suggested by people who call themselves 
supply-siders. The view of economists such as Arthur 
Laffer and Paul Craig Roberts is that the market, far from 
having failed, has not been given an adequate chance. 

monetarist One who believes 
that inflation occurs when too 
much money is chasing too few 
goods.

Keynesianism The belief the 
government must manage the 
economy by spending more 
money when in a recession and 
cutting spending when inflation 
occurs.

economic planning The 
belief that government plans, 
such as wage and price 
controls or the direction of 
investment, can improve the 
economy.
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460 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

According to supply-
side theory, what is 
needed is not more 
planning but less gov-
ernment interference. 

In particular, sharply cutting taxes will increase people’s 
incentive to work, save, and invest. Greater investments 
will then lead to more jobs, and if the earnings from 
these investments and jobs are taxed less, it will lessen the 
tendency of many individuals to shelter their earnings 
from the tax collector by taking advantage of various tax 
loopholes or cheating on their income tax returns. The 
greater productivity of the economy will produce more 
tax revenue for the government. Even though tax rates 
will be lower, the total national income to which these 
rates are applied will be higher.

Politicians looking to cut taxes have frequently invoked 
supply-side arguments. For example, in the 1980s, Ronald 
Reagan and his economic advisors used a supply-side 
logic to justify his tax cuts, as have more contemporary 
Republicans.

Unfortunately, economists give no definitive answer 
as to which theory—monetarism, Keynesianism, plan-
ning, or supply-side economics—actually works the best 
in practice. Such an answer likely does not exist even in 
theory, as the “best” theory likely depends a great deal 
on the particular circumstances. As a result, the debate 
among  economists—and politicians—will continue into 
the future.

18-3  The Machinery of 
Economic Policymaking

Predicting what will happen to the economy is extraordi-
narily difficult. Because the U.S. economy is complex and 
depends on so many variables, even the smartest econo-
mists often miss the mark in their economic forecasts. 

Few economists, for example, foresaw the recession that 
began in 2007. Furthermore, even if economists could 
perfectly predict the economy, that does not mean the 
president could necessarily respond to their predictions. 
The machinery for making decisions about economic 
matters is complex and not under the president’s full 
control. Within the executive branch, three people other 
than the president are of special importance. Sometimes 
called the troika,* these are the chairman of the Council of 
Economic Advisers (CEA), the director of the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB), and the secretary of 
the treasury.

The CEA, comprising three professional economists 
plus a small staff, has existed since 1946. In theory, it is 
an impartial group of experts responsible for forecasting 
economic trends, analyzing economic issues, and helping 
to prepare the economic report that the president submits 
to Congress each year. Though quite professional in tone, 
the CEA is not exactly impartial in practice, since each 
president picks members sympathetic to his point of view. 
Obama picked Keynesians; Bush picked supply-siders and 
monetarists. But whatever its philosophical tilt, the CEA 
is seen by other executive agencies as the advocate of the 
opinion of professional economists, who despite their dif-
ferences generally tend to favor reliance on the market.

The OMB originally was the Bureau of the Budget, 
which was created in 1921 and made part of the executive 
office of the president in 1939; in 1970 it was renamed 
the Office of Management and Budget. Its chief function 
is to prepare estimates of the amount that will be spent by 
federal agencies, to negotiate with other departments over 
the size of their budgets, and to make certain (insofar as 
it can) that the legislative proposals of these other depart-
ments are in accord with the president’s program. Of late 
it has acquired something of a split personality; it is in 
part an expert, nonpartisan agency that analyzes spending 

supply-side theory The 
belief that lower taxes and fewer 
regulations will stimulate the 
economy.

•	Lochner v. New York (1905): A New York law limit-
ing the number of hours that may be worked by 
bakers; was struck down as unconstitutional.

•	Muller v. Oregon (1980): An Oregon law limiting 
the number of hours worked by women, which was 
upheld as constitutional; in effect, it overruled the 
Lochner decision.

•	West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish (1937): A 
Washington State minimum wage law for women; 
upheld as constitutional.

•	Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer (1952): 
The president does not have the authority to seize 
private steel mills even in wartime.

Federal Laws About CommerceLANDMARK 
CASES

*From the Russian word for a carriage pulled by three horses.
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18-3 The Machinery of Economic Policymaking 461

and budget patterns and in part an activist, partisan orga-
nization that tries to get the bureaucracy to carry out the 
president’s wishes.

The secretary of the treasury often is close to or drawn 
from the world of business and finance and is expected 
to argue the point of view of the financial community. 
(Because its members do not always agree, this is not 
always easy.) The secretary provides estimates of the rev-
enue that the government can expect from existing taxes 
and what will be the result of changing tax laws. He or she 
represents the United States in its dealings with the top 
bankers and finance ministers of other nations.

A good deal of pulling and hauling takes place among 
members of the troika, but if that were the extent of the 
problem, presidential leadership would be fairly easy. The 
problem is far more complex. Dozens, if not hundreds, of 
parts of the government contribute to economic policy. 
They regulate business, make loans, and supply subsidies. 
For example, as foreign trade becomes increasingly impor-
tant to this country, the secretary of state (among many 
others) acquires an interest in economic policy, and the 
Export-Import Bank becomes more important as well (we 
discuss this feature in the Policy Dynamics: Inside/Outside 
the Box  feature on page 462).

The Federal Reserve System
Among the most important of these other agencies is 
the board of governors of the Federal Reserve Bank (the 
“Fed”). Its seven members are appointed by the presi-
dent, with the consent of the Senate, for nonrenewable 
14-year terms, and they may not be removed except for 
cause. (No member has been removed since it was created 
in 1913.) The chairperson serves four years. In theory, 
and to some degree in practice, the Fed is independent 
of both the president and Congress. Its most impor-
tant function is to regulate, to the extent possible, the 

supply of money (both 
in circulation and in 
bank deposits) and the 
price of money (in the 
form of interest rates). 
The Fed sets monetary 
policy, that is, the effort to shape the economy by con-
trolling the amount of money and bank deposits and the 
interest rates charged for money. The Fed primarily does 
this in three ways: 

1. Buying and selling federal government securi-
ties (bonds, Treasury notes, and other pieces of 
paper that constitute government IOUs). When the 
Fed buys securities, it in effect puts more money 
into circulation and takes securities out of circula-
tion. With more money available, interest rates 
tend to drop, and more money is borrowed and 
spent. When the Fed sells government securities, 
it in effect takes money out of circulation, causing 
interest rates to rise and making borrowing more 
difficult.

2. Regulating the amount of money that a member 
bank must keep on hand as reserves to back up the 
customer deposits it holds. A bank lends out most of 
the money deposited with it. If the Fed says that it 
must keep in reserve a larger portion of its deposits, 
then the amount it can lend decreases, loans become 
harder to obtain, and interest rates rise.

3. Changing the interest charged to banks that want 
to borrow money from the Federal Reserve System. 
Banks borrow from the Fed to cover short-term 
needs. The interest that the Fed charges for this is 
called the discount rate. The Fed can raise or lower 
that rate, which has an effect, though usually a 
rather small one, on how much money the banks 
will lend.
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monetary policy Managing 
the economy by altering the 
supply of money and interest 
rates.
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462 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

All of these are powerful tools for setting monetary 
policy, and the Fed regularly uses all three. For example, 
the Fed routinely adjusts interests rates to keep the econ-
omy growing, but not too quickly (which would result in 
inflation). In 2001, it lowered interest rates 11 times in 
order to help reduce the recession. From 2004 to 2006, it 
raised these rates 17 times in order to prevent inflation. In 
2007 and 2008, it lowered rates 10 times to respond to the 
ongoing recession. While the rate held steady from then 
until 2015, it has been raised four times since then (most 
recently in June 2017).10

Just how independent the Fed is can be a matter of 
dispute. For example, the Nixon administration pressured 
Fed chairman Arthur Burns to expand the money supply 
in 1971 and 1972 (to benefit Nixon in the 1972 election), 
and many argue this created inflation later in the decade.11 

This suggests that the Fed is not terribly independent of 
the administration, but other examples suggest otherwise. 
For example, the Fed’s policies in the late 1970s and early 
1980s to tighten the money supply were unpopular at the 
time, but they worked to solve persistently high inflation. 
While political leaders and the Fed both desire the same 
outcome—a healthy economy—how best to get there is 
often in dispute.

Congress
The most important part of the economic policymaking 
machinery, of course, is Congress. It must approve all taxes 
and almost all expenditures; there can be no wage or price 
controls without its consent; and it has the ability to alter 
the policy of the nominally independent Federal Reserve 

The Export-Import Bank: Interest 
Group and Entrepreneurial Politics

In 1934, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt established 
the Export-Import Bank to help American companies sell 
their goods and services abroad. The bank serves as a 
guarantor to help foreign companies obtain loans to buy 
U.S. goods. For example, the bank helps foreign airlines 
buy Boeing airliners, such as the Boeing Dreamliner. 
Because new airplanes cost hundreds of millions of dol-
lars, even wealthy airlines can have trouble obtaining 
private financing for them. To help them purchase such 
expensive goods, the bank (and therefore implicitly the 
U.S. government) serves as a loan guarantor, making it 
much easier for foreign companies to buy U.S. goods. In 
2015, the Bank’s authorization was set to expire, and a 
vigorous political battle ensued.

The bank and its loan guarantees can be seen as 
 interest-group politics. While the bank benefits many 
companies, none benefit more so than Boeing, because 
Boeing’s airplanes are so expensive. The benefits of the 
bank ensue primarily to a concentrated constituency—
namely, Boeing and its employees and shareholders. One 
interpretation of the costs is that domestic airlines pay 
them. Because they cannot get Export-Import Bank loan 
guarantees, they argue that this creates an unfair advan-
tage for foreign airlines. The loan guarantees allow foreign 
airlines to pay lower interest rates on their loans for new 
jets, which reduces their borrowing costs, which means 
they can pass on cheaper ticket prices to consumers. For 
example, Delta Airlines has advanced this position, claim-
ing that the Export-Import Bank loan guarantees allow for-
eign competitors like Emirates or Air India to undercut it on 
profitable international flight routes.

But Delta and other domestic airlines are not the only 
ones working against the bank. Many fiscal conservatives, 
and allied interest groups such as the Club for Growth and 
Freedom Partners, are also working to eliminate the bank. 
Such calls are an example of entrepreneurial politics: elimi-
nating loan guarantees would impose concentrated costs 
on Boeing and other exporters, but give dispersed benefits 
to all Americans in the form of lower federal spending and 
debt. These groups are trying to raise the salience of the 
issue by launching a media campaign depicting the bank 
as an example of crony capitalism, with large manufac-
turers like Boeing benefitting at the expense of ordinary 
Americans. These groups are willing to pay the price of 
being an entrepreneur because of their ideological posi-
tion: they believe in smaller government, so they want to 
eliminate the Export-Import Bank and other entities like 
it. Given this contentious politics, the bank’s authorization 
lapsed in 2015. Congress reached a deal to reauthorize it 
later in the year, however.

POLICY DYNAMICS: 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE 
THE BOX
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Source: Jonathan Weisman and Eric Lipton, “Air Skirmish in 
War over Ex-Im Bank,” New York Times, 7 April, 2015.
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18-3 The Machinery of Economic Policymaking 463

Board by threatening to pass laws that would reduce its 
powers. And Congress itself is fragmented: the members of 
key committees wield great influence, especially the House 
and Senate Budget Committees, the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees, the House Ways and Means 
Committee, and the Senate Finance Committee. The deci-
sions Congress makes about how high taxes should be and 
how much money the government should spend create the 
nation’s fiscal policy.

In sum, no matter what economic theory the presi-
dent may support, if he is to put that theory into effect he 
needs the assistance of many agencies within the execu-
tive branch, of independent agencies such as the Federal 
Reserve Board, and of the various committees of Congress. 
Though members of the executive and legislative branches 
are united by their common desire to get reelected (and 
thus their common interest in producing sound economic 
growth), each part of this system may also be influenced 
by different economic theories and be motivated by the 
claims of interest groups.

The effect of these interest-group claims is clearly 
shown in the debate over trade restriction. The economic 
health of the nation usually affects everyone in pretty 
much the same way—we are all hurt by inflation or helped 
by stable prices; the incomes of all of us tend to grow (or 
remain stagnant) together. In these circumstances, the 
politics of economic health is majoritarian.

Suppose, however, that most of us are doing pretty 
well, but that the people in a few industries or occupations 
are suffering. That is sometimes the result of foreign com-
petition. In many countries, labor costs are much lower 
than in the United States. That means these countries can 
ship to American buyers goods—such as shoes, textiles, 
and beef—that sell at much lower prices than American 
producers can afford to charge. By contrast, if the price of 
a product is based chiefly on having advanced technology 
rather than low labor costs, American manufacturers can 
beat almost any foreign competitor.

When Congress passes laws governing foreign trade, 
it is responding to interest group politics. Industries that 
find it easy to sell American products abroad want free 
trade—that is, they want no taxes or restrictions on inter-
national exchanges. Industries that find it hard to compete 
with foreign imports oppose free trade—that is, they want 
tariffs and other limitations on imports.

When the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) was passed by Congress in 1993, the free trad-
ers won, and tariffs on our commerce with Canada and 
Mexico were largely abolished. But when the government 
later suggested creating free trade with all of Latin America, 
the critics of free trade opposed the idea, and it died. This 
is a good example of how people who bear the costs of 
a policy are often much more effective in influencing 

the votes on it than are 
those who stand to ben-
efit from it.

Not only has the 
United States not 
extended the NAFTA 
idea to other coun-
tries, but it has done 
things that reward certain economic interest groups. Even 
though Republicans tend to support free trade, President 
George W. Bush imposed sharp increases in the taxes that 
must be paid on imported steel. The reason is not hard to 
find. Steel is produced in certain states, such as Ohio and 
Pennsylvania, that had key Senate races in 2002 and were 
critical to President Bush’s reelection bid in 2004. Though 
Bush put the tariffs in place in 2002, he was forced to 
lift them at the end of 2003 in response to action by 
the World Trade Organization. This example highlights 
how international institutions—such as the World Trade 
Organization—add an even further layer of complexity to 
U.S. economic policies.

Globalization
Trying to block free trade is a part of the opposition 
of some people to globalization, the growing integra-
tion of the economies and societies of the world. We all 
experience globalization in our everyday lives. If your 
computer develops a problem and you call technical sup-
port, you are likely to speak with a technician based in 
India. If you go to a shopping mall and buy a new shirt, 
it was likely made not in America, but in Bangladesh or 
Vietnam. Your cell phone or computer may have been 
made in China. All of these are examples of globalization.

Supporters of globalization argue that it has increased 
the income, literacy, and standard of living of people in 
almost every country involved in the worldwide process 

IMAGE 18-6 Janet Yellen, Chair of the Federal Reserve Board 
of Governors, testifies before Congress.
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fiscal policy Managing the 
economy through the use of tax 
and spending laws.

globalization The growing 
integration of the economies 
and societies of the world.
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of economic growth. 
These supporters favor 
free trade because it 
makes products cheaper. 
For example, they have 
pushed for free trade 
agreements with Central 
America (enacted 2005), 
Panama, Colombia, and 
South Korea (all enacted 
in 2011).

Opponents of glo-
balization make several 

different and not always consistent arguments. Some 
(such as labor union leaders) argue that free trade under-
cuts the wages of American workers as less expensive for-
eign workers make things that are sold here. Others argue 
that globalization is driven by selfish corporate interests 
that exploit people in poor countries when they work for 
American firms. Still others feel that globalization means 
imposing one culture on everyone in ways that hurt local 
cultures. 

During the 2016 election, both parties advocated for 
more restrictions on free trade deals (most notably, both 
Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump did so, as did Hillary 
Clinton). After assuming office, President Trump with-
drew from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (a new trade deal 
not yet fully implemented), and began the process of re-
negotiating NAFTA in August 2017. 

Income Inequality
In recent years, debates over income inequality have 
entered the public consciousness. For example, the non-
partisan Congressional Budget Office calculates that since 
1979, the incomes of the top 1 percent have increased by 
174 percent, while the incomes of the bottom 80 percent 
only increased 16 percent—the top 1 percent saw their 
incomes increase 11 times faster than the vast majority of 
Americans.12 A myriad of other statistics point to the same 
conclusion: The economic gains of the recent decades have 
been largely concentrated among those at the very top of 
the economic ladder.13

The causes of inequality are quite complex, and econ-
omists have put forth a number of different explanations, 
including the rising premium attached to higher education 
and higher-skilled jobs,14 the substitution of higher-wage 
jobs in manufacturing with lower-wage jobs in the service 
industry,15 and the decline of unions.16 However, part of 
the explanation stems from shifts in government policy 
as well, particularly tax and spending policies that tend 
to favor the well-off.17 This becomes a particular political 

concern, especially in light of the finding that policy is 
more responsive to the most affluent (see Chapter 7). In 
particular, some fear that rising inequality helps to per-
petuate itself: those at the top do well by virtue of being 
born at the top, whereas those at the bottom struggle even 
if they have considerable talent.18

In response to such concerns, income inequality has 
become a hot political issue. The most visible example 
of this trend was the Occupy Wall Street movement in 
2011 and its slogan “We are the 99 Percent.” The  slogan 
highlighted the trend seen in the previous paragraph: 
Many of the benefits of the economy accrued to those at 
the top (the 1 percent), rather than to most Americans (the 
99 percent). While scholars debate the long-term effects of 
the Occupy movement, it is clear that it raised the salience 
of income inequality and brought the issue more into the 
political sphere.

As a result, there has been more debate in recent years 
about policies that would ameliorate this inequality. One 
striking example is the debate over the  minimum wage 
(whether minimum wage laws help or hurt poor workers 
is the subject of debate among economists).19 While the 
federal minimum wage has been constant at $7.25 since 
2009, many states and localities have increased their 
minimum wage since then. For example, in the 2014 
election, voters approved minimum wage increases in 
Alaska, Arkansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota; in 2016, 
voters did the same in Arizona, Colorado, Maine, and 
Washington. The fact that these proposals passed in 
both Republican and Democratic states underscore that 
such policies are popular across party lines, a fact also 
borne out by public opinion data.20 It remains unclear, 
however, what effect such policies, and others like 
them, will have on overall inequality. You can consider 
this issue more in the What Would You Do? box on 
page 471.

18-4  The Budget, 
Spending, and Taxes

A budget is a document that announces how much the 
government will collect in taxes and spend in revenues 
and how those expenditures will be allocated among vari-
ous programs. Each budget covers a fiscal year, which 
runs from October 1 of one year through September 30 of 
the next. A fiscal year is named after the year in which it 
ends: thus, “fiscal 2013” or “FY2013” means the year end-
ing on September 30, 2013.

In theory, the federal budget should be based on first 
deciding how much money the government is going to 
spend and then allocating that money among different 

income inequality The 
extent to which income is 
unevenly distributed throughout 
society.

budget A document that 
states tax collections, spend-
ing levels, and the allocation of 
spending among purposes.

fiscal year For the federal 
government, October 1 through 
the following September 30.
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programs and agencies. That is the way a household makes 
up its budget: “We have this much in the paycheck, and so 
we will spend X dollars on rent, Y dollars on food, and Z 
dollars on clothing, and what’s left over on entertainment. 
If the amount of the paycheck goes down, we will cut 
something out—probably entertainment.”

In fact, the federal budget is a list of everything the 
government is going to spend money on, with only slight 
regard (sometimes no regard at all) for how much money 
is available to be spent. Instead of being a way of allocat-
ing money to be spent on various purposes, it is a way of 
adding up what is being spent.

Indeed, there was no federal budget at all before 1921, 
and there was no unified presidential budget until the 
1930s. Even after the president began submitting a single 
budget, the committees of Congress acted on it separately, 
adding to or subtracting from the amounts he proposed. 
(Usually they followed his lead, but they were certainly free 
to depart from it as they wished.) If one committee wanted 
to spend more on housing, no effort was made to take 
that amount away from the committee that was spend-
ing money on health (in fact, there was no machinery for 
making such an effort).

The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 changed this 
somewhat. Now after the president submits his budget in 
February, two budget committees—one in the House, one 
in the Senate—study his overall package and obtain an 
analysis of it from the Congressional Budget Office. Each 
committee then submits to its house a budget resolution 
that proposes a total budget ceiling and a ceiling for each 
of several spending areas (such as health or defense). Each 
May, Congress is supposed to adopt, with some modifi-
cations, these budget resolutions, intending them to be 
targets to guide the work of each legislative committee 
as it decides what should be spent in its area. During the 
summer Congress then takes up the specific appropriations 
bills, informing its members as it goes along whether or 
not the spending proposed in these bills conforms to the 
May budget resolution. The object, obviously, is to impose 
some discipline on the various committees. After each 
committee approves its appropriations bill and Congress 
passes it, it goes to the president for his signature.

These appropriations bills, however, can rarely make big 
changes in government spending. Much of what the gov-
ernment spends is mandatory—that is, the money goes to 
people who are entitled to it. Entitlements include Social 
Security and Medicare payments, veterans’ benefits, food 
stamps, and money the government owes investors who 
have bought Treasury bonds (i.e., the interest on the national 
debt). For mandatory spending programs, the federal gov-
ernment does not decide to increase or decrease the amount 
of money spent on these programs. The amount spent is 

determined by the eligi-
bility rules and on who 
chooses to apply. For 
example, Congress does 
not decide how much to 
spend on food stamps. 
The amount spent is 
based on the number of 
people who qualify for 
these benefits and choose 
to comply. To control 
the amount spent on 
food stamps, the federal 
government would have 
to change the eligibility 
rules or benefits levels (as 
they did in 2008).

Other spending is 
discretionary—that is, 
the amount of spending that is not mandated by law, but 
is instead set by Congress through the appropriations pro-
cess. Discretionary spending is all of the remaining non-
mandatory spending: defense, housing and community 
development, transportation, education, and so forth. In 
FY2014, mandatory spending including interest payments 
was $2.34 trillion, versus about only $1.17 trillion for 
discretionary spending. Because of how the federal gov-
ernment calculates discretionary spending, however, even 
much of that discretionary spending could not really be 
cut without a political outcry; for example, health ben-
efits for veterans and military personnel are discretionary 
spending, but are quite popular.21 As a result, what can be 
cut is a rather modest share of the budget, and as we will 
see below, even cutting this is challenging.

Over time, mandatory spending has expanded dra-
matically. In the 1960s, discretionary spending accounted 
for two-thirds of federal spending, but today, mandatory 
spending makes up that much of the budget.22 Much of 
this is because of the growth of entitlement programs, pre-
dominantly Social Security, Medicaid, and Medicare (and 
other health care–related spending). As we see in the right-
hand panel of Figure 18.4, Social Security eats up approxi-
mately one-quarter of federal spending, with health care 
spending consuming almost another quarter. The lion’s 
share of this spending on health care goes to Medicare, 
which alone accounts for approximately 15  percent of fed-
eral outlays.

As we see in Figure 18.5, these programs have, over 
time, come to make up a larger share of U.S. GDP. In 
1970, Medicare was less than 1 percent of U.S. GDP, but 
today it is almost 4 percent, and that figure is expected 
to rise to over 6 percent by 2050 with a rapidly aging 

budget resolution A con-
gressional decision that states 
the maximum amount of money 
the government should spend.

mandatory Money that the 
government is required to 
spend by law.

entitlements A claim for gov-
ernment funds that cannot be 
changed without violating the 
rights of the claimant.

discretionary spending 
Spending that is not required to 
pay for contracts, interest on the 
national debt, or entitlement pro-
grams such as Social Security.
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population; the figures 
for Social Security show 
a similar, albeit less dra-
matic, rise. Over time, 
the growth in these pro-
grams will make it even 

more difficult to restrain the overall increase of govern-
ment spending (we return to this point below).

No matter whether the spending is discretionary or 
mandatory, Congress must pay for what it borrows. There 
is a statutory limit on what Congress can borrow, known as 
the debt ceiling. To finance expenditures that are in excess 
of current tax revenues, the U.S. federal government issues 
debt, largely in the form of bonds. Before the 20th century, 

Congress individually approved the duration, amount, and 
interest rate of each bond, typically issuing bonds to fund 
a particular project, such as the Panama Canal. But during 
World War I, this simply became too time intensive given 
the amount of money that needed to be raised to fund the 
overseas military campaigns. 

To help expedite funding the war effort, Congress 
delegated the power to issue bonds and other debt 
instruments to the Treasury Department. But because 
some feared that this was abrogating Congress’s power 
of the purse, in 1917 Congress imposed a limit on how 
much debt the Treasury department was authorized 
to sell: the federal debt  ceiling.23 This freed Congress 
from the responsibility of having to approve each bond 
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debt ceiling A limit on how 
much money the federal gov-
ernment can borrow (by limiting 
the amount of debt it can issue). 
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18-4 The Budget, Spending, and Taxes 467

individually, but gave it some control over how much 
debt was issued by the federal government. Note, how-
ever, that the debt ceiling is separate from decisions about 
taxation and spending: Congress approves those sepa-
rately; the debt ceiling simply is a limit on how much 
debt the U.S. Treasury is authorized to sell at any given 
point in time.

For much of the 20th century, the debt ceiling was 
largely uncontroversial. Between 1962 and 2012, Congress 
voted 74 times to raise the debt ceiling, including 16 times 
between 1993 and 2010, and 10 times between 2001 and 
2010. As we discussed earlier in the chapter, in 2011 the 
debate over raising the debt ceiling became contentious, 
and resulted in the automatic spending cuts (somewhat) 
going into effect. Contentious debates also occurred in 
2013, 2014, 2015, and are likely to continue into the 
future. 

The debate over the debt ceiling shows how contro-
versial tax and spending decisions have become. Many 
popular programs exist, and not many have an appetite 
for increasing taxes, so debates of this type are likely to 
continue. But even setting aside the debt ceiling, a big 
loophole can be found in the current budget process: 
nothing in the process requires Congress to tighten the 
government’s financial belt. It can pass a budget resolu-
tion authorizing spending that is more or less than what 
the president has proposed. Nonetheless, the process has 
made a difference. Congress is now conscious of how 
its spending decisions match up with estimates of tax 
revenues.

When President Reagan took office, he and his allies 
in Congress took advantage of the Congressional Budget 
Act to start the controversial process of cutting federal 
spending. The House and Senate budget committees, 
with the president’s support, used the first budget reso-
lution in May 1981 not simply to set a budget ceiling 
that, as in the past, looked pretty much like the previous 
year’s budget, but to direct each committee of Congress 
to make cuts— sometimes deep cuts—in the programs for 
which it was responsible. These cuts were to be made in 
the authorization legislation (see Chapter 13) as well as 
in the appropriations.

The object was to get members of Congress to vote 
for a total package of cuts before they could vote on any 
particular cut. Republican control of the Senate and an 
alliance between Republicans and conservative Southern 
Democrats in the House allowed this strategy to succeed. 
The first budget resolution ordered Senate and House 
committees to reduce federal spending during fiscal year 
1982 by about $36 billion—less than the president had 
first asked, but a large sum nonetheless. Then the indi-
vidual committees set to work trying to find ways of mak-
ing these cuts.

Note how the proce-
dures used by Congress 
can affect the policies it 
adopts. If the Reagan 
plan had been submitted in the old piecemeal way, it 
is unlikely that cuts of this size would have occurred so 
quickly, or at all. The reason is not that Congress would 
have wanted to ignore the president, but that, then as now, 
Congress reflects public opinion on economic policy. As 
stated at the beginning of the chapter, the public wants 
less total federal spending but more money spent on spe-
cific federal programs. Thus, if you allow the public or 
Congress to vote first on specific programs, spending is 
bound to rise. But if you require Congress to vote first on 
a budget ceiling, then (unless it changes its mind as it goes 
along) total spending will go down, and tough choices will 
have to be made about the component parts of the bud-
get. That, at least, is the theory. It worked once, in 1981. 
Unfortunately, it has not worked well since then.

Reducing Spending
Because the 1974 Congressional Budget Act did not auto-
matically lead to spending cuts, people concerned about 
the growing federal deficit decided to find ways to put 
a cap on spending. The first such cap was the Balanced 
Budget Act of 1985, called the Gramm-Rudman Act after 
two of its sponsors, Senators Phil Gramm (R-TX) and 
Warren Rudman (R-NH). The law required that each 
year from 1986 to 1991 the budget would automatically 
be cut until the federal deficit had disappeared. What 
made the cuts automatic, its authors hoped, was a provi-
sion in the bill, called a sequester, that required across-
the-board percentage cuts in all federal programs (except 
for entitlements) if the president and Congress failed to 
agree on a total spending level that met the law’s targets.

But nobody much liked the idea, and the plan failed. 
Congress and the president found ways to get new spend-
ing that was higher than the targeted amounts (largely 
through budgetary accounts and tricks; some were valid, 
others less so). By 1990, it was evident that a new strategy 
was needed if the government was going to help eliminate 
the deficit.

That strategy had two parts. First, Congress voted for 
a tax increase. Second, it passed the Budget Enforcement 
Act of 1990 that set limits on discretionary spending. 
According to the 1990 act, if Congress were to spend more 
on a discretionary program, it would have to cut spending 
on another discretionary program or raise taxes. The law 
expired in 2001, and it has not been put back in place 
(though we discuss other efforts below).

Various proposals have been put forth about how to 
restrain federal government spending. One popular idea is 

sequester Automatic 
 spending cuts.
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468 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

a balanced budget amendment, which would prohibit the 
government from spending more money than it takes in 
from taxes and fees (i.e., the government could not deficit-
spend). Such proposals have been implemented in a num-
ber of states, and have been proposed multiple times at the 
federal level. The evidence, however, suggests that they do 
not work. State legislators and governors use accounting 
tricks to get around their limits, and they do not serve as 
an effective check on government spending.24

The federal government recently returned to the idea 
of a sequester (automatic, across-the-board spending cuts) 
to try to rein in spending. As we discussed earlier in the 
chapter, in 2011 Congress formed a committee to search for 
budget cuts, but they were unable to agree on any, which 
triggered automatic spending cuts. Given the unpopularity 
of these cuts, Congress found ways to avoid making some 
of them. The spending limits imposed by the bill remain 
in place through 2021 unless Congress removes them. 
However, the fact that Congress removed the most painful 
cuts illustrates the difficulty of actually restraining spending.

In general, all of the efforts to control spending run 
up against a fundamental dilemma: Americans want a gov-
ernment that does more for them at less cost, which is 
ultimately not sustainable. A large majority of Americans 
wants more generous social spending on a variety of pro-
grams, but they don’t want a bigger government or higher 
taxes. Furthermore, as we explained in Chapter 8, because 
programs create constituencies who lobby for their con-
tinuation and expansion, once programs are in place, they 
are difficult to remove.

Restraining spending is effectively entrepreneurial 
politics. The benefits of spending on any given program 
are relatively concentrated, while the benefits are dispersed 
to the public as a whole (in the form of a more balanced 
budget). An entrepreneur needs to take up the cause. Some 
members of Congress have been willing in recent years 
to do this. Given the growing salience attached to U.S. 
deficit spending, they have capitalized on this salience to 
call for more restraint in government spending. For exam-
ple, 2012 vice presidential candidate and current House 
Speaker Paul Ryan is an example of one such individual. 
Whether their actions are successful in the long run, how-
ever, remains to be seen.

Of course, if we cannot restrain spending, another 
alternative exists: raising taxes. Below, we consider the fea-
sibility of this option.

Levying Taxes
Tax policy reflects a mixture of majoritarian politics 
(“What is a ‘fair’ tax law?”) and client politics (“How 
much is in it for me?”). In the United States, a fair tax 

law generally has been viewed as one that keeps the over-
all tax burden rather low, requires everyone to pay some-
thing, and requires those who are better off to pay at a 
higher rate than those who are less well-off. The law, in 
short, was viewed as good if it imposed modest burdens, 
prevented cheating, and was mildly progressive.

Americans have had their first goal satisfied. The tax 
burden in the United States is lower than it is in most 
other democratic nations. Some evidence shows that they 
have also had their second goal met—there is reason to 
believe that Americans evade their income taxes less than 
do citizens of, say, France or Italy. (That is one reason why 
many nations rely more on sales taxes than we do—they 
are harder to evade.) And federal income taxes here are 
progressive: The bottom 50 percent of earners paid about 
3 percent of income taxes, but the top 10 percent paid 
about 68 percent of taxes.25

Keeping the burden low and the cheating at a mini-
mum are examples of majoritarian politics: most people 
benefit, most people pay. The loopholes, however, are 
another matter—all manner of special interests can get 
some special benefit from the tax law that the rest of us 
must pay for, but, given the complexity of the law, rarely 
notice. Loopholes are client politics par excellence.

Because of that, hardly any scholars believed tax 
reform (dramatically reducing the loopholes) was politi-
cally possible. Every interest that benefited from a loop-
hole— and these included not just corporations but 
universities, museums, states, cities, and investors—would 
lobby vigorously to protect it.

Nevertheless, in 1986 a sweeping tax reform act was 
passed. Many of the most cherished loopholes were closed 
or reduced. What happened? It is as if scientists who had 
proved that a bumblebee could not fly got stung by a fly-
ing bumblebee.

The Rise of the Income Tax
To understand what happened in 1986, one must first 
understand the political history of taxation in the United 
States. Until almost the end of the 19th century, there was 
no federal income tax (except for a brief period during 
the Civil War). The money the government needed came 
mostly from tariffs (i.e., taxes on goods imported into 
this country). And when Congress did enact a peacetime 
income tax, the Supreme Court in 1895 struck it down 
as unconstitutional.26 To change this, Congress proposed, 
and in 1913 the states ratified, the Sixteenth Amendment, 
which authorized such a tax.

For the next 40 years or so, tax rates tended to go 
up during wartime and down during peacetime (see 
Figure  18.6). The rates were progressive—that is, the 
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 Figure 18.6  Federal taxes on income, top Percentage rates, 1913–2013
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The Power to Tax and Spend

“The Congress shall have Power to lay and col-
lect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay 
the Debts and provide for the common Defence 
and general Welfare of the United States. . . .” 
(Article I, Section 8)

The clause above is the source of the federal government’s 
ability to tax and to spend money. But what exactly does that 
power entail? Even the Founding Fathers disagreed over 
this. Some—most notably Alexander Hamilton—supported 
a more expansive interpretation, which would strengthen the 
government’s ability to tax and spend (see his discussion 
in Federalist No. 30). Others—such as James Madison—
thought the federal government’s powers in this area should 
be more strictly limited to those defined in the Constitution: 
to pay the government’s debts and provide for the common 
defense and general welfare. Hamilton, in short, wanted a 
broad reading, giving rise to a stronger federal government, 
whereas Madison wanted a narrow reading, giving rise to a 
more constrained federal government.

In general, in the early decades of the new govern-
ment, the more limited view reigned. For example, in 1822, 
President James Monroe vetoed a bill to fund improve-
ments on the Cumberland Road on the grounds that it was 
primarily a state, not a national, project—Congress could 
only provide for the general (i.e., national) welfare, not fund 
more local projects.

In the 20th century, however, the power to tax and 
spend took on a more expansive connotation. The modern 
interpretation begins with United States v. Butler (1936), 
in which the Supreme Court held that Congress could 
spend money as long as it was in the general welfare of the 
nation. But because the Court gave Congress wide latitude 
in determining the general welfare, this greatly expanded 
the tax and spending powers of the federal government. 
Subsequent court decisions, most notably South Dakota v. 
Dole (1987), have furthered this logic, and allow the federal 
government very broad latitude to tax and spend for a wide 
variety of purposes.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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470 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

wealthiest individuals paid at a higher rate than the less 
affluent. For example, during World War II, incomes in 
the highest bracket were taxed at a rate of 94 percent. 
Economists call the key tax rate the “marginal rate.” This 
is the percentage of the last dollar you earn that must be 
paid out in taxes.

An income tax offers the opportunity for majoritar-
ian politics to become class politics. The majority of the 
citizenry earn average incomes and control most of the 
votes. In theory, nothing can prevent the mass of people 
from voting for legislators who will tax only the rich, who, 
as a minority, will always be outvoted. During the early 
decades of the 20th century, that is exactly what the rich 
feared would happen. Because the highest marginal tax 
rate was 94 percent, you might think that is in fact what 
did happen.

You would be wrong. Offsetting the high rates were 
the deductions, exemptions, and exclusions by which 
people could shelter some of their income from taxation. 
These loopholes were available for everyone, but they par-
ticularly helped the well-off. In effect, a political compro-
mise was reached during the first half of the 20th century. 
The terms were these: the well-off, generally represented 
by the Republican Party, would drop their bitter opposi-
tion to high marginal rates provided that the less-well-off, 
generally represented by the Democratic Party, would sup-
port a large number of loopholes. The Democrats (or more 
accurately, the liberals) were willing to accept this compro-
mise because they feared that if they insisted on high rates 
with no loopholes, the economy would suffer as people 
and businesses lost their incentive to save and invest.

For at least 30 years after the adoption of the income 
tax in 1913, only a small number of high-income people 
paid any significant amount in federal income taxes. The 
average citizen paid very little in such taxes until World War 
II. After the war, taxes did not fall to their prewar levels.

Most people did not complain too much because they, 
too, benefited greatly from the loopholes. They could 
deduct from their taxable income the interest they paid 
on their home mortgages, the state and local taxes they 
paid, much of what they paid in medical insurance premi-
ums, and the interest they paid on consumer loans (such 
as those used to buy automobiles). On the eve of the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986, an opinion poll showed that more 
people favored small cuts in tax rates coupled with many 
large deductions than favored big cuts in tax rates coupled 
with fewer and smaller deductions.27

Interest groups organized around each loophole. 
Homebuilders organized to support the mortgage- 
interest deduction; universities supported the charitable-
contribution deduction; insurance companies supported 
the deduction for medical insurance premiums; and 

automakers supported the deduction for interest on con-
sumer loans.

In addition to these well-known loopholes, count-
less others—not so well known and involving much less 
money—were defended and enlarged through the efforts of 
other interest groups. For instance, oil companies supported 
the deduction for drilling costs, heavy industry supported the 
investment tax credit, and real estate developers supported 
special tax write-offs for apartment and office buildings.

Until 1986, the typical tax fight was less about rates 
than about deductions. Rates were important, but not as 
important as tax loopholes. “Loophole politics” was cli-
ent politics. When client groups pressed for benefits, they 
could take advantage of the decentralized structure of 
Congress to find well-placed advocates who could advance 
these interests through low-visibility bargaining. In effect, 
these groups were getting a subsidy from the federal gov-
ernment equal to the amount of the tax break. However, 
the tax break was even better than a subsidy because it did 
not have to be voted on every year as part of an appropria-
tions bill: once part of the tax code, it lasted for a long 
time, and given the length and complexity of that code, 
scarcely anyone would notice it was there.

Then the Tax Reform Act of 1986 turned the decades-
old compromise on its head: Instead of high rates with big 
deductions, we got low rates with much smaller deduc-
tions. The big gainers were individuals; the big losers were 
businesses.

Since then, Congress has both raised and lowered taxes 
at different points in time. While President George H. 
W. Bush famously said “Read my lips, no new taxes,” he 
signed a tax increase during his presidency as part of a 
broader budget deal. President Clinton also raised mar-
ginal rates, especially for higher-income Americans, in 
1993. President George W. Bush lowered taxes in 2001 and 
2003, but many of those tax provisions expired in 2010. 
After much debate, Congress first temporarily extended all 
of the tax cuts until 2012, and in that year, made the tax 
cuts for all but the wealthiest Americans permanent (the 
wealthiest Americans saw their tax rates return to the pre-
Bush levels set by President Clinton).

Moving forward, it is unclear what will happen with 
future tax rates. While increasing spending is popular, 
increasing taxes is not. And unlike in 1986, the deductions 
that are worth significant money are all considered sacro-
sanct by middle-class (and upper-middle class) Americans: 
the home mortgage interest deduction, employer- 
sponsored health insurance, and so forth. Cutting these 
policies would be extremely difficult indeed. And given the 
parties’ very different visions for governmental priorities in 
the decades ahead, little progress has been made. Whether 
that changes in the years ahead remains to be seen.
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Will You Raise the Minimum Wage?

to: Ben Brian, White House Chief of Staff
From: Dillon Jake, Chair, Council of Economic Advisers
subject: Raise the minimum wage

As the president requested, here is the council’s evaluation of the proposal to increase the federal 
minimum wage to $12 per hour, indexed to inflation.

Your decision:  Support  Oppose

Arguments against:
1. It will likely reduce employment, especially 

for unskilled workers, according to the 
Congressional Budget Office.

2. A higher minimum wage results in higher 
prices, which are then passed on to 
consumers.

3. A higher minimum wage keeps people in 
minimum-wage jobs longer, blocking younger 
workers with fewer skills from entry-level 
positions.

Sources: “The Effects of a Minimum Wage 
Increase on Employment and Family Income,” 
Congressional Budget Office, 18 February, 2014, 
www.cbo.gov/publication/44995; Mike Konczal, 
“Economists Agree: Raising the Minimum Wage 
Reduces Poverty,” Washington Post, 4 January, 
2014.

Arguments for:
1. A higher minimum wage benefits those at the 

bottom of the economic ladder, helping them 
to meet their basic needs. Studies suggest 
that a higher minimum wage reduces poverty.

2. Minimum-wage earners are no longer teen-
agers with summer jobs. Their average age is 
35; most work full time; more than one-fourth 
are parents; and, on average, they earn half 
of their families’ total income. They need this 
boost just to make ends meet.

3. Over time, inflation eats away at the minimum 
wage if it is not indexed to rise as costs rise. 
Adjusted for inflation, the minimum wage from 
1969 would be $9.39 today, far above the 
current $7.25 per hour.
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What Will You Decide? Enter Mindtap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
Presidential candidate David Wilson declared yesterday that he would seek to raise 
the minimum wage to $12 per hour over the next few years. His proposal would also 
index the minimum wage to increase with inflation.
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472 Chapter 18 Economic Policy

L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

18-1  summarize how politics and public 
 opinion shape economic policy.

The politics of taxing and spending are so dif-
ficult mainly because most people don’t like 
being taxed but do value government spend-
ing on a wide variety of government programs. 
Most voters want lower taxes, less debt, and 
new programs, but if we spend more, we have 
to pay for it, either through higher taxes or by 
borrowing more (hence accumulating more, 
not less, debt).

18-2  summarize four main theories 
of  economic policymaking.

The four main theories of economic policy are 
monetarism (inflation occurs when too much 
money chases too few goods), Keynesianism 
(the government should spend more money 
when there is a recession and less when the 
economy is doing well), economic planning 
(the government should actively plan the econ-
omy), and supply-side economics (lower taxes 
will stimulate economic growth). Unfortunately, 

no consensus exists among economists about 
which one is best.

18-3  Describe how american institutions 
work to set economic policy.

The difficulty is that many different actors play 
a role: the president, Congress, the Federal 
Reserve System, the Council of Economic 
Advisors, the secretary of the treasury, and 
hundreds of other agencies all contribute to 
economic policy. All of these actors have very 
imperfect control of the economy.

18-4  explain the budget process and discuss 
why cutting spending or increasing 
taxes is difficult.

Restraining spending or raising taxes are 
 difficult for several reasons. First, most govern-
ment spending is mandatory spending required 
by law. Second, the general public and mem-
bers of Congress like government spending 
and dislike taxes. Given this, restraining the 
growth of government is quite complicated.
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Foreign and Military Policy
L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

19-1  Summarize the different types of politics involved in American 

foreign policy.

19-2  Discuss the constitutional and legal contexts for making 

 American foreign policy.

19-3  Explain how political elites and public opinion influence 

 American foreign policy.

19-4  Explain the key challenges that the United States faces in 

 foreign affairs and defense politics today.
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474 Chapter 19 Foreign and Military Policy

Between 1801 and 1805, 
President Thomas Jef-

ferson sent our navy to fight the Barbary Pirates 
who operated out of various North African countries 
against merchant shipping in the Mediterranean. They 
were sponsored by the Ottoman Empire, a Muslim 
regime based in Turkey. In the 19th century, American 
warships did battle with pirates in the Caribbean and 
along our Atlantic coast. Some terrorists operated 
inside the country. John Brown fought against slav-
ery by raiding the supplies of the American military at 
Harper’s Ferry. One might sympathize with his anti-
slavery views, but he and his followers killed innocent 
civilians. He was caught and hanged.

After the Civil War, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was 
formed to block the emancipation of black Americans 
by lynching them and shooting into their homes as 
well as those of sympathetic white supporters. The 
first KKK, created in the 19th century, was replaced 
by a second one created in the 20th; each of them 
enrolled several million members and continued the 
policy of harassment and murder. To defeat the Klan, 
Congress passed a law in 1871 that gave the presi-
dent power to suspend the writ of habeas corpus in 
any state where ordinary law enforcement procedures 
were unavailable, and afforded people the right to sue 
officials who violated their rights.

THEN 

The 9/11 attacks in which 
hijacked aircraft crashed into 

the World Trade Center and the Pentagon represented 
more widespread destruction through terrorism than 
what we have encountered in the past. This attack, as 
well as the 1998 bombing of two American embas-
sies and the 2000 attack on the USS Cole, were car-
ried out by al Qaeda, a radical Islamic group founded 
by Osama bin Laden and his colleagues. (Al Qaeda 
means “the base” in Arabic.) But these attacks were 
different from that on Pearl Harbor: the latter attack 
had, so to speak, a return address—we knew who 
did it and where they lived. But 9/11 had no return 
address; it was a terrorist attack waged by small 
groups that could be located anywhere.

In response, the United States launched an 
attack on Afghanistan, where the ruling party, the 
Taliban, had supported and helped train al Qaeda, 
and passed the Patriot Act, which improved coopera-
tion among intelligence and law enforcement agen-
cies. The federal government amended the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act to make it possible for 

NOW 

Every American knows we struggle against terrorists—
that is, against private groups that attack unarmed 
civilians. But this is not a recent development.

IMAGE 19-1  In May 2011 
Osama bin Laden was killed by 
U.S. special forces in the house 
behind this wall, located in 
Abbottabad, Pakistan.Aa
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In the 1960s and 1970s, the Weather Under-
ground, a radical leftist organization, bombed police 
stations, the Pentagon, and a townhouse; threw Molo-
tov cocktails through a judge’s window; and robbed 
a Brink’s armored car. Though several of its leaders 
have abandoned radical action and taken respectable 
jobs, they denounce conservatives in and out of gov-
ernment in the strongest language.
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19-1 Kinds of Foreign Policy 475

19-1  Kinds of Foreign Policy
The majoritarian component of foreign policy includes 
those decisions (and nondecisions) perceived to confer 
widely distributed benefits and impose widely distributed 
costs. The decision to go to war is an obvious example of 
this type of policymaking. So, too, are the establishment 
of military alliances with Western Europe, the negotiation 
of a nuclear test ban treaty or a strategic arms limitation 
agreement, the response to the placement of Soviet offen-
sive missiles in Cuba, and the opening of diplomatic rela-
tions with the People’s Republic of China. These may be 
good or bad policies, but the benefits and costs accrue to 
the nation as a whole.

Some argue that the costs of many of these policies 
are in fact highly concentrated—for example, soldiers 
bear the burden of a military operation—but on closer 
inspection that turns out not to shape the positions that 
people take on issues of war and peace. Though soldiers 
and their immediate families bear the costs of war to an 
especially high degree, public opinion surveys taken during 
the Vietnam War showed that having a family member in 
the armed forces did not significantly affect how people 

evaluated the war.3 There is a sense that during wartime, 
we are all in it together.

Foreign policy decisions also may reflect interest-
group politics. Tariff decisions confer benefits on certain 
business firms and labor unions and impose costs on other 
firms and unions. If the price of foreign steel imported into 
this country is increased by tariffs, quotas, or other devices, 
this helps the American steel industry and the United Steel 
Workers of America. On the other hand, it hurts those 
firms (and associated unions) that had been purchasing 
the once-cheap foreign steel.

Examples of client politics also occur in foreign affairs. 
Washington often provides aid to American corporations 
doing business abroad because the aid helps those firms 
directly without imposing any apparent costs on an equally 
distinct group in society. Americans support Israel partly 
because Jewish organizations back them and partly because 
they admire that embattled democracy. Arab Americans 
have begun to organize and to press on the govern-
ment concerns that are very different from the pro-Israel 
arguments.

Who has power in foreign policy depends very much 
on what kind of foreign policy we have in mind. Where 
it is of a majoritarian nature, the president is clearly the 
dominant figure, and much, if not everything, depends 
on the president’s beliefs and skills, as well as those of top 
advisers. Public opinion will ordinarily support, but not 
guide, this presidential leadership. Woe to the president 
who forfeits that trust through questionable actions.

When interest-group or client politics is involved, 
Congress plays a much larger role. Although Congress has 
a subsidiary role in the conduct of foreign diplomacy, the 
decision to send troops overseas, or the direction of intel-
ligence operations, it has a large one in decisions involving 
foreign economic aid, the structure of the tariff system, the 
shipment of weapons to foreign allies, the creation of new 
weapons systems, and the support of Israel.

And Congress is the central political arena on those 
occasions when entrepreneurial politics shapes foreign pol-
icy. If a multinational corporation is caught in a scandal, 
congressional investigations shake the usual indifference 
of politicians to the foreign conduct of such corpora-
tions. If presidential policies abroad lead to reversals—as 
in 1986, when presidential aides sought to trade arms for 
U.S. hostages in Iran and then use some profits from the 
arms sales to support the anti-Marxist contras fighting in 
Nicaragua—Congress becomes the forum for investiga-
tions and criticism. At such moments Congress often seeks 
to expand its power over foreign affairs.

In this chapter, we are chiefly concerned with foreign 
policy insofar as it displays the characteristics of majoritar-
ian politics. Limiting the discussion in this way permits us 

the government to eavesdrop on communications 
that cross our national borders. In 2011, Osama 
bin Laden, the founder of al Qaeda, was found 
in Pakistan and killed by American special forces 
operatives.

Such choices must be made in a democracy, and some 
observers think democratic politics make managing 
foreign and military policy harder. Tocqueville said the 
conduct of foreign affairs requires precisely those quali-
ties most lacking in a democratic nation: “A democracy 
can only with great difficulty regulate the details of an 
important undertaking, persevere in a fixed design, 
and work out its execution in spite of serious obstacles. 
It cannot combine its measures with secrecy or await 
their consequences with patience.”1 In plain language, a 
democracy is forced to play foreign policy poker with its 
cards turned up. As a result, aggressors the likes of Adolf 
Hitler and Saddam Hussein can bluff a democracy, but 
the reverse is far more difficult.

Other writers, however, disagree with Tocqueville. To 
them, the strength of democracy is that, though it rarely 
if ever wages an unjustified war on another country, its 
people, when mobilized by the president, will support 
overseas engagements even when many deaths occur.2 In 
this chapter, we consider how the U.S. democracy makes 
foreign policy, and what implications that process has for 
our nation. 
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476 Chapter 19 Foreign and Military Policy

to focus on the grand issues of foreign affairs—war, peace, 
and global diplomacy. It allows us to see how choices are 
made in a situation in which public majorities support 
but do not direct policy, in which opinion tends to react 
to events, and in which interest groups are less important 
than in other types of policies.

19-2  The Constitutional 
and Legal Contexts

The Constitution defines the authority of the presi-
dent and of Congress in foreign affairs in a way that, as 
Edward Corwin put it, is an “invitation to struggle.”4 
The president is commander-in-chief of the armed 
forces, but Congress must authorize and appropriate 
money for those forces. The president appoints ambas-
sadors, but they must be confirmed by the Senate. The 
president may negotiate treaties, but the Senate must 
ratify these by a two-thirds vote. Only Congress may 
regulate commerce with other nations and “declare” 
war. (In an early draft of the Constitution, the Framers 
gave Congress the power to “make” war but changed 
this to “declare” so that the president, acting without 
Congress, could take military measures to repel a sudden 
attack.) Because power over foreign affairs is shared by 
the president and Congress, conflict between them is to 
be expected.

Yet almost every American thinks instinctively that 
the president is in charge of foreign affairs, and what 
popular opinion supposes, the historical record confirms. 

Presidents have asserted the right to send troops abroad on 
their own authority in more than 125 instances. Only five 
of the more than one dozen major wars that this country 
has fought have followed a formal declaration of war by 
Congress.5 The State Department, the Central Intelligence 
Agency, and the National Security Agency are almost 
entirely “presidential” agencies, with clear congressional 
control in theory, but more limited exercise in practice. 
The Defense Department, though keenly sensitive to con-
gressional views on weapons procurement and the location 
of military bases, is very much under the control of the 
president on matters of military strategy. While the Sen-
ate has since 1789 ratified well over 1,000 treaties signed 
by the president, the president during this period also 
has signed around 7,000 executive agreements with other 
countries that did not require Senate ratification and yet 
have the force of law.6

Presidential Box Score
When presidents seek congressional approval for foreign 
policy matters, they tend to win more often than when 
they ask for support on domestic matters. One student 
of the presidency, Aaron Wildavsky, concluded that the 
American political system has “two presidencies”—one 
in domestic affairs that is relatively weak and closely 
checked, and another in foreign affairs that is quite pow-
erful.7 As we shall see, this view considerably overstates 
presidential power in certain areas.

When it comes to international diplomacy and the use 
of American troops, the president is indeed strong—much 

IMAGE 19-2 A nuclear power 
plant in Iran raises concerns for 
the United States about potential 
threats to regional and interna-
tional security.-/
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19-2 The Constitutional and Legal Contexts 477

stronger than the Framers may have intended and certainly 
stronger than many members of Congress would prefer. 
Examples abound:

•	 1861: Abraham Lincoln blockaded southern ports and 
declared martial law.

•	 1940: Franklin D. Roosevelt sent 50 destroyers to 
En gland to be used against Germany, with which we 
were then technically at peace.

•	 1950: Harry Truman sent American troops into South 
Korea to help repel a North Korean attack on that 
country.

•	 1960s: John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson sent 
American forces into South Vietnam without a decla-
ration of war.

•	 1983: Ronald Reagan sent troops to overthrow a pro-
Castro regime in Grenada.

•	 1989: George H. W. Bush ordered the U.S. invasion of 
Panama to depose dictator Manuel Noriega.

•	 1990: Bush ordered troops to Saudi Arabia in response 
to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.

•	 1999: Bill Clinton ordered the military to attack, with 
bombs and cruise missiles, Serbian forces that were try-
ing to control Kosovo.

•	 2001: George W. Bush sent U.S. troops to liberate 
Afghanistan from the Taliban, a regime supportive of 
Osama bin Laden, the architect of the September 11 ter-
rorist attacks.

•	 2003: Bush, with some allies, invaded Iraq.
•	 2011: Barack Obama secured a UN Security Council 

resolution (but not congressional authorization) to give 
military support to rebels in Libya, who successfully 
overturned the repressive regime of Muammar Gaddafi.

However, by the standards of other nations, even other 
democratic ones, the ability of an American president to 
act decisively often seems rather modest. The United King-
dom was dismayed at the inability of Woodrow Wilson in 
1914–1915 and Franklin Roosevelt in 1939–1940 to enter 
into an alliance when the British were engaged in a major 
war with Germany. After the war, Wilson was unable to 
bring the United States into the League of Nations. In 
the 1970s, Gerald Ford could not intervene covertly in 
Angola in support of an anti-Marxist faction. Ronald 
Reagan was heavily criticized in Congress in the 1980s 
for sending 55 military advisers to El Salvador and a few 
hundred Marines to Lebanon. After George H. W. Bush 
sent U.S. troops to the Persian Gulf in 1990, he began a 
long debate with Congress over whether he would need 
a formal declaration of war before the troops were sent 
into combat. George W. Bush’s decision to invade Iraq in 
2003 became bitterly controversial in the 2004, 2006, and 
2008 elections.

Furthermore, a treaty signed by the president is little 
more than a promise to try to get the Senate to go along. 
The president can sign executive agreements without 

Sending U.S. Troops Abroad

The Constitution divides responsibility for sending U.S. 
forces abroad between Congress and the president. Article 
I, section 8, states, “The Congress shall have Power . . . To 
declare War,” while Article II, section 2, says, “The Presi-
dent shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of 
the United States, and of the Militia of the several States, 
when called into the actual Service of the United States.” 
In Federalist No. 69, Alexander Hamilton contrasted this 
power with that of the British king, saying the executive 
power would “be much inferior. . . . It would amount to 
nothing more than the supreme command and direction 
of the military and naval forces.”

In practice, though, American presidents have sent 
troops abroad on many occasions without a declaration of 
war (which Congress has issued in just five cases—the War 
of 1812, the Mexican-American War of 1848, the Spanish-
American War of 1898, World War I, and World War II). 
After the undeclared wars of Korea and Vietnam, Congress 
passed the War Powers Resolution over President Richard 

M. Nixon’s veto to ensure that the president would not send 
troops abroad indefinitely without legislative approval. But 
every president has said the War Powers Resolution is 
unconstitutional, and the issue almost certainly will not be 
decided in the courts, as that would require an actual test of 
the law with Congress ordering the president to bring troops 
home from a conflict or cutting off funding (both of which 
would risk danger on the battlefield). Since the ending of 
the Cold War, presidents have secured joint resolutions of 
support from Congress for the use of military force in some, 
though not all, conflicts. But the Framers of the Constitution 
called for a much more active congressional role in deciding 
when to send troops abroad than has happened in practice. 
Achieving the Framers’ vision likely will require political will 
from both the legislative and executive branches. 

Sources: Alexander Hamilton, The Federalist Papers: No. 
69, “The Real Character of the Executive,” 14 March, 1788; 
Louis Fisher, Presidential War Power. 3rd rev. ed. Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 2013.

CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS
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478 Chapter 19 Foreign and Military Policy

Senate consent, but most of these are authorized in advance 
by Congress.8

By contrast, the leaders of other democratic nations 
(to say nothing of totalitarian ones) often are able to act 
with much greater freedom. While Reagan was arguing 
with Congress over whether we should assign any military 
advisers to El Salvador, the president of France, François 
Mitterrand, ordered 2,500 combat troops to Chad with 
scarcely a ripple of opposition. A predecessor of Mitter-
rand, Charles de Gaulle, brought France into the Euro-
pean Common Market over the explicit opposition of the 
French Assembly and granted independence to Algeria, 
then a French colony, without seriously consulting the 
Assembly.9 British Prime Minister Edward Heath brought 
his country into the Common Market despite popular 
opposition, and the prime minister can declare war with-
out the consent of Parliament.10

Evaluating the Power of the 
President
Whether one thinks the president is too strong or too 
weak in foreign affairs depends not only on whether one 
holds a domestic or international point of view but also 
on whether one agrees or disagrees with the president’s 
policies. Historian Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., thought 
that President Kennedy exercised commendable presi-
dential vigor when he made a unilateral decision to 
impose a naval blockade on Cuba to induce the Soviets 
to remove missiles installed there. However, he viewed 
President Nixon’s decision to extend U.S. military action 
in Vietnam into neighboring Cambodia as a deplorable 
example of the “imperial presidency.”11 To be sure, there 
were important differences between these two actions, 
but that is precisely the point: An office strong enough 
to do something that one thinks proper is also strong 
enough to do something that one finds wrong.

The Supreme Court has fairly consistently supported 
the view that the federal government has powers in the con-
duct of foreign and military policy beyond those specifically 
mentioned in the Constitution. An often-cited decision, 
rendered in 1936, holds that the right to carry out foreign 
policy is an inherent attribute of any sovereign nation:

The power to declare and wage war, to conclude 
peace, to make treaties, to maintain diplomatic 
relations with other sovereignties, if they had never 
been mentioned in the Constitution, would have 
vested in the Federal Government as necessary 
concomitants of nationality.12

Moreover, the Supreme Court has been reluctant to 
intervene in disputes over the conduct of foreign affairs. 

When various members of Congress brought suit challeng-
ing the right of President Nixon to enlarge the war in Viet-
nam without congressional approval, the court of appeals 
essentially refused to resolve the issue. The court said it was 
a matter for the president and Congress to decide and that 
if Congress was unwilling to cut off the money to pay for 
the war, it should not expect the courts to do the job for it.13

The Supreme Court upheld the extraordinary mea-
sures taken by President Lincoln during the Civil War 
and refused to interfere with the conduct of the Vietnam 
War by Presidents Johnson and Nixon.14 After Iran seized 
American hostages in 1979, President Carter froze Iranian 
assets in this country. To win the hostages’ freedom, the 
president later agreed to return some of these assets and 
to nullify claims on them by American companies. The 
Court upheld the nullification because it was necessary for 
the resolution of a foreign policy dispute.15

How great the deference to presidential power may 
be is vividly illustrated by the actions of President Frank-
lin Roosevelt in ordering the army to move more than 
100,000 Japanese Americans—the great majority of them 
born in this country and citizens of the United States—
from their homes on the West Coast to inland “relocation 
centers” for the duration of World War II. Though this 
action was a wholesale violation of the constitutional rights 
of U.S. citizens and was unprecedented in American his-
tory, the Supreme Court decided that with the West Coast 
vulnerable to attack by Japan, the president was within his 
rights to declare that people of Japanese ancestry might 
pose a threat to internal security; thus the relocation order 
was upheld.16 (No Japanese American was ever found 
guilty of espionage or sabotage.) One of the few cases in 
which the Court denied the president broad wartime pow-
ers occurred in 1952, when it decided, six to three, to 
reverse President Truman’s seizure of steel mills—a move 

IMAGE 19-3 In 1962 President Kennedy forced the Soviet 
Union to withdraw missiles it had placed in Cuba, just 90 miles 
from the Florida coast.
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that he had made in order to avert a strike that, in his view, 
would have imperiled the war effort in Korea.17

Checks on Presidential Power
If there is a check on the powers of the federal govern-
ment or the president in foreign affairs, it is chiefly politi-
cal rather than constitutional. The most important check 
is Congress’s control of the purse strings. In addition, Con-
gress has imposed three important kinds of restrictions on 
the president’s freedom of action, all since Vietnam.

Limitations on the President’s Ability to Give 
Military or Economic Aid to Other Countries
Between 1974 and 1978, the president could not sell 
arms to Turkey because of a dispute between Turkey and 
Greece over control of the island of Cyprus. The pressure 
on Congress from groups supporting Greece was much 
stronger than that from groups supporting Turkey. In 
1976, Congress prevented President Ford from giving 
aid to the pro-Western faction in the Angolan civil war. 
Until the method was declared unconstitutional, Con-
gress for many years could use a legislative veto, a resolu-
tion disapproving of an executive decision (see Chapter 
15), to block the sale by the president of arms worth 
more than $25 million to another country.

The War Powers Act
Passed in 1973 over a presidential veto, this law placed 
the following restrictions on the president’s ability to use 
military force:

•	 The president must report in writing to Congress within 
48 hours after introducing U.S. troops into areas where 
hostilities have occurred or are imminent.

•	 Within 60 days after troops are sent into hostile situ-
ations, Congress must, by declaration of war or other 
specific statutory authorization, provide for the con-
tinuation of hostile action by U.S. troops.

•	 If Congress fails to provide such authorization, the 
president must withdraw the troops (unless Congress 
has been prevented from meeting as a result of an armed 
attack).

•	 If Congress passes a concurrent resolution (which the 
president may not veto) directing the removal of U.S. 
troops, the president must comply.

Until recently the War Powers Act has had very little 
influence on American military actions. Since its passage, 
every president—Ford, Carter, Reagan, George H. W. 
Bush, Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama—has sent 
American forces abroad without any explicit congres-
sional authorization. (George H. W. Bush asked for that 
support when he attacked Iraq and, by a narrow margin, 

IMAGE 19-4 Following the 
attack on Pearl Harbor, in 1942 
President Roosevelt ordered that 
all Japanese Americans living on 
the West Coast be interned in 
prison camps.Na
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480 Chapter 19 Foreign and Military Policy

received it.) No president has acknowledged that the War 
Powers Act is constitutional. In its 1983 decision in the 
Chadha case, the Supreme Court struck down the legisla-
tive veto, which means that this section of the act is already 
in constitutional trouble.18

Even if the act is constitutional, politically it is all 
but impossible to use. Few members of Congress would 
challenge a president who carried out a successful military 
operation (e.g., those in Grenada, Panama, and at least ini-
tially in Afghanistan). More might challenge the president 
if, after a while, the military action were in trouble, but the 
easiest way to do that would be to cut off funding for the 
operation. But even during the Vietnam War, a conflict 
that preceded the War Powers Act, Congress, though it 
had many members who were critics of U.S. policy, never 
stopped military appropriations.

In 2011, however, after the United States, working 
with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 
used military resources in support of rebels attacking the 
despotic regime of Muammar Gaddafi in Libya, Republi-
cans in Congress (who in the past had shown little interest 
in the War Powers Act) attacked President Obama over 
his failure to comply with the 1973 law. Then in 2013, 
after Syria used chemical weapons against opposition rebel 
forces, President Obama said he would not authorize mili-
tary action without congressional support, but Congress 
demurred.

Intelligence Oversight
Owing to the low political stock of President Nixon dur-
ing the Watergate scandal and the revelations of illegal 
operations by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
within the United States, Congress required that the CIA 
notify appropriate congressional committees about any 
proposed covert action (between 1974 and 1980 it had 
to notify eight different committees). Today it must keep 
two groups, the House and the Senate Intelligence Com-
mittees, “fully and currently informed” of all intelligence 
activities, including covert actions. The committees do 
not have the authority to disapprove such actions.

However, from time to time Congress will pass a bill 
blocking particular covert actions. This happened when 
the Boland Amendment (named after its sponsor, Repre-
sentative Edward Boland) was passed on several occasions 
between 1982 and 1985. Each version of the amendment 
prevented, for specifically stated periods, intelligence agen-
cies from supplying military aid to the Nicaraguan contras.

The 9/11 terrorist attacks left everyone wondering 
why our intelligence agencies had not foreseen them. After 
the attacks, there was an investigation to find out why the 
CIA had not warned the country of this risk. In an effort 
to improve matters, Congress passed and President Bush 

signed a law creating the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (DNI). It was designed to coordinate the work 
of the CIA, the FBI, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and 
the intelligence units of several other government agencies. 
The DNI also replaced the director of the CIA as the pres-
ident’s chief adviser. How much real coordination takes 
place is difficult to assess; this presents a challenge because 
the DNI’s office is another large bureaucracy placed on top 
of other big ones.

19-3 Making Foreign Policy
From the time that Thomas Jefferson took the job in 
Washington’s first administration until well into the 
20th century, foreign policy was often made and almost 
always carried out by the secretary of state. No more. 
When America became a major world power during and 
after World War II, our commitments overseas expanded 
dramatically. With that expansion two things happened. 
First, presidents began to put foreign policy at the top 
of their agenda and to play a larger role in directing it. 
Second, that policy was shaped by the scores of agencies 
(some brand new) that had acquired overseas activities. 
While presidents and executive agencies now set the 
direction for American foreign policy, public opinion 
also shapes the broad outlines of American interests and 
priorities.

Political Elites
Today, Washington, DC, has not one State Department 
but many. The Defense Department has military bases 
and military advisers abroad. The CIA has intelligence 
officers abroad, most of them assigned to “stations” that 
are part of the American embassy but not under the full 
control of the American ambassador there. The Depart-
ments of Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor have mis-
sions abroad. The Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
the Drug Enforcement Administration have agents 
abroad. The Agency for International Development has 
offices to dispense foreign aid in host countries. The U.S. 
Information Agency runs libraries, radio stations, and 
educational programs abroad.

New secretaries of state typically announce that they 
will “coordinate” and “direct” this enormous foreign 
policy establishment. In practice, they never do. The rea-
son is partly that the job is too big for any one person 
and partly that most of these agencies owe no political or 
bureaucratic loyalty to the secretary of state. If anyone is to 
coordinate them, it will have to be the president. But the 
president cannot keep track of what all these agencies are 
doing in the more than 190 nations and 50 international 
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organizations where we have representatives, or in the more 
than 800 inter national conferences in which the United 
States participates each year.

So the president now has a staff to coordinate foreign 
policy. That staff is part of the National Security Council 
(NSC), created by law in 1947 and chaired by the presi-
dent. Since its inception, the NSC has been composed of 
the vice president and the secretaries of state and defense, 
along with several other top executive officials. Depend-
ing on the president, the NSC can be an important forum 
in which to hammer out foreign policy. Attached to it is 
a staff headed by the national security adviser, a position 
created in the Eisenhower administration that does not 
require Senate confirmation and reports directly to the 
president. The NSC staff, which usually numbers a few 
dozen people, can be (again, depending on the president) 
an enormously powerful instrument for formulating and 
directing foreign policy.19

Presidents Truman and Eisenhower made only lim-
ited use of the NSC staff, but beginning with President 
Kennedy it has grown greatly in influence. Its head, the 
national security adviser, has come to rival the secretary 
of state for foreign policy leadership, especially when the 
adviser is a powerful personality such as Henry Kissinger 
in the Nixon administration. 

President Reagan attempted to downgrade the impor-
tance of the national security adviser, but ironically it was 
one of his relatively low-visibility advisers, Admiral John 
Poindexter, and his subordinate, Lieutenant Colonel Oli-
ver North, who precipitated the worst crisis of the Rea-
gan presidency when, allegedly without informing the 
president, they tried to use cash realized from the secret 

sale of arms to Iran to finance guerrillas fighting against 
the Marxist government of Nicaragua. The sale and the 
diversion became known, North was fired, a congressional 
investigation ensued, criminal charges were filed against 
Poindexter and North, and the president’s political posi-
tion was weakened. But even in ordinary times the NSC 
staff has been the rival of the secretary of state, except dur-
ing a period in the Ford administration when Henry Kiss-
inger held both jobs.

The way in which the machinery of foreign poli-
cymaking operates has two major consequences for the 
substance of that policy. First, as former secretary of state 
George Shultz asserted, “It’s never over.” Foreign policy 
issues are endlessly agitated, rarely settled. The reason is 
that the rivalries within the executive branch intensify the 
rivalries between that branch and Congress. In ways already 
described, Congress has steadily increased its influence 
over the conduct of foreign policy. Anybody in the execu-
tive branch who loses out in a struggle over foreign policy 
can take his or her case (usually by means of a well-timed 
leak) to a sympathetic member of Congress, who then can 
make a speech, hold a hearing, or introduce a bill.

Second, the interests of the various organizations mak-
ing up the foreign policy establishment profoundly affect 
the positions that they take. Because the State Depart-
ment has a stake in diplomacy, it tends to resist bold or 
controversial new policies that might upset established 
relationships with other countries. Part of the CIA has a 
stake in gathering and analyzing information; that part 
tends to be skeptical of the claims of other agencies that 
their overseas operations are succeeding. Another part of 
the CIA conducts covert operations abroad; it tends to 

•	Curtiss-Wright Export Corp. v. United States 
(1936): American foreign policy is vested entirely in 
the federal government, where the president has 
plenary power.

•	Korematsu v. United States (1944): Sending 
 Japanese Americans to relocation centers during World 
War II was based on an acceptable military justification.

•	Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer (1952): 
The president may not seize factories during war-
time without explicit congressional authority, even 
when they are threatened by a strike.

•	Hamdi v. Rumsfeld (2004): An American citizen in 
jail because he allegedly joined the Taliban extremist 

group should have access to a “neutral decision 
maker.”

•	Rasul v. Bush (2004): Foreign nationals held at 
Guantanamo Bay because they are believed to be 
terrorists have a right to bring their cases before an 
American court.

•	Hamdan v. Rumsfeld (2006): The executive branch 
cannot unilaterally set up military commissions to 
try suspected terrorists; Congress must authorize 
their creation.

•	Boumedine v. Bush (2008): Congress may not sus-
pend the writ of habeas corpus for suspected ter-
rorists held at Guantanamo Bay.

Foreign AffairsLANDMARK 
CASES
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resent or ignore skepticism from intelligence analysts. The 
air force flies airplanes and so tends to be optimistic about 
what can be accomplished through the use of air power 
in particular and military power in general; the army, on 
the other hand, which must fight in the trenches, is often 
dubious about such prospects for military success. Dur-
ing the American-led war in Iraq, comparable conflicts 
between the CIA and the Defense Department became 
evident when people on both sides leaked information to 
the press.

Americans often worry that their government is keep-
ing secrets from them. In fact, there are no secrets in 
 Washington—at least not for long.

Public Opinion
World War II was the great watershed event in American 
foreign policy. Before that time, a clear majority of the 
American public opposed active involvement in world 
affairs. The public saw the costs of such involvement as 
being substantially in excess of the benefits, and only 
determined, skillful leaders were able, as was President 
Roosevelt during 1939–1940, to affect in even a limited 
fashion the diplomatic and military struggles then con-
vulsing Europe and Asia.

In 1937, 94 percent of the American public preferred 
the policy of doing “everything possible to keep out of 
foreign wars” to the policy of doing “everything possible 
to prevent war, even if it means threatening to fight coun-
tries that fight wars.” In 1939, after World War II had 
begun in Europe but before Pearl Harbor was attacked, 
only 13   percent of Americans polled thought that we 
should enter the war against Germany. Just a month before 
Pearl Harbor, only 19 percent felt that the United States 
should take steps, at the risk of war, to prevent Japan from 
becoming too powerful.20 Congress reflected the noninter-
ventionist mood of the country: in the summer of 1941, 
with war breaking out almost everywhere, the proposal to 
continue the draft passed the House of Representatives by 
only one vote.

The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 
7 changed all that. Not only was the American war effort 
supported almost unanimously, not only did Congress 
approve the declaration of war with only one dissenting 
vote, but World War II—unlike World War I—produced 
popular support for an active assumption of international 
responsibilities that continued after the war had ended.21 
Whereas after World War I a majority opposed U.S. entry 
into the League of Nations, after World War II a clear 
majority favored our entry into the United Nations.22

This willingness to see the United States remain 
a world force persisted. Even during the Vietnam War, 
the number of people thinking that we should “keep 

independent” in world affairs as opposed to “working 
closely with other nations” rose from 10 percent in 1963 to 
only 22 percent in 1969.23 In 1967, after more than two 
years of war in Vietnam, 44 percent of Americans believed 
that this country had an obligation to “defend other Viet-
nams if they are threatened by communism.”24

Before 9/11, hardly any American thought we should 
fight a war in Afghanistan, but after that attack we fought 
exactly that war in order to get rid of the Taliban regime. 
The Taliban, a group of radical young Muslims, had taken 
control of that country and allowed Osama bin Laden, 
the head of al Qaeda, to use the nation as a place to train 
and direct terrorists. Though al Qaeda designed and car-
ried out the 9/11 attacks on America, it is not a single 
organization located in one place and is therefore very dif-
ficult to defeat. It is instead a network of terrorist cells 
found all over the world that is allied with other terror-
ist groups. Even though its leader was killed in 2011, al 
Qaeda continues to operate in many nations around the 
world (though arguably its power has been reduced).

But the support for an internationalist American 
foreign policy was, and is, highly general and heavily 
dependent on the phrasing of poll questions, the opin-
ions expressed by popular leaders, and the impact of world 
events. Public opinion, while more internationalist than 
once was the case, is both mushy and volatile. Just prior 
to President Nixon’s decision to send troops into Cam-
bodia, only 7 percent of the people said they supported 
such a move. After the troops were sent and Nixon made 
a speech explaining his move, 50 percent of the public 
said they supported it.25 Similarly, only 49 percent of the 
people favored halting the American bombing of North 
Vietnam before President Johnson ordered such a halt in 
1968; afterward 60 percent of the people said they sup-
ported such a policy.26

Backing the President
Much of this volatility in specific opinions (as opposed 
to general mood) reflects the already mentioned defer-
ence to the “commander-in-chief ” and a desire to sup-
port the United States when it confronts other nations. 
Figure 19.1 shows the proportion of people who said 
that they approved of the way the president was doing 
his job before and after various major foreign policy 
events. Almost every foreign crisis increased the level of 
public approval of the president, often dramatically. The 
most vivid illustration of this was the Bay of Pigs fiasco: 
An American-supported, American-directed invasion of 
Cuba by anti-Castro Cuban émigrés was driven back into 
the sea. President Kennedy accepted responsibility for 
the aborted project. His popularity rose. (Comparable 
data for domestic crises tend to show no similar effect.)
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This tendency to “rally ’round the flag” operates for 
some but not all foreign military crises.27 The rally not only 
helped Kennedy after the Bay of Pigs, but it also helped 
Ronald Reagan when he invaded Grenada and George 
H. W. Bush when he sent troops to move Iraqi forces out 
of Kuwait. But it did not help Bill Clinton when he sent 
forces to Bosnia or launched bombing attacks on Iraq. If 
there is an attack on America, then the public typically 
unites in support of the president. Just before September 
11, 2001, George W. Bush’s favorability rating was 51 per-
cent; just after the attack, it was 86 percent.

Sometimes people argue that whatever support a 
president gets during a military crisis will disappear when 
American soldiers are killed in battle. But a close study 
of how casualty rates affect public opinion showed that 
although deaths tend to reduce how “favorable” people are 
toward a war, what they then support is not withdrawal 
but an escalation in the fighting so as to defeat the enemy 
more quickly.28 This was true during the wars in Korea, 
Vietnam, and the Persian Gulf.

In sum, people tend to be leery of overseas military 
expeditions by the United States—until they start. Then 
they support them and want to win, even if it means more 

intense fighting. When Americans began to dislike our 
involvement in Korea and Vietnam,29 they did not con-
clude that we should pull out; they concluded instead that 
we should do whatever was necessary to win. The invasion 
of Iraq did not raise large questions for many Americans 
until terrorist attacks on the American military continued 
after the Iraqi army had been defeated.

Despite the tendency for most Americans to rally 
around the flag, some public opposition exists for almost 
any war in which the United States participates. About 
one-fifth of Americans opposed our invading Iraq, about 
the same level of opposition to our wars in Korea and Viet-
nam. Opposition has generally been highest among Dem-
ocrats, African Americans, and people with a postgraduate 
degree.30 For the U.S. intervention in Libya in 2011, just 
47 percent of Americans approved of this military action, 
with 37 percent in opposition.31

Mass Versus Elite Opinion
The public is poorly informed about foreign affairs. It 
probably has only a vague idea where Kosovo is, how far 
it is from Baghdad to Kuwait, or why the Palestinians and 

 Figure 19.1  Popular reactions to Foreign Policy crises
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the Israelis disagree about the future of Israel. But that 
is to be expected. Foreign affairs are, well, foreign. They 
do not have much to do with the daily lives of American 
citizens, except during wartime. But since World War 
II, the public has consistently felt that the United States 
should play an important international role.32 And if our 
troops go abroad, it is a foolish politician who will try to 
talk the public out of supporting them.

Political elites, however, have a different perspective. 
They are better informed about foreign policy issues, but 
their opinions are more likely to change rapidly. Initially, 
college-educated people gave more support to the war in 
Vietnam than those without college training; by the end of 
the war, however, that support had decreased dramatically. 
Whereas the average citizen was upset when the United 
States seemed to be on the defensive in Vietnam, college-
educated voters tended to be more upset when the United 
States was on the offensive.33

Though the average citizen did not want our military 
in Vietnam in the first place, he or she felt that we should 
support our troops once they were there. The average per-
son also was deeply opposed to the antiwar protests tak-
ing place on college campuses. When the Chicago police 
roughed up antiwar demonstrators at the 1968 Democratic 
Convention, public sentiment was overwhelmingly on the 
side of the police.34 Contrary to myths much accepted at 
the time, younger people were not more opposed to the 
war than older ones. There was no “generation gap.”

By contrast, college-educated citizens, thinking 
at first that troops should be involved, soon changed 
their minds, decided that the war was wrong, and grew 
increasingly upset when the United States seemed to be 
enlarging the war (by invading Cambodia, for example). 

College students protested against the war largely on moral 
grounds, and their protests received more support from 
college-educated adults than from other citizens.

Elite opinion changes more rapidly than public opin-
ion. During the Vietnam War, upper-middle-class people 
who regularly read several magazines and  newspapers 
underwent a dramatic change in opinion between 
1964 (when they supported the war) and 1968 (when they 
opposed it). But the views of blue-collar workers scarcely 
changed at all.35

In general, the leaders have a more liberal and inter-
nationalist outlook than the public: they are more likely to 
favor giving economic aid to other countries and defend-
ing our allies. The public, on the other hand, wants the 
United States to be less active overseas and worries about 
protecting the jobs of American workers. Accordingly, it 
wants the United States to protect American jobs from 
foreign competition and to give less economic aid to other 
nations. As Figure 19.2 shows, from 2004 to 2014, the 
percentage of Americans who think the United States is 
less important and powerful as a world leader than it was 
a decade ago more than doubled.

Cleavages Among Foreign 
Policy Elites
As we have seen, public opinion on foreign policy is per-
missive and a bit mushy: It supports presidential action 
without giving it much direction. Elite opinion therefore 
acquires extraordinary importance. Of course, events and 
world realities are also important, but since events have 
no meaning except as they are perceived and interpreted 
by people who must react to them, the attitudes and 

 Figure 19.2  Public’s view of america as a World Leader
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beliefs of those people in and out of government who are 
actively involved in shaping foreign policy often assume 
decisive importance.

Contrary to the views of people who think that some 
shadowy, conspiratorial group of insiders runs our foreign 
policy, the foreign policy elite in this country is deeply 
divided. That elite consists not only of those people with 
administrative positions in the foreign policy field—senior 
State Department officials and NSC staff—but also mem-
bers and staffs of the key congressional committees con-
cerned with foreign affairs (chiefly the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee and the House International Rela-
tions Committee) and various private organizations that 
help shape elite opinion, such as the members of the Coun-
cil on Foreign Relations and the editors of two important 
publications, Foreign Affairs and Foreign Policy. To these 
must be added influential columnists and editorial writ-
ers whose work appears regularly in the national press. 
One could extend the list by adding ever-wider circles of 
people with some influence (lobbyists, professors, leaders 
of veterans’ organizations); this would complicate without 
changing the central point: Elite beliefs are probably more 
important in explaining foreign policy than in accounting 
for decisions in other policy areas.

How a Worldview Shapes Foreign Policy
These beliefs can be described in simplified terms as 
worldviews (or, as some social scientists put it, as para-
digms)—more or less comprehensive mental pictures 
of the critical problems facing the United States in the 
world and of the appropriate and inappropriate ways of 
responding to these problems. The clearest, most concise, 
and perhaps most influential statement of one worldview 
that held sway for many years was in an article published 
in 1947 in Foreign Affairs, titled “The Sources of Soviet 
Conduct.”36 Written by a “Mr. X” (later revealed to be 
George F. Kennan, director of the Policy Planning Staff 
of the State Department and thereafter ambassador to 
Moscow), the article argued that the Russians were pur-
suing a policy of expansion that could only be met by 
the United States applying “unalterable counterforce at 
every point where they show signs of encroaching upon 
the interests of a peaceful and stable world.” This he 
called the strategy of “containment,” and it became the 
governing principle of American foreign policy for at 
least two decades.

There were critics of the containment policy at the 
time—Walter Lippmann, in his book The Cold War, argued 
against it in 194737—but the criticisms were less influen-
tial than the doctrine. A dominant worldview is impor-
tant precisely because it prevails over alternative views. 
One reason why it prevails is that it is broadly consistent 

with the public’s mood. 
In 1947, when Kennan 
wrote, popular atti-
tudes toward the Soviet 
Union—favorable dur-
ing World War II when 
Russia and America 
were allies—had turned 
quite hostile. In 1946, 
less than one-fourth of 
the American people 
believed Russia could 
be trusted to  cooperate 
with this country,38 and 
by 1948  over three-fourths were convinced the Soviet 
Union was trying not simply to defend itself, but to 
become the dominant world power.39

Such a worldview was also influential because it was 
consistent with events at the time: Russia had occupied 
most of the previously independent countries of East-
ern Europe and was turning them into puppet regimes. 
When governments independent of both the United States 
and the Soviet Union attempted to rule in Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia, they were overthrown by Soviet-backed 
coups. A worldview also becomes dominant when it is 
consistent with the prior experiences of the people hold-
ing it.

Four Worldviews
Every generation of political leaders comes to power 
with a foreign policy worldview shaped, in large mea-
sure, by the real or apparent mistakes of the previous 
generation.40 This pattern can be traced back, some have 
argued, to the very beginnings of the nation. Frank L. 
Klingberg traces the alteration since 1776 between two 
national “moods” that favored first “extroversion” (or an 
active, internationalist policy) and then “introversion” (a 
less active, even isolationist, posture).41

Since the 1920s, American elite opinion has moved 
through four dominant worldviews: isolationism, contain-
ment (or antiappeasement), disengagement, and human 
rights. Isolationism was the view adopted as a result of our 
unhappy experience in World War I. Our efforts to help 
European allies had turned sour: Thousands of American 
troops had been killed in a war that had seemed to accom-
plish little and certainly had not made the world, in Wood-
row Wilson’s words, “safe for democracy.” As a result, in 
the 1920s and 1930s elite opinion (and popular opinion) 
opposed U.S. involvement in European wars.

The containment (or antiappeasement) paradigm was 
the result of World War II. Pearl Harbor was the death 
knell for isolationism. Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg 

worldviews Comprehensive 
opinions of how the United 
States should respond to world 
problems.

isolationism The belief that 
the United States should with-
draw from world affairs.

containment The belief that 
the United States should resist 
the expansion of aggressive 
nations, especially the former 
Soviet Union.
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of Michigan, a staunch 
isolationist before the 
attack, became an ardent 
internationalist not only 
during but after the war. 
He later wrote of the 

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, 
“that day ended isolationism for any realist.”42 At a confer-
ence in Munich, efforts of British and French leaders to 
satisfy Hitler’s territorial demands in Europe had led not 
to “peace in our time,” as British Prime Minister Neville 
Chamberlain had claimed, but to ever-greater territorial 
demands and ultimately to world war. This crisis brought 
to power men determined not to repeat their predeces-
sors’ mistakes: Munich became a synonym for weakness, 
and leaders such as Winston Churchill made antiappease-
ment the basis of their postwar policy of resisting Soviet 
expansionism. Churchill summed up the worldview that 
he had acquired from the Munich era in a famous speech 
delivered in 1946 in Fulton, Missouri, in which he coined 
the term iron curtain to describe Soviet policy in Eastern 
Europe.

The events leading up to World War II were the for-
mative experiences of those leaders who came to power 
in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. What they took to be 
the lessons of Pearl Harbor and Munich were applied 

repeatedly—in building a network of defensive alliances 
in Europe and Asia during the late 1940s and 1950s, in 
operating an airlift to aid West Berlin when road access 
to it was cut off by the Russians, in coming to the aid of 
South Korea, and finally in intervening in Vietnam. Most 
of these applications of the containment worldview were 
successful in the sense that they did not harm American 
interests, they proved welcome to allies, or they prevented 
a military conquest.

The disengagement (or “Vietnam”) view resulted 
from the experience of the younger foreign policy elite 
that came to power in the 1970s. Unlike previous applica-
tions of the antiappeasement view, our entry into Vietnam 
had led to a military defeat and a domestic political disas-
ter. That crisis could be interpreted in three ways: (1) we 
applied the correct worldview in the right place but did 
not try hard enough; (2) we had the correct worldview 
but tried to apply it in the wrong place under the wrong 
circumstances; or (3) the worldview itself was wrong. By 
and large, the critics of our Vietnam policy tended toward 
the third conclusion, and thus when they supplanted in 
office the architects of our Vietnam policy, they inclined 
toward a worldview based on the slogan “no more Viet-
nams.” Critics of this view called it the “new isolationism,” 
arguing that it would encourage Soviet expansion.

The debates over the Vietnam War colored many 
subsequent discussions of foreign policy. Almost every 
military initiative since then has been debated in terms of 
whether it would lead us into “another Vietnam”: sending 
the Marines to Lebanon, invading Grenada, dispatching 
military advisers to El Salvador, supporting the contras in 
Nicaragua, helping South American countries fight drug 
producers, and sending troops to invade Iraq.

How elites thought about Vietnam affected their for-
eign policy views for many years. If they thought the war 
was “immoral,” they were reluctant to see American mili-
tary involvement elsewhere. These elites played a large role 
in the Carter administration but were replaced by rival 
elites—those more inclined to a containment view— 
during the Reagan presidency.43 When George H. W. Bush 
sought to expel Iraqi troops from Kuwait, the congressio-
nal debate pitted those committed to containment against 
those who believed in disengagement. The Senate vote on 
Bush’s request for permission to use troops was narrowly 
carried by containment advocates.

After Bush lost reelection in 1992, Bill Clinton 
entered the White House with less interest in foreign 
policy than his predecessor, combined with an advisory 
team that largely (though not entirely) favored the disen-
gagement approach. Clinton’s strongest congressional sup-
porters were those who had argued against the Gulf War. 
But then a remarkable change occurred. When Slobodan 

disengagement The belief 
that the United States was 
harmed by its war in Vietnam 
and so should avoid supposedly 
similar events.

IMAGE 19-5 A meeting that named an era: In Munich in 
1938, British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain attempted to 
appease the territorial ambitions of Hitler. Chamberlain’s failure 
brought World War II closer.
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Milošević, the Serbian leader, sent troops into neighboring 
Kosovo to suppress the ethnic Albanians living there, the 
strongest voices for American military intervention came 
from those who once advocated disengagement. During 
the Gulf War, 47 Senate Democrats voted to oppose U.S. 
participation. A few years later, 42 Senate Democrats voted 
to support U.S. military action in Kosovo.

What had happened? The change was inspired by 
the view that helping the Albanians was required by the 
doctrine of human rights. Liberal supporters of U.S. air 
attacks on Serbian forces argued that the United States was 
helping Albanians escape mass killing. By contrast, many 
conservative members of Congress who had followed a 
containment policy in the Gulf War now felt that disen-
gagement ought to be followed in Kosovo. Of course, poli-
tics also mattered. Clinton was a Democratic president; 
Bush had been a Republican one.

But politics was not the whole story. Advocates of 
intervention declared that the attack in Kosovo resembled 
the genocide—that is, the mass murder of people because 
of their race or ethnicity—that Jewish people had suffered 
in Nazi Germany. They held that we must “never again” 
permit a whole people to be killed. Anti-interventionists 
said if American foreign policy were guided by human 
rights, then the United States would have to send troops to 
many places. How would military action resolve a conflict 
that had gone on for centuries? Policymakers wrestled with 
bringing together American principles and American inter-
ests, a challenge that became especially pressing after mass 
atrocities in ethnic conflicts around the globe in the 1990s. 

In Rwanda, for example, a civil war between ethnic 
Hutus and Tutsis resulted in the deaths of 800,000 peo-
ple in just a few months in 1994. The Canadian govern-
ment subsequently convened an international commission 
in 2001 to develop guidelines for states to prevent such 
crimes against humanity in the future. The panel’s report, 
“Responsibility to Protect,” declared that state sovereignty 
includes an affirmative responsibility to protect citizens 
from large-scale human rights violations, such as genocide 
or war crimes, and that states may take action (political or 
economic, with military force as a last resort) to ensure that 
other states uphold that responsibility. The United Nations 
adopted the “R2P” doctrine in 2005, though states differ 
sharply on where and how implementation is needed.44

Political Polarization
American public opinion historically has been slow to 
favor military action overseas in the abstract but quick to 
give support once it begins. However, that pattern ended 
with the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Public opinion became 
deeply divided about that war, with most Democrats 
strongly opposing it and most Republicans favoring it.

human rights The belief 
that we should try to improve 
the lives of people in other 
countries.

That was not how 
things worked out dur-
ing U.S. wars in Korea 
and Vietnam. The 
Korean War produced 
angry divisions in Con-
gress, especially after General Douglas MacArthur, the 
allied commander in Korea, was fired in 1951 for hav-
ing disobeyed the president. He received a hero’s welcome 
when he returned to this country and gave an emotional 
speech to a joint session of Congress. Many Republicans 
demanded that President Truman be impeached. Despite 
this public support for MacArthur and these angry con-
gressional words, the country was not split along partisan 
lines. Slightly more Republicans than Democrats said the 
war was a mistake (roughly half of each party), but the 
differences between these voters was not great.

The war in Vietnam split American political elites even 
more deeply. Journalists and members of Congress took 
sharply opposing sides, and some Americans traveled to 
North Vietnam to express their support for the Commu-
nist cause. When the North Vietnamese launched a major 
offensive to destroy American and South Vietnamese troops 
during the Tet holidays in 1968, it failed, but the American 
press reported it as a Communist victory, and demands to 
bring our troops home were heard during the presiden-
tial campaign that year. But public opinion did not divide 
along party lines; in 1968, Democratic and Republican vot-
ers had just about the same views (a little over half thought 
the war was a mistake, about a third thought it wasn’t).

The U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 was more divi-
sive for the American public. From the start, Democratic 

IMAGE 19-6 Japanese warplanes attacked U.S. naval forces 
at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
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488 Chapter 19 Foreign and Military Policy

voters strongly opposed 
it and Republican vot-
ers favored it. By 2006, 
76 percent of Democrats 
said the United States 
should have stayed out of 
Iraq, whereas 71  percent 
of Republicans said that 
the invasion was the 
right thing to do.45

American public 
opinion has become 
increasingly polar-
ized on foreign policy. 

 Polarization means a deep and wide conflict, usually 
along party lines, over some government policy (recall our 
discussion in Chapter 7). It has replaced the bipartisan 
foreign policy of World War II and the modest differences 
in public opinion during Korea and Vietnam.46

Figure 19.3 shows that what political party we belong 
to is strongly linked to our views on foreign policy. The 
public is deeply divided about these matters, and so, we 
think, will be the people for whom they vote. But this does 
not mean the American public has deeply divided views 
about foreign policy aims. 

All Americans—Democrats and Republicans alike—
want peace, prosperity, and security, and they  support 
troops that are deployed.47 Americans tend to divide along 
party lines on conflicts like Iraq when elites divide 
along party lines. As we learned in Chapter 7, ordinary 
voters take their cues from elites from their political party, 
and divisions on foreign policy reflect divisions among 
congressional elites. While elites were divided on Vietnam, 
that division existed within both parties in Congress, and 
so public opinion was less polarized by party during those 
conflicts.48 Whether the public is divided along party lines 
in future conflicts depends a great deal on how elites divide 
on those conflicts.

19-4  The Politics of Foreign 
Affairs: Military Action, 
Defense Policy, and 
the Future 

There are two views about the role of the military in 
American life. One is majoritarian: The military exists to 
defend the country or to help other nations defend them-
selves. When troops are used, almost all Americans ben-
efit and almost all pay the bill. (Some Americans, such as 

those who lose a loved one in war, pay much more than 
the rest of us.) The president is the commander-in-chief, 
and Congress plays a largely supportive role.

Although the other view does not deny that the 
armed forces are useful, it focuses on the extent to 
which the military is a large and powerful client. The 
real beneficiaries of military spending are the generals 
and admirals, as well as the big corporations and mem-
bers of Congress whose districts get fat defense con-
tracts. Everyone pays, but these clients get most of the 
benefits. What we spend on defense is shaped by the 
military-industrial complex, a supposedly unified bloc 
of Defense Department leaders and military manufac-
turers. From this perspective, there are two key issues in 
national defense: how much money we spend and how 
it is divided up. The first reflects majoritarian politics, 
the second, interest-group bargaining.

Military Action
Foreign policy takes many forms—discussions are held, 
treaties are signed, organizations are joined—but in many 
cases it depends on the ability to use military force. Troops, 
ships, and aircraft are not the only ways to influence other 
countries; international trade and foreign aid are also use-
ful. But in modern times, as in the past, the nations of the 
world know the difference between a “great power” (i.e., a 
heavily armed one) and a weak nation.

During the Cold War, distinctions between nations 
were relatively easy. For a half century, each American 
president, operating through the National Security Coun-
cil, made it clear that our chief goal was to prevent the 
Soviet Union from overrunning Western Europe, bomb-
ing the United States, or invading other nations. But since 
the Soviet Union has disappeared, no other nation has 
acquired the power to take its place. During the Cold War, 
we lived in a bipolar world made up of two superpowers. 
Now we live in a unipolar world made up of the United 
States as the only superpower.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end 
of the Cold War, one might think that military power is 
less important than in the 20th century. But it remains as 
important as ever. Since the Soviet Union was dissolved 
and the Berlin Wall came down in 1989, the United States 
has used military force to attack Iraq, maintain order in 
Bosnia, defend Kosovo, and go to war in Afghanistan. 
Various rogue nations, such as Iran and North Korea, have 
acquired or are about to acquire long-range rockets and 
weapons of mass destruction (i.e., nuclear, chemical, and 
biological arms). Many nations, such as China, India, Pak-
istan, and Israel, that perceive threats from neighbors have 
nuclear bombs. And Russia still has many of the nuclear 

polarization A deep and wide 
conflict over some government 
policy.

military-industrial complex  
An alleged alliance between 
military leaders and corporate 
leaders.

bipolar world A political 
landscape with two 
superpowers.

unipolar world A political  
landscape with one superpower.
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weapons that the Soviet Union built. As the events of the 
1990s and the early 21st century make clear, by no means 
has the end of the Cold War meant the end of war.

The Post–Cold War Era and the Persian 
Gulf War
Although the Soviet Union did not formally dissolve until 
the end of 1991, the ending of the Cold War became clear 
when the two superpowers worked together to resolve an 

international conflict. In the summer of 1990, the Iraqi 
army under Saddam Hussein invaded neighboring Kuwait. 
Calling for Iraq to withdraw, President George H. W. Bush 
declared that nations uniting to oppose the invasion were 
creating a “new world order. . . . A world where the rule 
of law supplants the rule of the jungle. . . . A world where 
the strong respect the rights of the weak.”49 The United 
Nations (UN) Security Council subsequently passed a 
resolution demanding that Iraq withdraw and authorizing 
force to expel it. In January 1991, the United States led a 

 Figure 19.3  Foreign Policy goals

Percentage of people surveyed who think each of the following is a “critical threat” to the United States.
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The graph below lists possible threats to the vital interest of the United States in the next
10 years and shows the top five critical threats according to each political group

International terrorism

Source: Chicago Council on Global Affairs, “America In the Age of Uncertainty,” 6 October, 2016,” Figure 6, “The Top Five Critical Threats 
According to . . .,” 14.
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coalition of forces from several nations that attacked Iraq; 
within 100 days, the Iraqi army had retreated from Kuwait 
and fled home. The U.S.-led military forces ended their 
attack, allowing Saddam to remain in power in Baghdad, 
the Iraqi capital.

After the war, a no-fly zone was established under 
which Iraqi flights in certain areas were prohibited. This 
ban was enforced for 12 years by U.S., British, and French 
planes that shot down Iraqi aircraft violating the rule. 
Throughout this time, UN inspectors were sent to Iraq to 
look for weapons of mass destruction (WMDs): chemi-
cal, biological, and nuclear materials that could be used 
to attack others. There was no doubt Iraq could produce 
such weapons, as Saddam had dropped chemical weapons 
on people living in his own country. The UN inspectors 
found evidence of such a program, but in 1997 Saddam 
expelled them from his country, only to allow them to 
return a few years later. Many U.S. political leaders began 
to conclude that the Iraq regime was a threat to peace. In 

1998, President Bill Clinton signed the Iraq Liberation 
Act, which called for new leadership in Iraq. How this 
change would be achieved, however, was unclear.

Combating Terrorism After 9/11
After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, U.S. foreign and mili-
tary policy have focused on how to combat the perpetra-
tors of terrorism and what to do with nations we have 
conquered that harbored terrorists. President George W. 
Bush issued in September 2002 a document that empha-
sized a new view of our policies. Instead of waiting to 
be attacked, the president said America “will act against 
such emerging threats before they are fully formed” 
because we “cannot defend America and our friends by 
hoping for the best.” We will identify and destroy a ter-
rorist threat “before it reaches our borders” and “we will 
not hesitate to act alone.”50 In the case of Iraq, this meant 
a commitment to “regime change,” that is, getting rid 

 Map 19.1  U.s Military intervention in the Middle east
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1991:  U.S. troops, together with
           those from other countries,
           forced Iraq to end its invasion
           of Kuwait.

1980:  Unsuccessful military
           effort to rescue U.S.
           hostages in Iran.

1987:  U.S. Navy escorts
           tankers through
           Persian Gulf.1984:  U.S. sends minesweepers

           to clear mines from the
           Red Sea.

1983:  U.S. Marines sent to Lebanon
           as peacekeeping force; 
           withdrawn in 1984.

1958:  U.S. troops sent to Lebanon.

2001:  U.S. attacks
           Taliban regime.

2003:  U.S. and allies
           invade Iraq.
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Will You Negotiate a Hostage Release? 

to: President Amaia Xabi 
From: Arjun Luce, national security adviser 
subject: Hostages 

The six Americans held hostage in the Middle East are beginning their second year of captivity. One, a 
CIA officer, has been tortured. This administration has a declared policy of not negotiating with terror-
ists, but hostage families and their sympathizers are highly critical of this stance. A moderate govern-
ment in the region has secretly indicated that, in exchange for military supplies, it may be able to help 
win the release of “some” hostages.

Your decision:  support  Oppose

arguments against:
1. Our “no-negotiations” policy remains cred-

ible and will deter other terrorist groups from 
thinking they may win concessions by captur-
ing Americans. 

2. Negotiations to provide arms in exchange for 
the hostages’ release have no guarantee that 
the former will lead to the latter. Furthermore, 
if those secret negotiations become public, 
then the administration will be widely criticized 
for abandoning longstanding U.S. policy.

3. U.S. military leaders are not optimistic about 
finding and freeing the hostages, who are 
being kept in hidden, scattered sites, without 
grave risk to their lives.

arguments for:
1. Public sympathy for the hostages and their 

families is increasing, and people are highly 
critical of the administration for failing to free 
captive Americans.

2. The White House is pursuing the possibility of 
a secret arms deal in exchange for the release 
of Americans. If these negotiations succeed, 
then we will secure the hostages’ freedom 
and perhaps earn the goodwill of moderates 
in the region, thereby increasing our influence. 

3. If negotiations fail, then we will have a strong 
case, with congressional and public support, 
for taking military action to free the hostages.
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What Will You Decide? Enter Mindtap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision.

WHAT 
WOULD 
YOU DO?

To Consider:
The families of the six American hostages held captive in the Middle East today 
criticized the president for failing to win their release. Public opinion also favors a 
negotiated solution, and members of Congress have called for the White House to 
deliver results through diplomacy or possibly military action.
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of a hostile government, even if the United Nations did 
not support us.

This has been called a doctrine of preemption, that 
is, of attacking a determined enemy before it can launch 
an attack against us or an ally. In fact, it is not really new. 
President Bill Clinton launched cruise missile strikes 
against training camps that followers of Osama bin Laden 
were using in the aftermath of their bombing of Ameri-
can embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998. President 
George W. Bush elevated the policy of preemption into a 
clearly stated national doctrine.

Afghanistan and Iraq
The United States did not use preemption in Afghani-
stan in 2001, as Congress’s September 18 joint resolution 
authorized the use of military force against the perpe-
trators of the 9/11 terrorist attacks as well as nations 
that had aided or harbored them.51 The United States 
and Great Britain commenced air strikes in Afghanistan 
in October 2001 and quickly forced the Taliban from 
power. The escape of terrorist leader Osama bin Laden, 
though, became a major point of contention for critics 

of the war. U.S. troops remained in Afghanistan, and in 
2003, NATO sent peacekeeping forces to the country.52

Congress also passed a joint resolution in Octo-
ber 2002 authorizing the use of force in Iraq if Saddam 
Hussein did not comply with weapons inspections. The 
following month, the United Nations Security Council 
unanimously passed a resolution that gave Iraq one final 
opportunity to provide a full accounting of its WMD 
programs or face “serious consequences.” But when Iraq 
did not comply, the Security Council lacked consensus on 
whether the November 2002 resolution authorized mili-
tary force, and U.S. efforts to secure another resolution 
explicitly granting that authorization were unsuccessful.53

Unable to convince the United Nations to support a 
war, the United States, the United Kingdom, and other 
countries decided to act alone. On March 30, 2003, they 
invaded Iraq in a campaign called Operation Iraqi Free-
dom; within about six weeks, the Iraqi army was defeated 
and the American-led coalition occupied all of the coun-
try. After the war, a large group of inspectors toured Iraq 
looking for WMDs, but they found virtually none. Later, 
a bipartisan commission concluded that Saddam had 

The Iraq War: Majoritarian 
or Client Politics?

The George W. Bush administration sent U.S. forces into 
Iraq in the spring of 2003 to depose Iraqi leader Saddam 
Hussein, who had failed repeatedly to comply with United 
Nations inspections of Iraqi facilities to ensure that Iraq was 
no longer producing weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). 
President Bush declared that the Iraq invasion was neces-
sary to keep the United States and the world safe from 
potential attack, making his case through majoritarian poli-
tics—everyone would bear the cost of war to ensure global 
security. As he said at the outset of the invasion in March 
2003, “The people of the United States and our friends 
and allies will not live at the mercy of an outlaw regime 
that threatens the peace with weapons of mass murder.”54

The United States succeeded quickly in toppling Sad-
dam Hussein’s regime, but it did not find the expected 
WMD stockpiles in Iraq.55 Nevertheless, the Bush White 
House said the possible existence of these programs jus-
tified intervention. Furthermore, on humanitarian grounds, 
removing from power a brutal dictator who had commit-
ted atrocities against his own people provided strong 
justification for intervention, as did the prospect of bring-
ing democracy to Iraq. President Bush provided a strong 
defense of the war in his memoirs: “America is safer 

without a homicidal dictator pursuing WMD and support-
ing terror at the heart of the Middle East. The region is more 
hopeful with a young democracy setting an example for 
others to follow. And the Iraqi people are better off with a 
government that answers to them instead of torturing and 
murdering them.”56

But humanitarian intervention and democracy promo-
tion often are viewed as client politics—Americans as a 
whole pay for people in another nation to benefit—and 
making a case for the legitimacy of such interventions is 
more difficult than with majoritarian politics. How history 
will evaluate the Iraq war and its consequences for the 
United States and the world remains to be seen.
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apparently cancelled his WMD program, but had told 
hardly any of his own military leaders about this.57

The newly freed Iraqi people voted first for an interim 
parliament, then for a new constitution, and finally for a 
regular government. But this process was offset by the ter-
rorist activities of various insurgents, first aimed at Ameri-
can troops and later at Iraqi civilians, killing several tens of 
thousands of them. The situation in Iraq became a major 
American political issue, contributing to the loss of the 
Republican congressional majority in the 2006 elections.

After conquering Afghanistan and Iraq, the United 
States faced the problem of rebuilding these nations. 
The United States has had a lot of experience, some 
good and some bad, with this problem. It helped put 
Germany and Japan back on their feet after World 
War II. From 1992  to 1994, It tried to  bring peace 
among warring factions to  Somalia. From 1994 to  
1996, the United States worked to  install a democrati-
cally elected president and rebuild the local police force 
in the Caribbean country of Haiti. Starting in 1995, the 
United States worked with European allies to restore order 
to  Bosnia and Kosovo, located in what used to be Yugo-
slavia. In 2001, the United States began helping Afghans 
create a new government and economy, and in 2003 it 
started to do the same in Iraq. The United States succeeded 
in Germany and Japan, failed in Somalia and Haiti, and 
made progress in Bosnia and Kosovo.58

After easily defeating the Iraqi army in 2003, the 
United States tried to bring stability and democracy to 
the country in mistaken ways. It abolished the Iraqi army 
(and so had no native defense force), relied on too few 
American troops (and so could not pacify the country), 
and kept these troops when they were not fighting in 
American compounds (thus leaving Iraqi civilians unpro-
tected). Iran funneled arms and terrorists into the country 
to help attack American soldiers. Public opinion in that 
country, though deeply divided along party lines, became 
hostile to U.S. efforts there.

To deal with this problem, President Bush (over the 
objections of many subordinates) announced a new strat-
egy. The United States would send another 30,000 troops to 
Iraq (the “surge”) and instruct these troops to work in Iraqi 
neighborhoods and build alliances with local groups. He 
assigned General David Petraeus to be the military leader.

The surge worked. Deaths of American forces and Iraqi 
civilians fell dramatically, an elected Iraqi government began 
to function effectively, and new Iraqi elections in 2009 were 
held peacefully. The American government negotiated an 
agreement with Iraqi leaders that called for withdrawing 
most American troops from the country by 2011. Because 
of this progress and because the U.S. economy went into 
a recession, the American public began to lose interest in 

Iraq. This changed a few years later with the rise of militant 
groups in the Middle East, as discussed below.

Afghanistan is a more difficult problem. Unlike Iraq, 
it has never been a unified nation and lacks a large middle 
class or many populous cities. The United States easily 
defeated the Taliban regime and managed to put in office a 
moderate leader. Troops from other nations arrived to help. 
But creating an effective central government in a country 
that has rarely had one and ending terrorist attacks have 
proved to be difficult assignments. During the 2008 presi-
dential campaign, Barack Obama promised to send more 
forces to that country, and beginning in 2009 he did so. By 
the middle of the year, 60,000 U.S. troops were deployed 
there, but they were not enough.

In 2009, the general leading U.S. forces in Afghani-
stan asked President Obama for another 40,000 troops; the 
president sent 30,000. In 2011, the Obama administration 
began to draw down its “surge” in Afghanistan, with fewer 
than 10,000 troops there at the end of Obama’s second term. 
At the start of the Trump presidency, the U.S. commander 
in Afghanistan requested additional forces to advise Afghan 
troops and combat insurgents. In June 2017,  President 
Trump gave the Pentagon authority to meet the request 
with 3,000–5,000 more U.S. troops, and he announced the 
plan for continued U.S. involvement in Afghanistan in an 
August speech. But the prospects for long-term stability in 
the country and region remained uncertain.59

Building Support for U.S. Military 
Action
Supporters of Bush’s preemption strategy hailed it as a 
positive step to defeat terrorists abroad before they could 
attack the United States at home. Critics attacked the 
argument as justifying preemptive and possibly unjust 
wars and abandoning the United Nations. This debate 
has divided Congress in a way that puts an end to the old 
adage that partisanship ends at the water’s edge.

Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has 
not had a common enemy that, in the opinion of critics of 
U.S. overseas efforts, should justify a nonpartisan view. As 
noted earlier (see pages 486–487), most liberal Democrats 
opposed both the U.S. effort to get Iraq out of Kuwait in 
1991 and the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003; most Republi-
cans supported both efforts.60 But when President Clinton 
launched attacks on hostile forces in Kosovo, he was sup-
ported by many liberal Democrats and opposed by many 
conservative Republicans.61 Party differences and political 
ideology now make a big difference in foreign policy.

In the 20th century, the United States sometimes 
sought and obtained United Nations support, as with 
going to war in Korea (1950) and in launching the 
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military effort to force Iraqi troops out of Kuwait (1991). 
The United States did not have UN authorization to 
fight against North Vietnam (in the 1960s), occupy Haiti 
(1994), or assist friendly forces in Bosnia (1994) or Kosovo 
(1999). In the aftermath of 9/11, policymakers are divided 
over whether the United States should “go it alone” against 
its enemies abroad, or do so only on the basis of a broad 
coalition of supporting nations. The first President Bush 
assembled just such a coalition to force Iraq out of Kuwait, 
but the second President Bush acted without UN support 
in invading Afghanistan and later Iraq, though he received 
crucial support from the United Kingdom, Australia, and 
Poland.

The Obama administration has had many disputes 
with Congress in foreign affairs. In 2012, Obama said 
use of chemical weapons by Syria would cross a “red line” 
that could prompt military intervention, but when Syria 
gassed its own people one year later, the president said 
he would act only with legislative authorization, which 
Congress did not grant.62 (The United States and Rus-
sia ultimately negotiated a deal with Syria to destroy its 
chemical weapons.)

In the summer of 2014, Obama approved air strikes 
against Islamic militants in the Middle East (known as 
ISIS, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, or ISIL, the 
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant) without congressional 
approval. He did request a resolution afterward authoriz-
ing the use of force, saying it was not necessary for him to 
act but would demonstrate American unity.63 The Obama 
administration also pursued discussions with Iran to end 
its nuclear program, but in the face of strong legislative 
opposition, the president agreed in the spring of 2015 that 
Congress would have a formal say in any accord.64 When 
the administration announced an agreement a few months 
later, many legislators—primarily Republicans, but also 
some Democrats—declared that the deal would endanger 
U.S. national security.65

In 2016, Republican presidential candidate Donald 
Trump campaigned strongly against the Obama admin-
istration’s agreement with Iran. After winning the White 
House and taking office, President Trump indicated that 
he would withdraw the United States from the agreement, 
and the Republican-led Congress endorsed his position, 
while most Democrats disagreed. In its early months, 
though, the Trump White House refrained from such 
drastic action, instead calling for a review of the nuclear 
deal and temporarily renewing, pursuant to the agreement, 
waivers of some economic sanctions on Iran, just as the 
Obama administration had done. 

During the campaign, Trump also said the United 
States should stay out of the civil war in Syria. But after 
government forces there attacked rebels and civilians with 

chemical weapons in April 2017, the president authorized 
air strikes in Syria. Whether those air strikes presaged a 
broader shift in administration strategy was not clear, 
and members of Congress largely (though not entirely) 
responded to the military action along party lines, with 
Republicans expressing support for and Democrats sharply 
criticizing the White House decision.66

These strong public conflicts between the executive 
and legislative branches in the 21st century illustrate that 
the Cold War consensus in foreign affairs (though certainly 
not as cohesive as sometimes suggested) no longer guides 
decision making. And the increased divisiveness in domes-
tic deliberations about American foreign policy choices 
constrains prospects for U.S. global leadership. 

Defense Policy
Throughout most of our history the United States has 
not maintained large military forces during peacetime. 
For instance, the percentage of the gross national prod-
uct spent on defense in 1935, on the eve of World War 
II, was about the same as it was in 1870, when we were 
on the eve of nothing in particular. We armed when a 
war broke out, then we disarmed when the war ended.

But all of that changed after World War II, when 
defense spending declined sharply but did not return to 
its prewar levels. And in 1950, our defense expenditures 
soared again. In that year, we rearmed to fight a war in 
Korea, but when it was over, we did not completely dis-
arm. The reason was our containment policy toward the 
Soviet Union. For about 40 years—from the outbreak 
of the Korean War in 1950 to the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991—American military spending was driven 
by our desire to contain the Soviet Union and its allies. The 
Soviet Union had brought under its control most of East-
ern Europe; would it also invade Western Europe? Russia 
had always wanted access to the oil and warm-water ports 
of the Middle East; would the Soviets someday invade or 
subvert Iran or Turkey? The Soviet Union was willing to 
help North Korea invade South Korea and North Vietnam 
to invade South Vietnam; would it next use an ally to 
threaten the United States? Soviet leaders supported “wars 
of national liberation” in Africa and Latin America; would 
they succeed in turning more and more nations against the 
United States?

To meet these threats, the United States built up a mil-
itary system designed to repel a Soviet invasion of Western 
Europe and at the same time help allies resist smaller-scale 
invasions or domestic uprisings. Figure 19.4 shows U.S. 
military spending from World War II to the present. It 
illustrates that even after we decided to keep a large mili-
tary force after World War II, there have been many ups 
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and downs in the actual level of spending. After the Korean 
War was over, we spent less; when we became involved in 
Vietnam, we spent more; when the Soviet Union invaded 
Afghanistan and we invaded Iraq, we spent more again. 
These changes in spending tended to reflect changes in 
public opinion about the defense budget.

As Figure 19.5 shows, a majority of Americans have 
said that our defense program is either “about right” or 
“not strong enough,” but other studies show that popu-
lar support for spending more money on defense changes 
from year to year.

The collapse of the Soviet Union ushered in a major 
debate about U.S. defense strategy. Liberals demanded 

 Map 19.2  U.s. Military intervention in central america and the caribbean since 1950
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 Figure 19.4  trends in Military spending
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sharp cuts in defense spending, weapons procurement, 
and military personnel, arguing that with the Soviet threat 
ended, it was time to collect our “peace dividend” and 
divert funds from the military to domestic social programs. 
Conservatives agreed that some military cuts were in order, 
but they argued that the world was still a dangerous place 
and therefore that a strong (and well-funded) military 
remained essential to the nation’s defense. This disagree-
ment reflected different predictions about what the future 
would be like. Many liberals (and some conservatives, 
such as Pat Buchanan, who believed that America should 
“stay at home”) argued that we could not afford to be the 
“world’s policeman.” Many conservatives (and some liber-
als) responded by saying that Russia was still a military 
powerhouse that might once again fall under the control 
of ruthless leaders and that many other nations hostile to 
the United States (such as North Korea, Iran, and Iraq) 
were becoming potential adversaries as they tried to build 
or acquire nuclear weapons and missile systems.

American campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq made clear 
that whether or not the United States was the “world’s police 
officer,” there was no escaping its need to use military force. 
They also made clear that the United States had reduced its 
armed forces so sharply since Desert Storm (there were half 
a million fewer people in the military in 1996 than in 1991) 
that it was hard-pressed to carry out any sustained military 
campaign (see Table 19.1). When the national budget defi-
cit was eliminated in 1999, both President Clinton and the 
Republican Congress called for more military spending.

But that increase did not pay for what the military had 
been authorized to buy and did little to get us ready for the 
war in Afghanistan against Osama bin Laden. Once the 
battle began, however, the federal purse strings loosened 
and the defense budget grew.

What do we get with our money? We get people, of 
course—soldiers, sailors, airmen, and airwomen. They are 
the most expensive part of the defense budget. Then we 
get hardware of roughly two kinds: big-ticket items, like 

aircraft carriers and bombers, and small-ticket items, like 
hammers and screwdrivers. Each of these kinds of hard-
ware has its own politics. Finally, we get “readiness”: train-
ing, supplies, munitions, fuel, and food.

Personnel
Efforts to develop our military forces before World War 
II reflected the considerable American discomfort with 
a strong central government. The United States did not 

 Figure 19.5  Most americans think national Defense is either “about right” or “not strong enough”
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service before 1991 end FY 1998

army

Active divisions 18 10

National Guard divisions 10 8

navy

Aircraft carriers 15 11

Training carriers 1 2

Ships 546 346

air Force

Active fighter wings 24 13

Reserve fighter wings 12 7

Marine corps

Active divisions 3 3

Reserve divisions 1 1

strategic nuclear Forces

Ballistic missile submarines 31 18

Strategic bombers 324 182

ICBMs 1,000 550

ICBM, intercontinental ballistic missile

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1998, 363.

TaBLe 19.1 U.S. Military Forces Before and After the 
Breakup of the Soviet Union
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institute a peacetime draft until 1940, when the rest of 
the world was already at war, and the draft was renewed 
the following year (only a few months before Pearl Har-
bor) by only a one-vote margin in the House. Until 
1973, the United States relied on the draft to obtain 
military personnel. Then, at the end of the Vietnam 
War, it replaced the draft with the all-volunteer force 
(AVF). After getting off to a rocky start, the AVF began 
to improve thanks to increases in military pay and rising 
civilian unemployment. Abolishing the draft had been 
politically popular: nobody likes being drafted, and even 
in congressional districts that otherwise are staunch sup-
porters of a strong defense, voters tell their representa-
tives that they do not want to return to the draft (and 
many military leaders agree).

The percentage of women in the military has steadily 
increased (in 2011, they constituted 14.5 percent of the 
total). For a long time, however, women were barred by law 
from serving in combat roles. (What constitutes a “combat 
role” is a bit difficult to say, since even personnel far from 
the main fighting can be hit by an enemy bomb or artillery 
shell.) In 1993 Congress ended the legal ban on assigning 
women to navy combat ships and air force fighter jets, and 
soon women were serving on three aircraft carriers. Twenty 
years later, the Pentagon lifted its official ban on women 
serving in combat. The military’s rules on sexual orienta-
tion and military service also have changed significantly in 
the past two decades. Until 1993, it was the long-standing 
policy of the U.S. armed forces to bar gay and lesbian sol-
diers from entering the military and to discharge them if 
they were discovered when serving. Gay and lesbian rights 
organizations had long protested this exclusion. In 1993, 
a gay soldier won a lawsuit against the army for having 
discharged him; he settled for back pay and retirement 
benefits in exchange for a promise not to reenlist. In 1993, 
a judge ordered the navy to reinstate a discharged sailor 

who had revealed on 
national television that 
he was gay.

In 1992, presiden-
tial candidate Bill Clin-
ton had promised to lift 
the official ban on gays and lesbians serving in the military 
if he were elected to office. Once in office, he discovered 
it was not that easy. Many members of the armed forces 
believed that knowingly serving alongside and living in 
close quarters with gays and lesbians would create unnec-
essary tension and harm military morale and troop soli-
darity. The Joint Chiefs of Staff opposed lifting the ban, 
and several key members of Congress said they would try 
to pass a law reaffirming it. President Clinton was forced 
to settle for a compromise: “Don’t ask, don’t tell.” Under 
this policy, persons entering or serving in the military 
would not be asked to reveal their sexual orientation and 
would be allowed to serve, provided they did not engage 
in homosexual conduct. If a person stated that he or she 
was gay, that would not have been automatic grounds for 
discharge, but it may have been grounds for launching an 
investigation to determine whether rules against homo-
sexual conduct had been violated.

In 1994, the new Pentagon rules designed to imple-
ment “don’t ask, don’t tell” went into effect, but the chal-
lenges of implementation soon prompted calls for ending 
altogether the prohibition on soldiers revealing their sexual 
orientation. President Obama signed a law repealing “don’t 
ask, don’t tell” in 2010 with the strong support of his sec-
retary of defense and chairman of the Joint Chiefs, who 
said this would not harm military readiness.

Big-Ticket Items
Whenever the Pentagon buys a new submarine, airplane, 
or missile, we hear about cost overruns. In the 1950s, 
actual costs were three times greater than estimated costs; 
by the 1960s, things were only slightly better—actual 
costs were twice estimated costs.

There are five main reasons for these overruns. First, it 
is hard to know in advance what something that has never 
existed before will cost once you build it. People who have 
remodeled their homes know this all too well. So do gov-
ernment officials who build new subways or congressional 
office buildings. It is no different with a B-2 bomber.

Second, people who want to persuade Congress to 
appropriate money for a new airplane or submarine have 
an incentive to underestimate the cost. To get the weapon 
approved, its sponsors tell Congress how little it will cost; 
once the weapon is under construction, the sponsors go 
back to Congress for additional money to cover “unex-
pected” cost increases.

cost overruns When the 
money actually paid to military 
suppliers exceeds the estimated 
costs.

IMAGE 19-7 The U.S. defense budget funds military hardware 
such as this unmanned aerial vehicle, or surveillance drone.
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Third, the Pentagon 
officials who decide what 
kind of new aircraft they 
want are drawn from the 
ranks of those who will 
fly it. These officers nat-

urally want the best airplane (or ship or tank) that money 
can buy. As Air Force General Carl “Tooey” Spaatz once 
put it, “A second-best aircraft is like a second-best poker 
hand. No damn good.”67 But what exactly is the “best” 
airplane? Is it the fastest one? Or the most maneuverable 
one? Or the most reliable one? Or the one with the longest 
range? Pentagon officials have a tendency to answer, “All of 
the above.” Of course, trying to produce all of the above 
is incredibly expensive (and sometimes impossible). But 
asking for the expensive (or the impossible) is understand-
able, given that the air force officers who buy it will also 
fly it. This tendency to ask for everything at once is called 
gold plating.

Fourth, many new weapons are purchased from a sin-
gle contractor. This is called sole-sourcing. A contractor is 
hired to design, develop, and build an airplane. As a result 
there is no competition, and so the manufacturer has no 
strong incentive to control costs. And if the sole manufac-
turer gets into financial trouble, the government, seeking 
to avoid a shutdown of all production, has an incentive to 
bail the company out.

Fifth, when Congress wants to cut the military budget, 
it often does so not by canceling a new weapons system 
but by stretching out the number of years during which it 
is purchased. Say that Congress wants to buy 100 F-22s, 
25 a year for four years. To give the appearance of cutting 
the budget, it will decide to buy only 15 the first year and 
take five years to buy the rest. Or it will authorize the 
construction of 20 now and then ask again next year for 
the authority to build more. But start-and-stop production 
decisions and stretching out production over more years 

drives up the cost of building each unit. If Toyota built cars 
this way, it would go broke.

There are ways to cope with four of these five prob-
lems. You cannot do much about the first, ignorance, but 
you can do something about low estimates, gold plating, 
sole-sourcing, and stretch-outs. If the Pentagon would give 
realistic cost estimates initially (perhaps verified by another 
agency); if it would ask for weapons that meet a few critical 
performance requirements instead of every requirement that 
can be thought of; if two or more manufacturers were to 
compete in designing, developing, and manufacturing new 
weapons; and if Congress were to stop trying to “cut” the 
budget using the smoke-and-mirrors technique of stretch-
outs, then we would hear a lot less about cost overruns.

Some of these things are being done. There is more 
competition and less sole-sourcing in weapons procurement 
today than once was the case. But the political incentives 
to avoid other changes are very powerful. Pentagon officers 
will always want “the best.” They will always have an incen-
tive to understate costs. Congress will always be tempted to 
use stretch-outs as a way of avoiding hard budget choices.

Readiness
Presumably, we have a peacetime military so that we will 
be ready for wartime. Presumably, therefore, the peace-
time forces will devote a lot of their time and money to 
improving their readiness.

Not necessarily. The politics of defense spending is 
such that readiness often is given a very low priority. Here 
is why.

Client politics influences the decision. In 1990, Con-
gress was willing to cut almost anything, provided it wasn’t 
built or stationed in some member’s district. That doesn’t 
leave much. Plans to stop producing F-14 fighters for the 
navy were opposed by members from Long Island, where 
the Grumman manufacturing plant was located. Plans to 

gold plating The tendency of 
Pentagon officials to ask weap-
ons contractors to meet exces-
sively high requirements.

IMAGE 19-8 U.S. forces prepare for a deployment.
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IMAGE 19-9 The repeal of the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy in 
the Obama administration ended restrictions on people in the 
U.S. military making their sexual orientation public.
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kill the Osprey aircraft for the Marines were opposed by 
members from the places where it was to be built. Plans 
to close bases were opposed by every member with a base 
in his or her district.

That leaves training and readiness. These things, 
essential to military effectiveness, have no constituencies 
and hence few congressional defenders. When forced to 
choose, the services themselves often prefer to allocate 
scarce dollars to developing and buying new weapons than 
to spending for readiness. Moreover, the savings from buy-
ing less fuel or having fewer exercises shows up right away, 
while the savings from canceling an aircraft carrier may not 
show up for years. Not surprisingly, training and readiness 
are usually what get the ax.

Bases
At one time, the opening and closing of military bases 
was pure client politics, which meant that a lot of bases 
were opened and hardly any were closed. Almost every 
member of Congress fought to get a base in his or her 
district, and every member fought to keep an existing 
base open. Even the biggest congressional critics of the 
U.S. military, people who would vote to take a gun out 
of a soldier’s hand, would fight hard to keep bases in 
their districts open and operating.

In 1988, Congress finally concluded that no base 
would ever be closed unless the system for making deci-
sions was changed. It created the Commission on Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC), consisting of private 
citizens (originally 12, later 8) who would consider recom-
mendations from the secretary of defense. By law, Con-
gress would have to vote within 45 days for or against the 
commission’s list as a whole, without having a chance to 
amend it. Five BRAC reports have been issued since 1998. 
Congress approved each one, resulting in the closing of 
more than 350 bases.

Congress, it seems, has finally figured out how to 
make some decisions that most members know are right 
but that each member individually finds it politically nec-
essary to oppose.

The Structure of Defense 
 Decision Making
The formal structure within which decisions about 
national defense are made was in large part created after 
World War II, but it reflects concerns that go back at 
least to the time of the Founding. Chief among these is 
the persistent desire by citizens to ensure civilian control 
over the military.

The National Security Act of 1947 and its subsequent 
amendments created the Department of Defense. It is 

headed by the secretary of defense, under whom serve the 
secretaries of the army, the air force, and the navy as well as 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The secretary of defense, who must 
be a civilian (though one former general, George C. Mar-
shall, was allowed by Congress to be the secretary), exer-
cises, on behalf of the president, command authority over 
the defense establishment. The secretary of the army, the 
secretary of the navy (who manages two services, the Navy 
and the Marine Corps), and the secretary of the air force 
also are civilians and are subordinate to the secretary of 
defense. Unlike their boss, they do not attend cabinet meet-
ings or sit on the National Security Council. In essence, 
they manage the “housekeeping” functions of the various 
armed services, under the general direction of the secretary 
of defense and deputy and assistant secretaries of defense.

The four armed services are separate entities; by law, 
they cannot be merged or commanded by a single military 
officer, and each has the right to communicate directly 
with Congress. There are two reasons for having separate 
uniformed services functioning within a single depart-
ment: the fear of many citizens that a unified military force 
might become too powerful politically, and the desire of 
each service to preserve its traditional independence and 
autonomy. The result, of course, is a good deal of interser-
vice rivalry and bickering, but this is precisely what Con-
gress intended when it created the Department of Defense. 
Rivalry and bickering, it was felt, would ensure that Con-
gress would receive the maximum amount of information 
about military affairs and would enjoy the largest oppor-
tunity to affect military decisions.

Since the end of World War II, Congress has aimed 
both to retain a significant measure of control over the mili-
tary’s decision making and to ensure the adequacy of the 
nation’s defenses. Congress does not want a single military 
command headed by an all-powerful general or admiral, 
but neither does it want the services to be so autonomous or 
their heads so equal that coordination and efficiency suffer. 
In 1986, Congress passed and the president signed a defense 
reorganization plan known as the Goldwater-Nichols Act, 
which increased the power of the officers who coordinate 
the activities of the different services. The 1947 structure 
was left in place, but with revised procedures.

Joint Chiefs of Staff
The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) is a committee consisting 
of the uniformed heads of each of the military services 
(the army, navy, air force, and Marine Corps), plus a 
chairman and a (nonvoting) vice chairman, also military 
officers, who are appointed by the president and con-
firmed by the Senate. The JCS does not have command 
authority over troops, but it plays a key role in national 
defense planning. Since 1986, the chairman of the joint 
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500 Chapter 19 Foreign and Military Policy

chiefs has been designated the president’s principal mili-
tary adviser, in an effort to foster more influence over 
the JCS.

Assisting the JCS is the Joint Staff, consisting of sev-
eral hundred officers from each of the four services. The 
staff draws up plans for various military contingencies. 
Before 1986, each staff member was loyal to the service 
whose uniform he or she wore. As a result, the staff was 
often “joint” in name only, since few members were willing 
to take a position opposed by their service for fear of being 
passed over for promotion. The 1986 law changed this in 
two ways. First, it gave the chairman of the JCS control 
over the Joint Staff; now it works for the chairman, not 
for the JCS as a group. Second, it required the secretary 
of defense to establish guidelines to ensure that officers 
assigned to the Joint Staff (or to other interservice bodies) 
are promoted at the same rate as officers whose careers are 
spent entirely with their own services.

The Services
Each military service is headed by a civilian secretary—
one for the army, the navy (including the Marine Corps), 
and the air force—plus a senior military officer: the chief 
of staff of the army, the chief of naval operations, the 
commandant of the Marine Corps, and the chief of staff 
of the air force. The civilian secretaries are in charge of 
purchasing, auditing, congressional relations, and pub-
lic affairs. The military chiefs oversee the discipline and 
training of their uniformed forces and in addition rep-
resent their services on the JCS.

The Chain of Command
Under the Constitution the president is the commander-
in-chief of the armed forces. The chain of command runs 
from the president to the secretary of defense (also a 

civilian), and then to the various unified and specified 
commands. These orders may be transmitted through 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff or its chairman, but by law the 
chairman of the JCS does not have command authority 
over the combat forces. Civilians are in charge at the top 
to protect against excessive concentration of power.

Analysts debate the effects of the 1986 changes, 
though many viewed the quick victory in the 1991 Persian 
Gulf War as evidence of their success. Critics of the Pen-
tagon have been urging changes along these lines at least 
since 1947. But others say that unless the armed services 
are actually merged, interservice rivalry will continue. Still 
others argue that even the coordination achieved by the 
1986 act is excessive. The country, in their view, is bet-
ter served by having wholly autonomous services. What is 
striking is that so many members of Congress who once 
would have insisted on the anticoordination view voted for 
the 1986 law, thereby indicating a greater willingness to 
permit some degree of central military leadership.

The Future of American 
Foreign Policy
In the 21st century, American foreign policy continues to 
be dominated by broad questions about the U.S. role in 
the world as well as more specific debates about defense 
programs, spending, and decision making. Politically, the 
president leads foreign policymaking, but the Constitu-
tion divides power between Congress and the president, 
and some members of Congress have recently become 
more assertive in criticizing executive actions abroad. As 
the United States determines how it will engage with 
other nations, and where it will seek to exercise influ-
ence abroad, executive–legislative cooperation—with 
some guidance from public opinion—will be essential 
for pursuing American goals and interests.

L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

19-1  summarize the different types of politics 
involved in american foreign policy.

American foreign policy typically involves 
majoritarian, interest-group, or client politics. 
Decisions about going to war largely raise 
questions about majoritarian politics, trade 
and defense spending issues often incorporate 
interest-group politics, and foreign-aid debates 
usually bring in client politics.

19-2  Discuss the constitutional and legal con-
texts for making american foreign policy.

The Constitution states that the president is 
commander-in-chief of the military, and the 
Supreme Court generally has endorsed broad 
executive power in foreign affairs, particularly 
for military intervention. The president often 
has sent troops to fight without a declaration 
of war, but Congress almost always supports 
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military action. Technically, the president should 
get Congress’s approval under the War Pow-
ers Act, but if Americans are already fighting, it 
becomes very difficult for Congress to say no.

19-3  explain how political elites and public 
opinion influence american foreign 
policy.

Elite views matter greatly because most Ameri-
cans pay little attention to foreign affairs most 
of the time. And on many key issues, the public 
disagrees with elites. But when the president 
sends troops overseas to fight, the public will 
rally in support.

19-4  explain the key challenges that the 
United states faces in foreign affairs and 
defense politics today.

In the 21st century, the United States faces 
the challenges of protecting American national 
security, combating terrorism, and exercis-
ing global leadership to advance American 
ideals and interests. To achieve these goals, 
the United States must maintain a sufficient 
defense budget and a well-organized decision-
making structure for military choices.

t O  L e a r n  M O r e

U.S. Army: www.army.mil

U.S. Air Force: www.af.mil

U.S. Navy: www.navy.mil

Central Intelligence Agency: www.cia.gov

Department of State: www.state.gov
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American Democracy, 
Then and Now
L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

20-1  Contrast three features of the Old System versus the New 

 System of American government.

20-2  Discuss how the structure and policies of the American political 

system have influenced the growth of the federal government, 

and the consequences of that growth.

20-3  Summarize the key challenges for American democracy in the 

21st century.
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Like most Americans, you probably worry about social 
problems. These might include abortion, crime, drug 
abuse, civil rights, education, gun control, or home-
lessness. Maybe you have argued about these mat-
ters with your friends, discussing what Washington 
should do to address these issues. While you argue, 
remember this: Until the mid-20th century, all of this 
talk would have been nonsense. None of these things 
were matters that people believed the federal govern-
ment could or should do anything about.

RestRaints on 
the GRowth of 

 GoveRnment When Dwight Eisenhower was 
president, none of these issues except civil rights 
was even thought to be a matter for federal policy, 
and on civil rights Congress didn’t do very much. Our 
national political agenda was very short. During the 
 Eisenhower administration, we decided to build an 
interstate highway system, admit Alaska and Hawaii 
into the union, and fight over the power of labor 
unions. For eight years, these were about the only 
major domestic political issues. The rest of the time, 
Washington worried about foreign affairs.

This was about what the Founders had expected, 
though many of them would have objected to some 
things that were done during the Eisenhower admin-
istration. Some would have thought Washington 
shouldn’t build any highways because the Constitu-
tion did not authorize Congress to make laws about 
such matters. The federal government, in their view, 
should limit itself to war, peace, interstate commerce, 
establishing a national currency, and delivering the 
mail. And for a long time, the prevailing interpretation 
of the Constitution sharply limited what policies the 
federal government could adopt. The Supreme Court 
restricted the authority of the government to regulate 
business and prevented it from levying an income 
tax. Most important, the Supreme Court refused, with 
some exceptions, to allow the delegation of broad 
discretionary power to administrative agencies.

The Supreme Court could not have maintained 
this position for as long as it did if it had acted in 
the teeth of popular opposition. But popular opinion 
was also against the growth of government. It was 
not thought legitimate for the federal government to 
intervene deeply in the economy (even the American 
Federation of Labor, led by Samuel Gompers, resisted 
federal involvement in labor-management issues). It 
was certainly not thought proper for Washington to 
upset racial segregation as it was practiced in both 
the North and the South. It took constitutional amend-
ments to persuade Congress that it had the authority 

then: 

RelaxinG the 
RestRaints As we have 

said, the constraints on federal action have now 
weakened or disappeared altogether. First, the courts 
have altered their interpretation of the Constitution 
in ways that have not only permitted but sometimes 
even required government action. The Bill of Rights 
has been extended so that almost all its important 
provisions are now regarded as applying to the states 
(by having been incorporated into the due process 
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment). This means 
that a citizen can use the federal courts to alter state 
policy to a greater degree than ever before. (Over-
turning state laws that banned abortions or required 

now: 

to levy an income tax or to prohibit the sale of alco-
holic beverages. Even in the 1930s, public opinion 
polls showed that as many as half of voters were 
skeptical of a federal unemployment compensation 
program.

That was the Old System. Today, under the New 
System, federal politics is not about some small list 
of problems thought to be truly national; it is about 
practically everything. It is almost impossible to think 
of a problem about which Washington has no policy 
at all or around which it does not carry on intense 
debates. Listen to radio talk shows or watch cable 
television news, and you will hear discussions about 
why  Washington has a good or bad policy on almost 
any issue you can imagine.

What is puzzling about this change from the Old 
System to the New System is that the Constitution 
is filled with arrangements designed to make it dif-
ficult, not easy, for the federal government to act. The 
separation of powers permits the president, Congress, 
and the courts to check one another; federalism guar-
antees that states will have an important role to play; 
and the division of legislative authority between the 
House and the Senate ensures that each body will 
be inclined to block the other. Passing a law requires 
approval from many political actors; to block legis-
lation, just one congressional committee must be 
convinced.

That system made the national government rela-
tively unimportant for many decades. Until well into 
the 20th century, some governors and mayors were 
more important than the president for influencing peo-
ple’s lives through policy decisions. Most members of 
Congress did not serve more than one or two terms 
in Washington; there didn’t seem to be much point in 
becoming a career legislator because Congress didn’t 
do much, didn’t pay much, and wasn’t in session for 
very long.
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504 Chapter 20 American Democracy, Then and Now

racially separate schools are two important examples 
of this change.) The special protection the courts 
once granted property rights has been substantially 
reduced so that business can be regulated to a 
greater degree than previously. The Court has permit-
ted Congress to give broad discretionary powers to 
administrative agencies, allowing bureaucrats to make 
decisions that once only Congress could make.

Second, public opinion has changed in ways that support 
an expanded role for the federal government. The public 
demanded action to deal with the Great Depression (the 
programs that resulted, such as Social Security, survived 
in part because the Supreme Court changed its mind 
about the permissible scope of federal action). Political 
elites changed their minds faster than the average citizen. 
Well-educated, politically active people began demand-
ing federal policies regarding civil rights, public welfare, 
environmental protection, consumer safety, and foreign 
aid well before the average citizen became concerned 
with such things.

Once in place, most of these programs proved popu-
lar, so their continuance was supported by mass as well as 
elite opinion. The cumulative effect of this process was 
to blur, if not erase altogether, the line that once defined 
what the government had the authority to do. At one time, 
a new proposal was debated in terms of whether it was 
legitimate for the federal government to do it all. Federal 
aid to education, for example, usually was opposed because 
many people feared it would lead to federal control of local 
schools. But after so many programs (including federal aid 
to education) had been passed, people stopped arguing 

about whether a certain policy was legitimate and argued 
instead about whether it was effective.

Third, political resources have become more widely 
distributed. The number and variety of interest groups 
have increased enormously. The funds available from 
foundations for organizations pursuing specific causes 
have grown. It is now easier to get access to the federal 
courts than formerly was the case, and once in the courts, 
plaintiffs are more likely to encounter judges who believe 
that the law and the Constitution should be interpreted 
broadly to permit particular goals (e.g., prison reform) to 
be attained by legal rather than legislative means. Hun-
dreds of news sources provide policy information to spe-
cialized segments of opinion. The techniques of mass 
protest, linked to the desire of television to show visually 
interesting accounts of social conflict, have been perfected 
in ways that convey the beliefs of a few into the living 
rooms of millions.

Campaign finance laws and court rulings have given 
legal status and constitutional protection to thousands of 
political action committees (PACs) that raise and spend 
tens of millions of dollars from millions of small-time con-
tributors. College education, once the privilege of a tiny 
minority, has become the common experience of  millions 
of people, so that the effects of college—in encourag-
ing political participation and in shaping political beliefs 
(sometimes, but not always, in a liberal direction)—are 
now widely shared. The ability of candidates to win nom-
ination for office no longer depends on their ability to 
curry favor with a few powerful bosses; it now reflects their 
skill at raising money, mobilizing friends and activists, cul-
tivating a media image, and winning a primary election.

Amending the Constitution

When the Framers drafted the Constitution in the sum-
mer of 1787, they expected that it would be an evolv-
ing document. Article V of the Constitution specifically 
provides for two ways of amending the Constitution—
amendments may be introduced by a two-thirds vote in 
Congress or a special convention proposed by two-thirds 
of the states (the second has never been used), and then 
must be ratified by three-fourths of the state legislatures 
or three-fourths of the states at special ratifying con-
ventions (the second has been used just one time, for 
repealing Prohibition with the Twenty-First Amendment 
in 1933). In his first inaugural address, President George 
Washington referred to the amendment process as an 

“occasional power,” to be used sparingly in “pursuit of 
the public good.”1

As President Washington recommended, the amend-
ment power has been used infrequently: In more than 
225 years, 27 amendments have been added to the Consti-
tution, and only a handful of those have changed the struc-
ture of the political process. For example, the Seventeenth 
Amendment gave voters—not state legislatures—the power 
to elect senators, and the Twenty-Second Amendment lim-
ited the president to two terms. But even without consti-
tutional amendments, the American political system has 
undergone significant political changes, as this chapter’s dis-
cussion of the Old System versus the New System explains.

ConstitUtional 
ConneCtions
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20-1 The Old Versus the New System 505

20-1  The Old Versus the 
New System

So great have been the changes in the politics of policy-
making in this country starting in the 1930s that we can 
refer, with only slight exaggeration, to one policymaking 
system having been replaced by another (see Table 20.1).

The Old System
The Old System had a small agenda. Though people 
voted at a high rate and often took part in torchlight 
parades and other mass political events, political leader-
ship was professionalized in the sense that the leadership 
circle was small, access to it was difficult, and the activ-
ists in social movements generally were kept out. Only 
a few major issues were under discussion at any time. A 
member of Congress had a small staff (if any at all), dealt 
with his or her colleagues on a personal basis, deferred 
to the prestige of House and Senate leaders, and tended 
to become part of some stable coalition (the farm bloc, 

the labor bloc, the Southern bloc) that persisted across 
many issues.

When someone proposed adding a new issue to the 
public agenda, a major debate often arose over whether it 
was legitimate for the federal government to take action 
at all on the matter. A dominant theme in this debate 
was the importance of “states’ rights.” Except in wartime, 
or during a very brief period when the nation expressed 
interest in acquiring colonies, the focus of policy debate 
was on domestic affairs. Members of Congress saw these 
domestic issues largely in terms of their effect on local 
constituencies. The presidency was small and somewhat 
personal; there was only a rudimentary White House staff. 
The president would cultivate the press, but there was a 
clear understanding that what was said in a press confer-
ence was never to be quoted directly.

For the government to take bold action under this sys-
tem, the nation usually had to be facing a crisis. War pre-
sented such crisis, and so the federal government during 
the Civil War and World Wars I and II acquired extraor-
dinary powers to conscript soldiers, control industrial 

Old System Congress New System

Chairs relatively strong Chairs relatively weak

Small staffs Large staffs

Few subcommittees Many subcommittees

Interest Groups

A few large blocs (farmers, business, labor) Many diverse interests that form ad hoc coalitions

Rely on “insider” lobbying Mobilize grassroots

Presidency

Small staff Large staff

Reaches public via press conferences Reaches public via radio, television, and Internet

Courts

Allow government to exercise few economic powers Allow government to exercise broad economic power

Take narrow view of individual freedoms Take broad view of individual freedoms

Political Parties

Dominated by state and local party leaders meeting in 
conventions

Dominated by activists chosen in primaries and caucuses

Policy Agenda

Brief Long

Key Question

Should the federal government enter a new policy area? How can we fix and pay for an existing policy?

Key Issue

Would a new federal program abridge states’ rights? Would a new federal program prove popular?

How American Politics Has ChangedTABLE 20.1
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administered in a way that simply eliminated legal barriers 
to equal opportunity for racial minorities or in a way (by 
affirmative action) that made up for the disadvantages that 
burdened such minorities in the past. As late as the 1950s, 
the president and Congress argued over whether it was 
right to adopt a new program if it meant the government 
had to borrow money to pay for it. As late as the 1960s, 
many members of Congress believed the federal govern-
ment had no business paying for the health care of its citi-
zens; today, hardly anyone argues against having Medicare, 
but many worry about how best to control its rising cost.

The differences between the Old and New Systems 
should not be exaggerated. The Constitution still makes 
it easier for Congress to block the proposals of the presi-
dent, or for some committee of Congress to defeat the 
preferences of the majority of Congress, than in almost 
any other democratic government. The system of checks 
and balances operates as before. The essential differences 
between the Old and the New Systems are these:

1. Under the Old System, the checks and balances 
made it difficult for the federal government to start 
a new program, and so the government remained 
relatively small. Under the New System, these 
checks and balances have made it hard to change 
what the government is already doing, and so the 
government has remained large.

2. Under the Old System, power was somewhat central-
ized in the hands of party and congressional leaders. 
There was still plenty of conflict, but the number of 
people who had to agree before something could be 
done was not large. Under the New System, power 
is much more decentralized, and so it is harder to 
resolve conflict because so many more people—
party activists, interest group leaders, individual 
members of Congress, heads of government agen-
cies—must agree.

The transition from the Old to the New System 
occurred chiefly during two periods in American poli-
tics. The first was in the early 1930s, when a catastrophic 
depression led the government to explore new ways of 
helping the needy, regulating business, and preventing a 
recurrence of the disaster. Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal 
was the result. The huge majorities enjoyed by the Demo-
crats in Congress, coupled with popular demands to solve 
the problem, led to a vast outpouring of new legislation 
and the creation of dozens of new government agencies. 
Though initially the Supreme Court struck down some 
of these measures as unconstitutional, a key member of 
the Court changed his mind and others retired from the 
bench; by the late 1930s, the Court had virtually ceased 
opposing any economic legislation.

imaGe 20-1 Food products now contain health notifica-
tions, such as this package containing wheat, milk, and 
soybean ingredients, which can pose allergy risks.

production, regulate the flow of information to citizens, 
and restrict the scope of personal liberty. Each succeeding 
crisis left the government bureaucracy somewhat larger 
than it had been before, but when the crisis ended, the 
exercise of extraordinary powers ended. Once again, the 
agenda of political issues became small, and legislators 
argued about whether it was legitimate for the govern-
ment to enter some new policy area, such as civil rights or 
industrial regulation.

The New System
The New System began in the 1930s but did not take its 
present form until the 1970s. It is characterized by a large 
policy agenda, the end of the debate over the legitimacy 
of government action (except in the area of First Amend-
ment freedoms), the diffusion and decentralization of 
power in Congress, and the multiplication of interest 
groups. The government has grown so large that it has 
a policy on almost every conceivable subject, and so the 
debate in Washington is less often about whether it is 
right and prudent to take some bold new step and more 
often about how the government can best cope with the 
strains and problems that arise from implementing exist-
ing policies. To some, the federal government today may 
appear more concerned with managing than with ruling.

For example, in 1935 Congress debated whether the 
nation should have a Social Security system at all; in the 
1980s, it debated whether the system could best be kept 
solvent by raising taxes or by cutting benefits; in 2004 and 
2005, it debated whether some part of each person’s Social 
Security payments could be invested in the stock market. 
In the 1960s, Congress argued over whether there should 
be any federal civil rights laws at all; by the 1980s and 
1990s, it was arguing over whether those laws should be 
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The second period was in the mid-1960s, a time of 
prosperity. There was no crisis akin to the Great Depres-
sion or World War II, but two events helped change the 
face of American politics. One was an intellectual and 
popular ferment that we now refer to as the spirit of “the 
sixties”—a militant civil rights movement, student activ-
ism on college campuses aimed at resisting the Vietnam 
War, growing concern about threats to the environment, 
the popular appeal of Ralph Nader and his consumer pro-
tection movement, and an optimism among many politi-
cal and intellectual leaders that the government could solve 
whatever problems it was willing to address. The other 
was the 1964 election that returned Lyndon Johnson to 
the presidency with a larger share of the popular vote than 
any other president in modern times. Johnson swept into 
office, and with him came liberal Democratic majorities 
in both the House and Senate.

The combination of organized demands for 
new  policies, elite optimism about the likely success of 
those policies, and extraordinary majorities in Congress 
meant that President Lyndon Johnson was able, for a 
few years, to get almost any program he wanted enacted 
into law. So large were his majorities in Congress that 
the conservative coalition of Republicans and Southern 
Democrats was no longer large enough to block action; 
Northern Democratic liberals were sufficiently numerous 
in the House and Senate to take control of both bod-
ies. Consequently, much of Johnson’s “Great Society” 

legislation became law. This included the passage of Medi-
care (to help pay the medical bills of retired people) and 
Medicaid (to help pay the medical bills of people on wel-
fare); greatly expanded federal aid to the states (to assist 
them in fighting crime, rebuilding slums, and running 
transit systems); the enactment of major civil rights laws 
and of a program to provide federal aid to local schools; 
the creation of a “War on Poverty” that included vari-
ous job-training and community-action agencies; and the 
enactment of a variety of laws regulating business for the 
purpose of reducing auto fatalities, improving the safety 
and health of industrial workers, cutting back on pollut-
ants entering the atmosphere, and safeguarding consum-
ers from harmful products.

These two periods—the early 1930s and the mid-
1960s—changed the political landscape in America. Of 
the two, the latter was perhaps more important, for not 
only did it witness the passage of so much unprecedented 
legislation, but also it saw major changes in the pattern 
of political leadership. It was during this time that the 
great majority of the members of the House of Repre-
sentatives came to enjoy relatively secure seats, the pri-
mary elections came to supplant party conventions as the 
decisive means of selecting presidential candidates, inter-
est groups increased greatly in number, and television 
began to play an important role in shaping the political 
agenda and perhaps influencing the kinds of candidates 
nominated.

imaGe 20-2 The federal government bailed out the U.S. automobile industry in 2009 to help 
companies avoid bankruptcy.
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20-2  Government Growth: 
Influences and 
Consequences

The enormous expansion of the scope and goals of the 
federal government has not been random or unguided. 
The government has tended to enlarge its powers more 
in some directions than in others; certain kinds of goals 
have been served more frequently than others. Though 
many factors shape this process of selection, two are of 
special importance: our constitutional structure and our 
political culture.

The Influence of Structure
To see the influence of structure, it is necessary to per-
form a mental experiment. Suppose the Founders had 
adopted a centralized, parliamentary regime instead of 
a decentralized, congressional one. They had the Brit-
ish model right before their eyes. Every other European 
democracy adopted it. What difference would it have 
made had we followed the British example?

No one can be certain, of course, because the United 
States and the United Kingdom differ in many ways and 
not just in their political forms. At best, our mental experi-
ment will be an educated guess. But the following possi-
bilities seem plausible.

A parliamentary regime of the British sort centralizes 
power in the hands of an elected prime minister with a dis-
ciplined partisan majority in the legislature and frees him or 
her from most of the constraints created by independent con-
gressional committees or independent, activist courts. Had 
the Framers adopted a parliamentary system, we might see 
these features in the political life of the United States today:

•	 Quicker adoption of majoritarian policies, such as those in 
the area of social welfare. Broad popular desires would 

be translated sooner into national policy when they 
are highly salient and conform to the views of party 
leaders.

•	 More centralization of bureaucratic authority—more 
national planning and less local autonomy. More deci-
sions would be made bureaucratically, both because 
bureaucracies would be proportionately larger and 
because they would have wider discretionary authority 
delegated to them. (If prime ministers head both the 
executive branch and the legislature, then they may see 
no reason why decisions cannot be made as easily in one 
place as the other.) Local authorities would not have 
been able to prevent groups of citizens (such as African 
Americans) from voting or otherwise participating in 
public life by maintaining segregated facilities at the 
local level.

•	 Fewer opportunities for citizens to challenge or block gov-
ernment policies of which they disapprove. Without inde-
pendent and activist courts, without local centers (state 
and city) of autonomous power, U.S. citizens would 
have fewer chances to organize to stop a highway or an 
urban-renewal project, for example, and hence fewer citi-
zen organizations with these and similar purposes would 
exist.

•	 Greater executive control of government. If a situation 
like Watergate occurred, we would never know about 
it. No legislative investigating committees would be suf-
ficiently independent of executive control to be able to 
investigate claims of executive wrongdoing.

•	 Similar foreign policy. We probably would have fought 
in about the same number of wars and under pretty 
much the same circumstances.

•	 Higher and more centralized taxation. Taxes would be 
higher, and a larger share of our tax money would be 
collected at the national level. Thus we would find it 
harder to wage a “tax revolt,” as Californians did in the 
1970s (since it is easier to block local spending decisions 
than national ones).

If this list of guesses is even approximately correct, it 
means that you would get more of some things that you 
want and less of others. In general, it would be easier for 
temporary majorities to govern and harder for individuals 
and groups to protect their interests.

The Founders would probably not be surprised at this 
list of differences. Though they could not have foreseen 
all the events and issues that would have led to these out-
comes, they would have understood them because they 
thought they were creating a system designed to keep cen-
tral power weak and to enhance local and citizen power. 
They would have been amazed, of course, at the extent to 
which central power has been enhanced and local power 
weakened in the United States, but if they visited Europe, 

imaGe 20-3 The 2009 stimulus bill allowed people to get 
money if they traded in an old car that burned a lot of gas.
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they would learn that, by comparison, American politics 
remains far more sensitive to local concerns than does poli-
tics abroad.

The Influence of Ideas
The broadly shared political culture of Americans has 
also influenced the policies adopted by the U.S. govern-
ment. Paramount among these attitudes is the preoccu-
pation with rights. More than the citizens of perhaps any 
other nation, Americans define their relations with one 
another and with political authority in terms of rights. 
The civil liberties protected by the Bill of Rights have 
been assiduously defended and their interpretation sig-
nificantly broadened even while the power of govern-
ment has been growing.

For example, we expect that the groups affected by 
any government program will have a right to play a role in 
shaping and administering that program. In consequence, 
interest groups have proliferated. We think citizens should 
have the right to select the nominees of political parties as 
well as to choose between the parties; hence primary elec-
tions have largely replaced party conventions in selecting 
candidates. Individual members of Congress assert their 
rights, and thus the power of congressional leaders and 
committee chairs has steadily diminished. We probably 
use the courts more frequently than the citizens of any 
other nation to make or change public policy; in doing 
so, we are asserting one set of rights against a competing 
set. The procedural rules that set forth how government is 
to act—the Freedom of Information Act, the Privacy Act, 
the Administrative Procedure Act—are more complex and 
demanding than the rules under which any other demo-
cratic government must operate. Each rule exists because 
it embodies what somebody has claimed to be a right: the 
right to know information, to maintain one’s privacy, to 
participate in making decisions, and to bring suit against 
rival parties.

The more vigorously we assert our rights, the harder it 
is to make government decisions or to manage large insti-
tutions. We recognize this when we grumble about red 
tape and bureaucratic confusion, but we rarely give much 
support to proposals to centralize authority or simplify 
decision making. We seem to accept whatever it costs in 
efficiency or effectiveness in order to maintain the capacity 
for asserting our rights.

We do not always agree on which rights are most 
important, however. In addition to the influence of the 
widely shared commitment to rights generally, government 
is also shaped by the views that certain political elites have 
about which rights ought to be given the highest priority. 
Elite opinion tends to favor freedom of expression over 
freedom to manage or dispose of property. Mass opinion, 

though it has changed a good deal in the past few decades, 
is less committed to the preferred position of freedom of 
expression. Rank-and-file citizens often complain that 
what the elite calls essential liberty should instead be 
regarded as excessive permissiveness. People who own or 
manage property often lament the extent to which the 
rights governing its use have declined.

Changes in the relative security of personal and prop-
erty freedom are linked to a fundamental and enduring 
tension in American thought. Tocqueville said it best: 
Americans, he wrote, “are far more ardently and tenaciously 
attached to equality than to freedom.” Though democratic 
communities have a “natural taste for freedom,” that free-
dom is hard to preserve because its excesses are immediate 
and obvious and its advantages are remote and uncertain. 
The advantages of equality, on the other hand, are read-
ily apparent, and its costs are obscure and deferred.2 For 
example, Americans believe in free speech, but most of us 
rarely take advantage of that right and notice the problem 
only when somebody says something we don’t like. We 
have to remind ourselves that freedom has to be protected 
even when it does not help us directly. By contrast, we 
notice equality immediately, as when everybody of a cer-
tain age gets Social Security even when they are already 
rich. Equality makes us comfortable, even if a few people 
don’t need the benefits they are getting.

Tocqueville, however, may have underestimated the 
extent to which political liberties would endure because he 
did not foresee the determination of the courts to resist, 
in the long run if not the short, the passions of temporary 
majorities seeking to curtail such liberties. But he did not 
underestimate the extent to which in the economic and 
social realms Americans would decide that improving the 
conditions of life would justify restrictions on the right to 
dispose of property and to manage private institutions. 
At first, the conflict was between liberty and equality of 
opportunity; more recently it has become a conflict—
among political elites if not within the citizenry itself—
between equality of opportunity and equality of results.

The fact that decisions can be influenced by opinions 
about rights indicates that decisions can be influenced by 
opinions generally. As the political system has become 
more fragmented and more individualized as a result of 
our collective assertion of rights, it has come more under 
the sway of ideas. When political parties were strong and 
congressional leadership was centralized (as in the latter 
part of the 19th and the early part of the 20th centuries), 
gaining access to the decision-making process in Washing-
ton was difficult, and the number of new ideas that stood 
a chance of adoption was small. However, those proposals 
that could command leadership support were more easily 
adopted: though there were powerful organizations that 
could say no, those same organizations could also say yes.
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Today, these and other institutions are fragmented 
and in disarray. Individual members of Congress are far 
more important than congressional leaders. Political par-
ties no longer control nominations for office: candidates 
have direct access to voters through social media and other 
resources, and campaign finance laws restrict, but by no 
means eliminate, the influence of interest groups, particu-
larly by spending money. Forming new, issue-oriented lob-
bying groups is much easier today than it was formerly, 
thanks to micro-targeting strategies that use demographic 
and other data to identify people’s interests and concerns.

These idea-based changes in institutions affect how 
policy is made. When there is widespread enthusiasm for 
an idea—especially among political elites but also in the 
public at large—new programs can be formulated and 
adopted with great speed. This happened when Lyndon 
Johnson’s Great Society legislation was proposed, when the 
environmental and consumer protection laws first arrived 
on the public agenda, and when campaign finance reform 
was proposed in the wake of Watergate. So long as such 
symbols have a powerful appeal, so long as a consensus 
persists, change is possible. But when these ideas lose their 
appeal—or are challenged by new ideas—the competing 
pressures make change extremely difficult. Proposals to 
protect the environment are challenged by concerns about 
creating jobs and economic growth; social legislation is 
challenged by skepticism about its effectiveness and con-
cern over its cost; campaign finance reforms are, to some 
critics, merely devices for protecting incumbents.

This may all seem obvious to a reader raised in the 
world of contemporary politics. But it is different in degree 
if not in kind from the way in which politics was once car-
ried out. In the 1920s, the 1930s, the 1940s, and even the 
1950s, people described politics as a process of bargaining 
among organized interests, or “blocs,” representing busi-
ness, farming, labor, ethnic, and professional groups. With 
the expansion of the scope of government policy, there are 
no longer a few major blocs that sit astride the policy pro-
cess. Instead, thousands of highly specialized interests and 
constituencies seek above all to protect whatever benefits, 
intangible as well as tangible, they get from government.

Consequences of Government 
Growth
One way of describing the New System is to call it an 
“activist” government. It is tempting to make a sweep-
ing judgment about such a government, either praising it 
because it serves a variety of popular needs or condemning 
it because it is a bureaucratic affliction. Such generaliza-
tions are not entirely empty, but neither are they very help-
ful. The worth of any given program, or of any collection 

of programs, can be assessed only by a careful consider-
ation of its costs and benefits, of its effects and side effects. 
But we may discover some general political consequences 
of the enlarged scope of government activity.

First, as the government gets bigger, its members must 
spend more time managing the consequences—intended 
and unintended—of existing programs and less time 
debating at length new ideas. As a result, all parts of the 
government, not just the executive agencies, become more 
bureaucratized. The White House Office and the Office 
of Management and Budget grow in size and influence, 
as do the staffs of Congress. At the same time, private 
organizations (corporations, unions, universities) that deal 
with the government must also become more bureaucratic. 
The government hires more people when it is running 
80 programs concerned with employment than when it is 
running 2. By the same token, a private employer will hire 
(and give power to) more people when it is complying with 
80 sets of regulations than when it is complying with 2.

Second, the more government does, the more it will 
seem to be acting in inconsistent, uncoordinated, and 
cumbersome ways. When people complain of red tape, 
bureaucracy, stalemates, and confusion, they often assume 
these irritants are caused by incompetent or self-seeking 
public officials. There is incompetence and self-interest in 
government just as in every other part of society, but these 
character traits are not the chief cause of the problem. As 
citizens, we want many different and often conflicting 
things. The result is the rise of competing policies, the 
division of labor among separate administrative agencies, 
the diffusion of accountability and control, and the mul-
tiplication of paperwork. And because Americans are espe-
cially energetic about asserting their rights, we must add 
to the above list of problems the regular use of the courts 
to challenge policies that we do not like.

Third, an activist government is less susceptible to 
control by electoral activity than a passive one. When the 
people in Washington did little, elections made a larger 
difference in policy than when they began to do a lot. We 
have pointed out in this book the extent to which both 
political parties and voter turnout have declined. This has 
occurred for many reasons, but an important one often is 
forgotten. If elections make less of a difference—because 
the few people for whom one votes can do little to alter 
the ongoing programs of government—then it may make 
sense for people to spend less time on party or electoral 
activities and more on interest-group activities aimed at 
specific agencies and programs.

The rapid increase in the number and variety of inter-
est groups and their enlarged role in government are not 
pathological. They are a rational response to the fact that 
elected officials can tend to only a few things, and therefore 
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we must direct our energies at the appointed officials (and 
judges) who tend to all other government matters. Every 
president tries to accomplish more, usually by trying to 
reorganize the executive branch. But no president and 
no reorganization plan can affect more than a tiny frac-
tion of the millions of federal employees and thousands 
of government programs. “Coordination” from the top 
can at best occur selectively, for a few issues of exceptional 
importance.

Ronald Reagan learned this when he took office in 
1981 after promising to reduce the size of government. 
He did persuade Congress to cut taxes and increase 
defense spending, but his plans to cut domestic spend-
ing resulted in only small declines in some programs and 
actual increases in many others. Though some programs, 
such as public housing, were hard hit, most were not, and 
agricultural subsidies increased dramatically.

When George W. Bush became president in 2001, his 
philosophy was summarized by the phrase “compassionate 
conservatism,” words that implied that, though he was a 
conservative, he was not much interested in simply cutting 
the size of the federal government. And while in office, he 
proposed policies that would increase spending on many 
programs. His actions suggest a fact: cutting down on what 
Washington does is virtually impossible because people 
want so much of what it does.

Finally, the more government tries to do, the more 
it will be held responsible for and the greater the risk of 
failure. At various times in the 19th century, the business 
cycle made many people unhappy with the federal govern-
ment—recall the rise of various protest parties—though 
then the government did very little. If federal officials 
were lucky, popular support increased as soon as economic 
conditions improved. If they were unlucky and a depres-
sion lasted into the election campaign, they were thrown 
out of office. Today, however, the government—and the 
president in particular—is held responsible for crime, drug 
abuse, abortion, civil rights, the environment, the elderly, 
the status of women, the decay of central cities, the price of 
gasoline, and international tensions in half a dozen places 
around the globe.

No government and no president can do well on all or 
even most of these matters most of the time. Indeed, most 
of these problems, such as crime, may be totally beyond 
the reach of the federal government, no matter what its 
policy. It should not be surprising, therefore, that opinion 
surveys taken since the early 1960s have shown a steep 
decline in public confidence in government. There is no 
reason to believe that this represents a loss of faith in our 
form of government or even in the design of its institu-
tions, but it clearly reflects a disappointment in, and even 
cynicism about, the performance of government.

It is too soon to know how, if at all, public sentiments 
about the performance of government will change in the 
21st century. In response to the 2007–2008  economic 
crisis, Washington expanded government activity faster 
than it has grown in any periods since the late 1930s 
and the mid-1960s. President Barack Obama proposed a 
budget for fiscal year 2012 that contemplated a deficit of 
$1.645 trillion. Congressional Republicans, who won con-
trol of the House in 2010, objected, and threatened not to 
increase the debt ceiling. After long negotiations with the 
White House, the two sides agreed on a compromise that 
made some cuts in spending and raised the debt ceiling. 
The United States did not default on its financial obliga-
tions, thus averting a potential global economic disaster. 

But two years later, when the White House and Con-
gress could not reach a budget agreement, automatic 
spending cuts known as the “sequester” went into effect. 
Later, in 2013, the U.S. government shut down for the 
first time in almost 18 years because the two branches 
could not complete a budget deal. The government 
reopened after 16 days, but the long-term consequences 
for public confidence in the political process remain to be 
seen. Indeed, the unexpected election of Donald Trump to 
the presidency in 2016 resulted at least partly from public 
frustration with the policymaking process in Washington.

Spending battles, however, are only half the story. 
The other half concerns the federal government taking on 
new responsibilities and challenges. For a time, it was the 
majority stockholder in what was once the world’s largest 
automotive company, General Motors; it has more closely 
controlled dozens of other companies and diverse finan-
cial markets; and it oversees a large, government-regulated 
health-care system.

Political scientist Donald F. Kettl has argued that the 
“financial meltdown accelerated our expectations that gov-
ernment will keep us safe.… We’ve gone from debates over 
privatizing the public sector to big steps toward governmen-
talizing the private sector.”3 The far-reaching changes include 
“more public money in the private economy, more rules 
to shape how the private sector behaves, and more citizen 
expectations that government will manage the risks we face.”4

We cannot yet say whether multitrillion-dollar budget 
deficits and policies that betoken government-guaranteed 
corporate capitalism will persist in the years to come. But 
it seems a fair bet that the New System is entering a new 
era that, not unlike the expansion that began in the late 
1930s, has been fueled by economic problems that have 
afflicted or threatened most Americans.

It also seems likely that, if anything, public disen-
chantment with government performance will continue to 
grow along with government’s role in people’s lives. Such 
disenchantment is hardly unique to the United States; it 
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seems to be a feature of almost every democratic politi-
cal system. The disenchantment is in fact probably greater 
elsewhere. Americans who complain of high taxes might 
feel somewhat differently if they lived in Sweden, where 
taxes are nearly twice as high as here. Those who grouse 
about bureaucrats in this country probably have never 
dealt with the massive, centralized bureaucracies of Italy or 
France. People who are annoyed by congestion, pollution, 
and inflation ought to arrange a trip to Beijing, Mexico 
City, or Tokyo. However frustrating private life and public 
affairs may be in this country, every year thousands living 
in other nations immigrate to this country. Few Americans 
choose to emigrate to other places.

20-3  American Democracy—
Then, Now, and Next

We have a large government—and large expectations 
about what it can achieve. But the government finds it 
increasingly difficult to satisfy those expectations. The 
public’s acceptance of a larger and larger role for govern-
ment has been accompanied by a decline in public confi-
dence in those who lead and manage that government. We 
expect more and more from government but are less and 
less certain that we will get it, or get it in a form and at a 
cost that we find acceptable. This perhaps constitutes the 
greatest challenge to political leadership in the years ahead: 
to find a way to serve the true interests of the people while 
restoring and retaining their confidence in the legitimacy 
of government itself. We might begin by challenging the 
increasingly popular notion that present-day American 
democracy’s problems are so deep because its political lead-
ers are so shallow, not least by comparison to the nation’s 
first leaders.

Then
When the Constitution was created and ratified, national 
leaders beholden only to their own consciences could 
meet in secret to debate and decide even the most contro-
versial and consequential questions about government. 
They could belittle, berate, or battle each other one day 
and beseech, bargain, or broker deals with each other the 
next day, all without their words or deeds (or misdeeds) 
being a matter of public record or widely known at all.

Now
In stark contrast, the political leaders that today hold 
office under the terms of that same Constitution, 
amended only 27 times in more than 225 years, must 
deliberate and legislate while the whole world—friend 
and foe alike—is listening and watching. Contemporary 

presidents and members of Congress face the challenge 
of leading a large and diverse population, coping with an 
all-pervasive mass communications media, and steering 
a federal government that is far bigger, and administered 
in a way that is far more complicated, than any of the 
Constitution’s authors ever envisioned.

As a class, today’s elected officials at both ends of 
Pennsylvania Avenue and in both parties are often much 
maligned, not only, at times, by each other and by their 
other respective partisan and ideological opponents, but 
also by the public at large, with majorities disparaging 
the “politicians” about as readily as they denounce the 
“bureaucrats.” But now reflect seriously on questions like 
the following:

•	 How do you suppose James Madison, George 
 Washington, or the other authors of the Constitution 
would have fared if they had led not a slave-holding 
society of barely 4 million people, but a demographi-
cally diverse and free society of more than 300 million 
people?

•	 How do you think the nation’s early political  leaders, 
bitterly divided over the Constitution as they were 
(see Chapter 2), would have held up had they faced 
anything like the incessant public stare and media 
glare that recent national political leaders such as 
 Democratic President Barack Obama, Republican 
President George W. Bush, Republican House Speaker 
John Boehner, and Democratic House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi routinely faced, even when not battling with 
each other? 

•	 Do you believe that American democracy’s first genera-
tion of leaders would in our present-day context come 
any closer than today’s leaders have come to forging a 
national consensus and getting decisive action on dif-
ficult issues like the federal government’s annual budget 
deficits and the growing national debt?

•	 As contentious and complicated as the debates over 
federalism (see Chapter 3) were when the republic was 
founded, do you think that those who forged the com-
promises that then defined federal-state relations would 
be significantly more effective than today’s federal, state, 
and local public officials are when it comes to ensuring 
that the more than $600 billion a year that Washington 
now spends on grants to state and local governments for 
social welfare (see Chapter 17) and other public pur-
poses is all money well spent?

•	 And do you suppose that earlier generations of leaders 
would be any more adept than today’s leaders when it 
comes to ensuring that the private, for-profit firms and 
nonprofit organizations that are a big part of today’s 
proxy-government system of public administration (see 
Chapter 15) serve the public well?
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Will You Support a New Constitutional 
Convention?

To: Senator Romy Mocha 
From: Lucy Taliana, chief of staff
Subject: A new constitutional convention?

With the continuing stalemate in Washington, many members of Congress say a new constitutional 
convention is needed to change the governing process. While the opposition party, which controls 
both chambers, is calling for the convention to impose restrictions on executive power, members of 
your party say a convention will permit much-needed changes in how the legislature functions.

To Consider:
Party leaders urge the president to support the opposition party’s proposed constitu-
tional convention measure so they may pursue needed reforms to prevent a tyranny of 
the minority from obstructing progress in Washington.

Your decision:  Approve  Oppose

Arguments against:
1. A constitutional convention risks changing 

all that works well with the current Ameri-
can political structure, with no guarantee of 
achieving desired reforms.

2. Ending midterm elections removes an impor-
tant check in the political process, and 
supporters of this change seek to avoid 
accountability at the polls and losing their 
majority in Congress.

3. The impossibility of having secrecy in conven-
tion proceedings today virtually ensures that 
a new Constitution will not be improved; too 
much democracy will undo the entire system, 
as James Madison warned in Federalist No. 10.

Arguments for:
1. After 230 years, public expectations for the 

national government have expanded greatly, 
and the political structure is not designed to 
meet those expectations swiftly or effectively.

2. Washington needs to move to a four-year 
electoral system, with no midterm elections, 
and advocates for a convention support this 
reform.

3. A constitutional convention today will have 
extensive public input and deliberation in the 
media, both of which will improve our demo-
cratic process.
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what will You Decide? Enter MindTap to make your choice 
and support it in writing, and for sources to help inform your decision. 

what 
woUlD 
YoU Do?
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514 Chapter 20 American Democracy, Then and Now

Drafting a New Constitution: 
 Majoritarian or Interest-Group Politics?

In 1992, James L. Sundquist, a noted Brookings Institu-
tion scholar, published Constitutional Reform and Effective 
Government. Whatever the Constitution’s virtues, argued 
Sundquist, the separation of powers system had by the 
late 20th century saddled the nation with a Congress that 
could not plan, could not act quickly, and could not solve 
major problems of all sorts. Far-reaching constitutional 
change was needed, Sundquist argued, making an argu-
ment grounded in majoritarian politics—everyone would 
bear the cost of redesigning the American political system, 
and then the American public as a whole would benefit 
from more efficient and effective government.

Sundquist favored replacing the Congress and the 
Constitution with a parliamentary system like that in the 
United Kingdom, but he reckoned that no such radical 
reform was politically possible. Instead, he advocated a 
host of institutional and other reforms that would bring par-
liamentary features to American democracy. These pro-
posals, which would require constitutional amendments, 
included eliminating congressional midterm elections, so 
elected officials would have more time to govern between 
campaigns; offering the opportunity for “special elections” 
for the president and Congress if the public approval of the 
government fell below a certain level; requiring party-ticket 
voting, so the president would have a guaranteed major-
ity in Congress; and permitting members of Congress to 
serve in the Cabinet, so they could facilitate enactment and 
execution of the president’s agenda.

If these proposed reforms passed and achieved the 
goals of increased efficiency and effectiveness, then the 
promise of majoritarian politics would indeed be fulfilled. 
But skeptics of constitutional reform raise several con-
cerns about the merits of the proposals and about whether 
a constitutional convention would devolve into interest-
group politics. Even though many more people are eligible 
to participate in politics today than in 1787, the people 
who would exercise most influence in a convention likely 
would be those who have the greatest stake in protect-
ing certain interests. Consequently, constitutional battles 
would be waged between elites competing against each 
other for scarce political resources, with limited effect on 
the broader public.

Without broad agreement on who governs and to what 
ends in a new political system, presenting constitutional 
reform as majoritarian politics becomes difficult.5
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We suspect that Madison himself, if he were returned to 
our political moment in time, might conclude that exercis-
ing effective leadership now is even harder than it was then.

Regardless, the next chapters in the still-unfolding 
story of American democracy remain to be written by the 
nation’s next generation of leaders, including, we hope, 
some students whose interest in politics, government, and 
public policy was stirred in part by this book.

•	 At each level of government, whatever one’s party or 
policy preferences, to be a public-spirited “politician” 
who wins elected office and participates in the demo-
cratic legislative process, or to be a judge responsible for 
interpreting and applying laws, including in cases that 
involve civil liberties (see Chapter 5) and civil rights (see 
Chapter 6), is to live a truly noble calling.

•	 To be a “bureaucrat”—a career public servant—
who serves the public by responsibly translating 

democratically enacted laws on health, housing, trade, 
transportation, education, environmental protection, 
nuclear energy, or any other policy area into adminis-
trative action is a truly noble calling, too.

•	 And, for those who, like most people, are called instead 
to careers in business, the arts, or other fields, to yet be 
an engaged citizen of American democracy, to seek to 
know ever more about American government, political 
institutions, and public policies, is a most worthy intel-
lectual and civic pastime.

So, we end with words from Federalist No. 51 that 
should remind us all why the subject you have been study-
ing with the aid of this book is so important:

Justice is the end of government. It is the end of 
civil society. It ever has been and ever will be pur-
sued until it be obtained, or until liberty be lost in 
the pursuit.
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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

20-1  Contrast three features of the Old 
 System versus the New System of 
 American government.

Old: Congress had strong committee chair-
persons, small staffs, and few subcommittees. 
New: Congress has weak committee chairper-
sons, large staffs, and many subcommittees.

Old: The courts allowed government to exercise 
few economic powers and took a narrow view 
of individual freedoms. New: The courts allow 
the government many economic powers and 
take a broad view of individual freedoms.

Old: Political parties were dominated by local 
party leaders meeting in conventions. New: 
Political parties are dominated by activists cho-
sen in primaries and caucuses.

20-2  Discuss how the structure and policies 
of the American political system have 
influenced the growth of the federal gov-
ernment, and the consequences of that 
growth.

The separation of powers in American poli-
tics means that the enactment of major policy 

changes that take place with expansion of 
the federal government typically takes much 
longer than in parliamentary democracies. Fur-
thermore, the wide range of governmental and 
nongovernmental actors who participate in poli-
cymaking brings many different, often compet-
ing, ideas for policy change, which complicates 
consensus-building. As the federal government 
expands, it also becomes more complex and 
bureaucratic.

20-3  Summarize the key challenges 
for  American democracy in the 21st 
century.

Unlike the authors of the Constitution and 
most other previous generations of political 
leaders, today’s presidents and members of 
Congress make important decisions under 
intense public scrutiny. They lead a demo-
graphically diverse and free society of more 
than 300 million citizens, with a government 
that constitutes a much larger share of the 
nation’s economy than any of the Framers ever 
envisioned, and that touches virtually every 
facet of contemporary economic, social, and 
civic life.

Summary 515
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A1

The Declaration of Independence

In Congress, July 4, 1776

THE UNANIMOUS DECLARATION 
OF THE THIRTEEN UNITED STATES  

OF AMERICA

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary 
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have 
connected them with another, and to assume, among the 
powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which 
the laws of nature and of nature’s God entitle them, a decent 
respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should 
declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men 
are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these 
rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving 
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that 
whenever any form of government becomes destructive of 
these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish 
it, and to institute new government, laying its foundation 
on such principles, and organizing its power in such form, 
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and 
happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments 
long established should not be changed for light and tran-
sient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shown that 
mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suffer-
able, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to 
which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses 
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, 
evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, 
it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such govern-
ment, and to provide new guards for their future security. 
Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies; and 
such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter 
their former systems of government. The history of the 
present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated inju-
ries and usurpations, all having in direct object the estab-
lishment of an absolute tyranny over these states. To prove 
this, let facts be submitted to a candid world.

He has refused to assent to laws, the most wholesome 
and necessary for the public good.

Appendixes

He has forbidden his governors to pass laws of imme-
diate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their 
operation till his assent should be obtained; and, when 
so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them.

He has refused to pass other laws for the accommoda-
tion of large districts of people, unless those people would 
relinquish the right of representation in the legislature, a 
right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only.

He has called together legislative bodies at places 
unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository 
of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing 
them into compliance with his measures.

He has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for 
opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights 
of the people.

He has refused for a long time, after such dissolu-
tions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative 
powers, incapable of annihilation, have returned to the 
people at large for their exercise; the state remaining, in 
the mean time, exposed to all dangers of invasions from 
without and convulsions within.

He has endeavored to prevent the population of these 
states; for that purpose obstructing the laws for natural-
ization of foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage 
their migration hither, and raising the conditions of new 
appropriations of lands.

He has obstructed the administration of justice, by 
refusing his assent to laws for establishing judiciary powers.

He has made judges dependent on his will alone, for 
the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment 
of their salaries.

He has erected a multitude of new offices, and sent 
hither swarms of officers to harass our people, and eat out 
their substance.

He has kept among us, in times of peace, standing 
armies, without the consent of our legislatures.

He has affected to render the military independent of, 
and superior to, the civil power.

He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdic-
tion foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our 
laws, giving his assent to their acts of pretended legislation:

For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock trial, from punish-

ment for any murders which they should commit on the 
inhabitants of these states;
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A2 Appendixes

For cutting off our trade with all parts of the world;
For imposing taxes on us without our consent;
For depriving us, in many cases, of the benefits of trial 

by jury;
For transporting us beyond seas, to be tried for pre-

tended offenses;
For abolishing the free system of English laws in a 

neighboring province, establishing therein an arbitrary 
government, and enlarging its boundaries, so as to render 
it at once an example and fit instrument for introducing 
the same absolute rule into these colonies;

For taking away our charters, abolishing our most 
valuable laws, and altering fundamentally the forms of 
our governments;

For suspending our own legislatures, and declaring 
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all 
cases whatsoever.

He has abdicated government here, by declaring us 
out of his protection and waging war against us.

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burned 
our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.

He is at this time transporting large armies of foreign 
mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation, and 
tyranny already begun with circumstances of cruelty and per-
fidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally 
unworthy the head of a civilized nation.

He has constrained our fellow-citizens, taken captive 
on the high seas, to bear arms against their country, to 
become the executioners of their friends and brethren, or 
to fall themselves by their hands.

He has excited domestic insurrection among us, and has 
endeavored to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers the 
merciless Indian savages, whose known rule of warfare is an 
undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes, and conditions.

In every stage of these oppressions we have  petitioned 
for redress in the most humble terms; our repeated petitions 

have been answered only by repeated injury. A  prince, 
whose character is thus marked by every act which may 
define a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

Nor have we been wanting in our attentions to our 
British brethren. We have warned them, from time to 
time, of attempts by their Legislature to extend an unwar-
rantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them of 
the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. 
We have appealed to their native justice and magnanim-
ity; and we have conjured them, by the ties of our com-
mon kindred, to disavow these usurpations, which would 
inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. 
They, too, have been deaf to the voice of justice and of 
consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in the neces-
sity which denounces our separation, and hold them, as we 
hold the rest of mankind, enemies in war, in peace friends.

We, therefore, the representatives of the United States 
of America, in General Congress assembled, appealing 
to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of 
our intentions, do, in the name and by the authority of 
the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and 
declare, that these United Colonies are, and of right ought 
to be, FREE AND INDEPENDENT STATES; that they 
are absolved from all allegiance to the British crown, and 
that all political connection between them and the state 
of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved; and 
that, as free and independent states, they have full power 
to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish 
commerce, and do all other acts and things which inde-
pendent states may of right do. And for the support of 
this declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of 
Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our 
lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.

John Hancock [President]  
[and fifty-five others]
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The Constitution of the United States
Preamble We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union,  

establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote  
the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do  

ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

Article I.
Bicameral Congress Section 1. All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the 

United States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.

Membership of the House Section 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen every 
second Year by the People of the several States, and the Electors in each State shall have the 
Qualifications requisite for Electors of the most numerous Branch of the State Legislature.

No person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained to the age of 
twenty five Years, and been seven Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall 
not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which he shall be chosen.

Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which may 
be included within this Union, according to their respective Numbers, which shall be deter-
mined by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including those bound to Service for a 
Term of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other Persons.1 The actual 
Enumeration shall be made within three Years after the first Meeting of the Congress 
of the United States, and within every subsequent Term of ten Years, in such Manner 
as they shall by Law direct. The Number of Representatives shall not exceed one for 
every thirty Thousand, but each State shall have at Least one Representative; and until 
such enumeration shall be made, the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse 
three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations one, Connecticut 
five, New-York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland six, 
Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Carolina five, and Georgia three.

When vacancies happen in the Representation from any State, the Executive 
Authority thereof shall issue Writs of Election to fill such Vacancies.

Power to impeach  The House of Representatives shall chuse their Speaker and other Officers; and 
shall have the sole Power of Impeachment.

Membership of the Senate Section 3. The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from 
each State, chosen by the Legislature thereof    2, for six Years; and each Senator shall have 
one Vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in Consequence of the first Election, 
they shall be divided as equally as may be into three Classes. The Seats of the Senators 
of the first class shall be vacated at the Expiration of the second Year, of the second 
Class at the Expiration of the fourth Year, and of the third Class at the Expiration of 
the sixth Year, so that one third may be chosen every second Year; and if Vacancies 
happen by Resignation, or otherwise, during the Recess of the Legislature of any State, 
the Executive thereof may make temporary Appointments until the next Meeting of the 
Legislature, which shall then fill such Vacancies3.

No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty 
Years, and been nine Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when 
elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.

NOTE: The topical headings are not part of the original Constitution. Excluding the Preamble and Closing, 
those portions set in italic type have been superseded or changed by later amendments.
1Changed by the Fourteenth Amendment, section 2.
2Changed by the Seventeenth Amendment
3Changed by the Seventeenth Amendment.
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The Vice President of the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall 
have no Vote, unless they be equally divided.

The Senate shall chuse their other Officers, and also a President pro tempore, in 
the Absence of the Vice President, or when he shall exercise the Office of President of 
the United States.

Power to try impeachments The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Impeachments. When sitting for that 
Purpose, they shall be on Oath or Affirmation. When the President of the United 
States is tried the Chief Justice shall preside: And no Person shall be convicted without 
the Concurrence of two thirds of the Members present.

Judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from 
Office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any Office of honor, Trust or Profit 
under the United States: but the Party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and sub-
ject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment and Punishment, according to Law.

Laws governing elections Section 4. The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for Senators and 
Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof; but the 
Congress may at any time by Law make or alter such Regulations, except as to the 
Places of chusing Senators.

The Congress shall assemble at least once in every Year, and such Meeting shall 
be on the first Monday in December, unless they shall by Law appoint a different Day.4

Rules of Congress Section 5. Each House shall be the Judge of the Elections, Returns and Qualifications 
of its own Members, and a Majority of each shall constitute a Quorum to do Business; 
but a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to compel 
the Attendance of absent Members, in such Manner, and under such Penalties as each 
House may provide.

Each House may determine the Rules of its Proceedings, punish its Members for 
disorderly Behaviour, and, with the Concurrence of two thirds, expel a Member.

Each House shall keep a Journal of its Proceedings, and from time to time publish 
the same, excepting such Parts as may in their Judgment require Secrecy; and the Yeas 
and Nays of the Members of either House on any question shall, at the Desire of one 
fifth of those Present, be entered on the Journal.

Neither House, during the Session of Congress, shall, without the Consent of the 
other, adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other Place than that in which the 
two Houses shall be sitting.

  Section 6. The Senators and Representatives shall receive a Compensation for their 
Services, to be ascertained by Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United States. 
They shall in all Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace, be privileged 
from Arrest during their Attendance at the Session of their respective Houses, and in 
going to and returning from the same; and for any Speech or Debate in either House, 
they shall not be questioned in any other Place.

No Senator or Representative shall, during the Time for which he was elected, be 
appointed to any civil Office under the Authority of the United States, which shall 
have been created, or the Emoluments whereof shall have been encreased during such 
time; and no Person holding any Office under the United States, shall be a Member 
of either House during his Continuance in Office.

Money bills originate in House Section 7. All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives; 
but the Senate may propose or concur with Amendments as on other Bills.
 Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, 
shall, before it become a Law, be presented to the President of the United States; If he 
approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it, with Objections to that House in 
which it shall have originated, who shall enter the Objections at large on their Journal, 

Salaries and immunities 
of members

Procedure for enacting laws; 
veto power

4Changed by the Twentieth Amendment, section 2.

Bar on members of 
Congress holding federal 
appointive office
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and proceed to reconsider it. If after such Reconsideration two thirds of that House 
shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objections, to the other 
House, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of 
that House, it shall become a Law. But in all such Cases the Votes of both Houses shall 
be determined by yeas and Nays, and the Names of the Persons voting for and against 
the Bill shall be entered on the Journal of each House respectively. If any Bill shall not 
be returned by the President within ten Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have 
been presented to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner, as if he had signed it, 
unless the Congress by their Adjournment prevent its Return, in which Case it shall 
not be a Law.

Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the Concurrence of the Senate and 
House of Representatives may be necessary (except on a question of Adjournment) 
shall be presented to the President of the United States; and before the Same shall 
take Effect, shall be approved by him, or being disapproved by him, shall be repassed 
by two thirds of the Senate and House of Representatives, according to the Rules and 
Limitations prescribed in the Case of a Bill.

Powers of Congress—taxes  Section 8. The Congress shall have Power To lay and Collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts 
and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general 
Welfare of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform 
throughout the United States.

—borrowing  To borrow Money on the credit of the United States;
—regulation of commerce  To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and 

with the Indian Tribes;
  To establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization, and uniform Laws on the subject 

of Bankruptcies throughout the United States;
—money  To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign Coin, and fix the 

Standard of Weights and Measures;
—counterfeiting  To provide for the Punishment of counterfeiting the Securities and current Coin 

of the United States;
—post office  To establish Post Offices and post Roads;
—patents and copyrights  To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to 

Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries;
—create courts  To constitute Tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court;
—punish piracies  To define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas, and 

Offences against the Law of Nations;
—declare war  To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules concerning 

Captures on Land and Water;
—create army and navy  To raise and support Armies, but no Appropriation of Money to that Use shall be 

for a longer Term than two Years;
To provide and maintain a Navy;
To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces;

—call the militia  To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress 
Insurrections and repel Invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining, the Militia, and for govern-
ing such Part of them as may be employed in the Service of the United States, reserv-
ing to the States respectively, the Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of 
training the Militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress;

—govern District of Columbia   To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not 
exceeding ten Miles square) as may, by Cession of Particular States, and the Acceptance 
of Congress, become the Seat of the Government of the United States, and to exercise 
like Authority over all Places purchased by the Consent of the Legislature of the State 
in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards 
and other needful Buildings;—And

—naturalization 
and bankruptcy
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  To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution 
the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the 
Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.

 Section 9. The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of the States now 
existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to 
the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax or duty may be imposed on 
such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

—habeas corpus  The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when 
in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it.

  No bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.
No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, unless in Proportion to the Census 

or Enumeration herein before directed to be taken.5

—no interstate tariffs  No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported from any State.
  No Preference shall be given by any Regulation of Commerce or Revenue to the 

Ports of one State over those of another; nor shall Vessels bound to, or from, one State, 
be obliged to enter, clear or pay Duties in another.

—appropriations  No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations 
made by Law; and a regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures 
of all public Money shall be published from time to time.

—no titles of nobility  No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States: And no Person holding 
any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of the Congress, 
accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any 
King, Prince, or foreign State.

 Section 10. No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant 
Letters of Marque and Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but 
gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts; pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post 
facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or grant any Title of Nobility.

No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay any Imposts or Duties on 
Imports or Exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspec-
tion Laws; and the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any State on Imports 
or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of the United States; and all such Laws 
shall be subject to the Revision and Controul of the Congress.

No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay any Duty of Tonnage, keep 
Troops, or Ships of War in time of Peace, enter into any Agreement or Compact with 
another State, or with a foreign Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in 
such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay.

Article II.
Office of president Section 1. The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of 

America. He shall hold his Office during the Term of four Years, and, together with 
the Vice President, chosen for the same Term, be elected, as follows:

Election of president  Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a 
Number of Electors, equal to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which 
the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person 
holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.

The Electors shall meet in their respective States, and vote by Ballot for two Persons, of 
whom one at least shall not be an Inhabitant of the same State with themselves. And they 
shall make a List of all the Persons voted for, and of the Number of Votes for each; which 
List they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the Seat of the Government of the 

—“necessary-and-proper” 
clause

Restrictions on powers of 
Congress—slave trade

—no bill of attainder or 
ex post facto law

—no preferential treatment 
for some states

Restrictions on powers 
of states

5Changed by the Sixteenth Amendment.
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United States, directed to the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in 
the Presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the Certificates, and the 
Votes shall then be counted. The Person having the greatest Number of Votes shall be the 
President, if such Number be a Majority of the whole Number of Electors appointed; and if 
there be more than one who have such Majority, and have an equal Number of Votes, then 
the House of Representatives shall immediately chuse by Ballot one of them for President; 
and if no Person have a Majority, then from the five highest on the List said House shall 
in like Manner chuse the President. But in chusing the President, the Votes shall be taken 
by States, the Representation from each State having one Vote; a quorum for this Purpose 
shall consist of a Member or Members from two thirds of the States, and a Majority of all 
the States shall be necessary to a Choice. In every Case, after the Choice of the President, 
the Person having the greatest Number of Votes of the Electors shall be the Vice President. 
But if there should remain two or more who have equal Votes, the Senate shall chuse from 
them by Ballot the Vice President.6

The Congress may determine the Time of chusing the Electors, and the Day on 
which they shall give their Votes, which Day shall be the same throughout the United 
States.

Requirements to be president  No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the 
time of the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of President; 
neither shall any person be eligible to that Office who shall not have attained to the 
Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years a Resident within the United States.

In Case of the Removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or 
Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on 
the Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, 
Resignation or Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what Officer 
shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be 
removed, or a President shall be elected.7

Pay of president  The President shall, at stated Times, receive for his Services, a Compensation, 
which shall neither be increased nor diminished during the Period for which he shall 
have been elected, and he shall not receive within that Period any other Emolument 
from the United States, or any of them.

Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall take the following Oath or 
Affirmation:—“I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the Office 
of President of the United States, and will to the best of my Ability preserve, protect 
and defend the Constitution of the United States.”

 Section 2. The President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of 
the United States, and of the Militia of the several States, when called into the actual 
Service of the United States; he may require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal 
Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any Subject relating to the Duties 
of their respective Offices, and he shall have Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for 
Offences against the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment.

—treaties and appointments  He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make 
Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur; and he shall nominate, 
and by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, 
other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme Court, and all other 
Officers of the United States, whose Appointments are not herein otherwise provided 
for, and which shall be established by Law: but the Congress may by Law vest the 
Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the President alone, in 
the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments.

Powers of president 
—commander in chief 
—pardons

6Superseded by the Twelfth Amendment.
7Modified by the Twenty-fifth Amendment.
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The President shall have Power to fill up all Vacancies that may happen during 
the Recess of the Senate, by granting Commissions which shall expire at the End of 
their next Session.

 Section 3. He shall from time to time give to the Congress Information of the State 
of the Union, and recommend to their Consideration such Measures as he shall judge 
necessary and expedient; he may, on extraordinary Occasions, convene both Houses, 
or either of them, and in Case of Disagreement between them, with Respect to the 
Time of Adjournment, he may adjourn them to such Time as he shall think proper; he 
shall receive Ambassadors and other public Ministers; he shall take Care that the Laws 
be faithfully executed, and shall Commission all the Officers of the United States.

Impeachment Section 4. The President, Vice President and all civil Officers of the United States, 
shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, 
Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.

Article III.
Federal courts Section 1. The judicial Power of the United States, shall be vested in one supreme 

Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain 
and establish. The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their 
Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times, receive for their Services, a 
Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Continuance in Office.

Jurisdiction of courts Section 2. The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under 
this Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be 
made, under their Authority;—to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers 
and Consuls;—to all Cases of admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction;—to Controversies to 
which the United States shall be a Party;—to Controversies between two or more States;—
between a State and Citizens of another State;8—between Citizens of different States;—
between Citizens of the same State claiming Lands under Grants of different States, and 
between a State, or the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.

—original  In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, and those 
in which a State shall be Party, the supreme Court shall have original Jurisdiction. In all 
the other Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, 
both as to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such Regulations as the 
Congress shall make.

—appellate  The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Impeachment, shall be by Jury; and 
such Trial shall be held in the State where the said Crimes shall have been committed; 
but when not committed within any State, the Trial shall be at such Place or Places as 
the Congress may by Law have directed.

Treason Section 3. Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying War against 
them, or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall 
be convicted of Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt 
Act, or on Confession in open Court.

The Congress shall have Power to declare the Punishment of Treason, but no 
Attainder of Treason shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except during the 
Life of the Person attainted.

Article IV.
Full faith and credit Section 1. Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, 

Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may by gen-
eral Laws prescribe the Manner in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be 
proved, and the Effect thereof.

Relations of president with 
Congress

8Modified by the Eleventh Amendment.
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Privileges and immunities Section 2. The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities 
of Citizens in the several States.

Extradition A person charged in any State with Treason, Felony, or other Crime, who shall flee from 
Justice, and be found in another State, shall on Demand of the executive Authority 
of the State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the State having 
Jurisdiction of the Crime.

No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws thereof, escaping 
into another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from 
such Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the Party to whom such 
Service or Labour may be due.9

Creation of new states Section 3. New States may be admitted by the Congress into this Union; but no new 
State shall be formed or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any 
State be formed by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of States, without the 
Consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned as well as of the Congress.

Governing territories  The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and 
Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States; 
and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of 
the United States, or of any particular State.

Protection of states Section 4. The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican 
Form of Government, and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on 
Application of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature cannot be 
convened) against domestic Violence.

Article V.
Amending the Constitution The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall pro-

pose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of 
two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, 
which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this 
Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or 
by Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification 
may be proposed by the Congress; Provided that no Amendment which may be made 
prior to the Year One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any Manner alter the 
first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article; and that no State, 
without its Consent, shall be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.

Article VI.
  All Debts contracted and Engagements entered into, before the Adoption of this 

Constitution, shall be as valid against the United States under this Constitution, as 
under the Confederation.

  This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in 
Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority 
of the United States, shall be the Supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every 
State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to 
the Contrary notwithstanding.

No religious test  The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the Members of the 
several State Legislatures, and all executive and judicial Officers, both of the United 
States and of the several States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to support 
this Constitution; but no religious Test shall ever be required as a Qualification to any 
Office or public Trust under the United States.

Assumption of debts of 
Confederation

Supremacy of federal 
laws and treaties

9Changed by the Thirteenth Amendment.
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Article VII.
Ratification procedure  The Ratification of the Conventions of nine States, shall be sufficient for the 

Establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the Same.
Done in Convention by the Unanimous Consent of the States present the Seventeenth 

Day of September in the Year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven 
and of the Independence of the United States of America the Twelfth In witness whereof We 
have hereunto subscribed our Names,

G°. Washington — Presidt. and deputy from Virginia

New Hampshire
J. LANGDON

N. GILMAN Maryland

J. MCHENRY

D. OF ST. T. JENIFER

D. CARROLL

Massachusetts
N. GORHAM

R. KING
Virginia

J. BLAIR—

J. MADISON JR.

New Jersey

W. LIVINGSTON

D. BREARLEY

W. PATERSON

J. DAYTON

North Carolina

W. BLOUNT

R. DOBBS SPAIGHT

H. WILLIAMSON

Pennsylvania

B. FRANKLIN

T. MIFFLIN

R. MORRIS

G. CLYMER

T. FITZSIMONS

J. INGERSOLL

J. WILSON

G. MORRIS

South Carolina

J. RUTLEDGE

C. COTESWORTH PINCKNEY

C. PINCKNEY

P. BUTLER

Connecticut
W. JOHNSON

R. SHERMAN

Delaware

G. READ

G. BEDFORD JUN

J. DICKINSON

R. BASSETT

J. BROOM

New York A. HAMILTION Georgia W. FEW

A. BALDWIN
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AMENDMENT I.
 Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 

free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the 
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

AMENDMENT II.
Right to bear arms A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the 

people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.

AMENDMENT III.
 No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house without the consent of 

the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

AMENDMENT IV.
 The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, 

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall 
issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly 
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

AMENDMENT V.
 No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless 

on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or 
naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; 
nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life 
or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, 
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law, nor shall pri-
vate property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

AMENDMENT VI.
Rights when on trial In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public 

trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been 
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be 
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the wit-
nesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, 
and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defence.

AMENDMENT VII.
Common-law suits In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the 

right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise reex-
amined in any Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the common law.

AMENDMENT VIII.
 Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual 

punishments inflicted.

AMENDMENT IX.
 The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny 

or disparage others retained by the people.

Freedom of religion, 
speech, press, assembly

Quartering troops in private 
homes

Prohibition against 
unreasonable searches 
and seizures

Right when accused; 
“due-process” clause

Bail; no “cruel and unusual” 
punishments

Unenumerated rights 
protected
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AMENDMENT X.
Powers reserved for states The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by 

it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

AMENDMENT XI.

[Ratified in 1795.]

Limits on suits against states The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in 
law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens 
of another state, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.

AMENDMENT XII.

[Ratified in 1804.]

 The Electors shall meet in their respective states and vote by ballot for President and 
Vice President, one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with 
themselves; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for as President, and in 
distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice President, and they shall make distinct lists 
of all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice President, and 
of the number of votes for each, which lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit 
sealed to the seat of government of the United States, directed to the President of the 
Senate;—The President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House 
of Representatives, open all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;—The 
person having the greatest number of votes for President, shall be the President, if such 
number be a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed; and if no person 
have such majority, then from the persons having the highest numbers not exceeding 
three on the list of those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall 
choose immediately, by ballot, the President. But in choosing the President, the votes 
shall be taken by states, the representation from each state having one vote; a quo-
rum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the 
states, and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House of 
Representatives shall not choose a President whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon 
them, before the fourth day of March next following, then the Vice President shall act as 
President, as in the case of the death or other constitutional disability of the President.—10 
The person having the greatest number of votes as Vice President, shall be the Vice 
President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed, 
and if no person have a majority, then from the two highest numbers on the list, the 
Senate shall choose the Vice President; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-
thirds of the whole number of Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall 
be necessary to a choice. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of 
President shall be eligible to that of Vice President of the United States.

AMENDMENT XIII.

[Ratified in 1865.]

Slavery prohibited Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for 
crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United 
States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

Revision of electoral-college 
procedure

10Changed by the Twentieth Amendment, section 3.
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AMENDMENT XIV.

[Ratified in 1868.]

 Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they 
reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or 
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of 
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

 Section 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to 
their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, exclud-
ing Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of elec-
tors for President and Vice President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, 
the Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, 
is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one11 years of age 
and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in 
rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the 
proportion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of 
male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

 Section 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector of 
President and Vice President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the United 
States, or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a member of 
Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of any State legislature, 
or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of the 
United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or 
given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress may by a vote of two-thirds 
of each House, remove such disability.

Rebel debts repudiated Section 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States, authorized by law, 
including debts incurred for payment of pensions and bounties for services in sup-
pressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United 
States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insur-
rection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation 
of any slave; but all such debts, obligations and claims shall be held illegal and void.

Section 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the 
provisions of this article.

AMENDMENT XV.

[Ratified in 1870.]

Blacks given right to vote Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous 
condition of servitude.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate 
legislation.

Ex-slaves made citizens 
“Due-process” clause 
applied to states “Equal-
protection” clause

Reduction in congressional 
representation for states 
denying adult males the 
right to vote

Southern rebels denied 
federal office

11Changed by the Twenty-sixth Amendment.
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AMENDMENT XVI.

[Ratified in 1913.]

Authorizes federal income tax The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever 
source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and without regard 
to any census or enumeration.

AMENDMENT XVII.

[Ratified in 1913.]

 The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, 
elected by the people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have one vote. The 
electors in each State shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most 
numerous branch of the State legislatures.

When vacancies happen in the representation of any State in the Senate, the execu-
tive authority of such State shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies: Provided, 
That the legislature of any State may empower the executive thereof to make temporary 
appointments until the people fill the vacancies by election as the legislature may direct.

This amendment shall not be so construed as to affect the election or term of any 
Senator chosen before it becomes valid as part of the Constitution.

AMENDMENT XVIII.

[Ratified in 1919.]

 Section 1. After one year from the ratification of this article the manufacture, sale, 
or transportation of intoxicating liquors within, the importation there-of into, or the 
exportation thereof from the United States and all territory subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof for beverage purposes is hereby prohibited.

Section 2. The Congress and the several States shall have concurrent power to enforce 
this article by appropriate legislation.

Section 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an 
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of the several States, as provided 
in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the submission hereof to the 
States by the Congress.12

AMENDMENT XIX.

[Ratified in 1920.]

Right to vote for women The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the 
United States or by any State on account of sex.

Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

AMENDMENT XX.

[Ratified in 1933.]

 Section 1. The terms of the President and Vice President shall end at noon on the 
20th day of January, and the terms of Senators and Representatives at noon on the 3d 
day of January, of the years in which such terms would have ended if this article had 
not been ratified; and the terms of their successors shall then begin.

Requires popular election 
of Senators

Prohibits manufacture and 
sale of liquor

Federal terms of office to 
begin in January

12Repealed by the Twenty-first Amendment.
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Section 2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such meeting 
shall begin at noon on the 3d day of January, unless they shall by law appoint a dif-
ferent day.

 Section 3. If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the term of the President, the 
President elect shall have died, the Vice President elect shall become President. If a 
President shall not have been chosen before the time fixed for the beginning of his 
term, or if the President elect shall have failed to qualify, then the Vice President elect 
shall act as President until a President shall have qualified; and the Congress may 
by law provide for the case wherein neither a President elect nor a Vice President 
elect shall have qualified, declaring who shall then act as President, or the manner in 
which one who is to act shall be selected, and such person shall act accordingly until a 
President or Vice President shall have qualified.

Section 4. The Congress may by law provide for the case of the death of any of the 
persons from whom the House of Representatives may choose a President whenever 
the right of choice shall have devolved upon them, and for the case of the death of any 
of the persons from whom the Senate may choose a Vice President whenever the right 
of choice shall have devolved upon them.

Section 5. Sections 1 and 2 shall take effect on the 15th day of October following the 
ratification of this article.

Section 6. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an 
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several 
States within seven years from the date of its submission.

AMENDMENT XXI.

[Ratified in 1933.]

Repeals Prohibition Section 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States is hereby repealed.

Section 2. The transportation or importation into any State, Territory, or possession 
of the United States for delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation of 
the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.

Section 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an 
amendment to the Constitution by conventions in the several States, as provided in 
the Constitution, within seven years from the date of submission hereof to the States 
by the Congress.

AMENDMENT XXII.

[Ratified in 1951.]

Two-term limit for president Section 1. No person shall be elected to the office of the President more than twice, 
and no person who has held the office of President, or acted as President, for more than 
two years of a term to which some other person was elected President shall be elected 
to the office of President more than once. But this Article shall not apply to any per-
son holding the office of President when this Article was proposed by the Congress, 
and shall not prevent any person who may be holding the office of President, or acting 
as President, during the term within which this Article becomes operative from hold-
ing the office of President or acting as President during the remainder of such term.

Emergency presidential 
succession
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Section 2. This Article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an 
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several 
States within seven years from the date of its submission to the States by the Congress.

AMENDMENT XXIII.

[Ratified in 1961.]

  Section 1. The District constituting the seat of Government of the United States shall 
appoint in such manner as the Congress may direct:

A number of electors of President and Vice President equal to the whole number 
of Senators and Representatives in Congress to which the District would be entitled 
if it were a State, but in no event more than the least populous State; they shall be in 
addition to those appointed by the States, but they shall be considered, for the pur-
poses of the election of President and Vice President, to be electors appointed by a 
State; and they shall meet in the District and perform such duties as provided by the 
twelfth article of amendment.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate 
legislation.

AMENDMENT XXIV.

[Ratified in 1964.]

  Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote in any primary or other 
election for President or Vice President, for electors for President or Vice President, 
or for Senator or Representative in Congress, shall not be denied or abridged by the 
United States or any State by reason of failure to pay any poll tax or other tax.

Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate 
legislation.

AMENDMENT XXV.

[Ratified in 1967.]

  Section 1. In case of the removal of the President from office or of his death or resig-
nation, the Vice President shall become President.

Section 2. Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the Vice President, the 
President shall nominate a Vice President who shall take office upon confirmation by 
a majority vote of both Houses of Congress.

Section 3. Whenever the President transmits to the President pro tempore of the 
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives his written declaration that 
he is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, and until he transmits to 
them a written declaration to the contrary, such powers and duties shall be discharged 
by the Vice President as Acting President.

Section 4. Whenever the Vice President and a majority of either the principal officers 
of the executive departments or of such other body as Congress may by law provide, 
transmit to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives their written declaration that the President is unable to discharge the 
powers and duties of his office, the Vice President shall immediately assume the pow-
ers and duties of the office as Acting President.

Right to vote for president 
in District of Columbia

Prohibits poll taxes 
in federal elections

Presidential disability 
and succession
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Thereafter, when the President transmits to the President pro tempore of the Senate 
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives his written declaration that no inabil-
ity exists, he shall resume the powers and duties of his office unless the Vice President 
and a majority of either the principal officers of the executive department[s] or of such 
other body as Congress may by law provide, transmit within four days to the President 
pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives their writ-
ten declaration that the President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his 
office. Thereupon Congress shall decide the issue, assembling within forty-eight hours 
for that purpose if not in session. If the Congress, within twenty-one days after receipt 
of the latter written declaration, or, if Congress is not in session, within twenty-one 
days after Congress is required to assemble, determines by two-thirds vote of both 
Houses that the President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, 
the Vice President shall continue to discharge the same as Acting President; otherwise, 
the President shall resume the powers and duties of his office.

AMENDMENT XXVI.

[Ratified in 1971.]

 Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years of age or 
older, to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on 
account of age.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate 
legislation.

AMENDMENT XXVII.

[Ratified in 1992.]

Congressional pay raises No law varying the compensation for the services of the Senators and Representatives 
shall take effect, until an election of Representatives shall have intervened.

Voting age lowered to 
eighteen
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A Brief Guide to Reading the Federalist Papers
In 1787, to help win ratification of the new Constitution in the New York state conven-
tion, Alexander Hamilton decided to publish a series of articles defending and explain-
ing the document in the New York City newspapers. He recruited John Jay and James 
Madison to help him, and the three of them, under the pen name “Publius,” wrote 
85 articles that appeared from late 1787 through 1788. The identity of the authors was 
kept secret at the time, but we now know that Hamilton wrote 51 of them, Madison 
26, and Jay five, and that Hamilton and Madison jointly authored three.

The Federalist papers probably played only a small role in securing ratification. 
Like most legislative battles, this one was not decisively influenced by philosophical 
writings. But these essays have had a lasting value as an authoritative and profound 
explanation of the Constitution. Though written for political purposes, the Federalist 
has become the single most important piece of American political philosophy ever 
produced. Ironically, Hamilton and Madison were later to become political enemies; 
even at the Philadelphia convention they had different views of the kind of govern-
ment that should be created. But in 1787–1788, they were united in the belief that the 
new constitution was the best that could have been obtained under the circumstances.

Although Hamilton wrote most of the Federalist papers, Madison wrote the two 
most famous articles—Nos. 10 and 51, reprinted here in the Appendix. On your first 
reading of the papers, you may find Madison’s language difficult to understand and 
his ideas overly complex. The following pointers will help you decipher his meaning.

In Federalist No. 10, Madison begins by stating that “a well constructed Union” 
can “break and control the violence of faction.” He goes on to define a faction as any 
group of citizens who attempt to advance their ideas or economic interests at the 
expense of other citizens, or in ways that conflict with “the permanent and aggregate 
interests of the community” or “public good.” Thus what Madison terms “factions” 
are what we today call “special interests.”

One way to defeat factions, according to Madison, is to remove whatever causes 
them to arise in the first place. This can be attempted in two ways. First, government 
can deprive people of the liberty they need to organize: “Liberty is to faction what 
air is to fire.” But that is surely a cure “worse than the disease.” Second, measures can 
be taken to make all citizens share the same ideas, feelings, and economic interests. 
However, as Madison observes, some people are smarter or more hardworking than 
others, and this “diversity in the faculties” of citizens is bound to result in different 
economic interests as some people acquire more property than others. Consequently, 
protecting property rights, not equalizing property ownership, “is the first object of 
government.” Even if everyone shared the same basic economic interests, they would 
still find reasons “to vex and oppress each other” rather than cooperate “for their com-
mon good.” Religious differences, loyalties to different leaders, even “frivolous and 
fanciful distinctions” (not liking how other people dress or their taste in music) can be 
fertile soil for factions. In Madison’s view, people are factious by nature; the “causes of 
faction” are “sown” into their very being.

Madison thus proposes a second and, he thinks, more practical and desirable 
way of defeating faction. The way to cure “the mischiefs of faction” is not by remov-
ing its causes but by “controlling its effects.” Factions will always exist, so the trick is 
to establish a form of government that is likely to serve the public good through the 
even-handed “regulation of these various and interfering interests.” Wise and public-
spirited leaders can “adjust these clashing interests, and render them all subservient to 
the public good,” but, he cautions, “Enlightened statesmen will not always be at the 
helm.” (Madison implies that “enlightened statesmen”—such as himself, Washington, 
and Jefferson—were at the “helm” of government in 1787.)
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Madison’s proposed cure for the evils of factions is in fact nothing other than a 
republican form of government. Use the following questions to guide your own analy-
sis of Madison’s ideas. Why does Madison think the problem of a “minority” faction 
is easy to handle? Conversely, why is he so troubled by the potential of a majority fac-
tion? How does he distinguish direct democracy from republican government? What 
is he getting at when he terms elected representatives “proper guardians of the public 
weal,” and why does he think that “extensive republics” are more likely to produce 
such representatives than small ones?

When you are finished with Federalist No. 10, try your hand at Federalist No. 51. 
You will find that the ideas in the former paper anticipate many of those in the latter. 
And you will find many points on which you may or may not agree with Madison. 
For example, do you agree with his assumption that people—even your best friends or 
college roommates—are factious by nature? Likewise, do you agree with his view that 
government is “the greatest of all reflections on human nature”?

By attempting to meet the mind of James Madison, you can sharpen your own 
mind and deepen your understanding of American government.
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The Federalist No. 10

November 22, 1787

James Madison

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

Among the numerous advantages promised by a well constructed Union, none 
deserves to be more accurately developed than its tendency to break and control the 
violence of faction. The friend of popular governments, never finds himself so much 
alarmed for their character and fate, as when he contemplates their propensity to this 
dangerous vice. He will not fail therefore to set a due value on any plan which, with-
out violating the principles to which he is attached, provides a proper cure for it. The 
instability, injustice and confusion introduced into the public councils, have in truth 
been the mortal diseases under which popular governments have every where per-
ished; as they continue to be the favorite and fruitful topics from which the adversaries 
to liberty derive their most specious declamations. The valuable improvements made 
by the American Constitutions on the popular models, both ancient and modern, 
cannot certainly be too much admired; but it would be an unwarrantable partiality, 
to contend that they have as effectually obviated the danger on this side as was wished 
and expected. Complaints are everywhere heard from our most considerate and virtu-
ous citizens, equally the friends of public and private faith, and of public and personal 
liberty; that our governments are too unstable; that the public good is disregarded in 
the conflicts of rival parties; and that measures are too often decided, not according 
to the rules of justice, and the rights of the minor party; but by the superior force of 
an interested and over-bearing majority. However anxiously we may wish that these 
complaints had no foundation, the evidence of known facts will not permit us to deny 
that they are in some degree true. It will be found indeed, on a candid review of our 
situation, that some of the distresses under which we labor, have been erroneously 
charged on the operation of our governments; but it will be found, at the same time, 
that other causes will not alone account for many of our heaviest misfortunes; and 
particularly, for that prevailing and increasing distrust of public engagements, and 
alarm for private rights, which are echoed from one end of the continent to the other. 
These must be chiefly, if not wholly, effects of the unsteadiness and injustice, with 
which a factious spirit has tainted our public administrations.

By a faction I understand a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority 
or minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some common impulse of 
passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and 
aggregate interests of the community.

There are two methods of curing the mischiefs of faction: the one, by removing 
its causes; the other, by controlling its effects.

There are again two methods of removing the causes of faction: the one by 
destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence; the other, by giving to every 
citizen the same opinions, the same passions, and the same interests.

It could never be more truly said than of the first remedy, that it is worse than the 
disease. Liberty is to faction, what air is to fire, an aliment without which it instantly 
expires. But it could not be a less folly to abolish liberty, which is essential to politi-
cal life, because it nourishes faction, than it would be to wish the annihilation of air, 
which is essential to animal life, because it imparts to fire its destructive agency.

The second expedient is as impracticable, as the first would be unwise. As long 
as the reason of man continues fallible, and he is at liberty to exercise it, different 
opinions will be formed. As long as the connection subsists between his reason and 
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his self-love, his opinions and his passions will have a reciprocal influence on each 
other; and the former will be objects to which the latter will attach themselves. The 
diversity in the faculties of men from which the rights of property originate, is not less 
an insuperable obstacle to a uniformity of interests. The protection of these faculties 
is the first object of Government. From the protection of different and unequal facul-
ties of acquiring property, the possession of different degrees and kinds of property 
immediately results: and from the influence of these on the sentiments and views of 
the respective proprietors, ensues a division of the society into different interests and 
parties.

The latent causes of faction are thus sown in the nature of man; and we see 
them every where brought into different degrees of activity, according to the different 
circumstances of civil society. A zeal for different opinions concerning religion, con-
cerning Government and many other points, as well of speculation as of practice; an 
attachment to different leaders ambitiously contending for pre-eminence and power; 
or to persons of other descriptions whose fortunes have been interesting to the human 
passions, have in turn divided mankind into parties, inflamed them with mutual ani-
mosity, and rendered them much more disposed to vex and oppress each other, than to 
cooperate for their common good. So strong is this propensity of mankind to fall into 
mutual animosities, that where no substantial occasion presents itself, the most frivo-
lous and fanciful distinctions have been sufficient to kindle their unfriendly passions, 
and excite their most violent conflicts. But the most common and durable source of 
factions, has been the various and unequal distribution of property. Those who hold, 
and those who are without property, have ever formed distinct interests in society. 
Those who are creditors, and those who are debtors, fall under a like discrimination. 
A landed interest, a manufacturing interest, a mercantile interest, a monied interest, 
with many lesser interests, grow up of necessity in civilized nations, and divide them 
into different classes, actuated by different sentiments and views. The regulation of 
these various and interfering interests forms the principal task of modern Legislation, 
and involves the spirit of party and faction in the necessary and ordinary operations 
of Government.

No man is allowed to be judge in his own cause; because his interest would cer-
tainly bias his judgment, and, not improbably, corrupt his integrity. With equal, nay 
with greater reason, a body of men, are unfit to be judges and parties, at the same time; 
yet, what are many of the most important acts of legislation, but so many judicial 
determinations, not indeed concerning the rights of single persons, but concerning 
the rights of large bodies of citizens, and what are the different classes of legislators, 
but advocates and parties to the causes which they determine? Is a law proposed con-
cerning private debts? It is a question to which the creditors are parties on one side, 
and the debtors on the other. Justice ought to hold the balance between them. Yet the 
parties are and must be themselves the judges; and the most numerous party, or, in 
other words, the most powerful faction must be expected to prevail. Shall domestic 
manufactures be encouraged, and in what degree, by restrictions on foreign manufac-
tures? are questions which would be differently decided by the landed and the manu-
facturing classes; and probably by neither, with a sole regard to justice and the public 
good. The apportionment of taxes on the various descriptions of property, is an act 
which seems to require the most exact impartiality; yet, there is perhaps no legislative 
act in which greater opportunity and temptation are given to a predominant party, to 
trample on the rules of justice. Every shilling with which they over-burden the inferior 
number, is a shilling saved to their own pockets.

It is in vain to say, that enlightened statesmen will be able to adjust these clashing 
interests, and render them all subservient to the public good. Enlightened statesmen 
will not always be at the helm: Nor, in many cases, can such an adjustment be made 
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at all, without taking into view indirect and remote considerations, which will rarely 
prevail over the immediate interest which one party may find in disregarding the 
rights of another, or the good of the whole.

The inference to which we are brought, is, that the causes of faction cannot be 
removed; and that relief is only to be sought in the means of controlling its effects.

If a faction consists of less than a majority, relief is supplied by the republican 
principle, which enables the majority to defeat its sinister views by regular vote: It 
may clog the administration, it may convulse the society; but it will be unable to 
execute and mask its violence under the forms of the Constitution. When a majority is 
included in a faction, the form of popular government on the other hand enables it to 
sacrifice to its ruling passion or interest, both the public good and the rights of other 
citizens. To secure the public good, and private rights, against the danger of such a fac-
tion, and at the same time to preserve the spirit and the form of popular government, 
is then the great object to which our inquiries are directed: Let me add that it is the 
great desideratum, by which alone this form of government can be rescued from the 
opprobrium under which it has so long labored, and be recommended to the esteem 
and adoption of mankind.

By what means is this object attainable? Evidently by one of two only. Either the 
existence of the same passion or interest in a majority at the same time, must be pre-
vented; or the majority, having such co-existent passion or interest, must be rendered, 
by their number and local situation, unable to concert and carry into effect schemes 
of oppression. If the impulse and the opportunity be suffered to coincide, we well 
know that neither moral nor religious motives can be relied on as an adequate control. 
They are not found to be such on the injustice and violence of individuals, and lose 
their efficacy in proportion to the number combined together; that is, in proportion 
as their efficacy becomes needful.

From this view of the subject, it may be concluded, that a pure Democracy, by 
which I mean, a Society, consisting of a small number of citizens, who assemble and 
administer the Government in person, can admit of no cure for the mischiefs of fac-
tion. A common passion or interest will, in almost every case, be felt by a majority of 
the whole; a communication and concert results from the form of Government itself; 
and there is nothing to check the inducements to sacrifice the weaker party, or an 
obnoxious individual. Hence it is, that such Democracies have ever been spectacles of 
turbulence and contention; have ever been found incompatible with personal security, 
or the rights of property; and have in general been as short in their lives, as they have 
been violent in their deaths. Theoretic politicians, who have patronized this species 
of Government, have erroneously supposed, that by reducing mankind to a perfect 
equality in their political rights, they would, at the same time, be perfectly equalized 
and assimilated in their possessions, their opinions, and their passions.

A republic, by which I mean a government in which the scheme of representation 
takes place, opens a different prospect, and promises the cure for which we are seek-
ing. Let us examine the points in which it varies from pure democracy, and we shall 
comprehend both the nature of the cure and the efficacy which it must derive from 
the union.

The two great points of difference, between a democracy and a republic, are, first, 
the delegation of the government, in the latter, to a small number of citizens, elected 
by the rest; secondly, the greater number of citizens, and greater sphere of country, 
over which the latter may be extended.

The effect of the first difference is, on the one hand, to refine and enlarge the pub-
lic views, by passing them through the medium of a chosen body of citizens, whose 
wisdom may best discern the true interest of their country, and whose patriotism and 
love of justice, will be least likely to sacrifice it to temporary or partial considerations. 
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Under such a regulation, it may well happen, that the public voice, pronounced by 
the representatives of the people, will be more consonant to the public good, than if 
pronounced by the people themselves, convened for the purpose. On the other hand 
the effect may be inverted. Men of factious tempers, of local prejudices, or of sinister 
designs, may by intrigue, by corruption, or by other means, first obtain the suffrages, 
and then betray the interest of the people. The question resulting is, whether small or 
extensive republics are most favorable to the election of proper guardians of the public 
weal, and it is clearly decided in favor of the latter by two obvious considerations.

In the first place, it is to be remarked that, however small the republic may be, the 
representatives must be raised to a certain number, in order to guard against the cabals 
of a few; and that however large it may be, they must be limited to a certain number, 
in order to guard against the confusion of a multitude. Hence, the number of rep-
resentatives in the two cases not being in proportion to that of the constituents, and 
being proportionally greatest in the small republic, it follows, that if the proportion of 
fit characters be not less in the large than in the small republic, the former will present 
a greater option, and consequently a greater probability of a fit choice.

In the next place, as each Representative will be chosen by a greater number of 
citizens in the large than in the small Republic, it will be more difficult for unworthy 
candidates to practise with success the vicious arts, by which elections are too often 
carried; and the suffrages of the people being more free, will be more likely to center 
on men who possess the most attractive merit, and the most diffusive and established 
characters.

It must be confessed, that in this, as in most other cases, there is a mean, on both 
sides of which inconveniences will be found to lie. By enlarging too much the num-
ber of electors, you render the representatives too little acquainted with all their local 
circumstances and lesser interests; as by reducing it too much, you render him unduly 
attached to these, and too little fit to comprehend and pursue great and national 
objects. The Federal Constitution forms a happy combination in this respect; the 
great and aggregate interests being referred to the national, the local and particular, to 
the state legislatures.

The other point of difference is, the greater number of citizens and extent 
of territory which may be brought within the compass of Republican, than of 
Democratic Government; and it is this circumstance principally which renders fac-
tious  combinations less to be dreaded in the former, than in the latter. The smaller the 
society, the fewer probably will be the distinct parties and interests composing it; the 
fewer the distinct parties and interests, the more frequently will a majority be found 
of the same party; and the smaller the number of individuals composing a majority, 
and the smaller the compass within which they are placed, the more easily they will 
concert and execute their plans of oppression. Extend the sphere, and you take in a 
greater variety of parties and interests; you make it less probable that a majority of the 
whole will have a common motive to invade the rights of other citizens; or if such a 
common motive exists, it will be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their own 
strength, and to act in unison with each other. Besides other impediments, it may 
be remarked, that where there is a consciousness of unjust or dishonorable purposes, 
communication is always checked by distrust, in proportion to the number whose 
concurrence is necessary.

Hence it clearly appears, that the same advantage, which a Republic has over a 
Democracy, in controlling the effects of factions, is enjoyed by a large over a small 
Republic—is enjoyed by the Union over the States composing it. Does this advantage 
consist in the substitution of Representatives, whose enlightened views and virtu-
ous sentiments render them superior to local prejudices, and to schemes of injustice? 
It will not be denied, that the Representation of the Union will be most likely to 
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possess these requisite endowments. Does it consist in the greater security afforded 
by a greater variety of parties, against the event of any one party being able to out-
number and oppress the rest? In an equal degree does the increase variety of parties, 
comprised within the Union, increase this security? Does it, in fine, consist in the 
greater obstacles opposed to the concert and accomplishment of the secret wishes of 
an unjust and interested majority? Here, again, the extent of the Union gives it the 
most palpable advantage.

The influence of factious leaders may kindle a flame within their particular States, 
but will be unable to spread a general conflagration through the other States: a reli-
gious sect, may degenerate into a political faction in a part of the Confederacy but the 
variety of sects dispersed over the entire face of it, must secure the national Councils 
against any danger from that source: a rage for paper money, for an abolition of debts, 
for an equal division of property, or for any other improper or wicked project, will 
be less apt to pervade the whole body of the Union, than a particular member of it; 
in the same proportion as such a malady is more likely to taint a particular county or 
district, than an entire State.

In the extent and proper structure of the Union, therefore, we behold a Republican 
remedy for the diseases most incident to Republican Government. And according to 
the degree of pleasure and pride, we feel in being Republicans, ought to be our zeal in 
cherishing the spirit, and supporting the character of Federalists.

PUBLIUS
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February 6, 1788

James Madison

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

To what expedient then shall we finally resort for maintaining in practice the necessary 
partition of power among the several departments, as laid down in the constitution? 
The only answer that can be given is, that as all these exterior provisions are found to 
be inadequate, the defect must be supplied, by so contriving the interior structure of 
the government, as that its several constituent parts may, by their mutual relations, 
be the means of keeping each other in their proper places. Without presuming to 
undertake a full development of this important idea, I will hazard a few general obser-
vations, which may perhaps place it in a clearer light, and enable us to form a more 
correct judgment of the principles and structure of the government planned by the 
convention.

In order to lay a due foundation for that separate and distinct exercise of the dif-
ferent powers of government, which to a certain extent, is admitted on all hands to 
be essential to the preservation of liberty, it is evident that each department should 
have a will of its own; and consequently should be so constituted, that the members of 
each should have as little agency as possible in the appointment of the members of the 
others. Were this principle rigorously adhered to, it would require that all the appoint-
ments for the supreme executive, legislative, and judiciary magistracies, should be 
drawn from the same fountain of authority, the people, through channels, having no 
communication whatever with one another. Perhaps such a plan of constructing the 
several departments would be less difficult in practice than in it may in contemplation 
appear. Some difficulties however, and some additional expense, would attend the 
execution of it. Some deviations therefore from the principle must be admitted. In the 
constitution of the judiciary department in particular, it might be inexpedient to insist 
rigorously on the principle; first, because peculiar qualifications being essential in the 
members, the primary consideration ought to be to select that mode of choice, which 
best secures these qualifications; secondly, because the permanent tenure by which the 
appointments are held in that department, must soon destroy all sense of dependence 
on the authority conferring them.

It is equally evident that the members of each department should be as little 
dependent as possible on those of the others, for the emoluments annexed to their 
offices. Were the executive magistrate, or the judges, not independent of the legisla-
ture in this particular, their independence in every other would be merely nominal.

But the great security against a gradual concentration of the several powers in the 
same department, consists in giving to those who administer each department, the nec-
essary constitutional means, and personal motives, to resist encroachments of the oth-
ers. The provision for defense must in this, as in all other cases, be made commensurate 
to the danger of attack. Ambition must be made to counteract ambition. The interest of 
the man must be connected with the constitutional right of the place. It may be a reflec-
tion on human nature, that such devices should be necessary to control the abuses of 
government. But what is government itself but the greatest of all reflections on human 
nature? If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern 
men, neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In fram-
ing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies 
in this: You must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next 
place, oblige it to control itself. A dependence on the people is no doubt the primary 
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control on the government; but experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxil-
iary precautions.

This policy of supplying by opposite and rival interests, the defect of better 
motives, might be traced through the whole system of human affairs, private as well as 
public. We see it particularly displayed in all the subordinate distributions of power; 
where the constant aim is to divide and arrange the several offices in such a manner 
as that each may be a check on the other; that the private interest of every individual, 
may be a sentinel over the public rights. These inventions of prudence cannot be less 
requisite in the distribution of the supreme powers of the state.

But it is not possible to give each department an equal power of self defense. 
In  republican government the legislative authority, necessarily, predominates. The 
remedy for this inconvenience is, to divide the legislative into different branches; and 
to render them by different modes of election, and different principles of action, as 
little connected with each other, as the nature of their common functions, and their 
common dependence on the society, will admit. It may even be necessary to guard 
against dangerous encroachments by still further precautions. As the weight of the leg-
islative authority requires that it should be thus divided, the weakness of the executive 
may require, on the other hand, that it should be fortified. An absolute negative, on 
the legislature, appears at first view to be the natural defense with which the executive 
magistrate should be armed. But perhaps it would be neither altogether safe, nor alone 
sufficient. On ordinary occasions, it might not be exerted with the requisite firmness, 
and on extraordinary occasions, it might be prefidiously abused. May not this defect 
of an absolute negative be supplied, by some qualified connection between this weaker 
department, and the weaker branch of the stronger department, by which the latter 
may be led to support the constitutional rights of the former, without being too much 
detached from the rights of its own department?

If the principles on which these observations are founded be just, as I persuade 
myself they are, and they be applied as a criterion, to the several state constitutions, 
and to the federal constitution, it will be found, that if the latter does not perfectly 
correspond with them, the former are infinitely less able to bear such a test.

There are moreover two considerations particularly applicable to the federal sys-
tem of America, which place the system in a very interesting point of view.

First. In a single republic, all the power surrendered by the people, is submitted to 
the administration of a single government; and usurpations are guarded against by a 
division of the government into distinct and separate departments. In the compound 
republic of America, the power surrendered by the people, is first divided between 
two distinct governments, and then the portion allotted to each, subdivided among 
distinct and separate departments. Hence a double security arises to the rights of the 
people. The different governments will control each other; at the same time that each 
will be controlled by itself.

Second. It is of great importance in a republic, not only to guard the society against 
the oppression of its rulers; but to guard one part of the society against the injustice 
of the other part. Different interests necessarily exist in different classes of citizens. 
If a majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the minority will be inse-
cure. There are but two methods of providing against this evil: The one by creating a 
will in the community independent of the majority, that is, of the society itself, the 
other by comprehending in the society so many separate descriptions of citizens, as 
will render an unjust combination of a majority of the whole, very improbable, if not 
impracticable. The first method prevails in all governments possessing an hereditary 
or self appointed authority. This at best is but a precarious security; because a power 
independent of the society may as well espouse the unjust views of the major, as the 
rightful interests, of the minor party, and may possibly be turned against both parties. 
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The second method will be exemplified in the federal republic of the United States. 
While all authority in it will be derived from and dependent on the society, the society 
itself will be broken into so many parts, interests and classes of citizens, that the rights 
of individuals or of the minority, will be in little danger from interested combinations 
of the majority. In a free government, the security for civil rights must be the same as 
for religious rights. It consists in the one case in the multiplicity of interests, and in 
the other, in the multiplicity of sects. The degree of security in both cases will depend 
on the number of interests and sects; and this may be presumed to depend on the 
extent of country and number of people comprehended under the same government. 
This view of the subject must particularly recommend a proper federal system to all 
the sincere and considerate friends of republican government: Since it shows that in 
exact proportion as the territory of the union may be formed into more circumscribed 
confederacies or states, oppressive combinations of a majority will be facilitated, the 
best security under the republican form, for the rights of every class of citizens, will 
be diminished; and consequently, the stability and independence of some member of 
the government, the only other security, must be proportionally increased. Justice is 
the end of government. It is the end of civil society. It ever has been, and ever will be 
pursued, until it be obtained, or until liberty be lost in the pursuit. In a society under 
the forms of which the stronger faction can readily unite and oppress the weaker, anar-
chy may as truly be said to reign, as in a state of nature where the weaker individual 
is not secured against the violence of the stronger: And as in the latter state even the 
stronger individuals are prompted by the uncertainty of their condition, to submit 
to a government which may protect the weak as well as themselves: So in the former 
state, will the more powerful factions or parties be gradually induced by a like motive, 
to wish for a government which will protect all parties, the weaker as well as the more 
powerful. It can be little doubted, that if the state of Rhode Island was separated from 
the confederacy, and left to itself, the insecurity of rights under the popular form of 
government within such narrow limits, would be displayed by such reiterated oppres-
sions of factious majorities, that some power altogether independent of the people 
would soon be called for by the voice of the very factions whose misrule had proved 
the necessity of it. In the extended republic of the United States, and among the great 
variety of interests, parties and sects which it embraces, a coalition of a majority of the 
whole society could seldom take place on any other principles than those of justice 
and the general good; and there being thus less danger to a minor from the will of the 
major party, there must be less pretext also, to provide for the security of the former, 
by introducing into the government a will not dependent on the latter; or in other 
words, a will independent of the society itself. It is no less certain than it is important, 
notwithstanding the contrary opinions which have been entertained, that the larger 
the society, provided it lie within a practicable sphere, the more duly capable it will be 
of self government. And happily for the republican cause, the practicable sphere may 
be carried to a very great extent, by a judicious modification and mixture of the federal 
principle.

PUBLIUS
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Presidents and Congresses, 1789–2017
House Senate

Year President and Vice 
President

Party of 
President

Congress Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

1789–1797 George Washington
John Adams

None 1st
2d
3d
4th

38 Admin
37 Fed
57 Dem-Rep
54 Fed

26 Opp
33 Dem-Rep
48 Fed
52 Dem-Rep

17 Admin
16 Fed
17 Fed
19 Fed

9 Opp
13 Dem-Rep
13 Dem-Rep
13 Dem-Rep

1797–1801 John Adams
Thomas Jefferson

Federalist 5th
6th

58 Fed
64 Fed

48 Dem-Rep
42 Dem-Rep

20 Fed
19 Fed

12 Dem-Rep
13 Dem-Rep

1801–1809 Thomas Jefferson
Aaron Burr–(to 1805)
George Clinton 
(to 1809)

Dem-Rep 7th
8th
9th
10th

69 Dem-Rep
102 Dem-Rep
116 Dem-Rep
118 Dem-Rep

36 Fed
39 Fed
25 Fed
24 Fed

18 Dem-Rep
25 Dem-Rep
27 Dem-Rep
28 Dem-Rep

13 Fed
9 Fed
7 Fed
6 Fed

1809–1817 James Madison
George Clinton 
(to 1813)
Elbridge Gerry 
(to 1817)

Dem-Rep 11th
12th

13th
14th

94 Dem-Rep
108 Dem-Rep

112 Dem-Rep
117 Dem-Rep

48 Fed
36 Fed

68 Fed
65 Fed

28 Dem-Rep
30 Dem-Rep

27 Dem-Rep
25 Dem-Rep

6 Fed
6 Fed

9 Fed
11 Fed

1817–1825 James Monroe
Daniel D. Tompkins

Dem-Rep 15th
16th
17th
18th

141 Dem-Rep
156 Dem-Rep
158 Dem-Rep
187 Dem-Rep

42 Fed
27 Fed
25 Fed
26 Fed

34 Dem-Rep
35 Dem-Rep
44 Dem-Rep
44 Dem-Rep

10 Fed
7 Fed
4 Fed
4 Fed

1825–1829 John Quincy Adams
John C. Calhoun

Nat-Rep 19th
20th

105 Admin
119 Jack

97 Jack
94 Admin

26 Admin
28 Jack

20 Jack
20 Admin

1829–1837 Andrew Jackson
John C. Calhoun 
(to 1833)
Martin Van Buren 
(to 1837)

Democrat 21st
22d

23d

139 Dem
141 Dem

147 Dem

74 Nat Rep
58 Nat Rep

53 AntiMas

26 Dem
25 Dem

20 Dem

22 Nat Rep
21 Nat Rep

20 Nat Rep

1837–1841 Martin Van Buren
Richard M. Johnson

Democrat 25th
26th

108 Dem
124 Dem

107 Whig
118 Whig

30 Dem
28 Dem

18 Whig
22 Whig

1841 William H. Harrison *
John Tyler

Whig

1841–1845 John Tyler
(VP vacant)

Whig 27th
28th

133 Whig
142 Dem

102 Dem
79 Whig

28 Whig
28 Whig

22 Dem
25 Dem

1845–1849 James K. Polk
George M. Dallas

Democrat 29th
30th

143 Dem
115 Whig

77 Whig
108 Dem

31 Dem
36 Dem

25 Whig
21 Whig

1849–1850 Zachary Taylor*
Millard Fillmore

Whig 31st 112 Dem 109 Whig 35 Dem 25 Whig

1850–1853 Millard Fillmore
(VP vacant)

Whig 32d 140 Dem 88 Whig 35 Dem 24 Whig

NOTES: Only members of two major parties in Congress are shown; omitted are independents, members of minor parties, and vacancies. 
Party balance as of beginning of Congress.

Congresses in which one or both chambers are controlled by the president’s party show the major-party distribution for the chamber(s) in color.

During administration of George Washington and (in part) John Quincy Adams, Congress was not organized by formal parties; the split 
shown is between supporters and opponents of the administration.

ABBREVIATIONS: Admin = Administration supporters; AntiMas = Anti-Masonic; Dem = Democratic; Dem-Rep = Democratic-Republican; 
Fed = Federalist; Jack = Jacksonian Democrats; Nat Rep = National Republican; Opp = Opponents of administration; Rep = Republican; 
Union = Unionist; Whig = Whig.

*Died in office.
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House Senate

Year President and Vice 
President

Party of 
President

Congress Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

1853–1857 Franklin Pierce
William R. King

Democrat 33d
34th

159 Dem
108 Rep

71 Whig
83 Dem

38 Dem
40 Dem

22 Whig
15 Rep

1857–1861 James Buchanan
John C. Breckinridge

Democrat 35th
36th

118 Dem
114 Rep

92 Rep
92 Dems

36 Dem
36 Dem

20 Rep
26 Rep

1861–1865 Abraham Lincoln*
Hannibal Hamlin 
(to 1865)
Andrew Johnson 
(1865)

Republican 37th
38th

105 Rep
102 Rep

43 Dem
75 Dem

31 Rep
36 Rep

10 Dem
9 Dem

1865–1869 Andrew Johnson
(VP vacant)

Republican 39th
40th

149 Union
143 Rep

42 Dem
49 Dem

42 Union
42 Rep

10 Dem
11 Dem

1869–1877 Ulysses S. Grant
Schuyler Colfax 
(to 1873) 
Henry WIlson 
(to 1877)

Republican 41st
42d
43d
44th

149 Rep
134 Rep
194 Rep
169 Dem

63 Dem
104 Dem
92 Dem
109 Rep

56 Rep
52 Rep
49 Rep
45 Rep

11 Dem
17 Dem
19 Dem
29 Dem

1877–1881 Rutherford B. Hayes
William A. Wheeler

Republican 45th
46th

153 Dem
149 Dem

140 Rep
130 Rep

39 Rep
42 Dem

36 Dem
33 Rep

1881 James A. Garfield*
Chester A. Arthur

Republican 47th 147 Rep 135 Dem 37 Rep 37 Dem

1881–1885 Chester A. Arthur
(VP vacant)

Republican 48th 197 Dem 118 Rep 38 Rep 36 Rep

1885–1889 Grover Cleveland
Thomas A. Hendricks

Democrat 49th
50th

183 Dem
169 Dem

140 Rep
152 Rep

43 Rep
39 Rep

34 Dem
37 Dem

1889–1893 Benjamin Harrison
Levi P. Morton

Republican 51st
52d

166 Rep
235 Dem

159 Dem
88 Rep

39 Rep
47 Rep

37 Dem
39 Dem

1893–1897 Grover Cleveland
Adlai E. Stevenson

Democrat 53d
54th

218 Dem
244 Rep

127 Rep
105 Dem

44 Dem
43 Rep

38 Rep
39 Dem

1897–1901 William McKinley*
Garret A. Hobart 
(to 1901)
Theodore Roosevelt 
(1901)

Republican 55th
56th

204 Rep
185 Rep

113 Rep
163 Rep

47 Rep
53 Rep

34 Dem
26 Dem

1901–1909 Theodore Roosevelt
(VP vacant,  
1901–1905)
Charles W. Fairbanks 
(1905–1909)

Republican 57th
58th
59th
60th

197 Rep
208 Rep
250 Rep
222 Rep

151 Dem
178 Dem
136 Dem
164 Dem

55 Rep
57 Rep
57 Rep
61 Rep

31 Dem
33 Dem
33 Dem
31 Dem

1909–1913 William Howard Taft
James S. Sherman

Republican 61st
62d

219 Rep
228 Dem

 172 Dem
161 Rep

61 Rep
51 Rep

32 Dem
41 Dem

1913–1921 Woodrow Wilson
Thomas R. Marshall

Democrat 63d
64th
65th
66th

291 Dem
230 Dem
216 Dem
240 Rep

127 Rep
196 Rep
210 Rep
190 Dem

51 Dem
56 Dem
53 Dem
49 Rep

44 Rep
40 Rep
42 Rep
47 Dem

1921–1923 Warren G. Harding*
Calvin Coolidge

Republican 67th 301 Rep 131 Dem 59 Rep 37 Dem

*Died in office.
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House Senate

Year President and Vice 
President

Party of 
President

Congress Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

1923–1929 Calvin Coolidge
(VP vacant,  
1923–1925)
Charles G. Dawes 
(1925–1929)

Republican 68th
69th

70th

225 Rep
247 Rep

237 Rep

205 Dem
183 Dem

195 Dem

51 Rep
56 Rep

49 Rep

43 Dem
39 Dem

46 Dem

1929–1933 Herbert Hoover
Charles Curtis

Republican 71st
72d

267 Rep
220 Dem

167 Dem
214 Rep

56 Rep
48 Rep

39 Dem
47 Dem

1933–1945 Franklin D.  
Roosevelt*
John N. Garner
(1933–1941)
Henry A. Wallace
(1941–1945)
Harry S. Truman 
(1945)

Democrat 73d

74th
75th
76th
77th
78th

310 Dem

319 Dem
331 Dem
261 Dem
268 Dem
218 Dem

117 Rep

103 Rep
89 Rep
164 Rep
162 Rep
208 Rep

60 Dem

69 Dem
76 Dem
69 Dem
66 Dem
58 Dem

35 Rep

25 Rep
16 Rep
23 Rep
28 Rep
37 Rep

1945–1953 Harry S. Truman
VP vacant,  
1945–1949
Alben W. Barkley
(1949–1953)

Democrat 79th
80th

81st
82d

242 Dem
245 Rep

263 Dem 
234 Dem

190 Rep
188 Dem

171 Rep
199 Rep

56 Dem
51 Rep

54 Dem
49 Dem

38 Rep
45 Dem

42 Rep
47 Rep

1953–1961 Dwight D.  
Eisenhower
Richard M. Nixon

Republican 83d

84th
85th
86th

221 Rep

232 Dem
233 Dem
283 Dem

211 Dem

203 Rep
200 Rep
153 Rep

48 Rep

48 Dem
49 Dem
64 Dem

47 Dem

47 Rep
47 Rep
34 Rep

1961–1963 John F. Kennedy*
Lyndon B. Johnson

Democrat 87th 263 Dem 174 Rep 65 Dem 35 Rep

1963–1969 Lyndon B. Johnson
(VP vacant,  
1963–1965)
Hubert H. Humphrey 
(1965–1969)

Democrat 88th
89th

90th

258 Dem
295 Dem

247 Dem

177 Rep
140 Rep

187 Rep

67 Dem
68 Dem

64 Dem

33 Rep
32 Rep

36 Rep

1969–1974 Richard M. Nixon†

Spiro T. Agnew††

Gerald R. Ford §

Republican 91st
92d

243 Dem
254 Dem

192 Rep
180 Rep

57 Dem
54 Dem

43 Rep
44 Rep

1974–1977 Gerald R. Ford
Nelson A. Rockefeller

Republican 93d
94th

239 Dem
291 Dem

192 Rep
144 Rep

56 Dem
60 Dem

42 Rep
37 Rep

1977–1981 Jimmy Carter
Walter Mondale

Democrat 95th
96th

292 Dem
276 Dem

143 Rep
157 Rep

61 Dem
58 Dem

38 Rep
41 Rep

*Died in office. †Resigned from the presidency ††Resigned from the vice presidency. §Appointed vice president.
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House Senate

Year President and Vice 
President

Party of 
President

Congress Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

Majority 
Party

Minority 
Party

1981–1989 Ronald Reagan
George Bush

Republican 97th
98th
99th
100th

243 Dem
269 Dem
253 Dem
257 Dem

192 Rep
165 Rep
182 Rep
178 Rep

53 Rep
54 Rep
53 Rep
54 Dem

46 Dem
46 Dem
47 Dem
46 Rep

1989–1993 George Bush
Dan Quayle

Republican 101st
102d

262 Dem
267 Dem

173 Rep
167 Rep

55 Dem
56 Dem

45 Rep
44 Rep

1993–2000 Bill Clinton
Albert Gore, Jr.

Democrat 103d
104th
105th
106th

258 Dem
230 Rep
228 Rep
223 Rep

176 Rep
204 Dem
206 Dem
211 Dem

57 Dem
53 Rep
55 Rep
54 Rep

43 Rep
47 Dem
45 Dem
46 Dem

2000–2009 George W. Bush
Dick Cheney

Republican 107th
108th
109th
110th

220 Rep
229 Rep
233 Rep
229 Dem

215 Dem
204 Dem
206 Dem
196 Rep

50 Rep
51 Rep
55 Rep
51 Dem

50 Dem
48 Dem
44 Dem
49 Rep

2009–2017 Barack Obama
Joe Biden

Democrat 111th
112th
113th**
114th***

256 Dem
242 Rep
234 Rep
246 Rep

179 Rep
193 Dem
201 Dem
188 Dem

60 Dem
51 Dem
45 Rep
54 Rep

40 Rep
47 Rep
53 Dem
44 Dem

2017– Donald Trump
Mike Pence 

Republican 115th 241 Rep 194 Dem 52 Rep 46 Dem

**In the 113th, 114th, and 115th Congresses, there were 2 Independents in the Senate that caucused with Democrats. ***In 2015, 
there was one vacancy in the House.
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501(c)4 group A social welfare organization that can devote 
no more than 50  percent of its funds to politics. Sometimes 
referred to as “dark money” groups because they do not 
have to disclose their donors.

527 organizations Organizations under section 527 of the 
Internal Revenue Code that raise and spend money to 
advance political causes.

Activist approach The view that judges should discern the 
general principles underlying laws or the Constitution and 
apply them to modern circumstances.

Activists People who tend to participate in all forms of politics.

Ad hoc structure Several subordinates, cabinet officers, and 
committees report directly to the president on different 
matters.

Adversarial press The tendency of the national media to 
be suspicious of officials and eager to reveal unflattering 
stories about them.

Affirmative action Laws or administrative regulations that 
require a business firm, government agency, labor union, 
school, college, or other organization to take positive 
steps to increase the number of African Americans, other 
minorities, or women in its membership.

Agenda-setting (gatekeeping) The ability of the news 
media, by printing stories about some topics and not 
others, to shape the public agenda.

Amicus curiae A brief submitted by a “friend of the court.”

Antifederalists Those who favor a weaker national 
government.

Appropriation A legislative grant of money to finance 
a government program or agency.

Articles of Confederation A weak constitution that 
governed America during the Revolutionary War.

Assistance program A government program financed 
by general income taxes that provides benefits to poor 
citizens without requiring contributions from them.

Australian ballot A  government-printed ballot of uniform 
dimensions to be cast in secret that many states adopted 
around 1890 to reduce voting fraud associated with party-
printed ballots cast in public.

Authority The right to use power.

Authorization legislation Legislative permission to begin 
or continue a government program or agency.

Battleground states The most competitive states in the 
presidential election that either candidate could win; also 
called swing states.

Benefit A satisfaction that people believe they will enjoy if 
a policy is adopted.

Bicameral legislature A lawmaking body made up of two 
chambers or parts.

Bill of attainder A law that declares a person, without a trial, 
to be guilty of a crime. 

Bill of Rights First 10 amendments to the Constitution.

Bipolar world A political landscape with two superpowers.

Blog A series, or log, of  discussion items on a page of the 
World Wide Web.

Brief A written statement by an attorney that summarizes 
a case and the laws and rulings that support it.

Budget A document that states tax collections, spending 
levels, and the allocation of spending among purposes.

Budget resolution A congressional decision that states 
the maximum amount of money the government should 
spend.

Bully pulpit The president’s use of prestige and visibility to 
guide or mobilize the American public.

Bureaucracy A large, complex organization composed of 
appointed officials.

Bureaucratic view View that the government is dominated 
by appointed officials.

Cabinet The heads of the 15 executive branch departments 
of the federal government.

Categorical grants Federal grants for specific purposes, 
such as building an airport.

Caucus (Congress) An association of  congressional 
members  created to advance a political ideology or a 
regional, ethnic, or economic interest.

Caucus (Elections) A meeting of party  followers in which 
party  delegates are selected.

Charitable choice Name given to four federal laws passed 
in the late 1990s specifying the conditions under which 
nonprofit religious organizations could compete to 
administer certain social service delivery and welfare 
programs.

Checks and balances Constitutional ability of multiple 
branches of government to limit each other’s power.

Circular structure Several of the president’s assistants 
report directly to him.

Civic competence A belief that one can affect government 
policies.

Civic duty A belief that one has an obligation to participate in 
civic and political affairs.

Civil disobedience Opposing a law one considers unjust 
by peacefully disobeying it and accepting the resultant 
punishment.

Civil forfeiture A procedure in which law- enforcement 
officers take assets from people who are suspected of illegal 
activity, but have not been charged with a crime.

Civil liberties Rights—chiefly, rights to be free of government 
interference—accorded to an individual by the Constitution: 
free speech, free press, and so on.

Civil rights The rights of people to be treated without 
unreasonable or unconstitutional differences.

Civil society Voluntary action that makes cooperation easier.

Glossary
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G2 Glossary

Class-action suit A case brought by someone to help both 
him- or herself and all others who are similarly situated.

Class-consciousness A belief that one is a member of an 
economic group whose interests are opposed to people in 
other such groups.

Class view View that the government is dominated by 
capitalists.

Clear-and-present-danger test Law should not punish 
speech unless there was a clear and present danger of 
producing harmful actions.

Client politics A policy in which one small group benefits and 
almost everybody pays.

Closed primary A primary election where only registered 
party members may vote for the party’s nominee.

Closed rule An order from the House Rules Committee 
that sets a time limit on debate; forbids a bill from being 
amended on the floor.

Cloture rule A rule used by the Senate to end or limit debate.

Coalition An alliance of groups.

Coattails The alleged tendency of candidates to win more 
votes in an election because of the presence at the top 
of the ticket of a  better-known candidate, such as the 
president.

Committee clearance The ability of a congressional 
committee to review and approve certain agency decisions 
in advance and without passing a law.

Competitive service The government offices to which 
people are appointed on the basis of merit, as ascertained 
by a written exam or by applying certain selection criteria.

Concurrent  powers  Powers shared by the national and 
state governments.

Concurrent resolution An expression of opinion without the 
force of law that requires the approval of both the House 
and the Senate, but not the president.

Concurring opinion A signed opinion in which one or more 
members agree with the majority view but for different 
reasons.

Conditions of aid Terms set by the national government 
that states must meet if they are to receive certain federal 
funds.

Confederation or confederal system A system of 
government where state governments are sovereign, 
and the national government can do only what the states 
permit.

Conference committee Joint committees appointed to 
resolve differences in the Senate and House versions of the 
same bill.

Congressional campaign committee A party committee 
in Congress that provides funds to members and would-be 
members.

Conservative coalition An alliance between Republicans 
and conservative Democrats.

Constitutional  Convention A meeting in Philadelphia in 
1787 that produced a new constitution.

Constitutional court A federal court, authorized by Article III 
of the Constitution, that keeps judges in office during good 
behavior and prevents their salaries from being reduced. 

They are the Supreme Court (created by the Constitution) 
and appellate and district courts created by Congress.

Containment The belief that the United States should resist 
the expansion of aggressive nations, especially the former 
Soviet Union.

Cooperative federalism Idea that the federal and state 
governments share power in many policy areas.

Cost A burden that people believe they must bear if a policy is 
adopted.

Cost overruns When the money actually paid to military 
suppliers exceeds the estimated costs.

Courts of appeals Federal courts that hear appeals from 
district courts; no trials.

Creedal passion view View that morally impassioned elites 
drive important political changes.

Critical or realignment periods A period when a major, 
lasting shift occurs in the popular coalition supporting one 
or both parties.

Debt ceiling A limit on how much money the federal 
government can borrow (by limiting the amount of debt it 
can issue). 

De facto segregation Racial segregation that occurs in 
schools, not as a result of the law, but as a result of 
patterns of residential settlement.

Deficit The result of the government in one year spending 
more money than it takes in from taxes.

De jure segregation Racial segregation that is required 
by law.

Democracy The rule of the many.

Descriptive  representation When  citizens are represented 
by elected officials from their same racial/ethnic 
background.

Devolution The transfer of power from the national 
government to state and local governments.

Direct or participatory democracy A government in which 
all or most citizens participate directly.

Discharge petition A device by which any member of the 
House, after a committee has had the bill for 30 days, may 
petition to have it brought to the floor.

Discretionary authority The extent to which appointed 
bureaucrats can choose courses of action and make 
policies not spelled out in advance by laws.

Discretionary spending Spending that is not required 
to pay for contracts, interest on the national debt, 
or entitlement programs such as Social Security.

Disengagement The belief that the United States was 
harmed by its war in Vietnam and so should avoid 
supposedly similar events.

Dissenting opinion A signed opinion in which one or more 
justices disagree with the majority view.

District courts The lowest federal courts; federal trials can 
be held only here.

Diversity cases Cases involving citizens of different states 
who can bring suit in federal courts.

Divided government One party controls the White House 
and another party controls one or both houses of 
Congress.
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Glossary G3

Division vote A congressional voting procedure in which 
members stand and are counted.

Double tracking A procedure to keep the Senate going 
during a filibuster in which the disputed bill is shelved 
temporarily so that the Senate can get on with other 
business.

Dual federalism Doctrine holding that the national government 
is supreme in its sphere, the states are supreme in theirs, 
and the two spheres should be kept separate.

Due process of law Denies the government the right, 
without due process, to deprive people of life, liberty, and 
property.

Earmark A provision in a law that provides a direct benefit to 
a client without the benefit having been reviewed on the 
merits by all of Congress.

Economic planning The belief that government plans, such 
as wage and price controls or the direction of investment, 
can improve the economy.

Electoral college The people chosen to cast each state’s 
votes in a presidential election. Each state can cast one 
electoral vote for each senator and representative it has. 
The District of Columbia has three electoral votes, even 
though it cannot elect a representative or senator.

Elite Persons who possess a disproportionate share of some 
valued resource, such as money, prestige, or expertise.

Entitlements A claim for government funds that cannot be 
changed without violating the rights of the claimant.

Entrepreneurial  politics A policy in which almost everybody 
benefits and a small group pays.

Enumerated powers Powers given to the national 
government alone. 

Environmental impact statement (EIS) A report required 
by federal law that assesses the possible effect of a project 
on the environment if the project is subsidized in whole or 
part by federal funds.

Equality of  opportunity Giving people an equal chance to 
succeed.

Equality of results Making certain that people achieve the 
same result.

Equal protection of the laws A standard of equal treatment 
that must be observed by the government.

Equal time rule An FCC rule that if a broadcaster sells 
time to one candidate, it must sell equal time to other 
candidates.

Establishment clause First Amendment ban on laws 
“respecting an establishment of religion.”

Exclusionary rule Improperly gathered evidence may not be 
introduced in a criminal trial.

Executive order A presi dential directive that calls for action 
within the executive branch.

Exit polls Polls based on interviews conducted on election 
day with randomly selected voters.

Ex post facto law A law that makes an act criminal even 
though the act was legal when it was committed.

Faction A group with a distinct political interest.

Fake news manufactured  stories typically designed to 
support a particular point of view or candidate.

Federalism Government authority shared by national and 
local governments.

Federalists Those who favor a stronger national government. 

Federal-question cases Cases concerning the Constitution, 
federal laws, or treaties.

Federal system A system of government where the national 
and state governments share sovereignty.

Fee shifting A rule that allows a plaintiff to recover costs from 
the defendant if the plaintiff wins.

Filibuster An attempt to defeat a bill in the Senate by talking 
indefinitely, thus preventing the Senate from taking action 
on the bill.

Fiscal policy Managing the economy through the use of tax 
and spending laws.

Fiscal year For the federal government, October 1 through 
the following September 30.

Framing The way in which the news media, by focusing on 
some aspects of an issue, shapes how people view that 
issue.

Franking privilege The ability of members to mail letters 
to their constituents free of charge by substituting their 
facsimile signature for postage.

Freedom of expression Right of people to speak, publish, 
and assemble.

Freedom of religion  People shall be free to  exercise their 
religion, and government may not  establish a religion.

Free-exercise clause First Amendment requirement that law 
cannot prevent free exercise of religion.

Free rider problem The tendency of individuals to avoid 
contributing to public goods.

Game frame The tendency of media to focus on political polls 
and strategy rather than on the issues.

Gender gap Difference in political views between men and 
women.

Gerrymandering Drawing the boundaries of legislative 
districts in bizarre or unusual shapes to favor one party.

Globalization The growing integration of the economies and 
societies of the world.

Gold plating The tendency of Pentagon officials to ask 
weapons contractors to meet excessively high requirements.

Good faith exception An error in gathering evidence 
sufficiently minor that it may be used in a trial.

Government by proxy Washington pays state and local 
governments and private groups to staff and administer 
federal programs.

Grandfather clause A clause in registration laws allowing 
people who do not meet registration requirements to vote if 
they or their ancestors had voted before 1867.

Grants-in-aid Money given by the national government to the 
states.

Grassroots lobbying Using the general public (rather than 
lobbyists) to contact government officials about a public 
policy.

Great Compromise Plan to have a popularly elected House 
based on state population and a state-selected Senate, 
with two members for each state.
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G4 Glossary

Gridlock The inability of the government to act because rival 
parties control different parts of the government.

Gross domestic product The total of all goods and services 
produced in an economy during a given year.

Habeas corpus An order to produce an arrested person 
before a judge.

Heuristics Informational shortcuts used by voters to make 
a decision.

Horse-race (scorekeeper) journalism News coverage that 
focuses on who is ahead rather than on the issues.

Human rights The belief that we should try to improve the 
lives of people in other countries.

Ideological interest groups Political organizations that 
attract members by appealing to their political convictions 
or principles.

Impeachment Charges against a president approved by 
a majority of the House of Representatives.

Impressionable years hypothesis Argument that political 
experiences  during the teens and early 20s  powerfully 
shape attitudes for the rest of the life cycle.

Incentive Something of value one cannot get without joining 
an organization.

Income inequality The extent to which income is unevenly 
distributed throughout society.

Incumbency advantage The tendency of incumbents to 
do better than otherwise similar challengers, especially in 
congressional elections.

Incumbent The person already holding an elective office.

Independent expenditures Spending by political action 
committees, corporations, or labor unions to help a party 
or candidate but done independent from the party or 
candidate.

Inevitable discovery The police can use evidence if it would 
inevitably have been discovered.

In forma pauperis A method whereby a poor person can 
have his or her case heard in federal court without charge.

Initiative Process that permits voters to put legislative 
measures directly on the ballot.

Insurance program A self-financing government 
program based on contributions that provide benefits to 
unemployed or retired persons.

Interest group An organization of people sharing a common 
interest or goal that seeks to influence public policy.

Interest group politics A policy in which one small group 
benefits and another small group pays.

Invisible primary  Process by which candidates try to attract 
the support of key party leaders before an election begins.

Iron triangle A close relationship between an agency, 
a congressional committee, and an interest group.

Isolationism The belief that the United States should 
withdraw from world affairs.

Issue  A conflict, real or apparent, between the interests, 
ideas, or beliefs of different citizens.

Issue network A network of people in Washington, 
DC–based interest groups, on congressional staffs, in 
universities and think tanks, and in the mass media, who 
regularly discuss and advocate public policies.

Joint committees Committees on which both senators and 
representatives serve.

Joint resolution A formal expression of congressional 
opinion that must be approved by both houses of 
Congress and by the president; constitutional amendments 
need not be signed by the president.

Judicial restraint approach The view that judges should 
decide cases strictly on the basis of the language of the 
laws and the Constitution.

Judicial review The power of courts to declare laws 
unconstitutional.

Keynesianism The belief the government must manage the 
economy by spending more money when in a recession 
and cutting spending when inflation occurs.

Laboratories of democracy Idea that different states can 
implement different policies, and the successful ones will 
spread.

Laissez-faire An economic theory that government should 
not regulate or interfere with commerce.

Legislative courts Courts created by Congress for 
specialized purposes, whose judges do not enjoy the 
protections of Article III of the Constitution.

Legislative veto The authority of Congress to block 
a presidential action after it has taken place. The Supreme 
Court has held that Congress does not have this power.

Legitimacy Political  authority conferred by law or by a state 
or national constitution.

Libel Writing that falsely injures another person.

Line-item veto An executive’s ability to block a particular 
provision in a bill passed by the legislature.

Literacy test A requirement that citizens show that they can 
read before registering to vote.

Litmus test An examination of the political ideology of 
a nominated judge.

Lobbyist A person who tries to influence legislation on behalf 
of an interest group.

Log-rolling A legislator supports a proposal favored by 
another in return for support of his or hers.

Majoritarian politics A policy in which almost  everybody 
benefits and almost everybody pays.

Majority leader The legislative leader elected by party 
members holding the majority of seats in the House or the 
Senate.

Majority-minority  districts Congressional  district where 
a majority of  voters are racial/ethnic minorities.

Mandates  Terms set by the national government that states 
must meet whether or not they accept federal grants.

Mandatory Money that the government is required to spend 
by law.

Marginal districts Districts in which candidates elected 
to the House of Representatives win in close elections 
(typically, less than 55 percent of the vote).

Material incentives Money or things valued in monetary 
terms.

Means test An income qualification program that determines 
whether one is eligible for benefits under government 
programs reserved for lower-income groups.
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Glossary G5

Military-industrial complex An alleged alliance between 
military leaders and corporate leaders.

Minority leader The legislative leader elected by party 
members holding a minority of seats in the House or the 
Senate.

Momentum When a  candidate wins (especially an upset 
win), she or he tends to do better than expected in 
future contests. Sometimes also called the bandwagon 
effect.

Monetarist One who believes that inflation occurs when too 
much money is chasing too few goods.

Monetary policy Managing the economy by altering the 
supply of money and interest rates.

Mugwumps or progressives Republican Party faction of the 
1890s to the 1910s, comprising reformers who opposed 
patronage.

Name-request job A job filled by a person whom an agency 
has already identified.

National chair Day-to-day party manager elected by the 
national committee.

National committee  Delegates who run party affairs 
between national conventions.

National convention A meeting of party delegates held 
every four years, which nominates the party’s candidate for 
president.

National debt The total deficit from the first presidency to the 
present.

“Necessary and proper” clause Section of the Constitution 
allowing Congress to pass all laws “necessary and proper” 
to its duties, and that has permitted Congress to exercise 
powers not specifically given to it (enumerated) by the 
Constitution.

New Jersey Plan Proposal to create a weak national 
government.

Nullification The doctrine that a state can declare null and 
void a federal law that, in the state’s opinion, violates the 
Constitution.

Open primary A primary election where all voters (regardless 
of party membership) may vote for the party’s nominee.

Open rule An order from the House Rules Committee that 
permits a bill to be amended on the floor.

Opinion of the Court A signed opinion of a majority of the 
Supreme Court.

Orthodox A belief that  morality and religion ought to be of 
 decisive importance.

Partisan identification A voter’s long-term, stable 
attachment to one of the political parties.

Partisan polarization A vote in which a majority of 
Democratic legislators opposes a majority of Republican 
legislators.

Partisanship An individual’s identification with a party; 
whether they consider themselves a Democrat, 
Republican, or Independent. See also Partisan 
Identification.

Party sorting The alignment of partisanship and issue 
positions so that Democrats tend to take more liberal 
positions and Republicans tend to take more conservative 
ones.

Party vote A vote where most Democrats are on one side of 
the bill, and most Republicans are on the other.

Per curiam opinion A brief, unsigned court opinion.

Plaintiff The party that initiates a lawsuit.

Pluralist view View that competition among all affected 
interests shapes public policy.

Plurality system An electoral system in which the winner 
is the person who gets the most votes, even if he or she 
does not receive a majority; used in almost all American 
elections.

Pocket veto A bill fails to become law because the 
president did not sign it within 10 days before Congress 
adjourns.

Polarization A deep and wide conflict over some government 
policy.

Police powers State power to effect laws promoting health, 
safety, and morals.

Policy entrepreneurs Activists in or out of government who 
pull together a political majority on behalf of unorganized 
interests.

Political action  committees (PACs)  Committees set up by 
a  corporation, labor union, or interest group that raise and 
spend campaign money from voluntary donations.

Political agenda Issues that people believe require 
governmental action.

Political cue A signal telling a legislator what values are at 
stake in a vote, and how the issue fits into his or her own 
political views on party agenda.

Political culture A  patterned and sustained way of  thinking 
about how political and economic life ought to be 
carried out.

Political elites Persons with a disproportionate share of 
political power.

Political ideology A more or less consistent set of beliefs 
about what policies government ought to pursue.

Political machines A party organization that recruits 
members by dispensing patronage.

Political participation The many different ways that people 
take part in politics and government.

Political party A group that seeks to elect candidates to 
public office.

Political question An issue the Supreme Court will allow the 
executive and legislative branches to decide.

Political socialization Process by which one’s 
 family influences one’s  political views.

Politics The activity by which an issue is agitated or settled.

Poll A survey of public opinion.

Poll tax A requirement that citizens pay a tax in order to 
register to vote.

Pork-barrel legislation Legislation that gives tangible 
benefits to constituents in several districts or states in the 
hope of winning their votes in return.

Positional issues Issues in which rival candidates have 
opposing views and that also divide voters.

Power The ability of one person to get another person to act 
in accordance with the first person’s intentions.
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G6 Glossary

Power elite view View that the government is dominated 
by a few top leaders, most of whom are outside of 
government.

Primary elections An election held to determine the nominee 
from a particular party.

Priming The ability of the news media to influence the factors 
individuals use to evaluate political elites.

Prior restraint  Censorship of a publication.

Probable cause Reasonable cause for issuing a search 
warrant or making an arrest; more than mere suspicion.

Progressive A belief that personal freedom and solving social 
problems are more important than religion.

Prospective voting Voting for a candidate because you favor 
his or her ideas for handling issues.

Public good Something of value that all individuals share, 
whether or not they contribute to it (such as clean air or 
water).

Public-interest lobby A political organization whose goals 
will principally benefit nonmembers.

Public opinion How people think or feel about particular 
things.

Public safety exception The police can question a non-
Mirandized suspect if there is an urgent concern for public 
safety.

Purposive incentive A benefit that comes from serving 
a cause or principle.

Pyramid structure A president’s subordinates report to him 
through a clear chain of command headed by a chief of 
staff.

Question wording The way in which survey questions 
are phrased, which influences how respondents answer 
them.

Quorum The minimum  number of members who must be 
present for business to be conducted in Congress.

Random sampling Method of selecting from a population 
in which each person has an equal probability of being 
selected.

Ratings Assessments of a representative’s voting record on 
issues important to an interest group.

Recall Procedure whereby voters can remove an elected 
official from office.

Red tape Complex bureaucratic rules and procedures that 
must be followed to get something done.

Referendum Procedure enabling voters to reject a measure 
passed by the legislature.

Remedy A judicial order enforcing a right or redressing 
a wrong.

Representative  democracy A  government in which leaders 
make  decisions by winning a  competitive struggle for the 
popular vote.

Republic A government in which elected representatives 
make the decisions.

Reserved powers Powers given to the state government 
alone.

Restrictive rule An order from the House Rules Committee 
that permits certain kinds of amendments but not others to 
be made to a bill on the floor.

Retrospective  voting Voting for a candidate because you 
like his or her past actions in office.

Reverse  discrimination Using race or sex to give 
preferential treatment to some people.

Riders Amendments on matters unrelated to a bill that 
are added to an important bill so that they will “ride” to 
passage through the Congress. When a bill has many 
riders, it is called a Christmas-tree bill.

Roll-call vote A congressional voting procedure that consists 
of members answering “yea” or “nay” to their names.

Safe districts Districts in which incumbents win by 
a comfortable margin.

Sampling error The difference between the results of random 
samples taken at the same time.

Search warrant A judge’s order authorizing a search.

Select committees Congressional committees appointed for 
a limited time and purpose.

Selective exposure Consuming only those news stories with 
which one already agrees.

Selective incorporation process The process whereby 
the Court has applied most, but not all, parts of the Bill of 
Rights to the states.

Separate-but-equal  doctrine The doctrine established in 
Plessy v.  Ferguson (1896) that African Americans could 
constitutionally be kept in separate but equal facilities.

Separation of  powers Sharing of constitutional authority by 
multiple branches of government.

Sequester Automatic  spending cuts.

Shays’s Rebellion A 1787 rebellion in which ex–
Revolutionary War soldiers attempted to prevent 
foreclosures of farms as a result of high interest rates and 
taxes.

Signing statement A presidential document that reveals 
what the president thinks of a new law and how it ought to 
be enforced.

Simple resolution An expression of opinion either in 
the House or Senate to settle procedural matters in 
either body.

Social movement A widely shared demand for change in 
some aspect of the social or political order.

Soft money Funds obtained by political parties that are spent 
on party activities, such as get-out-the-vote drives, but not 
on behalf of a specific candidate.

Solidary incentives The social rewards (sense of pleasure, 
status, or companionship) that lead people to join political 
organizations.

Sound bite A radio or video clip of someone speaking.

Sovereign immunity The rule that a citizen cannot sue the 
government without the government’s consent.

Sovereignty The ultimate political author in a system..

Speaker The presiding officer of the House of Representatives 
and the leader of his or her party in the House.

Standing A legal rule stating who is authorized to start 
a lawsuit.

Standing committees  Permanently established  legislative 
committees that consider and are responsible for 
legislation within a certain subject area.
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Glossary G7

Stare decisis “Let the decision stand”; allowing prior rulings 
to control a current case.

Strict scrutiny The standard by which “suspect 
classifications” are judged. To be upheld, such a 
classification must be related to a “compelling government 
interest,” be “narrowly tailored” to achieve that interest, and 
use the “least restrictive means” available.

Substantive  representation Ability of citizens to elect 
officials who will enact into law policies that the citizens 
favor.

Super-delegates Party leaders and elected officials who 
become delegates to the national convention without 
having to run in primaries or caucuses.

Super PAC A group that raises and spends unlimited 
amounts of money from corporations, unions, and 
individuals but cannot coordinate its activities with 
campaigns in any way.

Supply-side theory The belief that lower taxes and fewer 
regulations will stimulate the economy.

Surge and decline  Tendency for the president’s party to do 
better in presidential years when he is at the top of the 
ticket (the surge), but to do worse when he is not because 
many voters are less enthusiastic and stay home (the 
decline).

Suspect classification Classifications of people based 
on their race or ethnicity; laws so classifying people are 
subject to “strict scrutiny.”

Symbolic speech An act that conveys a political message.

Teller vote A congressional voting procedure in which 
members pass between two tellers, the “yeas” first and the 
“nays” second.

Trial balloon Information leaked to the media to test public 
reaction to a possible policy.

Trust funds Funds for government programs collected and 
spent outside the regular government budget.

Two-party system An electoral system with two dominant 
parties that compete in national elections.

Unalienable A human right based on nature or God.

Unified government The same party controls the White 
House and both houses of Congress.

Unipolar world A political landscape with one superpower.

Unitary system A system of government where sovereignty 
is fully vested in the national government, not the states.

Valence issue An issue on which everyone agrees, but 
the question is whether the candidate embraces the 
same view.

Veto Literally, “I forbid”; it refers to the power of a president to 
disapprove a bill, and may be overridden by a two-thirds 
vote of each house of Congress.

Veto message A message from the president to Congress 
stating that that a bill passed in both chambers will not 
be signed. Must be produced within 10 days of the bill’s 
passage.

Virginia Plan Proposal to create a strong national 
government.

Voice vote A congressional voting procedure in which 
members shout “yea” in approval or “nay” in disapproval, 
permitting members to vote quickly or anonymously on 
bills.

Voter identification laws Laws requiring citizens to show a 
government-issued photo ID in order to vote.

Voting-age population (VAP) Citizens who are eligible to 
vote after reaching the minimum age requirement.

Voting-eligible population (VEP) Citizens who have 
reached the minimum age to be eligible to vote, excluding 
those who are not legally permitted to cast a ballot.

Waiver A decision by an administrative agency granting some 
other party permission to violate a law or rule that would 
otherwise apply to it.

Wall of separation Court ruling that government cannot be 
involved with religion.

Watchdog The press’s role as an overseer of government 
officials to ensure they act in the public interest.

Whip A senator or representative who helps the party leader 
stay informed about what party members are thinking.

White primary The practice of keeping blacks from voting 
in the southern states’ primaries through arbitrary use of 
registration requirements and intimidation.

Worldviews Comprehensive opinions of how the United 
States should respond to world problems.

Writ of certiorari An order by a higher court directing a lower 
court to send up a case for review.
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